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Railway Engineering in the Northwest—Rotary

Snow Plows and Snow Sheds Ready for Winter
The indications that there is a Hkeh-

hood of a severe winter brings into prom-

inence the engineering necessities required

to maintain open railroad tracks. Even in

mild winters, short heavy snow storms not

infrequently suspend railroad service for

days. The situatiton has been met with

admirable skill, and as a rule the ponder-

ous snow plows make short work of the

ordinary drift, so that by far tlie greater

portion of the American railroads suffer

now so thoroughly estimated that sur-

prises are rare. The varying conditions

are all accounted for and nearly all pro-

vided for. Leaving the Pacific and fol-

lowing the line of the P'raser and Thomp-
son rivers, the railroad passes through a

comparatively low level. In this region a

very heavy rainfall occurs, frequently over

100 inches per annum, with almost a total

absence of snow. Then follows the Gold

Range, the Selkirk Range, and the main

each other, and all subsidiaries of the

same system, is because the Gold and Sel-

kirk ranges are the first high mountains

that encounter the moisture-saturated

clouds that drift eastward from the Pa-

cific Ocean, with the result that the clouds

become largely condensed into rain in

summer and snow in winter, and by the

time that the air currents have reached

the main ridge of the Rocky Mountains

they have already been deprived of the

a

THE ROTARY SNOW PLOW WITHOUT HOfSIXc;. .-iHOWINT. nOd.KR .\N"I) M^CHINRRV.
.\merican Locomotive i.'oiHpany. Kuiklers.

comparatively little from the ravages of

winter. In the Northwest, however, the

situation is more serious. What is known
as an open winter in the East is unknown

there. Among the larger railroads the

Canadian Pacific has, perhaps, had the

hardest experience, and this is being

avoided by the extensive system of tun-

nelling in the regions subject to the inter-

mittent but inevitable snow slides. The
climatic conditions alone the road are

range of the Rocky Mountains. In these

ranges the railway attains elevations re-

spectively of 1.900, 4.300, and 5.300 feet.

On the Gold Range the average snow fall

is 25 feet; in the Selkirks. 35 feet, and in

the Rockies from 14 to 15 feet. In the

Selkirks it has been claimed that as much

as 50 feet of snow has fallen in one sea-

son.

The variations of snow fall in these

mountain ranges, ci mparatively near to

greater part of their moisture, and so the

snow fall is much lighter, although the

ridge is nearly 2,000 feet higher than the

other adjacent ridges further west The

permanent way through the Selkirks be-

ing largely side-hill excavations : it will be

readily understood that the grade runs at

right angles to the paths of the inevitable

snow slides, which in the early days

choked up the raiUvay with snow and

debris.
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The snow was not the only danger. The

mountain sides are steep and are littered

with loose masses of rock, and clothed

here and there with heavy timber. As the

snow moves in a mass downwards it

gathers an immense accumulation of rock

and timber which it hurls with a rapidly

increasing and terrific force. Some idea

of its velocity may be gathered from the

fact that some of the largest snow slides

have been timed on their descent, and af-

ter attaining full dimensions a distance of

2,500 feet has been made in thirty seconds.

When it is considered that the density of

the snow, by actual measurement exceeds

SO pounds for cubic foot, some measure of

the amazing force of these snow slides

may be roughly calculated.

The problem of saving a slender line of

railroad from complete annihilation taxed

the ingenuity of the best engineers, as no

kind of structure could resist the impact

of such forces as have been referred to.

The early snow sheds were built of tim-

ber, but latterly ferro-concrete has been

brought into service. The underlying idea

of the various types of sheds has neces-

sarily been to carry the descending mass

harmlessly over and clear of the line. The

contour of the ground is the main consid-

eration in the formation of the shed. In

the annexed diagram different types of

sheds are illustrated, and these are cap-

able of modification to an indefinite de-

gree. The "A" or "K" type is perhaps

the most familiar from pictorial repre-

sentation. On the side of the mountain

a rock crib is built, balks of timber dove-

tailed, bolted together, and fitted to the

wall, being packed and loaded with mass-

ive pieces of rock, while the roof is fin-

ished ofT to the slope of the mountain so

as to form a sharp continuation thereof.

On the opposite side the uprights com-

prise huge posts spaced closely together,

heavily braced and strutted, to secure

strength for the roof. By giving the roof

a sharp fall, the moving mass can be

thrown clear of the structure on the lower

side, to tumble into the valley below. In

tl e "B" type the rock crib-work is placed

on either side, forming virtually a wooden
tunnel for the line. In "C," as the track

runs through a shallow cutting it is nec-

essary to build up the slope formation on

the mountain side so as to lift the moving
mass imperceptibly over the track. The
"E" and "F" or "J" types are modifica-

tions of this design, and are generally in-

troduced at such places where, owing to

the configuration of the ground, the shde

becomes somewhat spent before reaching

the line. Type "D" is simpler, being

adapted to those points where the line

skirts a precipice, and where it is prob-

able that the avalanche attains a high ve-

locity, so that it clears the track quickly,

instead of dropping directly on to it.

Type "G" is useful where small pure

snow movements are likely to be expe-

rienced, or where, owing to the open char-

acter of tlie location, the snow is likely to

drift heavily. The "H," "I," and "L"

types are more elaborate, and are modifi-

cations of one another. There is a double

roof, with intervening rafts and bracing.

These are used at points where the slides

are apt to bring down masses of rock and

timber. The final type "M'' is a simple

means of throwing the snow clear of the

line. On the mountain side the heavy rock

In many instances water pipes are car-

ried through the sheds, and hydrants and

lines of hose are provided ready for in-

stant use in case of fire. The sheds are

patrolled day and night, so that an out-

break may be readily caught. Telephones

are also in use. "Fire-breaks" occur at

intervals in the sheds, so that in case of

fire occurring only a limited portion of

the shed can be destroyed. These "breaks"

or oi)en spaces are protected by "glance"

DIFFERENT TYPES OF SNOW-SHEDS.

crib is built up to support massive balks

that are laid so as to point upward over

the track. The lower ends of these tim-

bers are buried, and the ground shaped to

form a hollow. The descending snow
rushes into the depression and up the in-

clined plane to fly into the air and to fall

clear of the track, the clearance varying

with the velocity of the avalanche.

cribs or split fences higher up on the

mountain side, which serve to divide the

avalanche, sending it flying over the ad-

jacent sheds.

As we have stated, however, as the

tunnelling proceeds the ' snow sheds are

disappearing, and not only will the most

serious of the avalanches be avoided, but

the grades and curves are lessened, af-
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fording a heavier haulage and less of risk.

Returning to the snow plow, it will be

recalled that the wedge type plow of the

last century was a mere attempt to clear

a railroad by hrute force, and the wcdge-

sh.iped plow, while it suited a light snow
fall, had its limitations. With the advent

of the Rotary snow fighting apparatus,

an approach to regularity of service was
nnmediatcly made. The appliance was
first used on the Union Pacilic in 1887,

and promptly raised blockades that had

tied up the road for weeks. Its introduc-

tion was rapid. Some remarkable exploits

have been performed by the Rotary. In

some Western storms that continued ten

days it looked like a determined attempt

of the elements to smother the machine,

but it came out every time triumphant.

When the construction of the Colorado
Midland road across the Rocky Moun-
tains in Colorado was fir.st agitated, it was
the general opinion that such a line could

not be successfully operated for more

The engine consists of two horizontal

cylinders with slide valves actuated by

the Walschaerls valve gear. The boiler

should be thrown away from the road.

Various important improvements have

been made on the Rotary, Among these

INTERIOR OF SNOW SHED ON THE
C.\NADI.\N P.XCH'IC R.\IL\V.\Y.

than four or five months in the year.

Simultaneously with the beginning of the

construction of the road came the Rotary

and the road has never been closed for

more than a few hours. Indeed the West-

ern roads are as a rule kept clearer than

some of the Eastern roads where there is

less snow, and, of course, less efficient de-

vices to meet an emergency. The repre-

sentatives of foreign countries were not

slow to see the merits of the Rotary, and

its adoption in European railways was
rapid and general.

It may be well to add, however, that the

Rotary snow plow did not spring into per-

fection in a single day or year. In its

present perfected form, a> constructed by

the Anierican Locomotive Company, a

reproduction of a photograph of which is

shown in our frontispiece, it is the result

of twenty years of practical experience

combined with the best mechanical skill.

ROTARY SNOW PLOW CLEARING A SIDINC.

is of the locomotive t) pc with liclpaire

firebox, and has ample heating surface

to give a good margin of steam capacity

to meet all requirements. The wheel is

driven by means of bevel gears on the

mam shaft and on the engine shafts.

The wheel is composed of ten hollow

cone-shaped scoops. Each scoop is open

its entire length on the front side through

which the snow is taken in. Knives are

hinged on each side of the opening, ar-

ranged so as to adjust themselves auto-

matically into cutting position. The
u heel is encased in a drum with a square

front or hood. At the bottom the hood

projects a few inches in advance of the

cutting blades, while at the centre of

tlie wheel, the knives are the first to en-

counter the snow. As a result, the w'hole

front of the Rotary is a sharp, cutting

edge. The shute in the top of the drum

is the design of the flanger and ice-cut-

ters. Since the improvements in their

construction it has been found impos-

sible for the Rotary to be derailed by

snow or ice. The ice-cutters and tiangers

are connected by iron rods to cranks on

the balance shaft, and may be raised and

lowered simultaneously by means of an

air cylinder. The flanger points, which

go below the rails, are bolted to the bot-

tom of the wings so that, in case they

strike an obstruction other than snow or

ice, the bolts will be broken oflf and no

other possible injury can be done to the

flanger. Extra flanger points with bolts

are carried in the tool box and in a few

minutes the flanger may again be put in

perfect v.orking order. By these means

the continued service of the Rotary is

insured in spite of collisions with other

substances embedded in the snow or ice.

ROTARY SNOW PLOW BUILT FOR THE DENVER, NORTHWESTERN & PACIFIC

is provided with an adjustable cover The Rotary is equipped with Westing-

which can be turned to suit the direction house Air Brake, with 9 1-2 inch pump,

in which it is desired that the snow and large reservoir capable of supplying
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both air brake cylinder and Hanger cyl-

inder. The cab is partitioned off in front

of the boiler, the front compartment be-

ing the pilot house, and the rear the

engineer's cab. The machinery of the

Rotary is underneath the floor of the

pilot house and is covered with iron

plates, thus securing the safety of those

operating the machine. The American

Locomotive Company publish a pamph-

let of instructions in regard to the proper

handling of the Rotary Snow Plow, and

with these instructions in mind any loco-

motive engineer can readily handle the

mechanism under any condition.

In conclusion it may be said that in

general practice it is preferable that the

Rotary should never be coupled to a

train. With a train the inability to stop

and start quickly enough may result in

jamming the Rotary into a hardened

bank and thereby fracture some part of

the mechanism. It has also been found

THE SCOOP WHEEL.

by experience that the best practice is

to use one heavy locomotive to push the

Rotary instead of two or three lighter

engines. The impact of forces will then

be found to be more readily controllable

,nd the avoidance of sudden jerks avoid-

, as a slow beginning and a steadily

ihcreasing force is in the interest of

Safety First rather than a sudden rush

at a snow bank by the Rotary Snow-

Plow.

bridges over numerous streets and high-

ways.

In accordance with modern railroad

construction, grade crossings, either of

highways or of other railroads have been

avoided, except three street crossings

within the city limits of Chattanooga,

where the separation of grades was im-

practicable.

The Southern Railway trains of the

Memphis division will also use this route

between Chattanooga and Wauhatchie, at

which latter point connection for these

trains will be made with the Nashville,

Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway.

The opening of this new line, which it

is expected will take place in the near

future, will mark another advanced step

in the operations of the Queen & Crescent

route and the Southern Railway, and fur-

nish another concrete example of the pol-

icy of these lines to install modern im-

provements, tending to better services

rendered by these lines, even though large

expenditures be involved.

Southern Railway Extension.

Within the next few months the .-Ma-

bama Great Southern Railroad will place

in service its new double-track line be-

tween Chattanooga and Wauhatchie, and

discontinue the use of the tracks of the

Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Rail-

way between these points.

The new line which the A. G. S. will

use has been under construction for sev-

eral years past, and involves a large

amount of heavy construction work, in-

cluding a double-track tunnel through

Lookout mountain 3,500 feet in length,

steel bridges over Lookout creek and the

N., C. & St. L. Railway, and concrete

Fifty Schoolboys Killed.

President Fairfax Harrison, of the

Southern Railway Company, reports that

during the fiscal year ending with last

June, 147 trespassers were killed on the

tracks of that road. He urges the devel-

opment of a public sentiment that will put

an end to the hazardous practice of tres-

passing. He has prepared a map showing

the point at which each trespasser was

killed and "it looks like a map of the mon-

uments on the Chickamauga battlefield."

. . . "Fully one-third of those killed

were schoolboys, 'hopping' trains, and a

large percentage were valuable wage-

earners walking on the tracks to or from

their work. Very few were 'tramps.'

"

Sleeping Car Cogitations.

Years ago when sleeping car travel was

in its infancy, Bret Harte wrote : It

was in a Pullman sleeping car on the

Erie. After the first plunge into uncon-

sciousness which the weary traveler takes

on getting into his berth, I awakened

to the dreadful revelation that I had been

asleep only two hours. The greater part

of the long winter night was before me to

face with staring eyes.

With the recollections of last night's

dinner weighing on me as heavily and

as coldly as the blanket. I began wonder-

ing why over the whole extent of the

continent there was no local dish ; why
the bill of fare at restaurants and hotels

was invariably only a weak reflection

of the metropolitan hostelries ; why the

entrees were always the same, only more

or less badly cooked ; why the traveling

American always was supposed to de-

mand turkey and cold cranberry sauce;

why the pretty waiter girl apparently

shuffled your plates behind her back, and

then dealt them over your shoulder in

a semicircle, as if they were a hand at

cards and not always a good one. Why
having done this, she instantly retired to

the nearest wall and gazed at you scorn-

fully, as one who would say : "Fair sir,

though lowly, I am proud ; if thou dost

imagine, that I would permit undue

familiarity of speech beware." And then

I begin to think of and dread the coming

breakfast, to wonder why the ham was

always cut half an inch thick and why
the fried eggs always a glass eye that

visibly win!;ed at you with diabolical

dyspeptic suggestions ; to wonder if the

buckwheat cakes would be brought in one

minute before it was time to change cars.

Missouri Grants Increase in Rates.

The railroads of Missouri have cause

for congratulation. The State Public

Service Commission granted them in-

creases in both passenger and freight

rates. The concession is not all the

railroads asked, but it is worth while

and shows that the commission aims to

be consistent. The new rates have

become effective after January I. For

years the railroads have been forced

to haul passengers at two cents per

mile. They requested an advance to

three cents. The concession permits

them to charge two and one-half cents

per mile. The freight rate increase will

aid the roads in regaining some of the

losses they have sustained the past few

years. Now if the railroads can secure

like increases in all other states, both

state and interstate rates, they will soon

be able to make some of the much
needed improvements and incidentally

get out of the hands of the receivers.

Our Oldest Railroad.

The numeral adjective which begins

the title. "Eighty-ninth annual report

of the president and directors to the

stockholders of the Baltimore & Ohio

Railroad Co. for the year ended June

30, 1915." seems commonplace enough,

but to the student of railroad history

it is eloquent of the whole period of

railroad activities in this country. For

the first steps in the construction of the

Baltimore & Ohio marked the real be-

ginning of railway building in the

United States. The company was char-

tered in 1827, in Maryland and Virginia,

and actual construction was begun July

4, 1828—a significant date indeed, and

particularly so in this case because it

was Charles Carroll, last surviving sign-

er of the Declaration of Independence,

who laid the first rail. President Hadley
of Yale aptly emphasized the romance
of that scene when he wrote, in 1885:

"One man's life formed the connecting

link between the political revolution of

the last century and the industrial revo-

lution of the present."
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Hell Gate Bridp;e Nears Completion—Largest

Arch Span in the World
Among the other great works com-

pleted, or nearly completed, at the

end of the last year, is the arch span

of the New York Connecting railroad

bridge over the east channel of the East

River in New York City, and is a part

of the 2;/^ miles of bridge work which ex-

tends from 138th street to Lawrence
street in Astoria, Long Island. The most
notable feature in the arch span is its

immense size. The length lietween the

centers of skewbacks is 977 feet 6 inclies.

The distance between near sides of the

tower piers at the coping is 1,015 feet.

In the center of the arch the top chord

on its upper edge clears the river at high

tide 307 feet 6 inches, and on the lower

side of the chord 265 feet. The construc-

tion of the arch was unique in engineer-

ing methods, a large triangular structure

being designed on each side of tlie river

both halves simultaneously and the ele-

vations although varying a few inches

were speedily brought into place by the

use of hydraulic jacks on the suspending

structures, the variation arising from the

fact tliat the Long Island counterweight

h;id settled 2'< inches, while tlie Ward's
Island side had settled only Ys inch. The
junction of the arch was completed on

October 4, and the roadway structure is

now being rapidly proceeded with, and
llie work is in many respects recognized

to be the boldest bridge erection scheme
on record.

This Hell Gate bridge work has all been

designed by Gustave Lindenthal, consult-

ing engineer for the New York Connect-
ing Railroad. The steel work was fabri-

cated and is being erected by the Ameri-
can Bridge Company. The entire scheme
of erection inchiding the use of skew back

IIOI.-^TIXf. .\ I-L0(1R r.E.NM ON THE HELL GATE BRIDGE.

which was held down liy counterweights

while each projecting half-span was in

course of construction until the two halves

could be connected in the center, when
the whole span became self-supporting.

The accompanying illustration show s the

arch completed and the roadway in prog-

ress of construction. The bottom of the

floor or roadway system will clear the

river at high tide 135 feet. The span is

divided into 23 panels of 42 feet 6 inches

each, the bottom chord sections weigh-

ing 180 tons and diminishing in proportion

to 85 tons at the center. The arch span

will have four railroad tracks between its

trusses, and two highway tracks on brack-

ets outside. The work on the extending span
from the Long Island side was begun on
January 22 of last year, and continued

until seven panels stood out over the

river. Work was then stopped on this

half and the Ward's Island half of the

arch was begun on May 28, and on Au-
gust 30, six panels were completed, and
operations were afterwards continued on

stays was developed by the Bridge Com-
pany under the direction of Mr. Emil
Larsson, assistant chief engineer.

Railways of Ireland.

The railways of Ireland traverse, prin-

cipally the southern and eastern sections,

over one-third—1,300 miles—of the total

mileage of 3.403 lying within the consular

district of Munster. The total passenger

traffic is about 30.000,000 persons per an-

num, and of this Munster has only one-

fourth. Of the freight traffic, Munster
has probably one-half, owing to the move-
ment of cattle, swine, and sheep. In 1911

the number of persons employed on Irish

railways was 13.043.

The early part of the year 1914 was ad-

verse to all transportation undertakings.

The official statistics, which include the

majority of the Irish railways, showed
gross receipts from January to June, 1914,

at $10,393,380, a slight decrease from re-

ceipts for the same period in 1913. The

freight traffic for the year was decidedly

better than the passenger traffic. The rail-

ways of Ireland were not taken over by

the Government under the act of 1871, as

were the English railways, and the cm-
jiloyecs were at times dissatisfied with the

terms under which they labored.

Engineering Fellowships.

It will l)e of interest to many of our

younger readers to learn that there are

now no less than fourteen Research Fel-

lowships, for each of which there is an

annual stipend of $500, open to grad-

uates of approved American and foreign

universities and technical schools, in con-

nection w-ith one given by the Engineering

I'"xpcrimcnt Station of the University of

Illinois. There will be five vacancies to

be filled at the close of the current aca-

demic year. Research work may be un-

dertaken in civil, electrical, mechanical

and railway engineering and other

branches, the complete details in regard to

which may be had on application to Pro-

fessor W. F. M. Goss, dean of the Col-

lege of Engineering, Urbana, Illinois.

Hornets in a Railway Car.

A short time ago a gentleman who had
been rambling through some woods on
the Missouri Pacific walked into a pas-

senger with a hornets' nest stuck on the

end of his cane. The cold weather had
benumbed the insects, but under the

warmth of the car they gradually dis-

played vitality, and before the would be

naturalist had presence of mind to throw
the hive out of the window the hornets

were buzzing all through the car and
stinging the passengers. The presence of

the conductor did not alarm the swarm
for when he began to try and force

them out he was attacked and severely

stung. The train was stopped and doors
and windows thrown open, but many of

the passengers were stung before the hor-

nets were forced out of the car.

Oldest Locomotive Still Working.

One of George Stephenson's first en-

gines is still in operation at Hetton Col-

liery in England, where it was first put

into use and where it has been in con-
stant service since 1822. the year in which
it was built. Although the English gov-
ernment has offered to purchase it for

preservation in one of the museums, the

owners, say they will keep it

W hen a fatal accident happens on a
British railway its cause is thoroughly in-

vestigated by a Government inspector,

who generally finds out the cause. While
investigating lately the cause of an acci-

dent that happened on the London &
Xorthwestern Railway, the statement was
made that the passenger engine mileage
for the last six years has been 36.000.000

per annum.
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New Additions to the Rules tor Inspecting

Steam Locomotives

Additions to the rules and instructions

already in force in regard to the federal

boiler inspection law have been approved

by the Interstate Commerce Commission

and the railroads, and take effect at the

licginning of the present year. Among
some of the additions are the following

:

RULES AND INSTRUCTIONS.

The railroad company will be held re-

sponsible for the general design, construc-

tion and maintenance of locomotives and

tenders under its control.

The mechanical officer in charge, at

each point where repairs are made, will

be held rcsponsililc for the inspection and

repair of all parts of locomotives and ten-

ders under his jurisdiction. He must

know that inspections are made as re-

tpiired, and that the defects are properly

repaired before the locomotive is returned

to service.

The term "inspector" as used in these

rules and instructions means, unless other-

wise specified, the railroad company's in-

spector.

Each locomotive tender shall be in-

spected after each trip, or day's work, and

the defects found reported on an approved

form to the proper representative of the

company. This form shall show the name

of the railroad, the initials and number

of the locomotive, the place, date and

time of the inspection, the defects found,

and the signature of the employe making

the inspection. The report shall be ap-

proved by the foreman with proper writ-

ten explanation made thereon for defects

reported which were not repaired before

the locomotive is returned to service. The

report shall then be filed in the office of

the railroad company at the place where

the inspection is made.

,\SH PANS.

.'\sh pans shall Ije securely supported

and maintained in safe and suitable con-

dition for service.

Locomotives built after January 1, 1916.

shall have ash pans supported from mud
rings or frames. Locomotives built prior

to January 1, 1916. which do not have

the ash pans supported from mud rings

or frames shall be changed when the lo-

comotive receives new firebox.

The operating mechanism of all ash

pans shall be so arranged that it may

be safely operated and maintained in safe

and suitable condition for service.

No part of ash pan shall be less than

Zyi inches above the rail.

CABS. WARNING SIGNALS AND SANDERS.

AH cabs shall be securely attached

or braced and maintained in a safe and

suitable condition for service. Cab win-

dows shall be so located and maintained

that the enginemen may have a clear view

of track and signals from their usual and

proper positions in the cab.

Road locomotives used in regions where

snowstorms are usually encountered shall

be provided with what is known as a

'clear-vision" window, which is a window

hinged at the top and placed in the glass

in each front cab door or window. These

windows shall be not less than S inches

high, located as nearly as possible in

line of the enginemen's vision, and so con-

structed that they may be easily opened

or closed.

Steam pipes shall not be fastened to the

cab. On new construction or when re-

renewals are made of iron or steel pipe

subject to boiler pressure in cabs, it shall

lie what is commercially known as double

strength pipe with extra heavy valves and

fittings.

Cab aprons.—Cab aprons shall be of

proper length and width to insure safety.

.Aprons must be securely hinged, main-

tained in a safe and suitable condition for

service and roughened, or other provision

made, to afford secure footing.

Cylinder cocks.—Necessary cylinder

cocks, operated from cab of locomotive,

shall be provided and maintained in a safe

and suitalile condition for service.

Sa}idcrs.—Locomotives shall be equip-

ped with proper sanding apparatus, which

?hall lie maintained in safe and suitable

condition for service, and tested before

each trip. Sand pipes must lie securely

fastened in line with the rails.

THROTTI.K .\ND REVERSING GE.\R.

'I'hroltlcs.—Throttles shall be main-

tained in safe and suitable condition for

service, and efficient means provided to

hold the throttle lever in any desired po-

sition.

Reversing gear.—Reversing gear, re-

verse levers, and quadrants shall be main-

tained in a safe and suitable condition for

service. Reverse-lever latch shall be so

arranged that it can be easily disengaged,

and provided with a spring which will

keep it firmly seated in quadrant. Proper

counterbalance shall be provided for the

valve gear.

LTpon application to the chief inspector,

modification of these rules, not incon-

sistent with their purpose, may be made

for roads operating less than five loco-

motives, if an investigation shows that

conditions warrant it.

ACCIDENT REPORTS.

In the case of an accident resulting

from failure, from anv 'cause, of a loco-

motive or tender, or any appurtenances

thereof, resulting in serious injury or

death to one or more persons, the carrier

owning or operating such locomotive shall

immediately transmit by wire to the chief

inspector, at his office in Washington, D.

C, a report of such accident, stating the

nature of the accident, the place at which

it occurred, as well as where the locomo-

ti\e may he inspected, which wire shall

be immediately confirmed by mail, giving

a full detailed report of such accident,

stating, so far as may be known, the

causes and giving a complete list of the

killed or injured.

Note.—Locomotive boilers and their

appurtenances will be inspected in ac-

cordance with the order of the Commis-

sion, dated June 2, 1911. Safety applian-

ces on locomotives will be inspected in ac-

cordance with the order of the Commis-

sion dated March 13, 1911.

National Tube Company's Prizes.

Among the finest exhibits displayed at

the Panama-Pacific Exposition was that

of the National Tube Company of Pitts-

burgh. This company was awarded a

Grand Prize, which was the highest award

conferred, but it seemed to us that each

of tlie company's separate exhibits de-

served a Grand Prize or at least a medal

of honor.

The Grand Prize was given for the

general excellence of the tubular products

and fittings, the greatest merit being

recognized in the following special pro-

ducts exhibited as representing the high-

est development of the art

:

"National" oil well casing, tubing, drill

pipe, drive pipe, rotary drill pipe and

tubing with upset ends, line pipe, lead joint

pipe, steel poles, standard pipe, black and

galvanized, spellerized (4 inches and

under) to minimize corrosion. Manufac-

tured in 40 feet lengths when desired.

"National" Spellerized boiler tulies.

"National" protective coating.

"Kewanee" unions, valves and fittings.

"Shelby" seamless steel tubing—Special

alloy tubing, boiler tubes, cylinders, flasks,

steam pipe, drill pi|)e. mechanical tubing,

trolley poles.

The Cost of Repairs.

.\ su|ierintendent of motive power was
showing a Scotchman the wonderful im-

provements in the locomotives and ex-

plaining the merits of super heat. In open-

ing the smoke box door to explain the

apparatus, the Scotchman e-xclaimed

:

"Ha! ha! I see. I see. but mun it ma
cost you something to keep the nick-nacks

in repair."
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Installation Phase o( Brake Operation
Hy WALTER V. TURNER. Assistant Manager. Westinghouse Air Brake Co.

hi previous articles on the subject of

braking ratio to be employed in tlie de-

sign of passenger car brakes. I have dealt

chiefly uith the definitions of expressions

commonly used and have suggested cer-

tain requirements to be oliserved in con-

nection with brake installation, but when
considering in a general way the installa-

tion of a brake on a vehicle, it is neces-

sary to employ a ratio of brake shoe pres-

sure to empty weight of car which engin-

eering practice and experience have de-

termined as most desirable and this either

for service or emergency operation, or

both. When an installation is required

wherein a certain rate of retardation in

miles per hour per second is desired, or

in which a certain stopping distance is

specified, it is essential that all of the

other factors be known or fixed upon, be-

fore the braking ratio is even considered.

There was some justification in the

viewpoint that the brake manufacturers

were concerned only with a recommenda-
tion as to what the braking ratio for a

brake installation should be, until a few

years ago, but since that time real en-

gineering problems in brake design are

presented by transportion companies. In

some cases the question is, how much time

can be saved on the schedule by an im-

proved brake ; in other cases the chief con-

sideration is the distance in which a cer-

tain weight of train can be stopped on a

level track from a 60 mile per hour speed

;

again, the most efficient brake all around
for service and emergency operation may
be desired and in one instance the actual

rate of retardation in miles per hour, per

second on the loaded weight of the car,

both in service and emergency, and at dif-

ferent speeds is specified ; therefore, wher-
ever the question of brake performance is

concerned, as in brake tests, safe and eflS-

cient service, the cylinder pressure from
which the braking ratio is to be obtained,

is the last thing to be considered and the

customary statements, "90 on 60, etc.,"

have practically no application whatever
to the matter in hand.

Under such circumstances, we are con-

cerned with two separate and distinct

phases of the braking problem, that is, the

one where simply a question of brake in-

stallation is involved and the other where
it becomes a much broader proposition of

securing a specified or required retarding

force, or more concretely, one phase as

viewed by the car designer or car builder,

the other by those concerned with efficient

train braking.

From the foregoing it will become evi-

dent that we are concerned only with the

ratio of the shoe pressure to the weight of
the car until we actually reach the question
of car design

: therefore, because of hav-

ing the necessity for a liasc from which to

work in cases where retardation retjuire-

mcnts are not given, it is necessary to \'ix

upon some arbitrary percentage, such as

60 per cent, for freight service and 90 per

cent, for passenger service, or there would
be no starting place for the design of a

suitable brake apparatus, moreover with-

out such a base the result would be a

conglomeration of braking percentages;

however, when retardation requirements

are to be met, the braking ratio required

must be left until other factors have been

determined upon.

With this proposition, it will be clearly

seen that no matter which phase we are

considering, the question of cylinder pres-

sure, ratio of leverage, etc., does not enter

until we come to the actual lay out for a

brake installation, and thus it is unnec-

essary and confusing to point out any of

the other factors involved until such time

as they arise from the nature of the case.

It will not be sufficient to dismiss the

question of using braking ratio without

mention of cylinder pressure initially by

the statement that everyone knows when
the term cylinder pressure coupled with

"braking power" means anything and when
it does not, for I take the stand that

everyone does not know, and that those

who do, often use it and confuse those

who do not know, and further that the

indiscriminate use of those two terms to-

gether is unscientific and exhibits a loose-

ness of conception with consequent neglect

of principles that has no place in engineer-

ing practice.

From these considerations, I would sug-

gest that in the future recommendations
should be for some arbitrary per cent,

braking ratio for both service and emer-
gency operations, without any reference

whatever to the cylinder pressure from
which it is to be realized—this question of

cylinder pressure only to come into the

statement when we can no longer proceed
without it. which, obviously, is when some
specific brake installation is being consid-

ered. The recommendation I would sug-
gest to be 90 per cent, braking ratio for

service and 150 per cent, for emergency.
In order that my position may be prop-

erly understood and the value of the sug-
gestion appreciated, it is desirable to add
the following, as it reduces the foregoing
to a concrete engineering basis.

(1) That braking ratio per se has noth-
ing whatever to do with cylinder pressure.

This will be more clearly realized when it

is considered that braking ratio is nothing
but a ratio and that neither of the terms
in the ratio is cylinder pressure—one of
the terms being shoe pressure, the other
the weight of the car.

(2) That neither braking ratio or cyl-

inder pressure bears any fixed relation to

the retarding force developed.

(3) That to couple braking ratio and
cylinder pressure together, unless actually

laying out a brake installation, is confus-

ing and misleading.

(4) That primarily when speaking of

the force necessary to control a train, oi

what braking ratio it would be best to

employ, the cylinder pressure is not a

factor, but is merely one of the many de-

tails that come into the matter later. For
instance, when kind of brake apparatus,

existing practice, or car design, becomes
the subject for consideration.

(5) That cylinder pressures for the

service operations of the brake are now
so numerous that if cylinder pressure is

mentioned at all, all of them must be men-
tioned, or the particular equipment for

which one is speaking must be specified

and the di.scussion limited to this parti-

cular one.

(6) That if it is considered necessary

to tack the brake cylinder pressure to

braking ratio whenever this is mentioned,
as is very generally done, no matter

whether speaking of train control or brake

installation, why not also mention the ra-

tio of leverage to be employed, the ulti-

mate pressure that will be obtained in

emergency applications, since this is nec-

essary before the lever designs can be
made, the stresses permissible in levers

and rods, the piston travel required to

give proper shoe clearance, and any other
details that are as essential to the brake
question as is that of cylinder pressure.

.^11 of these are essential factors at a

certain stage of the consideration, but
none of them need to be mentioned to as-

sist in the discussion of what braking
ratio should be employed and since not
needed must necessarily make the discus-

sion more complex and unintelligible.

This may not appear so to the man long
accustomed to using "90 per cent, braking
power on 60 per cent, cylinder pressure-
in the same sense as he would use a sym-
bol, or who thinks of it as he would a
single term, either of which make it mean
something different to him from what it

may seem to another, but the writer has
found by tedious experience that if he
can keep the two separated when discuss-
ing brake phenomena, such as wheel slid-

ing, long and short stops, etc., that much
more rapid headway can be made to a
clearer and more intelligent comprehen-
sion that 90 per cent, braking ratio is 9;)

per cent, braking ratio, irrespective of the
cylinder pressure, and is also able to
dodge the most terrifying question he now
is frequently called upon to answer, name-
ly

: "Why is it that S6 lbs., cylinder pres-
sure will not slide more wheels than 60?"^
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Simple Method of Adjusting the Walschaerts

Valve Gear
By CLARENCE BODEMER, Master Mechanic, Louisville & Nashville Railioad, Dtcaiur, Alsbsma

To set valves and make alterations on

an engine equipped with Walschaerts

valve gear, when the eccentric crank arm

leads the pin in the foward motion.

Put reverse lever in extreme forward

notch of quadrant, and place crank pin on

and the length B and F would remain the

same as before.

If the marks on valve rod crosshead

were as shown on Fig. 3.

The length F would be H in. longer

than B, consequently, the lead in forward

r'l

FIG. 1

forward dead center, then scribe a mark

on valve rod crosshead with the standard

24 in. valve stem tram. With reverse

lever in the same position, place crank pin

on back dead center and scribe a mark

motion would be one-half of ^ in. :=

3/16 in. greater in the forward motion

than the backward motion, and in this

case both the crank arm and the eccentric

rod would have to be changed. First,

Front

r--^

FIG.

on valve rod crosshead. These forward

motion marks should be scribed on the

valve rod crosshead, starting from a

horizontal line and running above this

line. Repeat this with reverse lever in

backward motion until all four lines have

been scribed on each valve rod crosshead,

pinching wheels to take up lost motion in

the ordinary manner.

The backward motion marks should be

scribed starting from the same horizontal

line, but running below this line. It is

not necessary to pay attention to any

port opening marks until the very last

thing, after all changes have been made to

eccentric arms, eccentric rod or both.

If the marks made on valve rod cross-

head were as shown on Fig. 1.

The lead would be the same in both

motions, consequently the eccentric crank

arm would require no change of position.

However, the eccentric rod would have

to be shortened the sum of ^ in. -f J^ in.

= 54 in. This would make the forward

motion lines drop in the backward motion

lines and the valves would be square.

This does not change the distance between

the port lines designated by B and F,

which are equal in this case.

If the marks on valve rod crosshead

were as shown on Fig. 2.

The lead would be the same in both

motions, consequently, the crank arm

would require no change of position, but

the eccentric rod would have to be length-

ened the sum of V^ in. -f % in. = Vi in.,

place the crank pin on front dead center

pinching engine in forward motion, with

reverse lever also in front notch, then

knock the crank arm away from the cen-

ter of the driving axle (to take up the

lost motion in link gear), and then knock

back dead centers in forward and back-

ward motions. After these marks have

been obtained, the lines will show on

valve rod crosshead similar to those in

figure 2, but with a different amount be-

tween the front end and back end lines.

The lead, however, in the forward and

backward motion will be equal, and it will

then only be necessary to lengthen the

valve rod, the sum of the distance be-

tween the lines.

If the marks on valve rod crosshead

were as shown on Fig. 4.

The length B would be V2 in. longer than

F, consequently, the lead in the back mo-
tion would be one-half of ^ in. =: J4 in-

greater in the back motion than the for-

ward motion. In this case pinch engine

ahead with reverse lever in forward mo-
tion, and place crank pin on front dead

center. Drive the eccentric arm directly

toward the center of driving axle, until the

24 in. valve tram falls outside the back

mark of the forward motion line Yf, in.

Tliis will increase the lead in forward

motion Jg in. and decrease the lead Y% in.,

in backward motion, thereby equalizing

the lead in both motions.

When the distances F and B in any of

the above figures are equal, it is never

necessary to shift the eccentric crank arm,

and the only change required is to length-

en or shorten the eccentric rod, so as to

bring the forward motion marks in line

Fron f

FIG, 5

it towards the center of the axle again

until the valve tram falls 3/32 in. inside

of back mark of forward motion tram

mark 3/32 in., being half the amount that

the forward lead exceeds the backward

lead.

Lf.

with the backward motion marks, and

then the valves are set. The next thing to

do is to mark the port openings on the

valve stem with a short tram about 6 in.

long, and then lind the center between the

port opening marks. Find the center of

/-J

Front

FIG.

4

Of course, the valve tram must be held

at the valve rod crosshead, while the

crank arm is being moved, so as to know

when the crank arm has been shifted

enough. Clamp the crank arm in this

position and catch all four points over

again by pinching wheels on front and

the marks on valve rod crosshead and set

this crosshead so that this center rnark

drops in the 24 in. valve tram, then length-

en or shorten the valve stem until the cen-

ter of the port openings marks on valve

stem drops in the 6 in. valve tram, and

the valves are complete.
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Progress in Flue Welding.

By Jamks Muuauv, Foreman Black-

smith, CUKSAPEAKK & OhIO ShOPS,

Covington, Ky.

Twenty-live years ago flues were being

welded in the open tire. The average out-

put was IS flues jicr hour, .'\fter a short

time I constructed a coke furnace on

which we averaged 25 flues per hour.

Afterwards on a flue welder we raised the

average to 35 flues per hour. At present,

using our home-made flue hammers and

an oil furnace, we can equal the output of

any flue sliop in the country. .\s an il-

lustration a conipUte set of G V flues are

welded in 7 Imurs, ur an average of 50

per hour.

Several years ago Mr. J. R. Gould, our

superintendent of motive power, requested

me to build a superheater flue machine.

At that time we were removing the large

flues from the Mikado engines and send-

ing them to llmitinKton to have the safety

ends welded, which caused considerable

delay in addition to the expense of load-

ing and uidoading them. We built a ma-

chine adapted to welding the large flues

iit a cost of $122.00 With this machine

we can take a set of superheater flues and

weld them in two hours, at a cost of

about three cents a flue. They are welded

and swedged at the same time. In the

most of the flue shops the flue is welded

and heated again to swedge it, causing de-

lay and extra expense.

Flues should be scarfed, otherwise it will

he found that in testing they will break off

at the weld. Sometimes they will break

off at the first blow of a hammer, where-

as if the flues are scarfed they can be bent

double without breaking. The doubling

will take about eight blows with a sledge

hammer, the safety ends can he scarfed

at the same cost as if they were not

scarfed, and if it should cost more it is

cheaper in the end.

The Flue Rattler is also worthy of no-

tice. In taking out a set of flues that

have served their amount of mileage, put

them in the rattler and more than likely

pieces will break oflt from some of them.

This will avoid the possibility of double

welding. I may add that our flue welder

is paid at the rate of 25 cents per hour,

and his helper 22.40 cents per hour.

Both earn their money.

The sketch and photograph show an

inexpensively constructed trough which

can be used on almost any style of sandcr

on which the trap is located below the

rnnboard. I'hc framework is of No. 8

copper wire over which the canvas .sheet

is stretched and hemmed over by means

Lace [eabber

.

will generally

needed.

found there when

Handy Adjustable Sand Trough for

Roundhouse.

By F. W. Bentlev, Jr., Missouri Valley,

Iowa.

In cleaning out air sander trap pipes

leading from the sand box, it is some-

times an aggravating proposition to keep

the sand from falling down on other

parts of the locomotive where it is prone

to be the source of damage if enough

of it falls in one place and it is not

carefully cleaned away.

I
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DET.MLS OF S.^ND TR.^P.

of either small rivets or glue. When
in use the top of the device is held

around the trap by means of two lace

leather strips. This makes it possible to

tie or fasten the bag up to almost anything

which presents itself. The top piece being

of copper wire makes it also possible to

> \Mi I RAP All.Vii I ED TO LOCOMoTINK.

bend the trough around any arrangement

of piping leads that are set up.

Perhaps the strongest recommendation

that the little device can present is that

it is too small a piece of canvas to be

used for numerous other purposes by

roundhouse men, and as a result if kept

in a certain place when not in use, it

Failures in Locomotive Running.

Bv .\I. H. Gray, Savannah, Ga.

In the last few days in my territory, we
have had a serious head-on collision.

Several lives lost, considerable destruc-

tion of property. A man failure. The
engineer forgetting an order. I have al-

ways thought that every man in the train

crew, induing the flagman, should have a

copy of all orders. Someone may not

fail, the flagman could have stopped the

train, the baggage master could have

stopped it. I say "man failure"—the

memory failed, and this is the result. I

have been in the business twenty-seven

years and every time the engineer's mind
failed, he carries everybody with him.

The result—death with those that had

their confidence in the man on the head

end.

We have people born in all kinds of

business with peculiarities, that will aflfect

them, and get their minds all tangled up.

I am going to mention a few. I saw an

engineer one day going out on his run

that had just received in his mail a pretty

severe letter from a master mechanic

about a delay. It had Bill pretty well

worked up. His mind for that whole trip

was tangled up with this letter.

A man told me once that just such a

thing as this caused him to run by a

board. I am not saying that this had
anything to do with this case or any

other. It takes a pretty good judge of

human nature to tell what will worry a

man. .\ good many times he has reported

work on his engine. He comes down
about two o'clock in the morning to go
out ; when he starts, he finds it hasn't

been given attention. That is going to

worry him. It takes a strict concentra-

tion of the mind all the time in this busi-

ness. We have other people that had let-

ters like Bill got, and any other thing.

don't worry them. They go to sleep over

it. and. as I say, give everybody a copy

of the orders. The flagman could stop

the train, with an emergency cord.

On one of these single track roads

everybody is in a hurry. The engineer

grabs his orders, puts them in his overalls

pocket. He may tell the fireman if he is

a white man. There are too much orders

anyway. Too much for one man's mind
to memorize. The engineer is overloaded

already. When he gets in he has a long

report to make out. on an engine, maybe
it has been a rough rider, and he is prac-

tically all in, so it seems to me that giv-

ing the full crew all a copy, there may be

a possibility of some one not failing at the

proper time. It is an awful thing to think

as an engineer that we have betrayed the

trust that was in our care, and there is

only one life here, and it can never be re-

placed : when the mind fails to act, or we
have forgotten the orders.
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The Selection of Apprentices
By H. E. BLACKBURN, Instructor of Apprentices, Erie Railroad

The common saying that like father,

like son, has been taken for the truth so

long, that the little truth that it contains

has been lost.

.'\ny person would naturally think

though that the son of a railroad engi-

neer, who had reached the age of six-

teen, would know why they placed a

"pop" on the dome of a locomotive boiler,

but strange to say this is the last per-

son in the world to give you a good an-

swer. As a rule all that they can see in

a "pop" is a noise maker of the first

variety, while the ever curious boy from
the country will tell you it is there to

keep her from "blowing up."

Of course we have to take into con-

sideration that all boys are not born

alike, in fact, some are born "short," and
others "long." But mostly short when it

comes to things mechanical, birth, sur-

roundings, heredity and the lack of oppor-

tunities all have their effect upon the

boy, and these things must be taken in

consideration by the father before he

holds the instructor responsible for his

boy and his future.

As a rule the father comes home worn
out after a hard day's work. And after

supper he reads awhile, lies down to rest,

or drifts out to places where he forgets

his troubles. If he is one of the old

school who stays in, he is generally too

tired to instruct his boy in the trade he

is following, or he is afraid the boy will

ask him about something new that he is

not up on, so as to give him an intelli-

gent answer.

The result is that the boy drifts out on

the street, and later on to the "movies,"

finally the father cannot keep the boy at

home nights, and he drags him off to

some shop to learn a- trade, or rather to

keep him off the street.

If the boy fails to pass the exami-

nation as laid down by the railroad com-

pany, the father becomes "sore" on the

instructor, and begins to talk about his

religion or nationality not being in har-

mony with the surroundings, while the

real truth of the matter is the father

never took enough interest in the boy, or

even gave him a "look in" around a ma-
chine shop.

If you will look over some of the

sheets turned in by mechanics' sons you

will find the following:

Q.—Which are the main driving wheels

on a locomotive?

A.—The wheels next to the steam

main.

Q.—What is the lead on a valve?

A.—A heavy piece of lead to hold it

down.

Q.—What is lap on a valve.

A.—Once around.

Q-—What is an oil plug used for?

A.—To keep the oil from running out.

Q.-^Why is a sand box placed on the

boiler?

A.—So that the conductor can stop the

train on a wet day.

Q.—What are the injectors used for?

A.—So as to see how much water and
steam there is on hand.

Q.—Why do they use two injectors?

A.—So if one blows up they can use

the other.

Q.—What are the safety chains for?

A.—To keep the engineer in the cab,

and to keep the fireman from losing his

rake.

Q.—Why is lagging placed on a boiler.

A.—To keep the steam in the boiler.

Q.—How does the engineer open the

cylinder cocks?

A.—He works his feet.

Q.—What two parts does the piston rod

connect?

A.—The cylinders and the guides.

Q.—Which way will the engine go if

given steam when the reverse lever is in

the center of the quadrant?

A.—The wheels will slip and the engine

will not move.

Q.—How many strokes will a piston

rod make in one turn of the wheels?

A.—Eight.

Q.—What makes you think that you

want a trade?.

A.—The old man.

Q.—What trade do you wish to follow?

A.—Any old thing as long as it pays

the most.

Q.—How far have you been in your

studies?

A.—Five years.

Q.—Can you work fractions?

A.—Yes, a few.

Q.—Can you read a rule?

A.—Yes, some of it.

Q.—What is your nationality?

.'\.—Methodist, and I don't smoke
cigarettes.

Q.—Have you any tools?

A.—Yes, a couple.

And so it goes on from day to day

and the majority excuse themselves by

saying that they are all out of "figgering

practice."

The truth of the matter is that they

have shunned the sound of the school

bell, for that of running water or the

"movie screen."

Perhaps if the father had interested

the boy early in life in some mechanical

toy things would have been different with

the boy, for if he shows a liking for these

he will unknowingly absorb the principles

of mechanical or electrical engineering.

and uhile he may play at being a rail-

road manager, he may get the "bug" into

his head that later may lead him to be

the real thing.

Knowledge seems to be cherished by
few, and neglected by many. No boy
can be too well prepared for the trade

that he takes a fancy too, and while
many fathers secretly want their boys to

become "chinists." they generally turn out

to be "shinists" in some barber shop, just

because the father failed to interest the

boy, or the almighty dollar figured more
than a good show at the trade.

It does not pay to run up against the

prescribed examination, and then fall

down. Examinations for those who are

not prepared for them, will go on just

as long as the parent is indifferent to

the boy's future, and if the parent has a

boy who can pass the examination, the

apprentice school connected with a small

shop is the correct place to learn the

trade, for there (if the boy goes after

it) he will get the hard knocks in work-

ing out problems in order to do jobs

with few tools which are seldom twice

alike. He will certainly have to think

hard and use his ingenuity to the utmost,

and this is what counts in the long run.

Ill-Deserved Abuse of Locomotive
Engineers.

By G. E. Robinson, Engineer.

Pick up any newspaper—morning, noon

or night, and you will find a hair-raising

account of some one killed or injured by

some railroad train, and invariably the

stereoptyped words "run down by a train"

appears in glaring capitals. This always

seems to me like a travesty on justice.

The train appears like a dog running

down a rabbit, and the natural impression

made upon a great many people is that

the engineer does this maliciously, while

the fact is that there is no class of men
that will do more with the means at com-

mand to save human life, and it has oc-

curred to me that if you would comment
on this occasionally editorially, it might

help to keep that misleading expression

out of print. As you well know, there are

many other expressions more suitable.

For example the words, "He could not

take care of himself," or. "He misjudged

his distance," or, in the case of a sur-

vivor. "He will know better, next," might

briefly convey the proper meaning.

To Soften Leather Belts.

Mix 1 pint of boiled linseed oil, 2 ozs.

of beeswax, 1 oz. of Burgundy pitch,

2 ozs. of turpentine, and melt them to-

gether over a slow fire. Rub the mix
ture into the leather on both sides thor-

oughly.
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Powerful Mikado Type of Locomotive for the

Missouri, Oklaiioma and Gulf Railway
The growing popularity of tlic Mil<ado

type of locomotive is being acknowledged

all over America. Its ready adaptability

to every kind of service, especially for

heavy and fast freight is undeniable, as

well as mi.xed trains render it especially

serviceable in the newer, and rapidly ex-

panding railroad routes. The Baldwin

Locomotive Works have recently com-

pleted four Mikado type locomotives for

the Missouri, Oklahoma and Gulf Rail-

road. These locomotives exert a tractive

force of 43.600 pounds, and represent

practically the limit of capacity than can

be secured in an engine of this type de-

signed for operation on 70-pound rails.

Whh high steaming capacity, and a ratio

of adhesion of approximately four, the

proportions of these locomotives are close-

ly similar to those of the heaviest of their

type.

arm of a bell-crank, to the other end of

wliich the valve-stem is attached. The

eccentric rod is suspended by a hanger,

whose upper end is pinned to a block.

This block slides in a link-shaped guide,

which is secured, in a horizintal position,

to a suitable support. The direction in

which the locomotive will run, and the

point of cut-of?, depend upon the position

of the block in the guide. In the present

instance the gears are controlled by the

Ragonnet power mechanism, which re-

lieves tlic cngincman of considerable la-

bor in liandHng the locomotive.

The main frames are 4J4 in. wide, and

the rear sections are se|>arate pieces of

slab form, arranged to accommodate the

Hodges design of trailer truck. The
equalization system is divided between the

second and third pairs of driving-wheels.

Back of the rear driving-wheels, the

sure, 180 lbs.; fuel, soft coal; staying,

radial

Fire Box—Material, steel; length,

114 3/16 in.; width, 72^ in. ; depth (front),

Sl'/i in.; depth (back;, 67;^ in.; thickness

of sheets : sides, 5/16 in. ; back, 5/16 in.

;

crown, f^ in. ; tube, 'A in.

Water Space—Front, 5 in. ; sides, 4 in.

;

back, 4 in.

Tubes—Material, steel; thickness. No.

9 W.G.-No. U W. G.; number, 38-265;

diameter, 5J^ in.-2 in. ; length, 18 ft. 6 in.

Heating Surface— Fire box, 208 sq. ft.;

tubes, 3.540 sq. ft. ; firebrick tubes, 30 sq.

ft. ; total, 3.778 sq. ft. : grate area. 57.2 sq.

ft.

Driving Wheels—Diameter (outside),

52 in.; diameter (center), 46 in.; journals

(main), 10 in. x 12 in.; journals (others),

9;/i in. X 12 in.

.MIK.VDO, 2-8._', TYPE OF LOCOMOTIVE FOR THE MISSOURI, OKL.\IIOM.\ .\XD GULF R.AILW.W.

R. Q. Prtndergast. Master ilechanic. Baldwin Locomotive Works, Builders.

The boiler has a straight top and is

built with longitudinal seams having a

strength equal to 90 per cent, of the solid

plate. The equipment includes a brick-

arch and a Schmidt superheater with 38

elements. The fire-door is pneumatically

operated, and there is a coal-pusher on the

tender. The Master Mechanics' standard

self-cleaning front end is applied. Two
rows of Baldwin expansion stays support

the front end of the crown, and 500 flexi-

ble stay-bolts are used in the breaking

zone.

The steam distribution is controlled by

piston valves 11 inches in diameter, which

are driven by the Southern valve motion.

This gear is similar to the Walschaerts,

in that it uses a return crank and an ec-

centric rod. The forward end of this rod

is connected, by a vertical rod, with one

locomotive is cross-equalized by two

transverse beams, which are connected by

a vertical link placed on the center line.

This construction tends to prevent any

transverse rocking action from being com-

municated from the driving-springs to the

rear truck springs, or vice versa.

The tender frame is composed of 12-in.

channels, and the tank is semi-cylindrical

in shape. The weight of the tender, load-

ed with 8,(X)0 gallons of water and 13 tons

of coal, is 1S4.(K)0 pounds. The trucks

have cast-steel side frames and triple el-

liptic springs.

The leading dimensions of these loco-

motives are as follows

:

Gauge. 4 ft. Syi in. : cylinders. 23 in. x

28 in.; piston valves, 11 in. diameter.

Boiler—Type, straight; diameter. 82 in.:

thickness of sheets. 5^ in. ; working pres-

Engine Truck Wheels—D i a m e t e r

(front), 30 in.; journals, 5 in. x 10 in.

;

diameter (back). 36 in.; journals, 7j4 in.

X 10 in.

Wheel Base—Driving, 14 ft. 3 in. ; rigid.

14 ft. 3 in. ; total engine, 32 ft. 4 in. ; total

engine and tender, 65 ft. 7J4 in.

\\'eight—On driving wheels, 176.600

lbs.; on truck (front), 20,200 lbs.: on

truck (back), 34,100 lbs.; total engine.

230,900 lbs.; total engine and tendei.

385.000 lbs.

Tender—Wheels: number. 8; diameter.

33 in. : journals. 5!4 in. x 10 in. ; tank

capacity. 8,000 gals. ; fuel capacity. 13

tons ; service, freight.

Engine equipped with Schmidt super-

heater.

Superheating surface, 838 sq. ft.
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Locomotive Running Repairs
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By JAMES KENNEDY

V—Pounding

in all iiKchanism where the moving

forces act reciprocally it is to be expected

that a certain amount of wear will speed-

ily manifest itself in what i« known as

pounding. With the increase in the size

of the working parts of locomotives this

chronic defect has perceptibly lessened.

It still, however, remains what it has al-

ways been—one of the leading troubles in

locomotive running and management.

While it is, as we have said, to be ex-

pected, it should not, under any condition,

remain unheeded. It should be taken as a

note of warning, for neglect is almost al-

ways sure to lead to disaster. The lo-

cation of the trouble is not always easy

of discovery, and it should be looked for

with carefulness.

A good method of locating a pound,

after determining on which side of the

engine the pounding occurs, is to move the

engine until the main crank pin is on the

top quarter on the side on which the

pounding has been located, then block the

driving wheels, and admit steam to the

cylinder, and by reversing the lever so

that the steam may act alternately on each

side of the piston, the location of the

pound will likely be detected. If there is

no movement visible in the driving box or

crosshead or main rod connection, it is

safe to assume that the trouble is in the

cylinder. The trained ear will readily

detect the sharp, metallic sound of piston

rings which is easily distinguishable from

the duller sound of pounding on account

of the wearing, or loosening of the wear-

ing parts. A loose piston head may be

said to have a sound peculiarly its own,

partaking of both sounds previously re-

ferred to, and is usually much exaggerated

in sound in proportion to the slight amount

of lost motion that may have arisen from

the loosening of the piston on the piston

rod.

Some locomotives produce a pounding

sound when running in full gear, and care

should be taken not to experiment blindly

with them. It may be taken that some of the

intricate mechanism is not properly ad-

justed or balanced. It will be easily ob-

served whether the pounding is of a con-

stant or growing kind. If the sound is con-

stant the trouble will likely be in the lack

of compression as the piston approaches

the end of the stroke. The sudden release

of the steam at a high pressure in the

cylinder rendering something of a shock.

This is particularly noticeable when pull-

ing a heavy load with a full stroke of the

valves. It should be rememliered that if

the valves are properly proportioned and

adjusted the compression which occurs as

the piston approaches the end of the stroke

should preclude any shock or apparent

pounding, but the valve gearing seldom

retains its exact position for any con-

siderable length of time.

Pounding may be caused by the loosen-

ing of the cylinders on the frames, and

also by the piston striking the cylinder

head. When the latter condition occurs

the sound is of a loud and hard kind that

is readily distinguishable. This condition

should be guarded against by occasion-

ally observing the striking points usually

marked on the guides. There is always a

tendency towards a lengthening or

shortening of the main rod, according to

the location of the main rod keys, which

may culminate in a collision between the

piston and cylinder head.

It is safe to assume, however, that in

most cases of pounding the trouble may

first be looked for in the driving boxes,

and it is often found that the condition of

the wedges in their relation to the driving

boxes is the cause of the pounding fre-

quently complained of in the locomotive.

It would seem that no matter how care-

fully the wedge may have been fitted when

the locomotive was constructed or re-

paired, the driving boxes will be found

sooner or later to be loose in the wedges.

The use of thin liners under the wedges

and shoes in the process of exact adjust-

ment during repairs, which is frequently

unavoidable, leaves a condition that is

slightly compressible, inducing lost mo-

tion, and in addition to this the heating

of the boxes renders the loosening of the

wedges sometimes an absolute necessity,

but care should be taken to set the wedges

up to their proper position again as soon

as practicable. This precaution should be

followed up continuously by the round-

house men. Many frame fractures are

due to the loosening of the wedges, there-

by allowing the shock of the piston to

strike with great force against the pedestal

jaws. These shocks or blows are greatly

increased when the wedges are loose in

the boxes, and even if no fracture occurs

to the frames the wear of wedges and

boxes are very rapid when allowed to run

loosely.

It has been noted that since the intro-

duction of the Walschaerts and other out-

side valve gears, there is a tendency

among some roundhouse men to evade the

pit, with the result that the wedges are

not receiving their proper attention. This

should be guarded against.

It would hardly be possible to enumer-

ate all the causes that lead to pound-

ing. One of the common causes is in the

fitting, or rather misfitting of the driving

box brasses. When the brasses are bored

out a little too large, they are easily passed

as fitting, when in fact they are loose and

invariably develop lost motion and con-

sequent pounding almost from the begin-

ning of the service of the locomotive.

The brasses should be fitted carefully all

around except a small portion at the two

points or ends of the semicircle, where

they may be slightly relieved. Nothing

can ever remedy the defect of a loosely

fitted bearing, except refitting.

The irregular distribution of steam,

which may occur by reason of some slight

distortion of the valve gearing, will also

speedily create pounding on the side of

the engine where the greater amount of

steam is being used. An excessive amount

of lead also has a tendency to beget pound-

ing, as the shock of the admission of

steam at the point of the center line of

motion cannot have any other effect than

that of a severe blow, and the multiplicity

of such blows gradually finds a yielding

point that soon gives vocal utterance to

the weight of its overwork. This gives us

another reason why the valve gearing

should be constantly supervised, as errors ,

of any kind in the valve gearing are

among the certain causes of pounding in

the working parts of the engine.

A dryness of any of the working parts

of the engine will also, in addition to

superinducing a heating of the parts,

cause pounding or knocking. This is es-

pecially so in the case of the cylinders not

being sufficiently lubricated. The same

eiTect, in a lesser degree, will be noted if

the rod brasses or any of the driving

connections are allowed to approach a

condition of dryness. A loose crank pin

will also speedily develop into a knock-

ing sound, as also will any fracture of the

frames or deck casting or saddle or any

of the heavier braces that may be at-

tached to the frames. It may be said,

however, in a general way, that the loos-

ening of the wedges, either wilfully by

careless changing of their position, or by

reason of their wear, is the most common

cause of pounding in all locomotives.

The friction on the face of the wedges

is very great, and the holding of movable

wedges in position is a problem that has

not yet been completely solved.

Wedges that are secured by a threaded

bolt passing loosely through the binder

and adjusted in position by well-fitting

jam nuts securely tightened, are as reliable

as anv other method. Many clever devices

have been tried and found wanting, and

some still in embryo are full of promise

The complete solution of the problem of

securing the proper position of the mov-

able wedge would be an object of much im-

portance in lessening the running repairs

of a locomotive, and of more valuable

service in transportation than the discov-

ery of the River of Doubt or the North

Pole.
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A Pair ol JJrilisli Old-Tiniers

Engineering Curiosities of the Last Century

Writing about the last years of the

broad gauge on the Great Western rail-

way of England, Mr. li. L. .\hrens gives

some interesting particulars in regard to

a pair of old timers that were the lasi

of their kind. Originally liuilt at Bol-

unlil their abolition which occurred

toward the close of the nineteenth cen-

tury.

Of the speed records made by these

loconiDtivcs. there is really no authentic

account. That they ran at high speeds

that the boilers were too small, and the

lire box space too limited to furnish a'

supply of steam to cylinders 18 inches

by diameter by 24 inches in length.

I'Vequcnt derailments also led to

change of diameter of bogie wheels and
other idle experiments. Finally some
mechanical genius suggested that flanges

become part of the driving wheels and

the mystery was solved. Looking back

at these mechanical curiosities the most
remarkable feature about their history

is that they held their own so long in

the face of improvements on other rail-

roads. Possibly if the track had not

liccn changed to the standard gauge these

fossilized remains of a defunct period

might have been consuming coal at the

present day.

mm: FOOT SINGI.I. 4 T.\NK E.XtilML, P.Ul.STOL .\.\I) t.MCTlIR

REBUILT 1873.
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ton, by .Messrs. Bothwell in 1853-4 to tlif

designs of Mr. Pearson, of the Bristol

and E.xeter railway, they were 4-2-4 well

tank engines with two bogies and 9-foot

driving wheels. They were rebuilt in

1868-73 with driving wheels 8 feet 10

inches in diameter. A peculiarity in re-

building was the reduction of the driving

wheels at each succeeding reconstruc-

tion. This particular pair ot locomotives

held their own as far as speed was con-

cerned for nearly 40 years. They re-

mained at work until 1892, when the

broad gauge was abolished.

Their numbers were 2001 and 2002.

and a peculiar feature in their construc-

tion was the immense size of the driving

axle-boxes in the inside frames. With a

slight enlargement they would have made
excellent triumphal arches, and as the

weight of the driving boxes was naturally

in proportion to their size their arrival

in the repair shops was not heralded

with any great amount of enthusiasm

on the part of the gang allotted to repair-

ing them.

At the end of their 40 years' service

there was not much of the original en-

gines left. The reconstruction engineers

had not only changed the driving boxes.

but the cylinders, and bogies and fire

boxes, and while there was no evidence

of any kind of improvement in all these

changes, it seemed that the only lessons

learned during these endless experiments

were that they discovered what not to

do next and went on from bad to worse

down hill there is no question. With a

train of a hundred tons or little more
they could move along slowly on a level

track, but in attempting a grade they

came to a standstill, and newer types

of engines had to be hooked on and get

Underfeed Stokers.

A locomotive engineer writing in the

{'ircman's Magacine, says : "The Pennsyl-

vania Railroad has 375 locomotives

equipped with the Crawford Underfeed

stoker.

"When beginning the use of the stoker,

a great deal of trouble was experienced

with breakdowns and irregular distribu-

tion, but later on as the stoker developed,

the weak points were discovered and re-

medied so as to overcome all trouble.

"Stokers are so arranged as to enable

the plungers to distribute the coal evenly

all over the firebox. It was thought at

lirst that slack coal could not be used with

the Underfeed type of stoker, but from

experience we have had with run of mine

lump and slack coal, the slack has proved

successful. We have no engines assigned

r.RISTOL -AND E.XETKK 4-24. 9-1-OOT
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them over the hill when their speed came

back to them and they went on the home
stretch on the down grade at record

breaking speeds. It took the construc-

tors nearly half a century to discover

T.^.NK E.NGl.NE. bUlLT BV BulHWELL
,, 1853-4.

to regular crews. All of our engines are

run in pools. Each fireman on our di-

vision gets a stoker equipped engine an

average of twenty days a month, and they

never fail.
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Department of Questions and Answers
Pounds of Water Evaporated Per

Pound of Coal.

C. B., Bucyrus, Ohio, asks: How
many pounds of water should be evapor-

ated per pound of coal in a locomotive?

A. The number of pounds of water

that may be evaporated per pound of coal

in a locomotive boiler depends entirely

upon the quality of the coal used. With

a fair quality of bituminous coal an

evaporation of 7 to 8 pounds of water

per pound of coal is considered good loco-

motive performance. With anthracite

or hard coal the evaporation is even

lower than the above, and would be

placed between 6 1-2 and 7 pounds.

Factor of Adhesion and Total Area

of Flues.

C. M. W., Ottawa, Canada, writes :

—

Will you kindly give me a short formula

;'or working out the factor of adhesion on

a locomotive with 142,000 pounds on driv-

ing wheels, and a rated tractive effort of

33.000 pounds, and how the factor is ar-

rived at? (2) Also explain the differ-

ence between the cross sectional area of

the tubes on a locomotive and the area

of the tube opening or the total opening

through the tubes. A.—Divide the weight

on the driving wheels by the tractive ef-

fort, thus: 142,000 -H 33,000 = 4.3 = fac-

tor of adhesion. (2) The area of a flue

two inches in diameter amounts to 3.142

in., which is found by multiplying the

square of the diameter of the flue by

.7854, thus: 2 X 2 X .7854 = 3.142 nearly.

Then multiply this sum by the number of

flues. This will be the sectional area of

the flues as far as the opening of the flues

is concerned.

Variation in Drops of Oil.

H. K., Corning, N. Y., writes : Please

explain why some drops of oil are larger

than others when fed through a lubrica-

tor. With some kinds of oil the drops

are small, while with other kinds fed

through the same lubricator the drops

are at least twice as large. Is it the

weight of the oil that controls the size

of the drops, or is it the thinness? I

suppose it is in the weight of the oil. A.

The supposition that the variation in

size of oil drops is due to the properties

of the different oils is correct. Other

things being equal, the greater the specific

gravity or weight of an oil, the thicker

it will be. The variation in size is in-

fluenced then by both weight and thick-

ness, heavy, thick oils producing large

drops and light, thin oils small drops.

The reason for this is not difficult of ex-

planation. Heavy, thick oils have a

greater viscosity than do thin oils ; that

is, they are more sticky; the particles

of which they are composed have a great-

er tendency to adhere to surrounding

surfaces, and to cohere to each other,

than do the particles of thin oils; while

on the other hand, drops formed from

thin oils have a greater tendency to rise

through the column of water in the lubri-

cator glass than do the drops from thick

oils. From this it follows that the par-

ticles of heavy oils being more adhesive

to surrounding bodies and more cohesive

to each other, and having a less tendency

to rise in water, due to their weight,

they naturally grow quite large before

there is suflicient force developed to de-

tach them from the lubricator feed plug,

while, as stated before, drops formed

from thin oils have a greater tendency to

rise and are less adhesive, consequently

they are detached and rise while yet

small.

discharge pipe, or that a brake pipe leak

had developed in the meantime which in

volume exceeded the capacity of the feed

valve.

It is also possible for the brake pipe

feed valve to stick shut and produce this

condition, but in any event you should

have inquired from the shop repairman

concerning the defect he found to exist

when the engine was brought to the shop.

Burst Flue.

S. \'.. .\ramato, New Zealand, writes

:

A tube burst in an engine and the driver

applied the brake and got out of the cab

as the escaping steam was scalding him.

The flue, 11 feet in length, was partly de-

cayed, and the hole in the flue was about

S's inch in diameter. Ashes were found

in the cylinders, and the right hand cylin-

der was cracked. The engine driver was

lined one pound for reversing the engine.

Would the ashes be drawn into the cylin-

ders by reversing, and would the steam

and water go down into the cylinders

carrying ashes there? .'\.—Assuming that

the engineer closed the throttle and ap-

plied the brakes the reversing of the en-

gine was not necessary, but in any event

the ashes would rush into the exhaust

cavity and reach the cylinders. That the

engineer did the best he could is very evi-

dent, and he should have been commended

for his high courage and prompt action

instead of being fined, but the ways of

some officials are past finding out.

Broken Air Pipe.

G. H. -P., Willow Glen, N. Y., writes :—

On an engine with two 9}4 in. air pumps,

the discharge pipe of the No. 2 air pump
was broken along the road, and this pipe

was plugged, and after that the No. 1

pump would pump but 40 lbs. air pressure.

Can you tell me the cause of this? A.

—

Y'ou have failed to state whether the gov-

ernor stopped the pump at this time or

whether the other pump was in such an

inefficient condition as to be unable to

raise the pressure to a higher figure.

Assuming that it was stopped at 40 lbs

air pressure by the governor, it would in-

dicate that a bad leak was started in the

e-xcess pressure governor pipe at the same

time the accident occurred to the pump

Defective E. T. Brake.

G. H. P., Willow Glen, N. Y., writes :—

1 make a brake application and move the

brake valve to release position and the

driver brake releases, and when the brake

valve handle is brought back to running

or holding position, the driver brake re-

applies, can you tell me what causes this?

A.—Y'ou evidently have a leak in the dis-

tributing valve release pipe, probably be-

tween the brake valves, and are holding

the brake valve in release position long

enough to overcharge the pressure cham-

ber of the distributing valve which causes

the re-application as the valve handle is

returned to rimning position. With a

long train, this re-application is a usual

result, as the pressure in the head end of

the train is higher than at the rear end

during the release and at this time the

head au.xiliary reservoirs tend to charge

to a higher pressure than the rear ones,

and when the brake valve is returned to

running position, the feed valve adjust-

ment may be at a lower figure than the

auxiliary reservoir pressure on the head

cars and a re-application of brakes is the

result. This also affects the distributing

valve in the same manner, although it

may be augmented by an enlarged feed

groove in the equalizing piston bushing.

Variations in Brake Application.

H. A. B., Harrisburg. Pa., writes : What
is wrong with the Xo. 6 E. T. equipment

when the brake remains applied with a

blow from the exhaust port of the auto-

matic brake valve after a light application

of either the independent or automatic

brake valve, but after a heavy application

with either brake valve the brake releases

properly? A.—It is due to a leaky ap-

plication piston packing ring in the dis-

tributing valve accompanied with a cer-

tain amount of frictional resistance to

movement of the application piston, thus

after a very light application, the applica-

tion piston graduating spring is unable to

return the application piston to lap posi-

tion and a flow of air from the main re-

servoir into the brake cylinder continues

and the brake cylinder pressure instead of

returning the application piston to release

position, leaks by the packing ring into

the application cylinder and causes the
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blow at Uie emergency exhaust port of the

brake valve.

This defect becomes noticeable with the

besinuing of cobl weather as the lubricant

becomes stitf and the leather less pliable

and the ring leakage may have no particu-

larly noticeable effect in warm weather if

the valve is well lubricated, but as

weather conditions change, the badly

worn ring or worn piston bushing or the

ring being stuck in the piston groove, pro-

duces the effect you mention.

Defect of the Distributing Valve.

VV. L. B., Harrisl)urg. Pa., writes.

—

How is the signal pipe of a locomotive

overcharged when the reducing valve

operates correctly until after the inde-

pendent brake is applied, then the pres-

sure in tlie signal pipe goes up to 65 or

70 pounds? A.—You should first note

whether this occurs with the independent

brake valve in application or on lap posi-

tion. With the handle in lap position it

would indicate that the reducing valve

was at fault, but if it occurs with the

valve handle in application position it

may be from several different sources.

A test should be made for a leak into the

application chamber of the distributing

valve in the usual way. This leak may be

from eitlier of the brake valves or from

the equalizing slide valve or graduating

valve of the distributing valve. If no

leakage can be found and the brake ap-

plication continues to overcharge the

signal pipe when the independent valve

is in application position it is reasonable

to assume that the application piston

packing ring of the distributing valve it

at fault. Under such circumstances a leak

past this ring will permit air pressure to

flow from the brake cylinders into the ap-

plication cylinder and cause the increase

of pressure in the signal pipes as a back

flow into the signal pipe can take place

through the independent valve when it is

in application position. This is usually

accompanied by an unusual amount of

friction in the application portion of the

distributing valve.

Brakes Freezing Up.

W. M. R.. Buffalo. X. Y.. writes : Why
is it that on some engines freezing up of

the air brake system takes place in the

distributing valve sometimes in the hose

couplings between the engine and tender,

and sometimes in the pipe around the

main reservoir' ,\.— It is due principally

to the different methods of piping and the

main resenoir and air pump capacity em-
ployed. The condition of the air pump is

also a factor, but as a general proposition

the smaller the main reservoirs and the

shorter the air pump discharge and cir-

culating pipes, the further the point of

freezing will be away from the main re-

servoir.

With an overheated air pumj) or an in-

correct iiiping arrangement, or insufiicient

length of piping, the freezing may take

place in the brake pipe under the tender

or in the hose couplings between the en-

gine and tender, while with correct instal-

lation or liberal lenghts of air pump dis-

charge pipes, the freezing usually takes

place about the main reservoirs, which is

technically the correct place, as the freez-

ing and cut ofif of air supply is then de-

tected by a lowering of the pressure in

the brake system before the pressure is

depleted to a danger point, where, if the

freezing occurs in the brake pipe, it may
not be discovered until such a time as a

brake application may become necessary,

which might result in an accident. This

matter of freezing up of the brake system

is one of the very strongest arguments in

favor of ample air pump and main re-

servoir capacity and standard piping ar-

rangements.

Defective Reducing Valve.

W. L. B.. Harrisburg, Pa., writes.

—

How is it that a reducing valve that is

repaired and tested on a shop rack can

be made to overcharge the signal line

after it is applied to a locomotive. I

have seen this done with several quick

movements of the independent brake

valve after 45 pounds pressure is in the

application cylinder of the distributing

valve? A.— It is generally due to too neat

a fit of the supply valve piston of the re-

ducing valve, but in any event the reduc-

ing valve is not in a condition that will

permit it to accurately control a small as

well as a large volume of compressed air,

thus a quick movement of the independent

brake valve opens the reducing valve and
it cannot shut ofif rapidly enough to pre-

vent an overcharge of the reducing valve

pipe from where it flows into the signal

pipes.

Universal Valve Operation.

I.. M., Philadelphia. Pa., writes.— If the

quick service feature of late types of

triple valves is essential to brake opera-

tion on long trains in both freight and
passenger service under modern condi-

tions, why is it that there is no quick

service feature in the universal valve of

the U. C. equipment? A.—This valve

was designed as the pneumatic portion

for electric brake operation or for the

electro-pneumatic brake, and when the

magnet portion is added and the universal

valve is operated with electric current, it

embodies the most perfect quick service

feature vet devised.

Annealing Small Castings.

Bury the castings in lime or chalk

place in an iron box and heat up to red.

1 hen let them cool gradually, and they

will be as soft as can be made. Copper
may be further softened by heating and
quenching in water.

Iron in Lead.

Iron railings embedded in lead lack the

element of durability. Apart from the

softness of the lead which readily yields

to pressure, at the point of junction of

the iron with the lead, corrosion, when
moisture is present, is in constant process,

and in the course of time iron bars over
one inch in thickness will be reduced to

a mere thread. This is the result of gal-

vanic action.

Corrosion of Iron and Steel.

.•\ question we frequently see discussed
is, which metal is more subject to coro-
sion, iron or steel? The Iron and Steel

Institute of Great Britain has been wrest-
ling with the question mentioned, and they

have concluded that it is impossible to tell

unless full details are given concerning
the nature of the corroding media. In or-

dinary air gray cast iron is more resistant

to corrosion than steel, but when both are

submerged in water there is little to

choose between the metals.

Grinding and Polishing Knives.

Use a wheel covered with leather, and
the face dressed with a cake made of the

tmest washed flour emerv and beeswax.

Valve Setting.

Oisregarding tlie position of the engine

entirely, set the eccentric carefully on one
of its dead centers. Then adjust the

length of the eccentric rod, or valve stem,

so that the valve will show one port wide
open. If, on turning the eccentric to the

other dead center, the valve shows the

other port just wide open, then the length

of the rod is correct. If, however, the

valve moves past the wide open port.

measure the distance from the end of the

valve to the edge of the port, and mark
half-way. Then adjust the length of the

rod so as to bring the valve to this mark,
which will give the proper length. When
the valve rod length is found, set the en-

gine on the dead center and advance the

eccentric ahead of the crank until the

valve shows the required lead—usually

about 1-lOOth of the diameter of the cylin-

der. Then fasten the eccentric and the

job is done. Ten minutes should suffice

for the whole job, where the engine is of

the ordinary slide-valve type. The same
methods hold good for any valve motion
of the slide type, whether rocking, piston,

or single valve automatic.

This method has not only the quality

of correctness, but it avoids the pro-

longed labor of turning the engine, which
in the case of a heavy fl>-«heel is no
trifling matter, especially if a belt is

attached.
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Smoke Abatement and Electrification

of Railway Terminals in Chicago.

Twenty-four couiiiiittecmen, and seven-

teen of an expert staff, with numerous

assistants have worked for four years in

pillars of cloud by day and pillars of

fire by night in the city of Chicago, and

the result of their labors are before us in

the shape of a massive printed report of

nearly 1,200 pages. Nothing shorter than

the report itself could be anything like a

complete account of the means and meth-

ods used in the great work they have ac-

complished. Like other civic, state and

federal reports we doubt if anybody will

ever read all of it, but its conclusions are

of much value. The commitee can rest

on their laurels. William F. M. Goss,

Dean of the College of Engineering, Uni-

versity of Illinois, chief engineer of the

expert staff, has throw-n into the work

of the experts mider his supervision a

degree of thoroughness that is amazing.

We can now tell within an infinitesimal

decimal fraction where all the smoke
comes from. Two things are distinctly

proven. I'irst, that the smoke from loco-

motives entering the city of Chicago and
remaining there and returning from
thence on their destined journeys is

neither here nor there. If it was entirely

eliminated the air would be no clearer,

or at least the difference would not be

visible to the naked eye. Nobody need

remain any longer in the dark about that.

Then in the second place the idea of elec-

trifying the railways terminals in Chi-

cago is little short of an absurdity. The
cost would mean complete financial ruin

to nearly all of the roads. Many of

them are near enough to ruin as it is.

The smoke nuisance would, as we have
stated, still remain in scarcely perceptible

diminution, while the burden of debt

would be insupportable. These two con-

clusions may be said, therefore, to dis-

pose of any change in the complexion of

the railroads, and if the people of Chi-

cago are determined to abolish smoke
they must look elsewhere for the remedy.

As a matter of fact they will not have

far to look. The report states where the

sources may be found. High pressure

steam and stationary plants furnish

nearly one-half of it, or to be exact

48.53 per cent. Low pressure steam and
other heating plants 19.2 per cent. Fur-
naces for metallurgical manufacturing and
other processes 18.83 per cent. This

leaves a little over 13 per cent, to be di-

vided between steam locomotives and
steam vessels. Of cpurse the amount of

smoke attributed to locomotives is, in a

city like Chicago, much greater than that

produced by steam vessels, the latter being

nlinost a negligible quantity.

In view of these facts and figures it is

surprising how much complaint has been

made in regard to the smoke of loco-

motives in the windy city. That the part

contributed by the locomotives to the

smoke nuisance has always been grossly

exaggerated w-as well known among
scientific men generally, and railroad men
particularly. But the clamor for abate-

ment against the locomotive went on, and

the call for complete electrification be-

came a common cry, which, in view of

the undisputable facts presented will

surely now be hushed. The railroads have

trouble enough with fool legislators and

cross-grained commissioners without add-

ing to the burden of misrepresentation and

hysterical abuse.

Indeed it is not too much to claim that

strangers visiting Chicago are more
likely to form a more nearly just es-

timate as to the causes of the dark cloud

that envelops the city than the dwellers

within its gates, because the stranger is

not burdened with tradition or warped by

prejudice. If he comes in a dry season

when the unimproved streets are like the

beds of dried up rivers—deep in pow-
dered dust and ashes mixed with gray
sand, not to speak of the perpetual ex-

cavations that are continually going on in

the streets that have already been paved,

hut are not allowed to remain fit for

traffic, and if he adds to this the shining

sands of the lake shore lifted by the winds
that have gathered much momentum over

the flat lands of Kansas and Iowa, in ad-

dition to the thousands of tall chimneys
belching forth their sombre clouds of

smoke inseparable from the use of bitu-

minous coal, often the foulest and cheap-

est kind, one does not require to be a

learned professor or an analytical chem-
ist to discern the causes and sources of

this segregation of maddened molecules

that constituted the sirocco that beclouds

the darkened city in an atmosphere murky
as the third circle of Dante's Inferno.

In this war of the elements, however,

it appears that when the average Chi-

cagoan sees a locomotive, as through a

glass darkly, coming thundering along in

a pall of smoke, this must be the cause

of the pestilential pollution, and he vents

his spleen upon the railroads, and hasten-

ing to some sheltered shade he coughs up

a few bilious observations, and launches

them into the lurid pages of some daily

newspaper.

Then there is a saving grace that the be-

wildered citizen never thinks of. It is

this : Coal smoke has a certain purifying

effect on a filth laden atmosphere. Prof.

Goss and his phalanx of experts proves

conclusively that certain poisonous gases

take wing and fly away when the car-

bonic particles of which the smoke is

composed cleave their way through the

lighter gases. Other matter also when
impregnated with the vapor evolved from

the passionate exhaust of an overworked

sleam engine crowd together, like cattle

in a storm, and forming into minute solid

particles drop to the earth, not that the

streets of Chicago require foreign matter

dropped upon them, but the action of the

law of gravitation acting upon the solidi-

fied or incrustated atoms they cannot re-

main in the intangible air like winged

spirits, but sink into the earth, like the

blood of a Plantagenet.

Of course, the report, luminous with in-

telligence, does not recommend the smoke
emanating from soft coal as a means of

atmospheric purification. The report sim-

ply sets forth that the smoke has its

bright as well as its dark side, and the

former should not be overlooked or mis-

represented, or underestimated. Neither

should the committee be considered as

looking upon coal smoke as a blessing in

disguise. It should not be permitted to

exist any longer than is possible, but in

the mad rush for high steam pressures

scientific skill has not fully discovered the

means of catching every particle of car-

bon that joins in the whirlwind rush

through the flues before they have had
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lime to burst into flame, Impriivemeiits

in this direction are being con.stanlly

made, and nowhere more persi.stently or

more successfully than in the steam loco-

motive, but the ideal end eludes and prob-

ably ever will elude the seeker after per-

fection.

In conclusion it might be well to quote

the exact words of some of the conclu-

sions to be drawn with reference to the

extent to which smoke discharges from

steam locomotives pollute the atmosphere

of Chicago. This study of the results of

the committee's numerous tests and an-

alyses, made in connection with the in-

vestigation of smoke discharges, justifies

the following conclusions willi reference

to the extent to which the smoke dis-

charges from steam locomotives consti-

tute a source of atmospheric pollution.

Steam locomotives consume 11.94 per

cent, of the total fuel consumed within

the city limits of Chicago, and they rank

fourth as a fuel consuming service.

Steam locomotives are responsible for

22.06 per cent, of the total visible smoke

discharged within the city limits of Chi-

cago, and they rank third among all serv-

ices on the basis of total quantity of vis-

ible smoke produced.

Steam locomotives are responsible for

7.47 per cent, of the total solid constit-

uents discharged into the atmosphere in

the smoke of all services within the city

limits of Chicago, and they rank fourth

among all services on the basis of the

total amount of solid materials discharged

into the atmosphere in smoke.

Steam locomotives are responsible for

10.31 per cent, of the total gases of com-

bustion discharged into the atmosphere in

the smoke of all services within the city

limits of Qiicago, and they rank fourth

as a service producing polluting gases dis-

charged into the atmosphere in smoke.

The contribution made by the different

classes of steam locomotives to the pollu-

tion of the atmosphere of Chicago are as

follows

:

Locomotives engaged in suburban pas-

senger service contribute 1.54 per cent, of

the total visible smoke, 1.97 per cent, of

the total dust and cinders of smoke and

0.74 per cent, of the total polluting gases

of smoke discharged annually into the

atmosphere of Chicago.

Locomotives engaged in through pas-

senger service contribute 2.07 per cent,

of the total visible smoke. 1.80 per cent,

of the total dust and cinders of smoke

and 0.89 per cent, of the total polluting

gases of smoke discharged annually into

the atmosphere of Chicago.

Locomotives engaged in all passenger

services combined, including suburban

passenger, through passenger and pas-

senger transfer, contribute 3.80 per cent,

of the total visible smoke, 3.81 per cent,

of the total dust and cinders of smoke

and 1.73 per cent, of the total polluting

gases of smoke discharged annually into

the atmosphere of Chicago.

Locomotives engaged in road freight

service contribute 2.01 per cent, of the

total visible smoke, 1.18 per cent, of the

total dust and cinders of smoke and 0.66

per cent, of the total polluting gases of

smoke discharged annually into the at-

mosphere of Chicago.

Locomotives engaged in yard freight

service contribute 10.25 per cent, of the

total visil)Ie smoke, 1.73 per cent, of the

total dust and cinders of smoke and 5.17

per cent, of the total polluting gases of

smoke discharged annually into the at-

mosphere of Chicago.

Locomotives engaged in all freight

services, including road freight, yard

freight and freight transfer services, con-

tribute 16.85 per cent, of the total visible

smoke, 3.34 per cent, of the total dust

and cinders of smoke and 7.57 per cent.

of the total polluting gases of smoke dis-

charged annually into the atmosphere of

Chicago.

working harder than thi ~ii<>p traditions

called for. lie would soon have a strike

upon his hands.

Schemes for Increasing Production.

We have recently received several cir-

culars from concerns that allege they are

making specialties of schemes for in-

creasing the productive capacity of work-

men, ideas for getting more and better

work from mechanics ; and a mass of

literature aimed at increasing the produc-

tion of every laboring force. Although

we are employers of labor, and expect

to receive a fair return for the wages

paid weekly, we do not sympathize at all

with the various schemes designed to in-

crease the output of our employees. The

writer worked at the bench of machine

shops in various parts of Great Britain

and Canada before settling in America,

and has to confess that when he went

to work in a contract shop in the United

States he was shocked with the hard

labor the mechanics habitually performed.

In Europe there is an underlying senti-

ment among workmen that they must

work steadily and refrain from loitering

over any operation in hand; but there

was no rushing and there ought to be

no such methods of working. In the

LTnited States it is habitual for foremen

to domineer over workmen and find fault

with the slow progress they are making.

One of the first jobs the writer was em-

ployed in an American shop was fitting a

set of locomotive guides. He had done

such work before and proceeded in a

workmanship manner, neither hurrying

nor loitering. He was dreadfully shocked

when about half done with the job. to

have the foreman come and ask if that

work was going to last all the week. The
foreman, w-ho was a Welshman, added,

"Remember you are not working in Eng-

land now." This was soon very appar-

ent and the reflection came that should

any employer of skilled mechanical labor

in Europe attempt to bully their men into

The Mechanic's Debt to Chemistry.

The. technical education being conferred

on mechanics and workmen generally by

night schools and other mediums of in-

formation is causing a demand for tech-

nical reading away beyond anything ever

thought of a few years ago. This is par-

ticularly the case with subjects that in-

volve a knowledge of chemistry. Mr. Ar-

thur D. Little, chemical engineer of Bos-

ton, in a recent address said : Chemistry

enters so intensely, even though unob-

strusively, into every phase of modern
life and thought that it is impossible to

present in any adequate degree the real

dependence of the commonwealth upon
the work of chemists past and present.

"Industrial revolutions are seldom

chronicled and more rarely celebrated,

though their influence upon the welfare of

mankind may be as profound as that of

other revolutions, the records of which

are traced in blood. It can no longer be

said, as it was said of the father of chem-

istry, who was one of the martyrs of the

great French revolution, 'The republic has

no need of chemists.'

• "If we were to take away what chemists

have contributed, the whole structure of

modern society would break down at once.

Every commercial transaction in the civil-

ized world is based upon the chemist's

certificate as to fineness of the gold which

forms our ultimate measure of values.

Faith may remove mountains, but modern

society relies on dynamite. Without ex-

plosives our great engineering works

would cease. Without it there could be

no Panama Canal or hydraulic tunnels,

no methods of modern warfare.

"Prices rise and fall with the variations

in the gold supply as the barometer re-

sponds to the changing pressure of the at-

mosphere, so that to the cyanide and

chlorination processes, which have so

greatly increased the world's supply of

gold, must be ascribed a potent influence

on market prices everywhere.

"With the development of the steel in-

dustry have come great fortunes and

greater corporations, bringing with them

social benefits and social problems hither-

to unknown. This industry rests pre-

eminently upon the work of the chemist,

as its greatest master has ben quick to

testify, and is today at every point under

the strictest chemical control.

"The Bessemer process alone was esti-

mated by Abraham S. Hewitt to add, di-

rectly and indirectly, $2,000,000,000 yearly

to the world's wealth. Of this vast sum,

Bessemer himself retained in all about ten

m.illion dollars, or one-half of one per

cent, of his contribution to the community

in a single vear.
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.\nd this is characteristic generally of

the rewards whicli come to chemists.

They are not taken from the common
finid ; no man is poorer lor them ; their

recipient has made others richer in those

rare cases in which he has become rich

himself."

Curious Decisions in Suits for Dam-
ages.

What ue consider to be an extraordin-

ary decision was made in a suit in. Glas-

gow, Scotland, brought by John Duffy.

a trackman, for compensation owing to

damages incurred while boarding a mov-

ing train. The workman was on his way

to work and got on the side platform or

running 1)oard, as we would call it. of a

moving train from which he fell and sus-

tained injuries for which he claimed com-

pensation. While on the running board

lie attempted to open a compartment door,

but his shovel, which he was carrying,

got entangled with his feet and he fell,

sustaining serious and permanent disable-

ment.

The sheriff, who is the judge of such

cases in Scotland, decided that the man
had been injured in the course of his em-

ployment and awarded liim compensation

at the rate of eleven shillings and three

pence a week till further orders of the

court. The decision arrived at by that

sherif? was to follow a precedent estab-

lished by the Court of Sessions, which

had awarded damages to a porter who
was injured while trying to board a mov-

ing train, an act strictly forbidden by the

company's rules.

These decisions make us believe that

the Scottish law courts are much more

inclined to favor the workmen than are

the United States courts. We believe

that in both the cases mentioned an Amer-
ican judge would have held that they

were cases of contributory negligence,

that the men were injured through their

own carelessness and that they were not

entitled to damages.

Power of Industry.

We have recently seen recommenda-

tions given to young men concerning the

best way to achieve success in life. The
writer has watched the careers of many
men and has concluded that the secret of

the most successful ones is that they

worked harder than those who fell be-

hind.

It is the honest, "plodding" workman
who rises to an elevated position in the

world. Work is. as a rule, at the founda-

tion of all true success. Brilliant ability,

fine thorough education, powerful friends.

are not to be despised, but they cannot

supply the place of personal toil and pa-

tient, painstaking industry. The lives of

all great men who have risen from ob-

scurity to eminence teaches tlie world

the lesson that success is founded upon

hard work. President Lincoln literally

worked his way up from a common la-

borer to the highest position in the

United States. Nearly all our success-

ful railroad managers have worked their

way from the bottom through persistent

hard work, President LTnderwood of the

ICrie being a shining example. Among
other railroad dignitaries who have risen

by the same force are Daniel Willard.

Howard Elliott, William R. Scott, A. J.

Earling, George W. Stevens, Samuel Rea,

C. H. Markham and manv others.

Speed and Power of Locomotives.

"A Constant Reader" of R.\ilway Engi-
neering has conceived the idea that it

would improve the working of the loco-

motive to equip the engine with speed

regulating or controlling appliances, such

as are used on stationary engines. Speed
regulating appearances would certainly

be out of place on a locomotive, which
unlike more steam engines, varies in

speed and power all the time it is work-
ing. The man holding the throttle lever

of a locomotive performs the functions for

V. hich automatic cut-ofT valves and other

regulating devices are applied to other

forms of engines. On European rail-

ways the throttle valve of a locomotive is

called "the regulator," and that is the

function that it performs.

In place of the constant speed and steady

load of the stationary engine, the condi-

tions under which a locomotive works are

such that it must be able to run at any

intermediate speed between starting and

the attainment of full velocity, and at the

same time develop all the degrees of

tractive effort within its capacity. At slow

speed the maximum pull must be exerted

in order to start the trains easily, and

for this reason live steam is admitted to

the cylinders during 80 to 87 per cent, of

the stroke. As the speed increases it is

necessary to reduce the admission period,

thereby increasing the expansion of the

speed ; therefore, for any speed there is

some point of the valve to cut off the

live steam at which the engine will de-

velop its maximum power. There is also

some minimum velocity at which the full

horse power of the locomotive is obtained,

and after this velocity has been reached

the horse power remains constant or

slowly decreases. This critical point may
be taken at 700 to 1.000 feet per minute

piston speed. It has been, and still is in

some cases, customary to use certain ratios

based on cylinder volume for locomotive

proportions. These ratios lead to in-

dividual preference in such matters as rate

of combustion per square foot of grate,

length of tubes, the evaporative value of

firebox heating surface, .or value of tube

heating surface in relation to the length,

making it desirable to proportion boilers

upcin more uniform methods in which

these variable factors are given due con-

sideration. Some time ago a report was
drawn up with the object of reducing this

matter to a more uniform basis, substi-

tuting for the ratios hitherto employed

cylinder horse power requirements. This

method has given favorable results where

employed.

Job or Position?

Our work is whatever we choose to

make it; either "just a job" or a position,

a daily grind with only the pay envelope

as the goal, or a stepping stone toward

our ultimate success. The man who does

all his work with his hands and body will

never have anything but a job. We can

so dignify our labor that the most menial

task will become a position. Even the man
digging ditches can mix brains with his

work and when he does, he is no longer

a ditch digger. He is a constructor of

sew^ers. Some day, too. he'll be "The

Boss."

It may seem to us that we are paid too

little for our services. If we feel that way

we need only remember that this is a free

country and that our employer can't com-

pel us to work for him. Then we ask our-

selves how much more our services would

be worth some place else. We may think

the boss fixes our wages. He doesn't.

We do that ourselves. If we feel that we
are doing more than we are paid for, we
probably are being paid for more than we
do.

The work we are doing now may not

be the kind we would most prefer to do,

Ijut as long as we are at it, give it the

best that's in us. As early in life as pos-

sible we should get into the kind of work

we want to follow, but until we find it

don't neglect the work at hand.

While we are working forget about the

pay envelope, put our best ideas and ef-

forts into whatever we are doing and

don't be content until we feel that we have

done our level hest. And then try to do

a little better next time. When we work

in that spirit it will not be long until the

result will show in the pay roll. But that

will be the least satisfying part of our

compensation.

Female Help Discredited.

The fate of war has leil to the em-

ployment of women as clerks and in other

lines of industry in Great Britain, and

we understand that the women are prov-

ing themselves as satisfactory as male

employes. A change in public sentiment

must have taken place from what it was

twenty years ago, when an attempt was

made to introduce female clerks on the

London & Northwestern Railway. -A

prominent railway official of that time

who had no sympathy with "lady help,"
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wrote: "A trial ui eight montlis at

Warrington station has shown that there

may be too much of civihty and an evi-

dent desire to oblige men in a booking

office of a railway station, and it has been

once more demonstrated that the gentle

nature of women has little affinity to

unrelenting regulations founded on the

principle of promptness, punctuality and

despatch. liegardlcss of the fact tliat a train

happened to be waiting at the station, con-

versation, no doubt of a pleasing and

satisfactory character, would bo continued

in the ticket office, and while the ma-

chinery of the local line merged into in-

extricable confusion, flirtations stolen and

tluTefore the more sweet, drowned all

r«K()lIection of infuriated directors or the

pmhability of accidents.

It would be needless to state, that to

avoid some terrible calamity, the female

clerks were politely but firmly requested

to depart in search of a mor congenial

sphere of occupation, and that beings of

a sterner mold were again installed on

the onerous duties at Warrington station.

About the Drill Press.

The proper running of a drill press is

a much more important job than it is gen-

erally believed to be. The idea that any-

body can run a drill press is a mistake.

Long experience and close observation is

necessary to become familiar with speed

limits and cutting angles and the lubrica-

tion of drills, not to speak of the number-

less details of adjusting and clamping

work. It is a noteworthy fact that on

drilling work that is not clamped down
on the table and where the stop point or

holder against which the work is steadied,

is to the left of the drill point, the tend-

ency of the hole being drilled is to creep

nearest the upright post of the machine.

A few of the more e.xperienced machinists

know how to make allowance for this by

drawing the center towards the outer side.

On a sloping surface the center of holes

should be draw^n to the higher side before

the operation is begun, and it is very help-

ful on uneven surfaces to drill a small

hole as a guide for a larger drill, which

will run true to the smaller hole. In en-

larging holes it is dangerous to attempt

to enlarge a hole with a twist drill. Only
the drills should be used in increasing the

size of holes, that is, when there is only

a small amount to cut off. In the case

of a small hole merely intended as a cen-

tral guide, a twist drill of a much larger

diameter can be used elTectively.

In regard to increasing the size of holes

by the usual process of running a rose bit

through, the work should not be clamped
to the table until the rose bit has begun
to work in its true center, otherwise it

is very difficult to locate the true center,

and the hole instead of being straightened

may be completely spoiled. In drilling

holes for tapping there is usually a tabic

showing the sizes of drills to be used for

certain sizes of taps, but in addition to

these it may be noted that in drilling for

permanent screws or tap bolts that are

not likely to be disturbed, a larger hole

may be drilled than for operating screws

where the thread must necessarily be full

and perfect.

It may be added that the tendency of

the present time in the principal machine

shops is toward making jigs for every

class of work where exact duplicates are

required. The inclination to make jigs is

the one distinguishing mark of the fac-

tory-bred mechanic. It gives a perfection

of work that no mere careful watching

can ever hope to rival. Jigs with har-

dened bushings pay for their construction

in a very short time. There are no spoiled

holes, no large holes to be tapped and

plugged up and to be drilled again. There

are no useless and wasteful reamings.

Jigs are appliances that lead toward per-

fection in drill press work. In high class

work jigs are not merely a convenience,

they are a necessity. Sometimes they

may seem trifling, but trilles make per-

fection, and perfection is not a trifle.

The Humble Youth's Opportunities.

A sad characteristic of Young America
is the tendency to be ashamed of poverty

and to make pretense of having been

reared in the lap of luxury. The in-

spirations that move youths to energetic

ambition to success in life do not emanate

from the lap of luxury. In his very inter-

esting Life of James Watt, Andrew
Carnegie says : "The writer's knowledge

of the usual effect of the heritage of

millionaires upon the sons of millionaires

leads him fully to concur with these au-

thorities to believe that it is neither to the

rich nor to the noble that human society

has to look for its preservation and im-

provement, but to those who have to labor

that they may live, and thus make a proper

return for what they receive as working

bees, not drones, in the social hive. Not
from palace or castle, but from the cottage

have come the needed leaders of our race,

under whose guidance it is to ascend."

Soft Hammers.

Many soft hammers are soft only in

name. Last century there were hammers
made of lead and babbit that were really

soft and left no mark on polished metal.

Now they are made of scrap copper or

dross of bronze, or other indescribable

compounds. Knuckles and corrugations

gather on their wrinkled faces, and their

impressions may be seen and felt all over

the twentieth century locomotives. The
polished crossheads are bruised and dent-

ed like the shield of Launcelot by the

blows of circumstance. Valve rod ends

and bolts and kevs are battereed out of

recognition. Even the piston glands bear

sad traces of the unkindly thumps that

they received. The chief point of attack,

however, is the rod straps. The distress-

ful strokes from which they suffer begin

before the locomotive has left the shop.

In coupling up the rods there is neces-

sarily more or less experimenting with

liners to adjust the rod to the exact dis-

tance as well as to secure the correct co-

relation of the bolt holes. The skilled

mechanic who has ever fine-finished a rod

strap kntnvs that there is a silken softness

on the surface of a finely finished strap, or

other highly polished, unhardencd metal.

The rod man begins operations with a

block of wood. The so-called soft ham-

mer breaks the piece of wood into a thou-

sand pieces, and there is no time to keep

up the supply of timber, so it is that in

the general hurry and confusion that in-

variably attends the finishing of a loco-

motive, the alleged soft hammer begins

to get its work in.

In a few months the strap not only

presents a very sorry appearance, but the

mechanical eflFect of the blows has been

such that the outer surface of the strap

has become lengthened and the strap has

closed in at the free ends, while the solid

end has by repeated hammering become
crystallized and is in a condition that is

ready to break when the psychological

moment arrives.

Hammers of lead or babbit are com-
paratively harmless and are easily made.

Small bars of lead are also very useful in

adjusting the finer parts of a machine.

The bar may be readily held upon the

strap or key or bolt head, and a straight

and effective blow can be struck on the

leaden bar by the ordinary hand hammer.

In any event the copper or bronze ham-
mer should be reformed or abolished al-

together. The element of durability,

which is its distinguishing feature, is its

worst feature. It hardens as it grows

older. Its blows mar the hardest sur-

faces. Like the leprosy or the smallpox,

its victims are known at a glance. Noth-

ing on the modern locomotive seems free

from the pernicious effects of the soft

hammer from the brake hangers up to

and including the boiler checks.

The Pernicious Effect of Alcoholic

Beverages.

A young man who wished to hide his

identity was drowned in an English river.

On a paper found in his pocket was writ-

ten : A wasted life sent to death by the

curse of strong drink. Let me rot with-

out inquiry, ^\'ithin a week the coroner

received over two hundred letters from

anxious parents wishing for particulars

about the drowned man so that they

could decide if he was their lost son.

Horrible tax that drink puts upon decent

households.
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Pacific Type of Locomotive for the Delaware,

Lackawanna & Western Railroad
Tlie general idea that certain types of

locomotives had reached tlie limit of their

capacity in power has. during the past

year, been repeatedly proved to be a fal-

lacy. Five Pacific type locomotives, be-

lieved to be the most powerful of its kind,

have recently been delivered to the Dela-

ware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad

Company by the .Vmerican Lncomotive

Company.

The general introduction of steel cars

in passenger service has necessitated the

purchase of these heavier engines. They

have been put in service between Scran-

ton and Hoboken. This division crosses

the Pocono mountains and has a constant

ruling grade between Stroudslnirg and

Pocono Summit of 78 feet to the mile for

a distance of 16 miles, with curves of 5

and 6 degrees. Trains of nine steel cars

increase in [xiwer of 16.4 per cent, was
obtained.

A tractive power of 47,500 pounds on a

Pacific type passenger locomotive requires

an exceptional boiler. It is of the ex-

tended wagon top type. At the first course

the barrel measures 79J4 inches in diam-

eter outside, while the outside diameter

of the largest course is SSyi inches. The
barrel is fitted with 272 tubes, 2 inches in

diameter, and 38 flues, 5)-^ inches in diam-

eter and 17 feet long. A combustion

cham1]cr 44 inches long is included. The
firel)ox is 126''i; inches long by 104'4

inches wide and includes a lirick arch

supported on 5 tubes. All longitudinal

seams are dectuple riveted. Tube and

flue heating surface is 3.311 sq. ft., firebox

heating surface is 332 sq. ft., arch tube

heating surface is S7 sq. ft., giving a total

the side of the steam dome. The throttle

valve itself has a stem projecting down-
wardly through the throttle box. The
passage through which the stem passes

is made steam tight. At the lower end

of the throttle stem there is a horizontal

lever, one end of which connects through

a vertical rod with the inner arm of the

operating shaft on the side of the dome.

The stuffing box on the side of the dome
is of ordinary construction suitable for a

rotating shaft. It will be noted that this

shaft has a motion of rotation only and

is not subject to the same objections as

a liackhead throttle rod which is pulled

in and out of the stuffing box.

The throttle rod passes over the out-

side of the boiler jacket and in through

the front of the cab, connecting to a spe-

cial design of thrdttle lever. This throt-

PACH-"IC 4-6 2 TYl^E OF LOCOMOTIVE FOR THE DEL.WVARE, L.\CK.'\WANNA & WESTERN RAILROAD.

H. C. Manchester, Supt. M. P. S: E. American Locomotive Company, Builders.

are being handled over tliis district on

Lackawanna Limited trains Xos. 3 and 6,

or a total train load of 600 tons, at a

speed of 30 miles per hour. On other

trains these engines are handling from

one to two extra cars at schedule time on

the grades. Also, all helpers on the moun-

tain district have been dispensed with on

trains consisting of ten cars or less.

Pacific type locomotives built three

years ago and known as the 1101 class,

which have been replaced by the new lo-

comotives, handled 530 tons of train in

eight cars at the same speed.

The new Pacifies have a total weight,

engine and tender, of 471,300 pounds and

a tractive power of 47.500 pounds. Pa-

cifies of the llOf) class have a total weight,

engine and tender, of 449,800 pounds and

a tractive pow'er of 40,800 pounds. With
an increase in weight oi 4.8 per cent, an

of 3,680 sq. ft, Superlieating surface is

760 sq. ft. and grate surface is 91,3 sq. ft.

One of the locomotives, number 1131, is

fitted with a Riegel boiler. This boiler

has the same tulie, flue, and arch tube

heating surface, superheating surface, and

grate area. The fireliox heating surface is

reduced by 5 sq. ft. and 260 sq. ft. of wa-

ter tube heating surface is added which

gives it a total heating surface of 3,935

sq. ft. Baffle plates are installed along

both sides of dome opening in boiler shell

to prevent water washing up into dome
when engines are rounding curves.

.\n interesting detail is the design of

the throttle arrangement known as the

Woodard throttle and patented by the

builders. The throttle rod is placed on

the outside of the boiler shell and operates

the throttle by means of a horizontal shaft

which passes through a stuffing box on

tie lever is so arranged that it has a dif-

ferential leverage. M the beginning of

motion the leverage is greatest and the

movement of the end of the lever is larg-

est for a given motion of the throttle rod.

The arrangement, therefore, oflfers a

method of obtaining maximum pull at the

beginning of the motion. After the throt-

tle valve is unseated the leverage increases

with a corresponding decrease in the

travel of the lever handle for a gixen lift

of the valve. This permits of using the

throttle lever with which tlie travel in the

cab can be ke[)t down to workable limits

and at the same time the starting pull ob-

tained is sufficient to easily lift the valve.

Also, the position of the throttle lever in

the cab permits of a better arrangement

of the backhead fittings on the boiler than

can be obtained with the old style of

throttle lever. The gauge cocks are un-
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obstructed by the throttle lever handle,

and the water glass and steam gauges can

be placed in the position usually occupied

by the throttle stuffing box and fittings of

the lever.

All driving axles and main crank pins

are of Cambria Coffin Process steel with

a 3-inch hole bored the entire length after

they have been given the Coffin Process.

Other interesting details are Man-

chester-Kiegel by-pass and drifting valves,

Walschaerts' direct drive gear having the

combination link attached to the crosshead

wrist pin, Schmidt superheater, brick arch.

Raggnct power reverse gear, Foulder

solid back end main rod. Woodard invert-

ed link constaiit resistance engine truck,

Cole long main driving box, self-centering

valve stem guide, extended piston rods,

radial bufTcr, and vanadium frames.

The following are the general dimen-

sions of this type of locomotives

:

Track gauge, 4 ft. 8j/. ins.

luel, Anthracite coal.

Cylinder, type, Piston ; diameter, 27 ins.

;

stroke, 28 ins.

Tractive power, simple. 47,500 lbs.

I'actor of adhesion, simple, 4.35.

Wheel base—Driving, 13 ft. in. ; rigid,

13 ft. in. ; total, 34 ft. 5 ins. ; total en-

gine tender, 67 ft. 1 in.

Weight—In working order, 305,500 lbs.

;

on drivers, 197,300 lbs. ; on trailer,

56,000 lbs. ; on engine truck, 52,200 lbs.

;

on engine and tender, 471,300 lbs.

Boiler—Type, c-Ktended wagon top ; O. D.

first ring, 79>4 ins. ; working pressure.

200 lbs.

Firebox—Type, wide; length, 126;^ ins.:

width, 104^ ins. ; combustion chamlier,

with length, 44 ins. ; thickness of crown,

y> in. ; tube, 9-16 in. ; sides, l/i in. ; back.

Ys in. ; water space front, 5 ins. ; sides.

3 ins. ; back, 4 ins. ; depth (top of grade

to center of lowest tube), 23;4 ins.

Crown, staying, radial.

Tubes—Material, char, iron; number, 272;

diameter. 2 ins.

Ue»«»*.NpeD* I I
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Flues— Material, hot rolled S. S. ; num-

ber, 38; diameter, 5}i ins.

Thickness—Tubes, No. 11, B. W. G.;

flues, No. 9, B. W. G.

Tube—Length, 17 ft. in.: spacing, U-16

in.

Heating surface—Tubes and flues, Riegel,

3,311 sq. ft.; firebox, Riegel, 327 sq.

ft.; arch tubes, Riegel, 37 sq. ft.; water

tubes, Riegel, 260 sq. ft.; total, 3,935

sq. ft., 3,680 sq. ft.

Superheater surface, 760 sq. ft.

Grate area. 91.3 sq. ft.

Wheels—Driving, diameter outside tire,

73 ins. ; center diameter, 66 ins. Driv-

ing, material, main, C. steel ; others, C.

steel Engine truck, diameter, 33 ins.

;

kind, C. iron. Trailing truck, diameter,

SO ins. ; kind, C. steel spoke. Tender

truck, diameter, 36 ins. ; kind, solid

rolled steel.

Axles—Driving journals, main, llj-l x 21

ins. ; other, 10^ x 16 ins. Engine truck

journals, 6;/^ x 12 ins. TraiHng truck

journals, 9 x 14 ins. Tender truck jour-

nals, 6x11 ins.

Boxes—Driving, main, C. steel ; others, C.

steel.

Brake—Driver, American Wm-3 West.

E. T. No. 6; truck, American; tender.

West. E. T. No. 6; air signal, West. L.

;

pump, 1-11 in. West.; reservoir, 218^/2

X 102 ins.

Engine truck, 4-vvhecl Woodard.

Trailing truck, radial self-centering.

Exhaust pipe, double; nozzles, 3ji ins.,

4 ins.. 4% ins.

Grate, style. Rocking.

Piston, rod diameter, 4-54 ins.; piston,

packing, G. iron ring.

Smoke stack, diameter, IS'/z ins. ; top

above rail, IS ft. 3 ins.

Tender frame, D. L. & W. style, 13-in.

channels.

Tank—Style, Water Bottom ; capacity,

9.000 gallons ; capacity, fuel, 10 tons of

coal.

Valves—Type. Piston, 14 ins.; travel, 6^2

ins.; steam lap, I's ins.; ex. clear, 3-16

in. ; setting, O in full gear forward,

lead 9-16 in. in full gear back.

Wrought Iron and Steel Pipes.

From a long article contributed to the

Engineering Magazine by L. C. Wilson,

we glean the following:

In puddling, the iron is melted on a bed

of iron ore which gives up part of its

oxygen to oxidize the carbon, silicon, and

manganese, and, to a less extent, the sul-

phur and phosphorus. The greater the

purity of iron, the higher the temperature

at which it melts; therefore, the metal in

the furnace becomes pasty after a time as

the impurities are burned out, and is

worked into a ball and removed.

This ball is rolled into bars of conven-

ient size, which are cut and piled up, then

reheated to a welding temperature and

rolled again into a bar of the desired di-

mensions.

Wrought iron produced in this manner

is a very pure article, the greatest and

most objectionable part of the impurities

being the slag, which is scattered all

through tlie metal and gives it the appar-

ently fibrous structure so characteristic of

its appearance after rolling. These fine

slag lines are easily detected and form a

ready means of distinguishing between

wrought iron and that produced by other

methods. It is only necessary to smooth

down a small spot with a file when the

lines will show up ; best, under a magnify-

ing glass.

It can be seen that the puddling process

is rather slow and expensive, since only a

limited amount of metal, a few hundred

pounds at most, can be treated at a time.

Something like an hour and a half is re-

(luired for a charge, and considerable skill

and care are needed in order to obtain a

good product. The presence of two per

cent, or so of slag distributed irregularly

throughout the mass can hardly tend to

increase the homogeneity, and it is gen-

erally accepted that lack of this is of more

importance, from the standpoint of cor-

rosion, than the presence of a reasonable

amount of impurities thoroughly and uni-

formly mixed in. It is very hard to weld

perfect sheets or bars several inches in

width, so laminations are met with and

may give trouble.

In the Bessemer process, the molten

iron from the blast furnace is run into

huge mixers, then into big egg-shaped

converters, where cold air is blown

through the charge by means of tubes at

the bottom. The entering oxygen rapidly

burns out the impurities, and thereby

generates a large amount of heat; so no

difficulty is experienced in keeping the

metal melted. The length of time the air

is blown through is determined by the

color of the flame issuing from tlie mouth

of the converter. As might be expected,

more or less of the iron is oxidized at the

same time ; but the addition of a small

amount of manganese, for example, will

take care of these oxides, so the requisite

quantity of this, calculated from an ana-

lysis of the iron, is added together with

such other elements as may be needed.

It requires only ten or fifteen minutes

to convert as many tons of iron into an

equal quantity of steel, so in point of

speed and general economy the Bessemer

process is superior to the other. It is

especially adapted to making low carbon

steel, and, as a matter of fact, gives a

product which is more nearly pure, con-

sidered on the score of total impurities,

than that from the puddling furnace. As

a general proposition, the silicon, carbon,

sulphur, manganese, and phosphorus may
be lower in the wrought iron than in the

steel, but the former will contain about

two per cent, of oxides, while in steel

these will not run over one or two tenths-

of one per cent. From the nature of the

process whatever impurities are present

are well distributed, and as the metal is^

rolled directly into skelp, without cut-

ting and re-welding, as in the case of

wrought iron, tlie danger from lamina-

tions is greatly reduced.

Concerning the relative value of iron-

and steel an excellent authority says : Of
ten different tests made by different ob-

servers, seven resulted distinctly in favor

of steel, while in three cases the results-

were slightly in favor of iron. The tests-

that resulted in favor of steel were

:

seven months in hot aerated salt water

;

sixteen months buried in dampened ashes;

exposed to sulphuric acid coal-mine wa-

ter; in railroad interlocking and signal'

service; in locomotive boiler service. It

was found that steel tubes made in 1906

fritted much less than those made in 1897

by the same maker.s, indicating the supe-

riority of modern steel over that of a
decade earlier.

The Taper Fit.

In locomotive work, the taper can be

used to advantage in many places such

as strap bolts for rods, bolts in guides,.

links, etc. In other places where it is

desirable to get rid of heads of bolts, they

could be let in flush with the surface, sav-

ing time and trouble in wiping, also get-

ting rid of the dirt and oil which ac-

cumulate and looks so bad where clean-

liness is desirable.

The taper is also much used in fitting

crank pins, and in some places in fitting

wheel tires and wheels on axles. As to-

making taper fits, it is a well-known fact

that very few holes of any length are per-

fectly straight when made with a lathe

;

that is, where the work is held in a chuck

or on a face plate. If a reamer is used,

in almost every case the hole will be

found larger on the front side, as can

easily be seen by trying arbor at both ends.

If the hole is turned out with a tool held

in the rest, it will be found that most

lathes are more or less imperfect in cut-

ting straight. Where both centers are

used, it can of course be made to cut

straight by moving the tail center. In

making a taper hole, if a ream is used, it

must have some kind of a stop if more

than one hole is to be made ; the same if

a hand reamer is used, it is likely to chat-

ter, in which case the hole will not be

round. In turning out a taper hole held

in a chuck or on a face plate, the im-

perfections of the lathe must be taken

into consideration, provided a certain

taper per inch is to be used.

To perfectly fit a stud or shaft to a

taper hole requires patience and care, es-

pecially where the work is large and heavy,

so that it is not handy to try the bit fre-

quently.
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In a previous issue vvc have attempted

to point out the necessity for a brake in-

spection of the locomotive by the engi-

neer, and if followed out a great deal of

time may be saved when charging or

attempting to maintain the required pres-

sure in the brake pipe of a train of cars.

in coupling to an uncharged train of cars

it is well to make an effort to have a

reduced pressure in the pressure chaml)cr

of tlie distributing valve before the air

hose are connected, and this can be ac-

complished by making one or two heavy

reductions in the brake pipe with the

automatic brake valve and allowing the

vahc handle to remain on lap position

while the hose are coupled. The object

is to prevent any possible annoyance

from the creeping on of the engine brake

should a prompt movement of cars be-

come necessary. It is understood that the

brake can be released under any condi-

tions with the independent brake valve,

but the idea is to prevent an unnecessary

application of the brake, which is a waste

of main reservoir pressure which may be

of material assistance in charging the

train brakes. In handling modern trains

of cars, economy in compressed air con-

sumption should be practised to such an

extent that it will become second nature,

and this in itself will avoid a waste of

time and delays.

As an example of the advantage that

may be derived from coupling to a train

of cars with the pressure chamber and

the au.xiliary reservoir pressures some-
what depleted, if coupled to several cars

with the L. N. equipment, fully charged,

and it is necessary to couple up to several

more cars uncharged or partially charged,

a 25 or 30 pound brake pipe reduction

made after the cars are coupled and be-

fore the air hose are united, will pre-

vent the possibility of an angle cock be-

ing used to produce an emergency appli-

cation of the brakes and thus prevent a

prompt release following an emergency
or quick action application. This becomes
apparent if we understand that the L. N.
lirake equipment if used in quick action

develops approximately 105 pounds pres-

sure in the brake cylinder, and in order

to effect a release the brake pipe pressure

must be raised to at least 106^ or 107

pounds, whereas if the brake is applied

with the heavy service reduttion when
coupled, the brake cylinders will contain

too high an air pressure to permit of the

operation of the by-pass valve of the

triple valves and the brake cannot be

thrown into quick action and develop the

high brake cylinder and auxiliary reser-

voir pressure which interferes with the

prompt release of brakes, but instead the

brake may be released somewhat sooner

and the auxiliary reservoir recharged

from the supplementary, requiring only

enough main reservoir volume to raise

the pressure in the pipe under the cars.

Also, the service brake pipe reduction

with the brake held on while the hose

are being coupled will necessitate leaving

the brake valve handle on lap position

which will permit the compressors to

accumulate the maximum pressure in the

main reservoirs to the intent that this

may be used to facilitate a prompt re-

lease and recharge of brakes.

In handling the modern, L. N., P. C.

and U. C. brake equipments, this will be

found of considerable importance as the

volume of compressed air stored in these

equipments ranges from ten to si.xteen

cubic feet each, that is, the capacity of

the various reservoirs and the brake pipe

is about five times that of the P. M.

equipments which range from two to

four cubic feet in capacity to hold com-

pressed air, therefore in volume, the one

car with the modern equipment is equal

to at least five cars of the P. M. type, or

a 10 car train of modern brake equipment

stores a volume of compressed air equal

to a train of fifty cars of standard high-

speed brake equipment, but when charged

and correctly manipulated the release is

much more positive with modern brakes

than with the former high-speed type.

In service operation, the improved ac-

tion during a release is due to the

auxiliary reservoirs being recharged from
the supplementary, quick recharge or

emergency reservoirs, as the case may be.

but after the emergency or quick action

application the release is more difficult

with modern equipment principally be-

cause the brakes were designed to de-

velop high brake cylinder pressures for

emergency stops, the release action being

in some considered of secondary import-

ance. To just what figure it is neces-

sary to raise the brake pipe pressure in

order to effect a release depends upon the

type of equipment used and the relative

sizes of the storage reservoirs. We have

stated why the L. N. brake is more diffi-

cult to release after an emergency appli-

cation, and if the P. C. brake is used a

full emergency brake cylinder pressure

will be 86 pounds, requiring approxi-

mately 88 pounds brake pipe pressure for

a release. The U. C. with the large emer-

gency reservoir for high pressure de-

velops about the same brake cylinder

pressure as the L. N. equipment, but

through a separation of brake cylinder

and service and auxiliary reservoir pres-

sure, 90 pounds in the brake pipe will

produce a release. Contrasted with this

is the P. M. brake, which blows the

auxiliary reservoir pressure down to 60

pounds during a quick action or emer-

gency application.

However, this digression from the sub-

ject is merely to set forth the fact that

prompt movements of cars under the

various conditions is made possible

through the practice of economy in com-

pressed air consumption and the main-

tenance of the maximum pressure in the

main reservoir.

In charging a train of cars, there are

various reasons why release position of

the brake valve should be used and one

reason in particular why it must be used

If the brake valve handle is brought to

running position while charging a train,

the compressors may be expected to stop

through the action of the excess pressure

pump governor top. because if the stor-

age reservoirs on the cars absorb brake

pipe pressure faster than the main reser-

voir pressure can expand through the

feed valve, which with a long train is

always the case, the difference in these

pressures unseat the diaphragm valve of

the excess pressure governor top and
stop the compressors until the main reser-

voir pressure reduces to a figure within

20 pounds of that remaining in the brake

pipe. This is, of course, prevented by
using the brake valve handle in release,

the correct position for charging the

brakes on cars.

When the brake pipe pressure is then

very nearly up to the adjustment of the

brake pipe feed valve, the valve handle

must be moved to running position to pre-

vent an overcharge of brakes, and the

compressors then cannot be stopped by a

20 pound difference between the main
reservoirs and the brake pipe until the

desired pressure has accumulated.

Ordinarily then the stoppage of the

compressors may be expected if the brake

valve handle is brought to running posi-

tion while the car reservoirs are being

charged, but after waiting a reasonable

length of time for the charging to be

completed it may be found that the pump
or compressors stop every time the valve

handle is brought to running position,

and it may be due to the brake pipe

leakage being in excess of the capacity
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of the feed valve, or to state it differently,

the capacity of the feed valve may be

insufficient to supply the leakage present

in the brake pipe. Brake pipe leakage can

be determined by making a brake pipe

reduction, returning the valve handle to

lap position and noting the fall of pres-

sure as shown by the black hand of the

small air gage, but a test for the capacity

of the feed valve would involve cutting

the air hose between the engine and ten-

der and noting the rate at wliich the main

reservoir pressure will escape with the

handle in running position and the angle

cock at the rear of the tender open.

In order to make a test for the capacity

of the feed valve to deliver main reser-

voir pressure, the pressure should be al-

lowed to pump up to standard, then by

closing the brake valve cut out cock and

opening the angle cock at the rear of the

tender and having the driver brake re-

leased by means of the independent valve,

the brake valve cut out cock may be

opened, and with the automatic brak«

«
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lated lo a position where tlie brake pipe

pressure will be maintained without car-

rying the valve handle in full release posi-

tion.

If, however, the movement of the brake

valve handle to release position results in

a lowering of main reservoir pressure and

an increase in brake pipe pressure until

the gage hands arc somewhat less than

20 lbs. apart, and the compressors will not

start, it will indicate that the pump gov-

ernor is at fault or that the compressor

has liroken down. If two compressors

are used the fault will be found in the

governor, as it is scarcely possible for

brake valve handle in an\ position it

would indicate that the maximum gover-

nor top was at fault or that the compres-

sor had broken down and it would be nec-

essary to proceed as previously outlined

under the heading of pump and governor

troubles.

Type J Compressor Governors.

In a recent issue the upuralion of a well

known type of Westinghouse electric air

compressor was explained, and as it was
pointed out at the time, some means must

necessarily be devised for controlling the

operation of the compressor, that is. it

steam compressi>r governors. Instead of

cutting oflf a supjily of steam pressure the

work of this governor is to disconnect an

electric switch for stopping the compres-

sor and to re-connect or to make another

contact for starting the compressor. This

switch is opened and closed through

means of a piston and rod working

through an air cylinder, the arrangement

of which and the cut out details afford a

pneumatic blow out of the arc so effectual

that coils for a magnetic blow out or com-
plete cut-off of current is unnecessary.

The electric portion is shown at the up-

per end of the cut of this governor and is

14a -fPIPETO
UNL0*DIN(i

DEVICE

FIG. 3. DI.\GR.\MMATIC VIEW OF TYPE J GOVERNOR.
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both compressors to break down at the

same instant. Under such a condition the

brake valve would be placed on lap posi-

tion to cut the air pressure from the main

reservoir away from the excess pressure

governor top, then if the compressors

started when the handle was placed on

lap position and stopped as soon as the

handle was returned to running position,

the gage hands still being less than 20 lbs.

apart, the excess pressure governor is at

fault and the handle can be held on lap

long enough to place a blind gasket in

the operating pipe.

Assuming the same condition, if the

compressors would not start with the

must be stopped when the desired pres-

sure has accumulated in the main reser-

voir and again be permitted to start when
the pressure has fallen to a predetermined

figure, and for this an electric governor

is used.

The most familiar one of these is known
as the type J governor, the electric por-

tion of which can be modified or adapted

to a variety of conditions as to voltage

and current but we will deal chiefly with

the pneumatic or regulating portion which

will serve to indicate the requirements of

a governor for an electric compressor.

The operation of the governor is nec-

essarily diflferent from that of ordinary

thoroughly insulated from the pans mth
which it comes in contact. In the dia-

grammatic view. Fig. 3. this governor is in

cut-in position, the double piston and slide

valve is operated by the opening and clos-

ing of small regulating valves resting

against the diaphragm spindles which are

moved by air and spring pressure acting on

the diaphragms. The slide valve admits

air pressure to, and exhauts it from, the

space W in the piston cylinder.

The upper diaphragms, spring and spin-

dle are the cutting out portion and the

lower ones, the cutting in. When the

compressor is started, main reser\-oir

pressure enters as indicated and flows to
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the double piston chamber between the

pistons and equalizes through a small port

with chamber C at the outside of the large

piston, and it is also effective on the dia-

phragms of both the cutting in and cut-

ting out portion. At this time regulating

valve 28 is closed and valve 65 is open,

and a glance at the diagram will show

that this would hold the outside of the

small end of the double piston open to the

atmosphere, insuring that this position of

the double piston and slide valve will be

maintained.

When main reservoir pressure passes

the cutting in point which is represented

by the tension of spring 70, this spring

will compress or yield, and close valve 65.

Pressure is then equalized on all sides of

the double piston and as the main reser-

voir pressure continues to rise until it

reaches the cutting out point, which is

the tension of spring 62, this spring will

be compressed and the diaphragm spindle

will unseat valve 28 and exhaust the pres-

sure from chamber C. whereupon the

pressure effective upon the inside of the

large piston end will move this structure

to the left or cut-out position, in which

the slide valve admits main reservoir

pressure to chamber \V; but owing to a

seal and the small portion of the piston

exposed, this piston does not move at

once, but when sufficient pressure to start

it has accumulated, full pressure is effec-

tive on its entire area and it rapidly trav-

els the full stroke through the cylinder,

disconnecting the switch at the end of

the rod and the sharp exhaust of the at-

mosphere from the space above the piston

across the ends of the contact fingers ac-

complishes a complete pneumatic blow-out

the instant the circuit is broken.

The double piston and slide valve re-

main in this position until main reservoir

pressure falls below the cutting in point,

the tension of spring 70, when the spindle

draws away from spring 65 allowing

spring 66 to unseat it and exhaust the

pressure from the outside end of the small

end of the double piston, the pressure

surrounding the large end being equal,

the balance of pressure effective on the

inside of the small end of the piston

moves the structure to the right, as

shown, when the slide valve exhausts the

pressure from chamber W, and the coil

spring forces piston 16 and attached cir-

cuit closer back to the position shown

where they remain until again cut out by

the increase of pressure from the com-

pressor, as explained.

It is important that the adjustment of

this governor be thoroughly understood,

the cutting out portion should be regu-

lated first, the cutting in feature after-

ward and the cutting out regulation must

be somewhat higher than the cutting in,

the amount of difference to be decided by

the requirements of service. The adjust-

ment is made by means of regulating

nuts, which form the abutments for

springs 62 and 70, and if the ten-

sion of spring 62 should be less than

that of spring 70, the governor once cut

out will continue to cut in and out in

rapid succession without giving the de-

sired results.

Changes in Federal Regulations.

In the November issue we printed the

Federal Regulations governing the in-

spection and maintenance of locomotive

brake equipment, and at the same time

called attention to the fact that the

same rules were subject to a slight re-

vision, and the order of the Interstate

Commerce Commission under date of

October 11, 1915, changes but two of

the paragraphs from those printed in

our November issue, they are as fol-

lows:

Compressors.—The compressor or

compressors shall be tested for capacity

by orifice test as often as conditions

may require, but not less frequently

than once each three months.

The diameter of orifice, speed of com-
pressor, and the air pressure to be main-

tained for compressors in common use

are given in the following table.

Single Diam- Air
Size strokes eter pressure
com- per of main-

Make, pressor, minute. orifice. tained.

W'estinghouse 9Ji 120 11/64 60
Westinghouse 11 100 3/16 60
Westinghouse 8Va CC 100 9/32 60
New York... 2a 120 5/32 60
New York... 6a 100 13/64 60
New York... 5b 100 15/64 60

This table shall be used for altitudes

to and including 1,000 feet. For alti-

tudes over 1,000 feet the speed of the

compressor may be increased 5 single

strokes per minute for each 1,000 feet

increase in altitude.

Brake Cylinder Leakage.—With a full

service application from maximum
brake pipe pressure, and with communi-
cation to the brake cylinders closed, the

brakes on the locomotive and tender

shall remain applied not less than 5

minutes.

W'ith these changes the rules stand

as formerly printed, and we would call

attention to a paragraph of the order

which reads:

"It is ordered, that the said rules

and instructions for the inspection of

locomotives and tenders and all their

parts, as follows, be, and the same are

hereby, approved, and from and after

the 1st day of January, 1916, shall be

observed by each and every common
carrier subject to the provisions of the

act of Congress aforesaid as the mini-

mum requirements : Provided. That

nothing herein contained shall be con-

strued as prohibiting any carrier from
enforcing additional rules and instruc-

tions not inconsistent with the fore-

going, tending to a greater degree of

precaution against accidents.

Coal Reserves in the United States.

By the annual report of the Secretary

of the Interior it appears that although

we are the largest consumer of coal in the

world, using nearly 40 per cent, of the

world's production, we have as yet con-

sumed but one-half of 1 per cent, of the

total quantity the geologists estimate as

present in the United States. The annual

production of coal in the United States

has increased over 800 per cent, in 35

years—from 68,000,000 short tons in 1879

to 570,000,000 short tons in 1913. The

loal value at the mines of the coal pro-

duced in 1913 was $760,000,000.

The public-land States in the West con-

tain the largest reserve of bituminous

coal, both high and low grade, and of

lignite in the world. Nearly half of this

reserve is yet in public ownership. In the

public-land States it is estimated that

there are 100,000,000.000 recoverable tons

of bituminous coal and lignite in beds of

sufficient thickness and near enough to the

surface to be profitably mined under pres-

ent commercial conditions and many times

that amount in thinner beds and at greater

depths that can not be profitably mined

at present.

So great is our use of coal and so large

is our annual coal bill that conusmers

are constantly striving to obtain the larg-

est measure of heat possible from their

coal. This is being accomplished by the

development of improved boilers and fur-

naces which permit the use of lower-grade

coal, by the use of producer gas, and by

the use of powdered fuel. The progress

made in the use of coal in the last five

years along mechanical and metallurgical

lines is nothing short of remarkable.

If need be, the United States can supply

the world with coal. The supply of coal

is here, and undoubtedly the capital, labor,

and transportation facilities will be forth-

coming if the price of coal rises suffi-

ciently to warrant their use for this pur-

pose. But it is to be hoped that the great

bulk of our coal will be utilized at home

in the upbuilding of our industries. The

apparent limitless extent of our coal re-

serves has made us prodigal in our waste

of them. Coal is cheap in this country,

and not until we put a higher value on it

will proper attention be paid to its con-

servation in the ground. During each year

for every 500,000,000 tons of coal produced

we waste or leave underground in such

condition that it probably will not be re-

covered in the fiUure at least 250,000.000

tons of coal. This represents an average

recovery of 66 per cent. In some cases the

recovery in former years has not exceeded

30 per cent, of the contents. However,

under the best current practice with im-

proved mining methods some mines are

now recovering 85 to 90 per cent, and the

improvements in this regard are still

going on with every assurance of still

greater saving.
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Vanadium—Its Discovery and Qualities: Most

£ul Metal for Alloying Steel¥ ower
Tile growing n.sc iif vajiadinni in locu-

niotivc construction gives occasional rise

to the question among the younger rail-

road men, anil others not so young, as to

llie discovery and qualities of vanadium.

Its discovery in sonic of the lead ores in

Mexico over one hundred years ago was

discredited until a Swedish chemist named
Sefstrum rediscovered it in 1830 in .some

remarkably ductile iron made from one of

the Swedish ores. After a thorough

analysis of the new material it was

named vanadium, after Vanadis, one of

the goddesses of Swedish mythology.

Practically nothing came of the discovery

for over half a century owing to the

scarcity of the metal. In 1896 three

armor plates were made in France in

which vanadium was used. The tests

of these plates showed a very remarkable

improvement, and rapid investigations

followed and the elastic limit of steel was
I'liund to be raised from 50 to 100 per

are still in sersice and have never failed.

The result is that they are rapidly 1k-

coming standard on all of the leading rail-

roads, h'ailures of vanadium frames have

been less than one half of one per cent.

froni all causes. When it is considered

that frame failures constituted at least 20

per cent, of locomotive maintenance a

few years ago, it will be readily seen of

what vast significance the use of vana-

dium is in locomotive frame construction.

Probably the most remarkable proof has

been shown in the case of the Southern

railway, where the locomotive frames

have practically been of vanadium steel

for .seven or eight years. Their records

show that in six years there have been

only three failures, two of which were

caused by failure of other parts of the

locomotives.

The accompanying illustration shows

one of twelve sets of vanadium cast-steel

frames made l)y the Union Casting Com-

I'llSSICAh l-KOl'liKTltS.

(Minimum).
<;raJe A "(ira.lc I!

I'.lanlii: Limit, ll>^. per sc|. iii... 30,000 JS.OOU
Icnsik- StreilKlh, lb». l-i-r m|. in. .65.000 75,000
l-.lutitja(ion in J in., prr cent... JU 15

Reduction of Area, per cent... J8 Ji

"When hiKll carbon stccI frames arc Hpccifiril

this grade shall be usecj.

It is possible to obtain elastic limits of

40,000 to 45,000 lbs. per sq. in. with Crade

1', commonly known as "high" or "40 car-

bon" cast-steel frames; but these high

elastic limits are accompanied by low

ductility, generally the minimum spccilied.

This means greatly lessened resistance to

shocks and repeated stresses and in-

creased liability to failure through fatigue.

On the other hand, the high elastic limits

associated with high ductility of vana-

dium frames mean greatly increased re-

sistance to fatigue or what is commonly
known as crystallizatifm, and much longer

service.

The New York, Ontario & Western has

\.\.\AI)n'M C.\ST STF.RL FH,\MK Fdii XKW M)RK. ONTARIO Jt WKSTERN, 2-10-J TVl'K I.Oli >M( lTl\ K.

Union Steel ('asting to.. Makers.

cent, by the admi.\ture of vanadium.

Drills made from some of this .steel con-

taining three-tenths of one per cent, of

vanadium proved to be 25 per cent, better

than a 3 per cent, tungsten tool steel.

According to eminent authorities vana-

dium is the element which, together with

carbon, acts with the greatest intensity

in the way of improving alloys of iron,

and is undoubtedly the most powerful

metal yet discovered for alloying steel.

Just as its superlative merits became

thoroughly established, adventurous spirits

were not slow in looking for the rare

substance in the far ends of the earth.

In the .^ndes in Peru an immense deposit

of vanadium ore of richness and character

Iiitherto unknown was discovered, and it

is now available as a steel-making metal

in unlimited quantities.

The first application of vanadium for

locomotive construction was for frames.

A number of Vanadium cast-steel frames
were applied early in IQfl/, and all of them

pany for heavy Santa Fe type locomotives

recently built for the New York, Ontario

& Western. The.se are the largest and

heaviest cast-steel frames of which the

ma1<ers have record. They are 6 in. wide,

41 ft. 7 in. lon.er, and each casting weighs

13,250 lbs.

The following are the average physical

properties

:

Elastic Limit, lbs. per sq. in 47.000

Tensile .Strength, lbs. per sq. in. . . .78..500

Elongation in 2 in., per cent 26

Reductibn of .^rea, per cent 49

Contrast these high physical properties

obtained by means of vanadium, with

steel containing only .22% to .25% of

carbon, with the Master Mechanics .\sso-

ciation's latest proposed specifications for

cast-steel frames as follows

:

CIIF.MICAT, COMPOSITION.
•Grade P.

0.37<7—0.50'~;

0.40?'—0.75'^,

Grade ,\

Carlion 0.25'"^-CJ/rv.
Manganese 0.40'^,—0.75%
Phosphorus not over 0.05%
Sulphur not over 0.05%

not over 0.05%
not over 0,05%

had over four years' experience with

vanadium cast-steel frames which has

proved to the mechanical officials the su-

periority of this type of frame and led

to the specification of the particular

frames recently ordered.

It may be added that special tests re-

peatedly made of carbon-vanadium steel,

the chemical composition showed carbon

.47 per cent., manganese .90 per cent..

phosphorus .015 per cent., sulphur .020

per cent., and vanadiuni .15 per cent., the

elastic limit has reached 118.500 lbs. per

square inch, the tensile strength 142.300

lbs. per square inch, elongation in 2 in.

per cent., 22. and reduction of area per

cent., 34. These figures are not ap-

proached by any other kind of steel man-
ufactured, and, as is well known, it is

seldom indeed tliat one-half of these fig-

ures are surpassed in actual tests.

It need hardly be added that the use of

vanadium is growing rapidly, particularly

in automobiles and other machines.
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Electrical Department
The Lo«;an Uivision of the Ogden, Logan and Idaho Hallway

Equipped with High-Vohage, Direct-Current Electric Power
The l.oj;an divisinii of the Ogden,

Logan ami Idaho Railway is heing

equipped with one of the latest high-

vultage direct-current electric power.

Last spring the construction was com
plcted on this section, known as the Cache

\'alley R<iute, and regular service has

heen inaugurated between Preston and

Idaho and Wcllsville. I'tah, a distance of

forty miles. This is the lirst interstate

electric interurban road in that section

of the Middle Weat
The Ogden, Logan and Idaho Railway

Company also owns and operates elec-

tric interurban lines from Ogden to Plain

City, Utah ; from Ogden to Brigham

City, Utah; and from Ogden to the

Hermitage and Idlewild resorts in Og-

den Canyon east of Ogden and now con-

structing five miles from Idlewild to

ihintsville. These latli-r line', were for-

The line from Preston to Wcllsville

traverses the eastern side of the rich

Cache Valley in Utah, one of the state's

finest and most beautiful sections. c is

in direct competition with' the Oregon
Short Line, a steam road whose line is

paralleled from Wcllsville to Preston.

The new line has been splendidly con-

structed in every detail. It has been

carefully designed for high speed and

heavy service, all grades being reduced

as much as possible and short curves

eliminated. The tracks are on a private

right-of-way the entire distance, this

right-of-way averaging 65 feet in width.

Seventy-pound rails and catenary over-

head construction have been used

throughout.

The company secures its power from
the Utali Power and Light Company's
system, consisting of Iiydro-electric plant;

equipment consists of one set of type "A"
electrolytic lightning arresters and a type

"GB" 3 pole, single-throw, hand operated

automatic oil circuit-breaker. The high

tension bus-bars are constructed of 'A

inch copper tubing, and are provided with

a full set of disconnecting switches. Pow-
er is measured on the high-tension side

through 44,000 volt current and voltage

transformers, the measuring instruments

of both the Utah Power & Light Com-
pany and the Ogden, Logan & Idaho Rail-

way Company being mounted on the low-

tension switchboard.

Over thirty miles of the Logan division

has been in operation for several months,

a two-hour schedule being maintained.

Three new all-steel triple compartinent

interurban cars have recently been placed

in operation -over this section of the line,

running from Wcllsville north to Lewis-

TYPE ()1' .M.I.-STKKI- C.\U IN SERVICE OX THE LUG.\N DIN'ISION
n|- THE OGDEN. LOG.AN AND lO.MTO R.MLW.W.

EEi;CTRIC LOCOMOTU'E NO. OOl.

merely owned by the Ogden Rapid Transit

Company.

The City lines of Logan, Utah, together

with a short interurban from Logan to

Providence, a distance of two miles,

were owned by the Logan Rapid Transit

Company. The Interests controlling the

Ogden and Logan lines w-ere friendly, and

.several months ago the properties were

consolidated under the ownership of the

Ogden, Logan and Idaho Railway Com-
pany, with general offices in the Eccles

Building at Ogden, Utah.

The Ogden, Logan & Idaho Railway
contemplates the construction this year

of an extension from Brigham City to

Wcllsville, Utah. This connecting link

will give this coinpany a continuous in-

terurban road running from Preston,

Idaho, south through Utah to Ogden Citv.

witli an aggregate capacity of 75,000

kva. and a 20,000 kva. steam auxiliary.

This power is received at each of the

substations of the Ogden, Logan ;inil

Idaho Railway from the Utah Power
and Light Company's 44,000 volt trans-

mission lines.

The transmission line voltage is, stepped

down by a bank of three Westinghouse

235 kva. single-phase, 60 cycle, oil insu-

lated, self-cooled transformers to a po-

tential of 2,300 voles. Both primary

and secondary windings are connected in

delta, and taps are provided for obtain-

ing reduced voltage at starting. The par-

ticular capacity and arrangement of the

transformers were selected with a view

to operation in open delta in case of

damage to one of the three units.

The protective apparatus and switching

ton. The new cars were built by the

.American Car Company of St. Louis

They are 62 feet in length over all, and

have a seating capacity of 75 passengers.

The electrical equipment on cars consists

of four Westinghouse Xo. 334-E-6, 7.S0-

LSOO volt motors, each with a nominal

rating of 85 kvv. On the higher voltage

the motors are operated in series so that

there is liut a potential of 750 volts across

each motor. They are geared for free

running speed of from 47 to SO miles per

hour on the level, with an average of 1350

volts on the trolley.

The air-brake equipment on tliese cars

consists of Westinghouse AMM apparatus

with M-24-.\ brake valve combination

straight and automatic air-brakes. A
unique feature of the electro-pneumatic

equipment on these cars is tlic use of a
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i-(iiiliinuiiisly ruiiniiiK 'lyriaiiiMtor (o fur-

nish 750 volts power fur llic coiUrnl aiifl

ligliliiiK circuits, and also to opi-ratc thu

air compressor. Tlio comjircssor is con-

nected meclianieally to llu- dynamotor by

means of a nuiltiple disc chilcli. vvliicli is

normally held liy a sprini; in a closed

jjosition. Whenever the air pressure

reaches a predetermined valve, the opera-

tion of the governor admits air to a small

cylinder which disconnects the chitcli and

slops the compressor, I)Ut allows the dyna-

motor to Continue running. The lighting

eipiipmenl for the cars consists of two

circuits of seven-56-watt Wcstinghousc

'I'lmgsten lamps with Alha shades, takin.!;

power from the dynamotor circuits.

llcadliglUs and heaters operate direct on

the 1500-volt circuit.

To accommodate the local tralTic in the

city of Logan, the present four-motor.

dou1)lc trncl<, 40 passenger cars have been

chan.ge<I over to operate with straight

1500 volt equipmcn'.. Each car is equip-

ped with two Westinghouse No. 543-A-6.

750-1500 volt motors, connected perma-

nently in series and controlled by R-200

double-end e<piipment.

A 50-ton rialdwiu-Westin.ahousc loco-

n-.otivc for hauling freight on the lines

between Wellsville and Preston has re-

cently been put in operation. The employ-

ment of the equalized pedestal form of

construction <tn this machine allows the

use of simply-designed trucks, with half-

elliptic springs and rigid bolsters.

The tractive effort developed by the

rotors, mounted in pairs on the trucks, is

transmitted to the couplings through the

center pins and the cab frame. The lon-

gitudinal sills of the frame consist of

12-incli channels. The frame is braced

transversely above the center pins, by

llangcd plates which arc riveted to the

longitudinal channels, .Vn air duct, for

the \cntilatiiin of the motors, is built

into the frame between the center sills.

The locomotive is designed for double-

end operation and has, a central cab, with

sloping hood at each end. The cab is of

steel, with a wood floor. The doors and

windows are so placed as to afford an

nnolistructed view when running in cither

direction.

The motors are of a new type, styled

Xo. 562-.\-6. which has been especially

developed by tlie Westinghouse Electric

& Mfg. Company for high-potential direct-

current. Two motors are permanently

connected in series so that the voltage

across each is 750 volts. Their nominal

rating is 75 k\v. (100 H. P.).

These motors have a unique system of

ventilation. While air for cooling is nor-

mally provided by a motor-driven blower,

each motor has a fan at one end of the

armature which will provide sufficient

ventilation to operate the locomotive at

three-quarter capacity in case of accident

to the blower.

The control cquipnicnt used on this

locomotive is IIL electro-pneumatic and

is |)ractically the same as the high-voltage

control oullils used on the motor cars on

this .system.

The princi|)al dimensions of this loco-

motive are as follows

:

Wheel-base, rigid, 6 ft. 6 in.

Wheel-base, total, 22 ft. 6 in.

Distance between truck centers, 1') ft.

Diameter of wheels, 36 in.

Size of journals, 5 in, x 9 in.

Width, 10 ft.

Height lo top cab. 12 ft.

Length between coupler knuckles. ,34 fl

9'.:. in.

Weit;lit, 1()0,(K)0 II. s.

Generating Units.

President K. M. llerr of the Westiiig-

lio\ise Electric & Mfg. Company, in a

recent address before the Railway Club

of Pittsburgh said, "Due largely to the

wonderful development in the steam tur-

bine and its direct-connected electric

generator, and the remarkably flexi))le,

efficient and easy distribution of electric-

ity, we are on the eve of a notable— in

fact. I believe an epoch-making—change in

the utilization of electric pfiwer.

"First—The modern steam turbo-gen-

erator makes it jjossible to concentrate

enormous amomits of ]inwcr generation

in one place.

"Second—This makes possible and ad-

\anta.geous very large individual generat-

ing units. The growth in the capacity of

generators has really been enormous, made
possible by the steam turbine.

"Third—Electricity can I)e transmitte<l

long distances in large or small quan-

tities and its characteristics changed at

will, all w'ith small losses and at com-

paratively low cost."

The speaker then proceeded to trace the

development of large generating units as

exemplified by certain notable installations

of central stations, industrial and rail-

' way plants, and then discussed the effect

of the concentration of such a large

amount of power • in one station.

Mr. Herr said the building of units as

large as 50.000 and 60.000 kw. was con-

templated.

This address has been published in

pamplet form by the Westinghouse Elec-

tric Company, and will be sent to anyone

interested.

Recent Improvements in Single-Phase
Rotary Converters.

Mr Val. A. Flynn. writing in the Elec-

trical World, states that single-phase con-

verters have not been much used in the

past, mainly because it was found well-

nigh impossible, or at least very difficult,

to start them from the alternating-current

side, and also because of serious commu-
tating difficulties and low weight efficiency.

The use of a short-circuited damping

winding in connection with field struc-

tures, as heretofore employed, certainly

improved the commiilation and the effici-

ency lo a great extent, but failed to solve

satisfactorily the commutation problem

anil greatly increased the already great

starting difficulties.

In 1905 the author ma<le an effort to

ovcrc(jme these difficulties, and he finally

evolved the machine alwut to be described.

This new rotary converter can l)c started

from the alternating-current side with a

large tonpie per ampere, commutates per-

fectly in normal operation, and has a good

efficiency and high power factor. Its main

distinctive feature is the arrangement of

the damping winding. In one connection

this can be used for starting the machine

from the alternating-current side, in an-

other for improving the commutation ami

efficiency in normal operation. To this

end the short-circuited damping winding

is arranged just like a polyphase winding;

the several phases are placed in a certain

space relation to the brush line, and pro-

vision is made for interrupting the short-

circuit of at least one of the phases at

starting. The field structure, or stationary

part, of these converters is made without

defined polar projections.

While this machine was designed main-

ly for the purpose of converting single-

phase into unidirectional current, it can

be used for the converse process, and is

sometimes used as a synchronous single-

phase motor.

When employed for converting alter-

nating into direct current, it enables single-

pliase currents to be utilized for charging

storage batteries or for operating direct-

current arc lamps, for instance, in mov-

ing picture shows or for any kind of elec-

trolytic work.

Operated as a single-phase synchronous

motor, it is particularly useful in connec-

tion with revolving rectifying apparatus.

These machines have often been put to

a double use in automobile garages shel-

tering electrically operated vehicles, being

employed to charge the storage batteries

of the vehicles at night and to drive va-

rious auxiliary appliances, like machine

tools, pumps, vacuum cleaners and buffing

wheels, during the day.

The Wagner Electric Maniifacturing

Company, of St. Louis, has acquired the

control of the various United Slates pat-

ents covering this converter and has for

some time past been regularly manufac-

turing these machines in different sizes.

In several departments of train operat-

ing the Erie Railroad people have found

that cheapness in first cost does not al-

ways mean economy. It seems that ob-

jection was raised that they were paying

too much for gasoline. It was decided to

try a cheaper grade of gasoline and the

change was made. After a thorough trial

extending over several thousand miles of

operation, it was found that the cheaper

gasoline cost more per unit of distance

than the more costly gasoline.
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Items of Personal Interest
Mr. U. J. Whytc has liccn appointed

supervisor of car work of the Eastern

Lines of the CanaeHan Northern.

Mr. Jolui 1). Rogers has been appointed

roundliouse foreman of the Oregon Short

Line with office at Pocatello, Ida.

Mr. George Mott has l)cen appointed

district master mechanic and trainmaster

of the .'Mhcrta division of tlic Canadian

Pacific.

Mr. K. I'". Anderson has liecn appointcil

air bral<e instructor on the Chesapeal<c

and Ohio, witli headquarters at Ricli-

mond, Va.

Mr. \V. E. Grove has liecn appoinli-d

assistant general car inspector nf the

Philadelphia & Reading, with othcc at

Reading, Pa.

Mr. C. E. McGann has been appointed

roundhouse foreman of the Cinciiuiali,

llamilton & Dayton with office at Ivory-

dale. Ohio.

Mr. C. J. Quantic has been appointed

master mechanic of the Pacific division of

the Canadian Nortliern, with office at Port

Mann, B. C.

Mr. Joseph Bluetge has been appointed

road foreman of engines on the Erie,

with office at Cleveland, Ohio, succeed-

ing Mr. J. J. McNeill.

Mr. B. E. Nevins lias been appoinleil

road foreman of engines of the lirst and

second divisions of the Virginia railwa\,

with office at Victoria, Va.

Mr. G. F. Shull, formerly acting master

mechanic of the Carolina, Clinchfield &
Ohio at Ervvin, Tcnn., has been aiipointed

master mechanic at Erwin.

Mr. B. Corbett has been appointed mas-

ter mechanic of the Missouri, Kansas &
Texas, with office at Smithsville, Tex.,

succeeding Mr. J. R. Greiner, resigned.

Mr. !".
J. ^on^;ers lias been appointed

road foreman of equipment on the Colo-

rado division of the Chicago, Rock Island

& Pacific, with office at Goodland, Kans.

Mr. E. E. Keyser has been appointed

assistant road foreman of engines of the

third and fourth divisions of the Virginia

railway, with office at Princeton, W. Va.

Mr. M. E, Hamilton, formerly in the

employ of the Garlock Packing Company,
has been appointed general air brake

inspector of the St. Louis & San Fran-

cisco.

Mr. J. W. Tenney has been appointed

road foreman of equipment with juris-

diction west of the Missouri division,

west of Eldon, Iowa, with office at Tren-

ton. Mo.

Mr. R. \V. Burnet, formerly general

master car builder of tlie Canadian Pa-

cific, has been elected vice-president of

the National Car Equipment Company of

Chicago, 111.

Mr. H. A. English has been appointed

master mechanic of the Central division

nf the Canadian Northern with office at

Winnipeg, Man., succeeding Mr. G. II.

Hedge, promoted.

Mr. I'". Ronaldson, formerly locomotive

foreman of the Canadian Pacific at Lamb-

ton, Out., has been appointed district mas-

ter mechanic on the same road with office

at Farnham, Que.

Mr. C. A. Dunavcnt has been appointed

general foreman of the Rock Island at

Haileyville. Okla., and Mr. Samuel Tolley

has been appointed roundhouse foreman

at the same place.

Mr. 11. N. Cathcart, for several years

tra\eling fireman on the Philadelphia &.

Reading, has been promoted to fuel and

locomotive inspector on the same road,

witli office at Reading, Pa.

Mr, J. J. McNeill, formerly ruad fore-

man of engines on the Eric at Cleveland,

Ohio, has been appointed supervisor of

locomotive operation on the same road,

with office at Youngstown, Ohio.

.Mr. ('- 11. Hedge, formerly inaster me-

chanic of the Central division of the

Great Northern, has been appointed gen-

eral master mechanic of the Western

Lines, with office at Winnipeg, Man.

Air. R, M. Kincaid, formerly valuation

en.gineer of maintenance of equipment of

the Chicago & Eastern Illinois, has been

appointed master mechanic at Villa Grove,

111., succeeding Mr. F. Studer, resigned.

Mr. J. H. Anderson has been appointed

tool foreman of the Santa Fe at Clovis,

N. M., succeeding Mr John Gibson who

has been transferred to a similar po-

sition on the same road at Topeka, Kans.

Mr. C. W. Hickson, formerly signal

supervisor of the Vandalia at Terre

Haute, Ind., has been appointed signal

supervisor of the Pennsylvania Lines

West, succeeding Mr. .\. J. Seifert, de-

ceased.

Mr. L. C. Ord. assistant works manager

of the .'Vngus car shops of the Canadian

Pacific at Montreal, Que., has been granted

leave of absence to enter active service

as lieutenant of artillery in the Canadian

expeditionary force.

Mr. W. J. Kinsell, formerly chief clerk

to Mr. David Van .Alstyne, assistant to

the vice-president of the New York, New
Haven & Hartford, has been appointed

assistant shop superintendent of the same

road at Reading, Pa.

Mr. Edward Sheffield, formerly assist-

ant signal suiiervisor of the Texas & New
Orleans has been appointed acting signal

supervisor of signals of the Houston &
Texas Central, during the leave of absence

of Mr. L. H. Feldlake.

Mr. C. N. Beckner, formerly assistant

signal engineer of the Louisville & Nash-

ville at Louisville, Ky., has entered the

service of the Federal Signal Company

as superintendent of construction with

headquarters at Chicago, 111.

Mr. L. W. Baldwin has been appointed

general manager of the Georgia Central,

with headquarters at Savannah, Ga. Mr.

I'aldwin was formerly superintendent of

the Illinois Central on all lines south of

ihc Ohio river.

Mr. Paul M. Lincoln, formerly em-

ployed on the engineering department of

the Westinghouse Electric & Manufactur-

ing Company, has resigned his position

to devote his time in the manufacture of

a meter that he has invented.

Mr. George Lawler has been appointed

division foreman of the .Santa l'"e. with

nibcc at Belan, N. M., succeeding Mr.

J. A. Baker, and Mr. .^. l''ugatc has been

appointed roundhouse foreman on tlic

same road with office at ,\Ibu<|uercpic, N.

M.

Mr. E. H. May formerly assistant on

tlie engineering department of the Indi-

anapolis division of the Pennsylvania

Lines West, has been appointed assistant

division engineer of the Michigan division

of the Vandalia. with offices at Logans-

port, Tnd,

M r, T. L. Reed, formerly assistant mas-

ter mechanic of the Seaboard Air Line

at Hamlet, N. C. has been appointed mas-

ter mechanic of the North Carolina di-

vision of the same road with office at

Hamlet, and the office of assistant mas-

ter mechanic has been abolished,

Tlie Westinghouse Electric & Manufac-

turing Company announces the following

changes : Mr, S. \. Chare, Mr. T. J.

Pace and Mr. Carl G. Schluederberg have

been appointed assistants to Manager J. J.

Gibson; Mr. C. E. Stephens has been ap-

pointed manager of the illuminating de-

partment ; Mr. C. Streamer becomes man-

ager of the switchboard department, and

Nlr. .'\. P. Joseph becomes the head of

the order section ; Mr. M. C. Morrow be-

comes manager of the appliance section,

and Mr. M. C. Rypinski manager of the

meter .section.

Mr. N. S. Reeder has been elected

vice-president of the Pressed Steel Car

Company, with headquarters at New
York City ; I\Ir. J. B. Rider has been

elected vice-president, with headquarters

at Pittsburgh, and will continue to per-

form the duties of General Manager in

charge of operations : Mr. J. F. Mac-

F.nulty, formerly general sales manager,

has been elected second vice-president,

with headquarters at New York City;

Mr. H. P. Hoffstot has been appointed

assistant sales manager. Central District,

with headquarters at Pittsburgh,

Mr, P. Conniff, formerly superintend-

ent of shops of the Baltimore and Ohio
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railroad at Mount Clare, Baltimore, has

tieen appointcfl special inspector, being

succeeded hy Mr. L, Finnegan, trans-

ferred tn Baltimore from similar posi-

tion at Gleiuvood Sliops, PittslnirRli. Mr.

1'^ J. Brennan, formerly master mechanic

of the Buffalo, FJochester and Pittsburgh

railroad, has been appointed in Mr.

I'inncgan's place at Glenwood. Mr.

I'innegan has been in Baltimore and

Ohio service about four years as master

mechanic and superintendent of shops at

(ilenwood.

C. E. Postlethwaite.

Nearly all railroad officials have been

for years pleasantly acquainted with Mr.

C. E. Postlethwaite, representing the

CH.ARLES E. POSTLETHVVAITK.

Pressed Steel Car Company of Pitts-

burgh. In the past Mr. Postlethwaite

has been local manager for his company,

and now his numerous friends are con-

gratulating him upon his appointment to

be general manager of the Pressed Steel

Car Company and of the Western Steel

Car & Foundry Company, with headquar-

ters in New York. \A'e join heartily in

the congratulations extended to Mr.

Postlethwaite, whose genial personality is

always welcome in this office.

OBITUARY.

William Crowe Hayes.

A host of men belonging to the mechan-

ical department of our railroads will learn

with sorrow that their friend, William

Crowe Hayes, superintendent of locomo-

tive operation of the Erie Railroad, died

at his home in New York on Christmas

day. Mr. Hayes was born in 1853, re-

ceived a common school education, and in

early manhood began railroad life as lire-

man on what is now a part of the Pere
Marquette Railroad. From there he went
to the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern,

where he remained as fireman and engi-

neer for two or three years, after wlii( li

he went to the Minneapolis & St. Louis

as engineer and remained there for twen-

ty years. When Mr. F. D. Underwood
became president of the Baltimore & Ohio

Railroad he took Mr. Hayes along as lo-

comotive superintendent, a position he

held till Mr. Underwood became presi-

dent of the Erie Railroad, when Mr.

Hayes accepted the position of general

road foreman of engines. On the Erie

Mr. Hayes was successively assistant

mechanical superintendent, superintendent

employment bureau, superintendent Dela-

ware and Jefferson divisions, and latterly

superintendent of locomotive operation.'

Mr. Hayes had a strong alluring per-

sonality which made him highly popular

with all the people be came in contact

with, that characteristic commending him

for leadership in various associations. He
was a prominent member of the Brother-

hood of Locomotive Engineers and of the

Traveling Engineers' Association, of

which he was president 1911-12. He was

a member of several other associations,

among them the Railway Master Mechan-
ics' and International Fuel Association.

He was also a Royal .Xrch Mason.

In 1877 Mr. Hayes married Miss Maria

W'hitmeicr, by whom he had one daugh-

ter, both of whom survive him.

Thomas James Hennessey.

Ihe death is announced on December
4 of Mr. 1 . J. Hennessey, for many
years master mechanic on the Michigan

Central lailroad. He was born in Lon-

don. Ont., January I. 1845, and com-

menced his railroad career as fireman in

1872, He was promoted to engineer in

1874. travelling engineer 1889, master

mechanic at Detroit 1893, master me-

chanic at Jackson 1895. master mechanic

at Bay City, Mich, 1903. and retired from

service on account of age limit, February

1. 1915, thus completing 43 years' service

with the company, 22 years of w-hich was

occupied as master mechanic at the

points named. Mr. Hennessey was very

highly esteemed among all who had the

honor of his acquaintance.

ilubs and societies, and was very highly

esteemed. With few educational advan-

tages in his youth, except at night schools,

.Mr. Booth remained an earnest student

all his lifetime, and he won his place in

the front rank of railway men by his high

intelligence and noble character.

John Sinclair Booth.

Much regret is expressed, especially

among railroad men in the South, at the

announcement of the death of Mr. John

S. Booth, who died last month at his

home in Atlanta, Ga. He was born in

Gloucester county, Virginia, in 1858. and

served an apprenticeship as a machinist.

He won rapid promotion on the Southern

Railway, and was foreman at Salisbury

and at Spencer, N. C. In 1900 he was

appointed master mechanic on the North

Carolina & North-Western Railway, and

served in that capacity until incapaci-

tated by failing health in 1912.- He was

an active member of the Railway Master

Mechanics' Association and other railroad

James Sinclair.

In .November last there died in Inmcr-

ness, Scotland, James Sinclair, a Scottish

Highlander, 52 years old, who had passed

many years of his life as master builder

on a railway in Venezuela. He super-

vised several important improvements on

railway structures and was regarded as a

man of unusual construction ability. He
was a first cousin of our .•Xngus Sinclair,

Frank H. Bailie.

Mr. Frank Howard Bailie, for twenty-

seven years associated with the H. K,

Perter Company, Pittsburgh, Pa, and

latterly assistant manager of sales for

Ihe company, died after a brief illness

from pneumonia on December 14. He
was well-known among railroad men and

\ery highly esteemed.

Another Apprentice School Started on

the Erie Railroad.

Owing to the encouragement given hy

Mr. F. D. Underwood, president of the

Erie Railroad Company, that company has

been conspicuous of late years in promot-

ing means for educating on scientific lines

the apprentices belonging to the various

repair shops. For years the company has

maintained apprentice schools connected

with the shops at Meadville. Pa,, Hornell.

N. Y., Susquehanna and Denmore. Pa.

and Port Jervis, N. Y. Now the com-

pany has organized an apprentice school

at Jersey City, N. J.

The opening session of that school was

held on December 8 in a hall connected

with the repair shops at Jersey, where

an attendance of 78 apprentices or young

mechanics listened to an address given

hy Dr. .Angus Sinclair who is Special In-

structor for the company. He said

:

"Men like myself who had to acquire

some knowledge of the science of me-

chanical engineering, are inclined to be

envious of the educational privileges you

are enjoying through the instruction given

in these schools. The teachers can im-

part information, but it lies with you to

make it a power capable of lifting you

from a low to a high position in life. I

have seen several attempts to educate me-

chanics which failed because those to be

benefited grew wearv- of well doing, and

refused to cooperate with the instruction

intended for them. To you young men.

I should say be persevering and industri-

ous in receiving the instruction arranged

for your benefit. To profit thoroughly

from the educational opportunities now
placed within your reach, industry, per-
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severance and habit (if keen observation

arc essential. Cultivate these and your

future will be successful.

"The educational and practical training

which you are receiving will lit you to

fill satisfactorily the highest positions in

the railway mechanical world. This scien-

tific education combined with tlie excel-

lent shop work you arc learning to per-

form, makes you better prepared to

achieve renown in your choice calling

than the training given to any other class

of men. In my opinion you will be bet-

ter trained for becoming leaders in the

railway w'orld than any other class of

men who have had railway exi)crience.

Very few of the men who have taken

a lead in managing and in promoting rail-

way enterprises, had received any share

of what is known as higher education and

few of them enjoyed such practical train-

ing as you are going to enjoy. Modern
Conditions make scientific knowledge a

power in railway management and opera-

tion, but that has not always been the

case. The invention of the locomotive

engine made modern conditions of rail-

way operating possible, but the locomo-

tive was invented and developed by in-

telligent workmen with little book learn-

ing. The man who first equipped a piston

to move inside of a cylinder, thougli

producing a practical steam engine, was a

working blacksmith. Not a common
blacksmith, although he performed black-

smithing, but a man possessed of inventive

faculties and keen habits of observation

which he cultivated to good purpose.

Oliver Evans who invented the high pres-

sure steam engine and made the locomo-

tive a i)ossibility was a grain miller. Peter

Cooper who built the first American lo-

comotive was a merchant. Tlic list of

names associated with the improvement

and development of railway machinery

makes a long story, but most of the men
who performed important services to the

world in this line had been w'orkmen. The
opportunities that came to these persons

are within your reach and you are enjoy-

ing the training that will make yon ready

for the opportunity. We frequently heard

it said that a mechanic's opportunities for

distinguishing himself are not so good as

they once were. That is a mistake ; the

opportunities of advancement were never

better than they are today.

Railroad life to day presents better op-

portunities of advancement by men hav-

ing no other means of promo'.! :i beyond

their own industry and native ability than

any other line of human industry. Na-
poleon as a note of encouragement to

the rank and file of his armies, assured

them that every French soldier carried the

possibility of a field marshal's commission

in his knapsack; circumstances justifies

the assertion that every ambitious man of

good character entering railway service

enjoys the possibility of becoming a presi^

dent of some transportalion company.

Ignorant Workmen.

The methods of instruction now fol-

lowed by leading railway companies for

the beneril of apprentices and others is

spreading useful information that must

prove of great benefit to the recipients.

That is a commendable and desirable

change, for it used to be the case that

apprentices and others picked up prin-

ciples of their business or remained ig-

norant. Many men engaged in repairing

railroad machinery are woefully ignorant

of the iirinciples underlying locomotive

construction.

An instructor of apprentices belonging

to one of our leading railroads offered to

instruct a class of machinists and others

upon the details of locomotive construc-

tion. The first question he asked was

:

"What is lead?" No one answered at first,

but finally one of the men said : "Lead is

a piece of lead placed upon the top of a

valve to hold it down."

The next question asked : "What is

lap?" The answer given was: "A band

put round the boiler to keep it from burst-

ing."

These were exceptinnally stupid an-

s'wers, but most of these workmen were

ignorant beyond belief concerning details

of the work they were daily emjiloyed

upon.

tu face each other. Due was occupied by

a lady, the other liy a Chinaman. Evi-

dently the lady did not relish the presence

of the Chinaman, so she explained to him

that she wanted to take the cushions and

place them lengthwise to make a com-

fortable lounge.

John said all rightcc and got out into

the aisle while the lady toiled to forin the

cushions into a bed. When they were ar-

ranged to her satisfaction, the lady lay

dnwn upon the improvised bed, with the

idea that she could take her comfort on

both cushions. She expected that the

Chinaman would raise no objections to a

white lady taking the space provided for

four persons ; but she reckoned without

thinking on a Chinaman's wiles. .Xs soon

as she had got comfortably settled the

Chinaman crept in beside her, and

stretched hiinself by her side. The lady,

as soon as she realized that she had a bed-

fellow, started up in a rage looking fierce-

ly at the Chinainan, but he did not budge,

so she climbed over him and walked away

into the next car, amidst the lau.gliter of

the people she deserted.

Widowrs and Orphans as Railway

Dependents.

.^t a railway club meeting General Mil-

ler, of the Galena Oil Company, made

some reference to widows and orphans

being benefited by the economical opera-

tion of railways, and some of his audience

laughed, thinking that the General was

joking. In closing his remarks at the

end of the discussion. General Miller re-

marked : "My friends here, I guess,

thought I was speaking sarcastically when

• I spoke of the widows and orphans. I

know there have been slurs placed on the

words 'widows and orphans' as owners

of stock in railroad companies. Gentle-

men, I happen to know many of them

Whose all is in railroad securities, and it

behooves us to have a kindly feeling to-

wards them, and to avoid the all too com-

mon flippant way of speaking of them

—

the widows and orphans of some of the

dearest friends we ever had on earth."

A Chinaman Who Knew His Rights.

Recent experiences of the writer in

transatlantic travel bring back reminis-

cences of the days and nights when sleep

ing cars had not come into use. Passing

two or three nights in a railroad car

without any visible means of repose was

trying and frequently led to ingenious

attempts at securing comfort. .\ long

ago incident of travel was :

There were two seats in the car turned

Fishing for What?

.\ tourist was just walking out of the

hotel when he saw an aged villager sitting

on the garden wall, solemnly holding a

line and rod over the flower bed as if he

was fishing.

.Asking the mana.tve-. of the place what

was the matter with the i)Oor man, he was

:o1d that he was "just a bit soft."

After watchin'; the motionb;ss figure

for some time, the tourist wei;t up to

him and asked:

"What are you doing?"

"Fishing," was the solemn reply.

The stranger then asked the fisherman

to come and have a <lrink. Over the two

glasses he sought to solve the mystery.

"So you were fishing," he said presently.

"Have you caught many this morning?"

"Yes." replied the old man, i)lacidly.

"you're the sixth."

One for the Minister.

.\ good story was told recently at a

cluirch meeting in Dundee. There was a

vacancy in a country church, and the

managers, in the old-fashioned way, drew

up a short leet of candidates, and the

chosen ones to preacli before the con-

gregation. One youthful aspirant preached

what he considered an excellent sermon,

and after the . service endeavored to

"draw" a venerable elder. "Do you think

I have any chance, Mr. Blank?" he asked.

"No, I dinna," was the uncompromising

reply. "Surely you don't mean that?"

said the abashed youth. "I think you

might get a far worse man than me for

your pulpit." The grutif old fellow

looked him up and doWn and replied;

"Whaur ?"
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pIXON'S
«^i.|ft PAINT

Discovered

Over Fifty

Years Ago
That the use of flake graphite

combined with silica made the

most ideal pigment for protec-

tive paint that has ever been

produced. And its use for

over fifty years has proven that

DIXON'S
PAINTSILICA

GRAPHITE

has no equal as a protective

paint for steel, iron and wood.

It retains its original toughness

and elasticity for almost in-

definite periods. Dixon's Sili-

ca-Graphite Paint has been

used on many structures all

over the world. "There's a

reason." Write for booklet

No. 69-B. to the

Joseph Dixon Crucible Company

Jer«ey City, New Jersey

dxxXn ^'l^zt dXXXn

B-19

RAILROAD NOTES
ICIniii JolU-l & I'iaslcrn, I

Inr a car K'paii' ami

li.l, 111.

las (ilan.s

.slii)|) at Jo-

TIk- I'lniisylvaiiia is rcbiiililiiit; its

rciuiidlinMse al Dcrry, I'a., at a cost of

!f.^5.(X)().

The Soutlicrn Railway lias ordered 10,-

(t(K) tons of rails from the Maryland Steel

(niiipany.

The. Santa l'"e has let contracts for e.x-

tensive shop improvements at Albuqucr-

que, N. M.

The French Government has ordered

85,000 tons of rails from the Pennsylvania

.Steel Company.

The Beaver Penrose & Northern, it is

>aid, will build a roundhouse and shops

it Penrose, Colo.

The Erie Radroad has ordered 10 Pa-

citic locomotives from the .American Lo-

comotive Company.

The Norfolk Southern has ordered 4

Consolidation locomotives from the Bald-

win Locomotive Works.

The Union Railroad has ordered 5

Consolidation locomotives from the Bald-

win Locomotive Works.

The Bethlehem Cliile Iron Mines Com-
pany lias issued inquiries for 25 100,000-

lli. capacity steel ore cars.

The Cuba Railroad is reported as or-

dering 20 locomotives from the Ameri-
can Locomotive Company.

The Chicago Great Western has ordered

5 Mikado type locomotives from the

Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Western Maryland proposes during

the coming year to install automatic block

signals on 106 miles of its line.

The I'rench Government has given the

Maryland Steel Company an order for

90,0(10 tons of rails and fittings.

The Oklahoma. New Mexico & Pacific

is erecting shops and roundhouse at Ard-
more. Okla. The shop building will be

70 hv 80 ft.

The National Railways of Mexico plans

to Iniild large shops at Piedras Negras.

Coaluiila, Mexico, for the manufacture of

freight and passenger cars and other

equipment.

The II. K. Porter Company, it is said,

has received orders for 25 more locomo-

tives from Russia and has just completed

a sliipnK'iit of 50.

The I'Vjrt .Smith & Western is reported

to have plans for the ctpiipment of car

an<l machine shops as well as terminals

at Oklahoma City, Okla.

The Great Northern has ordered 175,-

(XX) tie plates, 7,000 kegs of track spikes,

S.OOO kegs of bolts and 90,000 angle bars

from the Lackawanna Steel Company.

The Toledo, St. Louis & Western has

divided an order for 10,000 tons of 85-

11). rails between the Illinois Steel Com-
pany and the Carnegie Steel Company.

The Pennsylvania Lines West of Pitts-

burgh have ordered 1,000 gondola cars

from the American Car & Foundy Com-
pany and 1,150 70-ton hopper cars from
the Haskell & Barker Car Company.

The Great Northern has divided an
order for 8,000 tons of rails among the

Illinois Steel Company, the Cambria Steel

Company, the Lackawanna Steel Com-
pany and the Colorado Fuel & Iron Com-
pany.

The Chesapeake & Ohio has let contract

to the Combs Lumber Company of Lex-
ington, Ky., to erect a $25,000 building

in Netherlands yards, Lexington, Ky., for

repair shop, storehouse, club house and
r)flice.

The San Pedro Los Angeles & Salt

Lake has awarded contract to the Union
Switch & Signal Company for automatic

block signals to be installed on 56 miles

of track between Los Angeles and River-

side, Cal.

The Pennsylvania has let another con-

tract for a large number of locomotives,

63 in all, of which 15 are to be constructed

at Lima Locomotive Works and 48 by
.American Locomotive Company. This

company has been making inquiries for

9.CXX) freight cars and 240 passenger cars.

.\ committee of steel manufacturers and
others under the lead of Elbert H. Gary,

chairman of the Steel Corporation, and
Charles M. Schwab, president of the Beth-

lehem Steel Corporation, are contributing

toward the presentation of an armored
train to the National Guard of New York.
The train will have a battle car heavily

protected with armor plate and six or

seven lightly armored cars equipped with

machine guns and capable of high speed.

The steel makers have promised to con-

tribute and to furnish the armor plate

and other metal parts of the train at cost.
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Locomotive Boiler Horsepower.

Experiments conducted under supervi-

sion of Mr. D. F. Crawford, general su-

perintendent of motive power of the Penn-

sylvania Railroad, indicated that to ohtain

from locomotives the average power re-

quired from them it is necessary to con-

sume fuel at the rate of 100 pounds of

coal per square foot of grate per hour,

and to obtain the maximum power re-

quired, it is necessary to consume 150

pounds, and at times an excess of that

amount per square foot of grate per hour.

To obtain the power necessary to perform

the work demanded, a boiler which from

its heating surface would be rated at 320

horsepower is frequently forced to de-

velop over 1,500 boiler horsepower. Other

boilers rated at 400 horsepower have de-

veloped as high as 1,994 boiler liorsc-

power.

tires when the material was the same. It

took years to convince master mechanics

that the wear could be the same, but all

doubts about the wear of the thicker tires

have now passed away, and the thicker

tires have a constantly growing prefer-

ence.

Use and Waste of Heat.

People who handle the steam engine

and are familiar with heat phenomena are

but rarely acquainted with the amount of

heat required to perform the work of train

hauling or machine operating. It is edify-

ing to enquire into the amount of heat

expended in performing operations that

all engineers are accustomed watching.

The wastage of heat energy under pres-

ent methods is appalling. About 65 per

cent, of the heat energy of coal can be

put into the steam boiler, and from this

less than 15 per cent, of mechanical power

is obtained. Few locomotives utilize 10

per cent, of the fuel energy. Putting me-

chanical power into electricity, only from

2 to 5 per cent, is turned into light ; or in

other words, from coal to light we get

on an average only. about one-half of one

per cent, of the original energy, wastage

of ninety-nine and a half per cent, of

every pound of coal used. The very best

possible with largest and best machinery

is a little more than one pound for every

hundred pounds consumed. Who says

that the opportunities of the inventor

have been exhausted ?

Convinced at Last.

When the .\merican Railway Master

Mechanics' Association was devoting

much attention to increasing the size of

the locomotive, which had been an eight-

wheel engine weighing 60,000 lbs. or on

four drivers, an annual report expressed

the belief that the proper weight on each

driving wheel was 16,000 pounds. Build-

ers have varied from that considerably,

but when the weight per driver exceeded

16,000 pounds, the engine seldom gave

satisfaction.

An impression prevailed in railroad cir-

cles for many years that a 4-inch tire did

not wear so well as a 3-inch tire, but ex-

haustive tests of Midvale tires made at

the Watertown Arsenal proved that there

was no difference in the wear of these

Put Off the Wrong Passenger.

The Glasgow Herald, which i^ uiiumi-

ally well posted on railway matters, re-

lates the following incident as a note of

railway e.xpcrience

:

An old gentleman joining the Scotch

Express at Euston, London, one night in-

formed the conductor he was traveling to

Crewe, and wished to sleep all the way

up. He stated that whenever he was

awakened out of a sleep he refused to

obey anyone, and always gave way to very

strong language. "However," he said, "no

matter what 1 say or do, put me out at

Crewe." This the conductor consented to

do, and the old man fell into a peaceful

slumber, .^fter a good snooze he awoke

and discovered the train was at a stand-

still—at Glasgow. The Scotch conductor

was standing at the door of his van, and

the passenger approached him with flam-

ing face. He made several forcible re-

marks, and asked him why he did not put

him out at Crewe. The conductor list-

ened in silence, and looked at the old man

for a while. Then, gripping his beard

with his right hand, he said : "Mun,

you've a powerful vocabulary richt

enough, but you cudna baud a caundle to

tile man we put oot at Crewe."

Would Tire Them.

.^ conscientious owner of a queer tem-

pered cow sent her to market, carefully

instructing his herder to warn all intend-

ing purchasers that the animal was most

troublesome to milk. The man returned,

having sold her very advantageously, and

was* anxiously questioned as to whether

he had given the enjoined warning.

"Troth, and I did so, your Honor. Sure,

when they axed me was she a good

milker, I up and tould them it's tired

milkin' her they'd be. And bedad thai

same was no lie."

Change Here.

A native of the Emerald Isle was trav-

eling by railway for the first time in his

life. The train stopped at a station, and

the guard, opening the door of the car-

riage in which Pat was seated, called

out : "All change here !"

"All change here !" exclaimed Pat,

aghast. "Shure then. Mister, Oi've only

wan shilling and two dirty coppers in the

woide, woide wurruld, an' yu wudn't be

so mane as ter be afther takin' thim from

me, wud ye, sorr?"

GOLD
Car

Heating
&

Lighting

Company

Manufacturers of

ELECTRIC,
STEAM AND
HOT WATER
HEATING
APPARATUS
FOR RAILWAY CARS

VENTILATORS
FOR PASSENGER
AND REFRIGER-
ATOR CARS
ACETYLENE SYSTEM
OF CAR LIGHTING

Send for circular of our combina-
tion PRESSURE AND VAPOR
SYSTEM OF CAR HEATING,
which system automatically main-

tains about the same temperature in

the car regardless of the outside

weather conditions.

Main Office, Whitefiall Building

17 BATTERY PLACE

NEW YORK
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Hydraulic
Riveters rixed and portable

Punches, Shears,
Presses, Lifts, Cranes

and Accumulators.

Matthews' Fire Hydrants,

Eddy Valves

Valve Indicator Posts.

The Camden High-Pressure Valves.

Hooks, Hiillclins, Catalogues, Etc.

Cast Iron Pipe

R. D. Wood & Company
Engineers, Iron

rounders. Machinists.

100 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Nichols Transfer Tables

Turntable Tractors
GEO. P. NICHOLS & BRO.

1090 Old Colony Bldg. CHICAGO

NOW IS THE TIME to install a

Rue Boiler Washer
and Tester,

For you will need it when cold

weather comes. It will wash out,

test and fill your boiler, all with
hot water, and have it ready for

use in one hour.
THINK IT OVER.

Catalog on Boiler Washers .\ .i.

Catalog on Injectors B-5.

Rue Manufacturing Co.,
228 CHERRY STREET

Philadelphia Pa.
Manufacturers of Injectors. Ejectors,

Boiler Washers and Testers. Boiler Checks,
Check Valves.

ASHTOIV
POP VALVES AND GAGES
The Quality Goodt That Last

The A«hton Valve Co.

271 Franklin Street. Bofton, Mass.

No. 174 Market St., Chicago, 111.

Maintenance of Way and Structures.

The McGraw-Hill IJook Company, New
York, taking advantage of the revival in

railroad traflic in America, are publishing

a variety of books on various subjects ap-

pertaining to railroad matters that are

models of their kind, .\mong these a

Viork on Maintenance of Way and Struc-

tures, by William C VVillard, .\ssistant

Professor of Railway Engineering, Mc-
Gill University, holds a liigh place. It ex-

tends to 451 pages, is divided into 21 chap-

ters, and contains 232 illustrations and 24

tables. The book sets fortli in a clear

style the best accepted practice of the

present day in the imijortaiu branch of

maintenance of way and structures. The

book may well become a standard for the

maintenance of way engineer or the stu-

dent studying a course of engineering.

Individual railways are given as illustra-

tions of tlie means and methods described.

No other work furnishes such a number

of drawings and photographs, and the

carefully prepared index may well form

an example to other authors. The subject

is completely covered, with the exception

of the subject of signalling, which, of

course, calls for a volume by itself. The
book has all the usual excellent qualities

in letterpress and binding of the enter-

prising publishers. The price of the book

IS four dollars.

Laboratory Tests of a Consolidation

Locomotive.

The University of Illinois has just

published Bulletin No. 82, being results

of locomotive tests in the Experiment

Station. The tests were conducted by

Professors Schmidt, Snodgrass and Kel-

ler, of the Railway Engineering Depart-

ment of the University, and constitute

the first work of the recently established

locomotive testing laboratory. The tests

were made on a typical consolidation

locomotive loaned to the University of

Illinois by the Illinois Central railroad,

and the data .secured and the results de-

rived therefrom are presented and

analyzed in detail. Since this is the first

series of tests conducted in the new
laboratory, the bulletin includes a descrip-

tion of the laboratory equipment and the

methods of testing employed.

The locomotive was first tested in the

condition in which it was received from

service. It was then subjected to certain

repairs, and again fully tested. The main

purpose of the tests was to determine

the general performance of the locomo-

tive and the performance of its boiler

and engines after the repairs were made
and when the locomotive was in excel-

lent condition. The secondary purpose

was to study the effect of some of these

repairs upon the locomotive's perform-

ance. 1 he locoiTiotivc was worked during

the tests throughout a range of speed

corresponding to that which would or-

dinarily prevail in service. At each of

the various speeds the endeavor was

made to vary the cut-off throughout as

wide a range as the capacity of the boiler

or of the grates would permit. All tests

were made with the throttle wide open.

The maximum amount of dry coal fired

per hour was 11,127 pounds or 224.5

pounds per square foot of grate per hour.

The maximum equivalent evaporation

per hour was 57,954 pounds or 17.65

pounds per square foot of heating surface

per hour. The University of Illinois

equipment makes possible the collection

of all stack cinders and the information

relative to cinder losses which is present-

ed shows these losses to have ranged

from 3 to 16 per cent of the weight of

the dry coal fired for what might be con-

sidered ordinary service conditions and

to have amounted to 27.4 per cent of the

weight of the dry coal fired during one

test under extreme conditions of firing

and draft.

Copies of the bulletin may be had on

application to W. F. M. Goss, director of

the Engineering Experiment Station.

University of Illinois, Urbana, III.

Principles of Locomotive Operation

and Train Control.

The new and exacting problems

brought forward by the adoption of steel

cars aijd heavier trains on railroads has

engaged the attention of many of the

most learn d mechanical eengineers of

our time. Among these, A. J. Wood, as-

sociate professor, in charge of railroad

mechanical engineering, in Pennsylvania

State College, has made a notable con-

tribution to railroad literature in a book

of 271 pages published by the McGraw-
Hill Book Company, New York. The
author has enjoyed exceptional advan-

tages in tlie use of State and other test-

ing plants, and the results of his careful

experiments and close study of the in-

volved subjects are seen on every page.

While the book has been written pri-

marily for use in technical schools, the

engineer may, by the use of this book,

review the theory on which are based

many problems in design and construc-

tion. The principles are clearly set forth

and beyond this, of course, lies the field

of extended study. The book is divided

into sixteen chapters, and is profusely

illustrated with drawings, folders and
reproductions of photographs, and in

every detail the accomplished author

shows a thorough mastery of the sub-

ject The letterpress is elegant, the bind-

ing substantial, and the price is three

dollars.
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American Anvils.

The Hay-Budden Mamifacturing Com-

pany, 254-278 North Henry street, Brook-

lyn, N. Y., have issued a neat pamphlet

containing the revised lists and patterns

of the celebrated "Hay-Budden" solid

wrought anvils. The popularity of these

anvils is the best proof of their superior-

ity. They are universally admitted to be

just right, and while marked improve-

ments have been made in recent years in

the material and patterns, the consensus

of opinion now is that they cannot be fur-

ther improved upon. The perfection of

the details of the hydrauhc presses, fur-

naces, cranes and other appliances is such

that while the quality and patterns of the

anvils have been improved, the prices have

been lovvered. Send for a copy of the com-

pany's new catalogue and observe the

price lists, and if any confirmation of the

growing demand is desired ask the nearest

dealer. .

Low-Grade Fuel in Europe.

Technical Paper 123. issued from the

Washington Government Printing Office,

contains valuable information in regard

to the use of low-grade fuels in Europe,

with occasional reference to experiments

in America, from which it ^vould appear

that the colliery refuse heaps which have

been accumulating for years are found to

contain a good percentage of coal. This

material is being handled by crushing and

washing machines, and the worked coal is

being used; 115 tons of Hie unworked

material vielding as much as 60 tons of

numbers 1, 2 and 3 nuts, and 40 tons of

slack. The material was reported as con-

taining about 25 per cent ash when used

in the producers. The experiments have

been conducted by Mr. R. H. Fernakl,

and copies of the paper may be had

through the Superintendent of Docu-

ments, Washington. D. C.

consumption has been made by the use

of the appliance.

Staybolts.

The Flanncry Bolt Company maintain

the interest of their niontlily /'ii'>'J"', '"^^

a mass of interesting data is presented

in regard to the safeguarding of boilers

from the eflfects of severe stresses, owing

to the irregularities of sheet expansion.

Continual staybolt breakage was in past

years the source of greatest trouble, but

this menace has by gradual process of

development been largely overcome, and

the use of the Tate flexible staybolt has

fully proved to be a most useful and

practical connecting member to the fire-

box assemblage, and a standard for reli-

able and economic service. The Decem-

ber issue of the company's publication

contains a mass of matter in little bulk,

and a copy should be in the hands of all

who are interested in steam boiler serv-

ice. Send for a copy to the company's

office, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Graphite.

The current issue of Dixon's Graphite

contains an interesting descriptive article

on a new graphite lubricator for locomo-

tive cylinders. The appliance has no

connecting rods or moving parts, but

consists of a cup containing graphite and

arranged for attachment to any con-

venient part of the locomotive and is

connected by a shut tube to the indicator

plu« on the steam cylinder. The varying

steam pressure in the cylinder when the

engine is running operates a small dif-

ferential piston contained in the cup. By

adjusting the length of travel of this pis-

ton, the amount of graphite fed to the

cylinder can be increased or decreased at

will. The exhaust steam carries the

graphite into the valve chambers, thereby

giving them the same advantage of

lubrication as well as the cylinders.

One ounce of graphite per 100 miles 's

sufficient. It is claimed that as much

as 7 1-2 per cent of decrease in fuel

The Terry Turbine.

"The Terry Turbine" is the title of a

new Bulletin just issued by the Terry

Turbine Company, giving a general de-

scription of the various turbine applica-

tions, and dealing particularly with dif-

ferent kinds of high, low and mixed pres-

sure turbines. Nearly 3,000 of these

turbines are now in operation, and their

reliability, efficiency and durability have

been thoroughly tested in various kinds

of service. The aim of the enterprising

company has been towards perfection in

design rather than cheapening the cost

of production. With this in view defects

in gland packing and other troubles have

been reduced to a minimum. Copies of

the Bulletin, No. 20, will be supplied to

all interested on application to the

company's office, Hartford, Conn.

Smoke Abatement and Electrification

of Railway Terminals in Chicago.

The report of the Chicago .\ssociation

of Commerce Committee on the investiga-

tion of smoke abatement and electrifica-

tion of railway terminals has just been

published, and is reviewed at some length

in our editorial columns, and, consequent-

ly, need be but briefly referred to in this

department. The work has been completely

supervised by W. F. M. Goss. chief en-

gineer, and is published by Rand, McNally

& Co., 538 South Clark street, Chicago.

Apart from the voluminous and valuable

report, the illustrations and letterpress are

excellent. Price, six dollars.

The New Year.

Ring out the old, ring in the new.

Ring happy bells across the snow

;

The year is going—let him go;

Ring out the false, ring in the true.

—Alfred Tcnnysoti.

Locomotive tngine Running

and Management

By ANGUS SINCLAIR

This popular book has been a RE-

LIABLE REFERENCE and comfort-

able unfailing POCKET EDITION.

PRICE, $2.00

ANGUS SINCLAIR CO.

114 Liberty St., New York

STEEL STAMPS
INSPECTORS HAMMERS

Hand Cut STEEL LtnERS 4 FIGURES

LATHE TOOLS, TIME CHECKS,

Noble (St Wjslbrook Mfg. Co.

9 ASYLUM ST. HARTFORD, CONN.

The Armstrong

Automatic Drill Drift

IS DKIFT AND HAIOIEK COMBDIZD.

The handle or driver Is alwsyi

ready to strike a Mow as the
' spring: automatically throws It

haclc into position.

LEAVES ONE HAND FREE TO
SAVE THE TOOL.

Special Circular mailed on Bequest.

ARMSTRONG BROS. TOOL COMPANY
S12 N. Francisco Ave., CHICAGO, U. B. A.

NEVER SHRINKS OR DETERIORATM

ESPECIALLY PREPARED
FOR THE ENGINEER

WORKS
EttUALLY WELL
ON
HOT and COLD
SURFACES

GEO. WM. HOFFMAN CO.
Indianapolis

New York Chicafo San Franolsoo

Send for FREE Sample

CLEANS
POLISHES and
PRESERVES
ALL KINDS
OF UETALS

TlieNorwallc Iron Works Co.
SOUTH NORWALK, CONN.

Makers of Air and Gas Compressors
For All Porpoaes

Smnd for Calaloe
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Through Service on the Canadian Northern
One Locomotive Hauls the Longest Train Over the Rockies

Perhaps there is no better proof of the

tact that a government that is well dis-

posed towards railroad development has

a beneficial effect on the development of

the country than the vast improvements

on the Canadian railways during the last

few years, and when we compare this

with the depressing eflfect that the United

States Government has had on the rail-

roads within its borders, the results are

particularly noteworthy. The progress

of the Dominion railroads has been

be found in the Canadian Northern, a

transcontinental important trunk line

reaching out to practically all of the

Canadian centers, and additional branches,

running through productive areas in the

east and west, connecting the system into

one symmetrical transportation machine,

with approximately ten thousand miles of

track. In its main line from Atlantic

tidewater to the Pacific the Canadian

Northern has the easiest gradients of any

road of similar national importance on

inces of Canada. As may be expected,

the grades of the prairie lines are easy,

but between Port Arthur, on Lake Su-

perior, and Ottawa and Montreal, where

real difficulties were again encountered,

and where the chief locating engineer of

the company spent four years in ex-

ploratory work before the most suitable

route was selected, the main line runs

with maximum grades of one-half of one

per cent, in either direction, or 26 feet

of a rise in any single mile. The ter-

SINGLE LOCOMOTIVE HAULING FIFTEEN lO.NCIIKS .\CKOSS THK TIIO.MSON kI\i.k .\M' nxh.K iiiL k( le K i .m'_iL'NT.-\INS,

BREAKING THE RAILWAY RECORD IN AMERICA. WEST BOUND GRADE 26 FEET TO THE MILE. EAST BOUND GR.\DE
37 FEET TO THE MILE.

l)henomenal. In the United States one-

third of the railways are in receivers'

bands, and the other two-thirds praying

for some measure of relief. It is hoped

and believed that the Canadian govern-

ment will continue its policy of encourag-

ing railroad enterprise. In the United

States we are hoping against hope, and

have occasional gleams of assurance that

the pernicous effects of governmental re-

pression cannot much longer continue.

A striking example of the rapid de-

velopment of the Dominion railways may

the continent of North America. It has

pierced the Rocky Mountains with a line

which presents no greater obstacles for

its locomotives to overcome than a rise

in any one mile of 35 feet, and that ap-

plies over a short division only.

The interprovincial trade between

British Columbia and the Central prairie

provinces is rapidly increasing since the

opening of the Panama Canal, and one

locomotive suffices to haul a standard

train over the mountains which wall off

British Columbia from the eastern prov-

minal facilities in all the important centres

served are adequate and convenient, and

it is but a step from the trains at either

Montreal or Quebec to the decks of the

Canadian Northern Atlantic "Royals"

—

R.M.S. '-Royal Edward' and 'r.M.S.

"Royal George.' At Port Arthur the

Canadian Northern grain elevator, with

a capacity of 10.000.000 bushels, is the

largest plant of its kind in the world.

The Halifax and South-Westem Rail-

way, in Nova Scotia, requires no intro-

duction to the people of the Atlantic sea-
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board States, as the resorts along "the

Line by the Sea,"' as the road is popu-

larly known, have a yearly acquaintance

with Americans from as far south as

Philadelphia. The lines of the company

in Ontario and Quebec traverse the

widely-known Laurentian, Rideau Lakes

and Muskoka Lakes Districts, and con-

nect the chief cities, such as Quebec,

Montreal, Ottawa and Toronto. They

have opened up the famous Xipigon

country, and go through the summer

grounds in the Rainy Lake region, which

lies between Port Arthur and Winnipeg.

On the prairies, C.N.R. lines serve nearly

all the important centres, such as Bran-

don, Regina, Moose Jaw, Calgary, Ed-

monton, North Battleford, Prince Albert

and Saskatoon, apart from a host of

intermediate municipalities, and the chief

remaining cities—Medicine Hat and

Lethbridge—are included in the construc-

tion programme of the immediate future.

Jasper Park, at the gateway to the

Yellowhead Pass, set aside by the Domin-

ion Government, is served by tlie trans-

continental line, which continues westward

through magnificent mountain scenery, and

down the valleys of the North Thompson.

Thompson, and Fraser Rivers to the sea

—a water level route through British

Columbia.

Transcontinental service was recently

inaugurated on the Canadian Northern

Railway, the first through train from

Vancouver to the east leaving this port

last month. This is the third railway in

the Dominion to establish a regular ocean

to ocean service, the first being the

Canandian Pacific which has maintained

a transcontinental service since 1885. The

Grand Trunk, with Pacific terminals at

Prince Rupert, British Columbia, was

completed and a through service es-

tablished last summer. The Canadian

Northern, the last of the Dominion rail-

ways to enter the list of competitors for

transcontinental business, has its terminals

in this port. The Grand Trunk will also

have railway terminals in Vancouver,

and connections with the main line over

a branch road now in the course of con-

struction. At present the Vancouver con-

nection is by steamer service with the

company's fleet operating between Van-
couver and Prince Rupert.

Duration of Steel Bridges.

Mr. J. H. Ames, at the Northwestern

Road Congress, said that the probalile

life of a steel bridge is a point of serious

consideration, if this type of construction

is to be generally used. The life of the

steelwork will depend almost entirely

upon the attention it receives from the

maintenance forces. If properly painted

with a good quality of paint there is no
apparent reason why the life of a well

designed steel bridge may not be very

great. From observation of properly

painted steelwork it is believed that under

ordinary conditions our present riveted'

steel structure or I-beam spans should

have a life equal to, if not greater than,

much of our present concrete construc-

tion. To attain a life of even twenty years

the steelwork must often receive atten-

tion, and corrosion must be checked be-

fore it seriously affects the metal. With

the general tendency towards more

efficient supervision of highway work we
are able to provide greater assurance of

prolonged life to our metal structures in

the matter of keeping them properly

painted and in repair. The elimination of

details not easily accessible for painting,

and the demand for more durable paints,

have both tended to increase the general

use of steel structures. The annual de-

preciation and maintenance charge need

not be high if the steel receives the proper

shop and field coats before erection, and

if it is given the necessary attention after

erection.

The Quebec Bridge.

Mr. H. P. Borden, assistant to the chief

engineer for the Quebec Bridge, says that

if the programme of work as outlined is

carried out it will be possible to run

trains across the bridge at the close of

next season. By October the great sus-

pended span, which is 640 feet long, and

weighs 6.000 tons, will be floated to its

place. This great undertaking was begun

nearly eight years ago by a private firm.

Subsequently the bonds of the company

were guaranteed by the then Government.

During its first construction the bridge

gave way, and some 95 people lost their

lives. The Quebec Bridge was one of the

legacies inherited by the present Govern-

ment. When finished it will have cost

some seventeen million dollars. It was at

first calculated that the bridge could be

built for six million.

Bolivar-Amazon Railway.

The surveys of the important project,

the Puerto Bolivar-Amazon Railway of

Ecuador, are nearly complete, the staking

of the line from the coast, at Puerto

Bolivar, to a point 37 miles beyond the

city of Loja having been accomplished.

The chief engineer states that the first

section is nearly straight to Machala,

continuing to Santa Rosa, thence to

Torata Pass, and ascends the hill at

Garanta de Piiias. From there it descends

to cross the Colera. .Amarilla, Luis, and

Embocas Rivers, rising to the pass of

Santa Ana, whence it descends to a

point 85 miles from the coast. At least

eight tunnels will be constructed within

five miles, at a point 75 to 80 miles in-

land. One of these will be at Toronche

Pass, extending 1,283 feet, and another

through Cajanuma Ridge. 485 feet. These

are the longest.

Berlin to Constantinople.

The German Railway Administration

has issued the new time-tables for the

Berlin-Munich-Constantinople trains. The
trains will not go through Belgrade, be-

cause the bridge over the Save is not re-

built and the Ripanj tunnel is destroyed.

They will follow the route Berlin-Munich-

Budapest-Temcsvar-Verschez, crossing the

Danube at Semendria and reaching Nish

by a secondary line. Thence they will

run to the Turkish capital. The first train

was announced to leave Berlin on Decem-

ber 23. According to another German
message through Zurich, the bridge across

the Save between Belgrade and Semlin,

the destruction of which by the Serbians

was one of the first acts of the present

war, has been rebuilt.

Robinson's Superheater.

On the Victorian Government railways

it has been found that the use of super-

heaters on locomotives realizes an all-

round economy of from 15 to 20 per cent,

in fuel.

Before the war a considerable number

of the "Schmidt" pattern had been or-

dered, but the Administration Report of

the Commissioners states that as there is

"not likely to be any appreciable varia-

tion in economy as between the two
types, and that as the company controlling

the 'Robinson' superheater is wholly

British, it has been decided to adopt the

'Robinson' as the standard superheater,

and an additional 60 locomotives are to

be equipped with superheaters of that

type."

Degrees of Curves.

Much uncertainty exists among rail-

road men concerning the sharpness of

track curves. In the United States rail-

way curves are nearly always described

as so many degrees. In foreign countries

so many feet radius describes the curve.

.American engineers measure curves as

part of a circle whose radius is es-

tablished by the angle of deflection. If

the angle of deflection is 1 degree, the

radius of the curve is 5,730 feet; 2 de-

grees is half of that and so on. A 10-

degree curve is part of a circle having

573 feet radius. By memorizing the

radius of a 10-degree curve any person

can readily make a mental calculation of

the sharpness of any curve.

Long Non-Stop Runs.

The Great Northern Railway, of Eng-
land, can boast of some remarkable non-
stop runs. The longest of these is be-

tween Wakefield and King's Cross, a

distance of 175^4 miles, a journey usually

performed in 190 minutes. The next

longest non-stop run is King's Cross to

Doncaster, 156 miles in 169 minutes.
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New Railroad Safety Film
Ready for Exhibition on the New York Central Lines

The first exhibition of a new Safety

film, "The House That Jack I'.uilt," was

produced before a large number of lead-

ing railway men and representative mem-

RE.VUSTIC KKAR K.N'l) CUI.LISIUX SCEXE,
IN WHICH THREE C.^RS ARE

TELESCOPED.

bers of the press at a private performance

in the Schuyler Theatre, New York, on

January 15. It consisted of what is

known as a three-reel feature Safety film.

and was written and adapted to pictures

by Mr. Marcus A. Dow, general safety

agent of the New York Central Lines. It

will be recalled that Mr. Dow produced

a work along similar lines over a year

ago, and the great success that attended

that production, especially among the rail-

road employees of many of the leading

railroads, induced Mr. Dow to produce

something, if possible, still more worthy

of their attention. In this second effort

he is eminently successful and the un-

qualified approval of the critical observers

of the first production is a guarantee of

its popular reception among the lessons to

be impressed in the minds of railway men
in the growing propaganda of safety first.

Like Mr. Dow's first eflfort, "Steve

Hill's Awakening," it is a story of absorb-

ing human interest, and covers a wider

field, illustrating unsafe practices in shops.

train is seen to crash at a high speed

into another train, comijletely demolishing

a coach and two other cars. This scene is

one of startling interest, and anyone un-

initiated into the mysteries of film produc-

tion marvels how such an appalling spec-

tacle of wreck and ruin could be produced

otherwise than by an actual catastrophe.

Everything is there e.xcept the shrieks.

The suddenness of the arrival of help in

tliis as well as other scenes, while not

exactly in keeping with what we have

seen of real disasters, is a stretch of Mr.

Dow's imagination iiuitc allowable on the

mimic stage, and it would be well if it

were possible to imitate it in real life.

Coming to the story itself. Jack Foster,

a brakeman, who is a fine type of a man,

saves his money and builds a house. Jack,

however, has his faults like the rest of us,

his fault is chielly that of carelessness

while engaged in his work. The wife

overhears the conductor telling Jack that

sorrow will some day come to him if he

does not stop taking chances. She lie-

CONTIXU.VTIOX OF SCEXE IX RE.XR
EXD COLLISIOX.

as well as those involving operations of

trains. The most thrilling scene is that

of a realistic rear end collision, in which

a powerful freight engine hauling a heavy

MiL^ir^
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this hliii to the employees of the road and

their families in a specially fitted "movie"

car, which will travel over the system,

stopping at all yards and shops for daily

exhibitions. Employees will be required

to take the time to witness the film, with

the view of teaching them the lessons in

safety so impressively brought forth in

this intensely interesting and instructive

story, and we were much gratified to

hear the representatives of other roads

promptly bespeak their assurance of

special contracts for its appearance in

other than the New York Central Lines.

As we have previously remarked on the

appearance of Mr. Dow's first effort in

this direction, our opinion is that this is

the most impressive method hitherto es-

tablished in conveying the most serious

lessons in safety first to railway men.

That careless methods have been prevalent

among the younger men is painfully evi-

dent to all who have had opportunities of

observing the celerity with which risks

will be taken by the thoughtless young

athletes who form the bulk of the younger

railroad men, and the statistics collected

by Mr. Dow and others who have taken

up this matter seriously show a very

marked decrease in the list of casualties

among this class. Some disasters will

probably always remain unavoidable.

Such are the happenings on the strenuous

work of transportation under any condi-

tion, but that it can be reduced to a

minimum by appealing to those par-

ticularly engaged in the occupation, as

well as to that larger body who are by the

ties of kindred or association knit to them,

by methods at once startling in their real-

ism and appallingly impressive in the

lessons that they convey.

Elements That Contribute to Success.

A New York City preacher wlio takes

much interest in the careers of young

men and labors zealously for their wel-

fare, sent out the following questions for

a few prominent business men to answer :

1. What traits are most essential to

success?

2. Are we in danger of over estimat-

ing ability to make money a mark of

success ?

3. Which has the greater tendency to

break a man down—hard work or worry?

4. Why do many young men fail to

make good in business.

5. What bad Iiabits most endanger suc-

cess?

6. Does a college education help or

hinder toward success?

7. Does a religious life add to the

young man's general efficiency ?

The first question brought forth these

answers

:

1. Success means securing the greatest

real good out of life—not necessarily

money or position. I should say that the

most essential traits are sincerity, loyalty.

gratitude, love of one's fellows, high

ideals and a method l>y which to attain

those ideals.

2. There are a great many essential

traits. Most of them can be summed up

in one word—dependability.

3. Honesty, loyalty, courage, decision,

enthusiasm and tenacity of purpose.

4. Calm persistence is one of the essen-

tials, and due resignation to the will of

God another.

The second question brouglit only one

reply, as follows : Many make the mis-

take of basing success upon ability to

make money. Most of the world's great-

est successes have been made by men of

limited means.

The third question brought four opin-

ions :

1. Hard work is a tonic.

2. Worry breaks men down ; hard work

seldom does.

3. Worry will wear a man down sooner

than anything.

4. No man who believes in God and

prays to him worries much.

The fourth question brouglit four opin-

ions, as follows:

1. Wrong ideals. Superficiality of char-

acter.

2. Lack of definite direction.

3. Lack of concentration.

4. Lack of definite purpose.

The fifth question, three replied as fol-

low :

1. .\ny habit is bad when it interferes

with business.

2. Debt, intetuperance, bad company

and gambling.

3. Drink.

The sixth question brought answers

:

1. Undoubtedly. (From two men.)

2. Most decidedly.

3. If it does not make him bigoted and

narrow.

.Seventh question

:

1. Y'es, if his religion is real.

only a few of these had preventions been

taken against the ignition of coal dust.

There are some reckless practices in-

dulged in by railway companies, but we

know of nothing so reckless as the dan-

gerous apathy of mine owners. Some
people object to the supervision put upon

railroad companies, but it would be good

for the .\merican public if supervision

such as prevents railroad accidents were

extended to mine owners. We would like

to see mine owners prosecuted for man-

slaughter when people get killed through

tlieir criminal recklessness.

Explosions in Mines.

"Safety First" is a shibboleth con-

spicuously displayed in connection with a

great many industrial plants, and it is to

be hoped that the sentiment will move

many concerns to the exercise of care

where criminal recklessness now prevails.

Among the most fatal accidents that

happen in this country are dust explosions

in mines, yet mine owners display out-

rageous carelessness about putting in

force the legal requirements instituted to

prevent such fatalities.

Despite all Government and State pro-

visions of "Safety First'' to prevent mine

explosions, it must be admitted that un-

satisfactory progress has been made in

lessening the number of dust explosions.

The observation of Bureau of Mines en-

gineers is that mine managements are not

using the means at hand. Out of 100

typical mines examined in one State only

IS were taking any precautions and in

Growth of Grinding Appliances.

It is a long journey from the crude

grindstone of our apprentice days to the

elaborate and efficient methods of the

present day used for reducing metal by

abrasion appliances. The humble grind-

stone gave place to the emery wheel, so

that by 1890 emery wheels performed the

greater portion of the abrasion of metals.

The abrasion used for years was Turkish

emery, which soon was pushed aside by

emery from the island of Naxos in the

Grecian Archipelago, which for years

proved to be the best material for the

manufacture of grinding wheels.

An important advance in the manufac-

ture of abrasives was made in 1891 when

the Carborundum Company of Niagara

Falls put upon the market "Carborun-

dum," which is a carbide of Silicon.

Eight years later that enterprising com-

pany put upon the market an artificial

corundum which they called "aloxite."

The invention of improved abrasives

has made very remarkable progress in the

last fifteen years for there are now thirty-

three plants in the United States and

Canada making abrasive devices. Emery,

though used to some extent, has been

largely supplanted by artificial abrasives,

and the carbide of silicons and alumin-

ous oxides of clay or bauxite have come

into extensive use. No mechanical opera-

tion has come so rapidly into use since

this century opened as the construction

of grinding appliances.

Engineering Expressions.

Reciprocal of a number = unity di-

vided by the number.

Coefficient of adhesion is the reciprocal

of the ratio of adhesion weight to trac-

tive power

:

1

If ratio = 3.875, coefficient =
3.875

= 0.258.

If weight on drivers = 155.000 the

tractive power for a coefficient of ad-

liesion as above would be 155,000 -(- 0.258

= 39,990 + pounds.

Tractive power = 40.000 pounds.

Ratio of adhesion weight to traction

power = 3.875 which gives a coefficient

of adhesion = 0.26.
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At the North Shops, Springfield, Mo., on the

St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad

The general incrca.se in railroad traffic in the north to New Orleans and along

which is being experienced all over the the coast of the Gulf of Mexico to the

country, together with here and there a Kin Crandc in tlir south, with an inter-

view SHOWING K()i;.\l)IIOUSE .\ND SHOPS OF THK ST. LOLMS .\.\l)

SAN FUANCISCO RAH.WAY, SPRINGl' U-XD. .MO.

limited increase in rates is having a marked vcning network of branches passing

effect in every department in railroad activ- through the richest portions of a dozen

ity. The continued depression had a particu- of states, the prospects are now of the

larly paralyzing effect on portions of the lirightest. and if the present activity con-

\ii:\v (ii' .M.\(nixi-; siioi'.

west and southwest, with tlie result that tinucs, as it bids fair to do, the rapid de-

during the last five or six years the ad- velopnient of large portions of the dis-

ditions to the mileage of many of the rail- tricts referred to cannot fail to be real-

roads in those sections of tlic country al- ized.

purchased, controlled or operated, the

most important next to the main line of

the St. Louis and San Francisco Rail-

road, that of the Chicago and Eastern

Illinois Railroad is the next largest, ex-

tending as it does to 1,282 miles.

The equipment has been maintained at

a high degree of efficiency, and the im-

jirovemcnts have been continuous and

large augmentations to the equipment will

lie made in the near future. The prin-

cipal repair shops are located at Spring-

field, Mo., and since their original con-

struction in 1872 have been greatly added

to from time to lime. In keeping with

the general trend of better instruction

for apprentices the class rooms at the

north shops seemed to us lo be furnished

with every appliance necessary for the es-

tablishment, while the accomplished ap-

prentice instructor. Mr. C. B. Kerr,

showed an earnestness in his work that

was calculated to impress the learners

with the special advantages provided for

them.

It should be stated that a new shop of

the most modern type was recently built

and which is principally used as a manu-

facturing plant and for repairing all work

equipment, and furnishing parts for other

points.

The heads of the departments in the

various shops seemed to have become pos-

sessed with the spirit of intelligent ac-

tivity, and were ready for any emergency.

Among these were Mr. A. S. Abbott,

master mechanic ; Mr. J. F. Long, gen-

eral foreman ; Mr. J. P. Malley, general

boiler foreman ; Mr. M. Christinan, gen-

eral machine foreman ; Mr. J. French,

blacksmith foreman ; Mr. E. Mitchell,

motor car foreman ; Mr. R, .•X. Watson,

special equipment foreman; Mr. H. T.

Watts, foreman air brake department

;

Mr. F. W. .\llen, erecting foreman, and

Mr. S. K. Peters, chief clerk. They were

all masters in their way. and the next

time we pass we hope that we will have

more time on our hands.

Activity in the Main Shops of the New-
York, New Haven & Hartford.

The Company's shops at Readville. New
Haven and Roxbury repaired 65 loco-

motives in the month of December. 1915.

This compares with a total of 39 locomo-

tives repaired in these same shops in the

corresponding month of 1914. There were
23 more locomotives repaired in the

month of December than were awaiting

repairs on the first of the year. Less than
luded to were extremely limited. In the The road at present with its subsidiary 4 per cent, of the Company's locomotives
vast territory traversed by the St. Louis branches extends to 5.254 miles, with 896 were in need of repairs on the first of the
and San Francisco Railroad Company's locomotives and 34,128 cars in service, year. This is considered in railroad
System, extending as it does from Chicago Of the twenty or more contributary roads, circles a verv limited number.

\'I1-;W SHOWING THE ERECTING SHOP.
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Proposed Standard Braking

Passenger Cars
By WALTER V. TURNER, Assistant Manager Westingho

Ratio for

From previous articles leading up to

this subject, it will be seen that as far

as train control is concerned, we are deal-

ing with the braking ratio required, de-

sired, or permissible and with all the fac-

tors required to obtain the lirakiiig ratio

determined upon, in which among many

other things, brake cylinder pressure is

involved. It is evident then that braking

ratio is independent of cylinder pressure

and consequently the expression is made

confusing by mention of cylinder pres-

sure until required and may even be

harmful, as is evidenced by the fact that

some recommendations as they stand

(calling for 90 on 60, 80 on 60. etc.) pro-

hibits the employment of the PC equip-

ment, since it obtains only about 63 per

cent, braking ratio on a 60 pounds cylin-

der pressure, although its maximum serv-

ice braking ratio is, of course. 90 per

cent.

The suggestion to leave off cylinder

pressure off the expression when speaking

of braking ratio, clears the question of all

confusion, and while fixing on some spe-

cific figures gives this ratio a definite

value and affords a working basis, or

starting point, for general brake instal-

lations, but even this only affords a means

for discussing in a general way the ques-

tion of braking ratio, its chief merit in

this connection being that it is free from

the term which misleads, misleading be-

cause it must give the impression either

the cylinder pressure is indispensable to

the expression of braking ratio, or, that

by its statement the expression is made

full and complete, or both these, whereas,

as a matter of fact, in neither case is

it so.

With regard to the suggestion that 90

per cent, braking ratio, obtained by a 24

pound reduction in the auxiliary reservoir

pressure, be recommended as the most

logical, I may point out that it is not the

writer's intention to inquire fully into the

question as to whether or not the long

used and generally accepted 90 per cent,

braking ratio for service applications is

either the scientific percentage or the best

practicable percentage. Personally I be-

lieve this to be the case and can furnish

very good evidence that this is so, but

whether so or not, it would be a very

hard task in the first place to change it,

and. in the second, the supplanting per-

centage would have to demonstrate

marked superiority before it would be

considered worth while to make the at-

tempt to change, and, certainly, before it

would be accepted. This is supposing

that the change would be great. If it

would not be so, certainly it would not

deserve consideration. Briefly. my

reasons for suggesting that 90 per cent.

braking ratio be recommended as stand-

ard are

:

First, 90 per cent, has been a common
standard for years, and therefore, re-

quires that sufficient reasons be advanced

to justify a change and the writer knows

none.

Second, this percentage braking ratio

happens to be the critical point for the

installation of new apparatus and any

recommendation which calls for higher

than 90 per cent, braking ratio for a full

service brake application would be open

to the charge of requiring increased ex-

pense and troubles which appear pro-

hibitive.

Third, by keeping the braking power

down to 90 per cent, for a full service

brake application, it is possible to obtain

a safe and satisfactory margin between

maximum service and maximum emer-

gency braking ratio. If the foregoing is

accepted as correct reasoning, we have

then reached a starting point in the en-

deavor to accomplish the purpose as ex-

pressed above, namely that 90 per cent,

braking ratio be declared as the standard

maximum braking ratio for service appli-

cations. If this be accepted, then I would

suggest that, with a pneumatic brake,

that this 90 per cent, be obtained by the

reduction of 24 pounds pressure in the

auxiliary reservoir. This reduction to

be caused by a flow of air at an approxi-

mately uniform rate from the auxiliary

reservoir to the brake cylinder, this rate

to be such that the time to obtain it will

be 7 seconds.

These three requirements cover all that

with which we are concerned in the de-

sign and installation of the air valves.

From these we may go on to the leverage

ratio that should be considered standard

and the cylinder pressure upon which this

percentage of braking ratio should be

based, but these are derived factors and

not fundamental factors, since the lever-

age ratio permissible is determined by the

car and truck construction and by the

kind of foundation brake gear employed

;

while the cylinder pressure upon which

the 90 per cent, braking ratio must be

based is determined by various other con-

siderations, such as. type of brake equip-

ment, class of service, etc. I am not con-

cerned with any specified set of figures,

and am willing to accept any change in

these that shall be shown to have greater

warrant than those submitted. The chief

concern is the adoption of some criterion

or standard that will prevent many of the

present vagaries and conflicting proper-

ties. In other words, I desire that we
may be able to say "that after due de-

use Air Brake Co.

libcratiiin and consideration of all the in-

terests, conditions, and other consider-

ations, such and such a standard has

been adopted and before you, whoever

it may be, can hope for the acceptance

of what you propose you must attack the

standard and demonstrate that it can be

obsoleted and conditions improved by the

acceptance of your proposition."

Assuming now that 90 per cent, brak-

ing ratio is accepted as the standard for

service brake operations, the solution of

the brake ratio problem, for emergency

applications is simple and must proceed

along certain definite, and not to be varied

from, lines, for only two avenues are open

for its accomplishment, namely, (1) by

an increase in cylinder pressure, and (2)

by an increase in brake piston area.

The method by an increase in brake

cylinder volume is susceptible of accom-
plishment in two different ways— (1) by
increasing the auxiliary reservoir pres-

sure until at equalization with the brake

cylinder the desired emergency braking

ratio be obtained, and (2) by an increase

in stored volume to such a degree that at

its equalization into the brake cylinder

the pressure required to give the emer-

gency braking ratio will be obtained.

As a corollary from these two, it is

evident that it may be advisable in some
cases and necessary in others that both

of them be employed.

With regard to the second, namely, in-

crease of brake piston area, it is plain

that to increase the brake piston area by

the increase in the diameter of a single

piston would change the service standards

of ratio and time, and therefore, this is

manifestly not a permissible method. We
are reduced to the necessity of using an

additional brake cylinder of such area,

pressure considered, that the desired

emergency braking ratio will be obtained.

The conclusion from these statements is

that 90 per cent, braking ratio obtained

from 24 pounds reduction of auxiliary

reservoir pressure once being accepted,

the means and method of obtaining the

emergency braking ratio is absolutely

fixed. Reflection will also show that the

quantity of emergency braking ratio may
be unlimited, if it be obtained, by an in-

crease of auxiliary reservoir pressurel

The practical limit is determined by what

brake pipe pressure may be carried. For
instance, if 90 per cent, braking ratio was

based upon 60 pounds cylinder pressure

and the 60 pound cylinder pressure was

obtained by a 24 pound reduction it is

plain that the pressure carried was 84

pounds, assuming that the 24 pounds re-

duction produced equalization of auxiliary

?nd brake cylinder pressures. There-
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fore, if it was desired to obtain 180 per

cent, braking ratio in emergency, it would

be necessary to carry an auxiliary reser-

voir pressure of 168 pounds, cijualization

again being obtained. If tlic increase of

emergency braking ratio is to be ob-

tained by an increase of reservoir volume

(called supplementary reservoir) it is

likewise plain tbat 150 per cent, ratio is

the limit that could be dbtaincd in emer-

gency, for the reason that from 110

pounds reservoir pressure carried, 100

pounds brake cylinder pressure is as high

an equalization in the brake cylinder as

other requirements, such as ability to re-

lease the brake, practical volume per-

missible, etc., will permit under the exist-

ing conditions.

If the second mcthocl, namely, increase

of piston area, is followed, again an un-

limited value in braking ratio is possible,

since the area of the emergency brake

piston as compared with the service brake

piston, may be at any ratio, requiring only

that the necessary pressure or volume be

carried to give the desired cylinder pres-

sure.

Electric Drive on a Swing Bridge
By J. G. KOPPEL, Asso. A. I. E. E., Sault Ste., Marie, Mich.

Up to witliin the last few years, the

motive power for the operation of draw-

bridges has been done almost entirely by

electricity, with the exception of few in-

stances where steam power is used for

that purpose.

For instance a draw-bridge which was

built about 29 years ago for tlic Duluth,

Soutli Shore & Atlantic Kaihvay, at Soo,

Michigan, which is 398 feet long and

was operated with steam power, from the

beginning till last summer, when the

underground cables and arc on the opera-

tor's disposal all the time.

So far about the operator's side, but let

us see the owner's side also. In the

former case one engineer $85, and one boy

$40 per month per shift, plus labor when
the coaling was needed and the removal

of ashes also. Now two men $2.65 a day

per shift, are handling the bridge suc-

cessfully.

The attached illustration shows the

wiring diagram of the installation in

spokes and the frame are very low, so

that a standard pot-head or other similar

device was impossible to install.

This difficulty was solved by the con-

struction of a home-made terminal box as

shown on the right-hand corner on the

same illustration, which consists of a

steel box, made perfectly water tight and

the one end arranged with lead sleeves

to take the lead covered cables with wiped

joints, and the other end with suitable

bushings to take the extra flexible rub-

\TE\V SHOWING ELECTRIC DRIVE ON A SWING BRIDGE.

steam plant was discarded and electric

drive installed, and is in successful opera-

tion since ; with the improvement that no

coal nuisance or water pumping or ashes

to handle. The same men who were

wearing overalls and leather gloves to

handle the equipment, are now in clean

clothes with clean faces, answering train

calls and operating the bridge without

any need of watching the steam gauge

or the water columns. Now the power

is ready always, which is supplied by the

question ; of which only one motor is

required for the whole operation. The
motor counter-shaft is clutched at both

ends, so that with one end the bridge is

swung, and with the other end the end-

rails are set and locked in position. The
wiring was done very simple, with one

exception that a special terminal box was
required to connect the underground
lead covered cables to the extra flexible

rubber insulated and armored cables; due

to the fact that the center traveling roller

ber insulated and armored cables. The
inside was fitted out with slate slabs and

drilled for four copper terminals, ar-

ranged with thumbscrews to receive the

cable terminal lugs on one end, and on

the other end the flexible cables, which

are coiled in such a way, when the bridge

is swung out, the coil uncoils and when
the bridge is swung in, that coil recoils.

The motor employed is 43 H. P., and

is controlled through 5-point reversible

controller from 600-volt direct current.

Simple Tests for Valves or Packing Blowing

Not every engineer has stopped to

think how much time is wasted and how
much extra expense the Motive Power
Department incurs every year through

hasty tests and misleading reports on the

work book. It amounts to a nice round

sum, and besides if you have a regular en-

gine it sometimes means tbat you will lose

By A. D. CARL, Salamanca, N. Y.

it for a trip, just because you did not

take time to test the engine thoroughly

for the blow that gave so much trouble

on the last trip.

The tests are simple enough if we only

stop and think it over. Why report both

valves blowing if it is the cylinder pack-

ing on one or both sides? It means

hours of extra work for the roundhouse

force unless they have a competent man
in the roundhouse who can make these

tests and also cause a great amount of

delay to engines that should be in ser\-ice.

It takes from five to seven hours to re-

new a set of cylinder packing on a

Mikado engine, and if the roundhouse
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force finds the packing all right, they have

wasted that much time and we still have

the defect which must be remedied.

Now we will place our engine on the

right top quarter with the reverse lever

in the corner, and open the throttle; hut

let us first set the brakes. If we get a

blow at both cylinder cocks on the left

side it is no indication that the valve or

cylinder packing is blowing on that side.

Now why make a mistake when a little

thought and a few minutes' time will tell

us just where the blow is. If we get a

blow on the right top quarter the best

way to find out if it is on that side is to

pull the reverse lever to the center of the

quadrant while the throttle is opened

slightly. If the blow stops when the lever

reaches the center we can safely blame the

cylinder packing on that side for the

trouble. If the blow does not stop with

the lever on the center let us try the

valve by lifting the cylinder cocks with

a stick of some kind, and see how much

steam is escaping with the valve in the

central position. We should be able to

tell just where the blow is almost as well

as if we could see the defective rings

;

tliereby saving time and worry for the

roundhouse force, and expense to the

company for which we work.

I'or instance, we will say that we are

testing the right cylin<ler packing. In

tliis position our left engine is taking

steam in the back end of the cylinder, and

if the rings are down, -steam will blow by

the defective rings and out at the ex-

haust. Now the nozzle being smaller than

the exhaust passages to the right side will

cause the steam to back through the right

exhaust passage and in through the open

exhaust port into the front end of the

right cylinder, and it will show at the

cylinder cock as though the packing on

that side was blowing.

Now let us place the reverse lever on

the center, and, under the conditions I

have mentioned, we will get a blow at

both cylinder cocks on that side. This is

caused by the steam backing through the

exhaust passages, and with the valve in

the central position we have an opening

into both ends of the right cylinder, due

to the exhaust clearance. If a valve ad-

mission ring was broken or stuck, we
would get a blow at the stack and also at

tlie cylinder cock on the end having the

defective ring.

Some engineers complain about a blow

when the engine is in a certain position ;

this is generally caused by a stuck or de-

fective exhaust ring. We have consider-

able trouble caused by exhaust rings

sticking on our superheated engines. We
can easily locate the stuck rings. Let us

place the engine on the right side on the

top quarter; in this position we can get

the extreme travel of the valve. Now, if

tlie defective ring is on this side we will

n>n get the blow with the reverse lever in

tlie extreme corner, but when the lever

reaches about half the distance to the

center of the quadrant, we will get the

blow if the defective ring is on the back

end of the right valve. Let us test the

ring on the front end of the valve in the

same manner by placing the lever in the

back corner, and gradually pulling it

toward the center. When we pull the

reverse lever toward the center, we bring

the admission ring over the port, and, as

the ring is only about half as wide as the

port, the defective exhaust ring allows the

steam to escape into the exhaust passage.

The Electric Arc-Welder—Its Advantages and Disadvantages

in Flue Welding

Much Misleading Information in Regard to Its Uses

By C. RICHARDSON. Bridgeport, Conn.

Doing firebox repairs with the Electric

Arc-Welder has been of marked benefit

to the railroad shop man. during recent

years ; there has, however, been a great

deal of misleading information given out

from time to time on flue welding. The

dii?erent makers of the welding machines

are no doubt largely responsible for this,

as the elimination of leaky flues on the

road appeals strongly to all railroad men;

holding the flues rigidly to back flue

sheet temporarily stops the roundhouse

foreman's old-time troubles and annoy-

ances of having to continually work over

flues whenever the engine is subject to

the usual care to eliminate abuses on the

ashpit or on the road.

Eliminating all flexibility at flues and

back flue sheet brings about in many in-

stances other boiler troubles that are

much more serious than those that were

helped. After a short time in service, in

some cases only a few months, cracked

bridges start to show. The arc-welder

can be used for making temporary repairs

to these broken bridges ; they will not

hold for any length of time, however, and

before long the cracked bridge condition

gets so bad that the sheet must be cut out

and renewed after less than a year's serv-

ice has been obtained in some instances.

In some cases the safe ends start to de-

velop longitudinal cracks, also as a result

of welding them to flue sheet, cracks ap-

pear first very small, later develop and

extend forward past the water side of

flue sheet. These flues with cracked safe

ends must be taken out and renewed, as

there is no way of making effectual re-

pairs.

Various methods of setting the flues

have been experimented with to eliminate

these failures, flues were set with copper

ferrules and without them, some were ap-

plied without beads, so that the least pos-

sible amount of added thickness would

be given to sheet when the flue was

welded. None of these arrangements

seemed to be of any material assistance

in eliminating the bridge cracks. One
idea was suggested that at first appeared

to be reasonable, scale accumulation be-

tween the flues and next to back flue

sheet on water side was blamed. It was
claimed that the addition of this foreign

matter to thickness of material at this

point interfered with the water properly

cooling the sheet. A careful investiga-

tion disclosed the fact that this scale ac-

cumulation was evidenced on boilers of

exactly same design that had not had

welded flues and no resultant cracked

bridges.

The writer does not desire to belittle

in any manner the great economical ad-

vantages of doing firebox repairs other

than flue welding with the arc-welder.

Fireboxes of wide-bo.x design that re-

riveted side sheet seams could not be

made to hold in have been given part

side sheet- applications with arc-welded

seams with no bother at all being ex-

perienced with leaks. The life of fire-

boxes on these engines has been length-

ened at least SO to 65 per cent, as result.

Heretofore when side sheets cracked

badly along fire line these boxes had to

be renewed.

The arc-welding method has been found

to be much more eflfectual than riveting

or using patch bolts and more economical

in all ways; many fireboxes have been

brought back to life with the arc-welder

that would have been cut out and re-

newed. A new era nearly equaling the

advent of High Speed Steel was present-

ed when the present shop man was given

the Electric Arc-Welder for his firebox

repairs.

It would be gratifying to have the ex-

periences of some of your qualified corre-

spondents on this vital subject, as is usual

with all improvements in mechanical de-

tails there is much to be learned that does

not appear at first sight, and doubtless an

exchange of experiences and opinions

would add to our stock of knowledge on

a subject that is of great and growing im-

portance to railroad men.
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Set of Cutters for Facing Air Brake Pump Valve Caps
By E. L. BROWN, Air Brake Foreman, Illinois Central Railroad

The accompanying drawing illustrates a moderate tightness a few turns of the and carefully tempered. The cost is

the details of a complete set of cutters cutters will brings the seats back to a trifling and if finished to the dimensions

for use in facing the upper valve cap and perfect bearing, and true with the given should last for a generation. We
lower valve cage on the Westinghouse threads, which, of course, is essential to always look in the pages of Railway and

Soft steel

"'U

/o Thread
Sofi sftel Li

o_i_

DETAILS OF SET OF CUTTERS FOR FACING THE UPPER VALVE CAP AND LOWER VALVE CAP ON THE WESTINGHOUSE 9'/,

IN., AND NEW YORK NO. 5, AIR PUMPS.

9J'2 in., and New York No. 5, air pumps, the formation of a properly fitting joint. Locomotive Engineering for the latest

where the seat is damaged or where a It will be observed that the shanks details in the locomotive generally and

leak may be discovered. By applying and nuts may be made of soft steel, while anything appertaining to the air brake

the apparatus and tightening the same the cutters should be made of tool steel, particularly.

Removal and Application of Flues

By G. F. PROUT, Boiler Maker Foreman, Covington, Ky., Chesapeake and Ohio Railway

In describing the details of the re-

moval and application of flues in a loco-

motive boiler, and estimating the cost of

the same, we will take a Class G-7 boiler,

which w?e are the most familiar with.

The average G-7 boiler has 363 tubes, and

should be .125 X 2" X 14' 9". In remov-

ing these flues we cut away the flue bead,

which operation is performed by one

boiler maker in three hours time at a

cost of $1.24, the rate being $.4126 per

hour. At the same time the beads are

being removed the flues are being cut in

front with shop-made flue cutter, operated

with a No. 2 pneumatic motor. This

operation requires 2^ hours for one high

rate helper, .2882 per hour and one low

rate helper at .2182, or $1.27. The flues

are then conveyed to the flue rattlers, tak-

ing four helpers three hours each at .2182

per hour or $2.62. The flues are dis-

tributed between two rattlers and cleaned

dry in 10 hours, the flue rattler receiving

15 cents per hour or $1.50. After the

flues are cleaned they are cut ofif prepa-

ratory to welding them. This necessi-

tates using one high rate helper 5 hours
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at .2882, amounting to $1.44, and one low

rate helper 5 hours at .2182, amounting

to $1.09. The flues are then turned over to

the blacksmith shop for welding.

After the flues are removed from the

boiler, the flue sheets are examined and

necessary repairs made. If needed, the

sheets are straightened at an average cost

of $2.32 per boiler. In taking the lengths

of the tubes before applying (which is

nothing more than getting the length of

the water space, horizontally between flue

sheets) requires one hour for high rate

helper at .2882, and one low rate helper

at .2182. Good care should be taken so

as not to have over five lengths at the

most, for if more lengths than this should

develop flue sheets should be re-straight-

ened, as it is very evident that the sheet

went back to the old position after re-

moving (strong backs) or vice versa.

After getting the length of the flues on

measuring stick, we are ready to cut them

off to length. This operation requires

longer time than cutting them preparatory

to welding them. It is necessary to allow

at least one-half inch on length to give

sufiicient stock on each end and to insure

a standard bead. These flues are cut at

this time in six hours by using a high rate

helper at .2882 per hour or $1.73, and one

low-rate helper at .2182 per hour or $1.31.

After the flues are out of the boiler, the

flue ends remaining in front sheet are re-

moved and the flue holes in both back

and front sheet are cleaned of all foreign

substance in ten hours by one high rate

helper at .2882, or $2.88. Copper ferrules

are then applied by boiler maker with

sectional expanders in S hours at .4126, or

$2.06. I find that by using sectional ex-

panders with the same reach as thickness

of flue sheet it is much cheaper and makes

a much better job in the end than by the

old method of driving liner with ham-

mer, after having stretched same, and then

rolling the life out of the copper, after

which they invariably had to be pinned or

belled over on inside in one operation

;

the shoulder on prosser clinching liner on

inside. We are now ready for the appli-

cation of the flues. The flues are brought

to the engine, and put in boiler with one

boiler maker at .4126 per hour, one high

rate helper at .2882 per hour, and two low-

rate helpers at .2182 per hour each.^ A
total of five hours time at a cost of $5.69.

We are now in a position to set the flues.

We first pin the flues with long stroke

pneumatic hammer with tool in same espe-

cially made for this work, which is oper-

ated by one boiler maker who received

.4126 per hour, and one boiler maker ap-

prentice who received 17 cents per hour,

requiring three hours' time or a cost of

$1.74.

The flues are then belled (or lipped

over) requiring one hour's time with the

same gang but using a different tool in

the pneumatic hammer at a cost of 58

cents. This operation has been performed

in fifteen minutes.

The flues are then e.xpaiuk'il and

prossered. The sectional expander, w^hich

is called the prosser, was named after the

man who invented same. This operation

requires the same gang with the same

tools four biiurs to complete at a cost of

$2.33.

We then give the flues a light rolling

with roll expanders and pneumatic motor,

operated by the same gang. This work is

usually done in l^i hours at a cost of 87

cents, this operation is done many times in

forty minutes.

The flues are now ready to bead—

which work is completed by one boiler

maker in eight hours at .4126. at a cost

of $3.30. (This work has been done in

five hours.)

While these operations are being per-

formed in the firebox, one high rate helper

is working the front end of the flues. If

the steatn pipes have been removed, the

front end can be completed in nine hours

at .2882 per hour or a total cost of $2.59.

First, the sheet is braced in the shape

of a wheel with eight spokes, running out

from the hub. These flues are completed

to keep flues from creeping or the sheet

from moving either way.

Second, copper ferrules are then ap-

plied around the flues, if needed.

Fourth, flues are rolled hard with self-

feeding rolls and pneumatic motor. As

the flues are usually the last work to be

completed on boiler we are now ready for

test.
,

The total cost of labor for the removal

and application of locomotive boiler tube-

flues on class G-7 engines is $37.09.

[ am 14 years old and this is the first I

ever saw of this guide business. How
cild were you when you found it out?'

"When this same boy gets to be, say,,

fifty years old he may possibly get dis-

gusted with this kind of shop literature,

and begin to think that tlie editor ought

to be kicked for putting old things in the

paper, thinking that they can be passed off

for novelties. He may for,^et his own

experience.

"Professional literature forms the an-

nals of professional progress. 'I he ar-

tisan's literature is not and need, not be

consecutive in any of its arrangements.

It presents a series of items, which each

individual arranges in his own mind for

his own individual annals of progress,

"The real fact is that the literature of

the artisan to be of real value must con-

tain repetitions on literary subjects, and

tliere is a fine problem involved in finding

out how often a repetition should occur.

We have among our readers the appren-

tice boy, and the old workman, besides

the fireman and the engineer, the master

mechanic and the superintendent of ma-

chinery. Behind them are a mass of other

readers who will not suffer from having

old stories told in new words. Men forget

things so quickly that old memories will

stand feeding with the knowledge that is.

new to the younger generation."

Old Things Made New.

"I like your paper very well," said an

old friendly critic, as he turned over the

pages of R.MLWAY and Locomotive En-

gineering, "but there is a good many

things described in it that are old as the

hills." This might have lacerated our

feelings if we had not remembered some

reflections made by "Chordal" years ago

to this effect:

"The apprentice boy in a machine shop

with a fondness for reading trade litera-

ture finds in the simple every-day matter

subjects of novelty to himself, and in

the course of time his mind becomes

stocked with material gathered there, item

by item, each one as old as the hills to

the world but fresh as daisies to him.

"An apprentice boy sits on a block at

noon reading a mechanical paper, and is

thoroughly interested in an illustrated

article on lining up guides. Some old,

gray-headed fellow looks over the boy's

shoulder, gets a general idea of the illus-

trations and sneeringly remarks : 'Pshaw,

that thing's a thousand years old. Is that

what you fellows read about in these

papers ?' If the boy is smart he will reply

:

Dangerous Locomotive Steps.

.\ dangerous defect of .'\nierican loco-

motives has always been the steps pro-

vided for mounting to the cab. If de-

signers of locomotives were obliged to-

mount a locomotive going seven miles an

hour on a dark night they would receive

a valuable object lesson on the danger of

badly designed steps that would not soon

be forgotten.

We do not think there was ever a worse

case of defective designing than the step

now happily passing away, consisting of

a little oval cast iron pad often loose,

stuck on the end of a rod and made in

such shape as to collect coal and ice.

.•Ml handles should be at least four inches

long from the cab and e.xtending below the

corner of it.

T\vo freight handlers had a shocking

time in the yards of the Erie Railroad at

Jersey City. They were directed to go

to a certain car and bring out a "roan

horse," When they opened the car door

they were alarmed to find a rhinoceros

inside so they hurriedly closed the door

and went away for one of the heavy cov-

ered vans that heavy animals are trans-

ported in. They backed the van to the

car door in great dread about handling

the wild animal, and then found that the

rhinoceros was stuffed.
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The Landis Threading Machines
Their Characteristics and Adaptahility

The growiiif? favor with which the

Landis threading machines are being re-

ceived in many of the principal railroad

shops induces us to call attention to the

leading characteristics of the machines,

so that those who may not have an op-

portunity of witnessing the degree of per-

fection at which they have arrived in

accomplishing the work icir which they

are designed may form sonic idea as to

their superiority. The head, which is the

main feature of the machine, locks within

itself and produces the effect of a solid

die, tlicreby relieving the yoke of all cut-

ting strain. It is opened and closed auto-

matically by the forward and backward

movements of the carriage. This mechan-

ism is controlled by means of a trip rod

by which an adjustment for any desired

length of thread may be obtained. The
vises have a horizontal side-wise as well

as a vertical centering adjustment. This

insures perfect and permanent alignment

with the die. The frame is of a box

structure, and is cast in one piece. The
cone pulley is mounted on top of the ma-

damp engages the upper side of the dove-

tail on the back of the chaser. A small

I,.\NniS I [NCII
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Locomotive Running Repairs
By JAMES KENNEDY

VI—Leaky Steam Pipes—Their Original Fitting and Refitting Separately Considered

Among the troubles that are to be ex-

pected in locomotive operation there are

very few more certain of appearing in

due time than leaky steam pipe joints

and leaky flues. The one seems to fol-

low the other, as if there was some co-

relation between the separate parts. The

cause and effect of these troubles are

not far to seek. In the case of the steam

pipes, the changes of temperature and the

varying pressures to which they are con-

stantly subjected are not only a severe

strain on the bolts holding the pipe joints

in place, but the pipes and rings are

structurally affected by the sheer pres-

sure of the bolts, and in time the lugs of

the steam pipes will bend slightly where

the continuing presure of the bolts occur.

The occasional tightening of the bolts in-

creases the slight distortion of the rings,

and by and by the tightening of the bolts

will fail to stop the leaking of the joint,

for the reason that the pressure of the

bolts will be largely on that portion of

the rings adjacent to the lugs, while it

will sometimes be found impossible to

stop the leaking by the mere processes of

pulling and hammering.

When this occurs it is customary to

send for the machinist who originally fit-

ted up the pipes, so that he may have the

opportunity of being an eye-witness to his

alleged incompetency, and walk back to

his bench through a valley of humiliation,

resolving in a blindly bewildered way to

be a better mechanic. It need hardly be

said that the machinist is entirely blame-

less. If the steam pipes were tight at

their first trial of steam pressure his work
was the work of a master.

It will speedily be observed that when
a steam pipe joint is leaking, especially if

the escaping steam is blowing toward the

flues, the effect on the fire is of a dis-

turbing and dampening kind. A certain

number of flues cease to be of any ser-

vice; the blast of escaping steam, if it be

of any considerable volume, will be much
stionger than the strongest kind of draft

that passes through the flues ; conse-

quently, the number of flues affected cease

to be operative. The train of evils cul-

minate in the leaking of the flues.

It is not unusual at this period of de-

cadence to send for some overworked
boilermarker. when some official, clothed

in temporary authority and with an image
of importance sitting on his frowning

forehead, delivers a short, sharp lecture

that is calculated to do the boilermaker

good. The boilermaker knows better ; but

he is accustomed to loud noises, and they

pass in at one ear and out at the other.

It should be borne in mind, however,

that the original fitting of the steam pipes

is a matter of considerable importance in

the reliability of the joints during their

period of service. The faces of the joints

should be adjusted to stand as nearly par-

allel to each other as possible. Slight

variations in the castings should not be

permitted to affect the exact squaring of

the joints. Concave bearings and convex

rings afford a considerable degree of flex-

ible adaptability, but it is observed that

the tendency of the joints to leak is much
greater in the case of these fittings where

there is an obliquity in the relation of the

joints, the leak almost invariably occurring

in that portion of the joint where the ad-

joining castings may be furthest apart

from each other.

It will also be found that rings that are

comparatively thin have a greater ten-

dency to leak than those that are of more
substantial dimensions. In ordinary prac-

tice the rings should at least be one inch

in thickness. Even the quality of the

metal composing the rings is of some con-

sequence in the reliability of the joints,

the harder brass or bronze being more
likely to resist the bending pressure of

the bolts than the softer and more ductile

alloys.

When the tendency to leak in the steam

pipe joints has become persistently

chronic it is good practice to take the

earliest opportunity to refit the joints.

With proper tools in the hands of an ex-

perienced workman the operation is not

nearly as serious as it looks. The time

occupied in facing the rings in the lathe

is time well spent; and it should be noted

before taking the steam pipe joints apart

whether there are any marked variations

in the relation of the joints to each

other, as a portion of the face of the bear-

ing on the steam pipe should be removed
in order to more properly adjust the

bearings to square with each other. This,

of course, may necessitate the use of a

thicker ring in refitting of the joint.

It should not be expected that the job

of refitting can be well accomplished

while the locomotive is in a heated con-

dition. All good work requires that it

should be performed under good physical

conditions, and the most skilled workmen
are generally very susceptible to extreme

conditions. A careful refitting of the

steam pipe joints will in the end be much
more conducive to good railway en-

gineering than any amount of repeated

efforts to compel joints to remain tight

with the application of roundhouse

wrenches.

In the fitting or grinding of a steam

pipe joint the general practice is to have

cylindrical blocks of wood from four to

six inches in length, one end of the block

being slightly tapered and fitted so that

it will bind itself in the ring without pro-

jecting through the ring. On the other

end of the block a cross piece of wood

may be attached, which may serve as a

handle for turning the ring during the

grinding process. The application of

emery and oil will speedily clean the

joint, when the ring and bearing should

be carefully dried and rubber together.

The polished parts will show the exact

extent of the bearing, and in instances

where the bearing shows on two or more

separated spots an application of the

beveled cutting tool used in forming con-

vex bearings will save time and labor in

grinding. In fact, the grinding of steam

pipe joints need occupy but little time if

the rings and bearings are properly fitted

to each other.

In the fitting up of new steam pipes it

may be worth while to observe that there

is very seldom the amount of care taken

that there might be in marking of the

exact line of the face of the bearing. It

is just as important to draw a line care-

fully around the entire fitting projection

on the steam pipe as it is to mark off the

fitting space of the saddle before begin-

ning to remove the superfluous metal.

The steam pipe should be hoisted into

position with the T-head properly bolted

into place. A flat piece of wood, repre-

senting the thickness of the ring, should

be placed between the two castings and

the pipe held in place by a clamp or other

temporary attachment. The bottom of

the pipe should also be centrally blocked

in regard to its relation to the opening in

the saddle, and it is good practice to chalk

the edges of the bearing strips on the

pipes and with hermaphrodite calipers

draw a line as nearly as possible all

around the part of the pipe to be planed

off. This will insure a good beginning

and avoid the troubles that naturally arise

in all mechanical contrivances where skew
bevels are permitted to show their dis-

torted faces. If the faces of the joints

are square to each other, and carefully

fitted and securely bolted, this is as good
as can be. and the work of which the

mechanic need never be ashamed.

Spring washers and other devices have

appeared and reappeared from time to

time, with that degree of tenacity with

which exploded theories may be said to

be immortal, but they are of no use in

securing the bolts, the excessive heat rap-

idly destroying any degree of resiliency

that they ever possessed and rendering

them of no service.
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Early Development of the Steam Engine

The locomotive is one of the most im-

portant developments of the steam engine.

Very many years have passed since

scientific men got to underst:ind that there

was something tremendously powerful in

steam conlined in a vessel strong enough

to withstand high pressure. We must

wander away back into Greek history

some 2,600 years ago to find the earliest

speculations about what were the pos-

sibilities of steam.

In Alexandria, the Egyptian city, some

centuries before the present era, learning

had become intensely popular, and a

famous savant, named Hero, prepared a

manuscript in which an elementary form

of steam engine was described. From
that time on to the seventeenth century

various attempts were made to cause

steam to do mechanical work, and a vast

amount of speculation was published con-

cerning the possibilities of steam, but no

real progress was made until 1710 when
Thomas Newcomen, a working black-

smith, of Dartmouth, England, applied a

piston to a cylinder, and from that idea

originated all the inventions that have

made the steam engine the magnificent

machine that now performs the world's

work. Newcomen's invention was known
as the atmospheric engine.

Learned men voiced the speculations as

to what steam might be made to do with-

out much practical progress being made
for twenty-two centuries, but our opinion

is that the housewife used the cooking

caldron in such fashion as to keep the

world familiar with the terrible possibil-

ities of compressed steam. Loaded with

a lump of meat she would put a big pot

upon a blazing fire in preparation for the

family dinner. To prevent the escape of

rich juices she would wrap a cloth around

the lid making a steam-tight joint, and

put some weight on top. Sometimes the

pressure inside tlie pot would prove too

great for the iron to withstand and there

would be an explosion, spreading devasta-

tion around. Then all sorts of reasons were

given concerning the cause of the ex-

plosion, the most popular explanation be-

ing that the devil had got into the pot.

They could never boil a pot very rapidly

without wondering if the devil was in it

or not. He was a very important person-

age in those days and to his agency was

attributed all the mysterious phenomena

that were not understood by ordinary

people. The troubles with the boiling pot

were afterwards taken up by scientific

men, who proceeded to explain that the

pressure of steam from boiling water

could fracture or force its way out of anj

vessel.

The first application of steam to per-

form real useful work was in raising

Hy ANGUS SINCLAIR, D. E.

water out of deep mines. The early at-

tempt to raise water by steam pressure

was to put a heavy pressure upon the sur-

face of the water and force it up by that

pressure through pipes, but it was a very

slow and expensive method. The lirst

real success in doing mechanical work

with steam was achieved by Tiiomas

Newcomen, as already mentioned. His

invention arranged for pushing the piston

upwards by steam pressure and permitting

it to descend by the pressure of the

atmosphere, the cylinder being open at

the top.

Newcomen's atmospheric engine repre-

sented, at the time it was invented, the

most important and the most useful in-

vention in the world's history, for it gave

to mankind the means of transforming

fuel into useful work. It made the coal

heap the basis of steam engineering.

The first eminent .A.merican engineer

was Oliver Evans who has the right to be

considered the father of the high speed

steam engine. When James Watt in Glas-

gow, Scotland, was working on develop-

ing Newcomers' engine into a condensing

engine, Oliver Evans a native of Delaware

in the United States, built a high pres-

sure high speed engine which became the

prototype of .American and all high speed

motive power. While Watt was striving

to force into popularity his slow moving

ponderous condensing engine, Evans was

offering to the industrial world light non-

condensing engines that he considered

were more efficient than those built after

Watt's patents.

-American inventors were much more

successful than their European rivals in

constructing boilers that were safe under

high steam pressure. European inventors

seeking to improve upon existing types,

used the domestic caldron as their model

which was essentially weak. .Americans

untrammeled by precedent, adopted the

idea of pipe boilers, which had great

pressure resisting power. Evans used

steam of ISO pounds pressure, when Watt

was using only 25 pounds to the square

inch.

Watt had not been long building his

condensing engine, when the leading

people of Britain requested that he con-

struct an engine that would propel

vehicles on roads. He built one engine

for that purpose, but it was a failure and

the maker declared there was nothing in

that line of improvement. Oliver Evans

said there was a great deal in it. We
can save steam he insisted by running

150 revolutions a minute thereby getting

much power out of a light engine. Evans'

engines used about 200 pounds weight

per horse power, Watt used about 1,000

pounds and over to the horse power.

In 1786, Evans applied to the legislature

of Pennsylvania for a patent on his high

pressure steam engine and it was refused.

But that did not discourage this great in-

ventor, for to the end of his days he con-

tinued to build high pressure engines thai

were used for mill driving and other pur-

poses.

Poverty prevented Evans from making

the success of the light pressure engine

that Watt made of the condensing engine

;

but his voice was heard crying in the

wilderness that his engine was destined

to perform great services for mankind,

and his prediction proved true after many

days. He held that his engine was well

adapted for the propulsion of ships and

to pull railroad trains. Evans was an

inventive genius and one of the keen seers

of the human race, whose visions pene-

trated the gloom of the future, but his

labor and aspirations were strangled by

adverse circumstances. He did not live

to see his engine pulling railroad trains.

but it was his invention that enabled

George Stephenson, Peter Cooper,

Matthias Baldwin and others to supply

motive power adapted to hauling railroad

trains.

Praise for the Engineer.

A well-known railroad president who

rose through the coal scoop, throttle and

master mechanic's position to the exalted

office he now holds with dignity and un-

doubted ability, recently discussed several

phases of railroad operating with the

writer. He remarked : "There is no mis-

take that the locomotive engineer is every

day becoming an increasingly important

person in railroad operation. When I was

on the road, the engineer received no

consideration compared to the conductor.

If there was a very important special to

be run, when the making of time was of

much consequence, the best conductor on

the road was selected and upon him de-

volved the responsibility of getting the

train along without loss of time. If the

weather was bad, snow deep or unusual

difficulties were looked for in getting

trains over a division the conductor was

looked upon as the man who would do

the most in getting there.

"Since there came to be so much ma-

chinery on locomotives and cars that the

engineer alone is likely to understand, he

is getting to be looked upon as the man
responsible for everything connected with

the safe and prompt movement of the

trains. When there is anxiety about push-

ing a train through under difficulties

nowadays we never concern ourselves

about who is conductor. If the engineer

is a man whom record gives confidence,

we know that everything will be done

that ability can accomplish."
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Elements of Mechanical Drawing

May Be Learned Without the Aid of Special Instructors^

in the study of mechanical drawing for

shop use, contrary to the old traditions

of the subject, it is not necessary to

struggle through an intricate maze of

exercises that are more than likely to

never be of service in practical applica-

tion. The prime need is to cover the

elements of the art, since that is the

ground work of it, making such use of

that portion as has direct bearing on

office and shop practice, embracing the

theory of projections, intersection of

solids and also free hand sketching. Those

are the essentials of line language—

a

working knowledge of which is one of

the requisites to advancement in the shop

as well as the first requirement to a place

in the drawing office.

The object of this article is to show the

relation of mechanical drawing to the

actual theory and practice of shop ap-

plication, by the aid of elementary prin-

ciples and examples of drawing and

sketching of objects on a plane surface.

In these exercises and conventions care

is given to the needs of the beginner

from the standpoint of those who are

the architects of their own success, and

are intended particularly for the ad-

vancement of those who may not be in a

position to enjoy the advantages of a

regular course of study under the care

of an instructor.

The representation of an object by lines

serves the double purpose of acquiring

a knowledge of practical geometry and

a proficiency in drawing, and such draw-

ing may be made with the simplest of

aids, as a pencil with paper only, or by

means of the most expensive accessories.

The drawing board receives first con-

sideration in the selection of apparatus

to work with, since it is the foundation

on which the work is reared, and it

should therefore be of thoroughly dry

material, well made, true and smooth on

all working surfaces, and of white pine,

in order to easily take the thumb tacks

by which the drawing paper is secured

to the board. For the present purpose

the board as shown in Fig. 1 may be

made 18 by 24 inches, glued up in sec-

tions ^ inch thick and with facing pieces

at each end tongued, grooved and glued

to the built up body of board ; these ends,

against which the T-square works,

should have the grain running in the

direction of their length. On the bottom

side of the drawing board is two cleats

near each end which are screwed with

one screw through each section of the

board. The function of these cleats is to

prevent warping of the board, and also

to raise it clear of working table when

in use.

Selection of a T-square is of equal

importance to that of a drawing board,

and care should be taken that it is of

liard material, as its ability to resist wear

and thus retain its truth is dependent

wholly on the material in its make-up.

FIG. 1.

It may be of cherry throughout, or have

a hard rubber blade and either a cherry

or ebony head. The wooden construction

is cheaper and furnishes a satisfactory

tool, but in any event the blade must

ling, the latter type being convenient for

many cases where drawing of lines at an

angle is necessary, and also affords a

ready means of adjustment for any slight

deviation of the board from truth. Fig.

2 shows a serviceable T-square with a

fixed head secured to the blade by screws.

A blade 24 inches long will be suitable

for the board selected.

For use in connection with the T-

square and also by themselves for short

diagonal or perpendicular lines triangles

are used and are usually two in num-

ber, but it is more convenient to have

four or two of each kind—one large and

one small of 45 and 90 degrees, and 30,

60 and 90 degrees. The material may be

of wood, hard rubber, or zylonite, as the

fancy or means dictate. The zylonite

angles have the advantage of being

transparent, and thus allow lines under

the angles to be visible. A convenient size

for the angles is 4 and 8 inches for the

45 degree, and 4 and 10 inches for the

30 and 60 degree. A pair of these

triangles is shown in Fig. 2.

A drawing pencil should be hard and

^i.,.i...i...i , I.. I ..i.,.L,.i.,.r,.i., i.,.i.,.i.,.i.,.i...i.,.i.,.i.,.i.,.i.,,i.,.i...t,i.j'^

nc. 2.

have a straight working edge and should of uniform density, dressed to a round,

not be o>-^r IV, inches wide by 3/32 true point by a sharp knife and finished

inches thick, with the two edges cham- with a fine file or a piece of fine^ emery

fered on'vipper side to 1/16 inch thick, cloth or sandpaper on a flat piece of

The head' may be either fixed or swivel- wood. Such a point will require careful
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usage to preserve it, but will stand

fatigue well when used with a rotary

motion. Its round form facilitates the

plotting of dimensions from the scale,

and is generally regarded with more
favor than the flat knife edge point.

There are many good pencils in the

market, but the Di.xon pencil is well liked

for drawing and sketcliing and arc recom-

mended both on the ground of quality

and tlie fact tliat they may he obtained

anywhere.

In the selection of thumb tacks the lirst

consideration is tlie character of the

shank and point and how secured in the

head. The best tacks are those with

the shank of small diameter, and screwed

into head. The advantage of both of

these features is tliat a small sharp point

is easier to manipulate in and out of the

drawing board, and docs not leave a

large hole when removed, while the

screwed head provides against pushing

the shank through into the tliumb when
putting drawing paper on the board. A
thin head not over Yz inch in diameter is

the best size of tack for all work. Such
a tack is shown in Fig. 2.

Drawing paper may be had in any

quality, but for the purposes of this work
an inexpensive article known as manila

will prove suitable. Since there are many
grades of manila paper,- that for the

drawing board should be of the heavy
quality that will permit of erasures, and
will also give a clear, smooth ink line.

Such paper can always be obtained and
will be fully as satisfactory for this work
as the more expensive papers, in fact, such

paper is used in many large drawing
offices for all classes of work.

In the selection of drawing instruments

much care is necessary, not only as to

quality, but also in the number. Sets of

instruments so-called, such as are found
put up in cases should be avoided, except

those made by reputable houses, and only

those purchased that are actually needed
for use, for the reason that instruments

are put up in some collections that would
never be used in ordinary practice. The
better method in getting together the

first instruments is to purchase such as

have been found to cover actual needs,

and find a case to fit the selection. Such
a choice embraces a S-inch ruling pen, a

S-inch spacer, a S'/j-inch compass with a

pen. pencil, and needle point and length-

ening bar, also a set of three 3;^-inch
steel spring bows consisting of a divider,

bow pen and bow pencil. The large com-
pass with its accessories will take care
of as large work as is usually done in

general drawing office practice, while the
bow instruments will be useful on the
finest and smallest work. This collection

of instruments is shown in Fig. 2 in

separate pieces and also in a case in

Fig. 3. A proper care of the instruments
demands that they have a case in which
to be kept, and it is as much of a neces-

sity as anything in the draftsman's outfit.

The case illustrated is one of the best

devised for the purpose, for it occupies

but little space, can be carried in the

pocket, and the instruments are always

where they belong, ready for use. In

addition to the instruments named, there

arc shown in Fig. 2 an ink slab made of

jjorcelain or slate, which is used in pre-

paring india ink when inking in the draw-
ing from the pencil construction lines.

For laying down dimensions and draw-
ing an object to scale the 12-inch

triangular scale will be found the most
satisfactory one to use. They are made
of metal or boxwood, and arc graduated
on one edge to sixteenths of an inch,

while the remaining edges are lined to

represent Yi, Ya. Vs, H. 'A, 1, Ij^ and 3

inches to the foot. In laying of? dimen-
sions from the scale when extreme ac-

curacy is desired the pricker shown—
which is a needle in the end of a suitable

handle, and having a cap to protect the

needle when not in use—will be found
preferable to the pencil point, for the

pencil, as shown, has a long, sharp point

that will stand fatigue better in line work
than in pricking of distances. The ir-

regular, or French curve so-called, is

made of thin wood or hard rubber, and
is used in connecting points not controll-

able by the compass. An erasing rubber
to be used for erasing superfluous con-
struction lines and also for cleaning the

drawing after the inking in is completed
will also be a necessary part of the drafts-

man's exhibit. Such a rubber about 2
inches long by % inch thick by ^ inch

wide will be perfectly satisfactory.

The instruments and materials, as

shown or enumerated, are absolutely all

that are required to learn mechanical
drawing, or to follow it as a profession.

An outfit such as illustrated may be ob-
tained for about 18 dollars; with care

and right usage it will last a lifetime.

it may be said truly here that "Time is

the essence of the contract." Above pro-

cess gives rich brown mottling, though a
little experimenting may be necessary to

arrive at the best period of time to allow
whilst hot to secure a desired result.

Casehardening.

If a deep case is required the article

is first casehardened in the ordinary way.
and then cleaned and polished bright; it

is important to keep all grease away from
it after polishing. If, however, only a
thin case is required the article is polished
in its soft state. It is then embedded in

bone dust in an iron box, the lid of which
is well luted with clay so as to exclude
air. The box is then heated in the fur-

nace until all is red hot throughout, as

well as may be judged, the time, of

course, being much shorter than is al-

lowed for deep hardening. The box is

then held over the surface of the cooling
water, the lid loosened, and the whole
contents, bone dust and all. quickly
tumbled into the water. .A.ny attempts to

take the article out with tongs and
quench it in the ordinary way would
expose it to the air too long and cause an
opaque film of oxide to form. So that

Drills.

Drills, observes the Lnginccr, that are
properly hardened and pointed arc often

condemned on account of breakage when
the trouble should be rightly charged to
the drilling machine. If there is any
spring, lost motion or blacklash between
the upper part of the machine and the
table, the drill will not begin to cut until

the pressure has taken this up, after which
the feed will be practically constant until
the point of the drill breaks through. As
this happens the resistance to the penetra-
tion of the drill is abruptly reduced, and
any spring or blacklash in the parts of the
machine will cause the drill to "hog in."

The sudden increase in torsional stress
which is thus produced frequently causes
drills to break.

New Coal Pier on the Pennsylvania
The Pennsylvania Railroad ha^ com-

menced work on an extensive new coal
pier located at Canton Wharves, Balti-
more, Md., calculated to handle 20,000
tons of coal per day. Contracts have been
let to the Maryland Dredging & Con-
tracting Company, Baltimore, Md., for
dredging at the dock and grading the' yard
for 1,000 cars which will be part of the
entire layout; to the Arthur McMullen
Company, New York, for the building of
the pier and to the Mead-Morrison Manu-
facturing Company for the machinery.
The pier will be 940 feet long and 66 feet
wide. It will be built on creosoted piles
with a reinforced concrete floor and con-
crete bulkhead. Space will be provided
for loading four vessels at a time. Con-
nected with the pier there will be a thaw-
inghouse for 30 cars and storage bins for
coal for local harbor trade.

Accidental Prisoners.

John Johnson, while paying a visit to
this office, had a pathetic story to relate.
He is engineer of a hotel steam plant in
New York City, and decided that one of
the boilers needed examination, so he
removed the manhole cover and went
mside. He seemed to increase in size
after he got inside for strive as he might
he could not get out. He remained there
all night and in the morning managed,
with lusty help, to get out.

\\ e know of a more serious case. Daniel
Murphy, engineer of another Xew York
hotel steam plant went into a boiler one
day and seemed to fatten on the job. for
in spite of friends nearly pulling him to

pieces he stuck fast. The end was that a
boilermaker had to be sent for who cut a
strip out of the manhole large enough to

let Murphy creep through.
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Softening Feed Water.

A friendly correspondent who is par-

ticularly well informed on railway mat-

ters, has written asking if we could make
an estimate of the extra fuel used by

locomotives owing to the heating surface

being more or less coated with scale and

added is it not possible to eliminate the

scale forming impurities? These are

questions beyond our capacity for estima-

ting or guessing, but if any of our readers

wish to attempt giving answers we shall

gladly publish them.

The vicious efTects on the heating sur-

faces of locomotives by hard water is

a subject that has been puzzling me-
chanical men and the chemists ever since

locomotives have been put into operation,

and numerous remedies have been pro-

posed but the evil is still rampant. These

remedies that would help but they seldom

receive efficient trials. Purges, scale

liioseness, lime neulralizers and other

remedies are frequently recommended,
tried for a time, then gradually aban-
iloned, is the tale of scale prevention.

Nearly all olficials connected with the

operation of locomotives believe that fuel

consumption is greatly increased by the

use of hard water. Vet there seems to be

general apalliy in the persistent applica-

tion of remedies. The reason seems to

be in the somewhat complex action of the

remedies and doubts ensuing from un-
intelligent trials whether the remedies

applied have accomplished their purpose.

The question of saving is frequently

ignored owing to the difficulty of placing

a value in actual figures of a clean boiler

as compared with a foul one.

The subject of impure feed water or

scale prevention may be considered under
two heads. 1. Will the process tried, ac-

complish the purpose? 2. Will the re-

sults pay? The trouble experienced with

hard water used in locomotive boilers, is

the forming of scale that prevents the

water from promptly absorbing the heat

of the fuel gases. This scale is formed
by the depositing in a crystalline form of

lime compounds, which are present in

solution in all waters. This deposition

takes place from the destruction of the

solubility of the compounds bv the heat

of the boiler. Certain chemicals may,
however, be introduced into the water

which will act upon the lime to form
other and noncrystalline precipitates. It

is these chemicals which constitute the

so called "purges'" or boiler compounds.
The lime is precipitated by their action

in a granular or mud like form, which
does not adhere to the sheets, unless

baked on by carelessness in drawing off

the water while the sheets are hot, and
which may be readily blown off or

washed out as slime.

Next consideration is will the com-

pounds accomplish their purpose? Exact

investigations have been made by scien-

tific men on the softening of water, that

prove various systems of water treatment

to be entirely effectual in eliminating the

hardening elements. There are many
cheap and harmless chemicals which act

on lime salts in water, and always in

known and calculable proportions. The
precipitates resulting from such treat-

ments form the sludge already referred

to and can be worked out. leaving the

boiler sheet clean.

In these days of far reaching economy,

the question comes up, will the treatment

that eliminates boiler scale pay? This

question has not been answered with the

accuracy which it deserves, but the belief

of those best able to judge is that it pays

very well.

The e.xpense of the cleaning process is

made up of several items and may be quite

definitely ascertained. Thus, we have

first, cost of chemicals per engine mile,

including all expenses of making up and

handling; second, cost of extra washing
entailed; third, cost of fuel wasted by
reason of frequent washing out at the
blowing out on the road. All of the above
are on the wrong side of the ledger.

Against these we have the saving effected.

This is likewise made up of several items,
but unfortunately their true money value
is seldom definitely ascertainable.

They are: First, saving of coal on ac-
count of better evaporation in boiler un-
coated with scale; second, saving in boiler
repairs; third, saving of delays on the
road from leaking flues etc; fourth, ob-
taining increased hauling capacity by
reason of better condition of boiler and
the increased evaporation resulting from
clean sheets; fifth, fewer days per year in

the shop for repairs, the monetary value
of which is at times very great ; sixth,

absence of obstruction to careful interior

examination of boiler as to the condition
of its sheets.

It is not the purpose of this article to

work out the equation of expenditure and
savings. To be applicable, it must be done
for each individual case, with the data
cost at hand. We have merely attempted
to point out the elements to be considered,
and to attach the position so fre-

quently taken by motor power officials,

that it does not pay to carry on laborious

processes for the purpose of keeping boil-

ers clean. The indifferent man avoids all

labor that is not absolutely compulsory, a

spirit responsible for so many boilers

being in use that are foul with scale and
lime impregnated water.

Co-operative Apprentices.

Considerable attention is being directed

to the system of handling apprentices at

the McComb, Miss., shops of the Illinois

Central Railroad. The system consists of

three years of what is known as the co-

operative system. High school boys over

sixteen years of age are engaged as

vacancies occur, and are given employ-

ment in the company's shops as co-opera-

tive apprentices. The co-operative fea-

tures includes working in the shops half

of their time and the remainder of the

time in their classes in the high school.

They also work in the shops during the

usual vacation school period. The boys

in the ninth and tenth grade alternate

with the boys in the eleventh and twelfth

grades, the alternation being weekly, and

the numbers in each grade being nearly

equal the force in the shops is not ma-

terially interfered with.

Practical information is given in the

shops by the foreman, or gang foreman, as

the case may be. There is a fixed schedule

of work governing the periods at each

branch of the shop work, of which a

record is kept, thus affording each boy an

all round experience. .Attendance is also

compulsory at the apprentice school in

the shops, consisting of one hour a day on
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the compaiiy's lime, where instructioii.s are

given in reading drawings, free-hand

sketching and elementary drawing with a

course of geometry. Lessons are also

given in relation to combustion, the prop-

erties of steam, the co-rclatiun of tem-

peratures in regard to expansion and

condensation of steam and kindred sub-

jects.

The public school officials have heartily

endorsed tlie movement, and tlic boys arc

enabled with little more than the usual

attention to graduate with their classes.

In estimating the rating of the scholars,

eighteen units are the requirement for

graduation, four of which are allowed

for work in the shops, and two for ap-

prentice school work. The remaining

units must be made in the usual liigh

school course. The system has already

met with general approval, and a marked

superiority in the boys over what may be

called the usual apprentice material is

particularly marked. Arrangements are

being made to establish the system at

other points on the Illinois Central, and

doubtless after the results of the system

are better known and more widely es-

tablished it may become universal, because

the method of educating the youth of a

country in the elements of a general educa-

tion and coincidently giving them an op-

portunity to devote a certain amount of

their time to learn some useful trade is

surely better than the system generally in

vogue of dropping a boy suddenly from

the study of quadratic equations and de-

funct languages to shuffle coal or clean

castings or carry planks from place to

place. One of the most pathetic spectacles

in railroad work is the college graduate

entering upon a special apprenticeship.

The spirit is there but the flesh is weak.

Those who come heroically through the

early days of this unhappy period usually

make good men, but it entails all the

agonies of the sufferings of the early

martyrs. Those who have had the op-

portunity of looking at the hands of those

soft-skinned embryos did not require to

be a palmist to know that whatever their

future may be the present was full of

muffled misery, and the heavy blows of

circumstance showed themselves on the

peeled knuckles and the repercussions of

the heavy hammer opened up the tender

lines on their blistered palms, and while

the so-called line of life might be long it

was also deep, and while, as the palmists

usually declare, that the right hand makes

money and the left hand gives it away
again too easily, surely the penance might

he to some extent avoided, and we are al-

ready convinced that whoever suggested

the sensible plan of co-operative appren-

ticeships as practised in the McComb shops

of the Illinois Central future generations

should arise and call him blessed.

In the meantime the plan is not only

worthy of imitation, but is the best that

we have heard of.

Dr. Angus Sinclair on Development of

Railroad Operating.

I'or years after railroads were put into

operation, the lines under one manage-

ment were nearly all shcjrt, 100 miles

lieing about the maximum length. Such

lines were managed almost entirely from

the head oflicc, all rates for passengers and

freight being arranged by the manage-

ment which took care that the charges

should not deviate from the legal or es-

tablished schedule.

In the control of train movements the

station agents exercised considerable influ-

ence. They controlled the loading and un-

loading of freight and were at liberty to

delay trains while freight was being

bandied. All trains were run on schedule,

but station agents were at liberty to ac-

celerate or delay train movements and

they enjoyed the privilege of deciding

how many cars should be placed upon any

train. For years each train had to take

along all the cars ready for movement

and it was a common occurence for en-

gines having to double on every hill they

came to, a practice which tended greatly

to demoralize the traffic.

This condition of operation led to the

appointment of a train inspector who de-

cided the load each engine should be

called upon to haul. As the cars varied

greatly in capacity, this inspector decided

upon the loads being hauled by the va-

rious locomotives. On some railroads

the inspector was called train master and

later superintendent.

The superintendent performed a vari-

ety of duties that had not previously fallen

upon the station master or the train

master. In most cases he was responsible

for the proper operation nf the railroad.

not only for the regulation of train move-

ments but for the work of all railroad

employees being properly performed. The

station agents continued to decide on what

rates should be charged for passengers

and freight, but when any dispute arose

between passengers or shipper with the

agent, the superintendent settled the mat-

ter. Unless the question was of sufficient

gravity to be appealled to the head office.

On nearly all railroads the machinery

department was managed separately

from the operating department and the

master mechanic or locomotive superin-

tendent had entire charge of his own force

and was responsible to the general man-

ager. When the responsibilities of the

division superintendents came to be clearly

defined, they had supervision over the

workmen engaged on the maintenance of

way which was shared to some extent

by the engineering department. In fact

before there were regular superintendents

the civil engineers acted to some extent

as supervisors of trains and traffic opera-

tions : but by degrees the engineers' duties

became curtailed to the engineering de-

partment proper which included care of

track, bridges and buildings.

In great ISritain, where my longest ex-

perience in railway work was gained, there

were no diversity of rates for passengers

or freight. A regular schedule of rates

was established by the management under

government supervision and no deviations

from that schedule was attempted. i

never heard of rale tutting on European
railways, which prevented the business

complications that became common in the

United States.

1 had a few years' experience on a short

railroad in New York State that was in a

position to compete with other lines, and

then the rates were fixed by the superin-

tendent who habitually attracted business

by giving rates lower than those charged

by competitive companies. Then the

superintendent was supreme, and the

prosperity of the company depended upon
his energy in securing business. I had

heard him accused of being unfair and he

replied : "Fair men be damned, I must

have the business."

Such sentiments became widespread by

degrees and led eventually to state and

government control of rates. As consoli-

dation of mileage resulted in railroads

being very long, the superintendent lost

the supreme authority he exercised on the

shorter lines but his position as a rule has

become more comfortable and his respon-

sibility more limited.

Designs of Boilers.

In these days of high speed, heavy trains

and long runs, the locomotive boiler is a

very important factor in railroad economy.

No matter how good the engine may be.

its efficiency is decreased to a great ex-

tent by an inferior and especially a leaky

boiler.

The chief requirements of a boiler arc

:

(1) that it should be amply strong in all

its parts to withstand the pressure to

which it will be subjected ; (2) that it

should provide an abundant supply of

steam for the cylinders of the engine it

is attached to; (3) that it should do this

with the least possible expenditure of

fuel ;
(4") that it should be of such design

as to admit repairing cheaply and readily:

(5) and that it should be easily kept

clear of scale and sediment besides being

easily inspected.

First cost within reasonable limit is a

minor consideration, that should not be

allowed serious consideration, for. broadly

speaking a locomotive boiler cannot be

too good.

The cj'lindrical part, or waist, of the

boiler can easily be constructed to stand

the maximum strain coming upon it with

a fair factor of safety—say. five, which is

^ood practice. It is only a question of good

plates of the proper thickness, a strong

seam and honest workmanship. As soon

as the boiler is put into service, however,

deterioration begins, and it is the retard-

ing of this as much as possible that should

be considered in the design. There is no
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doubt whatever that when a butt joint is

used corrosion along the seam is much
less than with the lap joint. Why this

should be true is not altogether clear.

The most plausible hypothesis is, that with

the butt joint the strains due to the steam

pressure is uniformly distributed over the

whole circle, while with the lap joint

when the boiler is under steam there is

a tendency for the plates to straighten

out, the result being that the sheet bends

to some extent on each side of the lap.

This tendency causes scale that may be

deposited to flake ofif leaving the surface

of the sheet exposed to furrowing and
corrosion. Another theory is that chemi-

cal action takes place more readily when
a sheet is subjected to a high tensile

strain, which is quite reasonable. Al-

though a lap joint can be made as strong

as a butt joint yet the established fact

that a butt joint is less susceptible to

corrosion than the other kind warrants
its adoption more especially for large

boilers, or for boilers designed to carry

high pressures.

The firebox end of the boiler is where
the greatest danger lies, and it is this

part that claims the major share of at-

tention of boiler designers. Sheets that

require severe flanging, such as the

throat sheet and top connection on flat

wagon top boilers, should always be made
1/16 inch or '/s inch thicker than the

others, so as to make up for the thinning

out arising from the operation of

flanging.

The most troublesome things about a

locomotive boiler are broken stay-bolts,

and every increase in the size of boilers

witnesses increased danger from such
stay-bolts. As is well known, stay-bolts

usually break close to the outer sheet,

and may generally be found broken in

the two or three upper rows along the
sides, except towards the ends of the box
where they extend down as far as the
sixth or seventh row from the crown.
The cause of this breakage is generally
understood to be due to the constant
bending backwards and forward caused
by the difference in expansion between
the sheets. There appears to he no
remedy for this troublesome condition
unless the ball and socket joints prove
effective.

A very important consideration in

boiler design has been the means em-
ployed to support the crown sheet. When
the feed water was free from substances
that deposited sediment, the crown bar
was tlie most satisfactory means for sup-
porting the crown sheet, but in regions
infested with scale and mud depositing
water the radial stay has become the
most satisfactory sustainer. At first con-
siderable apprehension was felt as to the
security of the radial owing to the angle
at which many of them must pass through
the sheets, but that line of weakness has
been overcome.

Government Control of Railroads.

There was once a tremendous clamor
in the United States, because a powerful

railway magnate was reported to have

used the expression, "the public be

damned," but the wrath generated was
not lung lived, and many of the railway

managers kept on treating the public as

if they had no rights that the owners of

railway property were bound to respect.

That practice and policy gradually pro-

moted the growth of an anti-railroad

sentiment, which threatened to put all of

the railways in the country under gov-

ernment ownership.

Mr. Seth Low, President of the Na-
tional Civic Association speaking on the

Railroad Problem said

:

"If government regulation falls short of

being as effective as it has fortunately

been in the ending of rebates, the tend-

ency toward government operation, de-

spite all its difficulties and dangers, is not

unlikely to grow, unchecked. If the rail-

roads wish to escape public ownership
they must consent to the public regula-

tion, for the future, of the issue of stocks

and bonds; and it is greatly to be hoped
that instead of placing every imaginable

difficulty in the way of such legislation,

they will cordially co-operate to see that

effective and fair legislation to prevent
the repetition of the abuses of the past is

quickly made a part of the law of the

land.

If not completely, still very largely,

the actual management of railroads in

this country has passed, and is constantly

passing out of the hands of financiers

mto the hands of practical railroad men
who are less and less affiliated with the

stock market. Iti s reasonable, therefore,

to hope that we are passing out of the old

era into a better order of things. The
practical question also arises whether it

is not better now to "let the dead past

bury its dead" and to turn with united

and courageous front towards the better

future. An attempt to uncover all of the

past, and to try to do ideal justice now
for wrongs that were committed long

ago, is certain to be very costly to the

country as a whole, as well as to the

unhappy stockholders, who, without per-

sonal fault, find themselves involved in such

a predicament. Mr. Evarts used to say that

"there are vested wrongs as well as

vested rights." which was a wise man's
way of saying that some wrongs are so

costly to undo that it is better to leave

things as thev are and turn over a new
leaf. . . .

"There is one aspect of public owner-
ship and operation which it seems to me
legitimate to point out to the railroad

employees who are so largely represented

in our membership, and that is its prob-

able efifect upon wages. Railroads that

are publicly owned have available for

wages only such sums as are appropri-

ated by law. In a country of the vast

extent of the United States that this dif-

ference is substantially certain in wages,

as established by law, when they have once

been fixed. Working conditions will also

then be much more difficult to change

than when the railroads are under pri-

vate management. The cost of living is

so diff'erent in different parts of the

L'nited States that this difference is sub-

stantially certain to be reflected in an

average wage below that which the rail-

roads can pay under private management.
The agricultural interests of the country

are enormous, and one of their greatest

difficulties comes from the fact that agri-

culture cannot afford to pay as large

wages as transportation and many other

occupations pay now. This is, in fact,

one great reason for the high cost of

food products, that agriculture cannot

command the labor it needs in order to

cultivate as it should, and to produce

and to harvest larger crops. As long as

railroads are privately owned, agricul-

ture must take its chances; but, in this

country, if railroads were publicly owne.d,

the granges and other combinations of

farmers would certainly be on the job

to keep railroad wages as low as possible.

They would have to be or they could

not work their farms at all. There is a

rigidity about law that makes it difficult

to change conditions once established;

and it is equally hard, under the provi-

sions of law, to take into consideration

local qualifying conditions. Such consid-

erations as these satisfy me that railroad

employees are not only better ofif now,
under the private administration of rail-

roads than they would be likely to be

under pulilic administration, but also that

under existing conditions they can hope

for a betterment in pay and rules of ser-

vice which it would be vastly harder to

realize from a Federal government con-

stituted like ours."

Strength and Weakness of Boilers.

It is almost impossible to make the

ordinary boiler user realize that a boiler

which has been in operation for years

with safety is gradually or rapidly ap-

proaching a condition when it will be

dangerous to those coming in contact with

it. When an owner first puts a boiler

into his premises he is nervous every time

he hears the steam blow off lest the noise

indicates a coming explosion, but familiar-

ity with the noise gets him over that feel-

ing, and then it breeds the contempt

which ignorance is ever ready to embrace.

Most of our states are painfully in w'ant

of laws to regulate the control and in-

spection of steam boilers, but public opin-

ion is slow in making the demand that

leads to the necessary law making, al-

though possible examples of killed and

wounded from boiler explosions are suf-

ficiently numerous to stir people with any

feelings of humanity to compel remedies.

Laws requiring thorough and system-
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atic iiivfsligations of all Ixiilcr cxplo.sions

by expert inspectors, and the publication

of the facts, would do a great deal to

prepare for effectual remedies and to stop

the murders that result from the reckless

carelessness of many boiler users. It is

not necessary that expert specialist in-

spectors be employed, men who must be

brought in from outside the state where

a boiler to be examined is stationed. An in-

telligent boiler maker employed upon

otlier work belonging to his trade may act

very eflicicntly as a boiler inspector when

boilers have to be examined.

The Railroad Commissioners of the

State of Massachusetts, who are noted for

the conscientious way they perform their

duties, used their influence in the enact-

ment of a law requiring all locomotive

boilers to be periodically inspected and

tested. Most of the railroad companies

considered that law a hardship at first,

but most of them soon recognized that the

law was a blessing in disguise. The boil-

ers are inspected regularly at trifling ex-

pense, and the territory so controlled has

been celebrated for its exemption from

boiler accidents. Defects of a dangerous

character are frequently discovered by the

inspectors and accidents prevented. If

the system of boiler inspetion prevalent in

Massachusetts were practiced all over the

United States, much death and suffering

re ulting from boiler explosions would be

prevented.

There are many people who still cling

to the delusion that there is some mys-

terious force at work which causes boilers

to explode. This belief is cherished with

child-like faith, more especially among
people who are using boilers w-ith ignorant

men in charge. It is in their interest to

believe or profess that accidents to boilers

are mysterious dispensations of Provi-

dence and with tlieir interests moves their

opinions.

Two well-known facts give strong

testimony in favor of the value of

thorough and systematic inspection of

steam boilers. One of the structurally

weakest forms of boilers owing to its

awkward shape is the Scots boiler, used

on nearly all British ocean steamers; one
of the strongest forms of boiler naturally

is the locomotive. Although the Scots

marine boiler is very extensively used,

there is scarcely any instance of such a

boiler exploding when inspected under the

rules of the British Government. The
boiler that explodes most frequently in

this country is the portable locomotive

boiler used with threshing machines. In-

spectors never disturb the comfort of the

owners of the common portable boiler.

Facts Concerning Heat and Steam.
A very important feature in the opera-

tion of steam is to use it in such a manner
as to obtain full advantage of its expan-
sive power. Engines working the steam
full stroke, and consequently performing

ncj work through its expansive force do

their work at the expense of enormous

waste of heat, for practically they pass

all the heat transferred from the fuel to

tlie water in the boiler through the ex-

haust. The economical tliernial efficiency

of an engine operated in this manner is

about as low as can be. The steam docs

its work in the cylinder by sheer pressure

of the densely compressed volume crowd-

ing out of the boiler. Worked in this fash-

ion the action of steam on a piston re-

senil)les the action of water upon a

hydraulic ram, when the water is forced

against the ram by the action of the pump
behind it. Steam passing from the boiler

without expansion to the exhaust by way
of the cylinder reseml)les a stream of

water rushing through a turbine, with the

exception that the turbine takes some work

out of the water by reduction of its

velocity, while in the case of steam its full

potentiality for work is present at the

instant of its release.

It used to be the case that many prac-

tical engineers professed contempt for the

theories or science on which steam en-

.gineering is founded, but the spread of

engineering education is pushing such men
out of influence. "Knowledge is power"

is an ancient proverb whose truth never

was so strongly apparent as it has been

among the workers who have devoted

thought and labor to improving the steam

engine.

Numerous insuperable obstacles stand

in the way of admitting steam without

loss of heat or diminution of pressure into

a cylinder made of conductive materials or

to exhaust it without back pressure ; but

to render clear certain calculations respect-

ing the manipulation of steam, it is con-

venient to assume that certain impractic-

able operations are possible. Many valu-

alile and interesting law-s, facts and figures

relating to the behavior and action of

steam which the engineering world ac-

cepts as being absolutely correct, could

not be demonstrated with any degree of

accuracy in the ordinary practical working

of the steam engine. They are the dis-

coveries and calculations of accomplished

physicists and mathematicians, who have

devoted laborious and skilful special in-

vestigation to the subject aided by in-

geniously designed apparatus. In studying

out questions relating to heat and steam,

the engineer has often to accept as im-

plicitly as he believes the multiplication

table, formulas and tables of data given

in hand books which he has no means of

verifying. Facts, figures and tables about

heat and steam that excite hut little at-

tention from the men daily using them are

in themselves monuments of assiduous

and accurate scientific labor, built up by

eminent men who have devoted life-long

efforts to the investigation of Nature's

law-s. Among the physicists and mathe-
maticians whose names are identified with

the investigations bearing directly in

steam engineering are many whose exist-

ence is merely an abstraction to the

ordinary engineer, yet their laljors have

materially lightened his work, and sup-

plied him with data for calculations that

enable him to measure heat as accurately

as the farmer measures his corn.

Speed of Woodworking Machinery.

1 here seems to be small effort made
to instruct the mechanics in railroad

planing mills anything about the science

of their business, yet there arc many
interesting things to be learned concern-

ing woodworking machinery, things that

would astonish many master mechanics.

Woodworking machines require great

power to drive them owing to the enor-

mous capacity for doing work. Wood is

more easily worked than metal, but the

material is cut so rapidly that it repre-

sents immense concentration of power.

A property driven circular saw has a

peripheral speed of 7,000 feet per minute

—nearly a mile and a half. A band saw
is run at about half that speed. Planing

machine cutters have a speed at the edge

of 6.000 feet per minute, as the cutters

of molding machinery trims out material

at about 4,000 feet per minute. Wood
carving drills run 5,000 revolutions per

minute. Augers one and one half inch

diameter are run 900 revolutions per min-

ute and those half that size are run 1200

revolutions per minute. Mortising ma-
chine cutters make about 300 strokes per

minute. Two men operating a cross cut

saw. regulate their speed by the eyes of

the foreman.

Efficiency.

It takes a strong man to be highly

efficient. He must abandon prejudices

in mind and habits in action; must
throw away unbeliefs; learn to think

that little which once seemed large, and
that vital which was deemed unimpor-
tant. Improving a method, getting a

machine, hiring an abler man may be
done without grasping the first prin-

ciples of efficiency.

Railway Mechanical Convention.

It is reported that 35,000 square feet of

space has been already applied for at At-

lantic City for the June Convention. The
space used last year was 70.772 square

feet. Ten per cent, of those who have ap-

plied thus far did not exhibit last year. A
large number of companies which have
never exhibited before have written for

detailed information. From present indi-

cations it is essential, therefore, that those

who expect to exhibit make application at

once. and. in any event, not later than

February 18. on which date the first as-

signment of space will be made. Applica-

tions should be made to John Conway,
2136 Oliver building, Pittsburgh, Pa.
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Air Brake Department
Governor Synchronizing System—Brake Valve Manipulation

In last month's issue the operation of

the electric air compressor governor was

explained, which would suffice for com-

pressor control if but one vehicle is used

type replaces one of the type J previously

referred to, but the principles of oper-

ation are practically the same, the regu-

lating portion of the type J resembling

ELECTRO-PNEUMATIC COMPRESSOR SWITCH.

in a train, or if but one motor car and

a trailer are in use, but when more than

one motor is being operated, especially as

with the multiple unit system on 8 and 10

car trains, where each vehicle furnishes

its own supply of compressed air as well

as its own motive power, the proper con-

trol of compressors becomes a problem,

which, however, has been solved with the

governor synchronizing system. Those

who have had some experience with

steam driven compressor governors where

separate governors were used for two

pumps per locomotive, or where one

diaphragm portion was used to control

two steam portions, will appreciate the

difficulties encountered in keeping both

compressors in operation after one of the

steam portions was in an inferior con-

dition to the other, and especially so when
the excess pressure governor top was in

use and the same trouble in regulation

would be experienced in electric service,

that some compressors would furnish all

of the compressed air for the system,

while others would be operating continu-

ously for the obvious reason that all regu-

lating devices (air operated) could not

be adjusted to work in perfect harmony
or be expected to remain in perfect har-

mony for any length of time, therefore

the synchronizing system whereby the

operations of governors on all motors is

made uniform through the use of electric

current.

With this system all compressors must

start and stop simultaneously and the

uniformity of compressor labor is not af-

fected by excessive leakage on any car,

incorrect adjustment of governor or

feed valve, relative efficiency of the com-

pressors or other causes.

For the system, a governor of the S-6

the action of the steam valve mechanism

of the 9]/i or II inch air pumps, while

the form and action of the regulating por-

tion of the type S-6 governor, represents

that of two E-6 safety valve.^, and

parts necessary for the synchronizing sys-

tem on each motor car are, a master gov-

ernor, an electro-pneumatic compressor

switch, a resistance unit to limit the

voltage impressed on the magnet valve

portion of the compressor switch, a one

point plug connector complete, snap

switches for compressor and compressor

switch circuits and fuse block and box

with fuse for these circuits.

The electro pneumatic compressor

switch, controls the current supply to each

compressor motor and the master gov-

ernor acts as a pilot or master switch to

open and close the circuits which control

the compressor switches.

The compressor switch is operated by

compressed air pressure from the main

reservoir and a magnet portion, or rather

the admission of air to and the exhaust

from the air cylinder in which a piston

and rod operate the switch to make and

break the circuit from the trolley to the

compressor motor, is controlled by the

magnet valve and in the position shown

the compressor switch is making the cir-

cuit, and at this time the magnet is

SECTIONAL VIEW OF COMPRESSOR SWITCH.

if the principles of the operation of the

type J are understood it will not be neces-

sary to refer to the change in these

governors.

For a trolley or third rail circuit, the

energized through current from the mas-

ter governor. When the desired pressure

is attained in the main reservoir the mas-

ter governor cuts out and de-energizes

the magnet and magnetic attraction be-
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tween the magnet core 506 and the arma-

ture 504 is broken, enabling supply valve

spring 516 to unseat supply valve 515 and

seat exhaust valve 514. This cuts off

communication between the passage b and

core 506 by the magnetic attraction, there-

by pushing armature stem 505 inward, un-

seating the exhaust valve 514 and seat-

ing supply valve 515. This action cuts off

communication between passages a and b

604 606 608 611 612 613 514 61S 616

DIAGRAMMATIC VIEW OF COMPRESSOR SWITCIMX CCT IX POSITION.

the atmosphere and permits main reser-

voir air to flow from passage a, through

passage M to passage b and thence to

chamber W, causing the switch piston 16

to move outward and break the circuit

and opens the switch chamber W to the

atmosphere through passages b and N and

the exhaust opening, allowing the piston

spring 17 to force the piston 16 back to

cut in position, again completing the cir-

that the opening or closing of any master

governor in the train opens or closes the

circuit controlling all the compressor

switch magnets.

All the main reservoirs in the train arc

connected by means of a main reservoir

pipe line and the main reservoir on each

car is connected to the pneumatic regu-

lating portion of the master governor on

that car. When the main reservoir pres-

sure falls below the cutting in point of

any one of the master governors, its

switch is immediately closed, thereby

closing the circuit controlling the com-

pressor switch magnets and causing all

the compressors in the train to start

simultaneously. Whether one or more of

the master governors cuts in at the same

time is immaterial, since the compressors

will continue to operate and raise the

main reservoir pressure on each car and

the main reservoir line throughout the

train until such time as the governor set

for the highest cutting out pressure

(which will be the governor that operates

to cut in the compressors) acts to open

the circuit of the switch compressor

switch magnets. This causes the com-

pressor switches to cut out and likewise

stop the operation of all compressors

simultaneously.

Brake Valve Manipulation.

The previous articles on locomotive

brake inspection have led up to the sub-

ject of brake valve manipulation, or train

handling, and this in itself is, from one

point of view, too broad a proposition to

be handled in printed form ; but from

another viewpoint it is possible to con-

dense a great deal of the printed matter

that relates to train handling, and printed

instructions should be confined to, or con-

cerned with, how the brake operates,

rather than how the brake should be

operated. The modern air-brake in-

structor makes no special effort to tell

covHHoa ca«.

i NCMROWIIOC ST&TCM TAOII.E* O* t i MAK C»CUIT

WIRING DIAGRAM OF GOVERNOR SYNCHRONIZING SYSTEM.

from the trolley to the compressor motor, cuit from the trolley to the compressor an engineer how the brake should be

When the main reservoir pressure falls motor,

below the cutting in point of the regula- With a trolley or third rail system,

tion of the master governor, the magnet the magnets are connected in parallel be-

of the compressor switch is energized and tween the synchronizing wire and the

armature 504 is drawn toward magnet ground, and the wiring is so arranged

handled, only in a general way, and con-

tines himself to a demonstration of how
the brake operates under the various con-

ditions, and leaves the results to the

judgment of the engineer.
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With this in mind, an effort will be

made to sum up the matters that are

generally considered as recommended
practice, to the intent that a great deal

of printed matter may be brought into

a concrete form and simplified as far as

possible, and beginning at the point

where this series of articles dealt with

charging a train of cars and maintaining

the pressure in the brake pipe, we will

assume that a freight train is en route

and that no apparent defects of equip-

ment have been discovered.

If the brakes are found to be sticking

or dragging, it is permissible to make a

quick movement of the automatic brake

valve to release position and back to run-

ning, provided that some brakes actually

have not released, but othervvise this is

a very bad practice. To make a practice

of this is the surest possible way of hav-

ing stuck brakes and stalled trains, espe-

cially if the habit is indulged in just be-

fore ascending grades. Under sucli con-

ditions the auxiliary reservoirs on the

head cars are overcharged, and the brake

pipe leakage, if sufficient, will surely

cause a brake application.

Another bad practice is the use of lap

position of the brake valve just before

making a brake application, which affords

an opportunity for brake pipe leakage to

start the brake application instead of it

being started with the reduction from the

brake valve ; the manner in which this

contributes to undesired quick action is

very well known, in fact the use of any

position of the brake valve may be abused

under modern operating conditions.

The secret of smooth train handling is

ability to control the slack action, and in

a 100-car train there is approximately SO

feet of draw bar and coupling slack, and
this slack permits of considerable differ-

ences in speed in two portions of the

train, and this difference in speed is what
causes the shocks to the train during

stops made with the brake. The chief

consideration in freight train braking on

a level track is to stop the train without

iinnecessary shock or damage, regardless

of the distance required to make it. From
a viewpoint of smooth handling only the

ideal stop with a long freight train would

be to close the engine throttle and allow

the train to drift to a stop, or the next

best would be to close the engine throttle

and gently catch up the slack with a

light application of the independent brake

and allow the engine to stop the train,

but this is not considered train braking;

so, it follows that while the use of the

independent brake for stopping a train

is contrary to instructions, and that an

eminent authority on air-brake subjects

points out that a freight train presents

greater possibilities for smooth stops than

a passenger train, as there is more coup-

ling slack to absorb the shock, therefore

the smoothest possible stop that can be

made with a freight train with the auto-

matic brake would appear to be with the

lightest possible brake pipe reduction

that will run through the train. To de-

cide upon how many pounds reduction

this should be is a real air-brake problem,

as it varies with almost every different

make-up of train, and naturally the more

type K triple valves that there are in the

train, the lighter the reduction that can

be made to apply all of the brakes pos-

sible in a long train. As an example, a

5 or 6-pound brake pipe reduction will

apply all of the brakes that are in good

condition in a lOO-car train, if type K
triple valves are used on all cars, while

if the valves are of the type H, from 12

to 15-pounds brake pipe reduction will be

required to apply all of the brakes pos-

sible to be applied.

If stopping the train with the lightest

initial brake pipe reduction that will ap-

ply the brakes at the rear end of the train,

which necessarily means that it is to be

made far enough away from the desired

point of stop for this reduction alone to

stop the train, another somewhat heavier

reduction should be made within an en-

gine length from the point at w-hich the

train will stop, not for the purpose of

assisting in making the stop, or rather

of shortening the stop distance, but to

bring the train to a state of rest, while

the brake valve is discharging brake pipe

pressure and building up the braking

force at the head end of the train. The
actual stop will then be made with one

application, consisting of two brake pipe

reductions, the latter one to have no

bearing whatever upon the length of the

stop.

If the train is running at a high rate

of speed, the initial reduction should be

governed by the same process, and it

should be followed by a second reduction

heavy enough to bring the speed of the

train down to about 18 miles per hour,

when the brakes should be released and

recharged for the stop, and it to be made
as outlined, with the lightest possible

brake pipe reduction that will run through

the train and apply all of the brakes pos-

sible.

This has particular reference to the

worst conditions encountered, where the

train is made up w'ith loaded cars ahead

and empty cars at the rear end ; however,

the most important observation to be

made during the initial reduction of the

first brake application on a train is to

note the direction in which the slack runs,

if it runs out or to the rear, it indicates

that the greater percentage of retarding

force of the brakes is at the rear end of

the train, and if the tendency for the

slack is to run in and stay in, or bunched,

it indicates that the greater braking force

is at the head end, but this must not be

confused with the general tendency for

the slack to run in as a result of the

brakes applying first on the head end.

With a mixed train, with the loads

ahead, the tendency is for the slack to

run out, and with the empties ahead, for

the slack to run in ; therefore, a rapid

change in slack can be prevented in one

case by first bunching the slack with a

very light application of the independent

brake, and in the other by keeping the

slack out or the train stretched by mak-
ing the brake application before closing

the engine throttle. The train of all

loads, or all empty cars, is much easier

to handle, as the braking force is mofe
evenly distributed and a brake application

can be made with the independent valve

to bunch the slack before the automatic

valve is used, as the tendency will be

for the slack to run in on account of the

brakes applying first at the head end of

the train.

It must be understood that the per-

centage of braking ratio, or what is some-

times termed "percentage of braking

power," may be as much as 60 or 70 per

cent, of the light weight of a car, but

when the car is loaded, the percentage of

braking ratio, by virtue of the added

weight of the load, will fall as low ai

from 17 to 20 per cent, of the total

weight of the wheels on the rails ; there-

fore one car may have a percentage of

braking force 350 or 400 per cent, greater

than that of another car, and an ex-

tiemely short brake cylinder piston travel

may produce 300 or 350 per cent, more
braking force on a car than will be de-

veloped by an excessively long travel on
another car ; hence the object of the light

initial reduction is to avoid building up
enough retarding force in any part of the

train to part it. These extreme differ-

ences in braking force or braking power
is what causes one portion of a train to

stop while another portion is moving or

in motion. Track conditions with respect

to grade and curvature also add to the

retarding force of the brake under a

variety of conditions; therefore the

safest method of handling trains is to

use a method that is approved of for the

m.ost severe conditions that may be en-

countered, and naturally they may be

modified for handling better make up of

trains on perfectly level and straight

track.

If this is followed, a stop for water

will be made before the engine reaches

the plug, so that cutting off the engine

will be necessary, and when heading into

a siding, it is easier for the brakeman

to walk a few feet farther to open the

switch than it is for him to drag up'

enough chain to again get the train to-

gether. The fact of the matter is that

spot stops should never be attempted

with a long freight train, and in backing

a train into a siding, the train crew should

set enough hand brakes to hold the slack

in, and it is good practice to make the

application with the engine throttle open

and with the independent brake valve ia

release position.
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Kelcasiiig the braUcs on lung Uains re-

quires as much care as the application of

brake, because release position of the

brake valve can be abused, as well as

running or service. The time the handle

is allowed to remain in release position

depends principally upon air pump and

main reservoir capacity, length of the

train, type of triple valves in use, and the

amount of brake pipe reduction that has

been made.

As a general proposition, the brake

valve should be allowed to remain in re-

lease position not over IS seconds, this

time is necessary to force all of the K
triple valves possible into retarded re-

lease position, the object is to have these

triple valves hold in the train slack while

the brakes are releasing, and any longer

time than this will tend to overcharge

the auxiliary reservoirs on the head end

to such an extent that a heavy reapplica-

tion of the brakes would occur, and this

reapplication might result in undesircd

quick action and wreck the train ; as an

example, an unusually long time in re-

lease position would charge the auxiliary

reservoirs, especially with H triple valves,

to approximately 90 or 100 pounds, while

the rear brakes have scarcely had time

enough in which to release; then if the

brake valve is brought to running posi-

tion, the drop in pressure on the cars at

the head end of the brake pipe, due to

the flow back toward the uncharged cars,

is frequently rapid enougli to cause a

perfectly good triple valve to move into

quick-action position, because the drop

in the pressure in the brake pipe has been

at a faster rate than at which the auxili-

ary reservoir pressure can flow through

the service port into the brake cylinder

;

or, in other words, the capacity of the

service port of the triple valve has been

exceeded. Under such conditions, the

quick-action would occur only on the

head end of the train, and a light service

application would result on the rear por-

tion, with the result that there would be

a run in from the rear, which might be

hard enough to buckle the train. Gen-
erally the reapplication of brakes at the

head end cannot be avoided and a second

quick movement to release position usu-

ally effects a release, but the release of

the rear brakes requires a driving head

or differential in pressure, therefore the

usual reapplication after a release.

When • moving the brake valve handle

from release position back to running,

the excess pressure governor top tends

to shut down or throttle the compressors,

and this in turn tends to still further de-

lay the complete release of brakes, but it

is possible to prevent this and at the same
time make a more perfect release of

brakes by a method that we hesitate to

recommend on account of the possibility

of a misconception, or of overdoing it

;

however, if the brake valve is brought
from release to running position very

graiiually, a posili(jn will be I'uund where

the flow through the brake valve rotary

w ill be about equal to the capacity of the

air compressors, or where the brake valve

will deliver the pressure about as fast as

the pumjjs can compress it, and there will

be no occasion to use the feed valve un-

til the time that all brakes have about

released ; but to use a brake valve in this

manner with success requires a few ex-

periments and a good general knowledge

of air brakes.

Obviously the second man in double

heading can assist the head man during a

release of brakes by holding his independ-

ent brake valve handle on lap position to

retain his engine brake and assist in hold-

ing in the train slack until such a time as

the stop is completed or the type K triple

valves have released all the pressure from

the brake cylinders.

It should also be understood that it is

possible to have a vast difference in pres-

sure between the two ends of a long

brake pipe, that is, it is not unusual to

have over 100 pounds pressure in the

brake pipe on the head cars during a re-

lease of brakes and less than 50 pounds

in the brake pipe of the rear cars, in fact,

it requires almost 30 seconds time for

pressure to flow from the main reservoir

to the rear car of a 100 car train through

an empty brake pipe, therefore under the

most favorable conditions it will take

from 50 to 60 seconds time from the

movement of the brake valve handle to

release the brakes on the rear cars in

a long train, and 2 or 3 minutes, and pos-

sibly more under unfavorabe conditions of

leakage and moderate sized compressors.

I'or this reason at least 1J4 minutes would

elapse from the time the brake valve is

moved to release position and the engine

throttle opened even under the most

favorable conditions, and it is generally

recognized that minutes instead of sec-

or.ds should be considered in releasing

lirakes on long trains, as an example, if

the brake valve was moved to release po-

sition and the head brakes released in

about 20 seconds time and an effort was
made to move the train, the locomotive,

if powerful enough would move the head

end with the brakes released and leave a

portion of the train standing still, which

might leave the train in about three sec-

tions as the first break would occur near

the point at which the brakes were still

applied, then quick action occurring at

the rear portion of the cars attached to

the locomotive would likely result in the

second break-in-two.

Attempting to start trains with the rear

brakes applied is responsible for about 90

per cent, of the slid flat wheels in freight

service, and jerking the cars back and

forth trying to start them usually starts

an additional amount of brake pipe leak-

age and still further delays the release

of brakes, with the result that no time is

gained in the total movement and air

brake men always emphasize the im-

portance of allowing ample time for a re-

lease of brakes before attempting to start

a train because more wrecks and break-

in-two of trains have been caused by a

disregard of the lime element incident to

the release of brakes than from any other

single phase of incorrect train handling

on level track.

If running at a low rate of speed with

the brakes applied it is considered good
practice, and it is sometimes necessary to

allow the train to stop before an attempt

is made to release the brakes, unless

there are a large number of K triple

valves at the head end, it is absolutely

necessary to allow the train to stop.

It is also considered poor practice to

release brakes when the rear end of the

train is in a curve, if it can be avoided

as the curve sets up a considerable amount
of retarding effect in addition to that ob-

tained from the use of the brake.

Handling trains in descending heavy

grades is essentially different from brak-

ing on a level track, as the trains are usu-

ally very much shorter and the chief con-

sideration is to hold the train against

the possibility of a run-away, and before

descending a heavy grade, a standing test

of brakes should be made according to the

instructions covering the brake operation

on that particular division. Standard in-

structions call for a brake application as

soon as the train tips over the summit of

the hill, and it should be observed that

the brake pipe e.xhaust corresponds or

is of sufficient length for the number of

cars in the train and that the brakes are

holding. If the first reduction of 7 or 8

poimds materially checks the speed of the

train the brakes can be released and re-

charged, but if a second reduction does

not give the satisfactory retarding effect,

obviously a call for hand brakes is neces-

sary. Damaging shocks are not so likely

to occur in grade braking for a number
of reasons, and one of them is that

turned up retaining valves and possibly

some set hand brakes on the head end

tend to keep the slack bunched, also re-

lease position of the brake valve is recom-

mended for the time between brake ap-

plications, so that a wide open port can

be maintained between the main reservoir

and the brake pipe, while the excess pres-

sure governor top will maintain the brake

pipe pressure at 20 pounds higher than

the original figure of feed valve adjust-

ment.

We have stated that this is only an at-

tempt to sum up what is generally re-

garded as recommended practice, for in

order to state exactly how any stop

should be made to the best advantage also

necessitates an intimate knowledge of

every local condition as to grade, curves

and location of signals, and with which

the experienced railroad man should by

every means in his power make himself

thoroughly familiar.
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Sweeley Graphite Lubricator
New Design for Locomotive Cylinders and Valves

A graphite lubricator for locomotive

cylinders and valves has recently been

patented by Mr. E. H. Sweeley, Richmond

Hill, N. Y., which for simplicity of de-

sign and ease of control bids fair to mark

an important improvement in the methods

of applying graphite as a lubricant in

locomotive service. .'Vs shown in tlie ac-

companying illustrations a cup is provided

for the lubricating material having an open

top which is closed by a screw cap, and

lateral lugs formed on the body for at-

taching it to a suitable support. A tubular

extension projects outwardly from the

closed bottom of the cup, and a socket is

formed on the inside of the bottom of the

cup. The extension referred to is threaded

at its lower end. and a delivery pipe is

connected by a coupling nut. .^ plug cock

controls the communication between the

cup and the delivery pipe. The socket of

the cup is threaded and a corresponding

bushing, centrally bored, is fitted therein.

.V plunger having a head or piston is fitted

loosely in the bore of the bushing, and a

conical face which forms a valve is

SWEELEY LUBRICATOR.

adapted to seat on a bored face at the

top of the bore of the bushing. The
plunger is flattened or grooved providing

channels for the passage of the lubricating

material around it, through the reduced

bore of the outer extension.

The lift of the plunger is controlled by

an adjusting stem and is held in place by

a lock nut, and a helical spring surrounds

the stem. It will be readily noted that the

plunger will be raised when the pressure

of the steam rushes through the delivery

pipe and enters the space around the body

of the plunger, the lift of the plunger being

regulated by the adjusting stem. Upon
the reduction of the pressure by the ex-

haust the piston of the plunger becomes

seated. The alternate movements of the

plunger continues during the movements
of the piston in the cylinder, the amount

of lubricant admitted at each stroke de-

pending on the adjustment of the stem

regulating the amount of opening of the

plunger. This may be adjusted to any

desired amount, one-half ounce to each

cylinder per 100 miles has already been

found from actual service tests to give

best results.

It will thus be seen that the action of

ADJUSTING SCREW.
TOReaULATE Lirr OFPlSTOM,
INCREASE. OR decrease: Ii/WUH
OFCRAPMITE FEO TO
CYLINDERSANO VALVES

•ILLING CAP.

GROUND SEAT

FlTAUXJWAHCE.OOS

RENEWABLE DIFFERENTIAL
PISTON AND CYLINDER.
MADE OF STEEL- HARDENED.

:CDUCED END OF PISTON
CHANNELED FOf>THE
PASSAqE OF GRAPHITE.

REDUCED END OF PISTON
DfTENOING INTO BORE OF
LARGER DIAMETER TO '

PREVENT GRAPHITE CLOCGING

PLUG COCK.
CLOSED WHEN FILLING

ONLY.

COPPER TUBE Tl

BACK INDICATOR PLUG
HOLE IN CYLINDER.

SECTIO.\.\L VIEW OF LUBRICATOR REDUCED TO ABOUT
ONE-HALF SIZE. VIEWS SHOWING METHODS OF APPLICATION.
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the device in admiltiiig the lubricant is

automatic, the supply is easily regulated,

and the construction and operation is

economical and reliable.

Freight Cars — Their Construction,

Maintenance and Abuse.

From an able paper by C. J. VVymcr,

general car foreman of the Belt Railway

of Chicago, we extract the following ; In

regard to undesirable features to be

avoided, as well as some features which

should be favored, the thought naturally

aiises, how can the problem best be

solved? We believe that the remedy lies

in standardizing designs and construction

as rapidly as consistent, with means of

enforcing conformity to same. Standardiz-

ing means the elimination of tlie one

man's opinion from which most of our

trouble comes and insures through in-

vestigation of the subject through the

combination of the best talent, preventing

certain lines of endeavor being followed

to an extreme at the sacrifice of another,

by being equalized through resistance of-

fered from another viewpoint and prac-

tically assuring a harmonious combination

of all desirable features, resulting in the

most efficient and economical construction

obtainable. Standardizing has several

valuable assets, a most valuable one being

a reduction in material purchases which
now lie dormant for indefinite periods.

Material stocks are now much larger than

would be necessary except for various

designs of more or less equal merit, which,

if converted into cash and expended for

the purchase of live material and employ-
ment of labor for repairing cars would
have a far-reaching effect toward better

maintenance. It may be argjued that

standardizing will throttle invention and
improvement, but we cannot concur in

this thought. We believe it would auto-

matically insure an improvement in con-

struction and would eliminate many ideas

of questionable merit. There should be
sufficient elasticity to permit the incor-

poration of improvements of sufficient

merit to warrant such action, but alleged

improvements which are weighed in the

balance and found wanting are not en-
titled to recognition. The inventive mind
would naturally revel in a higher plane
of efficiency as "necessity'' is said to be
"The Mother of Invention."

As to the feature of the M. C. B. rules,

making a distinction between owners and
delivering line defects, it may lie truly

said that there is a vast army of men
employed by the railroads whose principal

duty it is to make records as a means of

protection against so-called delivering

line defects, and attach greater importance
to a few sheathing slightly raked, that

may not afifect the service of the car. than
they do to a worn wheel or numerous
other defects, endangering the safety of
the equipment, commodity, and human

life. We lay no censure at the doors of

the men who arc performing this service

as we are constantly educating them, that

it is almost a crime to overlook a defect

involving a defect card which often has a

value of less than a dollar. Why not take

a business-like view of the situation and

cease spending two dollars in an effort

to save one. Do away with the delivering

line defects, inspect for safety of operation

and commodity only, educate these men
along the lines of endeavor which have

a real value and cease to follow illusions.

A vast amount of this labor expense could

be diverted to purchasing material and

repairing defects which arc a menace to

safety instead of finding and making a

record of a lot of immaterial defects at

the expense of more important ones. The
reduction in expense w-ould continue

down through the oflices and result in

a larger labor and stationery expense

saving a large labor and stationery ex-

pense there.

To those who sometimes advance the

argument that penalties are necessary

against the handling line to promote the

proper care of equipment, we would say

that in our opinion there is no relation

between the thoughts ; the employees mis-

using a car have no knowledge of these

penalties and take no notice of the owner-
ship as indicated by the initials on a car.

They will damage a car owned by the

railroad employing them as readily as they

will one owned by a foreign line. They
could hardly make this distinction if they

desired, on account of the mixed manner
of handling cars. Such argument should

be discarded.

It is our belief that the railroads are

spending more money annually in labor and
stationery in protecting themselves against

these defects than it would cost to make
the repairs, and the repairs are still to

be made or allowed to continue in service.

There would be less delay to equipment
at interchange points. It seems to me it

might be in order for this association to

appoint a competent committee to make a

careful investigation of this subject and
find out approximately what we are gain-

ing or losing from these methods. It is

not our thought to use the owners' car

without justly compensating him for

same, but it is our thought that it can
be handled more economically by the rail-

roads on a rental basis than through a

combination of rental and rules.

Leaving Well Enough Alone

"Leave well enough alone'' expresses a

sentiment that many railroad men might
heed with profit to their employers. The
ever tinkering engineer is an expensive

employee.

W'e were very much struck with the

truth of that sensible saying when an ac-

cident connected with the air brake hap-
pened in a small road in the West. The
Westinghouse .^ir Brake Company had

equipped all the passenger cars of this

road with air brakes. Nine years after

the brakes were applied the superintendent

of the road wrote to the brake company
saying that some of the brakes were not

oijerating properly.

An inspector was sent to investigate the

cause of the trouble, and naturally asked
what attention the triple valves and brake

cylinders had received.

"Attention," said the superintendent,

"they were never touched. I gave orders
when the brakes were put on that no one
should ever touch any part of these

brakes, and my orders are obeyed on this

railroad."

"You never cleaned them or oiled

them ?" asked the inspector.

"Never a clean or an oil," was the reply.

"I was afraid that if any of my men took
the thing apart that they would never get

it together again. You put all the parts
in good order again and let us see if they
can operate nine years more without
attention."

The repairs were made and the brakes
went on doing their work for ten years
longer.

Trouble With Water Impurities.

Trouble from corroded and distorted

boiler sheets was always experienced on
nearly all railroads and so far remedies
have been searched in vain. The experi-
ence of most motive power people has
been that every increase in boiler pressure
brought increase of boiler troubles. Most
of us realized that increase of boiler

pressure brought more bulged and cracked
sheets, but no one seemed to know the
relation between increase of pressure and
increase of sheet trouble.

Through the courtesy of Mr. W. R.
Scott, vice-president of the Southern
Pacific Company, we have received the
following notes compiled by the Uni-
versities of California respecting the law
of chemistn- that applies to pressure and
water impurities.

"Whenever there is a tendency to cor-
rosion or chemical action bet%veen sub-
stances, as between iron or steel plates,

and water that may contain ingredients
or salts that tend to corrosion of such
plates, the rapidity of such chemical action
doubles approximately for each ten de-
grees rise in temperature and pressure.
"There is a diflference between different

substances, but the above is expressed as
a general law."

Babbitt Metal Casting.

In castings of babbitt metal it is often
necessary to core out some part, and a
good core has been discovered in the em-
ployment of a plastic mixture of salt and
glue. A good mixture is made by throw-
ing sufficient salt into the glue to form a
stifif paste, which is allowed to harden.
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Electrical Department
The Curtis Steam Turbine-Generator

Details of Progress of the Steam Through the Turbine

Fchruarv, 1916.

The steam turhiiie has made possible

the rapid growth of the electric industry.

Practically all of the electric power pro-

duced by large steam stations is generated

impact of steam passing through its

buckets at relatively high velocity, but

without actual expansion in them. The
steam is expanded in stationary nozzles,

FIG. 1. DI.\GR.\MM.\TIC ARR.\NGEMENT OF MOVING AND STATIONARY MEMBERS
OF CURTIS TURBINES.

by turbines. The General Electric Com- acquiring relatively high veloc'ty and

pany has brought into prominence the tlien passes through and actuates the mov-

Curtis steam turbine, and its pre-eminence ing buckets of any stage without further

is now so marked that it is taking its expansion. In the reaction type of tur-

progress of the steam in a Curtis turbine.

Entering at A from the steam pipe, it

passes into the steam chest B, and then

through one or more open valves to the

bowls C. The number of valves open

depends on the load, and their action is

controlled by the governor. From the

bowls C, the steam expands through

divergent nozzles D entering the first row
of revolving buckets of the first stage

at E, thence passing through the station-

ary buckets G, which reverse its direction

and redirect it against the second revolv-

ing row H.

Tliis constitutes the performance of the

steam in the first stage, or pressure cham-
ber. Having entered the first row of

buckets at E with relatively high valoc-

ity it leaves the last row H with a re-

latively low velocity, its energy between

the limits of inlet and discharge pressure

having been abstracted in passing from C
to H. It has, however, a large amount
of unexpended energy since the expansion

from C to E has covered only a part of

the available pressure range. The ex-

pansion process is, therefore, repeated in

a second stage.

The steam having left the buckets H,

and having had its velocity greatly re-

duced reaches a second series of bowls J,

opening upon a second series of nozzles

K. Through these the steam expands

again from the first stage pressure to

some lower pressure, again acquiring re-

Wm m Id
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sii cm lliroiigli the reinaiiiiiig stages, if

any.

Curtis niacliincs are usually constructed

with the first stage wheel carrying two

rows of revolving buckets, followed by

several stages, each containing a single

row. The very small sizes are built with

one or more stages, each with two or three

rows of revolving buckets.

While all turbine buckets may be sub-

ject to wear under the erosive action of

very wet steam, or due to corrosion from

acids and impurities in the steam, Curtis

buckets are adapted to withstand such

action. Their very large section permits

a certain amount of wear without greatly

altering the contour of the steam passages,

and consequently without appreciably af-

fecting the economy. On the other hand

an equal amount of wear on n bucket of

very small section competcly changes its

shape, with resulting loss in efficiency.

Where turbine blades are required to

run with very small radial clearance oc-

casional contact may occur which, while

not causing blade stripping, may slightly

wear ofl the blade ends with consequent

permanent impairment of efficiency. The
end clearances of Curtis buckets is such us

to render such wearing impnssilile.

The Telephone System of Dispatching.

.•\s is well known the telephone system

of dispatching is rapidly taking the place

of the telegraph system. In a number of

places it is being used as an adjunct to

the Morse system of telegraphy, and at

the present time it is being used on more

than half of the railroads throughout the

country.

.As to the advantages of tlic telephone it

is claimed that with the standard equip-

ment designed for train dispatching that

the operator is provided with a more

rapid means of train movement and that

they can handle more business through

telephone dispatching. There are fewer

possibilities for trouble, and when trouble

does occur it rarely puts the entire circuit

out of commission. The telegraph sounder

is intelligible only to a Morse operator.

the bell signal tells every one within hear-

ing that an operator is wanted. Con-
siderable labor is involved in calling an

office when the telegraph operator is not

within hearing of his sounder, with the

telephone circuit no time need be lost,

for by snapping a switch, inserting a plug

or pressing a button the desired office

can be called without loss of time. Thus
the regular work of the operator can

proceed without interruption.

With the telephone annoyances are

sometimes experienced during electrical

storms on account of the sharp sounds in

the ears, but with the general introduction

of the loud speaking receiver instead of

the headf ear this disadvantage will be

eliminated.

If therr is ever a time when good train

ilispalching is essential it is during a

period of wet or foggy weather. Revers-

ing the experience with the telegraph the

telephone works even better in bad

weather that in good. The lower the

static capacity of a telephone line the

more satisfactory the service, and damp

weather tends to reduce this capacity.

The repetition of orders can be accom-

plished with accuracy and greater speed

and tlie personal element introduced into

the service by the human voice brings the

(lispatclier nearer his men and better

service through team work is the usual

result.

From published statistics it would seem

that no accidents have occurred through

misunderstood orders and none have been

attributed to the changed method of dis-

patching, and that the average efficiency

of the telephojie is over 22 per cent,

greater than the telegraph and that 40

per cent of the time is saved by the tele-

phone.

For some time past there has been con-

siderable discussion in regard to improv-

ing the quality of telegraph operators

now entering service on some of the

larger systems. The introduction of the

telephone immediately broadened the sup-

ply of men available for its operation for

it opened the door for the continuance in

service of men who had become in-

capacitated in service through accident or

otherwise. In many instances men of this

class whose familiarity with the road,

its ruler and train movement had become

second nature with them with a little

training have developed into excellent

telephone operators.

It may be added that the initial cost

of the telephone train dispatching equip-

ment is somewhat greater than that of the

telegraph system, but its maintenance

cost is about the same.

Electric Power Development.

Mr. F. M. Herr. president of the West-

inghouse Flectric & Manufacturing Com-
pany, speaking on electric power develo|)-

ment. said that the growth in size of

electric power stations results not only

in economy in their operation but also

leads to the development and use of pro-

tective and safeguarding apparatus. Many
new problems in the control of the enor-

mous amounts of energy distributed have

arisen, as well as other problems in the

safeguarding and protecting of the gen-

erating, regulating and distributing ap-

paratus used. Thus, a short-circuit on

a 100,000-kw. power station may bring

about conditions so severe as to be beyond

the limitations of any known switching

or protective apparatus. Such a short-

circuit for a moment may correspond to

millions of horsepower. Engines and

generators may be wrecked, switchboards

ruined, disastrous fires started and cables

and feeders burnt. In order to prevent

such occurrences, protective apparatus had

to be and was developed to more than

keep pace with that of power machinery,

so that now in a large station very large

amounts of money may be expended in

protective apparatus, normally inert but

which comes into action when danger

threatens.

The development and perfection of the

modern large power plant increases enor-

mously the advantages in the clcctrifica-

lion of railroads.

American Museum of Safety An-

nounces Award of Railway Medals.

The .American Museum of Safety has

just announced through its president.

.Arthur Williams, that the Anthony N.

Mrady Memorial medals will be awarded

to the Union Traction Company of An-

derson, Indiana, for its excellent record

in accident prevention during the year

1915. Arthur W. Brady, who is the presi-

dent of the winning road, is in no way

related to the late traction magnate in

whose memory the medal was founded.

Honorable mention this year goes to the

Chicago Elevated Railroads, Britton I.

Hudd, president, which made the next best

rtcord to the Indiana Company. The first

award of the Brady Memorial medals was

made in 1914 to the I'.oston Elevated Rail-

road. Dr. William H. Tolman, secretary

of the Jury of Award, the other members

of which are Bion J. Arnold, James H.

McGraw, George F. Swain, Will J. French

and Frank R. Ford, states that the aw^ard

to the Indiana road was based on accident

prevention, not only among its own em-

ployes but to the traveling public, on the

s.initary conditions of its cars and shops

and on the welfare and benefit work it is

carrying on among its employes. The

principal medal is of gold and is presented

to the road. A replica in silver is pre-

sented to an operating chief and a replica

in bronze to a workman in the shops or

on the lines. The winners will receive

the medals in person at the annual din-

ner of the American. Museum of Safety

at the Waldorf-Astoria. February 3, 1916.

"I'll have to get another typewriter,"

said tlie bustling man. "This one is con-

stantly stopping my dictation to ask how
some word is spelled."

"That's a great loss of time."

"I don't mind the time, but it interferes

with discipline for me to have to keep

saying I don't know."

Man's life is like a shadow ; it appears

to be motionless, but it is ever moWng
away.

The wise man's tongue is in his heart,

and the foolish man's heart is in his

mouth.
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Pioneers of Railroads

By ANGUS SINCLAIR, D. E.

The steam engine was developed, lirst

for the pumping of water out of deep

mines, then for driving manufacturing

machinery. As soon as it worked prop-

erly for these purposes, people demanded
its application to purposes of transporta-

tion. Steam navigation put in the first

claim, but steamers had scarcely become
familiar to travelers when the claims of

land transportation intervened. It came

to pass that a few decades after the

United States became a nation, many
people considered that a very important

problem in the world's progress, was the

application of power that would send out

living cheap transportation into the plains

and forests of the world. There was no

country in the world, where the oppor-

tunities for benefits from convenient trans-

portation were so great as was in .America.

The country was peopled merely on the

seaboard and in the margin of great lakes

and rivers. A vast unproductive country

was standing waste because there was no

means of moving produce. The best

thoughts of the time were agitating for

the means that would push into the coun-

try, over the untrodden prairies, through

the vast wildernesses and forests, that

could supply any amount of freight, if

means were provided to take it away. The
idea struck a great many people at the

same time, that the nature of the trans-

portation demanded was to be handled

by the locomotive engine.

It is generally understood that railway

development originated in Great Britain.

Moving coal from the mines to the houses

of consumers in Britain gave the first work"

to steam locomotives, and paved the way
in 1829 to the construction of the Liver-

pool and Manchester Railway for general

transportation business. Stephenson's

"Rocket" on that railway demonstrated

the power and speed capabilities of a

locomotive, but it is doubtful that rail-

way construction would have been much
delayed in the United States had the

Liverpool and Manchester Railway never

been built.

The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad chart-

ered in 1827 and partly opened in 1830, a

line nearly 500 miles long, wa.^ under con-

struction when the Liverpool and Man-
chester was opened. The introduction of

railways into the United States indicated

how ready the business men of the country

were to turn their abilities to mechanical

and to engineering pursuits. The con-

struction and equipment of the Baltimore

& Ohio Railroad were arduously taken up

by the business men of Baltimore and

pushed to a successful finish. The rail-

road was the greatest enterprise the world

had contemplated in land transportation.

Some controversy having arisen as to how
the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad should be

operated, its line being very crooked and

hilly, Peter Cooper a business man of Bal-

timore constructed at his own expense a

small locomotive and set it to work, i he

locomotive which the designer called tlic

"Tom Thumb" did not exceed 4 horse

power, but it demonstrated that the rail-

road could be operated by locomotives.

Peter Cooper was by no means the first

man on the -American continent to experi-

ment with what could be done with a

steam engine for railroad operating.

Robert Stevens, whose name was given to

the Stevens Institute of Hoboken, N. J.,

four years before Stephenson's' Rocket

was built, constructed a small locomotive

and ran it around on a twenty-five foot

radius track for the amusement and in-

struction of his friends. This engine

whose boiler had gun barrels for tubes,

was put to W'ork not only for the amuse-

ment of the friends of the builder, but to

act as an object lesson on the possibilities

nf a high pressure steam engine to do

such work. That same Robert Stevens

was a constant and persistent advocate of

railroad construction. He met with no

end of opposition to the efforts he was

making. He was one of the most emin-

ent mechanical engineers this country has

produced, and performed valuable ser-

vices that have received meagre recogni-

tion. .Among the arguments used by

Robert Stevens were : "You may talk

about steam boats on canals. A canal is

stopped half the year tiy being frozen up.

You need to have cars that w^ill not freeze

and will go daily from here to Philadel-

phia and to Washington and all over the

country, to develop the commerce and the

possibilities of the vast fields and forests,

that we now get nothing from but a little

grass and wood. You want railroads to

develop these great natural resources.

Let us be doing and let us not fall behind

the world in our efforts."

Government Ownership of Railroads.

Senator Weeks, of Massachusetts,

speaking before the Merchants' and Manu-

facturers' Association of New York on

January 27, said that in the past one

of the strongest arguments in favor of

government ownership has been that it

would prevent discriminations between

persons, places and communities ; but

under our present railroad laws. I do not

think that there is enough complaint on

this score to warrant taking such action

unless the other reasons for so doing are

overwhelming. There are other consider-

ations which relate to this subject. The

pressure for results in privately owned
corporations goads traffic managers to

the highest state of activity and efficiency.

If they do not get as good results as

their rivals, they are not promoted, and,

very frequently, are retired. When we
turn to government controlled railroads

a]] this is changed. The taxpayer may
be called on when the results are not

satisfactory. Therefore tliere is no par-

ticular pressure for results and it is the

experience in all affairs of life that you

do not get efficiency unless there is some
pressure or some personal emolument re-

sulting from it.

What American Railroads Need.

The IVortd's Work for February pub-

lishes an article by Otto H. Kahn, of

Kuhn, Loeb & Company, New York, on

"What American Railroads Need." Mr.

Kahn is probably the highest authority

on this subject both from the point of

view of the public, the investor, and the

railroads. Mr. Kahn's article is of far-

reaching importance, heralding as it does

the new era of co-operation and mutual

trust between the public and the rail-

mads. He reviews the history of rail-

road legislation up to the present time.

He points out the strength and weakness

of the present situation and suggests the

practical remedies which will insure botli

the public and the railroads a square

deal. Coming as it does at a time when
this important subject is before the coun-

try, Mr. Kahn's article will surely attract

widespread attention.

Troubles in Superheater Lubrication.

The proper distribution of a valve oil,

suitable for the temperatures obtained in

the superheater, and the correct operation

of the engine, will stop the troubles.

Proper distribution will deliver the oil

direct to one point in each steam chest,

in the centre of the main flow of steam,

and direct to each cylinder, at a point in

the top of the bore, half-way between the

cylinder heads.

Where a suitable oil for lubrication at

the temperature obtained is used, the gen-

eral cause of the troubles mentioned is

due to the practice of drifting the engine

without steam. This results in the suc-

tion of the hot gases, ashes, etc., from the

smoke-box into the steam chest and inter-

mediate passages and causes the destruc-

tion of the oil and results in increased

temperature and the wear of moving

parts, due to increased friction.

The use of steam supplied just before

or at the instant the main throttle is

closed, in a quantity sufficient to prevent

the suction of gases from the smoke-box

will stop the trouble. Steam for this

purpose can be obtained from an auxiliary

throttle, used exclusively for this purpose

or by "cracking" the main throttle.

The trouble is aggravated by an in-

crease in the oil allowance and by the use

of an oil with too low a flash point.
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Washing of Locomotive Boilers
Its Importaiifc in Reducing Running Repairs

There is no more important item in

locomotive running repairs than in the

washing of boilers. Not only does thor-

ough washing repair the faculty of trans-

mitting heat into the water to make

steam, but a thorough washing of the

Ijoiltr prolongs the existence of the boiler

and also avoids much repairs that would

otherwise be necessary. The work is not

pleasanl iind has been too often per-

formed by incompetent or indifferent

labor not properly supervised. In addi-

tion to being one of the chief causes of

leaking crown and staybolts, it has been

repeatedly shown that one-eighth of

an inch of scale on heating surfaces

results in a loss of about fifteen per cent.

of the value of the fuel, so that clean

boilers are a great saving in fuel as well

as in the cost of repairs.

It is a well known fact that since the

adoption of the Federal law in regard to

the inspection of boilers a great improve-

ment has been shown, and nothing per-

haps has added to this more than the

method generally in vogue of washing the

boiler with hot water under steam pres-

sure of at least 100 pounds per square

inch. It is certain that hot water will

more readily remove scale. Steam pres-

sure is not always available, but hot

water for the purpose of washing can

lie economically furnished in any round-

house when there is a pumping or sta-

tionary boiler, and where the roundhouse

is heated by steam, a pipe with water at-

tachments may be run paralUl witli the

steam pipes.

In washing the boiler it is not always

necessary to remove the dome cap, once

in three months now being the regula-

tion, thereby insuring in nearly every

class of boiler an opportunity to reach

the crown sheet. It is absurd to imagine

that any part of the boiler, even if

sloped or arched, will take care of itself

in the matter of avoiding the tendency to

collect scale on the surface of the plates,

and especially around the ends of braces

or stays, or whatever appliance may be

used in holding the sheets together. The

liability of the crown sheet to become en-

crusted is very great, and scale, if

allowed to accummulate becomes almost

impossible of removal. If taken early in

the life of the boiler and regularly and

thoroughly cleaned, the scale and sedi-

ment can be washed into the legs or bot-

tom of the boiler, when it can be readily

removed through the plug openings.

It is not necessary to enumerate the

number of openings that should he read-

ily attainable in the boiler and service-

able in the washing of the boiler. Their

• location will readily suggest themselves,

and are in general no more than suffi-

ciently luimennis to afford an oppor-

tunity of applying the washing apparatus

on every part of the boiler, as well as

affording the facility of applying chisels

to such portions of scale as may be im-

pervious to the action of the water. The

application of no/./.les of various forms

will also readily suggest themselves, and

also the necessity for a constant chang-

ing of the position of the nozzle so as to

reach every point within range.

In inspecting the boiler there are vari-

ous forms of torches for this purpose. In

their absence a temporary form of torch

is readily made of asbestos bound with

copper wire and soaked in oil. The first

inspection will, in all likelihood, reveal

portions of scale adhering to the boiler

or flues, and in any event a final inspec-

tion should be made by the foreman or

some competent man detailed by him for

that purpose. It is a gross mistake to

permit the man who does the washing to

inspect his own work. A systematic rec-

ord of boiler washings should be kept,

not only in the hands of the boiler

washer but in some convenient recep-

tacle about the locomotive cab. The re-

quirements of locomotive service are of-

ten of such a kind as necessitate the re-

moval of locomotives from one part of

the railroad to another. It is safe to as-

sume that when the transfer is made the

boiler needs washing, but there is usually

neither time nor inclination to make any

inquiry in regard to the internal condi-

tion of the boiler of the borrowed engine.

Some weeks of double service adds to the

accumulation of foreign matter within

the boiler, and by the time that the loco-

motive is returned to its old quarters a

blast of dynamite would be required to

loosen the rock-ribbed and ancient de-

posits that seem as if they were the re-

mains of a prehistoric period.

Lima Locomotive Corporation.

This company, with plant at Lima, Ohio,

has sold its controlling stock to Messrs.

Joel S. Coffin and Samuel Allen, who arc

president and vice-president, respectively,

of the Franklin Railway Supply Co., of

New York. The plant has a capacity of

800 to 1,000 locomotives per annum, and

covers 23 acres of land. The company has

been in business since 1872.

Fireproofing Wood.

There are now employed a number of

processes whereby wood can be so altered

in character that it becomes almost

fire-proof, and is no longer liable to dry-

rot or any of the disintegrations that

come under the head of decay.

Under what is probably the best

method, the wood, after having its sap

extracted by air-suction in a closed

vessel, is charged with a solution of met-

allic salts, the entire treatment occupy-

in.g about four hours. It is said that the

green wood thus treated neither shrinks

nor warps, thus obviating the seasoning

.generally necessary, and that soft woods

become so hardened that they can be

utilized for purposes for which they were

quite unsuited in their original con-

dition, and become almost incombustible

and capable of receiving a high polish.

New Car Shops at Knoxville, Tenn.

The advent of steel car e(|uipment gave

the mechanical departments of railroarls

many perplexing problems to solve and

compelled the installation of facilities for

repairs previously not required. The
Southern will provide specially equipped

shops at Knoxville, Tenn. The erection

begins April 1 and the plant is to be

ready for use in six weeks.

What They Would Take.

A gentleman wishing to discover the

predominating trait of mind of the three

separate nationalities put the following

question to an Englishman, a Scotchman

and an Irishman, respectively. He asked :

"What will you take to stand all night in

the tower of that church ?" The English-

man replied : "I should not wish to do

it short of a guinea." The Scotchman re-

plied in the good old Scotch fashion of

answering a question—namely, by asking

another ; and he said : "Hoo muckle wud
\e be wullin' to gie?" And when the

Irishman was asked what he would take

be humorously replied, "An' sure, sorr, I

tbink I would be afther takin' a very bad

cowld !"

Soft Conversation.

An incident unexpected happened dur-

ing the case where the Government is

prosecuting certain persons connected

with the New Haven Railroad. Mr.

Pdack, a lawyer for the prosecution, v^-as

making it hot for some of the witnesses,

Mr. Purvis was on the stand and there

was an idea that Mr. Black and Mr.

Purvis were enemies. One prosecuting

lawyer took Black in hand and asked "Do
you know Mr. Purvis?" "Do you know
Mr. Purvis?'' was the first question.

"Ves," was the reply. "Have you met

him lately?" "Yes, I met him in the

L'nited States Hotel yesterday." "Did

you have any conversation?" "Yes."

"What did Mr. Purvis say?" He said.

"Let us go and have a drink."

Cause and Effect.

-\ wise man was asked why did his

friend die : he replied, "Because he ex-

isted."
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Items of Personal Interest
.Mr. J. G. Avers has been appointed

master blacksmith of the Southern Pacilic

shops at Tucson, Ariz.

Mr. P. Carlisle has been appointed

roundhouse foreman of the Intercolonial,

with office at Moncton, N. B.

Mr. A. S. Brown has been appointed

storekeeper of the Salt Lake & Ogden,

with office at Salt Lake City, Utah.

Mr. R. E. Kelly has been appointed

master mechanic of the Kansas City &
Memphis, with office at Rogers, Ark.

Mr. G. Canfield has been appointed

locomotive foreman of the Canadian

Northern with office at Jellicoe, Ont.

Mr. J. M. Parker has been appointed

general manager of the .\rkansas & Louis-

iana Midland, headquarters at Crossett,

Ark.

Mr. Walter Shclton lias been appointed

road foreman of engines on the Chesa-

peake & Ohio, with office at Silver

Grove, Ky.

Mr. Maynard U. Church has been ap-

pointed chief engineer of the Terry .Steam

Turbine Company, with offices at Hurt-

ford, Conn.

Mr. I. C. Newmarch has been appointed

superintendent of shops for the New
York Central Lines with office at CoIIin-

wood, Ohio.

Mr. E. V. McCafferty has been ap-

pointed roundhouse forctnan of the Cin-

cinnati. Hamilton & Dayton, with office

at Toledo, Ohio.

Mr. W. J. Murrian has been appointed

general foreman of the Southern railway,

with office at Salem, N. C, succeeding

Mr. T. S. Inge, deceased.

Mr. I. H. Drake' has been appointed

master mechanic of the .\tchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe with office at Cloves, N. M.,

succeeding Mr. Hugh Schaefer.

Mr. A. Grey, formerly assistant car

foreman of the Canadian Northern at

Winnipeg, Man., has been appointed car

foreman on the same road with office at

Lucerne, B. C.

Mr. G. H. Nowell, formerly locomotive

foreman of the Canadiati Pacific at Cran-
brook, B. C, has been appointed district

master mechanic on the same road, with

office at Nelson, B. C.

Mr. H. C. May, formerly superintendent

of motive power of the Chicago, Indian-

apolis & Louisville, has been appointed

to a similar position on the Lehigh Valley,

with office at South Bethlehem, Pa.

Mr. W. L. Dunkerley has been ap-

pointed master mechanic of the Yellow-
stone division of the Northern Pacific,

with office at Glendive, Mont., succeed-
ing Mr. E. D. Johnson, transferred.

Mr. John T). Kendrick. formerly master
machanic of the Buffalo, Rochester &•

Pittsburgh at Punxatawncy. Pa., has

been appointed to a similar position on

the same road, with office at Du Bois,

Pa.

Mr. Paul A. Platz has been appointed

manager of the advertising department

of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago &
St. Louis, and Cincinnati Northern rail-

roads, with office at Cincinnati, Ohio.

Mr. L. B. Larsen, formerly locomotive

foreman of the Chicago & Alton at

Kansas City, Mo., has been appointed

erecting shop foreman in the shops of the

Oregon Short Line at Poeatello, Idaho.

.Mr. J. B. Ualliday has been appointed

acting master mechanic of the Central

and Western divisions of tlie Minneapolis

& St. Louis, with ofiice at Minneapolis,

Minn., succeeding Mr. Wm. Gemlo, re-

signed.

Mr II. Iv .'^lalev, furiiierlv master nie-

B.\RON SHAUGHNESSY,
President of the Canadian-Pacific.

chanic of the Boyne City, Gaylard &

.Alpena, has been appointed superin-

tendent of motive power and machinery

on the same road, with office at Boyne

City, Mich.

Mr. J. H. Hanna, formerly assistant

road foreman of engines on the Penn-

sylvania Lines west of Pittsburgh, west-

ern division, has been appointed road

foreman of engines, succeeding Mr. C. R.

Colmey, deceased.

Mr. James D. Searle, formerly erecting

foreman at the Du Bois shops of the

Buffalo, Rochester S: Pittsburgh, has

been appointed master, mechanic of the

middle and Pittsburgh division, witli of-

fice at Punxatawney, Pa.

Mr. G. I. Duffey, formerly master

mechanic of the Lake Erie & Western, at

Lima. Ohio, has heen appointed superin-

tendent of motive power on the same

road, with office at Lima, and the position

of master mechanic has been abolished.

Mr. O. E. Maxwell, formerly assistant

.<iad foreman of engines on the Penn-

.sylvania Lines west of Pittsburgh, west-

ern division, succeeds Mr. J. li. Hanna,

promoted, and Mr. S. E. Wilmore, suc-

ceeds to the position vacated by Mr.

Maxwell.

Mr. John Wintersteen has been' ap-

pointed general master mechanic of the

Lehigh Valley, with offices at South

Bethlehem, Pa. Mr. Wintersteen was
formerly in the service of the Philadel-

phia and Reading, Norfolk it Western,

and has a wide experience in' railroad

work.

Mr. (i. Moth, formerly district master

nieclianic on the Canadian Pacilic at

Kcvelstoke, B. C, has been appointed dis-

trict master mechanic on the same road,

with office at Cranbrook, B. C, and Mr.

L. Fisher has been appointed master

mechanic at Rcvelstoke, succeeding Mr.

Moth.

Mr. E. T. Land) was made president of

the .Atlanta, Birmingham & .Atlantic Rail-

way on January 1. Mr. Lamb was re-

ceiver and general manager of the At-

lanta. Birmingham & .-\tlantic Railroad

Company, the receivership of the property

having been dissolved and the new name
adopted.

Mr. F. I<". Gaines, superintendent of

niotive power of the Central of Georgia

at Savannah, Ga., has been granted leave

of absence on account of ill health, and

Mr. W. H. Fetner, master mechanic at

.Macon, Ga.. lias been temporarily ap-

pointed to fill the position during the

absence of Mr. Gaines.

Mr. C. F. Burgman, formerly master

mechanic of the Chicago, Indianapolis

& Louisville & Bloomington, Ind., has

been appointed superintendent of motive

power on the same road, with office at

Lafayette, Ind., succeeding Mr. H. C.

j\Iay. Among other promotions that of

Mr. John Neary, formerly general fore-

man of the car departirient at Lafayette,

Ind., has been appointed general car

foreinan, and Mr. W. H. Strang, formerly

road foreman of engines at Lafayette,

has been appointed general road foreman

of engines, with office at Lafayette.

Sir Thomas Shangnessy, who, in ad-

dition to his other honors, has now be-

come a Baron of the British Empire, has

been connected with the Canadian Pacific

Railway since 1S81, when he was ap-

pointed purchasing agent of the company.

In 1891 he was appointed vice-president,

and in 1899 he succeeded Sir William

Van Home as president. He was born

in Milwaukee, Wis., in 18S3. Of all the

New Year's honors and titles awarded
by the British government none resulted

from higher merit, and none are being

received with greater approval l>y (he

people of the Dominion of Canada.
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Obituary.

John .\i.t.\.\M)i!;i< llii.i..

John Alexander Hill, president of the

Hill Publishing Company, New York, died

suddenly while on his way to business on

January 24. Mr. Hill was the first editor

of the Locomotive Engineer, the first

name of Railway and Locomotive En-

gineering, and many of our present read-

ers will romemher the amusing sketches

which Mr. Hill used to write called "Jim

Skeencr's Object Lessons."

John A. Hill was born in Vermont, but

removed when a boy with his parents to

Wisconsin where he was raised and edu-

cated. At fourteen he entered a printiuK

office, but had to leave that business ow-

ing to ini|)airod health. .Xt that time tliere

was great minium excitement in Colorado

and John went there seeking for fortiuu-

in silver mining, but soon switched off In

railroad work, having secured a job as

fireman un the Dciuer & Rio Grande

Railroad. There he rose to be a loco-

motive engineer, but finally left railroad-

ing to become editor of the Locomotive

Engineer, which the .Xmcrican Ma-

chinist Company began to piililish Jan-

uary, 18KS. In October 1,S91 Mr. Hill and

Angus Sinclair combined interests, form-

ing the Sinclair & Hill Company, wliicli

purchased the Locomotive Engineer, ex-

panded the publication and called it

Locomotive Engineering. A few years

later Sinclair & Hill purchased the

American Machinist, but kept it only a

few years when they divided their in-

terests, Hill taking the ^mcncan Machinist

and Sinclair Loco.motive I'"ngineering.

Mr. Hill established the Hill Publi.shing

Company which controls the Antcrican

Machinist; Pou'cr; Coal Age; Enginccr-

iiig News and other mechanical journals.

In 1882 he married Miss Emma B.

Carlisle who with one daughter survives

him.

The numerous friends of Mr. Hill are

astonished that at his age he has passed

away so suddenly, for he was a strong,

robust man of exceptionally good habits.

Judging from his apparent physical con-

dition we should have expected that John
A. Hill would have comfortably reached

four score years.

A. C. Lamonte.

. Mr. -A. C. Lamonte, general manager
of the coal mining department of the

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, died

at his home in Scranton, Pa., last month.
In 1888 he entered the service of the

Central railroad of New Jersey, and in

1889 he was appointed engineer in the coal

mining department of the Lackawanna,
and was promoted to district engineer,

assistant chief engineer, chief engineer,

and a short time ago was appointed gen-

eral manager of the coal mining depart-

mem. He was in his fortv-seventh \ear.

Oliver C. Gavlev.

'I'he death is announced of Oliver C.

Gayley, vice-president of the Pressed

Steel Car Company. He was born in

Maryland and was a graduate of the

Franklin Institute, Philadelphia. He en-

tered railroad service on the Pennsylvania

in the engineering corps; and won rapid

promotion to the position of supervising

engineer. He served several years later

as division engineer of the Philadelphia

& Reading. He was for some time asso-

ciated with the St. Louis Car Wheel Com-
pany, and also acted as general manager

of sales Safety Car I.itjbting i1- Heating

OLIVER .C. r,.\-ST,EV.

Company. Latterly he was appointed

general manager of sales of the Pressed

Steel Car Company, and after serving

some time as second vice-president be was
elected first vice-president. He was in his

fifty-sixth year.

Safety-First Exhibit, Washington, D.C.

There will be held in Washington dur-

ing the week of February 21-26 inclusive,

a "safety-first" exhibit in which all of

the Government Departments are taking

an active part. This exhibit will take on

a national aspect, as manufacturers and

operators from all over the country are

invited to be present, in order that they

may see what the Government of the

ITnited States is doing in "safety-first"

work.

-Secretary of the Interior Lane has sent

a letter to the governor of each State

inviting him to send a delegate, and asking

that the Chief Mine Inspector, a repre-

sentative of the industrial commission,

or of other agencies engaged in compiling

statistics relating to the various mineral

industries, also attend this exhibition.

It is hoped that all interested persons

will visit the "safety-first" exhibit, and

will attend the conference of State mine

inspectors, which will be held at the office

cf the Bureau of Mines on Februarv 24.

1916.

John Ale\,\nI)ek Hill.

The briefs filed by the States discuss

at some length the (jucstion of value, and

its measure in rate cases, and contend

that the Valuation .\ct does not re(|uirc,

and that the Commission should not, in

the pending valuation proceedings, ascer-

tain the value of the property of the car-

riers, but should ascertain and report only

the cost data and other details specified

in the Valuation Act.

The carriers are of the opinion that the

lompletion of the inventory, and the ascer-

tainment of all the data ref|uired by the

•Act. should precede the discussion of the

principles rm which the value is to be,

determined. The carriers do not at the

present time di.scuss value, although stat-

ing their dissent from certain views ex-

pressed in the briefs of the .States.

The carriers will be glad to tile a

brief on the principles of value, its de-

lermination, and discuss the same at any

time by oral argument before the Com-
mission, if such be the desire of the Com-
mission. The carriers think that such

liiscussion should he had.

Erie Railroad.

\\ iirk will be started in the near future,

it is said, on two pieces of double track-

ing on the New Castle branch, six miles

between Sharon and Middlesex and four

miles between New Castle and water

works.

One of the things that has made it pos-

sible for the Erie Railroad to meet without

embarrassment the demand made upon it

by the wonderful increase in east-bound

traffic, is the lowering of grades, which

formerly required shorter trains, slower

movement and greater expense. Between

Jersey City and Salamanca. N. Y., a dis-

tance of 414 miles, the ruling grade has

been brought down from 0.65 to 0.2 per

cent. The present ruling grade is said

to be lower than that of any other rail-

road running from Pittsburgh, BufTalo. or

the Ohio State line to New York city.

Between Marion, Ohio, and Hammond.
Ind.. the ruling grade of the Chicago &
Erie has been reduced from 0.55 per cent,

westbound and 0.5 per cent, eastbound to

0.2 per cent, in each direction, with the

exception of one short 0.5 per cent, grade,

which is to be lowered to that figure, when

the whole stretch will be uniform. The

Chicago & Erie is now 95 per cent, tan-

gent, and has the alignment and lowest

grade of any road of its length. Since

I'gOl the Erie has spent $100,000,000 (ex-

clusive of maintenance and renewal in

kmd) for additions and betterments. This

included : Grade reduction and additional

running tracks, $32,757,995; equipment

$49,829,719; and the rest for automatic

block signals, grade-crossing eliminations,

terminals, shops, yards, bridges, etc.

Nearly $14,000,000 of this was paid out

cf income.
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Railway Management in South Africa
Mr. Dooley Gives His Views on the Officials

"Wan av thim ing'naers came through

the lingth on his coach this afternoon,"

said Finnigan.

"Ing'naer," says Mr. Dooley, with a

tinge of scorn in his voice; "whar've ye

been lately at all, at all, Finnigan? Su-

perintiindhint, ye mane."

"What's the dilT'rince, Dooley?" asks

Finnigan, evincing a keen desire for in-

formation.

"Well, I don't exactly know mcsilf,"

replies Dooley, "but there's a diff'rince

annyway. Iver since the thransp'tation

systhim was intrejuced there've been no

ing'neers, except on consthruction.

They'se superintindhints, assistant su-

perintindhints, deputy assistint dittoes,

acting deputy assistint dittoes, and divvel

knows what else, but annyhow all superin-

tindhints."

"I wonder how the head ofFce keeps

thrack av the whole bilin' of thim," says

Mr. Finnigan, meditatively.

"Guess that's what they arre paid for,"

says Mr. Dooley. "Just as you an' me
knows a heel bolt from a slaper, so a good
staaff clar-rk knows a superintindhint

from an assistint wan of the same soort,

just by lookin' at him. Comes nater'l or

p'raps 'tis thraining. I hear-r some av

thim staaff clar-rks do get big pay."

"But what's this thransp'tation systhini

mane, annyway," asks Mr. Finnigan, de-

termined that the point at issue shall not

escape attention.

"I'm not quite shure whither I've the

hang av it mesilf," replies Mr. Dooley,

"but f'rm what I hear-r f'rm some av the

clar-rks that come along with the superin-

tindhints, 'tis a soort of poolin' av the

brains av the railway in th' intherists of

ayconomy an' eefishincy."

"Just loike Mrs. Dooley makes Girish

stew all in the wan pan to save pans,"

suggests Mr. Finnigan.

"Something loike that, bedad," ac-

quiesces Mr. Dooley, "the consequince

bein' that the carrots taste of cabbage and
the turnips taste av onions, instid av ache
havin' the partic'Iar flavour that God give

ut."

"As I figger it out," goes on Mr. Dooley,
"all the men ar-re on the same footin',

whither ing'naers, drivers, porthers. fitters.

or clar-rks, an' 'ave to take a giniril in-

therist in the consarns of the administhra-
tion. F'rinstins, if wan av thim elictricity

fixins undther a thrain breaks down an'

the sanit'ry porther happens to be the
highest man ther're 'tis his jootv to fix

it up."

"But supposin' he knows nothin' about
ut?" asks Mr. Finnigan.

"He's got to do his best undher the cir-

cumstances," says Mr. Dooley. "an' look
for promotion. Th'other day I did hear-r

as how a sanit'ry porther got foolin' with

a spanner on wan av thim same fixins. It

kicked back turribble haar-rd, an' now
he's in hospit'l with an official inquiry

waitin' f'r him to come out."

"Do they iver have anny av us in the

off'ces?" asks Mr. Finnigan, eagerly. "I

shud verry much loike to see what them

fellers in cuffs and collars do all day."

"I don't think the systhim's dayveloped

enough yit f'r that." says Mr. Dooley.
" 'Tis all th'other way about. 'Tis the

cliver young sphalpeens fr'm the off'ces

that have to tache us an' not us thim.

But sometoimes they'se too cliver. I've

har-rd say that a little larnin' is danger-

ous, an' 'tis mesilf that's thinkin' 'tis thrue.

A young feller in cuffs an' gaiters catne

along th'other day. I think he's a shor-rt-

hand wroiter in the rates off'ce or some-

thing loike that. Says he, 'Dooley, I'll

have to report ye.' 'An' what f'r?' says

I. 'Bekase yer road isn't in good ordher,'

says he; 'yer rail jints arren't close up,

an' the slapers arren't evently sprid out.'

I says nothin', but I'm thinkin' that if iver

that raypoort gits to headquarters there'll

be throubblc, an' it won't be at this ind

av the sthick."

" 'Tis as funny," says Mr. Finnigan, "as

that sthory in the magazine about the man
that sint dinner plates f'r fishplates."

"No sthory at all, Finnigin," says Mr.
Dooley, "but a fact as happened to mesilf."

"Yer coddin'," sa\ s Mr. Finnigan,

sceptically.

"Divvle a cod," retorts Mr. Dooley, with

some asperity. "I wance goth th' in-

specthor to woire f'r some fishplates f'r

my lingth. Well, wan day there comes
along a big craate. When I opened it T

found it full av paper an' shavins, an'

when I pulled out all thim I found a lot

av dinner dishes, too deep f'r plates an'

not deep enough f'r basins. Th' inspicthor

towld me they'se soup plates, an' said that

superintindhints drink their soup out av

plates an' not out av basins."

"Is that so?" says Mr. Finnigan, in

wonderment.

"So I'm towld," says Mr. Dooley.

"Well, th' inspicther wrote about the soup

plates and he read me the letther that

came back. As far-r as I can remimber
ut said that the giniril manager's in-

sthructions was that nothing was to be

bought whoile there was annything suit-

able in sthock. Av coorse, th' inspicther

sint thim back, and he towld me after-

wards that the plates liad been sint by a

young man who had just been thrans'-

ferred from the cathering depar-rtment."

"That young man should 've got a

proize in the suggistions schame," remarks
Mr. Finnigan.

"Loikely enough." replies Mr. Dooley.

" 'Tis a gr-rate schame is that same sug-

gistions schame. It reminds me av a

privit school where ivery man gits a

proize to incourage the others. Now then,

walk up f'r yer broight new half-crowns
!"

"But shurely," expostulates Mr. Finni-

gan, "it incourages intherist in the

sarv'ce?"

"Intherist in the sarv'ce, is ut ye say,

Finnigin ? A lot av the staaf treats tlieir

wages as what the lawyers call a rctainin'

fee, an' spind their leisure minutes

woorrkin' out invintions to git a half-

crown fr'm the suggistions committhec.

That the shov'ls should be stacked nately

alongside the loine whin the day's worrk

is done—half-a-crown. That platforms

should be washed only whin there's no

passingers about— half-a-crown ! That

ingin drivers an' firemen should be

pr'vided with soap an' towels to kape

their faces clane so as not to frighten the

lady passingers—half-a-crown ! That a

map av the sate av the war-r should be

luuig up in waitin' rooms that passingers

may not notice how late the thrains ar-re

—tin bob !

!"

Mr. Dooley, with rising emphasis, is

going on to give other imaginary instances

of the operation of the Suggestions

Scheme when Mrs. Dooley, coming out

of the cottage wiping her red face with

her apron, hammers three times with a

broken fishplate on a suspended length of

rail. This is the signal that the evening

nical is ready. Both men rise and knock

tlie remains of the tobacco out of their

pipes.

"I've hearrd av only wan real good sug-

gistion f'r which a proize was given," says

Mr. Dooley as they walk towards the

cottage.

"An' what was that?" inquires Mr.

Finnigan, with interest.

"Well, I don't know whither 'tis thrue,"

says Mr. Dooley, "but I was towld ut by

a young gintleman from the head off'ce.

-•\ stationmaster suggisted himsilf f'r an

increase av pay. Whither it was that the

tlirafiic was betther at his station, or

whither it sthruck the Staaff Committhec
just afther a good male, divvle if I know.
But he got it."

"Gee whiz," ejaculates Mr. Finnigan

with surprise.

"But that's not all," goes on Mr. Dooley.

"The same stationmaster—who tliey do
tell me will make his mar-rk in the sarv'ce

—thin wrote to the Committhec an' asked

f'r a rewar-rd bekase his suggestion had

been carried out. An' he got half-a-

crown."

The statement is too much for Mr.

Finnigan, w-ho remains silent as the two
men enter the cottage.

—

South African

Railways and Harbors Magazine.
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DIXON'S
GRAPHITE
Pipe Joint

Compound
Here's a graphite prod-

uct that will show econ-

omy of labor and material

ail through a railway

system. Use it wherever

there's a threaded or a

flanged joint and note the

difference. The graphite

is a lubricant making

light the labor of screw-

ing up and unscrewing.

It protects against rust

and corrosion, and never

hardens or sets. Send for

a sample and convince

yourself. Ask also for

"Valuable Graphite Prod-

ucts," No. 69-D.

Made in Jersey City, N. J., by the

Joseph Dixon Crucible Company

Established 1827

Railroad Equipment Notes.

Tlic Wabash has ordered six postal cars

from the American Car & Foundry Com-
pany.

I'rencli (ioverniiieiU is reported as or-

dering 4,000 steel c.irs from the National

Steel Car Co,

riie Pittshurgli & Lake Lrie has or-

dered 6,000 tons of rails from tlic United

States .Steel Corporation.

The Virginian Railway has ordered one

triple articulated locomotive from the

H.ildwin Locomotive Works.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul

lias ordered 30,000 tons of rails from the

I'nitcd States Steel Corporation.

Tlie Canadian Government Railways

liave ordered 200 30-ton wooden box cars

from the Canadian Car & Foundry Com-
pany.

The Southern Railway has ordered

300 tons of steel from the Virginia Bridge

& Iron Company for a repair shop at

Kiioxville. Tenn.

The United States Steel Products

Company has received an order for 4,000

tons of rails for India and 2,000 tons for

Portuguese East Africa.

The Erie has ordered 10 Santa Fe type

locomotives from the Baldwin Locomo-
tive Works and 10 of the same type from

the .Xmerican Locomotive Company.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has ordered

3,000 hopper gondola cars from the Cam-
bria Steel Company and 2,000 of the same
type from the Ralston Steel Car Company.

The Lehigh Valley, recently reported

as being in the market for IS switching

locomotives, has ordered these locomo-

tives from the Baldwin Locomotive

Works.

The Cincinnati, Indianapolis & Western
has ordered 3 coaches, one dining car, 3

passenger and baggage cars and 2 postal

cars from the .'\merican Car & Foundry
Company.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has ordered

from the Western Electric Company tele-

phone equipment for train despatching

lines on five sections of the road, ag-

gregating 577 miles of line.

Grand Trunk Railway is repairing its

machine shop on Sebastopol street,

Montreal, Que., which was recently de-

stroyed by fire. The new building is to

be of steel and brick construction.

New York Central has placed an order

with the American Locomotive Co. for

5 Mallet (0-8-8-0; type locomotives. The

cylinders will be 26 and 40 by 28 inches,

driving wheels 51 inches and total weight

in working order 466,000 pounds.

The Newburgh & South Shore has or-

dered 2 Mogul locomotives from the

I'aldwin Locomotive Works. These loco-

motives will have a weight on the driv-

ing wheels of 168,000 pounds and will be

e(iuipped with superheaters and brick

arches.

Contract for the reconstruction of the

car shops of the Atchison Topeka & Santa

Fe, at Argentine, Kan., destroyed by fire

last year, has been let to the Central Con-

crete Construction Company, of Kansas

City, Mo. The contract amounts to

about $40,000.

The Canadian Government Railways

have ordered IS Consolidation and 10

Pacific type locomotives from the Cana-

dian Locomotive Company, Ltd. The
Consolidation locomotives will have 24 by

32-in. cylinders, and a total weight in

working order of 232,000 pounds. The
Pacific type engines will have 23^ by 28

in. cylinders, and a weight in working

order of 230,000 pounds.

Indiana Harbor Belt Railroad has or-

dered 20 Mikado (2-8-2) locomotives with

cylinders 25 by 32 inches, driving wheels

63 inches and total weight in working

order 294,CKX) pounds and 10 eight-wheel

(0-8-0) locomotives with cylinders 25 by

30 inches, driving wheels 58 inches and

total weight in working order 240,000

pounds. The order was placed with the

American Locomotive Company.

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western has

ordered 7 Pacific (4-6-2) and 10 Mikado
(2-8-2) locomotives from the .American

Locomotive Company. The Pacific type

engines will have cylinders 25 by 28

inches, driving wheels 70 inches and total

weight in working order 291,000 pounds.

The cylinders of the Mikado engines will

be 28 by 30 inches, driving wheels 64

inches and total weight in working order

323.000 pounds.

The Lehigh & New England recently

reported as being in the market for 550

hopper and 200 flat cars, has ordered 550

50-ton steel hopper cars and 200 50-ton

composite drop-end gondola cars from the

Pressed Steel Car Company. These cars

will be equipped with the Carmer un-
coupling device, Buffalo brake beams.
Westinghouse air brakes. Farlow twin-

spring draft gear, Gould bolsters and
Gould journal boxes. Simplex couplers

will be used on the gondola cars and
Sharon couplers on the hopper cars.
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Books, Bulletins, Catalogues, Etc.

Proceedings of the Twenty-third An-

nual Convention of the Traveling

Engineers' Association.

The procfciliiigs of tlie annual conven-

tion of the Traveling Engineers have been

carefully compiled by the secretary, Mr.

William O. Thompson, Buffalo, N. Y.,

and are now published in a handsome

volume of 400 pages with numerous illus-

trations and photographs, and is a valuable

addition to the volumes already published

by the association. Of the subjects treated,

perhaps the most important is that in re-

gard to "The Effect of Properly Designed

Valve Gear on Locomotive Fuel Economy
and Operation." This subject occupies

60 pages of the volume, and it is not too

much to say that it is pcihaps the most

exhaustive treatment that this important

subject has ever had, coming as it does

from a body of men who are all full of

interesting experiences and shows a thor-

oughness that can only come to those who
have completely mastered the subject.

"The DiflSculties .\ccompanying Pre-

vention of Dense Smoke and its Relation

to Cost of Fuel and Locomotive Repairs,"

is also an important contribution occupying

over SO pages of the work. Among the other

more important subjects treated of is that

of "Recommended Practices for the Em-
ployment and Training of New Men for

Firemen," and "How Can the Road Fore-

man of Engines Improve the Handling

of the .'\ir Brakes on Our Modern
Trains?"

The discussions which the presentation

of the papers submitted brought out are

presented in full in the volume and we
cannot do better than recommend a care-

ful perusal of the volume to all who are

interested in the subjects treated of in

the volume. Copies may be had from the

secretary of the association. Price $1.50.

been coniiiileil from actual experiences.

Although the book extends to more than

1,500 pages with illustrations, where they

are necessary, the fine quality of the pa-

per and the flexible binding forms a com-

pact volume not too bulky to be con-

veniently carried in the pocket. The

book has been the standard work of its

kind for over ten years, and has earned a

distinctive place for itself in the mechan-

ical engineering literature of our time.

The Mechanical Engineers' Pocket-

Book.

John Wiley & Sons have just published

the ninth edition of the Mechanical En-

gineers' Pocket-Book, by William Kent,

M. E., which now more than completes

one hundred thousand copies of this ex-

cellent work. It need hardly be said that

since the publication of the last edition

five years ago, there have been many not-

able advances in many branches of en-

gineering, and many engineering stand-

ards have been changed, involving many
changes in the older editions, besides the

addition of 150 pages of new matter. The
chapter on machine shop practice has

been entirely re-written and doubled in

size. The subject of electrical engineering

has also been entirely re-written and

brought into agreement with present prac-

tice. The chief merit of the book lies in

the fact that all of the valuable data has

Bridge Foundations.

Messrs. Scott, Greenwood & Sons, 8

Broadway, Ludgate E. C, London, Eng-

land, has issued No. 19, in the Broadway

series of engineering handbooks, an ex-

cellent work on Bridge Foundations, by

Wm. Burnside, C. E. It extends to 148

pages, with 31 diagrams, bound in cloth.

Price $1.50. The book is intended only

as an introduction to the subject of bridge

foundations, and has been written from

actual experiences under such eminent

authorities as the late Sir William Arrol,

LL. D., Mr. A. S. Biggart, C. E., and

others. Much material has also been

gathered from eminent American authori-

ties. The foundation is defined as that

part of the substructure whicli is under-

ground or under water, as the case may-

be, low water level being taken in the

case of tidal waters, and ordinary water

level in other cases. In other words, the

foundation is the part that is hidden and

out of sight. The work is complete in its

kind, presenting the details of the various

types of foundations of bridges, and is a

valuable addition to the excellent series

of engineering books published by the

firm. Van Nostrand & Co., 25 Park

Place, New York, are the American

agents.

Accident Bulletin.

The Interstate Commerce Commission

has issued Bulletin No. 56, showing colli-

sions, derailments, and other accidents re-

sulting in injury to persons, equipment,

or roadbed, arising from the operation of

railways used in interstate commerce,

during April, May and June, 1915. It will

be noted that although every report in re-

gard to accidents must be furnished un-

der oath in less than one month after the

event, it takes the government officials

six months to furnish the bald statement

of figures, which might be finished in six

days by a few competent clerks. It is said

that bad news flies fast, but whether the

news be good or bad the government of-

fice holder takes his time: In the present

instance the news is good so far as the

decrease in the casualties among the rail-

way employees is concerned. This is un-

doubtedly owing to the earnestness with

wliich the "Safety First" movement has

GOLD
Car

Heating
k

Lighting

Company

Manufacturers of

ELECTRIC,
STEAM AND
HOT WATER
HEATING
APPARATUS
FOR RAILWAY CARS

VENTILATORS
FOR PASSENGER
AND REFRIGER-
ATOR CARS
ACETYLENE SYSTEM
OF CAR LIGHTING

Send for circular of our combina-
tion PRESSURE AND VAPOR
SYSTEM OF CAR HEATING,
which system automatically main-
tains about the same temperature in

the car regardless of the outside

weather conditions.

Main Office, Whitehall Building

17 BATTERY PLACE

NEW YORK
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Hydraulic
Riveters fixed and Portable

Punches, Shears,
Presses, Lifts, Cranes

and Accumulators.

Mattbews' Fire Hydrants,

Eddy Valves

Valve Indicator Posts.

The Camden High-Pressure Valves.

Cast Iron Pipe

R. D. Wood & Company
Engineers, Iron

rounders, riachinists.

100 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Nichols Transfer Tables

Turntable Tractors

GEO. P. NICHOLS & BRO.

1090 Old Colony Bldg. CHICAGO

NOW IS THE TIME to install a

Rue Boiler Washer
and Tester,

For you will need it when cold

weather comes. It will wash out,

test and fill your boiler, all with
hot water, and have it ready for

use in one hour.

THINK IT OVER.
Catalog on Boiler Washers A-5.

Catalog on Injectors B 5.

Rue Manufacturing Co.,
228 CHERRY STREET

Philadelphia, Pa.
Mannfacturers of Injectors. Ejectors,

Boiler Washers and Testers. Boiler Checks,
Check Valves.

Ijcon takt-n up liy all uf tlic railroads. Tlie

list of casualties to what is commonly

called trespassers is also diminished, al-

though in a lesser degree, and it is an as-

sured fact that the appalling estimate of

10,000 killed for several years in connec-

tion with railroads is greatly reduced last

year, and a further reduction may be con-

fidently looked for in the future.

Coming to the exact figures it may be

stated briefly that for the year ending

June 30, 1915, the total number of casual-

ties to persons was 170,661. Of this num-
Iier 8,621 were killed, and 162,040 injured.

These figures show a decrease under 1914

of 1,681 in the number of persons killed,

and 30,622 in the number injured. Of
the number killed during the year 2,152

were employees, 222 passengers, and 6,247

other persons, including both trespassers

and non-trespassers, showing a decrease

under 1914 of 1,107 employees killed, of

43 passengers killed, and of 531 other per-

sons killed. Of the persons injured 138,-

092 were employees, 12,110 passengers,

and 11,838 other persons. These figures

show a decrease under 1914 of 27,120 in-

juries to employees, of 3.011 to passen-

gers, and of 491 to other persons. In the

period reported upon in Bulletin No. 56,

including April, May and June, 1915, the

killed number 2.058, while in the same pe-

riod in 1914 the number killed amotnued

to 2,224.

ASHTOIVJ
POP VALVES AND GAGES
The Quality Good* That Last

The Ashton Valve Co.

271 Franklin Street, Boston. Mass.

No. 174 Market St., Chicago. 111.

Sturcke-Watson-Stillman Testing

Machine.

Catalogue No. 93, just issued by the

Watson-Stillman Company, Aldene, N. J.,

gives an interesting description of the

Sturcke-Watson-Stillman testing machine

for cylindrical gas containers, including a

discussion of various methods of testing

the cylinders and safety discs with which

they must be equipped. As is well known,

the American Railway Association for-

inulated rules over a year ago providing

that shippers of liquefied and other gases

must assure the safety of the containing

cylinders by providing safety devices, and

that the cylinders must be subjected at

least once in five years to a test by in-

terior hydrostatic pressure. Each cylin-

der exceeding 12 inches in length contain-

ing gas must be equipped with a safety

device. Views are given in the catalogue

of the various testing devices manufac-

tured by the company and full directions

for the tests are also furnished, and the

economy and simplicity of these devices

admirably meet the requirements of the

regulations. Copies of the catalogue may

be had on application to the company's

main oflice at .Aldene, or at 50 Church

street. New York.

folio in regard lu the specifications and

capacity rating of railroad track scales,

copies of which may be had on applica-

tion to S. W. Stratton, Director, Depart-

ment of Commerce, Washington, D. C.

The purpose of this circular is two-fold:

The first, the presentation of general

specifications regarding the design and

installation of railroad track scales; the

second, the development of a consistent

method of rating the capacity of such

scales. The entire subject matter of capa-

city rating may be considered as supple-

mentary to the general specifications,

since it deals with the strength of the

scale parts.

Only those types of railroad track

scales which are in common use, such as

the ordinary straight lever type and those

generally known as torsion or pipe lever

scales are considered. The circular does

not aim either to limit the development

and use of special scales, such as hydraul-

ic and "fulcrum plate" scales, or to inter-

fere with better or heavier construction in

the types commonly used ; but rather to

establish the minimum requirements of

track scales, thus discouraging installa-

tions which are entirely inadequate for

the service for which they are furnished.

The present circular is issued in preli-

minary form in order that the benefits of

criticism and advice may be realized in

the circular as it finally appears. The
Bureau will therefore be pleased to re-

ceive criticisms and suggestions from

those who are interested in the subject.

Automobile Repairing Made Easy.

The Norman W . llenUy Publishing

Company, New York, never do things by

halves. The work before us by Victor W.
Page, M. E., contains all there is of the

above subject. It extends to 1,056 pages,

with 1,000 specially made engravings, and

10 folding plates, and is sold at three dol-

lars per copy. When we state that it con-

tains a comprehensive, practical exposi-

tion of every phase of modern automobile

repairing practice we do more than echo

the claims of the publishers. We know
whereof we speak, and our views are cor-

roborated by many automobile users of

our acquaintance. The work takes its

proper place as the standard work on the

subject, and is entirely founded on prac-

tical experience and has the rare merit of

being free from those involved problems

with which some learned men love to be-

cloud themselves. There is not a dark

page in Page's work.

Railroad Track Scales.

The Bureau of Standards. Department

of Commerce, has issued a preliminary

Uncertainty—The Railroad Disease.

An address by Mr. Ivy L. Lee made

before the American Association for the

.Advancement of Science at Columbus,

Ohio, last month, has just been published

in pamphlet form, and is sure to attract

much attention among railroad men. Mr.

Lee's long experience in railroad sen-ice
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eminently qualities him to present his

views and he has come to the conclusion

that the distinguishing fact about the sys-

tem of railroad regulation whicli has so

far been developed in this country is that

it is indefinite, inconsistent and not yet

established on recognized principles—in

other words, that there is nothing certain

but uncertainty. As a sample of absurd-

ity it may be noted that when the live per

cent, advance rate was allowed by the

Interstate Commerce Commission, a de-

claration was made that the additional

amount should be obtained through va-

rious suggested methods other than the

horizontal increase in rates. When the

railroads sought to put into eft'ect the sug-

gested methods, the Commission, upon

further consideration, forbade what it

had in principle recommended. It takes

men like Mr. Lee to show the kind of

men of which our Commissions are com-

posed. The future may see some amend-

ment in their personnel, but we are not

praying for miracles.

"Kewanee."

A series of unique bulletins have been

published by the National Tube Company,

Frick building, Pittsburgh, Pa. Interest-

ing experiences with Kewanee Unions is

a series by itself. There are twenty-four

of these interesting, illustrated publica-

tions. They are all marked by originality

in design, and all convey a convincing

argument in favor of the justly celebrated

Kewanee Unions. In the one before us

there is a lurid story told by an engineer,

whose name will be furnished by the

;ompany on request, who regretfully

failed to persuade his employers to use

Kewanee Unions. They were always

troubled with leaky steam connections.

The place is cracked up now, whatever

that means. It is left to the imagination.

Doubtless there has been a serious ex-

plosion, a sheriff's sale, and very likely

some yards of crape showing a flag of

distress as a memento of the stick-in-the-

mud methods of some fossilized barnacles

who refused to keep pace with modern

improvements. Send for sample bulletins

to the company's office. Whatever may

be the matter with other unions, we know

that in the Kewanee Union there is

strength.

"Reactions."

This quarterly publication devoted to

the science of Aluminothcrmics sustains

its high character for furnishing details

on welding by the Thermit process of all

kind of iron or steel fractures in every

imaginable situation. In the present is-

sue the performances shown are more
complex than ever, as many as four welds

being made on one short portion of a loc-

omotive frame, and in another instance a

weld 24 inches in length by 4 inches in

thickness made on another frame near the

cylinder. In fact, there seems to be no

limit to the adaptability of the Thermit

method of welding to any part of the

modern locomotive. An instance is given

of the welding of a mud ring without

loosening the boiler sheets. In the mere

matter of economy it is unquestionably

the most important improvement on loco-

motive repair work. I'^rame fractures

especially that formerly would have taken

over three weeks to repair are now com-

pleted in less than three days. Keep in-

formed and send for a copy of Reactions

to the Goldschmidt Thermit Company, 90

West street. New York.

Landis Threading Machines.

Catalogue Xo. 22, issued by the Landis

Machine Company, Waynesboro, Pa., is

just issued and furnishes descriptions and

illustrations of bolt threading, bolt point-

ing, nut tapping, pipe and nipple thread-

ing and pipe threading and cutting ma-

chines, together with screw cutting die

heads and chaser grinder. Elsewhere we

publish a descriptive article illustrating

the company's latest designs of bolt

threading machines, which are meeting

with much popular favor. The catalogue,

however, furnishes complete details of

these various machines with dimensions

and other interesting matter. Copies of

this interesting publication, which extends

to 78 pages, may be had on application

to the company's office at Waynesboro,

Pa.

President Wilson Before the Railway

Business Association.

President Wilson was the only speaker

at the Annual dinner of the Railway

Business Association held in New York

on January 27. Over 500 members were

present and an equal number of guests.

The President got a very enthusiastic re-

ception. His speech was largely e.xplana-

t'lry of his foreign policy.

Naturalization.

Any foreigner may become a citizen of

the United States, but in order to do so

he must:

1. Live in this country live years.

2. Declare on oath before a court that

it is his intention to become a citizen.

This declaration may be made as soon as

he arrives, or at any time.

3. .\ftcr the declaration he must wait

two years.

4. After that if he can prove that he

has resided five years in the United

States, and one year in the State, where

he then lives, he may be admitted as a

citizen.

5. He then, before the court, must deny

all allegiance to the sovereign of the

country from which he came, and swear

to support the United States.
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Triumph of Grade Reductions and Other Important

Improvements on the Canadian Pacific Railroad
Among tile rcmarkalilc impniviincnts in

grade reductions on the principal railroads

in America it is doubtful if there is in

America a better illustration of what may
be done in the way of grade reduction in

mountainous regions than the imijrove-

ment of the Canadian Pacific railroad line

latter to the Roger's Pass tuiuu-1 tliat is

being driven through Mimnt Macdimalil in

the Selkirk Range.

Prior to 1908 these two stations were

separated by such extreme grades that

four lS4-ton consolidation (2-8-0) loco-

motives were required to haul a trainload

driver of a descending train signalled to

the switchman that his train was under

control, the normal setting of one of thi.-se

switches would divert the train to a catch

siding.

Increase in the density and extent of

traffic made great reduction practically a

THE l..\( HINE C.\N.\L SWING SP.\X IX ITS OPEN AND CLOSED POSITIONS

in British Columbia. It has invohed the

construction, some six years ago, of one

of the most interesting systems of tunnels

in existence, and also the construction,

now under way, of the longest tunnel on

the continent. We refer in the former

instance to the spiral tunnels in the valley

of the Kicking Horse River, and in the

of 710 tons of freight over this section

of the main line. For about three miles

a grade of 4.5 per cent, prevailed, decreas-

ing to 4 and 3.5 per cent, for the re-

mainder of the distance. These grades

involved the use of spring switches at

different points along the line for the

purpose of safety. Unless the engine-

necessity. Reference to Fig. 1 will enable

the reader to clearly understand the man-

ner in which this was accomplished. The
main line now traverses the valley of the

Kicking Horse River between these two

stations with an increased length of 82
miles and a maximum grade of 22 per

cent, (compensated).
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This development of length was rend-

ered a difficult problem owing to the

steep mountain sides on either bank of

the river. The only solution lay in

tunnelling a loop on each side and in the

construction of bridges, as shown in the

sketch. The driving of these spiral

tunnels has been regarded by many en-

gineers as one of the most interesting en-

improved to this extent, two engines of

the same class as the four previously

used can haul 980 tons of freight up the

valley.

The spiral tunnels were driven through

crystallized limestone of a widely dis-

torted nature. In places, the stratification

would vary from nearly horizontal to al-

most vertical, and in others from normal

FIG. 1. GRADE REDUCTION WORK ON THE CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY BETWEEN
HECTOR AND FIELD, B. C.

gineering features of the whole Canadian

Pacific railway improvement.

Tunnel No. 1 is 3,206 feet in length,

turning an angle under Mount .Stephen

of about 234 degrees on a S73-foot radius

with a grade, as reduced by compensat-

tion, of 1.6 per cent., producing a differ-

ence of level at the portals of 48 feet.

Tunnel No. 2 has a similar radius of cur-

vature through an angle of 232 degrees.

to almost parallel with the direction of

the centre line. The hardness and brittle-

ness of the rock varied every few feet,

rendering drilling operations difficult.

About 85 miles west of Field there is at

present under construction a double-track

tunnel through the Selkirk Range. From
portal to portal its centre line will measure

26,400 feet, thereby exceeding by three-

fourths of a mile the lonsest existintr tun-

tion of the Selkirk portion of the line

from 4,330 feet to 3,791 feet. In reduc-

ing the maximum grade, one of the most

costly sections, from an operating point of

view, will be eliminated, The large force

of pusher engines, snow ploughs and

equipment shops that have necessarily

carried on a busy existence at Roger's

Pass in service on both sides of the Sel-

kirk Range, will shortly have to seek other

quarters.

Besides necessitating about 18 miles of

new track, the tunnel project involved,

in its preliminary stages, a 900,000-cu. yd.

fill in the centre of the Illecillewaet River

valley, extending westward for a distance

of \y2 miles. Between this fill and the

w-est portal there is a 300,000-cu. yd. cut,

the entrance being at a level of about 80

feet below the ground surface. In the east

end there is another approach cut of

about 100,000 cu. yd.

The work, commenced in June, 1914,

will probably be completed in September,

1916, several months before the time

stipulated. It is being carried out under

the direction of Mr. J. G. Sullivan, Chief

Engineer of Western Lines for the

Canadian Pacific Railway. Mr. H. G.

Barber is the engineer-in-charge.

The cost of this improvement alone will

exceed $12,000,000.

The new electrically-operated, double-

track swing bridge, built by the Canadian

Pacific Railway over the Lachine Canal, in

the Province of Quebec, on the St. Law-

THE CHANNEL SPANS OF THE ST. LAWRENCE RIVER BRIDGE.

It is 2,890 feet long and the grade pro-

duces a difference in elevation of about

43 feet at the two portals. Thus the road

now traverses the valley by three lines

at different elevations. It crosses and re-

crosses the river by four bridges. The
improvement further necessitated the

driving of a 170-foot tunnel, this one on

a tangent, before connecting with the

old line near Field. With the gradients

nel in America. This tunnel will be

finished during the present year. The
Selkirk tunnel may be considered an

adequate winding-up of vast expenditures

and enormous engineering undertakings

which the company has carried out with

a view to perfecting the alignment and

grade of its road both east and west of the

great wheat fields of the Dominion. The
tunnel will bring down the summit eleva-

rence River, is a triumph for Canadian

engineering, and of particular interest to

railroad builders. Unique in many re-

spects, and certainly the most up-to-date

in North America, this wonderful piece

of mechanism is moved with the ease and

apparent simplicity of the hands of a

v<atch, although a weight of not less than

758 tons swing upon the central pivot.

From the time the railway traffic is closed
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til! the moment wlicii the waterway is

open for steamship traffic is a period of

only seventy seconds. When the hridge

is open, not only do the interlocked

signals at the hridge indicate stop, but

the automatic block signals to which they

are connected give a distinct indication to

span at the south end of the bridge to

accommodate the existing roadway and
admit running of a possible railway track

along the south canal bank. This span

weighs about 143 tons, making a total

of 758 tons for the whole bridge.

The electric operating power is carried

bridge for canal traffic until all railway

traffic is stopped at a safe distance from
the bridge,

THE ST. LAWRENCE RIVER BRIDGE.

In regard to other important bridge

work, the reconstruction of the St. Law-

THE C. P. U. BRIDGE AT EDMONTON, SHOWING DEVI.\TION OF HIGHWAY AT EACH END.

an approaching train that they will find by submarine cables under the canal to

the interlocked signals at "stop" when

they are reached.

This plate girder swing span is under-

stood to be the longest plate girder span

of its kind ever built, being 239 feet 7

the centre pier, and there supplied to

duplex 30 h. p. motors which are con-

trolled from the operator's house on the

north bank of the canal, and, in addition,

a spare 30 h. p. motor is kept on hand

rcnce River bridge between Highlands

and Caughnawaga, about eight miles from

the Montreal terminal, is a triumph of a

great work being accomplished without

interruption to traffic. The old single-

track structure was replaced by two

VIEW OF TriF. RI\-ER SECTION OF THE OUTLOOK BRIDGE AT LETHBRIDGE. AT THE RIGHT o u.\L OF THE NINE LAND TOWERS.

inches long and 13 feet 6^ inches deep

in the centre, reduced to 8 feet yi

inch at the ends measured from back

to back of flange angles. There are four

girders and the weight of each of these

is 112 tons and of the whole swing span

615 tons. There is also a ninety foot

in the house in case of emergency. The
bridge is protected by the most modern
interlocking machinery, so as to make it

impossible for a train to approach the

bridge before it is properly closed and

safely locked, and. in addition, it is im-

possible for the operator to open the

parallel single-track bridges designed for

heavier loading. The 4,100 tons of steel

work in the old structure were replaced

by 14,231 tons in the new. The finished

bridge, as illustrated, consists of the fol-

lowing spans, viewed from the north end

:

Three SO-ft. deck plate girders ; eight 130-
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ft. deck Warren truss spans ; four 240-ft.

deck Warren truss spans ; one 270-ft. and

two 480-ft. through Pratt curved chord

sub-panelled trusses ; one 270-ft. deck

Warren truss, and one 120-ft. deck War-
ren truss.

Another remarkable example of bridge

work is the justly famous Lcthbridge

viaduct, 5,327 feet long, with a ma.ximuni

difference in elevation between river bed

and base of 314 feet. Lethbridge is 759

miles west of Winnipeg, and is a

divisional point on the Crow's Nest

Branch of the Canadian Pacific railway.

There were formerly twenty smaller

bridges. The territory included grades

63.4 ft. per mile. The grades are reduced

to 21 ft. per mile. Thirty-seven curves

were eliminated. The viaduct consists of

44 plate girder spans 67 ft. 1 in. long, 22

plate girder spans 98 ft. 10 in. long, and a

riveted deck lattice truss span 167 ft.

long. It is carried in 33 riveted steel

towers, rigidly braced. The design is

shown in the last illustration. The sub-

structure consists of concrete piles sup-

porting concrete pedestals. A 3-degree

curve exists at the western approach and

a 1 -degree curve at the eastern approach.

There is a grade of 0.4 per cent, rising

towards the west for the entire length.

It is the largest work of its kind in the

world.

Northern Railway of France in War
Time.

The Nord railway of France has suf-

fered more through the war than any

other French railway. In September,

1914, only 414 miles, or 18 per cent, of

the total network of 2,324 miles, was
actually being operated by the company,

which indicates the invaluable military

services which the Nord rendered during

the earliest stages of the war. Today the

company is operating a total length of

about 1,200 miles, or 51.5 per cent, of the

entire system. Of the 768 stations on the

system, 346 are at present either occu-

pied by the enemy or closed to traffic.

Not all the remaining 412 stations are

open to the public, a certain number be-

ing e.xchisively reserved for military pur-

poses. The actual situation is that for

over a year the Nord has been deprived

of the use of most of its great arteries,

and the only double-track main line now
available is that from Paris to Creil,

Amiens, Boulogne, Calais and Haze-

brouck.

Proposed Railway in Lapland.

With the co-operation of the Nor-

wegian Government the Government of

Finland is planning to construct a railway

along the western and northern borders

of Lake Enare to the mouth of the Neida

river at the Arctic Ocean, which is open

all the year. The length of the railway

would be 280 miles, at a cost of about

$31,000 per mile.

New School on the Baltimore & Ohio.
The employees of tlie Baltimore and

Ohio railroad in the freight department

have organized a class for the study of

matters pertaining to their department.

The prescribed course will require eight-

een months. Mr. C. G. Roberts, chief

rate clerk is in charge and with a staff

of assistants has opened class rooms in

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Passenger Rates in New York.

Many facts unknown to the public, cal-

culated to prove that a readjustment of

passenger rates to a uniform basis of 2j/j

cents a mile in New York State is nec-

essary were presented by the representa-

tives of the New York Central Railroad

to the Interstate Commerce Commission

last month. The statement clearly proves

that in State traffic the revenue is actu-

ally less than the expense in carrying

passengers. Payments on labor have in-

creased 45 per cent, in the last ten years,

and other items in almost equal propor-

tion, while the railroads arc held down
to ancient rates.

Railway Extension in Bolivia.

The Bolivian government is to issue a

call for tenders for the construction of a

railroad from Potosi to Sucre, according

to a recent issue of the South American

Journal. The new railway will be an ex-

tension of the present line to Potosi from

Rio Mulato, which is on the Antofagasta

Se Bolivia Railway, making a total length

of 215 miles on this branch line. The bids

for construction, which must be presented

before June 30, 1916, are to conform to

detailed plans already formulated.

Goggles for Erie Men.

The Erie Railroad Company will fur-

nish goggles to employes on hazardous

tasks. During the last four months 289

employes received injuries to their eyes,

including the total loss in five cases. It

is said this will cost $10,000.

Employes will be required to use the

authorized standard goggle provided by

the company. The goggle has a ground

lens, the advantage of which is its clear-

ness and freedom from prismatic effects.

The composition of the glass is of such a

nature that even a blow of sufficient force

to break it will not endanger the eye, as

the glass will not chip.

Purchase of the Manila Railroad.

Governor Cieneral Harrison has recom-

mended that the legislature ratify an

agreement for the purchase of the Manila

railroad, capitalized at 8,000,000 pesos,

with payment immediately of 4,080,000

pesos available in the insular treasury,

and of the balance in eighteen months.

The government already has financed the

construction of the road to the extent of

6,000.000 pesos, but the war has prevented

tl e English company in charge of the con-

struction from obtaining funds to com-
plete the work.

Railway Apprentices in Italy.

.'According to information furnished by

the Director General of the Italian State

Railways, firemen are chosen from the

ranks of the young mechanical workers

who have attended the ordinary ele-

mentary State schools and who must then

pass a competitive examination. Upon
their entry into the service they are given

a special theoretical course by engineers

and receive practical training by working
in the machine shops. Si.x to nine months

are required to complete this course, after

which each candidate must undergo

further examination, and if successful,

is admitted as fireman on a locomotive.

Goggles on the Baltimore & Ohio.

To the general use of goggles by me-

chanics the company's physician attributes

a prevention of fifteen injuries to em-

ployes' eyes on one division, while on an-

other division there were ten instances of

the protection provided by the railroad

having saved the sight.

Cleaning Machines in Germany.

It is annuunced that machinery and

parts of same may be cleaned without

benzine and benzol. Parts of machines

are boiled in soda lye, then brushed while

the lye is still hot, and afterwards rinsed

in hot water. Caustic soda is better than

common soda, since it causes the fat or

grease to dissolve quicker. In order to

dry the hot parts it is only necessary to

let the remaining particles of water evap-

orate.

Excessively Fast Trains.

The general managers of one of the

transcontinental lines said to the writer,

that if it were possible to shoot passen-

gers from New York to Chicago in three

hours, with a loss by accident of three

per cent., he believed that the average

."American traveler would patronize such

a system. There is a fascination in

rushing past mile posts for nearly all

passengers except those responsible for

keeping up rolling stock and roadbeds.

The craze cannot be said to be based on

a desire to reach the destination in the

shortest possible time. A reduction of

two or three hours in time between New
York and Chicago would not affect the

business interests of one person in a hun-

dred, yet most of the people who travel

between these two cities insist on using

the fastest trains. Every effort made by
railroad companies to reduce the speed

of through trains meets with strenuous

opposition from travelers.
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The Factor Which Determines the Choice of Single

Shoe or Double Shoe Foundation Brake Gears
By WALTER V. TURNER, Assistant Manager Westinghouse Air Brake Co.

The consideration which determines

the choice of a brake gear is the distance

in which it is desired to stop the vehicle.

Tlie distance in which the stop can be

made, other things being equal, and up to

the limit of the rail adhesion, is deter-

mined by the realized pressure of the

shoe upon the wheel. If this maximum
realized shoe pressure is less than the

downward pressure on the wheel, due to

the weight of the vehicle, a single shoe

foundation brake gear may be employed,

as the shoe may be located on the ap-

proximate horizontal center line of the

wheel without causing trouble.

If the maximum realized pressure on

the shoe exceeds the downward pressure

on the wheel, due to the weight of the

vehicle, a double shoe type of foundation

brake gear should be employed, since it

is not possible to locate the shoe on the

approximate center line of the wheel

without risk of journal and other troubles.

To avoid such troubles by locating the

shoe a sufficient distance below the center

line of the wheel, is only to choose other

evils, since then the brake cannot operate

or be operated properly. Such brake ac-

tion as remains causes train handling to

be very rough, and there is also a very

greatly increased train resistance.

If the one factor above mentioned,

which should determine the design, is ig-

nored and, in order to get away from

excessive lateral pressure, the brake shoe

is dropped on the wheel and the evils in-

separable from this are tolerated, there

eventually comes another factor into con-

sideration which may decide the question

as to whether a single shoe or double shoe

type of foundation brake gear is em-

ployed. This is the limit of pressure to

which the brake shoe may be subjected.

This, however, cannot be resolved into

the question of weight of vehicle, since

it is possible that the pressure on the

shoe may be greater with a car weighing

100,000 lbs., than is the case with a car

weighing 130,000 lbs.—this depending

upon whether the car has a 4-wheel

truck or a 6-wheel truck, and again upon

what the braking ratio of either of such

cars may be. Thus, it will be seen that

no matter how the solution of this ques-

tion is approached, the weight of vehicle

"per se" is not a factor in the problem.

As far as passenger carrying service is

concerned, the air brake devices available,

including also those electrically operated,

have for all practical purposes unlimited

capacity and efficiency—the realization of

which, however, does and must depend

upon an adequate foundation being pro-

vided. For instance, how foolish it would

be to build a modern locomotive and try

to run it on a SO-lb. rail. Every one has

sense enough to put down a suitable rail

for the locomotive to run on. In like

manner, the air brake performance de-

jiends for its capacity and efficiency upon

truck and "foundation" brake gear con-

struction, for as a chain is no stronger

than its weakest link, so the brake is no

more efficient than its least efficient part.

(rally speaking, is away below par. The

foundation brake gear and air devices

must be considered as one ; that is, as the

brake.

The truck, strange as it may seem when
we consider that the same consideration

is not given to it for the foundation brake

gear, is built strong enough to carry the

car ; therefore, as far as strength is con-

ctriied, nothing is requested in this di-
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foundation brake gear must be of the

two-shoe per wheel clasp type, since the

retardation necessary for economic rail-

road operation always requires a braking

ratio above 100 per cent., and it is this

one factor alone that determines wlicther

the single shoe or two-shoe type of brake

should be employed, as I hope the follow-

ing will make clear.

With a single-shoe type of foundation

brake gear, to obtain the most satisfac-

tory operation of the brake, it is neces-

sary to have the brake shoes on the hori-

zontal center line of the wheel. This in-

sures most nearly a constant and unform

proportion of brake cylinder to the auxil-

iary reservoir. Two inches below the

center of the wheel, however, is not rad-

ically detrimental in this respect and has

some advantages which probably make 2

inches below the center of the wheel the

most nearly desired location.

If the brake shoes are hung 6 inches

below the center line of the wheel, the

resolution of forces is such as to result

in a material decrease in piston travel

when slack adjusters are employed

(If slack adjusters are not employed, the

brake maj' be lost, due to the piston

striking the brake cylinder head.) This

completely destroys the designed relation

between the auxiliary reservoir and the

brake cylinder, with the result that low

cylinder pressures are not obtainable and

also the time in which the brake cylinder

pressure is obtained is materially short-

ened, which results in the brake opera-

tion being very unsatisfactory and rough

;

also, in flat wheels, stuck brakes, greatly

increased train resistance, etc.

It would seem then to be inexcusable

to hang the brake shoes more than 2

inches below the horizontal center line

of the wheel, but this, while wrong, was

done to avcid other evils; namely, that

when the braking ratio had to be raised

to above 100 per cent, in order to prop-

erly control the vehicle, the lateral pres-

sure was so great as to crowd the jour-

nals from under the brasses, break the

pedestal jaws, cause hot boxes, and other

kindred evils. Thus, to avoid this evil,

the one above referred to was incurred,

but both are so bad that neither should

be tolerated, since it is not obligatory

that they should, for a properly designed

clasp brake will avoid both.

If tlie above-mentioned inefficiency and
troubles are to be avoided, a clasp brake

should be resorted to whenever the shoe

pressure on the wheel, due to braking

force applied at a point 2 inches below

the horizontal center line exceeds the

downward pressure on the wheel, due to

weight of vehicle. In other words, when-

ever the maximum realized braking ratio

is 100 per cent, or more. (This may mean
anywhere from 110 to 125 per cent, nom-
inal braking ratio, according to the effi-

ciency of the foundation brake gear, etc.)

The accompanying diagram T-13S1 will

illustrate this point. Thus, it will be seen

that notwithstanding some views to the

contrary, the weight of the vehicle is not

a factor in determining when clasp brakes

should be resorted to. To illustrate

:

What necessarily follows, if the car

weight or weight on the wheel is used as

the determining factor of when clasp

brakes should be employed, is that every

modern freight car would have to be

eciuipped with clasp brakes if braked on

their loaded weight (a basis on which

cars are now being braked as representa-

tive of the most modern practice). Obvi-

ously, this is not the case, for even when
braked on its loaded weight the braking

ratio does not exceed 45 per cent, for

the freight car, while the passenger car

reaches ISO per cent., or even more, the

total car weights (the loaded freight car

and empty passenger car) being the same
in both cases. This shows the fallacy of

using car weight instead of braking ratio

as the determining factor.

Nor is the question of permissible limit

of shoe load a determining factor, for it

is evident that in meeting the brake re-

quirements, the braking force on the

wheel may exceed the downward pres-

sure, due to the weight of the vehicle,

long before the breaking-down point on

the brake shoe metal is reached. In other

words, if proper consideration is given

in a design to avoiding the two evils, first

above mentioned, namely (1st) excessive

unbalanced lateral pressure with its bad

results, and (2nd) the injurious and de-

trimental efifects of "false" piston travel

in train operation, all other evils will be

automatically eliminated, since the cause

of these two is reached long before con-

sideration need be given to the others.

Inasmuch as nearly all modern passen-

ger cars have a braking ratio exceeding

100 per cent., it is evident that clasp

brakes should be the only foundation

brake year installed, if excessive lateral

pressure on the wheel on the one hand

and intolerable brake action on the other,

with all their attendant evils, are to be

avoided.

IN MODERN PASSENGER TRAIN SERVICE, THE
FOUNDATION BRAKE GEAR IN GENERAL USE

IS RESPONSIBLE FOR:

1. Rough handling of trains in:

a. Starting—violent "taking of slack"

necessary to get train under way.

1). Slowing down,

c. Stopping.

2. Inability to make the time because of:

a. Hard pulling train—due to drag-

ging brake shoes and stuck brakes.

b. Long drawn out stops—-"dribbling

on" brakes in attempt to avoid

shocks.

c. Delays due to hot journals, stuck

brakes, and damage arising from

shocks.

3 Unwarranted expense in

;

a. Excessive fuel and water consump-

tion.

b. Reduced capacity of engine.

c. Slid flat wheels due to shocks and

stuck brakes.

d. Damage arising from shocks even

to the extent of break-in-twos.

c. Hot journals.

f. Burned brake shoes and brake

heads.

Note on 3 (a and b) :

For an easier pulling train, the same

locomotive can haul more cars with the

same steam consumption, or the same

number of cars with less steam, the sched-

ule time being the same in each case. The
Lake Shore Brake Tests in 1909 revealed

a possible saving of 35 per cent, in either

reduced steam consumption -or increased

locomotive rating due to the elimination

of false piston travel.

A well-designed clasp brake eliminates

false piston travel as no other device can

possibly do.

The superheater has been adopted as

standard on the modern locomotive be-

cause of the 25 per cent, saving in fuel

consumption realized over the saturated

steam locomotive performance and the

several attendant advantages. By the

general adoption of a suitable design of

the clasp brake for modern passenger

cars a fuel and water saving may be

realized equal to, if not greater than, that

gained by the introduction of the super-

heater.

Filling Flat Spots on Tires
By F. A. WILLIAMS, Engine House Foreman, Rutland R

Much interest has been raised by oc-

casional reference in your pages to the

use of welding appliances in filling flat

spots on tires of locomotive driving

wheels. The first use of the appliance

heard of in this part of the country was
in 1911, on the Bangor and Aroostook

railway when Mr. Hugh Montgomery

was superintendent of nintiAi.- iiuvver, and

an Oxweld Acetylene machine was used

filling in some skidded drivers. The Mid-

vale Steel Company sent representatives

to the shops at that time to report on the

work, and as the application of the device

is now a great saving to many railroad

companies, it would be interesting to

ailroad, Alburgh, Vt.

know where and when the first attempts

at such work was made. Probably some
of you readers might be able to enlighten

us as to previous uses of welder filling

on skidded wheels. Doubtless any such

information would be gladly published in

the pages of Ratlway and Locomotive

ENGINEERrNG.
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Locomotive Running Repairs
By JAMES KENNEDY

VII—Refitting Driving Boxes

It may be regarded as a certainty that

the inevitable wear of the bearings of the

axles of locomotives both as applied to

the axle, and also to the hubs of the

driving wheels render the relitting and

also the reinforcing of the driving boxes

an occasional necessity. However care-

fully fitted, the driving boxes may have

been, it will soon be found that there is

lost motion in their relation to the axle

and also in their lateral adjustment that

calls for a refitting of the parts. The
setting up of the wedges not un frequently

augments the trouble instead of remedy-

ing the defect, for it will be readily under-

stood that in the event of any heating of

the driving box, if the wedges are snugly

set up, there is no room for any expan-

sion of the box between the wedges.

This will hasten the wear of the brass

as the driving axle will crush the parti-

cles of the softer metal in its revolv-

ing path and it will frequently be seen

after a driving box has been heated that

a quantity of brass dust will be found in

the cellar of the driving box. The box

having assumed its normal condition, or

nearly so, after cooling the line of curva-

ture of the bearing will be in excess of

that of the axle and hence a loosening of

the bearing with an increase of pounding,

and increased wear and tear in all of the

other dependent parts.

When refitting has become absolutely

necessary, the degree of looseness on the

axle and the amount of lateral motion be-

tween the hubs of the wheels will de-

termine the exact mode of procedure. If

there is a sufficient quantity of metal re-

maining in the brass to bear a reboring

and if the lateral wear is not excessive,

it is good practice to cut a recess on the

side of the box next the wheel sufficiently

wide to embrace all of that portion of the

hub of the wheel that comes in contact

with the outer face of the driving box.

This will extend to about S ins. This

recess should at least be nearly half an

inch deep to give solidity to the liner to

be applied to the side of the box. The
outer edge of the recess should be dove-

tailed at least one-sixteenth of an inch to

prevent any loosening outwards of the

liner. A still deeper recess should also

be cut in the center of the larger recess,

which should extend to at least one inch

in width. This second or deeper recess

to be dovetailed on both its outer and
inner edges, in order to prevent any
movement of the liner in either direction.

In addition to these recesses two or

three notches may be cut with a flat

chisel on both sides of the inner recess,

thereby preventing any tendency to re-

volve on the part of the liner. In ap-
plying the molten metal to the prepared
recess on the side of the box there is

usually a strong horse-shoe-shaped outer
piece of iron, half an inch at least in

thickness and one inch or more in width.
This forms the outer or extreme edge of
the proposed liner. An inner shell can
readily be fitted into the bearing of the

box, of an equal height or projection
above the box. The two pieces are then
covered and held together by a suitable

rush, unless prevented, to the outer air.

It will be found that there is no need of
tap bolts or other appliances to insure

the fixity of the liners. Other methods
and other materials are used in many of

the leading railroad shops in dealing with
the outer faces of the driving boxes as
well as the inner hubs of the wheels.

In some shops the practice of applying;

babbitt liners to the boxes is approved.
The best method of applying this metal,
of which there are various kinds of mix-
tures, is after cutting the recess on the
face of the box, to heat the box suffi-

ciently to allow of the process of tinning

^U"

DRIVING BOX WITH PATCH OR LINER ON SIDE NEXT WHEEL.
flat attachment. Some mechanics apply
a slight coat of crude or other inflam-

mable oil to the surface of the recessed
portion of the box, and when the molten
metal is applied it will be found that the
burning of the oil has the eflfect of pre-
venting the formation of air cells in the
applied metal. This is especially the case
in the use of bronze or other alloys con-
taining sulphur, these compounds gen-
erally having a coarse crust forming on
their outer surfaces. This tough coating
or scum frequently prevents the complete
escape of the bubbles of oxygen or other
gases that spontaneously coalesce and

the surface of the box where the babbitt
is to be applied, the heating being speedily
accomplished by a small portable, cov-
ered furnace. When the box is tinned in
advance of the application of the molten
babbitt, the babbitt rarely loosens.

It is also found that where babbitt is

used on the box the application of a
steel liner on the hub of the wheel makes
a bearing of great durability and smooth-
ness of running. The recess in the hub
of the wheel need not extend over a
quarter of an inch in depth. The disc
when turned to the required size is cut
into two equal pieces and held in the re-
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cess by three tap bolts in each piece, the

tap bolts being carefully fitted to counter-

sunk recesses in the semi-circular rein-

forcement plates.

It may be mentioned in relation to the

subject of smoothness of running that

tlicre have been recently introduced some

improvements in the construction of driv-

ing box brasses looking in this direction,

which, although small in themselves, tend

to aid in the approach to that degree of

perfection essential to the modern loco-

motive. Among these the method of cut-

ting the oil grooves in the crown or sides

of the casting instead of having the re-

cesses rough cast in the mold commends

itself. The grooves cut after casting may

be relied upon as not containing sand or

other impurities, which is difficult to com-

pletely remove from castings where such

grooves are roughly formed in the

casting.

.•\ simple method of securing the brass

in the box may also be alluded to. In re-

ducing the outer surface of the brass to

the required size a small collar may be

left on the larger end of the brass. On
the opposite side of the box a slight bevel

or chamfer may be made by a few strokes

of a rough file, and when the brass is

pressed into place in the box, the project-

ing edge of the brass may be readily

riveted over. This simple combination of

a small collar on one side and a slight

spreading of the metal on the other side

precludes the necessity of drilling holes

through the brass and box and fitting pins

to hold the brass in place.

Coming to the fitting of the box, it will

be seen that the most careful boring out

of the bo.K can at best only make a near

approach to the exact fit required, and as

there are not infrequently slight varia-

tions in the diameter of the axle at the

different ends of the bearing, the proper

fitting of the driving box, especially in the

case of high-class passenger locomotives,

is an operation requiring tine mechanical

skill. The increasing weight of these boxes

has now become so great that heavy ap-

pliances have been devised for raising or

lowering them to and from the axles.

Where it is not convenient for the travel-

ing cranes to reach portable cranes are

called into operation, and we have re-

cently seen small cranes that may be

readily moved from place to place by a

traveling crane and deposited at the de-

sired point. These were equipped with

electric motors and pulleys slidably en-

gaged on an extended arm which was

counterbalanced by a heavy weight on the

opposite side of a strong central structure

resting on a heavy base, forming at once

a very reliable and flexible means of mov-

ing the heavier kinds of driving boxes

from place to place. With lighter boxes

an improvised crane may readily be bolt-

ed by an adjustable strap to the center of

the axle, and the box swung into the de-

sired position by a chain running in a

suitably grooved pulley, the arm support-

ing the pulley being furnished with a

swivel joint on an upright arm attached,

as we have stated, by a strap to the axle

on which the boxes are being fitted.

Pieces of wood or corks should be

fitted into the oil holes from the inside

before beginning to use a file on the bear-

ing. This obviates the necessity of ham-

mering the box for the purpose of loosen-

ing the adhesive filings. There are very

few evil practices so common in railroad

shops as the hammering of driving boxes

to jar the filings from their lurking

places. Driving boxes of the smaller kind

may be readily sprung by this practice

until the box may be rendered unfit to

admit of the cellar and the bearings on

the bo.K for the reception of the wedges

are not parallel. A constant repetition of

hard hammer blows upon the top of the

box cannot fail also to affect the elasticity

of the metal and hasten the crystallization

of the part repeatedly struck, so that in

time the metal will readily crack or

break after a comparatively short period

of service.

In this relation it should be remem-

bered that all work on the top of the box,

including the cutting of oil ways and fit-

ting saddles should be done before the

box is fitted to the axle. The fitting

should be the last operation ; as any other

work that may be done upon the box

after being fitted to the axle has a ten-

dency to affect the exact relation of the

bearing to the axle. The fit should be

the best possible, and it is good practice

to fit the bearing so that it bears lightly

on the crown of the box, the fit being

snug at both sides, special care being

taken that there is something less than

half a circle in the entire bearing. In re-

gard to the oil ways the best practice is

10 have a deep oil way cut in the crown

of the bearing from which grooves may
be cut by hand or compressed air chisel

leading angularly across the upper part

of the entire bearing, so that the oil may
reach every part of the axle bearing

freely. In the case of the use of grease

it is advisable to cut two grooves, at

least one inch in depth. These grooves

should be equidistant from the crown of

the bearing and at sufficient distance to

divide the bearing into three equal parts.

The preference for two grooves when
grease is used as a lubricant becomes ap-

parent when it is borne in mind that

grease possesses greater viscosity than

oil, and even when partially heated does

not flow so freely.

Electric-Arc Welding

Its Advantages In the South Beyond Controversy

By R. G. SMITH. SAVANNAH, GEORGIA

Your able correspondent, C. Richard-

son, writing on the subject of Electric-

Arc Welding of Flues in the February

issue of Railway and Locomotive Engi-

neering, states his case very clearly in

regard to the disadvantages of arc-weld-

ing in his locality, presumably on one or

other of the New England roads, where it

is generally admitted that there is room

for improvements. I feel, however, that

issue must be taken with him in regard to

the general use of the electric arc-welder

in other localities, and whether it may be

that the boilers that he has practiced upon

may, very likely, have had their flue

sheets already burned out, and are past

remedy, or whether it may be that by

heaping too much metal upon the bead

of the flues, which, of course, has a

weakening effect upon the intercostal

bridges between the flues, it is not the

system but the improper use of it that

leads to the disadvantages to which he

has referred.

Our experience in the South has been

that the advantages of welded flues lie

in the fact that they become practically

permanent, as the flue and sheet are

solidly bonded together without a joint.

In the absence of scale or other troubles,

which can be avoided by taking proper

care, the flue would remain in place and

no crack in the sheet develop for an in-

definite period, were it not for the limita-

tion of the three years Federal law. No
better proof of this could be given than

an extract from the proceedings of the

International General Foremen's Associa-

tion, and which is published in the volume

of their proceedings as a part of the re-

port on autogenous welding and refers

to the experience on the Central of

Georgia Railway

:

"A field in which electric welding has

proved very successful and profitable is

that of welding flues to back flue sheets.

We have in service today over ninety

locomotives with flues welded to back

flue sheets, making a total of about 27,000

flues. Out of this number of locomotives

in service with flues welded, we have our

first engine to fail on line of road with

flues. We have, however, had some flues

to leak after being in service a short time.
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lull this was due to bad beads on flues

when welded in. If part of the bead is

off, exposing the copper (ferrule) it is

very difficult to get a good weld.

"Our first experience on llue welding

was tried out on a Pacific type engine.

This engine was shopped for a new back

Hue sheet. The old sheet was so badly

worn and buckled that it was impossible

to keep flues tight. We had just installed

our electric welding plant and we were

anxious to see what could be done along

this line. Klue beads and sheets were

thoroughly cleaned with sand blast, given

a light working and welded in. After

thirteen months' service, up to the date of

making the report, there has been no

trouble by leaking. During this period

of time hydrostatic test was applied and

no leaks developed. This job was done

at a cost of $14.68, where a new flue sheet

would cost about $150, and the engine

held out of service at least 30 days."

The report was made by a member of

the association ami shows the results of

the work that is being done in our part

of the country.

Practices, of course, vary in regard to

the best method of welding flues. Gen-

erally the flues are applied in the usual

manner with copper ferrules and rolled,

beaded and pressed. The bead is then

welded to the flue sheet, leaving a fairly

rough finish. The time of welding flues

will average about l.i per hour, although

as many as 25 per hour has been accom-
plished. This refers to 2-incli flues. The
common 5-inch superheater flues take

about four times as long, and while it

must be admitted that flue welding has

not been entirely satisfactory in every

ease, it is generally believed that the difTi-

culties which have been experienced have

had their origin in the methods used and

not to the process itself, and these trou-

bles from all accounts are diminishing

with increasing experience. As stated at

the outset, it is false economy under any

condition to apply new means and new
methods to worn out parts out of boilers,

just as it was said oi old that it is use-

less to put new patches on old garments.

Pneumatically Operated Drill Press

Clamp.

By J. H. Hahn, Long Beach, Miss.

The accompanying sketch illustrates the

method of applying a pneumatic clamp to

any drill press. In most shops there are

generally one or more drill presses on

which all small work, such as clamps and

braces of all sizes, are drilled, some requir-

ing a certain amount of clamping. This, of

course, takes time.

The pneumatic clamp illustrated was

designed to save time in clamping small

jobs and is easily attached to any style

of drill press. No dimensions are given

as local conditions will govern the in-

stallation of this device. The cylinder

can be made to suit the particular drill

press, taking into consideration the power

required and class of work. A cylinder

of from 4 in. to 6 in. in diameter with the

average shop pressure should develop

sufficient power. If shop pressure is too

high put a reducing valve in the line. The
cylinder can be inverted and arrange-

ment of levers changed to suit. The
clamp C has extra holes to facilitate

reaching any part of the work. The air

is admitted to the cylinder and exhausted

by the use of two cut-out cocks, "A" and

"B," and the sketch illustrates the other

important features clearly. This device

will save time and is an aid to "safety

always."

Repair of Double Leaf Bascule Bridge.

By J. G. KoppEL. S. Ste. M. Br. Co.

During the operation of the double-leaf

bascule bridge at Soo, Mich., it was
found that the center chords did not

line up properly by each closing the

bridge. The chords instead to come in

line, they lined one a little lower than

the other, which interfered to close the

chord safety lock. Furthermore, it was
found that between the lineup castings,

one on each side, a clearance of tive-six-

teenth of an inch, and by closing when
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Important Details in Adjusting the Walschaerts

and Baker Valve Gears

There are many things to keep in mind

in setting valves on locomotives equipped

with the Baker gear or Walschaerts gear,

In making repairs that all parts should be

checked and placed in position as shown

on the blue prints.

By E. C. GOETZE, Portsmouth, Ohio

radius bar hanger on Walschaerts gear.

If the total travel is found to be greater

than required amount, change by moving

the stops toward center of the quadrant,

or if travel is found to be less than re-

quired amount add notches to quadrant.

moved toward center of driving axle un-

til tram point is in middle of the two

points on guide. If mark made by tram

when engine is on forward center is

back of one made when engine is on

backward center, eccentric should be

W.\LSCHAERTS VALVE GEAR APPLIED TO LOCOMOTIVE.

The locomotive should be leveled and

the saddle on main driving box should

be blocked upon frame the distance, about

what the engine would settle when in

service, the rollers should be placed un-

der the main wheels and should be ad-

justed so that the main driving boxes are

up against the spring saddle so the ten-

sion will hold main journal in place in

driving boxes.

The reverse bar should be put into the

next to last notch in forward motion

(this extra notch to allow for the ex-

pansion) the wheels should be rolled for-

ward to get the full travel of the valves

and also to get crosshead travel. The
main rod should be corrected to proper

length, then place reverse bar in the last

notch in back up position, then roll wheel

backward, get full travel of valves and

prove travel of the crosshead (this to

be used when proving cut-off). Combine

the forward and backward travel on each

side and if found to be the correct

amount, this would indicate that the

quadrant is correct.

If too much travel is shown in forward

motion and not enough in back-up mo-

tion, this change should be made by

shortening the long reach rod to suit, or

vice versa ; or should one side be shorter

than the opposite side, this should be

corrected by changing the short reach rod

on a Baker valve gear, and by changing

When corrections have been made, place

reverse bar in center of the quadrant thus

placing the valve gear neutral ; roll

wheels forward, marking travel of the

valve on the valve rod (this travel indi-

cates constant lead and lap of valve).

While getting this travel the dead center

moved from center of driving axle until

tram point is in middle of two points on

guide. The openings of valve should now
be taken and checked with the lead and

lap travel and if found out of center,

valve stem should be corrected, making

lead equal on each end. Place reverse

-REVERSE irtXE.

RADIUS BAff-HIDOEN

nfi'^*"- VALVE STtM.

CONNECTION ROD.

CROSSHEAD
AF!M

BAKER VALVE GEAR.

should be taken. On each dead center a

tram should be placed in the center of

eccentric rod bolt at "links and a mark
made on guide, if the mark made by tram

when engine is on forward center is

ahead of one made when engine is on

backward center, the eccentric should be

bar in next to last notch in quadrant is

forward motion, roll wheels forward and

catch each dead center, marking the valve

stem, place reverse bar in last notch in

backward motion, catch each dead center,

marking the valve stem, change eccentric

rod to divide marks made on valve stem.
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DETAIL.S OF BAKER VALVE GEAR—INSIDE ADMISSION.

Baker gear, or by lengthening radius bar

hanger on Walschaerts gear on left side

or by shortening short reach rod on

Baker gear and shortening radius bar on

Walschaerts gear.

As before stated, the back end is 19

inches and front 17 inches, corrections

should be made by lengthening eccentric

rod (mark valve stem and guide at cross-

head, then move crosshcad 1 inch and

mark valve stem ; if found that valve

stem has moved 1/16 inch to the cross-

licad's I inch, this will be the proper

ratio), J4 inch on Baker gear and 3/16

inch on Walschaerts. If front end is 19

inches and back 17 inches corrections

should be made by shortening rod V^ inch

in Baker and 3/16 inch m WaLschaerts

gear.

This article refers to locomotives hav-

ing inside steam admittance.
The ratio of change on Baker gear is 4

to 1; on Walscliacrts gear ratio is; (valve

travel divided into diameter of circle of

eccentric ; example. Valve travel is 6

inches, diameter 18 inches, Ratio 3 to 1)

3 to 1.

Prove engine by catching on each cen-

ter in both directions. Place reverse bar

in lOtli notch of quadrant in forward mo-

tion, roll wheels forward. When tram

points are on line of valve opening, stop

rolling and measure distance between

cross-head and travel, mark on guide,

marking this distance down some con-

venient place, doing this on all points of

both forward and backward motion. If

forward motion on right side totals 36

inches (that is if back end is 19 inches

and front end 17 inches) and left side

totals 34 inches, this should be corrected BAKER VALVE GEAR DETAILS—OUTSIDE AND INSIDE ADMISSION.

by lengthening the short reach rod on

at the best, vanished in the scrap heap,

^nd the improved locomotives, panoplied

only in their supreme strength, came

forth to bring the far ends of the con-

tinents together. As it was, these gilded

giants of their day could run some. The

No. 313 referred to ran between Jersey

City and Middletown at a speed that has

not been excelled in our day. The loco-

motive was run for many years by Ben

Haifner, known as the "Flying Dutch-

man." The train was known as the

Orange County Flyer, the crack train of

the road for nearly twenty years. When
behind time for any unforeseen cause the

"Flying Dutchman" refused to stop at the

Another Old-Time Erie Flyer. whiskers like weeping wiiinus would gaze local stations. Its records were the cause

BY ANDREW J. FALLON. SPARKHILL, N. Y. in dumb Wonderment at the shining spec- of much comment among railroad offi-

Locomotive No. 313, as shown in the tacle. The glitter of it all had a recon- cials, and Ben Haffner was a big man in

accompanying illustration, was built at ciling effect on the stupid creatures who his day. or at least they thought he was.

the Rogers Locomotive Works, Paterson, opposed the introduction of railways, just He maintained his reputation by refusing

N J., fifty years ago. It was one of the as the tinsel trappings of kings and to touch any other locomotive during the

finest types of the higldy decorated en- queens have a soothing effect on tlie periods when the Xo. 313 was undergoing

gines that came into favor in the sixties, muddled mind of the average modern repairs. Ben assumed a kind of super-

Burnished brass and fine scroll work European. As soon as the railroads be- uumerary authority over the progress of

contributed to make these early engines came popular, on account of their utility the repairs. What he did not know he

the wonder and admiration of the coun- to meet a growing necessity, the glitter pretended to know, like many other big

try people. It was as good as a circus, of gold that was not even skin deep, and railway men in tliose days and also in

Farmers with feet like frying pans and the sheen of silver that was only German our own time.
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Construction, Maintenance and Abuse of Freight Cars
.•\t a recent meeting of the Car Fore-

men's Association of Chicago, 111., a very

interesting paper was read by Mr. C. J.

Wymer, general car foreman of the Belt

Railway, on the subject of Freight Car

Construction, Maintenance and Abuse,

from which we quote the following

pertinent observations

:

The railroads expend annually large

sums of money in purchasing new equip-

ment of many designs, according to the

use to be made of it and the individual

opinion of those invested with tlie author-

ity to make a final decision. These in-

vestments are made for the single purpose

of providing a suitable number and quality

of vehicles to meet the requirements of

the railroads in successfully transporting

commodities incident to ttie commercial

and agricultural pursuits of the citizenry.

If the vehicles provided fail to perform

this function in an efficient manner they

have not measured up to the fullest in-

tent of their purposes. There are several

important features to keep in mind in

designing new equipment in order to com-

bine economy and efficiency in such a way

as to utilize the money expended with the

best possible result. It is desirable to

use the minimum amount of material pos-

sible, without sacrificing efficiency, as an

unnecessary pound of metal or foot of

lumber here and there not only adds to

the initial cost and subsequent mainten-

ance but adds to the cost of transporting

the vehicle as each pound of weight con-

tributes its proportion to this expense in

the way of fuel consumption, wear on

locomotives, tracks, and the vehicle itself

and when considered individually is com-

paratively small, but when several hundred

pounds are multiplied by a great number

of cars and again by several years of life,

it assumes proportions of large dimensions

and worthy of recognition. While this is

an economy deserving of careful con-

sideration there is also a danger in em-

ploying its use to the extent that it ceases

to be an economy only so far as the initial

cost is concerned, and proves a burden of

expense in future maintenance, accidents,

delays, loss and damage to freight, etc.,

which more than offset the first advantage

gained. Observation demonstrates that

this condition not unfrequently exists

either from an over zealous desire to re-

duce initial cost or lack of definite knowl-

edge of requirements.

Of the two evils mentioned above the

latter is more readily recognized, as it is

prominently brought to the surface

through failures, while the other is dis-

tributed over a long life of existence and

is discovered only through technical in-

vestigation. In our opinion a reasonable

factor of safety should be included in the

design in excess of technical requirements

to provide a resistance necessary to equal-

ize, in a measure, against an unjust service

due to the human element which, while

undesirable, nevertheless exists regardless

of any discipline administered, and in

many cases is excusable.

A proper asseml)lage of parts is also a

feature to be kept prominently in mind
when designing new cars in order to

obtain strength where the greatest re-

sistance is required, and not to exceed re-

quirements where resistance is not such

an important factor, and simplicity of re-

newal when repairs are necessary. Some
cars are apparently designed with the

thought that it is a permanent structure

and the parts will endure throughout the

life of the car without attention or the

builder has failed to give any thought to

future maintenance. If the structure

would endure without future repairs, it

would be an ideal condition, but failures

due to deterioration and accident comes

into the life of all cars, and when simplic-

ity of assemblage, without sacrifice of

efficiency, has not been given due con-

sideration, it is certain that unnecessary

expense is added to the future mainten-

ance.

The use of commercial sizes and shapes

is another thought to keep in mind in the

designing of new cars as their use lowers

the cost of repairs, as well as detention of

cars during their life.

Periodically reducing and reorganizing

forces adds very much to prevent eco-

nomical repairs. Each time a shop is

organized for extensive repairs it means

the introduction of a large percentage of

new labor, taking time to become efficient,

and the money thus expended would keep

a well organized force of efficient help

permanently employed, producing a larger

volume of work. If of necessity the forces

are to be larger at certain times than

others, the greatest result to be obtained,

for money expended, can be accomplished

by doing so at seasons of the year when

weather conditions are most favorable, as

there is a considerable percentage of loss

in labor performed when there is no pro-

tection from the elements during the

winter season in climates so affected.

It is also a good business proposition to

exert energies in repairing cars and get-

ting them in serviceable condition when

they are idle and not needed in service,

having them in condition to earn revenue

when in demand, instead of having them

idle or in service in a crippled condition.

Good serviceable cars mean so much in

reducing other expenses resulting from

cars in poor condition that there seems to

be no good reason why they should not be

maintained in an efficient serviceable con-

dition. A load placed in a defective car

most generally means delayed movement,

added expense in transporting, claims for

damage, and often dissatisfied customers.

An accident resulting from a bad car often

means damage and destruction to other

good cars, delay to the entire traffic of the

railroad, added expense to the M. of E.

account and M. of W. account, for fre-

quently serious track damage results in

addition to damaged equipment.

There is also a vast army of men em-
ployed by the railroads wliose principal

duty is to make records as a means of

protection against so-called delivering line

defects, and attach greater importance to

some sheathing slightly raked, that may
not affect the service of the car, than they

do to a worn wheel or numerous other

defects, endangering the safety of the

equipment, commodity, and human life.

We lay no censure at the doors of the

men who are performing this service as

we are constantly educating them, that it

is almost a crime to overlook a defect in-

volving a defect card which often has a

\alue of less than a dollar. Why not take

a business-like view of the situation and

cease spending two dollars in an effort to

save one. Do away with the delivering

line defects, inspect for safety of operation

and commodity only, educate these men
along the lines of endeavor which have a

real value and cease to follow illusions.

A vast amount of this labor expense could

be diverted to purchasing material and

repairing defects which are a menace to

safety instead of finding and making a

record of a lot of immaterial defects at

the expense of more important ones. The
reduction in expense would continue down
through the offices and result in saving a

large labor and stationery expense there.

Another abuse which is common and in

our opinion inexcusable in the great ma-

jority of cases is the use of 100 per cent,

bo.x cars for lading such as hides, coal,

oil, etc., which reduces them to an unfit

condition for loading grain, food products

and other commodities which properly re-

quire cleanliness and protection from the

elements while the car which should have

been so used is set for loading the higher

grade of commodity.

Cars are abused by the railroads and

shippers through disregard of the loading

rules which experience have found es-

sential for proper protection to cars and

commodity. It is not uncommon to see

ends of cars seriously damaged through

ordinary handling, because proper methods

of loading have not been followed and

frequently necessary to damage equipment

at point of unloading for the same cause.

We believe that a careful study of effects

and causes by those in authority to regu-

late would result in changes of many
present methods which can be improved

upon to the end that the condition of

freight equipment would be greatly im-

proved, resources conserved and a more

satisfied public.
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The Standard Lettering of Freight Cars
Amog other rcguhitioiis .siilmiiUccl and

approved at the convention of the Master

Car Builders' Association held last June

that of the standard lettering of freight

cars received particular attention. The
matter had been discussed ten years ago

and some progress was made in regard

to the style of letters, so that an approach

to uniformity was established, and while

these regulations were generally followed,

no particular location on tlie car for the

markings had been spccilied. Later fur-

ther progress was made in recuninicnding

markings on the various roads, and aided

much in the avoidance of markings that

had been common to various roads, as re-

petitions had become luiavoidable in the

initials of the vast number of railroads in

North America.

The Railway Association and Master

Car Builders' Association have now, how-
ever, gone a step further, and in the an-

nual report of the latter association have

issued specific directions as to the exact

markings and location of the same on all

kinds of freight cars.

This is as it should he, and it is a mat-

ter of surprise that .some standard regu-

lation in regard to this matter had not

been adopted before, and is another proof,

if proof were needed, that these associa-

tions have more work on their hands,

especially in the important matter of

standardization of details than can be

imagined by those who do not have time

or o|)portunities to give attention to the

details of the work to which the members
are giving the best consideration which

their time and experience can aflford.

RAILWAY ASSOCIATION AND MASTER CAR BUILDERS' STANDARD LETTERING OF FREIGHT CARS.

that the markings be placed on the sides

of the cars, and the markings should em-
brace the initials or name of the road,

the number of the car, the capacity and
light weight. It was also recommended
that these markings be placed as nearly

over the truck as possible, and that a

preference be given to having the mark-

ings on the left side of the car.

The American Railway Association

took up the matter three or four years

ago, and after collecting data on the sub-

ject issued circulars explanatory of the

We reproduce the accompanying illus-

tration from the report, showing the de-

tails of the approved markings on a

house car, gondola car, and flat car. It

will also be noted that the sizes of the

various markings and letterings are speci-

fied, and it may be taken for granted that

the regulations will be followed as rap-

idly as is convenient in cases where there

is any particular variation from the

standard adopted, and that all new cars

will be marked strictly to conform to the

standard regulations.

In this connection it may be confidently

stated that there is not a single detail in

connection with the mechanical appliances

used on railroads, but has been reported

upon from time to time by the committees

of these associations, and were it not for

the fact that the growing necessities of

heavier and more rapid transportation to

meet modem demands, calls into being

newer and more convenient devices, which

call for concerted action and regulation,

it otherwise might be said that their work
had been accomplished.
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Department of Questions and Answers

OFFSET ROCKFJ!.

M. D. Mehl, Chicago, 111., asks: In

some locomotives as a part of the valve

gear a transmission bar is used, and the

arm to which the bar is connected is not

exactly plumb with the arm to which the

valve rod is attached. How is this varia-

tion accounted for? A. It is not always

possible that the transmission bar could

be placed so as to be exactly in the same

plane as the engine frames, and in order

to make up for the angularity of the bar

the rocker arm is offset a certain amount

to make up for the deficiency caused by

the angle of inclination. The amount of

offset may be readily found by describing

an arc, the radius of which is the length

of the transmission bar, then lines drawn

ir. the perfect plane bisecting the two con-

necting points will show the amount of

variation where the lines cross the arc

referred to.

The various types of locomotives first

referred to are equipped with what is

known as the Stephenson or shifting link,

and the latter with the Walschaerts or

stationery link. In the former the link

is slidably engaged on the link block and

moves upwards or downwards on the

stationery block, whereas on the latter

the block moves in the link, the link

being pivoted on a stationary block.

LEAKY FLUES IX OIL BURNING LOCOMOTIVES.

G. M. N., Flagstaff, Ariz., writes: I

am running an oil burning engine with

front end burner and with the draft

placed under the burner in the front end.

We have experienced some trouble with

the tubes leaking. Would it be better to

have the draft in the back end of the fire-

box? Would it help the tubes? Any

information will be appreciated here.

A.—Much depends upon the construc-

tion of the brick arch. In any form the

flame should be thrown against the back

of the crown sheet so that the entire heat-

ing surface is swept by the flame before

reaching the flues. Much also depends on

the working of the appliance. When the

throttle is closed and the fire being cut

down, great care must be exercised or

the fire will be put entirely out, and this

is very hard on the fire-boxes and flue

ends. Going into stations where stops

are to be made, the sheets are expanded

with the intense heat, and the fireman not

infrequently puts the fire entirely out.

This is wrong. The placing of the

burner on the front of the fire-box should

be an advantage in the saving of the flues.

but no amount of precaution can pre-

vent leaky flues in a worn-out flue sheet.

especially if scale has been allowed t.i

accumulated around the flues.

OUTSIDE AND INSIDE ADMISSION VALVES.

G. E. Q., Youngstown, Ohio, asks:

Why is it that an outside admission valve

is generally used on low pressure cylin-

ders of Mallet compounds with both pis-

ton and slide valve type? A. It will be

readily understood that in the case of the

low pressure steam chamber the ordinary

slide valve being much more easily bal-

anced is more adaptable to the service,

being less costly in construction and less

apt to get out of order. There is un-

doubtedly some loss in the balancing of

the slide valve, but it is more than made

up in economical construction and main-

tenance at low pressures. The advan-

tage of an inside admission valve over

that of an outside admission is not par-

ticularly apparent, but is sometimes con-

venient in regard to the construction of

the exhaust cavities. Inside admission is

only used where piston valves are em-

ployed.

COAL OR OIL FUEL FOR LOCOMOTIVES.

S. G., Pensacola, Fla., asks: What are

the advantages, if any, in the use of oil

fuel in comparison with the use of coal

in firing locomotives? Reports are fur-

nished that the difference is 1.75 to 1 in

favor of oil fuel, all things being con-

sidered. What information have you on

the subject? A. Our best information is

that if there be any advantage it is in

favor of oil, but the matter depends en-

tirely on the locality. Oil fuel is not be-

ing used to any extent where the supply

of coal is plentiful and consequently

cheap, and the same condition affects the

regions where oil is plentiful and coal un-

discovered, so that the districts may be

said to regulate themselves, and are not

subject to any general law from which

an exact comparison might be drawn.

Some advantages in the use of oil fuel

are undeniable. It is more nearly under

perfect control. There is a saving in

labor, and an absence of ashes and cinders

which are advantages of considerable

merit.

LOCATION OF LOCOMOTIVE CYLINDERS.

M. D. McD., Chicago, 111., asks : Would

better results not be obtained in a loco-

motive if the cylinders were set central

to the main driving axle instead of from

four to six inches above the center?

A. Yes, as far as the wear of rails and

wheel tires are concerned, and such is the

practice on all modern locomotives except

in rare instances where some particular

design a location of truck makes it neces-

sary to elevate the cylinders above the

plane of the driving axles. Many of the

early locomotives had the cylinders set a

considerable distance above the running

center, a delusion existing that it added

to the adhesive quality of the engine.

This theory was long ago exploded.

POSITION OF LINK BLOCK.

H. A. S., Bordentown, N. J., asks;

Why do the Pennsylvania railroad loco-

motives on some types of locomotives

have the valve gear so adjusted that the

link block is on the top of the link when

the reverse lever is in the forward gear.

whereas in the forward gear on the H
6 B. S. type it is just the opposite? A.

POWER TO MOVE AND STOP A CAR.

J. G. A., Binghamton, N. Y., asks: (1)

About how much power per ton does it

require to start a car from a state of per-

fect rest? (2) Would an invention that

utilizes for starting the power absorbed

f.n stopping a car be a new and useful in-

vention? A.— (1) From ten to sixteen

pounds per ton. (2) No. It would

neither be new nor useful. It has been

tried often and has been proved to be

utterly impracticable.

MUD RING LEAKING.

W. R. G., Edmonton, Alberta, writes:

I have noticed that the mud ring leaked'

nnich more during the winter than in

other seasons. Our boilers are washed'

out regularly. How is the variation ac-

counted for? A.—Many of the lesser

leaks on locomotive boilers are caused bv

variations in temperature, which causes

extreme contraction and expansion. The

thin boiler sheets contract much more

rapidly in extreme cold weather than the

mud ring, which is of considerable thick-

ness. Hence the tendency to leak around

the mud ring is much greater in winter

than in summer. The locomotives are

subjected to harder usage all round in

winter than in summer.

DISTRIBUTING VAL\'E WORKS IN QUICK-

ACTION.

E. B. M., Gordonsville, Va., writes:

What are the principal causes of the

distributing valve on a locomotive work-

ing in quick-action when a service ap-

plication is intended? A.—From your

former questions we assume that you are

acquainted with the various defects of

the brake apparatus which results in the

disorder, and when none of these de-

fects are apparent, the lubricant used or

the moisture accumulating about the

equalizing valve of the distributing valve

is responsible for the undesired action.

This trouble will likely occur at different

times in the year so long as operating

valves are fitted with brake pipe venting

devices or so long as the rate of brake

pipe reduction that produces service op-
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•cration and thai wliich must produce

quick-action arc not any farther apart

than that required by the Master Car

Uuildcrs ; hut the writer's practice in

stopping lliis disorder in a distributing

valve was to merely remove the equaliz-

ing piston and slide valve of the dis-

tributing valve and wipe it perfectly dry

and replace it, assuming that no mechan-

ical defect was found. From a consid-

erable number of experiments with dis-

tributing valves, various types of triple

valves, • control valves and universal

valves, the writer feels free to say that

while the operating valves arc maintained

perfectly dry, whether lubricated with

dry graphite, or not lubricated with any-

thing but that contained in the atmos-

phere itself, the chances of undesired

quick-action are at the minimum; but so

long as oil or moisture accumulates on

the slide valves or pistons undesired

quick-action may be expected.

PASSENGER CAR BRAKE CYLINDER

ARRANGEMENT.

R. P., Richmond, Va., writes : I have

recently seen a passenger car equipped

with the P. C. brake equipment, of which

one brake cylinder was 18 in. and the

other 16 in. Can you tell me why this

is, as I was always under the impression

that both cylinders of the P. C. brake

were supposed to be of the same size?

A.—The object of using the smaller cyl-

inder for emergency operation is to re-

duce the emergency Iiraking ratio devel-

oped. When such brake equipments are

correctly installed, the service braking

ratio is 90 per cent, based on a 24 lb.

drop in the au.xiliary reservoir, and with

Ijoth cylinders in operation, the braking

ratio for emergencies would be 180 per

cent, when the cylinders are of the same
size ; but this is considered to be pretty

high as compared with the P. M. brake,

and as these cars are operated among
P. M. equipment, the use of a smaller

emergency cylinder does not double the

braking ratio, so that the 16 in. cylinder

gives about 160 per cent, instead of 180

per cent, braking ratio for emergency
stops, which is about equal to that de-

veloped by the L. N. brake, and thus a

car with P. C. equipment can be operated

among P. M. equipment, and will pro-

duce no greater deviations from stand-

ards of uniformity than a car equipped
with the L. N. brake.

CAUSES FOR UNDESIRED QUICK-.\CTION.

E. B. M., Gordonsville. Va., writes

:

What are the most common causes for

undesired quick-action in passenger train

service at the present time? A.—Unde-
sired quick-action of course results from
some defect of the brake equipment, and
there are about 45 disorders that may in

some manner contribute to it, but from
your question the causes of tlie particular

•cases you have in mind have not been

discovered, therefore the disorder must

be or have been occasional and they are

exceedingly difficult to locate positively.

The reason that the cause of the oc-

casional undesired quick-action is so diffi-

cult to locate is that the application when
it occurs, in itself removes the cause of

the disorder ; as an example a triple valve

slide valve may be what is termed "wa-

ter packed,'' and as the application occurs

the moisture may be blown away from

the slide valve or the "packing" or seal

about the slide valve may be broken and

thereafter the trouble may not recur,

hence about the only way the cause of

such a disorder may be definitely located

and remedied is to make an examination

of every operating valve in the train and

the entire equipment of the locomotive

immediately after the disorder is mani-

fested.

While in some cases the disorder may
be due to a high temperature of the com-

pressed air in the brake pipe resulting

from an overheated compresser the chief

cause, assuming that there are no visible

mechanical defects, is the quality and

quantity of the lubricant used on the

triple valves or operating valves on the

cars and in the distributing valve of the

locomotive.

FIT OF TRIPLE VALVE PISTON.

J. M. C, Dayton, 0., writes: (1) How
close should a triple valve piston fit in

the piston bushing? (2) How much be-

yond the standard size should a bushing

be permitted to enlarge before the valve

should be rebushed? A.— (1) This is

largely a matter of opinion among air

brake men, but under modern air brake

conditions, the piston should at all times

be a neat fit in the piston bushing, or as

an example, the triple valve piston should

be as neatly fitted as the equalizing piston

in the H-6 brake valve. You are no
doubt aware of the difference in leakage

past the equalizing piston as a result of

the diflference in the fit of the piston in

this valve and in the G-6 valve, and the

same reduction in leakage is desirable in

triple valve operation in long trains.

(2) The Westinghouse Air Brake Com-
pany's practice is to rebush a triple valve

when the piston bushing is worn .008

inch or more, or if truing up the bushing
will enlarge it beyond this figure, but if

the fit of the triple valve piston is to be

maintained there must be no scraping,

reaming or rolling of bushings unless a

larger than standard piston is to be used,

and this would be impracticable and un-

necessary, as a maintenance of a fit of

these parts, while expensivt from one
point of view, will be more than offset

by the reduction in the cost of stuck

brakes, slid flat wheels and break-in-two-

of trains.

UNDESIRED QUICK-ACTION.

E. B. M.. Gordonsville. Va., writes

:

Is it possible for the brake pipe air to

flow through the service exhaust port of

the H-6 brake valve fast enough to cause

the brakes to work in quick-action? A.

—

It is and it is not. If the brake valve

and its connections arc in first class con-

dition, the rate of reduction through the

brake pipe service exhaust port cannot

be rapid enough in itself to cause un-

desired quick-action, but if the equalizing

discharge valve of the brake valve is

what is termed "sticky," or if the ring is

too tight in the bushing or if the prelimi-

nary exhaust port is enlarged, if the

equalizing reservoir volume is reduced

from the water in the reservoir, or

if there happens to be a restriction in

the equalizing reservoir piping, or if

the brake pipe exhaust is enlarged con-

siderably beyond 14 of an inch in the

opening, the reduction in service posi-

tion may be at a rate rapid enough to

cause the disorder mentioned.

GRADUATED RELEASE OF L. TRIPLE VALVE.

R. P., Richmind, Va., writes : We re-

cently had an L-3 triple valve with which

the pressure could not be graduated out

of the brake cylinder with the supple-

mentary reservoir cut in and every part

of the triple valve apparently in first

class condition. Could you tell me what
cculd cause a triple valve to fail to grad-

uate the release under such conditions?

A.—The triple valve was likely one in

which the graduated release feature had
been eliminated by drilling a hole

through the slide valve bridge between

the port leading from the brake cylin-

der and the port leading to the exhaust.

Quite a large number of these valves are

in service; the object was to retain the

high emergency brake cylinder pressure

but to eliminate the graduated release,

while the majority of the cars in the

train were equipped with type P triple

valves.

Screwdriver.

The advantage that a long screw-

driver has over a short one is, that the

former allows more play in the hand,

and makes a less angle with the perpen-

dicular of the screw than a smaller one
with the same amount of play, and there-

fore the blade is less liable to leave the

screw. If both kept their place equally

well, the actual amount of force exerted

would be the same in both ; but since the

larger one keeps in the notch better than

the shorter one, it therefore drives a

screw in with less trouble. A round han-

dle is better than a flat one.

Speed of Steam.

Allowing the area of the steam ports

to be about one-twentieth of the area of

the cylinder, and the piston moving at

about 300 feet per minute, steam would
travel through the ports at nearly its

maximum velocity of 6.000 feet per min-
ute. The ports should be arranged to

suit this speed.
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Progressive Enginemen.

The American Railway Master Me-

chanics Association, the Traveling En-

gineers Association and other organiza-

tions have been discussing the subject of

education of enginemen, but we do not

yet find that theme so threadbare that our

readers would be inflicted by an article on

the subject.

Locomotive enginemen having ambition

tc rise in the railway world should have

a good common school education. He
should be a passable reader; he should

understand orthography and be exempt

from frequent blunders in reading; he

should know enough of English grammar

to write the language approximately cor-

rect. He should understand arithmetic,

and if he is commendably ambitious he

will master such studies ; indeed, if he is

aspiring, eager for superiority and distinc-

tion he will do more than we have sug-

gested. He will learn to get a thorough

knowledge of one's business, acquire skill

in one's vocation, more accurately ex-

presses our ideas than the term "educa-

tion."

\\'e say "learn a trade" and "study a

profession." We say master mechanic

and master car builder, why not use the

term master fireman? It would involve

far more knowledge than how to break

coal and shovel it into a fire-box. It

would mean that the master fireman had

husbanded his resources and utilized his

opportunities in learning everything per-

taining to his chosen calling. It would

mean that his leisure hours had been de-

voted to study, to investigation of reasons

why, and it would mean that the master

mechanic had set his seal of approval upon

his habits of study and sifting research

and had marked him for promotion.

.\s a general proposition the men who
start in to fire locomotives are not profi-

cient in common school learning ; they are

lacking in reading, writing and arithmetic.

In saying this we do not assume that the

young men are entirely responsible for

their deficiencies. Their opportunities

have been limited, their surroundings un-

favorable for self help; the necessities of

their situation such that their ambition

was not excited; their associations may
not have been of a character to awaken

ambition for knowledge; their mental de-

velopment did not keep pace w'ith the

physical growth, and when forced to enter

the army of workers, their educational

equipment was defective. We do not,

therefore, hold illiterate firemen entirely

responsible for their inadequate attain-

ment. They are mostly busy fellows, gen-

erous hearted, strong of body and will, as

thousands of them, ambitious to advance

in the calling that has come to their

hands. Here the question arises ; What
will specially contribute to their success?

The great organization of locomotive

enginemen insists upon good moral char-

acter as a prerequisite, soundness of body

and mind, fidelity to obligation, honorable

dealing with associates and with all men.

In a word, the ethical requirements in

such matters are strictly and unbindingly

orthodox, and any member of the organi-

zation mentioned who violates the con-

stitution and laws designed to keep the

order morally healthy and upright are

summarily dropped.

The locomotive engineman has become

by universal admission, one of the im-

portant factors in the railway enterprises

of the country, than which not one is more

conspicuous. The eyes of the nation are

fixed upon him with an earnestness that

attaches to no other class of wage-earners.

If. therefore, he is to respond to reason-

able expectations, he must be educationally

equipped, and since such opportunity of

preparation is within his reach, excuses

will not be tolerated.

.\s has always been the case, the loco-

motive firemen of today are to become the

Inciimotive engineers of the future with

duties of increasing responsibility. When
that goal is reached, it will not be the

ultima thulc of many men's ambition, es-

pecially of those who have educated

themselves for moving upwards. There

are many higher positions in railway ser-

vice which the trained locomotive en-

gineer may aspire to fill better than any

other class of railway employes. His

training is of the character that 'makes

men self-reliant, clear sighted and famil-

iar with the process of overcoming difli-

culties. The proportion of enginemen

who will advance to the higher ranks in

the future will depend upon the advan-

tage taken of the educational opportuni-

Safety First.

In some respects the people of the

United States are inclined to be too inde-

pendent. They not only incline to be a

law unto themselves, but there is a de-

cided tendency to ignore the laws that

have been framed for the benefit and

safety of the whole people. This fact

has frequently been forced upon our at-

tention in connection with the criminal

manner in which our laws enjoining the

systematic inspection of steam boilers

are ignored. All industrial countries ex-

cept the LTnited States are blessed by

laws requiring the systematic inspection

of every appliance used that is likely to

jeopardize human life, when defective or

in bad order. Mines and railway appli-

ances, factories and steamers, engines and

boilers are subject to rigid inspection by

experts. Not nominal examination by

interested parties, but by trained experts.

Such a system greatly reduces the num-

ber of dangerous accidents, yet with the

greatest care casualties of a serious na-

ture happen occasionally in all the de-

partments named. One of the most valu-

able features about the proper inspection

system is, that when an accident does

happen, experts are required to make a

thorough investigation and the true cause

of the accident is made public. Publish-

ing of all the facts connected with rail-

way accidents has had a powerful influ-

ence in causing railway companies to

adopt the best appliances for the promo-

tion of safety, and has stimulated the sen-

timent now becoming so emphatic—safety

first.

It seems to us that the sentiment under-

lying the now popular shibboleth "Safety

First" has had of late an excellent influ-

ence in the prevention of railway accidents,

for we do not remember a period of the

same length when serious railway acci-

dents have been so rare as they have been

during the last year, and it may be that

the talk of safety first is reforming the

minds of those who in the past have been
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more inclined to defy the law than to

obey its injunctions.

It would be a good thing for those

promoting safety first to make it plain

what are dangerous practices. When an

accident has happened it would be well

for the officials to give particulars of thei

cause. There is great need for the im-

parting to the public as well as to the

railway employes exact information as to

the cause of every accident that results

in suffering or loss of life. Where there

is so much material and mechanism sub-

ject ti) the severe service of heavy fast

train operating, there are many links in

the chain of mechanism liable to break

and cause accidents, so that safety can

be maintained only by constant vigilance

in watching the gradually weakening of

wear that ends in' breakage. But by far

the most common and disastrous acci-

dent to railway trains is the collision.

Collisions happen because proper means

are not employed to keep the trains apart.

The American locomotive engineer has

always been famous for the skill and

vigilance that keep trains running under

difficulties free from accident, but nowa-

days trains are becoming too numerous

to be kept apart by the vigilance of the

engineer. Fixed signals are becoming es-

sential, and until more of these are in-

stalled the list of fatal train accidents

are certain to increase. The official prop-

agating the idea safety first ought to

direct their sympathies to first signals

as the best kind of means to promote

safety.

High Water in Superheater Locomo-
tives.

The difficulties encountered in the early

use of the superheater as applied to loco-

motives have been almost entirely over-

come. Many of them arose from lack

of experience. Some troubles still linger

from the same cause. Among these the

tendency among young engineers, and

others not so young, of carrying the

water too high in the boiler has a per-

nicious effect, in many cases almost nulli-

fying the economy of superheating. It

is generally conceded that a high water

engineer operating a saturated locomotive,

needed a superheater to overcome the

bad effects of this practice, and, of course,

the superheater has the effect of helping

the high water man. With a locomotive

equipped with the superheater it is pos-

sible to carry water at almost any level

without being able to discover its pres-

ence in the cylinders.

In the case of high water the super-

heater is merely an auxiliary boiler, and

helps to evaporate the moisture or water

carried along with the steam, thus utiliz-

ing the appliance which should be used

in raising the temperature of the steam

in changing the mixture of water into

steam. .\s a matter of fact it is not

necessary to carry water so high as it

is in saturated practice under certain con-

ditions. Locomotives equipped with

superheater appliances develop as much
power as a saturated steam locomotive

with at least 30 per cent, less water,

thereby reducing the liability of the water

being used with the same degree of rapid-

ity as it does in the operation of the

saturated locomotives where a larger

.•imount of water is required.

This fact should be impressed upon
the minds of the high water men, and

while the sul)ject has been commented
upon occasionally no doubt the practice

of carrying too much water in the boiler

is being, from all accounts, remedied. It

is one of those faults of over carefulness

which should not be amended ; it should

be abolished altogether, and we would
not be surprised to learn that some me-
chanical genius had invented a con-

trivance showing the height of water in

the boiler during the run of a locomotive.

It would be easier of construction than

Medley's coasting clocks, that show the

saving of electricity on the Interborough

Rapid Transit lines, when the trains are

running down a grade, and for which
bonuses are offered to the motormen who
show the best records of economy in

power, and, consequently in fuel con-

sumption, which is so large an item of

expenditure on all railways.

Theory and Practice.

We are frequently moved to comment
upon the good-natured contempt fre-

(|uently manifested by certain persons

who ought to appreciate the strong points

of each other where they will persist in

seeing only weakness. In the practical

walks of life are to be found many who
express contempt for what they call the

theory of the books. They seem to think

that no knowledge is valuable unless it is

derived from the workshop and through

practical every-day experience. Present-

ing a text book or scientific work to such

men produces very much the same effect

as does the shaking of a red flag in the

face of an infuriated bull.

That our scientific writers and their

works should be held in such utter dis-

dain by their practical brothers is indeed

surprising to those who have given the

matter only casual thought. But there are

some urgent reasons for this dislike. In

the first place, all so-called scientific treat-

ises are not worthy of the name, many
being empyrical and full of errors. Then
many of these books indulge in the pas-

time of rapping the practical workman
over the knuckles for his lack of scientific

education, until he becomes irritated and

sore over the matter. To tell a skillful

workman who has spent a lifetime in

learning his business that he is not pro-

ficient therein, because he is not familiar

with book theories, is well calculated to

incite his ire and arouse his antagonism.

Then on one side is the practical man
talking contemptuously about the book-

man, while on the other hand the man
of science speaks dcrogativcly about the

practical workman. It is not to be infer-

red that the ill will described is general,

but it is more common than it ought to be.

It d(K's not follow that because a man has

enjoyed sufficient education to enable him
to write a readable engineering book that

he has sufficient knowledge of the subject

to pose as an authority. Hosts of books

there are, particularly in the field of

mechanics, that display woeful lack of

knowledge of the practical side of the

subject. Every writer of a work intended

for the instruction of mechanics or of

manufacturers should have practical ex-

perience in the shop or factory before

writing about the operations performed

therein. .'\ laboratory experience or train-

ing in a mechanical school or such institu-

tions as colleges and universities offer is

not sufficiently thorough to enable a man
to act as instructor of practical men.

Knowledge is largely the result of

human experience and operation. The
man of science, as distinguished from the

practical man, gleans his knowledge large-

ly from the recorded experience and ob-

servation of others ; while the practical

man obtains his from the actual work he

performs in following his calling. The
student of books may learn and does

learn useful facts that the unlearned

workman never discovers. But the latter

coming into practical contact with the ac-

tual details of his business, has the means
of testing theories and proving or disprov-

ing them as they come up : but his obser-

vations must necessarily be more or less

limited, while the scientist has the wide

range of all recorded experience. If he

be a close student he will learn the faults,

the failures and the incongruities of the

various theories of his art.

The actual worker in the shop is con-

stantly running into difficulties, many of

which could be avoided by the application

of broader knowledge than can be ob-

tained in the shop. Suppose the moulder

in the foundry finds that his castings are

continually coming out in imperfect shape,

will it not be an advantage for him to

learn why they are defective? If the skill

or knowledge in the foundry is not ade-

quate to solve the problem where does

he go to find a remedy—to the books or

to his experience? If he depends upon
the latter it may take years to find a rem-
edy, while a few hours spent on books
devoted to foundry practice may furnish

an immediate remedy.

The rails produced in one of our rolling

mills may turn out to be deficient in

strength or wearing qualities. The best

practical skill in the works may be con-

sulted to find a remedy and thousands of

tons of defective metal may he run off

before the proper mi.xture can be ob-
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tained. Yet if a piece of the defective

steel had been taken to the chemist he

would find by analysis of the metal where-

in it was defective.

Thus science in a day furnishes the in-

formation that practical observation

might require months or years to discover.

The scientist imparts his knowledge

through books. If he deals in truths and

brings out new conceptions of the art and

introduces new methods or enumerates

new tlieories which elucidate the right

way to do a thing, the practical worker

finds that such books contain valuable

information.

Favors Greater Use of Interchangeable

Parts.

As far as we can learn nearly every

railroad in the country is suffering from

scarcity of motive power. This incon-

venience has been little in evidence for a

few years past, but it is again upon us

and very few years pass without a short-

age of locomotives afflicting some roads.

At these times a locomotive is from

twice to ten times its ordinary value to

the company. These are the times when

the engine houses are certain to get filled

up witli engines requiring repairs that

will make them miss some trips. One

has a cylinder head broken, another is

laid up with a broken eccentric strap

which twisted the rods and called for

new adjustment. A broken valve stem

is holding one locomotive, and another

is bound to be idle for a day or two be-

cause the drawbar of a caboose went

through the front smoke-box casting. It

is needless to enumerate the small dis-

orders or breakages that are keeping

other engines in shops when the trans-

portation department is harassed with

cars waiting to be moved. The delay

of locomotives waiting for small repairs

at times when the road is overcrowded

with business is a fruitful source of dis-

turbance and even of animosity between

the operative and the mechanical depart-

ments of some roads.

Every master mechanic and shop fore-

man who takes an intelligent interest in

his business, can readily appreciate the

saving of time and expense that would

result in the repairing of railroad rolling

stock if parts were kept in stock ready

to put on when repairs were called for.

Those who do not recognize the impor-

tance of this are not a credit to the busi-

ness. It is about half a century ago since

the more advanced class of railroad

mechanics began advocating the use of

interchangeable parts to facilitate rolling

stock repairs. For forty years the ex-

patiating on the advantages of an inter-

changeable system has monopolized the

time of railroad men's meetings and the

pages of the railroad press. Few men in

charge of railroad rolling stock are to

be found who do not indorse the inter-

changeable system and yet we do not

know of a single surface railroad tliat

has the system properly in practice.

There are roads where duplicate parts

are kept in stock for certain engines and

much saving in time and expense results

;

but there is no railroad that has in prac-

tice the perfected interchangeable sys-

tem followed in many other lines of ma-

chine work. The question naturally

arises : Why do profession and practice

disagree so thoroughly as they do on this

important matter?

The different mechanical superintend-

ents, if asked to answer this question,

would reply enumerating difficulties that

lieset their particular cases, and we
should receive a mass of conflicting tes-

timony. A careful study of the question

leads us to believe that the failure of

railroad companies to put into practice

a successful system of preparing inter-

changeable parts for repair work is due

principally to the practice of depending

upon drawings for dimensions and upon

the 2-foot rule for measurement. There

are other obstacles that hinder the estab-

lishing of practical standards, such as the

diverse character of the engines and cars

purchased from different makers, but the

real difficulty that has frustrated the

progress towards interchangeability is

the blue-print and the box wood rule.

Both of these things are highly useful in

their way, but as a means of maintaining

machine parts of exactly the same size,

they are a failure.

The thing works in this way : A su-

perintendent of machinery gets out draw-

ings for a standard locomotive or car and

a class is established. Rolling stock is

built at different times and in different

shops, according to the drawings. In

laying out the work for the different

parts, a scribe line is 1/64 in. to one

side, dividers have led to 1/16 in. er-

ror in another place, and the trifling

mistakes of those who lay out and those

who execute add up till very few of the

parts can be taken from one engine and

put upon another without fitting. Parts

that require fitting are not interchange-

able. Files are not permitted in our first

class machine shops where interchange-

able practices are followed.

A well-known master mechanic in

charge of extensive railroad shops who
has done important work in making parts

really interchangeable, insists that the

general use of templates is the proper

move in that direction. He maintains

that if railroad companies would estab-

lish in connection with their mechanical

headquarters, a place where templates

would be made by expert workmen for

use of all the shops on the system it

would be the best paying enterprise the

company could undertake. It is highly

important that only fine workmen should

be employed making templates. This sys-

tem has worked wonderfully well when

properly managed. The templates are

made by mechanics accustomed to ac-

curate working with good instruments of

precision to keep the measurements cor-

rect. The development of such a prac-

tice secures unifcrmity of all parts made

by the templates.

Unless special attention is devoted to

maintaining accuracy the free and easy

habits of the American mechanic will

make his own sizes. There are said to be

about ten sizes of the Master Car Build-

ers Standard Axle.

Brain Power.

In the discussions that are constantly

going on relating to various phases of

engineering we are continually meeting

the expression "horse power," but there

is another power rarely mentioned that

exercises wonderful influence upon the

affairs of mankind, that is "brain power."

One of the most striking peculiarities

among men and women is the diversity

of character and of ability. Some people

are dull and stupid while others shine

with quickness and capacity for planning

and doing things that are of the utmost

importance to themselves and to the

world. What makes one person a dunce

and another a genius? It is no douljt the

difference in brain power. The influence

of brain power on individuals is of very

high importance to their progress and

success in life; but it is when we turn to

the history of nations and of corpora-

tions that we find brain power a tre-

mendously vital force.

People of mature experience can re-

member corporations that seemed to be-

gin business with the brightest prospects

of achieving a prosperous career, and yet

met with nothing but failure and mis-

fortune ; other concerns again that start-

ed out in a struggling fashion, waxed

gradually prosperous and have become

leaders in the manufacturing and financial

world. These experiences apply to indi-

viduals just as much as they do to cor-

porations, as the difference in results is

due to powerful brain power being em-

ployed in the successful cases, while lack

of that power has paved the way to the

misfortunes of the others.

The familiar manifestations of superior

brain power are ability to perform busi-

ness better than competitors. There is

very little benevolence in business, and

the secret of success of an individual or

a corporation lies in its or his ability to

do better than the present or future com-

petitors. In connection with the despe-

rate struggle now going on in Europe, we
hear much said about superior weapons

and methods of fighting, but we may rest

assured that where superiority prevails,

brain power is the force that obtains the

advantage.

When an individual fails to achieve suc-

cess in life, we frequently hear numerous
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explanations given, Ijnt seldom a word

said about deficiency of brain power,

which is the real cause of failure. Peo-

ple who act on the belief that the world

owes them a living, nearly always fall be-

hind in the race of life. The world owes

not any one a living if lie fails to realize

and act on its responsibility. So in cor-

porations and combination of capital, they

arc subject to the survival of the fittest.

This requires, not that they shall do as

well as their competitors, but better.

Every one struggling in the race of exist-

ence should be students to discover better

methods, more ellicient apparatus and of

every detail that contributes to success

and put them into practical operation.

Conditions of this character present op-

portunities that only the ambitious stu-

dent can realize and those with sufficient

brain power make the best of them, that

best which means success. We frequently

hear the complaint made that there are

few opportunities nowadays for building

up a successful l)usiness ; but those who
make such complaints are deficient in

observation. There were never such

good opportunities for success in business

as there are today for those who have

sufficient brain power to grasp the true

situation.

Settling the Size of An Inch.

We have recently taken occasion to

comment upon the inaccuracies that fre-

quently occur in measuring with the ordi-

nary foot rule, as a reason why standards

measured by correctly made templates

should be employed. Whilst studying this

subject we found information that indi-

cated great confusion in the size of the

inch at one time.

Nowadays the inch of every well-regu-

lated machine shop is precisely the exact

size—one inch. It is within the memory
of men still living, when a different con-

dition of affairs existed. The inch

marked on the rules of different makers

was seldom approximately the same, and

the best of measuring scales rarely made
the inch the same length so that 1/32

inch difference in the foot was not con-

sidered out of the way. In fact, there

was no accurate unit of measurement on

this continent till about 1870.

Railroad engineering people are en-

titled to much credit in reforming the

confusion that prevailed in measurement.

A committee of the Franklin Institute

made the first important move towards

getting a standard system of screw

threads introduced, and it was in connec-

tion with that the need of an accurate

inch came to be recognized. When the

famous engineer, O. B. Chanute, was in

charge of the mechanical department of

the Erie Railroad in the early 70s, he

decided to have interchangeable screw

threads used on a large number of cars

to be ordered. When he entered into de-

tails, the first difticultv encountered was

finding the correct size of the inch. He
applied to the various Government arse-

nals and shipbuilding yards and obtained

scales giving the standard inch they were

working from. On a comparison being

made, it was discovered that none of the

reputed accurate makes were hardly the

same length, Mr. Chanute was a highly

influential railroad ofiicer and a leading

member of the principal engineering so-

cieties of the day, so he had good oppor-

tunities for making the anomolous condi-

tion of American measurements well

known to the engineering world. Me tried

hither and thither seeking for a true inch,

lik^ the ancient philosopher seeking for

an honest man, and his quest was equally

fruitless.

The agitation, however, brought about

the necessary reform. The question was
taken up to the Master Car Builders' As-

sociation, and a committee was appointed

to select a firm to make gauges for stand-

ard screw threads. The choice fell upon

Pratt & Whitney Co., Hartford, Conn.,

and that company displayed wonderful

enterprise in providing the country with

a correct standard inch of measurement.

The labor performed was enormous and

the expense incurred was not less than

$25,000. The first thing to be done was
to ascertain the length of the standard

British yard, which was the original

gauge of our measuring rules. This yard

was made with extreme care in 1760, and

was deposited for safe keeping in a strong

room in the Houses of Parliament in

London. The Houses of Parliament were

burned in 1834, and the standard yard

destroyed, .\fter a most laborious and

painstaking investigation, the new stand-

ard yard was made from others consid-

ered correct.

To obtain an accurate transfer of this

yard was the first work done by the

Pratt & Whitney Company. They en-

gaged the services of Professor Rogers,

of Harvard College Observatory, who
was then considered the first authority in

the world on measurements and measur-

ing instruments. The work was success-

fully performed and the vast machine

interests of the country are now enjoy-

ing the benefits of absolutely standard

size measures and accurate gauges.

Boiler Circulation.

Every locomotive engineer of observing

habit is aware that the boiler of a loco-

motive steams more freely when means

are provided for promoting circulation of

the water, than when the water is per-

mitted to lie inert on the heating sur-

faces. When the water feeding injector

first came into use many locomotive engi-

neers objected to using and caring for it

on the ground that it was an extra and

unnecessary apparatus to care for, but

extended experience demonstrated that

the boilers fed by injectors steamed more
freely than those fed by force pumps.

There were at times on some roads con-

siderable controversy on the question of

why a boiler fed by an injector should

steam more freely than one fed by pumps
and the question remained a mystery to

most engineers, but we have always felt

that the superior steaming qualities were

due to the increased boiler circulation

that resulted from the use of the injector.

We believe that a considerable portion

of the boiler saving produced by super-

heaters is due to the improved water cir-

culation that results from a superheater

being placed inside of the boiler. The
fact that the water is kept in movement
with the charging flow of water coming

in contact with the hot surfaces must pro-

dycc greater evaporation than when slug-

gish movement keeps the same body of

water in contact with the evaporator sur-

faces. This is a matter that has never

been properly investigated and has not

been considered so important as it de-

serves to be.

Urges Help for Railroads.

.\ special despatch from Baltimore to

the Xew York Times says that President

Willard of the Baltimore & Ohio Rail-

road has just returned from a long trip

over the line and is convinced that the

railway systems of the country must be

vouchsafed a fair degree of prosperity to

properly bear the extraordinary burdens

of preparing for a future war in which

the United States might engage. While

away, Mr. Willard discussed the prob-

lems which the railroads would have to

face in preparing the properties for war
conditions.

"What the situation is now," said Presi-

dent Willard, "may be understood when
it is realized that last year, for the first

time since the civil war, the number of

miles of new line constructed was less'

than 1,000. Net revenues of the roads are

less than they should be, owing to the fact

that rates have not advanced in propor-

tion to operating expenses. In the case

of the Baltimore & Ohio, for instance, it

cost $4,500,000 a year more for labor

than it did five years ago, and $1,000,000

a year more for taxes. During the last

six years $120,000,000 has been spent for

improvements, and the interest on this

must be added. For a number of years

the railroad has been declaring a dividend

of 6 per cent, on its common stock, but

at the last meeting of the board of di-

rectors a dividend of 2'/i per cent, was
declared, which is at the rate of 5 per

cent, per annum."

Pamphlet on the Electro-Pneumatic

Brake.

For particulars of our new pamphlet

describing and illustrating the Electro-

Pneumatic Brake for passenger service

see page 106 of the present issue of

R.\iLWAY .\ND Locomotive Engineering.
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Before taking up the subject of

handling brakes on passenger trains, it

.should be of advantage to lirst consider

the subject from a view point of smooth

liandling beginning with yard shifting

service, as it will lead to a better under-

standing of the requirements of road

service, for if trains with various brake

equipments can be handled smoothly at

low speeds it certainly can be done i^

road service at higher rates of speed,

therefore we print a number of sug-

gestions that were formulated to cover a

passenger yard shifting condition where

all modern types of brake equipments are

indiscriminately mixed.

When shifting cars with the air hose

between the engine and cars uncoupled,

do not use the independent brake valve in

quick action application position e.\cept in

cases of emergency.

When applying the independent brake,

it should be graduated on, the idea is to

lake up or let out the train slack slowly,

and after the slack is all out, or all in as

the case may be, the brake can be applied

as heavily as necessary to make the stop,

that is, instead of making a twenty-five or

thirty-pound application, aim to make the

first admission to the brake cylinder from

five to ten pounds and return the valve

handle to lap position. Then add ten

more pounds and again lap the valve,

after which the brake may be applied with

any degree of force necessary. This

method of application may have to be

started a trifle sooner than is the present

practice, but the coupling slack will be

given more time with which to change

and the stop will be smoother.

When releasing the brake under such

conditions, it should be graduated off,

that is, exhausted from the brake cylinder

in steps of eight or ten pounds at a time,

which would gently release the tension on

the draft gear springs instead of their

compression tending to throw the engine

away from the cars.

In coupling to a train of cars, it is a

good practice to make a twenty-five or

thirty-pound reduction with the automatic

brake valve, after the engine is coupled

and before the air hose have been coupled.

This will give the air pump a chance to

hold the main reservoir pressure at the

maximum and tend to prevent a re-

application of brakes on the engine and

the consequent waste of main reservoir

pressure through the brake cylinders that

could be used to a better advantage

through the brake pipe for charging the

train.

Wlicn liandling one or two fully charged

cars, and it becomes necessary to couple

up to a number of partially charged or

uncharged cars, the stop to make the

coupling should of course lie made with

the automatic brake valve, and before the

hose can be connected, the reduction

should be continued, to make a total of

twenty-five or thirty pounds.

This will be of advantage especially in

handling "LN" equipment, as such a re-

duction will prevent the crew from mak-

ing a quick action or emergency applica-

tion should the angle cocks be opened too

suddenly.

The quick action or emergency ap-

plication on "LN" equipment develops the

high brake cylinder and auxiliary re-

servoir pressure which prevents a prompt

release of brakes, therefore if it can be

prevented, an opening of the angle cock

will bring the auxiliary reservoir pres-

sure down to sixty pounds, thus insuring

a prompt start of the triple valves to re-

lease position, and the supplementary

reservoir pressure will be used to charge

the au.xiliary reservoir thus permitting of

no drain whatever on the brake pipe of

the charged cars while brakes are releas-

ing.

AVhen coupling one or two fully

charged cars with a number of uncharged

cars, should a prompt movement and an-

other stop be necessary, a service brake

pipe reduction, if made within two or

three minutes of the time the couplings

were made, could not be expected to cause

a brake application on the uncharged or

partially charged cars. Therefore the

brakes applying on the locomotive and

charged cars would permit a run in of

slack from the cars on which the brakes

did not apply, which results in a severe

shock. The only way in which this can

be avoided is to either wait until the cars

have charged before attempting to use the

automatic brake valve, or bunch the slack

with a light application of the independent

brake valve before the automatic valve is

used.

In stopping a train with the brake, the

automatic brake should be used, as the

automatic brake valve is intended for ap-

plying the locomotive and train brakes

and the independent brake valve for

handling the brake on the locomotive

alone. However, if the use of the inde-

pendent brake valve and train slack con-

ditions are thoroughly understood the in-

dependent valve can sometimes be used

to advantage in controlling changes in

train slack.

The distributing valve must be main-

tained in a condition to apply with from

a four to five pound brake pipe reduction.

When stopping a draft of cars, the

amount of initial brake pipe reduction

should be governed by the type of brake

equipment being handled rather than by

the rate of speed at which the draft is

moving, because the rate of speed in

yards is comparatively low.

In handling equipment, which is largely

"LN," from four to five pounds reduction

is sufficient for the initial brake applica-

tion. The quick service feature of type

"L" triple valves makes it possible for

these light reductions to apply all brakes

in the average train, and as the actual

cases of undcsired quick action is prac-

tically negligible, this light reduction is

permissible regardless of the fact that the

light reduction ordinarily tends to pro-

duce undesired quick action of triple

valves. In fact, if a brake works in quick

action on a light brake pipe reduction, it

is very likely to do the same thing with a

heavier one, and in either case it is caused

by a disorder that must be located and

removed.

In handling "PM" and "UC" equipment

the initial reduction should be from five

ond a half to six and a half pounds, first

for the reason that the universal valve

will not apply with less than a five or six

pound reduction, and there is no quick

service feature in the "UC" or "PM"
equipment and practically all of the brake

pipe reduction must escape through the

brake valve, hence a trifle heavier brake

pipe reduction is not only permissible, but

is necessary.

In making a brake application the

handle should be brought from running

position directly to service position, with

no stop of the handle on lap position, this

practice is slangily termed, "Loafing on

Lap," and is responsible for the occa-

sional quick action application of the

brakes when service is intended.

No brake application should consist of

less than a ten or twelve pound total

brake pipe reduction. If the initial light

reduction stops the train at the desired

point, make enough more brake pipe re-

duction to total ten or twelve pounds
after the train stopped and before an at-

tempt is made to release brakes.

The light total reduction during a stop

is responsible for numerous cases of

brakes sticking which could otherwise

have been avoided. The light reduction

leaves the pressure in the brake pipe too

near the point of feed valve adiustment
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to insure ihc differential of pressure

necessary to accomplish a prompt release

of l)ral<cs.

Tlie olijtct of a light initial reduction is

to permit the draw bar and coupling slack

to adjust itself, the idea is to gently

gather up this slack, therefore, if a smooth

stop is desired tliere must be time enough

allowed for this to take place between

the first and second brake pipe reduc-

tions, even if the first reduction must be

made a trifle earlier than is now the

practice in operating brakes on drafts of

cars.

Shocks to trains and rough handling is

caused by rapid changes in draw bar and

coupling slack, or in other words due to

differences in rate of speed between two

portions of the train, and when this oc-

curs from the use of the brake it is due

to a difference in braking or retarding

effect originating from differences in

brake cylinder pressure, obtained as a re-

sult of differences in auxiliary reservoir

pressure on different cars, or due to

differences of load in cars, or differences

in the braking ratio employed in brake

installations on different cars to too

heavj"'an application of the brake on the

locomotive alone, or due to leakage con-

tinuing the reduction after the brake

valve closes.

For this reason the lirst reduction

should be light, the object being to de-

velop a brake cylinder pressure that will

be too low to set up a rapid retarding

effect while the slack is adjusting itself.

The brake can be used in a manner to

control the change in slack instead of

causing the rapid change.

The secret of smooth train handling is

ability to control the slack action by the

use of the brake and occasionally with

the assistance of the engine throttle also.

On the first brake pipe reduction made
on a draft on straight track, it is ab-

solutely essential to smooth handling to

know whether the tendency of the brak-

ing effect is to cause a running in or a

pulling out from the cars at the rear

end, and the brake must be handled ac-

cordingly.

The initial brake application results in

a running in from the rear, the slack

should thereafter be bunched by a very

light application of the independent brake

before the automatic brake valve is used.

If the tendency is for the slack to run

out towards the rear, the automatic brake

should be applied when the train is

stretched, even though it is necessary to

keep the throttle partly open in order to

accomplish this.

Both of the former instructions are

subject to variations when the draft of

cars is on a sharp curve or a portion of

the draft is on a grade, where the cur-

vature or the grade may change slack

conditions.

As an example of the foregoing, the

distribution of braking effect may be such

as to permit of a run in, or a crowding in,

of the rear cars when on a level track,

but when the rear cars of such a train

happen to be on a sharp curve the re-

tarding effect is sometimes greater than

tiic differences in braking effect that will

be obtained between the different cars as

a result of the light brake pipe reduction,

hence the condition would change and in-

stead of bunching the slack, the train

should be left stretched when the brake is

applied.

As another example, if it is necessary

lo release the brakes while the rear cars

arc on a curve, the slack must be held in

by a full application of the independent

brake as a movement of the brake valve

to release position and promptly back to

running, will release the engine brake and

permit of the tendency for the engine

and head cars to run away from the rear

ones in the curve, generally causing a

severe shock and occasionally with heavy

locomotives break-in-two of train.

Again if the train is being backed into

the curve, the conditions will be reversed

and if a release of brakes is to be made

the brake should be entirely released on

the engine so that it, and the cars next to

it, will drive it solidly against the cars

on the curve, then should another brake

application become necessary the inde-

pendent valve should be held in release

position while the brake application is

being made.

Do not attempt to move a draft or

make a shift until after the brakes have

released, no time will be gained in the

total movement and only rough handling

will result.

In releasing brakes, the time the brake

valve handle is allowed to remain in re-

lease position is governed by a variety of

conditions, but where the main reservoir

volume and pressure is uniform and the

air pump capacity is the same, the time

in release position is governed principally

by the number of cars in the train and

the type of brake equipment on the cars,

and the pressure in the brake pipe and

auxiliary reservoirs.

More care must be exercised with the

brake valve in release position with Sj-i

cc. air compressor capacity, so that there

may be no possibility of brakes reapplying

or sticking from an over-charge of the

reservoirs on the cars next to the engine.

When releasing the brakes under or-

dinary conditions, the brake valve handle

should not be allowed to remain in re-

lease position for more than one second

on trains of from two to six cars, and

not over three seconds on the longer

drafts.

After the first movement to release

position when releasing brakes on long

drafts, a second, quick movement to re-

lease and back to running position is fre-

quently necessary and should be made if

the brake pipe pressure is somewhat

lower than that in the main reservoir

immediately after the release.

If the brake pipe reduction made be-

fore the release has been heavy enough

to draw the main reservoir pressure down

to, or below, the figure of the adjustment

of the brake valve feed valve (110

pounds) this is peimissiblc and sonic-

times necessary, especially in cases of

brake pipe leakage when a second or

third movement to release will be found

to be of advantage. This is slangily

termed, "Flashing the brake valve."

To know why this will be necessary it

should be understood that the feed valve

cannct operate and supply brake pipe

leakage or a drop in brake pipe pressure

through the triple valve feed grooves if

tlie main reservoir and brake pipe pres-

sures are approximately equal, as the ten-

sion of the supply valve piston spring of

the feed valve plus the frictional re-

sistance, usually ranges from eight to ten

pourds dif'erencc in air pressure, there-

fore in order to obtain any material sup-

ply of air from the main reservoir

through the feed valve the main reservoir

pressure must be from ten to fifteen

|)ounds higher than that in the brake pipe.

Hence these quick movements of the

brake handle to release position will

maintain the brake pipe against leakage

and hold the brakes released while the

pump or compressor is accumulating the

necessary excess pressure with which to

operate the feed valve.

A distinction must be made beUveen

releasing brakes and charging the brakes

en a draft of cars, if the main reservoir

pressure equalizes with the brake pipe at

some point below one hundred pounds,

the brake pipe and reservoirs must be

charged, and release position of the brake

valve is the correct position for doing this

work. The valve handle should remain

in release position until both hands of the

air gauge show nearly one hundred and

ten pounds, when the brake valve handle

should be brought back to running posi-

tion. It is not always necessary to bring

the valve handle directly from full release

to running position because the volume

of compressed air that enters the brake

pipe can be reduced or increased as the

brake handle is brought to, or away from,

running position.

This position, partially in release, or in

full release gives a wide open or a large

port from the main reservoir to the brake

pipe which quickly admits the volume of

compressed air from the main reservoir

into the brake pipe, and incidentally per-

mits the pump to work more rapidly

against a lower air pressure, thus re-

leasing the brake and recharging the

reservoirs in the shortest possible space

of time.

If you will understand that this sub-

ject of train handling is too broad to be

covered with written instructions and that

n'j air brake men will attempt to lay
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down any fixed rules to cover various

conditions, you will realize that in order

to handle the brakes in a manner that

will be above criticism it will be necessary

to make a study of every condition sur-

rounding each train movement, and to

thoroughly understand the construction

and operation of every one of the various

car brake equipments as well as that of

the locomotive.

You should understand that the most

important lapse of time, from the view-

point of smooth handling, is that between

the initial and second brake pipe reduc-

tion during a stop, as this must be of

suflficient duration to permit the train

slack to gently adjust itself to surround-

ing conditions.

When the stop is to be made with the

back-up, or rider hose, you will assist in

smooth handling by refraining from giv-

ing any assistance with the brake valve

except in actual cases of emergency, and

further by knowing that no undue or un-

necessary leakage exists in any part of

the brake system on the engine.

In the event of low steam pressure,

where the air pressure in the main re-

servoir falls to approximately that carried

in the brake pipe the brake valve handle

should be carried in release position until

the steam pressure is regained, as this

will add the main reservoir volume to that

in the brake pipe making it more difficult

for brake pipe leakage to apply the brakes.

Some care must be exercised in getting

the valve handle from release position

back into running if there happens to be

any material leakage in the brake pipe

and the safest method is to leave the

handle in release position until such a

time as a 30 lb. brake pipe reduction can

be made.

.Another essential observation in con-

nection with the time element is that

which elapses between the time of move-

ment of the brake valve to release position

and the opening of the engine throttle,

be sure that the brakes on the rear cars

have had ample time to release, and

if possible be sure that they have released

before attempting to start the train and

under many conditions of service this

may have to be reckoned in minutes in-

stead of seconds in time.

Daily Inspection of Locomotive and

Tender Brakes.

In- order to comply with the Federal

Law covering the inspection of locomo-

tive and tender brake equipments, which

specifies that the brakes be constantly

maintained in a safe and suitable condi-

tion for service, we have formulated a

method of inspecting the E. T. locomotive

brake which, if followed in the right

spirit, will meet the requirements of the

law. At a first reading it may appear to

be a trifle too rigid or exacting or may
appear to involve an unnecessary ex-

penditure of time, but if thoroughly

learned and put into practice it will be

be found to contain but very little more

than that specified in standard recom-

mended practices and can be made in

from 12 to 14 minutes time. Of course

the inspector could not be expected to

do any air brake repair work on the en-

gines, as his capacity for inspection would

not be much over three engines per hour,

which at large terminals means an in-

crease of force, but we are at this time

more concerned with the requirements as

laid down by the law than by the expense

incident to complying with it.

1. Start the brake inspection with ap-

proximately 50 lbs. pressure in the brake

cylinders, the independent brake valve in

lap position and the automatic brake

valve in running position.

2. Close the stop cock in the distri-

buting valve supply pipe.

3. Beginning under the engine at the

pilot, test brake cylinders and piping with

torch, measure piston travel, see that

cylinders and cylinder bolts are properly

tightened, that brake rigging is in its

proper position and that no part of the

rigging is less than 2V2" above the rail.

4. Test air hose between engine and

tender, and air pipes under tender, ex-

amine tender cylinder and all pipe clamps

and measure tender brake piston travel.

5. Coming out at the rear of tender

go to the right side of the engine, examine

all piping about the distributing valve,

and distributing valve exhaust port for

leakage, examine equalizing and main

reservoirs for leakage, and all reservoir

hangers and pipe clamps, drain right main

reservoir and note last date of hydro-

static test.

6. Follow the brake and signal pipes

to the pilot, examining pipes and clamps,

note condition of air hose and gaskets on

pilot, and test piping between hose and

stop cocks on pilot.

7. Continue from pilot to left side of

engine, testing all pipes, test left main

reservoir and related piping.

8. Open left main reservoir drain

cock, note date of last test, and inspect

air pumps for leaks. Note that pumps or

compressors draw in air on both strokes

of the piston, and report any leakage or

blow back at the stuffing boxes or air

strainers ; see that strainers are clean and

report any overheating, pounding, lame-

ness or unusual action of the pumps.

9. Glo.se main reservoir drain cock,

and attach gage or preferably a test

coupler to the hose at rear of tender; see

that signal whistle gives four distinct

blasts of the whistle through a 1-16 open-

ing and that the pressure is correct and

is promptly restored after a reduction.

10. Test the feed valve for sensitive-

ness through a 3-64-inch opening to the

atmosphere, feed valve must operate upon

this amount of leakage and the fluctuation

of pressure as shown on the gage must

not exceed 2 lbs.

11. Note the condition of the air hose

and the figure of feed valve adjustment;

remove the test gages and immediately

enter the cab and note that the brake pipe

pressure as shown on both air gages

coresponds with that shown at tlie rear

of the tender.

12 Close the air pump throttle and

place the brake valve on lap position

;

test all air pipes in cab and above the

running board and the brake valve ex-

haust ports for leakage.

13. Inspect last date of air brake clean-

ing tag under the brake valve, or as

shown by the form under glass inside of

the cab; note date of last air gage tests

and last date of air compressor test and

report any found out of date.

14. Note drop in air pressure as indi-

cated by the air gages during this inter-

val in one minute of time, brake pipe

pressure must not fall more than 5 lbs.

nor the main pressure reservoir more than

3 lbs. If main reservoir pressure, due

to high temperature of the compressed

air, drops more tiian 3 lbs. per minute,

another test must be made when the pres-

sure has reduced to 85 lbs., and the pres-

sure must not fall more than 9 lbs. in three

minutes. This is a very liberal figure

for leakage tests and there is no reason

why the main reservoir leakage cannot

be kept down to 2 lbs. per minute and

the brake pipe to 3 lbs.

15. If five minutes time has elapsed

since the closing of the distributing valve

supply pipe cock, note the brake cylinder

pressure as shown on the gage; see that

brakes are still applied and open the cock

in the supply pipe. If the brake has

leaked off the cause must be ascertained

or the fact reported.

16. Test the equalizing portion of the

distributing valve for sensitiveness by

making four or five brake pipe reduc-

tions to equal 5 lbs. total. The 5 lb. re-

duction should apply the brake and the

pump governor should be sensitive

enough to start the compressor as the re-

duction of pressure in the main reser-

voir takes place.

17. Make 15 lbs. more brake pipe re-

(hiction to see that 50 lbs. brake cylinder

pressure is obtained for the 20 lb. re-

duction. See that the operation of the

equalizing discharge valve of the brake

valve is correct at this time, and that

tliere is no leakage from any of the ex-

haust ports of the brake valve.

18. Make 15 lbs. more reduction to

see that the brake cylinder pressure does

not increase beyond 68 lbs., then draw

the brake pipe pressure below that in the
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brake cylinders to sec that there is im

back leakage from the liruke cylinders

into the brake pipe.

19. Release with the independent

brake valve, application cylinder pressure

should be practically exhausted in from

two to three seconds.

20. Move the automatic brake valve to

release position and compare the pointers

of the large gage to see that they ajid the

black hand of the small gage register the

same pressure.

21. Leave the valve handle in release-

position long enough to overcliarge the

pressure chamber of the distrilmting

valve to 125 or 130 lbs., then make a brake

pipe reduction sufficient to apply the

brake and return the valve handle to run-

ning position. Witli the brake pipe pres-

sure still above 110 lbs., the brake should

remain applied to insure tliat it will re-

main applied when the engine is the sec-

ond one in double heading.

22. Reduce the brake pipe pressure to

110 lbs., then from 110 to 90 lbs., and see

that the equalizing reservoir reduction

takes place in from five and one-half to

seven seconds time, or from 70 to 50 lbs.

in from nine to eleven seconds.

23. Return the valve handle to holding

position and note that brake pipe pres-

sure is promptly restored to the figure of

feed valve adjustment, and that there is

no loss of application cylinder pressure;

test release pipe branch between the brake

-valves and return valve handle to running

position.

24. After brake has released, move the

independent brake valve to slow applica-

tion position ; 40 lbs. brake cylinder pres-

sure should be obtained in from six to

eight seconds, and the final pressure

should be the same as shown on the test

gage when the signal whistle was tested.

25. Test the sensitiveness of the ap-

plication position of the distributing valve

by graduating the pressure out of the cyl-

inders by alternating the valve handle be-

tween lap and running position. If the

distributing valve operation is correct this

can be done in steps of from 5 to 7 lbs

at a time.

26. Release the brake entirely and

move the independent brake valve to

quick application position ; 40 lbs. cylin-

der pressure should be obtained in from

two to three seconds.

27. Test air sanders or any other air

operated devices.

Air pumps are out of date for test in

three months time, air gages in three

months and the brake equipment in six

months. Main reservoirs are out of date

for hydrostatic test in twelve months

time.

The maximum piston travel permitted

by law is 6 in. for the drivers, 8 in for

the trailer and truck brakes and 9 in. for

the tender brake.

New Anti-Collision Fenders on the Great

Central Railway of England

One of the leading express trains of the

Great Central Railway of England, run-

ning between London and Manchester,

has been fitted with a new arrangement

of inter-locking, anti-telescoping fenders,

and anti-collision buffers, the invention of

Mr. J. G. Robinson, Chief Mechanical En-

gineer of the railway. The arrangement
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Electrical Department
Largest Electric Passenger Locomotive Returns from San Francisco

Result of Six Years of Electrification of the St. Clair Tunnel

What is said to be the only electric

locomotive equipped with a smoke stack,

has recently completed a transcontinental

tour from San Francisco to New York
where it is used by tlie Pennsylvania

Railroad in hauling trains under the

Hudson River between its New Y'ork

Terminal and Manhattan Transfer.

The locomotive is returned from San
Francisco where it was mounted on a

turntable in the Transportation Palace of

the E.xposition, forming the center of the

exhibit of the Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Company which furnished

the electrical equipment, for it. At the

Exposition it was awarded the Grand
Prize, the highest award in the gift of

the Exposition, on account of its operat-

ing record, it having traveled over 120,-

000 miles before it was removed from

Results of the Electrification of the

St. Clair Tunnel.

It is always interesting to have an au-

thoritative report on important changes

in railway construction and equipment

after a lapse of time., so that the new con-

ditions may have had that guarantee of

tests that can only come with service ex-

perience, involving various conditions,

which very frequently furnishes new

phases and food for thought that were

not apparent at the original installation,

which is usually full of an assured suc-

cess that is not always completely

realized.

From a report just published by Mr.

Walter D. Hall, superintendent of the

St. Clair Tunnel, we reiterate the facts

v.hich were previously published in the

vice for a few hours each day for two or

til roe weeks before going into full service.

Tlie engineers who first assumed control

of these locomotives are still operating

them, and, with two exceptions, the same
firemen, now called assistants, are with

them. During this period not a passen-

ger or a member of a train or yard crew
has been injured by electric shocks, but

two casualties have occurred to work-

men in the electric bay. Means are now
used so that it is not necessary to ener-

gize the lines in the bay except to move
locomotives into the yard, and as soon

as this is done the line in the bay is shut

off.

The cost per year for the maintenance

of the four steam locomotives was
$21,173, while the average cost for the six

electric locomotives is $11,131. The cost

PENNSYLVANIA PRIZE ELECTRIC PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVE RETURNS FROM SAN FRANCISCO.

regular service in the New Y'ork Ter-

minal and sent to San Francisco for ex-

hibition purposes.

The reason of the smoke stack is that

the Pennsylvania and Westinghouse com-

panies, wishing to insure its safe and

prompt return from San Francisco, have

sent with it a personal tracer, and in or-

der to afford him comfort when passing

through severe storms which have re-

cently been encountered, a cab was erect-

ed, in which was included a small coal

stove, hence the smoke stack.

The locomotive is rated at 4,000 horse-

power and is the largest electric locomo-

tive ever built for exclusive passenger

service. It is built in two units, and

weighs 156 tons, and will haul a heavy

Pullman train at a speed of 60 miles per

hour.

pages of R.MLWAY .and Locomotive En-
ci.NEERiNG that the tunnel is 6,032 feet in

length, with approaches totaling 5,603

feet. Between the years 1890 and 1908

the traffic through this tunnel was

handled by steam locomotives capable of

hauling trains of 750 tons at slow speed.

After the latter date single-phase electric

locomotives were placed in service, and

have been in constant operation ever

since. Trains of 1,000 tons have been

handled at a speed of ten miles per hour.

The steam locomotives were about 100

tons each. There are now six 3,300-volt

electric units, weighing about 66 tons, of

the Baldwin-Westinghouse type. The en-

gineers and firemen who operated the

steam locomotives were given instructions

relating to electric equipment, and the

electric locomotives were placed in ser-

per car handled by steam locomotives

through the tunnel, approximately five

miles, was 26.64 cents, the average cost

by electric locomotives is 17.22 cents, al-

though the capacity of the cars is now
much greater than formerly.

An interesting feature also is the fact

that the electric locomotives are avail-

able for service about 90 per cent, of the

time. No failure of main motors has

occurred, but the armature windings have

required repairs from time to time. Con-

nection between the motors and the en-

gine wheels, which is accomplished

through a single pinion and gear for each

motor; the pinions make a mileage of

64,000 to 118,000 miles. .\t first the larg-

est mechanical expense was due to flange

wear, the average mileage being about

25,000 miles between the turnings, but the
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adoption of an electro-pneumatic wheel

flange luhricator, invented by Mr. Hall,

have already made a record of 184,000

miles between turnings.

The controllers require little attention

and have given practically no tmuble.

The commutators of the air compressor

motors and blower motors have not re-

quired turning since going into service,

and only twu armatures have been re-

$17,186 per year, yet the average tonnage

handled by the electric locomotives has

been much greater than that handled by

steam. The difference in cost is partly

due to tlie fact that slack coal is now

used, whereas hard coal was used for the

steam locomotives; yet fewer tons of

slack coal are consumed for all purposes

than of hard coal for the steam locomo-

tives alone.

ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE EMERGING FROM ST. CLAIR TUNNEL.

paired. At the commencement of electric

operation there were a number of short-

circuits caused by birds alighting on the

arcing tips of lightning arresters, but the

difficulty was overcome by installing

porcelain perches for the birds to alight

upon.

The average cost of material, tools and

labor for maintenance per mile per year

Tlie boilers used in generating the

power have given good results, particu-

larly when a good quality of slack coal

is used ; crushed mine coal is not as sat-

isfactory, because of the excessive draft

sometimes required to care for the very

erratic coal conditions ; at such times a

blow torch efifect may be set up when
mine-run coal is used, which is likely to

Variety of Lubricating Oils.

One of the most successful investi-

gators of scientific phenomena was Arthur

Jules Morin, a French mathematician and

engineer. The investigations he con-

ducted on friction supplied the world with

the most important book on the subject

and he is still regarded as a reliable au-

thority although he died in 1880. His ex-

periments demonstrated that the friction

of a cast iron shaft upon a dry ball metal

bearing amounts to .2 of the transmitted

power, while with a wrought iron shaft

the friction is more than .25; therefore, if

such shaft were dry and unlubricated one-

fifth and one-fourth respectively of the

total first costs would be wasted in over-

coming friction. By careful lubrication

of the same shaft, the loss may be reduced

to .065 in the one case and to .089 in the

other. Hence the importance of a good

lubricant. One of the most essential

points is that the lubricant be properly

distributed over the surface on which it

is required that just sufficient lubricant

shall be used to relieve the friction with-

out waste.

Putting aside the common character-

istics of a good oil, such as the absence

of acidity either natural or artificial and

the absence of gumminess, one of the

most commonly believed ideas is that an

oil of high specific gravity is the best for

lubricating purposes. Although this may
be true in certain cases, yet from observa-

tion and experiments made over a long

period we find that they are not always

the best, and that the point upon which

we must rely is viscosity. A very simple

test of viscosity may be made with a

French pourette graduate into 100 c.c.

The pourette is fitted on a stand and

filled with oil to be tested. After allowing

all bubbles of air to separate, it is per-

mitted to run through and the time it

takes to do so is carefully noted. At the

finish of the operation it will be found

^ 5W 1066 lifl6

rL.\N AND ELEVATION OF THE TRACKS IN THE ST. CLAIR TUNNEL AND YARDS.

of 12 miles of overhead construction and

bonding of rails is $127 for labor and $72

for material and tools. Tlie saving of

track maintenance in tlie tunnel alone is

estimated at $1,500 per year.

The cost of fuel for the steam locomo-

tives was $42,729 per year, while the aver-

age cost of fuel consumed for generating

energy for the electric locomotives is

result in blistered tubes. When not sup-

plying energy for handling trains, the

boiler fires necessarily burn low. Not-

withstanding this, not a single stoker

retort has been renewed since the fires

were first lighted, nearly eight years ago.

The results obtained speaks well for the

design, as well as for the material of

which the plant was constructed.

that the viscosities are directly propor-

tional to the time taken. Thus, if a min-

eral oil takes 15 seconds and refined oil

45 seconds, the viscosity of repressed oil

is three times that of mineral oil. The
temperature may be either 60 or 90 Fahr..

but the latter is preferrable. as the oil

may be subjected to that temperature

when in use.
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The next question arises, how is this

viscosity basis to be applied? If an oil

with very high viscosity were used to

lubricate an engine of low horsepower,

we should in all probability find, that in-

stead of reducing the friction to a mini-

mum, it would itself become a source of

resistance and increase the oil. And con-

versely, if an oil of very low viscosity

were used to lubricate an engine of high

horsepower, we shall find that the friction

would be but slightly reduced. So when
we come to look at extreme cases, we see

that there e-xists a very marked connec-

tion between viscosity and horsepower. A
high viscosity is not suitable for a low

horsepower, and conversely a low viscos-

ity is not suitable for a high horsepower.

And just as the case holds for these ex-

tremes, so does it hold for every point

between them. The viscosity must always

keep parallel to the horsepower.

Laws of Motion.

The three laws of motion, enunciated

by Sir Isaac Newton, the famous scien-

tist, form the foundation of all calcula-

tions that deal with the effects of force

upon matter. These laws, coming as

they did from a master mind, while plain

and simple, easily understood by even a

school boy, are yet so important that the

proper assimilation of what they express

would be of benefit to many who feel

that they are masters of their chosen

callings.

Newton's first law of motion states

that every body will remain in a state of

rest or of uniform motion in a straight

line, except in so far as it is compelled

by impressed force to change its status.

The second law of motion states that the

change of state, acceleration of motion,

will be in proportion to and in the direc-

tion of the impressed force. Let us con-

sider any large mass, an immensely

heavy freight train or an ocean liner, if

friction could be absolutely eliminated

the force of a single breath would give

motion to either of these great masses,

and with friction and retarding influences

removed motion would continue forever.

The motion would, indeed, be almost

imperceptible, but it must be remembered

that the giant force that moves the

heavy freight or the ocean liner, may be

considered as only the multiple of the

feeble forces. A feeble force acting for

a length of time commensurate with its

feebleness and with no opposing force di-

rected against it, would give to the im-

mense mass the same velocity which the

giant force imparts in a much smaller

time.

It is not necessary to point out that the

locomotive with one or two cars, or with

no car, can start from rest and reach its

greatest speed in very much less time

than is required when it has to give ac-

celeration to a heavy train, and even run-

ning light, the force exerted by the loco-

motive is not wholly expended in pro-

ducing acceleration of its mass.

A large portion of this force is ex-

pended in overcoming the retarding ef-

fects of friction in its different forms.

In making comparative statements in-

volving considerations of the acceleration

of mass, it is customary to consider the

force of gravity as the actuating cause;

with the mass falling vertically under the

influence of this force, all retarding ef-

fects, even the resistance of the air, are

understood to be removed.

Use of Compressed Air in Shops.

"A constant reader" wants to know to

what extent compressed air is used in

railroad machine shops, what sort of com-

pressers are used and if we do not think

electricity would be a more convenient

medium in transmitting small power? In

reply we would say that compressed air

is used very extensively in railroad repair

shops and our impression is that it is so

employed because it is more convenient

tlian electricity. In most cases the air

plant has been started in a small way by

using a Westinghouse air brake pump as

compressor. In some shops there are sev-

eral of these pumps at work; we know of

one shop that used for a time twenty-one

Westinghouse pumps, but they have all

been superseded by a special compressor.

Another reason which we think has es-

tablished the popularity of compressed air

as small power in railway machine shops

is, that nearly all the machinists employed

in such shops understand the handling of

all air appliances and few of them are

perfectly at home with electric mecha-
nism.

Doctoring Feed Water.

When a person is sick with any com-
plaint of a mysterious character or

difficult to cure, he is very liable to fall

into the hands of pretentious quacks who
presume to have a cure for all the ills

that inflict mankind.

We have often thought of this when
reading the long list of compounds that

have been recommended for softening

the feed water of locomotive boilers. A
locomotive boiler evaporates such an

enormous quantity of water that a small

percentage of solid matter forms a big

deposit at the end of a month. This soon

causes trouble and raises the demand for

a remedy. The proper remedy calls for

some knowledge of cliemistry, a science

that is little studied by, the men respon-

sible for the safe and economical opera-

tion of locomotive boilers.

Under these circumstances the persons

responsible for keeping locomotive boil-

ers in steaming order are ready victims

of quacks who pretend to possess skill

in doctoring feed water. The man hav-

ing a compound that acts as a precipitate

of lime salts is the least dangerous of

the large tribe that deal in remedies for

prevention of scale in boilers. All kinds of

vegetable substances and many mineral

compounds have been put into boilers

with little success. Some of the ingre-

dients used do some good; others are

positively hurtful. Cornstarch, potatoes,

sorgum, brand compounds of petroleum

are a few of the ingredients used on

some roads. All of these substances act

en the scale and tend to soften it, but

tliey form a sort of mild homeopathic

remedy that is permissible because it is

not likely to do much harm. It is safe

to say that a few pounds of caustic soda

would be much more efficient than any of

tlie ingredients mentioned.

Some of the companies that sell boiler

compounds such as the Dearborn Chemi-
cal Company, prepare their mixtures to

suit the water to be treated. Where this

practice is followed it indicates intelli-

gent dealing with a difficult problem. It

is using scientific knowledge instead of

ignorant pretense. The proper practice

for a railway company suffering from the

evils of boiler scale, is to have an analysis

made of the water and send it to such a

reputable concern as the Dearborn Chem-
ical Company, of Chicago, and they may
safely rely upon receiving a medicine

that will affect a cure. But it is of the

utmost importance that the medicine

should be applied regularly. We have

known cases where engine house officials

were supplied with reliable ingredients

for preventing scale which failed because

they were not used. They would be ap-

plied for a few weeks and then the appli-

cation would be neglected. Neglect gen-

erally brings bad results.

Green Mea'dows of Industry.

Blessed is he who has found his work;

let him ask no other blessedness. He has

a work, a life purpose; he has found it,

and will follow it! How, as a free-flow-

ing channel, dug and torn by noble force

through the sour mud-swamp of one's

existence, like an ever-deepening river

there, it runs and flows;—draining off the

sour festering water, gradually from the

root of the remotest grass-blade ; making,

instead of pestilential swamp, a green,

fruitful meadow with its clear-flowing

stream. How blessed for the meadow,

itself, let the stream and its value be

great or small! Labor is life!

For Stronger Railway Machinery

Parts.

It appears to us that automobile makers

are following very sensible practice in

the selection of particularly strong ma-

terial to successfully resist the shocks to

which motor cars are subject. In some

respects the makers of railway rolling
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stock might with .idvantage adopt some
of the strong material that automobile

makers liave hrouglit upon the market,

r.reakagcs of railway macliiticry are not

so rare that railway people can afford to

ignore all ideas of progress and improve-

ment.

The progress inspiring automobile

niiuuifacturers in the British Isles may be

understood from the statement made by

our Glasgow agent, Mr. A. Fraser Sin-

clair, in his weekly letter to the Glasgow
Ifcrald:

During the last twenty years or so

there has occurred one of the greatest

changes in the history of metal manufac-

ture, that is to say, the growth in the use
cf alloys of industrial metals. Twenty
years ago manganese, nickel, chrome, and

tungsten were all used to some e.xtent;

but since then other and better processes

have been introduced, while other alloys

have also been discovered and employed
with the happiest results. Combinations

of alloys, with which carbon is generally

employed, have had the effect of securing

greater hardness, tensile strength, and
elasticity as required for different pur-

poses. Thus carbon-nickel-chroniium, nick-

el-chromium-vanadiuni, carbon-chromium-

vanadium, silico-manganese, and other

combinations of alloys, all in differing

proportions, are now employed according

to the needs of the case. Many of these al-

loys have been evolved for the purpose of

meeting the requirements of motor car

manufacturers, and now a new, and what
may turn out to be a revolutionary, de-

velopment in connection with the use of

aluminum is being discussed. A quarter

of a century ago, and ever since, alumi-

nium has been employed as an ingredient

of steel, but the proposal now mooted is

to use it as the metal in chief, with the

addition of alloys in proper quantities to

make it hard and tough enough to stand

machining, and to permit of its use as

cylinders, pistons, connecting rods, and
other important parts. Should the day
come for alloys of aluminium to reach the

stage of strength and toughness required

for those purposes, the revolution men-
tioned will not be far away. Aluminium,
as demonstrated by the Harcourt radi-

ators for air-cooled engines, has great

powers of radiation, and one has but to

imagine an engine in which the cylinders,

pistons, combustion chamber and crank-

case were all of aluminum, possibly of

different alloys, to recognize that cooling

by water would no longer be necessary.

With water discarded there would go the

water jacket, the radiator, the water con-

nections—all of them of metals a long

way heavier than the heaviest alloy of

aluminum, and all less amenable to the

action of cold air than that alloy. More-
over, there would be a vast reduction of

weight at many points where such

strengthened aluminum might be used

with advantages in the lowering of run-

ning costs. Not tiiat reduced weight is

an unqualilied benefit, the need for ad-

hesion on hills demanding a reasonable

minimum, but there are many designs of

cars on the market which could be doing

with a good deal of pruning to the very

great benefit of their tire and petrol bills.

Hut before the millennium suggested can

come about there must be a great reduc-

tion in the price of alumiiuim, another

economy depending on the end of the

war.

Too Many Rules.

The officials of some railroads are a

little too literal in framing rules for the

guidance of trainmen. Considering the

fast time made by many trains of the

present day, the large number of trains

run on the same track, many of them

only a few minutes apart, and in gen-

eral the many dangers that threaten

trainmen and passengers, it is best that

too many instructions should not be put

upon the action of locomotive engineers,

else they may hesitate in case of doubt

;

and it is assuredly true that when run-

ning at a speed of 60 miles an hour "he

tliat hesitates is lost."

American railroad men have been fa-

mous for the ability displayed in over-

coming difficulties as they arise, and for

meeting unexpected emergencies with suc-

cess. The qualities that have proved so

valuable in this way, have been devel-

oped through the men being permitted to

use their own judgment. Railroad opera-

tion is now exceedingly complex, and

more formulated rules are necessary than

formerly, but care should be taken that

rules are not made so numerous, that an

impression is given that the judgments of

the engineer is no longer considered of

value.

We recently called upon a railway man-

ager who was writhing with the forma-

tion of a book of rules for trainmen, and

he had gathered material more volumi-

nous than the Old Testament and yet he

was seeking more suggestions. His aim

was to cover every event that could pos-

sibly happen with a rule for action. This

sort of paternal management is not likely

to produce good results. It is impossible

for men to commit to memory volumi-

nous rules, so the effect of issuing a code

of that kind is the taking away personal

responsibility without supplying a practi-

cal substitute. It is much safer to depend

acting promptly on his own judgment in

an emergency than to depend upon him

thinking of a laid down rule.

gin in Catalonia m the North of Spain,

and was used for blasting iron from the

ore by means of wood or charcoal. We
are not aware that any Catalan furnaces

are now in use in the United States, but

at one period such furnaces proved an

important factor in promoting the iron

making industries of the United States.

In our issue of February, 1892, there

appeared an article on "The Oldest Boil-

er Plate Rolling Mill," from which we
cijpy the following extracts : "About the

finish of the War of Independence, when
the infant States were famishing for

want of iron, there sprang into existence

in the valleys and hillsides near Coates-

ville. Pa., numerous Catalan forges

where wrought iron was made directly

from the ore. The advantage of this

district on nursing such an industry, was

the existence of great forests that pro-

vided charcoal, and fine waterpowcr that

operated the crude mechanism employed.

"The presence of these Catalan forges

and the great wood and water power

privileges enjoyed led to the building in

1810 of the Lukens Iron Works, which

afterwards developed into the Lukens

Iron & Steel Co. The work done by

this concern making iron plate from the

charcoal blooms produced by the Cata-

lan forges. Here the first plates for boil-

er making were rolled on the American

Continent, and the product was so good

that a demand arose in Europe for the

charcoal plates that could not be ob-

tained anywhere else."

Very Hard SteeL

We do not like the common "hard as

fire and water can make it" used fre-

quently in connection with the harden-

ing of steel. It generally means that it

is to be made coarse by overheating. It

cannot be impressed upon the steel mak-
er too often, that his aim should be to

refine the grain, so that it will disappear

when viewed by the unaided eye. The
hardness will take care of itself. If it is

not hard enough when refined by harden-

ing at low heat, then the steel itself is

too mild. Better take the steel maker

into your confidence, and tell him what

you want the steel to do; then he will

give you what will refine to a strong

condition and harden just right for your

purpose.

Too Slow.

The Catalan Forge.

A correspondent asks us what we
know about Catalan blast furnaces and

to what extent they are used in the

United States.

The Catalan blast furnace had its ori-

He stood and looked at the steam roll-

er that was working on the asphalt in the

San Francisco exposition. "Great thing,

ain't it?" said a bystander. "Great noth-

ing," was the reply ; "you must be power-

ful slow in California when that's all the

speed you make. Why out in Pine

Center they'd shoot an engineer that

couldn't go no faster'n that
!"
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Porter Locomotives in Favor at Home and Abroad
As is well known, industrial locomo-

tives, their construction and manage-

ment, involves many questions not com-

mon to general railroad traffic. In what

may be called the early days it was usual

to transfer locomotives that had done

service for many years, and, after giving

locomotives adapted for every kind of

industrial service.

In the accompanying illustrations Fig.

1 shows what is known as a double-ender

locomotive, with si.x driving wheels and
saddle-tank. It is a coal burning loco-

motive, and among other orders for this

FIG. 1. DOUBLE-ENDER LOCOMOTIVE FOR UNITED STATES PENITENTIARY,
LEAVENWORTH, KANSAS.

FORT

them such overhauling as could not very

well be dispensed witli, the safety valves

were adjusted at a considerably lower

pressure, and they were repainted and

sold at a reduced price to some struggling

industry to relieve the patient mule from

further drudgery. That such decayed

locomotives occasionally blew up, even at

the reduced pressure, was not to be won-
dered at. As a rule, they were rarely in

skilled hands. Their boilers were not

kept as clean as they might have been.

Their loose joints were little heeded.

When they came to a standstill there

were few mourners.

All this is changed. Industrial locomo-

tives are keeping pace with other kinds

of locomotives, both in special construc-

tion of details and in excellence of ma-
terial. Indeed, it may truthfully be said

that the industrial locomotive is kept in

advance of ordinary freight locomotives.

They are compelled to meet conditions in

regard to tracks that are poorly ballasted

and meet many shocks that are not com-

mon on well kept roads.

Hence strength and durability of

structure are essential requisites, and the

necessity for maintaining a high degree FIG. 2.

of ruggedness under the hardest condi-

tions is a pre-requisite of the modern in-

dustrial locomotive. The leading loco-

motive builders have met the situation

admirably, and the improvement in this

particular kind of motive power has been

particularly marked during the present

century. Among these enterprising firms

that of the H. K. Porter Company, of

Pittsburgh, Pa., has won an enviable dis-

tinction in the special attention that the

firm has given to the construction of

type of locomotive, one was recently fur-

nished for service at the United States

Penitentiary, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas.

The type of locomotive is well adapted for

general service, being suited for logging,

local passenger and other service requir-

ing a fair amount of speed, good distribu-

tion of weight, steady running, ability to

pass reasonably sharp curves and consider-

able power on quite heavy grades and on

Gauge, 4 ft. SVz ins.

Cylinders, 15 ins. by 20 ins.

Diameter of driving wheels, 42 ins.

Diameter of truck wheels, 24 ins.

Rigid wheel-base, 9 ft. 10 ins.

Total wheel-base, 23 ft.

Length over bumpers, 28 ft. 10 ins.

Height from rail to top of stack, 12 ft.

10 ins.

Weight in working order, 94,(XX) lbs.

Weight on driving wheels, 75,000 lbs.

Water capacity, 1,100 gallons.

Fuel capacity, coal, 3,000 lbs.

Fuel capacity, wood, 90 cubic feet.

Radius of sharpest curves, advised, 160

Ir.

Boiler pressure, 180 lbs.

Traction force, 16,390 lbs.

Factor of adhesion, 4.56.

Of another distinct type of industrial

local locomotives a recent consignment

of which were furnished for service in

South Africa, as shown in Fig. 2, the type

of side tanks are desirable for hot cli-

mates because the water does not become
heated from the boiler. This is a de-

sirable design for power on light rails or

soft roadbeds, with reasonable curves,

and also where the length of run does not

require a separate tender. It is strongly

constructed and is reported to stand well

against hard conditions with light re-

newals. This type is also made in various

sizes, the dimensions of the type shown in

the illustration is as follows:

Gauge, 3 ft. 6 ins.

Cylinders, 16 ins. by 20 ins.

EIGIIT-WHEEL-CONNECTED SIDE-TANK LOCOMOTIVE FOR THE GOVERN-
MENT RAILWAYS OF SOUTH AFRICA.

light rails, and where the run is not long

enough to require a separate tender. The
boiler is of a liberal capacity, the frames

and machinery throughout of strong con-

struction, and these locomotives are to

be depended upon for hard work and low

upkeep. The general dimensions of this

type of locomotive are variable, according

to the variations in the service for which

they are required. In the illustration

given they are as follows

:

Diameter of driving wheels, 40 ins.

Wheel-base, 11 ft. 10 ins.

Length over bumpers, 27 ft. 6 ins.

Weight, rail to top of stack, 13 ft.

Weight in working order, 96,000 lbs.

Water capacity, 1,200 gallons.

Fuel capacity, coal, 3,000 lbs.

Fuel capacity, wood, 90 cubic feet.

Boiler pressure, 180 lbs.

Traction force, 19,580 lbs.

Factor of adhesion, 4.90.
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Meeting of Erie Officials.

Ever since Mr. William Schlafge be-

came general meclianical su|>erintendent

of the Erie Railroad he lias jironioted the

holding of periodical meetings of officials

connected with the mechanical and

stores department for the investigation

and discussion of questions calculated to

promote economy of operation. "Come,

let us reason together," represents an

idea of popular wisdom and the Erie staff

meetings are based on that principle and

have proved productive of much profit to

the railroad company and of instruction

to the men taking part in the proceedings.

The meetings are generally attended by

about twenty officials and all of them dis-

play a warm interest in the subjects pre-

sented for investigation. At each meet-

ing a list of .subjects to be discussed is

provided, each member receiving a copy.

At the last meeting held at Meadville,

Pa., particulars of 81 subjects were pro-

vided and they formed the basis of three

days' work. At this meeting General

Mechanical Superintendent Schlafge oc-

cupied the chair and there were present

besides the chairman, Mr. A. G. Trum-
bull, assistant to general superintendent;

Mr. E. S. Fitzsimmons, Mr, Charles

James, Mr. J. McMullen, mechanical su-

perintendents ; Mr. H. S. Burr, superin-

tendent of stores; Dr. August Sinclair,

instructor technical education ; Mr. F. S.

Breen, mechanical engineer; Mr. W. S.

Cozad, superintendent apprentices ; Mr.

Geo. Eisenhauer, electrical engineer ; Mr.

T. W. Dow, general air brake inspector;

Mr. T. S. Dovey, Mr. Wm. Miller and

Mr. J. T. Munroe, shop superintendents;

Mr. F. A. Griffin, Mr. C. P. Patrick and

Mr. F. N. Graff, special agents ; Mr. P.

J. O'Dea, general inspector ; Mr. A. G.

Callahan and Mr. A. Nunn, terminal

inspectors.

The Transandine Railway.

The Transandine Railway was the sub-

ject of an able paper by Mr. W. T.

Lucy, C.E., before the Mechanical Insti-

tute of London recently, dealing with the

location and construction of the two
railways forming the route between

Argentine and Chile. A brief description

was given of the four different types of

locomotives which were in use at the

opening of the Chilian Transandine Rail-

way in 1910. together with a short ac-

count of the history of the development

of the more powerful engines. The con-

ditions necessary in a combined adhesion

and rack locomotive for an 8 per cent.

(1 in 12^) gradient are considered in

detail, comparisons being made between

the Kitson-Meyer and the Esslingen

types. The author contends that the plan

hitherto generally accepted, of providing

a separate frame, suspended on the carry-

ing axles of the main frame, for carry-

ing the rack pinions, is unnecessary, and

he gives arguments in support of this.

He also disagrees with the traditional

method of driving the pinions by means

of spring-keys, and advocates solid ones

as having given better results. He advo-

cates the llc.xibility in speed obtained by a

direct drive on the pinions, and therefore

is opposed to the introduction of gearing.

The eight separate brakes used on the

Chilian Transandine Railway are dealt

with, the value of the repression brake

being particularly noted and modifications

described which have added to its effi-

ciency. The band brake, which is a usual

feature on rack locomotives, is con-

demned, and reasons are given for its

abolition.

Appendices give particulars of a loco-

motive proposed for the haulage of trains

of ISO tons on the 8 per cent. (1 in 12}/^)

gradient, and a list of the cab fittings

used on the Chilian Transandine Rail-

way serves to show the complicated na-

ture of the work.

Railways Brought the Machine Tool.

.\ subject that would be interesting to

many mechanics would be the history of

the development of machine tools. Rail-

road work did much to develop the ma-

chine tool, for when locomotives began

to be first used, the mechanics making

and repairing the engines were compelled

to do most of the work by hand tools.

The famous writer on railway subjects

in one of his books says : When we com-

menced in 1828, there was not a planing

machine known ; screw cutting and drill

presses and shaping machines by power

were scarce!}' thought of. Slide rests

were sometimes used, but turning was

generally done by the long handled "but-

ton head" and "hook tools," and finishing

was done by the hand hammer and chisel.

"Steam joints were made with a lead ring

on a rough surface and packed with

rusted iron borings."

LTnder such circumstances many of the

great establishments, such as Baldwin's

and Seller's, now holding high rank for

the e.xtent and quality of their production,

were commenced.

ing how much carbon there was in the

coal used,

Let a sample of coal be heated with

forty times its weight in pure litharge.

The weight of the former will give a

basis for ascertaining the purity of the

coal. The weight of lead will vary from

twenty to thirty times the weight of the

coal. If the weight of the lead is twen-

ty-five times the weight of the coal em-

ployed, the percentage of carbon in the

25

ccial will be about . This is not

34.5

absolutely correct, but it is near enough

for all practical purposes.

Simple Test of Coal.

There is a very simple form of test

for coal that ought to be known to every

one interested in fuel. It is based on the

quantity of pure lead that will be re-

leased from its oxide by a given weight

of carbon. Litharge is oxide of lead and

contains 34.5 units of lead to one of oxy-

gen. When finely powdered coal mixed
with oxide of lead is heated to the comb-
ing temperature, the oxygen of the com-
pound unites with the carbon and leaves

the metallic lead. The quantity of lead

precipitated gives the means of deterrain-

Graphite for Joints.

Put up your pipe joints with graphite;

use it on bolts and nuts ; cover gaskets

with it for hand-hole plates, and use it

on all joints and bolts in and around the

front-end, and when you want to get the

parts down they will be moved without

the use of chisel or sledges. If in mak-
ing pipe joints some of the graphite gets

into the pipe, it blows through as easily

as oil does. Will not harden into a shot

to destroy the efficiency of injection, lu-

brication and what not. Is the only lu-

bricant that does not burn away and is

especially valuable for washout plugs and

other boiler joints.

Railroad Electrification Advocated for

Boston.

Two bills for the electrification of rail-

road lines entering Boston are being con-

sidered by the Massachusetts legislature,

a hearing being held recently by the Rail-

road Committee. J. J. Leonard, for the

United Improvement Association. Bos-

ton, advocated the measures as a means
of relief from the smoke nuisance in the

suburbs, and to increase service. .Attor-

neys for the Boston & Maine and Xew
York, New Haven & Hartford railroads

opposed the bills on account of lack of

funds at the present time. The cost of

electrification in the metropolitan district

is estimated at $40,000,000.

Getting Along in the WorhL

"Yes," boasted the over-dressed indi-

vidual, "I can make my clothes last This

hat is an example of my thrift. Bought

it three years ago, had it blocked twice,

and exchanged it last month for a new
one in a railway restaurant."

Though thou shouldest be going to live

three thousand years and as many times

ten thousand years, still remember that

no man loses any other life than that

which he now lives, nor lives any other

than that which he now loses.
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Items of Personal Interest
Mr. G. F. Smith has been appointed

master mechanic of the Colorado, Kansas

& Oklahoma.

Mr. T. Redmond has been appointed

car foreman of the Canadian Northern,

with office at Ottawa, Ont.

Mr. P. D. Fitzpatrick has been ap-

pointed valuation engineer of the Central

Vermont, with office at St. Albam, Vt.

Mr. Thomas Rodger has been appointed

superintendent of telegraphs of the Grand

Trunk, with headquarters at Montreal,

Que.

Mr. D. A. Graham has been appointed

resident engineer of the Canadian North-

ern Pacific, with office at Vancouver,

B. C.

Mr. F. G. Lister has been appointed

mechanical engineer of the El Paso &
Southwestern System, with headquarters

at El Paso, Tex.

Mr. Paul Linthicunn has been appointed

assistant shop superintendent of the Rock

Island at Silvis, 111., succeeding Mr. G.

\V. Cuyler, transferred.

Mr. A. Taylor has been appointed night

locomotive foreman of the Canadian

Northern at Winnipeg, Man., succeeding

Mr. J. Black, transferred.

Mr. A. Mays has been appointed loco-

motive foreman of the Canadian Northern

at Edmonton, Alta., succeeding Mr. W.
M. Armstrong, transferred.

Mr. A. C. Shields has been appointed

division engineer of the Missouri division

of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific,

with office at Trenton, Mo.

Mr. G. D. Swingley has been appointed

supervisor of bridges and buildings on the

San .Antonio & Aransas Pass Railway,

with office at Yoakum, Tex.

Dr. and Mrs. Angus Sinclair are on

their annual visit to the west coast of

Florida. They report delightful climatic

conditions in the land of flowers.

Mr. C. R. Mc^rthur has been appointed

car foreman of the Rock Island, with of-

fice at Silvis, 111., succeeding Mr. S. H.

Adams, assigned to other duties.

Mr. T. Hambly has been appointed act-

ing road foreman of locomotives, district

No. 1, Lake Superior division, Canadian

Pacific, with office at Sudbury, Ont.

Mr. J. Herring has been appointed car

foreman of the Canadian Northern, with

office at North Battleford, Sask., succeed-

ing Mr. A. H. Sweetman, transferred.

Mr. E. J. Harris has been appointed

master mechanic of the Missouri division

of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific,

succeeding Mr. P. Linthicum, transferred.

Mr. I. C. Newmarch has been appointed

superintendent of shops for the New York

Central, with office at CoUinwood, Ohio,

succeeding Mr. R. H. Montgomery, de-

ceased.

Mr. W. H. Strang, formerly road fore-

man of engines of the Chicago, Indian-

apolis & Louisville, at Lafayette, Ind., has

been appointed general road foreman of

engines.

Mr. T. D. Sedwick, formerly chief

chemist of the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific, has been appointed acting engi-

neer of tests, succeeding Mr. F. O. Bun-

nell, resigned.

Mr. H. B. Kraft, formerly foreman of

the steel car shop of the Pennsylvania

at Altoona, Pa., has been appointed fore-

man of the truck shop, succeeding Mr.

J. W. Shangler.

Mr. B. E. Lintz has been appointed

roundhouse foreman of the Santa Fe, with

ofiice at Ash Fork, Ariz., succeeding Mr.

D. P. Curts, who has been appointed shop

foreman at Gallup, N. M.

Mr. J. Black, formerly assistant loco-

motive foreman of the Canadian North-

ern at Kamsack, Sask., has been ap-

pointed locomotive foreman, succeeding

Mr. L. Vincent, transferred.

Mr. Charles E. Barba, formerly assis-

tant engineer, mechanical department, of

the Pennsylvania at Altoona, Pa., has re-

signed to accept a position with the Mid-

vale Steel & Ordnance Company.

Mr. W. H. Farraday, formerly chief

clerk to the vice-president of the Penn-

sylvania has been appointed assistant pur-

chasing agent, with ofiice at Philadelphia,

Pa., succeeding Mr. George H. Crone, re-

signed.

Mr. F. E. More, formerly motive power

inspector of the Pennsylvania Lines West
of Pittsburgh, w'estern division, has been

appointed assistant road foreman of en-

gines, succeeding Mr. F. E. Wilmore, pro-

moted.

Mr. G. Crawford, formerly fuel en-

gineer of the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy, has been elected secretary and

treasurer of the International Railway

Fuel .Association succeeding Mr. C. Hall,

resigned.

Mr. Thomas E. Howley, formerly in-

spector of locomotive service of the Erie

at Port Jervis. N. Y., has been promoted

to superintendent of locomotive operation,

with office at New York, succeeding Mr.

W. C. Hayes, deceased.

Mr. I. Drake, formerly general round-

house foreman of the Santa Fe at Clovis,

N. M., has been appointed master me-
chanic at Clovis. and Mr. A. H. Reime
succeeds Mr. Drake as general round-

house foreman at Clovis.

Air. G. W. Conway has been appointed

general storekeeper of the Louisville &
Nashville, with ofiice at Louisville, Ky.,

succeeding Mr. S. G. Conner, deceased,

and Mr. Edwin Meyers has been ap-

pointed assistant general storekeeper.

Mr. I. D. Hines, formerly master me-

chanic of the Baltimore & Ohio, at Bruns-

wick, Md., has been transferred to Phila-

delphia, Pa., and Mr. M. E. Mullen, for-

merly general foreman at Grafton, W.
Va., has been appointed to succeed Mr.

Hines.

Mr. R. L. Stewart has been appointed

mechanical superintendent of the Rock

Island, with office at El Paso, Okla., and

Mr. L. A. Richardson's jurisdiction was

extended to include also the Nebraska &
Colorado divisions, with office at Des

Moines, la.

Mr. J. A. MacRae has been appointed

mechanical engineer of the Minneapolis &
St. Louis, with headquarters at Minne-

apolis, Minn., and Mr. J. B. Halliday has

been appointed acting master mechanic of

tlic Central and Western divisions, with

Iicadquarters at Minneapolis.

Mr. G. H. Langton, formerly master

mechanic of the Seaboard Air Line at

Raleigh, N. C, has been appointed shop

superintendent of the Portsmouth, Va.,

shops, and Mr. A. C. Adams has been ap-

pointed master mechanic of the Virginia

division at Raleigh, succeeding Mr. Lang-

ten.

Mr. Charles A. Bingaman, formerly as-

sistant engineer of motive power of the

Philadelphia & Reading, at Reading, Pa.,

lias been appointed mechanical engineer

of the Philadelphia & Reading, and sub-

sidiary companies. The position of assis-

tant engineer of motive power has been

abolished.

Mr. W. L. Connors, formerly signal

supervisor of the Buffalo, Rochester &
Pittsburgh at Warsaw, N. Y., has been

promoted to assistant signal engineer,

with headquarters at Du Bois, Pa., suc-

ceeding Mr. L. R. Bryam, and Mr. J. H.

Moore, formerly signal supevisor at East

Salamanca, N. Y., has been promoted to

signal supervisor at Warsaw.

Dr. F. W. Cunningham of Orange,

N. J., has resigned his connection with

the research and development work of

the Newark plant of the General Elec-

tric Company to join the Engineering

Research Staff of the Powdered Coal

Engineering & Equipment Company of

Chicago at which point he will be located

after March 1st. In his new connection

Dr. Cunningham will considerably

broaden the field of his activities.

Mr. H. R. Hanlin, general manager of

the Dayton and L'nion Railroad, and the

Dayton Union Railway, at Dayton, Ohio,
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resigned, effective February 1, to become

buiicriiitendcnt of the New Ycjrk terminal

properties of our Company, with head-

quarters at St. George, Staten Island.

Mr. Ilanlin will report to W. 11. Averell,

general manager, who annoimces in con-

nection with the appointment that the

positions of general superintendent and

assistant general superintendent will be

abolished.

Mr. Thomas Williams, formerly Chief

Mechanical Engineer of the Acromarine

Plane and Motor Co., of Avondale, N. J.,

and a specialist in carburization of fuels,

has accepted the position of Chief Con-

sultant of the Board of Engineering Re-

search, Mechanical Applications, of the

Powdered Coal Engineering & Equip-

ment Company of Chicago and will direct

the research work of that company in the

carburization of comminuted fuel and the

application of automatic mechanical regu-

lation and controls thereof.

Mr. William W. Mason, who has been

connected with the Public Service Com-
mission for the First District of New
York since 1908, has been appointed

senior electrical engineer for the Inter-

state Commerce Commission, Central Dis-

trict, with headquarters at Chicago, 111.

In 1899 he took a position with the Bos-

ton Elevated Railway, of Boston, Mass.,

and assisted in installing the multiple-unit

system on that road. In 1903 he went to

the Pacific coast where he constructed the

first third-rail interurban line west of the

Mississippi river, .^fter the earthquake in

1906 he returned to the East, entering

the employ of the Westinghouse. Church,

Kerr & Company, of New York. He su-

pervised for this company all field parties

in the appraisal of rolling stock of the

electric properties of the New York, New
Haven & Hartford Railroad. During the

appraisal of the Metropolitan Street Rail-

way, Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company,
Coney Island & Brookh-n Railroad, Sec-

ond -Avenue Railroad and the Third Ave-

nue Railroad by the Public Service Com-
mission, Mr. Mason was a member of

that body.

Mr. R. L. Wilson, manager of the Rail-

way Division of the Westinghouse Elec-

tric & Mfg. Company, East Pittsburgh

Works, has been appointed assistant gen-

eral superintendent looking directly after

trades apprentices, employment, working

conditions and other matters of a similar

nature.

Mr. Wilson was born in Shelbyville,

Ind,. and is a graduate of Rose Poly-

technic Institute of that state. He en-

tered the employ of the Westinghouse

Electric & Mfg. Co. in 1893 as a student

draftsman, and subsequently became in-

spector, engineer of construction and later

superintendent of construction, at one

time being in charge of erection work
in the New York district. Later Mr.
Wilson was made superintendent of the

Railway Division, which position he con-

tinues to hold. He is chairman of the

joint conmiittee appointed by the com-

[lany and the employes for the settlement

of differences in opinion arising between

the employes and the company, and is

also trustee of the Veteran Employes As-

sociation of the Westinghouse Electric

Company.

OBITUARY.
Alexander Saunders.

The death is announced last month of

Mr. Alexander Saunders, for many years

president of the D. Saunders .Sons Com-
pany of Yonkers, N. Y. Mr. Saunders

was in his seventy-eighth year, and re-

tained his fine faculties up to the last

year of his life. In his chosen vocation

of the manufacturer of improved tools

for car shops he perfected many improve-

ments, and under his able management
the firm grew into much popular favor

as makers of fine tools. He had a wide

acquaintance among railway men and was
highly esteemed.

G. W. Vaughn.

Major G. W. Vaughn, an eminent rail-

road engineer, died last month at Leaven-

worth, Kan., aged 86 years. He was for

many years prominently identified in rail-

road construction work on the principal

Western railroads. One of his chief

works as engineer was the supervision of

grade crossing elimination in the city of

Chicago. 111. .\t the completion of this

important work in 1904, he retired from
active work. He was a native of New
York State, and went West at an early

age.

Dr. Charles A. Eaton on the Origin

of the American Nation.

-America is a great and beautiful ideal.

Brilliant arguments have been made that

America is cosmopolitan, but it is British

in essence. America was born in that

flowering of British life which followed

the discovery of the new world. Men
came to these shores impelled by a great

passion ; haunted by a glorious dream.

Somewhere they had caught the divine

contagion of freedom and their souls

were transfigured by the new vision.

They believed in the right of a man to

himself and his own soul to his own
thought, and his own home to the fruits

of his own toil. They stood for the right

of a man to govern himself by the

ordered processes of law. This was the

dream of the Briton. The iron-handed

Barons in the meadows of Runnymedc
wresting from a reluctant King that

charter which has become the corner-

stone of all progress towards civil free-

dom, were the spiritual ancestors of

.\merica. Wild Scots ever fighting for

freedom, signing convenants with their

blood, singing the stirring songs of liberty

among their free mountains, these were

the fathers of America. The individual

believed that he had a right to freedom,

to opportunity, to a "place in the sun."

He believed in the spiritual dignity, worth

and equality of men. He put freedom

above life; manhood above money. Much
has been built upon this foundation.

Much of worth and beauty by Teuton

and Latin and Slav, but the organizing

principle, the architectonic idea of our

national life is Anglo-Saxon, in origin,

in temper, in quality and in the method

and law by which it became a nation.

Old Men for Firemen.

A correspondent of mature age who
wishes to start a new lease of life as a

locomotive fireman writes us denouncing

the practice of railroad mechanical offi-

cials in refusing to employ men for fire-

men who are more than twenty-five years

of age. He says that no man is at his

best until he passes his twenty-fifth birth-

day.

We believe that young men are pre-

ferred as firemen because they are likely

to learn the part requiring skill more
readily than older men. The argument in

hiring young men for firemen are the

same as those urged for novices to enter

other lines of business. Certainly the rail-

road companies have the right to estab-

lish rules regarding the age at which men
will be admitted to enter any kind of em-
plovment. From the experience the writer

has had with men who succeeded in be-

ing started as firemen after they were

over twenty-five years of age, convince

that the rules favoring the younger men
are sensible.

The New York Central RaUroad.

President A. H. Smith, of the New
York Central Lines, has blossomed into

authorship. His work is briefly and

tersely setting forth the history of the

New York Central Railroad from 1831

to 1915. .As now constituted it represents

186 predecessor companies, and the final

consolidation of these companies in De-

cember, 1914, created one of the greatest

railroad organizations in the United

States, and planted an important land-

mark in the history of railroad trans-

portation. Mr. Smith tells the story as it

should be told. Many of the leading rail-

roads have had their biographers or his-

torians and the massive volumes were

remarkable for fulness and dullness. Life

is too short to read such compilations.

Some of them are nearly as bad as gov-

ernment reports, but in the future Mr.

Smith's model of brevity and method of

telling us all we need to know we trust

will be taken as an example by future

railroad historians. As a frank, authori-

tive statement of actual conditions, the

booklet is a valuable addition to tlie rail-

road literature of our time.
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Memorial Tablet to George Westinghouse in the Reception

Rooms of the East Pittsburgh Works of the

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company

The Veteran Employes Association of

the Westinghouse Electric & Manufactur-

ing Company, at its annual banquet last

month, in Pittsburgh, Pa., presented to

the company a fine bronze memorial tab-

let of the late George Westinghouse,

founder of the numerous industries bear-

It bears tlie inscription, "George West-

inghouse, Master Workman, Inventor,

Founder, Organizer, 1846-1914." It is

placed in the reception room of the East

Pittsburgh works of the electric com-

pany. The model for this tablet was
sculptured by the well-known Chicago

CxEQf^Gi

f^MJ:B^-

MEMORIAL TABLET TO GEOKi riNGHOUSE.

ing his name. About 450 veterans were
present and the president, I. De Kaiser,

made the opening address, and John R.

Bonham, who is in charge of the Elec-

Strkal Division of the Engineering De-
partment, acted as toastmaster.

,-•. The memorial tablet is approximately

4 ft. by 3 ft., made of solid cast bronze,

and weighs about 300 pounds. It shows
a true bas-relief likeness of Mr. West-
inghouse taken from one of his best pho-
tographic poses, seated in an armchair.

sculptor, Lorado Taft. It was placed in

position by Jas. H. Matthews & Co., of

Pittsburgh.

Addresses were made by a number of

veterans, former associates of Mr. West-

inghouse, including E. M. Herr, presi-

dent: L. A. Osborne, vice-president; N.

W. Storer, general engineer; B. Kupfer-

berg, of the. storeroom office; Charles F.

Scott, consulting engineer ; and Guy E.

Tripp, chairman of the board of direc-

tors. Each speaker referred to some dif-

ferent phase of the great inventor's life

which has particularly impressed him.

The tablet was presented on behalf of

the veterans by Charles F. Scott, who,

in addition to his duties as consulting

engineer, is also professor of electrical

engineering, Sheffield Scientific School,

Yale University, and was accepted on

behalf of the company by Guy E. Tripp,

who in accepting the tablet on behalf of

the company, said in part : "History is

little more than a biography of great

men, and admiration and emulation of

them is the real foundation of advancing

civilization. History has been enriched

by the life of George Westinghouse, and

if we, his associates, have not received

some benefit in our lives, if we have not

been encouraged by his example of cour-

ageousness, if we have not been incited to

new efforts by his perseverance, then we

should regret having neglected our op-

portunities. It was an opportunity to

have observed his unfettered methods of

work—unfettered because he could labor

at details without being swallowed up by

them and he could deal comprehensively

with the whole without vagueness. He
instinctively knew the essential point and

swept all other matters aside as of minor

importance."

Spontaneous Combustion.

There is a remarkable tendency observ-

able in tissues and cotton when moistened

with oil, to become heated when oxida-

tion sets in, and sad results often follow

when the tendency to take fire is neglect-

ed A wad of cotton used for rubbing a

painting has been known to take fire when

thrown through the air. The waste from

vulcanized rubber, when thrown in a

damp condition into a pile takes fire

spontaneously. Masses of coal stored in

yards frequently take fire from spontane-

ous combustion without any spark of fire

being applied to the mass. It is good to

know such things and to guard against

mvsterious fires.

Government Regulation of Railway

Rates.

The MacMillan Company of New York

has just published an able work by Pro-

fessor Meyer which is based on to twelve

years' wide experience and study. It

presents in detail railway rate regulation

in those countries where Professor Meyer

has been able to study it personally, and

gives the pros and cons which the real

student will wish to have placed before

him in order that in following Professor

Meyer's study of the subject, he may
draw his own conclusions in a thoroughly

logical and scientific manner. While cov-

ering ground familiar chiefly to experts,

the book is written in such a way as to

be most interesting reading for the aver-

age student of transportation problems.

Price $1.50.
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Railroad Equipment Notes.

liC'sst-nKr & Lake Eric is in the market

fur 20 locomotives.

Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Oma-
ha is in the market for 10 freight and 2

passenger locomotives.

Grand Kapids & Indiana is reported as

contcni])lating an expenditure of about

$10,000 for machine tools.

Worth Brothers Co. has ordered two

switching (0-6-0) locomotives from the

Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Lake Erie, Franklin & Clarion has

ordered SO steel hopper cars from the

Standard Steel Car Company.

Southern Pacific has ordered 20 Mi-

kado (2-8-2) type locomotives from the

.American Locomotive Company.

The Central of Georgia has ordered

10,000 tons of rail from the Tennessee

Coal, Iron & Railroad Company.

The British Government has given the

Baldwin Locomotive Works an order for

20 four-wheel tank locomotives.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe will in-

stall new machinery in its car repair shed

and wheel shop at Argentine, Kan.

The Cuba Railroad has ordered 350 flat,

350 box and SCO cane cars from the

American Car & Foundry Company.

The Garden City Western, Kansas City,

Mo., has ordered IS general service cars

from the American Car & Foundry Com-
pany.

Florida East Coast has placed a large

order for frogs, switches and track sup-

plies with the Pennsylvania Steel Com-
pany.

The Republic Iron & Sieel Company.

Voungstown, Ohio, has ordered 2 Mogul
type locomotives from the Baldwin Loco-

motive Works.

Chicago & North Western Railway, re-

ported as considering the purchase of ad-

ditional locomotives, is in the market for

25 freight, 12 passenger and 28 switching

locomotives.

Great Northern is reported actively in

the market for steel car axles, cranks, pis-

t.m rods, shapes, plates, angle bars, boUs

and spikes, calling for about 10.000 to 15.-

000 tons of steel.

Southern Pacific has ordered 50 pas-

senger cars from the Pullman Company.

The order includes 10 baggage. 20 com-

bination baggage and mail, 2 combina-

tion passenger and baggage cars and 18

coaches.

Cuba Railroad has ordered 25 10-wheeI

(4-6-0) locomotives from the American
Locomotive Company. The cylinders will

be 20 by 26 inches, driving wheels 56

inches, total weight in working order 152,-

fXX) pounds.

The Lackawanna Steel Company, Lack-

awanna, N. Y., has ordered 700 SO-lon

hopper cars from the American Car &
I'"oundry Company and 700 of the same

type from the Standard Steel Car Com-
pany for its Ellsworth Colliery.

The Detroit Terminal has ordered 3

superheater six-wheel switching locomo-

tives from the American Locomotive

Company. These locomotives will have

21 by 28-in. cylinders, 57-in. driving

wheels, and a total weight in working

order of 172,000 pounds.

Chicago Great Western has placed an

order with the Federal Signal Company
for 133 Federal type "4"-A signals com-

plete with all other materials required for

automatic signal installation and route

locking through several mechanical inter-

locking plants.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe has

ordered 241 tons of steel for a blacksmith

shop at Albuquerque, New Mexico, from

the Missouri Valley Bridge & Iron Com-
pany, and 241 tons of steel for a black-

smith shop at Topeka, Kan., fron> the

Lackawanna Bridge Company.

The Missouri Pacific has ordered from

the Federal Signal Company 66 Federal

Type "4"-A signals complete with all

necessary relays, cable posts, relay boxes,

etc., for a signal track automatic signal

installation. These signals will be in-

stalled between Piedmont, Mo., and Pop-

ular Bluff, 39 miles.

The Southern Pacific has ordered 900

50-ton steel frame box cars, 760 40-ton

steel frame stock cars, 650 50-ton steel

flat cars and 275 flat car bodies from the

Ralston Steel Car Company; l.(X)0 50-ton

steel frame box and 250 50-ton all-steel

gondola cars from the Haskell & Barker

Car Company, and 3 caboose cars from

the Mount Vernon Car Manufacturing

Company.

The Denver & Salt Lake has ordered 4

Mallet type and 2 Mikado locomotives

from the American Locomotive Company.

The Mallet type locomotives will have 21

and SSyi by 32-in. cylinders, SS-in. driv-

ing wheels and a total weight in working

order of 361,000 pounds. The Mikado lo-

comotives will have 26 by 30-in. cylinders,

55-in. driving wheels, and a total weight

in working order of 303.000 pounds. All

6 locomotives will be equipped with super-

heaters.
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Books, Bulletins, Catalogues, Etc.

New Illustrated Pamphlet on the

Electro-Pneumatic Brake for Steam
Road Service.

In announcing our publication of a

finely illustrated and descriptive pamphlet

presenting the complete details of the

ncwly-perfectcd electro-pneumatic brako

for steam railroad service, we would state

that our aim has been to place in the

hands of railroad men interested in the

latest development of the air brake a

complete description of the universal

valve which is the latest form of operat-

ing valve rapidly taking the place of the

triple valve in passenger car service. The
pamphlet contains finely colored views of

the universal valve in all the various posi-

tions, the coloring showing tlie How of air

pressure throughout in the different

positions.

The introduction of the electro-pneu-

matic brake has met with such marked
success that its appearance has been

hailed as a revelation of the possibilities

of electric service, and a constantly in-

creasing number of requests having come
to us for full descriptive matter in regard

to its construction and operation, the

pamphlet has been prepared to meet this

demand, and orders are being filled as

rapidly as received. A number of the

leading railroads have decided to use the

appliance, and the Pennsylvania Railroad

has already adopted it as the standard
brake for passenger cars.

It was our intention to have the pam-
phlet ready some months ago, but we
deemed it proper to wait until the exten-

sive tests were completed, and several

minor changes perfected, and the highest

authorities now agree that the universal

valve is practically complete in its present

form, and the accuracy of the matter con-

tained in the pamphlet has been vouched
for by them, so that the seal of approval
has been placed on our part of the work
by all who are interested in the construc-

tion and testing of the improved
appliance.

In addition to the colored views, there

are a number of line drawings of the

general arrangement of the brake and
wiring diagrams and half-tone illustra-

tions of the brake valve, universal valve

and connections between cars. The
printed matter embraces a general de-

scription of the brake, the construction

and operation of the universal valve, the

names and duties of the various parts, be-

sides special reference to contingencies

that may happen in service.

This valuable publication was written

and published under the direct supervi-

sion of Mr. George W. Kiehm, Air Brake
Editor of Railway and Locomotive En-
gineering, who has been fortunate in

having an extensive experience in oper-

ating and testing the universal valve. .Ml

orders for copies of the publication

should be sent to our office, 114 Liberty

street, New York. The price is fifty cents

per copy.

Report of the Proceedings of the Forty-

eighth Annual Convention of the

American Master Mechanics'

Association.

The report of the meeting of the Master

Mechanics' Association, held at Atlantic

City last June, has just been issued by tlic

secretary, Joseph W. Taylor, and extends

to 736 pages. The illustrations and fold-

ers are more than usually numerous and
furnish many important details on im-

proved construction. The work bears out

what we have previously stated in regard

to the association that the various com-
mittees work earnestly in securing much
valuable information on the various sub-

jects, and the interesting discussions bear

out the conclusions arrived at by the com-
mittees. Of special importance among the

subjects discussed was the recommenda-
tion of the Committee on Locomotive
Counterbalancing, setting forth very
clearly that many of the reciprocating

parts of the locomotive should be made
much lighter than formerly, on account
of the marked improvement in alloy

steels
; the recommended amount of sav-

ing in weight being about one-third, so

that the parts referred to might be re-

duced to 1/240 part of the total weight
of the locomotive, instead of 1/160 part,

as representing present practice, with the
result that more of the weight allowable
on the rail would be used in pulling the

train. Copies of the report may be had
from the secretary.

Proceedings of the Forty-ninth Annual
Convention of the Master Car

Builders' Association.

The Proceedings of the Master Car
Builders' Association appears in two
bulky volumes comprising 1072 pages,
with numerous illustrations and folders.

As reported in our columns last July,
many of the reports presented by the
various committees were remarkable for

the degree of fulness with which the sub-
jects were treated. These, together with
the discussions by the members now aii-

pear in complete detail, and the result un-
questionably is that a considerable ad-
vance has been made toward the stand-
ardization and improvement in designs of
many of the details of car construction.

Many recommendations of much value ap-

pear in the reports, an instance being tlie

urgent insistence of the committee on car
wheels, that wheels of the recommended
size should be used, as the failure of car

wheels, especially under refrigerator cars,

GOLD
Car

Heating
&

Lighting

Company

Manufaclurers of

ELECTRIC,
STEAM AND
HOT WATER
HEATING
APPARATUS
FOR RAILWAY CARS

VENTILATORS
FOR PASSENGER
AND REFRIGER-
ATOR CARS
ACETYLENE SYSTEM
OF CAR LIGHTING

Send for circular of our combina-
tion PRESSURE AND VAPOR
SYSTEM OF CAR HEATING,
which system automatically main-
tains about the same temperature in

the car regardless of the outside
weather conditions.

Main Office, Whitehall Building

17 BATTERY PLACE

NEW YORK
.
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Hydraulic
Riveters rixed and portable

Punches, Shears,
Presses, Lifts, Cranes

and Accumulators.

Matthews' Fire Hydrants,

Eddy Valves

Valve Indicator Posts.

The Camden High-Pressure Valves.

Cast Iron Pipe

R. D. Wood & Company
Tngineers, Iron

rounders. Machinists.

100 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Nichols Transfer Tables

Turntable Tractors
GEO. P. NICHOLS & BRO.

1090 Old Colony Bldi CHICAGO

NOW IS THE TIME to install a

Rue Boiler Washer
and Tester,

For you will need it when cold

weather comes. It will wash out,

test and fill your boiler, all with
hot water, and have it ready for

use in one hour.
THINK IT OVER.

Catalog on Boiler Washers A-5.

Catalog on Injectors B-5.

Rue Manufacturing Co.,
228 CHERRY STREET

Philadelphia, Pa.
Mannfacturers of Injectors. Ejectors.

Boiler Washers and Testers. Boiler Checks,
Check Valves.

ASHTOIV
POP VALVES AND GAGES
The Quality Goods That Last

The Ashton Valve Co.
271 Franklin Street, Boston, Mass.
No. 174 Market St.. Chicago. III.

were out of all proportion to the service.

The failures were chiefly under cars of a

gross weight of 105,000 pounds or more,

which weight is considL-rably in excess of

tliat suijposed to be carried by the ordi-

nary 02S-poun(l type of car wheel, of

which type as much as 63- per cent, were

found amouK all the car wheels reported

cracked. Applications for copies of the

report should be made to the Secretary,

Joseph W. Taylor, Karpen Building,

Chicago, 111.

The Pennsylvania Keeps Up the Good
Work About the Smoke Nuisance.

It is always gratifying to us in our

Editorial capacity to see our comments
quoted in other tjuarters, and among the

most recent and most popular manifesta-

tion of our readers knowing a good thing

when they see it is the issuance of a

special booklet issued by the Pennsylvania

Railroad Company containing our co:n-

nunts on the result of the Committee's

work on the Chicago smoke abatement

fliiolion. The voluminous report of the

Cununiltee whose investigations were
under ihc direction of Professor William

F. M. (joss, Dean of the Colle.ye of Engi-

neering, University of Illinois, was much
discussed both by the engineering press

as well as by the daily press, but the

editors seemed to content themselves

with copious extracts from the report,

v.hich were all good enough in their easy

way, but were deficient in that digestive

appliance of the thought which should

be given to an important work. This,

without boasting, we think, is the cause

lliat induced the Publicity Department of

the Pennsylvania Railroad to make the

special use of our comments on the ques-

tion referred to, and which appeared in

r.ur January issue. We learn that the

honklet has already had an immense cir-

culation running into the hundreds of

thiiusands, and the railroad has acted

wisely as there are many other localities

besides Chicago where the average citi-

zen requires enlightenment as to the lim-

ited contribution of atmospheric pollution

caused by the modern locomotive. As
we already stated, and as is borne out
by the admirable report, the nuisance
caused by locomotive smoke is in reality

neitlier here nor there.

Oxy-Acetylene Welding and Cutting.

Frederick J. Drake & Company, pub-
lishers, Chicago. 111., have just issued a
new book of 216 pages, with illustrations.

The author, Harold P. Manly, chief en-

gineer of the American Bureau of Engi-
neering, brings to his task a thorough
knowledge of the various processes of

welding and cutting, and the book has
the particular merit of beginning at the

beginning, by describing the uses and
characteristics of the various metals, and

also the production, handling and use of

the gases and other materials, and the

tools and accessories for the production

and handling of these materials. The prac-

tical nature of the book will be found to be

admirably suited to all who are engaged

in the trade to which it refers. The in-

structions are of the clearest, and have

been arranged to form rules which are

placed in the order of their use during the

work described, and the work has been

divided in such a way that the desired

information may be readily found without

the necessity of spending time in other

fields. The book is sure to meet with

popular favor. The price of the book in

cloth binding is $1.00, leather $1.50.

One Hundred Years of the Loco-
motive.

The Erie Railroad Company has issued

an elegant, illuminated booklet commemo-
ration of one hundred years of the loco-

motive. The work is full of interesting

historical matter and every page has an
illustration of a locomotive from Stephen-

son's first experiment up to and including

the triplex compound on the Erie, which,

as is well known, is the largest and most
pow-erful engine in the world. Every
page of the booklet is interesting and the

old prints and unusual photographs have
been gotten together and carefully se-

lected and finely reproduced with a view
to form at once a condensed history of

the development of the locomotive as well

as a fitting memento of the first century

in which steam has been used in locomo-

tion. We understand that copies of the

unique publication may be had from Mr.
R. H. Wallace, general passenger agent,

New York.

Drill Chips

.-Ml shop mechanics and especially shop

foremen must be interested in drills. The
drill is a very important member of a

machine shop equipment, but its work
properly performed is highly important

and deserves fostering care. Some people

think that they know everything about

drills, but if they will secure possession

of the January number of "Drill Chips,''

published 'oy the Cleveland Twist Drill

Company, of Cleveland, O., and read it

carefully they will conclude that they had
many valuable facts to learn about drills.

That is, if they will make proper use of

the pamphlet by reading it carefully three

or four times. The Cleveland Twist Drill

Company gladly send you the "Chips" if

you mention you are taking our advice

in asking for it. Be sure to read it care-

fullv.

Staybolts.

The monthly digest issued by the Flan-

nery Bolt Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., is

always of interest as showing some new
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phase on the development of their popu-

lar products or other matter appertaining

to the same. In the February issue there

is a continuation of a scholarly essay on

the different types of staybolts with illus-

trations of the various forms of stay-

bolts, and it is remarkable that while lit-

tle more than ten years have elapsed since

the flexible staybolt came into general use

it had been in one form or another

nearly forty years making its way, so to

speak, until Mr. John B. Tate obtained a

patent in 1906, embodying for the first

time the idea of using a round-headed

staybolt, in the three-piece type with out-

side cap connection. This design was fa-

vorably accepted from the start, and its

modifications have been necessary to suit

the requirements of all types of boilers.

Recent Westinghouse Publications.

Westinghouse railway motors Nos.

306-V, 307-V, 333-V and S47-A are thor-

oughly described and illustrated in a

series of leaflets just issued by the West-

inghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., Nos. 3837,

3765, 3833 and 3835 respectively. The

particular characteristics of these motors,

together with detail views of construc-

tion, and operating curves are given.

Alternating current magnet switches, type

F, for industrial service are described in

leaflet No. 3551-A. These switches have

been designed with a view to fulfill the

severest requirements of industrial ser-

vice, and their details of construction and

operating characteristics are given in the

leaflets together with illustrations of

them mounted on panels. .Mternating

current low-voltage switches, type EA,

are described and illustrated in leaflet

3849. Diagrams of typical connections

are given and the construction of the

board thoroughly described.

International Engineering Congress,

.1915.

The committee of management, Inter-

national Engineering Congress. 1915, an-

nounces that the volume on Mechanical

Engineering is ready for distribution and

the members who have suliscribed to this

volume will soon receive it.

The other volumes will be issued as

rapidly as possible. Owing to the large

amount of material to be reprinted, and

the tliousands of copies to be bound, the

work cannot be carried on with greater

speed. However, it is hoped that within

two months the entire set will be com-

pleted.

Members who did not send in their

final selections may be disappointed in

not securing all the volumes they might

have had in mind, and at this date the

Committee has decided to close the lists

for certain volumes which have been sent

to the press. It may be possible to sup-

ply members who would apply at this late

hour with copies of volumes which have

not gone to press.

A Rogue Overreaches Himself.

When a smart rogue liaviiig property

adjoining a railroad sets himself to man-

ufacture claims for damages against the

corporation for damages he rarely fails

to succeed in obtaining money unjustly.

This is a little more certain when the

railroad is suburban and has the reputa-

tion of being controlled by one of the

Money Barons. The men who work up

claims for damages against railroad com-

panies sometimes, however, overreach

themselves even when the would-be vic-

tim is the Manhattan Elevated Railroad.

The particulars of a case in point reach-

ed us a short time ago. Eugene Nathan,

a property owner on one of the New
York avenues brought suit against the

Manhattan Elevated Railroad for dam-

ages to his property adjoining one of the

elevated railroad stations. It was al-

leged to obstruct the light from a corner

building and to greatly depreciate the

value of a saloon on the ground floor.

The jury found a case for the plaintiff

and required the company to pay heavy

damages or move the station. The com-

pany decided to move their station and

now the lessee of the saloon is suing the

proprietor for $10,000 damages caused

by the loss of custom caused by the sta-

tion being moved. He will try some other

business.

A Tramp Fireman.

We have seen the time when railroad

companies hired tramp firemen to tide

over an emergency of rush business. A
fireman of the tramp genus was assigned

to Ed. Mahogany. Ed's tramp was a

conversationalist and wished to spend

most of the time talking to the engineer,

neglecting the fire so the engine was

steaming badly.

"If Tom Jarvis of the Big Three were

tunning this scrap-heap," said Mr.

Tramp, "there was never no busted kettle

got away with Tom. Why, pard, Tom
would make an engine steam when the

boiler was so full of mud and scale that

ten buckets of water would choke her up

to the whistle."

"Won't you add two buckets to that

and make it an even dozen?"

"Nary a bucket."

"Tom was up to all kinds of tricks.

No blooming engine would refuse to

steam when Tom was at the throttle. If

Tom was on this bullgine I bet she

would steam."

"Well, I can make this engine steam

with very little change."

"Is that so, pard? I wish you would

make the change right away."

"Wait till we get in and I shall have

another fireman."

She steamed o. k. next trip.

Locomotive [ngine Running

and Management

By ANGUS SINCLAIR

This popular book has been a RE-
LIABLE REFERENCE and comfort-

able unfailing POCKET EDITION.

PRICE, $2.00

ANGUS SINCLAIR CO.
114 Liberty St., New York
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Early Engineering Triumphs in New England
Records of Tunnels, Curves and Grades Not Yet Surpassed

111 tlie colossal construction work tliat

has been going on in several of the lead-

ing railroads recently there is a tendency

to look proudly upon the achievements

as if nothing of the kind had previously

been accomplished, and as if the present

centurv with its amazinc; facilities had

complislu'ci tliat are not yet surpassed, or

at least not to any great extent.

The earliest and many of the cleverest

engineering works were done on what is

now a part of the Boston & Maine rail-

road. The railroad running to the summit
of Mount Washington was the pioneer in

out of the spectral whiteness mountain

peaks are rising like emerald isles in a

sea of amethyst. The little train comes
like a messenger from the nether world,

and out of the weird wonderland we feel

that we are in touch with the earth again.

(Ircat things were done in the atmo-

^ '^^

MOUNT W.NSHINGTOX RAILWAY FROM THE B.VSE STATION.

suddenly become the period of monument-
al mechanical achievements. This is a

gross error, and: letting the Pyramids of

Eg\-pt or the Colossus of Rhodes or the

Hanging Gardens of Babylon remain in

the dim background of antiquity, we must
admit that even in tlie last century many
feats of railroad construction were ac-

that department of railroad engineering,

and it is a strange sight in the dawn of a

summer's morning to see the miniature

train coming out of the white clouds that

envelop t he dark valleys beneath, and

slowly but surely rising into the upper re-

gions already glittering in the golden

glow of sunshine, while here and there

sphere of New England enterprise forty

or titty years ago and are still being done.

Among these the Hoosac Tunnel through

the Berkshire Hills on the Boston & Al-

bany railroad is an enduring monument
that has stood for over forty years with-

out a rival in America. With its brick

archway of five miles, it is now being sur-
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passed by the tunnel tlirough tlie Selkirk

Mountains, which is about being com-

pleted on the Canadian Pacit'ic, and which

extends to about six miles of a steel and

concrete and natural rock construction,

but it is doubtful if it has been as difficult

in construction as the older tunnel, whose

features have been so frequently described

that we need not dwell upon them at this

time. There were other engineering feats

in construction in relation to the tunnel

which, however, we are apt to forget,

and which may be interesting to recall.

Among these what is known as the

"Horse Shoe Curve" at Beaver Island,

which is situated about three miles east

of the Hoosac Tunnel, may be recalled. It

was a very difficult feat of engineering

construction. The curve was built in

order to save tunneling through a 1,500-

foot mountain. On the other side of the

track is the Deerlicld River, which follows

the track in its winding course. Because

of natural conditions the rock at this

particular point is very hard and plenti-

ful and this made the work so much more

difficult. The track is laid to a 40 degrees

and 58 minutes curve, and the elevation

of the outer rail is about TYz inches. The

grade is about 17 feet to the mile. The

track construction of the curve provides

for unusual smoothness in riding by the

use of frictionless rail. This rail is used

on the inside of a curve and has a nar-

rower head than the outer rail, allowing

wheels tu accomplish the necessary slip

on the curve with reduced resistance. It

1876; that is, until the Iloosac tunnel was present day accomplishments, but it must

completed. It was necessary to change be remembered that it was built in 1872,

the bed of the Deerfield River in con- when engineering was not developed as

structing the curve and the rock and dirt it is today.

LOOKING FROM WEST PORTAL SHOWING CATENARY SYSTEM.

e.xcavated from the Hoosac tunnel was It might be interesting to remind many
used for grading and filling in. The of our readers that the construction of

curve was very well built because there the Hoosac tunnel was begun in 1851 and

has never been an accident at this point completed in 1875. The total length is

25,031 feet. The size of the central air

shaft is 15 feet by 27 feet. The west shaft

measures 10 feet by 14 feet. These shafts

effectively aid in the circulation of the

atmosphere in the tunnel. Over two mil-

lion tons of rock were excavated in the

operation. The cost of construction ex-

cicflcd $16,000,000.

EAST PORTAL OF HOOSAC TUNNEL.

saves rails from considerable wear and

the locomotives from considerable work.

The curve was built about 1872 and, was

not used to operate trains over until

from the time of its construction even to

the present day. Of course, this cannot

justly be called a spectacular engineering

feat when compared with some of the

London Subways.

London is underrun by a network of

subways, or tubes, to use the British name

for an underground line. These roads

have been constructed and are still owned

and operated by wholly or partly indepen-

dent companies.

Thus there is the Metropolitan line

( tlie old Underground), seventy-one

miles in length ; the Metropolitan District

line, twenty-eight miles in length ; the

Great Northern and Piccadilly line, nine

and a quarter miles in length, which is

a double tunnel worked by electric motor

power; the Baker street and Waterloo

line, nine and a half miles in length, which

was originally one of Whitaker Wright's

enterprises; the Charing Cross, Euston

and Hampsteati line, about eight miles in

length ; the Central London line, six and

a half miles in length, which consists of

two separate parallel tunnels worked by

electric motor power on the multiple unit

svstem : the Waterloo and City line, about
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two miles in length ; the Great Northern

and City line, from Finsbury Pabk* to"

Moorgate street, about three and one-

half miles in length, and the City ai)d

South I_X)ndon line, from Clapham Com-

mon to the north end of City road, Isling-

ton, with an authorized niilcagi' nf twelve

and one-half miles, soniethiuK nver half

of which is in operation.

These lines cross and intersect at vari-

ous points, making it possible by trans-

fers to go almost anywhere underground.

The total mileage—constructed, author-

ized and projected—is 145'.. miles, and

the total authorized capital of the nine

existing companies is £61,553.996.

and .\lr. Walter C Oakman, with the

financial backing 'ot Mr.' Pliny and .Mr.

Wilbur C. Fisk and the engineering skill

of Mr. Charles M. Jj^icpbs apd Mr. J,

V'ipond Davies.'

Transportation Congestion in the East.

The Journal of Commerce of New-

York is engaged in an honest endeavor to

enlighten the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission and the general public on the

congested state of the Eastern railroads.

In a recent issue of the Journal they set

forth the situation very clearly by stating

that there is need of patience and mutual

consideration in trying to solve the prob-

lem of relief, and of co-operation in the

effort to work it out to practical results.

In this the commission may be of service

in bringing the conflicting parties to-

gether for a hearing of their complaints

and for an exchange of practical sugges-

tions. There is little to be gained by

laying stress upon the inadequacy of the

means of transportation and of terminal,

•warehouse and transfer facilities. The
situation, as everybody knows, is not only

exceptional, but absolutely unprecedented.

The railroad companies could not be ex-

pected to be prepared for it. for the neces-

sity could not be foreseen. Besides, they

were greatly hampered in all their efforts

to expand facilities on their lines and at

terminals by the restriction put upon

their earnings and the accumulation oi

surplus funds, which impaired their credit

tor raising new capital.

The Length if the Pennsylvania.

If the Pennsylvania Railroad System

Could take up all of its tracks and relay

them in a single line, it would have

iiiough to build a standard gauge railroad

around the world and double track it

from New York to Kansas City. The

ainiual Record of Transportation Lines

which has just been issued shows that

the trains of this railroad system are

now being operated daily over 26,705

miles of track, which gridiron thirteen

states and the District of Columbia. The
exact length of all the railroad lines in

the Pennsylvania System, whether single,

double, triple or quadruple tracked, is

shown by the Record to be 11,823 miles.

(If these lines, 3,761 miles have two or

more tracks, 828 miles have three tracks

and 635 miles have four tracks. In addi-

tion, there are 9,656 miles of track in the

sidings owned by the railroad. This ex-

cludes the thousands of connecting sid-

ings owned by industrial and other

plants.

Safety Award.

The gold medal presented by the

Travelers Insurance Company each year

to the American employer who has done

the most during the year to safeguard

his employees and the public was given

this year to the Hudson and Manhattan

Railroad Company. The presentation

was made at the annual dinner of the

American Museum of Safety recently

after a jury of award named by the

museum had chosen the railroad to re-

ceive the medal "for achievement in acci-

dent prevention among its personnel and

for promoting safety for the traveling

public." The Travelers, though providing

the medal, refrains from any part in the

awarding of it. The Hudson and Man-
liattan Railroad Company is better known
as the Hudson Tubes, the celebrated

twin tunnels built by ^Ir. William G
lMc.\doo. now Secretary of the Treasury.

nize a department of safety and enlist

its employes in a systematic campaign of

protection, the space which the pioneer

road will use this year will be double the

expanse of its grand prize installation.

President Willard's memorable state-

ment that he considers " 'Safety First'

above everything else" in importance in

railroad operation will be carried out in

the scheme covering the company's ex-

hibit in Grand Central Palace this vear.

American Locomotives Please Nevir

Zealand.

It is stated on reliable authority that

the big railway engines imported from

the United States by the New Zealand

Government last year have done more

than come up to expectations. At the

time of the order being placed with the

Baldwin Locomotive Company some pro-

tests were made in Parliament against the

giving of orders for railway engines to

countries not part of the British Empire,

but the fact was shown that the engines

were urgently required and that Great

Britain could not supply them as quickly

as the United States could. The locomo-

tives are now at work on the lines of

this Commonwealth and their hauling ca-

pacity is exciting the admiration of ex-

perts. .\ remarkably fine effort over hilly

country was recorded a few weeks ago,

when one of these engines hauled 275

tons from Wellington to Palmerston

North (89 miles) without having to re-

plenish either water or coal supplies.

Model Restaurants on the New York
New Haven and Hartford.

Recently the New York, New Haven
and Hartford took over the management
of the restaurants in the stations at -N'ew

Haven and Providence, and on December

1 the restaurant in the new station at

Hartford was opened. The company also

operates the restaurants at Waterbury
and Willimantic stations and a hotel at

Midway, Conn., for its employees. Sev-

eral changes are being made and more
being considered in the restaurants at

New Haven and Providence. The stand-

ard of cleanliness and sanitary excellence

attained at Bridgeport will be maintained

at tlie new restaurants. The local res-

taurants in the stations named buy their

supplies from local merchants.

Safety First on the Baltimore & Ohio.

At the Safety First exhibit of the Na-
tional Museum of Safety, which will be

held in New York the week of .\pril

17, the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad will

install an exhibit which will far surpass

its display that received a grand prize

at the last congress.

Bringing out the historical facts that

.\merica's first railroad, was the first to

adopt so many of the refinements of

transportation service, the first to orga-

Safety Record of the Illinois Central

Railroad.

The management of the Illinois Cen-

tral Railroad has announced that in the

sixty years ended December 1 the Chi-

cago suburban service of that company
has been operated without loss of a life

in passenger train accidents. The road

handles, in that service. 50,000 passengers

daily and operates 300 trains. For the

calendar year ended December 31 the

Illinois Central on its entire system han-

dled 26,019,820 passengers without the

loss of a life in passenger train accidents.

This is the third consecutive year that the

company has had a clear record in this

respect, and in this time 81,080,541 pas-

sengers have been transported.

Railroad Men's Pay.

Official reports to the Interstate Com-
merce Commission and evidence present-

ed in the recent arbitrations in the east

and west are said by the publicity bureau

of the railroads to show that the actual

annual earnings of men in the train ser-

vice, who constitute 18 per cent of the

total number of railway employees, are

as follows: Engineers. $1,760; conduc-

tors, $1,520; firemen, $1,030: trainmen,

$1,020; average of all men in the train

service, $1,240.

On the other hand, the average earn-

ings of all other railroad employees (in-

cluding the officers), v.ho constitute 82

per cent, of the number of those in rail-

' way employment, is about $700 per year
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Baldwin Locomotive Works Industrial Locomotives

for the Worth Brothers Co., and the Youngstown

Sheet & Tube Co.
The motive power requirements of in-

dustrial railways are probably quite as

diversified as those of trunk lines. Not

only are a large number of different

types of locomotives used m this kind of

work, but each type includes a wide va-

riety in style and size. The reason for

this is, that industrial locomotives are

required to meet such a wide range of

operating conditions. Clearance limits

are frequently restricted, tracks are often

light and special equipment is required;

industrial railways are built to all gauges,

from two feet, or even less, to standard

;

and other factors are usually present,

which must be considered when design-

small, thus permitting the boiler to be

set low, and keeping the height over all

within the specified limits. The locomo-

tive is a coal burner, and the fuel is car-

ried in a box, placed on the left side of

the cab. The latter is of steel, and is as

large as clearance limits will permit. The
water supply is carried in two side tanks,

which are designed to fit snugly within the

overall dimensions. The steam distribu-

tion is controlled by balanced slide valves,

and the Stephenson link motion is used.

A steam brake is applied, and the draw-

heads are of the single pocket type. The
leading dimensions follow :

Cylinders, 14 x 16 ins.

utilized to the best possible advantage.

This locomotive will operate under con-

ditions approximating tliose found in rail-

road yards and terminals, and is represen-

tative of a type extensively used in such

service. It uses saturated steam, and is

equipped with balanced slide valves and

Stephenson link motion. The main rod is

connected to the third pair of driving-

wheels. Cast steel is used for the wheel

centers and boxes. The boiler is of the

straight top type, with a long firebox

placed above the frames. The cab is of

steel, with large side windows and roomy
deck. The tank has a straight top, but is

comparatively long and low. thus giving
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Trying to Prevent Cylinder Conden-
sation.

No steam engine has the cylinders so

badly exposed to cooling inllutnces as

locomotives
;

yet every attempt made
to keej) the cylinders of locomotives to

nearly the temperature of the entering

steam, produces no economy worth men-
tioning. The writer has been a firm be-

liever in trying to keep locomotive cylin-

ders hot and has taken part in experi-

ments conducted for that iinrpose, but

they were all failures.

One of the most exhaustive series of ex-

periments ever tried to conserve the heat

in locDnmtives was carried out by George
W. Richardson, inventor of the Consoli-

dation safety valve, and F. 1'". Ilcmenway,

the well known authority on the Steam
Engine Indicator. They were given the

use of a locomotive by one of our leading

railroads and experimented for several

weeks. They ran a current of hot air from

would steam freely, while another would
scarcely make steam enough to get over

the road. All this was popularly supposed

to be the case while the [larts of the en-

gines were precisely of the same dimen-

sions. The liberal introduction of the

steam engine indicator exploded many of

the old fallacies and taught engineers and
machinists an applied lesson on the princi-

ple that there is no effect without a

cause. A few men still stick to the old

prejudice that the performance of two
engines difTer from no particular cause,

but such views are getting scarce.

In the days when the mystery theories

held full sway, the engine of a river

steamer began to work very unsatisfac-

torily. The engineer could not make out

what was the matter, so he consulted the

best mechanical talent about Burlington.

Defective piston rings were blamed for

the trouble and new rings were put in, but

the engine was no better. A variety of

lives you frequently publish particulars

of the traction power but never a word
about the horse power. As the standard
measure of work is horse power, I should
like you to give the horse power of a

locomotive with cylinders 20 x 30 inches,

driving wheels 60 inches diameter and
carrying boiler pressure of 200 pounds
to the square inch."

The horse power developed by a loco-

motive cannot be shown without the aver-

age cylinder pressure, which is generally

found by the use of the steam engine

indicated diagrams. As we have no
means of telling the average steam pres-

sure of the engine mentioned by our
corrsepondcnt we will give the horse

power of an engine running the Empire
State Kxpress of which the writer took

indicator diagrams several years ago.

The engine had cylinders 19 x 24 inches

and driving wheels 78 inches diameter. A
representative indicator diagram showed
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Passenger Car Brake Design

Care of Certain Weight Should Have a Certain Braking Ratio

By WALTER V. TURNER, Assistant Manager Westinghouse Air Brake Co.

In a previous article on this subject of

passenger car brakes an effort was made

to point out that in equipping a car with

an air brake a base for the design must

be determined upon, that is, whether

some braking ratio is to be arbitrarily

chosen, in which the factor of retarda-

tion may be what it will or some specified

rate of retardation must be fixed upon as

the base for the installation and in the

latter case the braking ratio can only be

determined after many other factors are

known.

In the event of the arbitrarily chosen

braking ratio, we must consider, a car of

known weight, the braking ratio to be

employed, then it is necessary to fix upon

values for, the range of flexibility, that is,

the decrease in auxiliary reservoir pres-

sure to be permitted before the braking

ratio is realized, then, shoe clearance,

brake piston travel, the cylinder pressure

from which the braking ratio is to be

obtained, the fiber stresses to be permitted

and if the emergency braking ratio is to

be greater than that for service, this must

be considered in quantity.

These are thought to be all of the

necessary factors or absolute values in-

volved in a brake "lay out" where the

braking ratio is specified, but there are

certain other values which must be

known, for instance, the pressure that

must be carried, the auxiliary reservoir

volume required, the leverage ratio, the

size of the brake cylinder and the size of

the brake levers. These, however, are all

contingent factors or derived values, and

must be obtained from others. In other

words, they can not be arbitrarily deter-

mined, or fixed upon as can all of the

preceding fundamental elements. To spec-

ify them without deriving them, would

be an unwise risk, as the result would

probably be the expression of contradic-

tory or inconsistent values, and we sub-

mit the following (which makes evident

how the derived values are secured from

the fundamental values) in proof of this.

The car weight times the braking ratio

specified gives the total shoe pressure.

The piston travel divided by the shoe

clearance gives the leveragv; ratio.

The total shoe pressure divided by the

leverage ratio will give the total cylinder

pressure required.

The total cylinder pressure divided by

the unit cylinder pressure will give the

area of the piston, which fixes the size of

the cylinder.

The volume of the cylinder multiplied

by the unit cylinder pressure and divided

by the range of flexibility will give the

volume of the auxiliarv reservoir and this

fixes the size of the auxiliary reservoir.

The unit cylinder pressure plus the

range of flexibility will give the necessary

auxiliary reservoir pressure which fixes

the brake pipe pressure to be carried.

The total cylinder pressure with the

total shoe pressure and the fiber stresses

to be permitted gives all the necessary

information that is required to design the

foundation brake gear, the particular

form which this shall take depending

upon car and truck design and the de-

signers preference. (It is my personal

judgment, however, that only a "clasp

lirake gear" should be employed for mod-
ern heavy cars. I have had one or two

experiences where the very best air brake

mechanism was made very ineffective by

an ineflicient brake gear.")

If the brake is a duplicate brake, that

is, having a service braking ratio and an

emergency braking ratio, the size or

strength of the foundation brake gear

must be based upon the maximum total

cylinder pressure.

It will be seen that not one of these

eight values can be included among what

we have called the fundamental elements,

and further, and even more important,

not one of them can be arbitrarily chosen,

but must follow in the sanie manner that

four follows the adding of two and two if

we are to have a harmonious and con-

sistent brake, and to avoid this being dis-

missed with the assertion that the ideal is

not attainable, I will state that by har-

monious and consistent, I mean a practi-

cal brake.

All the inconsistencies that exist in

brake design and installation today are

due to the non-observance of these rela-

tionships, that is, one or more has been

changed without changing the whole, and

this cannot be done if the design is to

contain but one set of physical dimen-

sions. Remember the assertion is made
that it cannot be done if a practical brake

is to be had—the answer will be. that it is

done. This, we admit, but with chaos and

controversy as the inevitable result.

Then follows the next statement of, I

don't know, things are not so bad, and

certainly better than if we had no brake

at all. Admitted again, but with the ques-

tion that why it is as bad as it is, when
is it far easier and much more profitable

to all concerned to have the design as it

should be?

It seems to the writer that the chief

reason why the idea prevails among so

many that the derived factors or values

can be juggled arbitrarily, as can the fun-

damental or absolute values, is that, prev-

iously a distinction has not been emphati-

cally drawn between them, showing that

they will no more mix than will oil and

water.

Another reason is that a number of the

factors have at some time been fixed by

the manufacturers, or some other author-

ity, and the reason for this largely forgot-

ten, or an analysis is not made to see why
they were so fixed. In other words, it is

not understood that practical considera-

tions fix the absolute values, and there-

fore, the others are a mathematical result.

Still another reason is that some not

knowing that the factors involved in a

brake "lay out" are composed of arbi-

trary and derived values, mix them in-

discriminately and give an arbitrary value

to one that must have a derived value.

For example, they think that the auxili-

ary reservoir volume can be arbitrarily

fixed, when, as a matter of fact, this can-

not be done.

I wish at this time to reserve any defin-

nite conclusions of the first problem

where a braking ratio is arbitrarily

chosen, and to touch upon the second

problem of designing a brake when the

braking ratio is not arbitrarily chosen

in the near future, as in the second one

either the length of the stop, or the rate

of retardation in miles per hour per sec-

ond is specified, and in this all of the fac-

tors of the first problem are necessarily

present, and as the problem must be ap-

proached in an entirely different manner,

and as brake shoe performance is one of

the most prominent factors, this will be

taken up separately.

What I have previously written in con-

nection with this subject is necessarily

quite lengthy, but not complete, at least

as far as the reasons for some require-

ments are concerned. It is a long and

obtuse subject, especially when every-

thing involved is considered and when
tliis subject is discussed, it is usually in

parts, phases or sections, which as a rule,

makes confusion worse confounded both

in practice and when real problems are

presented. Many of the readers may con-

clude that this has not simplified the mat-

ter by any means, but neither does a text

book simplify any science but rather its

purpose and usefulness consists in de-

veloping the science completely, which of

necessity leaves simplicity as a quality of

the subject, it being greater or less to the

individual, according to his aptness and

previous knowledge, but it must leave

comprehension and understanding to the

patience and diligence of the student, and

its value to him will depend upon how
completely he learns it and his ability to

apply it in practice.
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Air Pump Strainer and Cover for Locomotives
By L. K. SILLCOX, Mechanical Engineer, Caaadian Northern Railway

For the past two years the Canadian

Northern Railway Co. has operated with

complete success an entirely new design of

air pump strainer, hung from the running-

board, with intake opening 10 inches in

diameter, face downwards. It has been

found that after six months actual and

continuous service the upper portion of

the strainer is comparatively free from

grit or dirt, the hair for a distance of V/i

inches having retained all foreign matter.

It is a usual practice to wash pumps out

every four months, at which time strainers

are thoroughly overhauled, the hair being

washed, dried and rcconibed. The device

has been made standard for all equip-

ments, consisting of two 9^-inch pumps

or a single 8^-inch C cross compound

unit, the pipe opening being 2}4 inches,

which develops into two lJ/2-inch pipes,

one to each pump for the double equip-

ment. Great care has been exercised in

the detail design of the castings ; for in-

stance, the covers are flanged and fitted

over rubber packing rings in order to

eliminate any possibility of moisture

reaching the working area of the strainer

;

again, the body of the strainer casting is

extended down 2 inches, this to minimize

the danger of condensation, snow or

water, from being drawn up against the

surface of the netting. Standard front

end netting, 2H by 2"/^ mesh, No. 9, B.

W. G. wire, is used.

The device has been developed by a

series of experiments conducted under

the superintendence of Mr. S. J. Hun-

gerford, superintendent of rolling stock,

and Mr. William Clegg, general air brake

inspector, and its general adoption is be-

ing rapidly proceeded with.

^ Co^^o &*i^J^_J^

VIEW OF DETAILS OF AIR PUMP STRAINER AND COVER FOR LOCOMOTIVES.

It is always interesting to observe in

the pages of Railway and Locomotive

Engineering the thorough presentation

that is made in all that is of interest in

the development of the modern loco-

motive, and which continues to be such a

distinctive feature in the pages of your

popular journal. In your last issue the

subject of Industrial locomotives was

finely presented, and it occurs to me that

a few added words would be in place at

this time, as the class of locomotives re-

ferred to and the involved problem of

their maintenance is a subject that has

been brought into the limelight lately by

some new rules of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission which were promul-

gated to go into effect January 1. 1916.

The new rules have to do with the in-

spection and testing of steam locomotives.

Industrial Locomotives
By J. CROW TAYLOR, Louisville. Ky.

tenders, etc., and while the order pri-

marily applies only to the interstate com-

merce it actually reaches out and includes

some of the industrial locomotives, espe-

cially where they operate over parts of

the tracks of lines doing interstate busi-

ness.

Take, for example, a sawmill plant

operating logging locomotives ; if these

locomotives are used for switching cars

on to some railroad engaged in interstate

commerce, which is a common thing

among such mills, the railroad in ques-

tion may ask that the industrial loco-

motives be inspected in accordance with

the rules applying to interstate com-

merce.

There are a number of technical points

involved here which have not yet been

interpreted but the disposition of the

Interstate Commerce Commission is to

holJ that it should not work any hard-

ship on a concern operating industrial

locomotives to have them properly in-

spected and kept up to requirements, be-

cause it insures their maintenance in

proper condition.

Maintaining industrial locomotives k a

problem diflfering in many respects from

the care and maintenance required for

standard locomotives. This is owing to

the fact that industrial locomotives

operate over tracks that are rough and

poorly ballasted, which subjects the loco-

motives to many wrenches and strains

that do not fall to the lot of the stand-

ard locomotive operating on a properly

kept railroad.

There is about the same difTerence be-

tween operating a lecomotive on a well--
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kept railway and unc on an industrial line

as there is between operating an auto-

mobile or motor truck on city streets

and on poorly made country roads. The
one calls for dependence under speed and

smooth running, while the other calls for

an order of ruggedness of structure that

will stand up under rough treatment.

In the earlier days of industrial loco-

motive developments there was a fairly

common practice of using for this pur-

pose the second hand or discarded equip-

ment of railway lines. L'sually the old

types of lighter engines that had been dis-

carded by railroads for heavier and more

modern locomotives were purchased for

operating industrial lines. These were

often considerably worn before being put

to such service, and this together with

the strains incident to service over the

light rails and uneven road beds resulted

in an enormous burden of machine shop

repair work to keep the locomotive in

order.

As the business and number of indus-

trial locomotives grew in extent they de-

veloped special requirements and mean-

time discarded locomotives of railroad

lines were often found too heavy for this

service, consequently there was more

turning to the purchase of the lighter

types of locomotives built specifically for

service on these industrial lines. The re-

sult of this was more satisfaction and

service generally out of industrial loco-

motives, and gradually such locomotives

have been improved with a view to

standing this particular service so that

the comparison of the industrial loco-

motive today with that of a quarter of a

century ago shows wonderful progress

and much more efficiency in their use.

Still even with the progress made the in-

dustrial locomotive is quite a problem

and its maintenance calls for lots of ma-
chine shop and repair work.

Every industrial plant operating loco-

motives over short lines to bring in raw
material has to obtain a machine shop,

and quite often something of a crew is

kept busy at the work of overhauling

and repairing locomotives. With the diffi-

culties experienced in keeping them in

running shape in the service they have to

perform and the rails over which they

must run it is not to be wondered at that

those owning and operating them are

somewhat concerned about this matter of

inspection and keeping them up to a cer-

tain standard. In the end, however, it

will probably prove beneficial, even

though it may seem expensive at first, and

may even call for a better order of main-

tenance along the roads. There are very

few industrial plants which are getting

anything like the life and service out of

the industrial locomotive that they should,

and while they may kick and squirm

under requirements to maintain them up

to a certain standard the chances are

that being forced to do this will in the

end prove beneficial and more economical

to the industries than the present method

of simply trying to keep them in good

enough shape so that they will run and

pull their loads. The assurance is that

this class of locomotive will receive more

attention than they ever received before.

Mechanically Operated Shop Whistle

In most railroad shops it is quite a

hard matter to have the shop whistle

blow promptly and correctly from the

engine room. With the view of elimi-

nating complaints from the Master Me-

chanic, the device shown in the accom-

panying illustration was devised. By

using this device it is possible for the

timekeeper to blow the whistle from his

office.

The air is admitted to the cylinder by

opening a cut-out cock in the supply line.

The air is released from the cylinder by

opening the cut-out cock B after the cock

A has been closed. The cylinder, which

is about 4" in diameter, is mounted on a

post or suitable stand under the whistle

and piped to the timekeeper's office or to

any other part of the shop.

After assembling the levers, etc., meas-

ure the distance the rod C moves down

when the whistle valve is open and regu-

late the piston in the cylinder to travel

this distance by placing an oak block in

the lower end of the cylinder. With a

little practice any desired blast can be

secured. And the device is easily made

and very inexpensive.

Drifting Valves.

By William H. Roberts. Cintixnwti, O.

In order to help the engineer have a

successful trip with the small allowance

of oil which many of us seem to think is

sufficient, I will try and make plain how
this can be done to keep the oil from

burning and hot gases from getting to

cylinder and. valves through exhaust, and

air through cylinder cocks. Have four Ji-

By J. H. HAHN, Savannah, Ga.
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inch check valves made, tap in to cylinder

cocks above top of valve, screw the check

valve in cylinder cock so check will close

when pressure is in cylinder, connecting

these check valves up to a pipe leading

to back of cylinder saddle, where it con-

nects to the steam valve operated by a

governor, the piston of which is connected

with a pipe to center of steam chest.

When throttle is open steam passes to

top of piston, pushing it down, closing

valve and shutting off steam so it does

not go to check valves. When throttle is

closed, steam valve on boiler head being

open, steam raises valve in governor,

passes to both ends of each cylinder,

keeping cylinder cocks closed so no air

can enter cylinder.

cyuiJott^

DET.Air.S OF MECHAXIC^LLY OPERATED
SHOP WHISTLE.

Blovirs and More Blows.

By a. D. C.\rl, Salamanc.\, N. Y.

The subject of valve and cylinder

blows, has, I think, been sadly neglected

and the amount of money saved each year

on the different railroads throughout the

United States would greatly increase if

we could locate the blow the first time we
tried. It doesn't make any difference

about finding out which particular ring

is broken in a piston or valve, but if we
can tell if it is a valve or cylinder blow

and which side, we have accomplished

what the roundhouse foreman most de-

sires and that is a reliable report.

I did not touch all the blows that occur

in an engine in my last article, neither did

I make my meaning as clear as I would

like to.
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We have valve and cyliiuler lilnvvs, by-

pass and balance strip blows, loose cylin-

der bushings and broken bridges and

loose false valve seats. The part tlic

good engineer plays is finished when he

locates the blow. The shop force will do

the rest when they get a dependable

report.

Now let us take up the balance strip

blow on a slide valve engine. This I>low

is not as loud as a cylinder packing blow

and the reverse lever jerks when the en-

gine is running. Place the engine on the

right top quarter with the reverse lever

in the front corner. Now set the brake

and open the throttle and try to pull the

lever to the center of the quadrant. If a

balance strip is down on the right side

our lever will move hard or we may not

be able to move the valve at all, due to

the extra steam pressure on top of the

valve.

If the lever moves easily, we will try

the other side in the same manner. If it

is cylinder packing let us proceed in the

same manner as though we were testing

1 piston valve engine. With the engine

on the right top quarter and the reverse

lever in the corner, we will set the brake

and open the throttle, then let us pull the

reverse lever to the center of the quad-

rant. If the blow stops, it may be due to

a broken bridge in the back end of the

valve jeat or it may be the cylinder pack-

ing on that side. To make sure let us

pull the lever to the back corner. If the

b'ow starts again we will call it cylinder

packing, if not we will blame the bridge.

Our slide valve engines have one posi-

tion blows as well as piston valve en-

gines. We must not lose sight of the

fact that the steam can cross from one

engine to another on a slide valve engine

as well as on a piston valve engine, due

to the back pressure caused by the re-

stricted nozzle opening. We have the

same exhaust clearance and the same

lead opening to contend with that we
have in a piston valve engine.

The only safe w-ay is to do your testing

with the reverse lever and vou will never

have t(j tell the foreman you "guess" the

blow is here or there but you can tell him

it is here or there and be positive that he

will find just what you have reported.

Recently we had a case of both admis-

sion and exhaust rings stuck in a valve.

The engineer reported both valves blow-

ing and as he explained it to me, there

was no jiosition in which you could place

the engine or the reverse lever so as to

stop the blow.

1 proceeded to test in this manner: I

placed the right engine on the top quar-

ter, set the brake and opened the throttle

slightly. The blow was as bad as though

the cylinder packing was gone on that

side and there was a large amount of

steam escaping at the front cylinder cock.

Then I pulled the reverse lever to the

center of the quadrant but the blow con-

tinued as it also did with the reverse

lever in the back corner. I also tried the

cylinder cocks with the reverse lever in

the center, and. while there was an

escape of steam, from both ends of the

cylinder, 1 did not think that the amount
was great enough to cause sucli a blow

at the stack.

I then placed the left engine on the top

Cjuarter, set the brake and opened the

throttle. The blow continued, so I pulled

the reverse lever to the center of the

quadrant and it still continued. Then I

lifted the cylinder cocks and found that

right there the trouble was located—

a

bad blow at both cylinder cocks and at

the stack. I had the valve pulled on that

side and they found the f ur rings com-
pressed and stuck. So the blow was
found and cured.

Let us not jump at hasty conclusions

where blows are concerned, for a bad re-

pi.rt means time and time means money.

An Irish Old-Timer.

By Con Ryan, Cork, Ireland.

It is always interesting to observe in

the pages of Railway and Locomotive
Engineering the occasional illustrations

and descriptions of old time locomotives

that undoubtedly were of some service in

their day. Among the others there is a

clever writer recalling an occasional

Erie Flyer, but the best of them are insig-

nificant in comparison to some that are

still running on our fine railroads in Ire-

land. I enclose a photograph of a speci-

men locomotive built in 1850, as shown on

the builder's name plate. This engine

still runs on the Cork, HIackrock and
Tanage Railway. In its sixty-five years of

service, of course, it has had occasional

general repairs, but no organic changes

to speak of. In the early days the natives

of Blackrock could be seen walking five

or ten miles to meet the train hauled by
this locomotive so that they have a long

run home. The Erie Flyers, so-called by
Mr. Fallon, had a brief existence at the

best. Ours are immortal, and improve with

age. Their frames never break, their bolts

and studs are properly fitted, their fire-

boxes wear out, but they never explode.

Our railways are ways of pleasantness, and
all our paths are peace. Our cars have com-

partments where a wedding or St. Pat-

rick's Day party can be by themselves.

Our firemen are flute players or fiddlers,

and the mellow music of the jewsharp

can be heard above the low murmur of

the smooth running train. There is no

idiotic haste, but we get there just the

same. Others have their ways, and we
have ours. Nobody was ever killed on

this road and in all likelihood never will

be. Both sides of the road have high

fences, and no one ever thinks of climbing

over them. If they did such a thing, they

would be put where they would be well

taken care of for a long time. As for

running after dark they believe in the

wise saying, when the night cometh no
man can do anv work.

i.oi u.\ii) ri\ i: Ni). I. ( IKK, iU.M KK- K.\IL\V.\Y.

Automobiles as Freight.

1 he railroads all over the land, realiz-

ing the importance of handling automo-

biles as freight, constructed special cars

for their transportation. -\t present there

are about 70,000 automobile cars in exist-

ence in the United States. But 70.000 has

proved entirely inadequate. At this time

shipments are badly complicated through

the fact that over 150.000 freight cars are

lying along the Atlantic seaboard and in-

land as far as Buffalo, Pittsburg, Chatta-

nooga. Atlanta and Mobile, because of

lack of ships to take their cargoes to for-

eign ports. Other little things like snow
storms in the West and floods in the

South have meant more cars unavailable

and given traffic managers of automobile

companies a serious problem to solve. Be-

cause of their inability to secure enough
automobile freight cars The Willys-Over-

land Company, of Toledo, has hit upon
the expedient of shipping a part of its

output tarpaulined in flat cars and gon-

dolas—in order that its huge daily output

be kept moving as fast as manufactured.
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Safety First Railroad Rail System
By WM. H. WOOD, M. E., Media. Del. Co., Pa.

The particulars for an improved safety

railroad rail of balanced construction de-

scribed in an article in Railw.w and

Fio.i.

hrmly. The rail can be easily taken apart

after the bolts are removed and can be

lifted vertically out of place.

C£»rK£ ffsH ^L^rs, Tie Plrtb

DETAILS OF WOOD'S SAFETY FIRST RAILROAD RAIL.

Locomotive Engineering, September is-

sue, 1915, page 203. The accompanying

drawings will explain more clearly than

the drawing of the single section that was
l)ublished, as will be seen from the fol-

lowing figures

:

Fig. 1 shows a side elevation of the

rail.

Fig. 2 shows the rails as used on the

ties.

Fig. 3 shows the center fish plate.

Fig. 4 shows the tie plate.

Fig. S shows the sectional view of the

rail on tie.

Fig. 6 shows an enlarged section of the

rail and center fish plate, also shows it

bolted as is usual.

Fig. 7 shows a bolt where the rail could

be attached with a split cotter instead of

being secured by nuts.

First : There is no difficulty in making

or rolling this rail referred to, nor is there

any difficulty in rolling the center fish

plates and tie plates in length, thirty feet

and having them sawed off to the length

required for fish plates and tie plates.

Second : The rail can be used in con-

nection with the present rail as the sec-

tion vertically would be the same depth,

no difficulty in their being used with pres-

ent rails until systems are completed.

Third : The rail of this section made
with not less than 135 or 145 pounds to

the yard which is at this time required

for the increased weight of the engines

and cars being used.

Fourth : The fish plate is rolled, with

ribs or lugs on each side, taking in the

width of the rail, thus holding it more

Fifth : The tie plate can be made of the

same section as fish plates, with central

Sixth : The fish and tie plates as made
with ribs or lugs will prevent the spread-

ing of the rail sections when spiked down
on the ties.

Seventh : The section of the rail will

allow the vibration to be partly released,

reducing the crystallization to a minimum,
this is what has reduced the life of the

present rail to be dangerous.

Eighth : The rail will be spiked down
to the tie in the same way as the present

rail.

Ninth : The present rail used is too

light, and the sectional shape is not of a

balanced construction, and being secured

directly to the ties, the crystallization will

he more rapid, so that when the limit is

reached the breakage will occur, and this

will take place in extra cold weather

when contraction will be at its greatest

point.

It needs no further explanation in or-

der that the reader should see that the

plan of securing the rail by fish plates as

now used will not only be made simpler

by the safety first rail system proposed,

for the rail will not only be made strong-

er, but the vibration producing crystalli-

zation (which is the direct cause of break-

SAFETY FIRST RAILROAD RAIL.

rills made less in depth and with the ribs

or lugs on each side ; these will take the

place of flat plates which are now used.

age), will be reduced

cent, by the balanced

double-webbed rail.

/^AA/^U

to its lowest per

construction of a
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Advantages of the Brick Arch in Modern Locomotives

Details of Its Construction, Application and Repairs

The advantages of the brick arch in the

fireboxes of the modern hiuh-powered

locomotives are so well known and so

universally admitted that it would almost

seem idle at first glance to make more

than a mere passing reference to the

growth of its application as sufficient

proof of its recognized efficiency and

great and growing popularity. In this

latter regard it may be briefly stated that

among the 70,000 locomotives in service in

the United States almost one-half are

now equipped with brick arches, and its

growth may be almost certainly foretold

as becoming almost universal in the next

twelve or fifteen years, the new and high-

powered type of locomotives being nearly

all equipped with the device, and the older

(TM locomotive, should be occasionally re-

ferred to and information furnished up to

the present hour, of which it may be

thought a simple matter of applying the

device and replacing the burnt-out por-

tions of fire-brick from time to time,

something more than a superficial knowl-

edge of the structure and uses of the

brick should be obtained by all interested

in the mechanical appliances used on the

locomotive.

It should be remembered that since its

appearance on the Boston & Providence

Railroad in 1857, where it was first in-

troduced by Mr. George S. Griggs, it has

undergone a variety of changes in form,

and is still engaging the minds of some of

the cleverest American engineers with a

under the barrel of the boiler as shown.

These openings admit of the pipes being

placed in position. The holes arc cut

1/32-inch larger than the outer diameter

of the tubes, and the opening in the outer

sheet readily admits of means for ex-

panding the tube, and also for the pur-

pose of beading the end of the tube,

which is usually left a little longer than

in the case of flues generally in the tube

sheet, as there is no danger of the pro-

jection of the beaded portion burning, be-

ing in contact with the water. The open-

ing in the outer sheet is fitted with a

threaded brass plug which serves as an

additional inspection plug and is readily

removable and facilitates the cleaning of

the boiler.

TEMPtfT FOR GAUGING ARCH TUBES'

PLACE AS SHOWN WHILE ROI

HALF SECTION AA

TYPICAL ARCH FOR ATLANTICS. PACIFICS AND MOni£R.\TE-SIZED MIKADOS.

and smaller types of engines being in

many cases deemed hardly worth while

equipping, as their capacity at best is lim-

ited, and their days are numbered, and it

is a fact that in small fireboxes and at low

steam pressures the advantage of the

brick arch is not so marked as in the

larger class of engines. Hence the in-

crease in its application may be foreseen

as being almost universal in the time to

which we have referred.

-\gain to that large spirit of enquiry

among the younger railroad men, as well

as others not so young, there is a constant

spirit of enquiry in regard to the forms

and details of the device, so that it is

well that this matter, as well as other

important matters pertaining to the mod-

view to further improvements. Perhaps

the most popular form in which it appears

at the present time is that shown in the

accompanying illustrations chiefly on the

Mikado and other tj'pes of locomotives.

It will be observed that there are several

tubes that pass longitudinally through the

firebo.x, the tubes being connected on one

end to the back sheet of the firebox, and

at the other end to the inner sheet under

the flues. These pipes are usually 3

inches in diameter, and are generally

known as No. 7, B.W.G. in thickness. In

order to secure these pipes in place, open-

ings are cut through both in the outer as

well as the inner sheets of the boiler, one

opening being in the back sheets over the

firedoor, and the other in the throat sheets

It may be stated in passing that these-

tubes aid considerably in the circulation

of the water in the boiler, and if kept

clean the steaming qualities of the boiler

is improved by the use of these tubes.

.\part from the water circulation theory,

however, the principal use of the tubes is

to sustain, or partially sustain, the bricks

which are placed crosswise on the tubes

with their outer edges resting against the

inner sheets of the firebox. In the earlier

forms of the brick, arch pieces were

formed of considerable size, but experi-

ence has shown that the smaller pieces

are much more economical besides being

more readily handled. Formerly it was

usual to partially support the bricks by a

series of bearings attached to the side
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sheets of the fiebo.x. These firebrick

arch lugs, as they are termed, were placed

so that each of the large kind of bricks

formerly in use would rest on two of

the tube nearest to the side sheets. In

some of the older and smaller fireboxes

where lugs are still used the lugs are now
of a circular form like a projecting stud

are found to be very durable, and if tlieir

removal is advisable a blow of a hammer
will remove them forthwith, and in no

case are indentations or recesses now

TEMPLET FOR GAUGING kKH TUBES

PWCE AS SHOWN WHILE ROLUNG TUBES

^&^^^^=^^^^

STYLE N»l —
• 5TYLE N? 2

Section on a-a LONGITUDINAL Section o«*t

ARCH IN SH.\LLO\V HO.X CONSOLIDATION ENGINES.

them, and recesses were cut in the bricks

to accommodate the lugs. In the newer

forms this is no longer necessary as the

arrangements now are such that the pieces

and a short piece of pipe forming a pro-

tective thimble is placed on the stud and

forms a saving covering for the stud, and

when the action of the flame has partially

made in the bricks to cover the support-

ing studs, as this was found to be a

source of weakness in the bricks superin-

ducing early fractures and rapid decay.

TYPICAL ARCH FOR LARGE MIKADOS, SANTA FE TYPES AND M.\LLETS.

of brick running along the sides are so

constructed that they rest against the

side sheet at an angle, and a groove

on the side forms a substantial bearing on

destroyed the thimble it can be readily

replaced. In other cases a projecting

stud is welded solidly to the side sheets

in place of the threaded stud, and these

It was also formerly the practice to

furnish the bricks nearest to the flue sheet

with narrow projections extending to as

much as 4 inches forming open spaces be-
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twccii the bottom of llic iliic sheet and

the front end of the bricks. At present

the practice is to insert short separate

pieces of brick made for the purpose and

adapted to the particular conformation

of the throat sheet. These openings are

of advantage not only in sui)erinducing

an e.xtra draught which has the effect of

retaining a constant degree of heat in

that portion of the fire, but aids in con-

suming or preventing the excess of smoke,

which is an important advantage in the

use of the brick arch. Much ingenuity

has been shown in the design of these

openings or methods of holding the arch

a certain distance away from the flue

sheet, and they practically eliminate ac-

cumulation of coal and cinder on top of

the arch, and the particles of unburned

coal that may have reached that locality

naturally fall over the arch into the fire,

and are so consumed. In cases where

the firing space under the arch is suffi-

ciently large a spacer block may not be

necessary, but generally a short spacer

block may be used with good advantage.

In a shallow firebox a longer spacer

should be used. It may be noted here

that the bricks nearest the sides have a

slightly rounded bearing side against the

side sheets to allow for contraction and

expansion in the firebox and prevent the

brick from any tendency to form a wedge
and thereby cause the outside arch tubes

to spring out of alignment, and on the

event of this happening from any cause

a device is now in use whereby the arch

tube may be straightened while in place.

As we have already stated the arch tubes

RECOMMKNDED ARCH-TUBE SETTING.
Without ferrule for new work; with ferrule for

old holes reamed.

lowed out on the imder side so that

they are not only lighter, but have a

larger heating surface so that their ca-

pacity or contact with the smoke and

other unburned gases is greatly increased

and the opportunity of combustion much

imi)roved. An extensive series of tests

by the American Arch Company has dem-

onstrated the value of this important im-

provement which is one of the marked

features of their products.

Regarding the element of durability, the

brick arch in regular service generally

needs renewal, or partial renewal, once in

30 days, the average distance run by the

locomotive between renewals being be-

tween 5,000 and 6,000 miles. Partial re-

newals may occur in the case of flue leak-

age, which, it may be stated, has a per-

nicious effect on the durability of the

bricks, in a ratio to the amount of water

that may be allowed to come in contact

with the heated bricks. In the case of

repairing of flues only a single section of

the bricks need be removed, and these

may be replaced with new bricks without

disturbing the remaining portions. It

may be readily imagined that the central

sections of the brick arch are more sub-

ject to decay, as whatever variation there

may be in the temperature of the flame it

is usually more intense nearer the center

of the fire. Hence the sides and lower por-

tions of the brick arch do not require

so frequent renewals as the central or

more exposed portions. The cost of a

complete renewal will average $6 or

$8, while the designs being so finely

adapted to the varying sizes of fireboxes,

a;
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ability to the forms and sizes of tlie fire-

boxes, the same form of firebrick not be-

ing, as may be imagined, equally adapta-

ble to all.

Referring again to the water tubes it is

good practice when first applied to ex-

pand and bead the tlues steel to steel, but

in old work it is recommended after holes

may be slightly worn to ream the holes

and apply copper ferrules. In all cases a

larger amount of metal should be al-

lowed to project—at least f^-inch—to se-

contrast that in regard to the use of the

superheater while it increases the effi-

ciency of the steam generated and de-

creases the amount of steam consumed
per horse power hour, it does not increase

the boiler efficiency. The brick arch on

the other hand increases the boiler ca-

pacity directly by adding to the evapor-

ating surface by aiding combustion and

by reducing the heat losses. This is ac-

complished by forming a sort of combus-

tion chamber on what would otherwise be

\IK\V THROl'GH FIREBOX DOOR.

cure the impossibility of any tendency to a

possible withdrawing of the flue. In

regard to this tendency to accident which

is common to all mechanical devices sub-

ject to high pressures, it may be stated

that there were 60,000 tubes of this kind

in use in 1914, and 12 accidents were re-

ported, 6 of which were due to improper

application, 3 to negligence in cleaning,

a straight tirebo.x. It has the quality of

holding the particles of coal and coal dust

until they can be burned, thereby increas-

ing the efficiency of the evaporating sur-

face. Its efficiency, as we already pointed

out, increases as the rate of combustion,

or as the amount of coal burned per

square foot of grate per hour, increases.

When burning 30 pounds of coal per hour

GAINES FURNACE AND COMBUSTION CHAMBER MAKES IDEAL ARRANGEMENT
FOR LARGE LOCOMOTIVES IN LIEU OF BARREL COMBUSTION CHAMBER.

and 3 due to faulty material, so that if

the application and cleaning had been

properly attended to only 3 arch tube

failures would have been reported in one

year.

Coming to the question of efficiency as

a saving device which in the last analysis

is the acid test of all improvements on

the locomotive, it may be said by way of

we may expect an increased efficiency of

3 per cent., and when burning 100 pounds

of coal per square foot per grate per hour

we may expect an increased degree of ef-

ficiency of 10 per cent. Tests indicate that

at a rate of combustion of 100 pounds of

coal, the brick arch will effect a reduc-

tion of 42 per cent, in loss by sparks.

This is equal to a gain of 7 per cent, in

boiler efficiency from this item alone.

Reports from many roads indicate a

smoke reduction of 50 per cent, by the

use of the arch, and in regard to flue re-

pairs, reports from 35 roads show an

average reduction of 45 per cent., and

i7 others reported much less work from

flue plugging. This being the case it shows

that there is already a large reduction in

roundhouse work by the use of the brick

arch, while the marked improvement in

designs, especially in the matter of using

smaller sections of brick makes the appli-

cation and repair of the device compara-

tively easy of accomplishment.

Progress and Principle.

Progress is based upon principle, not

upon policy ; it moves forward, never

backwards, always towards the right and

against the wrong. It does not necessarily

mean peace, but will involve conflict only

when that is imperative. It is the sur-

vival of the fittest, not so much in man's

power over nature, but through the power

of principle in his control of self and his

influence over liis fellows. Ignorance and

selfishness will antagonize and may tem-

porarily impede the triumph of this fun-

damental truth, but ultimately it must be

recognized that true progress means a

broad unity of all great interests and ac-

tivities and that purely individual or self-

ish aggrandizement has no proper part in

the plan of human progress.

A proper recognition of this, in identifi-

cation with and in judging as to the

merits of all great activities makes their

real interest, as well as that of society at

large, the same, simply because principle

must ever be the underlying foundation

of all real advancement, and therefore, no-

activity, individual or collective, can ever

attain distinction in the world's progress,

unless in harmony with this law.

Progress means quicker movement..

Great undertakings require great prepara-

tion and equipment, not only in ability,

knowledge and experience, but in confi-

dence and courage to promptly apply

them. Large equipment and great oppor-

tunity bring increased responsibility..

Where one life was touched a century ago,,

many thousands are affected. Machinery

has become intensely powerful and in-

fluential, but individual effort and respon-

sibility cannot wisely be hidden behind'

machinery. It has revolutionized the

world's methods, but when it gets so all-

powerful and ponderous as to blot out in-

dividuality and become an end instead of

a means it will be an obstacle to instead

of a promoter of real progress.

Grinding on Emery Wheels.

In grinding tools on an emery wheel,

if possible let water drop on the point of

the tool. Otherwise keep your finger

near the point of the tool, and when the

tool is getting warm plunge it into cold

water.
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Department of Questions and Answers
Graphite.

F. M. S. Stillwater, .Vliiiii., writes: In

the iMarch issue you recommended yra-

phite for making pipe joints and for lu-

bricating moving parts. Would you kind-

ly describe the physical and chemical

nature which go to make graphite such

an efficient lubricant for steam valves

and cylinders? I would also like to know
if graphite would not serve with greater

efhciency on valves if it could be fed in

alone without mixing it with valve oili"

A. The qualities that go to make up

graphite, so efficient as a lubricant, is the

fact that it is a solid and cannot be

squeezed from a bearing, even by enor-

mous pressure. It is the most slippery

and unctuous solid known, and forms a

uniformly smooth coating over frictional

surfaces. It is durable and cannot be

burned or frozen, and is not affected by

moisture or acids. It is one of tlie forms

of carbon, just as coal or diamonds are,

and while it is found in varying degrees

of purity much depends on the methods
•of cleaning it from other mineral impuri-

ties. In this regard the Joseph Di.xon

Crucible Company has attained a degree

of efficiency that is not surpassed. On
account of the difficulty in distributing

dry flake graphite it is commonly used

in connection with oil or grease. Dixon's

Flake graphite added to either oil or

grease increases its lubricating value and
produces as near a perfect lubricant as

science has discovered or practice demon-
strated. A heat that disintegrates an oil

or grease and a cold that freezes either

have no effect whatever on Dixon's gra-

phite. .\s we already stated that the

graphite alone is difficult to distribute,

hence the combination of oil and graphite

or grease and graphite provides the best

service, each supplying the qualities lack-

ing in the other.

With regard to the amount of oil ex-

perience will soon prove to anyone the

proper mixture. From a high railroad

authority we have a report from a rail-

road in the Middle West, that where
four pints of oil were used on the cross-

compound locomotives in a run of 238

miles, when mixed with graphite two
pints have been sufficient. So it may be

taken that there is a saving of 50 per

cent, in oil. The glaze of graphite is

really a thin veneer that is marvellously

smooth and durable. It is almost fric-

tionless, and has the quality of filling up

the small interstices that exist on the

most highly polished surfaces of all

metals. This seems to be impossible to

oil or grease alone. Not only so, but

with the advent of superheated steam its

lubricating quality is not in the least dim-

inished.

It will thus be readily observed that

with an admixture of oil or grease tin-

gra|)hite reaches every part of the con-

tacting surfaces and remains there, and
while there are different varieties and

grades of graphite on the market, it

should be used advisedly because some
grades used will do more harm than

good. In all cases where graphite is

used instructions can readily be secure 1

from the supplying firm. These instruc

tions are based on extensive experiments

and may be confidently relied upon.

We might add further that in other

moving parts of the locomotives and cars

the use of graphite as a lubricant greatly

enhances the diminution of friction. Its

lubricating qualities are unquestioned. In

some parts of the air brake appliances it

may be used in the dry state to advantage.

In the case of large bearing surfaces it

is, however, more satisfactory to be used

in the manner and with the mixtures to

which we have referred.

groove to correspond with that in the

Wcstinghouse rotary valve no further

Irnuble was experienced.

Defective Brake Valve.

A. H. H., Baltimore, Md., writes ; What
can be wrong with the Westinghouse G-6
brake valve when the valve handle is

placed in service position and but a very

slight amount of air escapes at the brake

valve exhaust port and the equalizing pis-

ton does not lift. There was no obstruc-

tion in the preliminary exhaust port or in

the groove in the rotary valve and the

opening through the preliminary exhaust

port bushing was 5/64 of an inch ? A.—
The equalizing discharge valve may not

have lifted due to leakage from the main
reservoir into the equalizing reservoir or

from the brake pipe into the reservoir

through the brake valve body gasket or

liast the equalizing piston ring, but if the

proper amount of air to correspond with

a 5/64 opening does not escape from the

brake valve exhaust port, it indicates that

the groove in the face of the rotary valve

does not fully open the preliminary ex-

haust port to the atmosphere. This may
be due to a twisted rotary valve key or

be aggravated by lost motion between

the rotary key and the valve handle or it

is possible for the positions on the valve

body to be imperfect but when the rotary

key is perfect the cause of the prelimi-

nary exhaust port failing to open fully

may be somewhat difficult to ascertain as

we can recall an instance in which the

exhaust port of the G-6 brake valve did

not open fully and an investigation dis-

closed the fact that the rotary valve was
manufactured by an outside firm and the

groove in the valve seat was fully 1/16 of

an inch too short and the end of the

groove barely opened the exhaust port

to the atmosphere, .\fter lengthening the

Defect of Universal Valve.

A. M., f^arrisburg. Pa., writes: What
is wrong with the universal valve of the

U. C. brake equipment when there is a

l)low of air from the release slide valve

exhaust port when pressure is first ad-
mitted to the brake pipe and which then

stops after an emergency application is

made or if the finger is held tightly over
the exhaust port for a few seconds r A.

—

It is generally due to a dirty and sticky

condition of the release piston and slide

valve. While the blow at the exhaust port

exists the release slide valve is partly off

its seat which may have been the result

of bleeding the brake by means of the

emergency reservoir drain cock which is

a wrong practice, as in this way the brake
is applied while the emergency reservoir

pressure is exhausted and the brake cyl-

inder pressure under the slide valve tends

to unseat it and deposit foreign substance

on the slide valve seat. Again the brake
may have been applied while the pressure

leaked out of the brake system thus leav-

ing the release piston and slide valve in

application position and through friction

and foreign substance the spring at the

application end of the piston may have
been of insufficient tension to overcome
the resistance and return the release pis-

ton to release position, then when air

pressure is admitted to the system and
the blow starts from the exhaust port

from the slide valve being partially un-

seated, holding the finger over the ex-

haust port temporarily prevents the

escape of emergency reservoir pressure

and in a few seconds' time sufficient pres-

sure is accumulated in the release slide

valve chamber to force the release pis-

ton structure to release position and the

movement usually seats the slide valve

provided that no foreign substance has

remained on the seat or slide valve face.

The manner in which holding the finger

over the exhaust port results in the

movement of the slide valve and pistons

is that when the equalizing piston and
slide valve are moved to their release

position from pressure entering the brake
pipe, the release end of the release piston

is opened to the atmosphere through the

equalizing slide valve and graduating

valve while the port leading to the appli-

cation end of the release piston is blanked

so that as soon as sufficient pressure is

accumulated in the release slide valve

bushing to overcome the resistance of the

release piston structure, the pressure

moves the valve to release position.
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The Clamor for Shorter Hours.

It is the policy on the part of some of

the trade journals, including some of the

more pretentious of the engineering press,

to take sides against the loud call for

shorter hours of labor made by some of

the brotherhoods of railway employees.

They might as well try to stop the waves

of the sea. And while we cannot expect

all that is demanded at this time by the

joint associations, we may as well frankly

state that they do not expect to get all

they ask for themselves. Experience has

taught them that unless they ask for a

good deal they will get nothing. The law

of supply and demand has much of the

commercial spirit of the Hebrew children

in it. They ask a great deal for an ar-

ticle, expecting that the buyer will offer

perhaps less than half. Oii this hypothe-

sis they act wisely because the less they

ask the less they will get. The Brother-

hoods learned this lesson long ago, and

when they have made up their minds to

ask for something more for their labor

they may as well ask for a good deal, be-

cause they know that they will never get

it—at least not all they ask for.

In the present instance, however, it is

not really an increase of wages in the

gross amount that is asked for, but a rea-

sonable reduction of the hours of labor.

Of course, the railroads see it in a dif-

ferent light, like two men looking at a

distant landscape through different ends

of a telescope. Shorter hours must needs

increase expenses in the hiring of more

men. Overtime must increase expenses

in an increasing ratio. Many railroads

are on the brink of ruin now. They are

between the upper and nether millstones.

The question is not therefore a question

of compassion on the workers. It is a

question of existence on the part of the

railroads. Where is the money to come
from ? This question is not so easily

answered. While there has been a slight

increase in rates allowed by the Federal

Commission here and there, it does not

at all meet the situation, and the inev-

itable increase is not being met at all.

It might be thought at first glance that

the increase everywhere in the volume of

transportation would provide vast re-

sources. So it does. But the appliances

must be increased, and the terminal fa-

cilities must be expanded. This is man-

datory. The under dog must wait. .\nd

so between these political and physical

forces which seem immutable the situa-

tion deepens and darkens into a grow'ing

menace, and a problem has arisen baffling

in its solution, and calling forth the e.x-

ercise of the wisest statesmanship, if

there be such a thing amongst us. The
people, from whom all authority comes

in a Republic, arc blinded by party preju-

dice, and trammelled by a weight of tra-

dition that is deplorable. Demagogues
mislead the multitude. Commodities were

going to be cheaper when the present

government came into power. Any one

might know that this is a matter beyond

governmental control. The variable prices

in commodities have always inevitably

had a higher tendency, and the next gov-

ernment, whatever it is, will see them

still higher. Hence the claiuor will con-

tinue.

."Kbove and beyond all this, however,

there is something reasonable about a

working day of eight hours. It is no new
e.xperiment. How serenely it operates in

New Zealand, and other far-off ends of

the earth, but the politicians have not

time to look at it. All they seem to think

about is themselves, and, of course, their

allies, the office-holders. We do not know
of any of them working more than eight

hours a day, but we know a great many
who work less, and are better paid

than railway men for less work. Hence,

all governments are, more or less, class-

government, that is operating favorably

towards its own component parts. The
evil is that we cannot all be government
officials. Some of us must carry on the

world's work, and there is no class of

men who are doing their part more
thoroughly or more earnestly than the

railway men.

We are not pointing towards govern-

ment ownership in railroads. That would
be a colossal disaster, at least in .America.

Wliat we need is wiser legislation, more
thoughtful consideration of the needs' of

the transportation companies in the reg-

ulation of rates, so that the natural and
inevitable call of labor and facilities for

labor could be met in a spirit of liberal-

ity and justice. This seems at present

far off, but its coming is inevitable when
the people send the right kind of men to

legislate for them.

Coming back to the present clamor for

an eight-hour day for the railroad men,

while we have neither the desire nor space

to take up all its details, we cannot shut

our ears to that voiceless multitude of

railroad workers who have no one to

plead their cause. We refer more particu-

larly to that skilled class of mechanics

engaged in construction and repair work.

Xo one seems to give them a thought.

Yet they are the very heart of the great

machine—the valve gear as it were, and
like the valve gear they are largely hid-

den and are are only visible to the en-

quiring eye. .And yet their reward is

small. Their hours are long. Their skill

is unquestioned. Their backs are bent

with the incessant yoke of poorly requited

toil. Their noses are at the grindstone, so

to speak, from starry morn till starry eve,

and nobody gives them a thought. Di-

ogenes said that they whose wants are

few are nearest to God. The wants of

railroad shop men must be few or they

could not live, and perhaps there is a

recompense in self-denial that is not vis-

ible to the common eye.

We cannot close these observations on
the present tlireatening aspect of affairs

without some reference to the Railway

Mail Pay question. It is shameful that a

liberal government should impose its

terms upon transportation companies in

a way that private enterprises are not

permitted to do. The hiring of a car and

the payment of such space as the hirer

may find necessary is exactly similar to

the renting of a house and then lowering

payment because the tenant had no use

for certain rooms last month. Or per-

haps, the upper floor may be deserted in

the winter time, or some of the family

may be away to the sunny South in the

winter, or the cool North in the summer.
Is it to be supposed that any landlord

would accept such conditions? Of course

not.

In the words of a protest just presented

to the Committee on Post Offices and
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Post Roads against the so-called Moon
bill, which would impose on the railroads

the space scheme of pay for transporta-

tion of mail matter

;

"It would almost seem that tlie authors

of this law felt that its provisions were

so unreasonable, so unjust and so un-

American that the railroads could only

be induced to submit to them by actual

force in the way of a fine so heavy that

they could not afford to test their rights.

"The anomaly and injustice of the

present law is that it provides pay for

such travelling postoffices only when

occupying full cars of the length of forty

feet or more. The railroads are com-

pelled to furnish the department with

about four thousand three hundred

apartment car postoffices less than

forty feet Ions which arc not paid for

at all."

Pulverized Fuel for Locomotives.

The restless spirit of a desire for econ-

omy in fuel consumption in steam loco-

motives continues to engage the attention

of many of the cleverest engineers of our

time. This is encouraging because it is

in the right direction, but through it all

there is a dark vision of the future when

the coal will be all burned. Our engineers

should not wear this dark mantle of

prophecy. It does not become them. All

the schemes that can ever be devised by

human ingenuity will not greatly add to

the period when the last coal fire will be

quenched. They may rest assured if that

day ever comes, something else will be

at hand. .As long as the sun shines there

will be all the heat we need. This talk of

the future does not ring true. We have

high assurances of heat and cold and

spring time and harvest, and the world

has never yet been forsaken in these es-

sentials, and never will be.

Economy, however, is wealth, and if

more heat can be got out of coal than we
are getting at present it would be a goorl

thing for all concerned, ."^t a recent meet-

ing of the New York Railroad Club the

subject of pulverized fuel in locomotives

was discussed by some of the ablest rail-

road men of our time, and it is evident

that some real progress is being made in

the direction of a better use of coal. We
observed that little or no attention w-as

given to the subject of pulverizing the

coal although we all know that it costs

something to erect a pulverizing plant,

and convey the mineral in its rough state

as well as in its pulverized state from

place to place. .Again the cost of the ap-

pliances used in blowing or inducing the

mineral dust into the furnaces has its

relative cost, all adding to the general ex-

pense, which in the last analysis cannot

be ignored.

We had the fullest opportunities some
years ago to observe extensive experi-

ments on the Manhattan Elevated rail-

road, where an ordinary locomotive was

transformed into a powdered coal burner,

and a new locomotive constructed with all

the ingenuity and experience available at

that time, to give the scheme a fair trial.

The failure in both cases was complete.

The variations in nozzles, and baffle plates,

and air ducts were endless, but the loco-

motive could do little more than pull it-

self. Like the man who took all day to

catch a horse in the open field, and then

it was not much use after he had caught

it. it took a long time to get up steam,

and then the steam refused to stay up

at even a moderate pressure. The rapid

clogging of the flues at the fire box end

was something bewildering.

As is well known there is no such thing

as pure coal. In the earth's convulsions

when the great forests were overwhelmed

and the mountains fell upon them much

fragmentary material was mixed among

the crashing timber, and as the aeons of

ages rolled on the solid mass became

crystallized into what is called coal, and

if ciur inventors whose abilities are great,

and our experimenters whose opportuni-

ties seem boundless, could devise some

means of separating the wheat from the

chaff then our pulverized fuel burners

would glow with an incandescent flame

that would make the fires of today look

as "moonshine unto sunshine, or as water

unto wine." If aluminum can be taken

out of clay by the action of electricit}',

coal should be taken out of culm, but any

one who attempts to burn the scrap heaps

of the coal mines of Pennsylvania in their

present state has his day's work cut out

for him.

We are glad, however, to see that the

spirit of enterprise grows with the grow-

ing years, and we will be surprised if

there is not an early, even if only a par-

tial, solution of the problem of conserving

some of the enormous waste that is at

present made in the use of coal, and the

use of coal in a pulverized state seems to

be coming into the realm of accomplish-

ment.

Exactness in Doing Work.

We recently listened to a body of rail-

way men discussing seriously the question.

Which has done most for the world, in-

ventive ability or manipulative skill. In-

ventive ability was considered of much

greater value than skill of achievement, yet

we cannot help feeling that work skillfully

performed has done as much to promote

the world's industries as the faculties

which plan enterprises or invent new de-

vices. The difference between the invent-

or and the expert workman is that the

former is liable to ramble from one in-

dustry to another, while the latter adheres

to recognized lines of work and increases

their value. One of the prominent weak-

nesses of .American industrial life is that

too many workers are willing to try opera-

tions that they have not learned. Those

who have not acquired skill or accurate

knowledge of any art or occupation, are a

mob of weakness instead of a properly

trained army of industry. They may have

acquired a mass of general information,

which may be a good thing in its way,

but it resembles water running in a stream

that might be made to drive power wheels

or turbines, if the proper appliances were

put in its way and its movement was

properly regulated. General information

is of little value unless when applied to a

specific purpose. When a person learns

to do any useful work well, he is likely

to secure employment doing it; then he

may have the means of applying general

information to expand processes con-

nected with his work.

A first class worker at any occupation,

no matter how humble it may be, com-

m.ends himself for advancement. The
good mechanic, the efficient car repairer,

the skillful fireman, the first class engi-

neer, the quick accurate telegraph operat-

or, the pushing, clear headed trackman,

the flagman who protects his train and

the machinist who does his work in first

class shape are the men who will be chos-

en as railroad officials in due course.

Education is a powerful lever to help men
to ascend the ladder of life, but education

is useless unless its possessor can apply it

to a specific purpose and pushes with all

his might the work he is engaged doing.

America is becoming so rich that a mul-

titude of young men are gazing out of

luxuriant homes for some easy occupation

that may be turned into a business that

will keep them from sheer idleness. It

is amazing the number of robust youths

who are looking for soft jobs. Nearly

all first class railroad companies now
operate employment bureaus to keep rec-

ords of men seeking for work and it is a

melancholy fact that bj' far the majority

of the applications are for positions as

clerks and for other light occupations.

During last year a prominent railroad run-

ning out of Chicago received 511 applica-

tions for the position of clerk and tele-

graph operator, there were 107 applicants

for the position of fireman and 137 men
wanted work as brakeman or baggage

man. The genteel jobs are those most
sought after, the applicants not being

aware that for a few years of ease they

would lead themselves into a life of

penury.

Science and Engineering.
" 'Where shall we draw the line be-

tween pure and applied science? For

myself. I have been unable to find aught

but a haz3- line of demarcation.' When
the velocity of the propagation of light-

waves was determined by scientific rea-

soning and experimentation of the most

rt fined nature, the process of solving the

problem remained for a long time in the

domain of the exact sciences as a master-

piece of the human mind. 'But who
dreamed to what utilitarian purposes these
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light-waves would be made subservient?

The genius of a Michelson carried them

into the workshop, thence to the Interna-

tional Bureau of Weights and Measures

at Sevres, and gave us a value for the

international meter in terms of light-

waves that will remain absolutely un-

alterable as long as this old world moves

in tlie luminiferous ether of the universe.'

'getting nearer the utilitarian service of

the scientific study of light-waves. Dr.

Anderson, of Johns Hopkins, has utilized

them in making screws of hitherto un-

heard-of accuracy.' And when in railway

shops nuts made by some firms would not

screw on bolts made by others, the prob-

lem at first baffled the ability of the most

prominent manufacturers of tools of pre-

cision in the country, but it was solved

through the co-operation of a professor

of astronomy.

"And this utilitarian use of science in

making possible the construction of ac-

curate screws has again reacted, as it

were, and enabled the scientific mechan-

ician to produce a little optical device

that rivals, if it does not surpass, the

telescope—the diffraction-grating. 'On

the plane surface of its polished plate,

made accurate to one-tenth of a light-

wave, or within one forty-five thou-

sandths of an inch, are ruled more than

43,000 lines, between which there is no

greater error than one two-millionths of

an inch. With this delicate piece of ap-

paratus, made posible first by .rigorous

scientific research ; secondly, by the skill

of the artisan ; thirdly, by a knowledge

of and vigorous care to avoid tempera-

ture changes; and fourthly, by the accu-

racy of the mechanism which includes the

accurate screw mentioned above, the

astrophysicist has been able to tell us the

composition, temperature, and distance of

the stars. It is also possible for the

physicist, the chemist, to tell us the pur-

ity of the material he is called to inves-

tigate ; indeed, it makes itself subservient

to many phases of engineering in the do-

main of metallurgy. And the end is not

yet. Where can we draw a sharp line of

demarcation between pure science and its

relation to any and every form of en-

gineering?'
"

others ; that steel springs out of shape in

the fire from uneven heating, owing to

an unequal or unnatural tension of some
parts produced in forging; that difference

in section at different points in a piece

will cause more sudden cooling and con-

tracting in some parts than in others

;

that some steel at the hardening heat will,

in dipping, change in volume more than

others ; that with different steels all the

different heats may be required for hard-

ening, ranging from a yellow heat by

daylight to a dark red by twilight ; and

finally after considering all the tendences

towards distortion and change of volume,

resulting from a variation in any way
from the best treatment possible, or a

variation of quality or condition of steel

from the best, tliere still remains this fact,

that the steel by heating is expanded, and

by sudden cooling for hardening, is very

much contracted from its volume while

heated. As the outer portions cool first

sufficiently to become hard and unyielding,

while the interior of the piece is still hot

and largely expanded, there must be a

change in shape or volume, or both, pro-

duced by hardening.

Was a piece of steel of any considerable

size ever hardened, remaining exactly the

same size and shape as before? Who be-

lieves the steel manufacturer, when he

says his steel will do it? Or the skilled

steel worker who says, "I can do it every

time"? No, my friend, you are mistaken

all around ; your work doesn't come out

true, but only nearer than by some worse

methods. And it is not all in the way you

dip it. If what you say were strictly true

there would he "millions in it."

Hardening Steel.

Said a man in my hearing, "I have

hardened steel for thirty years, and know
how to test steel, and how hot it should

be for hardening, and I tell you, in rela-

tion to steel springing and getting out of

shape in hardening, it depends on how it

is dipped in the water. I can harden dies

and cutters and have them come out as

true as when they left the tool maker."

It is an unquestionable fact, that the

manner of dipping has much to do with

this matter, but our friend should remem-

ber that his action is governed by nat-

ural law. as much as are the actions of

natural philosophy, though at present so

large as to need the exclusive attention of

him who would cultivate it profoundly.

Astronomy is the application of physics

to the motions of the heavenly bodies, the

vastness of the field causing it, however,

to be regarded as a department in itself.

In chemistry physical agents play impor-

tant parts. By heat and light we cause

bodies to combine, and by heat and light

ue decompose them. Electricity tears

asunder the locked atoms of compounds,

through their power of separating car-

bon dioxide into its constituents ; the solar

beams build up the whole vegetable world,

and by it the animal, while the touch of

the self-same beams causes hydrogen and

chlorine to unite with sudden explosion

and form by their combination a powerful

acid. Thus physics and chemistry inter-

mingle, physical agents being employed by

the chemist as a means to an end ; while

in physics proper the laws and phenomena
of the agents themselves, botli qualitative

and quantitative, are the primary objects

of attention.

Study of Natural Laws.

People pursuing mechanical occupations

are every year having their minds more

and more drawn into the system 'A things

which we call Nature which is too vast

and various to be studied first-hand by

any single mind. As knowledge extends

there is always a tendency to subdivide

the field of investigation, its various parts

being taken up by different individuals,

and thus receiving a greater amount of

attention than could possibly be bestowed

on them if each investigator aimed at the

mastery of the whole.

One large department of Nature which

is of the greatest importance to practical

men is that of physics, or natural physi-

ology. This term is large enough to cover

the study of Nature generally, but it is

usually restricted to a department which

perhaps lies closer to our perception than

any other. It deals with the phenomena
and laws of light and heat ; with

the phenomena and laws of mag-
netism and electricity ; with those of

sound ; with the pressures and mo-
tions of liquids and gases, whether

in a state of translation or immolation.

The science of mechanics is a portion of

Combines Strength and Stupidity.

How it does delight some lathesmen to

come down on the wrench of a tail-stock.

There is not a particle of use in it for

ordinary size lathes ; for a man who un-

derstands things will run year after vear

on ordinary work, and never tighten but

one of the bolts, and the tail-stock will

never slip. Another man will take the

same lathe, and if it isn't well ballasted

he is liable to pull the thing right over

as he strains himself on the tail-stock

wrench.

Unnecessary screwing of certain bolts

is a fair test of a mechanic's intelligence.

I once made the drawings for a planer to

plane 5 or 6 feet square and 25 or 30 feet

long. As a tool-holding arrangement, I

put in the usual two clamps with four

good size screws. The man who ran the

planer broke a bolt every week. We made
new ones of every kind of iron and every

kind of steel, but still they broke. A
planer right alongside of this one, doing

exactly the same kind of work, using the

same tools, taking the same cuts on the

same pieces, but run by another man,

never broke a tool bolt, notwithstanding

there were only two of the bolts, and they

were much smaller.

The foreman decided to change the

planer operators. After the men were
changed, the bolts began to break on the

old planer and none broke on the new
one. The trouble was that the man who
broke the holts had too much strength

and no judgment. He never knew when
to stop fooling with the wrench.

That man represents a class. These are

men who break tool-post wrenches on

lathes. They break any kind of open-

ended wrench you can give them. A mon-
key-wrench volatilizes in their hands ; they
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slrip bolts and nuts or spring face plates

and angle plates and planer tables and

burst pipe fittings and come down on the

caps of journal boxes. If anything with

a screw to it can be damaged they will

damage it. If it is so strong they cannot

damage it thom.si-lves, they will screw it

up so unusually tight that somebody will

have to damage it to unscrew. Such a

combination of strength and stupidity has

no natural place in a machine shop.

Natural Fitness.

The work of railroad building and oper-

ating has been done by men who acquired

the necessary skill and knowledge by per-

forming the operations they were after-

wards required to direct. These men

have been entirely efficient and their effi-

ciency has been particularly conspicuous

as heads of mechanical departments. One

of the oldest and most numerous of this

class is composed of men who, with an

apprenticeship training and common school

education as a foundation, have acquired

by personal diligence the scientific knowl-

edge that entitles them to rank as me-

chanical engineers fitted to perform satis-

factorily the duties of superintendents of

motive power and machinery. Those who

aspire to reach the highest positions in

railroad service must go through an or-

deal of patient private industry, similar

to that followed by those who become

heads of the mechanical department. The

habits and characteristics which enable a

young mechanic to acquire broad knowl-

edge by burning the midnight oil, are

likely to promote his usefulness and ad-

vance his efficiency as a railroad official.

.Ambition combined with industrj- are

valuable forces for pushing a man up-

wards, but there is another characteristic

which is e.\tremely potential as a means

of helping a railroad man towards the

highest position. It is that subtle per-

sonal quality known as executive ability.

Some people think that various forms of

training will inspire an individual with

executive ability ; but our observation of

results contradict this. Our experience is

that executive ability is a natural product,

like a genius for music, likely to be very

sparely strengthened by cultivation. The
lessons of experience seem to prove that

the hard knocks of practical work are

likely to prove the best fertilizer for ex-

ecutive ability.

is the very worst way of keeping tools.

Some mechanics are so deficient in the

sense of order that their tools are either

left where they were used or thrown to-

gether in confusion. When a man of

this type wants a wrench, chisel or ham-

mer the search for it sometimes takes

longer than it takes to do the job in which

it will be used.

The habit of throwing every tool down
when it has been used is one of the most

detestable habits a mechanic can possibly

fall into. It points to the slouch. It is

only a matter of habit to correct that

failing. Make an inflexible rule of your

shop life to "have a place for everything

and everything in its place." Shop fore-

men should see that this valuable rule is

lived up to.

A Place for Every Tool.

Keep your tools handy and in good or-

der. This applies everywhere and in every

place, from the smallest shop to the great-

est mechanical establishment in the world.

Every tool should have its exact place and

should always be kept there when not in

use.

Having a chest or other receptacle with

a lot of tools thrown into it promiscuously

Perpetual Motion.

One of the first gleamings of mechanical

intelligence was that some device could

be invented that would produce perpetual

motion without waste of energy.

There was coming before the investi-

gating world the mystic stone of chemic

force, which nobody understood ; there

were heat and light, electricity and mag-
netism, all competent to produce mechan-

ical motions. Here then were the mines

from which hazy ambition sought to seek

its gem of gain without loss.

To people imbued with imperfect knowl-

edge, the question is still rational, Why
should perpetual motion be impossible?

The answer came with increase of knowl-

edge given by scientific investigation

which proved that there is a very impor-

tant principle known as the conservation

of energy. This principle demonstrates

that no power can make its appearance in

Nature without an equivalent expenditure

of some other power ; that natural agents

are so related to each other as to be mu-
tually convertible, but that no new agency

is created. Light runs into heat ; heat in-

to electricity ; electricity into magnetism ;

magnetism into mechanical forCe, and me-
chanical force again into light and heat.

The Proteus changes, but he is ever the

same ; and his changes in Nature are the

expression, not of spontaneity, but of

physical necessity. .A. perpetual motion,

then, is deemed impossible because it de-

mands the creation of force, whereas the

principle of conservation is, no creation

but infinite conversion.

vast educational field hitherto more or

less concealed from thi- ordinary observer.

An excellent illustration of this latter

phase of the subject was the presentation

of an illustrated lecture before the West-

ern Railway Club, recently, on the sub-

ject of "Pipe Manufacturing." While the

purifying of iron ore into steel is general-

ly known as simply blowing air through

the molten mass of metal whereby the

oxygen in the atmosphere combining with

the impurities in the iron pass off and

leaves the steel in its refined state, it

also does not require much information

to see by what means the purified mass

may be changed into billets and slabs, but

the changing of a flat slab into a welded

smoothly finished pipe at the rate of three-

and-a-half miles an hour seems incredible,

and yet this is being accomplished every

hour of the day, and the speed increasing

so that one hundred miles a day seems

within hailing distance.

There are two methods of making
standard pipe—the buttweld and lapweld

process. In the butt process the slab of

metal, a "skelp" as it is called, is made
slightly wider than the circumference of

the pipe and heated to a welding heat and

then passed through a "bell" which turns

the skelp into the circular form, bringing

the two sides together very sharply and

forming a weld. In the lapweld process

the skelp is rolled with beveled edges so

that in welding the pipe a lap is formed,

forming a much stronger weld than butt

welding. This makes an additional opera-

tion necessary, in which the skelp is first

bent in the approximate shape of a tube

with edges overlapping and then placed in

a welding furnace and drawn out between

two rolls over a ball—the rolls taking the

function of the hammer and the ball the

anvil as in a hand welding process. After

cutting and threading the pipe is put un-

der a hydrostatic test of from 600 to 2.000

pounds per square inch, depending on the

size of the pipe and the use to which it

is to be put. .Apart from the perfection

of the finished product, the amazing fea-

ture, however, is the rapidity of the opera-

tions, rivalling the printing press, and is

one of the mechanical triumphs of our

time.

Pipe Manufacturing.

The growth of railway clubs in the pres-

ent century has been of incalculable bene-

fit to railway men, not only in the inter-

change of opinions in regard to the im-

provements in means and methods pos-

sible of application to the science of trans-

portation, but also as an important oppor-

tunity for instruction in the manufacture

of railroad appliances which opens up a

Free Transportation for Track-Scale

Test Cars.

The United States Bureau of Standards

has completed an arrangement with the

.American Railway .Association for the

free transportation of its test cars be-

tween certain master scales in various

parts of the country. The bureau has re-

served the privilege of making other tests

that it may desire, provided regular tariff

rates are paid for transportation of the

car outside of the route specified. The
regular rates need not be paid if the bu-

reau can secure more favorable rates from

any particular road that may be interested

in having its scales tested.
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Air Brake Department
Special Instructions to Yard Shifting Crews

Approved Methods of Repairing Triple Valves

Instructions to Yard Shifting Crews.

Ill previous articles on the subject of

brake valve manipulation and brake op-

eration in passenger service, it was point-

ed out that in order to handle long mod-

ern trains with mixed brake equipments

and make smooth stops with the air brake,

a certain understanding of air brake con-

ditions was absolutely essential, and it was

also stated that it would be an advan-

tage to contemplate yard shifting condi-

tions, for the reason that if a train can

be successfully handled and smooth stops

made at low rates of speed, it should also

bf a possibility when making stops from

higher rates of speed in road service. This,

however, brings into consideration a con-

dition that is not met with in road serv-

ice; that is, attempting smooth air brake

stops with unequal air pressures, and the

one subject is broad enough to be con-

sidered separately.

It is generally understood that a smooth

air brake stop is produced by a uniform-

ity of retarding effect on the different

cars in the train ; and it is with a view

of obtaining this that the following sug-

gestions to yard crews in passenger train

shifting service have been formulated.

In order to overcome rough handling

of trains, engineers have been instructed

concerning the amount of brake pipe re-

duction that is to be made during a stop,

and you will be expected to assist them

in this performance by complying with

the following suggestions

:

Let the engineer make the brake pipe

reduction.

He has been asked to place a limit upon

the amount drawn from the brake pipe on

the initial, or first, reduction of the brake

application.

He cannot do this if you assist in mak-
ing the stop w-ith the rider hose or the

conductor's valve.

He can not be expected to control the

amount of reduction when there is heavy

leakage in the brake pipe or hose coup-

ling, as such leaks continue the reduc-

tion beyond that intended by the brake

valve operation.

Be governed by standard instructions,

do not open a conductor's valve except in

actual cases of emergency, then make a

complete report of the conditions which

necessitated it.

If you are making a stop with the

back-up hose, e.xpect no assistance from

the engineer. His instructions are to

leave the brake valve handle in running

position.

If he is making the stop with the auto-

matic brake valve, should you start a re-

ductiun with the back-up hose or the con-

ductor's valve those two separate reduc-

tions will meet in some point in the train

and cause a perfect triple valve to work
in quick action or emergency, because

the rate of brake pipe reduction exceeds

the capacity of the service port of the

triple valve to expand auxiliary reservoir

pressure into the brake cylinder.

L'nder such a condition a defective

triple valve may not work in quick action

but one that has just passed a test on the

shop rack will very likely do so.

It is rank presumption to assume that

you can use a back-up hose and make a

more accurate brake pipe reduction than

can be made with the H-6 brake valve.

The accuracy of this same brake pipe

reduction governs the kind of stop that

will be made, rough or smooth.

Do not use the conductor's valve to

assist in releasing brakes. If necessary

the engineer can make as large an open-

ing in the brake pipe with the brake

valve as you can with the conductor's

valve.

Rough handling of trains is caused by

a difference in speed between certain cars

in the train.

The difference in speed is made pos-

sible due to drawbar and coupling slack.

This difference in speed or rough han-

dling during a brake application is due

to a change of speed between cars being

caused by a greater retarding or braking

effect on some cars than on others.

This may be caused by a variety of con-

ditions but the chief one that we are

concerned with is the difference in re-

tarding effect caused by unequal brake

cylinder pressure, or too high a brake

cylinder pressure consistent with the

speed at which the cars are moving.

The difference in brake cylinder pres-

sure on the various cars may be caused

by unequal auxiliary reservoir pressures

or by too heavy a brake pipe reduction, as

any reduction from the brake pipe is ef-

fective on the triple valve nearest it first.

The same is true regardless of where

the opening is made, only that the effect

is more violent when the back-up hose is

used instead of service position of the

brake valve.

As an example of slack conditions and

shocks when back-up hose are used, you

will notice that when the train is

stretched there is always a run in from

the engine that resembles a collision be-

cause the brakes on the rear cars are

heavily applied before those near the

engine apply at all.

Conversely if the engine is using steam

and has the slack all bunched or the train

solid when the brake application is cor-

rectly made with the back-up hose, the

stop is almost as perfect as can be made
with the brake valve.

The unequal auxiliary reservoir pres-

sure may be obtained through coupling up

uncharged cars with others that are fully

charged, or by bleeding reservoirs

through a mistaken idea of releasing

stuck brakes, or through a more frequent

practice of bleeding all the air out of the

brake pipe before an engine and several

cars are coupled.

It requires nearly three minutes' time

to charge an auxiliary reservoir from "0"

to 110 pounds with full pressure in the

brake pipe, and under yard shifting con-

ditions it may require five or six minutes

or even more on a long draft of cars.

Therefore if you have bled the reser-

voirs or brake pipe on a certain number
of cars in the draft, you would not ex-

pect the brake to apply on such cars if a

stop was necessary within three or four

minutes of the time the cars are coupled

up.

If cars with the reservoirs bled, or with

the brake pipe pressure exhausted, are

coupled up to an engine and several

cliarged cars you would expect the brake

to apply on the charged cars and the fail-

ure to apply on the uncharged cars would

result in a run in, or run out, of slack

with severe shock and probable damage
to equipment.

If riding on the uncharged cars at such

a time you may conclude that the inde-

pendent brake has been used on the loco-

motive and make a report of the rough

stop in this manner.

By thus bleeding the brake pipe and

reservoirs, not onlj' rough handling re-

sults, but delays in testing brakes occur if

train connections happen to be close.

On the other hand if the air pressure

in the reservoirs is maintained the equip- •

ment is always ready for the brake test

as soon as the air hose are coupled and

angle cocks opened.

It costs money to compress air and
every cubic inch -wasted means just so

much additional wear and tear on the

compressor and requires just so much
time to replace the waste, and on a hur-

ried movement invariably results in a de-

lay.

If the air pressure is maintained on the

cars, all brakes will apply and release

promptly under any yard movement con-

dition that may be encountered.

In order to work to your own advan-

tage as well as to that of the comoany
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use the cuniprcssfd air as tliuugh you

were paying for it by the cuhic foot.

Open no reservoir hleerl coek except

for the purpose of cutting out a defective

brake. Make the engineer release the

brakes.

(Jjien no angle cock except for the pur-

pose of admitting compressed air to the

brake pipe of that particular car.

Do not exhaust air pressure from the

brake pipe witli the back-up hose unless

actually necessary, and this is unneces-

sary after the train has stopped.

Whenever and wherever possible the

train or draft should be stopped by mak-

ing the brake pipe reduction with tlie

automatic brake valve, and the back-up

hose used as an emergency device.

Refuse to open the conductor's valve

when the car is standing still and con-

sume at least ten seconds' time in bring-

ing the angle cock handle on a charged

car from its open to its closed position.

Failure to economize in compressed air

consumption is responsible for at least

Ti'/i of the air brake delays and to about

1007r of the rough handling with the air

brake.

To make this clearer, a rough stop is

caused by too heavy a brake application

in some part of the train, meaning a waste

of air at some point.

Even if the rough stop should be made
with the independent brake valve alone it

indicates that the brake has been too

heavily applied ; therefore too much com-
pressed air has been wasted through the

locomotive brake cylinders. Even if the

brake has been applied by the use of the

back-up hose, compressed air is wasted

whether the stop happens to be rough or

smooth, as the capacity of the feed valve

must be exceeded by a waste of air be-

fore the brake on the entire train can

apply-

As to 75% of the air brake delays, prac-

tically all of the damage done to the

foundation brake gear and operating

valves is caused by unnecessary quick ac-

tion or emergency applications, each an

uncalled for waste of compressed air.

Make the conservation of air pressure

your hobby, to illustrate that this is not

merely imaginary, under modern operat-

ing conditions, a. ten-car train of "LN,"
"PC" and "UC" equipment averages over

ten cubic feet of compressed air capacity

or ten of such cars one hundred cubic

feet and that 110 pounds pressure re-

quires 8;/2 atmospheres or 850 cubic feet

of free air to charge the cars from zero

to 110 pounds. With the minimum allow-

ance for reduction in pressure due to

change in temperature and leakage, the

eleven-inch air pump, compressing about

40 cubic feet of free air per minute, will

have at least twenty-five or twenty-seven

minutes' work in charging such a train,

or in other words the volume of com-
pressed air stored on ten of such cars is

equal to that stored on 50 passenger cars

liaving "I'M" or high-speed brake equip-

meiU.

A 5/32 of an inch circular opening will

expand air pressure under 110 pounds'

pressure at a faster rate than an 11-inch air

pump can compress it, or in other words
tlir pump cannot hold the pressure at

110 pounds against a 5/32 opening, and
from the size of the supplementary and

emergency reservoirs under these cars

you will readily see that it is possible to

waste more compressed air from these

reservoirs in 10 seconds' time than the

pump can restore in 10 minutes' time.

Vou should understand that train slack

caimot be changed gently and quickly at

the same time and it cannot change
roughly and slowly at the same time,

therefore it is apparent that there is a

considerable time element involved in

smooth air brake operation, so that if

your methods of giving signals require

a stop in a short distance it must he made
by a heavy application and as a general

proposition a rough stop is the result, and
conversely if ample distance is allowed

in which to make the stop it can be done
with a light application, which tends to

allow the train slack to gently adjust it-

self and produce a smooth stop.

Repairing Triple Valves.

If we were standing still instead of ad-

vancing in the air brake art, the above
would be a threadbare subject, but as the

number of valves in a train in freight

service is constantly increasing, and the

difficulties encountered in operating these

valves in passenger service are constantly

multiplying, the repairing of triple valves

is a subject as much alive as it ever was.

possibly of more real importance than

ever before. The repairing of triple

valves in railroad repair shops is a prac-

tice that was instituted shortly after the

triple valve was invented and this has

generally been continued in the majority

of railroad repair shops. In recent years

several railroads have, however, come to

the conclusion that this is an expensive

practice and have discontinued repair

work on triple valves and are sending

them to the manufacturers instead, and in

the long run. we believe that this is the

correct practice to be employed.

Some years ago the repairman wdio

could repair and pass the largest number
of triple valves over a test rack, was con-

sidered to be the most valuable man to

employ on this line of work, at the pres-

ent time, however, air brake men are

beginning to consider the man who right-

fully recommends the largest shipment to

the manufacturers for repairs and there is

an excellent reason for this because the

triple vaive that passes the rack test is

not always suitable for service, that is,

the rack is not necessarily faulty, but a

triple valve entirely unfit for service can

by certain methods, be made to pass the

test on the standard rack as rc(|uired.

The most diflicult operations in re-

pairing triple valves are fitting a packing

ring and facing ofl the slide valve and

seat, and a repairman's principal educa-

tion should consist of knowing when this

should and should not be done. When
the wear of the slide valve as well as that

of the scat passes a certain point, it

should be returned to the maiuifacturers,

and the same thing applies to the fitting

of the packing ring, only that the latter

is of more real importance than the obser-

vation in connection with the slide valve

and seat.

We question whether a packing ring

should ever be fitted in a railroad repair

shop ; however, there are permissible argu-

ments, both for and against the practice,

the principal one against it is that there

are no facilities in railroad shops for

properly doing the work, and an argu-

ment in favor of thus fitting the rings is

that in the railroad shop it is generally

done with less wear on the outside cir-

cumference of the ring than when it is

done in a grinding machine, hence some
air brake men figure that if this work can

be done with, say several thousand less

applications or rubs through the piston

bushing, the ring will give several thou-

sand more applications in service before

being worn out, and whether this is right

or wrong will not enter the subject at this

time, as an effort will be made to point

out the observations that should be made
when inspecting a triple valve before any

attempt is made to make any repairs

whatever to the valve. We have many
times gone over the points of wear that

should be observed and stated the per-

missible amount of enlargement of the

piston bushing, but it is now desired to

entirely omit such references to slide

valve wear and how the .seats can be

trued up, and confine the remainder of

this article to but one point of fit which
is the most important observation to be

made in connection witii triple valve

cleaning and repair work, and which, as

a general proposition, is given the least

attention of any part of the triple valve.

This is the fit of the triple valve piston in

the bushing.

The writer has had occasion to investi-

gate cases of stuck brakes and slid flat

wheels and during the time the condition

of the triple valves on such cars were, of

course, closely ob.scrved, and some valves

were found to pass the test rack and go
into service and from 4 to 6 weeks after-

ward the valve would be removed on ac-

count of a stuck brake, a slid wheel or

some other disorder and when placed on

the test rack the valve would fail to pass

the test, but after being cleaned and lub-

ricated the valve would pass all of the

tests and again be placed in ser\'ice and

when examined a month later the valve

would again fail to pass the rack test un-

til after it was cleaned, while on the
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other hand some triple valves were placed

in service and were never heard of again

until the brake on the car was due for

cleaning and when removed the valves

passed every test before being cleaned or

in any way repaired. At the same time it

was noticed that some of the valves that

passed the test were new ones and had

the packing rings stuck solid in the piston

groove, yet they passed the test with the

stuck ring when from all previous laws

governing air brake defects these valves

should have failed to pass the ring leak-

age test.

Now there are evidently good and suffi-

cient reasons why certain triple valves

apparently in good condition will not give

more than from four to six weeks service

without manifesting packing ring leakage

and other valves, even if the packing rings

are stuck, will never manifest any disor-

der and, again, when certain valves have

been cleaned or repaired, either by rail-

road shops or the manufacturers and are

exposed for a short time to a low temper-

ature, they fail to pass all of the packing

ring, application and release tests and

others similarly exposed pass every

test without any difficulty, and the

same lot of valves after being in a warm
room for a short time all valves pass all

of the tests required. We understand that

specifications do not call for a triple valve

to be tested at a time that the tempera-

ture of the metal is below the freezing

point, but in many parts of the country

the temperature of the valve in service is

below the freezing point for about six

months of the year, therefore a triple

valve should be repaired and maintained

with a view of successfully meeting the

adverse conditions encountered. Another

point that we have assumed the reader to

understand is that all stuck brakes and

slid flat wheels are not due to the triple

valve operation, they may be caused bv

incorrect manipulation of the brake valve

or by deficiencies elsewhere, but in pas-

senger service a stuck brake or fiat

wheels on one car alone in the train calls

for a pretty close examination of the

triple valve of the car in question.

In an effort to make a long story short,

tliire is a reason why a slow rate of rise

in brake pipe pressure at the rear of a

long train releases all brakes liut one or

two or why in cold weather, all except

one or two are released or why one triple

valve with a stuck packing ring will give

no trouble between dates of cleaning and

one with a perfectly fitted ring will be in

the test room about every four weeks,

and as a general proposition the only dif-

ference between them is that the valve

manifesting the chronic case of sticking

or packing ring leakage, has a main pis-

ton, the outside diameter of which is con-

siderably smaller than the bore of the

piston bushing or, in other words, the

piston is not a fit in the bushing.

The results obtained from a fit of a

piston can be observed by placing an old

style G-6 brake valve on lap position and

opening the angle cock at the rear of the

tender, then, by placing an H-6 brake

valve in the same position and opening

the angle cock, the difference in the rate

of drop in equalizing reservoir pressure

will indicate results obtained by a neatly

fitted equalizing piston, or in fitting up the

steam portion of a governor, no repairman

with any experience will attempt to fit a

packing ring in the governor cylinder un-

less the governor piston is a fit in the

bushing and the bushing or cylinder is

true or no air pump repairman will fit

up an air pump until a fit of the air piston

in the air cylinder is obtained, and the

amazing part of it is that in the triple

valve where the fit is even of more ac-

tual importance, scarcely any attention

whatever is paid to it.

.\s a remedy for some of the undesired

action obtained from triple valves we
would recommend first, a fit of the triple

valve piston regardless as to how it is se-

cured and even if it is necessary to send

the valve to the manufacturer for this

purpose, and this will be considered ex-

pensive, but flat wheels and stuck brakes

are also expensive and if the money is

spent on the triple valve the result will be

a more efficient brake at least. To do

this will, however, break up any practices

uf scraping, reaming or rolling a bushing,

therefore if the triple valve piston does

not fit within 1/64 of an inch there should

be no attempt made to pass the valve over

the rack.

The acid test for a triple valve is that

it lie so fitted that every test specified by

the code can be made without the use of

any lubricant, thereafter it may be found

that lubricant is actually unnecessary for

the triple valve and this also applies to

universal valves, control valves and dis-

tributing valves, however, the question of

suitable lubricant will be touched upon in

a future issue.

Air Brake Convention.

The Twenty-third Annual Convention

of the Air Brake Association will be held

in .\tlanta, Ga., beginning Tuesday morn-

ing. May 2, 1916, in the Convention Hall

of the Hotel Ansley.

As this will be the first Air Brake As-

sociation convention held in the South

for several years, it will doubtless at-

tract many air brake men who might not

be inclined to attend were the convention

held elsewhere. An additional attraction

will be the meeting of the Southern Rail-

road Club which has been arranged to

convene coincidentally with the meeting

of the Air Brake Association.

During the session, papers on the fol-

lowing subjects will be read and dis-

cussed :

Slack action in long passenger trains,

its relation to triple valves of different

types, and consequent results in the han-

dling of passenger trains.

Proper piping of locomotives and cars,

specifications and requirements for pipe

in air brake work.

Adequate hand brakes in heavy passen-

ger equipment cars.

Best methods of educating apprentices

to give the railroad companies efficient

air brake mechanics.

Care of modern passenger brake equip-

ment. Factors contributing to the mini-

mum cost of maintenance with the maxi-

mum efficiency.

Accumulation of moisture and its elimi-

nation from train and yard testing plants.

Xeed of efficient cleaning and repairing

of freight car brakes. Recommended prac-

tice.

In view of the many recent improve-

ments in air brakes for both passenger

and freight cars and the continued in-

crease in the length of both passenger

and freight trains, the above subjects are

the most timely and carefully selected that

ha\e ever been prepared for an air brake

convention. These subjects will undoubt-

edly attract one of the largest attendances

of any meeting ever held, because no

other list of subjects has ever offered the

possibilities that may be derived from a

discussion of the papers on handling pas-

senger trains and the care of passenger

and freight equipment. It should be pos-

sible for the air brake specialists to get

together and definitely decide upon cer-

tain suggestions that would tend toward

a betterment of air brake conditions in

general and establish a uniformity in

practice in brake repair work.

In addition to these subjects, Mr. W.
V. Turner will deliver an air brake lec-

ture on the afternoon of May 4.

Removal.

Mr. F. M. Nellis, Secretary of the Air

Brake Association, announces the re-

moval of his office from 53 State St.,

Boston, Mass, to 165 Broadway. New
York Citv.

Civil Service Examinations.

The United States Civil Service Com-
mission announces an open competitive

examination for junior signal engineer on

April 19, 1916. From the register of eligi-

bles resulting vacancies will be filled to

positions in the Interstate Commerce
Commission under the act providing for

the valuation of the property of common
carriers. Grade I are paid from $1,200 to

$1,800 a year. Grade II, from $720 to

$1,080 a year. Theory and Practice of

railway signaling counts 50 points. Edu-

cation, training and experience. 50 points

-Applicants should immediately apply for

Form 2039, stating the title of the ex-

amination for which the form is desired,

to the United Civil Service Commission,

Washington. D. C.
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Biographical Sketch oi Walter Victor Turner
Assistant Manager of the Westinghouse Air Brake Company

In a recent issue of the Electric Jour-

nal, Mr. S. W. Dudley has an excellent

article giving a biographical sketch of our

esteemed contributor, Mr. Walter V.

Turner, assistant manager of the West-

inghouse Air Brake Company, from which

it apiiears that Mr. 'rurner is l'".nglish by

birth and education but went to New
Mexico at an early age, and became sec-

retary and manager of the Lake Ranch

Cattle Company there. There he devel-

oped that fine physical and mental alert-

ness which has characterized his later

activities. Becoming part owner of a

sheep and cattle ranch the bright pros-

pects of his partnership were wiped out

by the tariff legislation of the first Cleve-

land administration, and Mr. Turner took

to railroading and entered the service of

the Santa Fe in 1897. In a few weeks his

energy, -determination and resourcefulness

had gained him the position of foreman

of car repairs at the Raton Shops. Some

years before, while still on the ranch, hr

had picked up a discarded triple valve

from the debris of a railroad wreck. This

device had already aroused his interest

in and purpose with regard to means for

controlling trains and their possible serv-

ice to civilization and humanity, which

has continuously increased in vigor ami

carnestne.ss from that day to this. Thi

air brake became his particular hobby

It oflfered a field peculiarly attractive ti>

his ingenuity and analytical faculties, and

he soon became known as a more than

oidinary student of the theory as well as

the practical application of the principles

of air brake construction and operation.

Mis first invention, made about this time,

was a handy tool for removing the pack-

ing ring and cleaning the packing ring

groove of the air hose coupling.

When the Santa Fe Railroad was

ready to put its air brake instruction car

into commission in 1900. Mr. Turner,

although only three years ofT the ranch,

was recognized as the best qualified man
on the railroad to put in charge, and his

experience while on this car and later in

special duties for the mechanical officials

of the road, gave him an insight into

practical conditions and requirements, and

an understanding of the vagaries and in-

fluence of human factors and motives

which were later to prove of great ad-

vantage in the working out of larger

problems.

Meanwhile his ingenuity and dominant

creative and motive impulses did not per-

mit him to rest satisfied with mere appre-

ciation and exposition of conditions as

they were. Several of his patents, show-

ing more than ordinary insight and skill,

attracted the attention of the Westing-

house Air Brake Company, and us a re-

sult he finally accepted the opportunity

afforded by their offer to develop his

ideas.

I laving a rare combination of mechani-

cal genius, intuitive perception of the es-

sential practical limitations and require-

ments of the problems before him and

untiring patience and persistence in a

course once entered upon, he was par-

ticularly well equipped to lead in the en-

gineering development whereby the broad

principles and characteristic operative fea-

tures of the air brake, fundamentally es-

tablished liy George Westinghouse, were

expanded and increased to provide the

greater flexibility, economy and safety

which the rapid advancement in motive

power and rolling stock design had made

imperative, if the potential of these im-

proved facilities was to be fnlly utilized.

W.^LTER \'. TURNER.

In recognition of his signal accom-

plishments in the development and per-

fection of new apparatus, he was ap-

pointed mechanical engineer of the West-

inghouse Air Brake Company in 1905.

This was only two years after entering

the company's employment and but eight

years after leaving the New Mexico sheep

ranch.

High speeds, heavy trains and the ne-

cessity for economical and safe control

having created new requirements in the

electric railroad field. Mr. Turner early

recognized the limitless possibilities in

this direction and led to the development

and perfection, in rapid succession, of

several improved systems of braking de-

vices and air compressor control for

electric traction service. He has perceived

clearly the practical requirements of ex-

isting conditions, the trend of future de-

velopments and the latest commercial pos-

sibilities of improved facilities in brak-

ing devices in steam railway service and
more especially in the more diversified

and specialized classes of electric traction

service. The secret of his success lies

largely in his profound conviction of the

potency of facts and principles when prop-

erly presented to carry conviction and

result in a logical sequence of action.

Conspicuous examples of Mr. Turner's

work are the "ET" equipment now gen-

erally standard for steam and electric

locomotives; the quick service and uni-

form release triple valve, almost univer-

sally used for freight service ; the

"empty and load" brake for freight cars,

in use for several years on the Santa Fe.

Southern Pacific, Bingham & Garlield

and Virginian Railways ; the improved

passenger car brake equipments made
standard on many of the leading roads

of the country; the semi-automatic and

combined automatic and straight air

traction brake equipments for city and in-

tcrurhan .service : and the more highly

specialized and eflicient systems of pneu-

matic and electro-pneumatic brakes in

successful operation for several years on

the lines of the Boston Elevated System
and the Chicago Elevated Railways ; the

sul)ways in Philadelphia and New York;
the Xew York, Xew Haven & Hartford
and Pennsylvania Railroad electrified

zones, and the Xew York Municipal

Railway. The equipment developed for

the cars of the last mentioned railroad

represents the highest development in

electro-pneumatically controlled brake

apparatus arranged to regulate the re-

tarding force according to the total

loaded weight of the car at the time of

stopping, including all of the features

making for efficiency, economy and safety

of operation that experience with pre-

vious developments had shown to be

practicable.

Mr. Turner has constantly contributed

to the advancement of the art of brak-

ing along scientific and educational lines

by numerous magazine articles and ad-

dresses before technical and engineering

clubs, societies and colleges. His ad-

dresses have been features of the annual

conventions of the National Air Brake
.Association and the Traveling Engineer-

ing .Association for several years. His

"Letter t o Urban." published in the

Electric Journal in November, 1913. pre-

sents his philosophy of life, and is ty-pi-

cal of bis interest in young men and his

inspirational appeal to their energy, en-

thusiasm and loyalty. To this array of

literary work must be added his instruc-

tive series of articles on air brake sub-

jects now appearing in the pages of
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and which are attracting wide attention

among railway men.

In 1910 Mr. Turner was appointed

cliief engineer of the Westinghouse Air

Brake Company, and in 1914 advanced

to the position of assistant manager in

charge of engineering. Hj was given a

special testimonial by the Air Brake As-
sociation in 1912 in appreciation of his

services to that association and his con-

tributions to the cause of humanity and
science. He was awarded the Edward
Longstreth Medal of Merit (in 1910)

and the Elliot Cres.son Medal (in 1912)

by the Franklin Institute (.the latter

medal being the highest honor in the gift

of the institute) "for his air brake in-

ventions and developments." But per-

haps more highly prized than all these,

because it was the first and is most inti-

mately connected with the motives actu-

ating and the results achieved by his ef-

forts, is a testimonial presented by the

Brotherhood of Locomotive Enginemen
of the Western Grand Division of the

Santa Fe Railroad testifying to their ap-

preciation of his ready aid at all times of

need and his success in improving the air

brake conditions on that road, whereby
"the old fear and dread to tip the crest

of our mountains has passed away."

H. B. Underwood & Co. Portable Milling

Machines

Inspection of Locomotives.

An open competitive examination for

inspector of locomotives will be held on
May 3 and 4, at the places specified on
Application Form 1892, copies of which
may be had from the United States Civil

Service Commission, Washington, D. C.

The salary is $1,800 per annum and ex-

penses when absent on oflicial duties. As
now organized the territory of the United
States is divided into fifty inspection dis-

tricts, and appointments may be made of

the highest eligibles examined in that dis-

trict, except that certification may be
made of the highest eligibles in the entire

country who have expressed willingness

to accept appointment where the vacancy
exists. Photographs taken witliin two
years must be pasted in the space provided
on the admission cards sent them after

applications are filed. Tintypes or proofs
will not be accepted.

The Wabash Has Cars to Burn.

Before the latter part of July the Wa-
bash railroad expects to burn at Decatur
approximately 4,000 box cars and coal

cars. Already 1,000 have been burned.

1 hese cars have been in service for about
twenty-five years and some are still in ac-

tive operation, with their defects patched
up. The Wabash expects to order some
modern cars in the near future. The new
cars will be of the latest design, and of

heavier and better material.

Among the many popular machine tools

constructed by II. B. Underwood & Com-
pany, Philadelphia, Pa., the portable mill-

ing machine shown in the accompanying

illustrations has won an enviable repu-

tation both for its adaptability and dura-

bility. This machine is designed and built

dcr side of bed to the clamp brackets and
is ready for work. For convenience in

handling, the spindle and rim can be read-

ily removed. The spindle is bored for the

Morse standard taper for small cutters,

and threaded nose for large cutters.

No macliine shop, and especially rail-

especially for facing steam engine valve

seats in solid steam chests, but has also

been found useful for a wide range of

various kinds of work where it is easier

to take a portable machine to do the work
tlian to take the work to the shop.

It is strongly geared and has power feed

in both directions and can be used in any

position, horizontal, vertical or inclined.

road repair sliop, is complete without one

or more of these machines. The materials

are all of the best and the design is so

simple and substantial that there is literal-

ly nothing to get out of order. There

are a variety of sizes and every machine
is guaranteed to do good work and do it

quickly.

In the machine illustrated the length of

It does rapid and accurate work and will

face a valve seat 22 inches by 40 inches

by 7 inches deep. It can be run by hand
wheel, small steam engine, air or electric

motor. It can be easily attached to any
steam chest after the steam chest cover

and valve have been removed.

The clamp brackets furnished are bolt-

ed fast with the steam chest studs. The
machine is then bolted by T slots on un-

tlie bed is 48 inches. This is the common
standard size. The length of ram is 36

inches and spindle 19 inches. The diam-

eter of the spindle is 1^ inches and the

diameter of the driving shaft 1 ^-inches.

The diameter of the feed screws is ^
inch. The weight of the standard size

machine is 700 pounds and when boxed

and packed weighs approximately 800

pounds.
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Smith-Ward Automatic Slack Adjusters

Applied to New York Railway Cars

The new cars of the Xcw ^'nrk Munici-

pal Railway and 15 new cars of the New
York, Westchester & Boston Railway

have lieen equipped with automatic slack

adjusters furnished by the Smith-Ward

Brake Company, Xew York, and their

action is reported to be of the most re-

liable kind. The general details of the

device are shown in the accompanying

drawing. The shim box of the adjuster

is at "A," the bifurcated push rod, which

goes under the shims in the shim box is

attached between the double levers at

"B.'* The adjusting rod wdiich makes the

adjuster automatic is shown at "D," con-

necting "C" and bolt through "B." At "C,"

on the slotted end of the adjusting rod,

there is a washer and volute-spring

drawn down by a bolt, so as to give a

certain amount of friction. The hole

through the adjusting rod at "B" is

round, with a slight elongation to give

shoe clearance—it not having the long

slot in it as has the bottom rod bar con-

necting the lower ends of the levers.

Upon the application of the brakes, both

the line lever and the dead lever move

time it is necesbary to touch them for the

adjustment of the brakes is when new
shoes are required. When it is necessary

to apply new shoes, all that is required is

to take a small block of wood about 5

ins. long, Jii ins. thick and 4 ins. or 5 ins.

wide, insert it in the slot on the bottom

of the shim box "A," raising up the shims

and pushing in the box toward the wheel,

so that the bifurcated push rod at "B"

goes under the shims to the back of the

shim box. This will give enough slack

so that the old shoes may be removed

and the new ones put in. To adjust the

brake, then all that is necessary is to

make one regular application, when the

adjusters will take up the slack, adjust-

ing the shoes in their proper relation to

the wheels so that they will be close up

to the wheel, but still allow the car to

coast freely, and piston travel will be

down to a minimum.

Car Construction.

In a discussion on the merits of wooden

and all-steel car construction Mr. James

DETAILS OF SMITII\V.\Rn AUTONr.\TIC SI..\CK .\DJUSTER.

toward each other. Adjusting rod "D"

slips toward the center of the truck, un-

der the friction device at "C,'" the amount

possible less the amount of the elonga-

tion of the hole of said rod at "B."

Upon the release of the brakes, if there

is any slack, except what is required for

shoe clearance, and provided for at "B,"

the bifurcated push rod at "B" pulls out

of the shim box "A," allowing some, one

or more, of the shims to fall down be-

hind it, thus permanently shortening the

distance between the two levers. This

operation continues as the shoes wear

and the brakes are applied, adjusting rod

"D," always moving toward the center

of the truck past "C," on the applications

of the brakes, and upon the release of

the brakes the push rod at "B" always

moving out of the shim box, allowing

more shims to fall down behind it until

the shoes are worn out. Then the shims

are raised up in the box so that the push

rod is pushed in under them again. New
shoes are applied and the operation starts

over again.

With these slack adjusters the only

Coleman, superintendent of the car de-

partment of the Grand Trunk system, said

that the older steel cars are now showing

deterioration at the rivet holes. This is

a natural result, as the cars get older this

defect w-ill become more prominent and

will sound like rattle boxes in time. Some
railroads are dispensing with tlie all-steel

interior finish, and some are considering

also the exterior to be of wood applied to

a steel frame.

Many roads in the States are consider-

ing which is the most economical. Some
use steel on the outside that does not last

one half as long as the wooden exterior,

for the reason that the steel sheets be-

come thin through corrosion and last

only a few- years. The wood exterior

finish will last indefinitely. The car

with the wooden exterior finish painted

properly will last approximately eight

years, and the cost of repairing will be

about $165. On the other hand, it wil!

cost about $500 to apply steel interlock

sheathing and paint on the outside.

Of all the roads that have all-steel cars

to-day there are only three or four that

are in a position to properly maintain

those cars. The use of an all-steel under-

frame is strong enough to resist telescop-

ing. The car should have a wooden in-

terior and a wooden exterior, with steel

frame and all-steel ends, and a canvas

roof, which is the most economical and

the best to apply to passenger cars. We
have seen some of these roofs in service

for forty years. This is remarkable serv-

ice compared with the all-steel roof which

will not last one-third as long as the can-

vas roof.

The all-steel coach is fitted with up-

holstering, the clothing on the passengers

and the hand-baggage they carry in their

hands is all more combustible than the

wooden interior finish. In sleeping cars

you have similar combustible materials,

only in larger quantities. The all-steel

car as a protection against fire is an ex-

ploded idea. There is very little in it

when you analyze it. practically. Railways

are now confronted with the question of

which is the most economical car to build

and which will give the greatest factor

of safety to the travelling public. The
most satisfactory car is the composite car

with steel underframing that will with-

stand shocks of 400.000 pounds, having a

wooden interior and exterior finish.

The Damascus Swords.

Among the workers in steel there has

always been an air of mystery about the

forging and machining of that ancient

sword—the Damascus blade. Blacksmiths

who are familiar with the forging of

swords and bayonets say that fine grained

steel is not the best for either.

\'ery curious stories are told about the

Damascus blades, of the way in which

they are made, the process of tempering

them, and of their superior qualities ; but

the tales are now old. Years ago N. P.

Ames, a noted armour maker of New
England, visited Spain with specimens of

his handiwork. When the authorities there

produced their finest specimens of their

armories, a sword that was particularly

famous was tested in competition with

those of Mr. Ames, and the Xew Eng-

land product was found superior to the

Damascus blade.

To Remove Iron Rust.

.\ method of removing rust from iron

consists in immersing the articles in a

bath consisting of a nearly saturated solu-

tion of chloride of tin. The length of

time during which the object should re-

main in the bath depends on the thickness

of the coating of rust, but in ordinary

cases twelve to twenty-four hours will be

suflicient, the user learning from a little

practice the proper time required. On
taking the articles out of the bath they

should be washed in water and after-

wards rinsed in ammonia.
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New Type of Powerful 48-Inch Car Wheel Borer,

With or Without Hub-facing Attachment,

Adapted for Either Counter Shaft or Motor Drive
The degree of perfection which has

been attained in the construction of many

of the larger machines used in railroad

repair shops is well illustrated by some

of the recent products of the Niles-

Bement-Pond Company, New York. In

the accompanying illustrations two views

are given showing the company's latest

designs of 48-inch car wheel borers which

are meeting with universal approval in

many of the leading railroad shops in

America.

The chuck capacity is for wheels from

26 to 48 inches in diameter on the treads.

but on reversing the jaws smaller wheels

can be taken. The roughing and finishing

tools of the bars are arranged so that

the roughing tool goes through the wheel

hub before the finishing tool enters. The

table spindle has an adjustable taper bush-

ing so that the inevitable wear of the

spindle can be taken up at any time and

still retain its perfect alignment There i--

attached to the bottom of the table spin-

dle an adjustable collar with a bearing

against the bed to take the upward thrust

of the table, should it tend to lift.

A self-centering universal chuck is fit-

ted in the table and is operated by the

motion of a cam lever that gives sufficient

movement for firmly gripping the wheel.

The machine is regularly equipped with

a three-jaw chuck, but a five-jaw chuck,

as shown in the illustrations, is also fur-

nished at a small extra cost. For the pur-

po.^e of tightening the chuck there are

three shafts squared to receive a wrench,

and one is always sure to be within easy

reach of the operator when the table is

stopped. The bar is of great strength,

being 8 inches in diameter, with a traverse

of 35 inches, and is correctly counterbal-

anced, and has rapid traverse by a large

hand-wheel.

There are four feeds provided for the

boring bar, 'A, 3/16, 34 and 9/16 inches.

The feeds are changed by two levers con-

veniently within easy reach of the opera-

tor. As will be noted in the second illus-

tration a hub-facing attachment may be

fitted to the machine if desired. The hub-

facing bar is fed from the center toward

the outside of the wheel and may be op-

erated at the same time that the main

boring bar is feeding down. The hand-

wheels for operating the traverse of the

bar and the feed clutch are located on the

operating side of the machine, and the

tool slide is also' conveniently adjusted

from the operator's position by means of

a socket wrench.

The handling of the wheels is accom-

plished by a drum type crane as shown

in the illustrations or by a pneumatic

crane if preferred. Both are conveniently

located and are rapid and reliable in op-

eration. The drum type crane is con-

trolled by friction clutches operated by a

conveniently placed lever; and no harm
can be done if the wheel is lifted to its

highest position in the event of the op-

revolutions per minute. There are no less

than six table speeds, ranging from 12 to

30 revolutions per minute. When the

drum type of crane is furnished, there is

provided a separate countershaft with an

18-inch diameter pulley for a 2}4-inch

belt, furnishing a run of 320 revolutions

per minute. The variable speed motor

48-INCH C.-\R WHEEL BORER.

erator failing to throw out the clutch.

The pneumatic crane is also readily con-

trolled by a suitable valve within easy

reach of the operator.

It may be added that there is also a

variety in the driving appliances. The belt

drive is by a two-speed countershaft and

three-step cone for a 4-inch belt. The
nia.Kimum diameter of the cone is 26

inches and the minimum 18 Indies. The
countershaft pulleys are 20 inches in di-

ameter, and run at speeds of 225 and 270

drive is by a 15-horsepower motor, 3 to

1 variable speed. When the drum type

crane is furnished, it is operated by a 3-

horsepower speed motor.

The ground space occupied by the ma-

chine is 10 feet in length, width 10 feet,

while the extreme height is 11 feet. It is

scarcely necessary to add that the mate-

rials are of the best, and with the recent

improvements in high-speed tool steels,

the output of these fine machines will not

likely be surpassed in our time.
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Filling or Stopping Castings.

In a recent issue of the Practical

Engineer of London, Mr. W. J. May
writes: "For various reasons it often

is necessary to stop or fill holes in

castings, and provided that the article

is not one in which strength is of im-

portance, stopping may he rt-sortcd to.

If strength i.s of first importance, a faulty

casting should he scrapped right away, as

it is always a source of danger. In no case

is there any reason why castings should

need stopping, hecause they can always he

produced solid, although this may at times

ing material, and they are applied hot.

They hold very well if the shape of

the hole admits of their having a chance.

Where the shape ol the hole is such

that ordinary fillings will not hold

readily, some other hard-setting ma-
terial must be used, and this must stick

to the metal by reason of some adhesive

material in its composition. .\ good
filling of this kind is composed of 12

11). dry white lead, 3 lb. red lead, 3

pints hard varnish, J/i pint japanner's

gold size, Yi pint boiled oil and 2 Ih.

very finely rubbed bath-brick, the whole
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Electrical Department
Performance of Electric Locomotives on the Norfolk «!4 Western Railway

Pacific Coast Electric Railways. Etc.

It is interesting to note the marked suc-

cess that has attended the electrification

ot the Norfolk & Western at the Elkhorn

grade. In less than one year the capacity

of that difficult section of the road has

been more than doubled. Under the old

conditions three powerful Mallet locomo-

iives were used in hauling 45 cars weigh-

ing about 75 tons each. The grades run

as high as 2 per cent, and extend to near-

ly 10 miles. The average speed of the

.steam locomotives did not e.\ceed 8 miles

per hour. One electric locomotive does

the work of 3 Mallets, 12 of the electric

type of locomotive having replaced the

work of 33 Mallets at an average speed of

28 miles per hour.

As described in our pages at the time

of the installation of the electric locomo-

tives last year, the single-phase system is

stance that the use of electric braking has

ever been attempted for heavy freight

service, and experience has shown its

complete success under the most trying

conditions.

These twelve 270-ton Baldwin-Westing-

liouse locomotives consist of two 135-tou

units or halves. Each unit has two main

trucks connected by a Mallet type hinge,

and each main truck has two driving axles

included in a rigid wheel base, with a

radial two-wheeled leading truck. The

bumping and pulling stresses are transmit-

ted through the main truck frames and

through twin draft rigging mounted on

the main trucks at each end of the unit.

The cab is of the box type, and is sup-

ported on the main truck entirely by

spring-cushioned friction plates, there be-

ing no weight on the center pins, which

in.spection, making a continuous service

of 11 hours a day. There is also a con-

siderable saving in the wear of brake-

shoes, wheels and tires as compared with

llie steam locomotives.

It is also worthy of note that the en-

gineers who were transferred from the

steam locomotives to the electric engines

are all well satisfied with the change, and

in no case has any one of them shown a

desire to return to the steam locomotives,

but took to the new job good-naturedly,

and, to all appearances, seem to be in bet-

ter physical condition than when they

were employed on the big Mallets. The
crcact comparison of costs will likely be

published at the end of the first year and

will be of general interest to all engaged

in heavy transportation.

The following are the principal dimen-

KLEVATION VIEW OF ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE. NORFOLK & WESTERN RAILWAY.

used, power being generated, transmitted

and distributed single phase at 25 cycles

and collected from the overhead catenary

trolley contact system at 11,000 volts. The
locomotives are unique, however, in that

they are equipped with phase converters,

which, in connection with the main step-

down transformers in the locomotive,

transforms the single-phase power of the

trolley to three-phase power for use in

the three-phase induction type traction

motors. Another feature is that without

the use of complicated apparatus it is pos-

sible to utilize the locomotive for elec-

trically holding or braking trains at con-

stant speed while descending grades.

This utilizes the energy in the moving

train descending the grade to drive the

motors as generators and thus return en-

ergy to the line. This is the first in-

serve only to maintain the cab in its

proper position on the trucks. Each loco-

motive is provided with eight traction mo-

tors of the three-pj^ase induction type,

with wound secondaries for four-pole and

eight-pole operation. . The motors are

force-cooled by air from the main ven-

tilating duct, which also delivers air to

the phase converter and to cooling towers

for the liquid rheostat.

Returning again to further comparisons

between the electric locomotives and the

Mallets which they replaced, apart from

the power and speed features there is a

great saving in repair work. The Mal-

lets were frequently undergoing running

repairs, besides the general inspection,

cleaning of fires, replenishing coal and

v, ater. The electric locomotives have fre-

quently run ten days without any general

sions ami weight of these locomotives:

Length over-all—105 ft. 8 ins.

Driving wheel base—83 ft. 10 ins.

Rigid wheel base—11 ft.

Truck wheel base—16 ft. 6 ins.

Height, rail to pantagraph locked

—

16 ft.

Height, rail to top of cab—14 ft. 9 ins.

Width over-all—11 ft. dVi ins.

Width over car body—10 ft. 3 ins.

Diameter of driving wheels—62 ins.

Diameter of truck wheels—30 ins.

Weight on drivers—220 tons.

Tractive effort—133,000 pounds.

Horsepower developed—6,700.

The construction of the power house,

locomotives, line construction and signal-

ing were carried under the supervision of

Gibbs & Hill, consulting engineers. New
York City.
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Pacific Coast Electric Railway.

This company operates an electric road

between Guadaloupc on the Southern Pa-

cific Company's line between San Fran-

cisco and Los Angeles and Santa Maria.

Santa Maria being on the Pacific Coast

Railway. (The Pacific Coast Railway is

a steam railway operating between Port

San Luis and Los Olivos.) The distance

between Guadaloupe and Santa Maria is

nine miles, as nearly level as possible and

a straight track. The substation is at the

Santa Maria end of the line. The princi-

pal use to which this road is put is meet-

ing the main line trains of the Southern

Pacific Company, with a single steel pas-

senger coach, equipped with Westing-

house narrow-gage comnuitating-pole mo-
tors and HL control. These passengers

are carried to and from Santa Maria.

During a ninety-day period in the fall of

the year the road handles sugar beets for

the Union Sugar Company, other than

this short interval of time no heavy

traffic is handled.

Guadaloupe is a town of 500. Santa

hcM in tbf Coliseum at Chicago last

month. Among the most interesting ap-

paratus exhibited was the pen drill auto-

matic substation equipment for main-

taining a continuous supply of power on

a transmission line, or a service line, when

two or more sources of electric supply

are available; a standard section type

switchboard for electric garages, train

lighting and baggage truck charging, and

general battery charging purposes

;

vacuum tu1)e lightning arresters ; a dis-

play of enameled resistance units; indoor

and outdoor type air cooled transformers

for low voltage signal lighting and porta-

l)le testing instruments.

Incandescent Headlights for Street

Railway Service.

Kxtensive experiments made by the

General Electric Company have shown

that the selection of the incandescent lamp

depends for the most part upon the avail-

able voltage supply and the possibility

of sub-dividing this voltage. Since most

railway work is direct current, we arc

Storage Batteries on the New York
Central

In the power houses that supply the

electricity for moving the trains in the

electric zone are large storage batteries.

In these batteries is stored up energy suf-

ficient to keep the trains moving for a

very considerable period if anything goes

wrong with the generating plant. Hap-

pily it is seldom necessary to use them

;

but they are there and ready if occasion

requires. The company wouldn't be with-

out them and run the risk of tying up

the whole terminal zone in case of a

stoppage of the machinery. Preparation

has been made for the emergency whether

it ever occurs or not.

New Haven's Equipment Orders.

The expenditure of approximately $10,-

500,000 for purchases the company has

made or obligated itself to make consti-

tutes a total of 1.236 units of equipment.

This equipment has been ordered with

the view of bringing the facilities of the

w
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Items of Personal Interest
Mr. F. Bull has been appointed foreman

of the machine shops of the Southern

Pacific at Tucson, Ariz.

Mr. J. II. Rosenbaum has been appoint-

ed general foreman of the Illinois Central,

with office at Clinton, 111.

Mr. C. A. Matmiller has been appointed

roundhouse foreman of the Northern
Pacilic, with office at Helena, Mont.

Mr. G. W. Henry has been appointed

road foreman of engines of the Baltimore

& Ohio, with office in Cleveland, Ohio.

Mr. Louis D. Moore has been appointed

electrical engineer of the Missouri Pacific,

with office at St. Louis, Mo., succeeding

Mr. C. Garner.

Mr. B. P. Johnson has been appointed

master mechanic of tlie Seattle division

of the Northern Pacific, with office at

Seattle, Wash.
Mr. A. C. Adams has been appointed

master mechanic of the Virginia division

of the Seaboard .-Vir Line, with office at

Raleigh, N. C.

Mr. F. McCarra has been appointed
master mechanic of the Illinois Southern,
with office at Sparta. 111., succeeding Mr.
G. A. Gallagher, deceased.

Mr. Philip H. Conifl-' has been appointed
assistant superintendent of motive power'
and machinery of the Florida East Coast,

with office at St. .\ugustine, Fla.

Mr. W. G. Willco.xson has severed his

connection with the Garrett-Callahan
Company, and accepted a position with
the Boss Nut Company of Chicago.
Mr. H. E. Warner has been appointed

superintendent of shops of the New York
Central Lines west of Elkhart, Ind. He
was formerly general foreman at the same
place.

Mr. M. R. Smith has been appointed
master mechanic of the Lehigh Valley,

with office at Wilkes-Barre, succeeding
Mr. W. G. Barrows, assigned to other
duties.

Mr. H. E. Greenwood has been ap-
pointed master mechanic of the Indiana
division of the Baltimore & Ohio South-
ern, with office at Seymour, Ind., succed-
ing Mr. E. A. McMillen.

Mr. B. B. Edison, formerly road fore-

man of locomotives of the Grand Trunk
Pacific at Smithers. B. C, has been ap-

pointed road foreman of locomotives on
the same road at Regina, Sask.

Mr. J. E. Quigley, formerly general

foreman of the Ohio & Southwestern at

East St. Louis, 111., has been appointed
master mechanic of the Baltimore & Ohio
Southwestern, with office at Flora, 111.

Mr. R. F. Harrill. formerly general

foreman of the Southern at Charleston,

has been transferred to a similar position

on the same road, with office at Green-
ville, S. C, succeeding Mr. J. C. Dunham.

Mr. T. W. Coe, formerly superintendent

of shops at Elkhart, Ind., of the New
York Central Lines west of Buffalo, has

been appointed master mechanic of the

Indiana Harbor Belt, with office at Gib-

son, Ind.

Mr. H. J. Warthen, formerly master

inechanic of the Richmond, Fredericks-

burg & Potomac at Richmond, Va., has

been appointed superintendent of motive

power of the same road, succeeding Mr.

W. F. Kapp.

Mr. -S. West, formerly master mechanic

of the Canadian Pacific at Kenora, Ont.,

has been transformed to Medicine Hat,

.Mta, succeeding Mr. R. Brown, who has

been appointed a lieutenant of the Cana-

dian forces.

Mr. W. .S. Gray has been appointed

general foreman of the Louisville & Nash-
ville at Covingtiin, Ky., and Mr. James
Mayball has been appointed day round-

house foreman at the same place, suc-

ceeding Mr. Gray.

Mr. James W. Brookhart, formerly

master mechanic of the Cotton Belt Lum-
ber Company, has been appointed master

mechanic of the Thornton & .'Mexandria,

with office at Thornton, .^rk., succeeding

Mr. W. M. Taylor.

Mr. W. B. Embury, formerly master

mechanic of the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific at Valley Junction, Iowa, has been

transferred to Estherville. Iowa, succeed-

ing Mr. W. T. Fitzgerald, who has been

transferred to Manly, Iowa.

Mr. A. Brow-n, formerly locomotive

foreman of tlie Canadian Pacific at Ft.

William, Ont., has been appointed dis-

trict master mechanic on the same road
with office at Winnipeg, Man., succeeding

Mr. A. Peers, transferred to Moose Jaw,
Sask.

Mr. G. H. Langton, formerly master

mechanic of the Seaboard An Line at

Raleigh, N. C, has been appointed shop

superintendent of the Portsmouth, Va.,

shops, succeeding Mr. L. D. Freeman,
granted leave of absence on account of ill

heahh.

I\Ir. R. X. Millice has been appointed

assistant locomotive superintendent of the

United Railways of Havana, at Cienaga,

Cuba, succeeding Mr. C. F. Roberts, de-

ceased, and Mr. John P. Risque has been

appointed mechanical engineer, with office

at Havana.

Mr. H. C. Oviatt. formerly assistant

mechanical superintendent of the New
York, New Haven & Hartford, at New-
Haven. Conn., has been appointed super-

intendent of the Shore Line division, with

office at New Haven, succeeding Mr. J.

D. Gallary.

Mr. E. H. McGovern has been ap-

pointed resident engineer of the Cleveland,

Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, and Mr.
A. M. Turner has been appointed district

engineer in charge of track elevation on

the same road, both with headquarters at

Columbus, Ohio.

Mr. E. J. Pearson has been appointed

a vice-president of the New Haven road,

with headquarters in Boston. He will act

as a general assistant to Mr. Elliott, and

in particular will have charge of all mat-

ters relating to construction, operation

and maintenance.

.Mr. J. P. Stow, Jr., has been appointed

master mechanic of the New London
division of the New York, New Haven
& Hartford, with office at Midway, Conn.,

and Mr. James B. Wy'er has been ap-

pointed master mechanic of the Midland

division of the same road, with office at

Boston, Mass.

Mr. Emerson McMillin, chairman of the

board of directors of the American Light

& Traction Company, of New York City,

has founded two scholarships in the new
school of engineering of the University

of Detroit, the scholarships to be awarded

by the faculty of the school. The indus-

tries controlled by Mr. McMillin's com-

pany employ many electrical, mechanical

and civil engineers and it is his purpose

to promote opportunities for the young

men of Detroit and vicinity.

The Franklin Railway Supply Com-
pany, due to the remarkable results se-

cured by the use of the Stone-Franklin

Lighting Equipment, has appointed ^Ir.

Ralph G. Coburn sales manager of their

electrical department. Mr. Coburn has

been associated with the Franklin com-

pany for the past seven years, being for-

merly in charge of their Chicago office

and for the last few years eastern sales

manager, with headquarters in New York,

where be will continue in his new ca-

pacity.

Mr. A. O. Swift, recently appointed

signal supervisor for the Chicago district

of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul,

entered the service of that road in 1898

in the bridge and building department.

In 1906 he was transferred to the signal

department and in 1909 appointed assist-

ant signal foreman of the Chicago dis-

trict. In 1910 he was appointed district

signal foreman for the Chicago district,

and when the Chicago district was re-

cently made a supervisor district, Mr.

Swift was appointed signal supervisor.

Mr. W. W. Lowe, superintendent of

transportation of the Cumberland & West-

crnport Electric Railway, of Cumberland,

Md., has been promoted to the construc-

tion department of the New York offices

of the Doherty organization, and will

have his headquarters at Frostburg, Md.,

for the next six months, where he will

be available for calls to other traction

properties controlled by Doherty & Com-
pany. Mr. Lowe's duties as superintend-
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ent liavc been assumed by Mr. P.. \\ allcr

Duncan, general manager of Ibc com-

pany.

After thirty years in the service of the

Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, Mr. J. Wahcr
Coon, assistant to general manager, has

resigned to become associated with Mr.

W. If. Williams, vice-president of the

Delaware & Hudson, chairman of the

board of directors of the Wabash, chair-

man of the executive committee nf the

Missouri Pacilic and a member of tlic re-

organization committee of the Fere Mar-
quette, president of the Delaware Cnal

Company and a director of several trust

companies. Mr. Coon entered upon bis

new duties last month, with headquar-

ters in New York.

Mr. James F,. Turk lias been appoiutrd

general superintendent of the I'biladelpbi.i

& Reading, with office at Reading, I'a.

Mr. Turk has liad considerable experi-

ence in the engineering department in a

number of the western roads and from

1889 to 1899 was supervisor of tracks and

l)uildings on the Philadelphia and Read-

ing at Pottsville, Pa. From 1899 to 1901

he was division engineer on the saiuc road

at Reading, Pa. He has also acted as

superintendent on the Wilmington & Col-

umbia division, and from May 1, 1903 to

the present date superintendent in the

Shamokin division of tlic same rcjad at

Tamaqua, Pa. Tie is succeeded by Mr.

R. Boone Abbott.

Mr. Edwin H. Baker has retired as sec-

ond vice-president of the Galena Signal

Oil Company. He has been engaged in

the manufacture and supply of lubricating

oils for the past 43 years. In 1873 he en-

W'KKII.L.

tered the employ of S. T. Baker & Com-
pany, a firm which was' founded by his

father who was a large manufacturer of

lubricating oils in New York. He was
made president and general manager of

the Baker company and continued to act

in this capacity until 1912, when the busi-

ness was consolidated with the Galena

."signal Oil C(jmpan>'. Mr. Baker had be-

come connected with the Galena company

in 1894. Upon the consolidation of the

two companies, Mr. Baker was elected

second vice-president of the Galena com-
pany.

Mr. E. Avcrill. ulm has been elected

vice-president of llie Locomotive Feed

GEORGE II. nUGGAN.

Water Heater Company just established

in this city, is a native of New York
State, and a graduate of Cornell Uni-

versity in the mechanical engineering

classes, and has been a specialist in rail-

way engineering. He has been engaged

on several of the leading railways, and

lias also been prominently identified in an

editorial capacity with several of the en-

gineering periodicals. Latterly he filled

the position of engineer of operation of

the Standard Stoker Company. He is a

thorough all-round railway man and
brings to his new position a wide knowl-

edge of railway matters polished by ex-

perience and calculated to illustrate and
emphasize the merits of any meritorious

device with which he may be identified.

Mr. Samuel G. Allen has been elected

president of the Franklin Railway Sup-

ply Company, and Mr. Joel S. Coffin,

formerly president, is now chairman of

the board. Mr. .-Mien has served as vice-

president since the incorporation of the

company. He was born in 1870 at War-
ren, Pennsylvania, and was educated there

and at Pennsylvania State College. He
was plunged into business responsibilities

immediately after leaving college, and

found time to study law in a period of

intense business activity. He was admit-

ted to the bar in Warren County, Penn-
sylvania, and practiced law for nine

years. In 1901 the Franklin Railway
Supply Company was formed with Mr.

Joel S. Coffin as president, and Mr. Allen

as vice-president. The ability of Mr.

Allen as a lawyer and as a business man
is reflected in the success of the large

number of concerns with which he is

connected as an officer and director.

.Mr. Charles H. Ewing, who has been

api)ointed general manager of the Phila-

del|)hia and Reading is from Chester

County. Pa. He entered the service of

the Philadelphia and Reading in 18R3,

an<l has been consecutively rodman with

I ngineering corps, constructor dcpart-

Muiit, transitman, assistant engineer in

1 liargc of construction and maintenance.

Irnm 1889 to 1892 he was roadmaster,

and from 1892 to 1893 division engineer

• if the same road. From 1893 to 1902 he

was chief engineer of the Central of New
England. July. 1902, to Jime. 1905, divi-

sion engineer Reading and Lebanon divi-

sion of the Philadel|ihia and Reading.

June. 190S, to 1910, engineer maintenance

of way of the same road at Reading. Pa.

1910 to 1913. superintendent of the .Atlan-

tic City road at Camden, N. J., and from

January 1, 1913. to the present <Iato gen-

eral superintendent of the Philadelphia

.-md Reading. He is an engineer of ap-

proved ability and wide experience.

The Board of Directors of the Phila-

Ulphia and Reading has elected Mr.
Agnew T. Dice, president of the company,
succeeding Mr. Theodore Voorhees, de-

ceased. Mr. Dice entered the service of

the Pennsylvania road at an early age.

From 1882 to 1887 he was assistant en-

gineer, and served sometime on the signal

department on the same road. In 1893

nnd 1894 he was superintendent of sig-

nals on the New York Central, and from

S.\MCEL G. ALLEX.

1894 to 1897 he was superintendent on the

Atlantic City road. In 1897 he was ap-

pointed assistant superintendent on the

Reading division of the Philadelphia &
Reading and latter^- superintendent on
several divisions of the same road, and
from 1903 to 1910 geiieral superintendent
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on the same road. From Jan. 1, 1910, to

the present date he has been general man-
ager and latterly also vice-president on
the same road. He is universally es-

teemed among railroad men, and is still

in the prime of life.

Mr. George H. Duggan has recently

been elected president of the Canadian
Society of Civil Engineers. He is a

graduate of the University of Toronto,
and joined the engineering department
of the Canadian Pacific in 1886, From
1891 to 1901 he was chief engineer of the

Dominion Bridge Company. Later he
was appointed assistant to the president

and consulting engineer of the Dominion
Steel Company and Dominion Coal Com-
pany, and from 1904 to 1910 was
second vice-president and general man-
ager of the latter company. In 1910
Mr. Duggan was appointed vice-president
and general manager of the Dominion
Bridge Company, a position he still holds.

He is also chief engineer of the St. Law-
rence Bridge Company, the contractors
for the steel work of the Quebec bridge

;

vice-president of the Montreal Ammuni-
tion Company: and director of the Mon-
treal Trust Company. He joined the
Canadian Societj- of Civil Engineers- in

1888, became a member in 1890, and was
for ten years a member of the Council.
In 1906 he was vice-president of the Ca-
nadian Mining Institution, being on the
Council of the same society during
1911-13. He is also a member of the In-
stitution of Civil Engineers. England,
and of the .American Society of Civil
Engineers.

Mr. George M. .Basford has been,
elected president of the locomotive Feed
Water Heater Company, with offices at

30 Church street. New York. The com-
pany will develop and handle for loco-
motive use the film heater designed and
patented by Mr. Luther D. Lovekin,
chief engineer of the New York Ship
Building Company. The officers of the
company already elected besides Mr. Bas-
ford are Mr. E. A. Averill, vice-presi-
dent, and the incorporators embrace be-
sides these officers Mr. Samuel G Allen
Mr. H. F. Ball, Mr. Luther D. Lovekin,
Mr. Joel S. Coffin, Mr. Le Grand Parish,
Mr. J. E. Muhlfield, Mr. George L.
Bourne and Mr. V. Z. Caracristi. With
this formidable array of skilled engineers
and experienced business men, the suc-
cess of the enterprise is a foregone con-
clusion. Mr. :Pasford, the president, has
been so frequently mentioned in our col-
umns that an e.xtended notice of his in-
teresting career is not necessary, but it

may be reiterated that he has been con-
nected with the engineering department
of a large number of the leading rail-

ways, as well as with construction engi-
neers, with all of which his work has been
distinguished by a degree of thorough-
ness that showed the earnest student and
accomplished engineer. He has also been

prominently identified with the engineer-

ing press, and is a writer marked by

clearness and originality. He was also

for a number of years assistant to the

president of the American Locomotive

Company, and for the last three years

has been chief engineer of the Joseph T.

Ryerson & Son Engineering Company.
Mr. Basford is still in the prime of life,

and one marvels how he has had time

to fill so many important positions, but

he seems to have preferred gathering ex-

perience in the wide field of railway en-

gineering rather than to come to a stop

is some safe siding. The best wishes of

his numerous friends go with him in his

new enterprise, and it may be added that

in addition to assuming the presidency

of the new and promising company re-

ferred to, Mr. Basford is also forming

the G. M. Basford Company which will

be devoted to handling the advertising

GEORGE M. n.SSFORD.

President of the Locomotive Feed Water Heater

Company.

accounts of a large number of railway

supply houses. Mr. Basford is a New
Englander by birth and education.

OBITUARY.
Theodore Voorhees.

The death is announced of Mr. Theo-

dore Voorhees, for many years connected

with the Philadelphia & Reading Railroad

and president for the last two years, and

vice-president for the preceding eleven

years. Mr. Voorhees was born in New
York in 1847, and graduated from the

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy,

N. Y., in 1869 and entered the service

of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western

in the engineering department. From 1874

to 1875 he was employed in the transpor-

tation department of the Delaware &
Hudson Canal Company, and from 1875

to 1885, superintendent Saratoga and

Champlain division of the same road, and

from 1885 to 1890 assistant general super-

mtendent New York Central & Hudson
River railroad, and from 1890 to 1893

general superintendent of the same road.

In 1893 he became vice-president of the

Philadelphia & Reading railroad, and lat-

terly president as already stated. He was
in the front rank of the progressive rail-

way men, and introduced many improve-

ments in the transportation system, espe-

cially in encouraging whatever was new
and gave inventors an opportunity of test-

ing their devices, and in this way was a

leader in block signalling and safety de-

vices generally. Among his associates his

energy and enthusiasm was contagious,

and at all times he seemed to be the right

man in the right place.

A Red Cross Car on the Erie.

.V Red Cross car, in charge of Dr. Wm.
T. Davis, is now moving over the Erie

system demonstrating "first aid" to em-

ployes. This service is furnished through

the courtesy of the American Red Cross

Society, and is proving of great interest

and value. What should be done in case

of accident is being explained as well as

what not to do. Thus far demonstrations

have been made at a number of the di-

vision points.

Naturally the movement of the car and

what is being done has raised in numer-

ous quarters the question : What is the

Red Cross?

Briefly stated, the answer is this : It is

a humane institution, and its objects are

lo give practical demonstrations in nurs-

ing and relief in times of war and on oc-

casions of great disasters such as earth-

quakes, pestilence, fire, cyclones, mining

accidents, floods, etc.

It is not a military aid, and in most

countries is welcomed and respected, not

as an auxiliary of any army or navy, but

as a peaceful arm of huinanity respected

by all.

Fireless Steam Engine.

A fireless steam locomotive is used for

switching cars and tie trams at an Ohio

creosoting plant. The locomotive is of a

type which was developed in Europe some

years ago and is used around distillation

plants, where cinders and live ashes would

constitute a fire danger. This locomotive

operates by steam, the boiler being

charged about seven times every 24 hours

at the main boiler, at 150 lbs. pressure.

The maintenance cost of this type of

switching engine is very low, and its use

is said to be very satisfactory in a treat-

ing plant yard. Its tractive power is fully

equal to that of the usual type, and al-

though it weighs only 22 tons it has

pulled as many as 12 loaded gondola cars

at a time. Perhaps there are construction

contracts on which a locomotive of this

type would be an economy.
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DIXON'S
GRAPHITE
Pipe Joint

Compound

Hard-set joints in pipe

and fittings are impossi-

ble where this compound

is used, because it never

hardens or sets. The

graphite lubricates the

threads and prevents rust

and corrosion— and it is

easy at any time to un-

screw a joint. At the

same time an absolutely

tight joint can be secured

and maintained. Send for

a sample and try it on

any screwed or flanged

joint, and on studs and

bolts. Ask for a copy of

"Valuable Graphite Prod-

ucts" No. 69-D.

Made in Jeriey City, N. J., by the

Joseph Dixon Crucible Company

EstabUshed 1827

D-22

RAILROAD EQUIPMENT NOTES.

The New York Central has ordered 72,-

(HX) tons of rails.

The Chicago, Turlington & Quincy has

irdered 20,000 tons of rails.

The Great Northern has ordered 25

Mikado locomotives from the Baldwin

Locomotive Works.

The Norfolk & Western has ordered 6

Consolidation locomotives from the Bald-

win Locomotive Works.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
will build 10 switching locomotives in its

iiwn shops.

The Great Northern has ordered 258

Ions of steel for four turn-tables from the

American Bridge Company.

The Fort Smith & Western has ordered

v^ Mikado type locomotives from the

llaldwin Locomotive Works.

The Louisville & Nashville has ordered

47.000 tons of rails from the Tennessee

Coal, Iron & Railway Company.

The Chilean State Railways have given

the Osgood-Bradley Car Company an

order for 24 passenger train cars.

The St. Louis & San Francisco is re-

ported placing an order for 30 locomo-

t'ves with the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Marine Steel Forgings Company, a

I'rench company, has ordered 25 general

service cars from the Pressed Steel Car

Company.

The Imperial Government Railways of

Russia have ordered 6 Decapod type loco-

motives from the American Locomotive

('ompany.

The Baltimore & Ohio has ordered 1,000

tons of steel from the American Bridge

Company for a bridge to be built at De-

fiance, Ohio.

The Chicago & North Western has or-

dered 40,000 tons of steel rails from the

Illinois Steel Company. The rails are

for 1917 deliverv.

The Atlantic Coast line has awarded
contract for 15,000 tons of rails for de-

livery in 1917 to the Tennessee Coal, Iron

& Railroad Company.

The Pennsylvania Railroad is prepar-

ing specifications for a number of Deco-

pod (2-10-0) type locomotives for the

Lines East of Pittsburgh.

The Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis &
(Jmaha is to install automatic block sig-

nals on its line from St. Paul, Minn., to

Mahkato, 84 miles, single track.

The Pennsylvania Railroad is reported

as preparing to place rail contracts for

next year's requirements, which will prob-

ably aggregate upward of 200,000 tons.

The Chicago Great Western has or-

d'.red 10 switching (0-6-0> locomotives

from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
This road is reported as contemplating the

luirchase also of 10 freight locomotives.

The Southern has ordered 1,000 box-

cars from the Pressed Steel Car Com-
pany and 500 from the Mount Vernon
-Manufacturing Company, and is inquiring

lor prices on 1,000 additional ventilated

Lox cars.

The Baltimore & Ohio is reported as

awarding contracts for 75,000 tons of

rails. The United States Steel Corpora-

tion will roll 50,000 tons ; Maryland Steel

Company, 15,000 tons, and other mills,

10,000 tons.

The Pennsylvania Lines West of Pitts-

burgh have ordered 25 Mikado (2-8-2)

type locomotives from the Lima Locomo-
tive Corporation and is said to Have or-

dered an equal number of the same type

from another builder.

The French Government is reported to

have placed an order for a large number
of additional freight cars with the Cana-

<':an Car & Foundry Company. The Na-
tional Car Company, it is said, will build

2,000 additional steel trench cars for

France.

The Montour Railroad has ordered 4

superheater Mikado locomotives from the

.American Locomotive Company. These

locomotives will have 27 by 32-in. cylin-

ders, 57-in. driving wheels, and a total

weight in working order of 297,000

pounds.

The Chicago Junction has ordered 5

switching (0-6-0) locomotives from the

American Locomotive Company. Cylin-

ders will be 21 by 30 in., driving wheels

51 in. in diameter, and a total weight of

engine in working order of 2(X),(XX)

pounds.

The Denver & Salt Lake has ordered

one Mallet (2-6-6-0) type locomotive

from the American Locomotive Company.
This locomotive will have 21 and 3354 by

32-in. cylinders, 55-in. driving wheels and

a total weight in working order of 361,-

(XX) pounds.

The Bethlehem Steel Company, South

Bethlehem. Pa., has ordered 2 eight-wheel
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switching locomotives from the American

Locomotive Company. These locomo-

tives will have 22 by 28-in. cylinders, 51-

in. driving wheels and a total weight m

working order of 196,000 pounds.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul has

ordered 40,000 tons of rails from the Illi-

nois Steel Company, 5,000 tons from the

Lackawanna Steel Company, 2,500 tons

from the Pennsylvania Steel Company,

and 2,500 tons from the Bethlehem Steel

Company.

The New York Central has contracted

with the Federal Signal Company for the

installation of an electric interlocking

plant at Utica, N. Y., with a machine of

180 levers. There will be 143 working

levers for the control of 76 signals, 51

switches and 16 check locks. The signals

will be Tvpc 4. New York Central stand-

ards will govern throughout, including the

use of concrete trunking and stakes.

hibiting motion pictures of railroad op-

eration as performed correctly and in-

correctly. The machine will be added to

the equipment of the General Safety Com-

ii'ittee. •

The House That Jack Built," a sce-

nario written by Mr. Dow, of the New

\ork Central Lines, will be exhibited as

a part of the program ol the various

safety committee meetings which are held

by officials and employes monthly. The

scenario depicts accurately the life of the

railroad employe, showing his early train-

ing in transportation service, the require-

ments of efficiency which must be met be-

fore he can be promoted to a responsible

position in which he is entrusted with the

safety of life and property ; also his home

life and the contentment in the knowledge

that the company is assisting him to pur-

chase a home, educate his children and

save a part of his earnings are told on

the screen while a warning against evil

influences is sounded.

Thirty of the 50 steel passenger coaches

and 2 585 of the 4,000 steel hopper cars

ordered recently by the Baltimore & Ohio

Railroad have been delivered and placed

in service, and it is expected that the en-

tire order will be completed within a few

weeks, if deliveries continue at the pres-

ent rate. Besides the car equipment the

road has on order 30 Mallet locomotives

on which delivery is soon expected, and

supplementing these orders contracts have

just been let for 50 Mikado freight loco-

motives and 10 switching engines.

The largest single order ever taken by

the Lima Locomotive Corporation was

placed on the books last month, when the

New York Central System gave this lirm

a contract for 95 locomotives; 70 of

which are to be of the Mikado type, cyl-

inders 25 ins. by 32 ins, weight on drivers

215,000 U.S., weight total 284,000 lbs., boiler

straight top type, diameter 80 ins., 7,500-

gal. Vanderbilt type tender. The remain-

ing 25 locomotives are switchers, 0-8-0

type, cylinders 25 ins. by 30 ins., weight

on drivers and total 239,500 lbs. These

are among the heaviest switchers of this

type in use in this country. This is the

second order of any size taken by the re-

organized company, the first one being an

order for three large Santa Fe type loco-

motives for the Erie Railroad.

Peat Powder Used by Sweden for

Locomotives.

Experiments in the use of peat powder

on locomotives of the State railways have

demonstrated that as heavy trains can be

pulled and as good speed be made where

this fuel is employed as where anthra-

cite is used, according to a statment is-

sued by the Swedish telegram bureau,

which has been received from the secre-

tary of the American Embassy at Stock-

holm. The statement declares that the

powder can technically, as well as eco-

nomically, take the place of anthracite as

fuel for locomotives.

The railway directors have decided to

undertake the development of this class

of fuel by two different methods for pur-

poses of comparison. Two experts have

been requested to give complete estimates

of the cost of preparing a certain bog for

the manufacture of peat powder, together

with estimates of running expenses, by

the respective methods. The bog selected

is said to be that at Hasthagen, about Wi

miles from the station at Vislanda, with

an area of about 500 acres.

"Movies" on the Baltimore and Ohio.

Moving pictures will be used by the

Baltimore & Ohio Railroad as an adjunct

to its Safety First campaign, impressing

upon employes the importance of being

careful in the interest of the personal

safety of patrons and themselves. The

railroad has purchased a machine for ex-

Economy Is Wealth.

The Chicago Great Western has re-

cently compiled an array of facts, show-

ing what may be accomplished by saving

in little things. In the matter of train

haulage the saving of a two-cent postage

stamp is equal to hauling a ton of freight

3/2 miles; lead pencil, 2 miles; track

spike, 2 miles; track bolt, 3J/^ miles; one

pound of waste, W'A miles; white lan-

tern globe, 20 miles; red lamp globe,

75 miles; lamp chimney, WA miles; sta-

tion broom, 35 miles; water pail, 20 miles;

track shovel, 90 miles.

Thus do grains of sand make up the

vast seashore.

Manufacturers of

ELECTRIC,
STEAM AND
HOT WATER
HEATING
APPARATUS
FOR RAILWAY CARS

VENTILATORS
FOR PASSENGER
AND REFRIGER-
ATOR CARS
ACETYLENE SYSTEM
OF CAR LIGHTING

Send for circular of our combina-

tion PRESSURE AND VAPOR
SYSTEM OF CAR HEATING,
which system automatically main-

tains about the same temperature in

the car regardless of the outside

weather conditions.

Main Office, Whiteliall Building

17 BATTERY PLACE

NEW YORK
*
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Hydraulic
Riveters rixcd and portable

Punches, Shears,
Presses, Lifts, Cranes

and Accumulators.

Matthews' Fire Hydrants,

Eddy Valves

Valve Indicator Posts.

The Camden High-Pressure Valves.

Books, Bulletins, Catalogues, Etc.

Cast Iron Pipe

R. D. Wood & Company
Engineers, Iron

rounders. Machinists.

100 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Nichols Transfer Tables

Turntable Tractors
GEO. P. NICHOLS & BRO.

1090 Old Colony Bldg. CHICAGO

"NOW IS THE TIME to install a

Rue Boiler Washer
and Tester,

For you will need it when cold

weather comes. It will wash out,

test and fill your boiler, all with
hot water, and have it ready for

use in one hour.
THINK IT OVER.

Catalog on Boiler "Washers A-5.

Catalog on Injectors B-5.

Rue Manufacturing Co.,
228 CHERRY STREET

Philadelphia. Pa.
Manufacturers of Injectors. Ejectors,

Boiler Washers and Testers. Boiler Checks,
Check Valves.

ASHTOINJ
PGP VALVES AND GAGES
The Quality Goods Tb«t Last

The Ashton Valve Co.

271 Franklin Street, Bolton, Mass.

No. 174 Market St., Chicago, III

Coal.

I lie Tcchnical-Fiook Publishing Com-
p.iny, I'liiladelphia, Pa., has published a

liouk on the subject of Coal and Its

Economical and Smokeless Combustion,

by James F. Cosgrove. The work ex-

tends to 280 pages, and is a comprehensive

textbook, not only describing every kind

of coal and the l)est methods of combus-

tinn but also the types of furnaces best

adapted to the burning of coal smokeless-

ly. Many industrial plants use coal that

is not well suited to their equipments-

Instances are shown where coal bills have

been reduced over twenty per cent, when
care was taken to select the most suitable

kind of coal for the furnace and draft.

The work treats fully on the equipment

best suited to burn particular kinds of

coal, what method of firing is best

adapted to the coal and furnace, and

what the best method of procedure is for

the prevention of smoke. Numerous
diagrams illustrate the text. The style of

tlic author is clear and concise and the

mastery of his subject complete. A
notable feature of the book is the record

of a vast number and variety of tests

under every conceivable condition, and is

a striking proof of the opportunities that

the painstaking author has had, and it is

rare indeed that a high literary merit is

accompanied with such real work, work
that is distinctly apart from the mere
routine laboratory work, and with which

some textbooks are overburdened. One
can see at a glance that the author has

witnessed these genuine tests in actual

service himself, and in this way the book

is a sure guide which we recommend
with all the unction that we possess. To
railroad men interested in fuel consump-
tion this is an invaluable work. The
same might be said of those interested in

fuel economy in all kinds of stationary

plants, and if the textbook was carefully

read and studied by those who should be

practically interested in these important

matters the saving would be enormous.

There is no work of a similar kind that

covers the subject so completely. The
price is three dollars.

Rail Joints and Bonds.

"Modern Practice in the Construction

and Maintenance of Rail Joints and

r.onds in Electric Railways, is the title of

Technologic Paper No. 62 just issued by

the Bureau of Standards. Department of

Commerce. The paper is largely a com-

pilation of information in the nature of

data and opinions submitted by forty-

tw"0 electric railway companies who an-

swered inquiries sent out by the bureau.

Loose rail joints are shown to be the

most prevalent cause of bond failures, and

as a result there appears to be a marked

tendency toward the adoption of improved

methods and materials in their construc-

tion. The adoption of various types of

welded joints to take the place of the

common bolted joint appears to be in

progress in most of the larger cities. The
whole problem of track bonding is shown
to be in a state of evolution, owing to

new inventions and recent improvements

in methods of construction, and as a re-

sult complete standardization of these

practices cannot be expected for some
time to come. Copies of the publication

will be sent free to those interested who
apply to the Bureau of Standards, Wash-
ington, D. C.

Leakage of Current from Electric

Railways.

A study of the problems connected with

the leakage of current from electric rail-

ways has recently been completed by the

Bureau of Standards, Department of

Commerce, and the results just published

in Technologic Paper No. 63. The theory

cf the leakage of current from electric

railway tracks is developed mathe-

matically, and curves are then plotted to

aid in the interpretation of the results.

The conclusions to be drawn from the

formulas and curves arc discussed with

special reference to practical problems in

electrolysis. It is shown how the escape

of electricity from the rails is affected by

increasing the track conductivity, as by

careful bonding of all joints ; by the use

o; a high resistance roadbed; and by

shortening the distance over which a

power house or substation furnishes

power. The paper is intended primarily

for electric railway engineers and others

familiar with electrolysis problems.

Copies may be obtained free of charge

by persons interested upon application to

the Bureau of Standards, Washington,

I). C.

Graphite.

In the March issue of Graphite there

is an article of special interest on the sub-

ject of "The Use of Graphite on the

Lubrication of Cylinders." Exact data

of expenses are furnished regarding gra-

phite lubrication of cylinders showing a

saving of STyi per cent. The data is not

furnished by the Dixon Crucible Com-
pany from any of their own numerous

tests, but from Mr. F. W. Carter, chief

engineer of the Wright Wire Co., Palmer,

Mass., and is attracting attention in the

engineering press. Even with the slightly

advanced price of graphite the saving ex-

ceeds 52 per cent. At. this rate of saving

the cost of a device used for feeding dry

flake graphite or graphite mixed with oil

would be saved in a very short time, and,

as is well known, there are a number of
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excellent devices already on the market

adapted to feed the lubricants. A perusal

of the March issue of Graphite will be of

interest to those interested in economy in

lubrication. Copies may be had from the

company's main office, Jersey City, N. J.

Kingsford Boilers.

Bulletin No. 17, issued by the Kings-

ford Foundry and Machine Works, Os-

wego, New York, is of particular interest

to all interested in the generation of steam

as a motive power. From the data fur-

nished in the interesting bulletin, it js

evident that what is known as the Com-

pound Lancashire boiler bears the same

relation to approximate perfection in boil-

er design that the Corliss engine does to

engine design, and the reputation already

earned by this type of boiler has never

been equaled as a factory boiler in Euro-

pean countries. Its adoption has not yet

been general in the United States, al-

though it is now used very extensively in

some parts of South America, especially

in districts w^here coal is most expensive.

It is a fact that many steam users pur-

chase so-called heating surface by the

square yard, and consider that they are

getting a bargain, whereas real economy

lies in the free circulation of the water in

the boiler. This is explained very clearly

in the bulletin referred to, and the growth

of the Kingsford Foundry and Machine

Works is the best proof of the growing

favor with which their products are be-

ing received. The new shop at Kings-

ford covers 40,000 square feet, and the de-

mand for more space increases. Copies

of the Bulletin may be had on application

to the company's office at Oswego, N. Y.

206, describing and illustrating the com-

pany's latest varieties in pressure gauges.

Over 40,000 of these gauges are now in

use, some of them in continuous service

for more than fifteen years. Their unique

simplicity of construction is responsible

for their durability and accuracy in long

continued service, and the degree of per-

fection of the original design is shown by

the fact that 60 per cent, of the total num-

ber in use are the same as the original

form. A variety of forms, however, are

manufactured, and all are fully guaran-

teed, and are furnished on thirty days'

trial, as desired. Sample charts may be

had on application.

Confidence.

In the rapid succession of interesting

pamphlets issued by the Pennsylvania

Railroad Company there are now and

then large illuminated posters, the latest

being one of unusual attractiveness asking

the people to give the management the

benefit of their advice. The responses are

already said to be very interesting. Most

of them, of course, are the reflex of per-

sonal grievances. The average traveller

looms large in his own eyes. Self preser-

vation is the first law of nature, and self-

conceit is the spiked armor that grows on

many two-footed specimens of mammals.

Many, however, show a helpful spirit on

the part of the public. The poster is is-

sued in all seriousness, and it is being

met in the same vein. The road is doing

its best to give the best service, and the

relations between the carriers and the pub-

lic should be of the most confidential kind.

Suggestions that are adopted and prove of

value should be published, so that we may
all know how the scheme works.

Study of Track Bonding Aids En-

gineers.

American electrical railway engineers

have been provided with a publication on

rail joints and bonds which is of special

importance to their work, for the double

reason that in its compilation use has

been made of facts and opinions from

half a hundred railway companies, and

that a full technical discussion of the sub-

ject is presented by the scientists of the

United- States Bureau of Standards, who

have employed the facilities afforded by

the Government's laboratory.

Technologic Paper No. 62, as it is des-

ignated, is a comprehensive discussion of

every phase of the subject, and in its 125

pages, with 29 half-tones and 6 line draw-

ings, it presents a historical and general

discussion of bonds and joints, a com-

pilation of information submitted by op-

erating companies, analysis of the facts

collected, results of experimental tests

conducted by the bureau, and general

conclusions.

Bristol Recording Pressure Gauges.

The Bristol Company, Waterbury,

Conn., have issued folder bulletin No.

A Dangerous Angel.

In one part of his reminiscences of

Locomotive Engine Running, Angus Sin-

clair says : "I came across a curious

steam gauge disorder one day which car-

ried frightful potentialities. A fireman

with high art aspirations put a cupid.

which he called an "angel," inside the

steam gauge. To make the angel stick,

he used a paste of thick gum-arabic.

When the heat of the rising steam dried

the paste, it curled up one leg of the

angel like a small horn, and when the

pointer of the gauge came round, the leg

caught it and held the index fast. Pres-

ently a report was made that something

was WTong with the "pops" of engine 94

for they went off when the steam gauge

showed 60 pounds. Would I have them

"screwed down."

"No ; we will see what the test gauge

says first." The steam gauge was taken

down to be tested and the angel's leg

was found inviting an overpressure of

steam. Angels do not illuminate the in-

side of our steam gauges any more."

Locomotive Engine Running

and Management

By ANGUS SINCLAIR

This popular book has been a RE-
LIABLE REFERENCE and comfort-
able unfailing POCKET EDITION.

PRICE, $2.00

ANGUS SINCLAIR CO.
114 Liberty St., New York

STEEL STAMPS
INSPECTORS HAMMERS

Hand Cut STEEL LETTERS 4 FIGURES
LATHE TOOLS, TIME CHECKS,
Noble & W,e$tbrook Mfg. Co.

9 ASYLUM ST. HARTFORD, CONN.

The Armsirong
i.^^'^M Automatic Drill Drift

IS DRIFT AND HAMMER COMBINED.

iJJ^gj!!^^^

The handle or driver is always
ready to strike a blow as the
spring automatically throws it

hack into position.

LEAVES ONE HAND FREE TO
SAVE THE TOOL.

Special Circular Mailed on Request.

ARMSTRONG BROS. TOOL COMPANY
312 N. Francisco Ave, CHICAGO, U. S. A.

NEVER SHRINKS OR OETERIORATS*

ESPECIALLY FREPARXS
FOR THE ENGINEER

WORKS
EOUALLT WELL
ON
HOT and COLD
SURFACES

CLEANS
POLISHES and
PRESERVES
ALL KINDS
OF METALS

GEO. WM. HOFFMAN CO.
Indianapolis

New York Chicago San Francisoe

Send for FREE Sampl*

TtieNorwalk Iron Works Co.
SOUTH NORWALK, CONN.

Makers of Air and Gas Compressore
For All Porposea

San</ tor Catalog
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Oroya Railroad in the Andes Mountains in Peru

The Highest Railroad in the World
The frontispiece illustration shows a

view of a powerful oil-burning Consoli-

dation locomotive at Ticlio, Peru, with a

view of Mount Meigs in the background.

Mount Meigs is 18,000 feet above the sea

level. The locomotive is shown on the

highest point of the Central Railway of

Peru, and is 15,865 feet above sea level.

them marvels of construction. There are

16 switchbacks, and the largest copper

mines in the world, at Cerro de Pasco,

are at an altitude of 12,178 feet. The
country is gorgeous with its many lakes

and glaciers. The vegetation in the val-

leys is of the most dazzling brilliance. It

is, without exception, not only the highest

also running by gravity the entire distance.

The early locomotives were nearly all

of the British type, with inside cylinders.

The gauge is standard, 4 ft. S'/i ins., and

the equipment generally is excellent, and

the railroad rates are a little lower than

in the United States. The British en-

gineers and machinists are being replaced

CONSOLIDATION OIL BURNING LOCOMOTIVE .\T TICLIO. OROYA RAILROAD.
Copyright by Brown iS; Dawson .Tnd K. M. Newman.

The railroad begins at Ihiancayo, distant

217 miles, on the Atlantic side of the

Andes. The road rises steadily from sea

level with an average grade of 4 per cent.,

much of it through solid rock, to its high-

est point at Ticlio, which is about 1,000

feet higher than Pike's Peak. There are

in all 65 tunnels and 67 bridges, all of

but the most picturesque railroad in the

world. It is interesting to note that this

extraordinary ascent is made without the

use of a single foot of rack line. On the

downward journey the passenger trains

are piloted by a hand car, equipped, as is

the whole of the rolling stock on the rail-

way, with the most powerful brakes, and

occasionally by Americans, and American

locomotives are being very favorably

spoken of, and bid fair to replace the old-

er British type. The foreign element

speak Spanish and the demand for en-

gineering publications in that language is

greater than the supply will likely be for

some time to come, it is reported.
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Marked Improvements on 2-10-2 Type Locomotives

for the New York, Ontario & Western, and the Erie
Important improvements are continu-

ing to appear on the modern high-pow-

ered locomotives, and it is interesting to

note how admirably they meet the strenu-

ous requirements of the service. Among
the more recent and more important new
features are ingenious devices for facili-

tating the curving of heavy motive power,

as exemplified in the production of twelve

2-10-2 type locomotives for the New
York. Ontario & Western Railway, and

wheel arrangement, witli tlic resulting in-

creased capacity of the locomotive.

Driving Rigid
VV lieel Base. Wheel Hase.

.N. Y. O. \ W 20 ft. ins. 15 ft. ins.

Erie 22 ft. bins. 16 ft. 6 ins.

These figures for rigid wheel base are

well witliing the figures used on a very

large number of Mikado and Consoli-

dation locomotives in service throughout

the country.

The lateral bo.x arrangement consists

cross mcml)er and the bridge or spacing

member above mentioned are interposed

two inverted rockers designed so that a

lateral force equal to 20 per cent, of the

vertical weight transmitted is required to

deflect them from their normal position.

When the boxes are deflected by a side

movement of the first pair of driving

wheels from their normal central posi-

tion, the boxes and the bridge casting are

moved laterallv in reference to the mem-

JlO-2 TVI'E I-OtOMOTlVES FOR IIIK NEW YORK
E. P. Fiery, .Superintendent of Mtitive Power.

ONT.^RK) & WESTERN R.MLWAY.
American tocomcttive Company, Builders.

five for the Erie Railroad. These have

recently been constructed and delivered by

the American Locomotive Company. They

are usually known as the mountaineer

type, and are in popular favor in moun-
tainous districts, and the e.xamples re-

ferred to are attracting much attention

among railroad officials.

As train loads outgrow the capacity of

the Mikado type, the 2-10-2 type becomes

of two independent driving boxes, whose

traverse lateral centers are about on a

line with the inside of the main engine

frames. These two driving boxes are

held in a fi.xed relation to each other by

a bridge or spacing inember which en-

gages the inner flanges of the boxes. The
weight which is transmitted through this

bridge member is applied to the boxes

on their transverse centers. The lugs on

ber carrying the springs. This movement
deflects the inverted rockers, which offer

a definite resistance against the motion.

It will be noted that the spring and equal-

izer work is not shifted from its normal

position when the boxes are deflected

laterally.

It will be noted from the photograph

and drawing that one side of the bridge

member is carried down below the driv-

TVl'E LUCO.Murn FS 1-(IR THE ERIE EAILRO.\D.
Wni. Schlafge, Gen. Mcch, Superintendent. .\merican Locomotive Company, Builders.

its logical successor in the same way as

the Mikado type succeeded the Consoli-

dation. The 2-10-2 type has formerly

been handicapped by its long, rigid wheel

base. The application of lateral motion

driving axles and boxes to these loco-

motives was made for the purpose of re-

ducing the rigid wheel base to that which

is in common u.se on locomotives of

smaller capacity and at the same time se-

curing the advantages of the 10-coupled

the spacing inember which engage the in-

ner flanges of the boxes are for the sole

purpose of maintaining the proper spac-

ing of the boxes and do not transfer any

vertical load. The driving springs are in

about tlie normal position, and are car-

ried upon a cross member which has a

vertical movement only between the en-

gine frames, a wearing shoe being placed

upon the inner side of the main frames

to prevent side motion. Between this

ing axle with a bolting flange. This is

provided for the attachment of a finger

to guide the brake beam and insure that

the brake heads register properly with

tires on No. 1 driver.

The rod connections between the first

and second drivers are arranged with a

ball knuckle joint ahead of the pin on

No. 2 driver, which allows for lateral de-

flection of the- side rods. The construc-

tion of the crank pin and rod bearing at
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No. 1 driver is clearly shown on draw-

ing. It consists of an ordinary design of

cylindrical crank pin, on which is placed

a hard, bronze bushing, the interior being

bored cylindrical and the outside turned

to a spherical surface. Encasing this

bushing are two halt pieces of hard steel,

which are held in place in a rod end with

a wedge, in the same manner as two or-

dinary half brasses. The bushing can re-

volve either on the crank pin or within

the two steel halves. When the rod is

deflected from the normal position the

spherical bushing allows the parts to ro-

tate sidewise around the center of the

front crank pin ; at the same time the

bushing can revolve on the cylindrical

portion of the pin. Several oil holes are

provided through the bronze bushing

rear wheel of the truck acting as a driv-

ing wheel.

Ihe resistance of the lateral motion

box is proportioned with the idea of pro-

viding enough initial resistance so that

for any ordinary road service on tangent

track or road curves the first driver will

remain in normal position and deflect

only when passing through turnouts and
yard curves. The operation of the device

in service has clearly demonstrated the

correctness of the design in this particu-

lar. A close inspection of the engines in

operation discloses the fact that the lat-

eral motion first driver very rarely de-

flects when the engine is upon the road.

When the locomotive passes through

sharp turnouts or is operating around
yards, the lateral motion driver will de-

the second driver, thus dividing the work
of guiding the engine through curves be-

tween the truck, first and second drivers

instead of truck and first driver only as in

the ordinary 10-coupled arrangement.

This device has been patented.

This lateral motion driving box can

U.
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PL.\N VIEW SHOWING DETAILS OF CONNECTING RODS AND I..\TER.\L MO\E.MENT O F 1)KI\IN(, i;ii\

which insure lubrication of both the

spherical and cylindrical surfaces of the

bushing.

The operation of the lateral motion

axle should be considered in connection

with the engine truck. It will be noted

that the driving springs of the first and

second axles are equalized in the usual

manner to the engine truck ; therefore,

the weight upon the engine truck center

pin and the lateral motion boxes on the

first axle is divided in proportion to the

arms of the front equalizer. The engine

truck on this engine is of the inverted

rocker type having a resistance of 50 per

cent, against the initial movement; and,

as stated, the resistance of the lateral de-

vice at the first driver is 20 per cent.

These resistances are so chosen in rela-

tion to the weight coming upon each cen-

tering device that the lateral resultants at

the engine truck and the first driver are

just about the same in amount. It will

thus be seen that, in effect, the engine

truck and the first driver act in practi-

cally the same way as a four-wheel en-

gine truck in guiding the front of the

locomotive, except that the lateral resist-

ance is applied in the plane of each wheel
instead of being applied midway between
the wheels and divided between them, as

in the case of a four-%vheel truck. As far

as guiding the engine is concerned, there-

fore, the arrangement is very similar to

a four-wheel truck application with the

fleet, thus preventing the cramping of the

driving wheel base in the curve and ex-

cess pressure upon the driving wheel

flanges.

It should be noted that the action of

the rockers provides a limit to the lateral

fouralso be applied to engines bavins;

wheel trucks.

On the ordinary design of 2-10-2 types,

about 80 per cent, of the total weight of

engine is on the drivers. It is therefore

interesting to note the increase which

\IEW or FKONT nRI\ ER IN NORM.AL POSITION.

pressure wliich can be placed upon the has been obtained on these new engines.

first driving wheel flange. When this Total Weieht on Per-

lateral resistance exceeds 20 per cent, of x. y. q. & W... 1^% ^stSSo "fjT'
the weight carried upon the lateral motion E"e 401.000 335.500 83.7

rockers, the boxes will deflect, the excess Most careful attention was given to

lateral pressure being then transferred to the boiler design.
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Diameter of
Total Super- Boiler at

Heating heating Tube Largest
Surface. Surface. Length. Course.
Sq. Ft. Sq. Ft. Ft. Ins. Ins.

N. Y. O. & \V. 4,498 1,007 17—0 98
Erie 4,959 1,274 17—0 104

These excellent boilers have the added

advantages of a short tube length and a

ARKANSEneNT OF FRONt
DRIVING BOX i SPRinG SADDLE.

large diameter. .\ short tube length not

only gives greater evaporative value per

square foot of heating surface but also

reduces back pressure and consequently

increases the power of the engine. A
large diameter combined with short tube

length gives a large volume of water

where the evaporative valve is the high-

est. This large volume of water is ready

to flash into steam and therefore increases

the reserve supply of steam.

Both these engines have a short dis-

tance from the rear wheel to the draw

bar. This not only makes the engine ride

easier on curves but it reduces the fric-

tion between flange of wheel and rail

which increases the draw bar pull.

Both engines are equipped with super-

heaters, a combination Gaines and Secur-

ity arch, Street stokers. Baker gear, Rag-

onnet air reverse, Chambers throttle.

Economy front and rear trucks, and

Vanadium frames.

The general dimensions of these en-

gines are as follows

:

NEW YORK, ONTARIO .\ND WESTERN RAILRO.\D

LOCOMOTIVES.

Track gauge, 4 ft. S'A ins. Fuel, bitumin-

ous coal.

Cylinder—Type, piston valve; diain., 28

ins. ; stroke, 32 ins.

Tractive power, simple, 71,200 lbs.

Factor of adhesion, simple, 4.21.

Wheel base driving. 20 ft. ; rigid, 20 ins.

;

total, 36 ft. 9 ins.

V\'heel base total, engine and tender, 66

ft. 10 ins.

Weight in working order, 352,500 lbs. ; on

drivers, 298,500 lbs.; on trailers, 24,000

lbs.; on engine truck, 30,000 lbs.; engine

and tender, 521,200.

Boiler—Type, e.vtended wagon top ; O. D.

first ring, 86 ins.; working pressure,

190 lbs.

Firebox—Type, wide; length, ISOJ^ ins.;

width, 96^ ins. ; thickness of crown,

H in. ; tube H in. : sides, ^ in. ; back, y^

in. ; water space, front, Syi ins. ; sides, 5

ins. ; back, 5 ins ; depth (top of grate

to center of lowest tube), 2f:J ft.

Crown staying, radial.

I'lues—Material, cold drawn seamless

steel. No. 50.

Thickness tubes. No. 11 B. W. G. ; flues.

No. 9 B. W. G.

Tube—Length, 17 ft.; spacing, "-g in.

Heating Surface—Tubes and flues, 4,173

sq. ft. ; firebox, 274 sq. ft. ; arch tubes,

51 sq. ft.; total, 4,498 sq. ft.

Superheater Surface. 1.007 sq, ft.

Grate Area, 80.2 sq. ft.

Wheels—Driving diam. outside tire, 57

ins. ; center diam., 50 ins.

Wheel.s—Driving material, main, cast

steel ; others, cast steel. Engine truck,

diam., 33 ins. ; kind, rolled steel. Trail-

ing truck, diam., 33 in.; kind, rolled

steel ; tender truck diam., 33 ins. ; kind,

rolled steel.

.Axles—Driving journals,

ins.; other, 10x13 ins.

journals, 6^x12 ins.

journals, 6^ x 12 ins.

journals, 6x11 ins.

Boxes— Driving, main and others,

steel.

Brake—Driver. .Amer. W. U. 3 and B. C.

West. E. T. 6. Tender, West. E. T. 6.

Pump, two 11 ins. West.; reservoir, two
20^^x114 ins.

Engine truck, A. L. Co. Woodard center-

ing device.

Trailing truck, radial constant resistance

type.

Exhaust pipe, single ; nozzles, six 3/16 in.,

six 5/16 in., six, 7/16 in.

Grate—Style, rocking.

Street stoker applied.

Piston—Rod diam., 4.}4 in. ; piston pack-

ing, gun iron rings.

Smoke stack—Diam. 21 ins. ; top above

rail, IS ft. y2 in.

Tender frame, cast steel.

Tank—Style, water bottom ; capacity,

9,000 gallons ; capacity fuel, 15 tons.

Valves—Type, piston, 14 ins. ; travel, 654

ins.; steam lap, 11/16. Line and line.

Setting, % in. lead.

In these locomotives the fire box is

equipped with the Gaines arch forming

combustion chamber at the front of the

firebox. The boiler tubes are one-half of

Spellerized steel and one-half of hot rolled

seamless steel, arranged so that in each

main, 12 x 22

Engine truck

Trailing truck

Tender truck

cast

boiler the tubes to the right liead of ver-

tical center line of boiler are to be Spel-

lerized steel, and to the left seamless steel.

ERIE RAILROAD LOCOMOTIVES.

Track gauge, 4 ft. 8'i. in. Fuel, bitumin-

ous coal.

Cylinder—Type, piston valve; diam., 31

ins. ; stroke, 32 ins.

Tractive power, simple, 83,000 lbs.

Factor of adhesion, simple, 4.05.

Wheel base—Driving, 22 ft. 6 ins. ; rigid,

22 ft. 6 ins.; total, 40 it. 3 ins. Total

engine and tender, 71 ft. 91-4 ins.

Weight in working order, 401,000 lbs.;

on drivers, 335,500 lbs. ; on trailers,

31,500 lbs.; on engine truck, 34,000 lbs.;

engine and tender, 585,500 lbs.

Boiler—Type, Ext. Wagon Top. O. D.

first ring, 92^^ ins. Working pressure,

200 lbs.

Firebox—Type, wide; length, 160 ins.;

width, 108J4 ins. Thickness of crown,

H in. ; tube, 5^ in. ; sides, H in. ; back,

H in. Water space, front, 6 ins. ; sides,

6 ins.; back, 6 ins. Depth (top of grate

to center of lowest tube), 3 ft. % in.

Crown staying, radial.

Tubes—Material, seamless steel cold

drawn No. 317; diam., 2!4 ins.

Flues—Material, seamless steel cold

drawn No. 60; diam. 5^2 ins.

Thickness tubes. No. 11; flues No. 9.

Tube—Length, 17 ft.; spacing, 54 in-

Heating Surface—Tubes and flues, 4,617.5

sq. ft. ; firebox, 296 sq. ft. ; arch tubes,

45.6 sq. ft.; total, 4.959,1 sq. ft.

Superheater Surface— 1,274.2 sq. ft.

Grate Area, 94.8 sq. ft.

Wheels—Driving diam. outside tire, 63

ins.; center diatn., 56 ins.

6^ S^/f^^ EftcH Sfae or cer^ r £7^

DKT.MLS OF TRl'CK RE.\RING.

Wheels—Driving material, inain, cast

steel ; others, cast steel. Engine truck,

diameter, 33 ins. ; kind, forged steel.

Trailing truck, diameter, 33 ins. : kind,

forged steel. Tender truck, diameter,

33 ins. ; kind, cast steel.
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Axles—Driving journals, main, 13x22
ins.; front, 11x19 ins.; other, 11x13
ins. Engine truck journals, 6'/! x 14 ins.

Trailing truck journals, (>'/i \ 14 ins.

Tender track journals, 6x11 ins.

Boxes—Driving, main, cast sleel ; others,

cast steel.

Brake—Driver, New York; lender. New
York

; pump, 2 No. S ; reservoir, two

20^ X 114 ins.

Engine truck, 2-whecI radial swing center.

Trailing truck, 2-whecl radial swing cen-

ter.

Exhaust pipe, single ; nozzles, 6% ins., 7

ins., and 7'/i ins.

Grate—Style, rocking.

Piston—Rod diam., S ins.; piston packing,

snap rings.

Smoke stack—Diam., 23 ins. ; top above

rail, 16 ft. 3 7/16 ins.

Tender frame Vanderbilt.

Tank—Style, Vanderbilt ; capacity, 10,000

gallons ; capacity fuel, 19 tons.

Valves—Type, 16-in. piston; travel. 6;4

ins, steam lap. 1 in. Clearance, 1/16 in.

Setting, lead 3/16 in.

Locomotive Cylinder and Valve Chaniher

toring BarBusliinif Hi

Semaphore for Protection of One-man
Cars at Railroad Crossings

Henry L. Doherty & Company, of New
York City, is planning to test a new de-

vice to assure safety to passengers on

its traction systems where one-man cars

are in operation. The one serious hazard

that still exists in one-man car operation

is the crossing of steam railroad tracks.

To overcome this the Doherty company
has evolved a simple scheme of a track

controlled, electrically operated sema-

phore with active zones on either side of

the crossing of steam railroad tracks.

The signal normally remains in the

"clear" position for the motorman, but

when the steam train approaches within

a predetermined distance of the crossing,

it will automatically turn to "danger" or

against the car. Should the electric con-

nections of the semaphore fail it will by

gravity go into the danger position for

the street car. In some instances, there

will be interconnected with the semaphore

a derailer to be operated wlien the signal

is thrown into the danger position for the

street car, thus derailing the car a suffi-

cient distance from the crossing to pre-

vent an accident.

Railways in Finland.

At the beginning of 1914 the total

mileage of the Finnish State Railways,

including 207 miles of line mvned by pri-

vate capital, but operated liy the State

lines, was 2.537. Finland has 2,765 miles

of navigable waterways, of which, with

the present facilities, it is estimated that

the freight capacity is about 1.600,000 tons

a year. The waterways as well as the

railways are under the administration of

the State.

Safeguarding all moving parts of ma-
chine tools, both stationary and port-

able, has become not only desirable,

but, in many States, obligatory. In the

new design of the Rooksby portable

boring bar, illustrated herewith, the

manufacturers have been guided by the

very commendable "Safety First" prin-

ciple and have carefully guarded all ex-

posed gears and moving parts, sparing

no effort to make the machine compact
and of ample strength in all parts, yet

simple enough to be easily accessible

throughout.

These machines are especially de-

signed for reboring locomotive cylin-

ders and valve chamber bushings. They
can be used with one or both cylinder

heads removed and are easily and
quickly set up. The crosshead blocks

are bolted to the cylinder with the cyl-

inder head studs and the bar revolves

in the sleeves supported and centered

by set screws in the crossheads. When

ting the bar up in valve chamber bush-

ings, a novel device is used enabling
the operation to be quickly and accu-

rately performed. This consists of a

set of taper cone sleeves in halves,

fitting in the counterborc, supporting
the bar central while bolting up the

blocks and crossheads, after which the

cones are removed and the bar is ready
for reboring. The sleeves being taper,

one set can be used in bushings of

various sizes within their range.

These portable boring bars are manu-
factured by E. J. Rooksby & Co., whose
offices and works are at 431-439 North
Eleventh street, Philadelphia. Bulletin

L, illustrating and describing these

tools, will be sent to all interested

parties on request. These tools are

made in a number of sizes to rebore
cylinders of the smallest simple shift-

ing or contractors locomotives to the

largest low pressure cylinders on the

latest types of compound locomotives.

CVLINIIER .\.\li \ .J.LVF. CH.XMBER RORIXG B.\R.

l)oring with only one head removed,

tlie expanding chuck and pin, having

five sets of taper gibs to fit the stuffing

boxes of various diameters, is used to

support the crank end of the bar.

The power is applied to the bar by
means of a back gear driving power
having a "two-speed quick-change gear

drive." This is also a recent improve-

ment of particular advantage where the

same bar is used to rebore cylinders

and valve chamber bushings of various

sizes. The "quick change' is accom-
plished by simply pulling out a slip

pin, shifting the primary pinion out of

gear and driving by the intermediate

shaft. As the illustration clearly shows,

all gears are completely encased.

They have also designed an improved
tool holder using high speed cutters for

extra hard service. The cutterhead is

fed by means of an automatic feed case

having two changes of feed controlled

by a slip pin. This is also completely
encased as shown in tlie cut. For set-

and all sizes of valve chamber bush-

ings. Mr. Rooksby, president and gen-

eral manager, has been engaged for

many years in designing and manufac-
turing portable tools for steam engine

and railway repair shops; and these,

their latest improvements, are but an
indication of their aggressive policy of

keeping abreast of the times.

Farmers and Railway Men.

Farmers are no longer the largest em-
ployers of labor in the United States.

This position now has been taken by the

railroads. In 1910 there were 6,340,357

farms in the United States, which, to-

gether with their improvements were
valued at $34,681,507,000, and they paid

out for labor that year $645,612,000. The
census report for 1914 shows the rail-

roads of the United States paid out for

labor the sum of $1,373,422,472, or more
than twice as much as was paid for all

the farm labor in this country.
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Design o£ Passenger Car Brakes When Braking

Ratio Is Not Arbitrarily Chosen
By WALTER V. TURNER, Assistant Manager, Westinghouse Air Brake Co.

In the past issue of this paper I have from the mean or average, and it is per- or things of that sort, as I had attempted

pointed out the methods consciously or missible to assume this. It has been pre- to interpret them, were all false when

unconsciously followed out in the in- viously stated that the performance of a applied to modern brake shoe perform-

stallation of air brake equipments for lirake shoe is extremely variable and that ance, but that on the contrary, friction,

passenger cars when the braking ratio is it presents the extreme problem as re- time, pressure and speed have a vast in-

arbitrarily chosen, and at the present time sards to obtaining uniform retarding fluence upon the friction or performance

wish to deal with the problem of equip- force, but before contemplating an esti- of the shoe, and in an effort to secure

nine a car with a brake when either the mate of train stop distances, it should be sometliing tangible for a base of investi-

leneth of the stop or the rate of retarda- understood that the performance of a gation, I employed methods of exclusion

tion is the chief requirement. First it is shoe depends essentially upon its temper- and elimination, or of extremes. That

necessary to ascertain the retarding force ature; its effectiveness increasing with action and reaction are equal and in oppo-

neccssary to produce the specified stop or the temperature up to the critical point site directions and that extremes meet we

retardation • then whether the length of -""l th^" decreasing until the molten point all know, and since we know that the co-

stop desired or the retardation in miles 's reached, or until such rapid abrasion etlicient varied for a brake shoe, I

per hour per second specified is physically takes place as to virtually present a fresh ;ittempted to find the point at which it

possible, and to do this it is necessary to contact surface which prevents the reached a maximum, therefore the

determirie or assume the capacity of the temperature rising further as would assumption that if a slioe is infinitely

rail for adhesion To arrive at this it is otherwise be the case. This temperature cold, down to absolute zero, that shoe will

necessary to work with the figures given in turn depends upon three factors ; upon have very little friction, negligible as far

in the specifications, which will be the pressure per square inch of the shoe as train stops are concerned, and if it

assumed to be a stop from a 60 mile per area in actual contact, the speed at which were infinitely hot, which would be a gas,

hour soeed in 1 000 feet and another case this area is being traversed by the other it would have little or no friction. With-

in which the specification is a retardation contracting factor (the wheel), and the out going to the extreme of gas, if the

of 30 m h per second from the same time the rubbing surfaces (shoe and shoe is molten it will have no friction,

rate of soeed wheel) are in contact. If this be true, and since it has none when at its coldest

,
•

1 ^ f »i. 4. k^ then the performance of the brake shoe and none when at its hottest, there is
Assummg the weight of the car to be '

100,000 pounds, we have all the factors

from which to ascertain what the average

retarding force must be, namely, a speed

of 60 miles per hour, the weight of the

vehicle in pounds, and the distance in

which the stop is to be made, that is, the

retarding force in pounds will equal one-

half of the weight of the vehicle aivided

by 32.2 times the square of the speed in

feet per second, divided by the lengtli of

the stop in feet. In this case the retard-

ing force will be ^ X (100,000 -H 32.2)

X 88 X 88 H- 1,000=12,000 pounds.

When the rate of retardation is speci-

fied, as assumed as 3.0 m. p. h. per second,

the retarding force is ascertained by

changing the m. p. h. to feet per second

is likewise affected by the three factors some point between these two where the

mentioned, not directly, but indirectly by friction is at the maximum, and in an

the heat generated. All of these factors effort to locate this point I reduced all of

are actually present in any train stop, but these influences upon friction, such as

pressure, speed and time, to the one term

of heat and conchiHed that heat is the

sole cause of the variation in the co-

eflicient of friction.

I knew to start witli that the maximum

since some of them may be working in

one direction and some of them in an-

other, the actual effect may be a constant

as far as the coefficient of friction is con-

cerned. .A.s an example, the effect of

time, unless neutralized, is to lower the could not be at an atmospheric tempera-

coefficient of friction ; the effect of speed, ture, because the coefficient of friction

unless neutralized, is to increase the co- rises with any type of brake shoe when it

efficient of friction; obviously then the is first applied to the wheel, but by the use

net result may be an increasing, a de- of instruments such as the cronograph

creasing, or a constant coefficient of fric- and electric thermometers and by remov-

tion throughout the stop, or all of these ing portions of car floors, it was found

may occur at different times during a that the maximum coefficient of friction

stop. It should also be understood that a was attained when the temperature of the
dividing by 32.2 and multiplying by the combination of factors may apparently shoe was about 800 degrees and when this

weight of the vehicle, that is (3 X 1.466 contradict the presence of any or all that temperature was reached the coefficient

32.2) X 100,000 = 13,630 pounds, the ^^^.^ produced the observed result; for would fall and continue to fall until it

instance, if the seven colors of the spec- would become negligible if the molten

trum are mixed together, white will re- metal could be confined. However, when
suit, which on the face of it contradicts the metal was nearing the molten point,

the presence of red, or any of the other the abrasion would set up and present a

colors, but they are there nevertheless, new surface and through this action the

and the person dealing with the subject of coefficient remained practically constant,

colors takes this into consideration just or the coefficient of friction at the be-

as the man who expects to employ his ginning raised from 15 per cent, as high

talents in brake design must have in mind as 18 or 20, then dropped to approxi-

all the phenomena involved in train mately 10 per cent, and remained there

braking. during the stop. It will be understood

Naturally it is the quantity of the work that the point at which the highest temp-

done that determines the efficiency of the erature is reached depends upon a variety

brake shoe, and some years ago I was of conditions, but with modern brake

As to the coefficient of brake shoe fric- forced to the conclusion that the laws of shoe pressures, we are not concerned with

tion that we are considering, it will be friction as expounded in the old text the minimum coefficient of friction be-

assumed that the maximum and minimum books, for instance, that friction is inde- cause at low speeds we do not reach it

coefficient realized varies but very little pendent of pressure and bearing surface, before the stop is made and at high

retarding force required to meet these

specifications. With the average retard-

ing force now known, the next step is to

convert this to the braking ratio required,

and to do this we must know the charac-

teristics of the physical equipment to be

employed; that is. the coefficient of fric-

tion that will be realized, the efficiency of

the foundation brake rigging; the maxi-

mum cylinder pressure attainable, and

the time in which the maximum cylinder

pressure is obtained. The combination

of these wmII show the braking ratio re-

quired, or rather fix the ratio required.
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speeds we go beyond, and Ironi an aver-

age we have presumed thai 10 per cent,

was what could be safely employed in

stopping a train and that 10 per cent, was

all that could be obtained, that is, the

average coefiicient of friction realized

throughout a train stop is approximately

10 per cent.

From such considerations, namely, time,

cylinder ' pressure, efficiency of brake

rigging, performance of brake shoe, it

follows that the nominal braking ratio of

the installation has no fixed bearing upon

the retarding force realized when it

comes to stopping a train, that is to say,

it gives no direct or conclusive informa-

tion as to the length of the stop. To r»

vert to the problem under consideration,

if we have a coefficient of friction of 10

per cent, and a VO per cent, efficiency of

foundation brake gear, a maximum cylin-

der pressure of 100 pounds, and a retard-

ing force required of 12,000 pounds. For

the first case, the braking ratio will then

be 12,000 -4- (.10 X .90 X 100,000; -^ 133

per cent.

This is without taking into considera-

tion tlie time required to get the brake

fully applied, which will be assumed as

two seconds, or from the averages, that

the brake is fully for one-half of the time

or one second, or the train runs for one

second, or 88 feet, without the brake ap-

plied, therefore the stop must actually be

made in 912 feet, which will require an

averase retarding force oi ('/z X 100,000

-=- 32,2) X 88 X 88 H- 912 = 13,140

pounds.

Tliereiorc the actual braking ratio

necessary is 13.140 ^ (.10 X .90 X 100,-

000) = 146 per cent.

The next step is to satisfy ourselves

that this braking ratio is possible of em-

ployment without the likelihood of wheel

sliding, and to do this it is necessary to

know whether or not the brake shoe pull

required will exceed the rail pull on the

wheel.

Since we know that from 20 to 25

per cent, of the weight of the vehicle

on the rail can be realized in rail pull, or

adhesion, it is clear that we are entirely

within the limit since the brake shoe pull

will be 1.46 X .90 X .10 = 13 per cent,

of the weight of the vehicle, while the

potential of the rail is 20 per cent, of the

weight of the vehicle.

Jl le Merit of Graphite as a Lubricant
By H. BURNSIDE, Meadville, Pa.

I noted with considerable interest the

<|utstion and answer on "(Iraphite" ap-

pearing in the Department of Questions

and Answers in the April issue of Rail-

vv.w AND Locomotive Engineering, and I

would like to add some additional facts

that are different in some degree from

the able answer furnished.

In the first place it may be said that

very little is known of the physical and

chemical elements which go to make gra-

phite so efficient when used as a lubricant

and in fact when speaking of it as a lu-

bricant we are as much in error as if we
-called "soap stone" a lubricant also. The
actual benefit of using graphite is not for

lubrication, but to prevent heating by fric-

tion, for the application of graphite in its

natural form on a hot bearing will be of

no benefit, while with a liberal use of a

good oil the bearing will soon cool down
and give satisfactory service.

Graphite is one of the pure forms of

carbon, which is one of the seventy or

eighty primary elements out of which all

material is formed. As an example of

the mysteries of just what graphite really

is, it must be remembered that carbon

only occurs pure in two different and con-

trasted forms—the diamond and graphite.

If ea'ch of these substances was a com-

pound or mixture of different elements,

comprising carbon in both cases as the

principal constituent, there would be no

cause for mystification, but they are ab-

solutely the same unmixed thing, al-

though totally unlike in appearance and

properties. The molecules of each are

the same—being molecules of carbon and

nothing else—but in one the molecules

are so arranged that they form a trans-

parent, excessively hard crystal endowed
with marvelous powers of reflecting light

which make it the most dazzling of all

gems, and in the other the same mole-

cules are so arranged that they form a

dull, soft, black or gray substance which

leaves a dirty mark when rubbed on a

white paper. As a proof of this, burn a

diamond and it turns to graphite.

The real action of graphite when used

for lubricating purposes is very easy to

understand when we remember that it is

impossible to machine two metal-bearing

surfaces absolutely smooth, and if placed

under a microscope the two surfaces

which are apparently smooth to the touch

are in reality made up of very irregular

surfaces similar to mountains and valleys,

and when these surfaces are rubbed to-

gether the entire weight is not supported

by the entire surface, but only rests on

the high spots or "peaks" of the irregular

surfaces. Much friction is generated from
the fact that the total weight is supported

on too small a bearing—the "peaks"

—

and will become heated till worn down.

The application of graphite, which is a

material not affected by heat, cold or

pressure, fills in all the low spots or "val-

leys," building them up to an equal height

with the rest of the high spots, and as

this material is frictionless it helps to

support the weight and take off the load

from the high spots. To prove this idea,

take some given weight and support it on
two different bearings where one bearing

is only half the surface of the other, and
notice which bearing will become hot first.

We often hear it said that the applica-

tion of graphite has formed a "coating or

glaze" on some particular surface which
is only half of the real facts, for the

graphite has not formed a complete glaze,

but has filled in all the low spots to an

equal height with the high spots of the

metal, so to the touch it appears like a

"glaze," being so smooth.

The reason why graphite is more effi-

cient when fed with oil is on account of

the oil carrying it to all points better than

when applied in powder form. Also with

the application of oil it must be remem-
bered that the oil tends to separate the

two surfaces very slightly, which permits

the graphite to get in between them and
be moved along till it reaches a pocket

into which it is forced by weight. Gra-

phite is very light, and if used in dry

powder form it is blown along with the

many currents formed in a cylinder by

the action of the piston and will, as a
rule, only reach the same point where it

will tend to build up and form carbon.

There are many theories on how lubri-

cating oil acts when it is admitted into a

cylinder, one of which is that the oil im-

mediately flies to the walls, and if this is

correct the reason why graphite is better

v.hen used with a low grade oil is obvi-

ous.

It must be remembered that true effi-

ciency of graphite application must be

regular and of a steady amount; for. if

fed in a cylinder at irregular intervals and
in irregular amounts, there can be only so

much taken up at each stroke of the pis-

ton, and the balance will be wasted or

else built up in the form of carbon.

The reason why less oil is required

when used in connection with graphite is

that there is less weight on the high or

bearing points, which in turn makes less

friction on these points, thus requiring

less oil to maintain perfect lubrication.

An exaggerated comparison of how
graphite acts on two bearing surfaces is

to take two hand saws and try to rub the

teeth edges together, these edges compar-
ing with the rough surfaces of two bear-

ing metals, and see how- hard it is ; also

note the actual amount of bearing surface

the tops of the teeth afford. Now, if it

were possible to fill in all the teeth with

graphite till a smooth edge was secured

and then rub the two edges together, it

would be noted how much less the fric-

tion was, and besides, on the same length

and width saw. there would be much
more actual bearing surface and conse-

quently much less friction.
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Relation of Grades to the Efficiency of Locomotives
By W.

In the C. N. R. classilication of en-

gines, one per cent, means one thousand

pounds of tractive effort (or pull). The

engine hauling the Transcontinental Spe-

cial is thirty-hve per cent. It is, accord-

ingly, capable of a "pull" of 35,000

pounds. The train itself, of 15 cars, is

1,235 feet in length, and weighs 1,200

tons, inclusive of the engine, which

weighs 165 tons loaded. From Edmon-

ton westbound, a thirty-five per cent, en-

gine would haul 32 loaded freight cars of

an average weight, car and contents, of

50 tons each, over the five-tenths of one

per cent, maximum railway grade be-

tween Edmonton and the Pacific Coast,

the train running towards the coast. The

same engine would be able to pick up

thirty-three other loaded cars of similar

weight at the .\lbreda Summit and carry

the total load of 65 cars to the coast. .\

50 per cent, engine, C. N. R. classifica-

tion would haul 65 loaded cars to the

Albreda Summit and 90 to the coast.

A 35 per cent, engine starting out from

the Pacific Coast towards Edmonton will

handle 35 loaded cars, or a total of 1,750

tons as far as Blue River (383.3 miles

from New Westminster Bridge). Be-

tween Lucerne and Blue River—a dis-

tance of 110 miles—the maximum gra-

dient of the C. N. R. in the Rocky Moun-

tains—seven-tenths of one per cent.—oc-

curs. In that division a 35 per cent, loco-

McD. TAIT, Pincher Creek, Alberta. Canada

motive will handle 24 loaded cars or 1,200

tons. From Lucerne to Edmonton, the

same locomotive would pull 36 loaded

cars, or 1,800 tons. The hauling capa-

city of a 50 per cent, engine would, of

course, be proportionately greater.

Nqw as to passenger traffic. Taking as

a basis a transcontinental train of eight

passenger cars, a 35 per cent. C. N. R.

engine could run through to the Coast,

westbound between Edmonton and Van-

couver, at a minimum speed of 40 miles

an hour, and the speed would drop to that

rate only on the section of line affected by

the five-tenths of one per cent, maximum
grade. Eastbound, on the division where

the seven-tenths of one per cent, maxi-

mum gradient occurs, or the 110 miles be-

tween Blue River and Lucerne, a 35 per

cent, locomotive would be able to haul

the eight-car train at a speed of 30 miles

an hour. Apart from that division a speed

could be obtained as great as desired up

to 50 miles an hour between Vancouver

and Edmonton.

Broadly speaking, the addition of each

one-tenth of one per cent, in the grade of

a railway means that the efficiency of the

engine is reduced two pounds for each

gross ton of its load. The frictional re-

sistance of equipment moving over a level

track has been arbitrarily fixed at five

pounds per gross ton. .As the line rises,

two pounds for each one-tenth of one per

cent, of grade are added to tlie five

pounds per ton. To interpret; a grade of

four-tenths of one per cent, would mean
a frictional resistance of 13 pounds for

each gross ton of the load ; the five

pounds arbitrarily fixed and the eight

pounds for the four-tenths of one per

cent, of grade ; /. e. the total for a five-

tenths of one per cent, grade would be 15

pounds; that for a six-tenths grade 17

pounds ; that for a seven-tenths grade

would be 19 pounds ; and for a one per

cent, grade 25 pounds. To ascertain the

tonnage possible for a locomotive to han-

dle on any grade up to one per cent., the

calculator would be quite within the

bounds of reason to subtract 10 per cent,

from the total hauling capacity of the

engine and to divide the remainder by the

frictional resistance as given above. To
give an example of a 35 per cent, engine

:

Total tractive effort 35,000

Less 10 per cent 3,500

Working power 31,500

Divide this by 13—the frictional resist-

ance on a four-tenths per cent, grade per

gross ton—and the result will be 2423

gross tons, as the total possible gross

load for that locomotive. Subtract the

weight of the engine and tender and the

load will be 2,258 tons, which at 50 tons

each for a freight car and contents gives

45 cars.

Improved Rod Grease Cup.

By J.^.mes a. Keegan, Cincinnati, Ohio.

The accompanying sketch shows the

details of a grease cup constructed by

Mr. J. Henry in shops of the Big Four,

and applied to the main and connecting

rods of locomotive No. 6943, running

between Cincinnati and Springfield, a dis-

tance of 80 miles, and making the double

journey each day. The engineer, Mr.

William Hanrahan, states that he has

run the engine 1.600 miles with one filling

of the grease cup with the regular pin

grease, which is a remarkable record, and

no appearance of heating of the bearings

at any time. The cups are applied to the

back end of both main rods, and back end

of both side rods.

The cup as shown is made with a pis-

ton and compressed with a spring. It is

very simple and after being filled with

grease takes care of itself. The cap of

the cup has two dowel pins pressed

down in two grooves and turned to make

the cup tight, the purpose of the dowel

pins being to keep the piston from turn-

ing. As there has been considerable

trouble with heated pins this contrivance

evidently has solved the difficulty. It is

easy of construction and efficient in

service.

Etching Machinist's Tools.

By R. S. Booth, Hickory, N. C.

.-\11 machinists have tools that they

would like to mark their name or initials

on but do not do so, on account of the

ordinary stencil affecting the accuracy of

the tool and for other good reasons.

A good way to mark any kind of a metal

tool without affecting it in any way is

by the use of "Bluestone." Smear a film

of wax over the spot to be marked, about

one-sixteenth of an inch thick, take a

pencil and write in the wax the designat-

ing marks you wish to use and then fill

these marks with a solution made by dis-

solving equal parts of table salt and Blue-

stone in water. Let the solution stand in

the grooves or letters from one to three

minutes until it has eaten into the metal

sufficiently deep, and you will have a

good, clean cut, permanent mark.

IMPROVED ROD GREASE CUP.

Liners, Their Use and Abuse.

By k. D. Carl, Salamanca, N. Y.

One of the most important things in the

roundhouse, as I see it, is liners of the

proper size and thickness to meet every

need for which liners are used, and to

have them ready when they are needed.

And there is no reason why we could not
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have tluiii and thereby save time and ma-

terial if the scrap pieces from the shears

were used for this purpose, instead of go-

inff to the scra|) ear. There should he

liners in tlie store room of the proper size

and thickness to meet every need.

One of the sights of the roundhouse is

to see live or six men putting a 5-16 plate

under the shears to cut a piece to make a

IVi by 4-in. liner that could have been cut

from a scrap piece by one man the day

before. .But there are results of a more
serious nature than this; the man who is

in a hurry doesn't always cut a liner of

the proper size or thickness.

If he needs a /4-in. liner and it is not at

hand, he will take two pieces of ^ in. or

four pieces of 1-16 in., or he may find a

piece of ;4 in. which is a trifle small and

use that. Consequently, he puts up a job

unfit to go out of the house.

If we put in two liners where one

should do, we double the chance for a

pound, and the thinner the liners the more

useless they are. It is the solid liner of

the proper size that counts. Can you im-

agine a machinist taking down a driving

box wedge with a 3-16-in. liner on it and

put on another Yf, in. and a 1-16 in. be-

cause he did not have a i/\(> in. conven-

ient or there was no material to cut one

from ] But they do it, and results speak

for themselves. You have doubled the

number of liners, also doubled chances for

pounds and wear. Oh, you sloppy wedges

on account of poor litters.

Do engineers complain of not being

able to keep the front ends keyed up? If

they do, you should remove the collar and

see how many liners there are between

the block and wedge. Or there may be sev-

eral between the brass and block, but the

result is the same. During my experience

1 have taken out as many as 14 liners

from a front end of main rod between

block and wedge. They were put there

by the fellow who is always in a hurry

and who always puts in a 1-16 in.

It appears to me as if we could make a

nice saving by cutting up the scraps from

the shears, which are sold for ten or

twelve dollars per ton, and save the new
sheets, for which we pay so much more,

and we also will save the foundation of

our engines, i. c the driving boxes and

rods.

The Eight Hour Day.

By M. H. Gh.«.y, Savannah, Ga.

The press every day makes statements

about the demand of an eight-hour day

and time and a half overtime after the

expiration of eight hours. As an engineer

who has been some time in the business,

T cannot see why brakemen, or trainmen,

who have practically little to do, and we
have to stop a forty-five or fifty-car train

dead still for them to get up. They ride

in the caboose all the way. They may
occasionally have to put in a brass or an

air hose on.

I have always been a believer in justice.

I should thank Inderal authorities for a

law to that effect that all cases should

have to be arbitrated before a strike. The
railroads sell transportation, the public

should be heard, who buys transportation.

If I say these matters where the public

is concerned will be taken to the ballot,

and as is very well known that the rail-

road man, the transportation fellow hasn't

got a vote. He never registers. I heard

a politician get up, make this statement

when he got in office, and if the jniblic is

going to i)ay for it they are going to force

it to the ballot.

A gentleman very high up reaches peo-

ple I can never reach. He said to me : "I

always thought the engineers were fair,

square minded people, always willing to

arl itrate their troubles and attended to

their own business without bringing

others into it. He says they are an awful

dissatisfied kind of people." I said to him,

"Colonel, there are some questions that

need looking into." I said : "In our case

there are a lot of hardships that could be

prevented. The Federal hours of law.

sixteen hours, are very long. Now the

other day an engineer said, 'I am on a

dead drag, almost reached the destination.

I get orders to side track the train, back

up forty miles, where a derailment had oc-

curred.' He got soaking wet in the

heaviest kind of rainstorm. When he got

back to his train he was tied up under

the Federal service hours. Cold ! Wet

!

Only ten miles away from where he could

have gotten a good bed. Then he thinks

you are rubbing it in. I think we could

get some better conditions."

But the train now is entirely controlled

by the engineer ; all air. So the gentle-

man said. Why this grand consolidation

of labor, big trust company, and I don't

think it will work in all cases, believing

everybody being heard, and it is carried

to the ballot, if the public is going to pay
for it they will defeat it. I would like to

see some better conditions in some places

I have been, a better place to wash up in,

a better riding engine, without making a

demand for a whole lot of people that

haven't got anything to do. He is not

responsible for the train. The engineer

and fireman have the work to do. So let

the public be heard in the matter ; let the

matter be arbitrated ; let each portion of

labor be separate, and the paper states it

will not be arbitrated and threatens with

a strike.

Peat Powder as Locomotive Fuel

Experiments in the use of peat powder
on locomotives of the State railways have

demonstrated that as hea\'y trains can be

pulled and as good speed be made where
this fuel is employed as where anthracite

is used, according to a statement issued

by the Swedish telegram bureau, which

has been received from the secretary of

the .'\merican Embassy at Stockholm.

The statement declares that the poiyder

can technically, as well as economically,

take the place of anthracite as fuel for

locomotives.

The railway directors have decided to

undertake the development of this class

of fuel by two different methods for pur-

poses of comparison. Two experts have
been requested to give complete estimates

of the cost of preparing a certain bog for

the manufacture of peat powder, together

with estimates of running expenses, by
the respective methods. The bog selected

is said to be that at llasthagcn, about
V/i miles from the station at Vislanda,

with an area of about 500 acres.

Origin of CoaL

Information as to how coal was origi-

nally formed will not enable an engineer

to make his engine pull a car extra, but
it is likely to prove of interest to anyone
who reflects on how the carbon of coal

is transformed into mechanical energy.

.^n eminent French engineer having
charge of the coal mines at Commentry,
who has given the formation of the coal

beds exhaustive study, says that the mines
mentioned were formed by vegetable mat-
ter carried from long distances, laid down
in horizontal layers, one above the other.

The theory is advanced that the climate

of the coal-forming epoch having been
extremely moist, abundant floods carried

away whole forests and swept them into

lake basins, the trees forming great rafts

of logs which constituted the coal meas-
ures. The heaviest materials—gravel,

sand, clays and other substances were de-

posited in the order of their density, the

lighter vegetable matter floated longer

and being deposited last. This, it is

thought, explains why the layers of earth

and coal are not parallel, and why all the

layers in deltas are inclined in the same
direction and at different angles.

"Luck."

One of the many ways in which the

individual unwisely eclipses himself is in

his worship of the fetish of luck. He
feels that all others are luck-y, and that

whatever he attempts, fails. . . . Their
"luck" was that they had prepared them-
selves to be equal to their opportunity
when it came and were awake to recog-

nize it and receive it.

Telegraph School

A station school for instruction in tele-

graphy has been started in San Francisco

under the management of the Southern
Pacific. Mr. I. I. Miller, formerly agent

at Red Blufl^. Cal.. is instructor. Half of

the time is spent in the classroom, and the

remainder of the time in actual station

work. The students, of which there are

20 enrolled, are paid full time.
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Important Improvements in Superheater Appliances

Relative Values o£ Saturated and Superheated Steam
A mistaken idea is prevalent tliat the

use of highly superheated steam was per-

fected on European railways, but the facts

are that its use had been repeatedly ex-

perimented with, both in Europe and

America for many years, and while its

partially successful application was large-

ly due to the efforts of Dr. Wilhelm

Schmidt and others, who succeeded in

establishing some degree of economy in

locomotive practice, it was not at first

considered possible to generate steam

order that the large class of studious men
engaged in the mechanical department of

railways should keep informed of the su-

perheating appliances up to the present

hour. In this regard it may not be gen-

erally known that for every 100 pounds

of common or saturated steam delivered

to the cylinder only 65 pounds are avail-

able in performing work. This loss can

be overcome by the use of highly super-

heated steam, and, as shown in Fig. 1, the

saving is very limited in a low or mod-

boiler and at the same time producing

an equivalent power output, the effect of

preserving a supply of steam is produced

thereby, increasing the boiler capacity,

which makes possible the running of the

locomotive at longer cut-offs at higher

.speeds, which greatly increases the haul-

ing capacity. In addition to these advan-

tages, e.xperience has shown that the

maintenance of engines equipped with the

improved superheating appliances costs

little more than similar engines perform-
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jtcam, with this variation that the header

is divided into compartments. In the bot-

tom or lower face of tliis compartment

header there is a series of openings with

means to form joints witli coils or units

of pipes. Each union leads to a coil of

four pipes, each being about \'/3 ins. in

diameter. To accommodate these four

pipes there are a series of enlarged fines

about S'/i ins. in diamrtcr, and by follow-

ing the arrow-points it will he noted that

the steam is led by the smaller pipes

along the interior of the larger flue to a

distance fial about 2 ft. from the back flue

variations in ttmiicrature in the recepta-

cles for the saturated steam and those for

the superheated steam induced fractures

in the castings. Tliis has now been en-

tirely obviated by variations in the struc-

tural walls, so that the necessary degree

of flexibility is obtained sufficient to avoid

any tendency to fracture.

The joints of the pipe coils to the low-

er face of the header are held in place

by bolts, the heads of which are shown
on the upper face of the header, the lower

end of the bolt being threaded and fur-

nislicd with adjustable nuts.

pipes conveying the steam from the dry

pipe to the branch steam pipes the tem-

perature of the steam is increased by its

near contact with the heated gases find-

ing their way through the enlarged flues,

and reaches the cylinders at a tempera-

ture as high as 650 degrees Fah., while

the temperature on the dome may rarely

exceed 388 degrees.

As rrtay be readily imagined when a

locomotive is running with the throttle

closed and no steam parsing through the

coiled pipes, although the fire at such

times is not projecting heated air or gases

^OPESnF ^TCR ASRAN&eMErtT TtE BOtT MFAOER

FIG. 4.—DETAILS OF SUPERHEATER APPLIANCES.

t-heet. where the flues are reduced, there-

by allowing a larger water space. The
unit pipes have a welded return bend

and the steam is again returned to the

pro.ximity of the header, where it is re-

ceived at a much higher degree of tem-

perature into another compartment of the

header, which is so constructed as to

form joints with the two branch steam

pipes that lead to the cylinders.

It may be stated that this somewhat in-

volved compartment header has under-

gone several marked improvements. In

the earlier forms it was found that the

The joint is a ground ball joint, the

concave being in the header and the con-

vex in the pipe collar. The coiled pipes

are thus readily removable. The coils of

pipes are kept in place near the upper

edge of the enlarged flues by means of

lugs that rest on the bottom of the en-

larged flues, and the unit tubes may be

readily withdrawn from their position.

It will thus be seen that the appliance

is simply a means of conveying the steam

through a series of small pipes to a point

as near the fire-box as safety will permit,

and by exposing the surface of the small

through the flues with such a degree of

heat or force as when the repercussions

of the exhausted steam is acting as a

blast on the fire, there arises a danger of

overheating the coiled pipes. The header

and attachments being, as already stated,

in the upper part of the boiler, it lends

itself readily to its inclosure in a casing,

as shown in Fig. 4. In the bottom of this

casing, a damper or adjustable lid is en-

gaged to a movable shaft with attach-

ments outside of the smokebox. The nor-

mal position of the damper is open when

the throttle valve is open. It will be noted
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that the appliance connected with the

damper has a controlling attachment, to

which steam is admitted at such times as

when steam is passing into the cylinder.

The pressure of the steam at this point

causes a partial revolution of the shaft to

which the damper is attached, and as long

as the steam pressure continues the

damper will remain open. When the

steam pressure ceases, a counterweight

attached to a lever on the shaft' has the

FIG. 5.—MOLD SET UP FOR CASTING
GRI.S'IIING CUPS FOR UNIT ENDS.

immediate effect of closing the damper,

and consequently the heated current

ceases passing through the inclosed se-

ries of fiues.

In addition to the form of header de-

scribed, there are other forms whereby

headers are provided separately for each

cylinder and located at the sides of the

smokebox, instead of at the top, but the

internal construction is nearly the same.

In the type known as the Comb Header

the saturated and superheated steam

As shown in Fig. 4, the parts are num-
bered and correspond to the designations

as used by the Locomotive Superheater

Company in the construction of the de-

tails of the aiipliance

:

1—Header.

2—Unit shape, Xo. 1.

3—Unit shape. No. 2.

A—L'nit shape. No. 3.

5—Unit shape. No. 4.

*6—Return bend. Style N.

*7—Return bend, Style P.

*8—Return bend. Style Q.
9—Unit pipe. No. 1.

10—Unit pipe, No. 2.

11—Unit pipe. No. 3.

12—Unit pipe, No. 4.

13— Pipe support.

14—Pipe band.

IS—Unit clamp.

16—Unit bolt (for through bolt header).

16.\—Unit bolt (for tee bolt header).

17—Unit pipe end washer.

18—L^nit clamp bolt washer.

19—Unit bolt nuts (hexagon faced).

20—Damper cylinder, complete.

21—Damper shaft bearing, outside.

22—Damper shaft bearing, inside.

23—Damper cylinder body.

24—Damper cylinder piston.

25—Damper cylinder arm, inside.

26—Damper cylinder arm, outside.

27—Damper link.

28—Damper shaft.

29—Damper shaft arm.

30—Damper counterweight.

31—Damper pipe union (2 per set).

dius of the ball end of the unit pipe is

apparent, and clever devices have been

perfected to meet this requirement. Figs.

5 and 6 illustrate molds where grinding

spheres of lead or hard babbit may be

readily made, the use of which insure the

uniformity of contour. The mold con-

sists of three parts—the base in which the

spherical grinder is cast, and the top part

nf tlie mold which may be used with

FIG. 6.—MOLD SET UP FOR CASTING
GRINDING SPHERES FOR SEATS

IN HEADERS.

cither base. A chuck is provided, which

will hold either the cup or spherical

grinder, the chuck having a shank suitable

for use in an air motor ; or a hand brace,

the application of which produces perfectly

corresponding joints in a very short time.

The most recent improvement in con-

nection with the use of superheated steam

is the application in a readily adjustable

form of the pyrometer, whereby the en-

gineer can, at all times, be informed as

to the temperature of the steam chest. In

order to secure a reliable instrument for

headers are completely separated, each

header having a main body extending

transversely across the front end. The

upper or saturated header is connected to

the dry pipe as usual, and has sub-head-

ers extending downward. The header for

superheated steam is located with its

main body down and sub-headers extend-

ing upward, and is provided with flanges

connecting with the steam pipes.

FIG. /.—TYPE "A" SUPERHEATER UNIT.

32—Superheater flues.

33—Deflecting plate.

34—Damper.

In the matter of repair work the most

important perhaps is that of keeping the

joints tight. To this end the correct ra-

•Numbers 6, 7 and 8 apply to old style units

with cast-steel return bends. In this illustra.

tion they refer only to the points at which these
bends were located.

this purpose it was necessary to develop

one that would meet the strenuous re-

quirements met in the excessive vibration,

varying temperatures and atmospheric

conditions. An instrument of the elec-

trical type, consisting of thermo couples

—

the colder end located in the boiler in the

saturated steam, and the hot end in the

steam chest—securely connected to an

indicator located on the gauge bracket in
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the cal). The difference in electromotive

force generated liy the hot and cold ends

of the coupler is read directly in degrees

Fahrenheit on the dial in the cab, the

range being from 250 to 750 degrees. Un-
der average conditions the indicator reg-

isters between 600 and 650 degrees. If it

falls below this, the water in the boiler

may be too high, the fire may not be in

proper condition, the superheater lines

may be stopped up, or there may be leaks

in the front end, or the damper may not

be operating properly. As a rule the

trouble is not far to look for ; the value

of the pyrometer being that it indicates

the exact conditions, and makes it possi-

ble to correct methods of operation, and

without an indicator of this kind short-

comings in the best use of superheated

steam might go on indefinitely.

In conclusion it should also be stated,

in addition to the marked degree of

economy in the use of highly super-

heated steam as compared with saturated

steam, that there are remarkable savings

not only in coal and water consumption

as already pointed out, but in the very

in superheated steam road engines. If

we add to this the fact that there is a

considerable reduction in smoke in en-

gines using superheated steam, it will be

acknowledged that this is an atttractive

feature in engines in yard and passenger

terminal service, particularly in these

days when every city has a fool commit-

te clamoring against the insignificant

amount of smoke emitted frfim the steam

locomotive.

Time Required to Build a Locomotive.

When there were about a dozen sep-

arate locomotive building establishments

in the country there was some rivalry

among them concerning the extent of

workmen's labor required to build the

standard engine. The time required de-

pended to a great extent upon the tool

equipment used and the system adopted.

In what was then regarded as the most
efficient works the construction of a loco-

motive required about 1,300 days of labor.

In another place it required 1,400 days to

do the same work, while in the least

particularly the act created for the valua-

tion of all railway property. In regard to

that measure Mr. Elliott says:

"The pT(A>hm of valuation i$ a very,

very difficult one, and of more importance

to the country than one realizes unless one
thinks it over very carefully. It has been es-

timated that the properties of the railways

and public utilities under the jurisdiction

of the various commissions. Federal and
State, arc worth about thirty billions of

dollars, or one-fifth of the national wealth

($30,500,000,000). If those who are to

make this valuation are unfair, or swayed
by personal or political motives and make
errors, confidence and credit will be

shaken and undermined. The valuation

should be fair and take into account all of

the conditions. If the valuation is too

high, an injustice will be done to the pub-

lic ; and if it is too low, an injustice will

be done to the owners of the property.

The Constitution and the decisions of the

courts up to the present time must be con-
sidering in arriving at the valuation of the

railways."

We could not do justice to this admira-

PYROMETER FOR INDICATING TEMPERATURES OF SUPERHEATED STEAM IN LOCOMOTI\E SERVICE.

coi.siderable saving by reason of the in-

crease of the actual working time of the

engines while in service on account of

the increased interval between the time

necessary to take coal and water, each of

which represents the loss of time not only

in engines working in passenger terminals

in large cities, but, perhaps, more par-

ticularly in switching engines. This class

of engines operating under ordinary con-

ditions using saturated steam have a

marked tendencj' to "work water," and
suffer heavy losses from cylinder con-

densation. These condensation losses not

uncommonly attain a magnitude of from

40 to 50 per cent., which represents a cor-

responding loss in coal. By the use of

highly superheated steam in switch en-

gines the loss is entirely eliminated.

Actual tests made with switch engines

using superheated steam in passenger

stations have shown a saving in coal and

water far beyond that which is obtained

efficient establishments the building of a

first class locomotive represented 2,100

days' labor. From 1,500 to 2,000 days

was considered the length of time re-

quired to do that work.

ble address by publishing extracts, and we
strongly advise persons interested to ap-

ply to the American Bankers' Association

of Philadelphia to send them a copy.

Federal Valuation of Railways.

Mr. Howard Elliott, president of the

New York, New Haven & Hartford Rail-

road, is an admirable speaker with inva-

riably something to say possessing inter-

est to the public at large and particularly

to those who have any connection with

railways. He recently delivered an ad-

dress on "Federal Valuation of Railways"

to the American Bankers' Association of

Philadelphia, which ought to be read by

every person interested in American insti-

tutions.

All recent legislation of any consequence

relating to railway interests enacted in re-

cent years is referred to or summarized.

Electrification of the New York
Central.

The New York assembly on April 20

passed the Thompson bill, authorizing the

electrification by January 1, 1919, of the

New York Central Lines on the west side

of the Borough of Manhattan in New
York. The bill has passed the senate, and
now goes to die governor for his approval.

A Carlyle View.

Carlyle compared the advance of the

world to the progress of some drunken

man who, reeling from one side of the

street to the other, slowly and at the

expense of much wasted effort finally

arrives at his destination.
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Department of Questions and Answers
Removing Carbonized Oil from Super-

heater Valves.

M. H. Hawera, New Zealand, asks

:

What is the best method of removing

carbonized oil from superheated valves?

A.—There is no particular method gen-

erally recognized as the best, much de-

pending upon the amount of carbonized

matter that has been allowed to accumu-

late. A common practice is to scrape off

tlie collected substance by a suitable

scraper, and occasionally in severe cases

oxygen may be used to burn the hard-

ened substances that may have accumu-

lated. When the valves can be readily

removed a strong solution of potash may

be easily applied to the parts that can

be conveniently reached. Much may be

learned from automobile practice, and e.K-

perienced chauffeurs use what are known

as carbon removers, and large numbers

of them are in use in the automobile and

gasoline motor industry. The apparatus

consists of a high pressure o.xygen cylin-

der with automatic reduction valve, usu-

ally constructed on the diaphragm prin-

ciple, thus assuring positive regulation of

pressure. This valve is fitted with a pres-

sure gauge, rubber hose and decarboniz-

ing torch with shut-off and flexible tube

for insertion into the chamber from which

the carbon is to be removed. An asbestos

swab is also useful for swabbing out the

inside of the cylinder with kerosene previ-

ous to starting the operation. The action

consists in the stream of oxygen burning

the carbon to a fine dust when the dust

can be blown out. The swab may be used

to ignite the gas in the cylinder in place of

using a match or taper. There is usually

a considerable display of sparks, but they

will not set fire to the grease and oil.

When the burning ceases the carbon has

been removed.

Testing of Boilers and Their Acces-

sories.

L. D., Scranton, Pa., writes: After

giving a boiler a hydrostatic test is it

necessary to inspect the other parts of

the boiler, or would the hydrostatic be

enough? (2) How much greater pressure

is applied on a boiler than it is supposed

to carry at the working pressure? A.

—

(1) All the attachments of the boiler

should be carefully examined and refitted

if necessary. (2) Twenty-five per cent.

It may be noted that copies of the loco-

motive inspection rules may be had on ap-

plication to Mr. Frank McManamy, Chief

Inspector of Locomotive Boilers, Inter-

state Commerce Commission, Washing-

ton, D. C.

Trouble in Charging Freight Train.

P. V. B. Holloway, Ohio, writes: I

am having some trouble with the air

brakes on an engine, the Ciigineer re-

ports that be cannot pump up the pres-

sure in the brake system of a 50-car train

with the brake valve handle in running

position, and must use full release posi-

tion in order to maintain the pressure in

the brake pipe. With the lone engine or

engine and five cars, the pressures are

pumped up to 70 and 90 pounds, but the

brake pipe cannot be charged on a longer

train. Engine is equipped with the G-6

brake valve, B-6 feed valve and the ex-

cess pressure governor top. Could you

tell me where to look for this trouble?

A.—You are, no doubt, aware, and the

engineer should be, that with the excess

pressure governor top it is necessary to

charge a long train with the brake valve

handle in release position, for when the

brake valve is placed in running position

the brake pipe pressure is absorbed by the

triple valve feed grooves at a faster rate

than it can pass through the feed valve,

then with a large capacity air compressor,

the air pressure is accumulated in the

main reservoir at a faster rate than it

can flow through the feed valve, and as a

result the pressure under the diaphragm

of the excess pressure governor top be-

comes more than 20 pounds higher than

the pressure above the diaphragm, which

is brake pipe pressure, and the diaphragm

valve is unseated and the governor stops

the compressors, until such time as the

feed valve can build the brake pipe pres-

sure up to within 20 pounds of that in

the main reservoir, hence to avoid this

action, release position of the brake valve

is used for charging the brake system of

a long train.

If, however, the pressure cannot be

maintained after the auxiliary reservoirs

are charged, it indicates that the pressure

is leaving the brake pipe at a faster rate

than it can flow through the feed valve,

whether this is due to brake pipe leakage

or to a defective feed valve or a restric-

tion to the flow of air pressure to

the feed valve, provided that the pres-

sures are correctly adjusted and the air

gages are correct.

As the train can be charged with the

valve handle in release position it proves

that the brake pipe is unobstructed, and

that the diaphragm valve of the governor

is not stuck open, therefore we would
suggest that you first see that the air

gage is correct, and the difference be-

tween brake pipe pressure is at least 20

pounds, as compared with main reservoir

pressure, this for the reason that the

tension of the supply valve piston spring

of the feed valve is as much as 7

pounds, and other slight disorders of the

feed valve may require as much as 12

pounds difference in pressure to operate

it, that is, if the air gage was 10 pounds
out (either heavy on the brake pipe hand
or light on the main reservoir hand) the

feed valve could not be expected to op-

erate correctly.

When this is known to be correct, re-

place the feed valve by one known by

test to be in good condition, e.xamine

the ports in the brake valve leading to

the feed valve for an obstruction (ports

f and i) and see that the excess pressure

governor top is operating correctly, and

vour trouble will doubtles be overcome.

Repairing Air Pump Heads.

W. H. B., St. Louis, Mo., writes: (1)

What is generally considered to be the

most economical practice that can be fol-

lowed in overhauling the top head of the

914-inch air pumps to rebush the main

valve bushing and the left main valve

cylinder head and maintain a standard

size of piston rings or to merely rebore

these parts and use larger than standard

pistons and rings? (2) What is con-

sidered to be the best practice in over-

hauling the top head of the cross com-

pound compressor? A.— (1) We have

no figures upon which to base a definite

answer to your first question, and an

accurate answer would depend somewhat

upon the kind of a machine shop in which

the pump head is to be repaired, but we
favor the method of reboring and using a

size larger main valve piston and rings,

for the reason that the main valve pistons

will become too small for use from wear

and the grooves will be worn, therefore a

new piston can be purchased a size larger

for the same price as the standard size,

which will avoid the actual necessity for

rebushing the parts. Just how many sizes

of pistons should be used or how many

times the bushing may be rebored before

it should be scrapped is also a matter

that is open to discussion, but by the time

the bushing is rebored twice in steps of

1/16 the valve seat will generally be

found to be worn and filed down pretty

w-ell so that very little further service is

lost by scrapping the valve. The left main

valve cylinder head is not so expensive

and after two reborings no great loss will

result in scrapping it, while the purchase

of new pistons of different sizes will en-

able the storekeeper to maintain a stand-

ard width of main valve piston rings,

which is very desirable. (2) Inasmuch

as bushings are furnished by the air brake

company for the left main valve cylinder

head as well as for the large piston end

of the head and the main valve, that can

be pressed or driven into place without

any turning or fitting, and on account of

the comparatively low cost of the main

valve bushing, experiments made so far

indicate that the most economical method

is to renew these bushings when worn to

such an extent that new rings should not

be fitted and that the main valve piston

and rings should be maintained a stand-

ard .size. We have never attempted to
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rebush the main valve Inishing of the

cross compound pump on account of its

comparatively small cost and for the rea-

son that it can be removed or replaced

without the necessity of doing any ma-

chine work.

provided that the air pipes are correctly

connected, report the air gages to be

tested and the feed valve to be cleaned

and tested at tlie end of the trip.

Pump Governor Trouble.

A. H. C, Wilmington. N. C, writes: I

am running an engine equipped with the

No. 6 E. T. brake and two 95^-inch air

pumps and we have a separate line of

pipe running from the main reservoir to

the pilot and to the rear of the tender

where in coupling up to another engine in

double heading the head man can use the

main reservoir volume and the air pumps

of both engines. We haul as many as 125

cars with the two engines and when I am
on the second engine of a double header

I notice that during a release of brakes

the pumps on the second engine stop and

will not start tor a long time after those

on the first engine. Will you please tell

me what causes the pumps to stop and

what arrangement can be made to prevent

this? A. The pumps are stopped by the

action of the excess pressure governor

top, because for some reason the diflfer-

ence in pressure between tliat in the main

reservoir and that on top of the dia-

phragms in the excess pressure top is

greater than the tension of the regu-

lating spring of the excess pressure gov-

ernor top, that is. the main reservoir

pressure is more than 20 pounds higher

than the pressure in the excess pressure

pipe. This is usually caused by a de-

fective feed valve in combination with a

small leak in the feed valve pipe or its

connections, and with troubles of this

kind it should be remembered that the

air gages, through being inaccurate, may
not show the actual difference in pressure

that may exist and that the tension of the

supply valve piston spring of the feed

valve ranges from about ~ to 12 pounds

in difference in pressure. Tlicre is also a

possibility of the pipe connections being

wrong, that is, the brake pipe gage pipe

may have been connected to the excess

pressure top of the governor and the

black hand of the small air gage may
have been connected with the feed valve

pipe ; this, however, would be noticed as

soon as the engine is alone as the black

hand of the small gage would not fall

when a brake pipe reduction is made.

L'nder such conditions you would keep

your pumps in operation by placing the

automatic brake valve on lap position,

which will cut off the main reservoir

pressure from the excess pressure gov-

ernor top. Probably you have been in-

structed to assist the head engineer in

making a stop by holding on your driver

brake to assist him in holding in the train

slack during a release of brakes, then in-

stead of using the independent valve for

this purpose, use the automatic valve, and

Defective Type L Triple Valve.

W. Pj. a., Jacksonville, Ela., writes:

What is the eflfect of a leaky by-pass

valve in the type L triple valve and how

can the leaky valve be detected on a car

in a train? .\.— It depends upon whether

or not the supplementary reservoir is cut

in. If the supplementary reservoir of the

LN equipment is not in use a leaky by-

pass valve of the L triple valve will have

no eflfect whatever on the operation of

the brake and the leaky valve cannot be

detected from the brake operation on a

train of cars. If, however, the supple-

mentary reservoir is in use, a leaky by-

pass valve will admit supplementary res-

ervoir pressure to the auxiliary reservoir.

When the pressure in the auxiliary reser-

voir is lower than that in the supplemen-

tary reservoir, and as this condition ex-

ists during a service brake application,

the leakage into the auxiliary reservoir

results in a higher brake cylinder pressure

than was intended, tending to produce

slid flat wlieels and during the release

of such a brake the supplementary reser-

voir pressure leaking into the auxiliary

reservoir, tends to prevent the triple valve

from being moved t.j release position thus

causing stuck brakes and other air brake

disorders. A leaky by-pass valve in a

triple valve in a train of cars can be de-

tected by liaving a 20-lb. brake pipe reduc-

tion made, and if tlie safety valve of one

triple valve opens shortly after the brake

valve reduction ceases and continues to

"pop" while none of the rest open, it is

an indication that the by-pass valve of

that triple valve is leaking. Under this

condition, all brake cylinders receive

about 50 lbs. pressure as a result of the

20-lb. reduction then the leaky by-pass

valve continues to leak air pressure into

the auxiliary reservoir, which in turn

moves the triple valve to admit this

amount into the brake cylinder which in

a short time raises the brake cylinder

pressure up to the adjustment of the

safety valve : this is of course assuming

that the leakage past the defective valve

is of a sufficient volume or that the brake

cylinder leather or connections do not

leak at the same rate tliat the l)y-pass

valve is leaking into the auxiliary reser-

that is, during the time that elapses be-

tween the movement of the brake valve

to release position and the complete re-

charge of the auxiliary reservoirs subse-

quent to another brake application? A.—
We do not think that there is, as with

all modern brake equipments the auxiliary

reservoir is charged at the same rate as

the brake pipe pressure is increased. With

the L.N. equipment this recharge for the

auxiliary reservoir is from the supple-

mentary reservoir on the car, and with

the P.C. equipment the service reservoir

is recharged from the emergency reser-

voir after a release of brakes, and with

the U.C. equipment, the recharge for the

auxiliary reservoir is taken from the

quick recharge or emergency reservoir.

There are, however, times, especially

during a transition period, when these

features are not employed, but even so,

there is no element of danger encoun-

tered as even with the high speed brake

of twenty years ago, a full service brake

pipe reduction still leaves 90 lbs. pressure

in the auxiliary reservoir so that a case

of emergency following immediately after

a service reduction enables the engineer

to almost instantly raise the brake cylin-

der pressure to the adjustment of the

high speed reducing valve, which is

60 lbs.

Granted that there is a possibility of

some passenger trains being operated with

but 70 lbs. brake pipe pressure, the ele-

ment of safety is not so pronounced, but

this is no fault of the brake equipment,

and with all modern brake equipments, a

feature is, "Full emergency braking power

at any time" during or following a serv-

ice brake application.

Recharge of Passenger

F. R. K.. Ludlow. Ky..

an interested reader of

Locomotive Exgixeerint..

.\ir Brake Department, an

to ask you if it is not a

is a certain time after a

application in which a pas

not under the control of

Bells.

Bells have been employed in associa-

tion with religious worship since the

early days of Egypt. Cymbals and hand

bells and small crotals served for the

.festival of Isis. Aaron and other Jewish

high priests wore bells of gold upon their

raiment. In camp and garrison the

Greeks employed bells. The Romans an-

nounced the hour of bathing by their

melody. Copper and tin. the old compo-

sition, is still regarded as the best bell

metal. Steel has been tried, but does not

make a successful bell. Glass bells are

mellow and beautiful in tone, but the

material is too fragile. The one metal

which is impossible is that which every-

body imagines makes the best bell

—

silver.

Car Brakes.

writes : I am
R.MLW.W .\NI)

especially the

d I would like

fact that there

service brake

senger train is

tlie engineer;

The Railroad Wages Question.

The Chamber of Commerce of the

L^nited States has ordered a referendum

to be taken on a proposal to ask Congress

to call upon the Interstate Commerce
Commission to investigate at once the

demands of railway employees for higher

pay.
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Cylinder Condensation.

We consider that Uie most recent meth-

ods employed in adding extra heat to the

steam used by locomotives is the greatest

improvement efifected on that form of

steam engine since William Hedley first

built an engine capable of moving cars

over a railway. When the hot steam from

the boiler enters the cylinder a certain

amount of condensation of the steam en-

sues, due to the cooling effects of the cold

metal of the cylinders, which causes

serious reduction of efficiency. Kinnear

Clark, the famous Scotch engineer who
made exhaustive experiments on the lo-

comotive, asserted that the loss from cyl-

inder condensation sometimes amounted

to as high as 50 per cent, of the steam

passing from the boilers.

Ever since the engineering world came

to understand how serious were the heat

losses due to cylinder condensation, all

sorts of attempts have been made to

prevent that waste of heat, but in the

case of the locomotive no real remedy

was ever found until inventors resorted

to the modern practice of superheating

the steam before it was allowed to touch

the metal of the cylinders. In stationary

engine practice steam jacketing the cyl-

ip.ders has been very successfully resorted

t'l and has proved a real success, but sim-

ilar inventions have failed when applied

to locomotives. George Richards, inven-

tor of the well-known safety valve, and

I'rank F. Hemenway, author of the well-

known book on the steam engine Indi-

cator, both held decided views concern-

ing the heat loss due to cylinder conden-

sation, and they secured the use of a lo-

comotive from a leading railroad and

conducted most exhaustive experiments

on methods of superheating the cylinders.

They succeeded by passing exhaust gases

in raising the temperature of the cylin-

ders higher than the incoming steam, but

yet they failed to prevent cylinder con-

densation or to reduce the fuel consump-

tion. The writer, while running a loco-

motive on a railway in Iowa, devised an

arrangement for passing the fuel gases

around the cylinders and it appeared to

operate all right so far as heating the

cylinder was concerned, but it did not

reduce the coal consumption.

Saturated steam is constantly on the

dew point, and on the least portion of

the heat of vaporization being taken

away, a corresponding portion of the

steam falls into water just as it acts on

a large scale in a condenser. In fact all

steam cylinders act as condensers to a

j;reater or less extent, and some of them

appear to be more efificient as a means

of converting steam into water than as

a means of transforming the heat of

steam into mechanical energy. When
steam returns to its original condition of

water, it loses its power to perform

mechanical work in the cylinders, there-

fore the percentage of steam that con-

denses in the cylinders represents so

much loss of power.

Although it is impracticable to make a

cylinder receive and exhaust steam with-

out other loss than that converted into

mechanical work, the scientific world has

labored continually to make the heat

losses as low as possible, and the practice

of superheating the steam before it en-

ters the cylinders has been most success-

ful. Numerous insuperable obstacles

stand in the way of admitting steam

without loss or diminution of pressure

into a cylinder made of conductive ma-

terials, or to exhaust it without back

pressure.

The serious losses that occur in the

sleam engine cylinder through condensa-

tion has been well known to steam en-

gineers for years, yet the men who have

been responsible for leaving the locomo-

tive cylinders badly exposed to refrigera-

ting influences have been very slow to

realize the extent of waste caused there-

by. Steam jacketing is impracticable for

locomotives, but good lagging is not, and

there are few locomotives that have their

cylinders so well protected by that means

as they might be, but the real remedy for

cylinder condensation is putting extra

heat into the steam before it enters the

cylinders.

Questions relating to heat, steam, elec-

tricity, hydraulics, pneumatics, and all

other lines connected with engineering

science have been exhaustively investi-

gated con amour by many men of com-

manding ability and monumental indus-

try. Their discoveries are all open to

men who keep themselves in touch with

current lines of progress. While investi-

gating the action of steam driving a

piston it is sometimes necessary to assume

tb.at steam can be admitted without loss

of heat or diminution of pressure into a

cylinder made of conductive material, or

to exhaust it without back pressure; and

tc render clear certain calculations re-

specting the manipulation of steam, it is

Convenient to assume that other im-

practicable operations are possible. Many
valuable and interesting laws, facts and

figures relating to the behaviour and ac-

tion of steam which the engineering

world accepts as being absolutely correct,

could not be demonstrated with any de-

gree of accuracy in the ordinary practical

working of the steam engine. They are

the discoveries and calculations of physi-

cists and mathematicians who have de-

voted laborious and special investigation

to the subject, aided by ingeniously de-

signed apparatus. To such investigations

are due all the facts known about cylin-

der condensation and the merits of super-

heating.

No theory of the steam engine can

have any value which is not based on the

fact of cylinder condensation, by the in-

teracting of the metal, and on the varia-

tions in the quantity of that condensation

due to different conditions. Nothing else

will explain the results of steam en-

gineering, and here the properties of mat-

ter must be considered in connection with

abstract laws if practical results are to

he predicted or even understood.

Superficial Efforts of Heat.

It is true of almost every body—the

solid, the liquid or the gaseous—that the

addition of heat causes expansion, but it

is also true that with almost every body,

at the initial periods of change of state

from the solid to the liquid, or from the

liquid to the gaseous, there is an absorp-

tion or disappearance of the heat which

may be put into it, which heat can only

be made to reappear when the body is

allowed or compelled to resume the solid

state.
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Solids cx]);iiul by llic addilinn of heat,

though in less proportion than gases. An
instance familiar to those of us who are

engineers is afforded when wc have to

deal with a cast-iron steam pipe of great

length, subjected as steam pipes are to

considerable variations of temperature.

We know that in a pipe of a length of

800 feet we have to allow for a variety

of, roughly, one foot for each difference

of 200 degrees l'"ahr. of temperature to

which the pipe will be exposed.

The effect of variations of temperature

is familiar to all oliservcrs in the ordi-

nary mercurial thermometer, llcat causes

the liquid mercury to expand or dilate,

cold causes it to contract. The expan-

sions of the steam pipe and of the mer-

cury, however, are small in comparison

with the expansion of gases, steam, air,

or whatever they may be, for an equal

increase of temperature.

High Voltage in Railway Service.

The American Institute of Electrical

Engineers publisli in the .April issue of

its proceedings an excellent paper pre-

sented by Mr. C. Renshaw, in the course

of which it is pointed out that much

higher voltages than at present in use

have been shown to be practicable. The

paper deals with the fundamental differ-

ences in apparatus for 1,200 or 1,500 volts

as compared with the former 600-volt

standards, and points to the comparative

ease with which the increase was made,

and suggests the employment of still

higher voltages.

From a technical standpoint there was

apparently no particular difficulty in do-

ing this, and one line installed so as to

operate 2,400 volts, has had a remarkably

successful record. From a general stand-

point, however, while the results have

been welcome as a contribution to the de-

velopment of the art, suitable applications

for this particular voltage are apparently

somewhat lacking. It has tlie inherent

disadvantage of requiring apparatus which

departs too widely from the existing

standards with which the operating

forces have become familiar, as well as

of not lending itself to interchangeable

operation over 600-volt lines. For heavy

traction, on the other hand, this voltage

is much too low to solve the problem in

a sufficiently comprehensive way to at-

tract the investment of capital in electrifi-

cation. Even 3,000 volts, while overcom-

ing the later disadvantage to some extent,

does not do so completely. It is regret-

table also that both 2,400 and 3.000 volts

have been employed and that in carrying

on the upward progress in d-c. voltages,

1,500-volt apparatus was not used at once

for coupling in series, for carrying on the

geometric progression, without the inter-

mediate 2,400-volt step.

The general limits upon which stand-

ard practice in any industry ordinarily

settles are usually fixed Ijy broad eco-

nomic considerations rather than by

physical limitations. It is entirely possi-

ble for instance to operate trains at maxi-

mum speeds of 90 miles per hour or more,

yet the maximum ordinarily attained is

from 60 to 80 miles per hour. Physically

speaking, also, interurban cars can be run

at s[)ecds similar to these, yet the general

average on such roads is from 50 to 60

miles per hour. These values have been

established by gradual increases from

lower ones until without any conscious

effort, standardization has been auto-

matically secured.

In the voltages which may be employed

with the d-c. railway system, there is

some tendency toward this same pro-

cedure. If no efforts were made to the

contrary, it is not improbable that start-

ing from the voltage of 3,000, which we

have today on tlie Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul, we would next hear of the em-

ployment of 3.600 volts, then possibly

4,200 volts, and so on up in correspond-

Mig steps. Sooner or later, however, a

point would be reached where, by com-

mon consent, these increases would stop

just as this has happened in the matter

of speeds.

While in a way, such a procedure

would be the conservative and natural

way for progress to come about in the

use of higher d-c. voltages, its disadvan-

tages are too obvious to require mention.

The apparently more radical plan of try-

ing to select in advance the voltage at

which such increases would naturally stop

and of going at once to this voltage would

hence seem to be the more rational and

really the more conservative as far as

the general good of the industry is con-

cerned. It has been with this idea in

view that the efforts toward the use of

direct current at 5.000 volts are being put

forth. With practical apparatus for this

voltage available, the problems of dis-

tributing and collecting the necessary

power for the largest locomotives likely

to be required can be readily solved so

that although further increases might be

possible, they should be entirely unneces-

sary.

to seize the opportunity that the law per-

mitted of raising the rates, but that they

have refused to do, and it has left the

commission in an awkward dilemma.

Proceedings have been instituted to com-

pel the railways to raise their rates, and

that has raised a tumult among shippers

who prefer to have their transportation

performed at the lowest rates the law

allows.

The habits of freight shippers have al-

ways been to do all in their power to in-

duce the Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion to do all in their power to reduce

freight rates, it has been always under-

stood that the commission was particu-

larly friendly to shippers, but now the

same shippers are howling for protection

from what used to be their peculiar

friend, the commission, and delivered into

the hands of their old time enemies, the

railways.

Commenting upon this subject, the

New York Times says : "The tangle

seems inextricable, but not for that rea-

son sliould regulation be despaired of.

The politicians will be the last to allow

the quarrel to be composed. Their inter-

est lies in agitation, and in befriending

the shippers against the extortions of the

railways. That was the popular view to

take when the shippers were distressed

and the railways were too prosperous.

N'ow the shippers' profits are limited by

the accommodations the prostrate rail-

ways are unable to increase. Abuses

should not be condoned, principles should

not be abandoned. But contentions and

debatable questions might well be soft-

pedaled for a while. Railways and ship-

pers might make a short circuit, and put

politicians, courts and commissions out

of business by settling their own disputes

between themselves."

Curious Rates Dispute.

-A curious conflict has arisen between

tlie railways of tliis country and the In-

terstate Commerce Commission. The

Panama Canal was closed during some

months of last year. During that time

the Interstate Commerce Commission al-

lowed the railways to reduce rates to

meet water competition. Meanwhile wa-

ter freights so advanced throughout the

world on account of the war that the

conditions of competition made the re-

duction of railway rates unnecessary, the

water rates being higher than those

charged by the railways. The expecta-

tion was that the railwavs would hasten

The Reading Youngster.

The young fireman who wishes to learn

his business, and aims to acquire all there

is to learn about it ; and the ambitious ap-

prentice boy in a machine shop who ac-

quires a taste for reading the literature

that deals with the work they are engaged

doing are to be envied by youths whose

minds never stray beyond the literature of

the ball game. The reading young man
apprentice, fireman or brakeman finds the

literature of his business full of novelties

that attract and amuse, while all the time

he is imbibing instruction that may become

valuable capital in after years. .\ famous

engineer writer, noted for his rare expe-

rience and good sense, says

:

"The apprentice in a machine shop with

an inclination toward reading engineering

literature finds in the simplest every-day

matter a subject of novelty to himself,

and in the course of time his mind be-

comes stocked with material gathered

there item by item, each one as old as the

hills to the w^orld, but as fresh as the

daisies to him.
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"An apprentice boy sits on a block at

noon, reading a mechanical paper, and is

thorouglily interested in an illustrated ar-

ticle on lining up engine guides. Some

old, gray-haired fellow looks over his

shoulder, gets a general idea of the illus-

tration, and sneeringly remarks to the

boy: 'Pshaw! that thing's a thousand

years old. Is that what you fellows read

about in them papers?' If the boy is

smart, he will reply: 'I am 14 years old

and this is the first I ever knew about

this guide business. How old were you

when you found it out?'

"When this same boy gets to be. say,

50 years old, he may possibly become dis-

gusted with this kind of shop literature,

and begin to think that the editor is fool-

ish for putting such old things in the pa-

per, thinking they can be passed ofif as

novelties. He may forget his own expe-

rience.

"Professional literature forms the an-

nals of professional progress. The arti-

san's literature is not and need not be con-

secutive in any of its arrangement. It

presents a series of items which each in-

dividual arranges in his own mind for his

own independent annals of progress."

We have among our readers the ap-

prentice boy and the old workman, also

the fireman and the old engineer. Behind

them are the men of other years who will

not suffer from having old stories told in

new words. Men forget things so quickly

that old memories will stand feeding with

the old knowledge that is new to the

vounger generation.

lion of the machine revealed nothing

wrong. There was no appearance of

anything being broken. I started up

again and all went well as long as steam

was used, but on the throttle being

closed the pounding began again. Ex-

perience had taught me where to locate

the trouble. It was on the right-hand

cylinder and I concluded that the piston

was striking the head when steam was
shut off. On close e.xamination 1 found

llial to be the case. When using steam

llie piston was held back so that it did

not strike tlie head. Putting in a liner

tnded the trouble.

The difficulties that arose connected

with the testing of new firemen makes
:inc ther edifying story.

A Mysterious Pound.

Some years ago the writer had a day

run on a line in Illinois, that is a run

of fifty miles enabled him to make the

trip and return to headquarters every

day. The master mechanic took in his

head one day that I possessed unusual

opportunities for breaking in new fire-

men and for making testing trips with

engines newly out of the shop. The
experience so gained was valuable and

diverse, but three months of it made
me ready for permanent retirement.

The general repairs were done in a

painfully superficial manner and I found

that some of the engines newly out of

the shop were really in need of a gen-

eral overhauling. The repairs consisted

generally of what was called a round-

house rebuild—guides closed, rod

brasses reduced and stack painted. The
engine crew was then told that the

engine was good to be kept on the

road for two years.

On the first trip that I had one of

those engines breaking in she crawled

up hill without making any fuss, but

when the train began to drop down
the hill the engine proceeded to pro-

duce a succession of pounds that made
me conclude that she had broken a

frame or a driving axle. .•\n examina-

Superstitions of Enginemen.

A hazardous occupation has a tenden-

cy to make people engaged upon it

superstitious, yet there are few really

superstitious men among locomotive

engineers, although some of them be-

lieve in such absurdities as certain en-

gines being unluck)', when there is one

accident there are surely to be three,

etc. A good many of those half-devel-

oped beliefs are inherited by firemen

from old engineers. That some certain

engine may have had more accidents

than others is no reason why it should

continue to have them. People who are

inclined to be superstitious will be sure

to mention the fact that an engine

which fell through a bridge came out

of the shop on a Friday if she did, but

always forget to count up the other

wrecked engines that did not come out

of the shop on that unlucky day. They
also forget to count up the many mis-

haps that come singly, but let three of

them come together and then the "I

told you so's" are thick.

The writer was in the oftice of a

master mechanic once when a young
engineer applied for a position. The
master mechanic looked at him for a

minute and said: "I have nothing for

you unless you are willing to run an

unlucky engine. The 79 has been run-

ning only two years and has killed three

engineers and been rebuilt twice. The
boys call her the 'man killer.' She

will be out of the shop tomorrow and

not a man on the division wants her."

"I would rather have her than any
old engine you've got. I don't believe

in spooks," said the engineer.

The master mechanic was favorably

impressed by the position taken by that

engineer and gave him the so-called un-

lucky engine. That was three years

ago and he has been running that and

other engines ever since without any
mishap.

A bridge that wants to burn or a

freshet ready to wash out the track

will not wait for any particular engine.

Don't be superstitious, boys, for that

brings discomfort without increasing

safity.

Book Reviews.

Locomotive Dictionary—Compiled and
edited by Roy V. Wright and George
-Mitchell, 962 pages, cloth.

The fourth edition of this important

wnrk has just been published by Sim-

mons- Boardman Publishing Company,

.Vcw York, and contains 962 pages, be-

ing more than 400 pages larger than tlie

edition of 1912. In comparing the previ-

ous edition with that just issued one is

amazed at the number and variety of

new devices embracing important im-

provements on the modern locomotive

which the book presents in thousands of

illustrations, and also valuable descriptive

matter, and it is safe to say that at no

period of the development of the locomo-

tive has such real progress been made.

The older editions are therefore, prop-

erly speaking, of little value to those who
desire to keep advised as to the latest

details in locomotives and their attach-

ments. As is well known, only a few

\ ears ago an increase in the hauling

power of the locomotive was obtained

iTiostly by an increase in size with little

or no consideration of those devices

which today are essential to the econom-

ical use of high-powered locomotives.

Many of the chief organic changes in

construction have been made possible by

the marked improvement of special alloy

steel resulting in a reduction in the

weight of many of the parts, with lighter

counterbalancing, and a considerable in-

crease to the possible wheel load. Hence

the necessity had arisen to completely

revise the book. Not only so, but there

are entirely new sections devoted to

gasoline engines, pulverized fuel, systems

of combustion, electric and compressed

air devices, and other details until re-

cently practically unknown. To this is

added an important section setting forth

special tools used in construction and

repair so that the book contains all that

is now known of American locomotive

design and construction. The illustra-

tions are of the best, while the letter

press is excellent. The McGraw-Hill

Book Company, New York, are the sell-

ing agents, and the price of the book in

cloth co\crs is $4.00.

Statistics of Common Carriers—230

pages. Paper covers.

The fifth annual volume of this book

issued by the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission presents in detail the statistics in

regard to the income and operating ex-

penses of all of the railways in .\merica

having operating revenues of over $1,000.-

000 a year. The principal express com-

panies and the Pullman company are also

classified. Copies of the book may be had

from the Superintendent of Documents,

Government Printing Office, Washington,

D. C. Price 35 cents per copy.
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Locomotive Running Repairs
By JAMES KENNEDY

VIII.—Fitting and Refitting a Throttle Valve and Its Conncftions

Tlic balanced throttle valve in various

forms has long ago taken its proper place

as one of the nearly perfected attach-

ments of the modern locomotive, and in

point of constructive detail it admiralily

meets the requirements of the situation.

If it has a fault it is in the cheap ma-

terial of which it is generally constructed.

It is a matter of regret that so many
leaky throttle valves are to be contended

with, and while it is to be feared that

many of our railroad machinists do not

give the thought and attention to the

grinding and fitting and adjustment of

the throttle valve that they might do if

possessed of more serious consideration.

Indeed it has not infrequently been ob-

served that when locomotives are placed

in the shop for general repairs the

throttle valve will be found to be per-

fectly tight, the valve and seat having be-

come finally fitted to each otiier by the

mere force of attrition. After soine skilled

mechanic has spent some time to no good

purpose in refitting it, the valve will be

found leaking and will continue leaking

until it refits itself. It would be idle,

however, to assume that if the valve had

been left alone it would have remained

tight, as it is more than likely that the

variations in the degrees of hardness in

the metal composing the valve seat had

caused some degree of irregularity which

the simple turning around of the valve,

if such a change happened in the course

of examination, would materially disturb.

Those acquainted with the varying de-

grees of hardness in castings of irregular

thickness need hardly be reminded that

the throttle pipe or stand pipe, as it is

frequently called, is of much greater

thickness on that portion of the casting

where it is attached to the brace in the

dome than it is on the portion furthest

removed from the brace and which forms

the rim on the valve seat. This variation

in the thickness of the metal affects the

wearing quality of the valve seat and

valve very materially. Such variation in

the hardness of castings are more readily

observed in the wear of cylinders where

the thick walls of the cylinders adjacent

to the frames are softer than the thinner

outer walls of the cylinders. Those who
are familiar with the operation of boring

f ut cylinders have, no doubt, observed

the greater degree of wear of the thicker

sides of the cylinders. In grinding and
refitting a throttle valve it will be seen,

after the first application of the oil and

emery, that the wear has been greater on

the thicker side of the valve seat, a por-

tion of the bearing verj- likely remaining

untouched.

In grinding the valve, particular care

sb.ould be taken that the mechanic doing

the job should not remain long in one
position, nor allow the valve to remain
long in the same relation to position on

the valve spindle. The tendency to e.xert

pressure in other than an exactly vertical

direction is very great, and the pernicious

efTcct of this is obviated if the mechanic

moves around the dome instead of fixedly

seating himself in one place. The valve

should be raised from the seat every few
turns, and it is not necessary at any time

to exert much weight upon the grindmg
spindle.

It is generally believed that the upper
or larger area of the valve bearing should

be left somewhat lighter than the lower

bearing, as the expansion of the metal
when heated under high steam pressure,

THROTTLE V.\LVE .-\XD CONNECTION.

must be greater than in the lower bear-

ing. It should be remembered, however,

that is also true of the bearing as well

as of the valve. The bearing will ex-

pand equally with the valve, so that any

allowance for this cause should not be

seriously considered.

Among the various tests as to the

tightness of the joints after grinding, the

air test, if convenient, is very simple and

reliable. Chalk or pencil marks are also

good tests, if the valve be placed in the

proper position and slightly moved. If

turned a complete revolution, the test is

of no value, as in making a revolution all

the parts of the face of the valve will

touch somewhere. It is well that from
the beginning of the operation of fitting,

the front and back of the valve should

be definitely marked, as a change of posi-

tion in the final testing of the fit ma-
terially aflfects the perfect fit of the valve

to the bearing.

Of importance also is the careful fitting

of the throttle rod and its attachments.

We need hardly remark that it is the

steam pressure that closes the balanced

valve. The lever and throttle rod should

be so adjusted that when conntcled to

the valve crank, the crank should strike

the projection usually providcjd on the

stand pipe before the lever has reached
the end of the rack or quadrant. It is

good practice to stop in the third or
fourth notch from the end, as the accu-
mulating lost motion arising from long
service gradually brings the lever further

toward the end of the rack. In this posi-

tion the valve spindle should be fitted

v.'ith a slight opening at the shoulder un-
derneath as well as at the washer or nut
on the top of the spindle. The amount of
opening need not exceed a thickness of
paper, but it should be sufficient to avoid
any possibility of the throttle rod tight-

ening the valve spindle on the valve. It

should be noted that the pins are all

thoroughly fitted to their connections and
properly kept in place by cotter pins.

In conclusion it may be added that
after completing the fitting of the throttle

valve and lever and throttle rod. which
should all be done by one skilled me-
chanic, thereby avoiding any divided re-

sponsibility, the throttle lever should bi;

disconnected until the engine is ready to
he fired up and out of the shop. The ten-
dency among unskilled railroad men, and
others, who get access to the cab of a
locomotive, is to move the throttle out of
mere idle curiosity. -Ml engineers know
how to open and shut a throttle valve:
many others do not. Sometimes mana-
gers and superintendents and their satel-

lites do—not also.

In conclusion it may be added that
while reference has only been made to
the common form of throttle valve, there
are in operation several improved forms
of throttle valves, among which the
Chamber's compensating throttle valve
is growing in popular favor, and all of
which are possessed of clever improve-
ments calculated to meet the growing'
requirements of modern locomotive serv-
ice.

Some of these devices are intended to
maintain lubrication while the locomotive
is drifting with the steam shut off, and
are automatic in action, and all are easily

understood by the skilled meckanic who
is familiar with the ordinary throttle

valve and its connections.

Removing Paint from Iron

Many experiments have shown that a
paint softener made of one pound of lime
to four pounds of potash mixed with six

quarts of water will have the desired
effect as quickly as many more costly

preparations.
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Mikado Type Locomotives for the Raritan River

Railroad, and Mikado Locomotives for the

Lehigh & Hudson River Railway
1 he main line of the Raritan River

Railroad extends from South Amboy
to New Brunswick, N. J., a distance of

12.3 miles. It serves a busy industrial

section and has direct connections

with two important trunk lines; so that,

although the mileage operated is small,

the road handles a large amount of im-

portant business, both freight and pas-

senger. During the past year traffic

has been increasing to an unusual ex-

tent; and the company has recently

purchased, from the Baldwin Locomo-
tive Works, five Mikado type locomo-

tives, one of which is shown in the

accompanying illustration.

The greater part of the traffic on this

line has heretofore been worked by
Consolidation type locomotives. The
new engines are similar to the Consoli-

dations in several respects, but they

they can be safely used on spurs and

branch lines. They operate on curves

of 20 degrees. Three of them are

equipped with train signal and steam

heal, and can be used in passenger

service if necessary.

The boiler is of the straight top type,

with a wide firebox which contains a

security sectional arch. The longitu-

dinal seams have a strength equal to

90 per cent, of the solid plate. Two
rows of Baldwin expansion stays sup-

port the front end of the crown, and
700 flexible bolts are installed in the

breakage zone. The auxiliary dome is

placed over an opening of sufficient size

to enable a man to enter the boiler for

inspection purposes. The throttle valve

is of the latest Rushton design, with

auxiliary drifting valve.

The machinery details include cast

they are required to do a considerable

amount of backing and switching.

Further particulars are given in the

following dimensions :

Gauge, 4 ft. 8^2 ins.; cylinders, 20 x
24 ins.; valves, balanced slide.

Boiler—Type, straight; diameter, 68

ins. ; thickness of sheets, ^'i in. ; work-
ing pressure, 200 lbs.; fuel, soft coal;

staying, radial.

Fire Box—Material, steel; length,

96"^ ins.; width, 66J4 ins.; depth, front,

69 ins.; back, 58 J4 ins.; thickness of

sheets, sides, ^ in. ; back, 5/16 in. ; crown,

>8 in.; tube, yi in.

Water Space—Front, 4 ins.; sides, S'/i

ins.; back, Syi ins.

Tubes—Diameter, 2 ins.; material,

iron; thickness. No. 11 W. G.; number,
290; length. 18 ft. 2 ins.

J
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Lehigh & Hudson River Railway.

The Baldwin Locoiiiutivc \\(jrks has rc-

•cently built for the Lchinh & Hudson
River Railway four supcrluatcr Mikado
type locomotives, which represent a con-

siderable increase in capacity over the

heaviest locomotives heretofore used on

this road. These locomotives will be used

in handling heavy freight and coal traffic.

The line is laid with rails woiKhing 80 and

100 pounds per yard, and has grades of

50 feet per mile. The heaviest locomo-

tives previously built for this road by the

Baldwin Locomotive Works were of the

Consolidation type, and their leading di-

mensions, compared with those of the new
Mikados, are as follows

:

Considering each square foot of super-

heating surface equivalent to Ul square

feet of water evaporating surface, the

total equivalent heating surface of the <'

Mikado type locomotives is 5,601 sc|. ft.

As compared witli the Consolidation, the

Drivers, Steam Grate
T.vpe Cylinders Diain. Pressure .-Vrea

Consolidation . . . 22" x 28" 55" 200 7,=;.

6

Mikado 25"x30" 56" 190 100

air over the entire surface of the grate

will he practically uniform. The grate

work is firmly su[)ported from the mud-
ring and from one transverse cross-tie,

there being no supporting studs in the fire-

boxsheets. The furnace equipment in-

cludes a security arch, supported on six

water tubes.

'I'lie InuKiliidinal scams in the boiler

iiarrel arc welded at the ends, and have a

strength equal to 90 per cent, of the solid

plate. The dome is of pressed steel, 33 in.

in diameter and 22 in. in height. The aux-
iliary dome is placed over a IS-in. open-
ing in the shell, providing ready access to

the interior of the boiler for purposes of

inspection. The throttle valve is of the im-

proved Rushton type, with drifting valve.

The superheater is of the Schmidt type,

with 38 elements and outside steam [lipe

ccinnections.

The cylinders are built with heavy

Water
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Important Development

the Pennson

in Passenger Car Painting

ylvania Railroad
When the first all steel passenger car car tlien receive-

was built by the Pennsylvania Railroad coats of varnish. :

Company at Altoona in 1906. an entirely remaining in the

new problem in painting was encountered, a smooth, glossy

a certain number ol

ufticient to fill all voids

flat color and to leave

coat of \arnish over it.

VIEW OF OVEN, CLOSED, WITH CAR INM

The expansion and contraction of steel,

under the influence of fluctuations in tem-

perature, is much greater than that of

wood. For example, a piece of steel

which is seventy feet long at degree

Fahrenheit would be something like sev-

enty feet, one and eight-tenth inches at

100 degrees Fahrenheit. The expansion

of wood under the same fluctuation in

temperature would be less than half as

gieat. Steel also conducts heat much

more rapidly than wood, and sudden

changes in temperature produce rapid ex-

pansions or contractions of the steel. It

follows, therefore, that a painting system

which would be satisfactory for wood,

might not be sufficiently elastic for steel.

When the change in equipment from

wood to steel was made, it was practicall\

necessary to carry over the old system if

painting and to apply the same principle

on the steel car that had formerly been

applied to wooden cars. It has always

been the aim of the company to apply thai

painting system to the cars which would

impart the best appearance to the finished

car. The best appearance, based on tli

judgment of artists, has consisted in

building up a surface on the interior and

exterifir of the car which could be rubbed

perfectly smooth, after which the desired

color is applied in what painters call a

"flat" application. The exterior of the

rRiKi;.-^.'^.

tcrior of the car, judging from the ar-

t'st's standpoint. In order to obtain the

artistic finish for the interior of the car,

it has been necessary to use surfacers,

colors and varnish containing relatively

large amounts of artificial driers and var-

nish gums. If these driers and gums are

not used, the various coats supplied will

not dry sufficiently hard to permit the

necessary rubbing, and the gums are, also,

r.ncssary in order to obtain what we will

call the "artistic" finish. On the exterior

of the car it has been necessary to use the

same artificial driers and gums, the only

(HlYerence being that less gum was used

in the final coats of varnish, as it has not

been considered necessary to rub them

for the purpose of removing the gloss.

The following difficulties have been en-

countered with this air dry system : In

the first place, the artificial driers used

lor making the various coats dry in from

one to two days time, continue their ac-

tion indefinitely after the car goes into

service, the paint and varnish becoming

continually . harder and more brittle,

which renders them likely to be disinte-

,i;rale(l by tile rapid expansion and con-

traction of the steel over which they have

been applied. It has been found in prac-

tice that in verv manv cases the interior

VIEW OK OVEX, OPENED, .AND P.\INTED C.XR .MJOUT TO BE REMOVED.

The finish fur the interior has been the

same, except that it has been considered

necessary to rub the final coat of varnish

and give it a dull surface, a glossy finish

being considered biert-onnlile in the in-

surface of the cars has become badly

checked or cracked after approximately

four months of service, which certainly

renders them inferior in appearance, con-

sidering the work from an artistic stand-
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point. On the exterior of the car where

it is possible to use a less amount of ar-

tificial drier, especially in the outside fin-

ishing varnish, the finished surface is

often in a condition technically known as

"tachy," which means that it is somewhat
soft and that black dirt, such as carbon

and soot from locomotives, adheres to it,

soon rendering it more or less unsatis-

factory, if critically inspected. We might

say that it has been impossible to use

elastic varnishes on the interior of tho

cars, for the reason that they do not dry

sufficiently rapidly to be rubbed so as to

give the desired appearance. It will be

readily understood that a varnish having

any "tach" cannot be used in the interior,

and even if it were not desired to rub the

surface for the purpose of securing the

proper artistic appearance, it would not

do to use a material which would become

more or less soft when passengers lean

against the finished surface for a period

of time and, perhaps, experiencing the

same sensation that some of the readers

of this may have encountered after sit-

ting for a considerable period of time on

certain varieties of church-pew varnishes.

In consideration of all of these condi-

tions, a large number of experiments

were made by the Chemical Laboratory,

jointly with the Physical Testing Depart-

ment and the master painters of the road,

with the idea of coming to some method

which might eliminate the criticisms enu-

merated. It was found that by baking a

surface to which a coat of primer, sur-

facer, color or varnish has been applied,

the use of artificial driers could be large-

ly or entirely eliminated. The heated air

dries these surfaces without the aid of

artificial oxidizing materials and, as soon

as the heal is .removed, it would seem that

the change of condition in the paint or

varnish is immediately stopped, and the

finished surface does not become more

brittle as a result of the presence of ob-

jectionable constituents, wliich are neces-

sary when the finished surface must be

dried in cold air. It was also developed

that by the use of this system the elastic

varnishes, such as are used on the ex-

terior of cars, could also be used on the

interior, and by the aid of heat they

could be dried sufficiently hard to be

rubbed with oil and pumice stone for the

purpose of removing objectionable gloss.

It was also found that the exterior var-

nishes, which are more or less "tachy"

when applied by the old process, could be

sufficiently dried by the aid of heat to re-

move the "tach," and thus render them in

a condition to which black dirt, soot, etc.,

would not readily .".dliere. The exterior

of a car could, therefore, be more readily

preserved in its clean, glossy appearance,

which it has when it leaves the paint shop,

by the application of the baking process.

After making hundreds of tests on small

steel panels, it was decided to build an

oven sufficiently large for any car, in

H'12, and this first oven was cumplcted
in January, 1913. The first illustration

siiows one end oi this oven closed with

a car inside undergoing the baking
process. The oven is 90 feet 3 inches

long, and mily half of it shows in the

picture, as the other half extends into the

shop. The second illustration shows thf;

end of the same oven after it has been
opened, and from which the car being
)iainted is about to be removed. The
third view shows the number plate on a

car after two years and eight days' serv-

XUMHER PL.\TF: ON' CAR .\FTER OVER
TWO YE.\RS' SERVICE.

ice, and frum this it will be seen that the

gold figures with the black edges and the

tuscan red body color are all in an ex-

cellent state of preservation. The last il-

lustration shows an interior view of the

same car after two years and eight days'

service. This same car has now been in

service for thirty-four months, and the

condition is still nearly as good as rep-

resented by the illustration. In the course
of two or three months the car will be re-

turned to the shops for the purpose of

liaving the color "touched up" where it

has been abraded, after which it will be

INTERIOR VIEW OF CAR AFTER MORE
THAX TWO YEARS' SERVICE.

revarnished by tlie baking process for

the first time since it w-as built, and re-

turned to service. It might be said that

this oven has been in continuous service

since it was built, and no changes have

been made on it except that some addi-

tional steam coil radiators were intro-

duced, and a heat control device was also

placed on the oven which can be set to

automatically control the flow of steam

to the radiating coils, and thus give any

desired temperature which the painter

may wish to obtain. The oven ii IS feet

high, 13 feet wide, both clearance measure-
ments, and, as previously stated, its length

is 93 feet 3 inches. It is lined with a

}^-inch steel shell. This is insulated with

magnesia lagging 3 inches thick. The in-

sulation is held in place by an outer
jacket of galvanized iron. The doors arc

insulated with the same kind of lagging

which is held in position by steel plates

on the outer and inner sides. As the

oven contains a large number of steam
coils, and as the steam is used under
pressure, it is possible to heat to any de-
sired temperature up to 275 degrees Fah-
renheit. The oven is equipped with ven-

tilators on the sides at the bottom for

the admission of air. It is also equipped

with four ventilators in the roof, which
can be opened or closed as desired. The
ventilators enable the introduction of

fresh air required in drying the various

paint coats, and also allow the volatile

portion of the coats used, the turpentine,

for example, to escape through the roof

The composition of the different coatings

used on the cars are the same as orig-

inally used on car 156 shown in the

photographs.

The modus operandi of painting a car

by this process is as follows

:

The car is first painted inside and out
with a priming coat. This is baked for

about three hours at 250 degrees Fahren-
heit. The primer is designed with refer-

ence to obtaining a product which will

adhere very firmly to the metal and serve

as a protective coating, which will prevent
the steel from rusting, and which will also

serve as a foundation on which to build

the constituents entering into the surface

coating. This is followed by necessary

glazing and putty to fill all deep depres-

sions and indentations in the steel used.

A number of surface coatings are then

applied, the number varying from one to

perhaps four, the number depending on
whether the steel used is very rough or
relatively smooth. Each coat of material

applied is baked. The car is then rubbed
with emery cloth and oil for the purpose
of securing a smooth, flat surface. The
various colors desired on the car, such as

tuscan red on the outside, apple green,

bronze and dark green on the various

parts of the inside of the car are then ap-

plied. Two coats of these are required

to insure obtaining the solid standard

colors desired. Each coating of color is

also baked. The car then receives the

necessary striping, lettering, etc., after

which operation it receives two or three

coats of high grade baking finishing var-

nish. After the varnish on the inside of

the car has been rubbed to remove the

gloss, previously referred to, the car is

ready for service.

In this connection we might say that

when the first oven was built, it was

hoped that the following advantages, as
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stated at that time, would result from
the new system :

1. The durability of the various coat-

ings is expected to be at least double

that which is now being obtained by the

air dry process.

2. The inside appearance of the car is

expected to indicate for a long period of

service a newness similar to that which

it possesses when it first leaves the shop,

and it is hoped that cracking of the var-

nish will be obviated, as a result of the

use of exterior varnish, etc., for interior

purposes.

3. It is expected that the outside of the

car can readily be kept bright and clean,

due to the fact that the black dirt and
soot will not become imbedded in it.

4. The time of keeping a car in the

shop for painting will be reduced from
about si.xteen days to about five to seven

days. This will enable tlie company to

obtain cars more quickly for rush holiday

seasons, and, to a certain extent, obviate

the necessity of crowding the passengers,

due to not having a sufficient number of

cars which can be taken out of the shops.

5. The number of cars in the shop at

any one time should not be over one-half

that which must be kept in at the present

time.

The baking system has now been in use

almost three years, insofar as it was pos-

sible with one oven. The five objects

hoped for when the first oven was au-

thorized have been attained. Two addi-

tional ovens are now being provided for,

and it is probable that as soon as they

have been put in service a still further

extension of the system will be made.

The Tinkering Engineer.

A great change has come over the

habits of engineers during late years, but

it is not long ago since there were a

great many locomotive engineers who
seemed to think it was an evidence of

proficiency to be constantly "doing

work." They were always at the round-

house and up to their ears in work. Not
only did they pack cellars and boxes,

doctor oil cups, clean headlight, and pack

piston valve stems, and cab cocks, but

they set up wedges, monkeyed with the

side rods, lined up crossheads, etc., etc.

Somehow they had got the idea that

every point of the engine needed read-

justing every trip ; they never got

through experimenting in the front end.

They very often undertook to close up

eccentric straps or file brasses, or do

some other work delegated to machinists,

and it was an insult to infer that per-

haps the machinist could do it better;

this class of men were always in trouble.

This is the man who had hot pins and
break-downs, and had to open the front

end on the road in order to get the chill

oflf the water in the boiler.

The be.st engineers we ever knew were

men who took pains to key up their rods

on the road when the engine was hot and

in working condition and then left them
alone ; that got the front end so that the

engine steamed well, and then kept out of

it ; that did not report work till they

knew it was needed, and then insisted on

its being done; that did not do machin-

ists' wdrk, and did not ask macliinists to

do theirs;, men that could get a thing

about right and then let it alone.

We recently went through a round-

house with the general foreman in charge

and as we passed an engine there arose

from the pit a specter of grease, blue

overclothes and perspiration that appalled

us—it was the engineer. We passed on

and the foreman said: "That man works

night and day on his engine, and we do

more work on her than on any of the

rest; here is an engine run by a man
whom I do not see once a month, never

seems to do anything, but you can't find

any brasses loose in his rod straps, his

headlight is clean, his rod cups full. He
does just what he is required to, does it

well and lets it alone ; he does all his

work when he is laid out on the road or

at the other end of the division. His

home is here and he stays at home, and

when he puts a report on the book you
can depend that it is no case of imagina-

tion—it wants doing." There is a goodly

lot of runners, with road experience only,

who think they know more about repair-

ing locomotives than machinists; there is

a big batch of machinists, with shop ex-

perience only, who think they know more
about running locomotives than engineers

—both of them are very much mistaken.

If you are a machinist, try to be the

best one the company has got ; handle the

engines when they are cold and let the

engineers handle them while they are hot.

If you are an engineer, be a careful,

sober, everyday man and an expert run-

ner, and when you get in go home and to

bed, and let some experienced machinist

actually take down the rods and file

brasses on your pet engine, thinking that

perhaps he will do it just as well as you
would yourself.

The Rat Catcher's Death.

The Great IVi'stcrii Railu-ay Magazine
(London) records in an issue just at

hand the death of its official rat-catcher.

H, J. Branfield. If there is an official,

or any other kind of a rat-catcher in

the employ of an American railroad, he

has escaped our notice. Nevertheless

this is not saying that rat-catchers are

not needed. Contrary to imagination, Mr
Branfield is a very aristocratic appearing

man, judging from the portrait published:

in fact, be would pass for a banker on

Broadway. In regard to his work the

English magazine writes entertainingly:

"For upwards of 40 years Mr. Bran-

field's family has been intrusted with the

responsibility for tile suppression of rats

on the Great Western Company's prem-

ises, where considerable <lamage might be

caused to such traffic as grain when ware-

housed. Mr. Branfield's methods of pro-

cedure were the result of long experience

and varied according to the circum-

stances. Difficulties in trapping rats are

great, especially when there is abundance

of foodstuffs, and where, as often hap-

pens, raids are made from the surround-

ing banks and fields. He made a practice

of personally visiting the stations where

his services were required in order to

ascertain the best method of clearing the

premises. During his career he had many
extraordinary experiences, and one may
be recorded. Poison was to a large ex-

tent used by him, but he endeavored to

take the rats alive where possible.

"Some years ago, after clearing one
of the Shropshire werehouses and secur-

ing over 90 live rats, which he imprisoned

in a cage, he and his assistant, after a

heavy day's work, were traveling home
by train in the early days of corridor

coaches. They had a compartment to

themselves, and in order to relieve the

pressure in the cage about 20 of the rats

were transferred to a sack. Mr. Branfield

and his assistant happened to fall asleep,

but were aroused by the rats, which had

eaten a hole in the sack and were run-

ning about the compartment, one being

actually up Mr. Branfield's sleeve ! For-

tunately the corridor door was closed. If

the rats had managed to invade the other

compartments in the train the conse-

quences might have been more than hu-

morous."

Kiss Me Twice.

Little Dorothy was being taken on a

railroad journey by her aunt and aunty's

fiance. In a darksome tunnel was heard

the smack of a kiss and the voice of Dor-

othy.

"Oh. aunty," she exclaimed, "please kiss

me, too !"

Before the smiles of the passengers

could break into titters she calmly ad-

dressed the child

:

"It is incorrect to say Kiss me, too,'

Dorothy dear," said aunty. "You should

say 'Kiss me twice !'
"

Ar\ Englishman, Irishman and Scotch-

man made an agreement among them-

selves that whoever died first should

have five pounds placed on his coffin by

each of the others. The Irishman was

the first to die. Shortly afterwards the

Scotchman met the Englishman and

asked him if he had fulfilled the agree-

ment.

"Yes," said the Englishman, "1 put on

five sovereigns. What did you put on ?"

"Oh, I jist wrote ma cheque for ten

pounds," said the Scotchman, "an' took

your five sovereigns as change."
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Air Brake Department
Repairing Air Compressors—Triple Valve Lubrication

From certain observations we are in-

clined to think that practically every air

brake repairman has some hobby in con-

nection with the repair work on some par-

ticular piece of air brake apparatus, and

it might be well if every repairman's hob-

by was on the repair work done on the

air cylinder of the air compressor. This

for the reason that alioul 85 per cent, ot

the repair work necessary to be done on

the air valve parts of the locomotive

the pinnp or compressor will not be too

good.

If an air pump is defective in the air

cylinder it may be expected to run hot

and scatter quite an amount of partially

burned oil and gummy substance through-

out the entire brake system of the loco-

motive and to result in the carrying of a

great deal of water from the main reser-

voirs into the lirake pipe of trains of cars

and in order to avoid this so far as pos-

of 100 single strokes per minute. The
New York Air Urake Co.'s 6A and Sli

compressors must maintain the same num-

ber of pounds air pressure with 100 sin-

gle strokes of the piston per minute

against 13/64 and 15/64 circular openings,

respectively.

This in itself is not an exacting or a

severe test for a repaired compressor or

one that is in gofid condition, the most

difficult part of the rcfpiircments are con-

m I
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brake is directly traceable to the condi-

tion of the air cylinder of the compres-

sor, or it is at the air cylinder that the

air brake work usually begins. Fitting

up an air pump for a locomotive han-

dling modern trains of freight and pas-

senger cars is a vastly different proposi-

tion from that existing 8 or 10 years ago,

for the reason that requirements in serv-

ice are not only more rigid, but a com-
pressor must pass a certain test on the

shop rack and from the present time on

must be in a condition to at all times

pass a test prescribed by law; therefore

the best workmanship that can be done on

sible the air cylinder of the compressor

must be in the best possible condition that

it can be maintained in.

In order to comply with the law a 9^-2-

inch air pump must be in a condition to

maintain air pressure at 60 pounds per

square inch, against a 11/64-inch circular

opening to the atmosphere when running

at a rate of 60 cycles per minute and the

11-inch compressor must maintain this

pressure against a 3/16-inch circular open-

ing with 50 cycles or 100 strokes per min-

ute, and the Cross compound compressor

must maintain this pressure against a

9/32-inch opening when working at a rate

stantly maintaining the compressors in a

condition to pass this test, which means

that the compressor must be overhauled in

a manner that will insure this perform-

ance during the entire life of the pump
or between periods of repairing. In or-

der to accomplish the desired results, an

accurate fit of parts is absolutely neces-

sary, especially in the air cylinders, and in

the following we wish to outHne a method

of repair work which, if followed, will

insure an efficient compressor.

Some years ago we were inclined to

consider, first, the fit of the air piston on

the rod : but, as a heavy taper fit for these
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parts is now the standard for all sizes

and types of air compressors, drawing

up the piston rod nuts will insure a tight

fit of the head or air piston on the rod.

The first consideration in repairing the

air end of the compressor is a straight,

round cylinder, a perfect fit of piston

rings cannot be obtained in a worn cylin-

der, and to attempt it is only a waste of

time and material.

The air piston of an overhauled com-

pressor should fit the cylinder, not be 1/32

or more smaller than the bore of the cyl-

inder, while the cylinder is reborcd or tlie

piston turned to fit it, a perfect fit can be

made without incurring any additional ex-

pense, and this should be insisted upon as

a neat fitting air piston compels the en-

trance of a fixed volume of free air to the

cylinder during operation, regardless as

to the temperature of the compressor up

to the time the air cylinder is approach-

ing a red heat. Another important point

is the fit and lift of the air valves, the

lift of valves should not be over 5/64 of

an inch when fitted, so that by the time

they are worn to a perfect bearing on
the seats the lift will not be in excess of

the standard 3/32 of an inch. A very

economical practice in connection with fit-

ting air valves, when shop facilities are

such that it can be correctly done, is to

bush the air valve cages with a piece of

steel tubing which forms the interior and
seat for the valve. By this method the

inside diameter of the valve cage may be

made a trifle less than that of the stand-

ard valve and the seat may be left a trifle

higher, so that a considerable number of

otherwise worn-out air valves may be

used and have the required lift and fit

in the cage.

Accurately fitting the piston rings or

packing rings requires certain mechanical

ability and very good judgment, first the

ring must fit the piston groove and have

a bearing in tke groove, then it should fit

the wall of the cylinder or have a bearing

all the way around in the cylinder, re-

gardless as to how the fit is obtained

whether by springing the ring or filing or

scraping it, and the ends must be filed

squarely to make an airtight joint at the

ends. When finished they should lap over

at the ends, the amount of permissible lap

depending upon the fit of the ring in the

groove, but in all cases they should lap

over enough to make a driving fit when
the piston and rings are entered in the

cylinder. This will compensate for slight

mistakes in the actual bearing of the

rings against the wall of the cylinder

when fitting them, and to make a hard

driving fit without taking chances of

sticking the rings in the groovers requires

some experience and good judgment;

however, the sticking of rings in the

groove is more frequently or likely to be

caused by corrosion while the pump is

not in use for a period of weeks with the

engine in the shop, rather than by the fit-

ting of the rings in the cylinder.

The steam cylinder of the compressor,

as a general proposition, is not given as

careful attention as the air cylinder, and

it is not absolutely necessary and a great

many second-hand piston rings can be

utilized in the steam cylinder, but fairly

accurate work should be done on the di-

rect acting pumps, and the cylinders

should be rebored if out of true over 1/64

of an inch. A trifle more than this is

sometimes permissible in the 11-inch cyl-

inders, but the workmanship on the steam

portion should be accurate enough for the

compressor to pass an efficiency test of

the steam cylinder, and the following table

will give a very fair test

:

Steam Pressure. 9}^ 11 Syi

100 " 145 110 70

120 " 165 130 90

140 •• 180 150 130

160 " 190 170 150

180 • 200 180 170

200 •• 210 190 175

At the steam pressures given, each

compressor should make approximately

the number of single strokes per minute

shown in the table when the escape from

the main reservoir is regulated to main-

tain the air pressure operated against at

60 pounds, if the steam valve mechanism

and the steam cylinder are properly fitted.

This is for a one-inch steam supply for

the 9;'^-inch compressor, and a 1^-inch

steam pipe for the 11-inch and 8^-inch

compressors.

The critical or acid test for the steam

portion of any air compressor is when
the compressor is working against the

maximum air pressure employed in serv-

ice with a steam pressure about 15 or 20

per cent, below the maximum carried, but

these pressures are variable and the per-

formance of the compressor under the

severe conditions are subject to observa-

tion every day at the daily inspection of

the locomotive brake apparatus.

The above applies very forcibly to the

steam portion of the Sj^-inch cross com-
pound compressor, and for the reason that

all of the work done in the low pressure

steam cylinder is by the exhaust steam

from the high pressure steam cylinder,

and there is no by-pass arrangement

whereby any live steam may be admitted

to the low pressure cylinder except by

leakage, which interferes with, and slows

up, the speed of the compressor pistons.

With a correctly maintained steam por-

tion this compressor will maintain 140

pounds air pressure under average pas-

senger train conditions with 160 pounds
steam pressure, but with a poor condition

of the steam cylinders it is a difficult mat-

ter to mintain this air pressure with 190

or 200 pounds steam pressure, in fact

when the steam cylinders are appreciably

worn and the rings poorly fitted the speed

of the compressor reduces very materially

when the air pressure rises above 100

pounds. This is probably the most im-

portant part of the repair work on this

type of compressor.

In repairing these compressors the pis-

ton rings should be fitted as previously

outlined, and if efficiency is desired the

cylinders must be true, and through the

compounding arrangement the wear of

the cylinders is much less than with the

single-acting pumps. We have no desire

to exploit any particular type of air com-

pressor, but in view of the objections of-

fered to the use of the cross compound,

particularly by those who have had no ex-

perience with it, it might be of interest to

point out that the writer, during the past

three years, has never seen but two

broken-down cross compound compres-

sors—one in which a workman failed to

put a cotter key through the main piston

valve bolt, and the nuts worked loose and

the piston valve separated ; in the other

case the compressor had been in service

for such a length of time that the piston

rings at the small end of the main valve

were worn down to the thickness of a

piece of cardboard and the rings were

broken. Broken main piston rods were

of frequent occurrence some years ago

when the air piston was fitted on the rod

with the straight shoulder fit, but the

writer has never seen a broken piston rod

of the taper-fit variety. There are rec-

ords of failures due to broken upper

steam cylinder gaskets, and in repairing

the compressors broken gaskets are some-

times found, but we have never found one

to be the cause of a failure.

There is, however, a question as to

whether the most important part of the

repair work is the fitting up of the steam

portion or the fitting up of the air valves,

for when the valves have somewhat more
than 3/32-inch lift, they result in a pound-

ing of the compressor with the result that

the heavy compressor pistons soon pound

the bracket loose on the boiler and break

off the studs in the boiler, therefore the

importance of starting the valves with a

trifle less than the standard lift specified

by the manufacturers.

The greatest trouble e.xperienced with

the compressor is from the sticking of

air valves, due to the use of an excessive

amount of superheated valve oil in the air

cylinders; this, however, is a matter en-

tirely outside of the subject, as the prac-

tice cannot be traced to any fault of the

compressor, the trouble may be corrected

by washing out the air cylinders by run-

ning lye water through them.

With the correct lift the oil-tempered

air valves do not break in service, but

there is a dfsorder in the low pressure air

cylinder which, if not corrected, will at

times manifest the action of a broken or

stuck open intermediate air valve. This

occurs after the low pressure air piston

rings are worn out and too loose in the

cylinder, then if a small quantity of oil is

admitted to the cylinder only about one-
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half of il may lie hibiicatcil anil if flic

lilliiT lialf is dry IIk- iMlr-ii(hn:tio]i of oil

will k-iid to permit the compressed air to

KCt hetwecn the rings and the cylinder at

the dry portion and force the dry part

away to snch an extent that all of the

air heing compressed passes the rings and

gives the action of the compressor the ap-

pearance of a broken intermediate valve.

To give the cylinder an excessive amount
of oil will give a temporary relief, but the

same trouble will recur, so that the cor-

rect remedy is to make the necessary re-

pairs. This is not so likely to occur in

the high pressure air cylinder, as the pis-

ton and rings arc much smaller and there

is compressed air pressure on both sides

of the piston when the compressor is in

operation. As an example of the differ-

ence, this action of the loose rings is fre-

(piently encountered in the 11-inch pump,

but rarely if ever in the PH-iuch pump.

Triple Valve Lubrication.

In a previous issue it was mentioned

that tile tit of a triple valve piston in its

bushing was of importance to the opera-

tion of the valve, in fact it is the most

important observation to be made in con-

nection with triple valve repairs, and such

statements in themselves must be qualified

as the different parts of a brake system

are so closely related in their action, and

an undesirable effect may have a cause at

some very remote point or an effect may
be produced by a number of causes and

in mentioning the lit of the triple valve

piston as a point for improvement in triple

valve operation we would not neglect the

lubrication as a factor in undesired oper-

ation.

Some years ago the Master Car Build-

ers' Association authorized a test of a

large number of triple valves, one por-

tion to be lubricated with oil, another with

dry graphite and the other with no lubri-

cant whatever, the valves were placed in

the same class of service and about the

same results were obtained from all of

them ; the tests were, however, made un-

der moderate temperature conditions, ren-

dering them of very little practical value.

The development of certain features in

lirake equipment calls for laboratory tests

and all tests can be properly made, but

when it comes to lubricant the tests must

be made under the most adverse condi-

tions if they are to be of any real value.

An illustration occurs to the writer, in

witnessing a test of triple valve lubricant

in which dry graphite versus light bodied

oil was to be tested. After 1.000 applica-

tions the valves were to be taken to the

test rack and results noted.

About the only difficulty with the test

was that the compressed air to the triple

valve was supplied direct from a very

busy and much overheated 8-inch air

pump, and quite naturally every valve re-

moved and taken to the rack after the

thousand applications had developed into

a "dynaiuiler," so ibi- decision was thai

Ibc !.;ia|iliile was no improvement over

the oil, and under llie conditions il cer-

tainly was not.

If a triple valve is correctly lilted, the

lubricant problem is insignilicaul for a

short space of time, but any moist lubri-

cant is sure to pick up any foreign matter

I bat may be passing through the valve,

and any moist lubricant is merely a dirt

collector and when it is used in the pack-

ing ring groove or in the piston bushing

of a triple valve it tends to assist in

"packing" the ring to the further exclu-

sion of leakage that would otherwise oc-

cur, but when this lubricant is blown
away or absorbed by a collection of for-

eign matter in service, the maximum
amount of ring leakage will be encoun-

tered, and the repairman using the oil or

grease has only deceived the test rack op-

erator and probably himself also.

After a considerable amount of experi-

ence with dirty triple valves, stuck brakes

and unilesired quick-action, the writer

has arrived at the conclusion that the

only i)roper lubricant for any part of the

triple valve, slide valves, pistons and rings

of the control valves and universal valves

and the equalizing portion of a distrib-

uting valve is dry graphite, and in the

absence of this no lubricant whatever

should be used. This will, of course, be

disputed by the man who favors oiling

them up, or who is willing to compromise

on something, but so long as moisture or

any moist lubricant is present on the slide

valves or in the piston bushing of a triple

valve undesired quick action is going to

occur at an unexpected time, and while

the writer has repeatedly listened to sto-

ries of how this disorder has been entirely

overcome, and in fact at several different

times persuaded himself that he had defi-

nitely overcome it, he now wishes to state

that this disorder will not be entirely

eliminated so long as there is a brake pipe

venting device attached to a car brake

operating valve, and the margin between

the rate of brake pipe reduction that pro-

duces service operation and that which

must produce quick action is no greater

than the present specified by the Master
Car Builders' recommendations. Further

than this, the greater the amount of moist

lubricant used on these valves, the more
frequently the disorder can be expected

to manifest itself, and the longer the pe-

riod of time the valves can be maintained

dry, the less the chances are for the dis-

order to occur.

We are not particularly concerned with

convincing anyone that this is right, as

even the air brake companies recommend
oil for the piston ring and bushing, but

when it comes to stopping an actual case

of a distributing valve working in unde-

sired quick action the writer and several

hundred air brake repairmen have the

steady habit of wiping the equalizing por-

tion of that valve dry, and assuming that

no mechanical defect in found there

will be no more undesired quick-action

until someone again oils it or oil works

into it from some outside source. The
same may be said of the triple valve. We
have never found a triple valve working

in quick action with a service rate of re-

duction as long as it was found dry, ex-

cept when the dryness was accompanied

by some serious mechanical defect.

This moist lubricant refers particularly

to the piston bushing, as the use of dry

graphite for the slide valves is now al-

most universal, and the oil that is used

on the ring first helps the ring to pass

the packing ring leakage test, then the oil

collects a certain amount of foreign sub-

stance which destroys the "packing," per-

mitting the full amount of possible ring

leakage and at the same time forms a

grinding compound in the bushing that

frequently gives just enough resistance to

the movement of the triple valve piston to

cause it to jump to emergency position

when it is dislodged. If the piston re-

mains dry, this foreign substance will

not be collected and the point that should

be brought out is, that when one triple

valve goes the required distance without

any trouble and another in the same serv-

ice does not, there must be something

radically wrong with the valve that fails.

And in connection with this the most se-

rious mistake made is to put up a triple

valve with enough internal resistance to

movement that will require lubricant for

it to successfully pass the tests on the

rack, so that when the lubricant has dis-

appeared the valve is naturally defective.

As a guide for correct repair and

maintenance methods for car brake oper-

ating valves, we would suggest, first, a

triple valve so accurately fitted that it will

pass the test dry, and that it thereafter be

maintained dry. The valve can be thor-

oughly dried during the cleansing process

and lubricated throughout with dry gra-

l>hite, and the most serious objection to

the use of dry graphite in the piston bush

is that it requires a more accurate me-
chanical job for it to pass the test than

when oil or grease is used, but this is

really the strongest argument in favor of

its use. Before applying a triple valve the

dirt collector should be cleaned and be-

fore making the connection to the triple

valve the collector and brake pipe should

be blown out with compressed air and the

amount of lubricant used in the brake cyl-

inder should be confined to from 4 to 6

ounces, so there will be no possibility of

any of it working back into the triple

valve; then, if the air frorri the yard plant

is dry. the repairmen have done their part

in the effort to remedy cases of stuck

brakes, slid flat wheels and undesired

quick action. The foreign matter that

may thereafter enter the brake system

from the air cylinder of the compressor

through overheating or through incorrect

main reservoir piping arrangements is an-
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oilier distinct phase of air brake niaiiilc-

iiance tliat will be referred lo at u later

date.

If the reader has any doubts concern-

ing the effects of moist lubricant and

lioorly fitted triple valve pistons, he may

make a series of tests, not under test rack

conditions or normal Icmperalures, but

under service conditions and low temper-

atures, as the defective triple valve re-

moved early in the morning frequently

passes a satisfactory test after it has been

in the shop for several hours.

Just why anyone will recommend oil or

grease for triple valve lubrication is, to

the writer, an ever-increasing mystery for

the reason that we first know that dirt

and foreign matter will pass into and

through the triple valve, regardless as to

tlie efliciency of the dirt collectors ; if this

were not so, it would never be necessary

to clean a triple valve. This foreign mat-

ter will then be collected by the oil and

quickly destroy any lubricating properties

the oil may have had and leave the piston

bushing and ring in a worse condition

than if it liad been left dry in the first

place, and this in itself is about the most

annoying trouble that is now found in

car brake operating valves. Under cer-

tain methods of inspection and test it may

not be of much consequence, but if a

brake test truck is in use or some device

that will show the differential of pressure

required to affect movements of the

valves is employed, and a limit is fixed

upon the difference in brake pipe and car

reservoir pressure that must produce a

movement to release the brakes, it will be

found that oil as a lubricant is at the

bottom of most, if not practically all, of

the car brake operating valve trouble, as-

suming, of course, that standard test racks

are in use.

While it may not be possible to pre-

vent foreign matter from passing into the

triple valves, it is possible to prevent the

collection of the dust and gritty sub-

stance in the triple valve piston bushing

by the use of dry graphite as a lubricant;

however, air brake men will tolerate the

use of oil and grease in triple valves, but

from the amount of damage to equipment

that can be traced directly to this, and

the constant enlargement of the scope of

Federal Regulations, it is reasonably cer-

tain that the application of moist sub-

stance to car brake operating valves in

interstate traffic will eventually be discon-

tinued.

Mr. S. W. Dudley Before the Nevsr York

Railroad Club Meeting.

Mr. S. W. Dudley, Chief Engineer of

the Westinghouse Air Brake Company,

has contributed another technical addition

to air brake literature in the form of a

paper on the subject of "Recent Develop-

ments in Brake Engineering and Prac-

tice," which he recently read before a

meeting of the New York Railroad Club.

Mr. Dudley is known to most of our

readers as the right hand man of the

yreat air brake engineer, W. V. Turner,

in fact Mr. Dudley is Mr. Turner's suc-

cessor to the position of Chief Engineer

of the Westinghouse Air Brake Company,

and has already done a very full share in

tlie advancement in the air brake art.

Our readers will further understand

tliat the papers usually read before the

Railway Club meetings are of such a

volume and character that they are bound

in book form for future reference and

study for the members, and in its length

and from the information contained

therein, this paper is no exception, there-

fore a very brief resume is all that it will

be possible to print at this time.

Mr. Dudley states that the most notable

accomplishments in the field of brake en-

gineering during the past few years have

been, not the many ingenious devices de-

veloped, but the establishment and expo-

sition of fundamental principles, resulting

in a better appreciation and utilization of

the possibilities of brake apparatus for

increasing the convenience, economy and

safety of modern passenger traffic, and

points out that the word brake no longer

symbolizes merely a triple valve and cer-

tain other apparatus required to bring a

brake shoe in contact with the wheels of

veliicles, but that the presentation of

facts, backed by performance, has demon-

strated that the brake is a complete sys-

tem of highly specialized and effective

units, without the aid of which the trans-

portation of passengers and freight as we
know it today would be impossible.

He then sets forth the manner in which

the above has been demonstrated, show-

ing the effects of increased car weight

and improved brake apparatus on the

length of the emergency train stop dis-

tance, and sums up all of the facts enter-

ing into a train stop, giving formulas

from which the factors and train stop dis-

tances may be calculated.

The paper also illustrates the work

done in stopping a train of cars and the

mechanism now available for doing this

work, and an enormous amount of air

brake information is contained in the

diagrams used in indicating the perform-

ance of the different types of brakes.

Naturally the performance of the electro-

pneumatic brake is touched upon, but it is

a noteworthy fact that the paper deals

less with type of brake equipment than

the performance of brake shoes and the

efficiency of the foundation brake gear, as

Mr. Dudley takes the stand that an

efficient foundation brake rigging is one

of the vital factors in a perfect brake and

that it can by neglect become one of the

chief sources of improper brake action,

loss and danger, but if given proper con-

sideration in the design, installation and

maintenance, it can be made not only

highly efficient in the performance of its

specific function, but also contributes to

greally improved brake shoe, wheel, jour-

nal and pedestal conditions.

I'rom the manner in which liie brake

shoe and brake gear subjects are handled

in this paper, and from air brake informa-

tion in general that may be derived from

the study of it, we trust that the West-

inghouse Air Brake Company may see

lit to make reprints of it, for it should

be studied by every railroad man who is

able to exert any influence tending to the

betterment of air brake conditions.

Antiqtiity of Passports.

Passports are a very ancient institu-

tidu. Some of the old monkish chroni-

clers mention as an achievement on the

part of King Canute that he obtained

free passes for his subjects through

various continental countries on their

pilgrimages to the shrines of the Apostles

Peter and Paul, at Rome. Each pilgrim

was furnished with a document in the

nature of a passport called "Tructuria de

Itinere Peragenta." Hall in his "Chron-

icle'' makes reference to a system of

passports in the time of Edward IV, and

the enforcement of this system is known
to have been very strict in the reigns of

I'Tizabetli and James 1.

Induction and Deduction.

In scientific studies the mind rises from

tlie contemplation of facts to the princi-

ples on which they depend. This passage

from facts to principles is called induc-

tion, which in its highest form is inspira-

tion ; but to make it sure, the inward sight

must be shown to be in accordance with

outward fact. To prove or disprove the

induction, we must resort to deduction

and experiment. All valuable discoveries

have been proved in this manner.

Boston Again.

\ New Yorker, who recently returned

from a visit to Boston, vouches for the

truth of the following : One afternoon

he found the six-year-old son of his host

settled in front of the drawing-room fire

with a sheet of paper before him and a

pencil clasped in his chubby fist. Stealing

a look over the boy's shoulder, he saw
that the little fellow was making pictures.

"Well, Bobby," he asked genially, "are

\ ou drawing an engine ?"

Slowly the child looked up and slowly

he spoke:

"It would take a very strong boy to

draw an engine ; but I am making a pic-

ture of a locomotive."

—

Youth's Com-
panion.

American Railway Association.

The next meeting of the American Rail-

way Association will be held at the Bilt-

more Hotel. New York, on May 11. Mr.

J. F. Fairbanks, secretary, 7S Church

street. New York.
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Electrical Department
The Electric Locomotive—Electric-Driven Trolley 'iVack

IClcctric locuiuulives have already

reached a high degree of development, and

present practice shows a primary division

into two groups, namely, those in which

the axles are driven independently, and

those in which they are coupled and

driven collectively. With a few excep-

tions these two groups correspond with

the continuous-current and the alternat-

ing-current systems of operation respect-

ively, and have their origin in limitations

of motor design. With the exception of

the Pennsylvania Railroad locomotives, all

important side-rod locomotives have been

designed for alternating-current systems.

With the exception of the Norfolk and

Western locomotives, all driving through

jack shafts have been designed to use

single-phase commutator motors ; with

the exception of the later Lotschberg

locomotives, all driving through Scotch

yokes use polyphase motors. Two meth-

ods are used for driving the axles inde-

pendently, namely, the geared and the

gearless. Unless the driving is effected

through a spring-supported quill, both

methods add to the dead weight carried

by the axle, and the additional weight is

of interest from its licaring on the main-

tenance of the parts. Collective driving

through side rods assumes several forms,

but all result in considerable strains in

the structure. Where the locomotive is

driven by motors of uniform torque the

main driving forces cause alternating

stresses of low frequency in the struc-

ture, but where the driving torque is im-

pulsive the resultant frequency becomes

comparable with the natural frequencies

of vibration of some of the parts, and at

certain speeds destructive vibrations are

liable to be set up from resonance be-

tween the frequency of the main driving

torque and the natural frequency of vibra-

tion of some part or parts. Vibrations of

smaller intensity and varying with the

adjustment arise from indeterminateness

in the application of the driving forces,

and such vibrations are also met with in

steam locomotives. The polyphase loco-

motive from its constant speed character-

istics is less likely to lie affected with

vibration troubles than others.

The classification of locomotives ac-

cording to wheel arrangement has been

adopted from steam practice, but hardly

affords the same insight as to the type as

in the case of the steam locomotive.

Electric locomotives have not always been

designed with due regard to the question

of stability of the rolling motion of the

wheels, and some run less smoothly than

is desirable on this account. The tilting

of the rails and the coning of the wheels

cause the progression by pure rolling to

assume a sinuous nature, and on the sta-

bility or instability of this motion de-

pends whether the nosing effect tends to

die down or to increase to the limits per-

mitted by the wheel flanges. It can read-

ily lie shown that a locomotive carried on

a rigid wheel base is in some circum-

stances unstable, and may accordingly be

expected to develop a nosing tendency if

run at high speed ; the same is true when
the locomotive is divided into units each

carried on a rigid wheel base
;
guiding

wheels elastieally centered to align with

the main wheels tend, however, to staliil-

izc the motion.

There are few available records of

C.\ST STEEL TRCJLI.EY TR.\CK.

tractive-resistance tests on locomotive-

drawn electric trains, but among the most

complete are those taken by the General

Electric Company in connection with the

endurance test on the first New York
Central and Hudson River Railroad loco-

motives. These were made on trains of

two different types of passenger vehicle,

and are of importance in showing very

conclusively that, for a particular type of

coach, the additional tractive resistance

per additional coach is a function of the

speed and is independent of the number
of coaches, provided this is greater than

two. The additional tractive resistance

per additional coach was found to be a

straight line function of the speed within

the limits of the tests. The effective loco-

motive resistance when running with a

train was found to be smaller than that of

the locomotive running alone.

Electric-Driven Trolley Truck.

A great saving has been made in rail-

road machine shops by the use of the

overhead or tranirail system of handling

all kinds of material in both large and

small installations. The Brown Hoisting

Machinery Company, Cleveland, Ohio,

have been successfully building these sys-

tems for many years, ami liave recently

made important improvements that arc

coming rapidly into popular favor. In the

monorail man-trolley, which is used for

transporting materials from and to cars,

lioats, storage yards and buildings and

the different floors of buildings, the ap-

pliance travels on the lower flange of an

I-beam track, and is operated by one man,

who rides in the trolley cab, and reaches

the different points in the yards and

building by the use of switches, turnta-

l)les and transfer cranes in connection

with the I-beam tracks. It can readily

be equipped with grab bucket or with one,

two or four hooks. It consists of a built-

up steel frame, carrying the mechanism

for hoisting and lowering the load, to-

gether with the motors, electric equip-

ment and cab for the operator. The
frame is suspended from two trolley

trucks, each equipped with four high-

carbon steel wheels, wliich travel on the

I-beam trai:k. 'I he trucks are of cast-

steel, and are so constructed that the

planes of the truck wheels are perpendic-

ular to the flanges of the I-beam in which

they tread, as shown in the accompany-

ing illustration of one of the four trucks.

This makes the trolley easy running and

results in less wear on the truck wheels.

Two of the wheels on each truck arc

connected to a travel motor for propel-

ling the trolley along the track. The use

of a travel motor on each truck gives the

best trolley operation, and are generally

made with variable hoisting and traveling

speeds. The trolley truck is fitted with

current collectors, which take the current

from wires or conductor bars strung

along the I-beam. The rating is so many
foot-tons per hour. For example, a 3-

ton trolley with a 2.400 foot-tons per hour

rating, will hoist and lower 3 tons 10 feet,

80 times per hour continuously day and

night. This rating may be doubled for

periods of half an hour or more. For
operating on curves, the trucks are of

the swivel type, allowing the trolley to

operate on curves with small radii. The
materials are all of the best, and every

contingency has been provided for.

Roller-Smith Company's Volt-Am-
meters.

The "Portable Standard" volt-ammeter

was designed with the particular require-

ments of signal engineers and supervis-

ors in mind, and in addition it has found

favor for laboratory testing where high

accuracy is required. The various ranges

which are incorporated provide means

for the great variety of tests which have

to be made. For direct current signal

systems it has no equal.
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Items of Personal Interest
Mr. Fred C. Riiggles has been appointed

roundhouse foreman of the Rock Island,

with office at Burr Oak, 111.

Mr. F. P. Pfahler has been appointed

motive power inspector of the Baltimore

& ( )liio, with office at Baltimore, Md.

Mr. G. K. Galloway has been appointed

assistant master mechanic of the Balti-

more & Ohio, with office at Glenwood, Pa.

Mr. P. L. Drescher has been appointed

master mechanic of the Evansville & In-

dianapolis, with office at Terrc Haute,

Ind.

Mr. II. E. Bennett has been appointed

superintendent of shops of the Chicago,

Terre Haute & Southeastern at Bedford,

Ind.

Mr. William Henry, formerly master

mechanic of the Frisco System at Neo-
dosha, Kan., has been transferred to Fort

Smith, Ark.

Mr. R. C. Hyde, formerly master me-
chanic of the Chicago. Rock Island & Pa-
cific at Manly, Iowa, has been transferred

to N'alley Junction, la.

Mr. E. S. Pearce has been appointed as-

sistant mechanical engineer of the Cleve-

land, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, with

office at Beech Grove, Ind.

Mr. M. A. Peers has been appointed

district master mechanic, District No. 2,

Saskatchewan division of the Canadian
Pacific, succeeding Mr. J. X'eill.

Mr. R. C. Harding has been appointed

bonus supervisor of the Gulf, Colorado &
Santa F'e, with office at Cleburne, Tex.,

succeeding Mr. J. M. Devlin, resigned.

Mr. Gny Pinner has been appointed

bridge engineer of the Seaboard Air Line,

with headquarters at Norfolk, Va., suc-

ceeding Mr. VV. O. Schcurman, resigned.

Mr. J. J. Wenzel, formerly assistant

roundhouse foreman of the New York
Central at Air Line Junction, O., has

been appointed erecting foreman at Elk-

hart. Ind.

Mr. J. .Slackhouse has been appointed

superintendent of materials and supplies

of the Philadelphia & Reading, with of-

lice at Reading. Pa., succeeding Mr. J. K.

Witman, deceased.

Mr. E. A. Pettit has been appointed

general foreman of the locomotive shop;

of the New York Central, with office at

Elkhart, Ind., succeeding Mr. H. E.

Warner, promoted.

Mr. Oscar Culbrcth has been appointed

road foreman of engines for the entire

Cairo division of the Cleveland, Cincin-

nati, Chicago & St. Louis, with headquar-

ters at Mt. Carmel, 111.

Mr. M. D. Franey, formerly master mo
chanic of the New York Central at Elk-

hart, Ind., has resigned to take a position

with the American Brake Shoe & Foun-

dry Company at Erie, Pa.

Mr. B. Edison, formerly road foreman

of locomotives of the Grand Trunk at

Smithers, B. C, has been appointed road

foreman of locomotives of the same road,

with office at Regina, Sask.

Mr. George W. Armstrong, formerly

assistant shop superintendent of the Eric

at Susquehanna, Pa., has been appointed

superintendent of the central manufactur-

ing plant at Meadville, Pa.

Mr. W. B. Embury has been appointed

master mechanic of the Indian Territory

division of the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific, with headquarters at Shawnee,

Okla., succeeding Mr. W. J. O'Neill, pro-

moted.

Mr. P. C. Moshisky, formerly joint

foreman of the Denver & Rio Grande at

Durango. Colo., has been appointed mas-

ter mechanic, with headquarters at Rid-

wa}', Colo., succeeding Mr. J. .'\. Edwards
resigned.

Mr. J. T. Flavin, formerly master me-

chanic of the Chicago, Indiana & -South-

ern at Gibson, Ind., has been appointed

master mechanic of the New York Cen-

tral at Elkhart, Ind., succeeding Mr. M.
D. Franey.

Mr. A. T. Kuehncr has been appointed

motive power inspector of the main line

of the Baltimore & Ohio, and Mr. E. G.

Cromwell has been appointed general

foreman of the same road, with office at

Cumberland, Md.

.\lr. Elmer A. Borell, formerly general

air-brake inspector of the Philadelphia &
Reading, has been appointed engineer

motive power, with office at Reading, Pa.,

and the position of general air-brake in-

spector has been abolished.

Mr. H. E. Warner has been appointed

superintendent of the New York Central

shops at Elkhart, Ind. He has been over

12 years in the employ of the company,
filling the position of piece-work inspec-

tor, shop inspector, and latterly general

foreman.

Mr. W. A. Stockbridge, formerly elec-

tric engineer of the Northwest System of

the Pennsylvania Lines west of Pitts-

burgh at Fort Wayne, Ind., has been ap-

pointed electrical engineer in the office of

the general superintendent of motive

power at Pittsburgh, Pa.

Mr. William Gcmlo, formerly master
mechanic of the Minneapolis & St. Louis,

has been appointed road foreman of en-

gines, with office at Watertown, S. D., and
Mr. R. Haylor has been appointed to a

similar position, with office at Fort Dodge,
la., both on the same road.

Mr. George Hodges has been elected

chairman of the committee on relations

between railroads of the American Rail-

way .iXssociation, succeeding Mr. Arthur

Hale, resigned. Mr. Hodges has had a

wide e.vperience as a railroad man and is

eminently qualified for the important posi-

tion.

Mr. W. C. Van Horn has been appoint-

ed superintendent division of the Pitts-

InirHli division of the Baltimore & Ohio,

with headquarters at Pittsburgh, Pa. Mr.
Van Horn has been engaged in the op-

erating department of the company for

the past 15 years, and was latterly termi-

nal trainmaster at Chicago Junction, O.

Mr. J. V. Kennedy has been appointed

general superintendent of the Cincinnati

Northern, with office at Van Nest, O., suc-

ceeding Mr. M. A. Neville, resigned to en-

gage in other business, and Mr. J. T.

Hayes has been appointed superintendent

of the Cleveland-Tndianapolis division of

the same road, with office at Bellcfontaine,

O., succeeding Mr. Kennedy.

Mr. L. E. Jordon, formerly jiresident

and general manager of the Vulcan Proc-

ess Company, Minneaiiolis. Minn., has dis-

posed of his interest in the company and
has been succeeded in oflice by Mr. Clif-

ford N. Lockwood, who will also have
the position of treasurer. The company
deals in oxy-acetylene apparatus and

supplies.

Mr. Thomas Lewis, formerly master

mechanic of the Lehigh Valley, with office

at Auburn, N. Y., has been appointed gen-

eral boiler inspector for the system, with

headquarters at Sayre, Pa., and Mr. M.

Jefferson, formerly assistant master me-

chanic of the New Jersey and Lehigh di-

vision at Easton, Pa., succeeds Mr. Lewis

as master mechanic at Auburn, N. Y.

Mr. L. Fi.sher, formerly district master

mechanic of the Canadian Pacific at

Revelstoke, B. C, has been appointed dis-

trict master mechanic on the same road,

with office at Canbrook. B. C. Mr. S.

West, formerly district master mechanic

at Kenora, Ont., has been transferred to

Medicine Hat, Alta., succeeding Mr. R.

Braun, who has received a commission as

lieutenant in the Canadian army.

Mr. W. IT. McDonough is reiiorted to

have been selected as president of the

Vulcan Brake Shoe & Equipment Com-
pany, recently organized. Mr. R. M.
Brower and Mr. E. B. Smith, formerly in

charge of the sales department of the

American Brake Shoe & Foundry Com-
pany, vice-presidents. Mr. F. W. Grant,

formerly assistant to the vice-president

of the .American Brake Shoe & Foundry
Company, will be secretary, and Mr. R.

N. Hill, engineer of tests.

Mr. W. H. Wood has been appointed

superintendent of the electric power
plants of the Baltimore & Ohio, with
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Iieadqiiartcrs at Raitiinorc, Md., succeed-

ing Mr. T. F. Foltz, resigned. Mr. Wood
is a graduate of the L'niversity of Arts &
Sciences, following wliicli lie was connect-

ed with the Standard Steel Company at

Burnham, Pa., and latterly as consulting

engineer with Mr. A. C. Wood. Mr.

Wood is also an able authority on steam

Ijoiler plants.

Mr. M. J. Kariho, formerly master me-

chanic of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chi-

cago & St. Louis at Mattoon, 111., has

liccn appointed superintendent of the gen-

eral repair shops on the same road at

Beech Grove, Ind. Mr. M. J. Butler, for-

merly general foreman of the machine

shops at Beech Grove, has been appointed

master mechanic at Rellcfontaine. ( ).

Mr. E. J. Buckbee, formerly general fore-

man of the Mt. Carmel. 111., shops, has

been appointed master mechanic at Mat-

toon, and Mr. Z. A. Baird has been ap-

pointed general foreman at Mt. Cariiiol.

111.

Mr. L. B. Morris, general sales manager

at New York of the Cambria Steel Com-
pany, has also been appointed manager of

sales of the Midvale Steel Company, and

the Worth Brothers Company. Mr. H.

W. Hayes has been appointed manager of

sales of tlie three companies in the Bos-

ton district. Mr. E. S. Harris has been

appointed manager of the same companies

in the Philadelphia district, and Mr. L.

E. McLain l)Ccomcs manager of sales of

the same companies in the Pittsburgh dis-

trict.

Mr. J. T. Slattery. president of the .\ir

Brake Association and superintendent of

.T. T. sr..\TTFKV.

tile .Mciuutain division of the Denver &
Kio Grande, has had a wide experience as

an all round railroad man. He is from
lies Moines, la., and graduated with hon-

ors from the Central Business College nt

Oenver. Col. He entered railway service

in 1886 in the construction departmem of

the Chicago & Northwestern. In 1889 he

was employed in the frciglit department

of the Denver & Rio Grande, and also for

some time on tlie Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy. In 189.3 be returned (o the Den-

ver & Rio (irande, and in a few years he

was promoted to locomotive engineer, in

which position he continued for nine

years. In 1906 he was appointed general

air-brake instructor, and in 1911 train-

master at Tucker, Utah, and in 1912 su-

perintendent of the Green River division.

I'.. A. CI.EMF.NT.S.

with olHce at Helper, Utah. In 1913 he

was transferred to the Colorado lines as

superintendent of the Mountain division,

with headquarters at Salida. Colo., and in

which position he is employed at the pres-

ent. Mr. Slattery is a genial and popular

cliaracter among railway men, a ready

and fluent speaker and an accomplished

inirliamentarian.

Mr. B. A. Clements, who has been

elected vice-president of the Rome Mer-
cliant Iron Mills, is from Indianapolis,

hid., and entered the service of the Illi-

nois Central as messenger boy in 1891,

and served successively as clerk and

stenographer to the road master and su-

perintendent of the Chicago and St. Louis

divisions until July, 1898. when he be-

came secretary to the general passenger

:igcnt of the Michigan Central at Chicago.

Ill 1899 he returned to the Illinois Cen-
tral as secretary to the general superin-

tendent of transportation, and from 1902

111 1904 was chief clerk to the general man-
ager. From 1906 to 1939 Mr. Clements

was chief clerk to the vice-president in

charge of operation, when he w'as ap-

pointed general agent, operating depart-

ment, reporting to the president. In 1910

Ml. Clements left the Illinois Central to

accept the position of Western railroad

representative of Worth Bros., with

Iieadquarters at Chicago, which position

lie held when elected to the new position

as noted aliove. with headquarters at 30

Cliurch street. New York. Mr. Clements

has had unusual experience, which has

given him intimate knowledge of railroad

men and railroad problems. His person-

ality has attracted hosts of friends and

acquaintances. This and his knowledge

of the metallurgy of iron are most val-

uable assets in his new business connec-

tion.

Obituary.

CHARI.ES J. CaR.NEY.

Charles J. Carney, one of the managers
of the American Locomotive Works at

Dunkirk, N. Y., died April 12 and was
buried on the ISth, his funeral having

been among the largest and most influ-

entially attended interments ever held in

that city. The honorary bearers, all old

friends and associates of Mr. Carney, were
James McNaughton of New York, vice-

president of the American Locomotive
Company ; R. .J Gross, John R. Magarvey,
manager of the Schenectady plant of the

-Xmerican Locomotive Works; H. C. He-
quembeurg of New York, Harry Swoyer,

general manager of the Brooks works
of the American Locomotive Company

;

H. II. Droege, vice-president of the Mer-
chants National Bank.

The active bearers, all members of Dun-
kirk commandery No. 0, K. T., were
Henry Adams, J. A. Taylor, A. E. Nu-
gent. R. H. Heppell, A. W. Cummings
and John W. Holmes. With the excep-

tion of Mr. Holmes all are past eminent

commanders.

-Ml the public organizations in Dunkirk
and of some neighboring towns sent del-

egates to the funeral and a general feel-

ing was manifested to honor the departed

citizen.

In 1876 the writer went to work in the

CH.\RLES J. C.\RNEY.

lirooks Locomotive Works and worked
for several months under Mr. Carney

whom he found to he the most helpful,

obliging and efficient superior he has ever

come in contact with. He was an excel-

lent leader of men and by precept and
example pushed forward in an ad-

mirable manner the work he was engaged
upon supervising.
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Dr. Angus Sinclair Comments on the Educa-

tion of Apprentices, Past and Present
In the meeting of tlie mechanical staff

of the Erie Railroad, presided over by

Mr. William Schlafge, general superin-

tendent of machinery, reports arc made
about the value and utility of certain ar-

ticles. These we discuss and valuable in-

formation is obtained that keeps one in

close touch with the mechanical progress

of the day. There are now six apprentice

schools and another one is about to be

opened, all of which add considerably to

my work. It is very good practice for me,

as I have to study to make the talks var-

ied and interesting to the boys. The
enterprise of tlie Eric Railroad people in

maintaining these schools is highly com-

mendable and is destined to perform

useful work for the mechanics of the

country. It is quite a contrast to the

treatment which the young mechanics re-

ceived in Scotland during my time. .'Xt

Arbroath the practice was to start the

young mechanic on some tool, and there

he remained during the whole of his ap-

prenticeship, unless he made personal ef-

forts to get moved to other work, and

few of them had what was called cheek to

complain. There was no attempt to give

the youngsters any education that would

apply to mechanics. I was always ambi-

tious to learn things, and once started a

move to organize a night school, but it

came to nothing because there was no sen-

timent among the other boys in favor of

learning things they were not compelled

to learn.

I had managed to acquire considerable

knowledge; was gleaned under diflficul-

lics that are amusing to reflect upon,

n here was an old dominie in Arbroath

who was in the habit of teaching naviga-

tion to sailors, and the idea struck me that

he might give me instruction in mechanics,

so I went and asked him to do so. He did

not know anything about mechanics, but

he urged me to take a course of naviga-

tion, which I declined. A few days af-

terwards he came into the shop and told

me he had found something that would

suit me. "All useful knowledge," he

said, "is embraced in works on moral

philosophy. I am well acquainted with

that notable treatise on moral philosophy

by Dr. Dougald Stewart, and I advise you

to take a course of study on that invalu-

able subject." I took the course and

bought the book, but it proved excessively

dry labor.

When I had spent two winters toiling

over Dougald Stewart, I accidentally en-

countered a copy of Chalmers Informa-

tion for the People, and concluded that it

was the information I needed. I asked

Dominie Watson to change from Dougald
Stewart, but he would not do that, so I

had to labor alone, which I proceeded to

do. I again tried to form a class among

the workmen, but failed in the attempt.

When I look back upon my different

schools and schoolmasters, I feel moved
to give mucli credit to a boilermaker called

Willie Laurie. When I was waiting for

the bell to ring (we called it the pot) on

the first morning I was assigned to work

in the boiler shop, the men began discuss-

ing the best kind of drinks. A variety of

beverages had had their merits gone over,

when someone remembered that the views

of an expert had been overlooked, and

asked, "What do you prefer as a good
drink, Willie?" "Well, men," was the

reply, "when I have my choice there's

naething I like better than a glass o'

whiskey mixed with another glass."

I was appointed tool carrier for this

Laurie. The first job we went on was a

leaky fire box. We had been inside about

two hours, and when we came out Willie

asked me, "How many fire liars are in that

box?" I did not know, and said so.

"Didn't you see them?" he persisted.

"Yes, I saw them, but did not count."

"How many d'ye think?" I made a wild

guess, and he laughed, saying I should

never make a mechanic if I did not sec

things better than that. That was only

the beginning. Every day he had some
puzzling question to ask, and that put me
studying every detail of the boiler in order

to be able to answer his questions. That
practice was continued and became a

habit.

Erie Apprentices Hear Dr. Angus
Sinclair.

The Daily Messenger, published in

Meadville, Pa., has the following com-
ments in its issue of April 6:

"The Erie apprentices at the local rail-

road shops were indeed fortunate to have

Dr. Angus Sinclair address them yester-

day afternoon in their school room, on

general mechanical topics.

"Dr. Sinclair is one of the most eminent

mechanical authorities living today and is

indeed a striking example of what can be

obtained through self-effort, as he at-

tained his success entirely by study and

close application to higher mechanics.

"During his talk. Dr. Sinclair brought

out very forcibly the changed conditions

under which the present day apprentice is

taught a trade, as compared with the con-

ditions at the time when he was an ap-

prentice and that how, under the present

management, the boy is encouraged in ev-

ery way possible to become successful,

while in older times there were so many
obstacles to be overcome that but few had

the staying qualities to reach the goal.

"He dwelt to some extent on the lives

of celebrated mechanics who gave great

inventions to the mechanical world and

how these inventions influence today our

present advanced type of steam power en-

ghies. These men did not have the ad-

vantage of instruction schools in vogue

on many of the railroads and industrial

shops today but worked alone on their

own initiative.

"The apprentice today has every oppor-

tunity to become a mechanical engineer,

particularly the apprentices on the Erie

railroad, for this road was not only one

of the pioneers in this niovenient but they

have bettered their instruction to such an

extent that today it is second to none.

"Dr. Sinclair was very much impressed

with the fine appearance made by the ap-

prentice boys at the Meadville shop and

congratulated the management on having

such a nice lot of young men in training

for future mechanics. He is indeed a

genial talker and tlie boys were very

much impressed by his address and the

management is much pleased with their

progress."

Sun or Moon.

W lien railways first began operating in

the British Isles there was considerable

conviviality among the trainmen, which

was afterward sternly suppres.sed by the

companies, although there were at first

strong protests against rules that inter-

fered with personal liberty. The writer

remembers the time when a teetotal

trainman was spoken of as a sneak.

In the good old drinking days there

was a club of railway men in Arbroath,

Scotland, the members being bent on

maintaining the old habits. The story is

told of two famous drouths leaving the

club after a protracted sitting. As they

wended their way homeward, Jack Mon-
crieff remarked to his friend, Tom Guth-

rie, "Why, Tom, it's getting late ; there's

the sun rising."

"That's no the sun," said Tom ; that's

the moon."

They proceeded to argue the question,

when a newcomer appeared.

"Freen," said Jack, "we've been having

a little argument. I say that's the sun

rising and my freen says it's the moon.

We are going to refer to you for de-

cision."

"Well, men," said the newcomer, you
will liave to get someone else to settle

your dispute, for I'm a stranger in this

town."

Sounds Right.

A conductor and a brakeman on a

Montana railroad differ as to the proper

pronunciation of the name Eurelia. Pas-

sengers are often startled at this station

to hear the conductor yell

:

"You're a liar ! You're a liar
!"

And then from the brakeman at the

other end of the car:

"You really are! You really are!"
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"Speakin' of mixtures," said

Old Jerry as he refilled his

jimmy pipe, "I've never used a

cooler mixture than flake graph-

ite and oil.

"In the old days," continued

Jerry, "when 689 was the fast-

est engin' on the road, the boys

used to wonder why it was

never laid up in the tinker's

shop an' why it never broke a

schedule. 'Fine ole engin',

Jerry,' they used to say. 'Nix,

flake graphite,' 1 says. And
takin' an old Dixon ad from my
pocket 1 read: 'Write for

*Graphite Products

for the Railroad
'^

and Sample No. 69.' (You

see 1 didn't mind givin* away

the dope.)

"And, Judgin' by the v^^ay

Dixon's Flake Graphite is bein'

used nowadays, every mother's

son of them, an' their friends,

must have wrote for that book-

let and sample."

Joseph Dixon Crucible Company
Established 1827

JERSEY CITY, N. J. 38 C

Railroad Equipment Notes.

The Union Pacific has ordered 25,000

tons of rails from the Illinois Steel Com-
pany.

The Southern Railway has ordered 92

passenger train cars fruui the Pullman

Company.

Tin- Atlantic Coast Line has ordered

10,500 tons of rails from the Pennsylvania

Steel Company.

The Louisville & Nashville Railroad has

ordered 950 under-frames from the

Pressed Steel Car Company.

The Norfolk & Western Railway is re-

ported as ordering 10 locomotives from

the American Locomotive Company.

The Kansas City Southern Railway is

said to have ordered 10 locomotives from

the American Locomotive Company.

The Chicago & Northwestern let con-

tracts early in March for 14 Pacific type

engines, 35 Mikados and 28 switching en-

gines.

The Southern Railway has ordered 20

Santa Fe type and five Mountain type lo-

comotives from the Baldwin Locomotive

Works.

The Cuban-American Sugar Company,
New York, has ordered two Mogul type

locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive

Works.

The Philadelphia & Reading Railway

has ordered 26 Mikado and si.x Mallet

type locomotives from the Baldwin Loco-

motive works.

The St. Louis Southeastern Railway

reported as ordering 20 locomotives, has

placed this order with the Baldwin Loco-

motive Works.

The Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas
Pacific Railway has ordered 300 under-

frames from the Western Steel Car &
Foundry Company.

The Chicago Great Western Railroad

has ordered three Pacific and seven Santa

Fe type locomotives from the Baldwin

Locomotive Works.

The Pennsylvania Steel Company,
Steelton, Pa., has ordered two six-wheel

switching locomotives from the Baldwin

Locomotive Works.

The New York, Ontario & Western

Railway has ordered 3,500 tons of rails

from the Lackawanna Steel and Bethle-

hem Steel companies.

Railway is building 75 logging cars in its

Tacoma shops for the Fuget Sound &
Willapa Harbor Railway.

Thi- Wabash Railway has contracted

for 14,000 tons of rails, divided between
the Lackawanna Steel Company and the

United States Steel Corporation.

The Central Railroad of New Jersey
has ordered five eight-wheeled switching

locomotives from the American Locomo-
tive Company, aiul will build three in its

own shops.

Tiic Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh
has ordered 5,500 tons of rails from the
Lackawanna Steel Company, and is re-

ported to have ordered 5,000 to 10,000

tons from other companies.

The Southern Railway has increased its

recently reported order to the Baldwin
Locomotive Works from 20 Santa Fe and
five Mountain type locomotives to 25
Santa Fe and 15 Mountain.

The French State Railways has been
getting prices in . this country on 3,500

freight cars, and the Italian State Rail-

ways have asked for prices on 4,000

freight cars of various kinds.

The French Government, it is said, has

now ordered about 160,000 tons of rails of

various weights and sizes from .\merican

mills, of which about 140,000 tons will be

rcilled by one company.

The machine shops and roundhouse of

the Southern Pacific Company at Xaco,

Sonora, were destroyed by fire .\pril 10.

The loss, including three locomotives and
two coaches, is estimated at $300,000.

The Union Tank Line Company has in-

creased its order for tank cars placed with

the American Car & Foundry Co. from

750 to 1,000 cars. This makes a total of

2,000 cars ordered by this company this

year.

The El Paso & Southwestern Railway

has ordered two Mikadci tj-pe locomotives

from the American Locomotive Co. Cyl-

inders will be 29 by 30 in. ; driving wheels,

63 in.; total weight in working order. 321,-

000 pounds.

The Long Island Railroad has ordered

four eight-wheel locomotives from the

American Locomotive Company. Cylin-

ders will be 23 by 28 in. ; driving wheels,

56 in. ; total weight in working order,

195.000 pounds.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul

The Pekin Hankow Railwaj-, of China,

has ordered 10 consolidation tj-pe loco-

motives from the American Locomotive

Company. Cylinders will be 22 by 26 in.;
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driving wheels, 53Vi in.; total wciglit in

working order, 166,000 ponnds.

The Sonlhcrn Railway lias ordered

1,750 box cars fruin the .'American Car S:

Foundry Company and 1,500 from the

Mount Vernon Car Manufacturing Com-

pany, besides 1,975 bo.\ cars which it is

understood will be built by the Lenoir

Car Works.

The following roads were in the mar-

ket last month for engines : Peoria &
Pekin Union, 5 ; Chicago Great Western,

20; Burlington, 30; Bessemer & Lake

Erie, 5; Monon, 9; Canadian Pacific, 6;

Pennsylvania Lines West, 50; Southern

Pacific, 95 ; Canadian Northern, 48 ; Chi-

cago Junction, several switching engines

;

I'Visco Lines, 30.

The Pennsylvania Railroad system has

placed orders for 205,000 tons of heavy

section rails, including 125,000 tons for

lines east and 80,000 tons for lines west

of Pittsburgh. The present order for 1917

requirements compares with 175,000 tons

for 1916 and 167,500 tons in 1915, and is

one of the largest rail orders ever placed

l)y the Pennsylvania.

The International Great Northern has

let contracts for large repair shops at San

Antonio, Tex. The main building is to be

300 feet by 125 feet, and will contain the

smith shop, boiler shop and machine shop,

equipped with an electric crane. There

will also be a roundhouse, 18 stalls ; cop-

per shop, air shop, and boiler-washing

plant, 40 by 160 feet; woodwork shop, 62

by 164 feet ; car shed, 65 by 68 feet ; store

roiim. 36 by 105 feet, aljout 12 miles of

sidings; total cost, about $300,000 for tlie

entire plant and equipment.

Nationalization of Cuban Railroads.

The American Minister at llabana,

Cuba, has informed the Department of

State in a dispatch dated February 18,

1916, that the President of Cuba has

signed a decree dated February 17, 1916,

appointing a commission to study the

question of the nationalization of the rail-

roads of Cuba. The committee is ex-

pected to report within six months.

Railway Pay on the Baltimore and
Ohio.

Engineers, $5.24; conductors, $4.47;

firemen, $3.22; other trainmen, $3.09; all

employees, $2.53; general office clerks,

$2.54; station agents, $2.33; other station

men, $1.98; carpenters, $2.66; other shop-

men, $2.36; section foremen, $2.20; other

trackmen, $1.59; switch tenders, crossing

tenders and watchmen, $1.71; telegraph

operators and dispatchers, $2.56; all other

employees and laborers, $2.21.

Safety on the Kentucky Central.

i'resident Howard Elliott, of the New
Haven line, is a ready and lunnorous

speaker, so he is naturally in request fur

social gatherings when speeches are in

order. A few weeks ago Mr. Elliott

spoke on Safety First to a Boston audi-

ence and said

:

"Why, the day may come," he declared,

"when all roads will be as safe as the

Great Kentucky Central.

"A passenger on the Great Kentucky

Central said to the conductor

:

" 'Do you use the block system on this

line ?'

" 'No, we ain't got no use for the block

system, stranger.'

" 'Oh, I suppose, then, you use electric

or pneumatic signaling?'

" 'No ; no use for them nuther.'

"'Then you have train despatchers, and

run your train by telegraph?'

" 'Nope.'

" 'But when you stop between stations

you at least go back a hundred yards

and flag the rear ?'

" 'Nope, stranger ; nope.'

" 'Then,' said the passenger angrily,

'all I've got to say is that this road is run

in a criminally reckless manner.'

"The conductor frowned, took out a

plug of tobacco and snapped ofif a chew

viciously.

" 'Stranger,' he said, 'if you don't like

this line say so, and I'll stop the train and

you can git off and walk, I'm the presi-

dent of this line and the sole owner. This

is the Great Kentucky Central, and.

stranger, don't you forget it. She's seven

miles and a half long. She runs from

Paint Rock to Nola Chucky. This is the

only train that travels on the Great Ken-

tucky Central, and what you hear snortin'

ahead is our only engine. We ain't never

had a collision. We ain't never had an

accident. What's more, we never will.

Now are you satisfied, stranger, or will

I pull the string and let you git out and

walk ?'•"

Angus Sinclair, when superintendent,

engineer and conductor of the Chicago,

Clinton & Western, seven miles long and

known as the "Plug," made the same re-

mark repeatedly to disgruntled passen-

gers who complained of the seven miles

an hour train velocity. They were al-

ways invited to get out and walk, but

none did so except one man who fell

through a trestle and sued the company
for $10,000 damages. He was awarded

three dollars to repair pants that were

damaged.

Gun Metal.

This alloy has its name because it was

at one time largely used for casting guns.

The real gun metal contains about 90 per

cent, of copper and 10 per cent, of tin,

and is one of the strongest alloys. Gun
metal should have the composition

named, but it is frequently used as a name
for bronze and sometimes for alloys con-

taining zinc, as well as tin.

GOLD
Car

Heating
&

Lighting

Company

Manufacturers of

ELECTRIC,
STEAM AND
HOT WATER
HEATING
APPARATUS
FOR RAILWAY CARS

VENTILATORS
FOR PASSENGER
AND REFRIGER-
ATOR CARS
ACETYLENE SYSTEM
OF CAR LIGHTING

Send for circular of our combina-
tion PRESSURE AND VAPOR
SYSTEM OF CAR HEATING,
which system automatically main-
tains about the same temperature in

the car regardless of the outside
weather conditions.

Main Office, Whitehall Building

17 BATTERY PLACE

NEW YORK
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Hydraulic
Riveters rixcd and Portable

Punches, Shears,
Presses, Lifts, Cranes

and Accumulators.

Matthews' Fire Hydrants,

Eddy Valves

Valve Indicator Posts.

• The Camden High-Pressure Valves.

Books, Bulletins, Catalogues, Etc.

Cast Iron Pipe

R. D. Wood & Company
Engineers, Iron

founders, Machinists.

(00 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Nichols Transfer Tables

Turntable Tractors
GEO. P. NICHOLS & BRO.

1090 Old Colony Bldg. CHICAGO

:^NOW IS THE TIME to install a

Rue Boiler Washer
and Tester,

For you will need it when cold

weather comes. It will wash out,

test and fill your boiler, all with
hot water, and have it ready for

use in one hour.
THINK IT OVER.

Catalog on Boiler Washers A-5.

Catalog on Injectors B-5.

Rue Manufacturing Co.,
228 CHERRY STREET

Philadelphia. Pa.
Manufacturers of Injectors. Ejectors.

Boiler WaBhpra nn*i Testers. Boiler Checks.
Check Vnlves.

ASHTOIM
POP VALVES AND GAGES
The Quality Good. That Last

The Ashton Valve Co.

271 Franklin Street. Boaton, Mass.

No. 174 Market St., Chicago. 111.

"National" Bulletin.

Autogenous welding of "National" pipe

is the subject treated of in the April issue

of National DuUelin, No. 26, and the 52

pages form a volume of instruction that

forms a text-book in itself. Many of the

articles are written by practical operators

who, by their general experience in laying

autogenously welded pipe lines, are well

equipped to give such information on

the subject of autogenous welding, as is

most valuable to those contemplating the

adoption of this new system of pipe in-

stallation. Special stress is laid on the

superiority of the oxy-acetylene process,

the high temperature of the flame, ap-

proximately 6,800 degrees Fahrenheit,

makes it possible to produce a very rapid

melting and fusion of the metal without

burning it. The complete outfit is shown

in illustrations, and the accompanying de-

scriptive matter leaves nothing to be

desired in the way of thorough instruc-

tion in the art of expert welding. Nu-

merous examples of welding are given,

and the results having stood the severest

tests the process is now in no sense to

be regarded as an experiment. The saving

of time and expense over the old meth-

ods are enormous, and all interested

sliould secure a copy of Bulletin No. 26

from the National Tube Company, Pitts-

burgh, Pa.

Staybolts.

The April issue of Staybolts, No. 11,

issued by the Flannery Bolt Company,

contains some remarkable records

throughout the railroad field in the last

six years, and it should be remembered

that it takes years to make a satisfactory

.showing in the economic performance of

a lot of engines based on the ton-mile

rating. Instances are given where the

flexible staybolts were in use five years

during which time not a single staybolt

of the flexible kind had failed. The Tate

bolt undoubtedly means prolonged serv-

ice, and while the enterprising company

has modestly refrained from claiming

perfection, or complete immunity from

staybolt fracture, the improvement has

been so marked that it would be foolish

to ignore the mass of evidence that is

presented in favor of its use. Not only

so, but the company is constantly experi-

menting with new designs, so that with

added improvements every kind of boiler

may be equipped with staying accessories

that are unquestionably meritorious in

aiding in the safety and durability of the

boiler. Bulletin No. 11 is well worthy of

perusal by railway men engaged in the

mechanical department, and copies may

be had on application to the company's

office, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Foreign Specifications for Railway

Material

With the object of placing in conveni-

ent and accessible form before those in

the United States interested in or re-

sponsible for railway materials, the Bu-

reau of Standards, Department of Com-
merce, in connection with its investigation

of failures of railway material, has ob-

tained, through the courtesy of the State

Department, copies of specifications for

railway material—rails, axles, wheels, and

tires—used in several European coun-

tries. These specifications are given in

full, together with a digest and discussion,

in Technologic Paper No. 61, just issued.

The available data concerning the types

and weights of foreign railway equipment,

together with those concerning derail-

ments and accidents abroad, are also in-

cluded in the publication. Persons inter-

ested may obtain copies of the paper,

which is entitled "Foreign Specifications

for Railway Material," without charge

upon application to the Bureau of Stand-

ards, Washington, D. C.

Oil Engines.

Fairbanks, Morse & Company, Chicago,

have issued catalogue 92 B, describing

and illustrating their new type Y oil en-

gines, style H, and in these days of

high-priced gasoline, it is well to give

attention to the need of an engine that

will operate on much lower grades of

oil, such as heavy solar oils, gas oils and

fuel oils, as well as crude oils as they

come from the wells. In almost every

section of the country some of these oils

may be obtained at less cost than the

others, and the ideal engine is that one

which will use them without change of

any kind in the engine, and at the same

time at the lowest possible cost. It is to

meet this need that the smaller sizes of

type Y have been developed. This tj-pe of

engine is well adapted for all general pur-

poses, for belt or direct drive. They can

be started and require little or no atten-

tion. They are especially adapted for

railway water stations, pumping plants, or

any purpose for which a simple and effi-

cient and reliable pumping unit is re-

quired. In many places this is the only

satisfactory type of pump, and the only

type that can be operated economically.

Send for a copy of the catalogue to the

company's oflice, Chicago, 111.

Drill Chips.

The editor of Drill Chips, the organ

of the Cleveland Twist Drill Company,

should be in Congress, but we are afraid

that he is too honest and too modest to

pass through the fiery furnace of an

election. His leading article in Drill

Chips for April is an admirable essay on
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"Preparedness." Xo comments of ours

could do it justice. It is one of those

gems that should be printed by the mil-

lion. Every editorial sparrow in America

is chirping on the same subject now, but

if they would simply reprint Mr. Hen-

derson's incisive observations and keep

their own little mouths shut, they would

be aiding in a monumental educational

work. When the eagle screams all the

feathered choirs lapse into silence, but

journalists love to listen to themselves,

and keep on chattering, and think them-

selves worth many sparrows. Of the

company's fine products, of course, there

is a special short article on drilling rails,

which, to say the least, is highly illumi-

nating. Copies may be had on applica-

tion to the company's office at Cleveland,

Ohio.

Mechanical and Magnetic Properties

of Steel.

A review of the work done in corre-

lating the magnetic and mechanical prop-

erties of steel has been published by the

United States Bureau of Standards in its

Scientific Paper No. 272. The magnetic

method tests the whole amount of mate-

rial and not merely some surface phenom-

enon. It does not destroy the test piece,

but leaves it unaltered. Thus it is found

to be possible to apply a magnetic test to

the identical material that is to enter into

a given structure. Copies of the publica-

tion, the title of which is "Correlation of

the Mechanical and Magnetic Properties

of Steel." will be sent free upon request

to the Bureau of Standards, Washington,

D. C.

The International Association for Test-

ing Materials has designated the subject

covered in this book as one of the im-

portant problems of today, and has as-

signed its investigation to a special com-

mittee.

of the same length full of men and girls

and machinery, and again the serious

visitor said nothing until the other end

wa^ reached. Then he declared:

"This is the biggest building I ever

saw!"

Still the tour continued. They turned

another corner and walked down a third

aisle, and now the serious German was

getting winded. When the end was

reached, he mopped his brow and ex-

claimed in astonished conviction:

"Ach! This must be the biggest build-

ing in the world!"

Now, suppose a young fellow with

his career all before him—say, a lil)eral

arts sophomore, or high school senior

—

went through the same plant.

He, too, would be impressed chiefly

by the size of the place, and very prop-

erly. For it is an immense viforks full

of technical apparatus and processes.

It is said to be the largest machine

shop in the world. Nor is this all of

Westingliouse, because the company
has plants in other cities of the United

States, and in Europe.

A young student would get the gen-

eral impression that, if he were em-

ployed by Westinghouse, he would be

connected with a very large concern

indeed, with its thousands of workers,

and millions of feet floor space, and

plants and outfit distributed all over the

globe—surely a job to. be proud of.

The full text of the pamphlet from

which the above extracts were taken

can be obtained free from the Westing-

house Electric & Manufacturing Com-
pany, East Pittsburgh, Pa., on appli-

cation.

Young Men and the Electrical Industry.

The above is the title of an illustrated

booklet by James H. Collins, issued by

the Westinghouse Electric & Manufac-

turing Company, which begins:

"One day, not long ago, a party of

officials from Germany visited the main

plant of the Westinghouse Electric &

Manufacturing Company at East Pitts-

burgh. They walked an aisle that seemed

a mile long, past countless machines

where the operators, a number of whom

were girls, were winding insulated wire.

They were soUd, serious Germans—real

well-fattened husbands of the German

Hausffan's ideal. It was a long walk.

The most serious member of the party

plodded along without comment until

the end of the aisle was reached. Then

he turned to his friends and said: 'This

is a big building.'
"

They were taken around a corner and

conducted back through another aisle

Easy.

A New Yorker had occasion to phone

from one suliurb to another while visiting

in a western city. Upon asking what the

charge was he was told fifty cents.

"Fifty cents! For that distance? Great

Scott ! In New York you can call hell

up for fifty cents."

"Possibly," cooly answered the oper-

ator. "It's in the city limits."
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Stability and Growth of Thermit Welding
Details of the Process and the Appliances Necessary

Among the railroad shop appliances that

have come into almost universal favor

during the present century there are none

wliose merits have stood the test with a

liigher degree of reliability than that of

thermit welding. While the process is

well known and thoroughly established,

it is well to refer to it from time to time,

just as valve-setting and other operations

requiring skill should be occasionally de-

scribed in order that those who may not

have had an opportunity of personally do-

ing powder, and rapidly produces super-

heated liquid steel and slag, at a tempera-

ture of about 5,000 degrees Fahrenheit. It

is sufficiently hot to melt any metal with

which it comes in contact and mixes with

to form a solid enduring mass. By its use

locomotive frames and other parts that

may have sustained fracture may be weld-

ed with such slight dismantling as may be

necessary to leave the broken parts ex-

posed to the mold with which it is neces-

sary to surround the fracture. The mold

for a space of two inches on each side of

the opening, so that when the heat is

applied there will be no grease or other

matter left to leave a space between the

mold and the frame. Screw jacks or

other appliances should be used to hold

the frame in correct alignment and also

to expand the opening from '/i in. to 'A

in., according to the size of the frame,

allowing for the contraction incident to

the cooling of the superheated portion of

the metal. A preheating process is neces-

FIG. 1. LOCOMOTIVE FRAME WELD SHOWING POURING GATE RISER .\ND WELD.

ing the work may become familiar with

the details of the operation, thereby ex-

tending their general fund of information

in regard to the improved methods of re-

pair work, and getting ready, if need be,

to perform the operations themselves, if

the occasion arises.

The Thermit process, so called, consists

of a chemical reaction between a mixture

of aluminum and iron oxide. The com-
pound is ignited by means of special ignit-

box requires to be about IS inches wide to

allow sufficient space to thoroughly en-

velop the fractured part. The broken por-

tion must be cut out at least one inch in

width. In cutting out this portion a cut-

ting flame of gas or oxygen may be used,

or a series of holes may be drilled and

the projecting metal removed so that the

opening is clean to allow the free flow of

the molten metal in the opening. The
frame should also be carefully cleaned

sary for the assurance of a perfect weld.

Sometimes a small brick furnace is neces-

sary to properly preheat the ends of the

fractured portion.

A pattern made of yellow wax, which
must be heated until it is plastic, shotild

then be constructed in the form of a col-

lar. The opening betiveen the ends of the

frame should also be filled with wax, and
a vent hole extending from the location

of the heating gate to the riser. A piece
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of stout twine can be imbedded in tlie

wax and drawn out after the pattern has

been formed. The mold box may then be

placed in position and securely blocked so

that no weight will rest on the frame. The
molding material consists of one part fire

clay, one part ground brick and one part

fire sand. The material should be care-

fully screened and moistened with enough

water to make it pack well, and should

be at least four inches thick and firmly

packed to resist the action of the molten

should be kept on until the mold is dried

and a workable heat produced on the

parts to be welded.

The thermit charge should be thor-

oughly mixed before being placed in the

crucible. The ignition powder should not

be added until the thermit charge is ready

to be ignited. Tlie preheating opening

should then be carefully closed and packed

hard to prevent the molten steel finding

a way through this opening. Thermit will

not ignite from the heat of the preheater.

gate and the sections easily broken off.

In the construction of the crucible there

is a hard burned magnesia stone in the

bottom, and the sides are magnesia tar-

lined. This will last from 16 to 20 re-

actions. In calculating the amount of

thermit to be used, a simple rule is to as-

certain the amount of wax used in form-

ing the mold, by weighing the wax before

and after the operation, the difference be-

ing the quantity of wax used and this

weight in pounds, multiplied by 25, will

FIG. 2. WAX IN PLACE FOR WELDING MUD RING
ON LOCOMOTIVE.

FIG. 3. CRUCIBLE AND MOLD BOX IN POSITION FOR
WELDING MUD RING.

metal. A wooden gate pattern is set at

the lowest point of the wax pattern, and

over this the riser pattern about one inch

away from it. Holes are made in the

mold with No. 8 or 10 gauge steel wire,

so that all gases will have means of es-

cape. The crucible should be adjusted

about 3 inches above and directly over

the center of the pouring gate. The burn-

er of the thermit preheater is then point-

ed into the heating gate of the mold, and
the blast should be applied lightly at first.

The wax will burn out and leave a mold
the shape of the wax pattern. The heat

About one-half teaspoonful of ignition

powder placed on top of the thermit in

the crucible is sufficient. A red-hot iron

or parlor match will ignite the powder

which in turn ignites the thermit and

the fusion of the thermit should be al-

lowed to continue half a minute before

tapping the crucible. The molten metal

will then flow easily and rapidly into the

mold which should not be disturbed for

several hours so as to anneal the steel in

the weld. After removing the mold holes

may be drilled in the projecting portions

of the metal left in the riser and pouring

give the proper quantity of plain thermit

required for all welds up to ISO lbs. of

thermit. To this must be added 1 per cent

of pure manganese, 1 per cent nickel ther-

mit and IS per cent mild steel punchings.

It may be added, however, that the rela-

tive portions after careful and repeated

experiments are now to be had already

mixed and ready for use. In this regard

the Goldschmidt Thermit Company has

perfected what is known as railroad

thermit, which can be relied upon as con-

taining the best alloys calculated not only

to produce the most durable combination,
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but to moderate the intensity of the heat,

thereby preventing burning of the metals

without interfering with the efficiency of

the wckl.

Referring more particularly to the ac-

companying illustrations, I'ig. 1 shows a

strongly supported from beneath and the

heated metal would certainly bulge down-

wards by reason of its supcrincutnbent

weight when the welded part would ho in

a state of fusion.

Coming to Figs. 4 and S, these are self-

air cushion or pocket cannot be formed in

the process of filling the mold. The riser

also forms a receptable to which the slag

or aluminum oxide rises and allows the

clean alloy to form in perfect purity on

the portion desired. The figures also show

This section Appua To r/wMfS up to
4'XS*. foK 01MEN3ION9 OFCOLLAR*.
ON U'^RCCR rHAr^tb SetTA8t£

l-^i- rciuRiNc ciTc

•MtA 'ItiQUAXt

SECTION ON A-R

~^^^^\

'NOTE-

or fRAMK 70 or CUT
AWAY AND rnAns jn et.

JAcntD AFAirr '/^'

12.38
FHAmt ReADY FOR MOID

FIG. 4. METHOD TO BE EMPLOYED rN WELDING LOCOMOTIVE FK.\.ME BROKEN IN J.WV

view of a double weld in a locomotive explanatory, and are of particular interest a just proportion of the necessary thick-

frame which has been substantially as showing the details in regard to the ness of the packing material already do-

joined, and is now ready to have the pro- exact location of the heating gate or open- scribed.

jection removed, the upper part usually ing through which the adjoining ends of In conclusion it may be added that these

being drilled through, and broken off, and the fractured part are to be preheated, details are all the result of extensive ex-

the lower part, if necessary, machined if also the pouring gate and riser, from periments conducted through a series of

poumno aATC VENT HPLCS

HEATINa &/ITC

^-rff/iMC ^-r/^c/NC-^rifff sand ^ tire clay -^o-rouno riPE brick 12 36
=rcuolv w//ha ^-lo>«m .or. mixture' or| sharp sandj fire clay

^^'Sanoflovr core

fig. 5. method to be eml'i.oved in constructing molds fok nlaking thermit welds and materl.vls needed.

spring or brake hanger should interfere.

Fig. 2 shows the wax mold in place on

a cracked mud-ring, preparatory to apply-

ing the mold box and crucible, and Fig.

3 shows the crucible and mold box in

position ready for welding the mud-ring.

It will be noted that the mud-ring is

which it will be noted that the heating gate

is shown as closed, so that the flowing

metal cannot find an outlet in tliat direc-

tion, but is compelled to pass into and

around the parts to be welded. The vent

holes are also shown, which are a very

necessary part of the appliance so that an

years, and on every conceivable vari-

ety of conditions, and are soon learned

by skilled workmen who, after a few brief

lessons, have shown that degree of readi-

ness to avail themselves of improved
means and methods, which is so gratifying

a characteristic in the ."Kmerican mechanic
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Requirements of An Air Brake

Great Loss if Brake is Not What it Should Be

By WALTER V. TURNER, Assistant Manager Westinghouse Air Brake Co.

In previous issues I have pointed out

the necessity for an efficient foundation

brake gear for passenger equipment

cars, considering a single vehicle, but

when 15 to 18 of the modern heavy

cars are being hauled by a single loco-

motive, as is the present practice, other

and more difficult problems are pre-

sented. The efficient braking force men-

tioned must be available not only for one

car or one appHcation, but any number

of them. With the automatic brake,

the ability to recharge the auxiliary

reservoirs has been the limit to the

number of full applications of the brake

obtainable in a specified length of time;

therefore, in order to obtain the maxi-

mum possible safety with the auto-

matic brake, it is necessary, in the first

place, to secure the highest permissible

braking ratio and, in the second place,

to be able to secure the maximum re-

tarding effect at any time, regardless

as to how thoughtless the operator

may be in wasting the compressed air

from the brake system.

Tliis important problem of railroad

operation is not only affecting the safe-

ty of passengers, the preservation of

freight, and the protection of rolling

stock, but is also affecting the econ-

omy of operation with respect to time

and the earning power of both men
and equipment, which is the important

factor in determining whether the

money invested in the brake is profit-

able or otherwise. Obviously, the

more congested the traffic, the greater

the loss if the brake in its operation is

not what it should be, and while the

returns realized from an efficient brake

are largely indirect, as are those of the

roadbed and the coal that is burned

in the firebox, they are none the less

sure and of a greater per cent. On
the other hand, if neglected, the eflfect

is much the same as indirect taxation

by means of which one may be taxed

into bankruptcy without realizing it.

With the brake stopping power is

the first, but not the only considera-

tion, and in order to efficiently meet
the demands of modern service condi-

tions, and provide for those of the im-

mediate future, the brake must combine
with flexibility and simplicity, safety,

besides being perfectly interchangeable

w-ith existing apparatus and, as far as

human foresight and ingenuity can

make it, fool proof.

A practically perfect brake must be

automatic, durable, simple, always
ready, responsive and flexible, the lat-

ter of which involves the elements of

power, time and amount of reduction,

and in addition it is imperative that in

case of emergency the maximum brak-

ing ratio covered in the design be ob-

tained with the time and reduction ele-

ments reduced to a minimum, to the

end that the stop may be made in the

shortest possible time. For service or

regular operation, however, all these

elements should be extended to the

end that the trains can be handled

without shock, and accurate stops made,

and these factors vary in importance

and degree according to the service,

where the speed is very high, the power
development should have the chief con-

sideration, while where the speed is

generally low the other elements should

have predominance in the design, but

it is where the speed varies from the

very high to the very low that all ele-

ments must have equal consideration

and each be developed along lines that

will mean the least sacrifice to the

others, keeping in mind that at all

times, in time of danger, to stop is the

chief consideration.

In making ordinary service stops in

passenger service, there are always

three things to be considered, accuracy,

smoothness and the question of time.

The shortest possible stop that can be

made is to apply the brake in full and

allow the train to come to a standstill,

but in so doing two things are sacri-

ficed, accuracy and smoothness, for

this certainly would not produce a

smooth stop and the accuracy would
depend entirely upon the judgment of

the operator when making that par-

ticular brake application. The smooth-

est possible stop is to shut oflF the en-

gine and drift to a standstill. In the

latter case a great amount of time

would be sacrificed, and the point at

which the stop would be completed
would be altogether indefinite, hence

neither of the methods can be followed

in actual practice.

In order to obtain all the three points

mentioned, it is necessary to have

means of applying the brake with the

maximum brake cylinder pressure that

the speed will warrant and, when ap-

proaching the point at which the stop

is to be made, by this means is to "fee!"

the way to the proper point and have

comparatively very little pressure in

the cylinders when the stop is com-
pleted. In this way the shortest stop,

smoothness and accuracy considered,

is possible, leaving very little, if any,

pressure in the cylinder to be exhausted
when the signal to start is given, and

the start may be made immediately.

Such a brake is certainly a flexible one

and the brake which originally pos-

sessed them to a maximum degree was
the straight air brake, but this perfec-

tion is now also possessed by the new
passenger brake equipments and has

been secured through means which in-

sure a higher degree of safety than

ever before attained in the art of train

braking.

From a viewpoint of simplicity,

straight air possesses this feature to

a marked degree so far as operation is

concerned, and the degree of simplicity

possessed by the straight air brake will

possibly never be obtained in a purely

automatic system, because certain com-

plications arise in the operation of an

automatic brake which are not present

with straight air as, for instance, when
a number of cars are coupled together,

but the fact that we have complications

is not necessarily detrimental, and it

does not follow that a more complex
system should not be adopted, for, as

an example, we would not think of

going back to an old wood burning

locomotive in place of the splendid,

but vastly more complex, locomotives

of today, simply because the latter are

much more complicated. It is a ques-

tion of results, and if the results ob-

tained justify the means employed, that

is sufficient.

In the recent development of auto-

matic brakes, especially those for pas-

senger service, we have, all things con-

sidered, increased the simplicity great-

ly over that of the old standard. With
the latter, proper operation depended

largely upon the kind of a man that

handled it, his experience, knowledge
of the brake, judgment and intuition;

being unable to graduate his release,

he required a far greater perception of

distance and speed and better judgment

in making stops. Also knowledge of

the road, condition of rail and other

factors that necessarily enter into auto-

matic brake operation affected the op-

eration of the old brake to a much
greater degree than the new.

By the feature of "fool proofness" I

mean reducing the human element to

the lowest possible factor; with the old

standard type of passenger brake it was
possible to so use the supply of com-
pressed air as to seriously reduce the

braking power, but with modern equip-

ment it is impossible to do this, as

maximum braking power is at all times

available; also the car reservoirs being

constantly charged, or recharged, there
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is always the same stored pressure to

draw from; moreover the brake will

always respond and for a given reduc-

tion the same brake cylinder pressure

will result. As a consequence the en-

gineer, knowing just what results will

be obtained, will have more confidence

in the brake and his own ability, and
the results will be apparent, both in the

schedule and power consumed.

The problems of installation, opera-

tion and manipulation, however, are in-

finite and the human equation is per-

haps more of a factor than in any other

mechanical science, yet I venture to

say that many railroad officials give

more consideration to the color of the

paint used on the rolling stock than

to the problems enumerated above;

paint is sometimes looked upon as at-

tractive and the brake often as a nec-

essary evil; all of which proves that a

man cannot KNOW anything about

that which he has no conception of, for,

aside from any consideration of the

safety feature, there are probably few

investments that a railroad manager
can make that will return as large a

dividend as a good brake, properly in-

stalled and operated.

Combined Drilting and Relief Valve
By F. ROESCH, Master Mechanic El Paso & Southwestern System

Herewith is an illustration of an auto-

matic drifting and relief valve designed

and patented by J. F. Miller, an employe

of this railway.

It is generally conceded that the prin-

cipal trouble in connection with super-

heated steam is due to carbonization of

the oil when the throttle is closed, due to

the cylinder walls being heated above the

flash point of the oil, and consequently at

the in.stant that steam is shut off and air

drawn into the cylinders, either through

the relief valve or the nozzle, the oxygen

in the air combines with the combustible

matter in the oil causing same to flash or

burn. Quite a number of different de-

vices have been tried with a view to over-

coming this carbonization, the best known
being the drifting throttle. All of these

devices, however, depend more or less on

the man operating same, and as the hu-

man element is not infallible the results

obtained are not always the results de-

sired.

In the drifting and relief valve herein

illustrated, the human element is not

taken into consideration, its operation be-

ing absolutely automatic. It will be noted

that the drifting valve is combined with

the ordinary form of relief valve. Through
its operation steam is admitted at the

opening marked "A." When the engine

is moving, the piston "B" drops down,
thereby closing the openings in the re-

lief valve for the admission of air and
opening the port "C" for the admission

of steam, consequently when the throttle

is closed no outside air can be admitted

to the cylinder, but instead steam imme-
diately flows in, thereby preventing any

carbonization.

When the engine is standing a small

amount of steam is admitted under the

piston, forcing it downwards, so that any
steam in the cylinders is free to escape

through the openings. The device com-
bines with it an important safety feature,

in that if the throttle should be leaking

the relief valve can be manually forced to

an open position, thereby preventing the

accumulation of pressure in the cylinders.

This safety feature is also valuable for

engines standing in the roundhouse, in

that the relief valve will be held off its

seat so that engine cannot be moved

SECTION OF COMBINED DRIFTING AND
RELIEF VALVE.

through accidental or intentional handling

until the safety feature has been disen-

gaged.

A Plea for the Railroad Shop Men.

Bv T. Brown, Shop Supt., New York.

An editorial published in the April is-

sue of Railw.w and Locomotive Engi-

neering on the subject of "The Clamor

for Shorter Hours," has been widely dis-

cussed among railway men, the consensus

of opinion being that the shop men have

found a real champion in the most popu-

lar and the most independent railway

periodical. You will pardon me, however,

in stating my opinion that I think the ar-

ticle might have gone a step further and

insisted on the necessity of giving some

attention to the shop men first.

I'"rom the standpoint of a shopman with

years of experience and close personal

touch with the men who work in the train

service as well as those in the shops, why
should the lordly trainmen now receive

another wage increase without first con-

sidering the men in the shops?

The trainmen represent about 20 per

cent, of all railway employes. Before

considering giving them more, let US

analyze the situation a little. The oflicial

report of the Commerce Commission
shows that the actual annual earnings of

men in the train service, who constitute

18 per cent, of the total number of rail-

way employes, are as follows : Engineers,

$1,760; conductors, $1,520; firemen,

$1,030; trainmen, $1,020; average of all

men in the train service, $1,240, and the

average earnings of all other employes
(including the officers) and who consti-

tute 82 per cent, of those in the employ
of railroads, is the princely sum of $700
per year.

This surely shows that the train service

men are now receiving their share and an
abundant one. Should they be considered

again for increase wage? Is it because

they can enforce their demands through

their organizations, or are they men of

such marked skill and inteUigence in com-
parison with the men in other depart-

ments of the railroads?

The average engineer or conductor now
earns as much as two machinists or two
blacksmiths in the shops, and can anyone
say that the service they give to the rail-

roads is worthy of this difference in

pay ? Is it because running a locomotive

requires more skill, more judgment, more
intelligence than what is required of the

mechanic in the shops? The shop me-
chanic must spend years acquiring the

knowledge and skill to enable him to de-

mand mechanics' wages. The wonderful
mysteries of the locomotive engineers*

job may be learned in a few months by
the same man who must work years in

shop before receiving in wage about one-

half of what the engineer is paid, and
the pity of it is he wants more, more.

It is not so much a question of whether
the trainmen are now being paid what
they are worth, but are they not now re-

ceiving so much more than the other em-
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ployes in the railroad service.'' Shouldn't

the other 80 per cent, be given some con-

sideration first? The other 80 per cent.

do not seem to have anyone to plead their

cause, the general public knows little

about the shop men. Those in the train

service have managed to air their griev-

ances before the public's gaze, and as a

logical result many people lose sight of

the fact that they have been interesting

themselves in only a small per cent, of

the men in railway service and that this

small number are now highly paid for

their service in comparison with what the

multitude are receiving.

Let us analyze a little further into this

subject. Statistics show that the average

engineer or conductor now earns more

than two station agents, not agents in

charge of small town stations, but two of

those in charge of important stations in

fair size cities. Is the calibre of men re-

quired to represent a railroad in an im-

portant station so much inferior to those

that are now filling the jobs of engineman

and conductor, and are the agent's hours

short or has he an easy berth? Still fur-

ther—compare the railway shop foreman

of today; the kind of man the railroads

require for a position of this kind must

be one of exemplary habits, of sterling

quality, absolutely dependable as he has

the handling of large sums of money

spent by the roads to maintain their

equipment. He must be, and is, a far supe-

rior man in every way than the man who

runs the locomotive, and how does his

financial remuneration compare? He re-

ceives on the average about 75 per cent,

of what is paid the average engineman,

and his hours are long, his responsibili-

ties naany.

It is not contended that there should

be a big wage increase given to the shop

men at this time, as the roads can hardly

bear their present burdens. It is con-

tended that the trainmen are now getting

the cream and before giving them more,

that the whole subject of railway em-

ployes' pay be looked into carefully, as

they all must be paid from the same

pocketbook.

root, where the use or location of a

hydrostatic device would have been an

impossibility.

The valves and seats of the intake

J\

use of a simple device of this kind, and

such arc very frequent, a locally made
arrangement is often superior to a pur-

chased article, because of the fact that

conditions are often not overcome by

standard manufactured devices no mat-

ter how practical for other engine and

l)iping arrangements.

(£_ J

'X2

II \.\|) l,L'l!Kir.\TDI<

and discharge openings were made of

No. 26 gauge pipe Ls, the same being in-

cidently a part of the Wab G-6 automatic

I.rHKlCATOR IN POSITIU.N,

brake valve. Two steel balls answered

the purpose of valves, the cone of the

joint collar being turned out to afford

Small Hand Lubricator.

By F. W. Bentley, Jr., Missouri

Valley, Ia.

Under a great many conditions which

necessitate the peculiar location and

running of steam piping, it is impos-

sible to conveniently locate and use a

hydrostatic lubricator for the engine,

and in some instances a force-feed lubri-

cator is all that can be utilized for the

purpose. Where the question of ex-

pense is involved in the purchase or

local manufacture of one, some peculiar

ariangements are often found in opera-

tion. The sketch and photograph show

the design of one utilized in connection

with a steam lead running close to a

Fitting a Cylinder Key.

Bv J. J. Smith, Rochester, N. Y.

The Old Vet watched the Carpenter

making a templet for a cylinder key, and

as he had seen the Carpenter doing the

same thing several times in the course of

two weeks, his curiosity got the better of

him and he asked how often a key had

to be fitted for that particular engine.

"Well," said the Carpenter, with a

mild kind of a cuss word, "this is tfce

eighth templet I have made in the past

ten days, and I don't believe the keys

have been made according to the

templets."

"Well, Daniel," said the Old Vet, "you

may not have the cylinder back against

the frame in good shape ; suppose we try

it. We will place the engine on this side

on the top quarter and give her some
.steam and see what the result will be."

So the Old Vet got up on the engine,

placed the left side on the top quarter, set

the brake, and opened the throttle. There

was a hard knock and the Carpenter let

a yell out that could have been heard

half way around the house. The Old Vet

t;ot down and with a smile said, "Well,

what's the matter, Daniel?"

The Carpenter said, "When you gave

lier steam you pulled the cylinder back

on the frame about an eighth of an inch."

Said the Old Vet, "That is why your

cylinder keys have not held. Your
templet was just that eighth of an inch

small, and the key could not help work-

ing out when the engine started working

hard. If we place the engine on the top

quarter on the side where the key is

missing, and place the reverse lever in

the front corner, set the brake and give

her steam, we are bound to pull the cyl-

inder back in place for we are putting

a great pressure between the back cyl-

inder head and the piston, and as the

piston cannot move on account of the

brake being set, the cylinder will have to

move on the frame if there is any slack.

"Now don't forget that, will you Daniel?

It beats a jack or wedge all hollow for

getting the cylinder back in the proper

place."

J-i-
Pmnoea OeTAua Valy£

a//fflfpassoae
ofoil tHi Ball ~\A vr "'

' V i I (

CruNoet DiT.

DETAILS Ol^ HAND LUBRICATOR.

a lift recess for them. The packing nut

of the ram or plunger was made of an

old gauge glass nut.

Under circumstances necessitating the

Extension Fronts of the Cleveland &
Pittsburgh.

By C. H. Caruthers, Yeadon, Pa.

During a brief visit to Pittsburgh last

autumn I was, through the courtesy of an

official of the Pennsylvania Lines, afforded

the privilege of examining .some of the
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(lid Aiiiiiial Reports of the Clcviland &
I'ittsburgh Railroad. Jn many of these

I found the pages devoted to locomotives

exceedingly interesting because of the

minute detail of repairs, etc., and some-

thing that surprised me was during two
successive years of the early '60s, there

was appended to the mention of almost

every engine, the statement, "e.xtension

front taken off."

Careful research in previous reports

failed to show any mention of these

"fronts" having been attached, and it has

occurred to me that some of your older

readers might be able to furnish some-

thing of interest in regard to them.

The company had about 60 engines at

the time and the reports referred to, in-

dicate tliat most of the 60 were fitted with

them.

A Tower Man on the Eight Hour
Question.

By M. p. Rogers, Westboro, Mass.

In the May number of Railway and
Locomotive Engineering I notice the let-

ter written by Mr. M. H. Gray, of Savan-

nah, Ga., regarding the eight-hour day for

trainmen. Mr. Gray seems to be laboring

under the delusion that the eiglit-hour

day for trainmen would be like flowers

wasting their perfume on a desert air.

There are many sides to this question

and fear he has seen only the small side

sometimes viewed by a few of the older

engineers who have little or no feeling for

the trainmen in general.

We must admit the trainman has little

to do while a train is running smoothly

along between stops, but what fair-mind-

ed man can envy them shorter hours and

an increase in pay when they have to

work ten hours a day on a switcher in a

driving sleet or rain storm that freezes as

it falls, forming a skating rink on the box
cars.

As to the engineer stopping a 45 or

SO-car train for them to get on, that is

Safety First and should be done for the

prevention of injur)' to a fellow being; it

gives the engineer very little trouble to

shut off steam and give the air valve a

twist, and most railroad men have seen

too many injured and killed to begrudge

anyone a little extra effort to insure

safety.

He cannot see why the trainmen want
shorter hours, yet he thinks sixteen hours

as limited by the hours-of-service law un-

reasonably long. In the case mentioned,

where the engineer got cold and wet be-

cause he was obliged to sidetrack his

train and go back to a wreck, this was an

emergency where the officials' judgment
was faulty and could be much more sat-

isfactorily settled through the engineers'

grievance committee than by a confiden-

tial chat with an office-seeking politician.

"Why this grand consolidation of

labor?" Every broad and fair-minded man

of today, whether employer or employee,

knows and admits that the only way the

laboring class can get or expect to get

better conditions is through organized

labor. Did not the United States commit-

tee on industrial relations advise discon-

nected labor to organize as a means of

obtaining better conditions ?

If each department of labor is to make
the effort singly it would be the same as

if one man in a shop went to the foreman

and asked for an increase in pay for him-

self. As there is strength in organized

labor, so there is greater strength in or-

ganizations combined.

There have been no strikes of organ-

ized labor on the railroads only as a last

resort, neither have railroad men refused

to arbitrate ; all cases settled by arbitra-

tion have brought benefits to the em-
ployees and the public has been much sur-

Iirised by the working conditions brought

to light by the boards of arbitration.

After all I am not a trainman, only an

opp. in a lone tower, but have a desire to

look on both sides.

Graphite in Valve Chambers and
Cylinders.

By C. B. Flint, Xew York.

The article in the May issue of Rail-

way AND Locomotive Engineering, as

well as the question and answer in the

April issue of the same paper, on the

subject of graphite as a lubricant, must
be interesting to all who have given any

study to this unique mineral.

Mr. Burnside's reference to the neces-

sity of using oil or grease with the

graphite is particularly interesting. Cov-
ering a period of several years, there

have been different devices brought for-

ward to feed a mixture of graphite and
oil or graphite and grease. As the article

referred to so clearly points out, dry

graphite alone in the valves and cylinders

is of little value, as there is nothing to

catch and hold it; consequently the most
of it either goes out with the exhaust or

accumulates in one spot, usually on the

piston head. The difficulty has been to.

feed graphite and oil with regularity in

steady amounts, and at the same time not

clog the ports.

Mr. M. C. M. Hatch, Superintendent

of Fuel Service of the Delaware, Lacka-
wanna & Western, recently described a

regular and positive method of feeding

dry flake graphite, not mixed with oil,

but in conjunction with it. The device

that he mentions, introduces a minute
quantity of graphite dry. with the steam,

with each movement of the valve stem.

The oil is fed separately, as in usual

practice, and as it breaks up in the valves

and cylinders and flies to the walls, it

catches some of the graphite particles.

By this method of feeding, the particles

of graphite are mixed with the oil after

entering the cylinders and valves, instead

of before, presumably following the same
course in the cylinders as the particles of

oil. There is no danger of combining in

lumps. The feed of both the oil and the

graphite is separate and positive, each
being an auxiliary of the other.

Mr. Burnside's description of the func-

tion of graphite is especially apt. It is

beginning to be generally admitted that

graphite is not a lubricant per sc, but
that it prepares the metals for lubrication.

Old Inventions in New Forms.

Men who pay close attention to inven-
tions are aware that precisely the same
kind of mechanical device is frequently

produced by different inventors about the
same time. Old devices that have become
obsolete and forgotten are frequently
turning up as new inventions.

The most striking instance of this kind
came to my notice several years ago
when a Turkish journal gave particulars

of a discovery made by a party of engi-

neers while making excavations below the
citadel found a wrought iron breech-
loading cannon which must have been
buried at least 300 years. The breech
mechanism is almost identical with that

used in the most modern form of Krupp
guns.

Height of Work for Filing.

For filing general work, the top of
the vise should be placed so as to be
level with the elbow of the workman.
If the work to be filed is small and
delicate, the vise should be higher, not
only that the workman may more close-
ly scrutinize the work, but that he may
be able to stand more erect. If the
work to be filed is heavy and massive,
requiring great muscular effort, its sur-

face should be below the elbow joint,

as the operator stands further from
his work, as in this class of work it is

desirable to throw the weight of the
body upon the file, to make it penetrate.
It will, therefore, readily be seen that
in fixing the height of the vise the
nature of the work and the stature of

the operator should be considered, if it

is deemed necessary to apply the prin-
ciple correctly.

To DrUl ChUled Cast Iron

To drill chilled cast iron first draw the
chill. This is done by laying the piece on
the forge, covering the spot to be chilled

with sulphur, and working the bellows
slowly until the sulphur is burned ofT.

Then proceed with the drilling.

Expansion of Tubes.

The expansion of metal is: For 100

feet in length by an increase of 100

degs. Fahr., cast iron, .74 in.; wrought
iron, .86 in.; brass, 1.23 ins.: copper,
1.38 ins., and lead. 1.91 ins.
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Powerful Consolidation Locomotives for the

Three large Consolidation type locomo-

tives, developing a tractive force of 55,900

pounds, have recently been built for the

Lake Superior & IshpeniinR Railway by

the Baldwin Locomotive Works. These

locomotives will be used in the ore busi-

ness, their most difficult duty being to

haul trains of empty steel cars up a grade

of 1.63 per cent., combined with curves of

5 degrees. The equestion as to whether

Consolidation or Mikado type locomo-

tives should be built for this service, was

carefully considered ; and it was decided

that, as the run is made at comparatively

slow speed, the Consolidation type would

be fully capable of meeting requirements.

Furthermore, the Consolidation could be

designed with a total wheel-base, of en-

gine and tender, to suit the turntables,

which have a length of 65 feet. A fourth

locomotive, similar in all respects to

Lake Superior & Ishpeming Railway

Thesejector check is placed on the top center

line, and the seam on the first ring is

welded on either side of the check hole,

and is also welded at the ends. The front

end of the tirebo.x crown is supported on

three rows of Baldwin expansion stays.

The boiler is of unusually high capac-

ity for a Consolidation engine. It con-

tains a 45-element superheater, which

provides a heating surface of 844 square

feet ; and the total equivalent heating

surface, assuming each square foot of su-

perheating surface as equivalent to I'A

square feet of water heating surface, is

4,909 square feet.

The cylinder and steam chests are lined

with bushings of Hunt-Spiller gun iron,

and the same material is used for the pis-

ton and valve packing rings. The Nathan
automatic vacuum breaker is applied. The
vahe motion is of the Baker type, and

locomotives rank among the

largest Consolidation engines thus far

constructed, and represent the maximum
cajiacity obtainable in this type with the

weight and clearance limitations imposed.

The general dimensions of these loco-

motives are as follows

:

Gauge, 4 ft. 8^ ins.

Cylinders, 26 ins. by 30 ins.

Valves, piston, 14 ins. diam.

Boiler—Type, straight ; diameter, 88

ins.; thickness of sheets, 15/16 ins.; work-

ing pressure, 185 lbs.; fuel, soft coal;

staying, radial.

Firebox—Material, steel ; length, 108^
ins. ; width, 7&]4 'fs. ; depth, front, 84

ins. ; back, 66^ ins. ; thickness of sheets,

sides, }.4, in. ; back, J^ in. ; crown, 7/16 in.

;

lube, yi in.

Water Space—Front. 5 ins. ; sides, 4'/i

ins. : hack. 4' 2 ins.

2-8-0 TYPE LOCOMOTIVES FOR THE L.\KE SUPERIOR S: ISIIPEMIXG
W. H. Richmond, Master Mechanic.

R.\IL\V.\Y.

Baldwin Locomotive \^'orks Builders.

those referred to above, has been built

for the Munising, Marquette & South-

eastern Railway.

The boiler used in this design is of the

straight top type, with sloping roof, throat

and back-head. The center line is placed

10 feet 4 inches above the rail, and by

sloping the mud-ring toward the front,

there is room for a throat 199/16 inches

•deep. The furnace contains a sectional

arch, supported on four water-tubes. The
dome is of pressed steel, measuring 33

inches in diameter and 12 inches in

height. It contains a throttle valve of the

improved Rushton type, with drifting

valve. The vertical throttle pipe is flat-

tened in cross-section, and placed suffi-

ciently far forward in the dome to enable

a man to enter the boiler without dis-

mantling the throttle valve and its con-

nections. The longitudinal boiler seams

have a strength equal to 90 per cent, of

the solid plate. The seam on the dome
ring is welded throughout its length on

either side of the dome opening. The in-

the gears are controlled by the Ragonnet

power reverse mechanism which, in the

present case, can be operated by either

air or steam. The valve motion bearers

are supported on the guide yoke. The
cross-head link is attached directly to the

cross-head wrist pin, thus saving weight

and simplifying the design.

Each main frame is cast in one piece

w^ith a single front rail, and has a width

throughout of 5^/2 inches. The transverse

frame braces include a large steel casting

which supports the front end of the fire-

box, and is extended forward to brace the

main driving pedestals. The brake cylin-

ders are supported on the main frames,

just forward of the leading driving ped-

estals. The brake shaft is fulcrumed on

two steel castings which are bolted to the

frames under the cylinder saddle.

The tender frame longitudinal sills

consist of 13-inch steel channels. The
tank is of the water bottom type, with

capacity for 8,500 gallons of water and

13 tons of coal.

Tubes—Diameter, 5^ ins. by 2 ins.;

material, 5f^-in. steel ; 2-in. iron ; thick-

ness, 5^^-in. No. 9 W. G. ; 2-in. No. 11

W. G. ; number, 5f8 ins., 45; 2 ins., 300;

length, 15 ft. 6 ins.

Heating Surface—Firebox, 216 sq. ft.

;

tubes, 3,398 sq. ft.; firebrick tubes, 29 sq.

ft. ; total 3,643 sq. ft. ; superheater, 844 sq.

ft. ; grate, area, 58.7 sq. ft.

Driving Wheels—Diameter, outside, 57

ins.: center, 50 ins.; journals, main, 11

ins. by 13 ins.; others, 11 ins. by 13 ins.

Engine Truck Wheels—Diameter, front,

30 ins.; journals, 6^4 ins. by 12 ins.

Wheel Base—Driving, 16 ft. ; rigid, 16

ft. ; total engine, 26 ft. ; total engine and

tender, 60 ft. llj^i ins.

Weight Estimated—On driving wheels,

238,000 lbs.; on truck, front, 30,000 lbs.;

total engine, 268.000 lbs. ; total engine and

tender, 425,000 lbs.

Tender—Wheels, number, 8; diameter,

33 ins.; journals, 6 ins. by 11 ins.; tank

capacity, 8,500 gals. ; fuel capacity, 13

tons ; service, freight.
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New Type of Gondola Car for the Pennsylvania
Two Thousand All-Steel Cars of Great Capacity

Recently the Pennsylvania Railroad

Company has had a number of gondola

cars built which, on account of their de-

sign, are proving very useful and desir-

able. The special features of these cars

are the low distance from rail to top of

floor, the great inside length, together

with the high carrying capacity.

The cars are especially suitable for

heavy freight, the marked capacity being

140,(XX) pounds and provision, of course,

is made for the usual ten per cent, over-

load. The design is such that heavy con-

centrated loads can be taken care of.

There are two heavy cross beams in the

underframe, designed to make the side

girders and center sills work together, ir-

respective of where the load is placed in

the car or on the top sides of car. The
height of sides are only 3 feet and the top

of sides are reinforced with special heavy

bulb angles, measuring 5 x Ayi x l^/j x

7/16 inches. Four small hopper? are pro-

Some structural shapes are incorporated

where they can be used to advantage, but

such items as center sills, bolster dia-

phragms, floor beams, end sills, end

braces, side stakes, hopper sheets, drop

doors, etc., are made of shapes pressed

out of steel plates. The plates forming

the floor, side and end sheets, doors, hop-

per sheets and most of the floor beams

are made of >^-inch material. The center

sills are 24 inches deep, made from a

7/16-inch plate, flanged top and bottom,

extending from end sill to end sill and

are reinforced at the top with a 5^-inch

plate and at the bottom with a 4 x 4 x

J4-inch angle. The body bolster is made
of S/16-inch plate reinforced at the top

and bottom with J/.-inch plates. The
member forming the bottom chord of side

girder is made of a 4 x 4 x ^-inch angle,

and the side is stiffened and held in place

with twelve stakes made from S/16-inch

plates. The length of car from center to

other abstruse philosopher, asserts that

the striking diflfercnce between the savage

and the civilized man arises from the abil-

ity of the latter to handle tools. The
crowning triumph of the Western me-

chanic lies in his striking ability to per-

form work creditably without proper

tools. This is not a characteristic of all

Western workmen, but it seems to be bet-

ter developed there than in other sections

of this continent. Inferior mechanics are

common enough in the West, but they do

not generally pass muster as first-class

men, for their shortcomings show up con-

spicuously where they are continually re-

quired to do work on their own judgment

without direction of gang boss or fore-

man.

The progress of applied mechanics has

a constant tendency to develop special

skill on the part of workmen in putting

complex machines together and in han-

dling and repairing them after they are in

HE.WY FREIGHT GONDOL.\ C.'\RS FOR THE PENNSYLVAM.\ R.-\ILRO.\D.

PRESSED STEEL CAR COMP.\NY, BUILDERS.

vided in the floor, equipped with two

doors each. The doors are operated in

multiples of four, with either the Lind or

Simonton door-operating device. The dis-

tance from rail to top of floor is only

3 feet 4.)4 inches, which is a very good

condition in keeping down the height

from rail to center of gravity of loaded car

where excessive height has often been

the cause of derailment.

The inside length is 46 feet 254 inches,

which is very desirable for loading long

material or two lengths of light short ma-
terial, such as pipe running up to ap-

pro.ximately 23 feet in length. The insides

of sides are equipped with collapsible stake

pockets so that they are out of the way
when not in use and, therefore, are less

liable of being damaged by the lading.

The design of car is simple and dur-

able, pressed steel being used almost

throughout, as it is found that consistent

with strength and weight it is more eco-

nomical to resort to pressed steel than to

adhere to standard structural shapes.

center of couplers is 50 feet and the over-

all width 10 feet.

The trucks have cast steel side frames

which are tied together with pressed steel

spring plank channels made of 9/16-inch

material. Rolled steel wheels, 6 x 11-inch

journaled open hearth steel axles and

pressed steel journal boxes are used.

The bolsters are pressed steel bath tub

type and the brake beams the M. C. B.

No. 2.

Considering the length, capacity and

other advantages, the cars have a rea-

sonably low dead weight, averaging ap-

proximately 49.500 pounds. The illustra-

tion herewith is one of a lot of 2,000 such

cars recently completed by the Pressed

Steel Car Company.

Uniformity of Ability.

There is a peculiar elasticity among
Western machinists in their methods of

performing work without having good fa-

cilities for doing it. Carlyle. or some

operation. There are machines and tools

in every-day use that require master

touches of refined skill at the hands of

the fitter, and the exercise of rare inge-

nuity and judgment must be displayed in

detecting causes of derangement after

the machines have been in operation. Yet

it is quite a hard matter to convince the

average machinist that the man who, by

thought, investigation and study, has pre-

pared himself to perform the delicate and

difficult portions of shop work is right-

fully entitled to superior consideration in

the form of higher pay than the com-

monest of common mechanic receivet.

Men who are otherwise sensible and con-

siderate display no idea of liberality when
such a case comes before them. All at

once they become zealous for uniformity.

When it is applied to the details of machine

or rolling stock construction, viniformity

is intensely desirable, but the spirit which

attempts to reduce men's ability to tini-

form mediocrity cannot be too strongly

opposed.
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Approved Method of Locomotive Boiler Washing
Details of National Boiler Washing Equipment

The Federal regulation prescribing

thirty days as the extreme limit between

the periods of locomotive boiler washing

is a wise one, but it is frequently found

that several washings within this period

is necessary according to the degrees of

impurities that may prevail in the water

in various districts. A thorough wash-

ing of the boiler under any condition not

only repairs the quality of transmitting

heat into the water to make steam, but

prolongs the life of the boiler, and also

avoids much repairing work that would
otherwise be necessary.

The most approved method is to wash
the boiler with hot water under steam

pressure of at least 100 pounds per square

inch. The heated water is more eflfective.

The operation can be accomplished in

shorter time and the cost is less. The
saving in the amount of water required

averages 35 per cent., and the saving in

time equally as much. The improvement
in the duration of firebox sheets and stays

on account of the use of hot water plants

in boiler washing is over 30 per cent.

The judicious use of soda ash and other

chemicals to prevent incrustation in the

boilers has doubtless aided in these

marked improvements. Occasional com-
plaints are heard that boiler foaming and
consequent increase of repairs to valves

and packing arise from the use of boiler

compounds. Hence the necessity of a
careful selection of water purifying chem-
icals, and the need of an expert analysis

of the proper element required.

In this regard the blowing out of boil-

ers while on the road when the treated

water has a tendency to foam, is some-
times advisable, and the best results are

obtained if the blowing out is proceeded

with after the engine has been standing

for some time. The western roads, as is

well known, encounter greater difficulties

in water treatment than elsewhere, but

the establishment of water treating plants

is rapidly producing good results.

The methods of boiler washing, of

course, vary according to the appliances

at hand. Generally the boiler should be

thoroughly cooled before being washed,

except where the improved hot water

wash-out systems are installed. The
steam should be blown off, and the water
retained sufficiently high in the boiler to

cover the top of the crown sheet. When
cooled to about 90 degrees then the wa-
ter may be drawn ofT and the boiler

washed. Time may be saved by inject-

ing cold water into the boiler by the use

of the injector allowing an escape at the

blow-off cock.

After removing all wash-out plugs, the

washing should begin at the front end of

the crown sheet, directing the stream to

ilie back of the crown sheet, working

towards the back, so that the mud and

scale is kept away from the back ends of

the flues. The operation should be re-

peated from the boiler head, revolving the

nozzle so as to wash the top of the boiler

and radial stays or bolts. The back end

of the flues should then be washed, using

such curved nozzles as may reach the en-

tire area. The space between the back'

head and firebox should then be washed

directing the nozzle through the holes in

the back head. Arch tubes should be

liioroughly cleaned at each boiler wash-

ing. Their appearance in the firebox side

is a reliable indication of their inner con-

dition.

From the holes opposite the crown

sheet the side sheets and staybolts may
be thoroughly washed down, after which

the holes near the check valves may be

used with suitable nozzles to reach the

upper parts of the barrel of the boiler.

In washing the bottom of the barrel of

boiler, wash toward the front end, and

finish the washing of the barrel from the

front opening in bottom of barrel. The
mud ring should then be thoroughly

cleaned from the various openings and a

careful inspection proceeded with. Elec-

tric lights encased, with handle of some
insul ting material, are coming into use

in boiler inspection, but in their absence,

a rod of 3/16 in. copper or iron may be

readily formed with a spiral at one end

for holding cotton waste or asbestos, and

this soaked with oil may be used. The
first inspection will, in all likelihood, re-

veal portions of scale still adhering to the

boiler sheets or flues, and the use of

chisels or scrapers may be necessary, and

when a thorough cleaning of the boiler

has been eflfected the final inspection

should be made by the foreman or some

competent man detailed by him for that

purpose.

In regard to the improved hot water

wash-out systems, it is particularly grati-

fying to observe that many of the new
roundhouses are being fitted with appli-

ances calculated not only to keep the

boilers clean, but what is also of much
importance to do the work in much
shorter time, and as we have already

stated, at less expense than formerly.

Among others the appliance as per-

fected by the National Boiler Washing
Company are particularly noteworthy,

and it is universally conceded that where

it has been applied it pays for the cost

of installation in a very short time. The
accompanying drawing will be of interest

as showing in detail a general outline of

the appliance, and the description that

is appended will repay those who are de-

sirous of keeping abreast of the most

advanced methods of locomotive boiler

washing of our time.

Beginning with the locomotive in the

right lower corner of the illustration it

may be stated that the steam and water

are blown out of the locomotive through

the blow-off line between the pits and

through the main blow-out line, which

extends around the entire roundhouse

and then into the filter A. The steam

and water then strike a baffle plate,

and the steam is separated from the

water. The steam then rises from filter

A, and passes through blow-out steam

pipe No. 4 into open heater B.

It will be noted that the steam am!

water passing to filter A pass flop valve

No. 34, the pressure opening flop valve

No. 34, which is connected to fresh

water valve No. 31. This admits fresh

water to open heater B, during the

time that the engine is being blown

off. The steam entering the open

heater B heats the cold water automa-

tically, just as an injector heats water

from a tank, and the water is admitted

in sufficient quantity to refill the same
boiler from which the steam and hot

water are being blown. The heated

water flows from open heater B, through

a pipe, No. 38, to storage tank F, for

filling water.

A thermostat. No. 43, is placed in

storage tank F and controls live steam

valve No. 44. This valve is open when
the temperature in the tank is below

any desired temperature, preferably

170 degrees F. At this point the ther-

mostat operates and closes the live

steam valve, thus automatically main-

laining water at 170 degrees F.

This valve is seldom opened, as the

steam blown off from the boilers will

maintain the proper temperature.

Flat No. 39 and valve No. 42 are for

the purpose of controlling the admis-

sion of fresh water to the filling water

tank when the level of the water falls

below a certain point. In this manner

there is always a minimum amount of

water for filling purposes.

The hot water from the filling tank

F is pumped by filling pump G, and is

discharged from filling line No. 48,

which extends around the engine house

and then into filling line drop pipes

No. 49 between the pits. On the ends

of the drop pipes are placed heavy

pressure gate valves to which a hose

can be connected for filling the boil-

ers through blow-off cocks. The water

from filter A passes through the per-

forated cone shaped filter No. 54, and

through filtering material into pipe No.

10 and flows into washout water re-

servoir D. By this means of purifica-
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tioii ami storage much waste heat

blown out of locomotives is saved.

The temperature of the water direct

from the washout tank is about 185 de-

grees F. As this is too hot to be safely

handled the temperature is reduced

and controlled by a cold water pipe

line, No. 12, which is connected to a hot

water pipe line, No. 11. A tempering

valve, No. 13, is placed in cold water

line. This valve is actuated by a

Hon is made, as we have already stated,

from the blow-oflf cock No. 55 to blow-

oflf drop pipes No. 56. The blowing

out of the boiler occupies about 30

minutes. The capacity of the filling

water reservoir is about 10,000 gallons.

The washout reservoir is nearly as

large. The pumps are brass-fitted du-

plex, equipped with governors and lubri-

cators. The washout pump has sufficient

capacity to wash three boilers at once and

maintain a pressure approaching 100

pounds.

The reports agree that in the item of

washing out the boiler under the old sys-

frcquiiitly receive requests for copies of

Kaii.wav and Locjmotive Engineering

to replace lost copies, the women of the '

families protesting that they read the pa-

per regularly. We know that the women
of our household are remarkably quick to

discover the loss when a copy is missing.

Through all classes of railway employees,

from the verdant brakeman beginning to

run extras to the general manager, all

the men and officials pride themselves in

Knowing something not altogether ele-

mentary about the locomotive.

The locomotive stands out a prominent

figure in railway operating and the intelli-

tem 3J/2 hours were consumed, while the gent portion of the employees try to corn-

average time under the improved system

that we have briefly described is two

hours. The amount of water used under

prehend the principles of its operation,

and nearly all trainmen can tell the lead-

ing dimensions of many engines. Owing

ii.

\7| — /^/?gg*^ cc

NATIONAL BOILER WASHING EQUIPMENT.

thermostat. No. 14, inserted in tee No.

IIA in section line No. 11. A positive

temperature of the washout water is

maintained. The water is discharged

from the washout pump through wash-

out line No. 20, which also extends

completely around the engine house

and through drop pipes No. 22 at the

side of the pits.

Leading from filter A is a sludge

pipe which is connected with sludge

tank C, and all sludge and scale blown

into filter A drops into the tank C,

from which it can be readily washed

into the sewer. Circulating pipes ex-

tend from the ends of the washout and

filling pipes back to the reservoirs.

Through these pipes, Nos. 51 and 21, a

constant circulation of washout and

filling water is maintained.

For blowing out the boiler, connec-

the old system was 2,000 gallons, the

new method only requiring little over

1,000 gallons. In the item of firing up a

certain class of engines 2,200 pounds of

coal was used as against 1,500 pounds

under the new system.

It may be added that the maintenance

of the temperature of the boiler at a

degree of heat calculated to avoid the

distorting strains incident to rapid heat-

ing and cooling is an item which, while

it cannot be exactly estimated, is one that

will readily enter into the minds of the

railway men of experience as one of much
importance in the repairing and renewing

of certain parts of locomotive boilers.

Interest in the Locomotive.

It is curious to observe how interested

all classes of railway people are about

anything relating to the locomotive. We

to this sentiment nearly all railway jour-

nals like to publish locomotive articles,

and find that no class of matter is so

universallv read.

Belt Stretching.

A mistaken belief prevails among many
mechanics that the best belts are those

that have all the stretch taken out by the

maker. To do this the manufacturer

must subject the leather to a stretching

process so violent and severe that all the

life is taken out of it. and the belts are

robbed of what ought to be a leading

characteristic—durabilit}'.

The belt when driving machinery is

stretched generally, not suddenly or vio-

lently, and for this reason the stretching

is less injurious to it than when it goes

through the quick process of the maker.
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Saving Work on Locomotive Repairs.

It took locomotive builders a long time

to get in to the practise of making the

parts of a locomotive interchangeable with

those of other engines of the same class,

but they have reached that sensible prac-

tise now and it must greatly reduce the

cost of repairs. This system renders it a

comparatively easy matter to maintain

standard lengths and sizes in making re-

pairs in the roundhouse or machine shop.

In the olden time when there were

ten or twelve different makers of loco-

motives it was almost impossible to find

two locomotives with parts that were

readily interchangeable ; but thanks to the

Railway Master Mechanics' Asociation,

and to the railroad press, the demand for

uniformity of parts has borne valuable

results. In 1883 the writer had charge

of the locomotives belonging to a system

in the Northwest which had 121 engines

built by seven different makers, and those

belonging only to one maker were suffi-

ciently near being interchangeable that

rods and other parts could be inter-

changed without fitting. Discussion in

favor of interchangcability had been going

on for years, but tlie reforms went very

slowly, and the writer did valuable service

in pushing the desired change. Desirable

as the change has been it has proved diffi-

cult to induce shop foremen from altering

established forms.

It is a bad practice to alter the length

of a spring hanger in order to equalize

an engine. When such a change is neces-

sary, the spring is at fault not the hanger.

The spring is changeable, its "set" is

sometimes more, sometimes less. The
hanger is rigid, and does not change.

Make up for the weakness of the spring

by putting in liners under the gib hanger,

and when the spring is full set, take

liners out. When hangers are repaired,

bring them back to their original lengths.

Find out from a new engine what the

length should be and make a template or

drawing of the same and keep it as stand-

ard for the men to work by. When this

plan is adopted it saves a great deal of

cutting and trying.

The same policy should be adopted vvitli

the other parts of a locomotive, such as

set screws, nuts, keys, etc. Keep them to

standard. By so doing a supply of de-

tail parts can always be kept on hand

ready for the emergency that never fails

to come.

Firemen Make Best Engineers.

The increasing responsibilities thrown

upon the locomotive engineer by the

never-ending additions to train mechan-

ism, are making most railroad companies

strict in e-xamining firemen concerning

their knowledge of engine and train

mechanism before permitting them to

take charge of a locomotive. Conditions

are very much changed from the days

when a fireman was considered fit for

promotion when his turn came, if he

knew how to "keep her hot" and could

read the time-card. When a man had

merely to wait and do his daily work to

inherit a change from the scoop to the

throttle lever it was quite natural that

there should be very little ambition dis-

played to study into the mysteries of

triple valves, valve motion, combustion

and other subjects which a good engi-

neer ought to be familiar with. In those

days it was only the exceptionally ambi-

tious and inquisitive man who would

make himself familiar with the details of

train mechanism, and the scientific prin-

ciple of his busines.

It is really for the good of enginemen

that firemen should understand that an

examination has to be passed before they

will be permitted to run a locomotive;

but the spirit of emulation, resulting

from the new condition, has drawbacks

that are troublesome when not properly

controlled. The education sentiment in-

fects many young firemen so strongly

that they are filled with ambition to be-

come engineers before they learn to per-

form the work of a good fireman. Men
moved in this direction ought to re-

member that their principal recommenda-

tion for promotion is the fact they have

given satisfaction as fireman, and done

tlie work in a way to commend them for

more important duties. When a man is

slovenly and neglectful of the work that

falls to him in one position, it is natural

that those who control the promotion of

men should infer that inferiority in one

position would be followed by the same

faults in a higher line of work.

The first thing a young fireman ought

to devote his mind to is, how to fire so

that steam may be kept up. This re-

(juires both skill and careful attention,

and a young man may make a few trips

before he succeeds in doing this im-

portant part of his work to the satisfac-

tion of the engineer. Persevering atten-

tion will soon make him master of this

part of the work ; but he should always

bear in mind that firing is the most im-

portant of his duties, and that usually

skill in doing the work will soon give

him a much higher reputation than any-

thing he can tell about valve motion. In

connection with manipulative skill with

the scoop, with the ability to tell what

part of the fire is thinnest and how to

scatter the coal to even it up, he should

study the methods of firing that make

steam most easily with the kind of coal

used and for the work to be done When
the pointer of the steam gage begins to

go back, the inexperienced fireman will

be inclined to begin throwing in more
coal, to shake the grates, or to use the

rake or poker. Before anything is done

he should glance at the fire and judge by

its looks what is wanted. This can be

most successfully done by turning the

scoop upside down and holding it inside

the door, pointing downwards. This in-

duces a current of air upon the surface

of the fire, and enables the eye to take in

the condition of the whole burning mass

of fuel. There may be white, glarii>g

spots, indicating holes in the fire, which

must be covered forthwith ; there may
be dark portions, due to heavy firing on

spots, and they should be broken up by

rake or poker—tools, however, that must

be used with good judgment or harm will

be done. The fire may be even and not

too deep, and yet have a dull appearance

on the surface ; this would indicate that

the admission of air was too restricted,

and that grates needed shaking. The
fireman should be on the watch to see

that the tendency of the draft is to burn

the fire evenly all over the grate surface.

If the action of the exhaust has a ten-
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dcncy to cut the fire at the front or back,

the engineer should be told about it, for

the draft appliances need to be adjusted.

There is one thing, however, on

which a zealous fireman needs to put re-

straint upon himself, and that is, to keep

up a high pressure of steam only when

it is needed. The fireman who keeps the

safety valves screaming every time steam

is shut off, wastes fuel and makes a nuis-

ance with the unnecessary noise.

The secondary duties which a good fire-

man performs, exercise an important in-

fluence on his standing as a good or

inferior fireman. He ought to keep a

clean cab and do his work systematically,

having a place for everything and every-

thing in its place. The popular fireman

reaches the engine in good season before

starting time, and sees that the fire is in

good order, the ashpan clean, that the

tank is full of water, the sandbox loaded,

the oil cans filled, and that the fire tools

are there and in good order. If he does

that regularly, keeps his part of the en-

gine clean and does the firing properly,

he is in a good way for promotion.

After he has acquired these habits and

they come natural, he may safely devote

his mind to the study of engine and train

meclianism.

Efficiency.

In psychology the meaning to be given

to efficiency is still in dispute. In mechan-

ics it may be described as the ratio of the

energy that is got out of a machine to the

energy put in. Articles, pamphlets and

books come to us, in an endless array, all

harping on efficiency. ."Xs long as they

dwell on mute, insensate things we give

them respectful attention. When they

touch flesh and blood they are largely mis-

leading, and are unworthy of any serious

attention. If the average man is well-

treated he will do his best, and angels can

do no more. If he is driven beyond his

speed, a revulsion sets in, and he becomes

discouraged. Yet we have books telling

us how a mechanic should stand at his

work, how far his feet should be apart,

what particular curve his hammer should

describe in descending upon the head of

a chisel, with the variable angle inevitable

on the recoil of the hammer, and the de-

gree of the muscular tension incident to

the succeeding blow. Nature is set aside

as if the handiwork of the Creator was a

deformity, and some self-appointed in-

quisitor, incapable of doing any real work
himself, sets out to find fault with others

that can work.

In our experiences in railroad shops, and

elsewhere, we have observed these mis-

guided parasites. He generally conies in

the shape of some college fledgling full

of theories and self-conceit. Some aged

relative pulls a stroke on the board of

directors and the young bag of wind is

appointed as an efficiency expert. Through

his glorified spectacles he sees a grey hair

here and there, on the heads of some of

the mechanics of whose skill he can

know nothing, but they become like spotted

leopards in his eyes. They must be re-

placed. He sees others at the tool-room,

waiting a minute or two for a certain

tool, and the bright idea flashes upon him

that boys can do that. Then there are

two men at the grindstone, one waiting

until the other is finished, and the vision

of saving three minutes flashes upon him

in the shape nf improved methods. His

chief idea seems to be to keep the noses

of the toil-worn mechanics on the grind-

stone. Accomplishment in final results is

beyond him. His methods are microscop-

ic. Like a drill sergeant he must get

rid of the individuality of the recruits.

His success is not visible to the naked

eye, but to sustain his mental attitude he

must needs blossom into print, and so the

pamphlets come on in unbroken succession.

He should take a rest, and give other

people a rest, and then he should be in-

duced to take to some other occupation.

There must be some place somewhere, that

he could fill, but like the boll-weevil or

the mosquito, his good qualities are past

finding out. His opportunities are great

and his abilities are not to be altogether

sneezed at. We might pray that he may
take a thought and mend, but we are not

praying for miracles.

Learning the Machinist Trade.

A good deal of misapprehension exists

in the minds of boys desirous of learning

the machinist trade, or engaged in learn-

ing it, about the advantages and dis-

advantages of certain shops as compared
with others. There seems to be an opin-

ion almost universal that the trade as

practiced can only be learned in some
large manufacturing establishment pro-

vided with all modern tools and facilities

for doing work. This is a grave mistake,

l-.ut it undoubtedly prevents many young
men desirous of learning the machinist

trade from entering some less pretentious

shop, through waiting for the opportu-

nity to begin work in one of the larger

shops, opportunities that never come
round. Not only this, but many boys

who enter the smaller shops, work all

through their time under the discourag-

ing belief, that in the proper sense they

are not learning the trade as it ought to

be learned. While many large moderately-

equipped shops afford good opportunities

for wide-awake boys, alive to their in-

terests, it is beyond much question, a fact

that as a rule the small shop—the genuine

machine shop—affords better opportuni-

ties for the same class of boys. There is

a wide difference, and tliis is generally

lost sight of. between learning to use ma-
chine tools and learning the machinist

trade.

We received some time ago a letter

from a young man in one of the South-

ern States, in which the writer says that

he is learning the machinist trade in a

railroad shop which has few of the mod-
ern machine tools that he understands

are common in Northern shops. In fact

that he knows nothing of many tools ex-

cept what he reads about them in our

pages. He doubts that he can learn the

trade properly in a shop poorly equipped

with good modern tools with which he is

expected to do first-class work. In this

sentence he gives the best possible reason

for remaining to serve out his time for

managing to do good work with tools

that require a good deal of planning to

get good work from is the most valuable

kind of experience an apprentice can go

through. A man who can execute first-

class repairs on locomotives with tools

ill suited for the purpose is certainly a

first-class machinist.

Being obliged to contrive ways and

means as well as do the work, is one of

the advantages an apprentice is likely to

enjoy in a small shop, and in the future

this will generally outweigh the advan-

tages of the use of special tools acquired

in the better appointed shop. In fact the

use of special tools is something the ap-

prentice in the small shop, where he is

required to do good work, need never

trouble himself about. He will never

peed learn to use them. When the oppor-

tunity comes he will use them without

learning. Learning the machinist trade is

icarning to do machine work with the

tools and appliances at hand, and the best

part of it—in fact, about all of it—is in

the knowing how to adapt means, good
or bad, to an end. It is curious to find

a machinist apprentice complaining be-

cause he is debarred from using machine

tools, for in Scotland the workmen did

not consider operating machine tools to

be a machinist's work. That was con-

sidered the work of a skilled laborer.

Another point upon which mistakes are

frequently made, is attaching undue im-

liortance to the kind of work done in a

machine shop. There is no objection to

following one's inclination in this matter

when it can be done as well as not, but

the real objective point is to learn to

shape metals, and in the future it will

not make any difference whether the

pieces shaped go into a steam locomotive

or a car truck.

Enterprising Drummers.

The American name of "drummer,"
given to the personage who in other Eng-
lish speaking countries is called a com-
mercial traveler, conveys the idea that

said drummer is not a welcome personage.

Yet some people who employ their own
travelers for soliciting business have very

little civility to offer other people's

drummers. Here is what our old friend

Chordal once wrote

:
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The inacliim; druiiimcr descries recog-

nition. He may be a nuisance sometimes,

but it would be hard to get along with-

out him. There is something exasperating

in sitting in a panic-stricken shop and

having some fellow come in to sell you a

supply of oils. You don't want any oil,

haven't got any use for oil, and it don't

look as though you ever would need any

oil. You get rid of him and in comes

another fellow to sell waste. You don't

want any waste when you don't need oil,

and you get rid of this man. Then in

comes another oil man. Then another

man with oil. Y'ou begin to abuse those

oil men and ask them if they think you

swim in oil. It is a noticeable feature

that the less use you have for oil the

more men come around trying to sell you

oil. From oil it goes to other things and

you get tired of the whole genus drum-

mer.

But presently you pack your own grip-

sack, and start out on a drumming tour

to see if you can't sell something yourself.

May be you make gauge cocks for a liv-

ing. You strike a railway shop, and find

a big sign hanging out in front of the

master mechanic's office, "No oil wanted

here." You go past the sign and hunt up

the master mechanic, and congratulate

him on the happy thought of having that

sign up as you tell him that you will do

the same when you get home, and thus

guard yourself against the infliction of oil

men. Then the master mechanic says

that he don't want any gauge cocks either.

As you go past the sign at the door you

hesitate to look at it for fear it will read

differently from what it did when you

entered.

There is a certain corporation with a

handsome set of offices. Away back

through a half dozen intermediate offices

is the inner penetralia of the General

Manager. The Governor of the State

could only get back there by going

through certain ceremonious forms. The

oil drummer looks neither to the right

nor to the left, but makes his first and

only bow when he reaches this inner

sanctum. The General Manager threw

out extra pickets, placed a boy in the

outer office, with gates at intermediate

railings and signs at doors; but still the

drummer bowed before him, and before

him only. At last happy thought! The

General Manager sets the office boy ad-

dressing circulars in his distant quarters

and establishes himself at a desk inside

the first entrance door. Mr. nrummer

now honors him with a nod.

Leaving out of consideration the real

drummy-drumnier, who never lets you

lose sight of the fact that he comes to

you to make a sale, and leaving out of

consideration the ignoramuses who know

nothing but the pat tale stuffed into them

before they start out, the drummer is a

man to be welcomed. He is a traveler

who carries the news of the world. He

brings you the latest and the freshest, if

you will gossip five minutes with him, and

he adds your little mite of news to the

store. The drummer who travels with

his eyes open, if he has really good sense,

should be able to make himself welcome

in a large class of machine shops and

railroad headquarters offices.

Speaking of drummers, reminds me of

a Scotchman who travels in the governor

business. This man will give you the

latest news in the governor world, and

all other lines mechanical, be it good or

evil for him. He sees everything that is

new fangled in the shops, and knows of

their failures and successes. He can give

you data and points to help you in your

troubles. He may say no word about

governors, and loses no trade by his

silence.

Sponging Inventors.

Men who would not expect for a mo-

ment to ask advice from a lawyer or

physician without paying for it, seem to

forget that the same practice should hold

good in mechanical and engineering af-

fairs. Inventors and men who are con-

sidering the propriety of investing money

in engineering and railroad mechanical en-

terprises, will walk into the office of some

engineering expert engaged in a publishing

business, ask questions, make the request

for plans or drawings and seek advice

that none but an educated engineer would

lie competent to give, without thinking of

paying for the service rendered.

A man who graduates from any of our

great technical schools, spends more

money, time and effort on obtaining his

education, than a lawyer or doctor of

medicine does ; but somehow many people

seeking for the form of information that

the trained mechanical engineer alone can

give, do not hesitate to ask for such in-

formation without paying for it. We take

the opportunity to discuss this question,

because we believe that many people ask

for engineering advice free because they

have not become accustomed to consider

that a mechanical engineer has as much

right to be paid for advice as a lawyer has.

If a competent mechanical engineer was

consulted before any machine or patented

device was placed upon the market, there

would be fewer failures and disappoint-

ments, and it would be a good paying in-

vestment to pay well for their services in

any case.

Men who want to use the brains and

training of experts without paying, would

often resent the impeachment of "spong-

ing" on anybody. Yet to the engmeer

whose bread and butter comes from the

exercise of his acquired knowledge, these

l)eggars of knowledge free are nothing

short of dead beats.

There is another class of men who seem

to think that an engineering publication

exists for the purpose of doing expert de-

signing for them free of cost. One of this

class wrote once asking for the required

hor.sepower, size of boiler, size of screw

and other particulars necessary to drive a

boat 30 feet long, ten miles an hour. Now,

although we know enough about locomo-

tives and cars to get along, we do not pro-

fess to know anything about designing

steamers. So we wrote that man saying

that if we were in his place, we would em-

play a competent marine engineer to work

out his problem. We received a postal

card saying : "The reeson you don't an-

ser wright is becoss you don't know, you

editors ain't so smart as you pretend."

We have been trying ever since to re-

cover from the shock given in the last

phrase.

This is the age of the specialist. An
expert mechanic will verify your plans or

point out their weak points in a few mo-
ments and perhaps save you thousands of

dollars ; but don't expect his services for

nothing or for less than expert work is

worth.

A New Promoter of Laziness.

An inventive genius has come to the

rescue of that class of idlers who are be-

coming enervated through constitutional

fatigue. He has invented and patented a

machine for exercising and developing

the muscles of the human race. We were
always under the impression that a buck

saw, vigorously operated, was a tolerably

good means of muscle development, but

in these days of aesthetic refinement

the efficient buck saw has become too vul-

gar. This new patented machine is a

genteel, refined way of getting healthy

exercise.

Among the rising members of our cod-

fish aristocracy, anything in the shape of

work is becoming unfashionable, and this

new invention is intended to conceal

work under the cloak of amusement. It

consists of a combination of endless chain,

crosshead, rods and gearing which a per-

son can operate in an easy reclining posi-

tion. Instead of walking about to face

the bracing breeze,, the patron of this

machine which is really calculated to de-

velop laziness is expected to take his

exercise reclining in the elegance of

down and velvet.

Keep Experiments Separate.

The greatest obstacle in the way of

forming definite conclusions concerning

tlie value of experiments is the fact, that

generally more than one experiment is

tried at the same time. Hundreds of ex-

periments that count for nothing would

have been valuable in advancing both

general and specific knowledge, if, be-

tv.-een them and others with which they

are compared some addition or alteration

had been made, the presumed influence

upon the result leaving the latter prob-

lematical.
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Air Brake Department
Twenty-Third Annual Convenlion of the American Air Brake Association

Important Papers Presented and Discussed—Election of Officers

!<»=

The twciitj-third annual convcntiun of

the Air Brake Association was held at

the Hotel Ansley, Atlanta, Ga., beginning

May 2, 1916. The convention was called

to order hy the president, Mr. J. T. Slat-

tcry, at 9 a. m., and after a prayer by

the Rev. W. R. Hendrix and addresses by

the Mayor of Atlanta, Mr. J. G. Wood-
ward ; Mr. Fred Houser, secretary of the

Atlanta Convention Bureau, and the pres-

ident of the Air Brake Association, the

reading and discussion of papers on tech-

nical subjects was taken up.

The first was entitled "Slack Action in

Long Passenger Trains, Its Relation to

Triple Valves of Different Types and

Consequent Results in Handling of Pas-

senger Trains," and was read by Mr. J.

A. Burke.

The paper comments upon the slack ac-

tion effect encountered in modern pas-

senger train handling and points out the

difficulties met with in the efforts to con-

trol this slack action to the intent that

smoother air brake stops may be made.

The author considers that troubles inci-

dent to operating long passenger trains

has increased instead of diminished dur-

ing the past few years in spite of the con-

sideration the subject of train handling

has been given by air brake men and

others directly interested in smooth han-

dling of trains. These difficulties have

been summed up as follows

:

Slack action in any train is produced

only by a change in speed between the

various cars comprising such trains. The
degree of severity of the slack action

depends upon the rate of speed at which

the slack action takes place and the num-
ber and weight of cars involved.

In order for any car in a train to change

its speed at a greater rate than other cars,

during a brake application, retardation

must be set up on such a car at a higher

rate than is obtained on other cars con-

nected with it ; assuming that the entire

train is on practically the same grade, so

that the effect of grades is eliminated.

Considering then an ordinary passen-

ger train of from 12 to 15 cars, equipped

with P. M. or L. N. equipment through-

out, the following conditions obtain in

ordinary handling:

(a) The percentage of braking power
on the locomotive is lower, considering

the total weight of engine and tender,

than the braking power on the ordinary

passenger car,

(b) Unbraked weight in the forward
end of trains tends to increase the shock

due to .slack action, in the form of jerks,

if that weight is brought to a stop sud-

denly, such as might be the case if the

slack was pushed back in the train and

then jerked out again quickly, and may
he produced during ordinary brake op-

i rations by shutting off the throttle quick-

1\ and in a few seconds applying engine

and train brakes somewhat heavily,

(c) Applying the engine brakes and

then the train brakes.

(d) Trains with brake conditions that

produce effective braking power on the

engine and head cars in advance of the

rear cars,

(e) Cars in a train having a lower per-

centage of braking power to their total

weight than the balance of cars, due to

their being loaded in one case and empty
in another,

( f) The severity of any shock produced
from the above will depend upon the de-

gree in which any or all of the above

mentioned features e.xist. The number
and weight of cars, rate of speed and
amount and rate of producing brake cyl-

inder pressure.

Since all of the above conditions do
exist in passenger trains, it is possible

that severe shocks may be produced in

trains of from 10 to 15 cars during brake

applications. The conditions having the

greatest effect in producing slack action,

ordinarily, is that of producing brake

cylinder pressure sufficient to set up re-

tardation on the forward cars in a train

sufficiently in advance, and in a degree

that will cause the train to bunch when
an ordinary brake application is started,

hence, loaded baggage, mail, express and
other load carrying cars that do not

maintain the same percentage of braking

power, on account of their load, as the

other cars on the rear of the train, cause

the slack to be pulled out of the train

as the brake cylinder pressure is accumu-
lated on the rear cars. This is brought

about by small brake cylinder volumes
in proportion to auxiliary reservoir vol-

umes, which in many cases is caused by

the action of foundation brake gear in

connection with automatic slack adjusters.

Cylinder pressure accumulating faster

than it should, in proportion to the brake

pipe reduction, which causes the head
brakes to become effective ahead of the

rear brakes, causes the slack to run in as

the brake application is started. This

condition may produce a collision between
the head and rear end of the train at low
speeds or cause very severe and damag-
ing jerks at slightly higher speeds.

It is therefore evident that the brake

cylinder pressure must rise gradually in

order that the slack movement in the

train uiaj be taken rare of gradually, un-
less the speed is very high.

Under the present order of general pas-

senger brake conditions, this must be

brought about by the brake pipe reduc-

tion being made in light steps and in an
increase in the time of making stops. The
amount of the initial and succeeding brake

pipe reductions, producing brake applica-

,
tions, miist therefore be made in propor-

tion to the speed of the train and the

luimber of cars involved.

The ordinary passenger car brake is

designed to produce a pre-determined
lirake cylinder pressure for any given

brake pipe reduction, providing the brake
cylinder piston travel is eight inches, and
that it is possible to produce the eight

inches piston travel on a very low cy!-

mder pressure during service applications.

It is necessary then to maintain a brake
cylinder volume equal to eight inches

piston travel on cars, if it is desired to

obtain proper brake cylinder pressure, and
at the proper rate that the operating

mechanism was designed for.

Piston travel shorter than eight inches

produces a higher cylinder pressure for

any given brake pipe reduction than
should be the case, therefore this reduces
the time in which the cylinder pressure
can be built up, causing the cars to stop

more suddenly than desired, and since the

severity of shocks depends upon the rate

at which the slack runs in the train, and
the number and weight of cars and en-

gine, it can be said that this is the pre-

dominant cause for shocks occurring in

ordinary handling of long passenger
trains.

The condition is one that has grad-
ually grown worse since the advent of

heavier cars and locomotives, increased

power of brake cylinders, higher pres-

sures, etc., without a corresponding in-

crease in foundation brake gear efficiency,

as the present type of foundation gear has

been the general standard up to within

ihe past year or two.

The differences in operation of type P
and type L triple valves is touched upon,
also the general effects of increased

weights of vehicles, length of trains and
present foundation brake gear.

The discussion which followed the

reading of the paper brought out ver>-

clearly and beyond question the reasons
for rough stops with passenger trains

and also the only method of procedure
that will constitute a remedy, and this

will involve the application of new types

"f foundation brake gear.

Locomotive engineers pointed out the
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fact that certain trains could not be han-

dled smoothly regardless as to the man-

ner of brake application employed, shocks

were experienced whether tlic initial re-

duction was 20 lbs. or 6 lbs.

Mr. Turner explained tlie entire situ-

ation and stated that no matter how pro-

ficient an engineer may be in brake

ivianipulation the modern passenger train

cannot be stopped smoothly witnout a

sacrifice in time and frequently schedule

time. He stated that the triple valve or

car brake operating valve was not re-

sponsible for the rough handling, as it

in itself could do nothing beyond admit

compressed air to and e.xhaust it from

the brake cylinder, and while under cer-

tain conditions it might admit pressure

to the cylinder too rapidly for a smooth

stop, it could not be responsible for the

effect.

It will be understood that Mr. Turner

was not considering a defective triple

valve, for obviously the valve in itself

would not be responsible for the existing

defect, rather the persons who have

charge of its maintenance.

He also pointed out that the short pis-

ton travel was the primary cause of too

rapid a rate of rise in brake cylinder

pressure during an application of brakes

and that the rough handling incident there-

to was no fault of the automatic slack

adjuster, and that the engineer could not

be responsible for a shock if his initial

brake pipe reduction was merely enough

to move the car brake operating valves

and the subsequent reductions were con-

sistent with the development of brake

cylinder pressure at a gradual or slow

rate.

He was also emphatic in his denial of

the brake manufacturers being at fault

in cases of rough stops and charged foun-

dation brake gear of the car with being

entirely at fault and preventing the at-

tainment of the features considered essen-

tial by the brake manufacturers.

Our readers will understand that Mr.

Turner, in speaking of light brake pipe

reductions, was considering the braking

problem from a viewpoint of smooth train

handling and not time saving and made
it clear that the brake gear of the car was
at fault when a slack adjuster took the

brake cylinder piston standing travel up
to 4 or 5 inches, thus reducing the brake

cylinder volume to a point entirely out of

proportion to auxiliary reservoir volume,

so that the light brake pipe reduction on
short piston travel was more than equal

to a heavy reduction on fair travel. He
pointed out the effect of a difference in

brake cylinder pressure on the cars in a
train, showing how a difference in the

Tate of retardation was set up, and that

at a change of speed of one mile per

tiour between two cars resulted in an

impact equal to the weight of the car

striking the blow or with seven cars of

fqual weight the blow would be equal to

seven times the weight of the car at a

difference in speed of one mile per hour,

and he became so enthused on the sub-

ject that he offered to go to tlie station

and in one hour's time arrange the brakes

on any train so tliat the train could be

stopped by them without shock and inti-

mated that about all that would be neces-

sary was to let the brake cylinder piston

travel out to 10 inches. In order that

llie reader may not gather the wrong

impression, we will again state that Mr.

Turner was talking about a stop with

the air brake wilhoul a shock to the train

and not about shortening train stop dis-

tances.

It was suggested that a slack adjuster

could be removed from a foundation

brake arrangement of such a poor design

that piston travel \\ould be taken up to

S inches, but certain members called at-

tention to the fact that an adjuster was

a necessity and if not used their through

trains would be delayed by making hand

adjustments at division terminals, so that

the general consensus of opinion was that

the only rational remedy for rough han-

dling is an improvement in the founda-

tion brake gear, and several members

went so far as to state that the rough

handling could not be entirely eliminated

save by the clasp brake gear and the

electro pneumatic brake system.

Mr. Turner explained very clearly his

stand for an improvement, showing how
a train was being handled smoothly for

several hundred miles and suddenly,

without any apparent cause or without

the slightest change in methods of brake

valve manipulation, shocks and surges

would occur on every application and on

every succeeding one regardless as to

how the brake valve was handled.

The subject was considered of suffi-

cient importance to be continued for fur-

ther investigation, and a committee con-

sisting of air brake experts of a large

number of roads was appointed for this

purpose.

The second paper, on the subject of

"Best Methods of Educating Apprentices

to Give the Railroad Companies Efficient

.\ir Brake Mechanics," was read by Mr.

M. E. Hamilton.

This paper brought out the fact that in

this age of specialization few railroad

companies have made any effort to pro-

duce specially trained men to look after

the maintenance of the air brake and also

states what progress certain roads are

making in a direction tending to give

apprentices an air brake education.

The author has mapped out a course

of work divided up in different periods

in which an apprentice could obtain the

practical experience with air brakes

while educating himself to do air brake

work in an efficient manner. The first

schedule is for apprentices on locomotive

repair work, the second on car work, as

follows :

Months
Repairing hjse, angle and cutout

cocks, retainers, etc 3

t leaning and repairing triple valves 8

Repairing pumps 3

Repairing brake vaWes and engine

equipment 4

Lubricators, injectors, headlights... 3

.\ir brake pipe work 2

Rip-track air brake work 1

I nspecting trains 1

Roundhouse A. B. repairing, inspect-

ing, lielper, hostler, etc 9

With R. i". E., .A. B. instruction car

and firing 2

Total 36

Months
Dismantling air brake equipment... 1

Repairing hose, angle cocks, etc.... 2

General rip-track and air brake re-

pair work 10

Cleaning and repairing triple valves 4

On brake cylinders 2

Leverage work 1

Testing 1

Inspecting trains 8

Braking on road 1

Total 30

The question was raised as to whether

the expense encountered in a special

training for air brake mechanics was jus-

tified or whether the returns would be

sufficient to reimburse the expendiure, but

the air brake men present considered it to

be a profitable investment for any rail-

road company and recited many instances

in which untrained men were decidedly

of more actual expense than would be

met with in educating air brake me-
chanics.

A paper entitled "Care of Modern
Passenger Brake Equipment—Factors

Contributing to the Minimum Cost of

Maintenance with the Maximum Effi-

ciency" was then read by Mr. C. U. Joy.

The matter was taken up under three

headings. Inspection, Yard Testing, and

Maintenance.

In inspection Mr. Joy takes the stand

that inspectors and repairmen should be

given air brake instruction and be re-

quired to pass an examination so that

they would be qualified to properly per-

form their duties. In connsction with

yard testing he assumes that two air

brake men with one testting machine can

care for 16 trains averaging 8 cars each

per day and that the code of test com-
piled for this purpose by the Westing-

house Air Brake Company is satisfactory

in every respect.

Maintenance is divided into three sepa-

rate sections, valvular mechanism, pip-

ing and brake cylinders and mechanical

transmission.

Under the heading of valvular mechan-
ism Mr. Joy gives the following:

It has been the practice and rules of
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practically all railroads to clean the triple

valve every three months and the brake

cylinder and slack adjuster every six

months. This same practice still con-

tinues with the passenger control equip-

ment. The railroad companies have ex-

pended large sums to apply this modern
equipment to their passenger cars and it

is no more than right that they should

have a fair return for money invested,

particularly if the efficiency of the equip-

ment can be increased. Tests have de-

veloped that a PC control valve properly

cleaned and lubricated and afforded

proper protection from dirt and moisture

will remain in service over a year and

stand the yard test each day, and also

that this same valve will pass the rack

test. Such being the case it is reasonable

to assume that the efficiency of the valve

is increased above what it would be if it

were cleaned four times during the year

or every three months.

The control valves that were subjected

to this test were lubricated as follows

:

The slide valves, piston bushings and
packing rings were lubricated, sparingly,

with dynamo oil, graphite and oil, triple

valve oil and a light generator oil.

The cost of removing, cleaning, testing

and replacing a control valve is, together

with dust collector and strainer, about

$1,53.

All valvular mechanism that fails to

pass the yard test should be removed and

shopped for repairs and the parts should

be thoroughly inspected and gauged and

new parts applied where necessary, con-

forming strictly to standards. The ports

and passages in all parts of the valve

should be cleaned and blown out and,

when it becomes necessary to remove

bushings the valves should be shipped to

the manufacturer for this class of work.

All valves should be tested without lubri-

cant on the internal parts, which gives a

good check on the repairs. If the valve

passes the code of tests, the men operat-

ing the test rack should lubricate the

parts sparingly. Valves that do not pass

the test should be returned to the repair

man with a card attached giving the rea-

son for the valve being rejected, which in

turn assists the repair man in making
necessary repairs. It has always been

our practice at the shop to give each re-

pair man a number which is stamped on
the valve that he repairs. The man oper-

ating the test rack keeps a record of the

numbers and type of valve passing the

test and it is submitted to the foreman
each day.

Tests have determined that if brake

cylinders are properly cleaned and lubri-

cated, particularly if they are equipped

-with the J. M. expander ring, they will

remain in service with a minimum leak-

age for 18 months.

The cost of cleaning and lubricating

the brake cylinders and slack adjusters

is about $1.02, which, added to $1.53 for

the control valve, gives a total cost for

cleaning the entire equipment of $2.55,

the average price of labor being 25J/1

cents per hour.

Extending the time of cleaning of the

control valve to six montlis and the brake

cylinder and slack adjuster to twelve

months would mean a saving of 50 per

cent, of the present cost of this work, and

experience will probably demonstrate that

a further saving may be advantageously

made along these lines.

Brake cylinders and slack adjusters,

when being cleaned and lubricated, must
have defective parts renewed and the

completed cylinder tested by placing a

gauge in the brake cylinder exhaust port

of the control valve and noting the

amount of leakage, which should not ex-

ceed 5 pounds per minute. The slack ad-

justers should be tested by making a

number of service applications to insure

the operation of the slack adjuster.

The reader will note that a lengthening

of the time of cleaning triple or car brake

operating valves is recommended, and
rightfully so, as it is generally recognized

that the triple valve that has been in

service for 3 or 4 months is not the

one that gives any trouble; it is usually

the one that has been cleaned and lubri-

cated within a period of from 3 to 6
weeks time, and naturally the question

of a suitable lubricant was discussed.

Those of our readers who have read

articles on the subject of triple valve re-

pair work and lubrication in Railway
AND Locomotive Engineering will take it

for granted that any representative of

this publication would stand for the elimi-

nation of moisture or moist lubricant

from car brake operating valves, and as

a result Mr. Turner was called upon to

explain the reason for recommendations
specifying two diflferent kinds of lubri-

cant for a triple valve. He did this to the

entire satisfaction of the members, claim-

ing that the use of oil in a triple valve

was entirely due to certain railroad men
insisting on following long established

customs under the assumption that oil or

grease was absolutely necessary to re-

duce frictional resistance to movement
between the surfaces in contact in a triple

valve. He also pointed out that the

quantity of oil being used in triple valves

was grradually decreasing and as the prac-

tice is unnecessary it would be reasonable

to assume that it would eventually be

discontinued.

At the close of this discussion a paper

on the subject of "Proper Piping of Lo-

comotives and Cars; Specifications and
Requirements for Pipe in Air Brake
Work" was read by Mr. Fred Von Ber-

gen, and discussed by the members. The
object of the paper was to show the ne-

cessity for a correct length and installa-

tion of main reservoir piping on locomo-

tives with a view of preventing the

accumulation of water in the brake pipes

and in distributing valves on locomotives.

This was followed by the reading of a

paper on the subject of "Excess Pres-

sure," by Mr. M. S. Belk.

The use of 30 lbs. excess pressure in

the main reservoir with the brake valve

in running position was advocated instead

of the usual 20 employed by some rail-

roads.

We might add that this is already era-

ployed by a number of railroads, but

other matters contributing to brakes

striking, such as insufficient air pump and
main reservoir capacity, inaccurate air

gages, defective feed valves and brake

pipe leakage were also mentioned.

A paper on "Adequate Hand Brakes on
Heavy Passenger Equipment Cars" was
read by Mr. F. J. Barry, after which a
paper on the subject of "Seed of Efficient

Cleaning of Freight Car Brakes" was
read by Mr. M. I'urcell.

This paper and the discussion which
followed emphasized the need of more
efficient cleaning and repairing of freight

car brakes, so that the interstate laws

would be complied with, both in the spirit

and the letter of the law.

Methods of systematic repair work
whereby the brake cylinder leakage could

be reduced to a poinnt within the re(luired

limits were outlined and car brake work
in general was touched upon.

The .\ir Brake Association's recom-

mended practice was then accorded its

annual revision. This is done without

any confusion or lengthy discussion by
the reading of only such paragraphs in

which any changes or additions are to be

made ; such suggestions must be made by
the members to the chairman by letter

during the year and when read they are

either approved and changed or rejecteii

by vote. At this time the recommended
practice was revised to agree with the

requirements of the Federal law govern-

ing inspection and maintenance of loco-

motive and car brakes. But a very few
changes in wording were necessan.', as

the recommended practice was given very

careful attention by the members of the

Interstate Commerce Commission before

their laws were drafted.

A paper on the subject of "Elimination

of Moisture in Yard Testing Plants." by
Mr. M. Purcell, was also read. This was
continued for the past two years in order
that all of the information necessary to

devise means for collecting moisture
could be obtained and by adhering to pip-

ing arrangements suggested water can be

prevented from entering the brake pipes

on cars from the yard plants.

Very interesting and instructive enter-

tainment was provided for the members
during the intei^als between regular ses-

sions. During the afternoon of the first

day the various supply men who had ex-

hibits of their wares were given an op-

portunity to address the members who
assembled in the hall, and they were very
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cordially received and the ixhiliits much

appreciated.

On the afternoon of the second day a

moving picture e.xhibition showed the

manner in which pipe was manufactured,

from the time of the melting of the metal

to the finished product. It showed the

manner in which the butt-weld pipe was

made and contrasted with the manner in

which the lap weld was made. Alto-

gether it was an instructive entertainment

provided by the A. M. Beyers Company.

On the afternoon of Thursday, May 4.

Mr. VV. V. Turner, assistant manager of

the Westinghouse Air Brake Company,

delivered his annual lecture before the

association. This consisted of fewer

words than he generally uses in a lecture,

as it was illustrated with a moving pic-

ture machine, it being the first time that

a moving picture machine has been used

for air brake instruction purposes, and

judging from the manner in which it was

given and received, the end of the present

air brake instruction car and instruction

room equipment in the way of apparatus,

charts and sectional views, is in sight.

The air Ifrakc problem was depicted as

a heavy Pennsylvania Railroad passenger

train descending the two per cent grade

on the Horse Shoe Curve, near Altoona.

Pa. The train was photographed through

the entire distance around the curve with-

out a break in the film, and the solution

of the problem was shown in a diagram

of the general arrangement of the electro-

pneumatic brake for steam road service.

The operation of the universal valvi-

was then illustrated on the screen from

a large diagrammatic view, and the com-

pressed air was shown entering the valve

from the brake pipe and charging all of

the chambers and reservoirs. On a con-

tinuous film the effect of a service rate

of brake pipe reduction was shown, the

reduction starting and the equalizing pis-

ton and slide valve, the release piston

structure and the emergency piston and

slide valves moving to their application

|)ositions with the compressed air flow-

ing through the various parts and pas-

sages necessary to produce the move-

ments until the brake cylinder pressure

was developed when the equalizing and

emergency pistons returned to lap posi-

tion the flow of air ceasing.

Pneumatic release, electric release and

graduated release movements were

shown, the e.xhausts of compressed air

to the atmosphere appearing similar to

puflfs of smoke from a locomotive smoke
stack.

The valve was then shown moving into

quick action or emergency position, and

the writer is unable to say whether the

movements of all parts was technically

correct as entirely too much transpired

all at the same time, however after the

shifting of air pressure and the various

movements ceased, the parts were in the

positions shown in the Standard dia-

grams of emergency position of this

equipment the brake pipe pressure grad-

ually disappearing, the quick action valve

returning to its scat and the emergency

switch piston to its original position after

about the actual 10 seconds time had

expired.

This exhibition was followed by an

illustration in pictures of a variety of

freak inventions for which patents had

been granted which was exceedingly

humorous, taking the crowd by storm.

At the close of this entertainment Mr.

Turner received the greatest ovation that

was probably ever accorded any air

brake man.

The cost of producing this lilm was

over 5,000 dollars and it was shown for

the first time in public.

Judging from what has already been

accomplished in the way of air brake in-

struction by moving pictures, that is, the

ability to see the How of compressed air

and the actual movements of the various

parts of a piece of apparatus so compli-

cated as a universal valve, indicates that

the same thing can be done with any

other parts of a brake system and it

would be a comparatively simple propo-

sition with such parts as air compressors,

brake valves, etc.

This feature of the Air Brake Con-

\ention was in itself well worth the time

consumed in traveling to and from the

meeting place.

.\ddresses were also made by Messrs.

Cullenane and Hobson, representing the

Interstate Commerce Commission which

were of more than passing interest, as

these gentlemen mentioned some in-

stances of careless air brake inspection

and entire neglect of inspection that

came under their personal observation

and which must be corrected if the laws

are to be complied with.

A committee was appointed to prepare

a paper on methods of brake inspection

that will meet with the spirit and re-

quirements of the law, the same to be

read and discussed at the 1917 conven-

tion.

There was unexpectedly large attend-

ance at the twenty-third annual conven-

tion and while we are concerned only

with the mechanical part of it, it is only

fair to acknowledge that the air brake

men in attendance have never received

more courteous consideration or kind

treatment from any city in which a con-

vention was ever held. Apparently every-

one in the city of Atlanta knew the ob-

ject of the meeting and were willing at

any time to go out of their way to ac-

commodate a member.

The officers elected for the ensuing

year are Mr. T. W. Dow, president, Erie

R. R. ; Mr. C. H. Weaver, first vice-presi-

dent. L. S. & M. S. R. R.; Mr. C. W.
Martin, second vice-president, Pennsyl-

vania R. R. ; Mr. F. J. Barry, second

vice-president, N. Y.. O. & W. R. R. Mr.

F. M. Nellis, secretary, 165 Broadway,

N. \'., Mr. Otto Best, treasurer.

W. V. Turner Lectures Before the

Franklin Institute.

.Mr. Walter V. Turner, speaking at

the monthly meeting of the l'"ranklin

Institute of the State of Pennsylvania, at

No. 15 South Seventh street, Philadel-

phia, Pa., on the subject "The Vital Re-

lation of Train Control to the Value of

Steam and Electric Railway Properties."

This lecture with illustrations demon-

strated that train control is as an im-

portant a factor in the producing value

of a railroad as is the locomotive. The
fundamental purpose of a railroad is to

save time, states Mr. Turner, and to

avoid duplicating properties, capacity is

essential and this involves high speeds

and great frequency of trains. Increased

capacity by such means is practicable only

to the degree that train control is ade-

quate. Safety is as essential to integrity

of traffic and successful operation as

earning power, consequently the relative

value of railway properties is entirely de-

pendent upon the ability to keep trains in

motion, as close together as the state of

the art for controlling trains will permit.

Railroad capacity in cities is becoming

an exceedingly important consideration,

since the transient population of the day,

or during the day, because of the "sky-

scrapers." is very great as compared

with that of a few years ago.

Mr. Turner was in his usual form, de-

livering a lecture that was bristling with

technicalities, touching more upon the

engineering problem and summing up of

requirements and factors than the actual

development of the brake, which is by the

way an improved electro-pneumatic type.

The intent of the brake is to use the full

potential of the rail, that is, to use every

ounce of retarding force between the

brake shoe and the wheel that the adhe-

sion of the wheel to the rail will permit.

This has been accomplished largely

through the design of a weighing ma-

chine, through which the weighing of

passengers getting on and ofif the cars

automatically regulates the braking force

delivered to the brake shoes, the weigh-

ing machine being connected between the

car body and the truck. The machine is

prevented from changing the braking

force, due to the influence of curves and

depressions in the track, by being cut out

while the car is in motion, the cutting out

and cutting in being done by the opening

and closing of the car doors. It will be

understood that the Interborough's Sub-

way cars run with doors closed and are

opened only at stations.

This brake system will be described in

the Air Brake Department as soon as

practicable, and the information given in

the lecture will be printed either in this

department, or from time to time in the-

pages reserved for Mr. Turner.
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Men Who Built Pittsburgh.

The second lecture on "'J'lie Kcjinancc

of Business" being given in the series

of talks on "Pittsburgh, the City of

(Opportunity," was delivered last month
before the Y. M. C. A. by W. C. Lyne,

manager of the Union Central Life

Insurance Company, his subject being

"Pittsburgh and the Men Who Made
It."

The lecturer traced the personal

traits back of the achievements of

such men as OTIara, Westinghousc.

Turner, B. F. Jones, Calvin Wells, Wil-

liam Thaw, Charles Lockhart, Vander-

grift, Hussey, Henry Oliver, Carnegie

and others figuring in Pittsburgli's nat-

ural development, and among other

things said;

"There is a man in this city—the

wizard of railroading—the man whom
the most learned societies of America
and Europe have honored with the

most coveted medals of distinction for

his contribution to humanity and

science, who had been chosen as an

honorary member with two or three

other Americans by the Royal Society

of Arts of England; this Pittsburgher,

one of the 20 European and American
scientists awarded the Elliot-Cresson

medal, and who is recognized by the

most learned societies of America as

probably the foremost mechanical en-

gineer living and the one who, with

Westinghousc, saved more lives by his

inventions than had ever been lost in

any war before the beginning of the

present European conflict, might walk
into this room and be introduced, and
the chances are not three persons pre-

sent would know anything of this

builder of Pittsburgh's industrial su-

premacy and contributor to humanity.

"I refer to Walter V. Turner, that

modest and great Pittsburgh engineer

whose inventions are used not only on
every passenger and freight car, but of

every traction car running over the

streets of Greater Pittsburgh, and of

whom it has been said that if his in-

ventions were removed from the trac-

tion system of New York City there

would be a daily congestion of travel,

keeping 2,000,000 people from their

business."

Goff's Electro- Pneumati<- Hrake System
Maximum Pressure at all Timeh Maintained

Wasteful Heat Appliances.

The steam engine has for years been

held up as an awful example of waste of

energ>', utilizing as it does only about

1/10 of the heat of the fuel consumed in

generating the steam used. Loss of en-

ergy is by no means confined to the steam
engine. In a paper read before the

Academy of Science cf Washington by
Professor Langley he demonstrated that

in the argand burner only 24 parts of

energy out of every 1,000 are utilized as

light—a loss about four times greater

til an the steam engine.

Some months ago we printed a descrip-

tion of the Goff system of electro-pneu-

matic brakes for steam road service that

was particularly adaptable to freight cars

and at the present time wc have a cut

showing a brake system for street cars,

that mav also be used in steam railroad

reservoirs at all times, regardless of re-

peated applications of the brakes, which

insures efTiciency and safety, particularly

on mountain grades or in congested traffic

centers. Full combined capacity of the

car rcserv'oir, brake pipe and air com-

pressor may he delivered to the brake cyl-

RE.SKKXOIK AND BR.\KE CYLINDER GOFF ELECTRO-PNEUMATIC BRAKE.

service. The illustration shows the com-

plete system for a car, and it will be

observed that no triple valves are re-

quired, the brake however being auto-

matic. The inventor claims, and a study

of the description will show, that the

brakes will positively apply whenever the

motorman so desires, or in all cases of

accident or failure, such as broken wires,

failure of current, battery or generator

from any cause. The brake may be ap-

plied or released in full, or graduated on

or ofT with any desired pressure. Acci-

dental bursting of the air hose or brake

pipe does not interfere with the applica-

tion or the release of brakes. The max-
imum air pressure is maintained in the

inder, guaranteeing a high pressure emer-

gency brake.

A glance at the cut will show that this

device is so simple as to require no

lengthy description, an ordinary electro-

magnet being used to control the flow of

compressed air from the auxiliarj- reser-

voir to the brake cylinder and another to

control the flow from the brake cylinder

to the atmosphere when a release is de-

sired. The system diflfers from the

usual electrically controlled brake in that

the application magnets are energized

when the brake is applied and when these

magnets are de-energized by a movement
of the brake valve on the locomotive or

by a rupture in the brake pipe, the magnet
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valves will admit compressed air to the

brake cylinder applying the brake. The

magnet valve controlling the flow of air

from the brake cylinder is normally closed

with the magnet de-energized and when

a release of brakes is desired, the release

circuit is closed at the control switch

energizing the release magnet, drawing

the exhause valve away from its seat

opening the brake cylinder to the at-

mosphere. This may be repeated as often

as desired, graduating the pressure out

of the brake cylinders.

We are not at this time in a position

48 State Commissions, and he also urged

that the public be given a voice in decid-

ing the controversy between the organ-

ized employes in train service who are

seeking an advance in wages through the

movement for an 8-hour basic day, with

time and half-time for overtime.

"The defect," Mr. Willard said, "of the

present system are becoming better under-

stood. Xo one would contend or e.xpect

that 48 different regulating bodies, with

interests sometimes at variance, could sat-

isfactorily and efficiently supervise and

regulate the same subject at the same

detail than of principle. I think a care-

ful survey of the matter will develop that

we have already gone a long way toward

Federal regulation of railroads — much
further, in fact, than is generally supposed,

without being fully aware of tlie change,

and it now requires little more than that

the actual status should be fi.xed by Con-

gress.

"Certainly the men who operate the

trains and engines should be a selected

class, and they should be well paid and

given good and suitable working condi-

tious, and if the carriers are not already

GOFF ELECTRO-PNEUMATIC BRAKE AND SIGNAL SYSTEM.

to comment on the merits of this brake

system or on any other until such time

as it has told its own story in actual serv-

ice under modern operating conditions,

but the brake system will be set up and

be in operation at the Master Mechanics'

Convention at Atlantic City this year, and
practical demonstrations of the operation

of the brake may be witnessed at any

time at 523 Haddon avenue, Camden, N. J.

The brake was invented by Mr. Frank
Goff, a. locomotive engineer on the Penn-

sylvania Railroad.

President Willard of the Baltimore &
Ohio on the Railroad Question.

Mr. Daniel Willard, president of the

Baltimore & Ohio Railroad System, in an

address delivered last month to the mem-
bers and guests of the American News-
paper Publishers' Association on certain

national phases of the railroad question,

advocated that railway control be central-

ized in the Federal Government rather

than the present dual system vested in

the Interstate Commerce Commission and

time, although that is exactly what we are

trying to do under our dual system of

Federal and State regulation of railroads.

It no doubt seemed necessary in the past

for the individual States, or some of them

to act in fields where the Federal Govern-

ment should have acted, but had neglected

to do so, but as we have gradually grown
and become transformed from a loose

confederacy of States into one great na-

tion, the necessity for Federal, instead of

State control, has become more and more
apparent concerning many matters of

nation-wide importance— such necessity

has been reflected in a Federal Postal Sys-

tem, the National Bank Act, National

Bankruptcy Act, and more recently, the

Federal Reserve .A.ct, Federal Trade Com-
mission, etc. Gradually, consistently and

naturally, as I view it, the change in rail-

road regulation from State to Federal is

also taking place, and the thing most de-

sired is that the complete change shall be

accomplished in as brief a time as practic-

able, consistent with orderly transition. 1

believe few, if any radical changes in the

laws, will be necessary and such changes

as may be made will be rather changes of

paying such wages and providing such

conditions, they should be required in the

public interest to do so, and if it should

then appear that upon the existing basis

of rates and fares the revenues of the car-

riers were not sufficient to yield a fair re-

turn upon the value of the properties de-

voted to the public use, after paying the

increased wages, then such increase of

rates should be permitted as would fairly

meet the situation. On the other hand, I

can think of no sound nor sufficient rea-

son for imposing an additional burden

upon the public in the way of increased

rates if, after a full and careful inquiry

into the whole matter by a competent body

selected for that purpose, it should be

found that the wages and working condi-

tions of the particular men involved in

this question are now on a proper and

equitable and even liberal basis. There

should be the fullest possible publicity

concerning the whole matter as a basis

for correct public opinion. It has been

well said that, 'Public opinion and pa-

tience are the best possible agents for suc-

cessfully solving industrial, social and

economic problems.'

"
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Introductory.

We are nuw living in the age of elec-

tricity ; we have the telephone, electric

light and electric motors. It is a curious

fact that the steam railroad which has

made such rapid progress and has done

the most to advance civilization has thus

far benefited least by the development of

electricity ; but it is certain that before

many years it will, as a whole, be a greater

user of electricity than any other industrial

class.

The electric locomotive is no longer an

unknown quantity. It is today perform-

ing in all kinds of service; it is operating

in tunnels, through rivers, in slow speed

and high speed freight service, in switch-

ing and in fact, in all kinds of service, and

is performing this service at an expense

which is lower than if performed by the

steam locomotive. Electric locomotives

were first used in terminal work because

of the nuisance and discomfort to passen-

gers and others of steam power. Many
benefits which were not at first apparent,

have developed and these advantages are

so great that in the future, only electricity

will be considered for a large terminal in

a large centre. By the use of electricity,

it is possible to establish a great railway

terminal without annoyance or discomfort

to the people and without loss of the valu-

able land for building purposes. The elec-

tric locomotive, moreover, increases the

capacity of the terminal owing to the

greater rapidity of its movement and to

the fact that it does not have to be turned,

coaled, watered, fires cleaned nor its

boiler washed.

A few of the most important electrifica-

tions are:

The Terminal of the New York Cen-

tral Railroad, New York Citv—
which was electrified to eliminate the

danger due to smoke in the Park Avenue
Tunnel, which electrification has been ex-

tended so as to get the benefit of the

suburban traffic, which is so satisfactorily

and economically handled by multiple unit

trains.

The Pennsylvania Railroad Terminal,

New York Citv—
It was due to electricity that this feat

was possible, as in no other way could

the passenger trains be hauled under the

rivers on either side of Manhattan.

Operating conditions in these tunnels

are such, due to grades, heavy trains and
high speeds, that it would be almost im-

possible to handle the service by steam
even if it were possible to eliminate the

smoke.

The electric locomotives in operation on

the Pennsylvania Railroad are extremely

powerful and not only operate at high

speed, but have sufficient capacity for

hauling heavy loads.

The DicTRcirr Rivhr Tunnkl Electrifi-

cation—
is another example of the advantages to

be derived from electric operation. For

several years, the Michigan Central Rail-

road was obliged to transfer its trains

across the congested Detroit River on

ferryboats, but due to the success of elec-

tric traction, the building of a tunnel un-

der the river was justified and trains are

now handled by electric locomotives with-

out the delay previously experienced.

The New York, New Haven & Hart-

ford Railroad Electrification—
comprises approximately 550 miles of

electrified track with an equipment con-

sisting of passenger, freight and switch-

ing locomotives, together with multiple

unit cars.

Ix)NG Isand Railroad.

The electrification of this road was

done to better serve the suburbs of New
York City and at certain seasons, to han-

dle heavy excursion business to the sea-

shores of Long Island. This electrifica-

tion connects up with the Pennsylvania

Railroad electrification. New York City,

and frequent and quick service without

transfer is available from the heart of

Manhattan to within 25 miles of New
York City, the electrification comprising

something like 88 miles. The service is

operated by multiple unit motor-car trains

and 650-V. direct current is used as the

source of power.

Butte, Anaconda & Pacific Rv^fv.

This road is principally a freight-han-

dling road, hauling copper ore from mines

in the vicinity of Butte, Montana, to the

smelters near Anaconda. By means of

this electrification, it has been possible to

haul longer trains at higher speeds, which,

together with the cheaper cost of power,

operating savings can be effected. The
electrification is a 2400-V. one and was
the first e.xample in this country of the

use of 2400-V. direct current.

Erie Railroad Electrification,

Rochester Division.

This electrified section covering a dis-

tance of 34-root miles from Rochester to

Avon, with a branch to Mt. Morris, was
installed largely as an experiment to study

the effect of electric traction on traffic

and operating costs. The service which is

confined to passenger traffic and handled

by multiple unit motor cars, hau> been very

successful and a very nice local and in-

terurban business has been built up.

Baltlmore & Ohio Railroad.

This railroad was the first road in

America to employ electric power for

hauling heavy passenger and freight

trains. .'Kt the time electricity was in-

stalled on this road, only very small elec-

tric motors had been built and heavy elec-

tric currents had not been collected from

third rails. This electrified section of

only 3.7 miles was installed to eliminate

the objection of steam operation in a tun-

nel IV2 miles in length.

Grand Trunk Railway.

This electrification was decided upon as

a means of eliminating the dangerous at-

mospheric conditions in the tunnel under

the St. Clair River from Sarnia, Ontario,

to Port Huron, Michigan. Originally,

trains were handled through this tunnel

by steam locomotives which were limited

to a maximum weight of train. Increase

in traffic necessitated an increase in the

capacity of the tunnel and due to danger-

ous gases, it was practically impossible

to increase the steam locomotive power.

The single-phase alternating current sys-

tem with overhead trolley is employed

with a voltage of 3300-V.

Great Northern Railroad.

This railroad passes through the Cas-

cade Mountains in the state of Washing-

ton, through a tunnel ZVi miles long, the

capacity of this tunnel being the limiting

factor in the capacity of the line for haul-

ing freight across the mauntains.

The main object of this electriffication

was to eliminate the smoke and gases

emitted in the tunnel by the steam loco-

motives and to increase the capacity of

the line. The three-phase system of elec-

trification was used, this being the first

and only electrification of this type in this

country.

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paih, Rwv.
This electrification is one of the most

recent and is using the highest direct cur-

rent voltage ever installed in steam opera-

tion in this country, namely 3000-V. Ulti-

mately, the electrification will be approxi-

mately 400 miles long and will carry the

trains over three mountain ranges.

Norfolk & Western Rwv.
This is the most important electrifica-

tion to date and the most interesting. The
locomotives weigh 270 tons and have a

maximum tractive eflfort of 170,000 lbs.

It was particularly fortunate that this

economical method of operation was in-

stalled in time to handle the unusual move-
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meiit of coal, which has been a feature of

the current year. Twelve electric locomo-

tives have replaced thirty-four Mallet

steam locomotives. A very interesting

feature on these locomotives is that of re-

generation, which makes it possible for a

train to descend the Elkhorn Grade with-

out brakeshoes applied to the wheels.

From the above mentioned electnlica-

tions, it is clearly seen that electric opera-

tion has to meet a wide variation of ser-

vice conditions and this has brought out

electrical systems. We have for instance,

the 600-volt system, the high voltage direct

current system, the single-phase system,

the three-phase system and the split pliase

system, each of which has its characteris-

tics which make it perhaps better suitable

for a certain type of service than either of

the other systems.

Electrifications and the electric locomo-

tives have some to stay and will increase

rapidly. Every employee whose duties arc

in anyway connected with the operation

or maintenance of electric locomotives

should have a knowledge of the electri-

cal apparatus. Engineers should familiar-

ize themselves with the name, location and

purpose of all of the pieces of apparatus

which go to make up the locomotive, and

should know the general principles upon

which operation of the various pieces of

apparatus depends, the manner in which

it should be operated and the procedure

to follow in case of failure on the road.

Firemen having no specific duties to per-

form while on the electric locomotive, ex-

cept that of helper, should for their own
benefit, familiarize themselves with the

electric apparatus and should consider the

following catechism as essential as does

the engineer.

Catechism of the Electric Locomotive.

Q.—What is an electric locomotive ?

A.—An electric locomotive is a machine

which takes electric power and delivers it

to electric motors which are connected

mechanically with its driving axle, thereby

developing tractive eflfort for the hauling

of a trailing load.

Q.—Wherein is the electric locomotive

fundamentally different from the steam lo-

comotive ?

A.—It is not a self-contained power unit,

but receives its power from the central

power source, transmitted to it through

overhead conductors or a third rail, the

latter located adjacent to the running rail.

Although there are in reality, two distinct

types of electric locomotives,—the alter-

nating current and the direct current

—

they arc, with the exception of minor de-

tails, similar. The boiler, the air pump,
the throttle and the cylinder of the steam

engine are represented in the electric lo-

comotive by the electrically-driven air-

compressor, the master controller and by

the motors respectively.

Q.—How often must electric locomo-

tives be taken to the round-house for

inspection ?

A.—Since the fire-box, front end, etc.,

are eliminated in the electric locomotive,

it possesses a great advantage in that it

can be run for twenty-four hours a day

and day after day with only a lay-up of

from two to three hours after every 1500

to 2000 miles, for shop inspection. The
electrical apparatus is so designed that it

can be inspected on a mileage basis.

Q.—In the case of the steam locomo-

tive, the maximum drawbar pull depends

KIG. 1. THIRD RAIL CONSTRUCTION ON
TOP CONTACT.

upon the diameter of the cylinders and

the boiler pressure, both fixed quantities,

and it is impossible to overload the en-

gine ; is this true of the electric locomo-

tive ?

A.—No,—as in the case of the electric

locomotive, the work done depends upon

the amount of power delivered to the

motors, and as this power is practically

unlimited due to the fact that it is sup-

ITi;, 2. THIRD RAIL CONSTRUCTION L\

UNDER RUNNING.

plied from an external source of large

capacity compared with that of the loco-

motive, the electric locomotive can be

overworked, resulting in burned-up motors

and damaged electrical apparatus. The
electric locomotive will not stall, but will

continue to work until damaged. It is

therefore very important with electric

operation to have the locomotive haul the

load designed for, and not the load it is

capable of handling momentarily or for

short periods of time.

(J.—From where does the electric loco-

motive receive its power?

.•\.—From overhead wire or wires, or

from a third rail located adjacent to the

running rails.

Q.—IIow is this power collected?

A.—In the case of third rail operation,

by means of third rail shoes carried on

the trucks of the locomotive, this shoe be-

ing held by spring pressure against the

lliird rail.

In the case of the overhead wires, it is

collected by means of a sliding shoe or in

cases of slow speed locomotive, by a rol-

ler, this shoe or roller carried on a col-

lapsible frame, called a "pantograph."

Q —What is your understanding of elec-

tric power or electricity?

A.-—Electricity flowing in a wire is an-

alogous to water flowing through a pipe.

In the pipe are a certain number of units,

say, cubic inches per minute of water

flowing and at a certain pressure in

pounds per square inch. So in the wire

or third rail carrying electricity, there is

the volume in terms of the electrical unit,

known as the "ampere" and there is a

pressure in terms of a unit, called the

"volt." Increasing the pressure in the

pipe, increases the flow of water, the out-

let remaining the same. This is true with

electricity; increasing the volts, increases

the current flowing provided the resistance

I or opening as it is in the case of water)

remains the same. . Also if the opening in

the pipe is classed, there will be no flow of

water, but the water will still be at a pres-

sure. Same is true with electricity, in that

a conductor, such as the wire or third

rail, will be under an electrical pressure or

in electrical terms, will be at a certain

\'iltage, although no current or amperes
.ire flowing. Bear in mind that in the case

of water, we are dealing with a concrete

claim, while electricity is only known
through what it is capable of doing. We
do not know what electricity is, we only

know many of the things it does. As the

jiower obtained from the water in the pipe

is equal to the product of the amount
flowing by the pressure, so with electric-

ity, the power is equal to the product of

amperes by volts and this product we call

"watts."

As it is necessary to use thicker and

better pipe as the pressure increases, so it

is necessary to use higher and better in-

sulation as the voltage increases, so as to

prevent this voltage from breaking down
and short-circuiting the line which is an-

alogous to the bursting of the water pipe.

As it is necessary to use larger pipe to

carry more water a given distance or the

same amount of water a longer distance

with the same drop in head to the pipe,

so it is necessary with electricity to use

larger wires or conductors to carry more

amperes or to carry the same amperes a

greater distance with the same loss in pres-

sure nr voltage.
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Q.—Wlial arc tlic two distinct types ol

electric locomotives?

A.—The direct current locomotives and

the alternating current locomotives.

Q._What do the letters "D. C." Stand

for?

.\.—Direct current.

Q._What do the letters 'A. C." stand

for?

A.—Alternating current.

(J.—What voltages are used with D.C.

locomotives ?

A.—Until the past few years, (jOO to

700-V. was the prevailing voltage and was

considered a maximum. Now there are

D. C. locomotives operating on 1200-V.,

1.SO0-V., 2400-V. and 3000-V.

Q.—What voltages are used with A. C.

locomotives?

A.—Generally, IIOOO-V.

Q,—Power for the locomotive is col-

lected from either an overhead wire or a

third rail. Under what conditions are

each used ?

A.—On D.C. electrilications of 600 to

700-V., a third rail is used. In dry cli-

mates with sandy soil, it is possible to

use 1200-V. D.C. voltages of 2400 and

3000-V :.'- used with overhead wires.

A.C. ck\:rifications all use overhead

wires since they are generally of high

voltage insulation.

Q.—What are the objections to using

2400-V. D.C. or 3000-V. D.C. on third

rail conductors?

A.—It is purely a question of insulation.

We have seen from the above that voltage

is pressure and that the higher the voltage.

the greater must be the insulation strength.

With the third rail near the ground and

more or less limited in space, the insula-

tion which would be required to insulate

the 2400-V. would be a handicap and

moreover, quite expensive. With the wire

overhead, it is possible to insulate for very

high voltages.

Q.—What advantage is gained in going

to high voltage?

A.—The power required by the locomo-

tive can be transmitted from the power-

house with less loss and better voltage is

obtained.

Q.—How is this possible?

.•\.—The power as we have seen is rep-

resented by watts which is the product of

volts times amperes. A locomotive run-

ning under certain conditions requiring a

certain amount of tractive effort, will re-

quire a certain amount of power to be

taken from the electrical conductor, so that

with different voltages applied to the loco-

motive, the product of volts times amperes

will be the same. It is readily seen that

raising the voltage therefore decreases

the current, and with the decrease of

current, there can be a corresponding

decrease in the size of the conductor, or

with the same conductor, the lower cur-

rent value gives less loss and. in turn,

better voltage at the locomotive and bet-

ter operating conditions.

g,_What arc the two types of third

rail construction?

A.^The under-running third rail and

the top contact third rail.

Q.—What is the construction of the

top contact third rail?

A.—This construction is shown by

Fig. 1. On every six to eight ties

—

which is longer than the regular tie and

extending to the right, is bolted the

bracket H. This bracket is bolted near

one edge so as to give sufficient room for

the porcelain insulator P, this insulator

being mounted on a pin to hdld it in po-

sition. On top of the insulator is placed

a cap C to form a rest for the third rail

T. The bracket B is used to carry the

protection board W. The third rail shoe

on the locomotive runs along on the top

of the third rail and underneath the pro-

tection board.

Q.—What is the construction of the

under-running third rail?

A.—On the long ties are bolted the

malleable iron brackets M, Fig. 2. Each

of these brackets is provided with a

clamping strap S, which clamps a split

insulator I around the third rail R, and

holds this rail securely and at the proper

height above the tie. Between each of

the insulators is usually placed strips of

wood, shown in sectional pieces A, these

pieces of wood serving protection from

contact with the rail. The top of the

third rail shoe bears against the under-

side of the third rail R.

shaft is of axle steel and can be removed

from the rotor without disturbing the

windings.

The running torque of these motors is

the maximum obtainable and the starting

and pull-out torques in all motors exceed

twice full-load torque. They are so con-

structed that, in case of accident, repairs

Type CI Slip Ring Induction Motor.

A new line of slip ring induction mo-
tors (type CI) for severe, intermittent,

varying speed service has just been devel-

oped by the Westinghouse Electric &
Mfg. Co., of East Pittsburgh, Pa. These

motors are especially designed for heavy

duty on cranes, hoists, drawbridges roller

lift bridges, railway turntables, transfer

tables and similar applications. They can

be furnished in sizes from 1% to 200

horsepower for operation on two or three-

phase, 220 or 440-volt, 25 and 60-cycle

circuits.

The frames of the smaller sizes are

made up of steel laminations riveted be-

tween forged steel and shields ; in the

larger sizes the frames are made of rolled

open-hearth steel. The brackets are of

cast iron with reinforcing ribs to assure

rigidity and perfect alignment of the bear-

ings at all times. Tlie bearings are self-

oiling of the oil-ring type, and are large

in size. The steel brush holders are sup-

ported by and insulated from the bracket,

which is open to permit easy inspection

and renewal of the brushes.

The rotor is small in diameter, thus re-

ducing the fly-wheel effect. This feature,

together with perfect balance and secure

attachment of the windings, makes these

motors especially adapted for frequent

starting, stopping and reversing. The

TVl'K CI SLIP RING INULCTION .MOTOR.

can be quickly made, and maximum
strength is obtained while weight and

overall dimensions have been reduced to

a minimum.

Profiting by Mistakes.

There are some kinds of mistakes that

human nature insists on making in each

individual case, and no amount of experi-

ence gone through by others will prevent

constant repetitions. It is useless for a

father to tell his sons, that he has been

all through the list of indulgences in the

shape of dances, horse racing and the

circus and seen the folly of them. The

boys want to see the folly of them for

themselves. No mother ever persuaded

her daughter against marrying, by point-

ing out her own cares and responsibilities.

But it seems that railway men ought to

be willing to show up some of their mis-

takes, just to keep others from falling in-

to the pit that brought them to grief, and

for the general information of the craft.

We recently visited a shop in company of

a man who had gone through the experi-

ence of shop foreman, general foreman

and master mechanic and is reputed to

have been an excellent mechanical engi-

neer. The general foreman of one shop

showed us a device he had just completed

for turning up crank pins. When we left

the place my companion said : "That crank

pin turning device won't work. I was all

through that ten years ago." Then he

gave a very good reason why it failed,

and showed where the design was at

fault.

When asked why he did not inform the

foreman of his former experience with the

invention, he answered that he had learned

by experience and that the foreman might

do the same. This seemed to me to be a

very narrow view to take of a neighbor's

difficulty-, but it represents a common case.

There is an old anecdote about a dog in

a manger, whose application is not con-

fined to dogs.
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Items of Personal Interest
Mr. C. D. Potter has been appointed

master mechanic of the Pennsylvania, with

office at Pittsburgh, Pa.

Mr. W. H. Wortman has been appointed

locomotive foreman of the Canadian Paci-

fic, with office at Calgary, .Mta.

Mr. G. Twist has been appointed loco-

motive foreman of the Canadian Pacific,

with office at Ft. William, Ont.

Mr. P. S. Beatt has been appointed lo-

comotive foreman of the Canadian Paci-

fic, with office at Ogden, Alta.

Mr. E. R. Mills has been appointed lo-

comotive foreman of the Canadian Xorth-

ern, with office at Dauphin, Man.

Mr. A. W. Clark has been appointed

locomotive foreman of the Canadian

Pacific, with office at Brandon, Man.

Mr. W. Mills has been appointed car

foreman of the National Transconti-

nental, with office at Transcona, Man.

Mr. B. T. Patterson has been appointed

night locomotive foreman of the Canadian

Northern, with office at Rainy River. Ont.

Mr. C. D. Barrett has been appointed as-

sistant engineer of motive power of the

Pennsylvania, with office at Altoona, Pa.

Mr. L. L. Hoffman has been appointed

roundhouse foreman on the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific, with office at Liberal.

Kan.

Mr. W. Shephard has been appointed lo-

lomotive foreman of the Canadian North-

ern, with office at Portage La Prairie,

Man.

Mr. H. E. Pierce has been appointed

general car foreman of the Illinois Central,

with office at Weldon passenger yard,

Chicago.

Mr. Joseph E, Brown has been appointed

eastern sales manager of the O'Malley-

Beare Valve Company, with offices in

New York.

Mr. T. F. Phelan has been appointed

road foreman of equipment of the Chicago,

Rock Island & Pacific, with office at

Haileyville, Okla.

Mr. C. J. Wymer, formerly general car

foreman of the Belt railway of Chicago,

has been appointed general sales agent,

Grip Nut Company.

Mr. R. A. Huey has been appointed

general locomotive foreman of the Chi-

cago, Rock Island & Pacific, with office

at Armourdale, Kan.

Mr. A. W. Martin has been appointed

superintendent of shops of the Cleveland,

Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, with of-

fice at Beech Grove, Ind.

Mr. J. M. Kerwin has been appointed

master mechanic of the Dakota division

of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, with

office at Estherville, Iowa.

Mr. S. E. Mueller has been appointed

general foreman of the locomotive depart-

ment of the Chicago, Rock Island & Paci-

fic, with office at Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

Mr. George Webber, formerly traveling

engineer of the Spokane division of the

Great Northern, has been appointed

master mechanic, with office at Minot,

X. D.

Mr. Henry C. Hammack, formerly as-

sistant secretary of the Lima Locomotive

Corporation, Lima, Ohio, has been elected

secretary, succeeding Mr. John H. Guess,

resigned.

Mr. L. J. Drake, formerly resident man-
ager of the Galena Oil Company, at In-

dianapolis, Ind., has been elected vice-

president of the company, with offices at

Xew York,

Mr. L. H. Cota has been appointed

bonus supervisor of the eastern lines of

the Santa Fe, with office at Topeka, Kan.,

succeeding Mr. D. E. Barton, assigned to

other duties.

Mr. Earl E. Shock has been appointed

car foreman of the Chicago, Milwaukee

& St. Paul, with office at Marmarth, N. D.,

succeeding Mr. T. J. Scanlon, transferred

to Mobridge, S. O.

Mr. A. Brown, formerly district mas-

ter mechanic of the Canadian Pacific at

Winnipeg. Man., has been appointed mas-
ter mechanic on the same road, with of-

fice at Revelstoke, B. C.

Mr. N, J. Renix, formerly district mas-
ter mechanic of the Canadian Pacific at

Revelstoke, B. C, has been appointed

master mechanic of the Saskatchewan di-

vision, with office at Moose Jaw, Sask.

Mr. D. M. Grossman has been ap-

pointed advertising manager of the Niles-

Bement-Pond Company, New York, suc-

ceeding Mr. Henry M. Cleaver, who is

now at the company's works, Plainfield,

X. J.

Mr. Samuel M. Vauclain, vice-president

of the Baldwin Locomotive Works, has

been elected a director of the Westing-

house Electric & Manufacturing Com-
pany, succeeding Mr. C. F. Brooker, re-

signed.

Mr. R. J. Williams, formerly superin-

tendent of the Big Four shops at Beech

Grove, has resigned to become assistant

superintendent of motive power of the

Missouri, Kansas & Texas, with office at

Parsons, Kan.

Mr. Fred W. Hankins has been ap-

pointed master mechanic of the Cumber-

land Valley, with office at Chambersburg,

Pa., and Mr. G. Bennett has been ap-

pointed assistant master mechanic, also at

Chambersburg.

Mr. M. G. Charles, master mechanic of

the Oregon Electric and United Railways

of Portland, Ore., has had his jurisdiction

extended over the Portland division of

the Spokane, Portland & Seattle, with

office at Portland.

Mr. C. D. Cronk, formerly assistant en-

gineer, signal department of the New
York Central Lines East, at Albany,

N. Y., has been appointed signal engineer.

New York Central Lines West, with office

at Cleveland, Ohio.

.Mr. Robert Schule has been appointed

master mechanic of the Montana division

of the Great Northern, with office at

Havre, Mont., succeeding Mr. J. C. Benson,

who has been transferred to a similar

position in the Butte division of the same

road.

Mr. F. H. Nicholson, formerly signal

engineer of the New York, New Haven
& Hartford, at New Haven, Conn., has

been appointed assistant signal engineer,

in charge of speed control and automatic

stop investigations, with office at New
Haven.

Mr. H. H. Maxfield has been appointed

superintendent of motive power of the

Western Pennsylvania division of the

Pennsylvania, with office at Pittsburgh,

Pa. Mr. Maxfield is a graduate of

Stevens Institute, and has been in the em-

ploy of the Pennsylvania Company over

20 years.

Mr. W. O. Thompson, secretary of the

Traveling Engineers' Association who
has been for years district master car

builder of the New York Central Lines,

east of Buffalo, has been promoted to be

superintendent of rolling stock of the

lines west, with headquarters at Cleve-

land, O.

Mr. E. Hartenstein, formerly road

foreman of engines on the Northern di-

vision of the Chicago & Alton, has been

appointed superintendent of air brakes

on the same road, with headquarters at

Bloomington, 111., and Mr. F. W. Geiler

succeeds Mr. Hartenstein as road fore-

man of engines, also with office at Bloom-
ington.

Mr. Alonzo G. Kinyon, superintendent

of locomotive operation, on the Seaboard

.\ir Line Railway for a number of years,

has resigned this position to become chief

consultant of the Board of Engineering

Research Power Generation in Steam Lo-

comotives, for the Powdered Coal Engi-

neering & Equipment Corapany, Chicago.

Mr. Kinyon's knowledge of matters cover

a wide period of service. Starting on the

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry. as a

fireman 28 years ago to shovel coal into

the locomotive firebo.\, it has been one of

his ambitions in life to make for the rail-

road fireman a position of betterment. As

a member of the executive committee of

the International Railway Fuel Associa-

tion and as vice-president of the Traveling

Engineers Association, Mr. Kinyon has al-

ways advocated the use of modern labor-

saving devices on railway equipment. Ira
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his new position he will have full charge

of all development work for locomotive

operation.

Mr. T. W. Dow, General Air Inspector

of the Erie, with office at Meadvillc, Pa.,

and who has been elected President of

the American Air Brake Association, is

T. W. DOW.
President American Air Brake .'\ssocintion.

a thorough expert in all matters pertain-

ing to the air hrake. He entered the em-

ploy of the Fitchburg railroad, now a

part of the Boston and Maine system. In

1888 he was made Air Brake inspector,

and in 1892 was promoted to AW Brake

instructor, continuing in that capacity

until appointed as General Air Brake In-

spector on the Canadian Pacific, in 1901.

In 1904 he was appointed General Air

Brake Inspector on the Erie, and has

remained with the Company ever since.

died suddenly of apoplexy at Roanoke,

\'a., on April 13. Mr. Walsh was per-

forming the active duties of consulting

mechanical engineer when, without the

least warning, he passed to his eternal

rest.

James F. Walsh was born at Cleve-

land, O., in 1857, so he was 59 years

old at the time of his death. He was
educated in the public schools of Cleve-

land and entered railway service in

1871 as machinist apprentice in the re-

pair shops of the Cleveland, Columbus,
Cincinnati & Indianapolis Railway. His
father, Thomas Walsh, was a locomo-
tive engineer who rose to be engine
dispatcher and was a celebrated man
in his day, so it was natural for the

son to follow in his father's footsteps.

From machinist apprentice James
went firing and in due course became
engineer, then roundhouse foreman.
He left railway life for a time to be-

come mechanical expert of the Galena
Oil Company, but in 1902 returned to

the Chesapeake & Ohio Railway as su-

perintendent of motive power. That
position he relinquished in 1912 and be-

came mechanical engineer for the com-
pany, the position he filled at the time
of his death.

Mr. Walsh is survived by his wife,

one daughter and three sons.

OBITUARY.
James F. Walsh.

The numerous friends of James F.

Walsh, for ten years superintendent of

J. r. WALSH.

motive power of the Chesapeake & Ohio
Railway, will regret to learn that he

James J. Hill.

James J. Hill, the greatest railroad

builder the world has ever seen, has
passed away as we go to press. He
climbed from the bottom of the ladder

and studied as he rose. He commanded
peace armies with which he conquered
the wilderness. He saw clearly and gave
the people the benefit of his views. Mr.
Hill's interviews became a feature of the

newspapers and all that he said com-
manded attention. He was an optimist

but he occasionally pricked bubbles and
put his linger on weak spots, as when he
said that the United States was not "suf-

fering from the high cost of living but

from the cost of high living."

Mr. Hill built up the territory through
which the Great Northern Railroad runs
by helping the farmers to select the right

grain, live stock, and methods. When any
industry needed help he held out his hand.

He made special rates for timber in the

Pacific Coast States to give it a market in

the East and he put American manufac-
turers in touch with the Orient in the

same way. From Buffalo to Hong Kong
his steamers and railroads were among
the chief stimulants to American prog-

ress. He was straightforward in word
and deed and the public had faith in him.

His last great task, the only one unfin-

ished when his call came, was the succor

of the people of Belgium, a noble elTort

with which to conclude a long and useful

life.

The Bruston Electric Lighting Com-
pany.

The marked success of the portable

electric lighting system established by the

Bruston Electric Lighting Company has

compelled the enterprising firm to move
to more commodious quarters, and their

growing host of patrons will now find the

company located at the Architects' Build-

ing, 101 Park avenue. New York City.

Goldschmidt Thermit Company.

The Goldschmidt Thermit Company,
formerly located at 90 West street, New
York, has moved to more commodious
quarters in the New Equitable building,

No. 120 Broadway, New York.

Pressed Steel Car Company.

The Pressed Steel Car Company and

Western Steel Car & Foundry Company
announce the removal of their offices to

suite 425, Peoples Gas Building, Chicago,

111.

The Hotel Pennsylvania.

The Pennsylvania Terminal Real Es-

tate Company announces that a hotel will

be erected on Seventh avenue, between

Thirty-second and Thirty-third streets.

New York City, to be known as the Hotel

Pennsylvania. It will be connected with

the Pennsylvania station by an under-

ground passageway. In 1917, when the

hotel is opened, there will be direct pas-

senger service between the station and

New England, so that the patrons can

travel in all directions without going

from under shelter. The hotel will occupy

200 feet on Seventh avenue and 400 feet

on Thirty-second and Thirty-third streets.

When completed, with proposed additions,

it will provide 2.200 rooms. Messrs.

]\IcKim. Mead & White, the architects

who prepared the plans for the Pennsyl-

vania station, are the architects, and it

will be leased to Mr. F. J. Matchette, of

Milwaukee, Wis., for a period of 21 years

Work on the Quebec Bridge.

Work is now progressing rapidly on the

construction of the second Quebec bridge.

On the north shore the entire cantilever

arm has been completed, thus practically

completing all the steel work on that

side. On the south side the steel work
has been completed up to and including

the main post over the main pier. This

year the south cantilever arm will be
erected, and the work of erecting the sus-

pended span will be commenced early in

the spring at Sillery Cove and will be

completed by the time the cantilever arm
is ready to receive it. It will then be
floated into place and suspended from the

two ends of the cantilever arims.
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Eighth Annual Convention of the Inter-

national Railway Fuel Association

The eighth annual convention of the

above association was held at the Hotel

Sherman, Chicago, 111., May 15-18. Mr.

D. C. BucU, presided, and in the course

of an able opening address suggested a

number of improvements in the use of

locomotive fuel, and laid particular stress

on the establishment of a school for tire-

men at some central point on each sys-

tem. An interesting report was presented

in regard to the recent revival of the use

of powdered fuel in locomotives and an

assurance e.xpressed that fuel in a pulver-

ized form for generating power, and heat

and light on railways, will be quite

marked from now on, and a saving of IS

per cent, had already been effected in

some of the experiments, and larger re-

sults might confidently be anticipated.

The drying and pulverizing of the fuel

showed variations running from 29 cents

to $1 per ton, according to the varying

capacity of the pulverizing mills.

In the discussion on the analysis of coal

it was claimed that the moisture content

of the coal, so frequently complained of,

was objectionable only to the extent that

it was being paid for as real coal. The

functions of railroad fuel inspector were

fully explained by Mr. E. McAuliflfe.

Briefly, his duties are to establish a proper

standard of quality—to measure results

quickly and accurately— to make the mine

employees his willing helpers, and to es-

tablish and secure automatically a stand-

ard of efficiency.

Mr. I. M. Felton, president of the Great

Western, made a very interesting address

on the subject of fuel saving, and pre-

sented some remarkable data in regard to

the amount of saving effected by im-

proved appliances and thorough training.

Mr. W. H. Averell, of the Baltimore &
Ohio, followed on the relation that fuel

economy had to the transportation de-

partment. He laid particular stress on

the importance of the position of head of

the fuel department. Mr. D. J. Feeney, of

the Illinois Central, explained the meth-

ods in vogue on that road, and approved

of meetings of divisional committees, the

result being a decrease in 10 per cent, of

fuel and an increase of 7 per cent, on

tonnage. Mr. A. N. Willsie, of the Chi-

cago, Burlington & Quincy, followed

along similar lines, referring particularly

to the care of locomotives, and called at-

tention to the losses by air leakage, and

also warmly recommended the use of

pyrometers on Mallets.

Mr. J. G. Crawford, also of the Chi-

cago, Burlington & Quincy, following in

a graphic address on the "Coal Distribu-

tion Record System," with illustrations

of board systems. By those systems

the coal was put into service much

quicker, which was a considerable sav-

ing in the use of sub-bituminous coal.

Mr. Ralph Bradley spoke at considerable

length on the "Human Fireman," and ap-

proved of theoretical training going hand

in hand with practical work. Mr. Brad-

ley dwelt forcibly on the need of having

new men trained under the very best

crews in the division.

Mr. A. G. Kinyon, recently appointed

chief consultant of the Board of Engi-

neering Research Power Generation on

Steam Locomotives for the Powdered

Coal Enginereing & Equipment Company,

Chicago, spoke on the influence of an in-

timate knowledge of coal on fuel economy

efforts of enginemen and others. Mr.

Kinyon made some practical demonstra-

tions, showing the elements of coal and

combustion and how coal could be

burned with the greatest degree of ef-

ficiency.

The meeting was conceded to be the

most interesting that the association had

yet held. Sixty-eight new members were

admitted, making a total of 636.

The election of officers resulted as fol-

lows : President, W. H. Averell, general

manager, New York properties, B. & O.

;

vice-presidents, E. W. Pratt, assistant su-

perintendent of motive power and ma-

chinery, C. & N. W.; L. R. Pyle, fuel

supervisor, M. S. P. & S. S. M., and

W. L. Robinson, supervisor fuel consump-

tion, B. & O. The following were elected

to the executive committee : for two years

—A. N. Willsie, C. B. & Q. ; T. Duff

Smith, G. T. P.; R. R. Hibben, M. K.

& T.; Ralph Bradley, B. & M.; C. M.

Butler, A. C. L. ; for one year—William

Schlafge, Erie, and W. K. Kilgore,

C. H. & D.

Chicago was again selected as the next

meeting place.

Both the associations have laid out an

exhaustive list of reports to be read and

discussed, both organizations displaying

vital signs of continued progress in keep-

ing informed on the subjects that railroad

people are most keenly interested in.

The Railway Mechanical Conventions.

The principal events of June that are

particularly interesting to railroad men
are the annual conventions of the Master

Car Builders and of the Railway Mas-
ter Mechanics' associations which this

year will be held in Atlantic City, N. J.

The headquarters of both associations is

the Marlborough-Blenheim Hotel. The
Master Car Builders' convention comes

first this year and will cover June 14, IS

and 16. The president of this association

is Mr. D. R. McBain, superintendent of

motive power of the New York Central

Railroad.

The proceedings of the Master Me-
chanics' Association will occupy the days

of June 19, 20 and 21. Mr. E. W. Pratt,

assistant superintendent of motive power
of the Chicago & Northwestern Railway,

is president of this association.

Safety on American Railways.

.\11 railway safety records were broken

in 1915, when 325 American roads re-

porting to the Bureau of Railway News
and Statistics, operating 161,948 miles of

line, went through the entire fiscal year

to June 30 witliout a single fatality to a

passenger in a train accident. No such

record of safe operation has been ap-

proached by the railways of any other

country in the world.

All American roads in 1915, with over

250,000 miles of line, reported only 196

passengers killed in all railway accidents.

Latest returns for Europe as a whole,

with only 197,015 miles, show 700 passen-

gers thus killed. When in 1901 the British

roads alone went through the year with a

clean record as to passenger fatalities in

train accidents, the fact was heralded

around the world as a marvel of safe

train operation, and was used to the dis-

paragement of American railways, though

the latter were operating ten times as

many miles of line.

Railway Signal Association Meeting.

The semi-annual meeting of the above

association, of which Mr. W. J. Eck is

president, was held last month in the Hotel

Astor, New York, and lasted two days.

The most important report read and dis-

cussed was tliat on Signalling Practice,

which was a revised statement of the

purposes of and the requisites of installa-

tion for switch indicators.

The committee on Mechanical Inter-

locking presented a revision of the specifi-

cations for interlocking. Mr. W. H.

Elliott called attention lu the necessity

for changes in pipe equipment. He also

referred to the satisfactory use of iron in

insulation of wires.

The special committee on Electrical

Testing submitted a sketch illustrating

two methods of relay post numbering and

requested an expression by letter ballot on

five questions : 1. Should relay posts be

marked ? 2. Should the letter scheme be

used ? 3. Should the number scheme be

used? 4. Should corresponding numbers

or letters be shown on wire tag or relay

box? S. Should the committee include

such tagging in the general plan?

This association throws light upon many
questions that are of vital interest to train-

men and station employees.

The term pig iron originated in a curi-

ous way. When iron is melted it runs

off into a channel called a sow, the lateral

branches of which are called pigs. Here
the iron cools and is called pig-iron.
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"I always thought," said

Old Jerry as he sniffed at

the particularly bad odor

of a salesman's cigar, "that

nothin' was as rank as the

stuff some roads use on the

front ends of their locomo-

tives.

"It used to gag some of the

boys," continued Jerry,

"the first day it was put on

and, believe me, those days

came thick and fast. The
blamed stuff burnt off al-

most as soon as it was put

on.

"No, I never had any

trouble on Old 689. I al-

ways used a Dixon Graph-

ite preparation—some of

the boys likes a natural gray

and some a black finish and
some likes a powder and others

a paste—Dixon makes 'em all.

Sweet and clean and ahvavs

lasted from six to nine weeks.

"Sure you can get a testin'

sample. Write as I did and

ask for folder and free sample

No. 69."

Joseph Dixon Crucible Company
Established 1827

JERSEY CITY, N. J. 2 F

Railroad Equipment Notes.

The Chesapeake & Ohio lias issued in-

quiries for 25 to SO Mallet type locomo-

tives.

The New York Railways Company has

ordered 70 steel cars from the Southorn

Car Company.

The Norfolk & Western has ordered

18,000 tons of rails from the United .States

Steel Cor])oration.

The Lake Terminal has ordered 4

switching locomotives from the Baldwin
I^icnmotive Works.

I he Western Maryland has ordered

1.200 tons of bridge material from the

McClintic-Marshall Company.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has ordered

75 Mikado type locomotives from the

Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Canadian Government Railways

have ordered 30 locomotives from the

Canadian Locomotive Company.

The Chicago & North Western has or-

dered 1,000 34-ft. wooden box cars from
the American Car & Foundry Company.

The Louisville & Nashville will build

1.000 40-ton box, 500 SO-ton gondola and
100 50-ton furniture cars in its own shops.

The Milwaukee Electric Railway &
Light Company has ordered 100 M type

trucks from the Baldwin Locomotive
Works.

The Italian State Railways have or-

dered 2,000 gondola cars, and 1,000 box
cars, from the .-Xmerican Car & Foundry
Company.

The Hernistoltz Company of Rio de

Janeiro, has ordered 3 four-wheel loco-

motives from the .American Locomotive

Company.

The California & Oregon Coast, Grants

Pass., Ore., has recently ordered 13 41-

foot, 40-ton flat cars and 2 36-foot. 40-

ton box cars.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy has

ordered 600 steel channels and center sills.

286 tons, from the Western Steel Car &
Foundry Company.

Tile Chicago & Eastern Illinois has ar-

ranged with the Illinois Steel Company
for the delivery of 10,000 tons of 90-lb.

rails in tlie spring of 1917.

The .St Louis Southwestern has or-

ilcrcd 20 locomotives from the Baldwin

locomotive Works. This order included

12 Consolidation and 8 10-wheeI loco-

motives.

The Pere Martiuette has ordered 15,000

tons of rails from the Algoma .Steel Cor-

poration.

The Great Northern will add 10 stalls

to its roundhouse and will construct a

cinder pit and turntable, to cost $900,000,

including incidental improvements at

Hreckenridge.

The Cuban Central Railways have is-

sued inquiries for 50 30-ton flat, 150 30-

ton box, 10 30-ton caboose, 100 25-ton

flat, 50 15-ton narrow gauge box. and 5

15-ton narrow gauge flat cars.

It is reported that the Southern Rail-

way has revised specifications on 2,250

cars recently ordered. These cars will

have wooden underframes. The change
from steel has been made in order to

secure earlier delivery.

The Bessemer & Lake Eric, Union
Railroad and other subsidiaries of the

United States Steel Corporation are re-

ported to have placed contracts for about

15.000 tons of 125 to 150-lb. rails with

the Carnegie Steel Company.

It is reported that the Russian govern-
ment is to revive its inquiry for 10.000

or more cars. The fact that two New
York bank officials are on their way to

Petrograd.is believed to be the founda-
tion for new interest in this inquiry.

The Terminal Railroad Association of

St. Louis has ordered 12 6-wheel switch-

ing locomotives froni the American Lo-
comotive Company. Cylinders will be
22% by 30 inches, driving wheels 51

inches, total weight in working order.

50.000 pounds.

The Canadian Government Railways
are reported ordering 20 second-hand
sleeping cars. 10 second-hand tourist cars

and 1 second-hand dining car from the

Pullman Company, and a number of sec-

ond-hand coaches from Hotchkiss. Blue

& Company.

The Trustees of the Cincinnati South-
ern have authorized the issuing of $506.-

000 bonds, part of the proposed $2,500,000

issue for the building of the Ohio River
bridge This money will be used for

preliminary work in the construction of
the bridge between Cincinnati. Ohio, and
Ludlow. Kv.

The Lehigh Valley has announced plans

for the placing in commission of 8 small

repair shops at important points on the

system Orders have been placed for a
supply of planers, lathes, boring mills,

.^hapers and other tools used in the raak-
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jng of light repairs to locomotives.

These will cost about $100,000.

The Lake Superior & Ishpeming has

ordered 3,500 tons of rails from the Il-

linois Steel Company. It has also placed

orders with the Lackawanna Steel Com-

pany for May, 1917, delivery for 3,500

peat the threat of danger every time she

gets full. Men have stopped repeatedly

and sent out a flag against a star that

was peeping over the horizon right be-

tween the rails; and all of us have

laughed over the Pennsylvania Dutchman

who was running a second section of a

train, on coming suddenly upon a pair

of red lights slowed down to three miles
tons of 85-lb. rails, 9,800 pairs of angle

bars, 9,800 Abbott joint plates, 1,300 kegs an hour, and followed a canal boat till

of spikes and 350 kegs of bolts.

The Terminal Railroad Association of

St. Louis was reported a month ago

as having ordered 12 6-wheel switch-

ing locomotives from the American

Locomotive Company. These locomotives

will have 22^ by 30-in. cylinders, 51-in.

driving wheels, a total weight in work-

ing order of 200,000 lb., and will be

equipped with superheaters.

Estimates of the Canadian department

of railways, recently passed by the supply

committee of the house of commons at

Ottawa, include $3,000,000 to continue the

building of the Hudson Bay line and its

terminals at Port Nelson, and $1,500,000

for work on the National Transcon-

tinental. It is estimated that before the

first named is completed in 1917 it will

have cost $26,000,000.

The Maine Central has ordered 8 loco-

motives from the American Locomotive

Company. The order includes 6 Mikado

type engines with cylinders 26y2 by 30

inches, driving wheels 63 inches, total

weight in working order, 275,000 pounds,

and 2 6-wheel switching engines with

cylinders 21 by 28 inches, driving wheels

51 inches, total weight in working order,

166,000 pounds.

daylight.

A few years ago the writer was firing

for a genius who was sure to find all the

will-o-the-wisps that were out. One night

we doubled an elbow rather suddenly

and a bright headlight shone in our

faces, looking as if it were not more than

half a mile away. The old man jumped

down, reversed the engine, began pull-

ing the sand lever and whistled for brakes.

'Brewster, my boy," he exclaimed, "get

that red light and stop that train. Tell

them to back to that siding, quick." The

boy grabbed the light and ran for the

point of danger, but soon the alarming

headlight disappeared. Soon a whistle

call sounded to recall the flagman, and

the flagboy on returning found all the

train crew in the engine cab discussing the

cause of the disappearance of the light

that had caused so much alarm. Then we

proceeded cautiously and again the light

flashed up. When we came near to its

gleam we discovered it to be the light

from a new blast furnace that had been

blown in the previous day.

The Boston & Maine has ordered 60

locomotives from the American Locomo-

tive Company. The order includes 10

Pacific type engines, with cylinders 22 by

28 inches, driving wheels 73 inches, and

total weight in working order, 233.000

pounds; 25 Consolidation type engines

with cylinders 24 by 30 inches, driving

wheels 61 inches, and total weight in

working order, 211,000 pounds; 23 6-wheel

switchers with cylinders 19 by 26 inches,

driving wheels 51 inches, and total

weight in working order, 145,000 pounds;

2 8-wheel switching locomotives with cyl-

inders 25 by 30 inches, driving wheels 57

inches, and total weight in working order,

240,000 pounds.

he

be

of

Safety First.

"Will you please tell me if the three-

fifteen train has gone yet?" she asked, in

apparent concern.

"Yes, about twenty minutes ago,"

replied.

"And when will the four thirty

along, do you think?"

"Why, not for some time yet,

course."

"Are there any expresses before then?"

"Not one."

".A.ny freight trains?"

"No."

"Nothing at all?"

"Nothing whatever."

"Are you quite sure?"

"Certainly I am, or I wouldn't have

said so."

"Then," said the timid woman, turning

to her husband, "I think we'll cross the

tracks, William."

Deceptive Stationary Signals.

There are few trainmen who can't look

back with a hearty laugh to some comi-

cal experience of his own or his com-

rade's, where someone has mistaken

something else for another train or for

a danger signal. The moon has fooled

many engineers and will continue to re-

Value of Learning.

Teacher: I wonder what your mother

would say if she knew how backward

you are in geography?

Girl: Oh! my mother says she never

learnt jogfry and she's married, and

Aunt Sally says she's never learnt

jogfry and she's married, and you did

learn jogfry and you ain't married!

—

"The Railway Conductor."

GOLD
Car

Heating

Lighting

Company

Manufacturers of

ELECTRIC,
STEAM AND
HOT WATER
HEATING
APPARATUS
FOR RAILWAY CARS

VENTILATORS
FOR PASSENGER
AND REFRIGER-
ATOR CARS
ACETYLENE SYSTEM
OF CAR LIGHTING

Send for circular of our combina-
tion PRESSURE AND VAPOR
SYSTEM OF CAR HEATING,
which system automatically main-

tains about the same temperature in

the car regardless of the outside

weather conditions.

Main Office, Whitehall BuQding

17 BATTERY PLACE

NEW YORK
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Hydraulic
Riveters rixedand Portable

Punches, Shears,
Presses, Lifts, Cranes

and Accumulators.

Matthews' I-ire Hydrants,

£ddy Valves

Valve Indicator Posts.

The Camden High-Pressure Valves.

Hooks, JJuIldins, Catalof^ues, Etc.

Cast iron Pipe

R. D. Wood & Company
Engineers, Iron

founders, Machinists.

400 Chtstnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Nichols Transfer Tables

Turntable Tractors
GEO. P. NICHOLS & BRO.

1090 Old Colony Bldg. CHICAGO

For Testing and Washing
Locomotive Boilers

USE THE

Rue Boiler Washer
and Tester

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Rue Manufacturing Co.
228 Cherry Street Philadelphia, Pa.

Manufacturers of Injectors. Ejectors.

lioiltT Washers and Trsters. Boiler I'hocks.
Olii^ck Valves.

ASHTOIV
POP VALVES AND GAGES
The Quality Good* That Last

The Ashton Valve Co.

271 Franklia Street, Boilon, Man.
No. 174 Market St.. Chicago, III.

>ooK,s, i>uii(;iin.s,

KisE OF Rail Power in War & Conquest,
1833-1914. By Edwin A. Pratt. Pub-
lished by J. B. Lippincott Company,
Philadelphia, Pa.

The transcendent importance of rail-

ways in modern warfare is fully set forth

in this book. The painstaking author has

culled his facts from the experience of

nearly a hundred years, and reviews

briefly, but clearly, the advantages of or-

ganized systems of railways for military

purposes. That Germany with all its per-

sistent preparedness has been met by

equal skill on the part of the French, is

clearly proven, and on every side it is

clearly shown that the management of

the railways must be left in the hands of

tlic railway men. It is a noteworthy fact

tliat Belgium was the first power in Eu-
rope to systematize the railways for the

I)urpose of natural defense as well as for

the industrial development of her re-

sources, and the American Bureau of

Railway Economics is frequently quoted

among the highest authorities on the sub-

ject. The book is a notable contribution

10 the history of our time, and important

lessons may be learned from it in our

preparedness for national defense.

Oil Fuel Equipment for Locomotives

AND Principles of Application. By
Alfred H. Gibbings. Published by

Constable & Company, London, Eng-
land.

The principles of combustion as applied

to oil-burning locomotives are fully ex-

plained in this book of 125 pages. There
are 42 illustrations, showing compressed
air jet, and pressure jet systems. These
are fully described. Burners, fire-boxes

and draughts are enlarged upon, and
tables and diagrams show their effect on
ilie efficiency of the locomotive. The
work is written in a clear and practical

manner and will be welcomed by all in-

terested in the use of oil as fuel in the

modern locomotive. Price, $2.CX).

Railway Carri.\ge and Wagon Build-

er's Pocket Book and Diary, 1916.

Published by the Locomotive Com-
pany, London, England.

A marked departure from ordinary

practice has been the chief feature of

British railway carriage during 1915. The
mobilization and equipment of the army
has shown a demand for vehicles of new-

types. For this and similar reasons this

useful pocket book and diary will com-
mend itself to railway officers and em-
ployees of many grades. The contents

include a large amount of data relating

to railway car and wagon construction.

Price 75 cents.

The Moon Bill.

The Moon Bill is all moonshine. The
car-mile rate in the Moon rate in the

Moon Bill is based on an average loading

of a little over 2 tons per car. This would
not be a fair rate for carrying 10 or 20

tons in a car. Nothing quite so unjustly

Ijreposterous was ever submitted to a

legislative body, yet our legislators con-

tinue to haggle over it. The reply of the

railroads, published in pamphlet form, is

so convincing that it does not require a

moment's consideration. The carrying of

the mails in the United States today by
the railroads is simply highway robbery,

and the Moon Bill would make it worse.

Surely, a day of reckoning is at hand.

Send for a copy of the statement made by
the railroads to the Post Office Depart-

ment to Mr. J. E. Fairbanks, secretary, 75

Church street, New York, and see what
injustice the railroads have to endure.

A Wish and Its Fulfillment.

L'nder the above heading the editor of

"Drill Chips," the organ of the Cleve-

land Twist Drill Company, has published

in pamphlet form the masterly article on
"Preparedness," which we received last

month, and advised the editor to repub-

lish in compact form. This has been done,

and an extensive edition is being distrib-

uted to those who desire a copy. This

is enterprise of the right kind. It em-
bodies an industrial survey of our na-

tion's producing facilities on a scale never

before attempted. The proposed survey

is not only feasible, but the plans for its

accomplishment are already in the hands
of a national committee. Copies of the

unique pamphlet may be had from the

Cleveland Twist Drill Company, Cleve-

land. Ohio.

Dixon's Graphite Products.

Lubricants have reached a degree of

perfection hitherto unknown because an
enterprising American company have
given intelligent attention to the needs
of every kind of service to which lubri-

cation is an essential requisite, among
which the proper lubrication for brake
cylinders of the air brake system is one
of great importance. The graphite at-

taches itself to the irregularities in the

metal surfaces and fills the pores of the

leather, thereby making a graphite-to-

graphite contact with the result that fric-

tion losses are reduced to the very mini-
mum, and insures ready and positive

response to air pressure reduction. At the
same time tlie graphite helps to retain the

oil which was incorporated in the leather

by the manufacturer. The lubricant is un-
affected by wide ranges of temperature
variations or by extreme variations of cli-
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matic conditions. It i.s unaffected by water

or moisture, and does not go into emul-

sion and readily wash away as many other

lubricants do. Actual tests have proven

that Packing Leathers are kept in pliable

condition for a long time. In sending

for a copy of "Graphite," also ask for a

sample of the material itself, to the Jo-

seph Dixon Crucible Company, Jersey

City, N. J.

tions and prices may be had from the

company's main office, Frick Building,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Solid Wrought Anvils.

The Hay-Buddcn Manufacturing Com-

pany, Brooklyn, N. Y., is a shining ex-

ample to manufacturers in metals gen-

erally and railway supply firms par-

ticularly. As soon as the depression

that followed the tariff changes were

overcome partly by the exigencies of

the European war, and partly by the

indomitable spirit of American enter-

prise, the firm met the situation as it

should be met. There was no delay

in filling their rapidly increasing or-

ders. Large additions to the com-

pany's appliances were installed at

once and the working force increased

to meet the demand, and the orders

that crowded in were not received con-

tingent upon delivery next year or

even next month. All sorts and sizes

of anvils are ready to pick and choose

from, and whether the order is from
across the Mississippi or from across

the street, the goods are delivered with

the promptitude of a United States

cigar store. The designs and quality

are of the best. The prices defy com-
petition. The patterns are just right.

For full information send for a copy
of the company's catalogue to the main
office, 254-278 North Henry street,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Seamless Steel Tempering Pots.

The National Tube Company has just

issued an illustrated Bulletin descriptive

of the Shelby seamless steel tempering

pots. The superior merits of this type

over others are widely recognized, and

can be seen at a glance. From plates of

open-hearth steel the plate is first sheared

off in the shape of a disc, then heated

and placed under a powerful hydraulic

press and formed into the shape of a shal-

low cup. Again heated and pushed

through a smaller die, which deepens the

shape, elongating the sides, and leaving

the bottom thicker than the rest of the

body. The side walls are exactly uniform

in thickness. Blow or sand holes are im-

possible. Irregularities are never found.

The sizes are various, to suit the drills,

saws, files, gears and other tools where
they are raised to the proper temperature

in boiling lead previous to immersion in

oil, salt water or acid, by which means
the proper tt-miicr is secured. Specilica-

Summer Travel Literature.

rile variety of annual booklets just

issued by the railroads for free distribu-

tion are more gorgeous than ever. They

cover the widest possible range, and sug-

gest trips to meet every imaginable taste

These publications may be had for the

asking at any of the Travel Bureaus or

passenger departments of the railroads.

The immense increase in summer vaca-

tionists last year already dwindles in the

prospect of the season just opening. If

the European war accomplishes nothing

else it has at least induced Americans tu

look at their own country, and all the

scenic attractions of the old world are

found to pale into insignificance as com-

pared with the dazzling beauties of the

peerless panorama of .'\nierica's wonder-

lands.

Long Island Railroad Posters.

That tliere were no lives lost on rail-

road crossings on the Long Island Rail-

road last year was owing largely to the

amazing display of posters warning the

automobilists to come to a dead stop at

all such crossings. This year the flaming

posters are more flamboyant than ever. In

a splendor of red, orange and black, these

words are blazened so that he who runs

may read, but he who stands still may read

better. They are more startling than a

revolver in the hands of a Deputy Sheriff,

and if the suicidal mania of flying into

the jaws of death is not stopped in Long
Island it will not be the fault of the Rail-

road company. Other roads should fol-

low the example.

Rio Grande Leaflet.

"Bandelier National Monument and a

Summer in Pajarito Park Amidst the

Prehistoric Aboriginal Ruins of Northern

New Mexico" is the subject of an artistic

8-page illustrated leaflet issued by the

Denver & Rio Grande R. R. Ruins and

relics of a vanished race, that are in evi-

dence along the line of that road near

Santa Fe, N. Mex., are described and

pictured.

Effective Advertising.

"Waiter," grumbled a customer, "I

should like to know the meaning of this.

Yesterday I was served with a portion of

pudding twice this size."

"Indeed, sir," rejoined the waiter.

"Where did you sit?"

"By the window."

"O, that accounts for it. We always

give the people by the windows large por-

tions. It's a gixid advertisement."
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Important Advance in Railway Electrification

The cliaiigc from steam to electricity

which is making its way slowly has seen

its most brilliant exploit on the Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. faul Railway, which

has many great pioneer achievements to

its credit. It is the lirst project of its

kind where electrit' locomotives were in-

hnir steam engine divisions were select-

ed for electrification, aggregating 440

miles in length.

Steam engmes were first a!:an:!oned on

the Three Forks-Deer Lodge Division,

li.S miles long, and crossing the main

Continental Divide, thus giving the elec-

of electrically operated road. By the first

of Xovcmher. 1916, it is expected that

J team engines will he superseded over the

entire distance of 440 miles from Har-
lowton, Montana, to Avery, Idaho.

This project is the most extensive

:t^am ranway electrification in the world,

ORE TRAIN 0.\ THE BUTTE. AXACOXD.\ .\.\n r.UTlTC R.MLW.W ILMLEl) BY J—»0 TUX 2.400 V. D. C. LOCOMOTIVES. AXD
frei(;ht traix ox the chicaco. Milwaukee axd st. paul railw.w hauled bv 3.000 v. d. c. locomotive

*^talled to operate over several engine

divisions. The tracks over the mountain
district represent the solution of one of

the most difticult problems ever mastered

by railway engineers. Out of this section

of rugged mountain railway, including

many long grades and short radius curves.

trical equipment its initial tryout under

the severest service conditions of the en-

tire system. The first electric locomo-

tives were placed in regular service on

December 9, 1915, and during the month
of April, 1916, service was extended to

Harlowton. making a total of 220 miles

the length of haul being nearly six times

as great as any trunk line now operating'

with electric locomotives. The length of
track between Harlowton. Montana, and
Avery, Idaho, is approximately equal to

that from Xew York to Buffalo or from
Boston to Washington.
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The passenger service consists of two Regeneration, or tlie recovery of en- eral power plants of the Montana Power
all-steel finely equipped transcontinental crgy on the descending grades, by re- Company ; transmission of 100,000 volts,

trains in each direction, the "Olympian" versing the function of the electric mo- three-phase, 60 cycles ; conversion in sub-

and "Columbian," and a local passenger tors reduces the cost of operation and stations to 3,000 volts direct current and
train in each direction daily between Deer furnishes a ready solution of the difficult distribution over extending overhead con-

Lodge and Harlowton. braking problem. On the long sustained struction to electric locomotives. The
Freight traffic through the electric zone grades tncounterou in cnissing the three modern Mallet steam locomotive weighing

J78 tons with tender, v.-hich has been re-

leased, has a traction force of 76,000

pounds, while the electric locomotive

weighing 282 tons, has a running traction

hTcc of 85,000 pounds, or a starting trac-

tion force f 136,000 pounds.

There are 42 of these main line locomo-

tives (30 freight and 12 passenger) and

two switching locomotives. The locomo-

tives are the first to be used for railroad

service with direct current motors op-

crating at a potential as high as 3,000

\olts and the first to use direct current

regeneration. The passenger locomotives

are equipped with a gear ratio permitting

the operation of 800 ton trailing trains at

speeds of approximately 60 miles per

hour on tangent level track. The average

passenger train weighs from 650 to 700

tons and is hauled over the two per cent.

grade without a helper. The freight loco-

tnotives are designed to haul a 2,500-ton

trailing train at approximately 16 miles

per hour on all grades up to and including

one per cent. On two per cent, grades

the trailing load was limited to 1,250 tons,

although this ligure has been exceeded in

actual operation.

Each locomotive is equipped with eight

Type GE-2S3-A, 1,500-volt motors, insu-

lated for 3,000 vnlts to ground. This

mot'>r lias a tiomial nnc hniir rating of

GENERAL VIEW GRE.KT F.-\LLS D.\M AND POWER HOUSE AT VOLT.V, 4— lU.OUO K.

VERTICAL GE.VERATORS KEED.

comprises from four to six trains daily in

each direction. Westbound, the tonnage

is made up of manufactured products and

merchandise for Pacific Coast points and

foreign shipment. Eastbound tonnage

includes grain, lumber, products of the

mines and some live stock.

As a large part of the traffic is through

freight, trains are made up of an assort-

ment of foreign cars, including box and

flat cars, coal and ore hoppers, stock cars,

refrigerators, etc., varying in weight from

11 to 25 tons empty and as high as 70

tons loaded. These cars being owned by

many different railway systems are equip-

ped with air Iirakes adjusted for different

conditions of operation, and in accord-

ance with different standards as to brak-

ing power and type of equipment, thus

making the problem of holding the long

trains on the heavy down grades by air

brakes, a most difficult one.

During initial operation on the Rocky

Mountain Division, the capacity of the

new locomotives has been thoroughly

tested. Trains of 3,000 tons trailing have

been hauled cast and 2,800 tons west,

using a helper on the heavy grades. From
the operating data obtained on the first

division, it is evident that much heavier

trains can be hauled with the electric loco-

motives than with steam engines, and all

passing tracks are being lengthened to

take advantage of longer trains. On
some of the runs where the grades are

less than one per cent, trains of as many
as 130 cars and as heavy as 4,000 tons

have been hatileil with a single locomo-

tive.

muuntain ranges, great skill is required

to handle either the heavy and varied

freight or the high speed passenger trains

vvith the usual air brakes. The entire en-

ergy of the descending train must be

dissipated by the friction of the brake

shoes on the v,hcf-ls. and it approximates

3—1,500 K.W., 3,000 V. D. C, .?0U V. A. C. SVK'CHRGXOU.S MOTOR GENERATOR SETS,
PIEDMONT SUB-STATION.

3,500 kw. or 4,700 h.p. for a 2,500-ton

train running at 17 miles per hour on a

two per cent, grade, thus explaining why
brake shoes frequently become red-hot

and other serious damage is done.

The scheme of electrification includes

the generating of electricity from the sev-

430 h.p. and a cniitiniious rating of 375

h.p., so that the locomotive power plant

has a normal one-hour ratin.g of 3,440

h.p. and a continuous rating of 3,000 h.p.

Each motor is twin geared to its driving

axle in the same manner as on the Butte,

.\naconda & Pacific, the Detroit River
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Tiinticl, and the Halliniorc & (Jhio loco-

motives, a pinion being moinited on each

end of the armature shaft. .'Additional

flexibility is obtained by the use of a

spring gear and a spring nose suspension

which minimize the effect of all shocks

and also reduce gear wear to a minimum.

The motor is of the commutaling-pole

type and is constructed with longitudinal

ventilating ducts in the armature for

forced ventilalinn from a Mower in the

cab.

The control etiuii)nuiit is tlie well-

known Sprague General h'.lectric Type M
arranged for multiple unit ojieration.

The main control switches are moiintcd

in steel compartments inside the locomo-

tive cab with convenient aisles for inspec-

tion and repairs. .V motor-generator set

in each half of the locomotive furnishes

low-voltage current for the control cir-

cuits, headlights, eal) lighting and for

charging the storage batteries on the

passenger coaches. Under steam opera-

tion, the charging current for these bat-

teries is furnished by a steam turbo-gen-

erator set located on the locomotive.

The blower for ventilating the traction

motors is also direct connected to one

end of this set.

The Montana Power Company, with

whom the contract was closed for electric

power, operates a network of transmis-

sion lines covering a large part of Mon-
tana, which are fed from a main plant at

Great Falls, and a number of other widely

separated water power plants of adequate

capacity at all seasons of the year. A
notable feature of this pioneer electrifica-

tion is, therefore, the conservation of fuel

consequent upon the utilization of water

powers, which in that region may be said

to be unlimited. They are distributed

along the route at average intervals of 32

miles. Each station contains step-down

transformers, motor-generator sets, switch-

board and the necessary controlling and

switching equipment. The transformers

receive the line current at 100,000 volts

and supply the synchronous motors at

2,300 volts. Each synchronous motor

drives two 1,500-volt. direct current -gen-

erators connected permanently in series,

thus suplying 3,000-volt current for the

locomotives. The fields of both the

synchronous motors and the direct cur-

rent generations are separately excited by

small direct current generators direct con-

nected to each end of the motor-generator

shafts.

The overhead construction is of the

modified flexible catenary type designed

by the General Electric Company and in-

stalled under the direction of the Railway

Company's engineers. With this quite

novel but remarkably successful construc-

tion, the current is collected in both high

speed passenger service and heavy freight

service without any sparking.

The passenger and freight locomotives

are identical, with the exception of gear

ratio and the ^dlditinn of an oil-lired steam

boiler in eacli half of the passenger loco-

motives for heating the trailing coaches.

The two boilers are capable of evaporat-

ing 4.000 pounds of water iier hour and

this e<|uipnient with tanks for oil and

water liring the weight of the locomotive

up to appro.ximately 300 tons. The inter-

changeal)ilit> of all electrical and mechan-

ical parts of the locomotives is considered

of great importance from the standpoint

of operation and m.aintcnance.

These water power plants are so lo-

cated at widely separated points that there

is little probaliility of an interruption of

the supply.

.Available capacity of storage reservoirs

in service is 447,150 acre feet, of which

the largest, the Hebgen reservoir on

Madison River, contributes 325,000 acre

feet. There is a further undeveloped ca-

pacity of 78,500 acre feet.

French Locomotive.

It will be of interest to learn that on the

Eastern Railway of France, or in that

portion of it still in the hands of the

French Government, there are a large

number of locomotives of the older types

still cloing excellent service in the con-

of them having three crews. The recent

supplies of railway material arc the larg-

est on record in France, and the army

supplies are handled with a degree of

promptitude that, perhaps, has never been

equalled.

The general dimensions of the locomo-

tive illustrated are as follows :

Cylinders, 17^ ins. by 20 ins.

Diameter of wheels, 4 ft. 1^ ins.

.Steam pressure, 128 lbs.

Mealing surface—Firebox, 89.23 sq. ft.;

tubes, 1,811.82 sq. ft.; total, 1,901.05 sq. ft.

Grate area, 20.06 sq. ft.

Capacity of tender, 1,653 gallons.

Coal, 4j4 tons.

Wheel-base—Engine, 12 ft. 11J4 ins.;

tender, 8 ft., 2J4 ins.

Length over buffers—Engine, 30 ft. lOj^

ins. ; tender, 19 ft. 3'/^ ins.

Weight in working order—Engine, 50

tons, 14 cwt., 2 qrs. ; tender, 24 tons,

cwt., 1 qr. ; total weight, 74 tons, 14 cwt.,

3 qr.

Railroad Work in Alaska

Writing from Cordova, Alaska, a young

railroad man states that he is employed

> . "
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Freight Brake Conditions

More Damage Done to Freight Than Passenger Equipment

By WALTER V. TURNER, Assistant Manager Westinghouse Air Brake Co.

On the subject of passenger car brakes

I have said a great deal in reference to

smoothness of operation or a stop with

the air brake without undue shock

through slack action. It goes without

saying that this is also of importance in

freight brake operation as more damage

is done to freight ciiuipmcnt and lading

through rough handling or failure to con-

trol the slack action than there is in

passenger equipment. It may not be

amiss to repeat that uniform retardation

on all cars in the train is the secret of thir

elimination of slack action and if all cars

are retarded together there can be no

difference in velocity set up in a short

time to cause a violent closing or stretch-

ing of slack. However a uniform retarda-

tion is impossible in a mixed train made

up of empty cars braking at 60 per cent

and loaded cars braking at from 15 to 17

percent as the empty cars must do tlie

braking for their own weight and part of

that for the lading of the loaded cars. It

is this difference in braking ratio which

causes the slack to shift and the braking

load to distribute between empty and

loaded cars, and if the slack shifts sud-

denly, damaging shocks occur and the

suddenness of the shifting depends direct-

ly upon the differences in braking ratio

e-xisting between the various cars in the

train.

Uniform retardation, until the serial

Ijrake action has passed the full length

of the train is, strictly speaking, impos-

sible without electrical assistance, which

is found in the electro-pneumatic brake.

This eliminates the time element or ser-

ial action in applying tlie brakes on eacii

successive car from the head end to the

rear end and all brakes apply as on one

car, but by applying the pneumatic brake

cautiously, that is, with light brake pipe

reductions and with due regard for con-

ditions of slack, namely, train make up,

curvature and profile of track and other

local conditions, until all brakes are on,

uniform retardation in a practical sense

may be obtained in freight service. It

necessitates, however, an empty and load

trake.

An "empty car brake." "single cylinder

brake," or to use perhaps the best name
of all a "single capacity brake," is the one

most generally found in railroad service

today. It is one in which a constant

braking force is used at all times or for

all conditions of car loading and one for

which the braking ratio is invariably

based on the empty weight of the car

If we consider just what the range in

braking ratio actually is when the car

varies from its empty to its fully loaded

weight, we may find a car weighing 40,000

llis. empty and braked at 60 per cent of

this weight with SO lbs cylinder pressure

being used as a braking ratio basis. If

the car has a hauling capacity of 110,000

11)5.. and an overload margin of about

10 per cent, the total loaded weight be-

comes about 160,000 lbs., and the constant

braking force, which was 60 percent of

40,000 lbs., becomes 40,000/160,000 of 60

percent or 15 percent of 160,000 lbs.

Other things being equal, the retarda-

tion set up is proportionate to the braking

ratio, and it is inevitable that cars braked

only one quarter as effectively as others

should close up or pull away as the case

may be, according to the relative posi-

tions in the train, that is to say, it is in-

evitable that slack action—violent slack

action—should occur.

In an effort to counteract or remedy

such effects, some railroads have jumped

from the frying pan into the fire, or have

made a bad matter worse by increasing

the braking ratio on the empty car, which

of course increases the braking ratio

above 15 percent on the car when it is

loaded, but it is so disastrous to braking

operations with long trains that if rail-

road officials, who finally settle with the

shipper for damage to lading and make

good the losses due to damaged rolling

stock, only knew what it means in dollars

and cents, the business life of the individ-

ual responsible for such engineering

would be in jeopardy.

While the railroads having grades to

negotiate condemn the roads with only

level districts because of the class and

condition of brakes they turn over, it is

my judgment that the level roads have

just as strong a contention against the

mountainous roads for turning over to

them cars that have the empty car braking

ratio raised so high, in order to better

the braking ratio for loaded cars, that a

condition already bad has been made in-

finitely worse in the way of slack action.

One of the great troubles of our rail-

road today is that they are run by de-

partments and there is no unity of action

among the different organizations of the

railroads. ."Xs an example, the station

agent does not think that he has any par-

ticular interest in air brakes, the super-

intendent and the management iiave some,

when trouble occurs or when conditions

get so bad that they cannot get very

much worse, but when speaking of air

brakes generally, there is no one outside

of the engineering department of the

railroad that pays very much attention to

them. This should not be so as nothing

definite is gained by air brake engineers

of a railroad pointing out certain require-

ments and deficiencies if they cannot se-

cure the co-operation from other depart-

ments of the road. .\nyone interested

in air brake matters understands, in a

general way at least, that there are some

difficulties encountered in handling the

long freight train of the present day, and

after an accident anyone is able to tell

just what the engineer should have done.

Instruction is the proper thing as long as

anything can be accomplished by means

of instruction, but instruction is not the

cure, it only deals with the effect instead

of the cause, and as long as this is true

somewhat more than instruction will be

required to provide the improvement

sought in brake operation on long freight

trains.

I do not mean to say that a great deal

of trouble cannot be avoided by proper

maintenance, manipulation and instruc-

tion and the various ways we all adopt

from time to time to eliminate trouble,

but if the losses unnecessarily encoun-

tered through the operation of modern
long freight trains are to be materially

reduced, it is fundamentally necessary to

make certain radical changes in brake

mechanism for handling these trains.

This is intended merely as a prelim-

inary article of a series of which will

deal largely with the fundamental prin-

ciples of air brake engineering in connec-

tion with railroad operation. If it were
not for the air brake we could not buy
the things that we buy at all, or at least

only in a very smaller degree, because

nothing can be brought to our doors that

is not produced locally, without the rail-

road. Next to the locomotive the air

brake is the most potential factor in rail-

road operation. It may seem strange,

but it is a fact nevertheless and when-
ever the air brake in design and efficiency

begins to meet the requirements of loco-

motive and car construction, the railroad

engineer or the construction engineer

goes a little further and builds a larger

locomotive, a faster one, or a larger car.

But this could not be done, that is, the

improved locomotive could not be suc-

cessfully used, if a brake capable of con-

trolling the locomotive perfectly could

not be developed, or, stated another way,

if the improvements in air brake design

did not keep pace with the requirements

in railroad service.

Where grades have been the determin-

ing factor governing the amount of traffic

that could be handled over a certain deci-

sion, heavier motive power and grade re-

duction have served to enlarge this "neck

of the bottle" and provide for a greater
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traffic volume. Vast e.xpeiuliiurcs have

been made for grade and curve reduction,

heavier locomotives, heavier rails, strong-

er bridges, better road bed and steel cars

have reduced dead weight per ton capa-

city. All of these expenditures have been

made with a view of increasing traffic

capacity or volume of traffic and of re-

ducing the operating expenses by running

more trains composed of a greater num-
ber of heavier cars, and it has been fol-

lowed so successfully that today .Xmcr-

ican railroads handle freight at less than

>4 of a cent per ton mile, a rate lower

than any to be found in the entire world.

Now on how many level districts are

long trains being handled without dam-

age to lading and equipment due to slack

action because retardation is not uniform

between the empty and loaded cars in the

train ? On how many hilly districts are

trains restricted in length, are hand

brakes resorted to, are empty cars oper-

ated up and down each side of the grade

just to bring down the tonnage per brake

to an operating point? Are engineers in

fear and trembling when they tip the

crest of a hill, all because safety in de-

scending the grade is the limiting traffic

condition ?

Many times we look at damaged cars

and broken draft gear and wonder how
it happened, and in future articles an

effort will be made to explain it and show
the remedy for the conditions that pro-

duced the damage.

Various Methods of Screwing in Staybolts
By GEORGE SIMS, Master Mechanic, Bethlehem Iron Mines CompanT, Cruz Grande, Chile

Correct Method as Practised in the United States
By E. D. STAFFORD, General Manager, Flannery Bolt Company, Pittstturgh, Pa.

Question by Mr. Sims.

It would be very gratifying if you

would give a reply through the medium
of your valuable paper to the following

question :—How should locomotive fire

box stays be screwed in ? Which of two

methods would be preferable —to screw

in a stay with a pressure something sim-

ilar to screwing down a medium tight

nut, with a pull of about 20 pounds at

the end of a wrench about 15 inches

long, or that of a pull of about 120

pounds on the end of a lever 36 inches

long? Which method would be more
economical? This is a point which I

have often heard discussed in the boiler

shops, and may state that the method in

British shops is to screw in stays as

tightly as possible, the idea being that

the harder the stays were screwed in the

better.

Reply by Mr. Stafford of the Flannery

Bolt Company.

The usual practice in the United States

is to obtain a fairly snug or neat fit of

all staybolt threaded connections with

straight threads. Good, full threads are

required, and taps and dies are used that

conform to within the allowable limits

of variation that regulate and make this

possible. Too light a fit might result in

the tearing and stripping of threads, and

too loose a fit would be liable to require

calking after being riveted up. and also

have a tendency to distort the threads.

Staybolts are usually screwed in with a

motor drill and then adjusted by wrenches
when necessary. Crown stays with taper

threads and riveted ends require full

threads in sheet and bolt, and tapers that

agree, and a tight fit to fill the taper be-

fore being riveted up. The button head
crown stay should naturally obtain a tight

taper fit. with full threads, with the but-

ton head bearing on the crown sheet in

perfect agreement in order to obtain a

perfect fit and a reliable support.

When new fireboxes are installed it is

necessary, of course, to preserve the

parallel or natural relation of Ijoth sheets

when applying staybolts, and the sheets

are gagged at several points over the

whole surface, by being bolted together

through the drilled holes before the bolts

are tapped, then the staybolts are in-

serted in certain rows along the sheet to

hold the sheets in a natural position,

when the tapping out of the entire sheet

is then followed with less liability of

springing, thus overcoming the chances

of the threads not being in alignment.

Threads that do not agree in the align-

ment of the pitch, at times are liable to

tear or strip, and naturally screw in so

tightly that the question arises whether

the error is in the tapping or if the di-

ameter of the bolts is too large, so that

in order to obtain the right staybolt fit.

much depends on following these several

points.

The practice of putting in ordinary

solid staybolts loose to obtain a certain

amount of flexibility is not good practice.

Such has been done at times, however, to

reduce staybolt breakage, but the result-

ing damage to staybolt holes in sheets

and the necessity of continual calking to

stop leakages has, as a consequence, been

condemned as unmechanical and the prac-

tice discontinued. In the act of riveting

or heading up staybolts considerable force

is exerted on the threads in both stay-

bolt and sheet, so that a good neat fit

would naturally serve to make a more
intimate connection and preserve its tight-

ness after hammering up than a looser

fit, providing that the holding on bar is

up against the staybolt to resist each blow
of the hammer. Pneumatic hammers are

now used quite largely to throw up the

metal gradually, and they obtain a smooth
riveted head with less shock to the

materials.

Such is tlie general practice, but many
shops have their own particular methods,

and it would be interesting to hear from
some of them in regard to the methods
in vogue, although the whole proposition

is, in the last analysis, one that depends

on doing good work in the machining of

plates in order to obtain good full threads
on accurate pitch alignment, and the

threading of staybolts to uniform sizes

that will agree with the tapping, and a
resulting fit of staybolt in the tapped hole

that screws up neatly without loosening.

Repairing Broken Lubricator Studs.

By F. W. Bentley, Jr.

On the Bull's Eye type of lubricator

the oil channel coring frequently runs
well up into the stud, and a false one of

sufficient size to hold the lubricator can-

not l)e safely applied, being screwed into

metal without necessity of a steam tight

fit. The attached photograph shows
how a false stud can be applied and

made almost a solid part of the lubri-

cator body again.

The remaining part of tlie old stud is

cut off flush with the face of the boss

rising from the back of the lubricator.

It is then drilled out and the false stud

screwed in as shown by illustration.

By means of the oxy-acetylene flame,

the boss of the body and the portion A
of the stud are run and welded together

completely around the stud. The por-

tion of the stud entering the lubricator

in no way interferes with the passage of

oil to the pump, yet gives the welded

parts a strong support in holding the

weight of the lubricator. It is inexpen-

sively done, and is an excellent method
of repairing breakages of this kind on
the lubricator.
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Annual Convention of the Master Car Builders'

Association
The fiftieth annual convention of the

Master Car Builders' Association was

held at Atlantic City, N. J., June 14, IS,

16, President D. R. MacBain in the chair.

In the course of an admirable opening

address by the chairman, emphasis was

placed on the results obtained by the

work of the association, and he suggested

that a resume of the work should be pre-

pared in book form. Referring to the

work of the committees, the chairman

showed how carefully he had familiarized

himself with the mass of details coming

before the association. The progress dur-

ing the year in complying with legislative

enactments, especially on the leading rail-

roads, was excellent, but there was still

room for progress along this line. The

standardization of brake equipment was

urged, and the work of the committee

what had been accomplished in the work

in which the association had been en-

gaged can be attributed to Mr. Kirby and

others of his type. Attention was also

called to the long and faithful services of

Mr. Joseph W. Taylor, who had filled the

office of secretary for 17 years, and

previously assistant secretary for nine

years.

The president's address was warmly

appreciated, and after the secretary and

treasurer had submitted their reports,

considerable routine business was dis-

posed of, the reports of the special com-

mittees were taken up and continued dur-

ing the remainder of the sessions. These

reports were unusually full, and called

forth considerable discussion, but the re-

ports and recommendations were almost

in every case approved. The following

are condensed reports of the most im-

portant subjects that came before the

association :

DONAI-D R. MacB.MN,
President, Master Car Builders' .Association,

1915-16.

heartily approved. A revision of the in-

terchange book of rules was urged, as a

simplification was desirable. The chair-

man regretted a growing tendency in the

use of non-standard material in the con-

struction and repair of cars, and appealed

to the members to correct this practice

as far as it was within their power to do

so. The growth of welding cast steel

parts was referred to, and a recommenda-

tion that the committee be continued was

urged. In referring to the twelve mem-

bers who had died during the year, the

chairman paid a glowing tribute to the

memory of John Kirby, formerly master

car builder of the Lake Shore & Michi-

gan Southern Railway, who had been in

railway service 61 years and seven months.

He was one of the association's strongest

advocates and supporters, and much of

Engineering Association, considered the

subject submitted to them. The subject

was originally brought up by the As-

sociation of Manufacturers of Chilled

Wheels, that association claiming that the

strength of the chilled iron car wheel has

not kept pace with the increase in the

load, and that the wheels under cars, es-

pecially of the higher capacities, should

have the flanges thickened. Much infor-

mation was available in regard to broken

wheels. In a number of cases the frac-

ture extended in an almost perpendicular

direction, and were distinctly tread fail-

ures. The Committees were unanimously

of opinion that nothing will be gained ir»

the interests of safety or economy by

adding metal to any portion of the flange

of cast-iron wheels in such location as

will in any way affect track clearances.

The Committee were unable to express

an opinion as to whether the addition

of metal to the back of the tread so as

to increase throat thickness will afford

Train Brakes and Train Air Signals.

.-\.mong other changes recommended by

the Committee, the location of angle cock,

on end of brake pipe on freight cars, a

new location was suggested with a view

to reducing brake-pipe leakage through

the hose coupling of long freight trains

where draft gear travel is extended to its

maximum, and also with the view to re-

ducing angle-cock breakages. The loca-

tion shown in the appended sketch would

be a decided improvement in the standard

location of the angle cock. Not only so

but the coupler and carry iron have grown

to such an extent that on the modern steel

car it is impossible in many cases to ad-

here to the standard location. The elbow

for air signal hose should follow the same

inclination as that of the brake-pipe angle

cock, and if so an improvement will be

iTiade on the hanging of the air signal

hose, both when coupled together and

when coupled with the dummy coupling.

The question in regard to the failure

of cast iron wheels under refrigerator

cars came up again this year, and a full

explanation was presented by a number of

leading manufacturers pointing to the

irregularity of braking power in cars of

various types, and if this were given care-

ful consideration it is evident that much
better results would be obtained than at

present.

The Committee consisted of R. B. Ken-

dig, chairman, B. F. Flory, J. M. Henry.

L. P. Streeter, R. B. Rasbridge, W. T.

Hartman, and A. J. Cota.

FROPOSED LOCATION OF ANGLE COCK
ON FREIGHT CAR.

any relief. The subject of the shape and

thickness of plate for cast-iron wheels

is one that gives promise of leading ta

changes that will result in the reduction

of plate failures, as experiments by the

Pennsylvania Railroad are being made»

and a report on the subject will be made
next year.

The Committee consisted of W. C. A.

Henry, chairman, A. E. Manchester, J. A.

Pilcher, O. C. Cromwell, J. M. Shackford,

II. F. Smith, and L. Brown.

Car-Wheels.

The Committee jointly with the Com-
mittee on tracks of the American Railway

Brake Shoe and Brake Beam Equip-

ment.

The most important subject considered

by the Committee was the design and

specifications for a standard No. 2 brake

beam. The idea was to include the sus-

pension of the brake beam and the brake
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beam liaiiKcr, with a view of eliminating

all safety hangers and the trouble that

has been experienced with brake beam
hangers. In view of the fact that the

manufacture of No. 2 beams is now
largely standardized and that certain pro-

portions and dimensions are recognized

as essential, and that it will undoubtedly

be adopted by the American Railway As-

sociation as a part of the standard freight

force of 450,000 pounds caused the chan-

nel to be overstrained. On the heavier

channels the maximum capacity was not

reached for the lugs sheared at about

850,000 pounds. In two of the tests ten

rivets were sheared ofT, and the com-

mittee recommended that a longer lug

with more rivets in it should be pro-

vided.

The Committee embraced Prof. L. E.

is confidently expected by the Committee.

The Committee comprised D. R. Mac-

Bain, chairman, D. F. Crawford, C. E.

Fuller, C. B. Young, H. Bartlett, H. T.

Bentley and F. A. Sweeley.

ASSEMBLED VIEW OF BRAKE BEAM AND SUSPENSION.

car equipment, the committee recommend-

ed the adoption of the proposed No. 2

brake beam, and also a change in the

diameter of material in the hanger from

% in. to 1 in. After October 1, 1916,

the M. C. B. Standard No. 2 brake beams

may be used in repairs to all freight-

equipment cars, regardless of tlicir light

weight.

Purdue University has undertaken to

make comprehensive physical tests of all

No. 2 brake beams in common use, and

members have been asked to contribute

beams for this purpose.

The Committee comprised Prof. C. H.

Benjamin, chairman, C. D. Young, R. B.

Kendig, S. H. Bihy, and C. B. Young.

Endsley, chairman, W. E. Dunham, J. R.

Onderdonk, A. R. Kipp, G. W. Rink, P.

F. Smith, Jr., and J. C. Fritts.

Draft Gear.

Safety Appliances.

The progress made in the equipment of

freight cars with safety appliances to

comply with the law was reported as

satisfactory by the Committee, and this

in spite of the strenuous conditions with

which the railroads have to contend. The

report showed that 2,505,159 freight cars

were in operation, of which 1,905,929 were

put in service prior to July 1, 1911, and

of the total number in operation 1,303,906

had been equipped with safety appliances.

Of the cars built prior to July 1, 1911,

Through the courtesy of the Union

Draft Gear Company, the Committee se-

cured the use of their laboratory and

their 15,000-pound pendulum hammer.

This hainmer is so equipped that it can

be raised to any desired height and al-

lowed to drop against a 30,000 pound

car that rolls on a straight level track.

Seven sets of channels were tested, live

ordinary and two heavy sets. The chan-

nels were 12 in. deep, and five had a

weight of 25 pounds per foot. The two

heavy ones had a weight of 40 pounds

per foot. The cover and tie plates were

5/16 in. thick. The gears selected were

of diflferent capacities. The law of

physics, that force equals mass times of

acceleration was employed and the ac-

celeration of the car in feet per second

obtained, and multiplying the acceleration

by the mass gave the force. The maxi-

mum force on two 12 in., 2S-lb. channels

was approximately 600,000 pounds, but a

Welding of Cast Steel Truck Side

Frames and Bolsters.

\V. O. Thompson, chairman, A. M.
McGill, J. J. Hennessey, and Geo. W.
Rink, of the Committee on the above sub-

ject reported that in their opinion cast-

steel truck side frames must not be

welded if oracks extend more than one

inch from edge of any rib or flange. In

the case of cast-steel bolsters they must

not be welded if cracks extend more than

one and a half inches from edge of rib or

flange, unless bolster is reinforced at

place of failure by addition of plates,

either welded or riveted to bolster.

Mr. J. T. Wallis, member of commit-
tee, reported that he could not concur

in the report of the majority in permit-

ting welding of the parts referred to, for

the reason that the fractures indicate

weakness in design, and the welding will

not add to the strength, but introduce a

condition of further weakness. Many of

these parts are failing as a result of weak-

ness in design. Where the proper sec-

tions are used, these cracks do not appear.

VIEW SHOWING CO.NDITIO.V OF SILL
AFTER TEST.

there remained to be equipped on De-

cember 31, 1915, 681,571 cars. To ex-

pedite the completion of the equipment

it has been proposed that after Januray 1.

1917, no car will be received from owner

unless properly equipped with United

States Safety .Appliances or United

States Safety .\ppliance Standard. The
co-operation on the part of the railroads

Tank Cars.

The increase in power and in the

length of trains makes desirable a general

stitTening up of the designs for car tanks

in line with the practice in other classes

of freight equipment cars, such revision,

however, rather to be directed to the car

requirements for cars built in the future

than to those now in service. Tank cars

may be divided into four classes, those

built previous to 1903, which are prin-

cipally wooden underframe cars, having

been tested to but 40 pounds per square

inch ;—tanks built since 1903 requiring a

test pressure of 60 pounds ;—tanks for

general purposes, to be built after a

future date to be fixed ; and insulated

tanks for carrying highly volatile inflam-

mable liquids such as casinghead gasoline,

to be built after the future date fixed. In

the first class referred to they can not

be used for the transportation of inflam-

mable liquids with flash points below 20

degrees F. The second and third classes

are practically alike as being adapted for

general use. excepting in the new speci-

fications wherein the third and fourth

classes the requirements as to material,

riveting, and other details hare been pre-

sented by the .Association of Recommend-
ed Practice, and should be followed. In

regard to the latter two classes, this Com-
mittee took a positive stand against the

use of head blocks for securing the tank

aeainst longitudinal shifting. The center

anchorage system,—the connection of the
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tank to the underframe at some point be-

tween the bolsters, lias shown its superi-

ority beyond any question. The Com-

mittee also deemed it unwise to transfer

to steel underframes tanks built prior to

1903, which will not stand the 60-pound

test pressure required in the case of tanks

built since that time. The present speci-

fications require that after January 1,

1918, all tanks in transportation service

shall be subjected to the full test require-

ments of 60 pounds per square inch. Be-

fore that date there will be another meet-

ing of the Association, and doubtless the

subject will be further investigated. The

Committee submitted a mass of details

in reference to the requirements of the

United States Safety Appliance Stand-

ards, and which will appear in the an-

nual volume containing the proceedings

of the Master Car Builders' Association.

The Committee on the subject con-

sisted of A. W. Gibbs, chairman. C. E.

Chambers, Wm. Schlafge, M. J. Mc-

Carthy, Samuel Lynn, Thomas Beaghen,

Jr., and O. J. Parks.

Annual Meeting of the Railway Supply

Manufacturers' Association

The Railway Supply Manufacturers'

Association held its annual meeting at At-

lantic City on Saturday, June 17, Presi-

dent Oscar F. Ostby in the chair. Among
other business the question of forming two

classes of members was discussed, one

class embracing those who furnish exhib-

its and another for those who do not

make exhibits. The matter was finally left

in the hands of the executive committee.

The following were elected as the new

members of the executive committee:

Second District, C. W. Beaver, Yale &

Towne Manufacturing Company, and H.

G. Thompson, Edison Storage Battery

Company; Third District, Wm. McCon-

way, Jr., McConway & Torley Company;

Fourth District, G. A. Cooper, Frost Rail-

way Supply Company ; Fifth District, G.

R. Carr, Dearborn Chemical Company.

Tlie following were elected officers for

1916-17: President, Edmund H. Walker,

Standard Coupler Company ; vice-presi-

Election of Officers and Committees.

The election of officers for 1916-17 re-

sulted as follows: President, C. E.

Chambers, superintendent motive power,

Central Railroad of New Jersey; first

vice-president, T. W. Demarest, superin-

tendent motive power, Pennsylvania

Lines West, Northwest System; second

vice-president, James Coleman, superin-

tendent car department. Grand Trunk

;

third vice-president, G. W. Wildin, me-

chanical superintendent, New York, New
Haven &. Hartford; treasurer, John S.

Lenz, master car builder, Lehigh Valley.

Executive Committee: Samuel Lynn,

master car builder, Pittsburgh & Lake

Erie; J. C. Fritts, master car builder,

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, and

C. B. Young, mechanical engineer, Chi-

cago, Burlington & Quincy.

Nominating Committee: F. W. Brazier,

superintendent rolling stock, New York

Central Lines; D. F. Crawford, general

superintendent motive power, Pennsyl-

vania Lines West; D. R. MacBain, su-

perintendent motive power. New York

Central Lines West of Buffalo; C. E.

Fuller, superintendent motive power

Union Pacific, and M. K. Barnum, su-

perintendent motive power, Baltimore &

Ohio.

George N. Dow was elected Ufe mem-

ber.

Attendance at the Conventions.

The registration of members of the

Master Car Builders, and Master Me-

chanics' Conventions, was the largest on

record, the previous highest record be-

ing that of 1911, when 719 members were

present This year the members present

were 754. There were also 722 special

guests.

tlie newly elected president, gracefully

thanked his fellow members for the high

honor paid to him in electing him to the

office.

OSCAR F. OSTBY,
PreMtlent, R. S. M. -Association. 1915-16.

dent, Le Grand Parish, American Arch

Company.

The number of exhibits this year

amounted to 260, being 38 more than last

year.

Mr. Ostby in the course of a fine ad-

dress on retiring from the presidency paid

a warm tribute to the work of the execu-

tive committee, and to the officers of the

Master Car Builders' and American Rail-

way Master Mechanics' associations for

their active assistance and interest in the

work of the exhibitors. The success of the

exhibition was such that in every way it

was the most popular in the history of the

association, and there was every indication

that an era of progress and prosperity

unexampled in railway business was upon

them. Mr. Ostby was presented with a

past-president's badge, and Mr. Walker,

Among the Exhibits of the Railway-

Supply Manufacturers' Association.

It would be as difficult to describe with

any degree of fairness and fulness the

magnificent display of the finished prod-

ucts of the Railway Supply Manufactur-

ers on the mamnuitli steel pier at Atlantic

City during the two weeks in June, as it

would be to describe the glowing pano-

rama of the scenic splendors of New Jer-

sej' with its flower bespangled meadows
and green mantled hills and rose-wreathed

fields and vine-clad villas, and the foam-

fringed and far spreading archipelago of

tlie blue Atlantic with its emerald isles

set in a sparkling sea. Indeed the change

from the outward phenomena of nature to

engineering art as exhibited on the steel

pier garnished as it was in rainbow ban-

ners and woven traceries of garlanded

wreaths is not great. The decorations

were superb. The finished products were

set in burnished beauty and everything

that the finest artistic taste could do to

make the exhibition attractive had been

accomplished by the painstaking hands

of the expert supply men's committee.

Other times and countries have seen

triumphs in other departments of human
endeavor, but surely this is the age of

perfection in mechanism, especially in

railway appliances from the huge loco-

m.otives down to the smallest appliance.

They were all there at their best, and

the additions that are made year by year

are surprising, and the new forms and

purposes of the endless variety of ma-

chines are an assurance that mechanical

ingenuity is keeping pace with the re-

quirements of the hour.

All were worthy of particular notice

and tlie ever-varying crowds of visitors-

were keenly interested in the exhibits.

.•\s may be expected the latest improve-

ments seemed to be the most attractive.

Among these the locomotive stokers, in-

cluding the Street. Crawford, Standard,

and Hanna, received much attention.

The Ashton Valve Company showed

several marked improvements in safety

valves.

The Automatic Ventilator Company-

had working models of car ventilating

devices that bid fair to revolutionize the

ventilation of cars.

The Bird-Archer Company showed the

details of methods of treatment in bad-

water districts and for which they are

meeting with much popular favor.

The Boss Nut Company showed the-

complete solution ef the lock nut prob-
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Iciii, a (|uc.stiiiii lluit lias piizzk-d many

eminent inventors.

Tlu' UrcakUss Staybolt Company
showed something new in staybolts that

defies fracture.

The Uuda switdies sliowcd the perfec-

tion of the elimination of backlash in

switch stands for yard and main line

service.

The Damascus Brake Company exhib-

ited their latest marked improvements in

brake beam construction.

The Dearborn Chemical Company

showed their methods of water analysis

that have had such complete snccess in

eliminating foaming in boilers.

Tlie Detroit Lubricator Company among
other exhibits, showed an improved flange

lubricator that is automatic in action at

all times and independent of the engine-

man.

The Dixon Crucible Company showed

their various compounds, particularly no-

ticeable among which was the pipe joint

compound which reduces time, labor and

cost on pipe work.

The Galena Signal Oil Cumiiany had a

fine exhibit of oils that have stood the

test in every kind of service and the high-

est degrees of superheating temperatures.

The Gold Car Mealing & Lighting Com-
pany showed the details of various heat-

ing and pressure systems, including hot

water, vapor and electric systems.

The Gofif Electro Pneumatic Brake at-

tracted much attention. Its simplicity is

remarkable, abolishing as it does the use

of the triple valve, brake valve, retaining

valve, car train signal pipe and other ap-

pliances. This system is just being devel-

oped, and was described and illustrated in

our July issue.

The Goldschmidt Thermit Company

showed the complete appliances that have

worked such economical changes in loco-

motive frame welding and other heavy

parts.

The Gould Coupler Company had an

extensive exhibit of various types of draft

gears, vestibules, platforms and buffers,

including friction buffers, trapdoor rig-

ging and other improved devices.

The Grip Nut Company showed their

latest devices both in construction and

testing, both of which features seem to

have reached perfection.

H. G. Hammett's locomotive bell ringer

and other devices were in silent and sim-

ple operation, all elegant in finish.

The Hunt-Spiller Manufacturing Cor-

poration had an extensive exhibit of their

justly celebrated packing rings and other

attachments which attracted marked at-

tention.

Jacobs-Shupert U. S. Firebox Company
showed a firebox built up of a series of

units making it possible to replace a single

unit without the need of rebuilding the

entire firebox. Over 1,000 less staybolts

than in other types may be used in this

type of boiler.

The Locomotive I'ulveri/ecl buel Com-
pany's exhibit attracted wide attention

and was the subject of much favorable

comment among the leading railway men,

the general opinion being that pulverized

fuel will soon be in general use on loco-

motives.

The Locomotive Superheater Company
showed an extensive variety of <lesigns

of the details of superheating appliances.

Marked improvements were shown in the

forms of fire bricks as well as quality in

the material. The smaller-sized bricks

seem to meet with popular favor.

The Mahr Manufacturing Company had

a complete set of oil burning tire heaters

at work which heat any size of tire in

eight minutes with the cheapest grade of

oil. The housing is adjustable for all size

wheels and can be rapidly put on or oflf.

Manning, Ma.xwell & Moore, as usual,

had a fine exhibit both in complete ma-

chines and parts and all of the best in

meclianical detail and construction.

McConway & Torley showed the latest

development of the M. C. B. coupler, a

modification of the most popular form of

coupler. L^ncoupling rods operating from

one or both sides of the car and from the

platform, or with underneath uncoupling

rods were all in action, all simple in de-

sign and substantial in construction.

McCord & Company exhibited the Mc-

Cord steel box and other appliances show-

ing greatly increased strength to meet

the growing requirements of railroad

service, and diminution in weight made
possible by the use of the very best mate-

rials.

The Xa'ihan Manufacturing Company
had a fine display of highly finished prod-

ucts superbly arranged. The "Delco"

Safety water gauge is one of their latest

devices coming rapidly into favor. The

gauge has the particular merit of being

readily seen from any part of the cab.

The absolute protection is insured by

the insertion of wire around the glass.

The National Malleable Castings Com-
pany had on exhibition complete outfits

of car door fittings, safety fasteners,

bracket handles, stops, hangers and other

appliances, all having stood the test of

time and admirably adapted to their pur-

poses.

The National Tube Company is now
a national institution, and the exhibition

of its fine products was worthy of the

company's reputation. The "National"

pipe is now everywhere in industries of

every ty-pe. The Spellerizing process

greatly lessening the tendency to corro-

sion is a unique characteristic that en-

sures its durability.

The New York Air Brake Company
had a very complete outfit of air brake

equipment and clever demonstrations

showing all of the features of their vari-

ous devices.

The O'Malley Beare Valve Company

had a collection of valves adapted to

every kind of service, including many
new designs showing fine ingenuity and
high-class workmanship.

The I'illiocl Comjiany ha<l line valve

gear models in operation which attractcri

much attention, and a stafif of demonstra-

tors thoroughly skilled in the intricacies

of valve gear. The gear is rapidly be-

coming standard on many t>f the leading

railroads.

The Pyle National Company had an
extensive display of turbo-generators,

headlights. lamp stands, and other prod-

ucts. The electric turbo-generators were

particularly interesting.

The Q. & C. Company's Bonzano rail

joints was much in evidence. There are

millions now in use on many railroad

systems and it is growing in favor

wherever it is in use.

The Robinson Company showed an ex-

haust nozzle, furnishing a soft exhaust

with reduction of sparks and a continu-

ous low vacuum with a steady stream

from the avoiding intermittent blasts

and saving fuel.

The Safety Car Heating & Lighting

Company showed the safety electric light.

the Pintsch mantle light, and other ap-

pliances and attachments in new- and im-

proved forms.

William Sellers & Company had a fine

exhibit of machine and locomotive ap-

pliances, among which were samples of

the perfected locomotive boiler tester. A
special boiler filler which can be also

used for washing boilers and also a fire

extinguisher was shown, and other val-

uable new devices.

The Southern Locomotive Valve Gear

Company had a model locomotive finely

finished and the valve gear in running

order that attracted much popular atten-

tion.

The W'atson-Stillman Company's hy-

draulic machinery, including rail benders,

shears and riveters, pumps and presses,

jacks, valves and fittings, made an excel-

lent display.

Westinghouse .\ir Brake Company
had a great display, and ably sustained

the company's reputation as the greatest

of train safety devices.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufac-
turing Company had a remarkable ex-

hibit of their various equipments, includ-

ing the single-phase multiple-unit equip-

ment which has revolutionized rapid

transit in many conjested localities.

The White-American Locomotive

Sander Company showed the perfected

Graham-White locomotive sander in

operation and the cleaning blast showed
how the sand pipes can be instantly

cleaned both above and below the trap.

It is the perfect self-cleaning appliance

for sand pipes.
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Annual Convention of the American Railway

Master Mechanics' Association

The forty-ninth annual ciMuention of

the .American Railway Master Mechanics'

Association was held at Atlantic City,

N. J., beginning on Monday, June 19, and

continuing the following two days.

President i:. W. Pratt presided, and in

the course of an able opening address

alluded to the abiding supremacy of the

steam locomotive as the one self-con-

tained power plant that will meet the

demands of service and economy, in this

land of great distances and low unit costs

of transportation. This will endure for

riany years to come, and hence it is es-

sential that it should be carefully studied,

improved and perfected to hold its well

deserved prestige. The increase in the

number of locomotive appliances and in-

crease in power were pointedly alluded

to, and coincident with these advantages

was a lessening of the weight of many of

the moving parts, amounting to as much

as 7,000 pounds. The use of powdered

fuel was alluded to in the most assuring'

manner and the advantages briefly sum-

marized as leading to cinderless, spark-

less and smokeless operation, as well as a

saving in fuel and labor not only to the

firemen but at the ashpit. The improve-

ment in the older types of locomotives by

the application of the most modern im-

provements was also pointed out. The

importance of shop lay-outs was also

touched upon and the need of a commit-

tee on this subject was suggested. The

need of a closer co-operation with the

universities where experiments and tests

can be more successfully accomplished

than in the hands of railway men already

engrossed with the details of daily work

was also recommended, as well as a

closer association with all of the other

associations connected with the details of

railroad operations whereby they would

become valuable adjuncts of the Master

Mechanics' Association, and time and at-

tention should be given to them so that

they would ultimately become the "steer-

ing committee" of the association's work

to the mutual advantage of all concerned.

A better system of training was strongly

advocated to the end that promotion

might be more intelligently and wisely

made, and though much had been done

there was still much to do in this direc-

tion. In closing the president paid a well

deserved compliment to the work of the

mechanical department of railways gen-

erally. It had been done with limited ap-

pliances in a time of greatly increased

traffic amounting sometimes almost to

congestion, but the situation had been

met admirably, showing that an efficient

organization existed all along the line.

Hopes were expressed that this high

standard of efficiency would continue, and

the full appreciation of the great work in

which they were engaged woidd come in

due time.

GEXIiR.M. BUSINESS.

Secretary Taylor reported that the

membershii) numbered 907 active mem-
l)ers, 96 representative members, 20 as-

sociate memliers and 44 honorary mem-
bers. Tlie receipts during the year

amouiUed to $11,192.40 and the expenses

$11,123.00. leaving a balance of $69.60.

Dr. .\ngus Sinclair, treasurer, reported

cash on' hand, $1,560.08. The reports were

referred to the Auditing Committee, con-

.sisting of H. C. Manchester, G. M. Bas-

ford and G. E. Parks, who latterly re-

ported that the accounts were correct.

The recommendation of the Executive

Committee that tlie dues of active and as-

E. W. PRATT,

Pifsident of the American Railway Master

Mechanics' Association, 1915-16.

sociate members l)e lixed at $5 per year,

and representative members at $7 per

year per 100 locomotives was adopted.

.\n amendment to the constitution re-

garding the election of officers was

adopted, providing that the election be

by ballot during one of the regular tech-

nical sessions.

Special committees reported in accord-

ance with the subjects submitted to their

consideration. All showed how carefully

the subjects had been considered, and a

mass of valuable data had been collected.

Many of the reports called out interest-

ing experiences, but as in the meetings

of the Car Builders' Association the com-

mittee's reports met with general ap-

proval. The following are condensed re-

ports of the most noteworthy

:

Mechanical Stokers.

The Committee on the above subject

reported briefly that it was not expedient

to get exact figures in regard to the com-
parative tests of the various stokers in

their present transitory stages, seeing that

so many of the improvements now under

way materially alter their standing for

accurate comparative purposes. The
Street, Hanna, Standard and Crawford

are the leading types, and these are under-

going changes looking towards higher

efliciency. The first three belong to the

scatter or overhead group, while the

Crawford is of the underfeed type. Al-

though all are doing excellent work, it

is safe to assert that the full develop-

ment of the mechanical stoker has not

yet been reached. On April 1, 1916, there

were of the Street type of stoker 866 in

use, with 152 orders on hand, Crawford

413. with 63 orders, Hanna, 39 with 39

orders. Standard 100, with 125 orders,

making a total of 1418 stokers in service,

and 379 orders. Other machines are in

service but the report in regard to them

is not added to since last year. The
Committee were of opinion that the me-

chanical stoker is no longer an experi-

ment, but a device of great and growing

importance. The Street Company has re-

cently designed and constructed two ma-

chines known as their Duplex, one of

which has been applied to a Mallet en-

gine on the Norfolk & Western, and the

other to a locomotive of a similar type

on the Chesapeake & Ohio railway.

The Committee comprised A. Kearney,

chairman, M. A. Kinney, J. R. Gould, J.

T. Carroll, J. W. Cyr, A. J. Fries and L.

B. Jones.

Fuel Economy and Smoke Prevention.

Last year a pamphlet was published on

"Fuel Economy on Locomotives" which

covered the fundamentals of all instruc-

tion methods, but much of the advantage

that should arise from rules will be lost if

they are simply memorized. The Com-
mittee pointed this out very clearly and

emphasized the fact that road supervision

must point out the results of improper

methods, and the advantages from an

observance of the rules. The inexperi-

enced fireman must learn through his ob-

servation. The true instructor must be

capable of placing himself in the position

of the learner,—must appreciate his diffi-

culties and possess the ability to approach

his task as though he were himself a

novice.

Moving pictures also may be made to

indicate the 'correct methods of prepar-

ing fires, firing engines, and the results

of improper practices in these particulars.
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Pictures of engines in operation, showing

the influence of proper and improper fir-

ing upon tlie smol<e emitted, may also be

made extremely instructive. In regard to

railroad literature every road foreman

should l)c required to read at least one

periodical moirthly, dealing with railroad

matters, and attention should be drawn to

articles of unusual value. Single marked

copies should also be occasionally liber-

ally distributed.

The Committee comprised Wm. Schlaf-

ge, W. H. Flynn, D. M. Ferine, Robert

Quayle, F. H. Clark, D. J. Redding, and

W. J. Tollerton.

The Best Designs and Materials for

Pistons, Valves, Rings and Bushings.

Reports from 34 railroads make no dis-

tinction between saturated and super-

heated locomotives on the design of pis-

FIG. PISTON VALVEL-RING.

tons, valves, rings and bushings, on loco-

motives equipped with piston valves.

Many railroads are using Hunt-Spiller

gun iron for these appliances, while a

smaller number use ordinary cast iron for

the purpose ; a number of roads use

Hunt-Spiller iron for superheater loco-

motives and ordinary cast iron for satur-

ated locomotives. Si.xteen roads use a

FIG. 2. PISTON PACKING RING.

fillet in all corners of ports in piston

valve bushings, and 15 roads provide no

fillets, or fillets only on the exhaust edge
of the steam port. The Committee, recom-
mended the use of a fillet in all corners

of piston valve bushing ports with a Yi in.

radius as the standard. The arrangement
of piston valve bull ring and packing
rings in most common use is shown in

Fig. 1.

In regard to piston packing rings on
superheater locomotives on 34 roads re-

ported from, 28 were using Hunt-Spiller

iron and 6 cast iron. The limited data

at hand was such that at the present time

no recommendation was made as to the

advantage of either, but sketches were

furnished of some designs of rings of

which Fig. 2 seemed to be among the most

popular.

The Committee included Jos. Chidley,

chairman, H. T. Bentley, C. F. Giles, A.

K. Callaway, L. A. Richardson, G. VV.

Rink, and W. D. Robb.

Design and Maintenance of Locomotive

Boilers.

From thirty one roads the Committee

received replies to inquiries in regard to

improvements on the above subject, and

many new devices were submitted includ-

ing a fire-box composed of sectional U-
shaped plates, with similar wrapper-sheet

construction, riveted together, which elim-

inates stay bolts ; another fire-box which

consists of squared water tubes, ex-

panded into water and steam drums at

the top and a water leg at the bottom,

eliminating stay bolts on the sides of fire-

box ; a corrugated fire-box also eliminat-

ing nearly all of the stay bolts ; also sev-

eral types of w-ater-tube locomotive

boilers ; besides devices to improve cir-

culation, and various forms of combustion

chambers and brick arches, and the al-

most universal adoption of superheaters.

The combustion chamber seemed to meet

with the most popular approval, on ac-

count of the longer flame travel and con-

sequent shortening of flues. The use of

long flues is not favored, for while the

evaporation capacity is enlarged the rate

per unit of heating surface is lowered.

The addition of superheaters is practically

unanimous. The welding of flues into flue

sheets, of fire-bo.x seams, and the applica-

tion of patches and other repairs marks a

radical improvement. Between the merits

of electric and acetylene welding the Com-
mittee did not venture an opinion, both

methods having their supporters. The
Committee, however, were much im-

pressed by the processes of autogenous

welding for boiler maintenance.

The Committee consisted of C. E.

Fuller, chairman, A. W. Gibbs, D. R. Mac-
Bain, M. K. Barnum. R. E. Smith, C. B.

Young, and J. Snowden Bell.

Superheater Locomotives.

The Committee reported that at the be-

ginning of the year there were in service

in the United States and Canada 15,666

locomotives equipped with superheaters,

practically all of the fire-tube type. Very
few are equipped with slide valves. Nearly

all are equipped with brick arches. The
return tube, top header, double loop super-

heater is the type of superheater most
generally used. An economy of fifteen

to twenty-five per cent, in fuel, and
twenty to thirty per cent, in water con-

sumption, and even greater economies

have been shown. No changes in the

front ends are necessary except such as are

owing to the presence of superheater

elements, header and damper. Two
gauges of water, with full throttle and

short cut-ofif, where operations permit,

was recommended. The majority of rail-

roads arc using a superheat oil for the

lubrication of superheater locomotives,

stating that it does not carbonize.

Vacuum relief valves are generally used,

although there is some question as to

what benefit, if any, results.

The Committee comprised W. J. Toller-

ton, chairman, H. VV. Coddington, C. H.

Hogan, R. W. Bell, T. Rooke, VV. C. A.

Henry, E. VV. Pratt, and G. VV. Basford.

Design, Maintenance and Operation of

Electric Rolling Stock.

An interesting acccjunt of the develop-

ment of the use of electricity in railroad

transportation was presented by the Com-
mittee and the various designs were de-

scribed from which it appeared that

scarcely two orders for electric locomo-

tives have been built from the same plans,

showing that a variety of designs will

likely continue to appear. Reports, how-
ever, showed that the designs without the

use of gears or transmission rods are

XEW YORK CENTR.VL GEARLESS MOTOR.

the most efficient for train speeds exceed-

ing 45 to 50 miles an hour. Below these

speeds the gear and pinion are probably

the most efficient. The use of a jack

shaft has not been found entirely satis-

factory, as it has been found difficult to

keep it from pounding and running hot.

When gears are used, some design of

spring or flexible gear will be found de-

sirable. Up to the present time there is

no uniformity in the delay records of

railroads. The records are confusing and
misleading. A conference was held at

Washington last Januarj' under the aus-

pices of the Department of Commerce,
and a uniform code will likely be

adopted in the near future.

The Committee consisted of C. H.
Quereau, chairman, G. C. Bishop, G. W.
VTildin. J. H. Davis, R. D. Hawkins, T.

W. Heintzelman, and A. E. Manchester,

Equalization of Long Locomotives.

The Committee on this subject pre-

sented an interesting report of a historical
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kind rimning back to Peter Cooper's

"Tom Thumb" up to the present time giv-

ing a detailed account of the progress o£

the use of equalizers and their important

relation in the development of the modern

locomotive. Briefly the report concluded

that in all types of locomotives the equali-

zation systems should be divided as nearly

as possible to the center of gravity of the

spring-borne parts, as, if this is not done,

there is danger of engine truck not carry-

ing its legitimate load, which may re-

sult in derailment.

The Committee was comprised of Wni.

Elmer, chairman, S. M. Vauclain, E. J.

Cole, O. C. Cromwell, J. F. Enright, C.

H. Rae, and C. B. Young.

Specifications and Tests of Materials.

The Committee after recapitulating a

large number of the recommendations

made last year in regard to specifications

and materials urged the necessity of the

members insisting on a closer observance

of the new Standard and Recommended

Practice Specifications, and advised that

they generally be used by the Association.

It was only in this way that the Com-
mittee can make the greatest progress so

far as improving and standardizing the

specifications and practices of the various

members.

As an illustration of testing materials

it may be of interest to state in testing

steel tubes except superheater pipes, a

test specimen not less than 4 in. in length

shall have a flange turned over at right

angles to the body of the tube, without

showing cracks or flaws. This flange, as

measured, from the outside of the tube

shall be J^ in. wide for tubes 2^ in. or

f
tuition

Use of Powdered Fuel in Locomotiyes.

The Committee reported that advance-

ment had been made in the use of

powdered fuel during the year, in other

words some real progress had been made.

A New York Central locomotive was the

first locomotive equipped for burning

powdered fuel, and it has been used

chiefly for the development and improve-

ment of the apparatus necessary for sup-

plying powdered fuel to the fire box, and

in drafting the locomotive. It is a ten-

wheel superheater engine, and has been

used in helper and in freight service. A
Chicago & Northwestern locomotive of

the .Atlantic type equipped with super-

heater was also being experimented upon

with powdered fuel appliances, and in a

comparative test made with a duplicate

engine burning coal on grates has thus

far proven favorable to the powdered fuel,

especially in saving fuel in firing up,

movement at terminals, and dead time.

With coal considerable loss was occa-

sioned for work other than while pulling

the train. The Delaware & Hudson Com-

pany has also just received from the

builders a consolidated locomotive using

powdered fuel, but the Committee could

not present a comprehensive or conclu-

sive report on the burning of pulverized

fuel in locomotives, but a decided ad-

vance had been made and the future is

full of promise.

The Committee were C. H. Hogan,

chairman, E. W. Pratt, J. H. Manning,

Chas. James, W. H. V. Rosing, Thos.

Roope. and G. L. Fowler.

rate of combustion on a small grate. In

enlarging the boiler Ui changing from

Consolidation to Mikado it is more satis-

factory in increasing the size of the fire-

box and grate than merely lengthening

out the barrel and flues. The application

of superheater and brick arches are also

important items in the modernizing of the

olden types of locomotives.

The Committee embraced E. J. Cole,

chairman, J. C. Little, C. A. Gill, M. J.

Drury, R. D. Hawkins. J. Snowden Bell,

and n. J. Mullen.

A • Otjti. Diam. ofBur /esjf.

B" Oun.Diam.ofHtje /esif
f• 0(/rs. Diam. offlue plus jjt

FI..\KlNr, TOOL.

bnen '-A*'

A* Cufs.Diom. offtf/eotusj^.

DIE BLOCK.

under in outside diameter, and Vi in. wide

for tubes over lYz in. in outside diameter.

In making the flange test, it was recom-

mended that the flaring tool and die

block shown above be used.

The Committee consisted of C. D.

Y'oung, chairman, H. E. Smith, L. S.

Randolph, A. H. Fetters, H. B. McFar-

land, J. R. Onderdonk, N. E. Sprowl, and

Frank Zelenv.

Modernizing of Existing Locomotives.

Thirty-two railroads furnished reports

to the Committee mostly in answers to the

question of changing the type of Consoli-

dation locomotives, 2-8-0 into Mikado
2-8-2. the matter of weight and capacity

being the vital issue. A large number of

locomotives have thus been modernized.

This change is especially desirable where

greater boiler capacity is necessary \n

maintaining speed and sustained horse

power. It is in the interest of economy

that these changes have been made. .\

S.\NTA FE CONSOLID.\TION LOCOMO-
TIVE WHICH MAY BE CHANGED

TO MIKADO TYPE.

Mikado engine can at times be operated

at much longer cut-off without lowering

the steam pressure too much, the boiler

being ample to provide sufficient steam

under the most exacting conditions. Gen-

erally speaking a locomotive boiler can-

not be made too large. It is often made

too small. Therefore it increases econo-

my to increase the boiler capacity. The

change justifies the cost, as long as it is

sure to pay for itself in a reasonable time.

A large grate area within limits of fire-

men is better than burning coal at a high

Train Resistance and Tonnage Rating.

Two years ago the Committee on this

subject presented a report containing all

the data that was available at that time.

The report was referred back, and much

additional data has been obtained, but

obviously the most accurate and the most

satisfactory method to determine the

tractive effort of a particular class of

locomotives is to measure it under severe

conditions by means of a dynamometer

car, operated with different locomotives

t

-^^-T^

t! -32'- 5"! ..

MIKADO LOCOMOTIVE WHICH M.W BE
ilADE BY REBUILDING CON-

.SOLID.'\TION TYPE.

of the same class. An average of values

may then be arrived at. Few roads, how-

ever, own dynamometer cars, and it is

necessary to use other means in calculat-

ing the tractive effort of a locomotive.

The most authoritative and most complete

formulas are to be found in "Locomotive

Data," published by the Baldwin Loco-

motive Works. Over twenty pages of de-

scriptive matter and tables in this valu-

able work cover almost every conceivable

combination, and is a safe guide on this

subject. While the Committee endorsed

this publication, it did not feel that it

was within the province of the report to

set forth any definite rules covering the

subject.

The Committee consisted of O. C.

Wright, W. E. Dunham, H. C. Man-

chester, C. E. Chambers, J. H. Manning,

Frank Zeleny, and Prof. E. C. Schmidt.

Election of Officers

In what may now be regarded as "an-

cient times" there was considerable elec-

tioneering in the choice of officers for

the American Railway Master Mechanics

Association, but for several years the

practice has been adopted of advancing

the officers from the standing list and

there has been no disposition manifested
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of departing from thai rule. The presi-

dent is elected for one year only and the

remaining officers are advanced in rota-

tion. At the last convention the follow

ing officers were elected.

President, William Schlafge, general

mechanical superintendent Eric Railroad

;

First Vice President, F. H. Clark, gen-

eral superintendent, Baltimore & Ohio

Railroad; Second Vice President, W. J.

ToUerton, general mechanical superin-

tendent, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific

Ry. ; Third Vice President, C. F. Giles,

superintendent of machinery, Louisville

& Nashville Railroad; Treasurer, Angus

Sinclair, Angus Sinclair Company, New
York.

Executive Members : John Purcell, as-

sistant to president, A., T. & S. F. Ry.

;

M. K. Barnum, S. M. P., Baltimore &
Ohio Railroad, and W. E. Dimham, C. &
N. W. M. A Kinney, H. V., was elected

to serve during the unexpired term of

J. F. De Voy.

J. W. Dow was elected a life member.

New Style of Decoration in Dining Cars
The passenger department of the Bur-

lington Route, anxious to keep pace with

the everlasting demand for something new

in the added comforts of railroad travel,

has introduced a new type of dining car,

possessing not only the comforts of home,

but also the appearance of the best types

of home. Although an innovation espe-

cially in decorative schemes for dining

cars and absolutely unlike any other car

in use anywhere, the enterprising com-

pany has introduced it merely as an ex-

periment. Owing to the all-steel construc-

tion and the conditions of service, ordi-

nary finishings do not long remain as

satisfactory in |)()int cif elegance as suits

more sanitary,' and alsrj gives patrons

who arc taking long trips the unusual ex-

perience of being able to walk into an

entirely different kind of a dining-room-

on-wheels. Before any great number of

these cars are built, however, the com-

pany is taking pains to secure the opin-

ions of the patrons where views and sug-

gestions will be carefully noted. To this

end circulars are distributed among the

patrons calling for opinions on the inno-

vation. It may be added that the opin-

ions so far are highly commendatory,

liut time is the great test of all mundane
things, and the company will not likely

be in any great hurry launching forth

Other Exhibits Worthy of Special

Mention.

Among other new devices worthy of

special mention were that of the Cutler-

Hammer Manufacturing Company, with

numerous safety devices ; the Davis Ma-
chine Tool Company, whose marked im-

provements in lathes was the theme of

much favorable comment ; the Milburn

Oxy-Acetylene welding and cutting ap-

paratus, showing their latest improve-

ments at work; the Consolidated Rail-

way Electric Lighting & Equipment

Company with complete apparatus of

"axle light" equipment in place on a car

truck ; the Mudge-Staten removable box

front end, and the Mudge-Peerless car

ventilators for steam railways, both im-

provements of real merit ; the Draper

Manufacturing Company's pneumatic

flue welders for scarfing, welding and

swedging boiler tubes of all sizes, and a

new flue reclaiming attachment for

welding long ends on flues; the Peacock

geared hand brake for baggage, express,

and all kinds of "blind end" cars ; the

Flower Brush Holders adapted for at-

taching the brush without removing base

;

the Ellsworth Harding steel specialties

adapted to every kind of tool ; the Brown
power reverse gear manufactured by the

Southern Locomotive Valve Gear Com-
pany whereby the entire movement of

gear is controlled by reverse lever which
is simplicity itself; the Mitchell metallic

packing, which has many friends ; the

Phoenix and Conradson turret attach-

ment for engine lathes, which are

marked improvements on lathes; and
the Snyder reverse gear manufactured

by the Pittsburgh Locomotive Power
Reverse Gear Company, which is lool-

proof.

NEW TYPE OF DINING ROOM OX THE BURLINGTON KOITE.

the fastidious eye. A checkerboard of

cracks soon appear on the varnished steel.

These are inseparable from the extremely

varying climatic conditions peculiar in

some regions, and particularly so in the

Northwest. The experts of the Burling-

ton have called wall paper into the serv-

ice, and this prepared by a special process,

and then finely varnished shines forth in

burnished beauty and bids the elements

defiance.

Fifty or more different patterns and

varieties will soon be available for the

interior decorations on the Burlington

Route. It embodies a very desirable and

unusual feature—that of being more home-

like and inviting, and is claimed to be

into extensive changes in construction

and decorative schemes until the. call ap-

proaches unanimity. Meanwhile passen-

gers leaving the L'nion Station, Chicago,

at 6:30 p. m. every day on the Burling-

ton's Minnesota Limited for St. Paul,

Minneapolis, if they do not immediately

pass into slumberland. which is quits

pardonable in the elegant luxuriousness

of the palatial cars, they should cast their

critical eye on the exterior decorations of

the new dining car, and after silently ex-

pressing their gratitude that they are not

in the trenches in France, give expression

to their opinion in writing in regard to

the artistic attempt of the Burlington to

make them feel at home.
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Department of Questions and Answers
Smoke Washing.

J. M. Portchester, N. Y. asks :—How
is smoke washing performed, and what

means are used to force the smoke into

or through the water? A. The appliances

generally in use consist of three large

concrete basins, a large wooden stack, a

steel fan six or seven feet in diameter,

driven by a motor. A circular conduit,

five feet in diameter made of what is

known as transite material, extends airound

that portion of the engine house usually

occupied by smoke jacks. This conduit is

immediately below the roof. There is a

telescope jack, extending down from the

under side of the conduit to each pit hav-

ing a funnel on the lower end that may
be pulled down on top of the locomotive

stack. This smoke jack is so constructed

that it may be moved some distance to

suit the exact position of the locomotive.

A damper is attached to close the jack

when it is not required. At the center of

the engine house the conduit branches out

and makes a connection with the fan re-

ferred to. Three wooden duets branch

out from the fan, each leading to one of

the water compartments. Directly above

the outlet of each one of these three

branches is a hood similar to a bell with

a closed top. The fan draws the gases

from the locomotive through the teles-

cope jacks, and through the conduit, forc-

ing the gases into the watsr tanks which

are partly filled with water. There is also

a steam jet in each one of the outlets

which aids in heating and agitating the

water. The gases are first forced into

the closed bell referred to, and pass down
through the water, and by means of a

series of baffles, are thoroughly washed

and sprayed with water, the gases disap-

pearing through the stack in the whiteness

of exhausted steam. The solids and car-

bons appearing on the surface of the cars

in the large vats in the form of foam.

This is skimmed off and dried, having the

appearance of lamp black. With approxi-

mately eighty locomotives from eight to

ten barrels of this material are collected

every day. The acids in the gases are

very destructive of metals. The fan is

also useful in maintaining the fire without

using the blower. In some engine houses

the material collected is said to pay for

the expense of fuel and water used in the

appliance.

Cross Compound Compressor Trouble.

H. \\'., Wilmington, Del., writes : I have

studied the articles on repairs to cross

compound air compressors made in a

recent issue, and would like to ask you
several questions on the subject: (1)

What will cause a quick down stroke of

the low pressure air piston and a quick up-

^stroke of the high-pressure piston? (2)

What causes the slow up stroke of the low

pressure air piston and at the same time

a very slow down stroke of the high-

pressure piston? (3) What could be wrong
when the compressor works with a very

slow up stroke of the low pressure pis-

ton and a fast down stroke when there is

no air drawn into the low pressure cylin-

der on the down stroke and nothing can

be found wrong with the upper interme-

diate air valves? (4)Why is it that an ex-

cessive quantity of oil admitted to the

cylinder sometimes gives a temporary re-

lief? A.— (1) This usually is caused by

leaky upper intermediate air valves, valve

seats or a leaky gasket between the high

and low pressure air cylinders, although

it may be caused by other disorders that

will be mentioned in answer to your other

questions. (2) This is the natural result

of the fast down stroke on the previous

movement, as the upper side of the low

pressure air piston may have a consider-

able air pressure at the start of the stroke

as result of the leaky upper intermediate

valves or gaskets. (3) This is generally

caused by loose piston rings in the low

pressure air cylinder. Assuming that the

air valves all have a good bearing and

there is no back leakage through any of

the parts mentioned, the action of the

loose rings is, when the cylinder is about

one-half lubricated, to set away from the

wall of the cylinder at the dry part. This

allows compressed air to get between the

ring and the wall of the cylinder on one

stroke and instead of compressing the air

in the cylinder it passes the rings into

the other end of the cylinder, hence the

quick stroke in one direction. A slow

movement may also be caused by leaky

packing rings in the high pressure air

cylinder. Thus when the high pressure

piston nears the end of its stroke the

air pressure passing the rings increases

the pressure in the end of the cylinder

that is being filled from the low pressure

cylinder and when this pressure increases

somewhat above 40 pounds, the tendency

is for the low pressure piston to stop,

hence the slow movement. (4) The rea-

son a large quantity of oil temporarily

overcomes the trouble from loose or worn
out packing rings is that as soon as the

cylinder is lubricated freely all the way
around there is no more chance for the

compressed air to get between the outside

of the rings and the wall of the cylinder

until a portion of the cylinder again be-

comes dry. When the compressor gets

into a condition of this kind it should

be removed for the renewal of rings or

truing up of the cylinder if necessary.

When washing out the cylinder with lye

only gives temporary relief, the com-
pressor should be removed so that proper

repairs can be made. A pretty safe rule

to follow is to know first that all of the

air valves, intermediate and discharge, are

in good condition and any heavier repairs

must be made in the shop. The article

you mention explains why accurate repair

work is essential on cross compound com-
pressors. There are also certain defects

of the steam portion that cause the slow-

ing up of the pistons at certain points

in their strokes, but this can usually be

determined by listening to the exhaust,

and if the steam end is at fault, the slow

movement is generally accompanied by a

very heavy blow through the exhaust pipe.

Pressure in Brake Cylinders.

A. A. L., Maiden, Wash., writes: (a)

If we are carrying 90 lbs. brake pressure

and move the brake valve to release posi-

tion and obtain 110 lbs. in freight service

and make a service application of 20 lbs.,

will it result in a greater brake cylinder

pressure per square inch than if 90 lbs.

pressure remained in the brake pipe at the

start of the application? (b) About how
much pressure would remain in the brake

cylinders if brake pipe pressure leaked

down from 110 to 20 lbs. in 25 minutes

time? (c) Would the brake cylinder pres-

sure be greater at the end of 25 minutes'

time than it would be if the original

pressure was 90 lbs. instead of 110? (d)

Would there be any particular advantage

derived from using 110 lbs. in the brake

pipe on freight cars instead of 90 lbs.?

A.— (a) No; the same number of cubic

inches of free air enters the brake cylinder

in either case, (b) Assuming that the ap-

plication was started with a 20-lb. reduc-

tion, this will depend entirely upon the

amount of leakage from the brake cylin-

ders to the atmosphere and back leakage

from the cylinders through the triple valve

cylinder check valve and from the aux-

iliary reservoir (and consequently the

brake cylinder at such times) into the

brake pipe past the triple valve piston

packing ring and the cylinder cap gaskets.

If everything was absolutely tight about

the brake equipment such an application

from 110 lbs. brake pipe and auxiliary

reservoir pressure would result in from 75

to 80 lbs. brake cylinder pressure, assum-
ing that the piston travel of the brake cyl-

inder is about 8 inches, thus the pressure

at the end of 25 minutes' time will de-

pend entirely upon the ainount of leakage,

and there are very few brake equipments,

if any, in service that would retain more
than 20 lbs. in the brake cylinder under
the conditions you mention at the end of

25 minutes' time. If the drop in pressure

was to be entirely due to leakage requir-

ing 25 minutes to lower the pressure to

20 lbs. a brake application would not oc-

cur, as pressures would reduce equally and
result in no movement of the triple valves,

(c) The pressures due to leakage could be
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expected to be somewhere mar the same

figure as given above, but from a 90-lb.

brake pipe pressure a tight brake cylin-

der or a brake system free from leakage

with 8 inches piston travel would accumu-

late about 65 lbs. pressure in the brake

cylinder as a maximum and be subject

thereafter to the same results from leak-

age that would be encountered with 110

lbs. brake pipe pressure. You will under-

stand that the 20-lb. brake pipe reduction

from cither 110 or 90 lbs. would result in

about 50 lbs. brake cylinder pressure, and

if thereafter the leakage was at no greater

rate than you mention there might be no

further moTcmcnt of the triple valve, and

brake cylinder jiressure would reach no

higher tigure, or there might be a move-

ment during which the auxiliary reser-

voir and brake pipe pressure would re-

duce equally, but in which brake cylinder

pressure could not increase as a result of

leakage, (d) The advantage, if any, would

be offset by other conditions; 110 lbs in

the auxiliary reservoir in freight service

would increase the volume of free air in

the reservoir and provide a greater mar-

gin of safety in grade operation, but if

all cars were not heavily loaded it would

produce wheel sliding and likely other

troubles ; hence, 90 lbs. brakepipe pressure

is the maximum recommened for freight

service. Where the requirements of service

exceed the capacity of the standard freight

brake operated with 90 lbs. brake pipe

pressure, the needed improvement should

be met with an adequate brake system

rather than by means of an increase in

pressure. Such equipments known as the

"Empty and Load" brake have been per-

fected and are in service.

Brake Sticking.

J. T., Baltimore, Md., writes ; I had an

8-car passenger train and after an ap-

plication one brake on the sixth car

failed to release; the triple valve was
tested and found to pass all tests on

the rack, and the verdict was that I

was responsible on account of having

made too light a brake pipe reduction.

Will you please explain to me how a

good triple valve will fail to release

after a light brake pipe reduction?

A.—Provided that you have not over-

charged the brake pipe and auxiliary

reservoirs and have a brake pipe feed

valve in first class condition, you can-

not make a brake pipe reduction that

will apply all of the brakes and still be

so light as to prevent the release of

any one of eight perfect triple valves.

The reason that the light reduction

causes stuck brakes is that triple valves

will get into such a condition that

they will fail to release after a very
light brake pipe reduction, but will re-

lease after a 10 or 12-lb. brake reduc-
tion, as in the latter case there is a
greater difference between the pressure
in the brake pipe and auxiliary reser-

voirs and the adjustment of the feed

valve, and the capacity of the feed

valve varies with any difference in the

pressure it is working against. You
should have called your accuser's atten-

tion to the fact that a triple valve test

in the shops at this time of the year

gives but very little indication of the

actual performance of the valve when
on the car in service and that, inas-

much as your brake valve manipulation

was accurate enough to release all of

the triple valves to the rear and in

front of this particular one, it is quite

likely that this one would also have
released if it had been in as good con-

dition as the rest at the time the trou-

ble was experienced.

cutout cock is located in the reservoir

pipe, the leak may be through the cut-

out cock, and with some systems of air

operated water scoops, the leak into

the brake pipe may be back through
the check valve from the water scoop
reservoir.

Leak at Brake Valve Exhaust Port.

J. M. B., Columbus, O., writes: What
causes a leak from the train line ex-

haust port of the H-6 automatic brake

valve w-hen the brake valve handle is

on lap position?

A.— It is caused either by a leak from
the equalizing reservoir pressure to the

atmosphere or from a leak into the

brake pipe. The difference can usually

be told by observing the brake pipe

and equalizing reservoir gage hands.

If the equalizing reservoir gage hand
falls it indicates leakage from the

equalizing reservoir to the atmosphere
but if the gage hands remain station-

ary it points to leakage into the brake

pipe. These leaks may occur at any
of the following points. A leak out

of the equalizing reservoir may be

In the equalizing reservoir,

In the equalizing reservoir pipe.

In the equalizing reservoir gage pipe,

A leak in the tubes of the air gauge,

A leak on the seat of the rotary valve,

leaking equalizing reservoir pressure

to the atmosphere;

Leakage from the brake valve body
gasket,

A leak from the equalizing reservoir

pressure through a flaw in the brake
valve casting, the latter usually found
between the equalizing reservoir .and

release pipe port.

The leaks into the brake pipe that

may be found at different times, are

:

From the rotary valve seat of the auto-

matic brake valve.

Through the brake valve body gaskets.

Through a flaw in the brake valve body.
Through the distributing valve body
gasket,

Through a flaw in the distributing

valve, or if the blow occurs only after

brake-pipe pressure is lowered below
the pressure in the brake cylinders,

Through the equalizing cylinder cap
gasket, or. if the valve has a quick ac-

tion cylinder cap

Through or past the seat of the brake
cylinder check valve.

In addition to this, if the brake valve

Wrongly Connected Air Pipes.

J. T., Baltimore, Md., writes; On an
engine just out of the shop, with a new
distributing valve and two overhauled
brake valves, it wa« found that there was
a constant blow from the emergency
exhaust port of the automatic brake
valve and both brake valves were taken
apart and examined and also the dis-

tributing valve and nothing was found
wrong. The blow at the exhaust port
still continued and the engine was
taken back to the shop and I did not
find out what was wrong. Could you
tell me what could cause this blow?

A.—It is quite likely that some of
the small copper pipes were wrongly
connected, and this is the first thing
that should be looked for when there
is any unusual action of the brake on
an engine just out of the shop. Under
such a condition it will usually be
found that the reducing valve pipe ia

connected to the independent brake
valve where the release pipe should
be and in one case of this kind we can
recall where the equalizing reservoir
pipe was connected to the application
cylinder passage of the distributing
valve and the equalizing reservoir to
the independent brake valve, either one
of which will cause the blow at the
emergency exhaust of the automatic
brake valve.

Reboring Air Pump Bushings.

W. H. B., St. Louis, Mo., writes: I&
there any device on the market for re-

boring a main valve bushing of an air
pump without removing it from the
head, and is it a labor saving device?

-^-—^^'e know there are devices of
this kind on the market or can be made,
and in the March. 1915, issue, page 78,
a device for boring the main valve
bushing without removing it from the
head was partially illustrated with a
description, but it is a question whether
such tools are always a labor saving
or economical installation for the rea-
son that the average main valve bush-
ing can be knocked out of the head
w-ith a maul in about two minutes' time
and a good lathe hand can rebore three
or four of them while one of these de-
vices is being set up and the job
started.

Babbitt Metal.

Perhaps the most common alloy pro-
ducing what is known as babbitt metal
consists of 24 pounds of lead, 2 pounds
of tin, and 2 pounds of antimony.
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Interchangeability.

In speaking about automatic stokers at

last Railway Ma.^ter Meclianics' Conven-

tion, Mr. C. F. Street intimated that his

company had a large number of stokers

ready for assembhng, all of them made
with tliL parts strictly interchangeable. A
movement of this character is thoroughly

worthy of commendation for nothing will

help more to keep down the cost of roll-

ing stock repairs and maintenance than

having as many parts as possible made
interchangeable.

We have been hearing a great deal of

late years about building rolling stock

parts to exact gauges and templates, but

the practice falls far short of the sen-

timent in favor of interchangeability.

Locomotive and car builders understand

the advantages of having parts made to

uniform sizes and their products bear the

marks of this sensible sentiment, but

when a locomotive or car reaches the

home shop for overhauling the inter-

changeable conditions disappear. Shop
foremen, as a rule, care very little for

maintaining uniformity of parts and they

cannot be e.xpected to lalior zealously for

that line of work when they are not pro-

vided with the necessary gauges or tem-

plates.

We do not believe in standardizing

everything, but we are impressed with the

belief that car, tender and engine trucks

could easily be kept standard and inter-

changeable. Where the will of the men
in charge is favorable to uniformity, such

parts as pistons, piston packing, valves,

links, rod brasses and many other parts

might be maintained interchangeable with

much saving of operating expenses.

Making Figures Lie.

LTnless it be among persons of an ex-

traordinary skeptical turn of mind, the

axiom that iigures cannot lie is received

as an infallilile truth worthy to rank with

demonstrated mathematical problems. Yet
it is amazing to reflect how frequently the

veracious figures that record the results

of accurate mechanical experiments are

made to parallel the audacity of Mun-
chausen literature. In all departments of

mechanical operations, devices are con-

stantly being offered for application that

arc guaranteed to save all the way from
five to fifty per cent, and when a test is

made the inventor generally demonstrates

that his claims can be made good.

Railroads are regarded as a particularly

promising field for the operations of par-

ties owning patented appliances designed

to save money when saving seemed im-

possible. There is scarcely a railroad in

this country where an inventor cannot

succeed in proving that a saving of ten

per cent will follow the adoption of any
device he may have for sale, if he goes

about the business in the proper manner.
This is how so many trials have been

made of patent valves, grate bars, spark

arresters, smoke consumers and other at-

tachments of locomotives; and how so

little good has resulted from the use of

appliances that promised important sav-

ings.

An inventor or his agent goes to a su-

perintendent of motive power and talks

up the merits of his device. Motive power
officials are not generally zealous to try

patented devices and the agent goes to a

friend who has some influence with the

management and secures an order to have
the device tried entirely on its merits. It

is placed upon an engine that has been

pulling a certain train where there are

good means for showing the amount of

coal used before and after the test. Be-

fore the device was put on, the engineer

and lireman worked away in an apathetic

manner, neither wasteful nor careful

about the manner in which the engine did

its work. But when the new device was
put on both of the enginemen are placed

f.pon their best behavior, and naturally

the engine is worked to the best advan-

tage, so there is no difficulty about mak-
ing an apparent saving of ten per cent or

more. On one well known railroad sys-

tem where a very careful record of the

fuel consumed is kept, and which is re-

rjuired to try many new devices, it is well

known that during the continuance of

recorded tests a saving of from ten to

twenty per cent of fuel will result. It

makes little difference what the device

may be. One month it may be a smoke
preventer ; another month it may be an

improved lubricator. Both will have the

same effect upon the coal pile ; but the of-

ficers of the system know how the saving

is produced, and what the result would be

if the appliance were adopted as a perma-
nent attachment to the locomotive. They
do not harass the enginmen by demanding
that the temporary savings should be

made permanent.

All railroads are not so situated that

I he oflScers can tell just how the appar-

ent but temporary savings are effected,

and manv api liances that have afterwards

proved worthless have been forced upon
the n pchanical department through the

species of experiments described. Sad
experience has proved that all novel ap-

pliances offered to railroad companies

should be thoroughly tested before they

art adopted.

Breakage of Piston Rods.

One of the most common disorders that

locomotives are subject to is the breakage

of piston rods. A locomotive piston rod

is subject to more severe service than any

other part of railroad machinery. The
alternate thrust and pull for each revolu-

tion of the driving wheels causes alternate

tensile and compression stresses. The
factor of safety proper for the material

to resist either of these stresses is only

half that required when it is subject to

both. In addition to the matter of

strength, the rod must possess sufficient

rigidity as not to bend when subject to

the load of the initial pressure on the

piston head. The piston rod has also a

wearing surface on nearly the whole of

its length. For these reasons the piston

rod is a vital portion of the engine and
performs its functions under the most

unfavorable conditions and the best ma-
terial suited to these conditions should

be used regardless of cost. The starting

tensile and compression strength of steel

is nearly twice that of wrought iron, and

if these qualities only were to determine

the size of a piston rod, we could make

a steel rod half the diameter of an iron

one. But when the diameter is less than
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one-twelfth lln' UmikiIi, llu- lendency to

bend or buckle is greater than the tend-

ency to stretch or crush. When the diam-

eter is calculated for this, we llnd that a

steel piston rod should l)e nine-tenths the

diameter of an iron one. The strength

and ri>{idity of steel being greater than

iron and having greater hardness and uni-

formity, it will wear longer, so it is the

J.H'st Miaierial.

The Nerve Straining Unforeseen.

We liave l'n-i|iieiuly heard the question

-discussed, What is an engineer's principal

duty while on the road? The answers to

this question have been varied, but we think

that most of our practical readers will

agree with us that the first great duty

•of an engineer is to keep his eye riveted

upon the track ahead, noting every signal

and every sign that would have any in-

fluence upon the safety of the train. This

is the duty that makes the fireman look-

out keenly when not employed on the

fuel duties, and induces him to keep an

<.\tra lantern lighted ready for any emer-

gency. Get the train safely over the road

is an engineer's principal duty, and makes

him inspect his locomotive at every op-

portunity to see if any bolt or screw

shows signs of weakness. This is the

duty that calls for lunch pails as big as a

bushel basket— lliere might be a snow

.blockade, a serious washout or a burned

bridge. It is this uncertainty of what

may turn up nc.Kt—what the unforeseen

may bring forth that makes an engine-

man's life the nerve straining existence

few other occupations can equal.

Training of Firemen.

At a recent railroad convention we

listened to a group of master mechanics

and road foremen of engines ventilating

their views on the training of enginemen,

.the vital question under discussion being,

what shop experience ought a locomotive

engineer to go through? The trend of

.opinion expressed was that railroad com-

panies should employ a force of young

men as shop helpers and that all new

firemen should be drawn from this force.

The new fireman should not be sent out

at once to do regular fireman's work, but

should be sent upon a trip at odd times so

that he might become accustomed to the

work by degrees. Someone remarked

that his first experience as a fireman was

on a big freight engine pulling a very

heavy train on a dark stormy night, and

that he had never forgotten the horror

of the night and his gratitude towards

the head brakeman who stood betw'een

him and utter failure.

The writer ran engines for years on a

division where he was required to initiate

novices into the art of firing. The teach-

ing of this strenuous experience was that

no particular qualities in a young man
would msure his becoming a first class

fireman, but that no lazy man need apply.

Laziness unfits men for all kinds of em-

ployment that demands skill and intelli-

gence, but it is peculiarly fatal to a man

ri(|uired to keep a locomotive hot.

Taking into consideration the fact that

:i locomcjtive fireman is going thrcnigh the

training necessary to make him an effi-

cient engineer we would put him to firing

at once without any preliminary training.

Then after he had gone through several

years of road experience we would have

him taken into the shop as a helper when

lir wMiild 1h' available lo go out as an

extra lireman. The shop experience on

running reiiairs would be the best kind of

training to fit the man for the position of

Ircomotive engineer. Extra lireinen going

cut on all kinds of engines, on all kinds

of runs should be experienced men and

they can be kept on the extra list in no

other way.

An Injector Failure.

We recently ran across an old-time en-

gineer who was busy abusing the right-

hand injector and wishing iur the good

old days when reliable pumps were used

on all locomotives. We know something

about injectors and made a brief investi-

gation which indicated that the throttle

valve or steam valve attached to the in-

jector leaked badly and on that account

the instrument would not prime. By leav-

ing it wide open and using the steam

valve next to the boiler the injector

worked fairly well.

Injectors have not yet got over being

blamed for many mysterious disorders

that are really the fault of throttles,

primers, checks, and hose strainers. The

blame for injector failures nearly always

rests with the operator who has learned

only part of his business.

Cost of Stopping Trains.

What does it cost to stop a train of

2,0(X) tons running at twenty-five miles an

hour and work it hack to the same speed?

is a subject that has been discussed for

years in engine houses, lodge rooms and

other places ever since railway trains

were run. The particulars are nearly as

varied as the faces of the men engaged

in the discussion. When the writer first

heard that interesting problem discussed,

it was on a passenger train weighing 150

tons running at 50 miles an hour on a

level track. Then it was a freight train

weighing 560 tons running 20 miles an

hour.

It is difficult finding out the elements

that enter into a problem of this sort, and

dififerent sorts of investigators or rather

guessers vary much in their conclusions.

The latest case of that kind appearing in

print is recorded in the Erie Railroad

Magazine which says that the expense of

bringing a 2,000-ton freight train travel-

ing at a rate of 20 miles an hour to a full

stop and then regaining the original speed

is 61 cents. That is lower than our in-

vestigations have found to be the case,

but we should gladly give space to others

who have investigated the question.

Our Encouraging Outlook.

We are hearing about hard times and

interruptions to business due to the waf

in F.urope, but the publishers of R.\il\v.\y

.\ND Locomotive Engineering have no

complaint to make. In fact the year has

opened with promises of prosperity that

arise from increasing subscribers that has

had no parallel in late years. The higher

railroad officials such as presidents, gen-

eral managers, superintendents of motive

power and mechanical officials generally

are displaying excellent examples in en-

couraging every person interested in rail-

road operation to subscribe for the paper.

A Throttle Valve Trouble.

On some roads where there arc in use

for years one certain kind of engine, the

men become so used to the handling of

them that another make, equally as good

or better, is condemned as radically

wrong on first trial. We remember one

case where a new make of engine was

condemned for slipping and the engineers

complained till they got bigger sand-

boxes put upon the engines. A thorough

investigation made by a new foreman of

engines proved that the throttle valve of

the new engine was wide open by an inch

movement of the lever, while the old ones

opened about Ys '"ch by the same move-

ment.

Value of Knov7ledge Added to Skill.

The work of railroad repair shops is

extremely varied, and the greater portion

can be done satisfactorily by men who
possess no exalted order of mechanical

ability or knowledge. But, on the other

hand, special work arises which calls for

the highest order of dexterity, besides un-

erring judgment and accurate knowledge

of details. A tool gets out of order, whose

anatomy is a mystery to ninety out of

every one hundred machinists. Air pumps,

hydraulic rams, pumps and jacks, steam

hammers, pressure gauges, steam pumps,

brake attachments, indicators, injectors

and kindred articles are simple enough in

their mechanism to those whose daily

work it is to put the appliances together

;

but when such things get out of order

hundreds of miles away from the makers

and have to be repaired without delay,

the man who proves himself competent

to do the work is a valuable adjunct to a

machine shop.

For the repairing of intricate machines

and tools, essentials of machine shops,

whose workings and mechanism are im-

perfectly understood even among good

machinists, special knowledge and ac-
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quired skill are requisite. An air pump
comes in that is working indifferently, is

intermittent in its action and seems to

pound the cylinder head. A machinist,

who can work as closely as a matherriat-

ical instrument maker, takes the pump
apart and can perceive nothing wrong.

The pistons are both apparently in good

order, the valves seem to be faultless and

the machinist can change nothing without

the probability of doing more harm than

good. Another man goes through the

pump, and previous investigation and

study of such machines give intelligent di-

rection to his examination, and he quickly

discovers that the trouble lies in the air

valves having too much lift. Knowledge

gave that man power. Knowledge and

skill together have made him an expert in

this particular line of work, and he is

justly entitled to enhanced remuneration

over the ordinary machinist, quite as much

as the professional services of an accom-

plished oculist are fairly reckoned higher

than those of an ordinary surgeon.

In railway repair shops there is a con-

stantly growing demand for machinists

capable of doing the intelligently skilful

work that is becoming so plentiful about

air brakes, injectors, gauges, hydraulic

and electric apparatus with many other

special machines whose construction is a

mystery to the common workman. And

there is likely to continue an increasing

ratio between the demand and the supply

until better means are taken to encourage

machinists to acquire the special knowl-

edge required in repairing complex appli-

ances. So long as the super-skilled

mechanic receives only the pay of the

mediocre workman there will be little

ambition manifested towards the higher

lines of knowledge and skill.

Buying Books.

There is a growing tendency among

artisans and business men to give books

and book lore their due. This is a very

desirable indication of progress, for only

a few years ago men who used to help in

their work information taken from books

were looked upon with contempt by peo-

ple noted only for their ignorance.

As people who are supposed to know

the practical value of certain books we

are frequently consulted about what books

to buy and the result is sometimes very

disappointing. This is not because the

books bought are worthless, but because

the purchasers expect too much from

them. A little consideration should dem-

onstrate to any one that when a book

treats the manipulations and processes of

some trade or calling, no matter how
pretentious it may be in scope, it can

cover only a few of the details involved.

Those touched upon may be important,

but the detail untouched will be so

numerous by comparison that those

treated will look insignificant.

Those who buy books treating of me-

chanical subjects should not expect im-

possibilities of the writers. Particularly

they should not look for infallibility in the

author, or expect not to find statements

with which they probably correctly dis-

agree. Buying such books with the idea

that they the repositories of universal and

all-sufficient knowledge will always be

in the highest degree unsatisfactory. One
item of information obtained from a book
—information that may be of service a

thousand times, may be worth several

times the cost of the book and yet it may
fail to supply much needed information.

Governmental Tyranny.

.•\merican publications have ventilated

to some extent the scandalously unjust

manner in which railway companies and

other corporations are habitually treated

by the United States Government, but it

appears that other governments permit

their Jacks in office to act as unjustly to-

wards the people as do those in .\merica.

In one of his recent articles to the Glas-

gow Herald our British representative,

.•\. Eraser Sinclair, drawing on statistics

collected by the Royal .\utomobile Club,

writes : During the 12 months preceding

the collection of the statistics, free of e.x-

pense to the State, it is estimated that

at least 12,500,000 miles were covered by

those cars in the course of tljeir running.

The work performed included the con-

veyance of wounded soldiers at all hours

to and from railway trains and hospitals,

entertainments and pleasure drives ; as-

sisting the police in various directions

;

driving military officers in the perform-

ance of their duties, and assisting gen-

erally in any way the military authorities

required. In driving wounded soldiers

and sailors, cars, furnished free and vol-

untarily, carried 1,020,300 men to and

from or between hospitals, the distance

covered being 4,591.650 miles. That abso-

lutely necessary work, performed free by

motorists driving their own cars fre-

quently, saved the country something like

£114,790, while the duty paid on petrol

by the car owners brought in revenue

amounting to i7,650. That is to say,

motor car owners doing the government

work towards the wounded at their own
expense had to pay i7,650 for the privi-

lege of doing it. And the government,

to show their high appreciation of the"

conduct of the motorists, intend to double

or treble the motor car taxes.

THE HVrOTHETIC.^L MILLIONS LOST.

A useful servic* will have been per-

formed by the Royal Automobile Club if

the report on the alleged pleasure motor-

ing knocks the bottom out of tha out-

rageous statement by the National Or-

ganizing Committee for War Savings that

if pleasure motoring were stopped mil-

lions of pounds would be saved. So far

from there being a saving to the country

if the motor cars seen on the roads were
prevented from using them, it has been

demonstrated that there would be an im-

mense loss. It is agreed that most of the

cars now on the roads are there for one
war use or another, and if the cars were
not supplied free by motorists they would
have to be provided at the expense of the

country. The R. .A.. C. figures prove that

some 100,000 motor cars owned by private

motorists were employed in the year cov-

ered by the report in various kinds of war
work at the expense of the owners. Let

it be assumed that if instead of that num-
ber of privately owned cars being em-
ployed the government had been com-
pelled to buy 30,000 cars to do the w^ork

and employ 30,000 men to drive them, the

capital expenditure at £300 per car would
have been £9,000,000, with an annual

charge for interest of £450,000, while the

wages of the drivers, assuming them to

have been engaged at the beginning of the

war, would sum up to £3,000,000 per an-

num. Instead of any saving of millions

such as the National Committee have

prophesied there would have been, had

motoring been stopped, a very substantial

addition to the already heavy burden of

war debt and taxation. .-Xud these motor-

ists, men who have given their money and

time ungrudgingly to help the poor fel-

lows wounded at the front, are described

as friends of Germany, as in fact traitors,

should they take a run into the country

for a week end's spell of fresh air on the

car which has been working for the

wounded all the rest of the week.

Discontent with Present Work.

Many boys in niachnit shops lose their

opportunities of becoming skilled me-
chanics, through waiting for a better job,

just as some men die waiting for some-

thing to turn up. There is no job to

begin to do good work on like the job on

hand, and no mistake greater than sup-

posing that the very best mechanical skilj

cannot be displayed on what would be

called a very ordinary piece of work.

Nothing is more common than to hear

complaints from apprentices that they

don't get an opportunity to learn the

trade at which they are working, but,

generally speaking, no one gets the op-

portunity; he makes it. There is no con--

spiracy to keep any one out of the posi-

tion he ought to fill, but he must get into

that position by his own exertions. If a,

boy demonstrates that he is capable of

doing a simple job of work better than,

any one else, he is morally certain to get-

tried on a better one. If he fails to do.

the present job right because there is not

scope enough for his ambition, he makes
it appear that it would be unsafe to trust

liim with better work. There is no other

sure road to advancement than through

present duties well performed.
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Ten Mikado Type Locomotives for the Chicago

Great Western Railroad

In 1912 the Baldwin Locomolive Works
built ten Mikado type locomotives for the

Chicago Great Western l\ailroad. I'hesc

engines were equipped with superheaters,

and proved highly successful in both slow

speed and fast freight service. A test of

one year's duration showed a fuel econ-

omy for the Mikados of 37 per cent, in

coal consumed per ton mile, as compared

with Consolidation type locomotives

using saturated steam. The result of the

test fully proved the superiority of the

Mikado type for service on this line.

Ten new Mikado type locomotives as

illustrated have recently been built for

the Chicago Great Western by The Bald-

win Locomotive Works. The design is

based on that of 1912, but the details have

been revised wherever improvements

could be made. The tractive force exerted

by the.sc locomotives is 55,200 pounds, and

castings, 5 inches in width, with separate

rear sections arranged for the Hodges

type of truck. The equalization system

divides between the second and third

pairs of driving wheels. There is no

cross equalization back of the rear

drivers, as is usual in locomotives taking

this type of truck. Owing to the location

of the firebox, it is necessary to place

yokes over the rear driving boxes; and

the back equalizers are so shaped that

they can be directly connected to the links

suspended from these yokes. The Rush-

ton patent main driving-box is used. This

box is made in one piece extending across

the engine, and has a brass fitted on each

side. The spring saddles are arranged as

usual, and are seated directly on the top

of the box.

1 he tender is carried on rolled steel

uhcfls, and the trucks are of the equal-

Tubes.—Diameter, 5}i in. and 2 in.;

material, steel ; thickness, 5}i in.. No. 9

W. G.; 2 in., No. 11 W. G.; number, Sj<

in., 36; 2 in., 262; length, 18 ft. 6 in.

Heating Surface.—Fire box, 260 sq. ft.;

tubes, 3,459 sq. ft. ; firebrick tubes, 40 sq.

ft.; total, 3,759 sq. ft.; superheater, 798

sq. ft. ; grate area, 70 sq. ft.

Driving Wheels—Diameter, outside, 63

in. ; diameter, center, 56 in.
;

journals,

main, 11 in. x 15 in.; journals, others, 9

in. x 12 in.

Engine Truck Wheels—Diameter, front

33 in.; journals, 6 in. x 10 in.; diameter,

back, 42V4 in.; journals, 8 in. x 14 in.

Wheel Base—Driving, 16 ft. 6 in. ; rigid,

16 ft. 6 in.; total engine, 36 ft. 1 in.;

total engine and tender, 66 ft. S'A in.

Weight—On driving wheels, 221,500

lbs. ; on truck, front, 23,800 lbs. ; on truck,

back, 40.600 lbs.; total engine, 285,900

MIKADO 2-S-.

<j. M. Crownover, Siipt. Motive Power.

TYPE LOCOMOTUE FOR THE CHICAGO GREAT WESTERN RAILROAD.
Baldwin Locomotive Works. Builders.

with 221,500 pounds on driving-wheels,

the ratio of adhesion is 4.

The design of 1912 has a wide, deep

firebox, which is placed back of the

driving-wheels and over the rear truck,

and is equipped with a brick arch. In the

new design the Gaines furnace is em-
ployed, and the front of the mud ring is

immediately s/bove the rear drivers. The
tubes have a length of 18 ft. 6 in. as

against 20 ft. 6 in. in the earlier design.

The brick-arch in the Gaines furnace is

carried on four 3-in. tubes. The front

*nd of the crown is supported by three

rows of Baldwin expansion stays. Other
features of the boiler and its equipmewt
are a one-piece dome of pressed steel,

"diamond" longitudinal seams, throttle

with auxiliary drifting valve, and power-
operated fire-door. The boiler tubes are

welded at the firebox end.

The main frames are vanadium steel

ized pedestal design. The frame is com-

posed of 12-inch longitudinal channels

with cast steel bumpers. Sloping shields

are placed over the fuel space on each

side to prevent the coal from spilling.

Further particulars of these engines are

given in the following table of dimen-

sions :

Gauge, 4 ft. 8V2 in. ; cylinders, 27 in. x

30 in. ; valves, piston, 15 in. diameter.

Boiler—Type, Straight; diameter, 82

in. ; thickness of sheets, 34 in. ; working
pressure, 187 lbs. ; fuel, soft coal ; staying,

radial.

Fire Box*—Material, steel ; length, 161

in. ; width, 84 in. ; depth, front, 79'/2 in.

;

depth, back, 74J4 in. ; thickness of sheets,

sides, 5^8 in. ; thickness of sheets, back, ^i

in. ; thickness of sheets, crown, ^ in.

;

thickness of sheets, tube, 5^ in.

Water Space—Front, 5 in. : sides. 5 in.

;

back. 5 in.

lbs. ; total engine and tender about 440,000

lbs.

Tender—Wheels, number, 8; wheels,

diameter, 33 in.; journals, 5^ in. x 10 in.;

tank capacity, 8.000 gals. ; fuel capacity,

IS tons.

Service, freight.

*Gaines furnace and combustion cham-
ber. Length of grate, 116 in.

The tendency of trainmen to invent

odd names for types of locomotives is

very amusing, and it has sometimes been

annoying to high-toned officials. All

railroad men have been familiar with

the names "grasshopper." "camelbacks,"

"crabs." and "hogs." Some art enthusi-

ast belonging to a Western line, got up
a neat red shield which was placed on
every locomotive and car. The train-

men with one accord designated that num-
ber shield, "the liver pad."
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Air Brake Department
P. S. Pneumatic Brake— Passenger Train Braking

—

Stopping Trains With Back-Up Hose

Some months ago wc mentioned that

the New York Air Brake Company had

developed an electro-pneumatic brake for

steam road passenger service, and stated

triple valve bracket, brake pipe vent valve,

auxiliary reservoir, supplementary reser-

voir and brake cylinder along with the

usual cocks piping and hose couplings.

DC 160
DC 158
DC 157^

t:rake pipe ve\t valve.

at the time that this apparatus would be

described as soon as cuts were available

for the purpose. At the present time it

is desired to show only the general ar-

rangement of the brake system and leave

the description of the triple valve and

vent valve for the next month's issue.

This company has recognized the fact

that the constantly increasing demands

upon the air brake, as a result of in-

creased weight of cars and locomotives,

higher rates of speed and congestions of

traffic, necessitate a more powerful brake

equipment having positive safety features

and a greater range of flexibility than can

be obtained with former types of brake

equipments, and it is to meet these con-

ditions that the P. S. electro-pneumatic

car equipment is produced.

The electric operation will permit the

highest attainable efficiency in stopping

trains, the use of low voltage electric cur-

rent giving instantanous and simultaneous

action to every brake regardless as to

the length of the train, but pending the

general adoption of the electrically op-

erated brakes, the P. S. equipment with-

out electric attachments is furnished,

which will operate pneumatically in har-

mony with all previous types of pneu-

matic brakes, and when desired the elec-

tric portion may be added.

This brake consists of a triple valve.

and when it is desired to use electric cur-

rent it is only necessary to add a portion

containing a release, service and emer-

gency magnet by bolting it to a portion

Passenger Train Braking.

Some months ago we printed a series-

of articles tendmg to lead up to the sub-

ject of passenger train braking, or rather

handling passenger trains in road serv-

ice, in a way calculated to produce the

stop in the minimum distance and short-

est space of time consistent with efforts-

to produce a smooth stop, and we in-

tentionally delayed this matter until after

the meeting of the Air Brake Associa-

tion, knowing that an excellent paper on

this subject was to be presented for dis-

cussion. From the remarks made at this

time by the representatives of the va-

rious railroads throughout the country, it

is evident that some of the past practices

in brake valve manipulation have been

discarded solely through an eff^ort to de-

vise some means or methods that would

tend to produce a smoother stop even if

some time and the distance of the stop'

would have to be sacriiiced. The reader

will recall that certain specifications for

a train stop contained recommendations

calling for a very lieavy or full service

application of the brake when the speed,

was high, and the brake cylinder pressure

was to be reduced as the speed of the

train decreased to the intent that the

train could be brought to a stop with a

low air pressure in the brake cylinders.

This is an excellent practice and is read--

triple valve
stylep?

p. S. Pi\EUM.\TIC BRAKE.

on the triple valve bracket reserved for

the purpose.

This apparatus is so constructed that

there is but one size of brake equipment
for any weight of car, and in next month's

issue the operation of the different parts

will be explained in detail.

ily accomplished when a graduation of re-

lease is employed as with the L. N. and-

P. C. brake equipments, but in some quar-

ters the impression prevailed that the in-

itial reduction was to be of not less than

20 to 25 lbs., which in itself tends to pro-

duce shocks in the train even if the speed
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is high. It is now, however, unanimously equal in opposite directions, the result of

agreed that the initial reduction should the trucks stopping will he to release the

be what is termed a "split" reduction, tension on the springs and throw the car

that is, instead of one 20 It), reduction bodies back to their proper positions on

in brake pipe pressure, two 10 lb. reduc- the trucks with the usual disagreeable

tions should be made, or better yet, the lurch that it is so desirable to avoid. The

RELEASE, SERVICE' AND Er-ERGENCY
MAGNET VALVES

P. S. Er.ECTROFNKUMATIC r,R.\KE.

first reduction to consist of 8 or 9 lbs., cliief problem encountered in attempting

and after the train slack has adjusted the smooth stop is then obtaining a low

itself, the brake can be applied as heavily brake cylinder pressure with which to

as desired or as conditions of service may complete the stop and as it is readily de-

require, veloped or reduced the desired amount

It is undeistood that a train cainiot be with a graduated release type of brake, it

volves uniform retarding effect on the

difTcrcnt cars in the train which cannot

be obtained with very unequal brake cyl-

inder pressure; however, if all brakes are

applied and the brake cylinder pressure

throughout is low it must be more or less

uniform, but uniformity of brake cylinder

pressure cannot be obtained if there is a

very great difference in the length of the

piston travel of the brake cylinders. If

one brake cylinder piston travels 4 or 5

inches and another 8 or 9 inches, uniform

retarding effect or a smooth stop cannot

be obtained for the reason that the light

brake pipe reduction for the second ap-

plication of a two-application stop may
develop from 5 to 8 lbs., brake cylinder

pressure on the long travel and at the

same time 30 or 40 lbs, pressure on the

short travel and the difference sets up a

difference in retarding effect and in the

rate at which it is obtained, the result

being that one car tends to stop before

the other thus changing thhe rate of speed

between the two or more cars, which in

turn produces the shock and rough stop

through the medium of the slack in the

couplings of the train. This has been

explained at some length in the report of

the proceedings of the Air Brake Conven-
tion and in order to bring the matter

down to a point where an attempted ex-

planation will not be confusing from its

length alone, the following methods to

be employed in stopping a modern train

equipped with the P. M. or High-Speed
brake are generally agreed upon as being

SUPPLEMENTARY RES.

AUXILIARY RES.

li'lj"! BRANCH PIPE TEE CONDUCTORS VALVE

Q
I COCK TRIPLE VALVE BRACKET

j'cOCK / CHOKE FITTING

dirt collector

i'branch pipe strainer

^rpH-E"

rqi?g?

PIPING DIAGR.\M OF NEW YORK P. S. BR.AKE EQtTlPMENT.

stopped smoothly with a very liigh brake

cylinder pressure, for the reason that a

high retarding force at a low speed tends

to compress truck springs and certain

portions of the draft gear in the train,

and so long as action and re-action are

is obvious that a triple valve equipment of

the type P, or any brake without a grad-

uated release feature, must be used with

a two application method to result in a

smooth stop. It will also be appreciated

that a smooth stop with an air brake in-

good practice, tending to eliminate shocks

in so far as it may be possible to prevent

it by any manipulation of the locomotive

brake valve.

The initial reduction to be somewhere
between 6 and 9 lbs. to be governed by
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the rate of speed at which the train is

moving and by the make up of the train.

With heavily loaded express cars at

the head end of the train or 6 or 7 lbs. is

sufficient for the first reduction, but if

lightly loaded baggage cars and diy

coaches are at the head end a somewhat

heavier initial reduction is permissible.

After allowing time for the slack action

to occur or to adjust itself, the second

reduction should be made and the amount

will depend entirely upon speed and make
up of the train.

Under favorable conditions it is per-

missible to make any number of pounds

reduction in the brake pipe pressure, fol-

lowing the initial reduction, to develop

any brake cylinder pressure desired up

to the ma.ximum for service operation,

but under what may be termed unfavor-

able conditions, some modification in

brake application is essential to smooth

handling.

From this viewpoint a favorable con-

dition may consist of a solid train of

Pullman equipment if all cars develop an

approximately equal retarding force, or

may consist of any train having a well

designed equipment and foundation brake

gear if cars are nearly equally loaded.

The unfavorable condition would be

considered as one where the head cars

in the train may be of express or other

matter and loaded up with a load about

equal to their light weight, which may
also be aggravated by a somewhat low

per cent of braking ratio employed on the

locomotive. As an example, it is gener-

ally conceded to be good practice to em-
ploy a braking ratio for service operation

on passenger cars that will be equal to

90% of the light weight of the car or to

be more explicit, service braking ratio

should be 90% based on a 24 lb. drop in

the auxiliary reservoir and be obtained in

7 seconds time, therefore if coaches and
Pullman cars are braked according to

such a formula as well as the heavily

loaded car, a load equal to the light

weight of the car will reduce this percent-

age of braking ratio to one-half or 457c.

The retarding force set up by a brake
application will be but one-half as much
on the heavily loaded car as that of the

lightly loaded or empty car. This differ-

ence also tends toward rough handling
and in order to so far as possible offset

these effects one railroad company speci-

fies in their instructions that a brake ap-

pKcAion on such trains must be made by
an initial brake pipe reduction of 6 lbs.,

and after a short wait for the slack to

adjust itself this is to be followed by two
more reductions of two pounds each,

after which the reduction may be made
as heavy as required. We might add that

this road uses triple valves with quick
service features and the 6 lb. reduction is

ample to set the brakes throughout a
modern length of train.

The effects of slack action and of shocks

encountered during the initial reduction

are not so pronounced or of nearly so

much consequence as those that may be

met with when bringing the train to a

stop. Where a graduated release type of

brake is in use, the pressure in the brake

cylinders which is high at the beginning

of the stop may be reduced or graduated

out of the cylinders and with some prac-

tice the brake can be graduated off in

such a manner that but one application

of the brake during a stop will be neces-

sary and the train may be brought to a

stop with the brake cylinder pressure

practically exhausted or at a pressure so

low as to merely prevent any further

movement of the cars. However, if the

distance is slightly misjudged, two appli-

cations of the brake may be necessary,

and if sufficient time is not allowed for

the pressure to become entirely exhausted

from all of the brake cylinders before the

second application is attempted or if some
of the cars are equipped with brakes hav-

ing no graduated release feature, a rough

stop is more than likely to result. As an

example, if a two application stop is at-

tempted while some of the brakes have

released and some are still partially ap-

plied, a light reduction may result in very

little pressure in the brake cylinders of

the equipments that were completely re-

leased, while the same reduction may give

almost full service braking power on the

cars on which the brakes were still partly

applied at the time the second application

was started. The result of such a brake

action cannot be anything but a rough

stop, and the average man handling long

passenger trains will appreciate the fact

that some time must necessarily elapse

between the movement of the brake valve

handle and the complete release of the

last brake in a 12 or 15 car train.

If the brake has no graduated release

feature, a two application stop is absolute-

ly necessary in order that the train may
come to a stop wtih a low pressure in the

brake cylinders. The air brake men rec-

ommend that this be done by releasing the

brake when the speed of the train has

reduced to 15 or 18 miles per hour, then
by the time the brakes have released the

speed will be still lower and the brake
valve handle is to be brought from release

position back to running position and be
allowed to remain there a moment and
then to lap position until the train reaches
a point where it will be stopped at the

desired point by a light second applica-

tion.

If the graduated release type of brake
is in use, which may be a U. C. equipment
as well as the P. C. or L. N., the release

is made by moving the brake valve handle
to release position, or rather the gradua-
tions in brake cylinder pressure are to be
made by first moving the brake valve to

release position to insure that all of the

triple valves start to relaase position then

the handle is brought to lap position and

any further graduation of pressure out of

the cylinders is made from lap to running

position and back to lap. Release posi-

tion should not be used except for the

first graduation, and the movement to

running position will reduce the pressure

in the driver brake cylinders along with

the pressure in the car cylinders.

The readers understand that train

handling is a very broad subject and no

recommendations are ever made for the

purpose of covering more than one par-

ticular condition, or others similar to it,

and in the foregoing it Xvas only intended

to point out what is generally considered

to be good practice in brake valve manip-

ulation when the chief consideration is a

smooth stop. Previous articles have con-

tained a great deal of information con-

cerning the handling of passengers from a

yard shifting point of view and the same

can be employed to advantage in road

service. The chief difference in handling

the train is due to a higher rate of speed

when the train is on the road, the rest of

the matter relating to movements of the

brake valve applies to either road or

yard shifting service. The time of the

brake valve handle in release position

may be governed by other considerations

than length of train, main reservoir and

air pump capacity and the type of brake

equipment in use, but these articles mere-

ly placed a time limit upon the brake

valve in release position. In addition to

what was printed at that time, we may say

that one railroad's instructions are that

with 10 cars or less the aim should be to

have all of the brakes on the train re-

leased before the train comes to a stop,

and if over 10 cars, the high brake cyl-

inder pressure should be graduated down
in such a manner that the train will be

stopped with the lowest possible brake

cylinder pressure obtainable. This again

assumes a different proportion when two
engines are handling a train because when
the graduated release is attempted, the

brake on the second engine will not grad-

uate but rather release entirely unless

tliere is an understanding between the

engineers, and the one on the second en-

gine prevents the release of his brake.

Up to the present time the second engi-

neer has not been requested to have an

"understanding" or to assist the first man
in making the stop, but instead the first

man is instructed to make no attempt to

graduate off the brakes on a double-

header when the speed is less than 10 or

IS miles per hour. The same instructions

also specify that if a two application stop

becomes necessary through some unfore-

seen occurrence, or through refusing to

graduate the brake off with a double-

header at a speed lower than 10 or IS

miles per hour, sufficient time must elapse

between the application to permit the
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brake cylinder pressure to be entirely ex-

hausted before the second application is

attempted.

Starting a train without severe jerks or

shocks is sometimes a more difficult

matter than stopping the train without the

shock, therefore an excellent rule to be

followed in starting a train when it is

necessary to take the slack is to apply

the independent brake and move the re-

verse lever in the direction in which the

slack is to be taken, graduate the inde-

pendent brake off, and allow engine to

drop back against the train. All the slack

should be taken and the reverse lever

should not be moved in the opposite di-

rection until after the train comes to a

stop. This is to prevent the train from

moving in the opposite direction when
the engine is given steam, and in this

manner heavy shocks and damage to draft

gear may be avoided.

Stopping Trains with Back-Up Hose.

Undoubtedly the most frequent com-
plaint that is made to the Railroad Com-
panies by the traveling public is the rough

handling of passenger trains and we have

devoted considerable space to an effort to

sum up the reasons for rough handling

of trains. And it will be remembered
that the rough stop is not always due to

the manner in which the brake valve is

handled, in fact there are certain condi-

tions under which a train cannot be

handled smoothly no matter how the

brake valve happens to be manipulated.

During this time it was pointed out

that in order to insure a smooth stop with

the air brake, at least two essential con-

ditions must be obtained : first, a uniform

retarding effect on the different cars in

the train, aiid second, a low brake cylinder

pressure or rather a low retarding effect

on all of the cars. If this desirable con-

dition can be obtained a smooth stop is

within the range of possibility.

When a passenger train is backed into

a station, a back-up or rider hose is at-

tached to the brake pipe at the rear end
of the train so that a brake application

may be made by anyone riding the plat-

form of the rear car, to which no objec-

tion can be offered as it is rightfully

required by law, but the general practice

is to use this back-up hose for operating

the brakes while a passenger train is

backing into the station.

When a brake application is started

with a valve at the rear end of the train,

with the brake valve on the locomotive

necessarily in running position to make
possible a release of brakes when re-

quired, a peculiar air brake proposition is

presented. While the brake pipe pressure
at the rear end of the train is being re-

duced with a valve having the same func-
tions of the old style three-way cock
which was discarded from the locomotive
years ago because with it a uniform re-

duction in brake pipe pressure of a de-

sired amount was practically impossible,

a feed valve on the locomotive is open

expanding compressed air from the main

reservoir into the brake pipe at a rate of

from 30 to 65 cubic feet of free air per

minute. This tends to maintain the pres-

sure in the brake pipe on the head cars

while the reduction is taking place on the

rear cars, therefore a brake application

yielding as much as 40 or SO lb. brake

cylinder pressure may occur on the rear

cars while the head cars in the train may

be moving with the brakes practically

released, and just how a uniform retard-

ing effect can be obtained under such

conditions is not altogether clear. It in

also difficult to imagine under what con-

ditions a low brake cylinder pressure can

be obtained on the rear cars during the

stop if the brakes on all of the cars in

the train are to be applied.

It must be admitted that a fairly re-

spectable stop can be made if some out-

side forces are utilized, such as keeping

the engine throttle open to the stop, which

will under certain conditions keep the

slack bunched or keep the cars shoved

against each other so that the run in

or collision that usually results cannot

occur. With a long passenger train this

is exceedingly difficult and a smooth stop

is seldom made with the back-up hose

and from an air brake point of view,

this is what would be termed a "bone

headed stunt," that is, attempting to make
a uniform brake pipe reduction with a

stop cock at one end of the brake pipe

while compressed air was entering the

other end of the pipe.

For such purposes the engineer is pro-

vided with a brake valve that will me-
chanically measure the volume of com-
pressed air to be exhausted from the

brake pipe and it should in all cases be

used for this purpose save in the event

of an emergency when a stop is the chief

consideration and smoothness of second-

ary importance.

For the above reasons we take the

stand that a back-up hose is an emergency
device and should be used only in cases

of emergency and when an ordinary stop

is desired the Engineer can make it on a

hand, lamp or communicating signal, and
if the hand signal is not observed or if

the signal whistle becomes inoperative

there will be plenty of time left in which
to use the back-up hose.

If it is desired to eliminate some of the

rough handling of passenger trains at

stations an excellent start can be made
by forbidding the use of the back-up hose

except in cases of emergency, and when
it is used the fact should be reported with

a complete explanation of the circum-

stances leading up to it

Dispute Between Trainmen and Their

Employers.

I'or several weeks a conference has

been going on in New York City between

representatives of the leading railroad

companies of this continent and of the

four leading train employee's brother-

hoods, viz. ; The Brotherhoods of Loco-

motive Engineers, the Brotherhood of

Trainmen, the Brotherhood of Locomotive

Firemen and Engineers, and the Order of

Railroad Conductors.

The train employees are demanding

higher pay and shorter hours of labor

while the railroad companies have taken

the stand that railroad trainmen are bet-

ter paid than any other class of labor, but

display a willingness to make some con-

cessions in the interests of harmony and

fair dealing.

After a long conference lasting over

three weeks in which both sides fought

for their demands with great good na-

ture Elisha Lee, representing the rail-

road companies' side, said: "In our judg-

ment, no reason developed during our

conferences to justify the extraordinary

changes in operating methods and prac-

tices, and the large expenditures for ad-

ditional facilities which your proposals

involve; nor was anything presented to

justify your requested radical revision of

the established basis of compensation and

favorable working conditions. Moreover

the best obtainable estimates indicate

that to accept your proposals would in-

crease the cost of operation of the rail-

roads approximately $100,000,000 a year,

all of which must eventually be borne by

the public."

Mr. Lee concluded by proposing that

the matters in dispute be submitted to

arbitration.

Mr. A. E. Garretson, president of the

Order of Railroad Conductors, speaking

for the four organizations of trainmen,

declined to consider arbitration, and the

conference was adjourned. The intention

now is for the representatives of the em-
ployees numbering about 350,000 persons

is to vote on a strike.

The next conference can have one of

three results, the surrender of the rail-

roads to the demands of their trainmen, a

strike, or arbitration.

Let him that regrets the loss of time
make proper use of that which is to

come.

Industry vs. Idleness.

The happiness of the people at large

should be constantly promoted by every

State. As this happiness depends very

much upon the character of the people's

employment, the State should recognize,

encourage and foster every enterprise

that offers its industrious citizens an op-

portunity to support themselves in com-
fort and to secure to their children by

superior education and better associations

a fairer chance than they had at the

beginning of life.
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One Thousand Hopper Cars for the Erie

—

Longitudinally Braced With Outside Members
The standard design of car used by the

Erie Railroad for transporting coal is

what is known as a self-clearing triple

hopper bottom gondola car. By referring

to the photograph herewith which shows

one of these cars, 1000 of which have re-

cently been built by the Pressed Steel Car

Company, it will be noted that the bottom

is equipped with three sets of doors. Each

opening is provided with two doors hinged

crosswise of the car. The doors are opened

in multiples of four, that is two pockets,

one on each side of center sill, are oper-

ated from one operating shaft. With this

arrangement of hoppers, larger and more

direct openings for discharging the lad-

to the end of the body bolster girder. Be-

tween the bolsters the sides are braced

on the outside with four longitudinal

members. One is at the top of car and

consists of a 4 X S'/z x IjX x ->^-in. bulb

angle continuous from corner post to cor-

ner post. At the bottom of the side is a

3'/2 X 3 x S/16-in. rolled angle extending

continuous between two points, just be-

yond each body bolster. Between these

two rolled members and spaced about

equally are two pressed steel stifTeners ex-

tending from bolster to bolster. On the

inside there are two heavy triangular

shaped gusset plate braces. These extend

from the top of sides to the cross girders

the top with an angle extending between

the side gusset plates which are attached

to the top of these plates. To this plate,

about in line with top of center sills, are

also attached four sheets which slope

down to and form one side of the door

opening to which the drop doors are

hinged. The center sills consist of 15-in.

3i lb. rolled channels, with the flanges

turned in, reinforced at the bottom on the

outside with a S'A x 3^2 x -J^-in. angle ex-

tending from draft rigging to draft rig-

ging. To these sills, in front of the body

bolster, are spliced ^-in, thick pressed

steel draft sills. The body bolsters are

of the usual single web construction. The

TYPE OU SKLF-CI-EARIKG TRIPLE HOPPER BOTTOM CARS FOR THE ERIE R.MLRO.Vn PRESSED STEEL CAR COMPANY, BUILDERS.

ing are obtained. The total opening is from

30 to 50 per cent, greater than with the

standard double hopper bottom type of

car and, therefore, the lading can be dis-

charged more rapidly and with less labor.

These cars have a special feature in the

construction and bracing of sides. It is

known that where outside vertical stakes

and inside tie braces tying the sides to-

gether are used these are always sooner

or later damaged, the side stakes from

being side brushed and the tie braces from

the lading. The sides on these cars are

braced entirely different from the usual

practice, and instead of using outside

vertical side stakes spaced at regular in-

tervals between the bolster, and bracing

the sides by tying them together with tie

braces, the main bracing on the outside

is longitudinal and on the inside vertical.

There are two pressed steel stakes on

each side, one at each bolster. These two

stakes are well braced, being anchored

and have a width at the bottom of about

one-half the distance between the side and

center sills. There are four additional

vertical stiffeners made of angles on the

inside spaced equally between the bolster

and the triangular shaped gussets. It is

found that this construction stands up

very well and repairs are small when
compared to usual construction of having

all vertical side stakes on the outside and

having inside cross tie braces.

With the exception of the end sheet,

the end side sheet and the end sill cover

plates, which are 3/16-in. thick, the plates

used throughout are %-in. The cross

ridges, which at the same time form cross

girder constructions, each consist of a

vertical web plate running from side to

side of car and in depth from the bottom

to about 20-in. above the top of center sills.

These are reinforced at the bottom with

two angles extending from side to side

which pass below the center sills and at

end sills consist of 9-in., 1354 lb. rolled

channels, well backed with a heavy steel

casting behind the coupler horn striking

face.

The specialties used are New York Air

Brakes. Simplex, Gould and National Mal-

lealile Casting Co's. couplers. Reliable un-

coupling device and Miner Friction draft

gear with forged steel yoke. The trucks

are of the cast steel side frame type, hav-

ing 5 X S .X i^-in. spring plank angles and

are equipped with Simplex Bolsters hav-

ing Miner side bearings, M. C. B. brake

beams, steel back brake shoes. Barber

roller device, grey iron wheels, Gould jour-

nal boxes and dropped forged wedges.

The length over coupler striking face is

32 ft. 4!X-in., the highest from rail to top

of side 10 ft. 654-in. and the width over

all 10 ft. li-'m. The cars are of 100,000

lbs. capacity, level full hold 1880 cubic

feet and weigh 41,000 pounds. The ma-
terial is of the best.
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Two Hundred Automobile Cars for Wheeling & Lake

Erie Equipped With Doors Ten Feet Wide
The Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad

Company have recently purchased from

the Pressed Steel Car Company 200 auto-

mobile cars. These cars are of the single

sheathed type having steel under and

upper framing. The underframc in itself

is not intended to carry any load except

in so far as it transfers the load distrib-

uted over the floor to the girder or truss

formed Iiy the side framing of the car.

The center sills are built to resist buffing

only, consisting of 12-in. rolled channels

weighing 35 lbs. per foot, spaced I27s ins.

back to back with the flanges turned out-

wardly and extending from end sill to

end sill. They are tied together and re-

inforced at the top witli a J4-'n. cover

and side sills and having a steel casting

between the center sills with 14 x ^^-in.

top and 14 x 7/16-in. bottom cover plates.

The floor is of IJ^-in. tongued and

grooved yellow pine, resting on the side

and center sills, and on two intermediate

yellow pine stringers.

The side framing of these cars consists

of an angle extending from end to end,

forming the side plate to which is riveted

a 12 X J4-in. plate extending from corner

posts to door posts for use in attaching

the side posts and braces which are 3-in.

6.7-11). rolled Z bars. The door posts are 4 x

3'/^ x 5/16-in, rolled angles. These mem-
bers, together with the side sill channel,

form the carrying truss of the car. The

TVPK OK AUTOMOBILE CARS FOR THE WHEELING ii LAKE ERIE KAl LK( ).\l ).

PRESSED STEEL CAR COMPANY, BUILDERS.

plate running their whole length. The
sills are located 2 ft. 4Vo ins. from rail to

bottom of flange, under which condition

they meet the M. C. B. requirements of

area and ratio of stress to strain. The
end sill arrangement consists of a heavy

steel casting around the coupler opening

forming the striking plate with short

10-in. rolled channels weighing 15 lbs.

per foot end sills extending between the

striking plate and the side sills. They
are tied to the side sills, which are also

10-in. 15-lb. rolled channels, with malle-

able iron push pockets. There are seven
floor beams consisting of flanged dia-

phragms made of ^-in. pressed steel,

located between the center sills and be-

tween the center and side sills. Each of

these is reinforced at the top and bottom
with S X ^-^-in. plates. The body bolster

is of the box type, made of '4-in. pressed
diaphragms, located between the center

siding is IJ^-in. thick tongued and

grooved yellow pine, bolted to the inside

of the side frame members with yi-in.

carriage head bolts. Each side of the

car is provided with a 10-ft. door opening,

equipped with double doors, arranged

that an opening of either 6 ft. or 10 ft.

may be obtained. The center of the 10-ft.

openings are 2 ft. 6 ins. off the center of

the car, located diagonally opposite. The
doors are made of yellow pine sheathing

and framing 13/16 in. thick and are

equipped with Camel fixtures. It is

thought that end doors are not ab-

solutely necessary and as they are always

more or less a source of trouble where
used the ends of the car are made
of solid steel of the Murphy type. These
are riveted to rolled angle corner posts

which are tied to the side sills with diag-

onal tie straps. Each end is provided
with a flange at the top to form the end

plate of the car and one at the bottom
for riveting to the end sill. This bottom
flange also supports the floor at the

ends, making the car grain tight. The
roof is the outside metal type, having
rolled tee carlines. The inside measure-
ments of the car are 8 ft. 6 in. x 9 ft. x
40 ft. 5 ins., the height from rail to top
of running board is 13 ft. SJi ins., the

width over all 9 ft. Wy, ins., and the

length over striking p'.ate 42 ft. '/z in.

The cars are equipped with the follow-

ing specialties: Westinghouse Air
Brakes, Sharon Cast Steel Couplers, Car-
mer Coupler Release Rigging, Imperial

.-Appliance Company's Coupler Centering
Device and Miner Friction Draft Gear
with Two- Part Cast Steel Yoke having
Key .•\ttachment. The trucks are the Bet-
tcndorf having Cast Steel Bolsters with
Stuck! Side Bearings, Barber Lateral Mo-
tion Device, Grey Iron Wheels, M. C. B.
No. 2 Brake Beams and Steel Back Brake
Shoes. The cars are of 80,000 pounds
capacity and weigh 42,600 pounds.

Armor Plate.

The Government never built anything
as cheap or as expeditiously as does the
private individual, and yet we are threat-

ened from certain quarters with the estab-

lishment of a government plant for the

construction of armor plate. Surely there
is enough common sense left to see the
gross injustice in encouraging private

enterprise in establishing great industries

and then considering means for their de-
struction. Not only would the manufac-
ture be more costly in governmental
plants, but a new army of office-holders

would be created like barnacles on the

body politic. Of this kind of cattle we
have more than enough already. What we
need is encouragement in open and hon-
est competition and the enterprise of the

American people will do the rest The
best government is that which governs the

least. Governmental bureaus have never
been a success in manufacturing anything,

and never will.

Master Track Scales Tested.

Bureau of Standards Test Car No. 1

began several weeks ago the testing of
master track scales in various Southern
and Western States. While on this trip

it also gave attention to other track scales.

Work has been done in North Carolina,

South Carolina, Tennessee, Alabama,
Mississippi, and Texas. Some of the
master scales are located at great dis-

tances apart and the tests are made in

greater detail and consequently take more
time than ordinary track scales.
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Electrical Department
Catechism of the Electric Locomotive Continued

Q.—What is used to hold the contact

shoe against the third rail?

A.—Springs.

Q.—Where are these springs located?

A.—Referring to Fig. 3, spiral springs

(A) are used, through which passes the

bar (B), this bar being held in the cast-

ing (C).

Q.—What arrangements are provided

to adjust the shoe at the proper height?

A.—In the type of third rail shoe con-

struction shown by Fig. 3 an adjustment

is provided so that by loosening the bolts

(D), of which there are three, the cast-

ing can be raised or lowered, giving the

necessary adjustment.

Q.—Is this arrangement universal?

A.—No. Many times there are no ad-

justments in the casting (C) referred to,

but the adjustment is taken care of by

adjustment in the support which carries

the third rail shoe beam.

Q.—What do you mean by the third

rail shoe beam?

FIG. 3.

A.—The third rail shoe beam is shown

by (E) on Fig. 3, and is the beam to

which is fastened the casting carrying the

third rail shoes.

Q.—Of what material is this third rail

shoe beam constructed?

A.—It must be constructed of an insu-

lating material, usually of wood.

Q.—Why is this necessary?

A.—When the third rail shoes are in

contact with the third rail, they are

"alive," and all of the casting is also

"alive." Sufficient distance must be given

between the casting and the point of sup-

port which is "ground" so that the elec-

tric power will not creep along the shoe

beam even when exposed to dirt, mois-

ture, snow, etc. It is thus important that

the shoe beam be kept clean and properly

painted with an insulating paint so as to

prevent this creepage.

Q.—What particular point is borne in

mind when mounting these third rail shoe

beams ?

A.—Beams must be mounted on brack-

ets, which are carried on a truck member
which is stationary, or directly on to the

journal boxes on locomotives which are

constructed differently from those shown
in Pig. 3, so as to keep the shoe beam at

a constant distance above the rail. The
shoe beam should not be hung from any

part of the locomotive which is liable to

variation in distance from the rail on ac-

count of spring variation.

Q.—Why must the third rail shoes not

be mounted on spring-board parts of

the locomotive?

A.—Because with this arrangement of

mounting there would be a variation in

the distance of the shoe beam above the

rail and, hence, correct adjustment of the

third rail shoe pressure on the third rail

could not be obtained due to the variation.

Q.—What do you understand by "creep-

age"?

A.—Voltage, as we have seen, is anal-

ogous to pressure and the distance which

the electric current will jump through the

air varies with the voltage, but this dis-

tance is extremely small in connection

with 600-volts, being a very small frac-

tion of an inch, for even with 11,000 volts,

the distance is only something like %
inch. Although the distance the current

will jump with 600 volts in the air is very

small, still the creepage distance may be

much greater and depends on the condi-

tion of the surface over which the current

creeps. Take, for instance, the third rail

beam condition : If this wooden beam is

wet and covered with dirt, the voltage

may actually cause the current to "creep"

several inches along the surface of the

beam to ground, thereby causing a short

circuit. No creepage would exist if the

beam were clean and dry.

Q.—How is the current taken from the

third rail shoes into the locomotive?

A.—By means of electric conductors or

cables.

Q.—Describe the construction of cable.

A.—It consists of a centre part, of cop-

per wires in large numbers, so as to give

flexibility. Around this copper centre is

placed a wall of rubber which has been

vulcanized so that it is of one continuous

piece. Over this rubber are woven two or

three cotton braids, these braids serving

as a protection to the rubber wall.

Q.—Does the cable, or what is known
as "shoe lead," pass directly from the

third rail shoes into the locomotive?

A.—No. The lead goes from the shoes

to a fuse-box.

Q.—What is the function of the fuse-

box?

A.—The fuse-box is placed in the cir-

cuit for protection to short circuits and
is placed as near as possible to the third

rail shoes.

Q.—What is the object of placing this

third rail shoe box near the shoes?

A.—In order to cut down to as short

as possible, the length of cable between
the shoes and the fuse-box, thus leaving

the minimum amount of cable unprotected.

Q.—How many sets of third rail shoes

are usually mounted on a locomotive?

A.—There are usually four sets, two on
either side at the ends of the locomotive.

Q.—What is the object of placing them
at the ends of the locomotive?

A.—To get them as far apart as pos-

sible, so as to breach as many gaps in the

third rail as possible.

Q.—Explain what you mean by "gaps
in the third rail."

A.—It is readily seen that at cross-

Shoes S7S7
Cot?/e Connections k- ,

^

| | '.-j
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^37j i"' Rail Shoes

No. 4

FIG. 4.

^
overs, intersections, switches, etc., it is

impossible to carry the third rail as a con-

tinuous conductor and there are, there-

fore, gaps or spaces through which the lo-

comotive must coast without taking power.

With the third rail shoes as far apart as

possible the time which occurs from the

breaking of the rear shoe to the making

of the forward shoe across the gap is cut

to a minimum.

Q.—Are the s. ts of third rail shoes on

the two sides of the locomotive inter-

connected?

A.—Yes, usually these shoes are all

connected together, so that when one shoe

is touching the rail, all other $hoes are

"alive."

Q.—Fig. 3 shows two fuse-boxes

mounted on the truck. What is the ob-

ject of more than one fuse-box?

A.—The arrangement on this particu-

lar electric locomotive and one which is
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Type of Pressed Steel Car Company's "Fox" Truck
It is perhaps not generally known

that before the period when steel cars

were manufactured there was developed

a type of pressed steel pedestal truck

known as the "Fox" type, which has

proven from long years of service to

be unusually economical in regard to

maintenance charges. This type of

truck embodies in its construction prin-

ciples which provide strength with

economy and being made of more
strictly homogeneous material, possesses

a reliability that is not present in other

types and is free from possible defects

in manufacturing variations.

Marked improvements have been

made from time to time, and as now
manufactured by the Pressed Steel Car
Company is attracting wide attention

among railroad men on account of its

reliability in heavy traffic, and a brief

description of its general features seems
proper at this time.

iR-cicil at bottom cnd.s to lloating beam
which carries the springs, either helical

ur elliptic, and seats supporting an in-

dependent bolster, with lateral adjust-

ments to suit the requirements of the

ser\ ice.

The accompanying drawing shows
tile general design of the latter type.

The side-frames are designed to carry,

with a fibre-stress not exceeding one-

half the elastic limit of the metal, the

full M. C. B. rated carrying capacity of

Ixjth axles in the truck as a centrally

superimposed load. This is 100 per

cent, in excess of actual static loading

on each side-frame permissible imder

M. C. B. rules and provides ample ma-
terial strength to resist the combined
effect of vibration under rolling load,

and lateral thrust due to curving, in

which wheel flange stresses as great as

25,000 pounds may occur. The transoms

and pedestals are designed to resist the

.iJ in. or 36 in. diameter wheels can be

used in connection with any existing

design suited to standard gauge trucks

for steam railroad service.

The working value of any truck, from

lioth operating and maintenance stand-

ards, rests in its stability under rated

load with inherent flexibility to meet
all operating conditions without dis-

tortion of parts, and free equalization,

Ijntli transversely and longitudinally, to

insure correct alignment and contact of

jiiunial bearings and practically uniform

wheel loads. Important features also

are the minimizing of the number of

separate or bolted parts, as well as the

accessibility of parts for adjustment

of height, or changing of wheels and
axles, and other parts.

The quality of free Hexibility without

distortion provided by Fox trucks rests

in the spring support for frame which

imposes the weight centrally of the axle

SWING-MOTION TYPE OF FOX TRUCK FOR I.OCOMOTU'E TENDERS.

There are three distinct types. The
ordinary freight car type, without

bolster, is essentially a four-piece con-

struction, consisting of two side-frames

connected by two transoms which carry

the center-plate and side-bearings.

Helical springs are used over the jour-

nal boxes to carry the weight, cushion

against shocks and provide equalization.

This is the simplest and cheapest form.

The type used on locomotive tenders

is similar to the ordinary freight car

truck, but is provided with stirrup-

hangers from transoms which carry

springs, either helical or elliptic, and
seats supporting an independent bolster.

Lateral play is provided at each end of

the bolster to suit requirements.

The swing-motion type for cars in

locomotive tenders are provided with
a swing-motion device, either pin or

lug supported, with long hangers con-

same ratio of pressure. The latter are

reinforced with steel castings to insure

uniform alignment and stability, provide

ample area for journal box wearing
shoe and spring-seat bearings, and are

maintained in correct position at bot-

tom of jaws by cast steel driving-fit,

pin-supported clamping binders de-

signed for quick application or renewal.

A great number of these trucks

equipped with M. C. B., 4% ins. by 8

ins., S ins. by 9 ins., and 5l4 ins. by
10 in. axles, the first two mentioned
having 5 ft. 3 in. wheel base and the

latter S ft. 6 ins., are in service on vari-

ous railroads under cars and tenders

ranging in gross loaded weight from
96.000 to 162,000 pounds, and 5 ft. 6 in.

wheel base designs suitable for use with
6 in. by 11 in. axles under cars or

tenders with gross loaded weights up
to 213,000 pounds are ready. Either

journals, and by means of the elasticity

of the springs permits the rise or fall of

the axle without the twisting and shear-

ing action resulting from right con-

struction which experience has shown
arc constantly tending to work spring-

beam constructions loose. The equali-

zation feature is provided by the spring

support for frame which furnishes posi-

tive elastic cushion to absorb checks

and attendant stresses set up by rough
track and speed in running, and permit

the frame to automatically adjust its

position without restricting wheel or

axle movement, or creating any marked
difference of uniformity in wheel loads.

In regard to the number of separate

or bolted parts, the Fox trucks occupy
an unusually enviable position in com-
parison with other trucks. In the arch-

bar truck the separate or bolted parts

are 24 in number, and in the C. S. side
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truck 14, whereas in the Fox truck, in

the first class that we referred to, there

are only 4 separate parts. As is well

known, a large number of separate parts

lead to less imperfect joints that re-

sult in wear and renders maintenance

expensive.

The result has been thai by the vari-

ous and marked improvements in the

Fox truck there is a considcraljle

lengthening in the mileage of wheels,

a reductidii in the Wear of journals and

bearings, and a lessening in the amount
of lubrication necessary, and it is uni-

versally conceded that a decided and

tangible economy always results from

the use of Fox trucks under all classes

of freight equipment, cars and locomo-

tive tenders.

The Sanitation of Passenger Cars.

An Interesting Comparison Between
Modern and Ancient Methods.

In the course of an interesting address

on the above subject by IVIr. Thomas R.

Crowder, M. D., Director of Sanitation

and Surgery, Pullman Company, Chicago,

it was stated that ten or twelve years

ago, attempts to supply good air to rail-

way cars were generally failures. The
problem seemed complicated and almost

hopeless. It still has its difficult points,

but thanks to the enlightening research

of the last ten years, it is now much
simplified. We have learned what good

air is : it is air that bears a proper thermic

relation to the body. It must be able to

absorb the body heat as rapidly as formed,

without being cold enough to produce

discomfort. It must be warm, but not

too warm ; it must have motion, but not

enough to cause a chilling draught ; it

must be changed constantly to prevent

stagnation and overheating. When these

conditions, which are purely physical, are

complied with, practically all other

things may be left out of consideration.

The chemical changes brought about by

respiration are ordinarily negligible.

Due to the high wind pressure to which

running trains are constantly subjected,

a surprising amount of air enters thera

even when no special provision is made
for it. I believe the quantity can always

be kept adequate by the application of a

simple exhaust system, as is now done

on many lines. A much more difficult

problem than maintaining the air supply

is the proper control of heat. If the

temperature is carefully regulated to be-

tween 65 and 70 degrees Fahrenheit,

complaint of poor ventilation will rarely

arise, even with impure air and a very

small supply; but above 70 trouble comes
quickly and we think there is not enough
air being supplied to keep our lungs

flushed out. That is not the trouble at

all, for let the temperature drop to the

lower sixties and the air supply remain

the same and we think the amount too

large. Tlie income and the outgo of air

create motion within the car. When the

temperature is too high we need more

motion, hence a larger air supply, to

keep the body cool ; when it is too low

we need less motion, or a smaller air

supply, to keep the body warm. The

lungs and the function of respiration

have nothing to do with this; it is en-

tirely a surface function. The practical

problem of ventilation is thus seen to be

one of physics, not one of chemistry. Its

purpose is not so much to supply pure

air as to supply air that will maintain the

body's thermic balance through acting on

its surface. Therein lies the reason that

a fan can often be made to serve as good

a purpose as an increased air supply.

With a simple exhaust system of ven-

tilation, specific air inlets are not neces-

sary unless cars are greatly crowded.

Naturally crevices, to which may be

added open sashes in the end doors, will

be sufficient. For supplying artificial

heat, direct radiation is better than in-

direct. Little cold streams of incoming

air, mixing with the warmer and stiller

body of air within, contribute the stimu-

lating variation of surface environment

which is so necessary to comfort and

health. Only when large quantities of

cold air are admitted at one place is

heating of the incoming stream desirable,

and this is not a good plan for ventilating

railway cars. When no artificial heat is

needed, as in the warm summer months,

nothing can take the place of open win-

dows, for large streams of rapidly mov-
ing air are necessary to maintain the

thermic balance of the body.

In the course of the discussion that

followed Dr. Crowder's address, many
interesting experiences were given,

.^mong others Mr. Paul Brays stated on

the railroads of Egypt, sanitary condi-

tions are very inadequate and unsanitary.

Even on the train "De Luxe," as they call

it, running from Cairo to the Great Dam
at Assouan, the sanitary conditions are

very inadequate and no better than the

ordinary common day coaches in the

United States. They have no windows in

the majority of these cars, the dust flies

in from the desert, and people of refined

taste sufTer very much discomfort from

the dust and dirt, as well as the unsani-

tary conditions of the closets, etc.

The native people in Egypt live today

as they did about 2,000 or 4.000 years ago.

Diseases of the eyes are very prevalent.

Every other person, and particularly the

children, have something the matter with

their eyes. Water is very scarce, and

what is used, even in such cities as Cairo,

is drawn from wells or from the Nile.

I saw so many people afflicted with eye

diseases, that T asked why, but could get

very little satisfaction. The people of

course, are very ignorant and supersti-

tious. It seems that some time ago. a

celebrated native Egyptian physician

died, who was noted for his many cures

of eye disease. They buried him in the

native cemetery. They have a method

of burying the bodies in a shallow grave

in the sand, placing a headstone at the

head and one at the foot. The headstone

is always somewhat higher and larger

than the other. They say that the good

angel presides over the head of the de-

ceased, while the bad angel presides at

the foot.

The good I'.gyptians, who reverenced

ihis noted physician, put a stone, which

contained a mortar and pestle on the head-

stone and filled it with dirty water. This

water was supposed to contain some pe-

culiar charm from the deceased doctor's

spirit. As a result thousands of people

flocked to this grave, dipped their fingers

m the dirty water and rubbed it on their

eyes, believing that they would become

cured by the magic of the application.

The result was that people with all kinds

of eye diseases, who rubbed their eyes

with the water, infected the water and

thousands of people became affected with

opthalmalia and trachoma. Finally it

was brought to the attention of the Gov-

ernment, and they decided to remove the

monument. The Egyptians said it was
too bad, they had to destroy this wonder-
ful cure for eye diseases. The filth one

finds among Oriental people is in many
cases beyond description. Water and

soap are scarce, and what water they do

get has to be drawn from infected wells.

or the River Nile.

Keeping Out of Difficulties.

We often hear of the man who displays

unusual aptness in getting out of trouble-

some scrapes, but few sing the praises of

the man who does not get into difficulties.

The man who always contrives to see

that the bolts and nuts are kept tight, and

that the machine or engine is properly

oiled or that water does not get into the

cylinders ought to receive as much con-

sideration as the one who lets the bolts

and nuts get loose and the bearings get

dry. and then at the last moment works
in something brilliant to save a general

smash-up. The man who permits the

cylinder head get knocked out and then

ingeniously contrives to patch it so as to

run home may be a good man, but we
prefer the man who saves the cylinder

head and avoids the delays that result

from such an accident.

The engineer who always has water

enough in his boiler ; the man who goes

right along doing his work and never

gives trouble may not always receive

praise and attention, but he is the man
valued by his employers. Unfortunately

there is nothing particularly brilliant in

doing the right thing about every time,

but that is performing first-class work
which is certain to be appreciated in the

long run.
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The Robinson Locomotive Superheater Growing in

Favor in Great Britain and Her Colonies

The increased degree of popular

favor with which the Robinson locomo-

tive superheater is meeting not only in

Great Britain, where the appliance was

first used, but also in many of the other

European countries and their colonies

make some brief description of the de-

tails of its construction of interest. The
favor with which this particular form of

superheater is meeting at the present time

is, of course, owing largely to the war

between the central powers of Europe

and the Allies. The original invention

superheating is due to the increase in

the volume of superheated steam as com-

pared with a like weight of saturated

steam, and to the avoidance of cylinder

condensation. It is obvious, therefore,

that the higher the degree of superheat

the greater will be the saving in coal and

water consumption. As a rule, however,

it is not considered advisable to go be-

yond a total steam temperature of 670

degrees Fahrenheit.

The Robinson locomotive superheater,

so named because it is the invention of

for their reception, have their ends ex-

panded direct into tlie header, and herein

is to be found the fundamental difference

between the Robinson and other kinds of

smoke-tube superheaters. Flanged, or

other special joints, for connecting these

steam tubes to the header are thus done

away with, as such joints are claimed in

many cases to cause leakage. Another

essential feature of the Robinson appara-

tus is the employment of steam jets, or

draught retarders, in place of mechanical

dampers, for the purpose of preventing

SECTIONAL VIEW OF ROBINSON LOCOMOTIVE SUPERHEATER, "A" TYPE.

being of German origin, means are being

found in many parts of the world to dis-

pense with appliances of German manu-
facture or invention. As to the merits

or demerits of the various superheaters

in use it is not necessary for us at pres-

ent to make comment. The superior

merits of what is known as the smoke-

tube are generally acknowledged, and in

these the variations are merely in matters

of detail in construction. Such appara-

tus in nearly every case, is arranged to

give a high degree of superheat. In con-

tradistinction to superheaters of the

smoke-box class, in which merely the

heat remaining in the waste fire gases is

utilized, smoke-tube superheaters always

receive the direct heat from the fire, so

that the steam circulating within the ap-

paratus reaches a comparatively high

temperature. The economy resulting from

Mr. J. C. Robinson, the chief mechanical

engineer of the Great Central Railway of

England, is one of the high degree smoke-

tube type. Under ordinary working con-

ditions it gives an average temperature

of 650 degrees of heat, and it can, conse-

quenily, be used in conjunction with mod-
erate boiler pressures. Two distinct ar-

rangements of this superheater have been

devised, and these, classified as "A" and

"B" types, respectively, are shown in the

accompanying line drawings. Type "A"
has a header or steam collector, in the

smoke-box, with transverse compart-

ments and a removable front cover plate,

while Type "B" has a header or steam
collector with two longitudinal compart-

ments and removable top covers. In both

types the superheater steam tubes, which

lie and are exposed to the heat passing

through a number of boiler flues enlarged

the overheating of the superheater steam

tub 1 when the regulator is shut.

' .eferring to the line drawings, it will

be seen that the upper part of the boiler

barrel contains a series of tubes of a larger

diameter than the ordinary small fiues.

These larger tubes, fulfill the double pur-

pose of heating the water surrounding

them, as in the case of the smaller flues,

and of conveying heat to the superheater

steam tubes lying inside them, since the

fire gases pass directly through the smoke-

tubes. The superheater steam tubes con-

sist of separate elements, and each of the

large smoke-tubes contains one of these

elements. Each element comprises a four-

fold length of tubing connected at the

bends by U pieces. One end of this tubing

is in communication with a saturated

steam compartment of the header in the

smoke-box, while the other end leads to
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a superheated steam compartment. All

the elements are similarly arranged, the

header being divided into a suitable num-
ber of compartments accordingly. The
number of elements employed varies with

the size of the boiler, and the degree of

superheat required, but it corresponds in

all cases with the number of smoke-tubes.

The four-fold length of superheater steam

tubing extends backwards in each smoke-

tube to within a short distance of the fire-

box tubc-platc, where it is in a position to

receive the full benefit of the heat gen-

erated by the fuel on the grate.

Such, briefly, is the general principle un-

derlying all smoke-tube superheaters.

There are, however, often considerable

differences in details, such as the arrange-

ment of the headers, and the method of

securing the two ends of each superheater

tral position in the large flue opening,

where it is usually held centrally in place

by attachments for that particular pur-

pose. Of course, the end of the flue could

readily be cut off and an additional piece

welded on to meet the requirements of

the situation, but even this operation

would have its drawbacks, not only in the

time required to withdraw the flue from

its position in order that the operation

might be properly accomplished, but also

in the inevitable closing of the flue in its

inner area, thereby to some extent lessen-

ing the circulation of the steam flowing

through the flue in its return to the

header. Probably some of our British

correspondents may enlighten us in re-

gard to the prevailing method of over-

coming this difliculty, for difficulty it cer-

tainly is in contrast to the ball joint used

ance has reached in the United States is

the best in the world.

Methods of Treating Water for Loco-
motive Boilers.

The above is the subject of an able

paper read by Mr. L. F. Wilson before

the members of the Cincinnati Railway

Club last month, wherein the speaker

stated that there are three ways in which

trouble in boilers come—in incrustation,

in corrosion, or foaming—sometimes all

three together, but luckily not much scale

in water which has a foaming tendency,

or foaming in water which has a large

percentage of incrustating solids. Sul-

phates cause hard scale, the carbonates

cause a mud precipitate and alkali salts

cause foaming. Low pressures do not

have serious scale troubles. Sulphates

SECTIONAL VIEW OF ROBINSON LOCOMOTIVE SUPERHEATER, "B" TYPE.

element to the smoke-box header. These,

as already stated, are attached to the

header in the same manner as ordinary

flues in the flue sheet, and can be easily

disconnected and can afterwards be re-

expanded into the header.

In collecting the data in regard to the

Robinson superheater, which we have done

from the best British authorities avail-

able, and which has been done primarily

at the request of a number of correspond-

ents in the British colonies, we have so

far been unable to find any exact account

of how the flues are removed from the

header and again reattached without the

loss of material. It may be readily imag-

ined that the bead inside the header may
be easily cut off and the tluc pressed out

of the header, but even this operation in-

volves a loss of some material which

would necessitate a drawing upwards of

the flue which would affect its proper cen-

in the more popular forms of the super-

heater attachments, and which we de-

scribed at some length in the May issue

of R.\iLW.\Y AND Locomotive Engineer-

ing. During a recent visit to the British

Isles we had opportunities to observe the

working of a number of locomotives

equipped with the Robinson superheater,

but as our time was limited we did not

have the opportunity of observing the

repair work on the leaky flue ends of the

superheater, but we could see at a glance

that they were not all as tight as they

should be, and it is our hope that some
correspondent will enlighten us so that

we may be in a petition to describe fully

the most approved methods of repairing

the shortcomings of the appliance to the

edification of our readers generally and

our British colonial readers particularly.

Meanwhile, as we have already stated, the

degree of perfection to which the appli-

precipitate at 60 or 70 lbs. pressure. Car-

bonates precipitate at a boiling tempera-

ture, 212 lbs. Corrosion goes with the

sulphate scale. The use of soda-ash is of

long standing, but it will throw down the

incrustating solids only. The great trouble

is that many locomotives must take on a

varietj' of waters during their run and dif-

ferent remedies are necessary to meet the

varj-ing conditions. .An anti-foaming com-

pound should be mi.xed with the water in

the tender tanks and should be carefully

given out the same as valve oil. The

danger is in using too much. There need

now be no mystery about the use of com-

pounds. The varying waters should be

carefully analyzed by experts and the

proper quantities of the necessary sol-

vents used. Good business policy directs

that with the assistance of reliable records

good, consistent, economical service can

be performed.
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Items of Personal Interest
Mr. R. J. Walters has been appointed

assistant general air brake inspector of

the Northern Pacific, succeeding Mr. D.

A. McMillan.

Mr. John R. Se.\ton has been appointed

division engineer of the Erie, with office

at Meadvillc, Pa., succeeding Mr. C. W.

Bucholtz, promoted.

Mr. F. Williams has been appointed

general foreman of the locomotive and

cai department of the Wellsville & Buf-

falo, with office at Blasdell, N. Y.

Mr. N. B. Corbett has been ap-

pointed shop superintendent of the

Missouri, Kansas & Texas, at Denison,

Tex., succeeding Mr. B. C. Nicholson.

Mr. F. C. Wager, formerly master

mechanic of the Spokane, Portland &
Seattle, has transferred his office from

Portland, Ore., to Vancouver, Wash.

Mr. James E. Martin has b-een ap-

pointed roundhouse foreman of the

Great Northern, with office at Judith

Gap, Mont., succeeding Mr. S. D.

Kidder.

Mr. George W. W'enz, formerly as-

sistant purchasing agent of the Gould

Coupler Company at Depew, N. Y.,

has been appointed purchasing agent of

the company.
Mr. T. H. Hamilton has been ap-

pointed district master mechanic, dis-

tricts 1, 3 and 4, Ontario division of

the Canadian Pacific, with office at

Toronto, Ont,

Mr. Samuel Murray has been ap-

pointed chief engineer of the Union Pa-

cific system, and Oregon-Washington &
Navigation Company, with headquarters

at Portland, Ore.

Mr. Frank C. Worbs has been ap-

pointed assistant engineer of the

Wheeling S; I-aki- Eric, with head-

quarters at Cleveland, Ohio, succeeding

Mr. E. U. Smith.

Mr. J. H. Gaston has been appointed

master mechanic of the Atlanta & West

Point, and Western railway of Alabama,

with office at Montgomery, Ala., suc-

ceeding Mr. O. H. .\ttridge.

Mr. F. W. Sadlier, formerly shop

foreman of the Canadian Pacific at

Revelstoke, B. C, has been appointed

district master mechanic on the same

road at Fort William, Ont.

Mr. A. H. McCowan, supervisor of

car work of the Canadian Northern

lines west of Port Arthur, Ont., has

had his authority extended over the

eastern lines of the same road.

Mr. M. I. Fox, assistant signal en-

gineer of the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy, has become associated with

the signal department of the Railroad

Supply Company, Chicago, 111.

Mr. A. W. Martin has been ap-

pointed superintendent of shops of the

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St.

Louis, at Beech Grove, Ind., succeed-

ing Mr. R. J. Williams, resigned.

Mr. A. Brown, formerly district mas-

ter mechanic of the Canadian Pacific at

Winnipeg, has been appointed district

master mechanic, district No. 1, British

Columbia division; at Revelstoke, B. C.

Mr. A. G. Kingan, formerly superin-

tendent of locomotive operation on the

Seaboard Air Line has become chief con-

sultant for the Powdered Coal Engineer-

ing & Equipment Company, Chicago, 111.

Mr. E. T. Sawyer formerly connected

with the Commercial Acetylene Railway

Light & Signal Company has resigned lo

accept a position as sales manager with

the Edison Storage Battery Company.

Mr. F. A. Martin has been appointed

roundhouse foreman of the Rock
Island at Rock Island, 111., and Mr.

J. G. Kehoe has been appointed night

roundhouse foreman at the same place.

Mr. W. E. Greenwood has been ap-

pointed manager of the railway sales

and fuel oil department of the Texas
Company, succeeding Mr. L. F. Jordan,

with offices at 17 Battery Place, New
York.

Mr. A. G. Williams, formerly assistant

master mechanic of the Pennsylvania

Twines, West, has been appointed assistant

engineer of motive power on the same

road, succeeding Mr. L. B. Jones, trans-

ferred.

Mr. D. W. Sinclair, formerly foreman

of the Missouri, Oklahoma & Gulf at

.Mien, Okla., has been appointed master

mechanic on the same road, with office

at Denison, Tex., succeeding Mr. J.

Greiner.

Mr. George Hodges, chairman of the

Committee on Relations Between Rail-

roads of the .^^lerican Railway Asso-

ciation, has been elected chairman of

the Committee on Legal and Traffic

Relations.

Mr. G. C. Gibson, formerly locomo-

tive foreman of the Canadian Pacific at

Strathcona, .Mta., has been appointed

locomotive foreman at Saskatoon.

Sask.. succeeding Mr. C. A. Perry,

transferred.

Mr. R. F. Finley has been appoint'_'.l

superintendent of telegraph of the New
^'ork Central lines west of Buffalo, the

Lake Erie & Western, and the Western

Union Telegraph Company, with offices

at Cleveland. Ohio.

Mr. E. C. Keenan, formerly general

superintendent of telegraph of the New
York Central lines west of Buffalo, at

Chicago, has been appointed general

superintendent of telegraph, with of-

fices at New York.

Mr. H. L. Breckinridge, formerly

purchasing agent of the American

Locomotive Company at Montreal,

Que., has been appointed purchasing

agent of the Lima Locomotive Corpo-

ration, Lima, Ohio.

Mr. G. A. Harwood, formerly chief

engineer of electric zone. improvement of

the New York Central at New York, has

licen appointed engineering assistant to

the vice-president, in charge of operation,

with offices at New York.

Mr. J. L. .'\dams, formerly sales rep-

resentative of the Cambria Steel Com-
pany, at Cincinnati, Ohio, has been ap-

pointed manager of sales of the Cambria

Ste^I Company, the Midvale Steel Com-
pany and Worth Brothers Company.
Mr. O. H. Attridge, formerly master

mechanic of the Atlanta & West Point,

and the Western Railway of Alabama,
has been appointed master mechanic of

the Georgia railroad, with office at

Augusta, Ga.,, succeeding Mr. J. H.

Gaston.

Mr. M. F. Crawmer has been chosen a>

secretary of the American Railway Tool

I'"iremen's ."Association, with office at 124

.\T. Clinton St., Chicago, 111. He will have

charge of all exhibits at the convention

of the Association to be held at Hotel

Sherman, Chicago, August 24-26.

Mr. Thomas Lewis, formerly master

mechanic of the Auburn division of the

Lehigh Valley at Auburn, N. Y., has been

appointed general boiler inspector for

the system, with office at Sayre. Pa., and

Mr. M. Jefferson, formerly assistant mas-

ter mechanic on the same road at Easton,

Pa., succeeds Mr. Lewis.

Mr. James Fitzmorris, formerly mas-
ter mechanic of the Chicago Junction

Railway, has been appointed superintend-

ent of motive power of the same road,

with office at Chicago, and Mr. P. A.

Campbell, formerly chief clerk in the

machinery department has been appointed

assistant superintendent of motive power
with office also at Chicago.

Mr. John Dickson, formerly master

mechanic of the Spokane, Portland &
Seattle, the Oregon Trunk, the Pacific

& Eastern, the Oregon Electric, and the

United Railways .and the Spokane &
Inland Empire, has been promoted to

superintendent of motive power, with

headquarters at Portland, Ore., the posi-

tion of general master mechanic having

been abolished.

Mr. F. T. Huston, formerly assistant

m.aster mechanic of the Pennsylvania

Lines, West, at Fort Wayne, Ind., has

been appointed general car inspector of

the northwest system of the Pennsylvania

Lines, West, succeeding Mr. O. J. Parks,

resigned, and Mr. Walter Hamilton has

been appointed assistant master mechanic

of the Pennsylvania Lines, West, at

Fort Wayne, succeeding Mr. Huston,
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Railroad Equipment Notes.

The Texas & Pacific is making in-

i|uiries for eight Santa Fe locomotives.

"SuiiK* folks, " icniarked Uld

Jcny, as he waved aside the

salesman's proffered cigar,

"just take naturally to usin'

any kind of tobacco.

"Like one of the boys I once

knew who tried to get along

without the little red tin of

Uixon's Flake Graphite. He
didn't seem to think that

"Hake' meant any particular

kind of graphite and 'Dixon's'

any particular kind of flake..

"1 never saw such a dis-

gusted one as Pete was,"

chuckled Old Jerry, 'after his

graphite had balled up once

or twice in his cylinders, and

if it wasn't because the rest of

us was usin' Hake graphite he

would have sworn up and

down right there that graphite

was the most durned fool stuff

to use as a lubricant.

" 'Pete,' I says, puUin' out

my old Dixon Ad and grin-

nin" at the boys, 'it says here:

"Write for 'Graphite Products

for the Railroad and Sample
No. 69-C.' " '

'You're right, Jerrv.' he

says.

39C

Established IS27

JERSEY CITY, N. J.

The Chesapeake & Ohio, according to

report, contemplates the purchase of 1,500

cars.

Joseph Dixon Crucible Company

The Boston & Albany will convert 12

Consolidation type locomotives to switch-

ing locomotives in its West Springfield,

Mass., shops. The engines will also be

ii|iiipped with superheaters.

The Baltimore & Ohio has ordered

1,000 box cars from the Haskell & Barker

Car Company.

The McKeesport Connecting has or-

dered 2 six-wheel locomotives from the

Haldwin Locomotive Works.

Tlie Havana Central has ordered 300

flat, 200 box and 10 hopper cars from

the Pressed Steel Car Company.

The Southern Railway has placed an

additional order with the Lenoir Car

Works for 1,000 30-ton box cars.

The French government is reported as

having ordered 3,000 box cars from the

Canadian Car & Foundry Company.

The St. Louis & San Francisco, ac-

cording to report, contemplates construc-

tion of a 3S-staIl roundhouse, at Tulsa,

Okla.

The Canadian Government Railways

have ordered 500 additional box cars

from the Canadian Car & Foundry

Company.

The Lehigh Valley has ordered 30 Pa-

cific type locomotives and 40 Santa Fe

type locomotives from the Baldwin Loco-

motive Works.

The Seaboard Air Line, which has just

ordered 5 Mountain type locomotives, is

reported as contemplating the purchase of

lU Mallet type engines.

The Russian government is reported as

closing contracts with American mills for

350,000 tons of rails besides large quan-

tities of other steel commodities.

The New York, Chicago & St. Louis

has placed an order with the Pressed

Steel Car Company for the repair of 500

cars. Steel center sills will be applied.

The Havana Central has ordered from

the Pressed Steel Car Company 200 box

cars of 30 tons capacity, 200 platform

cars of 20 tons capacity and 10 hopper

cars.

The Pullman Company has received

three orders for private cars; one from

the Canadian Pacific, one from the Dela-

ware, Lackawanna & Western and one

fr.jm J. B. Duke, of New York.

The St. Louis, Iron Mountain & South-

ern will shortly commence work on a

new depot at Bismarck, Mo., to cost

$10,000. The company will also erect a

roundhouse and coal chute there.

The Chicago Great Western, it is said,

has placed a contract at Chicago for 19,-

000 rail anchors and tie plates for its

eastern division and for 11,000 tie plates

for the northern division.

The New York, New Haven & Hart-

ford reported as negotiating with thcWest-

inghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co.

for electric locomotives, is understood to

have closed contract for 100 locomotives.

The Pressed Steel Car Company is re-

ported building 1,500 cars for the French

government. France is also said to have

ordered 2.000 additional cars from the

Eastern Car Company, New Glasgow,

N. S.

The United Railways of Havana have

ordered 3 Consohdation type locomotives

from the American Locomotive Co. Cyl-

inders will be 20 by 26 inches, driving

wheels 50 inches, total weight in work-

ing order 159,000 pounds.

Recent order of the Chesapeake &
Ohio to the American Locomotive Com-
pany calls for 25 Mallett type freight

locomotives with cylinders 22 and 35 by

32 inches, driving wheels 56 inches in di-

ameter, and total weight in working order

435,000 pounds.

The Pennsylvania Lines West will in-

stall an interlocking plant at its crossing

with the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton

and the Lake Erie & Western at Lima.

Ohio. The latter roads have completed

a short stretch of double-track for joint

use at this point.

Bids are being received by the M. J.

Hursen Company, Globe building, Seattle,

Wash., for the steel and iron work and

the sheet metal involved in the construc-

tion of tlie $40,000 roundhouse for the

Oregon-Washington Railroad & Naviga-

tion Company at La Grande, Ore.

Block signals now being installed on

the San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake,

will cost $400,000. Direct current auto-

matic interlocking signals of the very

latest design will be set in place between

Los Angeles and Riverside, Cal. ; Salt

Lake City and Lynndyl, Utah; and Mo-

dena to Rox, Nevada, aggregating 280

miles.
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Canadian Railway Development.

During the last live years the railway

mileage of Canada has increased by

10,852 miles, of which 4,788 miles were

brought to completion in 1915. The total

mileage is now 35,582, and Canada stands

fourtli among the nations of tlie world,

l)eing surpassed only by United States,

Russia, and Germany. The approximate

cost of the lines built since 1910 was

$856,464,000. Only 1,600 miles oi new line

were under contract on June 30, 1915, as

compared with a much larger mileage

two years ago, and not a single new line

has been started since 1914. The lull in

construction work will afford time for

the development of the 10,000 miles of

railroad put into operation since 1910,

for new mileage is invariably low in

density of traffic for some years and

nearly 62 per cent, of the additional lines

are located in the comparatively unde-

veloped country west of Lake Superior.

producing. The believers in efficiency

should come out of their holes and sec

a great light, and all interested should

send for a copy of the Outt>nt and have

tlicir eyes opened.

Railroad Criticism.

When the Pennsylvania railroad in-

vited criticism from its patrons it did a

notable thing, if it were nothing else than

providing a safety-valve for the man with

a grouch. The results show how amaz-

ingly selfish we all are, how deficient in

imagination, how incapable of putting

ourselves in the place of another, but yet

in the thick atmosphere of petty fault-

finding there are some grains of common

sense, which the company are quick to

utilize and provide improvement. The

early June issue of Information for em-

ployees and the public makes good read-

ing. It shows how anxious the company

is to improve the service, how long suf-

fering the employees are, and how amaz-

ingly stupid the general public is. The

latter is not beyond hope, however, and

a perusal of such of the complaints as are

published in the issue we refer to, will

be helpful in letting us see ourselves as

others see us. Other railroads should fol-

low the strong example, and get in closer

touch with their patrons.

Improvements on the Salt Lake Route

Tlie Salt Lake Route has begun the ex-

penditure of Wi million dollars in im-

provements. These betterments included

in the 1916 budget prepared by General

Manager H. C. Nutt and approved by ex-

Senator Clark and Judge R. S. Lovett,

provide for the spending of $547,000 for

new rail of 90-lb. section, $260,000 in

bridges, and $511,000 in miscellaneous im-

provements. Several hundred men will be

employed to carry out the new work, and

increased activity will be displayed along

the entire system. A large part of the ma-

terial used will be bought in Los Angeles.

The new bridges will be of steel with con-

crete foundations.

Increasing traffic over the short cut to

Los .Angeles from the inter-mountain

States, in summer as well as in winter,

justifies the extra investments in the opin-

ion of the management.

A Tool Breaker.

Sad experience makes us resentful

when we see such tools as taps, dies and

reamers broken by reckless ignorant

workmen, who have no right to be called

mechanics. During a recent trip we

watched a person using a reamer upon a

locomotive frame. Every half turn he

would pull the wrench off, and hit the

top of the reamer a hard tap, spit over

his shoulder and turn the reamer again.

The tool was often forced in so tight

that the person could not turn it, and

the head of the wrench looked as if it

had been in a dog fight and come out

worsted.

We could not help thinking that the

foreman whose duty it was to supervise

the work done by the person, performed

less than his duty.

The Output.

The second year has begun of the pub-

lication devoted to increasing production

in manufacturing and other industries by

the Cooper-Hewitt Electric Company,

Iloboken, N. J. It furnishes interesting

data in regard to the increased amount

of work that can be done where the com-

pany's electric lighting system is installed.

The figures are amazing. It beats day-

light, especially such daylight as we have

been having in June in the Eastern

States. The dwellers in darkness are

certainly slow. Those who rejoice in the

glow of the Cooper-Hewitt illuminants

have speed. There may be some who love

the darkness better than the light, but

they arc behind the age. Seeing is be-

lieving, but in mechanism it is improved

Figuring Train Speed.

Some simple rules are very useful to

locomotive engineers. For instance: Take

2/11 of a locomotive wheel diameter in

inches, and the result is a number which

represents in seconds the period during

which the revolutions of the wheel equal

in number the speed of the train in miles

per hour. Example: A locomotive wheel

is 55 inches diameter. If you observe

in 2/11 X 55 = 10 seconds that it makes

24 revolutions, the speed is 24 miles per

hour.

A man must have either great men or

great objects before him, otherwise his

powers degenerate, as the magnet's does

when it has lain a long time without

being turned towards the right corners

of the world.

GOLD
Car

Heating
&

Lighting

Company

Manufacturers of

ELECTRIC,
STEAM AND
HOT WATER
HEATING
APPARATUS
FOR RAILWAY CARS

VENTILATORS
FOR PASSENGER
AND REFRIGER-
ATOR CARS
ACETYLENE SYSTEM
OF CAR LIGHTING

Send for circular of our combina-

tion PRESSURE AND VAPOR
SYSTEM OF CAR HEATING,
which system automatically main-

tains about the same temperature in

the car regardless of the outside

weather conditions.

Main Office. Whitehall Building

17 BATTERY PLACE

NEW YORK
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Hydraulic
Riveters fixed and portable

Punches, Shears,
Presses, Lifts, Cranes

and Accumulators.

Matthews' Fire Hydrants,

Eddy Valves

Valve Indicator Posts.

The Camden High-Pressure Valves.

J^ooks, Bulletins, Catalogues, Etc.

Cast Iron Pipe

R. D. Wood & Company
engineers, iron

rounders. Machinists.

100 Chtstnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Nichols Transfer Tables

Turntable Tractors
GEO. P. NICHOLS & BRO.

1090 Old Colony Bldg. CHICAGO

For Testing and Washing
Locomotive Boilers

USE THE

Rue Boiler Washer
and Tester

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Rue Manufacturing Co.
228 Cherry Street Philadelphia, Pa.

Muniifficlurors of Injectors. Ejectors.

Boiler Washers and Testers. Boiler Checks,
Check Valves.

ASHTOIM
POP VALVES AND GAGES
The Quality Goodi That Last

The Aahton Valve Co.

271 Franklin Street, Boiton, Mass.

No. 174 Market St.. Chicago. III.

The Mechanical Engineers' Pocket-

book. Lionel S. Marks, Editor in

Chief. Published by tho McGraw-
Hill Publishing Company, New York.

'I'his book covers the entire field of

mechanical engineering, and as a refer-

ence book, both to the practicing engi-

neer and the student, it is a very notable

contribution to the engineering literature

of our time. Fifty specialists have con-

triliuted to its p.^ges, all of them recog-

nized as among the leading authorities

on their chosen subjects. The result is

that much of the matter is not only new,

but is also in a marked degree necessai.-.

This is especially so in the important ad-

dition of a vast number of constants that

have hitherto not been available in any

single work on engineering. As may be

readily imagined, we cannot begin to

enumerate the wide range of subjects. In

those with which we are familiar we can

certify that the information is not only

reliable, but it is up to the present hour.

The first 860 pages are devoted to the

more theoretical topics, and the last 960

pages to the statement and discussion of

current practice. The alphabetical classi-

fication is perfect, while the indexing is

such that engineers will rise up and call

the painstaking editor blessed. The book

cannot fail to meet the marked popular

favor which it deserves. The price is

five dollars.

Complete Time Card and Rule Exami-
nation FOR Engineers. By Frederick

J. Prior, Hinsdale, 111.

The book of rules of the Santa Fe sys-

tem has furnished the basis for the

examination questions in this work.

They are arranged in the same order, but

they are equally applicable to the Book
of Rules examination of any other rail-

road, as they are all based upon the

Standard Code of the American Railway

Association. The book is in very con-

venient form, 6 by 4% ins., substantially

bound in stiff covers. The letterpress is

excellent and the data are reliable. There

are 27 sections in the arrangement of the

book, making reference to any subject

easy. Price $1.50.

Long Island Safety Bulletins.

.\utomobilists should guard their sani-

ty, if they have such a thing about them,

just as a sensible person guards health.

The Long Island Railroad Company is

covering the entire island with notes of

warning. The placards set forth that in

1915 82 automobiles ploughed through

railroad crossing gates which had been

lowered to protect the public against ap-

proaching trains. Among other disasters

occurring from reckless driving last year,

a crossing watchman was struck by an

automobile, the driver of which he was
warning, thrown sixty feet and then de-

liberately run over and killed by the same
machine. The watchman was buried, and
the driver got three months in a .State

institution—only three months! So the

Long Island Railroad has not the support

of the Judiciary that it should have. But
it keeps up the good work just the same,

and the effect is of the most encouraging
kind. Indications are that automobilists

are beginning to give a little thought to

the saving of lives as well as the saving

of a few seconds in their mad journeys

to nowhere.

Foaming.

The Bird-Archer Company, 90 West
street, New York, have issued an inter-

esting booklet advising enginemen that if

the engine is foaming and losing time,

and cannot pull the tonnage, read the

booklet, and procure the remedy. It is

claimed that the chemists of the Bird-

Archer Company have produced a chem-
ical compound called "Anti-Foam" that

will prevent the water foaming in the
boiler, and furnish dry steam. Some men
are prejudiced against foaming com-
pounds, and do not realize fully that we
live in an age of progress. Some men
expect too much. The compound pro-

duced by the enterprising company is not

guaranteed to keep boilers clean or re-

move scale, but qualified authorities agree
that it will prevent foaming. The book-
let furnishes details as to the exact

amount of compound to be used, and the

proper use of the blow-oflf cock. Ag-
gravated cases are referred to. and the

company's chemists are prepared to tackle

the dirtiest boiler in the world, and all

that is asked is a fair trial. Copies of
the booklet may be had on application to

the company's New York office.

Staybolts.

The Flannery Bolt Company begins the

new volume with their midsummer num-
ber giving a report of the Master Boiler

Makers' convention held at Cleveland.

Ohio, last month, which is a model of its

kind, and which manj- trade journals

would do well to imitate in point of con-

densation. As may be expected the ad-

mirable display made of the company's

products comes in for some finely de-

scriptive writing, a fine feature of which

is the presentation briefly and clearly of

the proper method of installing the stay-

bolts. Coincidentally we publish this

month in our correspondence department

a letter from the worthy president of the

company. Mr. B. E. D. Stafford, in

answer to one of our correspondents set-

ting forth very plainly the approved meth-
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od of installation. It might be added that

the methods arc not arbitrary, the com-

pany is always pleased to have inter-

change of ideas from men of experience.

Copies of the company's monthly publica-

tions may be had on application to the

main office, Pittsburgh, Pa.

equipment of the soldiers in the tield of

battle and general service.

Department o£ Labor Special Bulletin.

The State of New York department of

labor Special Bulletin No. 11, issued un-

der the direction of the Industrial Com-

mission is devoted to industrial accident

prevention, and a line feature of the pub-

lication is the accident e.xperience fur-

nished by the American Locomotive Com-

pany's Schenectady plant, showing that

the reduction of accidents occasioning

loss of time to locomotives in actual serv-

ice has been reduced in a remarkable de-

gree. The average per month for the

last three years is shown, from which it

appears that the reduction from 1913 to

1914 was 45 per cent., from 1914 to 1915.

30 per cent., and from 1913 to 1915, 62

per cent. Although the accident records

of only a few employers are charted,

enough is shown to demonstrate that the

progress in the prevention of accidents

is very great. It is not possible to com-

pare the records of one establishment

with the record of another, because their

safety campaigns did not all begin at the

same time. Among those showing a high

percentage of increased safety are the

Lackawanna Steel Company from 1913 to

1915, 44 per cent.; and the General Elec-

tric Company during the same period, 34

per cent. The results all along the line

show less suffering, less compensation

cost and better output. Copies of the

bulletin will be supplied on request to the

New York State Industrial Commission,

Albanv. X. Y.

The Safety Heating & Lighting News.

In their June issue the Safety Car

Heating & Lighting Company publish a

full description of the "Safety First

Special" train drawn by two new locomo-

tives of the largest type used in the pas-

senger service of the Baltimore & Ohio

Railroad. The train embodies the late

developments in railroad equipment, and

is said to be the finest of its kind ever

operated in the country. It represents an

investment of $150,000, independent of

the cost to the government for fitting it

out in order to bring the people of the

United States in touch with the varied

activities of the federal service in pro-

tecting lives and health. Safety Car Heat-

ing & Lighting Company's axle driven

electric lighting system and safety car

lighting fixtures are used on the cars.

The train is being exhibited in various

cities throughout the country, and is open

free for public inspection. The exhil)it of

the United States army is particularly in-

teresting, and is arranged to sbnu the

The Spirit of Caution,

The Conference Board on Safety and

Sanitation are issuing a valuable period-

ical under the above title, representing

organized co-operation between industrial

managers, engineers and superintendents,

located in every section of the Unite<l

States and Canada. Their experience in

safeguarding the workmen constitute

much information which the experts

of the conference board utilize in study-

ing industrial hazards, and in devel-

oping practicable means to counteract

or eliminate them. All protective de-

vices or methods are given impartial trials

under varying conditions of service, and

if the results warrant, are then recom-

mended to employers for adoption in

their plants. In this way the results are

highly beneficial, and sometimes such de-

vices are manufactured for the board and

sold at cost price to all employers whether

members of the co-operating association

or not.
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Origin and Manufacture of Oxy-Acetylene

Details of Means and Methods ior Its Use
As early as 1862 experiments had lieeii In water produced a «as which, wlien ig- carhide will produce aljoiit five and one-

made with a mixture of charcoal, zinc and nited, burns with a bright flame accom- half cubic feet of acetylene. The sub-
calcium, which when heated to a high panied with much soot. The solid mass stance known as carbide is now produced
temperature woidd decompose water and is known as calcium carbide and the gas by melting lime and carbon by the action
produce ga.s known as acetylene. The is now known as acetylene. Calcium car- of an electric furnace with a heat of over
introduction of the electric furnace made bide is simply a mixture of carbon and 6,000 degrees Fah. Carbon in the com-

lOOLB. GENERATOR. WELDING OITFIT AND OPERATOR.

the production of calcium carbide a com-
mercial possibility. In the atmosphere of

American enterprise advances were made,
and electric furnaces acting upon a mix-
ture of lime and coal tar produced a

molten mass which became hard and brit-

tle when cooled. This when immersed

calcium. It resembles a coarse kind of

stone and will burn only when heated

with oxygen. To preserve calcium car-

bide it must be protected from the air.

the moisture in the atmosphere gradually

disintegrating the mass, leaving a rem-
nant of slaked lime. One pound pure

monest form is the material used in arc

light electrodes, and this substance, as

well as lime, stands extremely high tem-

peratures, and it is, as we have already

stated, by the very high temperature at-

tainable by the electric furnace that causes

the fusion of the substances and makes
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possible the formation of the carbide.

Coming to the exact properties of

acetylene, it is composed of twenty-four

parts of carbon and two parts of hydro-

gen in weight. This percentage of carbon

is the highest known to exist in a gaseous

form. Carbon may be said to be the basic

form of all matter that is combustible and

is present in all fuels. In fuel gases

acetylene is the most powerful, and hence

its possibility to the development of the

hottest flame when harnessed in a torch.

Its ignition point is about 900 degrees

Fah., coal gas being about 1,100 degrees.

The degree of purity to which it has at-

tained during recent years by the careful

mospheres renders acetylene possible of

self-ignition, and the danger increases in

a ratio to the pressure. With the presence

of acetone, acetylene loses this danger-

ous quality, and can be safely handled,

the only remaining danger being that as

the acetylene is dissolved the acetone in-

creases its volume, and as the gas is

drawn out of a closed tank the space left

is full of free acetylene. This new danger

is removed by filling the tank with some
porous substance, asbestos being the most

common in general practice.

The acetylene gas then dissolved and

protected is forced into portable contain-

ers at a pressure of 150 pounds per square

inch, for the use of consumers. The quan-

tity remaining enclosed may be readily

ascertained by knowing the weight of the

empty cylinder and noting the difference

lietween that amoimt and the weight of

the cylinder containing the gas, one pound

of which occupies about 14'^ cubic feet.

The complete equipment of present day

Iiractice includes besides the acetylene

PORTABLE WELDIMG OR CUTTING UNIT. EMERGEN'CY CUTTING OUTFIT.

experiments of American engineers is

such that there is now little or no varia-

tion in its qualities.

It may be mentioned that acetylene is to

some extent soluble in water and other

liquids but there is only one liquid com-

monly used for the purpose. This liquid

is known as acetone and is produced in

several ways among others from the dis-

tillation of wood. It is a colorless liquid

boiling at 133 degrees Fah. and is also

inflammable. It has the power of dis-

solving acetylene to the extent of about

twenty-four times its own bulk at atmos-

pheric pressure. As the pressure is in-

creased the quantity of acetylene that will

be reduced to liquid form is increased in

proportion. Without this dissolution to

liquid form any pressure above two at-

pressure generator or dissolved acetylene

cylinder and o.xygen cylinder a welding

torch with five tips, graduated sizes ; a

cutting torch, with three tips ; acetylene

regulator for welding, with high and low

pressure indicators : o.xygen and acetylene

hose in lengths of 12 feet, for welding,

hose of a similar length for cutting ; closed

eye glasses, wrenches, and hose connec-

tions.

With this equipment, although the art

is still in a state of development, the most

marvelous and rapid results in welding

and cutting metals may be obtained. It

need hardly be said that the pressure is

necessarily varied, a heavier pressure of

o.xygen being necessary both in welding

and cutting, in a ratio to the thickness of

the metal operated upon as are also the

varying sizes of tips, the larger sizes be-

ing necessary according to the increase in

the size of the metal. The tables issued

l)y the Davis-Bournonville Company, be-

ing based on a wide experience have been

found to be very reliable, and from which

we quote that in cutting metal one inch in

thickness, what is known as No. 3 tip

would be the best suited, with a pressure

of acetylene from 3 to 4 pounds per square

inch, and a pressure of oxygen of 20

pounds, whereas on a thickness of metal

of % inch, 10 pounds of pressure of oxy-

gen would be sufficient, with an acetylene

pressure varying between 2 and 3 pounds.

It should not be imagined, however,

that even with the most perfect appliances,

the process of oxy-acetylene welding and

cutting can be mastered by reading in-

structions. Practical experience unfolds

the mysteries of all arts, and whatever is

rare in art is difficult of accomplishment,

that is to the beginner. Personal instruc-

tion by some one skilled in handling such

intricate appliances and using such amaz-

ing forces is almost absolutely necessary,

not only as a mere matter of safety, but in

the matter of economy, just as a traveler

has more difficulty in finding his way
through a forest than if he had the beaten

track pointed out to him by one who has

been over the ground. Even after some
instructions and some personal experience,

it is well to take new instructions, and

new visions will come to the intelligent

mechanic.

A thorough familiarity with the gen-

erating apparatus is necessary, as also the

installation and operation of the same,

and the construction of the reducing and

controlling valves, so that the essential

variable pressure necessary for the work
in hand should be clearly known. The
attachment of the torches, the absolute

certainty that there are no leaks and that

the torch-tips are of the proper size to

weld or cut the metal, should not be mat-

ters of experiment. These have all been

experimented with already, and do not

come to the beginner over night.

In this connection it may be stated that

unless the oxy-acetylene flame is ac-

curately adjusted, too much oxygen will

oxidize the metal, and too much acety-

lene will carburet it—either case being

disastrous to the end aimed at. The
strength of a weld is injured by a slight

excess of either oxygen or acetylene, but

there is a certain mixture that is correct,

and with the properly designed equip-

ment is always attainable.

From these preliminary observations it

will be readily gleaned that this article is

not intended to take the place of a skilled

instructor, but rather to show the need

of personal instruction and careful atten-

tion on the part of the learner. Much
real injury has been done by unskilled

hands in introducing the oxy-acetylene

welding and cutting process, especially in

some of the railroad repair shops, where
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its proper application would be an im-

portant economical factor, but wliere so

much misspent effort is exhausted in

keeping the rolling stock wheels turning

without due regard to important factors

that could not fail to expedite the end in

view.

Coming to the details of the application

of the oxy-acetylene torch, the valve in

the oxygen tank should be opened very

slowly, otherwise damage may be done to

the regulator, which also should be opened

slowly until the desired pressure for the

miliarity with the apparatus will instinct-

ively come, and all feeling of unquiet in

the mind of the operator in regard to the

appliance should be eradicated before be-

ginning real work, just as a soldier should

instinctively know how to handle a rifle

before commencing operations on the

enemy.

A quick mastery is obtained by con-

road work boiler sheet welding is per-

haps the most difficult of accomplishment,

and should never be attempted by a be-

ginner. Like all other occupations in-

volving skill, followed by tests from
which there is no escaping, much depends

on beginning right. The natural bent is

to fall into error, and to err is human,
and it is also a fact that apparently in-

fining the initial efforts on one kind of significant trifles make perfection, but

weld, on one particular thickness of

metal. Variety is confusing at first, as

the readjustments are as delicately re-

LARGE STYLE WELDING TORCH.

thickness of metal as shown in the tables

is obtained. The working pressure should

be advanced on the indicator from zero to

the point required, instead of being

turned on at a higher pressure and re-

duced. When the acetylene cock in the

torch is opened, of course the gas should

be immediately lighted, and the regulator

adjusted so that there is a reasonably

perfection itself is not a trifle, but a sure

proof of the presence of the hand of a

master.

In regard to the added material in

welding, if the metal is 1/16-inch or less

in thickness, no additional metal is neces-

sary. All that is required is to describe

small circles along the crack, the metal

itself will flow together in a fused mass,

but material thicker requires the use of

welding rods. These rods or wires are

of Norway iron in nearly all cases where
steel is welded. The purity of this grade

of iron makes a soft weld of even texture

and great ductility. In cases where heavy
steel castings are welded, a rod of carbon

steel is emplaned. In high carbon steel

it is preferable to use a rod of the same
material, and for alloy steels, such as

nickel, vanadium, special rods are sup-

plied that have been found most suitable.

These rods are frequently made at a

sponsive as a touch on the piano, and the

mastery of one tune at a time is enough
for a day or two, whatever the neighbors

may think.

In the matter of "safety first" glasses slightly lower fusing point than the parts
should be worn, although many operators to be welded. This insures the fusing of

prefer the naked eye, but they may live the filling material before the parts can
to regret it. If the flame is extinguished begin to cool. Care must be taken when
by any cause, the acetylene should be shut adding metal that it is not added at a

strong flame, then the oxygen torch-cock off promptly and the oxygen turned away point that is not itself melted and fused

or heavy welding, there should be two
operators, so that the gases may be turned

«

should be slowly opened until the oxygen from the heated metal. In confined spaces,

reaches the full pressure, taking care to

look at the indicators to note the pres-

sure. Then the screw in the acetylene

pressure regulator may, by turning, re-

duce or increase the pressure until the

two cones of flame unite into one small

cone of white flame, the pressures given

by the makers for the tip used giving this

condition accurately. An occasional slight

increase of acetylene vi-ill show an exten-

sion of the flame at the point of the cone.

An excess of oxygen will diminish the

cone. The perfect mixture will neither

burn nor carburet the metal.

The point of the white cone of flame

should touch the metal in welding, but

care should be taken not to touch the

metal with the point of the torch or a

flash-back may ensue, in which case the

gases should be turned off momentarily.

They can be readily relighted as the

torch approaches the heated weld. In

beginning for the first time experiments

should be tried on welding thin strips of

iron or steel J^-inch, or even less, in

thickness. This may be done without the

use of welding material, and the torch ap-

plied to the proposed weld by a slight

upw-ard and forward movement, thereby

reducing the tendency to overheating.

with the addition that is made.
Chemicals are also necessary, generally

in powder form, to keep the weld clean.

TWO-HOSE CUTTING TORCH.

off speedily, if necessary, or one may re-

lieve the other to continue the operation

without cooling. Excessive sparking in-

dicates too much oxygen, and the metal

is either being burned or oxidized. The
amount of sparks, of course, depends also

on the bulk of the metal, the volume, or

show-er, being in a ratio to the amount of

metal heated by the penetrating torch.

All surfaces should be carefully cleaned

before being operated upon. Butt weld-

ing is preferable to lap welding, not only

These preparations are known as fluxes,

and have the peculiarity of floating off

physical impurities from the molten metal.

They also furnish a protecting coating

around the weld, and make a cleaner

weld, thereby producing a better quality

of metal in the work.

In closing this brief and elementary

description of what may not improperly

be called the manufacture of acetylene

and the use to which it may be put when
mixed with oxygen, we may state that

our aim is to place before our readers, asbeing easier to perform, but the certainty

Several days should be spent on these of an absolute weld is visible during the briefly as possible, the nature of the mar-
light experimental operations, and a fa- operation. In the various classes of rail- velous phenomena which is one of the
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crowning triumphs of ihc age in which

we live, and whicli, when fully established

in common use, will work a revolution in

railroad motive power and rolling stock

repairs. In this connection it is to be

regetted that there is such a flood of pro-

posed improvements in every department

of railroad work that not infrequently tlu-

most clamorous are the most regarded,

while improvements that are modestly

presented are to some e.xtent overlooked,

but the universal adoption of oxy-acety-

lene in cutting and welding metals is in-

evitable, and we deem it our place and

privilege to help on the good work, not to

the exclusion of other valuable devices,

but to the end that the full measure of

all may be established. To this end in

future issues we shall give more attention

to this subject and present facts illus-

trated with instances and illumined with

details. In this latter regard we will re-

ceive the assistance and co-operation of

some of the skilled artisans who have

!•'. M Titus and W. 1. Rupert, traveling

engineers of the American Locomotive

Company. On November 29 the first

engine took a preliminary trial trip of 50

versts or 33.1 miles. Vladivostock Har-

bor was rapidly filling with ice, which

caused the steamers to be rapidly un-

loaded, breaking boxes, losing small

parts, bending pipes and breaking studs.

Many of the boats had to carry the

large boxes lashed to their decks. It

frequently happened that because of bad

weather these boxes were awash for 10

to 12 days. In such cases all the bright

work had to be repolished and many of

the parts repainted. Three-fourths of

the work of erecting the engines at Har-
bin was done by Chinese labor, and con-

sidering this fact and the many difficul-

ties encountered, wc believe this delivery

to be a record

It is interesting to note how the out-

put at Harbin improved as the men be-

came familiar with the work. Five loco-

Railroading in India.

Not long ago a herd of wild elephants

took possession of the short branch line

between Latiguri and Ramshahi, in the

I'.cngal Duars. Tlie engineman of the

train managed to frighten off most of

tliem ; one elcpliant, however, charged the

engine and damaged it slightly, but was

itself thrown off the line with, it is be-

lieved, a broken leg.

The Holland Railway.

The ropurt of the Holland Railway

Co. for the year 1915 shows heavily in-

creased expenses over 1914. Labor, fuel,

taxes and supplies generally were

higher. But the total receipts were 20

per cent, above those of 1914, largely due

to fares of soldiers traveling to and

from their homes when on leave. The

net result, therefore, was a dividend to

stockholders of 5 per cent., against 3

per cent, in 1914.

OXVCEX PRESSURE REGUL.^TOR. .\( ETM.ENE PRESSURE RECULATOR.

already mastered the art of o.xy-acetylene

welding and cutting, and so add to our

educational work, and in this aim we are

assured that our efforts will be fully

appreciated.

Russian Decapods.

One hundred locomotives of the Deca-

pod, or 2,100 type, have been built by

the American Locomotive Company for

the Russian Government, and described

in our issue of December, 1916. Deliv-

ery was an important factor, and it is

interesting to note that the first locomo-

tive was completed, tested under its own
steam, taken apart, boxed and shipped

one month after the drawing room work
was completed. The first six engines

were shipped by steamer from New
York on August 29, 1915, and arrived

at Vladivostock on October 27, 1915.

They were then shipped by rail to Har-
bin, Manchuria, where they arrived on

November 12, and at which point they

were assembled under the supervision of

motives were completed in December,

5 in January, 19 in February, 40 in March

and in the first seven days of April 11

engines were completed. The eightieth

locomotive, which is illustrated, left Har-

bin, Manchuria, for Russia on April 7.

Electric Currents in South Africa.

The \'ictoria I'alls & Transvaal Power

Co., of Johannesburg, is by far the

largest power and lighting company in

South .Africa, and it supplies from its

four large stations nearly all the gold

mines and reef towns with both power

and light, transmission being by 3-phase

long distance, 40,000 volts overhead.

Distribution is by 20,000 volts under-

ground and 10,000 overhead. The gen-

erating sets used are A. E. G. turbo-

alternators, standard sizes, viz., 9,000

kw. = 12,000 kva., and 3,000 kw. = 4,000

kva. The station voltages are 2,240.

5,000 and 10,500. The distances traversed

by the electric current are said to be the

longest in the world.

American Locomotive Company.

It is gratifying to learn that the Amer-
ican Locomotive Company has received

such a large increase in orders for loco-

motives that there is no intention on the

part of the company to make further

estimates on the manufacture of muni-

tions. The company's extensive orders

for the latter class of work is expected

to be completed before the end of the

present year.

Would Have Saved the Cow.

The following story is told of remarks

made by an Irish barrister in a court of

law. He was for the plaintiff, whose
cow had been knocked down and killed

by a railway train. His contention was

:

If the train had been run as it should

have been run, or if the bell had been

rung as it should have been rung, or if

the whistle had been blown as it ought

to have been blew ; l)Oth of which they

did neither, the cow would not have been

injured when she was killed.
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Lighterage in New York Harbor.

A particularly interesting paper on

"Lighterage" Ijy Mr. Henry L. Joyce,

manager Maintenance Department, Central

Railroad of New Jersey, occupied the at-

tention of the New York Railroad t lub

at a recent meeting.

The whole of the ])aper is thoroughly

worth reading, but we can spare space f<'r

only the following paragraphs

:

The story of the development of the

present great lighterage system operated

in New York Harbor is as interesting and

phenomenal as the wonderful growth of

our great railroad systems. The Trunk
Lines reaching New York could not be

operated without a proper lighterage sys-

tem. They are inter-dependent, and the

expansion of one makes necessary the

expansion of the other.

Without an efficient lighterage system

none of the railroads could properly

handle the enormous tonnage arriving at

the seaboard, requiring transportation

across water, and chaos would take the

place of prompt service and efficiency, if

our lighterage system failed to keep pace

with the ever-increasing tonnage.

The different style of craft used from

decade to decade, the improvements in the

mode of transfer across our harbor and

its tributary waters, as well as the great

changes from time to time in the class of

traffic handled, is an interesting story to

hand down to those who will come after

us in the management of our great trans-

portation systems.

The first lighterman in New York

Harbor started business in the early

forties, with an office in the Flour Ex-

change, which was located in a small store

at South and Broad streets. This little

store, then known as the Flour Exchange,

has since developed into the great New
York Produce Exchange. His fleet con-

sisted of three little scows, none of them

carrying over fifty tons of cargo. His

business grew rapidly, and it was only a

short time before his Ifeet increased to

seven boats.

At this time nearly all the traffic coming

into New Y'ork City was brought down
the Hudson river on barges, the New
York Central tonnage being so lightered

from .'\thens to New York and the Erie

railroad tonnage coming by the same

method from Piermont. All freight ar-

riving by Pennsylvania railroad was

landed at the old Camden and Amboy
Dock at South Amboy, and lightered to

New Y<irk City by barges.

Car Flo.ms.

The introduction of the car float has

proven a greater economy to the railroads

than the introduction of any other class

of floating equipment. By its use the rail-

load companies transport entire trains

from any inland point in the country to

the seaboard, across water to alongside of

ocean steamers and warehouses and the

lirminals of other roads, witlioni break-

ing bulk or any rehandling en route.

Tliis class of vessel saves the railroad

company the expense of unloading at their

railroad terminals on to the lighter, trans-

portation by lighter across water, wages
of crew of the lighter, the service of the

lighter itself and all other expenses inci-

dental thereto. Trains of passenger cars

are carried across water by this method,
and this has eliminated in many instances

the enormous cost of construction and
maintenance of bridges.

.\t lirst all of the car floats built were
constructed entirely of wood and to carry

only six cars. From time to time the di-

mensions of the car float increased and
construction generally changed from wood
to steel, so that the great advance in this

class of vessel has been made from the

wooden float 125 feet long, carrying six

cars, to the present float built entirely of

steel with three tracks, 330 feet long and
carrying as many as 23 cars. Floats are

used exclusively in the transfer of all light

and loaded cars across water between con-

necting roads, and between terminals and
regular New York and Brooklyn freight

stations, and entire cargoes of perishable

freight are handled in the most expedi-

tious manner.

The floats are placed alongside of the

fruit steamers the moment they arrive in

port
; her cargo of bananas, lemons, or-

anges and tropical fruits are unloaded
(juickly from the steamer direct into the

cars ; on completion of loading, a tug is

always ready to rush float to respective

railroad terminal, and perishable fruit is

laid down in Buffalo, Washington, Pitts-

burgh and other distant cities within

twenty-four hours after its arrival in

New York and without any rehandling
from the steamer to its point of aestina-

tion.

Railroads and State Lines.

is now proposed in certain high

places to "iron out" the differences be-

tween interstate and intrastate commerce
—a consummation devoutly to be wished.

There is no more reason for the recogni-

tion of State lines than there is those of

the counties, as far as railroad and other

trart'c is concerned.

That every State should have its rail-

road commission, ruling often in direct

opposition to the Interstate Commerce
Commission, puts our claim to national

efficiency to shame. Until the State lines

are eliminated with respect to controlling

the railroads we shall always have weird

rates.

Under Federal control and without the

interference of superfluous State authori-

ties our arteries of commerce would
quicken with the flow of healthy commerce.

The sooner the country rubs out the

State lines in this respect the sooner will

its economic circulation become normal.

Railway Accidents in Great Britain.

The annual report of the British Board
of Trade shows that in train accidents
on the British railways for the year 1915,

there were 269 passengers and 9 em-
ployes were killed, and 1,432 passengers,

183 employes and 2 other persons were
injured. The number of passengers killed

(269) compares with 6 in the preceding
year. The record for 1915 includes the

disaster at Quintinshill, Scotland, on the

Caledonian, May 22, where three trains

were wrecked and over 2(X) soldiers were
killed.

Rjiilroads in Siberia.

In the 25 years since the beginning of
construction of the Great Siberian Line,

there have been built in Russian territory

alone 5,255 1-3 miles of railroads. In re-

cent years the following are the prin-

cipal additions: .Mtai Railroad, 500

.\tchinsk-Minusinsk Railroad, 2ii7'/j

Kolchuginskaya Railroad, 139 1-3

Kulundinskaya Railroad, l'<6 2/3
(over 66 miles ready); Omsk-

I'yumen line, 35 » 2/3 miles. The Siberian
and Transbaikal Rai'.roads are double-

tracked to a great extent. The Ussuri
line is undergoing an almost Citire re-

construction, which will be fin-shed in a
short time.

miles

miles

miles

miles

Big Year for the Santa Fe.

One of the large western lines that is

enjoxing the fruits of prosperous condi-
tions and of good management, is tlie

Santa Fe Railway. It is one of the lead-

ing granger roads and reflects the con-
ditions of the West and southwest. Presi-

dent Ripley, of the Santa Fe, is quoted by
tile daily press as saying that their road
Is closing up its greatest year in earnings,

which he states will amount to more than

11 per cent. The Santa F"e's net earnings
for April are approximately $1,400,000

better than they were for .'Vpril, 1915.

Everyone in the Santa Fe territory is pros-

perous, particularly the farmers, says Mr
Ripley.

Women in Sleeping Cars.

Sleeping cars were for several years
held for the exclusive use of men, women
not being admitted to their sacred pre-

cincts. The first break in this rule was
made in favor of Mrs. Lincoln, wife of
President Lincoln, when she was on her
way from the west to Washington in

1861. The Wagner Car Company put a

sleeping car at her disposal and it was
used on the journey from Springfield. 111.,

to Washington.

With some people, such as sleeping car

porters, women are not yet welcome in-

mates of a sleeping car. "What kind of a
crowd have you tonight?' the writer

heard one porter ask of another. "A
poah lot," answers the darky, reproach-
fully; "only a lot of women. The whole
hunch not worth a dollar." Women do
not readily fall into the tipping habit.
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Test of Locomotives
By MR. D. R. MacBA

Mr. D. R. -MacBain, superintendent of

Motive Power, New York Central Rail-

road, delivered an address before the

members of the Western Railway Club a:

Chicago on tests of locomotives, which

has been the subject of much comment
amonj; those who had the pleasure of

hearing the address. As is well known,

Mr. MacBain has given much attention

to all matters affecting the development

of the modern locomotive, and more espe-

cially to boiler construction and mam-
tenance. In this department he is in the

front rank of authorities today, and ex-

periments conducted under his super-

vision have a potential value that has

opened up new lines of thought, and sug-

gested new lines of investigation, which

are leading to paths of real improvement.

Tlie illustrations are numbered so that

the matter will be readily understood by

all who are in any way familiar with loco-

motive boiler construction and repair,

and will be of special interest to that

large class who are interested in the im-

provement of boiler construction looking

Mark No 6 10/^

IN, Superintendent Motive Power, New
one that aroused his suspicion, so to

speak, was a new boiler that had only

been in service about four months ; at

the end of that time it was found neces-

towards the economy in the use of fuel.

Referring to Fig. 1. Mr. MacBain stated

that experiments were made in order to

determine why certain fireboxes in the

FIG. 2.

sary to put in new sheets, so it was taken

out and returned to the locomotive com-

pany.

"We wanted to lind out what the

trouble was, and Mr. Linderman, boiler-

maker on the Michigan Central Railroad,

conceived the idea of finding out whether

there was any difference in the length

of inside sheets as compared with the out-

side sheets under the varying conditions

of heat and pressure. We took one of

the engines that had a boiler exactly like

the one that failed, and after making the

tram marks as indicated on the slide, on

York Central Railroad

time, the fire was dumped out quickly,

and Mr. Linderman and his assistant im-

mediately went inside of the box and
tried the tram on the marks that were
made when the box was cold, and imme-
diately following this they tried the tram

to the outside marks with the result tliat

they found that the tram marks on the

lire sheet were 3/32 inch closer together

than they were on the outside sheet.

This experiment was afterwards tried

under more favorable circumstances at

West Albany shop in 1910, when a wide-

lirebox boiler was selected, and a set of

I rams of solid steel were prepared, and a

set of marks, as shown on the slide, made
from these trams. The boiler was then

lired up and, when 200 pounds pressure

was raised and the pops had been open

for a few minutes, the fire was drawn
hastily, during which process the trams

were tried to their respective marks on

the outside sheets, and immediately after-

ward (within a few minutes) the trams,

in the proper order, were tried to the

FIG. 4. FIG. 5.

very early stages of their existence gave

a great deal of trouble through the side

sheets cracking vertically between the

staybolt holes, and in one instance the

the inner and outer sheets, when the

boiler was cold, the engine was then tired

up, and after 200 pounds pressure had

been raised and the pops open for some

marks on the inner shce'ts, and the figures

shown in the table are the result, indicat-

ing tliat the expansion of the outer sheets

was greater, in every case, than that of
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the inner sheets, as indicated in tlie fol-

lowing table

:

M.irk Outside Wrapper Sheet
No. Location Expansion

1—Side Sheet 3/16 inch
2—Side Sheet 5/32 inch
.1—Side Sheet 'A inch
4—Side Sheet 3/16 inch
5—Side Sheet 7/32 inch
6—Wagon Top 7/32 inch
1—Throat Sheet .I/.W inch
2—Throat Sheet 3/16 inch
1—Back Head 5/32 inch

In.side of Firebox Difference
Location Expansion in Expansion

Side Sheet Ij inch 1/16 inch
Side Sheet 3/32 inch 1/16 inch
Side Sheet 5/32 inch 3/32 inch
Side Sheet ^^ inch 1/16 inch
Side Sheet 'i inch 3/32 inch
Crown Sheet 5/32 inch 1/16 inch
Tube Sheet 7/64 inch 3/64 inch

% inch 1/16 inch
(No Record on door sheet)

thus verifyiuK our opinion in that regard,

and seemingly accounting for the brcak-

TfiisKmii'-Shck
.

Jhisl>iMl>SI'>'l'

KowA Bolt head Taut
^ B " i' Stack

Poutle Ciirle indiccte! - QHfiF Bolt Ixad i'Slaek

f/exiljtf Bolts ' G " A -

- //
M .. lout

FIG. 6.

age of the back lieads and throat sheets

along the outer row of staybolts ; also the

vertical cracks in the side sheets, as well

as the cracks from the water-bar holes,

as indicated in Figs. 2, 3, 4 and 5. This

theory is borne out by the movement

of the needle shown extending through

the throat sheet, Fig. 1, as, when the fire

was first started, and before circulation

was fully established, the needle moved
out 3/32 inch, and later, when circulation

was established and the steam pressure

began to rise, the needle moved backward
about 1/16 inch. Tlie first movement of

FIG. ;.

the needle, we think, throws some light

on the cause of side sheets puffing along

the fire line, as they sometimes do.

Fig. 6 shows, to the left, an installa-

tion of flexible staybolts, which, when
adjusted, as shown by the tables and notes.

in our opinion, will relieve the stresses

that are the cause of the failures in-

dicated in Figs. 2 and 3 ; and, to the

riglit, tlie same installation and method

of adjustment of flexible staybolts in the

first and second rows on the side at each

end to relieve the stresses that we believe

are responsible for the failures shown in

Figs. 4 and S.

Our experience on the New York Cen-

tral and Michigan Central has been of the

most satisfactory nature in preventing

cracked sheets and leaky side-sheet

seams, and we are of the opinion that an

installation of flexible staybolts, set loose,

as shown in Fig. No. 6, witli tliis differ-

ence, we believe a full installation in the

throat sheet, set loose as follows, is ad-

visable :

First row above mud rings. .Tiglit

Second row above mud ring. 1/32 in. loose

All others 1/16 in. loose

And the back flue-sheet braces 3/32 in. loose

and will increase the life of a modern
firebox from 50 to 75 per cent. ; the loose

installation of flexible staybolts in the

throat sheet, and slack braces to back

flue sheet, that will be shown in Fig. 17,

being considered necessary in order to

avoid excessive staybolt and flue-sheet

brace breakages, and at the same time re-

duce the strain on the arch-flue anchor-

ages, the latter being quite a source of

trouble when they begin to blow, especially

at the front end.

Figs. 7 and 7a represent the first

engine in the United States, I believe,

that ever had an entire installation of

flexible staybolts. It is an Atlantic type,

and the full installation of flexible stay-

bolts was made in February, 1907, when
the engine received a new firebox. All

staybolts were of the Tate flexible type

with the exception of four bolts under
the popper dome and four under the

steam turret, and eight bolts which go on
top seam of back head. Those that were
not flexible were sling stays, as shown in

Fig. 8.

In February, 1908, this engine again

received general repairs, and the firebox

was in good condition. All caps were re-

moved from the flexible staybolts and
they were found to be in good condition.

In April, 1909, it was found necessary to

patch the top of the back tube sheet on

account of the sheet cracking from the

tube hole around flange. This was done
in the engine house. Also in that year,

'

this engine again received general repairs,

and by that time the top of back tube

sheet had given out in two more places,

but as sheet was in good condition other-

wise it was again patched. Three of the

mud ring corners also had to have small

patches applied. No broken staybolts

were found at that time. In April, 1911,

the engine was again in shop for general

repairs, at which time all caps were re-

moved from the flexible staybolts and
the staybolts were found to be sound.

Patch was applied on top flange of flue

sheet on left side.

This engine had made 319,067 miles to

X.jvember 1, 1911. In July, 1912, the

engine was again in shop for general re-

pairs, and all flues were reset, mud ring

corners calked, and new back tube sheet

applied ; crown sheet and water space

cleaned ; caps were removed from all

flexible staybolts and no broken staybolts

were found.

Up to January 1, 1914, this engine had

made 440,189 miles dating from the time

FIG. 7a.

new firebox was applied in February, 1907.

In March, 1914, engine was again in

shop for general repairs,—caps were re-

moved from flexible staybolts and all

staybolts were good, a patch was applied

on right side sheet, size 24 x 36; patches

were also applied on corners both right

and left sides. In March, 1915, when the

engine was again in shop for machinery

repairs, both front corners, also left back

corner, were patched, and no broken stay-

bolts were found at that time. In

October, 1915, superheater was applied,

also new side sheets, flue sheets and door

sheet, and no broken staybolts were found.

Up to that time this engine had made a

total of 500,000 miles, without a flexible

stavbolt failure.

ttt

FIG. 8.

This is the same engine showing the

installation as it was made in the sides.

The manner of installing the bolts on

that engine was probably not quite as

methodical and up-to-date as we do it

nowadays, but it was fairly good."
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Difference of Force of Impact Between Vehicles in

a Moving Train of Cars
By WALTER V. TURNER, Assistant Manager Westinghouse Air Brake Co.

In couiu'ction with tlie subject of de-

sign of an efficient brake for a heavily

loaded freight car, I wish to touch upon

the efifects of slack action encountered in

a train on level track, and first establisli

the necessity for an efficient brake for

the loaded car when on level track as well

as to emphasize the necessity for such a

brake in descending heavy grades. By

the way of an approach to the subject, I

will repeat certain parts of a paper read

before the St. Louis Railway Club at a

recent meeting which will convey an idea

of the forces tliat may be set up between

the different cars of a train by the action

of the air brake. Many of the readers

may wonder how it is that a draft gear

member, a yoke, for instance, should be

broken in service on a car weighing, say,

160,000 lbs., loaded, when upon an exam-

ination the yoke reveals no particular

defect and yokes of an identical size,

when pulled on a testing machine, require

a force averaging between 200,000 and

300,000 lbs. to rupture them; in other

words, a force far exceeding the weiglit

of the vehicle upon which the yoke was

broken ?

The illustration and formula shows

what the force of impact may be for a

difference in velocity of only one mile

per hour between two cars when the im-

pact takes place in 1/100 of a second—

a

very reasonable time for impact, but

something exceedingly difficult of exact

determination.

A purely elastic impact has been chosen

as basis for this curve for mathematical

simplicity. When two lead balls come to-

gether the impact is inelastic, that is, the

coefficient of restitution is approximately

zero. In other words, the surfaces of

contact have zero tendency to return to

the contour obtaining before impact takes

place. On the other hand two hard steel,

ivory or glass balls have very nearly

purely elastic impact. That is, the co-

efficient of restitution is approximately

unity, by which is meant the surfaces com-

pressed during impact would, like a

spring, return practically all the energy

used in compressing them and would re-

turn very nearly to the exact contour

it had before impact. The F. t. used in

making the curve of the figure attached

is the summation of the product of all

instantaneous values of the force and

time of impact. The force ranges from

nothing at the beginning of the impact to

its maximum at tlie end of the full time

of impact in the case of inelastic impact

In the case of elastic impact the maxi-

mum force occurs at the mid-point of the

time and tapers down tn zero again at the

end of the full time of impact. Accord-

ing to this, if the force varies directly

with the time, the time to give the maxi-

mum force shown in the curve need be

only 2/100 of a second instead of one.

The maximum force is the one with

which we are most greatly concerned in

the case of collision between cars, and,

other things being equal, it does not make
any difference to the intensity of the blow

whether the elasticity, in the way of

restitution, is great or small, but it makes

a vast difference in the case of a train of

cars in the way of causing a final velocity

for the following car much less than that

of the leading car. That is, when the

elasticity, or coefficient of restitution, is

zero, the two cars w'ill mi)ve on after im-

fSffCC or Inpacr

stance, lead as well as steel, has an elas-

tic limit, but tliis limit, for substances of

low moduli of elasticity is so far below

the stresses involved in the every day

world that, in the case of lead, for in-

stance, the elasticity is practically zero.

That is to say, a stress which might be

applied to a piece of steel without giving

it a permanent set, i. e., carrying it be-

yond the point (the elastic limit) from

which it would begin to fail to return to

its original shape upon removing the

stress, would permanently deform a

piece of lead or a piece of rubber which,

contrary to the popular conception, is of

low elasticity. Rubber is elastic in the

popular sense that a very small force will

stretch or elongate it a great deal, but it

is inelastic in a mechanical sense that a

Inelashc Impact eu basis 4e.

€• coefficient of rast'tution - O.

KM
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when two cars come together it is im-

possible to say. It is true tliat the elas-

ticity, or coefficient of restitution, is less

for friction draft gear than i,t is for

spring draft gear and a condition of zero

elasticity would be the ideal, having in

mind for the measure of this elasticity a

time interval approaching that of the im-

pact, for, obviously, after the blow has

taken place, it is indispensable that the

draft gear resume, rather quickly, its

initial position in order to be ready for a

succeeding iniiiact.

The assumption of a velocity difference

of one mile per hour for the formula

shown is very conservative. With an

empty car braked at 60 per cent, having

a rigging clticiency of 85 per cent, and a

brake shoe friction of 15 per cent, the

retardation set up is

.60 X .85 X .15 = 7.6S %
Which means a rate of change of ve-

locity of

.0765 X 22 M. P. H. per sec. = 1.68

M. P. H. per second.

This because 22 miles per hour per sec-

ond represents 100 per cent, retardation,

namely that due to gravity, or 32.2 feet

per second, per .second. For a fully

loaded car the retardation is only one

quarter of this, or,

.25 X 1.68 = .42 M. P. H. per second.

The difference in change of velocity be-

tween the empty and loaded car is,

1.68 — .42 = 1.26 .M. P. II. for every second.

Now if a 10-pound Ijrake pipe reduction

be made instead of 20 lbs., giving 17 or

18 lbs. cylinder pressure instead of SO

lbs., the braking force will be about one-

third its full value, and the velocity

change per second will be about one-third

the above value, 1.26/3 or 42 M. P. H.

In order that a velocity difTerence of one

mile per hour be set up it would be nec-

essary that this difference in retardation

between empty and loaded cars continue

for only 1/.42 or 2.4 seconds, and that

42 X 1.467 X 2.4 -^ 2 = 7.4 feet of slack

ol)tain to permit this velocity difTerence

and the impact due to such difference.

That is with an average of one foot of

slack per car, and with tlie slack bunched

lictween a string of loads ahead and

empty cars behind, due to a 10 lb. reduc-

tion just having been completed, at the

brake valve, in about 2.5 seconds time

the eighth empty would be jerking on

the seven empties ahead which had just

run out on the string of loads. This

eighth empty would be running at about

one mile per hour slower than the car

ahead at the instant of impact, and the

blow due to impact would be something

over 200,000 lbs. From the curve a car

weight of 40,000 lbs. would give an im-

pact of only about 100,000 lbs.—pro-

vided the second car which affords the

impact is of the same weight. But when
an anchor of 10 or more times the weight

of the first car affords the impact, the

force of impact becomes twice the value

given by the curve. In the illustration

used seven empties and the loads ahead

provide the anchor against which the

eighth empty jerks. By the time the six-

teenth empty runs out the velocity differ-

ence is twice the one computed, other

things being equal, and therefore the

blow of impact is doubled, that is, 400,-

000 lbs. Hence it becomes plain why a

draft gear yoke, capable of sustaining the

weight of its own car, or even a number
of such cars, if suspended vertically, is so

easily broken in service. The illustra-

tion also shows why it is so many dam-
aging shocks due to slack action occur

every day, and it is amazing that more of

them are not experienced with the great

diversity in car loading, train make up,

brake equipment, brake maintenance, etc.

Brake maintenance is mentioned along

with brake equipment, for it is easy to

see tliat short piston travel on empty
cars accentuate the difference in retarda-

tion in a mixed train, and also variable

piston travel in a train uniformly made
up of all empties or all loads sets up

surges or slack action in exactly the same
way as pointed out in the illustration.

Method of Attaching the Ends of Superheater Flues

to the Header of the Robinson Superheater

In the July issue of Raihvay and Loco-

motive Engineering there is published an

account of the Robinson Locomotive

Superheater. A desire is expressed that

some of your correspondents would en-

lighten you in regard to the method of

V/-orking the unit ends. As I am familiar

with a superheater in this country em-
ploying expanded tube joints for the con-

nection of unit tubes to the superheater

headers, I am pleased to explain this

practice to you.

-A.t the start it should be remembered

that abroad, where there are many makes

of locomotive superheaters, the expanded

joint is very common and is used there

on the German superheaters which em-

ploy the ball joint in this country. Hav-
ing a patent on the ball joint in the

United States, but on no other essential

part of the superheater, it is natural that

the makers should advocate and push it

to the limit. The foreign practice cannot

bt said to favor such a joint and expand-

ing the tubes is the most common prac-

tice. There is no question whatever that

boilermakers and mechanical experts

agree that the best method of attaching

the ends of a tube to its sheets is by ex-

panding. This applies, of course, to

tubes which must be periodically removed
and are not practical to weld in place.

By FRANK PAGE, New York

.\ satisfactory method of attachment

having thus been determined through

years of experience, there remained the

problem of detaching the tubes in a satis-

factory manner. In the case of locomotive

superheater unit ends the term "satis-

factory" in the highest degree would

mean the ability to remove and replace

the tube ends without cutting, safe-end-

ing, or the necessity of employing special

and complicated tools. The smaller the

amount of work and expense entailed,

the more "satisfactory" from the railroad

point of view. These requirements can

all be met, and with surprising ease, in

superheaters where simple expanded

joints are used, such as the Robinson or

Foster.

Persons of limited experience with heavy

gauge tubing are not likely to accept such

statements without question, but the fact

is that ordinary gauge tubing, such as loco-

motive tubes, cannot be handled in the

same manner that superheater tubing can.

Those who have not had experience with

this tubing are pretty certain to be ig-

norant of its characteristics and advan-

tages. A study of Mr. Robinson's various

patents would have made it clear to the

writer of the article in question that there

are very simple means for removing unit

ends without cutting or safe-ending.

It has not been found necessary to em-

ploy even the tube pushers which the

English design contemplates, and we en-

close herewith sketches showing what is

probably the simplest method of remov-

ing the units. Tests made on this type

of joint have shown that V/z inch tubing

of 8 or 9 gauge stock can be expanded

into its seat tight enough to hold pres-

.-ures exceeding 1,000 pounds per square

inch without even a sweat and yet be

driven out of the seat with a hand ham-
mer or light sledge. The process is as

follows

:

The unit tubing is slipped up into its

seat in the header so that the end pro-

jects above the sheet about the thickness

of the tubing, say 3/32 inch. This tub-

ing is then expanded with an ordinary

three roller expander and the tube is not

belled, beaded, or flared in any other way.

The small diameter of the tubing and the

heavy wall will produce a joint relatively

so much stronger than the ordinary

belled and beaded boiler tube that there

is no comparison.

To remove these tube ends a small

drift is made which will fit easily into the

tube and which has a shoulder that will

freely pass through the hole in the head-

er. This drift can then be hammered
down, either directly or by placing a bar
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upon it, until the unit is free. This proc-

ess does not require any special skill or

care and does not injure the unit end. In

some cases the ends have been annealed

before replacing in order to eliminate any

crystallization due to expanding, but no

failure has as yet shown this precaution

to be necessary. A great many cases

where the tubing has been driven out and
then replaced and re-expanded, either

were safe ended about a foot below the

header by an ordinary oxy-acetylene

torch and the ease with which this was
accomplished demonstrated that if trou-

ble ever should develop with a unit end,

the piece could be replaced in a few
minutes by an acetylene welder. In this

particular instance tlie ends of the tubing

to be welded were roughly beveled back
at an angle of about 45 degrees. A long

BAR

DEVICE FOR REMOVING FLUES FROM HEADER IN ROBINSON SUPERHEATER.

without any attention whatever or else

after lightly rubbing over with emery

cloth, have shown absolutely that this is

a most "satisfactory" manner to make
the header connection. The heavy metal

is susceptible to much more rolling than

ordinary boiler tubing and repeated re-

moving and replacing in different round-

houses has not brought to light any trou-

ble. From theoretical considerations,

certainly, none would be expected.

In one locomotive half a dozen units

bolt was then inserted to keep the short

piece in line with the unit tube. The two
pieces were kept separated by about 1/16-

inch until the operator had tacked the

tubes at two or three points around the

circumference. The bolt was then with-

drawn to eliminate any chance of its

sticking due to the heat, and the welding

was completed. An examination of the

interior of the tubing by means of a small

electric light showed that there had been

no burning through of the metal and

that a very smooth surface had been

produced. The units were placed in

the boiler and test pressure applied

with the pleasing result that not the

slightest sign of a leak could be found.

These elements have now been in service

for more than half a year and no trouble

has been reported This again shows
that heavy tubing can be worked in a

far more satisfactory way than thinner

stock and results totally unbelievable to

those not familiar with it can be obtained.

One other point which may not be

clear is the replacing of unit ends in their

seats in the header after having been

driven out. It might naturally be ex-

pected that a very tight fit would be en-

countered and much trouble experienced

in forcing the tube ends into place. That
this does not occur is best proved by the

fact that in practice it never has. Light

tapping has been sufficient to enter all

unit ends and without special prepara-

tion.

The foregoing remarks, it is hoped,

will clear up the doubts and uncertainties

of those who are not familiar with the

construction and care of modern locomo-

tive superheaters. The statement in the

article that the joints in the Robinson

superheaters observed were not as tight

as they should have been sounds unneces-

sarily misleading, for although such

might have been the case it certainly is

not the fault of the Robinson design else

nearly all the boiler tubes in the world

are incorrectly secured in place. It

would interest me very much to know
whether the English practice is to use

a roller expander, for it has been found

in this country that a properly rolled

joint is good for much greater pressure

than could possibly be put on the boiler.

Wyman's Automatic Drifting Device
By JOHN MILTON CLEARY, Delmer, Del.

Drifting devices are being much dis- urged at the last convention of the Travel- Delaware Division of the Pennsylvania

cussed in engineering circles at present, ing Engineers that a satisfactory device be R.R., and is being used extensively on the

The article which appeared in June issue designed this subject is occupying the P. B. & W. R.R., having been installed

VIEW SHOWING DETAILS OF DRIFTING APPLIANCE IN FRONT END.

of Railway ,\nd Locomotive Engineering,

by Mr. F. Roesch, explaining the opera-

tion of the combined drifting and relief

valve was read with great interest, and

since the committee on drifting valves

minds of not a few able mechanical men
engaged on railways at this time.

The Wyman Automatic Drifting device

was designed and patented by George W.
Wyman, assistant road foreman of engines.

and successfully operated on the following

class P. R.R. engines : K 2 S a, E 6 S,

E 3 S D, D 16 SB, H 9 S.

The device which has been installed on

D. & H. Locomotive No. 1200 was recently
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demonstrated at Carhondale by Mr. Wy-
man personally, to the satisfaction of all

concerned. This engine has very large

cylinder dimensions, being 27 by 32 inches,

with relief valves in both steam chest and

cylinder, yet during the demonstration,

while engine was being drifted down the

mountain, no difficulty was experienced

whatever in keeping the relief valve closed

with the amount of steam that passed

through drifting device to valve chambers

and cylinders, tliis in turn eliminating the

engineman must open the starting valve.

This will allow a low pressure to go to

the steam chest and cylinders, but will not

interfere with the movement of the engine,

as the reducing valve will close when the

pressure it is set for is obtained.

The starting valve is not to be closed by

the engineman until the trip has been

completed. When the engineman opens

the throttle, the higher pressure in the

steam chest will close the check valve and

prevent the low pressure from going to

passing the centre. The device is auto-

matic in action ; the check valve divides

the two pressures.

On account of having a volume of steam

in the cylinders at all times constant lubri-

cation is assured and engine is more easily

started on account of having no frictional

resistance to overcome. This device is

connected in front header for the purpose

of using saturated steam to cool the cylin-

ders, which is more preferable on account

of the extremely high temperature of su-

mrA^% ff,lf Mj^Lt-> r.-i I T.

VIEW SHOWING DETAILS OF DRIFTING APPLIANCE IN CAB.

pound in boxes and rods, which was very

noticeable when the valve was closed and

no steam passing to the steam chest and

cylinders.

The automatic drifting device consists

of the following parts: (1) A starting

valve; (2) a reducing valve; (3) a check

valve; (4) an auxiliary pipe line.

In order to operate this device the re-

ducing valve must be set at a very low

pressure—something that will not move
the engine—from 20 to 35 lbs.) the

dimensions of the cylinder to govern.

When the engine is placed on the train the

the steam chest. For each and every stop

or drift made by the engine when throttle

is closed and the pressure on the steam

chest side of check valve becomes less

than pressure on the reducing valve side

of check, this valve will raise and allow

the auxiliary pipe pressure to pass to the

steam chest and cylinders, thereby pre-

venting the induction of smoke box gases

and cinders ; avoids vacuum, friction and

the carbonization of oil ; cools the cylin-

ders ; prolongs the life of metallic piston

rod packing and crossheads and eliminates

the pound in main boxes and in rods while

perheated steam. Too often the trouble

experienced with similar devices is that

they fail to deliver a sufficient amount of

steam in the cylinders to prevent vacuum,

while drifting at a high rate of speed due

to the fact that they choke the admission

ports. This trouble is remedied in the

Wyman device in that lyi and 2-inch pipe

line is used, which puts a large amount of

steam there, when engine is drifting at

high speed and absolutely prevents

vacuum. This in turn will cure all other

defects referred to above, and has been

found eminently successful.

Air Pump Lifter.

By E. L. BowEN, Air Brake Foreman,

McComb City, Miss.

The accompanying drawing shows the

details of a substantial lifter for the New
York air brake No. 5 pumps. As shown,

it consists of a cross beam and two loops

of wrought iron that pass over the valve

cage bosses on each side of the air cyl-

inder. The two J4-'n. set screws are

screwed up into the depressions in tlic

bottom of the lower valve cages, thus

fastening the lifter securely to the pump.

The use of this device, which is easily and
cheaply constructed, is much superior in

every way to the common practice of lift-

ing the pumps by the use of a chain. As
is well known, the liability of chains to

slip on cylindrical surfaces is very great,

but with this device properly fastened to

the pump there is no possibility of it slip-

ping, thus making it absolutely secure in

placing the pump in position or removing
it from the engine. Hence it may be

classed as at least a small step in the

popular direction of Safety First, as it is

always reliable.

I Square -t'lOT.

2- Like This

DETAILS OF AIR PUMP LIFTER.

For^ Coffer

Z- f RiyETS.LiKE
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Driving Spring Puller.

By H.\rrv Bi)n.\.v, Proctor, Minn.

The accompanying photograph and

drawing .show a shop made spring hook.

In applying the device the driving wheel

is first run up on an iron wedge, and then

blocks are placed under spring equalizers

or rigging. The engine is then moved oft

the wedge, and the hook put into place

as shown. The spring is then pulled

down and the clips removed, then slacked

hack and the spring removed. The new

spring is then pulled into its place in the

DRIVING SPRING PULLER DEVICE.

same manner. Sometimes it may be

necessary to place an iron bar between

the wheel and spring to prevent the

spring from being pulled over sideways.

The hook works best when the engine is

moved by its own steam, and the opera-

tion can be easily completed in about

twenty minutes. For the largest type of

locomotives, the hook should be made of

3 inch square iron. It has proved itself

a labor saving device here, and at little

cost would prove equally effective else-

where.

Poets Inventors.

An inventor is generally looked upon

as a hard-headed, matter-of-fact person,

with none of the celestial fire that pro-

duces the great works of poets and im-

mortal writers. Yet a little reflection

will convince thoughtful people that the

mental attributes which produce the

works of a Milton, a Shakespeare, or a

Burns, are similar to the mental forces

which have invented such triumphs of

ingenuity as the printing press, the steam

engine, the electric dynamo, the locomo-

tive engine, the telephone and the rail-

way air brake.

On reflection it will be found that me-

chanical invention differs nothing from

that which gives value to those pursuits

considered to be more mental and re-

fined. Homer and his Iliad, Virgil and

his .Aeneid, Milton^ and his Paradise Lost,

Burns and his Tam o' Shanter, were

minds and productions of the same fiber

and tension with newer men, and Watt
with their engines. Huyghens with his

watch, Arkwright with hi? spinning

jenny, Brawa with his hydraulic press,

Hedley with his locomotive. Westing-

house with his air brake. In fact, all

observation shows that the power of

combining machines and constructing

powers, in the heroic or any other line,

are usually united in the same individual,

that all poets are mechanical inventors

and all mechanical inventors are poets.

Hooke made verses as well as machines

;

and when he presented thirty-seven dif-

ferent projects for flying, had his atten-

tion been directed to express his thoughts

in meter, he had previously shown a

facility for describing the glories of his

mistress' eyes in as many sonnets.

Lord Worcester also made verses, and

his "Century of Inventions" has been

commented upon by more than one per-

son, as if it were a poem, although not

written in rhyme. Arkwright was famed

among his customers for a light hand and

exquisite edge on verses which cut as

keen as a razor. Watt, in his youth, was

a rhymester, and few men in his genera-

tion read more fairy tales and poetry.

Few who knew Rennie, near the close of

his life, would have dreamt of finding

under the inflexible man of business ex-

terior an enthusiastic admirer of poetry

and music. Telford, when building rough

stone walls as a working mason, was an

esteemed contributor to the Poet's Cor-

ner of the Scotch Magazine, and his pro-

ductions were imbued with much of the

poetical sweetness of the Bard of Ayr.

Saving and Waste of Coal.

We once heard a road foreman of

engines who was hiring a new fireman

say : "The engineers will instruct you

in most of your duties, but your first

duty will be to keep the boiler hot."

We considered that to be shortsighted

advice, and its principles have been the

means of throwing millions of dollars'

worth of property into the air. The ex-

tent of waste through steam screaming

through safety valves is so indefinite that

few persons realize its magnitude. The

writer years ago made a series of tests to

find out the waste of coal due to safety

valves blowing, and he discovered that

every minute the safety valves were

blowing the equivalent of twelve pounds

of coal passed into the atmosphere.

The authorities of Purdue University

carried out some carefully conducted

tests, to demonstrate the extent of waste

due to safety valves blowing off steam

for four consecutive minutes. They found

that six cubic feet or 336 pounds of water

was converted into steam and blown away
at the rate of 84 pounds of water per

minute.

Combustion is the result of the chem-

ical union of carbon with oxygen at a

high degree of temperature, thereby pro-

ducing light and heat. It is the duty of

enginemen by knowledge and intelli-

gence to see that this process is carried

out effectively. One unit of heat equals

about 778 foot pounds of work, or 778

pounds raised one foot high. The per-

fect combustion of 10 pounds of coal,

which is about one shovelful, gives about

140,000 units of heat and will raise 778

pounds 100,000,000 feet high. The raising

of 33,000 pounds one foot high per min-

ute is one horse-power, therefore the

loss through this pop of one shovelful

of coal equals a waste of about 4 horse-

power.

Practically it is impossible to obtain as

good results as these figures indicate, on

account of leaks and other sources of

waste, but much can be accomplished by

careful men.

Water Circulation in Boilers.

Several years ago the Chicago, Burling-

ton & Quincy Railroad people made a

series of exhaustive tests to find out the

temperature of locomotive boilers under

varying conditions that ought to be better

known to railroad men generally than

they are. The experiments were made to

determine the temperature of the water

in various parts of the boiler when the

locomotive was standing, no steam being

used from the boiler excepting as re-

quired for operating the injector. The
results of the experiments indicated that

when the feed is delivered in the usual

manner to the boiler, the water in the

water-leg on the opposite side may have

a temperature 100 degrees less than the

normal temperature of the boiler, and

that the intermixing is greatly improved

by using a perforated pipe extending be-

yond the check within the boiler either

longitudinally or transversely, and also

by the omission of a pipe, and by means

of an orifice that opens upward. In the

progress of the tests it was found also

that when the intermixing was most com-
plete, the drop in steam pressure was

greatest, so that it may almost be said

that the degree of intermixing in any

given boiler may be judged by noting the

rapidity with which the steam pressure

falls under the action of the injectors

when the engine is at rest.

It is likely that the conditions described

could be very much modified by the action

of a superheater, but we think that any

means used to promote circulating the

water would have beneficial results on

fuel economy and experiments should be

encouraged.
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Lehigh Valley Seventy Years Old.

The Lehigh Valley Railroad Company
is 70 years old. Its orifiiiial charter

bears the date of April 21, 1846. The
Pennsylvania Railroad Company was 70

years old on April 13, and is, there-

fore, about a week older than the Le-

high Valley. Both roads are thriving

very well at threescore and ten.

A small part of the Lehigh Valley

Railroad, as it now e.'iists, really had its

start 86 years ago, however. On April

7, 1830, the General Assembly of Penn-

sylvania authorized the Beaver Meadow
Railroad and Coal Company "to con-

struct and make a single or double rail-

road from the Beaver Meadow coal

mines, in the county of Northampton, tn

a convenient point on the River Lehigh,

at any place above Mauch Chunk." The
Beaver Meadow Company was merged

into the Lehigh Valley Company on July

8, 1864. Its line extended from Mauch
Chunk to Penn Haven, thence to Beaver

Meadow and adjoining coal mines.

The Lehigh Valley Railroad was at its

beginning incorporated under the name
of tlie Delaware. Lchisli, Schuylkill and

Susquehanna Railroad Company by an

act of the Pennsylvania Assembly. The
first survey of the line was made be-

tween Easton and the mouth of Ma-
honing Creek, five miles east of Mauch
Cliunk, in 1850, and on March 10, 1851,

the construction work was begun near

AUentovvn. The name Lehigh Valley

Railroa^i was formally approved by the

General Assembly as a substitute for the

longer one on January 7, 1853. It was
originally intended that the line should

extend from Easton to Mauch Chunk.

By June 11, 1855, it had been opened as

far as AUentown from Easton, and it

leached Mauch Chunk September 12.

1855. By 1869 the line had been extend-

ed to Wilkes-Earre, being opened for

traffic on May 29 of that year. In 1875

New Jersey was crossed to tidewater

at Perth Amboy, N. J., and in February.

1891, a new line headed toward New
York was opened to Newark. The same
year the company's rails into Buffalo

were opened for traffic. A year later

Jersey City and New York harbor had

been reached.

Soft Metal Hammers.

In the general working of an engineer-

ing shop it is often desirable to ham-
mer or strike objects without bruising

them, and to do this either a piece of

soft metal must be placed between the

metal struck and the ordinary hammer,
or a liammer made of soft metal must
be used. Such hammers must necessarily

be of some heavy metal, copper, brass,

lead, and lead hardened with from 10 to

15 per cent of tin, often being selected as

they combine ponderosity with softness.

The shape of the hammer depends on its

purpose, as also does its size, but all are

heavier than steel bulk for bulk. For

use on iron and steel, brass and copper

answer well, while for other metals lead,

either hardened or .soft, is eflficient

bruising being prevented by their use.

It is always necessary that hammers be

well balanced, and it is good policy to

turn up the working faces smooth, as

the skin on cast articles is always harder

than the clean metal underneath.

when the cutting end or face is a straw

color the back will probably be blue, and

this will be an advantage, as it is only

the cutting end that is required very

hard.

Hardening and Tempering.

Our contemporary, the Blacksmitli, says

that such tools as drills, cliisels and

punclies are frequently hardened and tem-

pered with one heating only. For harden-

ing, heat to a dull red, and cool the point

in water for about Yz inch up ; then, for

tempering, rub bright with a piece of

sandstone, and watch for the temperature

of the point to be raised by tlie heat of

the shank ; the temperature will show
itself by the different colors as follows:

Light straw, straw, deep straw, light pur-

ple, purple or plum color, deep purple,

light blue, blue, deep blue. These colors

represent different degrees of hardness,

and this is where the practice comes in,

to know what color or degree of hard-

ness is suitable for the work. When
heating the point of a drill or chisel, one

part of it (the thinnest part generally)

may assume a very light orange color,

while the other part is a dull red ; and if

cooled out while in this condition, it

would be impossible to get an even tem-

per : thus the necessity of getting a uni-

form heat, which means practically that

the tool must be got either a dull red or

dark or light orange all over before be-

ing cooled.

.\ punch or drill may. for certain pur-

(voses, require to have a very hard point

and a tough shank or shaft. Having
hardened the tool by quenching from a

cherry red, the tool may be reheated

from the shank end to a low tempera-

ture, closely watching the color as it ap-

proaches the cutting edge. Immediately

the point assumes a light yellow, quench

in oil or water.

It is convenient to heat small tools for

hardening in an iron pipe about 1 foot

long and 2 inches in diameter, with one

end closed by means of a wrought iron

plug welded in. The tools are placed in

the pipe, which is thrust into the fire

;

and when the proper temperature is at-

tained, the pipe is removed from the fire

and the tools are tipped into the quench-

ing medium. When cool, they will be

found to be clean and ready for tem-

pering, which may be done by placing

them on an iron plate, heated over a gas

stove. Small round punches should be

lolled over the hot plate until the re-

quired color appears, while small dies are

best placed endwise on the plate so that

the heat travels up from the bottom;

Mahogany.

Mahogany is not only a fashionable

wood but it is the most reliable wood
known to general construction. It is un-

equalled for doors, house trimming, furni-

ture or for any purpose when a hard-

wood is desired.

It does not warp or check ; neither does

the sun fade it ; but on the contrary, it

brings out its rich color. Time, which

destroys other woods, only serves to in-

crease the value of mahogany.

Mahogany is found in the West India

Islands, also in Mexico. Some time be-

tween the years 1521 and 1540, Cortez and

his companions after their conquest of

that country, used mahogany in the build-

ing of the ships in which they sailed on

their voyages of discovery. The color of

mahogany when freshly cut is of a light

tone, and in finishing it this shade should

be preserved. The finisher should not

be permitted to use any stain upon the

wood, as this detracts from its effect and

interferes with one of the most beautiful

operations in nature. The owner of a

house finished in mahogany may notice

from month to month the deepening

shades of color in the wood, which mel-

low in the sun's rays and take on a richer

glow. This increases year by year until

the wood is resplendent in beauty.

To stain such wood is a vain attempt

to improve upon nature, and by it the

changes in shade and variety in tone of

color are destroved.

Too Suggestive of the End.

Some time ago a lodge of locomotive

firemen rented their meeting hall to the

Order of Elks. Recently the boys bought

a "Hoodoo Model" and asked the old

Elk where they could put it. He told

them to put it into the banquet room, but

to cover it with a case so that it would

not be injured.

The carpenter employed to make the

bo.x designed it to take up as little room

as possible. When it was set up and

painted black, it looked like a coffin set

upon legs. A few days after it was in

place, the Order of Elk sent for the Sec-

retary of the lodge and asked what in the

lame of the everlasting properties, he

meant by permitting a casket to be set up

in the lodge room?
The Old Elk explained that they tried

to hold a banquet after initiation, in the

room the previous evening, but the boys

could could not enthuse with that thing

staring in their faces, making the place as

solemn as a church ; so the lodge voted

that I tell you to remove the remains or

get another hall. We don't want a vault.
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Department of Questions and Answers
HELICAL SPRINGS.

J. B., Toronto, Canada, asks : What
is the rule used in finding the strength or

carrying capacity of a helical spring?

A.—The common rule is to multiply the

ultimate tensile strength of tlie steel by

.3927 and the product again multiplied by

the cube of its diameter, and divide by

the difference between the outside dia-

meter of the coil and the diameter of the

steel.

DEFECTIVE INJECTOR.

R. M., Plymouth, Pa., writes : In

.esting a lifting injector that fails to lift

the water properly, what may be the gen-

eral causes of its failure? A.—There

may be a leak in the steam valve, and the

suction pipe may be heated to such a

degree that it may prevent the forma-

tion of a vacuum in the pipe. The steam

valves should be perfectly tight. A leak

shows by an escape of steam when the

steam valves are closed. There may be

a leak in the suction pipe or its connec-

tion, in which case air is admitted and a

vacuum prevented. A leak of this kind

may be detected by closing the heater

cock and opening the main .steam valve

only, if there is a separate lifting jet, or

with a single lever instrument, by open-

ing both steam valves at once. The
steam blowing back to the tank will then

escape through the leak, if there is a

leak. The trouble may be remedied by

tightening up the suction pipe connec-

tions. A leak in the check valve will also

heat the suction pipe and cause a defect.

The check valve should be tight.

SUPERHEATED AND SATUR.\TED LOCOMOTIVES.

J. M., Elkhart, Ind., writes : To settle

a dispute here kindly advise us whether

a superheater locomotive will start a

heavier train than one using saturated

steam. A.—No. The mere addition of

heat to the steam does not increase the

mean effective pressure in the cylinder. The
pressure against the piston is the same in

both cases, and consequently the super-

heater locomotive will not start any

heavier train than will a saturated loco-

motive of the same size operated under

the same conditions. It will, however, pull

the eame train at a considerably higher

speed. Generally speaking, the tonnage

rating of the locomotive is not based on

the number of cars that the locomotive

will start, but upon the number of cars

that it will haul at a given speed. It may
be added that by the use of highly super-

heated steam the boiler capacity is in-

creased in proportion to the saving in

water obtained, which amounts to from
25 to 35 per cent. By reason of this in-

creased boiler capacity the superheater

locomotive can be operated at longer cut-

offs, thereby developing higher speeds

with the same tonnage as the saturated

locomotive of the same dimensions, or it

will haul heavier trains at the same speed.

This higher performance is done with less

coal and consequently does not increase

the work of the fireman.

SIZE OF BRAKE VALVE EXHAUST PORT.

C. F. S., St. Louis, Mo., writes: Will

you kindly advise what the maximum
opening is througli a Westinghouse H-6
Brake Valve in emergency position, also

in full release position. Is the size of

these openings the same as the G-6 Brake

Valve? A.—The size of the ports that

control the flow of air from the main re-

servoir to the brake pipe with the brake

valve in release position, and the ports

that control the flow of air from the

brake pipe to the atmosphere for an emer-

gency application of the brake, are of

approximately the same size and are of

the same size for both the 1 1-6 and G-6

brake valves. The size of the port in

area is about one third of a square inch.

This should not be construed to mean

one third of an inch square.

BROKEN BRAKE PIPE.

E. M. B., Sedalia, Mo., writes: How
would you proceed to bring a train of

freight cars to the terminal if the brake

pipe on the locomotive is broken off

between the brake valve branch and the

hose couplings at the rear of the engine,

there being no signal pipes on the engine

or tender. I have recently heard of con-

necting the brake cylinder pipes on the

locomotive (E. T. equipment) with the

brake pipe on the tender to keep the

brake pipe on the cars charged with air,

so will you please explain how the brakes

are operated under such a condition?

A. In such an event it would be pos-

sible to carry the automatic brake valve

handle on lap position, close the stop

cocks in the brake cylinder pipes on the

engine, couple the brake cylinder hose

with the brake pipe hose between the

engine and tender, screw down the safety

valve of the distributing valve several

turns, place the independent brake valve

in slow application position and adjust

the reducing valve to 70 lbs. or any

pressure desired in the brake pipe.

The distributing valve will then admit

main reservoir pressure into the brake

cylinder pipes on the engine and cross

over into the brake pipe at the rear of

the engine and charge the brake pipe and

auxiliary reservoirs. In this manner the

system may be maintained charged and

if an application of the brake is desired,

the independent brake valve may be moved
to release position, opening the application

cylinder to the atmosphere which will ex-

haust pressure from the brake pipe and

result in an application of the brakes oti

the train. You will understand that this

is merely an emergency brake and an

emergency application is very likely to

occur as the brake pipe is opened through

a }4 inch opening, and again the distri-

buting valve must perform tlie work of

a feed valve and as it cannot be expected

to be as sensitive in supplying leakage

from the brake pipe, there is a chance

of brakes sticking if the brake pipe leak-

age is sufficient to apply them. We rather

favor this method, although the brake

pipe may be charged under such condi-

tions by removing the equalizing piston

and slide valve from the distributing

valve and unscrewing the return spring

casing screw in the independent brake

valve and placing this brake valve in

quick application position adjusting the

reducing valve and safety valve as pre-

viously suggested.

There is however nothing new involved

in such temporary arrangements as an
article on page 462 of the October, 1907,

issue, written by G. W. Kiehm, explains

both of these methods of procedure in

the event of broken reservoir or brake

pipes and was written with reference to

the No. 5 E. T. equipment before the

No. 6 E. T. equipment was in use.

IMPROVED FEATURES IN BRAKE EQUIPMENTS.

J. H. B., Newark, O., writes: (1) With-
out going into any technical details, will

you please tell me what are the actual

improvements of the E. T. locomotive

brake over that of the combined automat-
ic and straight air brake? (2) What are
the actual improvements in the U. C.

pneumatic brake equipment over the L.N.
equipment?

A. (1) The one feature that alone jus-

tifies its adoption is : a uniform brake cyl-

inder pressure is obtained and maintained

against leakage regardless of piston

travel during a service application which

is something that was never before at-

tained with an air brake on a locomotive.

If the engine is the second one of a

double header or from any engine in the

train the brake can be applied and re-

leased independently without in any way
interfering with the train brakes. The
brake contains all of the features of the

high speed brake and the combined
straight air and automatic with consid-

erable less apparatus and piping, to say

nothing of its being adapted to all classes

of service without change and with one
size of distributing valve, and thi brake

on the locomotive can be graduated on
or oflf with the automatic brake valve.

(2) The principal improvements in the

U. C. brake that are not found in the L..
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N. equipment arc, protection against the

operation of brakes as a result of light

variations in brake pipe pressure resulting

from leakage and imperfect feed valves,

release of brakes positively assured upon

a movement of the operating valve piston,

a uniformity in rise of brake cylinder

pressure upon an application following

a release of brakes or an application

during a graduation of release, a more

perfect graduated release due to the

proportion of the quick recharge and

auxiliary reservoirs, full emergency pres-

sure obtainable any time after a service

application and an improvement on the

release of brakes after an emergency ap-

plication. This brake contains all of the

improved features of the L. N. equipment

at the same time and more refined safety

and protective features. In addition to this

the valve is built up in a manner that cer-

tain features may be used or eliminated at

will, that is any feature from the plain

triple valve to the most improved type of

brake may be used by substitution of

parts and when desired an electric portion

may be added and the valve operated

electrically, and in either case, service

and emergency functions are separated.

IMPROVE.VIENTS IN UNIVERSAL VALVES.

W. M., Harrisburg, Pa., writes: (1)

Will you kindly explain through the col-

umns of Railway and Locomotive En-
gineering, what the object was in adding

a ball check valve to the high pressure

cap of the distributing valve near the pro-

tection valve cap? (2) Why was the

spring placed between the quick action

piston and the piston chamber cap in the

latter types of valves?

A. Some trouble was experienced with

the former types of valves on account

of the emergency pistons becoming bent

in service, which sometimes resulted in

undesired quick action and sometimes in

a failure to obtain quick action when it

was desired, that is, on a single car

which did not affect the triple valves or

other universal valves in the train so far

as containing the emergency application

was concerned. Upon an investigation

it was discovered that the emergency

pistons were being bent on account of the

brake pipe pressure entering the emer-

gency piston chamber too rapidly, which
under certain conditions resulted in

throwing the emergency piston against

the abutment at the release end of the

cylinder with such force as to bend and
otherwise damage the emergency pistons.

In order to overcome this it was decided

to charge this emergency piston chamber
through a 1/16 in. port so that the in-

crease in pressure would be considerably

slower, but at the same time it was rec-

ognized that the 1/16 in. opening would
not be large enough to permit of a suffi-

cient flow from the emergency piston

chamber to insure an emergency applica-

tion when desired, so the ball check valve

was adopted for the purpose of prevent-

ing a flow to the back of the emergency

piston other than that through the 1/16

in. opening, but readily permit of any

desired amount of air pressure or volume

to pass from the back of the emergency

piston when an application of the brake

is desired. Thus the ball check valve

merely prevents brake pipe pressure from

passing through it to the emergency

piston chamber, but permits of a large

opening from this chamlier to the brake

pipe.

(2) The object of the spring in the

quick action piston chamber is to hold the

quick action piston against the quick ac-

tion valve so that the piston could not

strike the valve the blow that was pos-

sible without the addition of the spring.

Without the spring, tlie piston would re-

main at the lower end of the chamber,

and when a quick action application was

made the distance between the valve and

the piston permitted of a blow of consid-

erable force when the piston struck the

valve which sometimes resulted in dam-

age and unnecessary wear of the piston.

With the spring in this space the motion

between the piston and valve is elimin-

ated. Both of the changes mentioned in

the universal valve have accomplished

the purpose for which they were incor-

porated.

is merely a suggestion, as the valve and

seat should not be reduced more than

1/16 in. each as it permits of too much

lost motion between the rotary valve and

the key.

The reason for the limit to wear is, the

rotary valve key has a yg-in. engagement

in the valve, the thickness of the rotary

key gasket when new is about '/i in. and

if % in. is removed from the valve and

seat and the rotary key gasket is entirely

worn out before it is discovered, the key

will have but % in. engagement in the

rotary valve. If the distance was to be

reduced beyond this point there would

be a possibility of the valve becoming

disengaged from the key when the rotary

key gasket is practically worn out and

such an occurrence might result in an

accident.

LIMITS OF brake VALVE GEAR.

A. H., Wheeling, W. Va., writes : Will

you please tell me what is the limit of

wear of the rotary valve and seat of the

H-6 brake valve before these parts are

worn out, and kindly state why the limit

has been placed upon the amount of metal

that is to be removed before a valve or

seat is to be scrapped?

A. The combined amount of metal that

may be safely removed from the valve

and seat is ^ in. The distance from the

top of the rotary valve to the base of the

seat when the parts are new is I'/'a in. and

when this distance is reduced by wear,

grinding or facing off to less than 1% in.

either the valve or seat must be renewed.

The original thickness of the rotary valve,

from the face to the upper outside edge.

is % in. and from the top of the seat to

the base H in., which permits of the

removal of 1/16 in. each from the valve

and seat. Some instructions insist that

not more than 1/16 in. is to be removed

from either part, but if there are no

definite instructions the work may be

handled by changing the parts from one

valve to another. As an example, sup-

pose that both the valve and seat are

worn say 1/32 in. below the condemning

limit, the old valve may be placed on a

new seat and the old seat may be used

with a new rotary valve and both brake

valves will have this minimum required

distance and 1/32 in. to spare. The latter

About Belts.

One of the most common mistakes

made in putting up new belts is in

getting them entirely too tight. New
belts stretch a good deal for a time

after being put in use. and unless they

are made very tight at first soon re-

quire taking up; so they are usually

put up as tight as possible, regardless

of the fact that this excessive tension

pulls the belt into short crooks, de-

stroys its elasticity, injures the ma-
chine on which it runs, and is very

wasteful of power. A new belt should

be put on as loose as possible, and
then be taken up as it becomes really

necessary. A man of judgment and
experience should be placed in charge
of belt management. Much loss is oc-

casioned by the inexperienced in the

care of belts.

The Art of Nail Driving.

A superannuated master car builder,

who was recuperating in our office one

day, remarked : "Theories are very good
in their place, but they do not teach a

person how to drive a nail. Nothing but

practice will do that, and even practice

without the proper thought will fail to

accomplish it. You must have both com-
bined. When you drive a nail into a

board, what do you do? Do you trust

to luck that the swinging hammer above

your head shall come down on the right

spot? Do you concentrate your thoughts

on the hammer circling in the air? No.

You concentrate your thoughts and eyes

square on the head of the nail you want

to hit, and no matter where your ham-
mer is or what course it describes in

the air, if your intense thought is on the

spot where the blow should fall, then

there it will fall. If your thoughts wabble

and are uncertain, you will miss the nail

or drive it sidewise.

Do not adopt the woman's way of

holding the nail between your fingers, for

then your fingers are liable to get bruised.
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Intelligent Care of Boilers.

The modern tendency of steam engi-

neering is to employ increasing pressure

on boilers, for the purpose of obtaining

the greatest possible amount of useful

work in return for every pound of fuel

consumed. In all lines of steam engineer-

ing, progress appears to be in the direc-

tion of higher pressures, but locomotives

still maintain the lead. There are few

new locomotives now coming out that

carry boiler pressure of less than 200

pounds to the square inch, and still higher

pressures are not uncommon. As the

most economical steam engine, all other

things being equal, is that whicli takes

steam into the cylinders at the highest

possible temperature and lets it escape

at the lowest, making the greatest difler-

once in the temperature by converting the

lieat into work—there is a decided ad-

vantage in employing steam of high ten-

sion
; but the practice is not without its

drawbacks. With the defective expansion

gear used on the best of locomotives, the

margin of saving between an engine car-

rying very high and one carrying mod-
erate pressure is very limited.

Although the locomotive boiler is

higher pressed than any other form of

boiler in general use, and, although the

type is more numerous in America than

any other form, it has an enviable repu-

tation for causing few violent accidents.

This is particularly remarkable consider-

ing the admitted fact, that the locomo-
tive boiler is subjected to harder usage

from sudden changes of temperature,

from bad feed water, from exposure and
shocks of service than any other boiler

in use.

The immunity of locomotive boilers

from violent explosions reflects the high-

est credit on the mechanical departments

of our railroads, for it is due to the en-

lightened care in design and construction,

and to unceasing vigilance in mainte-

nance, handling and management. The
greater the margin of safety with which,

a boiler is constructed, the easier will it

be maintained in safe working order.

The tendency of intense pressure now
become the rule is to reduce the factor

of safety which has never been high. If

this tendency results in increasing violent

explosions of boilers, the saving result-

ing from high steam pressure will prove

a costly way of making money.

The Railway Master Mechanics' Asso-
ciation has directed persistent and intelli-

gent attention to everything relating to

the proper design and maintenance of lo-

comotive boilers. Committees have made
emphatic reports recommending syste-

matic periodical inspection of boilers, so

that any dangerous weakness may be dis-

covered in time to apply the proper reme-
dies. They recommend a hot hydraulic

test to be made on boilers every six

months after they are more than two
years old, and careful inspection during
the test to detect any change of form that

may indicate any weakness. They also

recommend weekly inspection with the

hammer test for broken stay-bolts. The
adage of one man being able to take a

horse to the water when ten cannot make
him drink, applies directly to the way
many committee reports are treated. A
committee can make the very wisest

recommendations ; but all the persuasion

in the world will not make some super-

intendents of motive power and master

mechanics act on them. We know of no

committee's recommendations more im-

portant to the safe operating of railroads

than those referring to the inspection of

locomotive boilers, vet there are no re-

ports more flagrantly neglected. The
most serious menace to the safety of a

locomotive boiler is broken stay-bolts, and
yet it is a common thing when an en-

gine goes into a shop for general repairs

to find from ten to twenty broken stay-

bolts on one sheet, and that on roads

where regular inspection of stay-bolts' is

reported to be carried out. A mere ham-
mer test is a very uncertain way of de-

tecting a broken stay-bolt; but if it is

supplemented by a carefully conducted

hydraulic test, any serious defect will

nearly always be identified. Some master

mechanics object to hydraulic tests, and

say they arc useless and dangerous.

When this is true it is not the blame of

the method, but of the men applying it.

Unless tests of any kind are properly con-

ducted they had better be omitted, for a

perfunctory test that is a mere form

tends to give danger the appearance of

safety.

Beauty in Machine Design.

One of our friends, an accomplished

engineer, remarked on looking over a

fine new machine tool, "A thing of beauty

is a joy for ever" and his remark was
sneered at by a shop foreman, who
lioasted himself as "a practical man, first,

last and all the time." An impression

prevails among many ignorant mechanics

that beauty of form and utility cannot go

together. That is prejudice resulting

from ignorance and defective mental

training.

It is not necessary that we should have

the intellectual apprehension of the fit-

ness of anything for its use, in order that

we shall see the sense of harmony and re-

gard the object as beautiful. But in any

case we do have the sense of harmony
and regard the object as beautiful. But
if in any case we do have the perception

of fitness, then this perception must be

satisfied, or else the object cannot appear

beautiful.

?ilachinery, where, as in the case of

architecture, man is himself the creator,

affords admirable illustrations of the

same truth. Here we are able to see

with peculiar distinctness the necessity for

harmony if anything is to appear beauti-

ful to us. The illustrations of these

truths that may be drawn from machin-

ery possess an especial force and value,

liecause here all uses lie within our com-
prehension, and the fitness of every part

of any machine, and of the machine as

a whole, for its use, can be determined

in an unmistakable manner. Every ma-
chine has its special use. This use was
proposed by its constructor, and he has

made all the adaptations of the several

parts and of the whole of the mechanism
to its accomplishment, and the degree of

success or failure is a matter of certain

observation to the instructed mechanical

engineer, no mechanical forms or pro-
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porlioiis can appear licaiitiful unless a

good niochaiiical reason can be given for

them. These forms and proportions are

always the most graceful and elegant

that most completely fulfdl mechanical

requirements. VVc are able to see at

once that the pleasure which the builder

of a machine can derive from the con-

templation of his work, all the beauty

that it can possess in his eyes, depends

wholly upon his perception of its fitness

for the use for which it was designed.

In the earlier days of machine construc-

tion, before the construction had become

a science through study of its underlying

principles, it was the custom to employ

architectural forms, those being the

forms with which designers of machines

were already acquainted and very beauti-

ful these adaptations of classic and Gothic

features were thought to be. As, how-

ever, the unfitness of these forms to re-

sist and transmit mechanical stress, and

to perform the various functions which

are demanded came to be perceived, and

the necessity for entirely new forms de-

signed to meet a new class of require-

ments, and for freedom in such new
designs, untrammeled by the attempt to

retain old forms in any degree, came to

be realized, how rapidly and how utterly

did all the once fancied beauty of classi-

cal forms in construction disappear.

Faults of the Steam Engine.

One of the first discoveries usually

made by technical students of steam en-

gineering is the fact, that as a means of

transforming the latent energy of fuel

into mechanical work, the steam en-

gine is an extremely wasteful appa-

ratus. Scientists have found that one

pound of good coal represents about

eleven millions of foot pounds of energy.

Very few steam engines develop one

million foot pounds of work for each

pound of coal used in the furnace, and

engines utilizing 10 per cent, of the coal

are considered thoroughly first class. On
first inspection this percentage of waste

seems enormous, and the novice readily

concludes that mismanagement must be

responsible for a great portion of the

wasted energj-. But increase of knowl-

edge gradually brings a realizing sense of

the tremendous difficulties that obstruct

the way of radically increasing the eflS-

ciency of the steam engine.

There have been a great many prime

motors invented for the purpose of con-

verting the latent energy of carbon into

mechanical work, and several of them
like the gas engine have been capable of

utilizing a greater proportion of the heat

energy of fuel than the steam engine, but

none of the improvements have been con-

sidered so reliable for everyday work as

the steam engine, so with all its short-

comings and defects, the steam engine

continues to be popular with power users

who find it important that their machin-

ery be kept nuniiiig day by day without

interruption. in popular addresses we

are continually hearing the prediction

made that science will soon lead the way

to effecting radical improvements upon

the steam engine. Past achievements of

science in this direction have been ex-

ceedingly slender, and do not make the

promises for future achievements very en-

couraging. The practical man, on the

other hand, whose labors have done most

toward developin.'i and perfecting the

steam engine, and whose opinions regard-

ing future progress arc entitled to the

highest consideration, believes that the

limits of possible ecunoniy have been

nearly reached.

Although a steam engine that con-

verts 10 per cent, of the potential

energy of fuel unto mechanical work

may be regarded as a wasteful ma-

chine, it is not wasteful when com-

pared with the great mass of engines

running our railroad trains and our mills,

for very few of these utilize more than

5 per cent, of the heat stored in the fuel

used. The opportunity for railroad en-

gine improvement at the present day

appears to be in carrying out methods

wdiich will bring up the performance of

the common five per cent, engine towards

the high class engine that takes 10 per

cent, dividend out of the coal. The men who

busy themselves with this problem may

safely leave to others the work of im-

proving w-hat is now regarded as the high

class engine. The great amount of waste

with all steam engines is the exhaust

steam, and there is no probability that

the loss of heat passing out by this chan-

nel will ever be radically decreased while

steam is employed as a mode of motion.

There are, however, lines of economy

that may be worked on to advantage by

our locomotive engineers. Numerous

minor causes of waste could be closed up

by intelligent management and the result-

ing saving would materially increase the

economy of the engine. The most hope-

ful of these is the general introduction of

steam superheaters, which are as effective

in preventing the v.aste of heat through

wet steam.

kind taken on the principle that a touch

ill time saves nine.

When cars arc built of timber which

has not had a long and thorough season-

ing an overhauling is necessary after a

few months train service. This refers

to wooden cars. Steel cars may stand

different treatment which time will dcm-
(jnstrate.

Hut to return to the treatment of

wooden cars which will be in the majority

for years to come, when seasoning-cracks

in paint and varnish are closed, the trucks

taken out and all looseness due to shrink-

age remedied, the car is better fitted to

run two years or more without coming
into the shop than it was to run a year

when first completed.

If the history of some of the oldest cars

in service could be traced, it would be

tound that they had been well cared for

at first. The life of a car is almost un-
limited if the joints can be made weather-

light, the frame kept dry and the slack

of rods, braces and trusses taken up as

fast and as often as shrinkage makes
it necessary. While these things are

generally understood, they are too fre-

quently neglected, and the result is great

loss to the owners. Cars which should

be sound and strong in their frames for

twenty years, frequently get out of shape

in half that time. The real cause for this

is neglect to keep the frame dry and the

nuts and trusses tight.

Over-working Passenger Cars.

At the last mechanical convention, we
heard a superintendent of machinery tell-

ing of a group of passenger cars his com-

pany had bought a few years ago, and

not one of them had been taken into the

shops for two years. That was a highly

creditable record for those cars, but we
doubt the wisdom of running them that

length of time without taking them into

the shops for temporary repairs. Our
impression w-as that it would have been

better policy to have those cars taken in

after six months service, to have the rods

and bolts tightened, cracks in joints

stopped and other precautions of a similar

Aristocratic Railway Men.

The promiscuous condition of Ameri-
can individuality inclines us to ignore all

ideas of the influence of heredity. Most
of the oflicials who hire railway men pay

attention only to a candidate's physical

outline and requires that he has had a
fair common school education.

We have found at times railway man-
agers who were inclined to look deeper

into the history of the people they hired.

The late C. J. Ives, president of the

Burlington, Cedar Rapids & Northern

Railway had peculiar views concerning

the men he was willing to hire for re-

sponsible positions in his company, and

his selections certainly indicated good
judgment.

In a conversation the writer once had
with Mr. Ives he was surprised to hear

the general manager express himself con-

cerning heredity that seemed like expres-

sions of an aristocrat. Referring to one
person, he said: "Richard has not made
a shining success, but his work has been

away above the average, as I knew it

was certain to be. He comes from an-

cestors who have made their mark on

New England affairs. He owes much in

one way to his father and mother, for

they were no common people. His
grandfather was for years a power in

Rhode Island. Of his remote ancestors

I know nothing, but vou mav be certain
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thej' were influential in their generation

if they were merely carpenters or black-

smiths. They were likely thinkers and

workers in their own sphere of activity,

the kind of people who stood up for

human freedom in the days when the

United States was in the making."

Deficiency of Science in Workshops.

Industry, activity and quick perception

are valuable helps in the making of a first

class mechanic, but they are not all suffi-

cient if the man is ambitious to be a leader

in his calling. Without some knowledge

of mathematics and mechanics he will

never advance beyond the practical ap-

plication of a few rules and principles.

and he will often be driven to very cir-

cuitous methods, at a great waste of

material, in arriving at results which

could be obtained more easily and more
readily by scientific methods. Most per-

sons engaged in mechanical arts can read

and write ; they understand the use of

tools, but they have never received the

special instruction which enables a man
to understand the reason of things. Their

muscles have been strengthened by labor,

but their minds have not been disciplined

by knowledge. Many mechanics possess

considerable inventive ability, which fre-

quently leads to speculations which term-

inate not only in their disappointment but

in loss to others. If the ability which

exists to a large extent in our workshops

were only directed by some mathematics

and mechanical knowledge it would fre-

quently lead to more important results

tlian are now achieved.

Selecting a Shop Foreman.

An honored correspondent recently sub-

mitted to us the perplexing question,

"How would you select a machine shop

foreman?." We have given this question

considerable thought not only now but in

years gone by, and we are not priding

ourselves on our readiness with a proper

answer.

The selection should be made from the

shop force, and from those who recom-

mend themselves by being active, ener-

getic, conservative but progressive, with

good moral character. We prefer select-

ing from the older men if tlieir qualifi-

cations are satisfactory. In qualifications

considerable knowledge of figures, reading

and plain writing is essential ; being able

to understand orders quickly. He must
also possess mechanical skill and executive

ability, be systematic and thorough in

doing work and have the ability to im-

1 art information concerning the opera-

tions carried on in the shop. While
being able to explain operations clearly

he must not incline to perform them.

The expression, "I would rather do the

job myself than look at your unskillful

actions," is expressing a very senseless

sentiment.

Consolidating Mechanical Associations.

Every few years agitation arises in

favor of consolidating the two principal

mechanical associations, the Master Car

Builders and the American Railway

Master Mechanics Association ; but there

is no sentiment in the organizations in

favor of the scheme. As long ago as

1904 there was so much agitation in

favor of consolidation that a joint com-
mittee, representing both the associa-

tions, was formed to consider the mat-

ter, and they reported unanimously

against any change being made. At last

convention there was some talk about

consolidation ; but it turned principally

upon a scheme to bring all the minor

mechanical associations under control of

the Master Mechanics. We cannot see

what benefit would accrue to railroads

by such a change, for every association

will work more vigorously when con-

trolling its own business than when it is

left to be interfered with by other as-

sociations. They are all doing good

work in their own lines, and we advise

that they leave well enough alone.

The Safest Part of a Train.

A well known railroad conductor on

being asked, "What part of a passenger

car is the safest in case of a collision?"

answered : "That part which happens to

be in the shop at the time of the accident."

Which was considered a witty answer.

There is a popular belief that the center

of the car is not only the safest part in

case of accident but is also the easiest

riding location. There is no doubt of this.

As for safety, if you are in the rear of

the last car on a train and another train

runs into the rear end, you are more
liable to get hurt if you are seated near

the rear end. If you happen to be in a

head collision, there is nothing back of

you to add force to the blow. If the car

leaves the track and collides with an ob-

struction on a side track or elsewhere, it

will not smash the rear end. If the train

is thrown down an embankment there is

nothing to land on top of the rear car.

Tlien the location in the last car is the

most pleasant in many respects.

Locomotive Not Wasteful of Heat.

An impression prevails generally that

the locomotive is the most wasteful with

fuel of any steam engine, that nearly all

stationary engines operate with less coal

per horse-power than the best form ot

locomotive. This is contrary to fact, for

a first class modern locomotive equipped

v.ith a superheater does work more eco-

nomically than the ordinary run of sta-

tionary engines, automatic engines ex-

cepted. It is on record that a locomotive

belonging to the Erie Railroad made a

run with a coal record of 3.5 pounds of

coal per horse-power per hour, at a time

when superheaters had not come into

general use. This measure of economy
v;as extraordinary when we consider the

losses inseparable to a locomotive with

its comparatively ,'hort boiler, rapid com-

bustion and great loss of heat due to

exposed radiating surfaces.

Answer Inquiries of Committees.

The proceedings of the American Rail-

way Master Mechanics' Association con-

tinue to increase by volume, but there is

less individual work represented in them

than there was years ago. It used to be

the fashion for most of the leading mem-
bers to answer circulars sent out by the

various committees, but this very laud-

able fashion is falling into desuetude.

This is to be regretted, for much valuable

and original information was gleaned

from answers sent from the various memr
hers. It is all very well to depend on

committee to compile reports, but it is

really the personal views and knowledge

of the mass of members that counts of

true value.

Consolidation Locomotive.

A correspondent says : "I would like to

know what is consolidated in the 'Con-

solidation' locomotive. The names eight-

wheeler, ten-wheeler, Mogul, etc., are in-

telligible, but I cannot see anything ap-

plicable to a locomotive called consolida-

tion."

In reply we might explain that the first

consolidation engine was designed and

built by Alexander Mitchell, master

mechanic of the Lehigh and Mahanoy
Railroad. About the time the engine was
completed the railroad named was con-

solidated with the Lehigh Valley Rail-

road and the name "Consolidation" was
given the engine to honor the event.

Train Resistance.

At the last Railway Master Mechan-
ics' convention Dr. Angus Sinclair, who
has devoted much careful study and far

reaching experiments to the subject of

train resistance, said:

"The practice of rating the loading of

locomotives according to their theoret-

ical power has become so common that

the various resistances which have to

be overcome in hauling trains of all

kinds at varying speeds over all kinds

of tracks ought to be better understood

than they are at present."

Until a few years ago what was
known as Clark's formula was univer-

sally used in calculating train resist-

ances. Kinnear Clark, the author of

that formula, was a Scots railway en-

gineer, who made many experiments
with British locomotives and trains, the

results having been made public in his

well-known book on railway machin-
ery published about 1855.

According to Clark's formula, there
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is a resistance to train movements of

eight pounds per ton, and the resistance

increases with the speed at the rate of

the square of the velocity in miles per

hour divided by 171. American engi-

neers had modified this to read six

pounds per ton for the constant re-

sistance, and accepted the remainder

of the rule, so the common practice

had become to calculate the resistance

to trains on a straiKht level track to be

V2
h 6 = R

171

that is, V representing miles per hour

and R resistance per ton. The rule

stated in words is: Square the velocity

in miles per hour, divide the results by

171, add 6 to the quotient, the result

being the resistance at the rail in

pounds per ton. Tliis is the rule found

in nearly all engineering text books, and

they are all wrong when applied to

American trains.

In the early eighties Angus Sinclair

was requested by the Baldwin Locomo-

tive Company to make tests of a group

of locomotives purchased by the Bur-

lington Cedar Rapids and Northern

Railway which were reported to come

short of their guarantee of power. He
made a series of very carefully con-

ducted tests, vvith indicator diagrams

and records of water and coal consump-

tion, finding that their power exceeded

in every instance the rule given by the

Clark formula, which was then the only

rule in use. This led to further investi-

gation concerning train resistance, and

discussions of the subject have been

going on ever since.

By the courtesy of the New York
Central management Mr. Sinclair was

permitted in 1892 to make a series of

tests of the locomotive pulling the Em-
pire State Express. In one of the runs

made, a speed of seventy miles an hour

was maintained for several miles and

indicator diagrams were taken when tlie

engine was doing the work of maintain-

ing the speed without loss or gain. The
power developed showed that the entire

resistance of the train and the locomo-

tive at that speed was 17.6 pounds per

ton.

In the discussions that arise period-

ically about what the ultimate speed of

trains will be, arguments are advanced

to the effect that after a speed of sixty

miles an hour is passed a point is soon

reached where the locomotive will ab-

sorb the whole power developed in

moving itself. Figures are always given

to sustain this view based on the text

book rules of train resistances. Ac-

cording to the Clark formula, so fre-

quently used, the resistance per ton at

70 miles an hour is over 34 pounds.

If this were true, there is not a loco-

motive in the country that could keep

a train of 300 tons mtning at speed of

70 miles an hour.

The fact is that the square of the

velocity does not in any manner repre-

sent the increase in train resistance due

to acceleration of speed. This rule is

utterly worthless and has no right to

be used to deceive people who are

striving to find accurate basis to cal-

culate from. Its existence was evident-

ly due to the desire of mathematicians

to establish formulae for everything.

In this case the formula was established

without the necessary data uiion which

to build correctly.

A number of -American railroad com-

panies have used dynamometer cars for

years in which excellent provision is

made for keeping an accurate record

of train resistance. Those go to prove

not only that the resistance does not

increase in proportion to the s(iuare of

the speed, but that the resistance varies

greatly according to the load per axle.

On the Chicago, Burlington 8i Quincy

Railroad a great many records were

made, years ago, to find out the re-

sistance of different kinds of freight

trains, with a view to finding out how
many cars certain locomotives ought

to haul. A train of loaded freight cars

weighing 940 tons gave an average re-

sistance of Syi pounds per ton when
running 20 miles an hour on the level.

A train of empty freight cars weighing

340 tons showed a resistance of 12

pounds per ton while running 20 miles

an hour on level track. A passenger

train weighing 363 tons gave 7yi pounds

per ton resistance at a speed of 30

miles an hour. The records respecting

train resistances of the roads operating

dynamometer cars agree substantially

with the recorded resistance of the

Empire State Express.

When the record of the tests on the

Empire State Express were published.

Arthur M. Wellington, a well-known

civil engineer, who had devoted much
attention to the investigation of train

resistance, wrote in his paper:

"The observations are among the

most important evidences on record of

the actual resistance of trains at high

speeds. Perhaps we might even go

farther and say that they are the most

important, especially as they are rea-

sonably consistent with the mean of the

few other records which have been ob-

tained for speeds of SO to 75 miles per

hour, while presumably far more trust-

worthy and decisive than any of the

prior records. As such they are a real

contribution to technical knowledge.

We trust that they will attract the at-

tention they so very fully deserve.

Mr. Wellington then made compari-

sons of the data with those of a famous

run made by Mr. Wm. Stroudlcy on the

London, Brighton and South Coast

Railway, and with figures of train re-

sistance found by Mr. P. II. Dudley ir»

his tests with dynamometer car; with

the discoveries made on air resistance

alone by Mr. O. T. Crosby in experi-

ments with a high speed electrically-

driven car. He remarked: "It is dem-

onstrated by figures that Mr. Sinclair's

record agrees substantially with the

most reliable data relating to train re-

sistances.

The element of axle friction only in

train resistance is fairly determined at

about 4 pounds per ton for passenger

and loaded freight cars and 6 pounds

per ton for empty freight cars at a

speed of 10 to 30 miles an hour. The
general law of friction is also well de-

termined at very high journal speeds,

the lubricants are so well carried around

between the metallic surfaces that fric-

tion is generally reduced. It is now
an admitted fact that the axle friction

at the instant of starting is many times

greater than after the vehicle is once

under way, and that the drop from this

high resistance, while very rapid, is by
no means instantaneous, but requires a

speed of from 5 to 10 miles an hour

before the nominal rate is attained.

The starting resistance at times rises

considerably above 20 pounds per ton,

i. e., a car on a one per cent, grade,

which gives an accelerating force of 20

pounds per ton, will not always start

of itself without aid. A force of 16

pounds per ton will very rarely start a

car in motion. A fair average is 20

pounds.

While investigating the power of lo-

comotives required to pull certain heavy

fast express trains, Mr. S. A. Vauclain,

of the Baldwin Locomotive Works, car-

ried on a series of independent experi-

ments, and he found the train resistance

a little less than those formulated by
Wellington from Sinclair's diagrams;

but remarked that the figures were near

enough for practical purposes.

From all the facts which we have

obtained, added to Sinclair's and Vau-
clain's figures, we consider the subjoined

table fairly represents train resistance

per ton of 2.000 pounds:

Experiments on the largest types of

locomotives have demonstrated the re-

liabilit}- of the data obtained, and the sub-

ject may now be said to have passed the

experimental stage, as verifications have

been established bv dvnamometers.

Miles per hour 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

Heavy passenger trains. Sinclair 4.5 6 9.5 12 14 17 19

Heavy passenger trains, Vauclain' .. .. .. 11 13 15

Loaded freight cars 4 S.8 9.2 11.3 12.5

Empty freight cars 6 7.5 11 14 17
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Air Brake Department
Operation of the New York P. S. Pneumatic Brake Equipment

Special Fifty-Four "Air Compressor Strainer"—Care of Air Pump

Operation of the New York Type P. S.

Pneumatic Brake Equipment.
Last month's issue contained a brief

reference to the New York Air Brake

Company's type P. S. brake equipment for

passenger car service with views of the

general arrangement of the apparatus,

and at the present time we have cuts of

the triple valve in several different posi-

tions from which the operation of the

brake will be explained.

There is but one size of operating valve

for all sizes of brake cvlinders and reser-

uith the service parts of the triple valve

can result in undesired quick action, and

through this separation an emergency ap-

plication of the brakes can be obtained

at any time following a service applica-

tion.

The principal features of the brake in

addition to that of previous types are,

quick recharge of the auxiliary reservoir,

quick service in pneumatic operation,

emergency operation obtainable at any

time, and a high emergency brake cylinder

pressure. In electric operation there is a

valve is concerned it will only be neces-

sary to point out that in release position

the valve may be in a quick recharge or

normal release position depending upon

the difference in pressure between the

brake pipe and auxiliary reservoir. If in

c|uick recharge position, which will be as-

sumed immediately after a movement of

the brake valve of the locomotive to re-

lease position, the auxiliary reservoir is

charged in two ways from the brake pipe,

through the slide valve seat and the main

slide valve and through ports in the pis-

TYPF. P. S. TRIPLE V.\LVE IX .\ORM.\L RELE.\SE POSITION'.

voirs, the triple valve being so constructed

that it may be used for any size of brake

cylinder by merely changing the feed port

plug. The triple valve bracket is the

same for all sizes of equipments, and is

furnished with a special choke fitting to

control the flow of air from the auxiliary

reservoir to the brake cylinder, the size

of the choke varying with the size of the

cylinder.

In this brake, service and emergency

features are separated for the purpose

of avoiding the trouble that sometimes

results from undesired quick action of

brakes and by separating the triple valve

parts controlling the service and emer-

gency functions, no trouble encountered

simultaneous application of all of the

brakes in the train and a graduated re-

lease.

In the four views of the triple valve

and vent valve, which are diagrammatic,

the action of the valves is shown in re-

lease, service, lap and emergency posi-

tions, and as the piieumatice portion is

complete in itself and independent of the

electric attachments, these four positions

will be explained, after which the opera-

tion of the electric parts will be readily

comprehended.

The operation of different types of

triple valves is now so well understood

that references to ports and passage are

unnecessary, and so far as the triple

ton bushing and the choke plug shown at

the top of the triple valve.

In normal release position the spring

at the slide valve end of the main piston

moves the piston and slide valve away
from quick recharge position and
closes the feed ports in the piston bush-

ing so that the auxiliary reservoir is

charged only through the ports in the

slide valve.

A supplementary reservoir is charged

at the same time as the auxiliary reservoir

and after a brake application the quick

recharge from the brake pipe is aug-

mented from the supplementary reservoir

and during application of the brake in

service the supplementary reservoir Is
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separated from the auxiliary. During

this charging the brake cylinder is open

to the atmosphere through the slide valve

in the usual manner and all movements
are similar to those of the type L triple

valve.

However, at the same time air from

the brake pipe enters the bracket at .\,

it also passes through passage S of the

vent valve to chatnber T and from there

tlirough passage U in the stem of the

vent piston 10 and around the free tit-

ting stem to chamber V and the under

side of piston 10 until the pressure in

chambers V and T is equal to that in the

brake pipe. If tlie pressure in chamber

T ami the brake pipe is greatly in excess

of that in the auxiliary reservoir and

passage W, the pressure in chamber V
will unseat check valve X and feed

through passages Xi and W to the aux-

iliary reservoir, thus preventing an over-

charge of chamber V, which would cause

undesired emergency in case the brake

P. S. TRIPLE V.M.VE IX L.\P POSITION.
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pipe pressure would suddenly fall at the

head end of the train, due to returning

the brake valve handle from release to

running position.

With the reservoirs charged to a pres-

sure equal to that carried in the brake

pipe, a brake pipe reduction causes a

diflFerence in pressure between the aux-

iliary reservoir and the brake pipe, conse-

quently a higher au.xiliary pressure creates

a movement of the triple valve piston to-

ward application position. .\s stated, in

normal release position the feed ports in

the main piston bushing are closed by

the main piston and the only flow back

that must be exceeded to produce move-

ment is that through the restricted port

J in the seat of the slide valve, and the

first movement of the piston and graduat-

10. and as the back flow from chamber

V is limited to that which can flow around

the free fitting stem, there will be created

a differential of pressure on the vent pis-

ton 10 which will cause it to move for-

ward, until the lifting pins 16 come in

contact with vent valve 17 which is held

to its seat by spring 18, aided by the

brake pipe-pressure in chamber T.

A glance at the diagrammatic views

will show that port V will then connect

chambers V and T and no further action

of the vent valve will occur provided that

the service rate of brake pipe reduction

is not exceeded.

The action of the triple valve with re-

spect to movements from service to serv-

ice lap position will require no explana-

tion and the safety valve is connected

that the brake cylinder exhaust port is

closed and the safety valve is cut off from
communication with the brake cylinder

and that both the auxiliary and supple-

mentary reservoir pressures are free to

expand into the brake cylinder producing

the high emergency brake cylinder pres-

sure which is held to the stop.

The release after emergency is accom-

plished by increasing the pressure in the

brake pipe in the usual manner, and both

the auxiliary and supplementary reser-

voirs are charged from the brake pipe,

the unseated valves 17 and 24 of the vent

valve having returned to their seats by
the actions of the springs as the brake

pipe pressure is reduced below their

tension and may be confidently relied

upon.

TRIPLE VALVE
BRACKET

P. S. TRIPLE V.^LVE IN EMERGENCY TOSITION.

ing valve entirely closes communication
between the auxiliary reservoir and the

brake pipe and opens the brake pipe to

chamber Z for a venting of brake pipe

pressure in addition to that of the loco-

motive brake valve and this venting oc-

curs before the main slide valve moves.
When the slide valve moves the graduat-

ing valve has uncovered the service port

which connects with the port leading to

the brake cylinder and the supplementary

reservoir is cut ofif while the slide valve

has also closed the brake cylinder exhaust
port. From this it will be understood

that the triple valve operation is iden-

tical with that of all previous types of

triple valves. At the same time the brake
pipe reduction is taking place in the brake
pipe proper, it is also taking place in

chamber T in the vent valve above piston

with the brake cylinder during service

operations and is cut ofif from the cylin-

der during emergency applications.

When an emergency application is

made, the rate of brake pipe reduction

exceeds the capacity of the opening be-

tween chambers V and T in the vent

valve, causing a higher pressure in cham-
ber V, which moves the vent valve up-

ward with sufficient force to unseat valve

17, and so exhaust brake pipe pressure

through valve 24 to the atmosphere for

the serial transmission of quick action.

This same rapid reduction of pressure

in the brake pipe will permit the auxiliary

reservoir pressure to move the triple valve

piston to its full stroke, or to emergency
position.

A glance at the diagrammatic view of

the valve in emergency position will show

Special "Fifty-Four" Air Compressor
Strainer.

Tlie \\ i.-stinghouse Air Brake Co. has

developed a new type of air pump
strainer known as the "Fifty-Four" de-

rived from the fact that the "suction" area

is appro.ximately fifty-four inches.

A circular notice explains that with the

large volume of air drawn into the

compressors, especially the large capacity

compressors commonly used, more or less

foreign matter enters the air cylinders

when engines are standing over ash pits

or when operating through desert sec-

tions, and without an adequate strainer

this dust and grit entering the cylinders

not only necessitates more frequent re-

newals of packing rings and reboring of
cylinders but will seriously interfere with
the lubrication of the cylinder and thereby
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shorten the life of the cylinder casting.

A clogged strainer will cause the com-

pressor to increase the power consumption

6 2 PIPE

SECTION VIKW OF STRAINER.

per cubic foot of air compressed and may

sometimes result in a failure to maintain

the required pressure for the brake sys-

tem. It is obvious that if a strainer is to

be efficient in keeping dirt out of the air

cylinders and is to be kept from clogging

up, it must be cleaned with sufficient

frequency, depending entirely upon the

margin of capacity the strainer has.

The cuts used in this issue will give a

fair idea of the construction of the strainer,

it is made in one size but of ample capac-

ity for the larger compressor. This

strainer is not furnished with the standard

compressors except when specified, and

the cost of strainer and any information

desired with reference to it will as usual

be furnished by the company upon appli-

cation.

sidered. If an ounce of prevention is

ever worth a pound of cure, it is in the

care of an air pump.

There is always a cause for an air

pump failure, which arises from some

defect or disorder which if discovered in

lime would prevent the failure. The
most prolific cause, in fact, almost in-

variably the cause of the disorder or

defect, is primarily due to the lack of

care or attention, or due to what may be

termed the abuse of the pump.

What to do to the pump under various

circumstances is at all times a live sub-

ject, and what not to do at any time

should be given much more attention

than it usually is. We know positively

that pumps can be repaired in a manner
that will insure their life in service to

depend upon the treatment they receive

after 1)eing placed in service, in fact, the

character of air pump repair work in the

majority of railroad shops throughout

the countrv is sucli (haf file life of the

Care of the Air Pump.

In air brake instruction a great deal of

stress is placed upon the importance of

knowing what to do in case of an air

pump failure, that is, in case the pump
becomes disabled or fails to maintain the

air pressure required to operate the

brakes while out on the road. Usually

the instructor and the road foreman of en-

gines insists that the fireman, who is up

for promotion, shall know exactly what

to do under all circumstances surround-

ing an air pump failure. The instructor

goes into the matter in detail, and it is

one of the most important parts of air

brake instruction, as it comes under the

heading of what to do in emergency

cases when out on the road, and this

should be given as much time and atten-

tion as possible. Every road man should

know exactly what to do in any possible

case of air brake failure before he is

brought face to face with the actual

proposition, as emergencies are always

unexpected, but in air brake practice the

care of the equipment must also be con-

merely lodged in the air strainer it could

easily be removed again, but the ashes

and cinders enter the cylinder and cut

the walls and the packing rings. Another
reason why the pump should not be used

on the fire track is that authorities on
the subject claim that the acids in the

gases arising from the smoldering fires

combine with other chemical effects in

causing an oxidation, or in destroying the

reservoir from the inside and under cer-

tain conditions these gases will ignite and
result in tlie main reservoir explosion.

When the pump is started, the throttle

should be opened but about one-fourth of

a turn of the wheel and be allowed to

remain that way until the steam cylinder

becomes heated and until about 40 lbs.

air pressure has accumulated in the main
reservoir. It it a common practice for

the fireman or a hostler to open the

pump throttle wide while there is no air

pressure in the main reservoir or while

the steam cylinder is full of condensation,

I)IS.\SSF,MliLED VIEW UJ- STR.MNER.

pump depends entirely upon the care it

receives after it is placed upon the loco-

motive.

Taken from almost any point of view,

tlie question as to what to do after an

air pump has failed is of secondary im-

portance to the question as to what
should be observed and done before the

failure occurs, after the failure, the dam-
age is done and no amount of reflection

upon what might have been done will

alter the case.

In order that those who use tlie pump,
whether engineers, firemen or hostlers,

may be entirely free from sharing in the

responsibility for an air pump failure,

that that is not due to poor workmanship
or defective material, there are some
rules in reference to starting a pump that

must be observed. In the first place the

air pump should not be used on the fire

track or ash pit : if it is, a considerable

quantity of ashes and cinders will be

drawn into the air cylinder that other-

wise would be avoided. If the dirt

drawn toward the pump in this manner,

which is certainly the outcome of igno-

rance or of careless habits. This should

not be tolerated, even if the location of

the steam valve is at an inconvenient

E.XTERIOR VIEW OF STRAINER.

point, because it is safe to say that about

one-half of the unfair usage of pumps

occurs when thev are first started.
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If tlie inimp is started with a wide

open throttle, the steam piston striking

the condensation, throws an unnecessary

strain on the cap screws with which the

top head is fastened, thereby causing the

gaskets to leak and waste oil that should

reach the pump, but the most destructive

feature is that when the pump is started

in this manner the pistons are often

thrown against the center piece with suffi-

cient force to fracture or break pieces out

of the lower side of the steam piston or

the upper side of the air piston, this be-

due to insufficient air pressure to cushion

the pistons. This striking or banging of

the pistons often results in loose revers-

ing plate bolts, or in the air piston work-

ing loose on the rod, and anyone who is

called upon to loosen the nuts on a bolt

knows that if a nut is drawn so tight or

corroded that it cannot be loosened with

a wrench, the first move is to beat it with

a hammer, and this is usually an effective

way to loosen the nut, and the blow the

air piston receives as a result of the prac-

tices mentioned will eventually result in

some unnecessary damage such as loose

nuts or broken piston rods and while it

may not occur the first time the pump is

abused in this manner, the treatment is

slowly but surely paving the way for a

pump failure.

There are, of course, drain cocks in the

steam cylinder placed there for the pur-

pose of relieving the cylinder of the con-

densation when the pump is first started.

but they are seldom if ever used.

VVe have frequently referred to the

effect of an overheated pump, and the

only temporary remedy is to reduce the

piston speed and keep the air cylinder

oiled, and at the end of the trip, deter-

mine the cause of the heating. Oiling a

pump does not necessarily mean pouring

a quantity of engine oil into the air

strainer, but the temptation is sometimes

very great, especially when sotue of the

patent oil cups are in use, and if it ever

becomes necessary to oil a pump through

the strainer, it is a very poor policy to

use engine oil, and while we seldom hear

of an air pump exploding, some engine

crews can testify that engine oil will flash

under a high temperature and explode

the pump or throw it off the engine.

The above refers chiefly to the single

acting pump, as it is an exceedingly diffi-

cult matter to break down the cross com-
pound type of compressor, the pistons are

cushioned before pressure is accumulated

in the main reservoir and the compressor

will not pound even if the throttle is

opened wide instantly and it is impossi-

ble to run it at a prohibitive rate of

speed, in fact there is but about one way
in which the pump can be disabled and
that is by the use of an excessive quan-

tity of oil in the air cylinders or an ex-

cessive quantity of superheater oil in the

steam cylinder, and these troubles should

be at all times carefully guarded against.

Davis Type of Close^Coupled Lathe
Among the more recent important addi-

tions to what are known as close coupled

lathes adapted to meet modern require-

ments for high speed, heavy duty and

accurate tool room service the Davis

Machine Tool Company, Rochester, N. Y.,

have introduced many radical improve-

ments that are already meeting with much
favor especially for that growing class of

work where exact standardization is an

absolute necessity, combined with the

liighest measure of output of which the

best tool steel is possible of producing.

The accompanying illustration shows a

12-inch close coupled lathe which em-
bodies a number of excellent new features

among which it will be noted that the

head stock is a heavy casting with the

front and rear hearings securely hound

A motor drive can be fitted to head with

direct current variable speed motor, 1J4

horsepower having speeds from 500 to

1,500 revolutions per minute, with perfect

controlling apparatus. An automatic stop

and reverse rod is provided which con-

trols the travel of the carriage in either

direction for feeding or screw cutting.

The apron is of the double plate type with

two bearing supports for all shafts. A
new interlocking arrangement is provided

so that both feed and half nut cannot be

thrown in at the same time. The quick

change gear box is also a new and valu-

able feature, and provides for cutting

threads from lyi to 80 per inch, including

ll'A pipe thread. There are 36 changes

possible which can be instantly obtained

from the gear box and sliding gears at the

D.WIS TYPE OF 12 IN. CLOSE COUPLED L.\THE.

togetlier by straight walls which are

brought up to the spindle center, thus

providing a substantial guard for the

lower half of the cone pulley, the gears

being covered by guards which are rnade

integral with the head. The casings are

Ijolted by flush head screws, thus giving a

degree of rigidity and freedom from vi-

bration hitherto unattained. The gears

are underneath the front bearing and the

cone, supported by. legs cast on the front

and rear of the head, avoiding a long

eccentric shaft and quill, avoiding all

torsional strains. The gears are brought

into mesh by a handle just below the feed

rod at the head and within easy reach of

the operator's left hand. The carriage

has long bearings on ways with deep

bridge, and both cross feed and compound
rest screws are fitted with micrometer

collars graduated to 1,000th of an inch.

end of the lathe. Special leads can also

1)e cut by changing gears on an auxiliary

quadrant, which is furnished with each

lathe.

In the important matter of alignment

there is also something new. .'\s is well

known an uneven floor not infrequently

destroys the perfectly straight alignment.

To insure a perfectly level bed an extra

foot is placed on the right leg of the lathe

which will carry weight and provide a

three-point support. This m.iy seem

simple but it is a perfect assurance of a

freedom from strains, and completely

overcomes any tendency of rocking by

bolts being placed in the ends of the leg

which on a perfectly level floor can be

set down to just touch the floor, but not

to carry any weight. The floor space for

this fine type of lathe is about 2?>'A square

feet, weight 1,350 pounds.
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Improved Pop Valve for Locomotives
Much has been attempted in regard to

liigh and low lift safety valves, and tlic

problem of constructing a safety valve

that will insure a high discharge has

engaged the attention of many engineers,

and clever devices in the way of auxiliary

pistons and other contrivances have been

cxiJcrimented with but little real progress

was made until recently. High lift valves,

so called, produce more or less shock at

closure which may injure the boiler, and

the need was for a safety valve where

there was a substantial increase in dis-

charge capacity, with lower closing lifts

then those now in use.

It has now been demonstrated that it is

possible to produce a valve of high lift

as regards discharge capacity and low lift

as regards the shock at closure. This

latter feature removes the most serious

objection to high lift, as high lift valves

must come into general use as the safety

requirements in boiler practice must be

more economically met than is tlie case

at present.

The Crosby Steam Gauge and Valve

Company, Boston, Mass., have recently

placed on the market a high-efficiency pop

valve for locomotives. It has been de-

veloped under the recent invention of Mr.

G. H. Clark for the company, and

incorporates an important improvement

proposed by Prof. Miller, of the Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology, who was
the first to round the edges of a safety

valve in order to increase the efficiency of

discharge per unit of lift, and in so doing

took a long step in the direction of high

safety valve efficiency.

The new valve as perfected by Mr.

Clark may be readily understood by re-

ferring to Fig. 1, which shows a valve

which has means for adjustment which

are based on the production of variable

lifting force. The two annular rings

shown at A and B carry on their upper

surfaces curves which approximate in

shape the curve of the disc. The inner

ring A. which may be called the warning
ring, is threaded upon the base of the

valve just outside the fiat seat and carries,

threaded upon it, the ring B, which is

adapted to control the blow-down. These

rings may be lowered away from the disc,

or given what my be termed initial clear-

ance. It will be readily understood that

if both of these rings are lowered an

extreme distance, when the valve tends to

open no lifting force will be available.

If the ring A is raised to a position near

the valve disc, a lifting force will be

provided which will depend on the press-

ure produced between it and the disc,

and on the extent of the disc area on

which this pressure acts. The pressure

depends on the area of the passage and

the area on the valve is a function of the

initial clearance and the shape of the

curve. These factors arc built into the

valve to produce the desired result, which

is to provide lifting force at small lifts to

overcome excessive warning, and it has

been found that with the proper shape of

ring, on its initial clearance, depends the

warning of the valve. Since this warning

FK;. 1. SKCTION VIKVV (JK \ AI.VK SE.^T.

ring alone produces only small lifts, it has

no appreciable effect on the blow-down.

Now as the blow-down ring B is raised

from its lowest position, there is a tend-

ency to build up pressure between it and

the disc when the valve is open, which

tendency increases as the disc is ap-

proached. If a reasonably large clearance

is left, it is clear that this ring produces

almost no lifting force at low lift, since

the area of the passage along this ring is

large in comparison to tliat over the seat.

warning if desired, this being independent

of the blow-down regulation.

The valve is easy of adjustment. To
increase the blow-down the large ring

may be turned to the right,—to left to

decrease blow-down. A screw plug holds

the lock ring in position.

Fig. 2 shows detail view of locomotive

valve of approved design. When the

rings arc adjusted to the desired points,

it should not need changing, and in regard

to amount of discharge for pipe connec-

tions of either 3-inch or 3J^-inch the

conservative estimate is from 13,000 to

16,000 pounds per hour, the advantages

being that there is a maximum steam dis-

charge through a much larger opening

than any other safety valve, and a com-
plete absence of hammering or chatter-

ing, and consequently longer wear with-

out leaking or re-seating.

FIG. 2. SECTION VIEW OF IMPROVED
S.\FETY V.\LVE FOR LOCOMOTIVES.

and it follows, also, that as the disc lifts

the effect of this initial clearance on the

area of the passage becomes less and less

as lifting continues.

Repeated tests of this valve have proved

the value of this method of regulation in

that all the requirements of practice are

afforded by it for all of the high lifts. In

ordinary practice the valve is adjusted to

give no warning, avoiding preliminary

simmering, but can be set at two pounds

President Bids Good-Bye to Locomo-
tive Engineer.

In tlie course of his speech at the Press

Club of New York on June 30, President

Wilson said : "I got off a train yesterday

and as I was bidding goodby to the en-

gineer, he said : 'Mr. President, keep us

out of Mexico.' " That was a small in-

cident, but it displays a laudable Ameri-

can spirit—the wish to speak a kind word
to the engineer who has brought pas-

sengers safely to the end of a journey.

That was one of the good habits of

Colonel Roosevelt when he was president

We do not know if he still keeps up the

practice, but when he was president he

never failed to say a kind word to the

locomotive engineer at the end of a

journey. When the writer was first in-

troduced to President Roosevelt he asked

some particulars of the writer's experi-

ence. The president exclaimed : 'You have

been a locomotive engineer and now you
are editor of a prosperous journal. I

think you have reason to be a proud man."

Insulating Apprentices.

In some British railway repair shops,

small tools, such ..s lathe planers, shapers

and similar appliances, are kept in a room
partitioned off from the rest of the shop,

and here all the young apprentices are

kept at work away from the other me-

chanics. This arrangement is carried out

on moral grounds. The belief is that

the ordinary workman exercises an

evil influence on the young apprentice.

The belief prevails that when the ap-

prentice has acquired some skill in the

trade, he is not so susceptible to the evil

influences of the older men, and can

therefore be admitted among them with

impunity. The spirit of moral reform

touches the British workman very highly.
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Electrical Department
Catechism of the Electric Locomotive Continued

Q. To what piece of apparatus does

the lead Fig. 4 connect?

A. To the main switch.

Q. Of what does the main switch con-

sist?

A. The main switch usually consists

of a heavy, single pole knife switch

mounted on a marble or slate base. The

motor current passes tirst through tliis

switch.

Q. What is the purpose of this main

switch ?

A. To provide a means of cutting off

the power from the electrical apparatus

in the cab of the locomotive, thus making

it possible to inspect the control apparatus,

motors, etc., without danger.

Q. What is the main circuit breaker?

A. It is an automatic switch, of high

capacity which can be closed and opened

by the engineer from his operating

position.

Q. What is the automatic feature of

the circuit breaker?

A. The circuit breaker is automatic

in that it will open when the current

exceeds a definite value. The excess

current may be caused by the engineer

notching up the controller too rapidly,

thereby allowing more current to pass

through the motors unless interrupted by

the circuit breaker, or by a failure of tlie

electrical apparatus causing a ground and

resulting in a high rush of current which

must be cut oflf, otherwise serious damage

to the locomotive would result.

Q. In what part of the circuit is the

circuit breaker located?

A. Directly after the main switch and

ahead of the other electrical apparatus.

Q. What procedure should be fol-

lowed if the main fuses should blow?

A. First paddle the shoes—this con-

sists in inserting a flat board, which has

been specially shaped for convenience and

called a third rail shoe paddle, between

all of the shoes which are in contact with

the rail, and the rail ; then loosen up the

thumb screws remove the burned pieces

of fuse, insert a new fuse and tighten the

knobs.

Q. Why are the paddles put between

the shoes and the rail?

A. To disconnect the shoe rigging

from the third rail so as to protect the

man working on the fuse boxes.

Q. Do all circuits pass through the

main switch?

A. Usually not.

Q. What apparatus is available for

service, when the main knife switch is

open?

A. The auxiliary apparatus consisting

of lighting circuits, compressor, blower

(when used), control circuits, when a

battery is not used.

Q. How is this possible and what is

the advantage gained?

A. The wires to the auxihary appara-

tus are connected to the power supply

on the third rail shoe side of the main

switch. With this arrangement the lights,

compressor, etc., are available for use

without any power being connected to the

electrical switches and motors. This

makes it possible to work around the

locomotive and test out the operation of

the control apparatus without any current

passing to the motors and at night lights

are available for inspection.

Q. Are these auxiliary circuits pro-

tected in any way?
A. Yes, by enclosed fuses usually

mounted in boxes. It is possible to use

enclosed fuses to protect the auxihary

circuits as the current taken by each piece

of au.Kiliary apparatus is only a few

amperes.

Q. On D r. locomotives what other

the train and to the electrical apparatus

unless the engineer should shut off at

each gap. It may not be necessary at all

times to use the overhead trolley, as

there will be sufficient momentum to

carry the locomotive over the gap. The
overhead trolley is normally in its lowest

position and is only raised to make con-

tact with the overhead third rail when
necessary. The operation of the trolley

is under the control of the engineer and
is raised by air pressure, the weight being

sufficient to bring it down when air is

released from the piston.

FIG. 6. PANTOGU.VPH R.MSED.

piece of apparatus is used besides the

third rail shoes for collection of the cur-

rent ?

A. An overhead trolley.

Q. How is this connected and how

does it operate?

A. The overhead trolley is connected

to the leads connecting the third rail

shoes together and therefore is alive

whenever the third rail shoes are in con-

tact with the third rail. The purpose of

the overhead trolley is to provide a

means of keeping the current continu-

ously on the locomotive when operating

in yards where the third rails are

broken (gaps) on account of the tracks

crossing each other it being impossible

to have a continuous third rail. Keeping

current on the locomotive continuously

is very important when the locomotive is

starting up a heavy train out of the

terminal as interruption of the current

would not only interfere with the getting

of the train out of the station at proper

speed, but would cause serious surges to

We have traced the circuits in the case

of direct current locomotives from the

third rail through the shoes and the main

switch to the unit switches where the cur-

rent is controlled and the motors are con-

nected in the various combinations. Be-

fore taking up the construction of the

unit switches or control apparatus, as it

is called, we will refer to the apparatus

used for collection of current in the case

of aUernating current and high voltage

direct current locomotives where the cur-

rent is taken from an overhead wire in-

stead of a third rail conductor located

alongside of the track.

Q.—What is a pantograph trolley?

A.—It is the device which is carried on

the top of the A.C. or high voltage D.C.

locomotives for collection of the high

voltage current.

Q.—How is the pantograph con-

structed ?

A.— It is constructed of light steel drawn

tubing, the general arrangement shown

by Fig. 6. This framework is carried on

a base, same being insulated from the

roof of the locomotive by four large petti-

coat insulators shown by "P" Fig. 7. On
top of the tubing is carried the shoe shown
by "S" Fig. 2 to which is fastened on

either end, a horn "H" Fig. 2 to prevent

the pantograph from catching in the wire

when passing through cross-overs. The
shoe is usually 4 to 6 inches wide and is

made of pressed steel.

Q.—What keeps the shoe in contact

with the wire?

A.—Spring shown by "C" Fig. 7.

These springs can be adjusted to give a

variation in pressure of the shoe against

the wire.

Q.—How is the pantograph lowered to

the down position, as shown in No. 7

and how is it held in this position?

A.—The pantograph is lowered by air

pressure being admitted to the air cylin-

der "A" Fig. 7; when the pantograph

reaches the down position it is held down
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by a latdi or hook engaging witli the

framework.

Q.—When in the down position, how
is the pantograph raised?

A.^—Air is admitted to a small cylinder

which disengages the latch and tlic panto-

graph is carried up due to the action of

the springs "C." The air to both tlie nn

lock and trolley down cylinders is under

the control of the engineman and tin-

trolley is usually raised and lowered In

simply pressing a button located on m
adjacent to the controller.

Q.—How is the current taken frcmi ili.

pantograph to the locomotive?

A.—Through a cable, "B" Fig. 6. Thi^

cable passes through a pipe into the lipe. i

motive.

Q.—Into what piece of apparatus ilms

the cable from the pantograph trolley ter

minate ?

A.—Into an oil circuit breaker.

Q.—What is the purpose of the oil eir

cuit breaker?

A.—The oil circuit breaker is used t.i

close the high voltage current in the case

of the A.C. system to the transformer. It

corresponds to the main switch of the low

voltage direct current locomotives but in

addition it is automatic, opening on over-

loads or short circuits in the locomotive.

Q.—What is the construction oi the

circuit breaker?

A.—The circuit breaker consists of an

operating handle, fitted with a releasing

trigger, which is connected to a wooden
rod carrying contacts. When the handle

is pushed down the movable contacts are

raised and make contact w-ith stationary

contacts, thereby connecting the 1I,(X)0

volts high tension current to the trans-

former. The contacts are surrounded l'.\

oil carried in a tank.

Q.—What is the object of the oil car-

ried in the tank and is same special?

.V.—The oil is necessary to e-xtinguisli

the electric arc. The high voltage arc

which occurs when breaking circuits is

very severe if the circuit is liroken in the

air but is nearly negligble when broken in

oil. The oil mu.st be of a special kind

usually known as transformer oil.

Q-—How is the oil circuit breaker op-

erated?

.^.—When power is desired for opera-

tion of the locomotive and the pantograph

has been raised, power is connected to the

transformer by pushing down on the cir-

cuit breaker liandic uiUil same latches.

Power can be disconnected from the

t ran.-. former by pressing in on the button

located in the end of the handle unlock-

ing the catch, allowing the circuit breaker
In open.

Q.—What is the object of the trans-

former ?

.\.—To step down to high voltage alter-

nating current, which is usually ll.O(X)

volts, to a voltage suitable for the motors
and au.xiliary apparatus, the auxiliary

apparatus consisting of the compressor,

blower and lights.

Q.—What is the constructicjn ui the

transformer?

.\.—The transformer consists of many
Inrns of electrically insulated wire wound
in the form of flat coils, C h'ig. 8, the

separate coils connected together and

llie whole surrounded by iron I. Be-

tween Kriinps of ci>ils are inserted layers

i-"ii;. ". i'.\.\T()i;R.\ni i.i )\\ i.ri-.u.

•f insulated located boards (B) to pre-

vent electrical breakdown between the

groups of coils. The iron is held in posi-

tion by the bolts which clamp the cast-

i:\a:s lirmly to the iron.

Q.—Is the transformer cooled and

Iiow?^

.\.—Yes ; it is necessary to cool the

transformer so as to get the maximum
amount of power from same. On loco-

m. lives it is cooled by air passing

c

i
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feed valve set for 110 lbs. train line pres-

sure, the governor would cut in at 120 lbs.

(niinimuni reservoir pressure) and cut

out at 130 lbs. (maximum reservoir pres-

sure). With this arrangement, the com-

pressor is not pumping continuously and

in the design of the locomotive sufficient

compressor capacity is usually specified so

that the compressor will only operate

about 50 per cent, of the time.

Q. Most electric locomotives are

equipped with motor driven blowers.

What is the purpose of the blowers?

A. These blowers are used for fur-

nishing air to the main motors, trans-

formers and any other apparatus which it

is desired to cool. The capacity of the

electric motors and other electrical ap-

paratus is determined by the temperature

of the apparatus when operating under

load. The passing of air through the elec-

trical apparatus carries away the heat and

allows greater work to be done. This

means that the capacity of the electric

locomotive for the same weight and cost

can be increased and by an amount with-

in certain limits depending upon the

amount of air blown through the appa-

ratus. It is easily possible to hicrease the

capacity by ventilation over 50 per cent.

The air is conducted to the various pieces

of apparatus from the blower through

ducts usually built into the flooring and

framework of the locomotive.

Q. Through what pieces of apparatus

are the compressors and blowers con-

nected to the power supply?

.\. The electric motors operating the

air compressors and the blowers are con-

nected to and cut off from the power sup-

ply usually by means of small hand-oper-

ated enclosed switches known as canopy

switches, and it is necessary to have these

switches closed for operation of the ap-

paratus even though the D. C. power

or alternating current is on the locomo-

tive. In addition to the canopy switches

an enclosed fuse is inserted ir. the circuit

so that power will be cut off from these

auxiliary motors in case of trouble, the

canopy switches usually not being auto-

matic and opening on overloads.

factors in making this change, and the

new cars will not run in train with each

other, but also with the present e<iuip-

ments of Westinghouse No. 303 motor.s

and HL control, of which the Union

Traction Company of Indiana have seven-

teen equipments now in operation.

Union Traction Co. of Indiana Pur-

chase Twenty Equipments.

An evidence of the better financial con-

ditiiins throughout the railway field is

shown by the recent order placed by the

Union Traction Company of Indiana with

tlie \\'estinghouse Electric & Manufactur-

ing Company for twenty complete quad-

ruple equipments of the latter's No. 333-V

motors and HL control. These new
equipments will replace some of their

high speed passenger equii)menls con-

sisting of 50-C motors and type 1. hand

control. Aside from the reduced main-

tenance, resulting from the more efficient

types of motors and control, the desira-

bility of train operation was one of the

Statistics of Steam Railways in the

United States.

The Government printing oflice has

just issued an abstract of statistics of

steam railways in the United States for

the year ending June 30, 1915, from

which it appears that the aggregate

mileage of railway tracks of all kinds

covered by operating returns was 391,-

141.51 miles, classified as follows: Miles

of road, 257,569.32; miles of second

main track, 28,644.67; miles of third

main track, 2,714.30; miles of fourtli

main track, 1,925.35; miles of all other

main tracks, 377.71; miles of yard tracks

and sidings, 99,910.16. The figures for

total mileage, all tracks, as compared
with the corresponding statement for

the preceding year, show an increase of

3,933.30 miles. The report also shows
that there were 65,099 locomotives in

service, of which 64,835 were steam lo-

comotives, and of others 264. The total

number of cars of all classes in service

was 2,507,977, assigned as follows: Pas-

senger service, 55,705 cars; freight serv-

ice, 2,356,338; company service, 95,934.

Private cars of commercial firms or

corporations are not recorded. The
average nutnber of employees reported
in service during tlie period referred

to was 1,409,342.

Superstitions of Trainmen.

On nearly all railroads tlierc are

passenger train cars and certain locomo-
tives that are reported by trainmen to lie

unlucky. Trainmen as a class are sui)er-

stitious, and in this they resemble sailors.

Men engaged in a hazardous occujiatiou

are nearly always superstitious. Tlie

cause for this is not hard to find. W'lien

they meet with so-called bad luck, any

preceding incident is apt to be regarded

as an omen, and men wlio work with

their lives in their liands have tlieir per-

ceptions quickened for such omens.

We were once very forcibly struck

with the strong belief sonic men entertain

as to the efficiency of an old horseshoe in

preventing accidents to locomotives. We
had a fireman who kept an old horseshoe

fastened to the inside of the cab. It was
a rough article that was far from being

ornamental in appearance, and it struck

that fireman one day, that a little grind-

ing and polishing would improve its

looks. So he look it to a grindstone and

proceeded to polish the article with

emery and sand paper. The call to go
I'lit with a train came before he finished

tlie work of polishing, so he left the

horseshcK.- in the roundhouse. Tin- train

luid only got five miles out, wlieii

through a mistake in orders we met an-

other train on the same track. We met

on a curve and there was some lively

scrambling among the trainmen to get as

far as possible into the country before the

crash came. The fireman displayed ex-

traordinary agility, but his flight was ar-

rested by tlie clutch of a barbed wire

fence. .\s he vainly struggled to free his

unmentionables from the entanglement

lie exclaimed, "If I had left that blamed

horseshoe on the engine this would not

have happened."

Ventilating Tunnels on the Baltimore

& Ohio.

Comforts of travel on the St. Louis

fine of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad

have been increased by an improved sys-

tem for ventilating tunnels which has

lieen installed in the mountainous district

traversed in West Virginia between

Clarksburg and Parkersburg. A ven-

tilating plant has been completed at

Eaton and work of similar character is

Ijeing rushed as rapidly as possible at

West Union. Two others at Silver Run
and Ocean will be ventilated during the

present season. The ventilating system,

invob'- an expenditure of $70,000 each,

.' sh air ahead of trains and in-

::' fortable temperature. This is

a i d by means of large revolv-

ir,: ! pelled by steam power plants

lot, ' the portals. The water

sup ry for the operation of the

r>laiii • ired by, digging wells to a

depth .. '.^ point of pollution. .Some

time as ' '-i^' Tj-.ltimore & Ohio installed

a ventiliit!!!.; sy.stem in the westbound

liore of K^ngwood tunnel. This experi-

ment ha. IT. .veri -atisfactorv.

Better Times Coming.

In spite of senseless restrictions that

are calculated to reduce the earnings of

our railroads most of the transportation

companies are doing an utnisually re-

munerative business. When individuals

are unusually prosperous it is nearly al-

ways manifested in tlieir liberality in the

purchase of household conveniences and

luxuries, and railway companies have

generally denoted enlarged incomes to the

[jurchasc of new equipment and new tools,

but we lind that prosperity has done little

so far to induce railroad companies to

become i)urchasers on a large scale. The

necessity for rigid economy that has pre-

\ailed for years, is not yet forgotten, and

much labor continues to be expended upon

ancient rolling by antiquated tools that

ought to be changed. We trust that rail-

road companies will not repeat past mis-

lakes in refusing to make renewals when

tliey ha\e the money to make purchases.

Unless the seed is placed in the ground

the crop will not grow.
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Angus Sinclair as Doctor of Engineer-

ing.

An I'.stcciiK'd Iriincl in Mmilrosi-, Scot-

land, writes: In \;iiicius iMigiiu-criny

papers that reach ine occasicnially, 1 lind

my old friend Annus mentioned as Dr.

.Sinclair. .\s I know (hat you are no

minister of the gos|)el or medical man, I

would like lo Unow from whence you de-

rive the honorary title of doctor? Re-

plying to the ahove, we copy a document

in our pnss<'ssion. wliieh reads:

rurdiir I'liiMTsily, Lafayette, Indiana.

Lpon the occasion of conferring the

honorary degree of Doctor of Engineer-

ing upon Angus Sinclair, at the com-

mencement exercises of I'urdue Uni-

\ersity, held in the morning of June 10,

I'W, President Stone spoke as follows:

The university takes honor to itself to-

day in conferring the highest official

recognition in its power to bestow upon

one whose distinguished achievements in

the lield of engineering make him worthy

of the highest honors.

Angus Sinclair, native of Scotland,

adopted son of .\merica, learned in tlic

liistory and practice of engineering, editor

and publisher of lv\ii way and Locomo-

tive Enginkerint., author of many stand-

ard treatises on railway engineering, in-

fluential leader and counsellor in engi-

neering science.

Upon recommendation of the faculty

and by the authority of the board of trus-

tees, I do now confer upon Angus Sin-

clair the honorary degree of Doctor of

Engineering in evidence of which this

diploma is presented.

A Sell-Cleaning Sander

Talk to Your Fireman.

It is the duty of a locomotive engineer

to show his runing orders to his fireman.

If you are ordered to side track at Spring-

held for No. 17, the fireman begins to

figure on that. If he has a good steamer,

he will permft his fire to burn low in Hear-

ing a meeting point to save fuel. If he

has a poor steamer, he will scheme to keep

the steam up to the meeting point, and in

either case if the engineer push by, the

fireman will he the first to notice it. It

will not detract from the engineer's posi-

tion to mix up a little socially with his

fireman and it is calculated to make the

fireman a good engineer

The same rule requiring the engineer to

show his orders to the fireman applies

with equal force for the conductor show-
ing his orders to his brakeniaii. There is

strong sentiment to-day in favor of

"Safety First," and we know of no means
so efficient for safety as putting the train

orders in the hands of all the train men.

Had this practice been firmly adhered to

in the past it would have prevented many
severe accidents that brought death and
suffering to many persons.

i he clogging of locomotive sand

pipes need no longer be the abiding

annoyance that it has been partly

through the effect of sudden climatic

changes and partly by reason of the

careless handling of material by the

cheaper class of labor cni|>loyed in

handling the supply of sand at the di-

vision points. About twenty-five Amer-
ican railroads have already tested a new
device placed on the market by the

White American Locomotive .Sander

Company, Roanoke, Va.

The accompanying illustration shows
a section view of the device. It is usu-

ally placed directly under the runboard
of the locomotive and is connected by
a 1^-in. iron pipe H to the sand box,

and a 1,'4-'"- pipe I delivers the sand
from the trap to the rail. Through the

wall of the elbow casting A the air

nozzle 1? is iii'-'-rtcd. .Another air con-

pipe 1'. In llu! event of the sand

pipes becoming clogged, the engineer

by means of a separate valve in the cab

admits a blast of air to the auxiliary

air pipe f, which instantly cleans out

the entire pipe line both above and
below the trap. .\ jam nut N regulates

tile amount of sand desired by means of

the distance which the sanding nozzle
li is inserted into the trap.

The device was in operation at the

Supply Men's Exhibit at Atlantic City

in June last, and attracted much atten-

tion. It is not only a perfect Sander,

but, what is also necessary, a perfect

pipe cleaner. It may readily be applied

to any type of locomotive without in-

terfering in any way with the sand box.

Roosevelt's Railroad Policy.

Ex-President Roosevelt is prominently

in the limelight at present, and we no-

nection to the trap is made by means
of a J/2-in. air pipe C, from which two
'4-m. pipe lines lead. One of these is

the core X, the other is the small pipe

E. The J^-in. pipe D screws into the

core X, and rises from the trap through

the sand pipe H to the sand box and is

closed at the top, but at frequent in-

tervals in this pipe D small holes are

drilled at an angle and specially dis-

posed around the pipe so that air ad-

mitted to it makes a whirling downward
lilast through the sand pipe to the trap.

Communicating with the pipe C is the

!^-in. air pipe E, which extends out 5

or 6 ins. into the sand delivery pipe 1.

This carries the cleaning blast to the

sand delivery pipe.

In applying sand to the rail the engi-
neer has only to open the valve in the
cab and admit air into the '4-in. air

tice that a good many railroad men are

opposed to him. Every man, of course,

is at liberty to favor or oppose any in-

dividual, but we think that railroad men
generally profited from the policy recom-

mended by Ex-President Roosevelt. In

one of his messages to Congress, in deal-

ing with loss of life on our railroads, he

stated plainly that he considered that

four essentials should be considered and

embodied in the railroad legislation of

the immediate future. They were com-
pulsory adoption of the block system of

railway signalling; the enforced limita-

tion of the hours of continuous railway

service ; the employment of trained and
experienced men only in positions of re-

sponsibility, and the severe punishment
of all those who. by the issuance of

wrong orders, or of those who, by the

ilisobedience of orders, caused disasters.
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Items of Personal Interest
Mr. E. H. I'udiiey has been appointed

supervisor of signals of the Atlanta &
West Point.

Mr. F. S. Stuart has resigned as chief

engineer of the Baltimore & Ohio to en-

gage in engineering practice in New
York City.

Mr. Arthur Engh has been appointed

bridge engineer of the Chicago, Burling-

ton & Quincy lines east of Missouri river,

with offices at Chicago, 111.

Mr. Charles W. K.xtrand, has been ap-

pointed road foreman of engines, on the

St. Paul division of the Northern Pacilk,

v.ith office at Northtown, Minn.

Mr. E. Weinhold has been appointed

supervisor of equipment of the Evansville

& Indianapolis, with headquarters at

Greenwood Yard, Terre Haute, Ind.

Mr. A. West has been appointed district

master mechanic, district No. 4, of the

Canadian Pacific, with office at Edmon-
ton, Alta., succeeding Mr. A. ]. Ironsides,

transferred.

Mr. F. F. Hanly, formerly assistant

engineer of the Baltimore & Ohio at

Baltimore, Md., has been appointed divi-

sion engineer, with headquarters at Cum-
berland, Md.

Mr. D. W. St. Clair has been appointed

master mechanic of the Missouri, Okla-

homa & Gulf of Te.xas railway, with office

at Denison, Te.x., succeeding Mr. J. F.

Greiner, resigned.

Mr. C. R. Knowles, formerly general

foreman of the Illinois Central and the

Yazoo & Mississippi Valley, has been ap-

pointed superintendent of water service.

with offices at Chicago, 111.

Mr. Arthur E. Owen has been ap-

pointed chief engineer of the Central oJ

New Jersey, with offices at New York.

Mr. Owen has been eighteen years in the

engineering department of the road.

Mr. M. A. Daly, formerly fuel super-

viser of the Northern Pacific at Taconia,

Wash., has been transferred to a similar

position on the same road at St. Paul,

Minn., succeeding Mr. G. T. Conley,

resigned.

Mr. F. W. Wilson, formerly road fore-

man of equipment of the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific at Rock Island, 111., has

been appointed engineer of fuel economy,

with office at Chicago, succeeding Mr. II.

Cleiner.

Mr. J. M. Buick. vice-president of tlic

.'\merican Car & Foundry Company, has

keen appointed general manager, and Mr.

William Hager, formerly secretary of the

company, has been elected assistant to the

president.

Mr. Henry Fischer, formerly sales

agent of the Verona Tool Works, Pitts-

burgh, Pa., at Chicago, has been ap-

pointed general sales manager of the

company, witli headquarters at Pitts-

Inirgh, Pa.

Mr. R. J. llimmelright has been ap-

pointed manager of the service depart-

ment of the ,'\merican .Arch Company,
Xevv York, and Mr. J. T. Anthony has

l)ecn appointed assistant to the president

of the company.

Mr. A. M. Bears, signal supervisor on

the Manitoba division of the Canadian

Pacific, has been granted leave of ab-

sence for oversea service in the 12th

Field Ambulance, with the Canadian ex-

peditionary forces.

Mr. Robert Farnham, Jr., formerly as-

sistant to the engineer of bridges and

buildings of the Pennsylvania at Phila-

delphia, Pa., has been appointed engineer

of bridges and buildings and the position

of assistant has been abolished.

Mr. F. D. Grunder, formerly with the

Xational Tube Company, as assistant

.yeneral sales manager, has been ap-

pointed general manager of sales of the

new tube department of the Jones &
T-aughlin Steel Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Mr. C. B. Woticky has been appointed

"Ipctrical engineer of the Lehigh Valley,

nnd Mr. D. J. Cartwright. formerly elec-

"ical engineer at South Bethlehem, Pa.,

'as been appointed assistant electrical en-

eineer, both with offices at .South Beth-

'"hem.

Mr. H. Cleiner, formerly superintendent

r'> fuel economy of the Chicago, Rock
I'land & Pacific at Chicago, has been ap-

pouited master mechanic of the Missouri

division of the same road, with office at

Trenton, Mo., succeeding Mr. F. J. Har-
m's, resigned.

Mr. E. J. Harris, formerly master me-
chanic of the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific, at Trenton, Mo., has been ap-

pointed shop superintendent of the Den-
•cr & Rio Grande, with office at Salt

Lake City, Utah, succeeding Mr. D. G.

Cnimingham.

Mr. R. N. Begien has been appointed

rhief engineer of the Baltimore & Ohio,

with office at Baltimore, Md. Mr. Begien

lias also jurisdicton over the Cincinnati,

Hamilton & Dayton. Mr. Begien has been

il the engineering department of the

company since 1902.

Mr. Aaron Dean, formerly resident

•manager of the New York office of the

T^nion .Switcli & Signal Company, has

h*'en appointed special representative,

'••<th headquarters in Nev.' York, and Mr.

W. P. Allen has been appointed resident

manager of the New York office.

Mr. W. H. Keller, formerly general

foreman of the Texas & Pacific at Fort

Worth. Tex., has been appointed master

mechanic of the eastern division, with

office at Marshall, Te.x., with jurisdiction

extending over the shops at Texarkana,

Tex., where tlie office of maslor nu'chauic

has been abolished.

Mr. D. G. Cunningham, loriucrl\ mas-

ter mechanic of the Chicago, Rock Island

& Pacific, Salt Lake City, Utah, has been

appointed superintendent of motive power

of the Denver & Salt Lake, with office

at Denver, Colo. Mr. Cunningham has

had a wide experience on a number of

the leading railroads.

Mr. John ]•'. Mullen has been appointed

assistant master mechanic of the Buffalo,

Rochester & Pittsburgh, in charge of tlie

Buffalo division, with office at Buffalo

Creek, N. Y., and Mr. Edward F.

Houghton has been appointed superin-

tendent of shops on the same road at

^ast Salamanca, N. Y.

Mr. E. Sumner, formerly master me-
chanic on the Pennsylvania at the West
Philadelphia shops, has been appointed

superintendent of motive power on the

same road, with offices at Williamsport,

Pa. Mr. Sumner has been employed in

the motive power department of the

Pennsylvania over twenty years.

Mr. W. M. Post, formerly supervisor

of signals of the Pennsylvania at Jersey

City, has been appointed inspector of sig-

nals, with office at Philadelphia, Pa., and

.Mr. B. !". Osier, formerly supervisor of

signals of the Manhattan division at New
York, has been appointed supervisor of

si.gnals of the New York division. The
.Manhattan and New York divisions have

recently been consolidated.

Mr. Oscar F. Ostby, formerly sales

agent of the Commercial -Acetylene Rail-

way Light & Signal Co., New York, has

l)een appointed general manager of the

Refrigerator Heater & Ventilator Car

Co., St. Paul, Minn. Mr. Ostby is very

popular among railway men generally,

and the Railway Manufacturers' Associ-

ation particularly, of which he has just

closed his term as a very efficient presi-

dent. The best wishes of all his friends

go with him in his new sphere of activity.

Mr. W. R. Hastings, formerly assistant

signal engineer, first district, ("hicago.

Rock Island & Pacific, with headquarters

at Des Moines, la., has been granted leave

of absence. Mr. C. M. Duffy, formerly

supervisor of signals of the Illinois di-

vision, with headquarters at Rock Island,

111., has been appointed assistant signal

engineer with jurisdiction over the sec-

ond district and headquarters at EI Reno,

and Mr. C. E. Harting, formerly drafting

engineer in the Des Moines office, suc-

ceeds Mr. Duffy at Rock Island.

Mr. Q. V. McQuilkin has been ap-

pointed storekeeper of the Baltimore &
Ohio, at Baltimore, Md. Mr. McQuilkin

entered the service as a clerk at Cumber-
land, in 1904, and has been in the con-

tinuous employ of the stores department,
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at Ktyscr, W. Va., lialtiiiiorc and I'ills-

lmr>!li. Mr. C. 1'^. Cotton has lii'cn ap-

piiiiitcil storekeeper at Ivorydale, Ciii-

liniiati. .Mr. VV. II. Howeii lias been

appointed storekeeper at Clifton, New
\(nk, and .Mr. J. C. McC-'aughan lias

lieen appointed stnrekee|)er at filenwnod,

J'ittslnirnli.

Mr. William K. Meeder, formerly mas-

ter inccliaiiic on the Chicago & Kastern

Illinois at Danville, 111., has been trans-

ferred to a similar position on the same

road, with office at Villa Grove, succeed-

ing Mr. R. N. Kincaid who has resigned

to accept a position with the Buick Anto-

ninliile Company, and Mr. William I'",

lleiser, formerly master mechanic at

I'A'aiisville, Ind., has been transferred to

Danville, succeeding Mr. Meeder, and

Mr. Standipad, formerly general foreman

at Salem, 111., has been appointed master

mechanic at Evansville, succeeding Mr.

Heiser.

Mr. W. J. Bell, formerly supervi.sor of

signals of the Pennsylvania at Media.

I'a., has been assigned to the signal enui

neer's office, as the Media division i-

now consolidated with the Marylainl

division, and Mr. J. H. Broadbent. foi

merly supervisor of signals of tb<

\\ illiamsport division, has been appointed

suiiervisor of signals of the new main

line of the Baltimore division, with office

at Baltimore, Md., and Mr. Guy Toft,

formerly supervisor of signals of the old

Baltimore division, has been appointed

supervisor of signals of the Williamsport

division succeedinsj- Mr. Broadbent.

Mr. J. E. Toole, for the past six years

traveling agent of the Traders Despatch

l'"ast Freight Line, has resigned to accept

a position in the sales department of the

Pyrene Manufacturing Company, and will

be connected with the company's Colum-

bus, Ohio, office. Mr. Toole, in addition

to being a railway traffic man, has been

greatly interested in the problem of lire

prevention, and has given up many of

his vacations during the last few years

lo attend the annual conventions of the

International Association of Fire Engi-

neers, the membership of which is made

up largely of chiefs of fire departments.

Mr. M. M. McCallister, inspector of

building shops at Schenectady and

Lima for the New York Central Rail-

road, has been appointed boiler in-

spector of the American Flexible Bolt

Co., with headquarters at Pittsburgh.

Pa. Mr. McCallister was born at

Curleysville, Pa. He began his busi-

ness career as the first apprentice on

the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie. When
he left that road he was made field

erector of the James P. VVitherow Co..

of New Castle, Pa., manufacturers of

the Heine boilers. From this position

lie went with the American Bridge &
Iron Co. in charge of the Roanoke,
Va., shops, and later to the Norfolk

& Western as assistant foreman of

slio|)s al Kcjaiiokc III- was next ap-

pointed assistant superintendent of the

Rieliiiiond shops of the Richmond Lo-

comotive Works, now a part of the Amer-

ican Locomotive Co. I'Vom here he left

to become foreman boilermaker of the

Lake .Shore & Michigan Southern at

C Dllinwood, Ohio. He was next ap-

pointed superintendent of the Erie

t ity Iron Works, at Erie, Pa., leaving

ibis position later to go as superin-

tendent of John Brennan & Co., at

Detroit, Mich., who manufacture sta-

tionary and marine boilers. He was
next appointed su|>erintcndent of the

Weil Boiler Co., with headquarters at

Indianapolis, Ind. While here he de-

signed and put on the market the Weil
Smokeless Boiler, which has since

Ijroveii a great success. broni this

[lositioii he went with the New York
Central, which he now leaves to be-

come boiler exjiert of the .American

l-lcxil)lc Bolt Co.

limes an operative officer. .'\t the time

of his death he was president of l-orain,

.\sliland &• Southern.

jn.SEPH RAMSEY.

OBITUARY
Joseph Ramsey.

Joseph Ramsey, Jr.. well known as a

railroad president, died suddenly at his

home in East Orange, on July 7, from

a stroke of apoplexy. Although he held

official positions on many railroads, his

most noted position was connected with

the Wabash-Pittsburgh terminal, which

was built to give the Gould system an

entrance into Pittsburgh. In carrying out

this part of his life's work, Mr. Ramsey
came into conflict with Pennsylvania

Railroad interests and came out second

best.

Joseph Ramsey, Jr., was born in Pitts-

burgh, Pa., in 1850, and was educated at

Western University, and began railroad

work in 1869 in the engineering corps of

the Big Four Railroad. From that time

he had a highly varied career, mostly con-

nected with engineering, but was several

Mechanical Association Committees.

I he joint Mieetnig ni tlir Executive

Committees of the Master Car Builders

and of the American Railway Master Me-
chanics' Associations were held in New
Vork on July 2.S.

The Master Car Buihlers was repre-

sented by C. E. Chambers, superintend-

ent of motive power. Central Railroad of

New Jersey; T. W. Uemarest, superin-

tendent of motive power, Pennsylvania

Lines
; James Coleman, superintendent of

car department. Grand Trunk Railway;

J. S. Lentz, master car builder, L. V.

R. R. ; F. F. Gaines, superintendent of

motive power. Central of Ga. Ry.
; J. S.

Downing, master car builder, C. C. C. &
St. L. Ry. ; Samuel Lynn, master car

builder, P. & L. E. R. R.; G. W. Wildin,

mechanical superintendent, N. Y., N. H.

\: H. R. R.

Master Mechanics' Association was rep-

re ;ented by Wm. Schlafge, general me-
chanical superintendent, Erie; F. H. Clark,

general superintendent of motive power,

B. & O. R. R. ; C. F. Giles, superintendent

machinery, L. & N. R. R. ; .\ngus Sinclair,

-\ew York; M. K. Barnum, B. & O.; C.

H. Hogan, N. Y. C. ; J. T. Walt.rs, P.

R. R. ; M. A. Kinney, Hocking Val ey.

The principal business done was the ap-

pointment of committees to carry iin the

Iiusiness of the association for next year.

We will give lull particulars in ou • next

issue.

American Electric Railway Association

Convention.

The exhibit committee of the -Ameri-

can Electric Railway Association is now
actively engaged with plans for the ex-

hibit in connection with the coming con-

vention to be held at .Atlantic City. N. J.,

October 9 to 13. and is completing its

arrangements with the various con-

tractors who are to look after the erec-

tion of booths, decorations, furniture,

etc. The exhibition promises to ht the

most interesting held under the auspices

of the association.

Automobile Accident.

The many friends of Mr. R. W. Ben-

son of the -American Flexible Bolt Com-
pany. Pittsburgh, Pa., are grieve! to

learn of a serious automobile aoadent

whereby Mr. Benson had his right wrist

fractured, besides other damages, it ap-

pears that the chauffeur .stopped thi; ma-

chine suddenly on observing a deep i:avity

in the road, throwing out the occupants

of the car with considerable violence. Mr-

Benson has been in the Pittsburgh Hos-

pital for several weeks, but expects a

complete recovery in a few months-
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International Railway General Fore-

men's Association.

The annual convention of the ahove

association will be held on August 29-30-

31 and September 1, at the Hotel Sher-

man, Chicago, 111., and indications point

to a very large attendance.

In addition to the general routina

there are four very live topics which will

be presented by able committees, and the

association is assured of four excellent

papers, which will bring forth valuable

discussions.

The first topic, that of "Car Depart-

ment Problems," is of great importance

to general foremen. While it might look-

as though we were encroaching upon the

other fellow's territory, that of the Car

Department organization, yet the general

foremen should be thoroughly versed in

the repairs and maintenance of cars. He
may not be so vitally interested during

his tenure of office as general foreman,

but in the natural order of events, he

becomes a master mechanic, then when

he sees the necessity of lieing posted on

car problems. Mr. E. E. Griest, master

mechanic of the Pennsylvania Lines West,

Fort Wayne, fnd.. will have charge of

this topic.

Topic No. 2, "Counterlialancing of the

Locomotive, and Fitting I'p of Frames

and Binders." Enough consideration is

not given this class of work, yet here

lies the foundation of the locomotive. If

enough attention is not given to the

balancing of the driving wheels, pounds

will soon develop, road beds destroyed

from multitudes of hammer blows. Poor

iHting binders soon become loose, caus-

mg undue strains which sooner or later

develop into broken frames, broken

driving boxes, etc. This topic is in

charge of Mr. H. C. Warner, shop su-

perintendent. L. S. & M. S. Ry., Elkhart,

Ind.

Topic No. 3, "Classification of Repairs,"

ij a very broad subject, and should liring

out the methods of the different railroads

in arriving at the cost of repairs and

mileage made. Various methods are in

vogue and perhaps some recommenda-

tions may be made to adopt a standard

classification of repairs that will be just

to all concerned. This will prove to be

an interesting topic for discussion, and

will be presented by Mr. C. S. Williams,

of New York Central Ry., Dunkirk, N. Y.

Topic No. 4, "Relation of the Foreman

to the Men." This is a very important

matter, upon it depends largely tlie dis-

cipline of the shop, also the output of the

shop is in many instances increased or

decreased as the foreman treats the men
under his charge ; in other words the

treatment accorded the men by the fore-

man is reflected in the efficiency of his

shop. This paper will be ably handled

by Mr. T. E. Freeman, D. & I. R. Ry.,

Two Harbors, Minn.

.Ml communications in regard to the

convention should be addressed to Mr.

VVm. Hall, secretary-treasurer, Chicago

& North Western Railway, Winona, Minn.

Railroad Notes.

The Canadian Pacific is seeking to pur-

chase 30.000 tons of rails.

The Traveling Engineers' Association.

The ne.xt annual convention of The
Traveling Engineers' Association will be

held at Chicago, 111., on September 5,

1910, and continue during the succeeding

three days. The association is in a flour-

ishing condition. The membership at last

report was 1,061. The balance in the treas-

urer's hands amounted to over $7,500.

Mr. J. K. Scott, of the St. Louis & San

Francisco, is president, and Mr. W. O.

Thompson, of the New York Central, sec-

retary.

The following are the list of subjects to

be presented by special cominittees, and

discussed by the members

:

"What effect does the mechanical plac-

ing of fuel in fire-boxes and lubricating

of locomotives have on the cost of opera-

tion."

"Tlic advantages of the use of super-

lieaters, brick arches and other modern
appliances on large engines, especially

those of the mallet type."

"Difficulties accompanying tlie preven-

tion of dense black smoke and its rela-

tion to cost of fuel and locomotive re-

pairs."

"Recommended practice in the make-up
and handling of modern freight trains, on

both level and steep grades, to avoid dam-

age to draft rigging."

"Assignment of power from the stand-

points of eflScient service and economy in

fuel and maintenance."

American Boiler Manufacturers'

Association.

.\t the recent convention of the aliove

association the following were elected as

oflicers for the current year : President.

M. H. Broderick, Broderick Company,

Muncie, Ind. ; vice-president, C. V.

Kellogg, Kewanee Boiler Company, Ke-

wanee. 111.; secretary and treasurer, H.

N. Covell, Lidgerwood Company, Brook-

lyn, N. Y.; executive committee, G. S.

Barnum, Bigelow Company, New Haven,

Conn. ; E. C. Fisher, Wickes Boiler

Company, Saginaw, Mich.; Isaac Harter,

Jr., Babcock & Wilcox Company, New
York, and L. Mohr, Kewanee Boiler

Company, Kekanee. 111.

Removal.

The St. Louis, Mo., ofiices of the West-

inghouse Air Brake Company and West-

inghouse Traction Company, Mr. C. P.

Cass, southwestern manager, have been

removed from the Security building to

Suite 1407-141S Boatmen's Bank build-

ing, St. Louis, Mo.

ilie Delaware & Hudson Company has

oiilered one private car from the Pull-

man ( ompi'.ny.

I'lie Peinisylvania Railroad Lines b'ast

of Pittsburgh, is reported in tin- market

for .S.OOO 70-ton liopper cars.

The Duluth, Winnipeg & Pacific is re-

(lorted to liave ordered 750 box cars from

the Haskell & Barker Car Company.

The Solvvay Process Company, Syra-

cuse, N. Y.. has ordered 15 gondola cars

from the Pressed Steel Car Compan.\'.

The Gadsden Car Works, Gadsden,

(ia., is inquiring for 1,400 center construc-

tions, 1,000 for box cars and 400 for fur-

niture cars.

The United States Government is re-

ported to have ordered a hospital train

of 10 specially designed cars from the

Pullman Company.

The Wheeling & Lake Erie will build

a two-story Y. M. C. A. house for the

l)enefit of its employes at Brewster, Ohio,

at a cost of $40,000.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul

has placed an order for 1,100 42-foot box

cars of 40 tons capacity, to lie built in its

own shops at Milwaukee, Wis.

The Erie Railroad plans the erection of

a locomotive terminal including engine

houso and repair shops on the meadows
lietween Jersey City and Newark, N. J.

Tli: Intercolonial Railway has under-

taken the building of a station, viaduct

and train shed at Levis, Quebec, to re-

])lace the facilities destroyed about a

\ear ago.

The Havana Central is reported to

have ordered ISO box cars and 50

flat cars, each of 30 tons capacity, as well

as ten caliooses from the Standard .Steel

Car Company.

'I'he Russian (iovernment orders for

railway material are stated to include

50,000 tons of spikes and bolts, 28,000

tons of steel axles and 56,000 tons of

cast iron wheels.

The New York Central is in the mar-

ket for five Pacific type locomotives. It

is understood that these engines will be

bought for the Cleveland, Cincinnati,

Chicago & St. Louis.
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DIXOK
te PAINT
°^"KoiiR COLORS "/y-;

"^EPH DrxON CRUCIBLE
^

•Jkrs>;ycity, N.J;

rill- l'lnu^^lvallia Kailruinl lias rc-

i-civffl bills on malcrial for coiistructioii

ol a C(jal tri'stle, asli pit ami crane run-

ua\' .It tlu- Kci-'l .SlriTt frciRlil yard.

I'hilaik'liiliia.

wlicfis and a total weight in workinR

..rdrT ..f %,(IIX) lbs.

Great liritaiii, after placing orders for

5(l,()lK) Ions of rails with the United

.^tates .Steel Corporation (hiring the past

tliree months, is in the market for fur-

(licr iminaKe.

Long Time Protection

is given to steel cars,

bridges, water and locomo-

tive tanks, signal apparatus

and all exposed metal and

woodwork by

DIXON'S
SILICA GRAPHITE

PAINT
The LONGEST SERV-
ICE paint. Nature's com-

bination of flake silica-

graphite, mixed with pure

boiled linseed oil, is the

ideal combination which

forms a firm elastic coat

that will not crack or peel

off. This prevents access

to agents which corrode

and injure the metal.
Dixon's Silica-Graphite

Paint is used throughout

the world by railroad en-

gineers.

Write us for long service

records and booklet No.
69 R.

Made in JERSEY CITY, N. J., by the

Joseph Dixon Crucible Company

B 121

riic Alabama Great Southern has or-

ckrcl 095 30-ton steel center sill box cars

and 100 3()-toii steel center sill automo-

liile cars from the American Car &
b'liundry Company,

llie Chicago & .\llon has under ad-

\isenient llie matter of converting some

SO of its present freight eciiiipment cars

ill such manner as to adapt tliem to the

liaiulliiiH .of automobiles.

The Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas

I'acilic has ordered 1,409 30-ton, steel

center sill box cars and 200 30-toii steel

center sill automobile cars from the Mt.

\'eriion Car & Mfg. Company.

The Rliodesia Railways has ordered six

mnuntain (4-8-2) type locomotives from

the .American Locomotive Company. The

engines will have cylinders 23 by 24

iiiclies anil a total weight of 172.000

pounds.

Ihe .\laliania Great Southern has or-

dered six Mikado (2-8-2) type locomo-

tives frcim the Lima Locomotive Cor-

puratiou and two mountain (4-8-2) type

locomoti\es from the r.al'lwiii Locomo-

;i\e Works,

The I'niled States Steel Corporation

has divided an order for 448 cars for the

Carnegie Steel Company among the

Pressed Steel t ar Coiupany, the Stand-

ard Steel Car Company and llie .\meri-

can Car & l-'oundry Comi)an>.

The Cincinnati. New Orleans & Texas

Pacilic has ordered five mountain (4-8-2)

t\pe locomotives from the Baldwin Loco-

motive Works and four eight-wheel

(0-8-01 switching locomotives from the

Lima Locomotive Corporation,

The Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas

Pacific has ordered 12 steel passenger

coaches, three steel combination passen-

ger and baggage cars, six steel combina-

tion baggage and express cars and one

steel dining car from the Pullman Com-
pany.

The Hangor & .Aroostook has ordered

one superheater Consr>lidation locomo-

tive from the .American Locomotive

Company, This locomotive will have 23

In 30-in. cylinders, 56-in, driving wheels

and a total weight in working order of

208.000 lbs.

The Southern Pacific has given an or-

der for 80.000 tons of rails to the Ten-

nessee Coal, Iron & Railroad Company,
for delivery from .April to September.

1917 The Southern Pacific is understood

to be ill the market for an additional

.SO.OOO tons.

The Union Switch & Signal Company.
Swissvale. Pa., has been awarded a con-

tract to furnish the material to equip the

Atlanta & West Point with automatic

block signal system and other signaling

and safety devices. The distance is

about 33 miles.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works is re-

ported to have received an order for 100

small field locomotives for the French

Government of the same type as those

ordered last year, and to be delivered

within the next three months.

The United States Steel Corporation

has placed an order lor 448 freight cars

for the Carnegie Steel Company. The
order, it is understood, was distributed

between the Pressed Steel Car Company.
the Standard Steel Car Company and the

.American Car & Foundry Company.

The Canadian rail manufacturers, un-

able to secure sufficient quantities of raw
materials or of billets, are offering to

sublet to producers in the United States

orders for 35,000 to 40,000 tons of rails.

All available output of this country, how-

ever, is believed to be taken for at least

the next nine months.

The Central Railway of Brazil has or-

dered from the American Locomotive

Company two Pacific (4-6-2) type and 12

10-wheel (-1-6-0) type locomotives. The
Pacific engines will have cylinders 21 J/2

b_v 28 inches and a total weight of 207,000

pounds. The 10-wheel engines will have

cylinders 2l;'i by 28 inches and a total

weight of 175.000 pounds.

ESTABLISHED 1827

The Togoland Military Railway, of

.Africa, has ordered two Mikado locomo-

tives from the American Locomotive

Company, These locomotives will have

15 bv 20-in. cylinders, 38-in. driving

The New York Central has contracted

with the Federal Signal Company for the

installation of an electric interlocking

plant at L'tica, X, V,. with a machine of

180 levers. There will be 143 working

levers for the control of 76 signals. 51

switches and 16 check locks. The sig-

nals will be Type 4. New York Central

standard will govern throughout, includ-

ing the use of concrete trunking and

stakes.
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Books, Bulletins, Catalogues, Etc.

Locomotive Superheaters.

Locomotive SurERHEMERS : Instkuctions

I-OR IN.STALLATION, OPERATION. MAIN-

TENANCE AND Repairs. l'ul)lislicd

l>y the Locomotive Supcrlieatcr Com-

pany. M Church street, New York.

48 pages. 50 iUustrations.

The Locomotive Superlieater Company

has made a notable contribution to rail-

road hterature by the issuance of an ii\-

struction book furnisliing complete de-

tails of every part of the superheating de-

vice as applied to locomotives. A work

of this kind was needed and might have

been published before, but the company

acted wisely in delaying the matter until

that degree of perfection in the details of

the application was reached that places it

on a basis where any further improve-

ment can not- be expected. As we have

repeatedly .stated, the superheating appli-

ances as perfected by the enterprising

company has shown its superiority under

the mo.st exacting conditions. A number

of its tiner details are peculiarly Ameri-

can, and particularly adapted to the high-

powered heavy locomotives that have

come into use of recent years. Indeed,

so complete have the details of the device

been mastered that in running the mod-

ern locomotive one is hardly aware of

the presence of the important improve-

ment that adds, generally speaking, at

least one-third to the hauling capacity of

the engine.

.\fter a general description of the de-

vice, special instructions are given in flue

setting, the tools used, detailed drawings

of which will be furnished upon request

to the New York office, and the handling

of the tools. This latter is important, as

much damage has been done by the im-

proper use of beading and other tools.

The proper placing of bands and sup-

ports on the unit pipes is also of nn-

portance. and instructions arc presented

o.' the best means and methods of placing

the supports in such a position as to re-

lieve all unnecessary strain. The tight-

ening of the units, although apparently

simple, is also a matter requiring skill,

which is easily acquired by reading the

instructions, and exactly following the

same.

In regard to grinding the joints of the

units the company has recently developed

grinding forms admirably adapted for

the purpose. These grinding forms are

easily made in moulds from any of the

soft metals or scrap metallic piston and

valve rod packing. The metal is melted

in any convenient manner and iioured

rapidly into the top of the mould until the

mould is full. The casting is readily

freed by unscrewing the top of the mould.

Carborundum or any of the ordinary

grinding materials may be used with

all these forms in a manner similar to

that practiced in grinding injector or other

joints. The contour of these moulds is

exactly suited to the pipe joints, and there

is neither waste of time or material in

making a perfect joint.

The subject of inspection is also fully

treated, and the need of a thorough

tightening of all unit bolls after the en- ]

Amv has made two or three trips is

pointedly ilwelt upon. The litting of the

detlector plates and top clamp is de-

scribed which will permit the removal of

the deflector plates without removing tlie

netting.

The proper lubrication of steam chests

and cylinders with details of connec-

tions and a description of the correct

piping, which requires all pipes to have

a gradual drop from the lubricator

to the discharge end without pockets

or horizontal sections, as the latter be-

come pockets when the engine is headed

up a grade, is all set forth with a degree

of clearness that is simplicity itself. The

location of the damper cylinder and the

damper with the proper adjustments is

also made plain, so that every jointed

part of the appliance is laid bare, as it

were, and its proper adjustment fully

explained.

The valuable instructions in regard to

operation, drifting, liring, maintenance

and repair have each separate sections of

instructions, so that nothing is left to

chance, or what is sometimes worse to

instruction by those who may be in need

of instruction themselves. Under main-

tenance and operations there are several

sections devoted to cleaning, cutting out

of flues, cleaning in rattler and safe end-

ing, all of which are of importance in

their way.

.V part of the instruction book is also

devoted to cylinder and valve packing

rings, and valve bushings, the various

amounts of clearance between the ends of

the packing for the various sizes of

cylinders being given, the amount depend-

ing on the diameter of the bore. The

same care has been taken in describing

piston rod and valve stem packing, and

the alloys that have stood the best tests

are described, as well as the details of the

emergency clamps and washers that are

essential to a complete equipment. In-

deed, it seems as if nothing in any way

connected with the appliance has escaped

notice in the work before us, and if we

have dwelt longer upon its features than

is usual in books of this kind, it is be-

cause we realize in a large degree tUe

need of such a work, and the complete

measure of its fulfillment of its purpose,

and in this regard the company is to be

congratulated on its publication as well

as those interested who, we understand,

may have copies of the instruction book

on application to either the main office at

New York or at the Chicago office,

Peoples Gas building.

GOLD
Car

Heating
ft

Lighting

Company

Manufacturers of

ELECTRIC,
STEAM AND
HOT WATER
HEATING
APPARATUS
FOR RAILWAY CARS

VENTILATORS
FOR PASSENGER
AND REFRIGER-
ATOR CARS
ACETYLENE SYSTEM
OF CAR LIGHTING

Send for circular of our combina-

tion PRESSURE AND VAPOR
SYSTEM OF CAR HEATING,
which system automatically main-

tains about the same temperature in

the car regardless of the outside

weather conditions.

Main Office, Whitehall Building

17 BATTERY PLACE

NEW YORK
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Hydraulic
Riveters nxcd and Portable

Punches, Shears,
Presses, Lifts, Cranes

•nd Accumulators.

Matthews' Fire Hydrants,

Eddy Valves

Valve Indicator Posts.

Th« Camden Htgh-Pressure Valves.

Cast Iron Pipe

R. D. Wood & Company
Engineers, Iron

Pounders, liachinists.

100 Chtstnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Nichols Transfer Tables

Turntable Tractors
GEO. P. NICHOLS & BRO.

1090 Old Colony Bldg. CHICAGO

For Testing and Washing
Locomotive Boilers

USE THE

Rue Boiler Washer
and Tester

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Rue Manufacturing Co.
228 Cherry Street Philadelphia, Pa.

Manufacturers of Injectors, Ejectors,
Boiler Washers and Testers. Boiler Checks.

Check Valves.

AiSHTOIV
POP VALVES AND GAGES
The Quality Goods That Last

TH« Ashton Valve Co.

271 Franklin StrKt. Boilon. Masa.

No. 174 Market St.. Chicago. III.

INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATION AND MANAGE-
MENT. By Hugo Diemer, B.A., M.E.,

Chicago: LaSallc Extension Univer-

sity, 1915. 8vo.; 291 pp.; illustrated.

Price, $2.

In this interesting book arc ably sum-
marized and illustrated three underlying

principles which have come to be recog-

nized, as the essential elements of the

new industrial efficiency, from the broad

fundamentals of sound organization, sat-

isfactory location, and well-planned build-

ings and equipment, to actual operation in

all its branches—buying, receiving and
storage of materials, the planning of

finances, sales, production, work, and em-
ployment, cost determination, distribution

of expense, and standardization. The sub-

ject of scientific management is then taken

up ; time and motion studies and wage
systems are considered, and employment
problems are solved. Diagrams and charts

are displayed in profusion ; the very latest

methods of motion study, such as that

which photographs the movements of an

electric light attached to the hand of the

workman, are explained ; in short, the

volume is a complete exposition of the

latest practice, methods, and devices used

to increase both quality and quantity of

output while at the same time improving

working conditions for the individual.

The author is a well-known consulting en-

.tjineer, not a mere theorist, and his inter-

pretation of the new movement, with his

concrete examples and his arguments
based upon actual achievements, is ex-

tremely clear and commendable.

Smithsonian Report.

Report of the Smithsonian Institution,

544 pages, with illustrations. Washing-
ton Government Printing Office.

The appearance of this work is always

a red letter day in the annals of Govern-
ment publications. It is like a green spot

in the sandy desert of Government re-

ports. It is an epitome of the scientific

progress of our time. The contributors

are in the front rank of earnest investi-

gators. The subjects are of world-wide

interest. It would be impossible to re-

print the list of subjects in our limited

space. They run from the constitution of

matter and the evolution of the elements,

to the linguistic areas in Europe—their

boundaries and their political significance.

Of real interest to railway men is the re-

port on "Some recent developments in

telephony and telegraphy," as also the

"Clearing of fog by electrical precipita-

tion." The report on the "International

catalogue of scientific literature," is also

full of interest. Copies may be had on
application, usually through members of

Congress, and as the national election is

near at hand members of either house of

representatives will be pleased to oblige

their constituents, especially before the

next election.

Gold Systems.

The Gold Car Heating & Lighting Com-
pany, New York, has just issued a cata-

logue describing and illustrating steam,

vapor, hot water and electric systems for

heating and automatically controlling the

temperature of all types of railway cars.

It extends to 144 pages and is profusely

illustrated in the highest style of the art.

No other issue has shown so many im-

provements of real value. The develop-

ment of the various systems has reachd
a degree of perfection, especially in point

of simplicity, that meets with universal

approval. The M. C. B. standards are ad-

hered to in all cases. In point of economy
extensive tests have been shown that the

thermostatic control device developed by
the company has cut down the steam or

electric consumption at least one half. In

the wide sphere of couplers, and acces-

sories generally, the engineering depart-

ment of the enterprising company has left

nothing further to be desired. As a mat-
ter of mutual protection the company
recommend that all material for repairs

when necessary should be procured
through the company's officers. They will

be found to be cheapest and best. Copies

of this catalogue should be in the hands
of all interested in the heating or venti-

lating of cars. Address the main office,

17 Battery Place, New York.

Axles and Forgings.

The Carnegie Steel Company, of

Pittsburgh, Pa., has issued the seventh
edition of "Axles and Forgings for

Steam and Electric Railway Service."

The pamphlet indicates briefly the char-
acter of the work the company is

equipped to do at its axle and forging
plants, as well as presents in full cer-
tain standard specifications and axle de-
signs for the guidance of prospective
purchasers. There are appended tables
of weights of rounds, which will be
found useful in estimating weights of
axles and forgings. and decimal conver-
sion tables.

Duntley Electric Tools.

The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company,
manufacturers of Duntley Electric Tools,
and also a complete line of pneumatic
tools and appliances in a Bulletin E 41,

describe and illustrate a line of portable
electric tools designed especially for use
on railways. A track drill built for rapid
work in rail bonding, drilling tie and joint
holes and for reaming joint holes is made
in three sizes, and has several new fea-

tures, among which is a side spindle fea-

ture permitting drilling close to the ties.

The portable grinders also are meeting
with much favor ; tlie electric spike driver
has introduced the screw spike. Every
one who has had the opportunity of ob-
serving this innovation admits its superi-
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ority over the old hammer driven spike.

There is no tendency to mutilate the fibre

of the wood, and the holding capacity is

conservative!)' estimated at four times

that of the plain spike. Other devices

equally ingenious and labor saving and

cost reducing are recorded in the bulletin,

a copy of which may be had on applica-

tion to the company's main office, Fisher

building, Chicago, 111.

Engineering in Foreign Fields.

The J. G. White engineering companies

have issued an illustrated bulletin show-

ing the remarkable development of con-

struction work in all parts of the world.

As an object lesson in the possibilities

of American enterprise abroad it marks

a departure hitherto unattained and gives

promise of what the future may unfold.

In the department of steam and electric

railways alone the enterprising firm may
be said to have reached the far ends of

the earth. Their engineers are every-

where. While we are not surprised to

see among the illustrations a network of

railroad construction work in the South

American republics, we were hardly

aware of the magnitude of railroad work

already accomplished by the White com-

panies in the British Empire. In the

atmosphere of American enterprise old

world means and methods must stand

aside, and there is no better proof needed

that this is the age of the perfection of

mechanism and .\merica is the country

where it is blossoming in its highest de-

gree of perfection, than a look through

this interesting bulletin, a copy of which

may be had on application at the Com-
pany's office, 43 Exchange Place, New
York.

Accident Bulletin.

There is some hope of the Accident

Bulletin issued by the government print-

ing office coming a little nearer the pres-

ent time. At present it is only nine

months behind time. It used to be—but

what is the use of calling up ancient his-

tory. The report for July, August and

September, 1915, is before us, with its

record of accidents on railways during

that period. From this report the total

number of persons reported killed in all

classes of accidents was 2,531 and the

number of persons injured 4.'',518. This

includes 2,286 killed and 12,935 injured

as the result of accidents sustained by

employees while at work, by passengers

getting off and on cars, by persons at

highway crossings, by persons doing busi-

ness at stations, etc., as well as by tres-

passers and others; and also 118 persons

killed, and 28,746 persons injured in

casualties, reported as non-train acci-

dents. Briefly it is proper to note that

while the miles of track and amount of

equipment is increasing, the accidents to

persons are diminishing.

The Sweeley Graphite Lubricator.

Graphite for July has the following

interesting item: One of the interest-

ing tests that we are now running with

Sweeley Locomotive Grapliite Lubri-

cators is a locomotive on one of the

large eastern systems in very hard

service. The Sweeley Lubricator is

under test on one side only, while the

other side of engine is working with

ordinary oil lubrication. .An interview

recently with the locomotive engineer

running this engine developed the fact

that the engineer himself is so much
in favor of the device that he stated he

would be willing to buy the graphite

himself if they would equip his engine
on the other side with another Sweeley
Lubricator. There are other items

equally interesting in this interesting

publication. Get a copy from the Jo-
seph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City,

N. J.

Steel and Steel Frame Cars.

Bulletin 79 of the Special Committee
on Relations of Railway Operation to

Legislation of the American Railway As-
sociation conveys the following informa-

tion in regard to the construction and
use of steel and steel vinderframe passen-

ger train equipment:

The number of wooden cars in service,

January 1, 1912, was 48,126. There are

now in service approximately 41,382, in-

dicating the retirement from service of

6,744 cars in three years. On January 1,

1909, approximately 629 steel and 673
steel underframe cars were in service,

while on January 1, 1916, there were ap-
proximately 14,286, all steel and 6,060

steel underframe cars in service. There
were only three wooden passenger cars

under construction, January 1, 1916. There
were under construction on the same date

1,091 steel and steel underframe cars.

This data is furnished by 290 "roads
operating 236,167 miles in tlie United
States and operating 61,728 passenger
train vehicles. The bureau estimates tliat

to change or replace the present wooden
equipment amounting to 41,382 cars,

would involve an expense of $528,787,100
with an annual interest charge of five

per cent, or $26,439,355. Under classi-

fication accounts of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, the charge to operat-
ing expenses assumes a value of $4,000
per vehicle replaced, and would be $165,-

528,000.

Reciprocity.

To get .more, you must deliver more

;

that is one of the fundamental laws of

business, and to deliver more, you must
have more in you—more in your brain

than you had yesterday or the day be-

fore, nr the day before that.

STEEL STAMPS
INSPKCTORS HAMMERS

Hand Cut STEEL LETTERS & FIGURES
LATHE TOOLS, TIME CHECKS,
Noble & W.estbrook Mfg. Co.

9 ASYLUM ST. HARTFORD, CONN.

LocomotiYe Engine Running

and Management

By ANGUS SINCLAIR

This popular book has been a RE-
LIABLE REFERENCE and comfort-
able unfailing POCKET EDITION.

PRICE, $2.00

ANGUS SINCLAIR CO.
114 Liberty St., New York

You Want Tool Holders

That Have Made Good

ARMSTRONG TOOL HOLDERS
WERE AWARDED THE

GRAND PRIZE
The Highest Possible Award at the Pan-
ama Pacific International Exposition

THEY ALWAYS MAKE GOOD

ARMSTRONG BROS. TOOL CO.
"The Tool Holder People"

312 N. Francisco Ave., Chicago, U. S. A.

CNAMCLCD IRON FLUSH OR DRT CLOSETS

DUNER
CAR CLOSETS

DUNER CO.
lift S. CklMTON ST,, CHICAGO

The Norwalk Iron Works Co.
SOUTH NORWALK, CONN.

Makers of Air and Gas Compressors
ror All Purpose*

Smnd for Catalog
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Two Hundred Ton Hydraulic Press in Operation
of vertical plungers, 2 ft. 6ins. Diameter

uf vertical plungers, 13J4 ins. Stroke of

horizontal plunger, 18 ins. Diameter of

horizontal plunger, 8 ins. Stroke of ver-

tical plunger in base, 20 ins. Diameter,

8 ins. Diameter of pull back ram, 6'/i

ins. Chain links on pulleys operating

Our frontispiece shows a reproduction

of a photograph of a hydraulic press

manufactured at the works of Mr. Will-

iam H. Wood, the well known construc-

tor of hydraulic and other machinery,

Media, Pa. One cannot fail to be struck

with the symmetry of the design, and

placed him in the fr<int rank ni Anuri-

can constructing engineers.

.\s will be readily observed the ma-

chine is adapted for the heaviest kind of

flange forming and other work where

steel or iron plates are pressed into the

forms necessary for boilers and other

*JfJI'VJ_^SL

POWERFUL HVDR.XUI.ir PRESS IN THE C.\SEV HEDGES, CH.S.TT.\N'OOG.\. TEXX., SHOPS.

the fact that even the most ponderous

and powerful machinery can be built on

lines that are at once pleasing to the

most fastidious eye, and at the same time

lose none of the power necessary for tlu

work for which it is designed. Mr.

Wood's long and varied experience in

this class of engineering construction has

lieavy sheet metal work. The machine is

now in operation in the Casey-Hedges,

Chattanooga, Tenn., and other well

known shops, where they are meeting the

requirements. The general dimensions are :

Height from floor. 12 ft. 6 ins. Length,

18 ft. 6 ins. Width. 5 ft. 6 ins. Stroke

pull back ram 1 1/16 ins. in diameter.

The press can be operated on form-

ing boilers by sectional formers up to

20 ft. in diameter, and will flange and

dish a boiler head 6 ft. 4 ins. in diameter,

S's-in. in thickness at one operation. The

accumulated pressure is rated at 1,500

lbs. per square inch. The total capacitj-

of the press being 200 tons.
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The Rebuilding of a Western Railroad
Past and Present of the Chicago Great Western

It is well to remember now that a new determination of the men who worked monly called loose change. It was cap-

era of activity has set in in American heroically through the dark days was not ital looking for investment. There was
industries generally and railroads partic- unobserved. The possibilities were not seventeen millions of it. It was like the

P.\C]FIC TYPE OF LOCOMOTIVE OX THE CHIC.\GO GRE.\T WESTEKN R.MLRO.^D.

ularly, that even during the darkest days

of financial depression and legislatixc re-

pression, there were enterprising spirits

gifted with the vision of the future, and

who saw with the eye of faith all the

wonder that would be. Xo better proof

of this could be found than a brief glance

at the modernizing of a railroad as shown

in the rebuilding and the re-ci|uipnicMt of

the Chicago Great Western Railruad Only

a few years ago, in passing over it we oli-

served that it had all the ear marks of

financial decrepitude. The grass grew on

its poorly ballasted track. The signals of

red ruin lit the gloomy pathway fnim

sleepy towm to town. The passionate ex-

haust of the overworked locomotives that

wended their weary way through the

thinly populated region was accompanied

by the clanging of the loose jointed con-

necting rods, that sounded more like a

busy blacksmith's shop on wheels than a

twentieth century locomotive at work, ll

was not the otily railroad that had its

trials and troubles. E.xpenses were large

TXTEKIOK \IK\V
CIIIC.XCO i;

Ol' COACH ON THE
RIC.\T VVESTERX.

dawn alter the darkness. It was like

spring coming after a hard winter bring-

ing flowers like jewels on her arms. The
money was distributed along the line in

the form of permanent improvements.

The old track was greatly improved to the

tunc uf $11,000 per mile along the entire

1..^00 miles. Steel bridges sprang into

existence. Ninety pound steel rails took

the i)lace of the lighter worn out mate-

rial. Wooden coaches gave way to new
steel passenger cars. Steel freight cars

came into service. High-powered mod-
ern locomotives, electric safety devices,

telephone dispatching, and all the minor

details of a first class railroad came sud-

denly in operation.

This was not all. Every village and

hamlet along the rejuvenated road seemed

to catch the vitalizing influence. Villages

blossomed into townsj and towns into

cities. The great travelling public, keen

to appreciate good service, came clustering

into the palatial cars. The service seemed

to keep pace with the equipment. If the

NEW U.XIOX ST.\TION, ST. P.\UL, MIXN.. UNDER CONSTRUCTION

and earnings were small, as is, or as was, unrecognized and now the change come, men were not all new, there were new
the experience with all railroads. In the It need hardly be stated what the methods. The spiritual and intellectual

case of the Chicago Great Western the change was. It was not what is com- tone of the road was lifted to a higher
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plane of moral and physical activity. Reg-

ular meetings of officers and employees

were held. The dumb became eloquent.

The best thoughts of the brightest and

best minds ran throuKli llie service hke

electricity. The himp nf hope and of

courage was lit in the dark l)rovv of in-

dustry, and the honest pride that comes

from success well-earned shone in the

eyes of the commonest laborer. Dispatch

walked hand in hand with courtesy.

There was unity of action, and harmony

ran along the line pleasant as wlicn the

morning stars sang togetlier.

.'Ml this was not done in a day, but il

has been done, and there will be no lur)i-

ing back. The traveller from Chicago

to St. Paul or Minneapolis, or to Omaha
or Kansas City, has all the luxuries of the

Orient in the stirring atmosphere of

,Western enterprise. All that science and

art can do has been done, and will be

maintained. The record of punctuality is

unsurpassed. When the hand of the clook

comes to the predetermined minute, tlie

train is at the appointed place drawn by

a fast-flying Pacific type of locomotive

similar to the one shown on the opposite

page. Reluctantly the delighted passen-

ger leaves the silken softness of tlie up-

holstered car of which we furnish but

a dim and diminished view. It is im-

material where the destination is, the ar-

tistic eye will be charmed to behold a

station like the view shown of the new
Union Station at St. Paul, now nearly

finished, or something at least equally, if

not more surpassingly artistic.

Space, or rather the lack of space, pre-

vents us at present from descanting on

the mechanical appliances which keep this

panorama of transportation in its never-

ending cycle of ceaseless activity. Nearly

all of the shops at the division points

have felt the magic touch of transforma-

tion with the amazing unfolding of a

transliguration scene in a Christmas pan-

tomime. Roundhouses . that were little

better than colossal huts are now con-

creted and smooth as monumental ala-

baster. Steam, compressed air and elec-

tricity run along the polished pits, and
electric arcs after sunset hang their

fringed tracery in fretted fire along the

glittering roofs. In the machine shops

the latest and best types of tools are in

swift operation, ranging from the multi-

spindled drill presses to the ponderous-

jawed riveting machine that holds a loco-

motive boiler in its claws as a jackdaw
holds a peanut. If there is any other

1,500 miles of railroad better equipped

than the Chicago Great Western we
would like to see it before we reach the

terminal "where all the lamps are white
!"

work more appreciated than that of en-

gine cleaners or wipers, as generally called

in America. The accompanying illustra-

tion shows a group at work on an K-cou-

pled locomotive on the Great Central

Railway of England. Their work is said

to be quick and thorough, and if the repu-

tation they have already earned is sus-

tained it looks as if that branch of rail-

road work will he held I)y them. Their

equipment in overalls is also said to de-

tract in no way from their neat appearance.

When the overalls are laid aside they

are as neat and clean as saleswomen and

much better paid, and consequently are

well pleased with their occupation. It is

a well known fact that British workmen
generally pay little attention to their per-

sonal appearance, many of the works, even

of tlie largest, having little or no pro-

vision for washing up, tlic workmen ap-

parently preferring to (b> tlieir cleaning

u|i at b'inie, I lie wnnieii are slinwing a

.\s trains pass in and out these little

bulbs are constantly going on and ofT,

but not without other and previous

warning to the director. The man at the

head of the whole system is called the

director, and it is his duty to take the or-

ders and instruct the two "levermen"

what levers to pull when a train comes

in or goes out. The signal and switch

are thrown by one operation, which is a

slight pull of the hand.

The machine used for operating the

signals and switches has 224 levers. These

give the director direct control of all

signals and switches on the west end of

the passenger .station. There are 173

working functions for the switches and

signals, one lever for a switch and one

for a signal. The signals and switches

operate electrically with the lever in

tower. Indications of the correct opera-

tion of signal and switches received be-

fore the completion of the movement of

WOMEN ENGINE CLE.\XERS .\TTIRED IX TKOrSER OVERALLS, AT WORK OX
ENGINE NO. 1134, GREAT CENTR.M. RAILWAY <iF ENGLAND.

Women Engine Cleaners in England.

The vicissitudes of the war in Europe

has called women into many occupations

hitherto thought as being unsuitable for

the gentler sex. atid in none is their

step in the right direction, which cannot

fail to have an effect on the future ap-

])earance of the workers in the less

cleanly occupations, and the "black squad."

so called, may, by the example of the

young women called into certain occupa-

tions, l)ecome a thing of the past. 1 bus

the terrible war may liring more reforms

than are dreamt of in our philosophy.

New Signal System on the New York

Central.

A new system of operating switches has

been successfully established by the New
Y6rk Central in Utica. X. Y. In the

signal tower there is placed on the front

wall a complete diagram of the tracks

and switches on which trains enter the

Utica yards, both freight and passenger.

The tracks are of different colors, and

on each a little electric bulb gleams out

whenever a train comes in on that track.

the lever insure entire safety. The switch

has got to move or the lever moving it

cannot be disturbed at all. If the lever

cannot be moved the director knows
something is not working right. Thus a

train cannot be moved until the signal is

given, and the little bulb tells where the

train is. The diagram also shows if there

is something wrong.

Safety on the Pennsylvania.

Reports show that from January 1 to

June 30 of this year, a total of 2.496,504

tests and observations were made on the

Pennsylvania Railroad's Eastern lines to

determine how well signals were being

obeyed and the train operating rules fol-

lowed. The results showed perfect per-

formance in more than 99.9 per cent of

the cases. To be exact, in only one in-

stance in each 1.224 trials was there any

failure to follow implicitly the signal in-
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dications or to obey the regulations gov-

erning train operation. These efficiency

tests are conducted under the strictest

rules. For instance, if an engineman runs

his locomotive one foot past a "stop"'

signal, his action counts as a failure. In

the period during which these tests were

made, 76,700,000 passengers were carried

on the lines east of Pittsburgh, and not

a single one was killed in a train acci-

dent.

Annual Report of the American Loco-

motive Company.

The report for the year ending June 30,

just issued by the American Locomotive

Company, establishes a new high record

in point of earning power. The net profits

tor the year of $10,769,428, exceeds by

69 per cent, the best previous year of

the company, which was that of 1906-7,

when $6,358,206 was earned. Xext year

may see a further increase as there are

already $19,376,532 unfilled orders for

locomotives, as compared with about one-

fourth of that amount on the same date

last year. In regard to munition orders

all on hand at the beginning of the last

fiscal year have been completed and

shipped. The report states that there

was also charged against the profits for

the year the entire cost of all new equip-

ment purchased for use on munition work.

In addition a sufficient amount was set

:.side to provide for the cost of eventually

restoring the munition plants to the best

condition for locomotive work when the

occasion calls for a complete resumption

of that class of work.

ut the Ohio Industrial Commission, that

it will tender the use of a passenger

coach and will arrange for its transporta-

tion over the railroads operating in the

State. The car will be fitted up with ex-

hibits showing what the manufacturing

and industrial concerns are doing to pro-

vide for the safety of their workmen.

The Baltimore & Ohio, having been one

of the pioneers in the "Safety First"

movement, will show a series of trans-

parency views on the windows of the

cars, allowing the remaining space to be

used as, in the opinion of the State of-

ficials, will best show the people of the

State the progress that has been made in

safegarding wage-earners.

the Nicaraguan Congress and is promul-

gated by the President. Under the

terms of this agreement the railroad

company, which is financed in New York

City, will construct and operate a rail-

way from the Atlantic coast to the pres-

ent Pacific railway system of Nicaragua

or to the steamship lines owned by the

same company. The total length of the

new railway will be about 200 miles,

and it will supply much needed trans-

portation facilities from the Atlantic

coast.

Car Shortage.

There has never been a time in .\mer-

ica when a greater scarcity of cars has

been experienced, especially in box-cars

in the West and Southwest for move-

ment of grain and high-class freight,

and much complaint is heard because

of the inability of shippers to secure

cars to enable them to take advantage

of the high prices for grains at all mar-

kets. A marked increase in business is

shown west of the Missouri river, and

the traffic in the East is also showing

a large increase, the increase ranging

from 8 to 22 per cent, over that of last

year. Among the grain carrying roads

into Chicago, the Illinois Central heads

the list, having nearly 25 per cent, of

the entire business.

Change of Signals on the Pennsylvania.

.\ complete change in the color scheme

of signal indications will be made on the

entire Pennsylvania system as soon as the

material can be obtained. White lights

are to be eliminated altogether as a

signal indication. Green will replace

white for "clear" or "proceed," while a

bright, distinctive yellow, visible at great

distances, will be used for "caution." Red

will continue to mean "stop." The elim-

ination of white from the signal color

scheme has been rendered desirable by

the increasing use of white lights of vari-

ous kinds in buildings, driveways, roads

and streets close or adjacent to the rail-

road's right-of-way. Marker lights on the

rear of passenger and freight trains;

switch lamps and targets; markers for

track tanks; "slow" signs; "resume

speed" signs; hand lamps at interlocking

and block signal stations; and lights dis-

played to the public at crossing gates.

Lights for the latter purpose will be red

instead of green, as at present.

Improvements on the South Manchuria

Railway.

Several improvements have been made

by the South Manchuria Railway Com-

paii\-. Work was begun on the double

tracking of the railway from Mukden-

south to Suchiatun, a distance of about

10 miles. This work is merely an ex-

tension, as the line from Dairen to

Suchiatun, 236.5 miles, was double

tracked several years previously. The

construction of a railway bridge for the

second track over the Hun River is in

progress, and the structural steel there-

for, as well as the rails for the whole

section, are of American manufacture. A

tunnel made of concrete under the tracks

at Mukden station for facilitating the

arrival and departure of passengers was

constructed during the year.

"Safety First" on the Baltimore & Ohio.

Continuing its active work in the

"Safety First" movement, and as its con-

tribution to a campaign which the authori-

ties of the State of Ohio will conduct to

protect its citizens engaged in industrial

employment against accidents, the Balti-

more & Ohio Railroad system has noti-

fied Victor T. Noonan. director of safety

Rail Accidents.

Investigation of rail accidents in this

and foreign countries has shown that de-

railments in the United States are 26

times more numerous for each 1,000 miles

of track than in Great Britain, three

times as often as in Germany, but nearly

as frequent in Austria. In trains of pas-

sengers the American and Austrian de-

railments are about the same, but the for-

mer are about 600 times the Great Bri-

tain record and 24 times that of Germany.

In France one person out of 2,000,000

transported is injured, but in the United

States the number is 14. Rail breakages

are one in 2,000 in France, and the same

number out of 1,350 in Germany, while

in the United States it is the same out

of 470.

Nicaraguan Railway Agreement.

Formal approval of the agreement be-

tween the Nicaraguan Government and

the Pacific Railroad Company of Nica-

ragua has been given by both houses of

Divisibility of Gold.

Few people realize how thin gold can

be spread. In the manufacture of gilt

wire used for embroidery, the amount of

gold employed to cover one foot of wire

does not exceed the 720,000th part of an

ounce. Those fond of figuring know that

if the 720,000th part of an ounce is used

in covering one foot of wire, that in an

inch there is only the 8,640,000th part of

an ounce. We may divide this into 100

parts and yet see the gold quite distinctly

with the naked eye, and that the exceed-

ingly minute particle possesses all the

characteristics of a large piece.

We are constantly hearing of schemes

for using cheaper material than gold leaf

for the decoration of railway cars, but

the people who scheme such changes do

not analyze the cost of the gold leaf.

Additional Improvements on the New

York, New Haven & Hartford.

The New York, New Haven & Hart-

ford will shortly construct a new round-

house, shop and office building at the

White street yard, Danbury, Conn. The

roundhouse will contain eight 95-ft. stalls,

the shop will be 48 ft. by 100 ft., and the

office building of two stories will be 42 ft.

6 ins. wide, by 49 ft. 8 ins. long. The im-

provements will cost about $65,000.
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''The Thomas Transmission" Rail Motor Car
There has just been completed at tlie

Goveniniciil Railway Workshops, Pe-

tone. New Zealand, a rail motor coach

possessing many striking features. The
complete vehicle with the exception of

the body was supplied by the Thomas
Transmission, Limited, of London, and

the system of transmission is known as

"The Thomas Transmission."

The main power unit consists of an

eight-cylinder petrol engine of the "V"
type, in two sets of four cylinders each

having a bore of 7 ins. with a stroke

of 8 ins. Opposite cylinders act on the

same crank. One cylinder of each pair

has a forked connecting rod with bear

ings on the outside of the brasses of

the rod of the opposite cylinder. By
this means the length of the engine is

kept within reasonable limits. The
valves are located on the outsides ct

the cylinder castings for accessibility.

One Claudel-Hobson carbureter is fixed

to each end of a common induction

pipe, and the inlet and exhaust pipes

are placed on the outsides of the cylin

ders. The silencers, one for each set

of cylinders, are located on opposite

sides of the engine. Dual ignition and

separate magnetos for each set of cyl-

inders are provided. The engine is

reversible and the rotation of the cam-
shaft, which is fitted with small fly-

wheels to minimize backlash, is always
in the one direction, irrespective of the

crankshaft rotation. This insures that

the oil and water pumps as well as tin-

magnetos only rotate one way. Wattr
cooling radiators are fitted at each end

of the car, side ducts allowing a frit

current of air, in whatever direction the

car may be running. Oil cooling radi-

ators are provided: one for cooling the

lubricating oil for the engine, and
one for the oil which lubricates tlu

planetary or epicyclic gearing. Tlu-

"Thomas" electro-mechanical transmit

sion consists of two electrical machin(.>

(each of about one-third normal horse

power of the petrol engme) and a plane-

tary gear. The engine is located in

the middle of the car having the plane-

tary gear, and the first electrical ma-
chine at one end of the engine and the

second electrical machine at the other

end. The first electrical machine in

conjunction with the planetary gearing

and two magnetic clutches form a rigid

unit. The engine drives the casing of

the planetary gearing and the latter

splits the drive into two paths—one
driven shaft providing a mechanical

drive to the outside axle of one bogie

and the second driven shaft (which is

hollow) drives back to the first elec-

trical machine referred to.

Current is transmitted from this first

electrical machine to the second elec-

trical machine at the opposite end of

the engine to wliich it is not connected

mechanically. This second machine pro-

vides an electrical drive to the outside

axle of the second bogie. .\ main con-

troller which provides twelve speeds

iiper;il(>i the car. By reviTsintr the di-

\IK\V (IF I)kl\'l.K> Ml'AKT.MKNT.

roction of rotation of the engine the

same speeds in the opposite direction

are secured for continuous running. To
start the car the control handle is placed
in "start engine" position wliioh con-

auxiliary suiicli to "on" position, the

free wheeling clutch is gradually en-

gaged, causing No. 1 machine to rotate

in flic reverse direction to the engine
and produce a mechanical drive to one
bogie and by the transmission of cur-

rent to the second machine an electrical

drive to the other bogie. As the car

gains in speed the main controller

handle is gradually moved to "top
speed" position, when the direct drive

from engine to running wheels is ob-
tained by the engagement of the top
speed clutch which locks the planetary
gearing solid, and also reduces the cur-

rent generated to zero. By moving the

controller handle to a position beyond
"top speed," the battery used for start-

ing the engine (but not for propelling
the car) may be recharged. The car

can be driven from either end at will.

Westinghouse brake equipment is

provided; the car is lighted with electric

light and carries an electric headlight
at each end. Hand brakes are fitted, as
well as air sanding apparatus. The
above arrangement is ideal for a petrol-

electric rail coach, as a direct mechan-
ical drive on top speed is obtained, as

well as the flexibility of a purely elec-

trical drive. The total weight of the

car is 36 tons, about 9 tons of which
comprise the weight of the engine,

transmission gear, radiators and elec-

trical machines. The car is capable of

haulinii a 15-ton trailer up a grade of

TlIOM.\S TR.WSMISSIO.N R.\1L .MulUH CAK.

nects the car battery across Xo. 1 elec-

trical machine. By closing an auxiliary

switch the No. 1 machine is coupled
to the engine, thus starting it. Once
the engine is working, the auxiliary

switch is moved to the "off" position

and main controller placed in the first

speed notch. By slowly operating

1 in 40 at 15 miles per hour, the gross
load being over 50 tons. The maxi-
mum speed on the flat is over 40 miles
per hour. The gauge is 3 ft. 6 ins.

Any further information will be sup-
plied on application to The Thomas
Transmission, Limited, 14 Leonard Place,

Kensington, London, W., England.
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Test of Locomotives
By MR. D. R. MacBAIN, Superintendent Motive Power, New York Central Railroad

Continuing his observations on the

various tests applied to locomotive boil-

ers and the results obtained therefrom,

and of which the first instalment was

published in the .August issue of R.\n.WAY

AND Locomotive Engineering, Mr. Mac-

Bain proceeded to state that : "In order

to get away from these strains that were

referred to in the first place, and which

were cracking the side and tube sheets

vertically, and the baclc, head and throat

sheet as well, we anticipated that a lim-

ited amount of slack under the stayliolts,

when they were first applied, would prob-

ably compensate for the movements due

to expansion and contraction and elimi-

nate some of the strain off the .sheets

and bolts. The result of our considera-

tion was that we made up a brief but com-

prehensive schedule of instructions, and

among other details we embodied the ex-

periment that the vertical front and back

rows from tiie mud ring were to be set

and, furthermore, that the elimination of

the excessive staybolt breakage will re-

sult in a remedy for the leaky side-sheet

yearns.

"It may be stated thai when tliese loco-

motives originally came into service they

all liad rigid staybolts. and it was quite a

common experience to find anywhere from

three to five or more bolts broken in

ihesf three rows. We made an investiga-

tion, as shown in Fig. 11, the procedure

lieing as follows

:

"We happened to have one of this type

of engine in the shop for general re-

pairs, at which time Mr. Linderman, at

that time supervisor of boilers, at West

,\lhany. personally had charge of the op-

erations. He began by constructing a

heavy templet, as shown in Fig. 11,

reaching from the center at the top of the

outer boiler sheet down to a point at the

side as shown, and clamped it at the

center to the boiler. This was done when

FIG. 11.

1/16-in. loose, and tlie same allowance

was also made in the case of the outer

row around the back head.

"Figure 9 shows three rows of bohs,

as indicated by "X,' immediately above

the last row of short or horizontal bolts,

in several wide firebox boilers where a

breakage of bolts had occurred too fre-

tjuently. We made a careful investigation

of this feature with the result that a

number of experiments were made to de-

termine the cause thereof. These were

carried out carefully, and the results of

which were very satisfactory, and will

be dealt with more fully as we proceed

in the further progress of our oliserva-

tions.

"Briefly, the result of these exijcriments

was that it is our belief that the same

agency that is responsible for ti.e e.xcess-

ive breakage of staybolts, as shown in

Fig. 9, is responsible also for the leaky

side-sheet seams, as shown in Fig. 1(1,

the lioiler was cold. The job was very

carefully done, lieing scraped to a fine

fit. A skilled mechanic worked nearly a

week before he got the templet to suit

him, and then after it was properly fitted,

the engine was fired up, and the effect of

the firing up, on account of the beating

of the boiler, was that when there was

200 pounds of steam pressure on the

boiler the templet lifted at both ends

3/32-in. That was a difficult thing to

explain, but we could not get away from

the evidence very well, and it threw a

great deal of light on the breaking of

the three rows of bolts referred to in

Kitr o

"It was suggested to us during the

time that the experiments were being

made, that probably the distortion, or the

raising of the templet, was due to pres-

.sure rather than to temperature, so in

order to find out definitely whether that

u:is the case or not, the engine was cooled

off, the templet refitted, and a pressure

of 225 pounds of cold water put on, and

under this test the templet retained its

seat, so that it proved pretty conclusively

that the distortion of the boiler was due

to temperature and not to pressure.

"The application of three rows of flexi-

ble staybolts, as referred to, with 1/32,

1/16, and I/32-in. slack, respectively, re-

moved the cause of the trouble and

stopped the breakage. We had no further

trouble along that line. It also had the

effect of taking the stress off the half

side sheet seams. The vertical stress that

there was on those half side sheet seam

rivets was what prevented them from

leaking, and made it impossible for us

to keep them tight with the ordinary re-

pairing process of hainmer and tools.

"F'urtbermore, to ascertain, if possible,

why the back flue sheet, and the front

iiue sheet also, for that matter, became

deflected or distorted, about six years ago

the New York Central, at the West Al-

bany shop, installed an experimental set

of flues in one of the company's large

Pacific type of locomotives, as shown in

Fig. 12, with a view of determining

.vhether or not certain theories we had

assumed were correct. The idea was that

while the locomotive was working and the

fire liot, with the circulation in good

order, the expansion in the boiler proper,

that is, between the flue sheets, was

greater than in the flues. The results of

this test were somewhat remarkable, as

will be shown as we proceed.

"Mr. Linderman, supervisor of boilers

at that time, personally superintended the

operation, and each flue, before it was

placed in position at each end, had it de-

pressed 1 S/16-in., Mr. Linderman per-

sonally doing the depressing of the flue,

and, at a signal from him the man at each

end stuck the flue in the sheet and imme-
diately had it expanded. The complete

set of ,3S2 flues was applied in this way,

and as a result the entire set of flues

had a sag or bend of over one inch more
than the normal when the operation was
completed.

"It will be observed by referring to

Fig. 12, that a needle was attached to

one of the top flues at the center and

extended up through the shell of the

boiler, and was attached to a recording

device to show what amount of move-
ment, if any, took place under the various

conditions of service from the time that

the fire was started in the firebox until

the completion of a trip on the road.

Fig. 13 shows the movement of the tube,

to which the needle was attached

from the time that the fire was started

until a pressure of 200 pounds of steam

was raised. It will be noted that abnost

immediately after tlie fire was started
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the needle began to pull downwards fully

yi-in., and remained practically station-

ary for a few moments, then bcKan to

rise, as shown, and continued in that di-

rection until about %-in. above the nor-

mal position, at which point the steam

pressure began to rise, and the raising

of the needle from that point up to 175

pounds pressure was gradual, but very

rapid from 175 to 200 pounds, with the

result lli;i( (lie Icital rising of the needle

after the throttle was closed and while

the locomotive was drifting. The maxi-

mum downward pull nn the needle was
3/16-in.. this point having been reached

while the engine was being worked hard

and running at high -peed.

"Fig. IS shows a record of the second

road test, which was made from Utica

to Palatine Bridge. We cannot explain

the rising of the needle 1/16-in. above

the normal line at the start of this trip.

[laiid as much as the firebox sliiets. Cer-

tain it is that these mysterious varieties

in expansion is the cause of much of the

trouble that has arisen in boiler mainten-

ance and it is gratifying to know that in

the light of such experiments as have

been made under Mr. MacBain's super-

vision, much real progress towards a more
thorough understanding of the causes of

fracture in some of the parts has been

made. This, of course, will lead to new

FIG. 12

above the normal line was lS/16-in. It

is difficult to account for the rapid rising

of the needle between the time that the

pressure increased from 175 to 200

pounds, unless it be that the needle did

not work in the stuffing box quite as

freely as it should have done, but we
cannot see how that could have been, as

the packing in the stuffing box around

the needle was very loose.

"Arrangements were then made to

make a road test, and the operation was

but it will be noted that it did not occur

again during the entire trip. The re-

mainder of the record is nearly a repe-

tition of what occurred on the first trip,

the increase in the downward pull of the

needle, in our opinion, being due to the

engineer who was running the engine on

this trip working the engine harder than

the engineer did who handled the engine

on the first test, the maximum increase

in pull downward on the needle being

5/16-in. The breaks in the card indicate

forms and new methods, and in this re-

gard much real progress has been already

made, and since the general introduction

of the use of superheated steam, a general

lowering of the boiler pressure has been

made possible which has been an import-

ant factor in the conservation of boilers.

Since the introduction of various new
welding processes also repairs are com-
paratively easy of performance, and alto-

gether there is a marked improvement

ii' point of economy in the maintenance
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Advantages of the Empty and Load Brake
By WALTER V. TURNER, Assistant Manager, Westinghouse Air Brake Co.

The empty and load brake" is one

wherein a braking force is used varying

directly with the weight of the car and

thereby giving a constant braking ratio

for all conditions of car loading or a

ratio much more limited in its variation

than in the case of the empty car.

The passenger empty and load brake

as used on the New York Subway pro-

vides a constant braking ratio irrespec-

tive of the condition of car loading, but

tiie apparatus necessary to attain this

very desirable operation is of a nature

not adapted to freight service at the pres-

ent stage of the air brake art—or better

said, at the present stage of steam rail-

road requirements—which are different

ways of saying the same thing.

The empty and load brakes as designed

for freight service has two distinct brak-

ing forces due to the operation of one

or two brake cylinders during brake ap-

plications. The full service braking force

obtained with the one cylinder is 60 per

cent, of the empty weight of the car, as

with the empty car brake. It is used

with the empty and partially loaded car.

but when the car is loaded beyond a cer-

tain point the second brake cylinder is

cut into action to assist the first. The
'

total braking force now equals 40 per

cent, of the weight of the fully loaded

car instead of from 15 to 17 per cent.

with the single capacity brake. The rea-

son 60 per cent braking ratio is not used

for the loaded car is that if it were the

second cylinder could not be cut in until

the car was fully loaded without exceed-

ing the 60 per cent, braking ratio. With

a 40 per cent, braking ratio for the fulh

loaded car, the load brake can be cut m
when the car is little more than half

loaded (SO to 55 per cent, loaded, accord-

ing as the ratio of loaded to empty car

weight ranges from 3 to 4) without ex-

ceeding a braking ratio of 60 per cent.

for that particular condition of loading

;

that is, as cars do not average a full

load at all times, this load braking ratio

of 40 per cent, will more nearly average

60 per cent, in the usual conditions of

service, and braking will be more nearly

uniform throughout the average train

than it would be possible to have with

any other similar arrangement.

The diagram shows the way the brak-

ing ratio ranges for different conditions

of car loading, with and without the

empty and load brake. Starting with 60

per cent, braking ratio for the empty car

(i. e., per cent, loading) the ratio drops

more rapidly at first with tlie initial

loading than it does as the car approaches

a fully loaded state (100 per cent, load-

ing).

This is because a certain addition in

load is proportionally smaller, the heav-

ier the car is, at the time the addition

is made.

Starting with 60 per cent, braking ratio

tor the empty car, the braking ratio for

tlie fully loaded car drops to 15 per cent,

where the loaded weight is four times

the empty weight of the car, as in the

case of the new 180,000 lb. capacity hop-

per cars for the Pennsylvania R.R.

weighing 60,0(X) lbs. empty. And the

braking ratio drops to 17.1 per cent,

where the ratio between loaded and

empty weights is 3.5 to 1, as with the

40,000 lb. car of 100,000 capacity.

As an instance of the increased severity

of operating conditions on our railroads,

note the change in this ratio between

empty and loaded weight. It is but a

short time since the latest word in the

freisht car was one weighing 40.000 lbs.

«<?-,

the braking ratio runs up to 64 per cent,

only when the load is cut in at 50 per"

cent, loading and the weight ratio is 4

to 1, and to 62.2 per cent, when the weight

ratio is 3.5 to L As SO per cent, loading

is a round figure of most convenient use,

it should be used as the point of car

loading for cutting in the load brake.

Due caution should be exercised to see

that the load brake is not cut in at a

point of loading less than this in order

to avoid a braking ratio undesirably

greater than 60 per cent.

A line representing a 4 to 1 weight is

shown starting from a 40 per cent, brak-

ing ratio for the empty car and drops to

10 per cent, for the loaded car. Where
the car is either empty or fully loaded

at all times ; i. e., having no operation

with a partial load and employs the empty

\^^^5'^v^/f>Vt))y and Load 3rtiKe

iS JO
Fircerjt LoadiriQ of '^rciqht Car

CH.\RT SHOWING BR.^KING RATIOS FOR VARIOUS CONDITIONS OF FREIGHT CAR
LOADING WITH AND WITHOUT EMPTY AND LOAD BRAKE.

empty and 120,000 lbs. loaded; that is,

having an 80,000 lb. capacity. Here the

ratio is 3 to 1. But now a ratio of 3.5

to 1 is most ordinary and, as pointed out,

4 to 1 is coming into vogue, with a case

of 4.25 to 1 on the Bingham and Gar-

field Railroad where this ratio comes

about due to overloading of ore cars. The
increase in this ratio only means a

greater contrast between empty and

loaded car braking ratios,, and this in

turn less uniformity of retardation, with

resultant slight action and less safety of

control on mountain grades.

If, however, the empty and load brake

is installed, it may be cut into load op-

eration with 55.5 per cent, loading with-

out exceeding a 60 per cent, braking ratio

where the weight ratio is 4 to 1, or less,

and the corresponding point for a 3.5 to 1

ratio is 53.4 per cent, loading. However,

and load brake, this 40 per cent, empty

braking ratio is most desirable.

The lower braking ratio for freight

service is especially desirable also from

another point of view besides the one of

having empty and loaded cars braked uni-

formly when the same cylinder pressure

obtains on each. This is for the reason

that tlie lower braking ratio minimizes

the effect of serial action in the pneumatic

application of brakes on a long train. For

a certain manipulation of the brake valve

the cylinder pressure on the head end and

the rear of the train as the brake applica-

tion progresses will be the same irrespec-

tive of the braking ratio, and the differ-

ence in cylinder pressure between the

head and rear ends will also be the same,

but this difference in pressure results in

a difference in retardation between the

two ends of the train greater in the same
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proportion as the braking ratio is higher.

Therefore, all other things being the

same, a condition of slacl< action in a

train clue to serial application of brakes

is twice as bad where the braking ratio

is uniformly 80 per cent, as it is when
the ratio is 40 per cent, throughout.

It is recommended that the empty and

load brake 1)C so installed that 40 per cent,

braking ratio will be obtained when the

car is fully loaded. It is evident that it

could be designed and installed to greatly

exceed this, but 40 per cent, braking ratio

will not only control a train on any rail-

road grade in tliis country, but will bring

it to a standstill on a grade of 4 per cent,

from a speed of fifteen miles per hour

in 575 feet, while with the single capacity

brake this train could never be stopped,

l<ut would actually ruji away. It 'may be

asked if a 40 per cent, brakiiiy ratio is

eiiouKh to control a car, why 00 per cent.

is maintained for the empty car since the

above is an assertion that it is not neces-

sary. The reason for this is that cars

n-.ay be equipped with the empty and load

lirake and passed to roa<ls which dtj not

have empty and load brakes and which,

liurefore, are not expected to cut the

brake into load position, therefore the

car, even though loaded, would be oper-

ating as though it were equipped only

with a single capacity brake, in which

case it is advisable that the braking ratio

lie that which would develop from the

single capacity brake, namely 60 per cent.

empty and 15 per cent, loaded. Xow, if

ibr braking ratio for this empty car was

40 per cinl. an<l with the car loaded but

with the brakes being operated in empty
|)osition, the braking ratio would be only

10 per cent. On roads where the brake

is used in load position when the car is

loaded, and wdien cars remain on their

own road, as for example, the liingham

and (iarfield Road, the braking ratio for

the empty car should be 40 per cent and
not (K) per cent., and particularly should

this be so where the cars are handled
either fully loaded or empty as before

mentioned.

N'early everyone who reads these pages

is acquainted with the results of undc-
sired slack action in long freight trains

arising from lack of uniform retardation,

and in a future article this will Ik

touched upon at a greater length.

Why the Crews Like the Electric Locomotive on the

Norfolk & Western Railroad
By H. W. THOMSON, Norfolk, Virginia

Not long ago a steam railroad man
visited the electrilied division of the Nor-

folk & Western Railroad which has been

in operation about a year. He was wel-

comed by the division staff and, as nat-

urally the new motive power was tbi-

chief topic of conversation, he received a

full account of the performance of tin-

Westinghouse electric engines—how thc\

were hauling greater tonnage than the

old steam mallets, making better time.

requiring less time for repairs, and dis-

tinguishing themselves generally.

"All this is very interesting,'' was his

comment, "but what I want to know es-

pecially is what the men think about the

electric engines. I don't care how per-

fect they may be mechanically, I shall

not be a convert to their use unless 1

find the men who actually run them are

strongly in favor of them. And with

your permission," he continued, "I'm

going to look into this side of the ques-

tion myself." So he went out into the

roundhouse, mixed with the men, and

was invited to make a trip in the cab.

The first thing, as he discovered, that

won the favor of the men to the new
engines, was the announcement that the

old steam force was to run them. It is

natural that they should assume when
they first heard the line was to be elec-

trified, that many would lose their jobs

in favor of electrical experts. But, as a

matter of fact, every electrified railroad

has trained its own men to the new work
with entirely satisfactory results.

"How do you like these engines?" the

visitor asked the engineer of the one he
was riding on. "Do you prefer them to

the mallets?"

"I have been running steam locomo-
tives for over twenty-five years," was
the reply, "and now I am through with
them. Only the other day I had a chance

\IE\V OF [XTERIOR OF CAB OF F.r.F.CTRIC LOCOMOTIVE OF THE NORFOLK &
WESTERN HAILROAD.
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to get a passenger run and turned it

down. I won't take one of those runs

until they put electrics on them."

While men in all walks of life are in-

clined at times to regard their lot as

a hard one, it is probable that this en-

gineer during his steam service never

considered the cab of a steam locomotive

a particularly comfortable place to work

in. But a little experience w^ith far pleas-

anter conditions in an electric engine

opened his eyes to many things he had

taken as a matter of course before and

made him an ardent enthusiast of this

latest step in railroading.

The superiority of the electric over the

steam locomotive from the crew's point

of view is evident in almost every de-

tail of the day's run. Before taking a

steam locomotive out, the engineer has

to give it a thorough inspection, as he is

responsible for its operating condition.

With a steam locomotive there is a mul-

titude of details that require attention

—

bearings, oil cups, clearances, nuts, valves,

injectors, boiler appliances, and a hun-

dred more. Everything has to be gone

over with care, and frequently much hard

work has to be done before it is safe

to start, The mechanism of the electric

engine is in comparison quite simple and

a few minutes suffice to examine every

part.

Stepping into the cab of the electric

engine, he finds it warm in winter, cool

and well ventilated in summer, and per-

fectly protected from the weather. His

steam locomotive cab was intensely hot

in summer, and hot, cold and damp by

turns in w^inter, while if he ran reversed

against the wind, in winter it was al-

most intolerably cold. .\t his station on

the electric engine he is at the very front

of the train with no boiler, smoke or

steam to interfere with his view. He is

not compelled to put his head out of the

window into a possible 100-mile an hour

gale nor is he treated to a deluge of

cinders and gases.

On starting he finds another of his

many troubles has disappeared, for a

movement of a lever suffices. The
superior tractive qualities of the electric

engine, witli its grouped independent

trucks giving a higher drawbar pull per

pound weight on the drivers, eliminate

much wheel slipping, slacking down, and_

taking fresh starts. While running, light

levers, which require practically no phy-

sical effort to operate, gives him com-

plete control over the train. Neither he

nor his fireman are under any strain or

responsibility as to the supply of power

;

it is provided for them in unlimited

amounts. Meters give exact information

as to what each truck is doing and he

is no longer compelled to rely mainly on

his ears and bodily sensations for his

knowledge as to the conditions of the

mechanism under his control.

He no longer looks forward to tun-

nels with dread. "With steam opera-

tion," said the engineer, "it took us

twenty, and frequently more, minutes to

crawl through the Elkhorn Tunnel and

we came out usually half dead with suf-

focation, but now we go through in two

and a half minutes with pure air all the

time.

"

On the Norfolk & Western an ad-

vantage of certain types of electrical

equipment is especially marked: namely,

the use of automatic regenerative brak-

ing for controlling the speed of the train

when descending a grade. This consists,

briefly, in the motors acting as dyna-

mos when turned by the force of the

descending train, whereby they regener-

ate and return power to the line. The

power regenerated and returned to the

line wlien the motors are used in this

way acts as a most effective brake. The

speed of the descending train, when re-

generating, is automatically controlled

just as it is when the motors are being

operated by the current when ascending

a grade. "We used to drop down hill

with our brakes in the old steam days,"

said the engineer, "and it was nip and

tuck for air compressors to hold up the

air. Getting down the mountain used to

consist in applying the brakes, releasing

them to charge the train line, and apply-

ing again. Quite frequently we would

all but run away before we were down
and there wasn't a man of us that didn't

breathe a sigh of relief every time he

got his train to the bottom. Now we
drop down by regeneration and always

have the train line fully charged so that

we have plenty of air to make a quick

emergency stop at any time."

The engineer's main business is to run

his train safely and to maintain schedules,

and the less he has to interfere with

this work the better. It is evident that

the electric engine by reducing the num-

I'er of details requiring the engineer's at-

tention and increasing his physical com-

fort, tends to increase his efficiency,

thereby benefiting himself, his road, and

his passengers. For these reasons the

crews prefer the electric locomotive.

History of a Down East Old Timer

Articles contributed by the readers of

Ii.-\iLW.-\Y AND Locomotive Engineering

that appeared almost monthly in the

years past, and were accompanied with

illustrations of old locomotives, were of

absorbing interest to many readers.

Those that appeared in the years 1909

and 1910 brought back visions of early

days to the old railroaders, and to many
not so old, whose younger days were

filled with balloon stacks coughing black

smoke fading into vapory rings of trans-

lucent amethyst towards the clouds.

More recently, technical matters re-

ceive growing attention, and while this

is as it should be, and of great value to

all engaged in the mechanical department

of railways, still there are many readers

to whom the historic side of railroading

appeals stronger and stronger as the years

pass on. Hence it is with the hope of

reviving occasional articles similar to

those referred to that I enclose a photo-

graph of a locomotive of the vintage of

1872. It is one of the Boston & Maine

By A. H. CHICK. Waltham, Mass.

locomotives. No. 58, and named "Wm.
Merritt," and built at the Manchester

Locomotive Works. It is what was

engines built in 1872 and 1873. They
were intended to compete with what was
known as the Eastern railroad, now a

LOt.O.MOTIVE ,\0. 58, BOSTON & MAIXE R.MLRO.\D.

known as the Blood type of locomotives

with cylinders measuring 17 x 22 inches.

The Boston & Maine had ten of these

part of the Boston & Maine, on their

through trains from Boston to Portland,

Me., the two roads running parallel to
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each other, and the rivalry for passen-

ger traffic being very keen. The roads

were not to be compared to what they

are now, but the speed was very great,

as fast, in fact, as one cared to ride over

the rough roads of that period.

This particular engine was named after

Mr. William Merrilt, the superintendent

of the Boston & Maine at the time the

engine was built. Tlie photograph is from

a collection belonging to Mr. Charles E.

Merritt, a son of the elder Mr. Merritt,

who, at the present time is attached to

the staff of the Boston Freight Terminal

of the same road and who has been in

the service continuously since 1863, and

who joins me in the hope of seeing an

occasional "old .imcr," and a revival of

a very interesting feature in your pop-

ular paper.

Pneumatic Pipe Vise.

Bv E. L. BowEN, Air Brake Forem.xn,

Illinois Centr.\l R.mlroad.

The accompanying sketch shows a shop

made pneumatic vise. Its chief merits

are its quickness of action and reliability.

^—C3
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PNEUMATIC PIPE VISE.

It is especially serviceable in pipe bend-

ing. When the iiipc is heated the clamp

can be closed on the pipe instantly and

the operation of bending begun before

the pipe loses any appreciable degree of

heat. An 8-inch air brake cylinder is

securely held by -^g-inch tap bolts to a

brace made of flat iron 1 inch by 8 inches.

On the upper portion of the brace or

frame a fulcrum is attached, which is

forked to receive a movable lever made

of soft steel. A piston with attached rod

operates the lever, the shorter end of the

lever being equipped with a forked at-

tachment having teeth cut in its lower

face immediately under which is a block

of soft steel bolted to the frame and also

similarly toothed. The frame is securely

bolted to a suitable block of wood. The
general dimensions may be made to suit.

In the device in operation here the lever

is 3 inches in width in the center taper-

ing to 2'/i inches at the ends by IJj

inches in thickness. The fulcrum is 3

inches in width by 3'A inches in thick-

ness. A % inch cut out cock, drilled

three ways, with attached lever, controls

the air admission. It should be noted

that the teethed clamps should be tem-

pered to insure durability in service. The
coupling pins are 1 inch in diameter, also

of soft steel. The fulcrum bolt passing

through the reinforced brace as shown is

1J4 inches in diameter. There is little

finishing necessary with the exception of

the coupled ends and piston rod. The
distance from the block of wood to the

inner edge of the upper part of the brace

is 26 inches, and the width between the

inner edges of the brace 16 inches. It

is easily and economically constructed

and will last till doomsday.

A Power Test on a Turn Table.

By .\. J. Uruky, Cincinnati, Ohio.

.\ railroad company was building a

turn table and an inquiry came to me as

to the amount of power necessary to op-

erate one. I accordingly made a test on

a table, with good results.

The turn table tested was located in the

yards of the Louisville and Nashville

Railroad, at Covington, Ky. It was 75

feet in length, and of the common type;

namely, with flanged wheels rolling on a

circular "T" rail track, the outside diam-

eter of the circle of track being about 67

feet.

The turn table was operated by a 15

horsepower, three phase, 60 cycle, 220

volts, 1,100 R. P. M. slip ring, type B. H.

Fairbanks Morse motor, with external re-

sistance, and a drum controller. Two
tests were made, the first with the table

running light, and the second with a 376,-

000-pound locomotive and tender of over-

all length of 65 feet on the table. The
test consisted of taking the highest read-

ing of the three phase wattmeter as the

controller handle was moved from point

to point when the turn table was being

accelerated, and at intervals of two sec-

onds after full speed was attained. The
regular operator handled the controller

and it was fully explained to him that it

was necessary that he make the turns as

was his habit. That we were not checking

him up in any way. but that the informa-

tion was wanted for another turn table

about to be built.

The time required to make one com-
plete turn when the table was running

light was 55 seconds ; when loaded 65.

The test was made in both cases starting

from a standstill, and shutting off the

power instantly after a complete turn had
been made. Integrating the curves showed
that the power consumed per turn when
the table was running light was about

1/10 kilowatt hour, when loaded 18/100

kilowatt hours. The power consumption

being negligible, in the case of a com-
pany generating its own power the only

consideration is to have a motor of suf-

ficient size, but when power is purchased,

the central station generally has a mini-

mum charge, usually of about one dol-

lar per month per horsepower of motors,

and in that case too large a motor would

incur paying out money for which noth-

ing is received, as it would be almost

inconceivable of a turn table operating

sufficient times per month to consume the

amount of power represented by the min-

imum charge.

Repairing Diaphragm Portion of Air

Pump Governors.

Bv F. W. Bentlev, Jr., Missouri Valley,

Iowa.

\ common defect of the diaphragm
portion of air pump governors is the

shortening of the No. 47 diaphragm

valves, both through wear on the point

of the valve and on the seat in the body.

However due to the conical shape of the

end of the valve, it suffers the most, being

frequently found so shortened that the

thin brass diaphragms are severely

stretched by the regulating spring before

the valve can make a perfectly air tight

seat. Though a governor can and fre-

quently does perform its work in spite of

the above, it is many times not attended

tn until the governor is in not as good

REPAIR OX AIR PUMP GOVERNOR.

operating condition as it might be for per-

fect service.

At points or roundhouses where a new
valve can be applied and ground in, the

governor is easily repaired, but at many
places where parts of this kind cannot be

kept in stock, the defect sometimes causes

a great deal of trouble until renewed
parts can be secured.

The sketch shows a simple emergency
"kink" which the writer has used very

frequently with good results. A small

circular piece of thin tin or old diaphragm

is cut and dropped between the end of the

valve and the bottom of the diaphragm

holder. This throws the valve point

further down, which then touching the

seat allows a perfect freedom of the

diaphragms to move up and down after

the ring and spring box have been applied,

tightened down, and the regulating spring

set to required main reser\'oir pressure.

The insertion of the slip ot tin or sheet

brass in no way affects the diaphragm

valve spring as these are frequently found

dead and in need of resetting. On hurried

roundhouse repair this little "kink'' will

be found an excellent remedy for aggra-

vating governor troubles.
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First Three-Position Signal for

England.

BV R. W. A. SALTER, I.ONIXJN, ENGLAND.

As the result of a recently paid visit to

this country, the ofliccrs of the signaling

and traffic department of the Great West-

ern Railroad Company, of England, were

so favorably impressed with the three-

position signals employed here that they

have endeavored to obtain an experience

of their actual merits by installing one on

their own system. It has been located on

the westbound mainline just outside Pad-

dington Station—the London terminal of

the Great Western line.

The signal mechanism has been designed

in America by the Union Switch and

Signal Co., of Swissvale, Pa., and supplied

in conjunction with the McKenzie, Hol-

land and Westinghouse .Co., of London,

who must be regarded as the pioneers in

this branch of signaling in England.

When in a horizontal position the arm

of the signal displays a red light, indicat-

ing "stop." In the second position—an

angle of 45 degrees—it exhibits a yellow

light, signifying "proceed with caution,

prepared to stop at next signal." The

third position, exhibiting a green light,

indicates to the engineer that he may
"proceed, and the signals at the next box

are safe."

The mechanism is erected on a tubular

iron post with a concrete base—Union

style T-2—designed for 10-volt direct cur-

rent operation. The operating mechanism

consists of a 4-pole electric motor driving

STOP SIGNAL.

a train of gears, with ratio 120 to 1, and

a circuit controller for retaining the sig-

nal arm in caution or proceed position.

This mechanism is worked by three-volt

accumulators.

The Britishers have been long in recog-

nizing the true value of the three-position

upper quadrant electric signal, and the

introduction of these from this country

may cause a vast improvement over the

lower quadrant signals hitherto univer-

sally used in England.

The Light of Other Days.

By J. E. Alger, Reading, Mass.

While every number of your valuable

journal is very interesting, an occasional

article appears that takes me back to the

light of other days. I began railroading

in 1868, and I am at it yet. Your recent

article on Soft Hammers was a cracker,

and brought back the methods in vogue

C.\UTION SIGN.aiL.

in the old days very vividly. Among
tools my father had, there are two made

of copper, one a drift for driving out

rod keys, and the other a hammer used

on the old style of heater cocks that

were used in keeping the pumps from

freezing. The hammer has a slot in one

ond for turning the cock after it was

loosened by a slight tap on the bottom.

These are the implements that he used

from 1853 to 1864. The word Union is

stamped upon them. This does not re-

fer to the Federation of States, but to a

locomotive of that name that he ran for

many years. Your reference to the silken

softness of the finished rod straps is cor-

rect and we of the olden time know what

it means. Not only the straps but the en-

tire rod, and guides and every piece of

finished work had to be draw-filed, and

finished with three grades of emery cloth

and oil, until they shone like a mirror.

Nuts had to correspond in flawless bril-

liance, and woe to the man who allowed

the face of a hammer to come in contact

with the burnished splendor of the metal-

lic brightness. His name was changed to

Walker without ceremony. Then the

cylinders, steam chests, dome and sand-

boxes shone like pure gold, with bands

of similar lustre around the boiler. Some
had shining bands around the smoke

stack.

These artistic touches even ran along

the running boards. The bolt holes in the

board were recessed or countersunk so

that the heads of the bolts were easily

filed smooth and disappeared in the im-

maculate polish. Of course these were

the days when every engineer had his

own engine, or he thought it was his own.

and tlie rivalry for outside show was keen

and the degree of perfection constantly

aimed at. Now it is not unusual to have

three or four changes of a locomotive in

100 miles, and the only hope is that the

last one will get him home, when the

liydraulic bolt starter will get its work
in, and the soft hammer might as well be

in the museum among other prehistoric

curiosities. So it is that the artistic gives

way to the utilitarian, and the older en-

gineers feel like lobsters that do not know
whether they going backward or forward.

.According to the Brass IVortd, lathe

lools are now made which surpass in

hardness those made of the finest special

steels, and which outlast them many times

in cutting metals. They are composed of

an alloy of cobalt, chromium, and tung-

sten invented by Elwood Haynes, of Ko-
komo, Ind., president of the Haynes Au-
tomobile Company. These alloys are also

used for cutlery and take an edge equal

to good steel and yet are very non-corro-

sive.

A Flash of Truth.

At tlie meeting of the Chicago Ele-

vated Railroad section of the A. E. R.

A., M. J. Feron, general superintendent

of transportation, said that the method

of disciplining employes by further edu-

cation rather than by summary methods

is not only a paying proposition from a

business standpoint, but is a duty which

is due the employes.

PROCEED S1GN.\L.

Railroad Agency at Havana.

Ofhcials of the Queen & Crescent Route

express the opinion that there is a great

opportunity for American manufacturers

in Cuba, and that with excellent facilities

for the delivery of goods they should be

able to obtain and hold permanently a

large share of this trade. The Cincinnati,

New Orleans & Texas Pacific has rail-

and-water routes via New Orleans, Mo-
bile, and Key West, and also maintains

the all-rail route via Key West.
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Department of Questions and Answers
Welding Flues.

S. G., St. Louis, Mo., writes: Mr. Staf-

ford's instructions in regard to the proper

method of attaching staybolts, published

in a recent issue of Railway and Loco-

motive Engineering, was excellent and

wc are adopting his methods here, but wc

would be further pleased to have some ad-

vice in regard to welding flues. What,

in your opinion, is the best practice? We
have occasional trouble with leaky flues.

A. At the present time the general prac-

tice in setting and welding flues appears

to be for the back end, to insert a copper

ferrule in the hole, then roll, expand and

bead the flue, after which the joint is care-

fully cleaned and welded lightly on the

edge of the bead. Some experienced men
claim that copper ferrules need not be

used, nor flue beaded—claiming that weld-

ing by the electric process is enough. This

process is generally indicated as being

mostly used in this class of work. Flues

in the front sheet are not welded, but

rolled, and about ten per cent, of them

beaded. Both electric and acetylene

processes are being used, but their com-
parative merits seem to be matters of in-

dividual opinion. Tapering or counter-

sinking of the flue holes in the back flue

sheet has been in practice, but this is not

now deemed necessary. In all cases a

hydraulic test is applied at least twenty-

five per cent, higher than the working

pressure of the boiler, and if leaks are

discovered, the leaking parts, of course,

should be rewelded, and another test

made, and when no leaks appear in test-

ing, there is rarely any trouble afterwards.

Defective Distributing Valve
A. L. M., Richmond, Va., writes: Will

you kindly tell me what is wrong with

a No. 6 distributing valve that will not

apply with a light reduction in brake pipe

pressure and when it does apply after

about ten pounds reduction, it makes a

loud rumbling noise at the time it is

applying the brake? A. These are two
separate disorders, the failure to apply

with the light reduction may be due to

excessive friction in either the equalizing

or application portions of the distributing

valve or it may be due to equalizing piston

packing ring leakage. The loud rumbling
noise that you probably have reference

to, is made by the application piston travel-

ing rapidly from application to lap or par-

tial release position. This is usually the

result of a loose fit of the collar on the

application piston in the cavity in which
it operates. This collar is supposed to

restrict the flow of air from the main
reservoir by the way of the brake cylinder

connections in the distributing valve to

the back, or application side of the appli-

cation piston in order to prevent the action

you have noticed and when it is filed off

or reduced in size through some mistaken

idea, this noise usually occurs and soon re-

sults in wearing out the application portion

of the distributing valve. Renewing the ap-

plication piston usually overcomes this

trouble while the same trouble is fre-

quently aggravated by a very weak appli-

cation piston spring and sometimes by a

leaky exhaust valve through an exhaust

valve spring missing.

Defective L. Triple Valve

A. L. M., Richmond, Va., writes

:

What is wrong with the type L. triple

valve when it will apply with a full

twenty pound brake pipe reduction, but

will not apply with the same amount of

brake pipe reduction if made 3 or 4 pounds

at a time, the supplementary reservoir

being cut out? A. This may be caused

by a leaky brake cylinder packing leather

which can be detected in the usual man-

ner. The real trouble with such a brake

cylinder is in a defective expander ring or

lack of lubricant in the cylinder. This

may also be caused by a leaky triple valve

piston packing ring but it must necessarily

be a very bad one and through the use

of test racks very few valves of this kind

go into service, besides under such con-

ditions the valve would likely fail to re-

lease after it has been applied. If the

brake cylinder is in good condition and
the brake releases after it is applied, it

indicates that the trouble is with the triple

valve, check valve leaking very badly or

being off its seat. This would allow air

from the auxiliary reservoir to flow back

iiito the brake pipe through two separate

.sources or rather flow back into the brake

liipe during an attempted application at

the same rate that the reservoir is charged

from the brake pipe, and result in the

action you have mentioned. If the check

valve is off its seat or stuck open, it can

be told by its failure to make the buzzing

noise when the au.\iliary reservoir is

charging preparatory to an application of

the brake.

Hauling Dead Engine

W. C. B., Garrett, Ind., writes: Will

you kindly explain how a dead engine may
be hauled in a train of cars when there

is no dead engine fixture or if one of the

pipes leading to it happens to be broken

off? A. In case of this kind it will only be

necessary to plug the brake pipe exhaust

port of the automatic brake valve and un-

screw the adjusting nut or regulating hand
wheel of the brake pipe feed valve so

that the feed valve adjustment will be

about 10 or 15 lbs., and the brake valve

cut out cock should be left open, and both

brake valves left in running position as

usual. In this way the main reservoir

will be charged by a backward flow

through the feed valve and when the brake

pipe reduction is made from the engine

hauling the train, the feed valve of the

second engine being set at 10 or 15 lbs.

will prevent main reservoir pressure from
the second engine from entering the brake

pipe. The plug in the brake pipe exhaust

jort will prevent the equalizing piston

from being lifted from its seat when the

brake pipe pressure is increased by the

head engine during a release of brakes.

Get Ready for Promotion
Railway and Locomotive Engineek-

i.NC has always been an educational paper.

That is, it has adhered to the policy of

publishing information of a positively

practical character, the kind of matter

that teaches all lines of mechanical men
the science underlying their business and

those of the lower ranks to pass examina-

tions that lead to promotion.

We have in our files, records of man>
firemen who passed examinations that

promoted them to the right hand side of

the engine through the help given them
by Railw\'\y and Locomotive Engineer-

ing. The tendency to require firemen to

pass stiff examinations before according

them promotion is growing and every am-
bitious fireman ought to keep that in mind
What would "you" do in case of a

broken valve yoke, or a broken eccentric

out on the main line and avoid excessive

delays ?

This question was asked a class of fire-

men up for promotion on a prominent
line.

Out of six men only one answered this

question, and so satisfactorily to the of-

ficials that his promotion followed, while

the other men were set back six month.'-,

when another trial would be given them.

The lucky fireman attributes his success

to Railway and Loco.motive Engineer-
ing.

A $2.00 investment for a year's sub-

scription not only netted him a promotion

but increased his daily earning 50 per

cent.

The general road foreman of engines of

a trunk railroad writes us : "I encourage

our enginemeri to read Railway and Lo-

comotive Engineering and can generally

tell the readers of the paper by the ready

answers they give under examination.''

A prominent railroad manager attrib-

utes his success in life to the spurring up
to do something for himself received

from R.mlway and LocoMOTrvE Engin-
eering.

Do "you" want to advance and impro\ c

your condition? R.mlway and Locomo-
Tm; Engineering has helped many men
and can help you. Its columns are full oi

bright things every month, and there i>

"nothing just as good" published.

Be wise and send in your name with

$2.00 to this office or give it to our nearest

agent.
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Oxy-Acetylene Welding and Cutting
Illustrations of Operations and Costs

Xo bctti-r illustration cniiUl be yiven of

the adaptability of the use of the oxy-

acetylene in cutting metals than in the

appliance shown in Fig. 1. and known as

the Oxy.yrapb. \s inrlooted I", ibr

kinds uf slotting machines. In addition

to the machine as shown, it is equipped

with an electrically propelled rolling

tri-icer, which can be guided along the

liins of a drawing, and the cutting flame

l-JG. 1. \1E\V Ol-- O.XYGRAPH IN OPERATIOX.

Davis-Bournunville Company it will cut or flarncs will make an exact reproduc-

steel several inches in thickness at the tion of one-half the dimensions of the

rate of from six to twelve inches per drawing. The cut m.ide Ijy the flame is

minute. Its capacity is such that it read-

ily replaces several of the most powerful

narrow and perfectly smooth, and the

movement in curves or acute angles is

perfect, and is of great advantage wher-

ever steel is cut in irregular forms. The
motor power required to move the ap-

paratus i.s- of the lightest kind, an electric

lamp coimection or small battery being

sidVuient. -\s shown in the illustration it

ma\ be furnished with a double panto-

graph fraine, litted with two cutting

torches for making duplicate cuts at the

same time, and is especially designed lor

heavy work. In point of precision it

cannot be approaclied by hand work, as

the operator does not require to come
near the torch or torches, his work being

to guide the pantograph over the lines

of the enlarged drawing, the cutting

flame following the direction thus guided

over a smaller and, consequently, more
exact line of movement.

Coming to the use of the oxy-acetylene

welding and cutting process and equip-

incnt, we reproduce some illustrations of

repairs recently made in the shops of

one of the large Eastern railroads. Fig.

2 shows one of the pieces in side sheets

taken out above half side sheet seams.

The cutting of 40 feet in length of J^-inch

metal occupied two hours, with a con-

sum]ition of oxygen amomiting ti.i 130

nu.

FIG. 2. VIEW SHOWING ONE OF TWO PIECES CUT FRO.Vl

SIDE SHEETS OF BOILER. PREP.\R.\TORY TO WELDING
IN NEW PIECES BY OXY ACETYLENE. FIG. 4.
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culiic feet, tile approximate cost being

$3.20. l-'ig. 3 shows one side sheet witli

a piece cut out, mu] Rg. 4 shows tlie

patcli welded in. Tn re]ilacc the particu-

lar patches referred to, the time occupied

war 20 hours, about 800 culiic feet 'if

oxyseii was re(|uired, involving a total

cost of $1S, with an additional expendi-

ture of $33.71 for removing and replac-

ing stay-bolts, making a total expendi-

ture of $48.71. If these patches had been

applied by the old method—that is, witli-

oul the use of the welding and cutting

torch—the accurately estimated cost

would have amounted to $88.26. The

opinion of the boiler maker experts that

patches put on by the old method was

that they would not have lasted for any

length ijf time, and it would soon have

the spokes of a locomotive cast steel

driving wheel. The time occupied in mak-

ing the repairs by completely welding

the cracks was two and a half hours,

uiih a consumption of 2(X) cubic feet of

oxygen, at an approximate cost of $7.

The subsef|ucnt strenuous service of the

li.ciiniotive has not shown in the repairs

an_\ indication of further fracture. In

this connection it may be added that in

many tests of welded parts purposely

tes-tcd all samples broke in the solid

plate, the welds remaining uninjured.

These illustrations might be added to

as there arc very few parts of the

modern high powered locomotive that

an- not subject to fracture, and all have

been successfully repaired with the use

of the oxy-acetyleiie apiiliances ; in some

mobile engine, so that the correct |)ro-

portion of gases are brought together for

each particular size of tip, assuming a

perfectly neutral flame in all of them.

This is of real importance, as torches

that have the mixing device in the head

instead of in the tip, produce results

corresponding with the use of one sized

carburetor for all sizes of automobile en-

gines, instead of varying them in size

« ith the volume of gas used.

In conclusion, it may be added that

for autogenous welding the oxy-acetylcne

process can be made invaluable to every

variety of work in practice, and almost

every kind of metal in service in railways,

but to be successfully employed it must

be applied with intelligence. The art is

still in a state of development, but many

FIG.

been necessary to put in two new side

sheets at a cost of $404.04. The boiler

was subjected to a water pressure test

of 275 pounds per square inch without

any leak of any kind apparent in the

welds.

Fig. 5 shows a view of a locomotive

steam dome, which bad ten cracks reach-

ing from the rivet holes to the caulking

edge. The time occupied in the repair

work was one hour, with a consumption

of 50 cubic feet of oxygen, with a total

approximate cost of $1.75. Without the

welding appliance it would have been

necessary to construct and attach a new
(Icme to this locomotive at a cost of

$125, and would have necessitated keep-

ing the locomotive out of service at least

for several days.

I'ig. 6 shows repair work on four of

cases, as in serious cylinder fractures,

complete repairs have been made without

removing the cylinders from their places,

and in every instance with the most qual-

ifying results.

It should be borne in mind, however,

that the perfect repair of these and other

serious fractures can only be expected

where the apparatus is of the best, and

employed in the hands of a properly

trained mechanic. Recent improvements

in the apparatus has had much to do in

reaching that degree of perfection now
attainable. In this connection we might

state that the enterprising company that

w-e have already referred to has contin-

uously made improvements on the welding

torch, the basic feature of which is that

each tip has a mixing device similar in

function to the carburetor of an auto-

of the early difficulties, especially those

arising from the results of expansion and
contraction are being overcome. This has

arisen, of course, from the experience

that ccmes from practice, and the knciwl-

edge in preheating some of the heavier

parts to be welded, the amount of varia-

tion in the different thickness of metals,

the danger of cracking in cooling, and
other details that at first were difficult to

foresee, but are Becoming more and more
within the possibility of a complete mas-
tery, and. from a growing degree of w-ill-

ingness to receive instructions from those

who are best qualified to instruct.

He knows the truest way to teach

Who puts great thoughts in simple

speech.
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Railways as Manufacturers.

Owing to a report, recently circulated,

concerning the great profit made by one

of our locomotive building companies,

there has been a revival of the frequently

discussed subject, why should railway

companies not engage in manufacturing

their own equipment?

The aggregation of small railway lines

into great systems has for years aroused

the temptation among the large companies

to engage in executing the construction of

their own rolling stock, thereby, to enjoy

the profits of the manufacturer. The step

from the making of repairs to the produc-

tion of entirely new equipment of roUing

stock is an easy one and there are some

reasons to encourage railway managers to

take it. Engaging in manufacture may

aid in filling gaps of idleness for the per-

manent force of men and an extensive

plant of machinery. A move of that kind

is generally strongly urged by those in

charge of ordinary repair operations be-

cause it increases their responsibilities and

their power.

There can be little doubt that there are

circumstances under which railways can

and do find it profitable to engage in man-

ufacluring. This is' more likely to occur

in localities distant from centers of in-

dustry. But, on the whole, the necessity

is not very frequently felt. There are

many good reasons, on the other hand,

why it is not conducive to true economy

to add the work of the producer to that

of the carrier. The principal one is that

it renders the organization of the railway

diversified, more extensive and, therefore,

more difficult to handle. Since they are

not trained to it and are not experienced

in it, the railway managers must delegate

the responsibility and the direction of the

work to subordinates, whose operations,

deprived of the consistent and vigilant

c.irc that, like that of the owners of private

eslablishnients, naturally do not come up

lo the higliest standard of efficiency. Sup-

plies are not bought so advantageously

;

costs are not so closely followed and so

accurately determined; the grade of work

is not so evenly maintained, and thus the

profit of the manufacturer, which it was

the object to save, dwindles down to noth-

ing. In the relations between the man-

ufacturing department of a railway and

the officers who receive the product that

beneficent attitude of hostility between

buyer and seller is lost. Demands are less

heeded and the stimulus of rivalry be-

tween competitors does not push the

maker to meet, or even anticipate, the

requirements of the user. In the absence

of an active interchange of ideas with

many purchasers holding different views,

there is a tendency to fall into certain

grooves. The red taping of a great or-

ganization is apt to stifle the progressive

spirit in what is, after all, a minor de-

partment in it. The incentives which con-

stantly use a private concern to do the

best work at a minimum cost are largely

lost under such circumstances. We do not

deny that there are cases on record where

the exceptional qualifications of individual

officers have made model institutions, but

they are exceptions and rarely outlast the

term of office of the one person to whom
the success was due.

There is one fact upon which there is

a good deal of misapprehension on the

part of ambitious railway managers. They

have an exaggerated idea of manufac-

turers' profits. Taking reasonably long

periods, concerning times of great. activity

and of depression, their returns are not

much, if any, greater than those on the

actual cost of the railways. The latter, if

they do possess available funds, could

probably, in the majority of cases, find

more profitable employment for them in

improvement of property and of service

or in extension into new territory. Con-

sidering this in connection with the point

of operation against cheap production, un-

der comparatively uninterested manage-

ment, we believe that railway men will be

wise when they leave manufacturing to

manufacturers and confine themselves to

the operation of railways.

Eight Hours a Day.

It is iMt our desire to thrust our per-

sonal views in the vortex occasioned by

the demand of the railroad brotherhoods

for shorter hours, or to join in the de-

mand for larger legislative powers, be-

cause we are well aware that the question

is in more qualified hands than ours, and

we await the result with that degree of

complactiicy that conies to those who be-

lieve that the world is moving onwards,

not by reason of legislative enactments,

but in spite of them. Legislatures have

hampered the railroads, and enterprises of

great pith and moment have been turned

aside by the inter-meddling of politicians,

who would have served their country

better in less exalted situations. .After

protracted struggles a few roads here and

there have been able to secure the privi-

lege of raising the transportation rates in

a small degree, and we claim with all the

unction that we possess that if these in-

creases are necessary now, they were

more necessary eight years ago when

traffic was much lighter, and expenses

nearly as high as they are today.

This lamentable policy of hindrance and

repression should be seen by our states-

men, if there be any of such amongst us,

and the great mass of the people are of

opinion that if eight hours a day is a

good thing for overpaid government em-

ployees, surely it could not be a bad

thing for those employed in private en-

terprises. Even the eight-hour day is

not strictly regarded in Federal, State or

municipal offices. We know of hundreds

who report after nine o'clock in the

morning and leave before five in the

afternoon. One hour at mid-day reduces

this to less than seven hours, and the an-

nual vacation periods ranging from two

weeks to three months, with all the mul-

tiplex and curiuus holidays thrown in, re-

duces this estimate to a little over six

hours, and we hear of no particular com-

plaint, other than the familiar wail of the

tax-payers, and even they unite like a

solid phalanx to fall upon the bent back

of the rent payers.

Then there is that voiceless multitude

for whom nobody speaks—that array of

skilled and unskilled workers in factories

and cellars and mines, those who are the

hardest workers. What have they but a

constant cry for a greater efficiency, and

an unbroken ten liours with their noses

to the grindstone? They never dream of

a holiday. Who ever heard of a fireman

or a blacksmith's helper getting a holi-

day? And yet who has more need of it,

not only in the dog days, but in other

days? Surely the divine spirit that ut-

tered the blessed words : "Come unto me,

all ye that labor and are heavy laden, and

I will give you rest," finds no echo in our

legislative halls, and this is not to be

wondered at because there are indeed very

few among our legislators who know
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what a real hard (hiy's wurk ,is, unless it

lie working in the interest of the "pork
barrel."

I'robably, when llie workingmen learn

to vote for men of their own hard train-

ing to represent tliem at Washington, we
may look for something in the way of

equality, but, having had some experience

among them, we arc not praying for

miracles. Capable working men arc not

lacking, as all who know the heads of the

lircthcrhoods are well aware, but even

their eloquent voices lifted up in the lo-

calities where they live would be like the

voice of one crying in the wilderness.

They could not secure a nomination. This

gratuity is preempted by the men who
have grown fat on other men's brains, by

embryo lawyers whose fathers can pur-

chase preference for their sons, and to

whom the workingmen will bend the

knee as the wanderers in the desert of

Arabia bent the knee to the golden calf.

We are almost tempted to say, as was

said of old : "Ephraim is joined to his

idols; let him alone," but we are con-

vinced that a spirit of greater enlighten-

ment and mutual regard cannot fail to

beget a kindlier feeling towards the com?

mim interests of all.

Electricity's Dangers.

We have recently read a statement to

the effect, that had a certain disastrous

collision between two steam operated rail-

way trains happened to electrically oper-

ated trains the damage to life and prop-

erty would have been much less severe

than it was. We have no intention or de-

sire to detract from any merit that opera-

tion by electricity may possess, but our

experience moves us to the opinion that

electrical operation is just as dangerous

as operation by steam.

The late George Westinghouse advo-

cated the use of electricity for numerous

industrial purposes, but he was not en-

tirely favorable to the employment of

electricity for train operation. Comment-
ing upon a serious train accident that

happened several years ago he wrote

:

".\s a matter of fact, with an electrically

operated train, the risk of accidents, judg-

ing from past experience, will be increased

rather than diminished because of the

presence of the heavy electrical machinery

which it is proposed to attach to several

cars of each train. Already there have

been many serious collisions with great

loss of life between electric cars, while

there have been numerous cases in New
York and other places in which cars have

been quickly destroyed by fire which have
resulted from some derangement of the

electrical apparatus or circuits, and in

some instances so quickly that passenger?

have had scarcely time to escape to the

street.

"It should be borne in mind that the

electric energy required to operate a

heavy train is sufficient to melt a consid-

erable bar of iron, or to start a danger-

ous fire, if anything goes wrong upon a

car of ordinary combustible construction,

much more readily than the car stove, the

use of which has been abolished by law.

Therefore, if a collision were to occur
between two electrically fitted trains, each

having several combustible cars thereof

fitted with electrical apparatus and carry-

ing electrical circuits throughout, there

could be an accident of so serious a char-

acter as to start an agitation having for

its purpose the abolition of the use of

electricity altogether, or at least to com-
pel the railway companies to abandon the

use of combustible cars fitted with electric

motors.

"The destruction by fire of a car or

train upon a street or upon a level is one
thing, but such an occurrence upon an

elevated railway or in a tunnel can have

consequences the contemplation of which

should lead to wise regulations governing

the construction and use of electrically

propelled trains and thereby insure to the

public the rapid development of electric

traction."

From what we Iiave seen of train col-

lisions, we are inclined to think there is

no choice about the power employed. The
amount of destruction will depend upon
the speed of the train.

Treatment of Tool Steels.

Persons who have for years been in the

habit of lingering about the tool dressers'

forge, can hardly fail to be impressed with

the conflicting ideas that the different

blacksmiths hold, concerning the best

methods for treating various grades of

tool steel in order to insure the best re-

sults.

Ever since he was an apprentice machin-

ist, 30 years or more, the writer has al-

ways been allured to the tool dressers'

forge and the mysteries of their art, as

cherished by different blacksmiths, have
been very diverse. At one time the tool

dressers professed that there were pro-

found secrets connected with their art,

but these have vanished of late years, be-

cause, as one victim explained, the cursed

technical papers give all the secrets away.

We have collected numerous descrip-

tions of how the tool dressers' art can be

most successfully followed, and we con-

sider the Ryerson method the simplest

and least likely to result in failure. The
principal directions are:

It is an acknowledged fact, by large

manufacturers and users, that 99 times

out of 100 the trouble experienced with

tool steel lies in the way the steel is hard-

ened, and not with the steel itself, and
\ery often the best steel entered in a

test will not stand up the longest on ac-

count of carelessness in hardening.

It is always a good plan to order steel

thoroughly annealed, instead of as it

comes from the hammer or rolls, as the

long annealing to which it is subject at

the mills gives it a uniformity and free-

dom from strains that it is practically

impossible to obtain in the ordinary shop.

High-speed steel can be made nearly as

common steel by proper aimcaling, so that

it is a comparatively easy matter to ma-
chine and forge tools from it, whereas
poor annealing will greatly limit its util-

ity.

In forging air-hardening steel, heat the

tool to a bright cherry red, merging into

dull yellow, taking care that the heat is

driven uniformly through the metal. Do
not heat further back than is necessary

to shape the tool, yet far enough to avoid
doing any work upon the shank below a

bright cherry red. After forging lay the

tool down to cool to relieve the forging

strains.

For hardening, heat the nose' of the

tool to a cherry red, and then as rapidly

as possible bring the cutting edge to a
white sweating heat, about 2,200 degrees

Fahrenheit. Be sure to have a good body
of fire between the tool and the tuyere, so
that the air will not strike the cutting

edge of the tool. Then place the tool

immediately in a cold, dry air blast, such

as is produced by blower or compressed
air.

If the nose of the tool is to be used,

it should be held on a direct line with

the blast, but not too close. As soon as

the steel stops sparking turn on the full

blast of air pressure and hold the tool

witliin about two inches of the nozzle un-
til quite cold. It is advisable to have the

cold air blast as near as possible to the

heating arrangement so that the tool can

be transferred immediately from the fire

to the blast. Do not let the point of the

tool shift from the direct air current until

cnld. If the tool is laid down while hard-
ening it must be fastened so that the blast

will not shift it. After hardening, the

tool must be thoroughly ground, as the

high heat forms a thick scab which must
be removed entirely. A free cutting dry
wheel is to be preferred. If the tool is

wet it is necessary to use plenty of water.

Avoid blurring the cutting edge. The
treatment of tool steel, like everything
else, requires care and time if it is to bo
done properly, and hasty and careless

methods always bring poor results.

Pooling Engines.

\\ hen railway train service was first

instituted it was at once assumed that

one regular crew should be employed in

operating each individual locomotive, and
years passed before the idea of pooling

engines and their crews was proposed.

.As traffic developed, however, and it was
found that the same crew could not

always follow a locomotive, when a rush

of business required that the engine

should be kept at w^ork without intermis-

sion, the practice grew up of keep-
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ing the engines on the road without de-

lays for repairs or rest, and so the cus-

tom known as pooling engines became

the regular practice on some railroads.

Railway managers argued that the mo-
tive power represented so much capital

and that it was poor business to keep

engines idle merely to give the crew

rest and .so the practice of continuous

runs of the engines with relay crews

became the rule on many lines. After

a time experience demonstrated that the

saving of expenses resulting from keep-

ing the engines constantly at work was

not so great as had been anticipated.

When one set of men did all the work

of operating a locomotive, the expense

for coal and supplies was smaller than

witli pooled engines and the cost of run-

ning repairs was much heavier. Then

those in- power realized that pooling was

not a profitable practice except under

special conditions. This led to the prac-

tice of pooling being abandoned espe-

cially for passenger service and several

railroads have returned to the old method

of assigning regular crews to engines.

The practice of pooling is on the wane.

Another thing that has proved unfavor-

able to pooling is the enormous increase

of size of engines. With the old 18 x 24-

inch eight wheel engines, repairs were

very light at the end of a journey and

most of the engines could be turned and

sent out again with very little delay, but

the engines now handling most of our

freight trains require repairs after each

trip that cause several hours delay. A
prominent superintendent of machinery,

talking to the writer on this subject, ex-

pressed himself quite freely in favor of

returning to the practice of assigning

each engine to a regular crew. For, said

he, a regular crew takes better care of

engines than men in a pool and the mod-

ern engine calls for all the care that can

be given, if the operating expenses are

to be kept within moderate limits.

Reinventing Useful Appliances.

.V good friend of ours appears to en-

tertain a tendency to find nothing new

in articles which the Patent Office Gazette

illustrates and describes as something new

and useful. Reading men with long

memories are apt to find every invention

offered to the public as being "old as the

hills." That is our friend's favorite ex-

pression.

Aside from the question as to the orig-

inality or utility of any invention, there

is, generally speaking, but little "new un-

der the sun" of the great majority of in-

ventions, as they are mostly improve-

ments on some invention that has done its

part for years. Cutting oflf steam in the

cylinder of a steam engine with a slide

valve, for instance, is old, and the valve

is the most important factor used, but

new and some of them valuable ways of

accomplishing the same end are con-

stantly brought forward, and usually,

along with one novel feature, several

common ones are used. But because there

is little new in a valve gear—or other

mechanical device—it by no means follows

tliat it is not valuable, or that the in-

ventor that adds that little is not deserv-

ing of credit. Even if he adds nothing

except brains enough to make something

operate satisfactorily that would not do

so before, he gives it all the value it

possesses.

A great deal is said in one way or an-

other about re-inventing ancient devices,

but if by this means anything hitherto

useless is made useful it ought to be sat-

isfactory. It is difficult to see, as is gen-

erally inferred, that some one has been

defrauded in the operation. The value

of any mechanical appliance is in what it

accomplishes, not in the combination of

parts or pieces, and the man who makes

it work, by additions or amendments, is

the one who benefits the public. Too much

solicitude for th(}se who buy and use

such appliances is apparent. They judge

by results, and are not likely to be de-

frauded to any extent. If the device,

whatever it may be, possesses no value,

it is not likely to sell, and the one most

injured is the one who attempts the sell-

ing. If it is of value; the fact of its

being old or new does not change its

value.

It is undoubtedly true that no one is

likely to take especial pains to divide the

credit for some useful invention, or to go

back in the effort to find out where the

credit actually belongs. There may some-

times be injustice in this, but in these

matters, as in most others, success is all

that counts, because it is all that ^Jive^

value.

Serious Accidents.

When accidents happen that result in

personal injury, people naturally wish to

know particulars. They want to know-

under what circumstances travelers and

others are most likely to get hurt. In-

surance companies investigate carefully all

accidents resulting in personal injury.

Some time ago the Chamber of Commerce

of Rochester, N. Y., compiled accident

statistics that are highly interesting.

The classification is of 100,000 accidents

on which several casualty insurance com-

panies have paid out $7,455,568. Head-

ing the list, as might be expected, are

the travel accidents, with a total of 29,-

726, of which 24,936 were railroad; 4,356

street car, and 434 steamboat and steam-

ship accidents. But the type of accident

to come second—that of falls—is distinctly

surprising, the total being 18,367 were

falls on the pavement, and 1,946 from

chairs and ladders. Accidents having to

do with road carriages, wagons and

horses, come third, with a total of 8.135.

while the number of automobile accidents

was only 1,620.

It is likewise interesting to note that

209 of the accidents were caused by trip-

ping over door mats and rugs ; that there

were 4,217 cases of fingers crushed in

various ways, 2,969 burns and scalds, 2,877

athletic accidents, 681 bathing or drown-

ing accidents, but only 579 gunshot

wounds.

In the waters around New York city,

700 persons lose their lives yearly, most
of the accidents resulting from reckless

idiots standing up in boats causing them
to capsize.

Laws and Relations of Heat.

P'amiliarity with science makes slow

progress and keeps moving forward, al-

though many people associate science with

infidelity and denial of religion. Yet true

science rests on a secure foundation and

every advance in intellectual education

lias been the effect of considerable acts

of scientific discovery. The manifestations

of heat ought to appeal to all persons

connected with railway operations, yet we
frequently hear sneering remarks made
upon those who try to explain how heat

acts and how its forces have originated.

In the study of nature two elements

come into play, which belong respectively

to the world of science and the world of

thought. We observe a fact and seek to

refer it to its laws, we apprehend the law

and seek to make it good in fact. The
one is theory, the other is experiment,

which when applied to the ordinary pur-

poses of life, becomes practical science.

Nothing could illustrate more forcibly

the wholesale interaction of these two ele-

ments than the history of the steam en-

gine. If the steam engine had not been

invented, we should assuredly stand be-

low the theoretic level which we now oc-

cupy. The achievements of heat through

the steam engine have forced with aug-

mented emphasis the question upon think-

ing minds—what is this agent by means
of which we can supersede the force of

winds and rivers, of horses and of men?
Heat can produce mechanical force, and

mechanical force can produce heat. Some
common quantity must therefore unite

this agent as the ordinary forms of me-
chanical power. This relationship estab-

lished, the generalizing intellect could pass

at once to the other energies of the uni-

verse, and it now perceives the principle

which unites them all. Thus the triumphs

of practical skill have promoted the de-

velopment of philosophy. Thus to the

interaction of thought and fact, of truth

conceived and truth executed, we have
made our science what it is—the noblest

growth of modern times, tliough as yet

but partially appealed to as a source of in-

dividual and national might.

Interest in the various manifestations

of heat has touched the workers of the
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world vi-ry slowly, but the systematic cul-

ture of the industrial world will receive

increasing attention year by year. Science

does not need the protection of our ac-

tive workers, but it desires their friend-

ship on honorable terms. It wishes to

work with them towards education whicli

aims at the bettering of man's condition.

Science must grow. Its development is

as necessary and as irresistible as the

motion of the train. It is a phase of the

energy of nature and as such is sure, in

due time, to compel recognition of all

intelligent minds.

Tin Brought the Steam Engine.

It seems curious considerinn tlic metal-

lurgical opulence of the American con-

tinent, that we continue to be depen-

dent on English mines for nearly our

entire supply of tin. Every few months

we notice reports intimating that tin ore

in paying quantities has been discovered

in various localities in the States, and

those interested in the new mines pre-

dict that their product is going to revo-

lutionize the tin trade immediately, but

somehow the promises end in nothing.

The price of tin rules so high that it of-

fers rich encouragement to anyone who

may discover good ore, but the search

continues to be fruitless. Tin ore in

small quantities has been found over a

wide area, but the market is supplied

principally from Cornwall in England,

Banca in the East Indies, and Malacca

in South Asia.

Tin is a metal which has performed

a most important purpose in the world'^

history. Combined with copper to form

bronze, it was doubtless the first metal

brought into the service of man, and

implements and weapons constructed from

this alloy were used during a much

longer period than iron or steel have yet

served art or war.

The bronze of the Greeks and Romans

consisted of about five parts of copper

to one of tin—a proportion which pro-

duces an alloy of the greatest hardness.

The men who worked the metals in those

early times must have attained great

skill in the manipulation of alloys, for

they were able to harden bronze articles

so that a good cutting edge could be

held. The necessity which the old East-

ern civilization had for tin, first brought

the British Isles into note, for tin was

obtained from Cornwall long before the

Christian era. Herodotus, who wrote 450

years B. C, is supposed to refer to

Britain under the name of Cassiterides,

which name is similar to the Greek word

for tin. The alloys which are formed

with tin were comparatively easy to work,

and gave early races tools, the great aid

to the development of civilization long

before the science needed to refine iron

ores was reached.

The skill, acquired by the use of even

crude bronze tools, led the way to more

diflicult lines of metal working. It

seems questionable if the world would

ever have reached the iron and steel

epoch if the chasm between it and the

stone age had not been brirlged by the

bronze age. In the latter period tin

greatly accelerated the wheels of prog-

ress by providing the necessity which

brought the practically successful steam

engine into existence. The long-con-

tinued demand on Cornwall to supply tin

to the world, from the times away back

into mythical antiquity into modern days,

had, by the beginning of the eighteenth

century, sent many of the mines away

far down into the bowels of the earth.

There, though tin ore was plentiful, water

was more so, and the means of draining

the latter out were so crude that pro-

prietors of rich mines had to abandon their

property because they could not keep out

the water from the workings. When the

primitive form of atmospheric engine was

lirst brought into use, it would have con-

tinued a mere experiment—a toy for dis-

iiuisition and experiment of learned theo-

rists—had pumping Cornish mines not

given it profitable, practical work to do.

\o kind of work could have better fitted

the Xewcomen engine than pumping

water, where regularity of motion was

of no great consequence. While doing

this sort of duty opportunities were given

lor improving the machine as experience

dictated. But for the teaching received

from the rough atmospheric engine, con-

structed by Xewcomen, Watt would have

had no use for a separate condenser for

his great invention, and Oliver Evans

could have invented no high pressure

steam engine for want of the train of

mechanism that formed the steam engine.

trains were approaching each other, it

was an important matter to pass the post

first, and the zeal to obtain the resulting

advantage often led the "engineer" to

urge on their mules so vigorously near

the vantage point that trains frequently

tried to pass each other on the same
track. When this happened bloodshed

would often result, for the engineers

would get down and pound each other,

and not infrequently the passengers would
take part in the melee.

Numerous attempts were made to in-

troduce better "rules of the road," but our

pioneer railroad men do not appear to

have been amenable to discipline, so about

the time the locomotive displaced the

mule, the State had to take the work of

rjperating into its own hands.

First Railroad Operating.

.K common complaint of today is the

interference of politicians with the opera-

tion of railroads, a practice that is as old

as railroad operating. Some 72 years ago

the first division of what is now the

Pennsylvania Railroad was opened be-

tween Philadelphia and Columbia, a dis-

tance of 81 miles. The principal inhab-

itants of the country at that time were

farmers, who had many politicians among

them, and they had an idea that the rail-

roads should be operated in their in-

terests.

The railroad was built by the State of

Pennsylvania, and it was operated as a

public highway, where any person could

run a car on paying the fixed charges. The

motive power was mules, and the method

of moving trains was decidedly primitive.

The track was single, and "trains," which

generally consisted of a single car, passed

each other on turn-outs. Half way be-

tween the turn-outs was a post, and trains

which first passed this post had the right

of way to the next turn-out. When two

Doers of Common Things.

We judge a meteor not by the brilliancy

of a few of its great lights, but by the

standing of its masses, by the intelligence

of those who produce common things.

The millionaires of a nation do not make
it rich, nor does the standing of a half

dozen thinkers constitute a valid claim for

intelligence. The financial condition of

the men who work establishes the condi-

tion of a nation as to wealth, as the men-
tal condition of the people, as a whole,

constitutes its intelligence.

Workingmen are apt to think that edu-

cation to be of much avail, must be had

through some regular institution of learn-

ing. Such institutions play an important

part in the affairs of the world, but other

means of acquiring knowledge are no less

influential. Few of the men who are lead-

ers in the industrial and railway world

have been college bred. The world cares

nothing about where a person obtains

practical knowledge, only he must have it

to be a power in his profession.

We are constantly consulted by young
engineers concerning the information

that will best help them upwards in the

business they follow. To such people we
say: Acquire as much knowledge as you
can concerning engineering matters. The
engineer who makes one pound of coal do

that for which two pounds were formerly

consumed, is as much a public benefactor

as the man who makes two blades of grass

grow where one only grew.

Traveling Engineers' Convention Post-

poned.

Mr. \\'. O. Thompson, secretary of the

Traveling Engineers' Association, an-

nounces that on account of the serious la-

bor conditions that are now in progress,

the Executive Committee has deemed it

wise to postpone the annual convention

which was to be held in the first week in

September until a later date. The mem-
bers will be advised as to when the new-

date of the meeting will be.
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Air Brake Department
Electric Operation of the New York P S Brake Equipment—Improving Train Stops Re-

tarded Application Type of Distributing Valve—Collapsible Type of Equalizing Piston

Electric Operation of the New York
P S Brake Equipment.

Ill a previous issue %vc have explained

the operation of the New York type P S

triple valve and brake pipe vent valve

when used pneumatically or when mixed

in trains with any other types of triple

valve or car brake operating valves, and

at the present time we have an electro-

type showing the valve with the electric

portion added and the equipment in what

is known as electric retain and release po-

sition. How the brake is electrically oper-

ated by the brake valve on the locomotive

making the necessary contacts has also

been explained, and it will only be neces-

sary to point out that the same positions

of the brake valve are used regardless as

the release magnet valve is normally open

establishing a communication between the

triple valve exhaust port and the atmos-

phere.

When the locomotive brake valve is in

release position and main reservoir pres-

sure is entering the brake pipe as ex-

plained in connection with the operation

of the triple valve, the release magnet is

energized and the magnet valve is held

closed so that brake cylinder pressure can-

not escape to the atmosphere although

the auxiliary and supplementary reser-

voirs are being recharged for a subse-

quent brake application. When the brake

valve is moved to running position the

release magnet is de-energized and the

magnet valve is open permitting an escape

the passage between the magnet valve and

the check valve is removed, whereupon the

brake pipe pressure would be exhausted

to the atmosphere. In this manner the

brake can be applied with any degree of

severity desired and it follows that if for

any reason whatever the electric current

would be inoperative, the brake valve

equalizing piston would lift and discharge

brake pipe pressure in the usual manner.

With the brake valve handle on lap posi-

tion the reduction ceases and the brake

is held applied.

When it is desired to graduate the es-

cape of brake cylinder pressure or gradu-

ate the release of brakes the brake valve

handle is moved to release and holding

position as required to move the triple

FEED PLUGS
IZ'PT 583
14'PT 584
16'PT 585
18'PT 586

PT S8I
OT 490
PT 582
PT 687

STYLE P S •lUII'I.K \AI.VE,

to whether the electric or tlie pneumatic

features only are used.

When the simple devices for electric

operation are bolted to the portion of the

bracket provided for them and the various

cars are connected through wiring and

suitable jumper connections and the

brake valve is provided with the electric

contacts, the P S apparatus becomes an

electro-pneumatic brake of the highest ef-

ficiency for stopping and controlling the

speed of trains of any length or weight.

All of the parts are simple, durable and
easily maintained in proper working con-

dition. The electric portion of the car

equipment consists principally of three

magnet valves known as release, service

and emergency.

The service and emergency magnet
valve; are held to their seats normally by
spring and brake pipe pressures, while

of brake cylinder pressure for the release

of the brake. When the brake valve han-

dle is in holding position the release mag-

net is again energized and the escape of

brake cylinder pressure prevented while

the brake pipe feed valve is controlling

the pressure that is flowing to the reser-

voirs on the cars.

When a brake application is desired the

brake valve handle is moved to service

position and before the equalizing dis-

charge valve of the brake valve can oper-

ate to discharge brake pipe pressure, each

service magnet is energized and the mag-
net valve is opened and a brake pipe re-

duction is made at each P S brake

equipment. A glance at the diagram will

show that as the magnet valve opens,

brake pipe pressure will be exhausted

through valve 13 into a passage leading

to the brake cylinder, unless the plug in

valve and recharge the auxiliary reservoir,

while in these positions the brake cylinder

exhaust port is closed by the release mag-

net valve. By alternating the brake valve

handle between holding and running posi-

tions the brake can be released in any

amount desired or graduated off at will

—

that is, in running position the release

magnet is de-energized and in holding po-

sition it is energized, thus bringing the

exhaust of the brake cylinder pressure on

every car entirely under the control of the

engineer.

When it is desired to apply the brake

with its maximum effect in the shortest

possible space of time or in case of emer-

gency, the brake valve handle is moved to

emergency position and the emergency

magnets on each P S equipment are in-

stantly energized and the brake pipe

opened to the atmosphere. At this time
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the vent valves also operate, making

a sudden heavy reduction of brake pipe

pressure throughout the train, applying all

brakes instantly while the auxiliary and

supplementary reservoir pressures equal-

ize with the brake cylinder, and this pres-

sure is held throughout the stop, the

safety valve being cut off from the brake

cylinder during quick action applications.

Improving Train Stops.

We have been making an effort to em-

phasize the importance of a smooth train

stop witli the air brake and at the same

time point out the difficulties encountered

in llie way uf adverse cunditions both in

ft eight and passenger service, that are

beyond the possibility of a remedy so far

as the actual brake manipulation is con-

cerned. Attention has also been called to

the practices of various railroads and what

lias been <lone in an effort to eliminate

the rough handling of passenger trains

with the air brake. This is undoubtedly

the most difficult proposition that is con-

fronting the railroad air brake man today,

and one road in particular has gone so

far as to forbid an engineer to make a

brake application on a long passenger

train with the engine throttle closed or

rather have issued instructions that the

brake application for ordinary stops

must be made before the engine throttle

is closed. They have also outlined the

method of brake application that is to

be employed, which specifies a 6 or 8-lb.

brake pipe reduction as the initial, to be

followed by another reduction calculated

to bring the speed of the train down to

twelve or fifteen miles per hour before

the point of the desired stop is reached,

when a release of brakes is to be made
in such a manner that the brake valve

handle is to be brought from release to

running position for a sufficient length

of time to partially release the engine

brake and then pass on to service appli-

cation position for the final light brake

pipe reduction with which to make the

stop. Such a method of brake applica-

tion undoubtedly calls for an exercise of

good judgment and skill on the part of

the engineer if it is to be followed out

to the letter, however, it is being followed

and very good results are being obtained

in the way of making a smoother train

stop.

The Pennsylvania Railroad, in spite of

the great number of clasp type of founda-

tion brake gear equipments in use on
their passenger equipment cars, does not

enjoy an entire, or the desired, freedom

from rough handling of passenger trains,

and in an effort to remedy certain un-

desirable conditions are modifying the lo-

comotive brake equipment to bring about

a greater uniformity in operation between

the car and locomotive brakes. Our read-

ers will understand that the universal

valve of the electro-pneumatic brake, or

at present the U. C. equipment, which has

been adopted as a standard by this rail-

road, will not apply with less than a

definite or fixed amount of brake pipe

reduction, which is usually from five to

six pounds. The distributing valve of

the locomotive is required to apply with

a S-lb. brake pipe reduction, and it frc-

qu'-ntly applies with somewhat less, with

the result that the brake on the locomo-

tive applies in advance of the car brakes.

This produces a bunching of slack, then

as the car brakes apply, the slack is again

run out which sometimes produces dis-

agreeable lurches, and, while it has not

been a serious matter or resulted in

enough rough handling to demand any
drastic action, the company has decided

to experiment with a modification of the

distributing valve that will tend to pro-

duce a more uniform rate of retardation

between the locomotive and car brakes

throughout a stop.

The object has been to delay the appli-

cation of the locomotive brake through

a retarding of the application of the dis-

tributing valve. This has been done by
adding a chamber in the form of a filling

block between the distributing valve and
reservoir and by drilling certain addi-

tional ports through the graduating valve,

equalizing slide valve and slide valve seat

of the distributing valve which wijl be

explained under a separate heading.

At this same time it was considered

advisable to decide upon some means for

preventing the overcharge of the brake

valve equalizing reservoir during a two-
application stop. With ordinary type P

^. .^ .^
EJtPCeNCV

P S ELECTRO PNEUMATIC BRAKE, ELECTRIC RETAIN AND RELEASE.
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and L triple valves aiul universal valves

with the graduated release feature cut

out, or, rather, whenever the graduated

release is not in use, there arc times

where the two-application stop is ad-

Retarded Application Type of Distrib- izing slide \alve and seat to the chamber

uting Valve. in the fdlini; block and pressure chamber

Requests have been made for literature ^ir e.Kpa.uls into the filling block at the

q{ same rate that brake pipe pressure is re-

ducing. Therefore, the differential in
describing the retarded application type

distributing valve and the collapsible type

visable and will tend to produce smoother ^j equalizing piston brake valves as ap-

stops than can be made with a one-

application stop. The cross compound air

compressor which will give a very high

brake pipe and e(iuali/ing reservoir pres-

sure on the locomotive while the brake

valve remains in release position during

the release after the first application

tends toward what is termed an over-

charge of the equalizing reservoir, and

with the usual neat fit of the equalizing

piston and packing ring in the H-6 brake

valve, this overcharge is retained with

pressure necessary to move the equalizing

slide valve to service or application posi-

tion cannot be obtained until after the

pressure chamber equalizes with the fill-

ing block.

The size of the filling block chamber is

so proportioned to the size of the pressure

chamber that with 110 lbs. pressure in

plied to certain Pennsylvania Railroad

Icicomotives.

There is no description of llicsc devices

in print, for the reason that the appara-

tus is still in an experimental stage and

is subject to further modilication ; if it

fails to manifest the improvement desired
j|^g pressure chamber they will equalize at

it may be dispensed with, and if adopted jqs lbs. pressure. Thus it will be readily

as a standard the distributing valve understood that the first five pounds brake

reservoir will probably be changed to a pipe reduction will be wasted or have

three compartment reservoir, and, more- no effect on the application of the brake,

the brake valve on lap position while uver. the intent of the modilication is so but thereafter a further reduction in brake

the brake pipe pressure reduces by flow- obvious and the manner in which the re- pipe pressure will result in the pressure

ing through the triple valve feed grooves tardation of the driver brake is accom- chamber remaining higher, as it can no

and to the rear of the train where the pljshed is so simple as to require no de- longer escape into the filling block cham-

brake pipe pressure is lower tlian on the tailed description or diagrammattic views

for an air brake inspector or repairman

to understand the operation of either of

the features.

The (Hstributing valve has been modi-

fied to the intent that the application of
^^^^^ pipe' reduction, and as the equaliz-

the locomotive brakes may be retarded
-^^^ ^jj^j^ ^.^^^,^ moves to service position

to such an extent that they will apply-
jj,g pressure chamber is cut off from the

more uniformly with the universal valves fining block and the same movement

(if the passenger car brake equipments, opens the filling block chamber through

wliicli will not apply with less than a the equalizing slide valve seat and a

definite (five or six pounds) brake pipe separate exhaust port to the atmosphere,

through a 1/16-in. exhaust port, it was reduction, this delayed application or fail- emptying the filling block chamber.

ure to apply on light variations in brake Que of these distributing valves can be

pipe pressure being one of the chief im- distinguished by the separate exhaust port

provemcnts sought in the design of the at the outside of the equalizing slide valve

universal valve. bushing, near the safety valve connection,

The retarded application of the locomo- into which a H-m. service elbow is

tive brake is accomplished by adding a screwed.

head end.

As there is no practical way of pre-

venting the higher pressure from enter-

ing the equalizing reservoir during the

time the brake valve is in release po-

sition, and as it must be withdrawn from

the equalizing reservoir through the pre-

liminary exhaust port of the brake valve

before a brake pipe reduction can be

made for the second application of the

two-application stop, and as considerable

time is lost in making this reduction

ber, and the differential in pressure neces-

sary for the equalizing piston to move

the slide valve will be obtained in the

usual manner. Therefore, as a result of

this modification, the locomotive brake

will not apply with less than an 8 or 10-lb.

decided to use an equalizing piston of

the collapsible type which has found

favor in electric service.

It will be understood that after the

brake valve handle is brought from re-

lease to running position momentarily,

and then to lap position, the equalizing reservoir or chamber in the filling block

reservoir pressure must be reduced be- placed between tlie distributing valve and Collapsible Type of Equalizing Piston.

low' the pressure in the brake pipe, and,

in turn, the brake pipe pressure must be

reduced below that in the auxiliary reser-

voirs before a brake application can oc-

cur with the valve handle in service po-

sition, and during this time the tendency

is for the train to pass the desired point

of stop before the second application can

be correctly made.

The results obtained with these two

modifications during the tests were con-

sidered of sufficient importance to justify

their adoption. The latter feature is.

the distributing valve reservoir, and by -pi,e collapsible type of brake valve

drilling an additional port opening equalizing piston, which has been used

througli the equalizing slide valve gradu- j„ electric service for a number of years,

ating valve, the equalizing slide valve and gives identically the same operation as

ihe equalizing slide valve seat leading to ,],e solid type of piston with the excep-

the filling block chamber and by another jign that it will not permit the equalizing

port leading from the slide valve seat to reservoir pressure to become more than

a separate exhaust port to the atmos- 2 lbs. higher than the pressure that may
phere.

When the brake valve handle is placed

in service position, or at any time the

brake pipe pressure falls at a faster rate

than at which the pressure chamber pres-

however, of a temporary nature because ^^^^.^ ^^,, ^^^^ ^q^^I ^^.jj,^ ji^g ^rake pipe

when the graduated release feature of

the universal valves is in use there will
|]y flowing backward through the feed

roove in the equalizing piston bushing.

be very little, if any, necessity for a two-
,i,e differential in brake pipe and pres-

application stop, and w-hen the electric s^j^e chamber pressure thus created moves

portions are added to the universal valves the equalizing piston and graduating valve

now in use and the electro-pneumatic in the usual manner, the piston severing

brake is in operation, there will be no communication between the two pressures

need for an equalizing piston in the brake by closing the feed groove while the serv-

valve, unless the electric current fails, ice port in the equalizing slide valve is

as each universal valve will be relied opened, Init at the. same time the added

upon to make the brake pipe reduction

instead of the locomotive brake vaUe. Hie pressu

be in the brake pipe.

So far as the air brake inspection is

concerned no difference in operation can

be noticed ; the same standard brake valve

test applies regardless as to whether the

equalizing discharge valve is collapsible or

solid, liut the collapsible piston is designed

for u-e during brake operation with a

train lif cars, notably during a two appli-

catidii stop with a passenger train. At

such times a release after the first appli-

cation results in a very much higher pres-

sure in the lirake pipe at the head end of

the tr.-iin and in the equalizing reservoir;

that is, a higher pressure temporarily,

jiort previously mentioned is opened from especially with the cross-compound air

the pressure chamber througli the equal- compressor, and when the brake valve
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iiaiidlc is hrought to lap position prepara-

tory to tlic final application, the triple

valves and universal \alves are in release

position ami tlie auxiliary reservoirs arc

absorbing pressure from the brake pii)C.

L"onsn|uently, l)rakc pipe. pressure is low-

ering while tlie etpializing reservoir pres-

sure- remains stationary or, at least, (alls

no faster than at the rate at which it can

leak past the equalizing piston packing

ring into the brake pipe. Therefore, it l\)l-

lows that when brake valve handle is

placed in service i)osition, the equalizing

reservoir pressure must be reduced below

the pressure in the brake pipe, or rather

that remaining in tlie brake pipe, before

a difference in pressure necessary to un-

seat the equalizing piston and discbarge

brake pipe pressure can be obtained.

It naturally follows that an 8 or 10-lb.

liigher pressure in the eqiudizing reser-

voir will consume approximately 3 or 4

seconds' time in which to obtain an action

of the equalizing piston. Therefore, the

collapsible piston is relied upon to elimi-

nate a portion of this time element by

keeping the brake pipe and equalizing

reservoir pressure within 2 lbs. of each

ether.

This is accomplished by making the pis-

ton and the stem in two separate portions

so constructed that a spring is used be-

tween them and a series of grooves are

cut in the equalizing piston bushing below

the packing ring when the valve is in nor-

mal position. The tension of the spring

is proportioned to the area of the piston

so that a difference of 2 lbs. pressure will

cause the equalizitfg piston to "collapse"

and discharge the higher equalizing reser-

voir pressure into the brake pipe. The
equalizing reservoir pressure, under this

/Condition, is discharged through the series

of grooves in the bottom of the equalizing

piston bushing, which are cleared by the

piston packing ring when the piston col-

lapses, and as soon as the pressures are

approximately equalized, the spring be-

tween the piston and stem extends and

the structure assumes its normal position.

The brake valves containing this type

of piston have the letters C P stencilled

on the outside of the lower case of the

brake valve below the number plate on

the rotary valve body.

If the identification marks are missing

or if there is any doubt as to which type

of piston is embodied in the brake valve,

it may be ascertained without taking the

brake valve apart by having the pressure

on the engine pum])ed up and placing the

brake valve handle .m lap position and
opening one of the brake pipe cocks at

the rear of the tender or the front of

the engine, and noting the drop of the

equalizing reservoir gage hand. If the

brake valve has the standard solid piston.

the drop of the hand will be very slow :

that is, merely as fast as the equalizing

reservoir pressure leaks past the equaliz-

ing piston packing ring into the brake

pipe ; whereas, if the piston is of the col-

lapsible type, the drop in equalizing reser-

voir pressure will be prompt, exhausting

almost as fast as the brake jjipe pressure

drops.

There is a possibility of one of these

pistons becoming defective through a

broken spring, or by the piston remaining

stuck together or collapsed by an opera-

tion, and if it occurs the equalizing piston

is not likely to lift or discharge brake pipe

pressure during a service application and
the action of the valve would be similar

to that of one with a stuck equalizing

piston or a broken body gasket, and if

such a valve is found it will only be

necessary for the inspector to report the

action of the brake valve.

Sleeping Cars Sixty-five Years Ago.

WritiuK from New Haven, Conn., in

August, 18S9, Charles Hallock, then edi-

tor pf Forest and Stream, describes in his

paper a trip over the Erie made in that

year. The Erie was the first railroad in

this country to run sleeping and parlor

cars over its lines—one of the many in-

novations it established for the better-

ment of railroad travel. This was Mr.

Hallock's first experience in a sleeping

car, for, he writes in a personal letter,

"Four years earlier I went up the Erie

road on mj' wedding trip to Niagara Falls.

Tliere were no sleepers then, and we sat

up all night in upholstered seats which
had comfortable rests for the head, pro-

tected by linen covers which were changed

as soon as soiled."

Of that first experience in a sleeper, Mr.
Hallock wrote:

"On arriving at Dunkirk, we boarded

the Night Express, and took our seats in

the luxuriantly furnished sleeping cars, de-

termining to try- the virtue of this boasted

institution. Lodgings were furnished at

SO cents a head. My little girl, who ac-

companied me, was stowed in without

extra charge. There were 40 berths in the

car, four in each tier, one double berth at

the bottom and two above. The upper

berths were cane frames, the ends of

which were fixed into sockets, while the

bottoms of the lower were of wood. All

were covered with nice hair mattresses,

and pillows enclosed by damask curtains,

making a very handsome appearance.

About nine o'clock the chambermaid, who
was a buxom round-faced laddie, made up
the berths and we turned in. There were
about thirty sleepers in all.

"The cooler of ice water is a grand lux-

ury amid the dust, dirt and heat of an Au-
gust ride. We resorted to it 20 times, I

presume, in the course of the trip. I go
for the sleeping car for its day conveni-

ences, as well as its night comforts, its

select companies, its well-furnished and
home-like appearance. I think the rail-

road lets out these sleeping cars to

be furnished and run by others. It was
managed by a distinct person, who had

his runners through the cars, and at every

station crying up the virtues of the insti-

tution. 'Here is your line sleeping car,

only fifty cents ; plenty of berths, a good
night's rest warranted ; towels and water

in the morning; no waking up for tickets;

crying children excluded; tumble in, gen-

tlemen and ladies.' On the whole the

sleeping car is the best one to ride in,

either day nr night."

Good Use for a Water Glass.

-An old time engineer who had pulled

throttles when the Union Pacific Railroad

was under crMistruction waxed reminis-

cent at the finish of the railroad club

meeting.

After some preliminary talk mostly

about the dangerous Red Skins, he went

on. "One day I got a new Baldwin and
started for the front. I had never been

out of sight of civilization before, so all

the Injun stories I ever heard, came
crowding upon my memory.

"All day I was on the lookout for red,

l)Iue and green blankets, to say nothing of

skulking red skins. We had a train of

material for the front and would get

there for breakfast, if we hustled—so 1

hustled.

"About eleven o'clock, I stopped at a

temporary water station to liquidate and
lubricate. While the fireman was taking

water I oiled around. That duty fin-

ished, I climbed to the gangway and was
about to blow out the torch when ray

heart closed my mouth, for there stood a

big, fat, greasy Injun. He had on a red

blanket, had a rifle in his hand and greeted

me with a grunt.

"The conversation that followed was
brief.

" 'Get oflf.' says I.

"'No get,' says the Injun.

"The long spouted oil can was in ray

hand and I aimed for the water-glass,

which was near the visitor's face, with

good results. The cab was like a roaring

volcano, but the Red Skin had disap-

peared."

Effect on Steel of Alloys.

An impression has long prevailed

among iron workers that pure iron is a

much more valuable material than iron

containing impurities, yet it is every day
becoming apparent that certain impurities

make a much stronger steel than the or-

dinary mixture of iron and carbon.

There was nothing in use approaching

in strength and durability the high speed

tool steel, so common today, until metal-

lurgists learned the art of mixing the im-

purity tungsten as an alloy of iron. There
are other impurities that exert a beneficial

influence on steel. Titanium acts on mol-

ten steel mixtures as an effective scaven-

ger of undesirable elements, and molybde-

num imparts toughness to steel making it

particularly valuable for many purposes.
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Sizes of Valves in Modern Existing Locomotives
In the report of the committee on

modernizing existing locomotives, at the

recent meeting of the American Railway

Master Mechanics' Association, an inter-

esting section was devoted to the question

of the sizes of locomotive valves, the

opinion of the committee being that, with

superheated steam, it is possible to use a

smaller diameter of piston valve for the

same size of cylinders than would be

necessary for saturated steam. This is

largely on account of the lightness of the

superheated steam, which permits it to

traver.se the passages and ports at a

much higher velocity.

The sizes of piston valves used by a

prominent locomotive builder in this

countrv are as follows :

motives using superheated steam. The
conclusion drawn from these tests led the

Pennsylvania Railroad to adopt 12 inch

diameter of valves for cylinders between

20 and 27 inches in diameter, and for cyl-

inders 20 inches and less, 8-inch diameter

valves.

The results of these tests were pub-

lished in P. R. R. Test Department Bul-

letin No. 23, 1914. Some of the conclu-

sions draw-n from these tests, printed on

pages 31 and 32, are as follows:

"To establish a relation between the

valve and cylinder so that the valve may
be standardized, it may be stated gen-

erally that the diameter of the valve in

inches for superheated steam should not

be less than 0.016D" where D ;= the

a railroad to carry in stock as few diam-

eters of piston valves as possible. These

considerations doubtless led the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad to adopt the 8 and 12-

inch valves as standard to be used in new
construction and reconstruction wherever

possible.

These sizes adopted by the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad are so much smaller than

required by current locomotive practice

in the I'nited States that some caution

should he observed in adopting them

without due consideration. For instance,

the statement in the last paragraph of

the conclusion, namely, calling attention

to the necessity of an increase in per-

centage of cut-off with the smaller valve

diameter in order to obtain the same

PntPARATION OF CTLlNDERS
rOR OUTSIDE STEAM PIPES

MALr LONmTUDINAL SCCTlONAf^D itO*. tlXvMTION
SHOWINq (APPLICATION OPTOKCANS BUBMtNQ.

. . - CririOcR AT A-B
nC^ MOLE C^/T IN STCAf-l CHEST TO RCCEIVX. TOWC

APPLYING OUTSIDE STE.AM PIPES TO PISTON VALVE CYLINDERS ON THE SOUTHERN PACIFIC.

Cylinder Diameter.

Valve
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Uic (Icfiirniation of the valve and ils scat

at the higher temperatures.

A steam chest containing a piston valve

tliat can be applied to existing slide-valve

cylinders has been designed, mannf.ii:-

turcd and tried on many leading railroads.

.At the present time it is estimated tliat

upward of 75 engines having slide-valve

cylinders are equipped with superheaters,

these steam chests and piston valves.

The sizes of piston valves which have

been used for this purpose are 8 inches

in diameter, with ports up to and in-

cluding 19 inches in length; 9 inches in

diameter, with ports 20 to 22 inches in

length, and 10 inches in diameter, with

ports exceeding 22 inches in length.

A novel method of applying outside

steam pipes to piston-valve cylinders, used

by the Southern Pacific Railway Com-

pany at their Los Angeles shops, is

shown in the accompanying drawing.

This consists of cutting a hole &'/i by 17

inches in the upper wall of the steam

chest, and dropping therein an integral

finger-ring bushing fitted and bolted to

place, and afterward bored out for the

bushings. It will be noticed that the only

steam tight joint necessary for the finger-

ring casting is where the bushings are

pussed in. The fitting between the

finger-ring bushing and the outside wall

of the steam chest need not be steam

tight; only a solid bearing for bolting is

required. The details and drawing were

furnished liy Mr. T. W. Heintzelman,

general superintendent of motive power

oi the road. Other methods for the same

purpose are used on other roads.

Heat, Motion and Work, and Their Units of

Measurement. Seeond Paper

A Mechanic Bests a Lawyer.

.\ mechanic very rarely gets the best of

a lawyer in a business transaction, but it

occasionally happens that the man of the

file gets the better of the man of the pen.

The story is a little old, of how W. A.

Simpson, of Cedar Rapids, met a court

judge one day and in the course of con-

versation happened to ask the man of

law a question about some subject they

were discussing without any idea of seek-

ing professional advice. Soon afterward

Mr. Simpson received a bill from the

judge of one thousand dollars for legal

advice. The bill was paid without com-

plaint.

Time passed on and one day the judge,

who was heavily interested in hog pack-

ing operations, needed some mechanical

advice about some machines that were

not working properly. He asked Mr.

Simpson to examine the machines and

tell him what was wrong. This service

Mr. Simpson performed and indicated the

cause of the trouble. When he went

horrte he promptly made out a bill against

the judge for fifteen hundred dollars. The
bill was duly paid and the people of Cedar

Rapids joked about the case as the first

time a mechanic got the best of a lawyer.

Units or Measurk.ment.

1 hus, for linear measurement wc have

the inch, and instead of saying a thing is

as long as a stick, we say it is so many

inches long; or a thing isn't as heavy as

a stone ; it weighs so many pounds. So

when the mechanical theory of heat was

accepted, it was necessary to establish a

unit by the use of which quantities of

heat could be measured. The thermom-

eter measures the quality—that is, the

intensity of the heat—but not the quan-

tity. Here again, water is the best med-

ium, and the

Unit of Heat

was fixed as the quantity of heat that will

increase the temperature of one pound

of water by one degree, the water being

at a temperature just above freezing. The

reason why the temperature of the water

is fixed—Rankine makes it 39.1 degs.

—

is because the quantity of heat varies

slightly at different temperatures. But

the variation is so slight as under or-

dinary circumstances to be of little im-

portance. The most we care for now is

to understand what a unit of heat really

is. A pound of water is a definite—

a

measurable quantity—so is a degree on

the Fahrenheit scale; then, although we

cannot handle a unit of heat, it is still, by

comparison, a definite quantity.

The Unit of Work.

The unit of work is the foot-pound; it

is the amount—the quantity—of work re-

quired to lift a weight of one pound to a

height of one foot against the force of

gravity. This unit is used to measure

motion in any direction against resistance.

Now it will be readily understood that,

to make the knowledge of heat readily

available for calculations, it was neces-

sary to establish the exact relation be-

tween the unit of heat and the unit of

work, and after much experiment it was

found that one unit of heat was equal to

778 units of work.

That is something worth while thinking

about. We can afford to give it a little

more attention, even at the expense of

recapitulation ; let us do so. A unit of

heat is the quantity of heat required to

raise the temperature of one pound of

water one degree. By comparison we
can get a fair idea of this quantity with-

out being able to see it. A pound of

water is—near enough for present pur-

poses—one pint; not a very large quan-

tity. And a difference in temperature of

one degree in this water is not appreci-

able to the touch. If you took this pint

of water at a temperature of 39 degs.,

you could hardly put your hand in it and

remove it without increasing its tem-

perature by one degree. Put the water

in a tin ba>in and burn a match under it,

and you might increase its temperature

one degree. .\ pound of coal is a small

lump, yet it is capable of yielding from

12,000 to 14.000 units of heat. From the

foregoing we can see that a unit of heat

is a very small quantity indeed. Yet if

all this heat was usefully expanded in

doing work it would raise a weight of one

pound to a height of 778 feet, or a weight

of 778 pounds to a height of one foot.

This 778-f(jot pounds is called the mechan-

ical equivalent of heat. What this really

means is that one unit of heat will per-

form 778 units of work.

Enkrov.

Energy, in mechanics, is the capacity

for doing work, and is usually considered

as divided into two kinds, viz. : Kinetic,

or actual energy, and potential, or possible

energy. If a body is moving at a given

velocity, it possesses actual energy, and

the amount of this may be determined by

a consideration of its weight and velocity.

For example, a cannon ball of a given

weight projected at a given velocity, pos-

sesses a definite amount of actual energy,

because it will do a definite amount of

work in being brought to rest. The fly-

wheel of a steam engine contains actual

energy because it will do work in being

stopped, or in having its motion reduced.

Potential energy is the possibility of

doing work possessed by a body. Thus,

if the same cannon ball were carried from

the ground to the top of a building, it

would possess potential energy with ref-

erence to the ground, because it would do

work in falling.

Energy of Coal.

Coal, which is the most common fuel in

use, possesses the possibility of heat, and

heat is motion of one kind. According

to strict definition it would not, perhaps,

be correct to say that coal possessed po-

tential energy ; still, if one were to say

this were so, it would not be easy to suc-

cesfully dispute the statement. To return

to the cannon ball, its potential energy is

due to the fact that it has been carried

away from the ground ; in carrying it

away work has been done, and, of course,

heat has been expended. When we let it

fall it will render an exact equivalent for

the work done in raising it. The cannon

ball lies inert at the top of the building,

but if we release it, it falls to the ground,

and in falling does the work that has been

done in raising it.

Now take a lump of coal weighing, say.

one pound. It is before us inert, but, like

the cannon ball at the top of the build-

ing, it possesses the possibility of produc-

ing heat, which heat may in turn be con-

verted into motion against resistance.

The action of the sun—the heat—has gone
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on for years storing up possibility of en-

ergy in this lump of coal ; carrying the

cannon ball to the top of the building

stored up the possibilitj' of energy in it.

Combustion.

We lilierate the heat stored up in the

coal by combustion, which is a chemical

combination productive of heat. There is

a material difference between a chemical

combination of substances and a simple

mechanical mi.xture of substances. Thus
the two gases, o.xygen and nitrogen, unite,

mechanically, to form air, and in air we
find without difficulty the properties per-

taining to both these gases. Substances

unite chemically when they have affinity

—

that is, chemical attraction—one for the

other, and the result is a compound en-

tirely unlike either of the substances, en-

tering into the combination. Certain sub-

stances, each harmless in itself, may chem-

ically combine to form a high explosive

or a deadly poison.

In all chemical combinations heat is

evolved, but the combination may be so

slow that the heat is not noticeable. But
in combustion, as we speak of it in burn-

ing coal, the combination is rapid, and the

heat evolved is correspondingly intense.

This combination is that of oxygen and
the combustible matter of the coal, which
is largely carbon. The heat resulting

from the combustion is believed to be due

to the violent clashing together of the

atoms of the combustible matter and the

atoms of oxygen, in their intense efforts

to unite.

The chief constituents of coal are car-

bon and hydrogen. What is called a pure

anthracite coal contains about 92 per cent,

carbon, 2 per cent, hydrogen, 1 per cent,

oxygen, 2 per cent, water and 3 per cent.

ash ; and. since carbon laredominates—in

fact forms nearly all the combustible in

the coal—we may for present purposes

consider all the combustible matter as

carbon. It has been experimentally de-

termined that the combustion of a

pound of pure carbon will yield 14,500

heat units, and as the combustion of hy-

drogen, weight for weight, yields rather

more than four and a fourth times as

much heat as the combustion of carbon,

we may conclude that a pound of the

purest obtainable anthracite coal will yield

14,500 heat units. Let us put it at 14,000.

The problem that concerns you as engin-
eers and firemen is how to set this heat

free, and how best to utilize it in moving
the piston of the engine back and forth in

its travel.

It will be interesting to think of the

equivalent in mechanical work of this

little lump of coal. It contains 14,000

heat units, each equivalent to 778 units

of work, altogether 14,000 X 778 — 10,-

892,000 feet, that the heat of this small

piece of coal would lift a weight equal

to its own if all the heat it contained

could be applied to that purpose; this is

more than 2,000 miles. It seems almost

incredible, yet it is no more than the

realization of the full mechanical equiva-

lent of the heat in the coal.

Let us see what w^ork we ^et from this

coal in actual practice. In steam plants

as they go, and in every-day practice, if

we get a horse-power on the consumption

of two and a half pounds of coal per

hour, the result is considered very good.

Some plants may be doing as well as this,

but very few better, and many worse.

'

Now let us take this same one pound

weight and use an engine requiring two

and a half pounds of coal per horse-

power per hour to raising it to a height

of 2,000 miles, or equivalent work. Sup-

pose we raise this weight to a height of

2,000 miles in one hour of time. A horse-

power will raise 33,000 pounds one foot

high in one minute, so it will raise 1,980,-

000 in one hour. Dividing 10,808.000—

the num])er of feet in 2,000 miles—by this,

shows us that it would require S;/2 horse-

power exerted for one hour to raise this

pound weight to a height of 2,000 miles.

.At two and a half pounds of coal per

horse-power there would be required 13J4

pounds of coal to do what work there is

heat enough in one pound to do. In this

instance, viz., with an engine using two

and a half pounds of coal per horse-

power per hour, between 7 and 8 per

cent, of the total heat efficiency of the

coal is utilized. It will readily be un-

derstood that with the largest and most

efficient of steam engines—those doing a

horse-power on about one and a quarter

pounds of coal—the greater part of the

heat goes to waste.

HOW LOSSES OCCUR.

In order to save it is necessary to con-

sider how losses occur. Let us start first

at the boiler. Combustion, as we have

seen, is a chemical combination of com-
bustible matter and oxygen. In chemical

combinations definite quantities unite. If

too much of one substance is present the

surplus is rejected. In the combination

of carbon and o.xygen, called combustion,

one pound of carbon unites with two and

two-thirds pound of oxygen, the result

being carbonic-acid gas. Air is composed
of the two gases, oxygen and nitrogen,

nitrogen largely predominating, so that,

to get the two and two-thirds pounds of

oxygen required, we must have about 12

pounds of air. This is assuming that all

the oxygen is utilized. In practice this is

not the case, so that it is necessary to

supply about 24 pounds of air to the

furnace for every pound of coal burned.

Not only is the oxygen we use largely

diluted with the nitrogen, that is of no

use in supporting combustion, but we ad-

mit about twice as much air as we use

the oxygen from. The nitrogen is inert.

but its presence is necessary to dilute the

oxygen. We know that the gases as

they enter the chimney are hot, as we

use the term, and that all the heat they

carry away to the chimney must come
from the coal. Hence we can readily see

that all this surplus air that goes through

the furnace, and the nitrogen of the air

from which the oxygen has been used,

carry away part of the heat of the coal,

heat we are trying to utilize as motive

power. There is loss here—in part neces-

sary loss, and .generally in part unneces-

sarv loss. Let us see what this loss is.

Workman's Evening School of Long
Ago.

When .\ngus Sinclair was a shop fore-

man at Cedar Rapids, la., he helped to

organize and keep in operation an evening

school lor the instruction of workmen
employed in the repair shops of the Burl-

ington. Cedar Rapids & Northern Rail-

way.

The Cedar Rapids Republican com-

mentiiia upon the work done in this school

said

"Mr. .Sinclair's first aim was to give

instruction in mechanical mensuration, as

he considered the students could theret)v

acquire intimate acquaintance with the

calculations their work brought them

into daily contact with. As nearly all

mechanical calculations require the use of

decimals and the roots he pushed them

on with these branches of arithmetic.

Then they proceeded to the calculating of

various kinds of figures, acquiring the

commonest rules of procedure. The di-

mensions of water tanks and of air brake

reservoirs under construction in the shops

were figured out and formed good ex-

amples for men to calculate their carry-

ing capacity or cubic contents. Then fire

boxes and flues were measured, and the

heating surfaces and grate areas of loco-

motive boilers were reckoned up. From
these particulars it was an easy step to

calculating the horsepower of engines of

various dimensions and the traction power

of the locomotives pulling trains on the

road. Then they |iroceeded to the study

of statics, devoting particular attention to

the sections which applied more directly

to their work. The lever, with all its

ramifications which brought in methods

of transmitting power by all processes of

wheels, pulleys and screws, received

laborious attention, and those who at-

tended the classes regularly became ex-

pert in figuring out power and speed un-

der a wide variety of conditions. Thermo-
dynamics was entered upon and the stu-

dents promise to attack those principles

of heat-force during the coming season.

Most of them have got far enough along

to realize that every step in the progress

of learning opens out new fields of study

that they desire to enter upon."

That was written in 1883, the yejr Dr.

Sinclair left railway service. The school

ceased to be operated then, but it helped

quite a number of the workmen to rise in

their business.
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Narrow Gauge Locomotive for

Top Railroad and Coal Company
the East Broad

tJwing III till liiiiitiil aiiuniiJl ul 11,11

row-gauge niili'agc in tlir IJiiitcil .Sialic.

it is comparatively sclcloiii tlial locoiim-

tive.s of special interest are luiilt In a

gauge other than the slamlard. An ex-

ception may be noted, however, in tlie

case of a locomotive recently built by

the Baldwin Locomotive Works for tlie

Kast Broad Top R. K. and Coal Co. This

is a 3 ft. in. gauge engine of the Mi-

kado type. It exerts a tractive force of

30,600 pounds, and the weight on driv-

ing-wheels is 130,900 pounds. The road

has grades of 2;/2 per cent, and is laid

with 60-11). rails; there are curves of 17

degrees on the main line, and of 23 de-

grees in yards. The second and third

pairs of driving-wheels have plain tires,

to facilitate traversing these curves.

The boiler has a <traiglit top, and is

I lie main frames are placed between

the wheels, with their centers 2.S inches

apart. Owing to restricted space, the

width of the frames is made only 4 inches

and the length of the driving-journals

X inches.. The frame rails, however, are

nf liberal section, the upper rail being 6

indies deep and the lower rail 5 inches.

The rear truck is of the Knshton type

with outside journals, and the rear

frames arc outside the wheels. A strong

cast steel brace, which is placed at the

b,u-k end of ibc main frames, is ex-

U'lided in width on each side so that the

rear frames can be bolted to it. This

liracc also serves as a support for the

liirward end of the firebo.x. In addition

to the crossties which brace the upper

frame rails, a vertical cast steel tie is

idaced at eacli pair of driving pedestals.

Cylinders—20 x 24 ins.

Valves—Piston, 'J'/i ins. diani.

Boiler—Type, straight; diam., 66 ins.;

thickness of sheets, '/n in. ; working

pressure, 180 lbs.; fuel, soft coal; stay-

ing, radial.

Pire box — Material, steel ; length,

101 11/16 ins.; width, 60 ins.; depth,

front 62J4 i"s., back 51^ ins.; thick-

ness of sheets, sides S/16 in., back .S/Ui

in., crown Yn in., tube J/j in.

Water space—bront, i'/> ins.; sides, 3

ins.; back, 3 ins.

lubes—Diam.. .S->x ins. and 2 ins. ; ma-

terial, steel ; thickness, 5% ins. No. 9

W. G., 2 ins. No. 11 W. G.; number

lYti ins. 22. 2, 147; length, 17 ft. 6 ins

Heating surface—Fire box, 141 sq. ft.;

tubes. 1,879 sf|. ft.; total. 2.020 sq. ft.;

x \i;ki i\\ cArcF. T\I'I'. UK iMciriXK FDK Till-: I:AST IJKOAD Till'

It.iliiwin l.iiconintivi Works, liuildcr'..

UAII.KdAll \\\> CO.M. C"(IMPAX\

66 inches in diameter at the front ring.

It contains a .Schmidt superheater of 22

elements, and lias a wide lirebox, with

a throat 17-'4 inches deep. The front end

of the crown is supported on two rows

of Baldwin expansion stays, and 401 flex-

ible bolts are used in the water legs.

These stay the entire throat, and the re-

mainder are located in the three top and

bottom horizontal rows, and the three

front and back vertical rows in the sides.

The throttle is of the improved Rushton

type, with drifting valve. In service, the

safety-valves are set at 180 pounds, but

the boiler and machinery are built for

200 pounds. The steam distribution is

controlled by 9'/2-inch piston valves,

which are operated by the Southern valve

i;ear. The Ragonnet power reverse

mechanism is applied.

Ibc arrangement of the driver brakes

on this locomotive deserve mention. The

space between the frames is too narrow

to permit placing the cylinders side by

side, hence the brake is divided, one

cylinder operating the shoes on the first

and second pairs of wheels, and a second

cylinder operating those on the third and

I'ourth pairs. The shoes bear on the

backs of the wheels in each case. The

front cylinder is placed in a vertical po-

sition and is supported on the guide yoke,

while the back cylinder is supported, in

a horizontal position, above the second

driving axle. Combined automatic and

•straight air equipment is applied.

The following are the principal dimen-

sions of this narrow gauge type of loco-

motive :

tiauge—3 ft

superheater, 465 sq. ft. ; grate area, 42.5

sq. ft.

Driving wheels—Diam., outside 48 in.,

center 42 ins.; journals, main. 85-2 x 8

ins.

Engine truck wheels—Diam., front 24

ins.; journals, 4x7 ins.; diam., back,

26 ins.; journals, 5x9 ins.

Wheel base—13 ft. 6 ins.; rigid, 13 ft. 6

ins.; total engine, 28 ft. 8 in.; total en-

gine and tender, 54 ft 8 ins.

N\eight—On driving wheels, 130,900 lbs.;

on truck, front 10.800 lbs., back 18.800

lbs.; total engine, 160,500 lbs.; total en-

gine and tender, about 240,000 lbs.

Tender—Wheels, number, 8; diam., 26

ins.; journals, 4J4 x 8 ins.; tank capac-

ity, 4,000 gals. ; fuel capacity. 7 tons

;

service, freight
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Electrical Department
Catechism of the Electric Locomotive Continued

September, 1916

We have traced tlie electric curreiil in A. I'.

the ease of the direct current system from source,

the third rail shoes to the main switch for tliis

iwer is taken from an independent

a storage battery being furnislied

purpose.

ballerv u[ fron

FIG. 11. SWITCH GROUP COMPOSED OF i;i.b:\i:\

and ill the case of the alternating current

system from the overhead Irnlley wire

through the oil circuit l>real<er and tlie

transformer, Ajjparatus is necessary to

connect this current to the motors and
to provide a means for connecting the

motors in the proper combinations for

operation forward and backward at dif-

ferent speeds. It is designated as control

apparatus and the following questions will

not only cover the connections and ar-

rangement of this control apparatus, but

will cover the construction.

There are two distinct systems which
have been used to date

:

1. The electro-pneumatic system.

2. The electro-magnetic system.

The electro-pneumatic system has been
developed by the Westinghouse Electric

Company and has been used extensively

in the locomotives built by them. This
system is in use on all of the locomotives
on the N. Y., N. H. & H. R. R., Penn.
R. R., Norfolk & Western Railroad and
many others and the details of this sys-

tem will be discussed first.

Westinghouse Electro-Pneumatic System.

Q. What is the principle used in the

operation of the above system ?

A. Air which is available on the loco-

motives is used as the power for closing

contacts or switches which, in turn, con-
nect the electric power to the motors.

Q. How is the operation of these

switches controlled?

A. The switches are controlled l)y

means of circuits known as control cir-

cuits.

Q. What power is supplied to the con-
trol circuits ?

batterv?

liLECTRO-PXEllMATIC UiVITS.

i;il is ilic voltage of the Storage

.\. I suallj a slorag

22 to 32 volts is used.

Q. What is the general arrangement of

the control circuits?

.\. The battery power is connected to a

piece of apparatus known as the master

controller. This master controller is lo-

cated adjacent to tlie air brake valves

and provides the means for connecting

the battery current to a system of control

wires which run from the master con-

troller to the unit switches. The energiz-

ing of a control w'ire operates a small air

valve allowing the air pressure to enter

a cylinder moving the pi.ston and thereby

closing the switch. The power from the

main circuit is connected to the switch so

that the closing of the switch throws the

power on to the motors. These unit

switches are grouped together in numbers
varying anywhere from 6 to 12 or even

more. The group of switches is called

a "switch group." Fig. II shows a switch

group made up of 11 switches. Each of

these 11 switches is a unit and is inter-

changeable.

/-6f-

c

CROSS SECTION DRAWING OF THE SWITCH GROUP.
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Q. What is the constructimi of one of

these units?

A. A cross section through one of these

switch units is shown by Fig. 12. The
air is piped into the end of the group and

supplies air at 70 pounds pressure to the

small reservoir "R" running the whole

length of the group. I'.ach of the c\linilei'

A. When the engineer shuts off the

master controller, the battery current is

broken from the control wire, the coil

''C" is no longer energized, no attraction

therefor exists on the armature "1'" and
the small valve "V" closes on its seat by

means of the spring "S," thereby cutting

olT the air pressuri- from the i)assagcway

i''i(;. n. cvli.\l>i-;k .\nij .At.\t;.VET \'.

and magnetic valves shown by Fig. 13 re-

ceives air from this reservoir "R" through

the nipple "N," ga.skets "G" being used to

prevent leakage of air. The 70 pounds

air pressure is therefore always available

around the head of the small valve "V"
held on its seat by the spring "S." When
the engineer operates the master control-

ler, thereby connecting the battery power

to a control wire, the battery current llows

through the wire "W" into the terminal

"T" through the coil "C" and out of the

terminal "T,." The flowing of the battery

current through this small coil magnetizes

the iron center or core "I" and the small

eup shape piece of iron "P" called the ar

mature is drawn dow'U by the magnetu

attraction. In the position shown in this

cross section, the cup shape armature

rests on the top of a long stem valve "A.'

so that when the armature is drawn down
the pin "A" is pushed down and same in

turn pushes down the valve "V" away
from its seat. Seventy pounds air pres-

sure can then pass up through the open-

ing into the passageway "V" leading into

the cylinder "B." The air entering the

cylinder compresses the heavy spring "D"
and pushes up the piston rod "E" forcing

the switch contacts "FF" together estab-

lishing the main circuit to the motors.

Q. How is the switch or main contacts

opened?

\L\ I'. Ill' to SIKIW \VOl;KI\(i i'.VRT.-i,

"Y." It is noted that the end of the stem
"\" pushed down \n the armature also

forms a valve and wlien in tlie down
position closes the o|niiiiig "H." This is

the exhaust valve seat, so that when the

coil is energized and air pressure is a<l-

niitted to the passageway "\'."
it is re-

tained in the eviinder anil has no exhaust

He,. 1.1. BLOW-OUT coll..

to air. However, when the valve "V"'

re-seats there is an opening at "H" due

to the pin ".\" raising and tlie air in the

cylinder can pass out to atmosphere

through "H." This air is expelled by

means of the heavy spring "D" and the

contacts "F" are opened rapidly

Q. What packing is used in the cyhn-

ders?

.^. The packnig consists of triple leath-

ers "L,"' these leathers being specially

treated and specially formed in a cup
shape and are extremely satisfactory. It

is noted that these leathers are assembled

with a cast iron follower "M," cup shaped

so as to maintain the leather in the cor-

rect position.

Q. How docs the closing of the contacts

"F" connect the power to the motors?
A. Referring to Fig. 11, the cables arc

shown on the top of the group. These
cables enter through the side as shown
in the sectional view Fig. 12 and the ter-

minals soldered to the ends are bolted

down by the studs "X." These studs

pass through the top framework of the

uroup, being insulated therefrom by means
of insulated washers "O" and tube "Q"

and screw into the copper casting "Z"
to which are bolted the copper contacts

"I"." The main current, as can he .seen.

enters and leaves the top of the group
and the main circuits are entirely inde

pendent of the control circuits. In order
to insulate the current from the control

.ipparatus an insulator "J" is placed in

:lie piston "E" so that the power flowing

ibrough the contacts "F" is entirely elim-

inated from the rest of the apparatus.

Q. What is the object of the horns

K-K"?
.\. These are arcing horns and, as name

Miggcsts, are used to take care of the are

which forms when the contacts "FF" open
breaking the main circuit. The arc which
forms across the tips of the contacts "F"
is carried out along the arcing horns "K."
becoming of greater and greater length

and when it reaches the end of these arc-

ing horns is blown out and the circuit is

interrupted.

Q. What means is provided to aid in

the blowing out or extinguishing of the
arc?

A. Keferring to Fig. II, it is noted that

there are spaces between each of the
switches. This space is not vacant, but
IS occupied by a blow-out coil Fig. 14.

I he blow-out coil consists of a few turns
of Copper strap and the connection to it

is made by the studs as shown in the
ligure I he arrangement of main circuits

is such that the current flows through
these blow-out coils before it passes
through the switches, .so that when the
contacts open and an arc is formed cur-
rent is still passing through these blow-
out coils and a magnetic action is set up
which extinguishes the arc. The coils arc
close to the contacts on either side and
a strong magnetic field exists at right

angles to the contacts. The arc formed
when the contacts open (the arc is a cur-
rent flowing through the air) takes place
m a magnetic liebl and. according to the
laws of magnetism and electricity, moves
at right angles to this field. The arc is.

m other words, blown out magnetically,
and this is one of the fundamental prin-

ciples of this design and the reason for

its great success. The time taken to blow
out this arc is almost instantaneous.
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Development of the Locomotive
Address by Dr. ANGUS SINCLAIR, Special Instructor of the Erie Railroad

The following presents the principal

parts of an address delivered by Dr.

.\ngus Sinclair, special instructor of the

Erie Railroad, to a class of apprentices

:

I have been interested in locomotives

for years,—in fact ever since I w.is born.

The first remembrance that I have about

locomotives was that my mother held me
up in her arms when an important loco-

motive was coming into the town where

I was born. I cannot say that it was a

consolidation or a mogul or anything of

that sort, but it seemed to mc a tremen-

dously line looking thing. My father was a

railroad man and he thought I should fol-

low in the same trade, and that I should

he "stuck" on a locomotive, and that is

tile kind of a machine that I have been

making the most of ever since.

I have been talking about locomotives

(cvcr since I remember, and there are

some things that I may forget and some

things that I may ignore in regard to

that form of a machine ; but so far as

not being able to talk for an hour or two,

that is entirely out of the question. When
anyone is in love with a subject and has

l)een in love with it for 35 years or so,

as I have been, he is liable to have the

faculty of dilating to a certain e.vtent

about it, and so it seems to be quite nat-

ural for me to talk to any extent about

the locomotive engine, and those that are

connected with it, primarily and in the

line of development.

The locomotive is one of the most im-

portant lines of development of the steam

engine. It is a very long time ago since

scientific men got to recognize that there

was something tremendously powerful in

steam, i. e. in steam being confined in

some vessel. We go away back to the

Greek history, to the time of Alexander,

about 2,500 years or more ago, looking

after scientific data, in regard to what

were the possibilties of steam.

My own opinion is that the possibilities

of steam arose from the housewife who
got in the habit of putting a pot on the

fire and putting a cloth around the pot,

and used her best efforts to prevent the

escape of the juices from the pot. Of
course the tighter the lid was held and

the more weight she put on the pot, the

greater the pressure would be inside, and

if she was not very careful, then there

would be an explosion, because the pres-

sure inside would get beyond the resist-

ance of the metal. Then there would
he all sorts of reasons given concerning

ihe cause,—the most popular one being

that the devil was in the pot. They could

never boil a pot very fast without won-
dering whether the devil was in it or not.

He was the gentleman who explained all

the scientific phenomena at that time,

and anything that the devil had not ex-

plained was liable to be explained in some

other way. Then tlie scientific chaps took

it up, and they had their way uf explain-

ing it. They got to explain that the pres-

sure of steam could move anything that

it touched. Well, 1 suppose you all know
about the injector. The earliest efforts

to move anything with steam was some-

thing similar to the principle of the in-

jector. They rushed the water up into a

tank and they used a vacuum in con-

nection with it, and for 2,000 y-ears the

.•scientific men of all the enlightened world

tried to do work by the injector prin-

ciple. Now, I need not explain the in-

jector principle to you, but they tried and

tried and tried from Sir Isaac Newton's

time up till 1710 or so. They tried every-

thing that could be done with compressed

fteam. They got to make vessels that

would hold steam of very great pres-

sure, but they could not raise water eco-

nomically. They were trying to raise

water out of deep mines, until about

1710, when a working blacksmith in the

south of England got the idea that he

could use a piston and employ the atmos-

pheric pressure on one side, and then put

the pressure of steam on the under side.

That was known as the Newcomen atmos-

pheric engine. That was the greatest ad-

\ ancc in the whole world's history in

trying to make the heat of coal do me-

chanical work. You see after all,—you

may call it steam, hot water condensed, or

whatever you desire to call it, but it is

the power that you get from burned coal

tliat will evaporate water which is the

principle of the steam engine. Nowadays
we hear a great deal about the use of

electricity and what electricity is going

to do, and what compressed air is going

to do, but after all if you look backward,

you will find that the principle of motive

power is a steam engine, that is being

operated by boiling water and giving it

the power that it can do the work with.

That is a thing that you all ought to

have a thoroughly good idea of. Elec-

tricity is merely a belt,—it is a belt that

will convey the power of the steam en-

gine to a trolley or to anything else in

that line, or will transmit the power to

a compressed air engine, but when you

go far enough back, you always come to

the coal heap and the fellow who is

shoveling the coal into the furnace. That

is the first principle of steam engineering.

.'\fter a time when they got to be able

to run factories with steam power, etc..

it came to the minds of a great many
people that a very important problem in

the world's advance was : What would
shorten distances and what would send

out lines of cheap transportation into the

prairies and wildernesses of the world.

There was no country in the world where

the oppurtunity was so great as America.

The country was merely peopled on the

sea coast ; a great, vast, unproductive

country was standing waste, because no

one could go to it, except on the edge

of the seaboard and on the edge of the

rivers. The best thoughts of the day

went to try and get some means that

would push into this inland, over the

untrodden prairie, through those great

wildernesses and forests, that could give

any amount of freight if a line could be

sent in to take it away. The idea struck

a great many of our people about the

same time, that the nature of that line

was railways operated by the locomotive.

It is generally understood that the rail-

way business originated in Great Britain.

In Great Britain was made the first very

decided success, but at the same time the

engineers of America were working out

the problem of inland transportation and

if the Liverpool & Manchester Railroad

had never been opened, with its great

Stephenson's "Rocket" and the other in-

ventions for the advancement of trans-

portation by rail and by steam, America

would not have been a half dozen years

before she would have been right in the

front,—just as far as the Liverpool &
Manchester was in 1829. Less than a

year afterwards, Peter Cooper, whose

statue is in front of the Cooper Institute

on the Bowery, made a locomotive, and

did not ask anyone to help him how to

design it. He put it on the Baltimore &
Ohio Railroad where he was very much
interested and the experiments and the

experience with that little bit of a loco-

motive, which was called the "Tom
Thumb" and did not exceed three or four

horsepower, was more efficient than the

efficiency of the "Rocket" that became
so famous in the world's history through

Stephenson's work on the Liverpool &
Manchester. Peter Cooper was by no

means the first man on this American
continent to experiment on what could

be done with the steam engine as a mov-
able, traveling engine. One of your own
residents of Hoboken, Robert Stevens in

1825, four years before Stephenson's

"Rocket" was tried, built an engine and

used gun barrels for flues in his boiler,

and ran it around on a 25 radius track,

mostly for the amusement of his friends.

Not onlv for the amusement, but for a

great object lesson of what the possi-

bilities were of a high pressure engine to

do such work. That same Robert Stevens

was a constant and inveterate advocate of

having a raiUvay from here to Philadel-

phia and from Philadelphia to Washing-
ton. He met with no end of obstacles in

the effort that he was making; but in all

his writings, and he was one of the great-

est engineers that this country has ever
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had, and one of the first who deserves

consideration as an American engineer, he

argued
—

"you may talk about steamboats

or canals. A canal is stopped half the

year on account of bcin^ frozen U|). You

want to have cars tliat will not freeze up

and will go from here to Philadelphia and

from there to Washington and all over

the country, to develop the commerce and

the possibilities of these vast fields that

we have nothing at present from, but just

grass and a little wood. You want to

develop this." That was the right move

to develop the country. I think that the

men of Hoboken, the men of my own Jer-

sey state, cannot be too proud of what

that great engineer of our earliest time

did to arouse the spirit of the day, and

said, "Let us be doing and let us not fall

behind the world in these efforts."

In regard to the locomotive—there were

certain peculiarities about the difficulties

of getting a good working locomotive

going in the first few years of its history.

That did not seem to come to our coun-

try, however. I think that most of you

who are reading men anyway will

be aware that there was a certain engi-

neer, away 20 years before last century

opened, whose name was Oliver Evans.

I judge that he was a Welshman. How-
ever, he was an engineer and a mechanic,

and while James Watt of Glasgow was

recommending the condensing engine.

Evans kept recommending the hi.gh pres-

sure engine, not condensing but high pres-

sure steam, and an engine that would run

with high speed. .'\ny of you who are at

all well acquainted with the engine of the

early days know that in Watt's time a

speed of 25 revolutions a minute was quite

high, but Oliver Evans, who was a con-

temporary of Watt, believed in 50 or 60,

or even ISO, revolutions, and he believed

in very high pressure, steam and quick

action, so there came to be a rivalry be-

tween him and Watt in connection with

these engines. Evans became known as

the high pressure and high speed engine,

and Watt as the low pressure condensing

engine. Now, when the proposition was

made to make a moving engine—an engine

that would go over the road, Watt tried

it. but he gave it up. He said there was

nothing in it. He was accustomed to his

ten revolutions and condensing engine.

Oliver Evans said there is a great deal to

it. We can save steam by running 150

revolutions and getting a great deal of

power out of a light engine. Watt took

about two tons per horse-power for his

engine. Oliver Evans took about 200

pounds per horse-power, and the conflict

started out between Oliver Evans and

fames Watt as to who could make the

most efficient engine with a certain amount

of weight. There never was any question

that Oliver Evans beat Watt, and there

was never any question by those who have

been fair about it, that the peculiarity of

.the .American engine was that it was high

pressure, high speed and light weight

That is the peculiarity of the American

engine to-day, and that was what made
our locomotives a success from the very

•-tart. Now, 1 am not a particularly old

man, you will see that my hair is getting

.1 little gray, and still I have seen the first

locomotive in my boyhood, or those that

were equal in time to the first that was

put into service, and my remembrance of

Ihe English locomotive is that it did not

have any high steam pressure and did

not have any pushing power in turning

tlic wheel quickly. They were always

wanting to go pretty slow, that is the

i'.nglish style of it. That was my own ex-

perience there. When I came to this coun-

try and saw what they had here, although

T came just like lots of my own country-

men, mightily prejudiced against anything

Yankee, I realized the great difference.

ICverything here was all push and get

there.

Original Discovery of Iron.

In addressing one of the Erie Railroad

apprentice schools on "The Progress of

Science," Dr. Angus Sinclair said : One
of the most useful discoveries made by

pioneer scientists was the means of sep-

arating metallic iron from its ores. There

was a time, long ago, when iron was not

in u.se, and its place was indifferently

lilled by bronze and other alloys of cop-

per. The discovery of metallic iron may
have been accidental, but it must have

been done by men of keenly observing

habits. Men possessed of observing

habits have done more to keep the world

progressing than any other class. The
opportunities for the observing man to

prove his work are more lunnerous to-

day than they ever were.

History tells not when the process of

refining iron was first performed ; but it

is supposed to have been done in Spain

where a crude form of furnace called a

Catalan forge for many years supplied

most of the iron used. The Catalan forge

was no doubt a development from cruder

forms. Going to the beginning of dis-

covery in this line of progress we can

well imagine a group of shepherds build-

ing a great fire whose heat melted the

rocks on wliicli it rested, and that the

melted mass e.xcited the curiosity of thr

nun who had started the fire. Being men

they would naturally make experiments

with the mass which heal had changed

so strongly.

This observation once made, then

would follow experiments to determine

the conditions under which the metal was

produced, and the substances necessary

lor it> production. Then the power of

tlie keen observer would be made mani-

fest, and he would notice that certain

forms of earth or rocks did most to pro-

duce the metal, and that a certain in-

tensity of fire heat was necessary to melt

the substance.

Hut the iron thus accidentally produced

—a mixture of iron, cinder and ashes-

was of no value till further experiment

revealed the fact that the metal when hoi

could by hammering into one mass cause

the separation of cinder and other ex-

traneous matter. The discovery of this

property prompted still further operations.

The irregularity of the product would

suggest the more perfect control of the

fire which led to the building of small

furnaces. In the course of time it would

be noticed that the iron was not uniform

in hardness, and an accident would be

sure to reveal the fact that sometimes

the metal, when suddenly cooled in water,

would turn out intensely hard. The re-

sulting investigation would end in the

Iiroduction of steel. .\nd so the indus-

trial world could be provided with the

best metal ever fabricated for the use of

mankind.

The Unexpected in Mechanics.

In practical work an engineer meets

with many things that do not act accord-

ing to the laws laid down in the mechan-

ical text books. This is particularly

noticeable in the friction of different sub-

stances rubbing together. In fact there is

positive reason 'o believe that many of

the so called laws of friction have been

established on insufficient data. As an

example, it is generally asserted that the

friction between two metals will be uni-

form when the conditions of pressure are

the same, but those who have had much

experience with brake shoes and journal

bearings are constantly meeting with

highly different results when it might be

expected that there would be uniformity.

Abstractedly an engineer would reason

that there would be about the same

amount of wear when a cast iron driving

box was used with a cast steel driving

wheel, as there would be with a cast steel

driving box and a cast iron wheel. Yet,

the difference is so great, that cast steel

boxes must be lined with a soft metal to

prevent excessive wear ; but a steel wheel

runs against a cast iron box as free from

wear as one made of cast iron.

The more experience a man has with

inventions designed to improve railway

machinery, the less is he inclined to guar-

antee whether or not a new thing will

succeed until he has seen it tried in actual

service. We have repeatedly been humili-

ated with things utterly failing that we

were ready to risk our reputation and our

small capital upon performing the work

for which they were designed.

Just a Way They Have.

"Say, conductor," remarked the in-

quisitive passenger, "in speaking of

time, which is proper, 'a quarter to six'

or 'a quarter of six'?"

"I'm sure I don't know," replied the

railroad man. "I always say 5:45."
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Items of Personal Interest
Mr. A. K. Baldwin has been appoinuil

master mechanic of the Anthony & North-

trn, with office at Pratt, Kan.

Mr. John L. Smith, Jr., has beeii ap-

pointed master mechanic of the Pitlsburif

& Shawmut, with office at Rrookvillc, Fa.

.Mr. G. -A. Haggander has been ap-

pointed bridge engineer of the Burling-

ton lines, succeeding Mr. C. H. Cartlidge,

deceased.

Mr. C. B. Gray has been appointed mas-

ter mechanic of the Pennsylvania, with

office at So. Pittsburgh, Pa., succeeding

Mr. A. W. Byron.

Mr. C. F. Bennett, formerly valuation

engineer for the Chicago & Western Indi-

ana, has resigned to become cost engineer

of the Baltimore & Ohio.

Mr. G. W. Wilson has been appointed

car foreman of the Grand Trunk Pacific,

with office at Lambton, Onl., succeeding

Mr. J. Tregaskis, promoted.

Mr. James Medland has been appointed

shop foreman on the Buffalo, Rochester &
Pittsburgh, with office at Clarion Junction,

Pa., succeeding Mr. E. F. Houghton.

Mr. N. R. Elmore has been appointed

acting master mechanic of the Nevada
Southern, with office at East Ely, Nev.,

succeeding Mr. H. Selfridge, resigned.

Mr. Thomas W'indle has lieen ai)pointcd

acting master mechanic of the .Midland

Valley, with office at Muskogee, Okla.,

succeeding Mr. C. D. Powell, resigned.

Mr. F. H. Cramer, formerly designer

in the bridge department of the Chicago,

Burlington S: Quincy, has been appointed

office engineer, succeeding Mr. A. Engh.

.Mr. N. B. Whitsel, formerly general

foreman of the Chicago & Western Indi-

ana, has been appointed master mechanic

on the same road, with office at Chicago,

111.

Mr. G. W. Cuyler has been appointed

master mechanic of the -St. Louis and

Kansas City terminal divisions, with office

at Armourdale, Kans., succeeding Mr. K.

J. -McQuadc.

Mr. W. G. Cook, recently appointed as-

sistant to the general sales manager of the

Garlock Packing Company, has been ap-

pointed manager of the Chicago branch

of the company.

Mr. A. W. Standiford. formerly general

foreman of the Chicago & F.astern Illinois,

at Salem, 111., has been appointed master
mechanic, at Evansville, Ind., succeeding

Mr. W. F. Heiser.

Mr. F. W. Behan, formerly ereclnig

foreman of the Grand Trunk Pacific, at

Transcona, Man., has been appointed

locomotive foreman on the same road,

with office at Ragina, Sask.

.Mr. K. J. McQuade has been appointed

master mechanic of the Kansas division of

the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, with

office at Herington, Kans., succeeding Mr.

P. W. McCarthy, transferred.

Mr. A. P. Pendergast, superintendent

of machinery of the Texas & Pacific, has

transferred his office from Marshall to

Dallas, Tex., and his jurisdiction has been

extended over the fuel bureau.

Mr. R. E. McCuen, formerly master

mechanic of the Lc.\ington & h'astern, and

assistant master mechanic of the Louis-

ville & Nashville, at Lexington, Ky., has

resigned to engage in other business.

Mr. N. II. Ivers. formerly with the

Baldwin Locomotive Works, has been ap-

pointed southwestern representative of the

Gold Car Heating & Lighting Company.

New York, with headquarters at St. Louis,

Mo.

.Mr. R. J. Himmelright, formerly as-

^istant to the manager of the service de-

partment of the -American Arch Company,

has been appointed manager of the de-

partment, succeeding Mr. J. T. .'Vnthony.

liromoted.

Mr. R. J. O'Neil, formerly master boiler

maker of the Colorado & Southern, at

Denver, Colo., has been appointed chief

boiler inspector, of the city of Denver,

with jurisdiction over smoke and electric

inspection.

Mr. D. Cunningham, formerly shop

superintendent of the Denver K: Rio

Grande, at Salt Lake City, has been ap-

pointed superintendent of motive power

of the Denver & Salt Lake, with office at

Denver, Colo.

Mr. A. E. Dales, formerly district mas-

ter mechanic of the Canadian Pacilic, at

Brandon, Man., has been transferred to

the Fourth district with office at Edmon-
ton, Alta., succeeding Mr. A. West, trans-

ferred to Brandon.

Mr. J. T. Anthony, formerly manager of

the service department of the .American

.\rch Company, New York, has been ap-

pointed assistant to the president. Mr.

.\nthony has had considerable experience

as a railroad man, and is an acknowledged

leading authority on combustion.

Mr. P. W. McCarthy, formerl\ maslei

mechanic of the Kansas division of the

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, at Her-

ington, Kans., has been appointed master

mechanic in charge of the shops at Mor-

ton, Kans., reporting to the mechanical

superintendent at EI Reno, Okla.

Mr. H. G. Reid, formerly master me
chanic of the Saskatchewan division ot

the Canadian Pacific, at Moose Jaw-, has

been appointed master mechanic of Dis-

trict .\o. 3, of the National Transcuii-

tinenial, uitli oltice at Transcona, .Man..

succeeding Mr. J. Borse, transferred.

Mr. F. E. Starkweather has been ap-

pointed signal engineer of the Pere Mar-

iiuette, and Mr. J. J. Evans, formerlj

supervisor of signals, at Saginaw, .Mich.,

has resigned to engage in other work, and

is succeeded by Mr. C. A. Nelson, formerl_\

chief draftsman in the signal department.

Mr. W. Sherman Humes, formerly in

the motive power departi-nenl of the Penn-

sylvania, at -Mtoona, Pa., and latterly sales

manager of the General Railway Supply

Company at Chicago, has accepted a posi-

tion with the Hewitt Company, Chicago,

in the manufacture of anti-friction metals

and locomotive packing.

Mr. G. I). Hood has been appointed

superintendent of telegraph of the Chi-

cago, Rock Island & Pacific, with head-

(|uarters at Chicago, 111., succeeding Mr.

C. H. Hubliell, transferred, and Mr. B. I'..

Shaw, fornierly assistant engineer, at

I laileyville, Okla., has been appointed di

xision engineer of the Arkansas division,

with headquarters at Little Rock, .Ark.,

succeeding .Mr. J. G. Bloom, proinoted.

.Mr. I'.. T. Sawyer, who has been asso-

ciated with the Commercial .-Kcetylene

Railway Light & Signal Company f<ir over

eight years, has resigned to accept a posi-

tion as sales engineer with the Edison

Storage Battery Company. Mr. Sawyer

from about 1901 to 1904 was with the

western office of the Dressel Railwav

Lamp Works, of New York, and the

.Star Brass Manufacturing Company, of

Boston. He later spent four years in the

employ of the Acme Ball Bearing Com-
pany as manager of the railway depart

-

tnent. His first three years in the employ

of the Commercial .Acetylene Railway

Light & Signal Company were spent as

southern manager. For the last five years

he has been connected with the main office

at New York.

.Mr. G. .A. Trube has been appointed

export manager of the Westinghou.se Air

Brake Companj and tin \\ estinghouse

Traction Brake Company, effective Au-

gust 1, 1916, with headquarters at Pitts-

burgh, Pa. Mr. Trube has had a wide

foreign experience, having been associated

with the We.stinghouse Air Brake and

Westin.ghousc Electric interests for many
years, both in this country and abroad,

lie went to England in 1900 to .carry out

some special work and soon afterwards

made his headquarters there until Jan-

nary, 1912, when he was transferred to

Paris to become i-nanaging director of the

French Westinghouse Company, which

position he has now resigned in order to

return to this country and take up his

new diuics here.
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Railroad Equipment Notes. The Pennsylvania Railroad recently re-

The Fhiladclphia & heading is build- ceived bids on 1,000 to 1,200 tons of steel

ing 10 switching locomotives in its Read- ^°'' ^ freight house and bridge work at

ing. Pa., shops. Conncllsville, Pa.

I hi' New N'ork Ctniral has ordered 10

ilrclric locnmolivrs from the (ieneral

I'lltctric Company.

Northern Railway of Spain has ordered
15 locomotives from llic American Lo-
comotive Company.

The .Michigan Central has ordered 500

center constructions from the Pressed

Steel Car Company.

I hi- I'ittsburgh & Lake Erie has or-

dered 10 locomotives from the American
l.dciimolive Company.

The I'ostoii & .Mhaiiy has ordered five

Mallet type locomotives from the Amer-
ican Locomotive Company.

Tlic New ^'ork, .\cw Haven & Hart-
ford has ordered four all-steel dining

cars from the Pullman Company.

The British government has ordered 45

narrow gauge locomotives from the

Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Chesapeake & Ohio has given the

Western Steel Car & l-oundry Company
;in order to repair 250 ho.\ cars.

The Xew Orleans & Xorthwestern has

ordered 100 30-ton bo.x car bodies from
the .American Car & Foundry Company.

The Southern Railway has completed

an 18-stall roundliouse and made other

terminal improvements at Kast St. Louis,

The Pierce Oil Corporation, St. Louis,

Mo., has ordered 50 50-ton tank cars

from the American Car & Foundry

Company.

The Michigan Central is reported to

have ordered five ' Pacific type locomo-

tives from the .Vmerican Locomotive

Company.

The United States government has

been getting prices on 50 armored cars,

also 3 mine rescue cars for the Interior

Department.

The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago &
St. Louis has ordered five Pacific type

locomotives from the American Locomo-

tive Company.

The Nevada Consolidated Copper Com-
pany, New York, has ordered two 0-6-2

type locomotives from the Baldwin Lo-

comotive Works.

The Ponca f<efining Company, Okla-
homa City, Okla., has ordered 40 40-ton
steel tank cars from the .American Car &
I-'oundry Company.

The Great Northern will expend about
$100,000 on a coaling station, oil house,

roundhouse and other terminal improve-
ments at Sioux City, la.

The Baltimore & fJhio has bought
1,500 100,000 |)ounds capacity hopper cars

from the Jamison Coal & Coke Company,
Oliver liuilding. Pittsburgh, Pa.

The Baltimore & Ohio will install com-
plete automatic block signals on the

Cumberland division, using the Federal

Signal Company's type "4," 10-volt d. c.

signal mechanisms.

The Sapulpa Refining Company, Sa-
pulpa, Okla., has ordered 160 8.000-galIon

capacity tank cars and 40 10,000-gaIlon

capacity tank cars from the General
American Tank Car Corporation.

The Russian Government's recent or-

der for 28.000 axles and about 56,000 cast

iron wheels was divided about equally

1)etween the Pressed Steel Car Company
and the .American Car & Foundry
Company.

The New York Central has ordered

1,000 box cars from the Haskell &
Barker Car Company for the Lake Erie

& Western, and 1,000 box cars from the

-American Car & Foundry Company for

the New York Central itself.

The Russian Government has ordered

nine Mogul locomotives from the -Amer-

ican Locomotive Company. These loco-

motives will have 11 by 16-in. cylinders,

33'/>-in. driving wheels and a total

weight in working order of 37,000 pounds.

The Italian State Railways have ordered

60 superheater Consolidation locomotives

from the American Locomotive Company.
These locomotives will have 21 ;4 by

27|4-in. cylinders, 53j4-in. driving wheels,

and a total w eight in working order of

146,000 pounds.

The Mogyana Railway, Brazil, has or-

dered three Pacific type locomotives

from the .American Locomotive Com-
pany. These locomotives will have 17j^

by 20-inch cylinders, 45-inch driving

wheels, a total weight in working order

of 118,000 pounds, and will be equipped

with superheaters.
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Fast Express Trains Here and in

Europe

People who have been travehng on

the railways in Europe frequently come

back boasting of the high speed at which

trains are run on the other side of the

Atlantic. Few railroad managers on this

side of the ocean display ambition to run

their trains at high speed l)ecause they

are aw'are that it does not pay, but that

is the only reason why our trains are not

run as fast as express trains in Europe.

Besides, the people traveling in European

express trains imagine that they are run-

ning at excessive speed when the pace

is moderate because the short cars uni-

versally used on European railways jump

and lurch mucli worse than the long

heavy cars used on the American conti-

nent.

Although fast express trains are not

common in America, there are a few that

compare in speed with the fastest trains

found abroad. The Empire State Express

on the New York Central Railroad makes

the run from New York to Buffalo, 439'/2

miles, in 8 hours and 40 minutes, an

average of 50.71 miles an hour, includ-

ing stops, the ordinary weight of train

being 175 tons.

From Euston, London, to Perth, Scot-

land, 450 miles, the run is made in 9

hours and 50 minutes, an average of 45.7f)

miles an hour including stops, weight of

train 80 to 130 tons. On the Great

Northern & Caledonian Railways a train

is run from Kings Cross, London, to

Perth, 439 miles, in 9 hours and 55 min-
utes, an average speed of 44.27 miles an

hour including stops, the train weighing
about KW tons.

Railway Passenger Recommended
to Walk.

There have nearly always been differ-

ences of opinion between carriers and the

carried as to the equity of transportation

charges. We happened lately upon a

<liscussion in a British publication of 1846,

which til us seems very amusing, although
it merely brings back sentiment very com-
mon in the good old times. A traveler,

having complained of the excessive

charge for travel on what was then a

minor railway, received the following ex-

planation from the general manager

:

"It is true we charge you twice or thrice

the fares exacted in other countries, but

you paid more on stage coaches before we
enabled you to travel comfortably in a
railway coach. We have accelerated your
journey and given you every luxury that

a traveler could desire, carrying free

three times the amount of baggage you
would have taken on a stage coach.

What right have you to complain of high

fares when you enjoy so many advantages
in return? If you dislike our charges you
are not compelled to pay them. You are

at perfect liberty to use the turnpike, and

if you prefer the old coaching practices

introduce them again. Only in God's

name stop uttering complaints against the

benefactors of the country,"

That may seem an odd way of treating

complains against a railway coinpany, but

it was very common in the British Isles

during the first half century of railway

operating. I-iailway managers for many
years tliuught abusing the traveling pub-

be was one of their natural privileges.

Question of Firing.

A Progressive Fireman writes us

:

There is a difference of opinion in regard

to a point of tiring that several engine-

men would like you to settle through

your valuable paper that we all read with

interest. I am firing a passenger engine,

a good Baldwin that carries 180 pounds
of steam. Fifty-live miles of the division

is up hill ; between that point and the

terminal 82 miles is up liill and down hill.

The point in dispute is as to the best

method of saving coal. Some claim that

by firing an engine at from 120 to 140

pounds and regulating its fire so that the

pressure will not advance to the blowing

oft' point is best. I claim that you lose

coal by so doing. The engines are free

steamers and you have to let your fire

burn so low that when you fire her up
and throw green coal into the firebox,

it will not ignite at once, down goes your
steam and consequently you have to work
imder disadvantages. But by keeping a

good fire to work on and carrying from
about 170 pounds of steam you can save

coal without permitting your engine to

blow off.

A Young Fireman.
We prefer your method but should like

the opinion of other enginemen.

An Ancient Industry Revived.

.Vlthough Persia, like many other ori-

ental countries, has lain for centuries in

a sort of comatose condition, the time was
when Persia was first in war and peace.

An art in which Persia blacksmiths at-

tained great perfection was the forging

of sword blades, the Khorassan sword,
with its wavy steel, having rivaled in

temper the famous Damascus swords.

Some years ago a collector of antique

curiosities began buying Persian swords
and the supply soon proved exhausted.

But the demand had arisen, and some en-

terprising Persians undertook to meet the

demand, and they entered into the busi-

ness of making antique Khorassan swords,

and the business is flourishing.

Respect for human life and tenderness

towards every form of human suffering

is one of the most marked features of

the best modern culture.

GOLD
Car

Heating
k
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VENTILATORS
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AND REFRIGER-
ATOR CARS
ACETYLENE SYSTEM
OF CAR LIGHTING

Send for circular of our combina-
tion PRESSURE AND VAPOR
SYSTEM OF CAR HEATING,
which system automatically main-
tains about the same temperature in

the car regardless of the outside
weather conditions.

Main Office, Whiteliall Buildmg

17 BATTERY PLACE

NEW YORK
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Hydraulic
Riveters rixed and Portable

Punches, Shears,
Presses, Lifts, Cranes

and Accumulators.

Matthews' Fire Hydrants,

Eddy Valves

Valve Indicator Posts.

Th« Camden High-Pressure Valves.

Books, Jiullclins, Catalogues, Etc.

Cast Iron Pipe

R. D. Wood & Company
Engineers, Iron

founders, Machinists.

100 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Nichols Transfer Tables

Turntable Tractors

GEO. P. NICHOLS & BRO.

1090 Old Colony Bldg. CHICAGO

For Testing and Washing
Locomotive Boilers

USE THE

Rue Boiler Washer
and Tester

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Rue Manufacturing Co.
228 Cherry Street Philadelphia, Pa.

Mannfaotiirors nf Injectors. K.lpftnrs,

Boiler Wasbers nnil Trstfis. Boiler Checks.
Chock Vnlves.

ASHTOINJ
POP VALVES AND GAGES
The Quality Goods That Last

The Ashton Valve Co.

271 Franklin Street, Boiton, Mass.

No. 174 Market St.. Chicago, III.

Electric Motors IJirkct and Alteknat-

i.Ni;. Hy D. 1'. Mcrctori, B. S., E. E.

I'ublislud by I'rcdcrick J. Drake &
Co., Chicago. 241 pages. Illustrated.

Cloth. Price, $1.50.

This book is divided into ts^elvc chap-

ters, each taking up some particular phase

of the work so that the student is led by

easy stages to a complete mastery of the

subject. Tin- lirst three chapters treat in

detail all the fimdamental principles of

electric and magnetic currents. Then fol-

low the methods of measuring currents,

pressure, resistance, and power. .Arma-

ture windings for both direct and alter-

nating currents follow. Several chapters

are devoted to the different types of di-

rect-current motors, their construction,

operating details, speed control, and the

treating of troubles. Alternating-current

motors are fully described in the clos-

ing chapters. E.Namples are given through-

out the work, and these with the aid ot

the excellent illustrations leave nothing

to guesswork. The accomplished author

who is Associate Professor of Electrical

Engineering in the Armour Institute of

Technology has performed a notable serv-

ice in this valuable book which will be

appreciated by advanced students as well

as beginners.

rect way how fuel is wasted, how to dis-

cover the wastes, how to stop the wastes,

and how to keep the wastes stopped.

There is also a valuable appendix on oils,

gas, refuse and other fuels. It is alto-

gether a unique work of its kind, and

well worth the perusal of all who arc in-

terested in the important subject of fuel

economy. It contains much real informa-

tion illumined with common sense, and

has the rare merit of being easily under-

stood.

Official Proceedings of the Tenth An-
nual Convention of the Master
Boiler Makers' Association. Harry

D. Vought, secretary. 206 pages, with

numerous illustrations. Price $1.00.

This is a carefully compiled report of

the proceedings of the tenth annual con-

vention of the Master Boiler Makers' .As-

sociation held at Cleveland, Ohio, last

May, and is in itself a strong indication

of the growing influence of the associa-

tiim. With a membership approaching the

,^00 mark, the large majority of whom are

occupied in official positions on the lead-

nig railroads, they may justly be said to

be in the fore front of their occupation

as constructors and repairers of boilers,

mostly locomotive boilers, and the papers

presented by the committees and the dis-

cussions on the same may be looked upon

as the best expression of the best thoughts

in our time on boiler construction and

niainteiiaiicc.

How TO Bi'iLD Up Furnace Efficiency.

By Joseph W. Hays. Published by

the author, Rogers Park, Chicago.

156 pages. Illustrated. Price $1.00.

This handbook on fuel economy with

hints on industrial efficiency and other

matters, and now in the tenth edition, has

had the distinction of being translated into

several European languages. It applies

largely to the saving of fuel in stationary

plants, and exjilains in a simple and di-

Electrjcal Tables and Engineering
Data. By H. C. Horstman and V
H. Tousley. Published by Frederick

J. Drake & Co., Chicago. 331 pages.

Illustrated. Cloth. Price, $1.50.

This book admirably meets the require-

ments of practical electricians, furnishing

as it does a vast amount of practical in-

formation which is constantly called for

but very seldom available at the moment
when most needed. The style of the

authors is clear and direct and entirely

free from theoretical discussions. \ not-

able feature is the references to almost

every conceivable condition or place where
electricity may be used either in gener-

ation, transmission, motive power "r

lighting. The alphabetical order in which
the subjects are arranged makes every

item readily found without any delay. As
to the tables provided to assist in the cal-

culation of all kinds of problems with

which construction men have to deal,

there seems to be nothing left where
tedious calculations are required to be

made. The Imok cannot fail to meet with

much popular approval among electrical

workers.

Reactions.

The Goldschmidt Thermit Company's
cuarterly publication for the second

quarter of 1916 is more than usually in-

teresting on account of an interesting de-

scription and illustrations of the largest

weld ever made. It consisted of repairing

a broken blooming mill shear. The
broken piece was of irregular shape, ap-

proximately i7 inches wide by 66 inches

long, and weighed about 3.000 pounds.

The operation was finished in three days,

and so neatly was the job done that no

machine work was required. Rail weld-

ing, and a large number of railroad shop

repairs, particularly of locomotive frames,

are also described and illustrated, .\mong

other seemingly difficult welds is that of

a locomotive driving wheel in which six

spokes were welded close to the hub and

crank pin. It is the biggest job of its

kind that has been done in the shops of

the Boston & Maine. It was finished 'i

one operation, and required about 5'Ji}
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pounds of thermit. There is seemingly

no limit to the possibilities of thermit

welding. Copies of the quarterly may be

had on application at the company's new

oftices, 120 Broadway, New York.

The Spirit of Caution.

"The Spirit of Caution," published by

the Conference Board on Safety and San-

itiition in Massachusetts, seems to be

gaining ground. It is a 16-page pamphlet

published every two months, and is full

of good advice. It has many graphic il-

lustrations show^ing how easy it is to get

killed, with a few visions of how to Hvc

a long time. Those who care to live

long should secure a copy of this publi-

cation. Its only weak point seems to be

that it does not point out what did peo-

ple .should do with themselves. Of course

the old age pension system is growing.

but it is growing very slowly. Of course

we should not expect too much from any

single periodical. The one before us is

doing its work well, and gives promise

of a long life. Copies may be held for

a dollar a dozen from the secretary, M. W.

Alexander. West Lynn, Mass.

"Staybolts."

This interesting monthly published

by the Flannery Bolt Company, Pitts-

burgh, Pa., after an interesting presen-

tation in the August issue of the instal-

lation of the Tate flexible staybolts in

upright boilers, has an admirable essay

on the locomotive and its service

value, the underlying motive of the

production being to show the vital im-

portance of keeping the modern loco-

motive in service. It is indeed surpris-

ing when the percentage of actual time

in service in twenty-four hours is care-

fully kept how much has been lost, and

time is money. That the introduction

of the flexible staybolt has greatly in-

creased the w^orking time of the mod-

ern locomotive is beyond controversy,

and while this fact may not have been

appreciated as fully as it should be, the

growing popularity of the use of the

flexible staybolt is the best proof that

its merits as a time and money saver

have not been overlooked. A perusal of

the August issue will be of value to all

interested, and copies may be had on

application to the company's general

offices. Vanadium Building, Pittsburgh,

Pa.

Car Heating and Lighting.

The Safety Car Heating and Lighting

Company, New York, lias issued an illu-

minated map of the United States with

adjacent portions of Canada and Mexico,

.showing the railroad lines having the

c mpany's electric lighting equipment in

Use, of which there are about 120 of the

leading roads. Constellations of stars

sliow where the company maintains elec-

tric service supply stations, of which there

arc 62 spreading from San .Antonio, Tex.,

in the south, to Revelstoke, British Co-

lumbia, in the north. Military posts,

r.aval stations, light houses and light ships

are also shown ; the whole forming a

graphic illustration of the far-reaching

popular favor with which the enterpris-

ing company's fine products are being re-

ceived on the continent of .America. .Apart

from this special information the map is

excellently printed, the cities and towns

all being in capitals, easily distinguished.

I'opies of this fine map may be had on

application at the company's oflice, 2 Rec-

tnr street. New York.

Summer in California

"Summer in California" is the title ot a

new illustrated folder issued by the Salt

Lake Route, which describes briefly some

of the noted resorts and tells exactly why

that southland with a warm winter cli-

mate is cool in summer. The six reasons

given for this remarkable equability of

climate are : latitude, the Pacific and it-,

tonic winds, the local phenomenon of

dynamic pressure squeezing humidity out

of the air whenever the temperature rises,

as one wrings a sponge, thus eliminating

possibility of muggj', stifling weather ;
the

familiar velo cloud of California regu-

larly appearing a while in summer fore-

noons and screening off the sun's rays, the

cool inward draughts of ocean air pour-

ing eastward to replace the rising hot air

of the deserts and interior valleys during

the day, and the picturesque varied con-

tour of Southern California with its moun-

tains and valleys, foothills and passes, ly-

ing along the sea and inviting the air cur-

rents to constant activity. Some peaks

arc 11,000 feet high, and perpetually snow-

capped. The article was written by How-
ard S. Nichols, of Los .Angeles, and is

handsomelv illustrated.

Hopper Door Mechanism.

The United States Metal & Manufac-

turing Company, New York, has recently

issued a folder descriptive of the Dun-

liam liopper door device. The Dunham
mechanism gives a positive lock. In lock-

ing, the oscillating point or upper link pin

of the shaft arm passes beyond the pivotal

point or point of support of the shaft arms,

the door connecting links resting on a

stop when the oscillating point has

reached a given distance beyond the

pivotal center. The resultant pull is hence

below or beyond the point of support, and

the greater the load applied to the doors

the more positive the lock. The folder

has half-tone and line illustrations show-

ing the mechanism applied to gondola and

self-clearing hopper cars. Copies of the

folder may be had on application
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Fall of the Quebec Bridge
Canada's Great Engineering Project Set Back—Second Mishap in Ten Years

—

Theory of the Cause of the Failure of the Center Span— Strong

Construction, But Accident Happened While Raising Span.

The news of the fall of the center or

connecting span of the huge cantilever

bridge at Quebec is now well known to

all. There has not been that flood of

"explanations" which one might have

expected amid the great number of news-

papers which printed accounts of the

disaster. A possible exception is that of

the explanation offered by Mr. H. Baker

who saw the accident. Tn the absence of

planation there is no word of the

connecting span having been too weak,

nor anything at all to even sug-

gest that the jacks failed in any way. In

fact, it is fair to suppose that the design

of the span was all that could be desired,

because the motion pictures taken on the

spot and other photographs show the span

hanging from the ends of the cantilevers

;uid in perfect condition. The iacks

end and 10 ft. at the south end before

dinner, and the span hung securely during

the hour that the men were of?.

."Kftcr the workmen returned one jack-

ing (2-ft. lift) had been successfully taken

at each end of the span. The span had
been raised 10 and 12 ft. from the float-

ing position. The top jacking pins were
out, but the bottom jacking pins were in,

and the jacking girder was descending for

FALL OF THE CENTER SP.\N OF THE QUEBEC BRIDGE. PH OTOGR.VPH TAKEN AFTER ONE CORNER OF THE SPAN HAD
SLIPPED. THE SPAN TORE OFF THE JACKING GIRDERS A CORNER AT A TIME, AND ROLLED

OVER AS IT SUNK INTO THE RI\"KU.

more positive proof, it may be taken as

one of the most likely theories of tliose

which have so far been put forward. The
theory in brief is that the span was not

at a particular time securely fastened to

the supports on which it was to rest,

while the jacks, having been pushed up to

their limit, were run down for another

lift, during which time some part of the

lifting mechanism failed. In this ex-

worked perfectly all through, and were

intact after the accident.

After the tugs had hauled the pontoons

clear, and the span hung on the ends of

the cantilevers, the work of jacking w^as

begun. Four lifts of two feet each had

been taken on the north end. and live lifts

of two feet each at the south end, when
the workmen were allowed an hour for

dinner. This means tliat the hanging

span had been lifted S ft. at the north

another lift. In this position the center

span was hanging from the lower or fixed

jacking girders. Observers who were not

on the bridge, but who were down-stream,

off the south cantilever, are said by Mr.
Baker in tlie Engineering Xezcs to agree

that the south up-stream corner of the

span in some waj', or for some reason,

shpped off the lifting girder.

As one corner slipped off first, it gave

a corkscrew motion to the whole span
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which rolled over as corner by corner it

was torn away from the lower jacking

girders. The span so unfortunately and

inopportunely set free from its supports

was 640 ft. long, with level floor and bow-

string top chord. 110 ft. high in the center,

and 88 ft. wide. It had been built at

Sillery Cove, three miles below the

bridge site, and was there supported on

barges floated under the structure when

the tide was out. As the tide came

in, the barges gently lifted the span,

weighing about 5,000 tons, off the tem-

porary supports, and transferred the

whole weight to the barges.

The operation of floating the span

under the gap between the cantilevers

was accomplished by two tugs ahead,

pulling the floating structure up stream

at the time of incoming tide, and five

tugs pulling gently backward helped to

keep the span in position. A large sea-

between Nova Scotia and the west of

Canada by 200 miles. Coming at a

time when Canada's financial and in-

dustrial capacity is severely taxed by

the strain of the great war, the disaster

13 specially unfortunate. The bridge

failed in 1907, through inherent weak-

ness of the structure, and though "now

a failure in the process of placing the

center span or a slip of the supporting

connections may be the underlying

cause, yet the deplorable loss of life

which has taken place outweighs all

considerations of a financial nature. A
careful government inquiry is to be un-

dertaken at once. The strain upon the

cantilevers caused by the twisting fall

of the connecting span has so far

proved that they have been well and

securely built. There was no splash

when the span fell and no wave surged

out from the twisted steel work as it

or express matter being loaded in the end

of the car ; the floors are fitted with hard-

wood strips, instead of "fish-racks," as

being more readily kept clean, especially

when the car is used for carrying ship-

ments of fish.

Motive Power Department Meetings of

the Baltimore and Ohio.

The motive power oflicials of the Balti-

more and Ohio have instituted a system

of staff meetings at the general oflices of

the company for the discussion of sub-

jects pertaining to the efficiency of loco-

motives and cars, and shop operations.

Mr. F. H. Clark, general superintendent

of motive power is in charge. Mr. M. K.

Barnum, Baltimore, and Mr. M. J. Mc-

Carthy, Cincinnati, district superintend-

ents of motive power, the general master

mechanics, and the master mechanics at

the seventeen repair shops, besides motive

.\I.\P SHOWING POSITION OF THE QUEBEC BRIDGE AND SILLERV COVE
CENTER SP.\N WAS BUILT.

THREE MILES BELOW BRIDi.E, WHERE

going tug "stood by," in case of ne-

cessity. When connections by means

of the hanger chains were made, the

fall of the tide caused the weight of

the span to become less and less upon

the barges and the first lift of the jacks

allowed the barges to be withdrawn,

and the span himg clear over the water

directly below its final position, con-

necting the cantilevers.

.^s far back as 1853 bridge plans were

first considered, and in 1882 the canti-

lever form of bridge was decided upon
and replaced the original conception.

When finally approved, a structure

3,239 ft. from shore to shore, ISO ft.

above the water line, and costing about

$17,000,000, was to be the bridge in its

final form, as we know it. When com-
pleted it will carry the traffic of eight

railway lines, and shorten the distance

rolled over and settled out of sight

below the surface of the water. The
fall occupied only seven seconds and

the work of months was thus quickly

swallowed up beneath the sullen stream.

Canadian Steel-Frame Baggage Cars.

The Intercolonial Railway shops in

Moncton has recently completed four

steel-frame baggage cars, the first of their

kind to be built at these works. The cars

have solid steel trucks so designed that

the wheels can be changed quickly with a

minimum amount of labor. The draft

gear is constructed to absorb shock in

starting and stopping, and is of sufficient

strength to withstand the heaviest type

of engine. Westinghouse brakes of the

latest pattern are used. The side doors

are brought closer together than in ordi-

nary cars to permit of through baggage

power and boiler inspectors, district mas-

ter car builders and the road foremen of

engines are all interested in the meetings.

Detailed records of the performance of

each engine under varying conditions

are kept and the repair costs and fuel

expense per mile relating to the moving

traffic are considered, and a higher de-

gi ee of efficiency cannot fail to result

from these staff meetings.

Change of Name.

The San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt

Lake Railroad Company has changed

its name to that of Los Angeles & Salt

Lake Railroad Company. The designa-

tion used in tariffs, circulars, advertis-

ing matters, tickets and other matter of

a general kind will continue as for-

merly to be known as the Salt Lake
Route.
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Oakland, Anlioch and Eastern Car Ferry "Ramon
Heavy Traffic Hanilled by Electric F^ciuipinenl. Gasoline Used for Propelling the

Ferry and Generating Current for Overhea<i Trolley Wire on the Boat

?r»

.Seven electric trains run daily between

OaUIand and Sacramento, Cal., on the

Oakland, Antioch and Eastern railway,

which witli two seven mile branches, one

to .\iitioch and tlie other to Danville,

feet long, and weighs 590 tons. It is

driven by a 600 horse power, eight cylin-

der, gasoline engine of the electric igni-

tion type, and usually carries six loaded

passenger cars or eii;hi freight cars. The

SIX HUNDRED HORSE PuWEK, EIGHT CYLINDER GASOLINE ENGINE. CAR I'ERRY,
OAKLAND, AXTIOCH AM) EASTERN RAILWAY COMPANY.

make a total ot l.-.O mi)es. In crossing

Suisun Bay, the railway transports its

trains across the bay from Bay Point to

Chipps Island. A bridge 10,000 feet long

and 70 feet higli will br constructed ovcr

engine is said to be the largest of its kind

ever built, weighing appro.ximately 120.-

000 pounds. It is set amidships and is

coupled to a propeller at eacli end through

1
istoii clutches. Tlic two propellers arc

date nine cars. As will be noted in the

illustration, there is an overhead catenary

construction so that the trains are able

to run off the ferry under their own
power.

On t!ie railroad the trains are hauled

liy high speed electric locomotives. All

tlie electrical equipment, including that

for cars, locomotives, sub-stations and
line material, were furnished by the Wes-
tinghouse Electric & Mfg. Company, of

ICast Pittsburgh, Pa. The railway oper-

ates eighteen standard motor passenger

cars and several palatial parlor cars and

coaches. The standard cars are 56 feet

long, weight 87,300 pounds each and arc

divided into express, main passenger and
smoking compartments. The parlor cars,

which are hauled on express trains have

a buffet and seat sixty persons. They arc

tilted up with appointnieiits equal in every

way to parlor cars operated by steam rail-

roads and thus the system offers as com-
plete comfort to the traveler as can be se-

cured on competing steam lines, with the

added comfort of freedom from smoke,

etc. Each motor car is equipped with

four Westinghouse 120 horsepower, 600-

1.200 volt commutating pole motors, and

1,200 volt IIL control.

Since the opening of the road the pas-

senger traffic I)etween Oakland and Sacra-

iTiento has increased so rapidly that in or-

der to meet the demands it has been neces-

sary to supplement the multiple unit trains

:ind cars by electric locomotive hauled

trains composed of standard passenger

coaches. For this purpose four articulat-

iiiS truck, hicrh speed. 62-ton Baldwin-

CAR 1 F.RRY "RAIION." 0.\KL.\ND, .\NTIOCH AND EASTERN RAILWAY COMPANY.

this bay. Meanwhile the cars with pas-

sengers aboard are ferried across so that

no change of cars is necessary. The car

ferry is known as the "Ramon," and is

constructed entirely of steel. It is 185

of opposite pitch and the direction of the

Ixat is controlled by engaging either one

clutch or the other, thus avoiding revers-

ing. There are three tracks on the main

deck, each 220 feet long, and can accomo-

Westinghouse electric locomotives are

employed. Each is equipped with four

250 horsepower, 600-1,200 volt, commutat-
ing pole motors, geared 24:47 with 42-

inch wheels, giving a maximum permissi-
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ble speed of 70 miles per hour. These lo-

comotives are able to haul five steel, 37!^-

ton coaches on a level tangent track with

1,100 volts on the trolley, at a balancing

speed of 56 miles per hour. HL control

mounted in the center of each locomotive

cab controls the power to the motors.

The use of electric locomotives on an in-

terurban road in this manner is a new

and noteworthy application in the electric

railway field.

In addition to the passenger traftic, the

railway also handles through and local

freight between Oakland and Sacramento.

For this traffic two 47-ton, slow speed,

Baldwin-Westinghouse electric locomo-

tives are used, of the steel cab type with

swivel trucks, and equipped with four 120

horsepower 600-1,200 volt commutating

pole motors and HL control. The schedule

of the road calls for a speed of 65 miles

per hour on through passenger trains.

The stops of limited trains number but

three in 85 miles, and on local trains there

are two stops to the mile.

Hoosac Tunnel Electric Locomotives

Increased Capacity of Tunnel Secured—Congestion at Each

Portal Eliminated—Efficiency of Motors—Absence

of Smoke—Curious Mishaps of Former Days

Pulverized Coal for Locomotives.

The International Railway Fuel .As-

sociation, through an able committee

having charge of the subject of pul-

verized coal for locomotives, briefly

summarizes its advantages in being

smokeless and free from cinders; in

maintaining a maximum boiler pressure

with a uniform variation of three

pounds, thereby avoiding loss at the

safety valves; an increase of from 7 to

15 per cent, in boiler efficiency as com-

pared with lump coal; a saving of from

15 to 30 per cent, in fuel of equal heat

value fired ; enlarged exhaust nozzlt-

area with consequent greater drawbar

pull and easier running of the locomo-

tive; elimination of ashpit delays; re-

duction of time and greater ease in

firing up; maintenance of a relatively

higher degree of superheat steam; in

no accumulation of matter in flues ; no

overheating of firebox; elimination of

manual labor for building, cleaning and

dumping fires, besides avoiding expense

in providing various sizes and kinds of

fuel, and also eliminating front end and

ash pan inspection and the use of many
special tools. The committee is of

opinion that the marked advantages of

the use of pulverized coal has been

amply demonstrated, and that progress

in this method of stoking will be rapid.

Plants are being already established in

the United States, and many countries

are considering the use of pulverized

coal in locomotives. In stationary prac-

tice it has been already demonstrated

that the power for pulverizing and feed-

ing the fuel does not exceed 3 per cent,

of the boiler capacity, and in larger

quantities in locomotive plants this is

being reduced, and further reductions

may be expected.

The Hoosac tunnel of the Boston &
Maine railroad is the largest electrified

tunnel in America. The work of con-

structing the tunnel was begun in 1851,

and completed in time for the first steam

train to pass through it on February 9,

1875. It is 25,081 feet long and is double

tracked throughout. L'ntil its electrifica-

tion in 1911 it was always an obstructing

feature to the traffic of this railroad.

Under steam operation the entire tunnel

was a block, only one train at a time be-

ing allowed to pass through. Under elec-

tric operation several trains are permitted

in the tunnel. The electrification, which

is of the Westinghouse single phase sys-

tem, has been entirely successful in opera-

tion, proven by the ease with which the

heavy freight traffic of the road has been

handled. Freight trains are no longer

sisting of two pairs of 63-inch drivers

and a pair of pony wheels 42 inches in

diameter. Each locomotive has four, 375

horse-power, Westinghouse, single phase

motors of the series commutating type,

with short circuited auxiliary field wind-

ings. The gears on the locomotive are of

the flexible type, which minimize vibra-

tion and prevent any strains or shocks on

the teeth of the gears, also aiding the

motors to start under very heavy loads.

In electrifying this system the crossing

of the 600-volt lines of the city railway

by the 11,000-volt single catenary con-

struction of the Boston & Maine was ac-

complished. This was one of the many
interesting engineering features encoun-

tered in the installation of the overhead

construction, all of which was furnished

by the Westinghouse Company.

i:i.l-:CTRU' LOLU.MUTIX K (IX TIIK ISO.StUX \ .MAl.NK R.^1LR0.\D,

packed three or four deep at each portal

waiting for a chance to get through.

.\s many as 77 trains a day pass through

the tunnel and regularly 71 trains pass

through every 24 hours. Of these about

17 are passenger trains, the remainder

freight. Up to the present time the en-

tire traffic through this tunnel has been

handled by five Baldwin-Westinghouse,

130-ton, 11,000 volt, single phase electric

locomotives. Traffic, however, has in-

creased to such an extent that it has be-

come necessary to supplement the present

equipment. Due to the great success

achieved by the electric locomotives al-

ready in service, the Boston & Maine have

placed an order with ihe Westinghouse

Electric & Mfg. Company of East Pitts-

burgh, Pa., for two additional 130-ton

Baldwin-Westinghouse electric locomo-

tives similar to the five now operating,

of which the one illustrated is typical.

The locomotives have but one cab, with

two articulated trucks, each truck con-

We have the authority of a former

official of the B. & M. for the state-

ment that at times the smoke in the

tunnel became so dense that he has

observed a fireman feel with his broom

against the tunnel wall to ascertain

that the train was actually moving

ahead. On one occasion a heavy freight

train became stalled, but the driving

wheels continued to revolve, and the

engineman, thinking that he was pro-

gressing, did not shut off, and the "broom

test" for motion was not applied by the

fireman. The result was that the stalled

train blocked traffic and the tires of the

wheels became hot and eventually loosened

sufficiently to come off, and the rails upon

which the engine stood were ruined. The

story told by the engineman that he ex-

pected to be out of the tunnel in due time,

as the engine kept working, appeared to

the officials to be so fantastic that the

man was relieved of further duty on the

road, although what he said was true.
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Santa Fe Type Locomotive For the Erie

Most Powerful Type of Non-articulaled Locomotive Yet Built—Equipped

With Ilanna Stoker and Baker Valve Gear

In 1915, llic Baldwin Locomotive

Works built an experimental locomo-

tive of the 2-10-2 type for the Erie R. R.

This engine proved successful; and its

design was used as a basis for that of

twenty others, which are now in serv-

ice. One of the most recent of these,

No. 4038, is shown in tlie accompany-
ing illustration.

The original locomotive Iiad an ex-

tended wagon-top boiler. In the new
design, the firebox dimensions and the

number and arrangement of the tubes

are the same as in the first engine, but

the boiler shell is straight, the diameter

at the front end being increased from

90 to 96^ ins. This provides additional

steam space, and somewhat increases

the total weight.

All these locomotives exert a tractive

force of about 83.000 lbs. The original

engine, and ten of the more recent ones.

lugs for spring rigging and oilier pur-

poses. The holes for the larger bolts

and pins are fitted with bushings of

cold drawn steel tubing. The frame

cradle is securely bolted to the main
frames, immediately back of the rear

driving pedestals.

These locomotives have plain tires

on the main or third pair of driving

wheels, and greater lateral, play is al-

lowed between the rails and flanges on

the first and fifth pairs of wheels than

on the second and fourth pairs. This

construction, in conjunction with the

use of flange oilers, reduces flange fric-

tion when traversing sharp curves. The
leading truck is of the "Economy" con-

stant resistance type. It is equalized

with the first and second pairs of driv-

ing wheels, while the three remaining

pairs are equalized with the rear truck.

Tlie Baker valve gear is applieii. and

superheater, brick arches, mechanical

stokers, and power operated grate

shakers and reverse gears, represent

the most powerful type of non-articu-

lated locomotive thus far built. The
principal dimensions of this type of

locomotive are as follows:

Gauge, 4 ft. S'/2 ins.; cylinders, 31 x
32 ins.; valves, piston, 16 ins. diameter.

Boiler—Type, straight; diameter, 96J4
ins.; thickness of sheets, 15/16 in.;

working pressure, 200 lbs.; fuel, soft

coal; staying, radial.

Firebox—Material, steel; length, 132

ins.; width, 96 ins.; depth, front, 89^
ins.; back, 7S;/2 ins.; thickness of sheets,

sides, ^ in.; back, ^ in.; crown, J| in.;

tube, yn in.

Water space—Front, 6 ins.; sides, 6

ins.; back, 6 ins.

Tubes—Diameter, S'/i and 2% ins.;

material, steel; thickness, SVa-in., 0.150

J-iUJ i\l'i-: 1.111 il.\l< I'll \ !; ink lin -.Kir. K.Ml.ki i.\i p

Wm. Schlafge, Gen. Mech. Supt.,

are equipped with Street stokers; while

the last ten, including the 4038, are

fitted with Hanna stokers. The engines

have a large number of interchangeable

details, and constitute a notable group
of heavy motive power units.

The firebox, in this design, is placed

back of the driving wheels and over the

rear truck, and has a combustion cham-
ber 28 ins. long. The crown and sides

of the firebox are in one piece with the

combustion chamber, and the seam on
the bottom center line of this chamber
is electrically welded. The tubes are

welded into the back tube-sheet. Ac-
cess to the interior of the boiler is ob-

tained through a 16-in. opening under
the auxiliary dome.
The main frames are vanadium steel

castings, 6 ins. wide, spaced 42 ins.

between centers. The Commonwealth
Steel Company's back frame cradle is

applied. This cradle combines, in one
casting, the two rear frames, back foot

plate, back truck radius bar crosstie.

equalizing beam fulcrums, and various

is controlled by the Ragonnet power
reverse mechanism. The cross-head

link, through which the combining

lever is driven, is pinned directly to the

cross-head wrist pin. This construc-

tion simplifies the design and saves

weight, and has been applied to a num-
ber of recent locomotives.

In order to provide sufficient capacity

without exceeding the clearance limita-

tions, four sand boxes are used, and
they are placed right and left on top

of the boiler, two for running ahead
and two for backing up. The bell is

placed on the smoke-box, in front of

the stack. The general arrangement re-

sults in a neat outline, which is often

ilifficult to secure, especially in a loco-

motive as large as tliis one.

The tender is of the Vanderbilt type,

with capacity for 10.000 gallons of wa-
ter and 24 tons of coal. This style of

tender has been applied to all the road
engines recently built for the Erie.

These locomotives, equipped with

such fuel and labor saving devices as

Baldwin Locomotive Works, Builders.

in.; 254-in., 0.125 in.; number, S^-in.,

48; 2'/i-in., 259; length, 24 ft.

Heating surface—Firebox, 258 sq. ft.;

combustion chamber, 63 sq. ft.; tubes,

5.302 sq. ft.; firebrick tubes, 37 sq. ft.;

total. 5.660 sq. ft.; superheater, 1,389

sq. ft.; grate area, 88 sq. ft.

Driving wheels—Diameter, outside,

63 ins.: center, 56 ins.; journals, main,

13 X 22 ins.; others, 11 x 13 1/16 ins.

Engine truck wheels— Diameter,

front, 33 ins.: journals, 6 x 12 ins.; di-

ameter, back. 42 ins.; journals, 9 x 14

ins.

Wheel base—Driving, 22 ft.; rigid,

22 ft. : total engine, 41 ft. 5 ins. ; total en-

gine and tender, 78 ft. Al/i ins.

Weight-—On driving wheels. 337.400

lbs.: on truck, front, 25,300 lbs.: back,

54.500 lbs.; total engine, 417.200 lbs.;

total engine and tender, about 612.000

lbs.

Tender— Wheels, number, 8; diam-
eter. 33 ins.: journals. 6 x 11 ins.; tank

capacity. 10,000 gals.; fuel. 24 tons, serv-

ice, freight.
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Superheater Performance on Locomotives
The Statement of the Case—What Superheating Actually Means—The Various

Economies Resulting From Superheating Steam—Their Monetary Value

—Result of Test on the New York, Ontario and Western Railway

The essential, or underlying cause of

the undoubtedly satisfactory performance

of superheater locomotives has been

epitomized in the generally true state-

ment that the difference between super-

heated and saturated steam is the differ-

ence between using an appro.\imately per-

fect, expansible gas and using what is

practically high-pressure fog.

The reason for this comparison is that

in any cylinder there is bound to be a

tendency toward condensation, and satu-

rated steam is just at the point where it

readily turjis to water. Under these cir-

cumstances steam, at the saturation or

dew point, when it comes in contact with

the comparatively cool walls of a cylin-

der, condenses. The water of condensa-

tion is thrown out of the stack, having

done no useful work. It has, however,

re-quired the burning of coal to heat it

up to boiling temperature and to change

its physical state. This fact constitutes a

very serious loss of heat and power. .Xs

engines, and these losses were conse-

quently among the limiting factors in

tylindcr diameters before the adoption of

the superheater.

Superheated steam carries in it suffi-

cient extra heat to meet the inevitable

heat losses to which it is exposed in the

cylinders and in the passages through the

valves and steam pipes to them. Saturated

steam, as intimated, suffers from these

losses by a change in its physical state,

i. e., by a change from steam to water,

while superheated steam has a sufficient

amount of reserve heat, above the con-

densation point, to prevent it at once

turning to water, and it is thus able to

exert its full jiower during expansion.

The laws of nature are unalterable, and

the generation of superheated steam fol-

lows definite and fixed laws. Nature de-

mands that everything obtained must be

paid for, and following this law super-

heated steam is not to be had for nothing,

but because it saves manv times more

work as that done by saturated steam, is

the decrease in weight per unit of volume
of the former. In other words, a cylin-

der full of saturated steam weighs more
than a cylinder full of superheated steam,

and the same cylinder full of superheated

>leam will do practically tlie same amount
of work as a cylinder full of saturated

steam. Steam is generated from water

on what may be considered a weight basis,

and it is used in the cylinders on a

volume basis. Since the same volume of

superheated steam weighs less than satu-

rated steam, the weight of superheated

steam generated to produce the same

power is less than saturated steam.

As was pointed out above, the fact that

the economy of superheated steam is

greater than that of saturated steam, has

the eflfect of increasing the capacity of

the locomotive, which means that more
cars may be pulled or faster schedules

maintained with the superheated engine

at a lower cost than is possible with a
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much as 35 to 50 per cent of the water

supplied to the boiler is expelled, hot, yet

without having produced anything like

the work that was required of it.

Those who are familiar, by use, with

.superheater engines, say that the engine-

men look upon them as machines in which

the steam supply is sure. Those who
operate them find that they are able to

work them harder ; that is, they can

operate them at higher speeds and at

longer cut-off, and this results in hauling

heavier trains. Under these conditions

the old problems encountered in the

operation of saturated steam engines, of

trading water for steam, is no longer a

factor to be considered.

The use of larger cylinders and lower

boiler pressures has been made possible

by the introduction of superheated steam,

and there is a resultant reduction in

boiler maintenance cost. Larger cylin-

ders, of course, afford larger radiating

surfaces which tend to increase the con-

densation losse? in saturated steam

than it costs to produce (by the elimina-

tion of cylinder condensation and other

losses incident to cylinder condensation),

it is economical in locomotive perform-

ance. Part of the heat liberated by the

coal burned in the firebox is used in ob-

taining superheated steam. Because of

the fact that superheated steam is able to

iully expand, it does its work more per-

fectly than saturated steam does, and

as a result, less is used and less is needed.

In other words, more of the energy stored

up in the fuel is converted into useful

work, and the same work is obtained

with less fuel. In addition to this, since

the grate is capable of burning the same

amount of fuel with a superheated engine

as is burned in the case of a saturated

sleam engine, and the boiler is capable

of evaporating nearly as much in the for-

mer as in the latter case, the capacity of

the locomotive is increased.

Another factor which has its influence

on the reduction in quantity by weight of

superheated steam used to do the same

saturated engine. Faster schedules, of

course, imply the shortening of the time

on the road, and this carries with it the

operating advantage that the engine is

available for a return trip earlier than it

otherwise would be. This points to the

fact that it will actually mean that fewer

engines are required to do the business

of the road. Longer trains, with faster

schedules, have the same eflfect upon the

number of engines required to handle a

given amount of traffic, and when the

traffic of a road, witli saturated engines,

has reached the limit of its full capacity,

it has the eflfect of increasing the capacity

of the road without extending the track-

age.

When this principle is applied in switch-

ing service it has the advantage of in-

creasing the yard capacity without adding

tracks or locomotives which, beyond a

certain point, tend to restrict rather than

expand the capacity of the yard. Every

engine added in a yard requires a certain

amount of free space in which it may
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move about. This space could readily

be used for the storage or movement of

cars. The congestion of crowded city

yards, where the securing of additional

trackage is physically impossible, often

can be relieved by superheating the switch

engines working on the job. Not infre-

quently it is found that existing traffic

conditions of a given yard, together with

increases possible by the elimination of

one or more of the switch engines, can

be handled by four superheated locomo-

tives in place of five saturated. The burn-

ing of less coal extends the time between

fire cleanings and gains working time

or places more engine hours per engine

mile, while it represents a large saving

to the railroad in dollars and cents, and

possibly ofTers the most tangible source

from which to obtain definite figures, are

in fact the smallest among the benefits

secured from superheating, and are not

comparable with the more important one

of increase in ton-miles hauled per unit

of time, as this represents the increased

output with the same or reduced operating

charges, and is, therefore, a net revenue

added to the railroad income. Conse-

quently, like the so-called process of

"dumping" the over-production of a com-
mercial plant, the revenue goes direct to

the stockholders' dividends, without the

live. The record was from a carefully

conducted test made on that road, and

forms a ready and reliable set of figures,

by which comparisons may bt made. Mr.

Flory has thus been able to give to the

science of locomotive operation data of

the greatest possible value to railroad

men who are vitally concerned in eco-

nomical and efficient locomotive per-

formance.

Hardened Steel.

We do not like the expression, "hard

as fire and water can make it," used

popularly in connection with the harden-

ing of steel,- for it generally means that

NEW YORK, ONTARIO & WESTERN RAILWAY
Miiliileluwn, 6-24-14.

CO.MP.\RISON BETWEEN SUPERHEATER (213) .^ND SATI:R.\TED STEAM (21/.).

E. Ncwhall, Engineer.
W. Mulligan, Fireman.

6
if.

S'T a.

52 '^

6-8-14) 1

6-8-14 i ..

Totals . .

.
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Convention of General Foremen's Association
Summary of Work Done at Twelfth Annual Convention

—

Reports and Discussions Thereof

The twelfth annual convention of tiie

International Railway General Foremen's

Association was held in Hotel Sherman,

Chicago, beginning on Tuesday, August 24,

and continuing over four days. President

L. A. North presided. After a prayer by

Dr. Sunsaulus, and welcoming remarks

by Daniel Webster, a city official. Presi-

dent North made his inaugural address.

He said in part

:

This association was formed for educa-

tional purposes and throughout the whole

of its history the educational idea has

nfver 1)cen ignored and has been strongly

influenced in the selection of subjects for

investigation and discussion. He urged

the members in the discussions to bring

out the points which are likely to be use-

f1 1 and of value in the handling of men
and materials. He urged the application

of the Golden Rule, not simply because

the men, as individuals, deserve such con-

sideration, but because such action is cal-

culated to be productive of the greatest

returns to the company they work for.

It is well to keep before the members of

the association the idea that their ad-

vancement and promotion depends upon

their ability to look ahead and prepare for

the future. As general foremen, he said,

you are leaders and the examples you set

will largely govern the actions of your

subordinates. By using tact and good

judgment you can secure their loyalty

and hearty co-operation.

Secretary-Treasurer Hall then read his

annual report which showed the present

membership of the association to be 229

and the finances to be in a satisfactory

condition. He mentioned that there ex-

isted a widespread demand for the pro-

ceedings of the association, requests for

copies having been received from Bolivia,

Japan, Peru, South Africa and Man-
chester, England.

After the appointment of the tempo-

Tsry committees. President North called

upon Dr. Angus Sinclair for some re-

marks. In response Dr. Sinclair related

some of his own experiences as a shop-

man and as a shop foreman. He told of

his experiences with a hard drinking

boiler patcher to whom he was engaged

as helper. This man took great delight in

asking questions intended to test the ob-

serving habits of his helper. He ex-

pressed the belief that this training with

habits of observation has contributed

largely to his success in life. He urged

the foremen present to adopt a similar

practice with their apprentices.

ADDRESS OF CHIEF BOILER INSPECTOR

MCMANAMY.

Wednesday morning was devoted to an

address from Frank McManamy, chief

boiler inspector of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission. He gave some par-

ticulars about the locomotive boiler in-

spection law. This law. which went into

operation in March, 1915, requires loco-

motives to be maintained in proper con-

dition and safe to operate. The rules are

specific and definitely fix the responsibility

for the performance of certain tests, in-

spections and repairs. Mr. McManamy
gave detailed information to foremen in

charge of locomotives concerning their

duties under the law, to insure an inspec-

tion of each locomotive at certain pre-

scribed periods, and second the require-

ments that the foreman in charge to know
the condition of each locomotive, and to

L. A. NORTH.

say why defects reported were not exe-

cuted before the engine was returned to

service.

If the foreman uses the report as was
intended and makes it show the exact

reason why repairs were not made, the

responsibility will be placed where it be-

longs. If proper material is not provided.

or if the appropriation is exhausted, or

if the transportation department refuses

til let him hold the locomotive, that fact

should be noted on the report so that it

may be considered in determining the

reason why the repairs were not made.

Advice was then given of certain parts

that required special attention as they are

more likely to cause accidents through

breakage. We are unable to devote space

tr the whole of Mr. McManamy's remarks

and we recommend foremen and others

to study them carefully in the annual re-

port which will soon ai)pcar.

CAR DEPARTMENT PROBLEMS.

The above was the title of a report

submitted by E. E. Greise, master me-
chanic of the Pennsylvania Line, who said

that there are operating today in the

United States two million freight cars,

the cost of maintenance of each being

from $80 to $100 a year. Assuming $90

as an average, the total expenditure in

the United States for repairs and inspec-

tions is about $180,000,000 a year. A
recent comparison made of locomotive to

car repairs made the maintenance of lo-

comotives 60 per cent, and cars 40 per

cent. Although car work is rougher than

on locomotives it can be performed largely

by unskilled labor. About 20 per cent, of

the money spent on car repairs is used up

in repairing foreign cars. This enormous

sum of money is exchanged between rail-

roads without any definite means of

checking against the work performed by

repairing lines. It will be realized that the

repairing of foreign cars and billing on

repairs occupies a unique position in busi-

ness. There is perhaps no other line of

business where such large sums of money

are exchanged on the basis of common
honesty. To safeguard car owners two

things are necessary ; first, adequate super-

vision ; second, a thorough, efficient sys-

tem of preparing original records and

computing charges from such records.

Training of Car Inspectors.—A strong

plea was made for the employing of effi-

cient car inspectors. A man should only

be promoted to the position of car in-

spector who has gone through proper

training. A car inspector must be able to

detect the parts which have actually

broken down and defects which may de-

velop with subsequent failures.

Car Apprentices.—The apprentice sys-

tem in the car department on some roads

has declined to a point where few ap-

prentices are enrolled. Mr. Griest made
a strong plea for the introduction of an

efficient apprentice system which should

provide for:

1. A sufficient amount of time spent in

each department to give the apprentice a

clear idea of that part of the work.

2. A rate of pay which would attract

boys of some education.

3. Promotion for the better grade of

apprentices.

The discussion that followed the read-

ing of this paper indicated a growing ap-

preciation on the part of locomotive fore-

men for the duties done by the men
connected with the car department. It

was pointed out that the work of the car

department not only involves the actual

work of repairing cars, but also requires
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about locomotive condition, the Lacka- thing that stands for good, pure and up

wanna mechanical department sends out

circular letters about the first of each

month to the general foreman, general

boiler foreman, boiler inspectors, division

round house foremen, road foremen of

engines, traveling fireman, and chief

clerk. Each man must come prepared

with detailed information on each loco-

motive in general and its appurtenances

in particular. I'"rom the engine condition

reports, the heaihiuarters force know just

what classification to give repairs re-

quired.

UHI.ATION OK KOREMKN To THE ME.V.

A report on this subject was prepared

a knowledge of the Master Car Builders'

rules, the safety appliance standard;

rules for loading material, etc., about all

of which the general foreman should ac-

quire some knowledge.

The opinion was e.xprcsscd that sulTi-

cient interest had not been taken in car

department apprentices. A car apprentice

system is needed to develop men for effi-

cient foremen of this department.

The causes of hot-boxes were given

under six headings and valuable sugges-

tions advanced for prevention of the

trouble.

LOCOMOTIVE COUNTERBALANCING.

This ancient and troublesome subject

was ventilated by H. E. Warner, general by T. E. Freeman, Duluth & Iron Range

foreman. New York Central Lines, Elk-

hart, Ind., who held that the almost exact

balancing of the locomotive of today was

due to the labors of past railway mechan-

ical engineers. He held that the counter-

balance in the wheels must be equivalent

to all the revolving parts and a portion

of the reciprocating parts. The greater

proportion of reciprocating parts that are

counterbalanced, the smaller will be the

longitudinal motion of the engine, but

the greater will be the vertical disturb-

ance. This unbalanced vertical component

causes the pressure of the drivers on the

rail to vary with each revolution, causing

what is known as the "hammer blow.

and it is admirable in every respect. The

question is exhaustively discussed. Should

a foreman be a leader or a driver?

The first paragraph of the report makes

excellent reading and sound advice. It

reads : Foreman should be the one to

step forward from the crowd and show

the way out of a difficult emergency, to

be a leader. Leadership is one of the

world's most precious possessions. For

the common good, leadership should be

cherished, encouraged and allowed to

reap its full reward. This is the lesson

which we must take to heart, we must

continue to keep wide open for every one,

for the man of one talent, and for the

If too little of the reciprocating parts are man of many talents, the golden gate of

right manhood. If the foreman patronizci

the saloon, how can he exercise discipline

o\er the men who do the same.

When you issue orders, see that they

are promptly obeyed. If at any time you

have cause to correct any of your men

for neglect of his work do it privately

and never angrily.

NEW OFFICERS.

I he following officers were elected to

serve for the ensuing year: President, L.

A. North, Illinois Central, Chicago; first

vice-president, W. T. Gale, Chicago &

Xorthwestern, Chicago; second vice-presi-

dent, J. B. Wright, Hocking Valley, Co-

lumbus, O. ; third vice-president, George

H. Logan, C. & N. W., Clinton, la. ; fourth

vice-president, W. H. Warner, N. Y. Cen-

tral, Elkhart, Ind.; secretary-treasurer,

William Hall, C. & N. W., Winona,

Minn.; chairman of executive committee.

E. E. Griest, Pa. Lines, Ft. Wayne, Ind.

The by-laws were amended to make the

secretary-treasurer permanent instead of

elected annually.

BUSINESS OF NEXT CONVENTION.

The subjects for investigation and re-

port next convention are : 1. Engine fail-

ures. 2. Methods of meeting requirements

of Federal Inspection Law. 3. .\linement

of locomotive parts. 4. What interest has

the locomotive foreman in car matters?

counterbalanced there will be excessive

longitudinal motion of the engine.

Particulars were given of many ex-

fieriments carried out on the counter-

balancing of locomotive driving wheels,

some of them being accompanied by good

illustrations.

The discussion which followed the read-

ing of this report indicated that there is

still considerable diversity in the practice

of counterbalancing. Some railroads fol-

low the rule established by the Master

Mechanics' Association while others ad-

here to rules of their own.

CLASSIFICATION OF LOCOMOTIVE REPAIRS.

A report on this subject was prepared

by C. S. Williams, shop superintendent of

the Pere Marquette, who dealt with the

subject exhaustively, minute details being

given of the mileage expected to be ob-

tained from a great variety of repairs,

also the cost of various classes of repairs.

In order to obtain the maximum efficiencv

opportunity. Equality of opportunity im-

plies the right to equality of results, and

with equality of opportunity or anything

approaching it, there always will be

equality of results and why? Equality

of opportunity meanr that the man of one

talent, and the man of many talents should

each have a fair opportunity to do the

most and the best of which he is capable

and secure the fair rew'ard therefrom.

Foreman, to encourage this, you should

keep your assistant in touch with all your

work and correspondence so that in your

absence he will be able to answer any

questions which pertain to your shop.

Every man, no matter what the position

he occupies, has a sense of personal pride

and honor. The workman of today is not

a machine that can be driven. The day

of that kind of supervision has passed.

Workmen of today are commanding more

respect and more freedom of thought

than ever before. A foreman should never

Safety on Grade Crossings.

Mr. J. A. McCrea, general manager of

the Long Island Railroad, has carried on

what has proved to be a most compre-

hensive, novel and effective campaign for

safety at grade crossings, the result being

that not a single life has been lost at a

Long Island grade crossing during the

summer season. What this record means

is only apparent when it is recalled that

between 1911 and 1914 some 39 persons—

an average of nearly ten a year—were

killed on Long Island grade crossings be-

cause they took chances, because they

were reckless, and because they failed to

read and obey the railroad's warning to

nop. look and listen before crossing the

tracks.

Grade crossing accidents form a goodly

proportion of the mishaps befalling auto-

mobiles. An investigation by a United

States railway company showed that on

in locomotive repairs he classifies them be domineering, manifesting a spirit and its grade crossing 69.5 per cent, of the

as follows

:

No. 1. Rebuilt.

No. 2. New fire-box and general re-

pairs to machinery.

No. 2A. New fire-box sheet or sheets,

and general repairs to machinery.

No. 3. General repairs to machinery

to cost $500 or over.

No. 4. Repairs to machinery to cost

$100 to $500.

No. 5. Light repairs, labor to cost $50.

To obtain the necessarv information

disposition that he knows it all.

There are two very important factors

in getting out work : First, the man's abil-

ity to do the job. Second, his willingness

to do it. Encourage shop kinks and draw

out the very best that is in the men.

Study the character and disposition of

your men. ."Ml men should be treated

alike. If this principle is carried out, the

foreman will have the full confidence of

all his men. .^ foreman's character should

be such as to appeal to his men in every

motor vehicle drivers looked neither way

before crossing the tracks, 2.7 per cent,

looked one direction only, and but 27.8

per cent, looked both ways. Reckless

driving over the tracks was indulged in

be 19.3 per cent, and only 0.2 per cent

stopped their machines before driving

across. The example set by the Long

Island Railroad is worthy of emulation,

and it is gratifying to observe that the

railroads generally are doing their best

to lessen these mishaps.
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Test of Locomotives
By D. R. McBAlN, Superintendent Motive Power, New York Central Railroad

Durability of Flexible Staybolts and Belly Braces When Left Slijshtly Slack— Effect of

Prossering—Patching Flue Sheets

As stated in the September issue of

Railway and Locomotive Engineering,

we had another experimental installation

of flexible staybolts on a Pacific type loco-

motive, a view of which is shown in Fig.

• • •••• V\J""-..

.
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in Fig. 19 on the top. It has also oc-

curred in our experience that the H in.

radius for flue sheet flange, as shown at

the bottom of Fig. 19 gives better results

l-HOUR 2-MOORS J-MOURS 4-HOURS

o oo 6
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Relation of Slid Flat Wheels to Uniform Retardation

With reference to the necessity for an

efficient bralce for the heavily loaded

freight car, I have pointed out some of

the requirements for such a brake on level

roads, and before mentioning the neces-

sity for an empty and load brake in grade

service, I would mention the slid flat

wheel in connection with the lack of uni-

form retardation between different ve-

hicles in a train of cars.

Of the two figures used in connection

with this article, Plate 1 graphically illus-

trates the relation of the empty and load

brake to uniform retardation. The top

figure illustrates the ideal condition of

two cars, one empty and the other loaded

retarding at the same rate, due to the fact

that each is braked at 40 per cent. There

is no tendency here for slack to run in

either direction, in or out. The second

figure shows an empty car braking at 60

per cent, and the loaded car at 40 per

cent., the loaded car preceding the empty

and pulling on it with a force of 1,837

pounds. This is the force acting after the

slack has run out, and both of the figures

illustrate conditions arising from the use

of the empty and load brake; the lower

figure illustrates the condition inherent in

the standard single capacity brake. The
loaded car is braking at 16 per cent, and

the empty car at 60 per cent., the differ-

ence causing a draw bar strain of 4,040

pounds after the slack has run out. This

force in itself is of small moment, but it

indicates a difference in retardation which,

i'l causing cumulative slack action, pulls

out draw heads, puts lading through the

ends of cars and does all the other dam-

age arising from the violent running of

slack.

But the relation of the slid flat wheel to

uniform retardation, or rather, lack of it,

is not so generally apparent. Plate 2 has

been prepared to illustrate this. In the

first place, it will be necessary to mention

the influence of adhesion or wheel-rail

friction on the braking problem. Fig. 1 of

plate 2 shows a locomotive driver with

the crank pin on the top quarter and the

force applied by a horizontal cylinder

with the main rod of infinite length. As
long as the wheel does not slip it is evi-

dent that the wheel moves about the point

of contact of the wheel with the rail as

fulcrum. .A. line joining the crank pin

with this fulcrum point may be considered

as a simple lever of the second class. The
delivered force appears at the center of

the wheel and is the force which moves

the train. Strictly the net force serving

to move the train is the difference between

the delivered and applied forces, because

the reaction of the steam acting against

the back cylinder head is e.xactly equal

and opposite to the applied force on the

piston and is applied througli the locomo-

By W. V. TURNER, AssisCaat Manager, Westinghouse Ai

tive frame to the center of the wheel and

directly opposes the delivered force. This

difference between the two forces sets up

a thrust of the wheel to the left against

the rail which thrust is equal, of course,

\.o the force difference causing it. This

thrust of the wheel on the rail is exactly

equaled and opposed by the thrust of the

rail on the wheel. That is, action and re-

action are always equal and opposite.

With reference to the ground this thrust

of the rail on the wheel is the force which,

applied from a point external to the loco-

motive, moves it. If this is only remem-
bered it will be easy to visualize the effect

of the rail on the train when the brakes

Loaded Car, 150.000 lbs. Empty Car, 40,000 lbs.

Braking Power Braking Power
40% on 50 lbs. cyl. pres. 407o on 50 lbs. cyl. pres.

No Draw Bar Strain Whatever.

Loaded Car, 150,000 lbs. Empty Car, 40,000 lbs.

Braking Power Braking Power
40% on 50 lbs. cyl. pres. 60% on 50 lbs. cyl. pres.

Draw Bar Strain 1,837 Lbs.

Loaded Car, 150,000 lbs. Empty Car, 40,000 lbs.

Braking Power Braking Power
60% on 50 lbs. cyl. pres. 60% on 50 lbs. cyl. pres.

Draw Bar Strain 4,040 Lbs.

PLATE 1.

are applied. Now, if the locomotive be

reversed, which means also reversing the

forces, as indicated by the dotted lines, a

retarding force is set up and finally ap-

plied by the rail to the wheel in a direc-

tion opposed to the motion of the train,

according to the sequence above pointed

out.

Plainly, if the fulcrum, or point of pur-

chase, at the contact of the wheel with

the rail, should fail, the drivers will slip

and the train fail to move, or at least fail

to be accelerated except for an amount
equal to the kinetic friction, or friction of

relative movement, between wheel and

rail. The value of this kinetic friction is

far less than the static or rolling friction,

which is most frequently termed "adhe-

sion." This failure of the fulcrum occurs

when the thrust of the wheel on the rail

exceeds the adhesion between the wheel

and the rail. This adhesion is generally

taken as 25 per cent, of the weight resting

r Brake Company

on the rail. With a good dry condition

of tread and rail surfaces 30 or 35 per

cent, may be the limiting value, and, on

the other hand, the adhesion may drop to

IS per cent, or less if the surfaces are

Slippery, due to frost and so forth.

Considering Fig. 2 of plate 2, the crank

pin has been shifted 90 degrees and the

cylinder placed vertically, something like

a walking beam engine for a river boat.

With reference to the engine the pin is

still on tlie quarter. Our lever now be-

comes instead of the straight line lever

of Fig. 1, an offset lever, otherwise Figs.

I and 2 are much the same. Were the

crank pin shifted to the tread of the

wheel the engine stroke would equal the

wheel diameter and the same applied

force would be much more effective in

moving the train. Our lever would now
be a 1 to 1 lever—that is, the power arm
and weight arm would be equal, and so,

01 course, would be the applied and deliv-

ered force?.

This is just the condition of affairs in

Fig. 3. The applied force is the force of

friction of the brake shoe applied at the

tread of the wheel, and this is a 1 to 1

offset lever with the fulcrum at the point

of contact of wheel with rail. The deliv-

ered force at the center of the wheel op-

poses the motion of the train. It is equal

to the applied forces, which, in turn, is

equal to the braking ratio (actual) times

the weight on the wheel times, the coeffi-

cient of brake shoe friction. It is also

equal to and agrees in direction with the

thrust of the rail on the wheel. As be-

fore noted, this is limited in value by the

adhesion between the wheel and rail.

If a car in motion and with the brakes

applied suffers impact in a direction such

that the car is accelerated, the rotative

speed of the wheel will be increased also,

but to accelerate the wheels a certain

thrust is required from or of the rail.

This is in addition to the thrust caused

by brake shoe friction. If the sum of the

two thrusts exceeds the adhesion the

wheel will slide. The impact lasts a very

short time only, and the rail thrust

brought into play by this impact lasts only

as long. But the brake shoe friction in

this very short interval of time has

jumped up in value, becoming static where

it was kinetic before, and the wheel-rail

friction has dropped in value, becoming

kinetic where it was static before and the

wheel continues to slide. In other words,

the impact has "knocked the car off its

feet" and brake shoe friction keeps it "off

its feet."

However, even if this occurs and the

wheels slide momentarily, it does not al-

ways follow that they will continue to

slide, for if the pull of the rail with the
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wheel sliding exceeds the pull of the slioe

the wheel will commence to rotate a^ain

Motion of Train

to slide that it will always continue to

slide, and, also, that a wheel can he slid

fiofion of Tram

Aftf/iedtfForce

Afplied Force

DeliveredForce

Thrust on Rail

'''^'%^y^'^^"""' -Fulcrum
^9^^^ FIG. I

LOCOMOTIVE DRIVER, HORIZONTAL CYLINDER
Motion of Tram

ThrustonRail

Fulcrum
FIG. 2

LOCOMOTIVE DRIVER , VERTICAL CVLINDER

f Friction = fPW

livered Force

TtirustonRall.

'Fulcrum

FIG. 5 CAR WHEEL

Thrustor? nlieel

limited by adhesion

Wheels slide (or slip in the case of

drivers) because the fulcrum at the point

of rail contact fails. That is. the de-

mand on the rail in the way of the 1st

cxccfds the adhesion or static friction

betwren wlieel and rail.

A buff or jerk in the direction of mo-
tion of the train increases the car ve-

locity and the rotative speed of the

wheels. .A certain thrust on the wheels
is required of the rail to increase their

angular velocity. If the brakes are ap-

plied this thrust is augmented by the

thrust due to brake shoe friction. This
total must not exceed the adhesion, if

the wheels are not to slide. If this total does exceed the adhesion the car is said to be "knocked
off its feet." And impact opposite to the direction of train motion neutralizes the rail thrust due
to braking.
A freight car weighing 50.000 lbs. has an adhesion of 3,125 lbs. per pair of wheels, if the ad-

hesion factor « is 25%. A 15 lb. brake pipe reduction gives 680 lbs. brake shoe friction. For 60%
braking ratio on 50 lbs. cylinder pressure, 85% rigging efhciency and 15% brake shoe friction. An
impact of 200,000 lbs. will bring the total r.Til thrust uji to the above adhesion limitation. H the

braking force is greater, the impact greater (not unusual in service), or the adhesion less, the car

will be "knocked off its feet." If the brake shoe f i iction at this instant exceeds the wheel-rail fric-

tion the car will be held "off its feet." This will be true here if the rail friction drops to 10%
f 1,250 lbs.) and the shoe friction rises to 30% (1,380 lbs.), due to the change from static to kinetic

friction and vice versa, respectively. Under the same conditions an impact in the opposite direc-

tion must exceed 300,000 lbs. to knock the car off its feet. The impact computation is based upon
two 70O lb. wheels anil a 500 lb. axle having a movement of inertia of 143.

PLATE 2.

and so continue. This statement will help

to nail the fallacy that once a whfel starts

from a standstill with a low cylinder pres-

sure. To slide the wheel from a standstill,

or to keep a car off its feet, once it has

hcen knocked therefrom, either the cylin-

der pressure must be high or the rail bad,

or both. The assumption made in the

analysis appearing on plate 2 is a cylinder

pressure of 34 pounds and a wheel-rail

friction dropped from 25 per cent, to 10

per cent, and a rise in shoe-wheel friction

from IS per cent, to 30 per cent. With a

loaded car the cylinder pressure will have

to be very high and the rail very bad be-

fore the wheels can be slid from a stand-

still or will continue to slid after a shock

has broken the static friction between the

wheel and the rail—that is, slid flat wheels

appear on empty cars much more fre-

quently than on loaded cars. The cylinder

pressure or rail condition necessary to

keep wheels sliding on passenger cars is

much less extreme in value, due to the

use of a much higher braking ratio than

on freiglit cars.

An impact opposed in direction to the

motion of the train can effect the same re-

sult if it be enough greater, other things

being equal, to neutralize the rail thrust

set up by brake shoe friction and carry in

the opposite direction beyond the limit

of wheel adhesion. The wheel once

stopped in rotation, be it but for an in-

stant, is readily "locked" by the brake

shoe, as above pointed out, and it con-

tinues to slide, provided the brake shoe

friction exceeds the wheel-rail friction.

Thus, it is obvious how prolific in slid

flat wheels shocks may be due to lack of

uniformity in braking, and thus the role

of the empty and load brake in eliminat-

ing slid fiat wheels and all other evils

arising froin slack action is most apparent.

Repairs on No. 6 Distributing Valve

By J. H. HAHS,

Considerable comment has been made

in regard to a peculiar defect of the No.

6 distributing value. It is not, properly

speaking, a mechanical defect in the design

or construction of the valve, but it is a

peculiarity of this particular valve mak-

ing a chattering or fluttering sound which

is produced by the reaction of the air

upon the face of the exhaust valve which

has the effect of damaging the applica-

tion portion of the valve. The trouble is

usually experienced on railroads operat-

ing in mountainous districts, and in loco-

motives in heavy switching service, where

it frequently becomes necessary to use the

independent brake valve in quick service

position. The vibrations at times seemed

sufficiently strong to shake the valve off

the bracket, and has the effect of shaking

the entire cab of a Mallet type locomotive.

Upon examining a number of valves

which were found with broken exhaust

valves, we found that the guides or lugs

on the small end of the application piston

were worn so badly that the entire weight

of this part of the piston rested upon the

Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio Railway, Erwin, Tenn.

exhaust valve. This defect, together with

the sudden rush of air when the inde-

pendent brake valve was placed in quick

service position would cause the exhaust

valve to vibrate upon the seat. The

ening them and do not remedy the defect

In a section where the air brake is put

to a most severe test and where formerly

a good deal of trouble was experienced

with broken exhaust valves w-e have sue-

^
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Facing Jig for Throttle Yoke of Monitor Injector

DETAILS OF FACING JIG FOR THROTTLE
YOKE OF MONITOR INJECTOR.

By F. W. BENTLEY. Jr., Missouri Valley, Iowa

Tlie sketches and photograph show con-

strtiction and details of ii very handy jig

for facing the throttle yoke joint or seat^

of Monitor injectors. The guide, spindlo,

and connected parts hold the cutter^

squarely over the joint face. These joints

) are frequently found badly dented as well

as irregular, necessitating the use of a

quick cutting rigid tool. A spring of any

nature suitable in size is inserted in the

recessed or cupped portion of the guide.

The writer has used reamers of several

designs constructed for this purpose, but

the above will be found most practical in

every respect, as the cutters are few, be-

ing quickly renewed, shr.rpened and lined.
I ACIXG TIG IN POSITION.

Three Way Cock for Operating Air
Presses.

Bv E. L. BowEN, Atr Br.'vke Foreman,

Illinois Central Railroad.

Among other mechanical appliances

necessary for our work here some three

way cocks for operating small air presses

had to be made, and the accompanying

engine named "William Merritt," is very

interesting, but perhaps the writer is not

aware that the Boston c& Maine road gave

orders for four other freight engines to

the eminent locomotive constructor, Will-

iam Mason in 1872. These were named
and numbered as follows : No. 62, "Cum-
btrland," dcli\cred July 5, 1872; Xo. 63,

Cui sUr tor itaridatd

rot at u Aeu

Brass
Fintth all oi/tr

3rass or Cast hon

Hfush onlofioiiltf C(jf f^uadfant

as indicated 4y

ijofteii lines

details of three way cock for operating air PRESSE.S.

drawing may be of interest to some of the

readers of Railway and Locomotive

Engineering as showing the details of

the construction that we followed. We
used a standard upper case rotary key

and handle for a G 6, brake valve in con-

nection with the brace valve and seat

shown in tlie drawing. As will be readily

noted, the parts are simple, the machine

work is comparatively easy of accomplish-

ment, and the valve could not be surpassed

in the quality of efficiency. They have

been thoroughly tested in service at the

McComb City shops, and met all require-

ments.

"Transport," delivered July 27, 1872; No.

64, "William Merritt," delivered .\ugust 6,

1872, and No. 65, "Samoset," delivered

.August 21, 1872. Mr. Merritt, not desir-

ing to have his name placed on a freight

engine, the name on the No. 64 was

clianged to "Pilot." These engines all

performed excellent service. Compared to

present day engines their yoke was easy

,-\nd their burden was light.

Mason Engines on the Boston & Maine
By Herbert Fisher, Taunton, Mass.

The illustrated article in the September

issue of Railway and Loco.motive Engi-

neering relating to the Boston & Maine

Historical Exhibit.

The exhibit of old locomotives and

cars used on the Baltimore and Ohio

was transferred from Pittsburgh to De-

troit during the Safety Congress held

there last month. Examples of the meth-

ods of transportation used from the

early ages of civilization to the incep-

tion of rail transmission and the inven-

tion of the locomotive forms part of

the exhibit. Safely appliances have re-

cently been added. The exhibit lias

attracted much attention in interna-

tional and industrial expositions in vari-

ous sections of the country, and is.

growing in importance and interest.

Extending the Armstrong Plant.

The constantly growing demand lor

Armstrong tool holders is reflected in

the fact that the .-\rnistrong Bros. Tool

Company, Chicago, is building a 50 x_

70 ft. steel and brick addition to their

drop forging department. They are also

erecting a reinforced concrete fireproof

building 60 x 130 ft., four floors, to be-

uscd for finished stock warehouse, ship-

ping department and offices. These

buildings with new machinery and

equipment to be installed will largely

increase the company's facilities for

taking care of its rapidly increasing

business.

Oldest Locomotive Still Working.

One of George Stephenson's lirst en-

gines is still in operation at Hetton Col-

liery in England, where it was first put

into use and where it has been in constant

service since 1822, the year in which it

was built. .Mthough the English govern-

ment has offered to purchase it for pre-

servation in one of the museums, the

owners say they will keep it.

To Clean Rusty Steel.

Mix ten parts of tin putty, eight parts-

of prepared buck's horn, and twenty-five

parts of spirits of wine to a paste.

Cleanse the steel with this preparation,

and linally rub off with soft blotting

paper.

Zinc.

Of all common metals zinc expands-

and contracts the most for any increase

or decrease of temperature; hence it is

sometimes particularly valuable where ex-

pansion and contraction with variations of.

temperature are desirable.
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Improved Quick Action lTi«i;li Power

Hand Brake

An improved quick aclioii, high power

hand brake has been designed and per-

fected in the engineering department of

the Bettendorf Company, Rettendorf,

Iowa, and repeated tests have shown that

it gives a quicker hand l)rake application

than was obtained with the devices com-

monly in use, and also of given effort

employed hy the operator delivers a higli

force at the cylinder push rod or other

connection, without wasting the opera-

tor's effort, as is the case when the pres-

ent day iiand brake chain winds upon

itself on the ordinary staff.

As shown in the accompanying draw-

ings, the device consists of two power

arms attached to an operating lever, the

longer arm of which connects to a rack

through the medium of a spring, while

the shorter arm is capable of operating

the same ra,ck through the medium of a

pawl. For a given movement of the

operating lever, the end of the long arm

with the spring connection travels faster

or consideralile shoe clearance, as with a

short piston travel.

It has also been demonstrated that the

breaking or permanent setting of the

spring will not destroy the effectiveness

of the brake, but merely increases the

number of strokes necessary to obtain a

full application. In the matter of safety

also the device can he easily operated

with one hand, while the other hand can

hold to a grab iron for protection.

Safety Car Loaned to Industrial Com-
mission.

The Baltimore & Ohio has arranged

to loan to the Industrial Commission of

Ohio a vestibule passenger car which is

fitted up with safety devices, pictures and

other material dealing with educational

accident prevention, and which will be

operated through the State of Ohio. A
new feature is the placing of transpar-

I50i?

This rod nnrecfedbu chain topush rod.

Note: Bmkfs shown set for
tr^treme near of shoes,

and leverpulled up In release
position, rock IS droppeddown, and S

lever IS dropped to I'^ht, 4S'from
the vertical friction nos disregoij

cdin findinq Itie forces

DETAILS OF l.MPROVliD HIGH TOWEK II.VND I!k.\KE.

New Process of Preserving Timber.

What is known as the "Nodon" process

for drying and conserving timber is

meeting with much success in Europe.

The method makes use of electricity. A
strong electric current passes through

freshly-cut wood and appears to cause a

chemical change resulting in oxidation of

certain parts, together with a physical

change in the cellulose. On account of

this, the wood is better preserved against

the action of fungi and is more suitable

for mechanical use. It is said that in a

few hours a thorough oxidation of the

wood sap takes place by this process,

which ordinarily requires several months
in free air. The method can be so suc-

cessfully applied to green timber that it

is thoroughly seasoned in a few weeks.

Tlic moisture in the wood helps to carry

the electric current and hence, when the

process is applied, the timber should not

be too dry—in fact, immediately after cut-

ting is advisable. The electrical energy

required is 3 to 6 kw. per cubic yard.

than the short arm. and this travel de-

termines the rate of rack movement until

the resistance of the rack becomes suffi-

cient to cause the spring to elongate.

Wlien the elongation of the spring per-

mits a travel of the rack slower than the

travel of the short arm, the pawl then

engages the rack and thus an automatic

change from a quick action low power to

a slow action high power is brought about.

If the piston travel is so long that one

movement of the hand brake lever will

not give a full brake application, then

the first movement is utilized in taking

up slack only. The second or successive

movements then produce the power, the

pawl only acting during the second or

third hand brake movement.

By this means .some of the objections

to most quick take-up schemes have been

overcome, for the reason that nearly all

of these devices are very weak in brake

force if the shoe clearance is small. With

the new device as strong an application

can be obtained with a long distance travel

cncics in the windows of the cur showing

various ways by which accidents occur

and can be prevented, the method having

been decided upon so as not to encroach

upon the space that will be required for

the exhibits to be placed in the car by

the various corporations who will partici-

pate.

Canadian Railway Commission.

There is an impression that the commis-

sion appointed by the Canadian Govern-

ment to investigate Canadian railways will

lead to government ownership of all lines.

It will be many years, however, before that

point is reached, if predicated upon what

has been done in the United States as the

undertaking will take some years to com-

plete, the same as has the valuation of

railroads in the United States, and a corre-

sponding increase in expense far beyond

what was contemplated by those responsi-

ble for initiating the work.

"Dog Ear" Spikes.

American manufacturers and engi-

neers have had brought to their atten-

tion by an order placed in this country
the "dog ear" feature of the standard
spikes used on Russian railroads. It

is understood that an Eastern railroad

will experiment with them to determine
whether thej- are superior to the style

of spike that is standard in this coun-
try. It is claimed that they afford bet-

ter protection from salt water drippings

from refrigerator cars, and a better grip

for claw bars when driven down upon
the plates.

Great Northern Pension System.

The Great Northern is establishing a

pension system for employes of the road.

It is intended as a memorial to James

J. Hill, who had formulated plans for the

pension fund before he died. It will

provide for employes who have been in

the company's service for 20 years or

more, and fi.xes the age of 70 for com-
pulsory and 65 for voluntary retirement.

Each pensioner will receive 1 per cent of

his average monthly pay for the 10 years

next preceding retirement for each year

of service.

Busy at Baldwin's.

Between 19.000 and 20.000 employees

are occupied at the Baldwin Locomotive

Works, not including those employed in

the affiliated companies at Eddystone.

The company has sufficient orders for lo-

comotives and repair work in hand to

keep the plant busy for many months to

come. About 40 per cent of the locomo-
tive business is represented by foreign

orders.
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Announcement.

We are pleased to announce that Mr.

George S. Hodgins, who for about ten

years was an editor of this paper, has

returned to our staff after an absence of

five years. We commend Mr. Hodgins to

a favorable reception from his numerous

old friends.

The Fall of the Quebec Bridge.

The loss of the center span of the bridge

at Quebec over the St. Lawrence river,

which cast a gloom over the "Ancient

Capital" and, indeed, over the whole Do-

minion, happened early in September.

The building of the bridge was a Cana-

dian government undertaking. The piers

were 1,800 ft. apart and the center or

connecting span was 640 ft. long. In

1907 the bridge gave way and fell in a

tangled heap of steel, across and into the

waterway. The loss of life then occa-

sioned amounted to 90 persons. The

bridge as now constructed was completed

all but the center span, and it had been

brought into position for hoisting and

was partly under way when from all ac-

counts one corner slipped from the lifting

girder or a sustaining casting broke and

the bridge span rolled over into the

water.

Elsewhere in this issue we give a snap-

shot illustration taken at the fateful mo-
ment. It may seem strange to some that

the barges which had floated the span into

position had been withdrawn from be-

neath the structure and some people

thought that they might have been

kipl in position and the bridge span

blocked up constantly as the hydraulic

jacks lifted the 5,000-ton mass. This,

however, could not be done, as the total

lift was 150 feet, so that when the

slip occurred, whether it be due to in-

complete or careless fastening, or to the

failure of the temporary holding appa-

ratus, there was nothing below the bridge

to hold the span from falling into the

river. To the lay mind, or in the minds

of those who were not present, the

absence of continuous blocking below tlic

span meant a chancetaker's risk, which

usually spells negligence in some quar-

ter. To those acquainted with this kind

of work, the blocking up for 150 ft. of

vertical lift on an insecure and floating

base, was out of the question. .\ care-

fully conducted government inquiry can

now alone settle the question of respon-

sibility.

This bridge is the greatest example of

the application of the cantilever principle

ever applied to any bridge. In the Firth

of Forth bridge the piers are 1,710 ft.

apart, and this distance is exceeded in

the Quebec bridge by 90 ft. The center

span of the Forth bridge is 350 ft., while

the lost central span of the Canadian

bridge was 640 ft. long. The distance

from shore to shore of the Quebec bridge

is 3,239 ft. The fourth bridge is 5.349 ft.

between approaches. The loss of the center

span halts the work on the great Canadian

bridge at a most inopportune time, and

great as is the loss both from a financial

and an engineering standpoint, yet if any

single doubtful fact concerning this

structure or its method of erection, or

its handling and placing, shall be learned

which will in any way advance engineer-

ii'.g science, the price though extremely

high in lives, money and reputations, may
at least not have been paid in vain.

differently situated. They cannot raise

the rates without permission from outside

sources, and herein lies the gross injustice

under which they have a right to com-

plain. If the change to eight hours

should be approved of the raise of rates

should be coincident, and not follow after

the bankruptcy that would inevitably over-

take many of the railroad companies.

Anytliing short of this would be criminal

neglect. The Federal commission should

not only be empowered but should be

compelled to take up the whole subject,

as the shortening of the hours of labor

is nothing more or less than an increase

in expenses, and the questions involved

are so interwoven that they cannot be

fairly dealt with by separate commissions.

This will no doubt be properly placed be-

fore the legislature and it is to be hoped

that a sense of justice will be awakened

to the rights of all concerned.

The Proposed Eight Hour Law.

The clamor against the means that

have been taken to avoid a great national

calamity in the shape of a general rail-

road strike should neither be disregarded

nor taken too seriously. The proposal is

an experiment which will be tried some
months hence and reported upon. While

the action of the associated brotherhoods

is the boldest and, perhaps, the most suc-

cessful stroke ever accomplished by or-

ganized labor, it does not rival in magni-

tude the step in the same direction taken

by the united building trades years ago.

They whose memories run back to that

period can recall the difficulties that had

to be overcome, but it will also be re-

membered that the commercial disturb-

ance immediately rectified itself. The
cost of new buildings advanced, and the

contractors adjusted their estimates to

suit the changed conditions, and the idea

of going back to longer hours has never

been considered.

The railroad companies, however, are

Power Reverse Gear on Yard Engines.

Some people think there is not much
to a yard engine except to saw up and

down the track all day and that any kind

of a yard engine will do. Of course this

is a great mistake, but the use of power

reverse gear on a yard engine proves it

beyond question. It practically facilitates

work.

In the first place, power reverse gear

makes it easier for the engineraan. That

means more efficient service by him, be-

cause it removes from his work, heavy,

unremitting physical toil and clears his

mind from the mental revolt always pres-

ent, due to the dumb acceptance of ardu-

ous conditions, that he cannot change,

and which make a straight challenge on

bodily endurance. This is the psycho-

logical factor in the case, which it is un-

wise to ignore.

The use of power reverse gear enables

a man to keep his head out of the cab

window all the time. He continuously

sees what he is doing. The switchmen

on the ground feel safer in their work
because the engineman can see what he

is doing. The engineman looking at his

work all the time and reversing the en-

gine by a simple wrist movement, instead

of by a complete body action each time,

together with a momentary withdrawal

of eye and thought from the work, elimi-

nates several unnecessary movements
which would delight an efficiency engi-

neer. Less time is used to reverse, less

strength is expended, greater safety is

assured, and prompt action follows as a

matter of course.

Many yard enginemen are not by any

means old, but have reached the point

where fatigue troubles them. Many have

slight physical defects, such as eye sight

below par, a lame foot, or a touch of

rheumatism. These men begin work
fresh in the morning, but as the day

wears on, with work as hard as ever all

day, they involuntarily slow down a little.
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and Uic volunic of wi>rl< to be done suf-

fers. Power reverse gear is as fresh in

the evening as it was at sunrise.

This brings us to the point, that viewed

from an operating standpoint, shows that

the engine works evenly and up to full

power all the time. When necessity arises

it can be pushed with safety. The con-

stant, steady work at full capacity has

been found in some cases to decrease

the number of engines used. This brings

about several most important economies.

Not only is tirst cost, maintenance, and

charges wiped off the books, but the space

charges wiped off the books, but the space

which the discarded engine formerly oc-

cupied, and which it required to work in,

can be filled with revenue-producing cars,

and in this way the capacity of tlic yard

may be increased without the company

buying a foot of space. In city limits,

growing business may call for increased

facilities at a point where no one will

sell adjacent property. It may seem

strange that a reduction of "working ma-

chinery" amounts to more power, greater

efficiency, or increased space, but such is

the undoubted fact.

Boiler Inspection.

It is almost impossible to make the or-

dinary boiler user realize that a boiler

which has been worked for years with

safety, is rapidly or gradually approach-

ing a condition when it will be dangerous

to be near it. When an ordinary user first

gets a boiler into his premises, he is nerv-

ous every time he hears the steam blow

off thinking the noise indicates a coming

explosion, but as usual, familiarity breeds

the contempt which ignorance is ever

ready to embrace. Most of our States

are painfully in want of laws to regulate

the control and inspection of stationary

steam boilers ; and public opinion is slow

in making the demand that leads to the

necessary law making, although the ex-

amples of killed and wounded from boiler

explosions are sufficiently numerous to

stir people with feelings of humanity to

demand a remedy.

Laws requiring a thorough investiga-

tion of all boiler explosions by expert in-

spectors, and the publication of the facts,

would do a great deal to prepare the way
for effectual remedies. It is not necessary

that boiler inspectors should be men
brought from outside the works when a

boiler is stationed or cleaned. A boiler

maker employed by a firm on other work

may acceptably act as inspector when a

boiler has to be examined. The Rail-

road Commissioners of Massachusetts,

recommended many years ago the enact-

ment of a law requiring all locomotive

boilers to be periodically inspected and

tested. Most of the railroads considered

the law a hardship at first, but most of

them came within a few years, to recog-

nize the law as a blessing in disguise.

The boilers came to be inspected regu-

larly at trifling expense, and defects of a

dangerous character were frequently dis-

covered. The mechanical head of one of

the principal railroads in New England
made a public statement, after the inspec-

tion law had been in force for some time,

that he would rather quit the position,

than to return to the loose practices that

prevailed, before rigid and systematic in-

spection became imperative. This Massa-
chusetts' law was really embodied in the

present regulations of the Interstate Con\-

merce Commission in regard to locomo-
tive boiler inspection, and which has no
doubt proved more effective for safety

than any such law ever put in operation.

Some similar national regulations are

imperatively needed for stationary boiler

inspection.

tiiely eliminated all low joints. The re-

sult of the re[jort of the subject of broken
rails, however, bids fair to be the most
far reaching of his investigations and has
occupied more or less of his time for

thirty-eight years, during which period

he has been consulting engineer of the

.New York Central.

Broken Rails.

An important announcement was made
liy the New York Central last month that

its staff of scientists, under Dr. P. H.
Dudley, C. E., has discovered the cause
and a complete remedy for the flaws in

steel rails. The matter has been under in-

vestigation for many years, and the con-

clusion is that the interior fissures in

many rails are caused by imperfect proc-

esses in manufacture, instead of excessive

wheel loads as has been generally sup-

posed. Many wrecks have been caused
by these internal flaws. In the last four-

teen years a total of 3,345 railroad acci-

dents occurred from this cause whereby
206 persons were killed and 7.341 injured

with a property loss of nearly $4,000,000

in the United States. This class of acci-

dents has been found to be preventable,

if Dr. Dudley's discoveries can be taken

as absolutely correct. The remedies in-

volve the establishment of what will be

known as bloom reheating plants to all

of the existing rail rolling mills. The im-

portance of the report may be estimated

from the fact that meetings of steel man-
ufacturers are now in progress in Pitts-

liurgh, Baltimore and New York to con-

sider the adoption of the new methods in

rail manufacture. Favorable action on

the part of the manufacturers may be as-

suredly expected as the independent in-

vestigations and experiments with the

manufacture of rails for the New York
Central, under Dr. Dudley's personal di-

rection, has reduced the breakage of rails

from a previous proportion of one in 600

to one in 142.000. which latter rate could

now be eliminated making accidents from

track failure a thing of the past.

Dr. Dudley's researches have resulted

in other important discoveries. He is the

inventor of the dynamometer track in-

spection car. which automatically records

in printed diagrams all undulations in

rail surfaces, and marks all high or low-

spots. By the use of this device the ag-

gregate unevenness of the New York
Central main line was reduced from eight

feet per mile to two feet per mile, and en-

The Metric System.

There has lately arisen considerable

agitation in favor of adopting the French
metric .system of weights and measures
for general use in the United States. The
advocates of this movement are mostly
schoolmen who insist that the metric sys-

tem is much more philosophical than that

now in use. We do not care how philoso-

phical a system of weights and measures
may be so long as the details arc con-

venient and easily understood. We prefer

utility to philosophy. From the experi-

ence we have had with the working of

the metric system in different countries,

wp don't believe it possesses any merits

that commend it for displacing the Bri-

tish system that all English speaking
people use.

It is now over sixty years since the

firm of William Sellers & Co., Philadel-

phia, adopted the metric system in an im-

portant system in their works, and it has
been continued till now and the workmen
are as familiar with it as with the inch.

After the metric system had been in use
in the Sellers' works for thirty years,

Coleman Sellers, a member of the Com-
pany and one of the most accomplished

mechanical engineers of the world wrote

:

"With this long practice during my con-

nection with the firm, I have written and
spoken against the enforced adoption of

the system, not only because of the ex-

pense involved in changing, but because

it is not a practical system ; it permits of

no elastic graduations of shop or trade

sizes. The millimeter is taken as the

standard to avoid complication of the

constant use of decimals, as nearly all

measurements in machine work are less

than one meter. The small measure in-

volves many figures, and does not permit

any good memorable series. The inch

cut up into the natural division by con-

stantly halving permits the use of sizes

best suited to the needs of the workmen."

Purchasing Railway Supplies.

In the revival of increasing railroad

activity and the need of new equipment
especially necessary from the fact that

during what maj- be called the lea»

years much of railroad motive power
and other mechanical appliances had
been in service, in many cases, longer

than they should have been. Not that

the neglect was wilful, but traffic had
to be maintained with such means as

were available, and necessity knows no
law. Now that better times are with
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us and extensive additions of equipment plished and maintained. Much has been

are in progress it is well to pause for said and written on the deterioration of

a moment and consider the question of

how these purchases are made. One

would naturally suppose that those who

are most familiar with the requirements

of the service expected would be con-

sulted. This is not generally the case,

however. It may be taken for granted

that in the accounting department the

cashiers and chief clerks have their

railroad stock, on roadbeds that needed

improvement, on terminal facilities that

needed enlargement, and it is to be hoped

that the railroad companies are seeing

their way to appropriate from the present

earnings a sufficient amount to carry out

the constructive plans to meet the grow-

ing traffic conditions.

On the part of the railroad men on

choice of the material and forms nee- wfiom the increased burden of the work

essary. but it does not follow that the

men in the mechanical department who

are qualified by experience control the

choice of the equipment essential to

their part of the work. On the con-

trary, they are generally glad to take

what they can get.

Not only so, hut very frequently the

material supplied could be much im-

proved upon. In the machine shops it

would, we suppose, be an infraction of

dignity to consult a working machinist the most skilled in the mechanical depart

falls, and apart from the bitter contro-

versies arising from the demands of

those engaged in some of the departments,

it must be admitted that there are large

numbers of patient, earnest men who un-

complainingly work from year to year

under conditions and with remuneration

tliat might be improved. It is not our

province or desire to dwell on particular

interests or classes, but it must be ad-

mitted that the remuneration to many of

as to the best kind of tool adapted to

special requirements. He is supposed

to do what he is told and keep quiet.

The foreman knows his place and re-

mains silent. The master mechanic may

do some hard thinking, but there is

ment has not kept pace with the require-

ments of the service or the increased cost

of living. This is true in the case of

many of the master mechanics, and par-

ticularly so in that large class of foremen

upon whom so much of the growing' de-

usually a general above him, and even tails of construction and repair work de-

the superintendents of motive power

soon learn that there are other influ-

ences at work in the purchase of sup-

plies than the judgment acquired in his

experience.

It is not uncommon to hear the

heads of mechanical departments com-

plain even of the type of locomotives

selected for special work, but they also

must needs conceal their thoughts, or,

if they speak at all, it must be with a

diffident compliance to other powers.

The question naturally arises. From

what source does this division of opin-

ion and power of purchase come? It

is natural to suspect the purchasing

agent, but even he should have the

benefit of the doubt. He cannot please

everybody. He is usually a gentleman

of wide experience and may safely be

trusted, but he is liable to be controlled

by agencies that are past finding out.

pend, with constantly increasing responsi-

bility. These men are at call at all hours,

and may be said to be between the upper

and nether millstone, and have not only to

bear the brunt of the complaints of the

higher officials but have to furnish brains,

as it were, to the less skilled who are

dependent upon them.

The recent convention of the Inter-

national General Railway Foremen's As-

sociation at Chicago, a report of which

appears elsewhere in our pages, serves to

give some indication of the calibre of

these men, and while it would be unjust

to say that their work is not appreciated,

we are of opinion that some portion of

the improved fortune tliat is coming to the

railroads might be diverted in their direc-

tion.

legislation and other causes, that is con-

stantly upon them, and yet we find many

who find time to project their keen intel-

ligence into the multiplex channels arising

out of their varied experience, among

which Mr. MacBain is a shining example.

Much of their work is unnoticed and un-

known, but it is from this class that real

progress comes. In their experience in

their journey upwards from the humbler

positions, from which they must come,

they became familiar with every detail of

the mechanical appliances used on rail-

ways. All of them could suggest many

improvements, but the encouragement is

not always as conspicuous as it should be,

and just as many a flower is born to blush

unseen, so many thoughts of pith and mo-

ment perish in the bustle of necessary

mechanical activity. In this regard the

engineering press affords a proper outlet

for these valuable thoughts, and it is a

matter of pride and satisfaction to us to

have the means in our hands to afiford a

vehicle for the full expression of such

ideas as tend towards improvement in the

mechanical department of railways and all

that relates thereto, and with the co-op-

eration of many of the most thoughtful

of these men we are encouraged in the

work in which we are engaged. To this

end Railw.ay and Locomotive Engineer-

ing was established and to this end it will

be carried on.

Improved Railroad Income and Its

Uses.

From the official report published last

month the comparative gains of railroads

for the first six months of 1916 as com-

pared with the same period in 1915 it ap

Test of Locomotives.

The series of articles on the tests of

locomotives looking towards improvement

in boiler construction and repair contrib-

uted by Mr. D. R. MacBain, superin-

tendent of motive power of the New York

Central at Cleveland, as we have stated

elsewhere, is not only of vital importance

in the realm of scientific investigation,

pears that it amounts to $166,151,387, or but is also an admirable illustration of

42.26 per cent. The gross advance is

much greater but the expenses are also

largely increased. While this large per-

centage of increase year by year can

hardly be expected to continue, it seems

assured that an era of prosperity is be-

fore us, and that the opportunity to add

to the efficiency in raising the railroads

to a high level of safety may be accom-

Safety First.

In nearly every machine shop that we
have visited lately we have noticed con-

spicuously displayed notices enjoining

everyone that "safety first" should be ob-

served and that "efficiency" is the duty of

every person drawing pay in that estab-

lishment. We also notice that many of

the workmen are disgusted with meddle-

some spirit displayed in compelling them

to perform duties in the manner that every

self-respecting mechanic will execute of

his own free will unmoved by the spirit

of meddling. The ordinary workman,

when left to follow the bent of his own
inclination, is ready to give a fair day's

work for the prevailing pay and trying to

force him to do more merely rouses an-

tagonism.

what an earnest seeker after facts can ac-

complish. Perhaps there is no class of

railroad men whose time and abilities are

more constantly occupied than the men

at the heads of the mechanical depart-

ments of railways, and it must be con-

ceeded that they have more than enough

to do to keep the wheels moving, with the

constant pressure of economy, induced by

Railway Cars in Australia.

The Minister for Home Affairs decided

to import steel cars for the Australian

railways, but the cabinet vetoed his de-

cision. It was found that the material

could not be obtained in Australia in

time to build the cars for the opening of

the new lines ; it could be procured in

the United States, and the cars could be

built in Australia. Local firms will be

given an opportunity to build the cars if

they are prepared to build the cars in a

reasonable time, and if not they may turn

their attention again to the American

manufacturers.
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Air Brake Department
B-3-A Conduclor's Valve—Calculating Train Stops—Parasite Reservoir Governor

The B-3-A Conductor's Valve.

'I'he Wcstiiighousc Air iirake Co. has

developed a new type of conductor's valve

for passenger cars, known as the B-3-A,

of which illustrations are shown. This

valve has been in service on both steam

and electric roads for several years and

has proved snprr'or In prcvioni; types of

B-3A CONmcTOR'S VALVE

valves and, since no question of inter-

changeability is involved, railroads are

generally adopting this type as a standard.

The peculiar features of advantage em-

bodied in the valve are

:

1. It can be installed to much better

advantage than the C-3 type as it is com-

pact, requiring but little space for installa-

tion, and may be located anywhere it' any

i PIPE
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lines not necessitate carrying additional

repair material in railroad storerooms.

4. No hand-fitted parts are used in the

valve, so that it can be repaired by any

unskilled workman.

5. The operating lever arrangement is

^uch that the valve can be operated very

easily, the resistance to movement being

sucli that any reasonable variation from

correct alignment of the conductor's valve

cord connection cannot affect the" relia-

bility of the valve in opening.

Until two or three years ago the most

widely used conductor's valve was the

type 3-C, of which two forms were devel-

oped—one for wooden and the ether for

steel cars, and while this type has been

iibsolutely reliable and satisfactory, as far

as operation is concerned, it possesses the

disadvantage of requiring different-sized

filling blocks in order to accommodate
clifferent-sized partitions. As partitions

now vary so greatly in thickness, this has

liecome a source of inconvenience and dif-

Ixult in installation and this consideration

has led to the development of the B-3-A
\ alve.

Like the C-3, it is of the non-self-closing

t.\ pe—that is, when open it will remain

ripen until closed by hand, thus insuring

an emergency brake application and the

brakes remaining set until the train comes

to a stop.

The advantages of the new type of

valve are so obvous that unless otherwise

instructed the valve will be included in

full sets of passenger car brakes without

extra charge.

I PIPE

BRAKE P.PE

SECTIONAL VIEW OF B-3A CONDUCTOR'S
VALVE.

position! The conductor's valve cord may
be arranged to pull from either end of the

valve by merely removing the operating

lever pin and reversing the position of the

lever.

2. It is easier to keep tight than the C-3

and therefore more easily repaired and

maintained, thereby reducing maintenance

expenses.

3. The rubber seat, which is the part

most likely to require renewal, and the

brass valve which carries the rubber seat

are standard triple valve parts in use on

all railroads. The adoption of this valve

Calculating Train Stop Distances.

We frequently receive queries concern-

ing the distance in which a train of cars

may be stopped with the air brake from

different rates of speed, and such ques-

tions cannot be satisfactorily answered in

the usual manner in the question and an-

swer columns, especially when the writers

request formulas that will enable them to

calculate these distances. We have al-

ways aimed to impress our readers with

the fallacy of attempting to calculate a

train stop distance that may be made w ith

any nondescript brake apparatus, because

the efficiency of a brake must be known
before there can be any basis upon which

to even estimate the distance required in

which to stop a train of cars from a given

rate of speed.

In previous issues there has been con-

siderable reference to calculations involv-

ing the kinetic energy to be dissipated

in stopping a train, and the retarding force

available for the work, but such matter

was confined to a single car as an exam-

ple and supposedly upon a level track,

and as was explained that, assuming the

rotative energy of the wheels to be oflTsct

by journal friction and atmospheric rc-

siftance, the work done in stopping a train

must be equal to the kinetic energy stored

in the train, or the work done is the re-

tarding force multiplied by the distance

through which it acts.

OLD STANDARD C-3 CONDUCTORS VALVE.

The retarding force is the weight of

the car multiplied by the actual per cent.

c^ retardation obtained with the brake,

which is the nominal percentage of brak-

ing ratio employed multiplied by the

brake rigging efficiency in per cent, and
the average coefficient of friction ob-

tained. When the last two factors are

found by experiment or test, calculating

the distance in which a train should be

stopped with the air Iirake is a very sim-

SECTIO.NAL VIEW OF OLD STANDARD
VALVE.

pie proposition, and it can be worked out

to within a very few feet of the actual

result that will be obtained when stopping

the train with the brake. It is not desired

to again explain how an average rate of

retardation per second may be found or

how- tlie per cent, of braking ratio neces-

sary to produce a stop in the required
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distance can be found, but we will print

a formula used by air brake engineers in

calculating the distances in which train

stops can be made from various speeds

when the efficiency of the brake rigging

and the average coefficient of friction of

the brake shoes are known, then an ef-

fort will be made to explain how the loco-

motive stop distance is calculated in the

results and finally how the estimates are

made when the train is to be stopped on

a descending grade. If we can succeed in

making this clear, it will answer many of

the queries propounded by our corre-

spondents.

A formula used for this purpose is

V=

S ^ , where

2g P e f

S =: The distance of the train stop in

feet,

V ^ Initial velocity of the train in feet

per second,

g ^ Acceleration of gravity, or 32.2 feet

per second,

P == Braking ratio of entire train in per

cent.,

e ^ Brake rigging efficiency, per cent.,

and

f ^ Coefficient of brake shoe friction.

In this calculation V must be in feet per

second, or speed in miles per hour multi-

plied by the decimal 1.47, the latter de-

rived from the number of feet in a mile

divided by the number of seconds in an

hour, or

S2S0

= 1.47.

3600

As an e-xample let us assume that V =
60 miles per hour, then V" is 60 X 1.47

= 88 X 88 = 7744.

Let P == 150 per cent, or l.S, an emer-

gency braking ratio that will be developed

by the L.N. equipment, or that may be

developed by the P.C. or the U. C. equip-

ments, and this for the cars only.

Let c z= .85 as an average value of the

brake rigging efficiency obtained from

tests, and

Let f ^ .10 or 10 per cent, an average

value of the coefficient of brake shoe fric-

tion obtained under modern air brake

conditions, then

7744

S = .

2 X 32.2 X 1.5 X .85 X .10

Performing the calculation or werking
out the example will show that the car,

or a number of cars, if so braked, will be

slopped in 944 feet from the point at

which the brakes are fully applied, but the

actual stop distances are measured from

the point at which the brake application is

begun, and as a brake cannot be fully

applied in less than 2 seconds unless elec-

tric current is used, it follows that the

actual distance of the stop will be some-

what longer, and this is usually deter-

mined by the assumption that full retard-

ing force is obtained or rather that full

brake cylinder pressure is obtained 2

seconds after the start of the application,

or that the average retarding force real-

ized during the 2 seconds is one-half the

ma.ximum or in 2 seconds' time brake cyl-

inder pressure rises from zero to maxi-
mum, therefore one-half of the full brake

cylinder is considered effective for 2

seconds or the full brake cylinder pressure

in effect for one second ; or, in other

words, the train is assumed to be running

without any braking effect for one second

and the distance traveled during this sec-

ond is 88 feet, so that 88 feet plus 944

feet equals 1,032 feet, the distance in which

the cars in the train will be stopped under

the above conditions.

It must be understood, however, that

the above figures for brake rigging effi-

ciency and coefficient of friction were ob-

tained from tests made with modern
equipment and the best obtainable design

of clasp brake gear.

By the expression per cent, of brake

rigging efficiency we mean the actual

force in pounds that is brought to bear

upon the brake shoes as compared with

the calculated force ; the calculated force

is the area of the brake cylinder in square

inches multiplied by the pressure per

square inch developed in the cylinder and

this multiplied by tlie total leverage ratio

employed gives the calculated pressure in

pounds that will be delivered to the brake

shoes. This, however, does not include

certain losses through release springs,

deflection of brake gear, friction of the

levers and a variety of losses of a minor

nature, therefore the actual shoe pressure

obtained must be ascertained, and this is

the per cent, of brake rigging efficiency.

During tests made with modern pas-

senger equipment cars it has been found

that with a well designed brake rigging, a

brake rigging efficiency of 85 per cent.

can be realized, and that a coefficient of

brake shoe friction that will average 10

per cent, can be obtained ; the latter will

require no e.xplanation if the readers have

studied the articles by Mr. Turner that

have been appearing in these pages during

the past j'ear ; however, it has been deter-

mined that under present conditions 10

pounds pull of the shoe tending to stop

the rotation of the wheel can be obtained

as an average throughout a stop for every

100 pounds applied to the brake shoe.

Some years ago when passenger cars

weighed less than 50,000 pounds and the

brake shoe was practically of the same

size and composition, a somewhat higher

average could be obtained, especially when
the speed of the wheel was considerably

reduced, but at the present time the brake

shoe pressure necessary to produce an

efficient brake is so high, and the tem-

perature rises so rapidly, that the coeffi-

cient of friction cannot rise above an aver-

age of 10 per cent, at any time during a

stop made with a modern train from a

high rate of speed

Now the foregoing has reference to

passenger cars, and a percentage of brak-

ing ratio commonly used when operating

with modern brake equipments, and each

car furnishing its own retarding effect,

the train will stop in the same distance

as one car, but when the locomotive is

attached there are some other matters

that must be taken into consideration, and
tlie most important one is that the loco-

motive is braked lower than passenger

cars. The distance required to stop a

locomotive from a given rate of speed de-

pends upon the type of brake equipment

in use. the braking ratio employed on the

tender, the amount of coal and water on

the tender, and whether the engine truck

wheels are, or are not, provided with a

brake, and whether the locomotive has a

trailer brake. However, a locomotive in

passenger service, under present operating

conditions, may be assumed to be equipped

V. ith the E. T. brake, where, with a quick-

action or emergency application of the

brake, brake cylinder pressure will be

maintained at at least 75 pounds during

the stop and will develop nearly 90 per

cent, braking ratio on the driving wheels,

and possibly more than this on the tender,

and as all modern locomotives are sup-

posed to have engine truck and trailer

brakes it is not unreasonable to expect the

value of P in the equation to be .9 and

the value of e X f to be at least .10, as

was derived from the Lake Shore tests at

Toledo, Ohio, in 1909, and with these

values a calculation of the locomotive stop

distance from a 60 mile per hour speed,

made with the formula, would show 1,425

feet as stop distance for the locomotive.

During the Pennsylvania-Westinghouse

Air Brake Tests at Absecon, N. J., in

1913, a modern 200-ton locomotive, with

all wheels braked, was stopped from a

60-mile per hour speed in 1,550 feet, and

by using a special by-pass valve, by means
of which 140 pounds pressure could be

used in the biake cylinders at the begin-

ning of the stop and then blown down as

the speed decreased, the locomotive could

be stopped in 1,228 feet.

The reference to locomotive stop dis-

tances is not made for the purpose of

showing how it can be calculated, but

rather for illustrating how the locomotive

stop distance, when known, affects the

stop distance of a train of cars, and as-

suming that the equations printed have

reference to a train of 10 cars, each weigh-

ing 100,000 pounds, and the locomotive to

weigh 350,000 pounds, let us assume that

S ^ Stop distance of locomotive and

train.

W" ^ Weight of locomotive

and cars 1.3.50,000 lbs.

T = Total weight of cars. .. 1,000,000 "

I. = Weight of locomotive.. 350,000 "

C ^ Stop distance of cars... 1,032 ft.

E = Stop distance of loco-

motive 1,425.
"

then.
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WCE
S =

CL + ET
1,350,000 X 1,425 X 1,032

350,000 X 1,032 -[ 1,0(X),000 X 1,425

or the stop distance for the locomotive

and train will be 1,110 feet.

It may also be interesting to note that if

but 5 cars were used ni the train, and all

other conditions were equal, tlie stop dis-

tance would be increased, or would be

1,165 feet, using the same calculations,

which will indicate that as the retarding

force of the brakes on the train is greater

than those of tlie locomotive, the train

brakes will be compelled to assist in

stopping tlie locomotive and ten cars will

do this more effectively and consef|uently

in a shorter distance than that required by

the five cars, all other conditions bciii^

equal.

.Assuming now that we wisli to know in

what distance such a train can be stopped

in descending a grade, then the per cent,

of grade must first be known, and, as an

an example, we will suppose it to be I'/i;

jier cent., or a drop of 79 feet to the mile,

then it will be necessary to find the brak-

ing power necessary to prevent an accele-

ration of the train on the grade, and this

may be found by the use of the following

formula.

Where R = The braking power necessary

to prevent an acceleration, and

G := Per cent, of grade,

e = brake rigging efficiency in per cent,

and

f ^= Coefficient of brake shoe friction,

G
R — or

e f

.015

R = -

.85 X .10

which will show that .015 H- .085 = .176,

or a braking power of 17.6 per cent, will

be required to prevent an acceleration, or

to equal the force exerted by the train

in an effort to descend from the influence

of the grade alone. The formula for the

trai.n stop distance would then be changed

as follows.

V=

S = or.

2gef (V-R)

7,744

S =
2 X 32.2 X .85 X .10 X 1.32

the latter figure being ISO per cent, brak-

ing power, less 17.6 per cent, required to

prevent the acceleration, and in making
the calculation it will be found that in-

stead of the train stopping in 1,032 feet,

as on the level track, the distance will be

1,165 feet.

For the locomotive the stop distance

will then be 1.685 feet, the value of P
having changed from .9 to .72, the differ-

ence being due to the braking power re-

quired to prevent an acceleration of speed

in descending the grade. The stop dis-

tance of the locomotive and 10 cars on the

1 'A per cent, grade would be,

1,350,000 X 1.1 6S X 1,685

1,000,000 X 1,685 -+- 350,000 X 1,165

or 1 ,265 feet.

While the above will present the average

stop distances witli modern brake appa-

ratus, we wish to impress upon our read-

er.« that the object is to show the diffi-

culties that are encountered in attempting

such calculations and the factors that must

be considered and compensated for, rather

than to sliow the distance in which trains

may be stopped.

Parasite Reservoir Governor.

The use of compressed air on locomo-

tives for pneumatic devices other than the

.lir brake, such as reversing gear, bell-

ringers, water scoops, sanders and fire

door openers, has readied a stage where

it is considered necessary by some roads

to protect the supply of compressed air

for the brake from becoming depleted

from the operation of these "parasites."

To accomplish this protection, the West-

inghouse Company has developed a device

known as the Parasite Reservoir Gov-
ernor, which is so designed to permit

charging of the parasite reservoir (or

reservoir from which the parasites are

supplied) from the main reservoir, only

v.hen main reservoir pressure is above a

certain predetermined amount sufficient to

safely operate the brakes. The air oper-

ated devices on the locomotive are there-

by prevented from "robbing" main reser-

voir pressure and, in consequence, the

brake system itself.

The governor consists of a diaphragm

portion, which is identical with the dia-

phragm portion of the single top steam

compressor governor, and a body or valve

the diaphragm portion, but the diaphragm

valve 33 will remain until main reservoir

pressure reaches that for which the regu-

lating spring 19 is adjusted, when the

valve will unseat, allowing air to flow to

the top of the piston 6. The piston is

thereby moved downward, opening valve

5 (at the left) and allowing main reser-

voir air to flow direct to the parasite res-

PARASITE UF.SKIiVOIK GOVERNOR.

ervoir past the non-return check 5 (at

the right).

When the air is being taken from the

parasite reservoir for the operation of the

parasites, the pressure will fall a like

amount in both reservoirs until it reaches

that for which the governor head is set,

when diaphragm valve 33 will seat and
prevent further flow of air from the main
reservoir.

Should the pipe between this governor

and the parasite reservoir break, air in

the main reservoir will not be lost, be-

cause the diaphragm valve will seat as

soon as the pressure in the parasite reser-

voir drops to that for which the regulating

spring is set. Should a main reservoir

pipe break, the non-return check valve 5

CONNECIION INDICATED BV DOTTED
LINi MAY BE MADE IF PREFERRED TO
CONNECTION IN MAIN RESERVOIR HEAD
AS SHOWN.

PARASITE RESERVOIR

GOVERNOR

I D, COPPER PIPE

ORi IRON PIPE
(COPPER PIPE PREFERRED)

=1f^=^
^

TO PNEUMATICALLV OPERATED
APPARATUS OTHER THAN

The AIR BRAKE

CUT.OUTC0CK

-SECOND MAIN RESERVOIR

PARASITE RESERVOIR

FROM FIRST MAIN RESERVOIR

DI.\GR.\MM.\TIC VIEW OF .\PPLir.\TIO.\ OF PARASITE RESERVOIR GOVERNOR.

portion wbicli embodies a pii^ton. a spring

valve and a non-return check valve. Pipe

connections are made, as illustrated, from

the main reservoir to the diaphragm por-

tion and to the body portion and also

from the parasite reservoir to the body

portion.

When charging the parasite reservoir,

air will flow from the main reservoir to

( at the right ( will prevent the loss of

parasite reservoir air.

From the foregoing it is apparent that

in addition to the primary function of

protecting the brake system against the

depletion of air supply due to the use of

parasite apparatus, this governor also pre-

vents the loss of air from both reservoirs

if the air supply should be reduced from
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any other cause, as from the use of the

air brake, or from breakage of pipe con-

nected to either reservoir. Thus should

the parasite reservoir pipe break, or the

pressure become reduced abnormally

through operation of the parasites, the

Parasite Reservoir Governor would pre-

vent the loss of main reservoir air below

a point necessary for the operation of the

brakes. Furthermore, should main reser-

voir pressure be lost through the breakage

of main reservoir pipe, or be reduced ab-

normally from any other cause, the

Parasite Jteservoir Governor would pre-

vent the loss of parasite reservoir pres-

object, are worthy of praise, and deserve,

and we are glad to find receive, the ap-

probation of the public. A ride to Phila-

delphia now, even in the depth of winter,

may be made without inconvenience, dis-

comfort, or suffering from the weather

—

you can get into tlie cars at the depot in

Pratt-street, where is a pleasant fire, and

in six hours you are landed at the depot

in Philadelphia! If you travel in the night

you go to rest in a pleasant berth, sleep

as soundly as in your own bed at home,

and on wakening next morning find your-

self at the cud of your journey, and in

time to take your passage to New-York
if you are bent there! Nothing now seems

to be wanting to make railroad traveling

perfect and complete in every convenience,

except the introduction of dining cars,

and these we are sure will soon be intro-

duced.

—

Baltimore Chronicle, October 30.

[From American Railroad Journal and

Mechanics' Magaciiic, November IS, 1838,

page 32S.1

1 PIPE

MAIN RESEfH

SECTION VIEW OF GOVERNOR.

sure, thereby making it possible to reverse

the engine if provided with a pneumatic

reverse gear or to operate the other para-

site apparMns.

Beautiful Railroad Cars.

Referring to our article on page 311 of

the September issue, we are indebted to

the kindness of Henry F. Colvin of Phila-

delphia for the following description of

the first railroad sleeping car.

The cars intended for night traveling

between this city and Philadelphia, and

which afford berths for 24 persons in each,

have been placed on the road, and will be

used for the first time tonight. One of

tliese cars has been brought to this city,

and may be inspected by the public today.

It is one of the completest things of the

kind we have ever seen, and is of beauti-

ful construction. Night traveling on a

railroad is, by the introduction of these

cars, made as comfortable as that by day,

and is relieved of all irksomeness. The
enterprise which conceived and construct-

ed the railroad between this city and

Philadelphia, cannot be too highly ex-

tolled, and the anxiety evinced by the offi-

cers who now have its control, in watch-

ing over the comfort of the passengers,

and the great expense incurred for that

The Elastic Limit.

Many serious accidents happen in shop

work through the failure of workmen to

appreciate what is known in engineering

as initial strain. There are many ma-

chinists who are under the impression

that the more tightly a thing is screwed up

the safer it is, and it is, therefore, desir-

able to point out that this is not necessar-

ily, nor indeed generally, the case, and

often the over-tightening of connections is

frequently a source of danger. The danger

is caused by screwing up work to such a

degree that the breaking point of the con-

nection is approached. In some cases a

certain amount of initial strain is neces-

sary to prevent rattling, but tlie require-

ment of different classes of work should

be carefully considered, and no haphazard

method o£ tightening cxerytliing adopted.

It is highly important that this matter

should be thoroughly understood by the

general run of mechanics, for it is not to

be supposed that foremen can watch every

detail of tightening a nut or key, nor

should it be necessary for them to do so.

If the pull upon a bolt is at right angles

to its length, there is not the slightest use

in initial strain, and it merely needs to be

screwed up sufficiently to keep the parts it

connects in contact, there being no ten-

dency to displace the bolt or nut longitu-

dinally; but if the pull upon the bolt is

longitudinal, some normal stress is neces-

sary to prevent knocking, and the amount

of this can easily be determined in each

particular case. Let us consider the action

of initial stress upon a bolt longitudinally

strained, such as the bolt holding the bear-

ing cup of a steam engine. If in such a

case, the nut were only screwed up to

touch the metal, then when tension comes

upon the bolt, it is slightly elongated, thus

removing the parts joined from actual

contact ; on the cessation of the tension

those parts will fly together again, and

this action being constantly repeated,

knocking will be set up, causing injury to

the parts concerned.

If the amount of initial tension upon the

bolt is equal to that which can be brought

upon it in the course of work, it is evident

that in tliat case the parts held by it will

not be separated, as the bolt will be no

further extended unless the working

stress exceeds the initial stress already

upon the bolt. The amount of tension

that can be put upon a bolt with an ordi-

nary wrench is very great. The strain

thus imparted is frequently sufficient to

strain the iron of the bolt beyond the

elastic limit.

The New Subways in New York.

At the monthly meeting of the New
York Railroad Club, held on September

ISth, Mr. R. H. Jacobs, senior assistant

division engineer of the Public Service

Commission, delivered an interesting paper

on "The Construction of the New Subways
for New York City." Mr. Jacobs showed
considerable data proving that the engi-

neering cost of the work was exceedingly

low. In regard to tlie plan, Mr. Jacobs

claimed that it is nothing short of mag-
nificent in its conception, overcoming diffi-

culties that none but men of extraordinary

vision, faith and courage would ever even

attempt to consummate. The cost of the

work will be low, due first to the extensive

use of existing facilities ; second, to the

wide and absolutely free competition

:

third, to the fact that the greater part of

the contracts were let before the present

advance in the cost of labor and materials,

:uul. foiirtli, to the low cost of engineering.

Improvements in the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul

contemplate making terminal improve-

ments casting over $600,000. This will

include a 26-stall roundhouse, 90-ft. turn-

table, 154-ft. cinder pit, a coal handling

plant, a power house SO ft. by 80 ft., a

blacksmith and machine shop 50 ft. by 90

ft. by 100 ft., and other buildings, besides

an additional vard for increased traffic.

Signal Installation on the New York,

New Haven & Hartford.

The New York, New Haven & Hart-

ford has recently received from the Gen-

eral Railway Signal Company the ma-

terial for its electro-mechanical inter-

locking plant at Rye, N. Y. This plant

comprises 32 electric levers (23 working

and 9 spare) and 16 mechanical le\ers

(12 working and 4 spare). The machine

will be installed by the railroad company's

forces.
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Electrical Department
Catechism of the Electric Locomotive Continued

Last month we considcicil ihc elcctro-

imeumatic system of control for electric

locomotives and will fake up in this issue

the design and construction of the electro-

magnetic system. Refore proceeding with

this suhject we will discuss the two types

of battery circuits or arrangements which

are used with the electro-pneumatic sys-

tem. A different arrangement of circuits

are used in alternating current locomo-

tives than arc used in direct current loco-

motives.

b-c together. The IrriniiiaK -} and —
of the two, douhle-pole, double-throw

switches are at a voltage equal to the

voltage drop across the resistance since

the -j- terminal is connected to the point

"a" and the - lermin.il to tlie ,v;r"Und

lead.

With this arrangement two batteries

are used; one battery connected to each

of the double throw switches at the

hinged terminals. The other terminals of

both switches are marked B -[- and 13 —

Battery Changing
Resistance

Battery
Charging
ftetog

KIG. 15, UI.\GRAM OF CONNECTIONS FOR B.\TTERV CH.\RG1XG D. C.

Q. A Storage battery is of course lim-

ited in a supply of current and how is

same re-charged?

A. On D. C. (direct current) locomo-

tives this is easily taken care of by con-

necting the battery on the ground side

across a resistance in the circuit of the

motor driven compressor.

Q. What is the arrangmcnt of the cir-

cuits ?

.\. The diagram of connections for bat-

tery charging with D. C. operation is

shown by Fig. 15. It is noted that the

negative side of the compressor is con-

nected to the coil of the relay ''B" known
as the battery charging" relay and from

there connection is made to the battery

charging resistance. When the governor

closes and the compressor operates, the

current flowing through the compressor

flows through the relay coil to point "a"

on the resistance, hence through the re-

sistance to the ground.

As we know, current flowing through

a resistance gives a voltage drop across

the resistance and the resistance is so

arranged that the point "a" can be moved

so as to make the voltage across this re-

sistance suitable for charging the bat-

teries.

The flowing of the current through the

coil of the relay energizes same, which

lifts the plunger connecting the points

and connect to the control wires running

to the master controller.

With both of the switches in the up
position, No. 1 battery would be furnish-

ing the power to the B + and B — wires

running to the master controller, while

the Xo. 2 battery would be connected

across the battery charging resistance

whenever the compressor operated. With
the switches both in the down position.

No. 1 battery would be connected across

S>vitc/i

:
110 K Tup

I
Ground

Line
/fe/aij

and down on alternate days, the batteries

are kept in first class condition.

Q. Is this same arrangement possible

with the batteries on A. C. (alternating

current) on the locomotives?

.\. No, as the passage of the alternating

current through the battery would not

charge same, direct current being neces-

sary.

Q. What arrangement is used for

charging the battery?

.\. .\ small motor generator set is used.

I his motor generator consists of a mo-
tor directly connected to a generator.

The motor is of the alternating current

type and is connected to one of the trans-

former taps of suitable voltage. The gen-
erator is of the direct current type and
wound so as to give a voltage suitable

for charging the battery.

Q. What are the detail connections?

\. The connections are shown by Fig

16. 4 tap 's taken from a transformer,
usually of approximately 110 volts, and
it is connected through a line relay to

ground. This tap is also connected to

one side of a double pole single throw
switch. When this switch is closed, the

110 volts is connected to the motor of
the motor generator set. The motor op-
erates and will run whenever power is

on the transformer. The other side of
this switch is connected in the generator
circuit—the generator, as mentioned
above, supplies current to the battery,

charging same. It is noted that the nega-
tive side of the generator is connected
to the contacts on the line relay which
are closed whenever the main transformer
is energized. The object of this line re-

lay is to prevent the battery feeding back
into the generator, running the generator
as a motor when the power is cut off

Motor Generator
'

Set

Bofterij

Br
To Master Controller

FIG. 16. -\RR.\XGEMEXT FOR CH.\RGING B.\TTERIES.

the resistance receiving the charging cur-
rent, while the No. 2 battery would be
supplying power for the operation of the
control.

Q. What is the object of having the
two batteries ?

.A. This arrangement makes it possible
to charge one battery while using the
other and by throwing the switches up

from the transformer. If this relay was
not in the circuit, the generator would be
connected permanently to the battery

whenever the switch was closed.

Q. How many batteries are used with

this arrangement?

A. It is only necessary to use one bat-

tery. The battery, as can be seen from
the diagram of connections, is connected
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in nniltipk- with the generator, the leads

for the control circuits being tapped on

as shown. The battel y is "floating" on

the line and is being charged whenever

the power taken for the control is less

or equal to that given out by the genera-

tor. In other words, the generator sup-

plies the power to the circuits whenever

the generator set is running and the bat-

tery is only for emergency purposes and

to take care of extraordinary drafts or

to supply current to the control when the

motor generator set is not operating.

Electro-M.^gnetic System.

The electro-magnetic system has been

developed by the General Electric Com-

pany as is in use on many of the large

direct current locomotives built by this

company. For instance the New \ ork

Central, Detroit River Tunnel, Baltimore

& Ohio. Butte, Anaconda & Pacific lo-

comotives are equipped with this system.

Although there may be slight differences

in the various equipments, the method of

operation is the same and the follow^ing

illustrations have been chosen to bring out

the design and construction of this sys-

tem.

Q. What is the principle used in the

operation of the above system?

.A. The power for closing the contacts

or switches is obtained from the magnetic

pull of a solenoid through which is flow-

ing electric current, and not air pressure

as in the electro-pneumatic system.

Q. What and where is this power

taken for the operation of the switches?

A. From the main power supply.

Q. What are these circuits called?

A. These circuits are called control

circuits since they pass through the mas-

ter controller and carrv small currents.

FK;. 17. BANK OK SWITCHE.S OR
CONTACTORS.

Q. How much current passes through

these control circuits?

A. This amount varies, depending on

the voltage of the third rail and the de-

sign and resistance of the solenoid. An
average volume would be from 10 to 15

amperes.

Q. What is the general arrangement

of the control circuits?

A. A tap is made to the main supply

and connected to the master controller.

The master controller, composed of lin-

gers and a drum, connects the voltage to

wires leading to the solenoids in the

switches. The flow of current through

the wire coil, or solenoid, creates a mag-

FIG. 18. MASTER CONTROLLER ELECTRO-
MAGNETIC SYSTEM.

netic field and the pull of this field is

applied to operate and close the switch

.nntacts. The switches are grouped to-

ve-ther as shown in Fig. 17.

Q. What is tlie construction of tlie

master controller?

A. A view of the master controller

with cover removed is shown by Fig. 18.

It consists of a drum "D" composed of

segments "S" which are of greater diam-

eter and arranged so that as the handle

"H" is revolved, revolving the drum "D"

the segments "S" are brought into contact

with the fingers "F." Each finger is con-

rected by a wire to one of the switch

solenoids and current passes from the

drum through the finger to the solenoid

and the sw^itch is closed. As noted in the

photo Fig. 18 the segments are so ar-

ranged or located on the drum that the

switches will be closed in the correct

progression and combination to give

proper operation of the motors.

Q. What protective features are used

in connection with the electro-magnetic

controller and why?
.\. .Arc deflectors "A" are provided

to separate each finger from the other.

When the controller is in operation the

deflectors "-V" are closed so tliat each

finger is isolated in a compartment and

any electric arc which may occur between

the finger "F" and the segment "S" will

be confined to the one compartment and

can not spread to adjacent fingers which

would be a serious matter.

Another protective feature used is an

enclosed fuse in each control circuit. In

case of any trouble or failure in one of the

control circuits or switch solenoids the

fuse will blow, disconnecting the circuit

from the power supply. This protection

is very necessary with this system. The

power for the control circuits as we have

seen is taken from the main power sup-

ply at, at least, 600 volts. Unless an

automatic means was provided to discon-

nect a circuit which became grounded, the

results would be serious.

Q. How does the master controller

used with the electro-pneumatic system

differ from this one?

A. First place it is smaller. We have

seen that with the electro-pneumatic sys-

tem a small battery of 32 volts is used for

the control circuits. This low voltage is

the maximum which enters the master

controller and the high potential insula-

tion and spacing is not necessary. The

controller becomes more compact and the

fingers and segments can be made smaller

as the current in the control circuits of

the electro-pneumatic system is less than

an ampere. The large arc deflectors and

the fuses are not required.

Q. How are one of these units or con-

tactors constructed?

A. A contactor is shown by Fig. 19

with one side of the arc box removed to

show the switch contacts. Referring to

this figure there is the coil or solenoid

"C," inside of which projects the core or

FIG. 19. VIEW OF CONTACTOR WITH ARC
SIDE REMOVED.

plunger "P." The lower end of the

plunger is connected to the switch arm

"A" by the pin "B." The control current

flowing through the turns of wire of the

solenoid creates a magnetic field which

pulls the plunger further into the solenoid,

raises the switch arm and brings the con-

tacts "D" together completing the cir-

cuit for the main power.

Q. What is the purpose of the spring

"S"?

A. The spring is located between the
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switch arm "A" and contact piece "H,"

the latter being movable in relation to the

arm. When the plunger "P" is drawn

into the solenoid the contacts "D" are

brought into contact and as more pull is

exerted the spring "S" is compressed giv-

ing a roclsing motion to the lower con-

tactor. This scheme embodied also in

the electro-pneumatic switch is very es-

sential for successful operation. It is

clearly seen that with this movable lower

contactor the lower contactor is still in

contact after the plunger has dropped out

a little way, but that the contact has

shifted from the heel of the contactor to

the front half. When the contactors

separate the arc which exists until blown

out is at the front part of the contactors

and the burning of the copper does not

take place on the part of the contactors

which are together when the switch is

FIG. 20. HIGH VOLT.AGE CO\T.\CTOR.

fully closed and through which the main

motor current passes. It is necessary to

keep the contactors smooth in the fully

closed position so that they will not be-

come heated. If the contactors were

burned at the heels, small beads of cop-

per would be present and they would not

make good contact. With this system the

spring also helps to open the switch when
the control circuit is interrupted at the

master controller.

Q. Are any means provided to extin-

guish the arc which is formed when the

contacts open?

A. Yes. Arcing horns "H" are pro-

vided to carry the arc to the front of the

arc box "X" and a blow out circuit is

provided to blow out the arc electrically

The Fig. 19 shows one side of arc box

removed and also shows the half of blow

out coil "O," the other part being located

on the far side of arc box shown con-

nected in place on the switch. The blow

out coils are connected to the circuit so

that current is passing through them at

ihe time the switch opens.

Q. What are the switch shunts and

wily are they used?

A. The shunts arc shown as "R" Fig.

19. They connect the lower contactor to

the casting and carry the current around

the various pins shown.

.•\ high voltage contactor is shown in

Fig. 20. In order to get sufficient insula-

tion the solenoid has been placed below

the switch and a wooden rod used from

the switch arm to the movable contactor.

Porcelain insulators are also used.

Interesting Results from "Gripwell."

To begin with, "Gripwell" is the trade

name for a very strongly adhesive fluid

substance which is used in connection

with specially prepared canvas to coat

pulleys of iron, wood, paper or fiber. A
pulley so treated drives a loose belt with

less loss of power than a smooth pulley

will drive a tight belt. The reason for

this is the practical elimination of all slip

between pulley and belt, and the slack

licit naturally gives a greater arc of con-

tact than the tight belt. The contact arc

for the tight belt is about 170 degs. and

that for the loose belt 225 degs. This

gives an increase of efficiency of drive of

about 20 to 30 per cent, tractive power.

The method of applying "Gripv/ell'' is

first to clean the pulley and then paint it,

using a brush, with the compound. This

thin coating of Gripwell dries very rapidly.

A canvas covering cut to fit the surface

of the pulley, is liberally coated with

Gripwell and the inside surface of the

canvas is applied to the dried surface of

tlie pulley. The canvas is worked closely

on. and given from four to six hours to

dry. If the belt to be used is leather, the

Gripwell contains some neatsfoot, and

castor oils. These oils are used as a pre-

servative for the leather. If the belt is

rubber or canvas the oils are not used.

Two results are immediately apparent

where Gripwell is used. The slack belt

removes strain on pulley-shaft, and elimi-

nates "hot bo.x" bearings. The slack belt

has less stretching strain to deal with. A
non-skid automobile tire is used to pre-

vent slipping on a wet pavement and the

action of Gripwell is very similar.

Just here it is interesting to observe

that adhesion is a physical property of

Tiiatter entirely apart from "stickiness."

It is the force exerted by the molecules

of one body upon those of another, and

is not chemical affinity, nor is it cohesion,

which is the force which holds the par-

ticles of a body together, and prevents it

falling apart. A lump of chalk placed on

the table doci not fall apart or become

dust. The particles cohere and hold it

intact. Adhesion is where the particles

of dissimilar bodies hold closely together

when once they are brought in contact,

like two sheets of smooth glass, where
there is no "stickiness" in the ordinary

sense of the word. The manufacturers

of Gripwell have succeeded by long and
patient experiment, in devising a com-
pound having maximum adhesion without

any trace of gumminess. In fact, the

friction of two dissimilar bodies, is a
kind of loose form of adhesion. Adhe-
sion varies just as friction does. Some
substances possess it in a greater degree
than others. Gripwell has adhesion in

high degree without being gummy or

sticky. It therefore does not tend to

pick up dust, dirt or other particles due
to belt or pulley abrasion, as many forms
of anti-slip material do, owing to their

sticky quality.

A large eastern gas company recently

adopted this pulley covering in the blower

room of its plant. The compound was
ai)plied September 17, 1915, and after giv-

ing it a test for eight months, the com-
pany covered four Sturtevant blower
fan pulleys. These blower pulleys op-

crate under 500 h. p. and each makes 900

r.p.m. An endless belt, 28 ft. from cen-

ter to center, connects the driving pulley,

S ft. in diameter and 24 in. wide, with the

driven pulley 24 in. face and 26 in. in di-

ameter. The results have been most sat-

isfactory and the continued use of Grip-

well is assured.

.\ useful, though at first unexpected ap-

plication of Gripwell came to light not

long ago, in which a consulting mechani-
cal engineer was called in to obviate the

results of air leaking through loose mor-
tar, cracks and small fissures in a brick

boiler setting, for a stationary boiler. The
walls of the boiler setting were sized with

glue and water, in the usual way. When
Gripwell was painted on and a canvas
covering lighter than that used for pul-

leys, was applied. The air leaks at once
disappeared, and the uselessly burned
fuel due to the air leaks was saved.

Roundhouse foremen and others may find

here "food for thought" in this fact, when
coating pulleys with Gripwell. The Grip-

well Pulley Covering Company has now a

very interesting booklet on the uses of

their product. They will be happy to mail

this booklet to anyone applying to them
at 157 Cedar street. New York, N. Y.

Nickel Plating.

Light nickel plating can be made by

heating a bath of pure granulated tin,

argol and water to boiling, and adding a

small quantity of red-hot nickel oxide.

A brass or copper article immersed in

this solution is instantly covered with

pure nickel.
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Testing Railway Track Scales by Test Cars
By T. HERBERT WADE

Irregularities in Weight Caused Loss of Revenue—Growth of Test Idea—Form of Cars

Within the past tive years the railways

of the United States have shown much

needed and remarkable activity not only

in the installation of new track scales,

but in the improvement of methods of

maintenance and test. With the increased

weight of equipment, and particularly

with the construction of cars of greater

capacity for bulk commodities, such as

coal, ore, limestone, etc., the loads to be

weighed on track scales are far greater

than previously carried.

Whether the railways built their own

scales or purchased them from scale

manufacturers, there was a general de-

mand for stronger and more sturdy con-

struction, for greater accuracy, for better

foundations and conditions of mainte-

nance and, in short, increased attention

was being devoted to every phase of the

problem. Where railway scales were

tested, so-called test cars were employed

which were carefully weighed on master

scales on the better equipped roads, and

on the latest and sharpest ordinary scales

on other roads. With the weight con-

stant and determined as accurately as pos-

sible, these test cars were sent over the

system and the various track scales were

checked. This system was first developed

on the Pennsylvania and the cars, as used

on this system, have shown steady prog-

ress and today represent probably the best

construction.

can be lifted out from within the car,

placed on the track and then loaded with

standard weights of large denomination.

These standards, eight of 10,000 lbs. each,

four of 2,500 lbs. each, and 10,000 lbs. of

SO-lb. weights in boxes, can be lifted out,

placed on the truck which weighs about

5,000 lbs. so that the truck can be loaded

up to 90,000 lbs. in standard weights which
arc accurate in the mass to within less

<
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The positions can be varied and it can

be seen what part of the scale is at fault

and the necessary adjustment can be

made. The shorter the wheel base in the

car the more accurately is it possible to

ascertain the errors of the various sec-

tions and, for that reason, one-truck lest

cars with a wheel base of from 6 to 8 ft.

are employed rather than two-truck cars

approaching standard length, such as were

used at one time on certain railways

where an ordinary box car was loaded

with a definite amount of pig iron and its

weight determined more or less accurate-

ly.

A railway scale test car should be self-

contained and be of such design and

construction that the weight will be con-

stant in order to make rapid and accu-

rate testing possible. A number of dif-

ferent types have been developed. The
main features are the all-nutnl cunstruc-

000 to 80,000 lbs. Their importance can

be indicated by the fact that the cars

are used to test some 383 company track

scales and about 1,000 |)rivate scales along

the lines. These test cars weigh from

30,000 to 80,000 lbs., and the practice of

using two scale test cars, one light and

one heavy, as followed on this System, is

considered good practice and is used on

other lines.

The rules of the American Railway As-

sociation recommend that scales in reg-

tdar service shall be tested at least every

three months with a test car or test

weights up to at least 10 per cent of their

rated capacity. When the test cars are

weighed on the master scales by compe-

tent officials all locks are sealed so that

the weight cannot be changed until the

car returns to the master scales after its

trip. With the exception of a tool box

in which two pinch l]ars are carried, no

P. R. R. TEST WEIGHT C.'\R FOR USE ON THE RO.\D

tion, as wood not only splinters easily

but absorbs moisture or drys out; and in

the second place, the car should be strong

and durable so that it will not require

repairs that would alter its weight. To
secure this and further, all unnecessary

parts are eliminated, and especially ledges

and projections likely to collect and hold

dirt. All parts must be accessible for in-

spection and the load should be distrib-

uted uniformly on the axles. To limit

the effects of wind pressure, which are

quite appreciable in testing scales, the sur-

face area is reduced as much as possible

or, in other words, the car is low and

squatty.

On the Pennsylvania System a com-
plete circuit takes a test car from 6 to 8

weeks after which it is returned to the

scale shops at Altoona for correction,

cleaning and repairs. The weight, how-
ever, on a suitable car, varies but little

and one car used on the Pennsylvania

System made seven trips aggregating 10,-

000 miles, much of which w-as in the win-

ter months, without varying more than

10 lbs. This road now has 17 scale cars

in service, varying in capacity from 30,-

food, supplies, tools, or any other loose

material is transported and even if the

seals of the tool box are broken, the con-

tents must be replaced and resealed by

the inspectors. In some cases the test

cars may carry loose in compartments

50-lb. standard weights which are used in

testing other scales, such as platform or

cattle scales, but where the test car is used

for track scales exclusively the various

compartments are ordinarily locked and

sealed. Where one test car is used in

testing a scale, the scale is balanced with

the test car, placed on it as near one end

as possible. If the scale balances at the ac-

tual weight of the test car it is then moved
over the next section of the scale and

the weight, as indicated by the beam, is

again noted. With the weight beam in-

dicating the correct weight at each of the

4. 5, or 6 sections, the scale is assumed to

he correct, as is also the case if the

various readings come within the permis-

sible tolerance, but if a greater error is

shown, the scale inspectors look first to

see whether there is any binding in the

scale parts and if all the parts are in their

proper places. If nothing is brought to

light and the same errors persist they

proceed to adjust the scale, unless the

errors are so large as to imply that it

should be taken to the factory. If the

readings are uniformly high or low, by

moving the nose irons at the fifth lever

the adjustment can be made. If there

is a variation in readings when the test-

weight car is over the diflfercnt portions

of the scale, different sections must be

considered individually. By grinding a

knife edge or pivot with a portable emery

wheel the short arm or lever may be al-

tered in length so as to bring the proper

adjustment. For example, a grinding of

1/100 of an inch in the main lever with a

10-inch fulcrum will make a change of

about 200 lbs. on the weigh-beam, where-

as a movement of about Va-inch of the

nose iron would be required to make the

same change at the weigh-beam.

Quite distinct from the testing of track

scales is the weighing of locomotives as

done in the shop. With heavier weights

(if locomotives the determination and dis-

tribution of weight must be considered as

they figure in problems connected with

bridges and road bed. Of course, a loco-

motive can be run on an ordinary track

scale of large capacity, if such a scale is

adequate for its weight, but often the dis-

tribution of the weight on the various

axles and wheels is particularly important.

.Accordingly, in a locomotive shop, and

especially with a new locomotive, it is

usual to employ special locomotive scales

in order to determine this distribution.

( )ur illustration show's a locomotive being

weighed by such scales, it being evident

that the weight on each axle is being

transmitted to a separate scale of the ordi-

nary beam type, which has been carefully

calibrated and which is capable of weigh-

ing with a high degree of precision. These

scales support the locomotive, which is

raised upon them by means of an over-

head crane or jacks.

Another type of locomotive scale deals

not only with the weight on each axle but

the weight on each wheel. This can be

used with ordinary track provided there

is a concrete base filling under and be-

tween the ties and at each side of the

track wide enough for the scales, and fin-

ished level with the side of the rail. The
wheel-bearing surface of the end of the

scale can be inserted under the wheel and

then by means of appropriate screws the

bearing pivot under the wheel can be

raised above the rail surface to a height

of 1/16 of an inch above the head of the

rail and the tread of the wheel and with

the flange of the wheel li of an inch

distant from the rail. All the wheels can

be raised clear of the track and then the

weighing carried on by means of the le-

vers, using proportionate counterpoises

and sliding the poise of the beam until

balanced. The results when tabulated are

of considerable value.
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Discretionary Obedience Applied to Railway Signals

Signals Arranged andMethod of Applying Permissive Blocking on Heavy Grade.

Obeyed So as Not to Delay Traffic. Good Judgment and Common
Sense Expected in the Operating of Trains.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & West-
ern Railroad have installed some signals

which permit of a form of permissive

blocking, or as it has otherwise been

called "discretionary obedience." This

means that an engineman is permitted

to use his judgment under certain cir-

cumstances, without in any way de-

creasing his responsibility.

The circumstances where this form
(if permi.ssive blocking is in vogue is

The following bulletin has been is-

sued by the company to deal with this

state of affairs:

"Eastward home and distant signal

1^-4134, located just east of the Erie

and Black Rock crossing, and westward
single arm home signal K-4124, located

8-10 mile east of the same crossing,

will display a yellow or caution home
blade by day and a yellow light by
night. When the blade is in the hori-

that they are now in regular service."

This procedure represents a practical

attempt to deal with a special situa-

tion. The blades of both semaphores
are painted yellow, which indicates

their permissive character. The "home"
blade has a square end and the "cau-

tion" blade has a fishtail end. No red

signal is used night or day because a

halt on the road is not obligatory. This

arrangement does not require an en-

D. L, & W. SIGN.\LS OPER.XTED ON THE PERMISSIVE PLAN. I). I.. & W. BLOCK SIGNALS ON GRADE.

on the Black Rock branch of the Buf-

falo division. It consists of an up grade
of between 45 to 70 ft. to the mile. In

going up this grade signals separate

the distance into blocks in the usual

manner. A train proceeding up grade
turns the signals to "stop" behind it,

and a following train, usually full loaded
and heavy, is permitted to pass the

signal set at "stop" rather than halt

on the grade where a start would be
difficult if not impossible without the

aid of a pusher engine. There is in all

about 30 miles of such signaling; the

maximum grade is 79 ft. to the mile.

zontal position or a yellow light is dis-

played, enginemen may proceed under
absolute control to the next block

ahead, without stopping at the signal."

"Enginemen of any train entering a

block under this restrictive indication,

as provided by the rules, will be held

responsible in case of any accident on
account of the block being occupied.

These signals will be operated in ac-

cordance with rules governing use and
operation of automatic block and inter-

locking signals, which became effective

December 16, 1900. The placing of the

blades on the signal masts will indicate

ginenian to pass or disregard a red

signal, which is, or should be, the rail-

road imperative stop.

As a matter of fact a "home" signal

in the "stop" position is not of ne-

cessity an order to halt. Custom and
good practice require the stop to be

made : hence the red color usually em-

ployed. The real function of the signal

is to give notice of the occupancy or

the "clearness" of the block ahead. The
"caution" signal indicates the condition

of the block next ahead. The stop is

proper and advisable, but the signal is

more of an information-giver to the men
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,,11 llic iiiiul rulliir thiin :i director of

behavior.

To stop a heavy train (ju an up-grade

would entail a hard or difficult .start,

and on this portion of the D., L. & VV.

the warning is given by tlie horizontal

yellow blade in the day and by tlic

yellow light at night. To proceed un-

der these circumstances docs not neces-

sarily involve danger, but the responsi-

bility to Iiave the train under full

control and to be on the watch for a

sudden stop rests squarely on the shoul-

ders of the engincnian. The signal lierc

described is used in a limited territory

and under abnormal conditions. It rec-

ognizes the ability of the engineman to

use judgment and common sense, ami

its justification is contingent upon ihi-

clearness willi which the engineman

perceives his responsibility and liis

faithfulness in obeying the spirit of tlie

directions, and the placing of safety

above and l)eyond all other considera-

tions.

Macthines Slamp 3,000 an Hour

The Spring Nut LocU Company of Chi-

cago has completed arrangements for

placing on the market a spring nut lock

which has been given the most rigorous

tests, notal)ly by the superintendent of

motive power and machinery of the Chi-

cago & Northwestern railroad. As shown

in the accompanying illustrations, the de-

vice consists of two octagonal plates of

tliin steel stamped out of one piece, leav-

ing a joint on one of its eight sides. Cir-

cular holes to lit the required size of bolt

are punched in each plate, and the plate

is then bent over until the two holes are

almost parallel, oik- hcjie overlapping the

Heat Phenomena.

The mechanical theory of heat, as it is

now well understood, existed, as a specu-

lation, from the days of tlie earliest philos-

ophers. The contest which raged with

much intensity, and sometimes acrimony,

among speculative men of science, during

the last century, was merely a repetition

of controversies of which we still find

evidences, at intervals, throughout the

whole period of recorded history. The

closing period of last century, which

brought about an important revolution in

science, marked the beginning of immen>,

discoveries in heat phenomena. It was in-

augurated by the introduction of experi-

mental investigation devoted toward the

crucial point of the question at issue. It

terminated, about the middle of the cen-

tury, with the acceptance of the general

result of such experiments by every sci-

entific man of acknowledged standing on

both sides of the Atlantic.

The doctrine long believed, that heat

was material, and its transfer a real move-

ment of substance from the source to the

receiver of heat, was thus finally super-

seded by the theory, now become an ascer-

tained truth, that heat is a form of energy,

and its transformation a change in the

location and method of molecular vibra-

tion.

The science of thermodynamics has for

its essential basis the established fact of

the dynamical nature of heat, and the fact

of the greater volume of two forms of en-

ergy—heat and mechanical motion, mole-

cular energy and mass energy. Resting

as it does upon fundamental, experimen-

tally determined principles, it could have

no existence until, during the early part of

last century, these phenomena and these

truths were well investigated and firmly

established.

est users of the device not only in motive

power and rolling stock, but in roadbed

rail plates, frogs and switches and all

mechanical appliances that rely for safety

on the lx)lts and nuts that keep them in

place. It has been found to be readily

applicable to any size of bolt, no matter

what the pitch or- number of threads to the

inch may be.

Front View Rear Vie

-Spring Nut Lock, Loose, applied on bolt before

lu'ing set in [ilace to liold until taken off.

.^piiiii.' .\ut Lock tightened against Nut. Prevents

Nut being sliaken off and follows Nut
ti^litening against malcrial.

other hole by a mere fraction of an inch.

When tempered it acts as a powerful

spring, and when slipped on the bolt both

legs engage the thread of the screw, the

holes in each of the legs being brought

into perfect alignment. This has the ef-

fect of a pulling force on one of the legs

and a pushing force on the other leg, the

pulling force being in the valley of the

thread on the side of the bolt farthest

from the spring, while the pushing force

is exerted on the side of the bolt that is

nearest to the spring. When tightened

into place next to the nut, these opposing

forces hold like a vise.

The necessary machines are already at

work in the extensive plant of the Stowell

Company of South Milwaukee, Wis., and

the locks are being turned out in the vari-

ous sizes most generally used. The ma-

chines have a capacity of stamping 3,000

spring nut locks every hour, and in a

short time the company plans to produce

locks to fit every standard or special size

of bolts. It is confidently expected that

the railroads eventually will be the great-

Apprentice Machinists.

Mr. C. W. Griffith of the Santa 1-e,

V riting of apprentice machinists, advises

boys before becoming an apprentice to en-

deavor to get a job in a machine shop or

at some work along that line for a few

months to see if they like the work and

lake an interest in it. If so, then it is

time for them to begin their apprentice-

ship, and nine times out of ten they will

make a success of their chosen trade.

The probation period which some roads

have adopted is a very good idea, for the

buy as well as for the road. The first six

months is considered a probation period,

during which time the instructors give

the apprentice special care and attention.

If he is an industrious boy and shows a

tendency to learn the trade, he is allowed

to finish his apprenticeship ; but, if he

takes no interest in his work and does it

in a slipshod way, he is of no benefit to

himself or his company, so he is dismissed

from the service. This is the best that

could be done with him, for, if he should

be allowed to continue his apprenticeship,

he would make but a failure of himself

and be a detriment to his company.

To be a successful apprentice, you must

be industrious, take an interest in your

work, stay home at nights, be polite to

your superior officers and to your fellow

workmen, do your work well and always

present a neat appearance.

Railway Construction in Russia.

A commission has been appointed by

the Russian Government to provide for a

systematic increase annually of the vari-

ous railway systems for the next five years

of 3,950 miles per year, 2.650 miles to be

constructed by the State, and 1,300 miles

by private enterprise. The estimates

amount to $116,000 per mile. These ex-

tensions will be begun next year. The

total railway mileage in the Empire at

present amounts to 36,700 in European

Russia, and 7.300 miles in Asiatic Russia.

To Solder Small Castings.

Clean the surfaces of the fracture with

a file, then take a piece of wrought iron

and clean it also by filing. Place the

piece of wrought iron in the fracture,

wire the parts together and braze with

spelter solder, using borax as a flux.
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Items of Personal Interest
Mr. J. Hawkins has been appointed

road foreman of engines of the Canadian

Northern, with office at Kidenn Jnnclion,

Ont.

Mr. William Gruys has been ai)pointed

foreman of the Atchison, Topeka & .Santa

Fe at VVaynoka, Okla., succeeding Mr.

J. J. Wagner.

Mr. T. T. Ryan has been appointed

foreman of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa

Fe at Las Vegas, N. M., succeeding Mr.

T. G. Evans.

Mr. W. N. Ingram has been appointed

acting master mechanic, district No. S,

of the National Transcontinental at Ed-

mundston, N. B.

Mr. C. S. Blackwell has been appointed

foreman of the Atchison, Topeka S; .Santa

Fe, with office at Denting, N. M., suc-

ceeding Mr. N. H. Kushera.

Mr. S. D. Mores has been appointed

resident engineer of the Southern, with

offices at Spartanburg, S. C, succeeding

Mr. L. G. Wallis, resigned.

Mr. J. A. Rasiner has been appointed

master mechanic of the Chicago, Aurora

& De Kalb, with office at .\urora. 111.,

succeeding Mr. W. E. Jones.

Mr. C. W. Warner, formerly assistant

general foreman of the Erie at Dunmore,

Pa., has been promoted to the position

of general foreman at Dunmore.

Mr. C. H. Norton, formerly master

mechanic of the Erie at Avon, N. Y., has

been transferred to a similar position on

the same road at Susquehanna, Pa.

Mr. I. H. Drake has been appointed

master mechanic of the .Atchison, Topeka

& Santa Fe, with office at Clive's, N. M.,

succeeding Mr. H. Selfridge, resigned.

Mr. W. T. Cousley has been appointed

division car foreman of the Galveston,

Harrisburg & San Antonio at El Paso,

Tex., succeeding Mr. H. .Allen, resigned.

Mr. Y. B. Randolph, formerly assistant

to superintendent of the Erie at Susque-

hanna, Pa., has been appointed inspector

of locomotives, with office at New York.

Mr. E. T. Du Pue, formerly shop su-

perintendent of the Erie at Gabon, Ohio,

has been transferred to a similar posi-

tion on the same road at Susquehanna,

Pa.

Mr. A. J. Davis, formerly general fore-

man of the Erie at Ilornell, N. Y., has

been appointed assistant master mechanic

on the same road, with office at Hornell,

N. Y.

Mr. B. V. Somerville. formerly prin-

cipal assistant engineer of the Pennsyl-

vania Lines West, has been appointed

resident engineer, with offices at Detroit,

Mich.

Mr. W. F. Scott, formerly charge hand

in the erecting shop of the National

Transcontinental, has been appointed

lorcniaii nl the erecting shop at Trans-

cona, .Man.

Mr. 11. C. lluckins, formerly round-

house foreman on the Chicago & Eastern

Illinois, has been ajjpointed general fore-

man on the same road, with office at

Salem, 111.

Mr. H. 11. Harrington, formerly shop

superint-endent of the Erie at Susque-

hanna, has been appointed to a similar

position on the same road, with office at

(ialion, Ohio.

Mr. H. A. llillman, formerly round-

house foreiTian of the Erie at Cleveland,

Ohio, has been appointed general fore-

man on the same rOad, with office at

Hornell, N. Y.

Mr. C. A. Wheeler, formerly locomo-

tive foreman of the Canadian Pacific at

MacTier, Ont., has been appointed loco-

motive foreman on the same road, with

office at Ottawa, Ont.

Mr. D. D. Coleman, formerly general

foreman of the Erie at Jersey City, N. J.,

southside roundhouse, has been appointed

assistant master mechanic on the same

road at Jersey City, N. J.

Mr. W. F. Harris, formerly general

foreman of the Baltimore & Ohio South-

western at Storrs, Ohio, has been ap-

pointed master mechanic on the same

road, with office at Flora, 111.

Mr. F. G. Wallace, formerly general

foreman of the Erie at Dunmore, Pa.,

has been appointed master mechanic on

the same road, with office at Avon, N. Y.,

succeeding Mr. C. H. Norton.

Mr. O. C. H. Waterman has been ap-

pointed day engine house foreman nn the

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St.

Louis, with office at Rightwood, Ind., suc-

ceeding Mr. J. D. Brandon, resigned.

Mr. G. Twist, formerly district master

mechanic of the Canadian Pacific at Win-
nipeg, Man., has been appointed district

master mechanic at Medicine Hat, .'Mta.,

succeeding Mr. A. West, transferred.

Mr. H. E. Greenwood, formerly mas-

ter mechanic of the Baltimore & Ohio
Southwestern at Seymour, Ind., has been

appointed tnaster mechanic at Chillicothe,

Ohio, succeeding Mr. P. H. Reeves.

Mr. J. A. Cooper, formerly supervisor

of locomotive service of the Erie at

Huntington, Ind., has been appointed in-

spector of locomotive service on the same
rnad, with office at Youngstown, Ohio.

Mr. L. M. Granger, formerly general

foreman of the Erie at Susquehanna, Pa.,

Outside Terminal, has been appointed

general foreman of the southside round-

bouse of the same road at Jersey City,

N. J.

Mr. .'\. West, formerly district me-
chanic of the Canadian Pacific at Medi-

cine Hat, Alta., has been appointed dis-

trict master mechanic at Edmonton, Alta.,

succeeding Mr. A. j. Ironsides, trans-

ferred.

Mr. .'\. K. Galloway, formerly master

mechanic of the Baltimore &. Ohio at

Baltimore, Md., has been appointed gen-

eral master mechanic of the northwest

district, and the Cincinnati, Hamilton &
Dayton.

Mr. J. E. Quiglcy, formerly master

mechanic of the Baltimore & Ohio South-

western at Flora, 111., has been appointed

master mechanic on the same road at

Seymour, Ind., succeeding Mr. H. E.

Greenwood.

Mr. W. H. Malone, formerly assistant

superintendent of locomotive perform-'

ance of the St. Louis & San Francisco

at Springfield, Mo., has been appointed

superintendent of locomotive perform-

ance at the same place.

Mr. John H. Schroeder has been ap-

pointed foreman of passenger car repairs

of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western

at Kingsland, N. J. Mr. Schroeder has

been in the employ of the Lackawanna
over twenty-four years.

Mr. P. O. Wood, formerly superin-

tendent of locomotive performance of the

St. Louis & San Francisco, has been ap-

pointed assistant general superintendent

of motive power on the same road, with

offices at Springfield, Mo.
Mr. S. Illingsworth, formerly night

locomotive foreman of the Canadian Pa-

cific at Lambton, Ont., has been appointed

locomotive foreman on the same road,

with office at MacTier, Ont., succeeding

Mr. C. A. Wheeler, transferred.

Mr. N. V. Porter, formerly chief clerk

to the division storekeeper of the Wa-
bash, with office at Decatur, 111., has been

appointed division storekeeper on the line

between Danville, 111., and Toledo, Ohio,

succeeding Mr. E. L. Ensel, resigned.

Mr. E. P. Poole has been appointed

supervisor of tool equipment and piece-

work on the Baltimore & Ohio, and the

position of supervisor of machine and

hand tools has been abolished, the duties

of this office being now handled by Mr.

Poole.

Mr. R. E. Jackson, formerly master

mechanic of the Virginia railway at Vic-

toria, Va., has been appointed superin-

tendent of motive power on the same
road, with offices at Princeton, W. Va.,

succeeding Mr. F. T. Slayton, assigned to

other duties.

Mr. C. O. Ryborg and Mr. E. C. Lisle,

formerly signal inspectors of the Penn-

.sylvania Lines West, have been tempo-

rarily assigned to special work, and sig-

nal foremen. Mr. H. F. Einsisk and Mr.

.*.. B. Eyster have been appointed acting

signal inspectors.
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Mr. R. A. Pyne, formerly superintend-

ent of shops of the Canadian Pacific at

Winnipeg, Man., has been appointed su-

perintendent of motive power of the

Eastern lines vi tlie same road, with of-

fices at Montreal, Que., succeeding Mr.

I). T. Main, transferred.

Mr. Robert S. Parsons, formerly cliief

engineer of the Erie, has been appointed

assistant to the president and chief en-

gineer. Mr. Parsons is a graduate of

Rutgers College and entered the railway

service in 1895 as a transitman on the

New York division of the Erie, since

which he has occupied various positions.

chiefly in the engineering department, all

with marked credit and ability.

Mr. L. S. Worthmuller has been ap-

pointed signal supervisor of the St. Louis

terminal division of the Missouri Pacific

system, succeeding Mr. L. R. Mann, pro-

moted. Mr. W. L. Wliitlington has been

appointed acting signal supervisor of the

eastern division. Mr. L. R. Mann has

been general signal inspector with head-

quarters at St. Louis, Mo., and Mr. F. E.

Baugh has been appointed assistant gen-

eral signal inspector, with office also at

St. Louis.

At the recent annual meeting of the

stockholders of the U. S. Light & Heat

Corporation the following board of di-

rectors were elected : Egbert H. Gold,

J. Allan Smith, Ralph C. Caples, Henry

W. Farnum, A. Henry Ackermann,

Chauncey L. Lane, Keene H. Addington,

James A. Roberts, Conrad Hubert,

George G. Shepard, and Edwin K. Gor-

don. The vote of confidence in favor of

the present management was 371,079 out

of 425,245 votes cast.

At the last meeting of the board of di-

rectors of the Lima Locomotive Corpora-

tion, Mr. W. E. Woodard was elected

vice-president in charge of engineering

and designing, with oflice at Lima, Ohio.

Mr. Woodard was born in Utica, N. Y.,

in 1874, where he attended the public

schools. He graduated at Cornell Uni-

versity with a degree of Mechanical En-

gineer in 1896, after which he was en-

gaged in laboratory and road testing with

the Baldwin Locomotive Works. In 1897

he entered the shop and drawing office

of the Dickson Locomotive Works as ele-

vation man. In 1900 he went with the

Schenectady Locomotive Works, which

afterwards became part of the American
Locomotive Co., in whose employ he has

been up to the present time. While with

the American Locomotive Co. he was em-
ployed in various capacities as follows

:

Calculator, chief calculator, including

road testing, chief draughtsman, assistant

mechanical engineer, manager of the elec-

tric locomotive and truck department, and
when the truck business was abandoned,

he became assistant chief engineer. .'Ks

assistant chief engineer he had supervi-

sion over the drawing office at Schen-
ectady, N. Y. Mr. Woodard's work has

given him opportunity to make an ex-

tensive study of the development and the

needs of the modern American locomo-

tive. That he made good use of his op-

portunities is demonstrated by the num-
ber of patents granted to him. Mr.

Woodard's patents concern car and loco-

motive devices that are in common use

today. These patents arc, lateral motion

driving box and axle, constant resistance

engine truck, throttle pipe and lever,

plate frame car trucks, car body height

adjuster, lateral motion bolster for car

and tender trucks. Mr. Woodard is

widely known in the engineering profes-

sion. He is a member of the American

Society of Mechanical Engineers, the

\V. E. \VOOD.\Kl)

.\'cw York Railroad Club and the Engi-

r.eers of Eastern New York.

Master Car Builders' Association Com-
mittees and Subjects for 1917.

A list of standing and special commit-

tees and the subjects submitted to them

for the convention of 1917, with instruc-

tions for preparation of reports has been

issued by the Executive Committee. In

order, that the reports can be printed and

advance copies furnished to the members
the reports must be in the office of the

Secretary, Karpen Building, Chicago, not

later than April 15. Reports arriving

later will be referred to the Executive

Committee to decide whether the report

shall be submitted to the convention.

The following are the lists of subjects

chosen for reports and the names of com-
mittees selected to report on the same

:

Standing Committees.

1. Arbitration: J. J. Hennessey (Chair-

man), M. C. B., C. M. & St. P. Ry., Mil-

waukee, Wis. :T. W. Demarest, S. M. P.,

Penna. Lines, Ft. Wayne. Ind. ; Jas. Cole-

man. S. C. D., Grand Trunk Ry., Mon-
treal, Can. ; F. W. Brazier, S. R. S., N. Y.

C. R. R., New York City; T. H. G»od-

now, A. S. C. D., C. & N. W. Ry., Chi-

cago, III.

2. Standards and Recommended Prac-

tice: T. H. Goodnow (Chairman), A. S.

C. D., C. & N. W. Ry., Chicago, 111. ; C. E.

Fuller, S. M. P., Union Pacific R. R.,

Omaha, Neb.; A. R. Aycrs, Engr. R. S.,

N. Y. C. R. R., New York City; O. C.

Cromwell, M. E., Balto. & Ohio R. R.,

Baltimore, Md.; O. J. Parks, G. S.,

Gcrman-.'Xmerican Car Lines, Chicago,

III.; R. E. Smith, G. S. M. P., Atlantic

Coast Line R. R., Wilmington, N. C.

;

C. F. Thiele, G. C. I., Penna. Lines, Co-

lumbus, Ohio; A. G. Trumbull, Asst. to

G. M. S., Erie R. R., New York City.

3. Train Brake and Signal Equipment:

R. B. Kendig (Chairman), G. M. E.,

N. Y. C. R. R., New York City; B. P.

Flory, S. M. P., N. Y. O. & W. R. R.,

Middletown, N. Y.; J. M. Henry, Asst.

Div. Supt., Penna. R. R., Youngwood,
Pa.; L. P. Streeter, Air Brake Engr., III.

Cent. R. R., Chicago, 111.; R. B. Ras-

bridge, S. C. D., Phila. & Reading Ry.,

Reading, Pa.; W. J. Hartman, Air Brake

Inst, C. R. I. & P. Ry.. Chicago, 111.; G.

H. Wood, G. A. B. I., A. T. & S. F. Ry.,

Topeka, Kan.

4. Brake Shoe and Brake Beam Equip-

ment: C. D. Young (Chairman), Eng.

Tests, Penn. R. R., Altoona, Pa.; Prof.

Chas. H. Benjamin, Purdue University,

Lafayette, Ind.; R. B. Kendig, G. M. E.,

N. Y. C. R. R., New York City; C. B.

Young, M. E., C. B. & Q. R. R., Chicago,

111.; C. H. Bilty, M. E., C. M. & St. P.

Ry., W. Milwaukee. Wis.; G. H. Oilman,
M. C. B., Nor. Pac. Ry.. St Paul, Minn.

;

T. J. Burns, S. R. S., Mich. Central R. R.,

Detroit, Mich.

5. Couplers: R. L. Kleine (Chair-

man), C. C. I., Penna. R. R., Altoona, Pa.;

G. W. Wildin, M. S.. N. Y. N. H. & H.
R. R., New Haven. Conn.; F. W. Brazier,

S. R. S., N. Y. C. R. R., New York City;

F. H. Stark, Supt. R. S. Montour R. R.

Co., Coraopolis, Pa. ; A. E. Manchester,
S. M. P., C. M. & St. P. Ry., W. Mil-

waukee, Wis.; J. W. Small, S. M. P., S.

A. L. Ry., Portsmouth, Va.
; J. A.

Pilcher, M. E., N. & W. Ry., Roanoke,
Va.

6. Loading Rules : A. Kearney (Chair-
man), A. S. M. P., N. & W. Ry., Roa-
noke, Va.; A. B. Corinth, G. C. I.. A. C.

L. R. R., Wilmington, N. C; L. H.
Turner, S. M. P., P. & L. E. R. R., Pitts-

burgh, Pa.; R, L. Kleine, C. C. I., Penna.
R. R., Altoona. Pa.: J. M. Borrowdale,
S. C. D., 111. Cent. R. R.. Chicago, III.;

C. N. Swanson. S. C. S.. A. T. & S. F.

Ry., Topeka. Kan.; H. C. May, S. M. P..

C. I. & L. Ry.. Lafayette, Ind.; E. J.

Robertson. S. C. D., Soo Line, Minne-
apolis, Minn.

7. Car Wheels: W. C. A. Henry
(Chairman), S. M. P., Penna. Lines,

Columbus. Ohio : A. E. Manchester. S. M.
P., C. M. & St P. Ry., Milwaukee, Wis.:
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C. W. Van Burcn, G. M. C. B., Can. Pac.

Ry., Montreal, Can.
; J. A. Pilcher, M. E.,

N. & W. Ry., Roanoke, Va. ; O. C. Crom-

well, M. E., B. & O. R. R., Baltimore,

Md.; J. M. Shackford, C. D., D. L. & W.

R. R., Scranton, Pa.; H. E. Smith, Engr.

Tests, N. Y. C. R. R., Collinwood, Ohio;

C. T. Ripley, G. M. I., A. T. & S. F. Ry.,

Chicago, HI.; F. T. Slayton, S. M. P.,

Virginian Ry., Princeton, W. Va.

8. Safety Appliances : C. E. Chambers

(Chairman), S. M. P., C. R. R. of N. J.,

Jersey City, N. J. ; D. R. MacBain, S. M.

P., N. Y. C. R. R., Cleveland, Ohio;

D. F. Crawford, G. S. M. P., Penna.

Lines West, Pittsburgh, Pa. ; C. E. Fuller,

S. M. P., Union Pac. Ry., Omaha, Neb.;

C. B. Young, M. E., C. B. & Q. R. R.,

Chicago, 111.; H. Bartlett, G. S. M. P.,

B. & M. R. R., Boston, Mass.; E. A.

Sweeley, M. C. B., S. A. L. Ry., Ports-

mouth, Va.; H. T. Bentley, S. M. P., C.

& X. W. Ry., Chicago, 111.

9. Car Construction: W. F. Keisel, Jr.

(Chairman), A. M. E., Penna. R. R., Al-

toona. Pa.; A. R. Ayres, Engr. R. S.,

N. Y. Central R. R., New York City ; C.

E. Fuller, S. M. P., Union Pacific R. R.,

Omaha, Neb.; E. G. Chenoweth, M. E.,

C. R. I. & P. Ry., Chicago, 111.; J. C.

Fritts, M. C. B., D. L. & W. R. R., Scran-

ton, Pa. ; C. L. Meister, M. E., Atlantic

Coast Line R. R., Wilmington, N. C. ; H.

T. Bentley, S. M. P., C. & N. W. Ry.,

Chicago, 111.

10. Specifications and Tests for Mate-

rials: C. D. Young (Chairman), Engr.

Tests, Penna. R. R., Altoona, Pa.; J. R.

Onderdonk, Engr. Tests, Balto. & Ohio

R. R., Baltimore, Md. ; J. J. Birch, D. C.

I., Norfolk & Western Ry., Roanoke, Va.

;

L S. Downing, G. M. C. B., C. C. C. &
St. L. Ry., Indianapolis, Ind. ; Frank

Zeleny, Engr. Tests, C. B. & Q. R. R., Au-

rora, 111.; A. H. Fetters, M. E., Union

Pacific Ry., Omaha, Neb.; H. B. Mac-

Farland, Engr. Tests, A. T. & S. F. Ry.,

Chicago, 111.; G. S. Sprowle, S. M. P.,

A. C. L. R. R., Rocky Mount, N. C;
H. G. Burnham, Engr. Tests, Nor. Pac.

Ry., St. Paul, Minn.

Special Committees.

11. Car Trucks: J. T. Wallis (Chair-

man), G. S. M. P., Penna. R. R., Altoona,

Pa. ; E. W. Pratt, A. S. M. P., C. & N. W.
Ry., Chicago, 111.; Jas. Coleman, S. C. D.,

Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal, Can.
; J. J.

Tatum, S. F. C. D., B. & O. R. R., Balti-

more, Md. ; Prof. E. C. Schmidt, Uni-

versity of Illinois, Urbana, 111.; C. W. Van
Buren, G. M. C. B., Can. Pac. Ry., Mon-
treal, Can.; J. McMulien, M. S., Erie R.

R., Meadville, Pa. ; A. R. Ayres, Engr. R.

S., N. Y. C. R. R., New York City; E. G.

Chenoweth, M. E., C. R. I. & P. Ry.,

Chicago, III.; J. J. Maginn, G. F. S., Cin.

Northern R. R., Van Wert. Ohio.

12. Prices for Labor and Material

:

P. F. Smith, Jr. (Chairman), S. M. P.,

Penna. Lines, Toledo, Ohio ; G. E. Car-

son, D. M. C. B., N. Y. C. R. R., W.
Albany, N. Y. ; W. L. Kellogg, S. M. P..

M. K. & T. Ry., Denison, Tex.; J. E.

Mehan, A. M. C. B., C. M. & St. P. Ry.,

W. Milwaukee, Wis.; Ira Everett, G. C. I.,

L. V. R. R., So. Bethlehem, Pa.; Willard

Kells, A. G. S. M. P., A. C. L. R. R.,

Wilmington, N. C; O. J. Parks, G. S.,

(ierman-American Car Lines, Chicago,

111.; H. L. Osman, S. C. D., Morris &
Co., Chicago, 111.; G. F. Laughlin, S. C.

D., Armour & Co., Chicago, 111.; Thos.

Beaghen, Jr., M. C. B., Union Tank Line,

New York City.

13. Train Lighting and Equipment: J.

11. Davis (Chairman), Elec. Engr., B. &
O. R. R., Baltimore, Md.; C. H. Quinn,

A. E. M. P., N. & W. Ry., Roanoke, Va.

;

D. J. Cartwright, Asst. Elec. Engr., Le-

high Valley R. R., So. Bethlehem, Pa.;

F.. W. Jansen, Elec. Engr., Illinois Cen-

tral R. R., Chicago, III.; H. C. Meloy,

Elec. Engr., N. Y. C. R. R., Cleveland,

Ohio.; J. R. Sloane, Engr. Elec. Car

Lighting, Penna. R. R., Altoona, Pa. ; E.

Wanamaker, Elect. Engr., C. R. 1. & P.

Ry., Chicago, 111.

14. Nominations : F. W. Brazier

(Chairman), S. R. S., N. Y. C. R. R.,

New York City ; D. F. Crawford, G. S.

M. P., Penna. Lines, Pittsburgh, Pa.

;

D. R. MacBain, S. M. P., N. Y. C. R. R.,

Cleveland, Ohio; C. E. Fuller, S. M. P.,

Union Pac. R. R., Omaha, Neb.; M. K.

Barnum, S. M. P., B. & O. R. R., Balti-

more, Md.
15. Arrangements : C. E. Chambers,

S. M. P., C. R. R. of N. J., Jersey City,

N. J.

16. Tank Cas : A. W. Gibbs (Chair-

man), C. M. E., Penna. R. R., Philadel-

phia, Pa. ; Thos. Beaghen, Jr., M. C. B.,

Union Tank Line, New York City ; C. E.

Chambers, S. M. P., C. R. R. of N. J.,

Jersey City, N. J.; Wm. Schlafge, G. M.

S., Erie R. R., New York City; S. Lynn,

M. C. B., P. & L. E. R. R., McKee's

Rocks, Pa.; John Purcell, Asst. to V.-P.,

A. T. & S. F. Ry., Chicago, III.; O. J.

Parks, G. S., German-American Car Lines,

Chicago, 111.

17. Draft Gear. R. L. Kleine (Chair-

man), G. C. I., Penna. R. R., Altoona,

Pa. ; Prof. L. E. Endsley, University of

Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa.; W. E. Dun-
ham, Supr. M. P. & M., C. & N. W. Ry.,

Winona. Minn.; J. R. Onderdonk, Engr.

Tests, B. & O. R. R., Baltimore, Md.;
A. R. Kipp, M. E., Soo Line, Fond du

Lac, Wis. ; G. W. Rink, M. E., C. R. R. of

N. J., Jersey City, N. J. ; J. C. Fritts, M.
C. B., D. L. & W. R. R., Scranton, Pa.;

R. D. Smith, S. M. P., B. & A. R. R.,

Boston, Mass.; A. M. Darlow, S. M. P.,

B. & S. R. R., Galeton, Pa. ; H. C. May,
S. M. P., L. V. R. R., So. Bethlehem, Pa.

18. Welding Truck Side Frames,

Bolsters and Arch Bars : W. O. Thomp-
son (Chairman), S. R. S., N. Y. C. R. R.,

Buffalo, N. Y.; G. W. Rink, M. E., C.

R. R. of N. J., Jersey City, N. J. ; J. T.

Wallis, G. S. M. P., Penna. R. R., Al-

toona, Pa.; J. J. Hennessey, M. C. B.,

C. M. & St. P. Ry., W. Milwaukee, Wis.;

A. M. McGill, A. S. M. P., L. V. R. R.,

So. Bethlehem, Pa.; R. W. Schulze, S.

C. D., St. L. & S. F. R. R., Springfield,

Mo. ; Willard Kells, A. G. S. M. P., A. C.

L. R. R., Wilmington, N. C. ; J. R. Gould,

S. M. P., C. & O. Ry., Richmond, Va.;

E. H. Sweeley, G. F. L. R., Long Island

R. R., Richmond Hill, N. Y. ; C. F. Giles,

S. M., L. & N. R. R., Louisville, Ky.

19. Standard Blocking for Cradles of

Car Dumping Machines : Jas. McMullcn

(Chairman), M. S., Erie R. R., Meadville,

Pa.; J. W. Senger, M. C. B., N. Y. C.

R. R., Collinwood, Ohio; J. J. Tatum,

S. F. C, B. & O. R. R., Baltimore, Md.;

F. T. Hyndman, S. M. P. Si C, W. & L. E.

R. R., Brewster, Ohio; T. W. Demarest,

S. M. P., Penna. Lines, Ft. Wayne, Ind.

;

J. E. Davis, M. M., Hocking Valley Ry.,

Columbus, Ohio; G. M. Gray, S. M. P.,

B. & L. E. R. R., Greenville, Pa.; J. A.

Pilclur, M. E., N. & W. Ry., Roanoke,

Va.

The Traveling Engineers' Association.

The annual convention of the Traveling

Engineers' Association, which was post-

poned on September 5, will be held at the

Hotel Sherman, Chicago, 111., com-
mencing on Tuesday, October 24, and

continuing four days. As announced in

our August issue, the association is in a

flourishing condition, the postponement

of the annual meeting being deemed ad-

visable on account of the threatened

strike, which has been averted.

The following are the list of subjects

to be presented by special committees, and

discussed by the members

:

"What effect does the mechanical plac-

ing of fuel in fire-boxes and lubricating

of locomotives have on the cost of opera-

tion."

"The advantages of the use of super-

heaters, brick arches and other modern
appliances on large engines, especially

those of the mallet type."

"Difficulties accompanying the preven-

tio nof dense black smoke and its rela-

tion to cost of fuel and locomotive re-

pairs."

"Recommended practice in the make-up

and handling of modern freight trains,

on both level and steep grades, to avoid

damage to draft rigging."

"Assignment of power from the stand-

points of efficient service and economy in

fuel and maintenance."

Tlie membership is over one thousand,

and a large attendance is expected. Mr.

J. R. Scott, of the St. Louis & San Fran-

cisco, is president, and Mr. W. O. Thomp-
son, of the New York Central is secre-

tary.

Every indication points to an unusually

large attendance, and the proceedings

will be fully reported in our pages at as

early a date as possible.
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DIXON'S
*te PAINT

A Clear Track
ahead, Railway men, when
you protect your metal

work with

DIXON'S
Silica Graphite

PAINT
It has a world-wide repu-

tation of over fifty years.

Made in FIRST QUAL-
ITY only. Made for

those who want QUAL-
ITY, LONGER SERV-
ICE and LOWEST
COST per year of service.

Because of the peculiar

oily nature and flake for-

mation of the pigment,
Dixon's Paint has no equal

in keeping moisture and
gases away from the metal.

Therefore metal properly
painted with it resists cor-

rosion longer than that

painted with any other

paint. That is the reason

why leading railroads
throughout the entire
world use it as standard.

Write for booklet 69-B
and long service records.

Made in JERSEY CITY, N. J., by the

Joseph Dixon Crucible

Company
ESTABLISHED 1827

B132

Railroad Equipment Notes.

'I'lic Grand Trunk is reported in the

market for 20,000 tons of rails.

The Atlantic Coa.st Line is in the mar-

ket for SO to 100 double-deck stock cars.

Ihe New York Central is reported con-

uniplatinK the purchase of 230 locomo-

tives.

'I'hc Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul is

building 1,000 freight cars in its own
shops.

The Bctlilchem Steel Company has or-

dered 30 hopper cars from the Pressed

Steel Car Company.

The Southern Railway has ordered

20,000 tons of Bessemer rails for delivery

in the first half of 1917.

The Havana Central has placed orders

with the United States Steel Corporation

for 10,000 tons of rails.

The British Government has ordered 45

narrow gauge locomotives from the Bald-

win Locomotive Works.

The Michigan Central has ordered the

Western Steel Car & Foundry Company
tn repair 500 freight cars.

'I he New York, New Haven & Hart-

ford is reported in the market for 28 San-

ta Fe (2-10-2) type locomotives.

The Great Northern is in the market
for 125 all steel passenger cars to re-

place Oriental limited equipment.

The Central of New Jersey has placed

an order with the American Car & Foun-
dry Company to repair 250 box cars.

The New York, Chicago & St. Louis has

has ordered 10 Mikado type locomotives

from the Lima Locomotive Corporation.

The Pittsburgh & Lake Erie has or-

dered 10 Mikado (2-8-2) type locomotives

from the American Locomotive Com-
pany.

The Pittsburgh & Lake Erie has or-

dered 10 coaches from the Pressed Steel

Car Company and is still in the market
for one dining car.

The order for steel for locomotive shops

at East Deerfield, Mass., for the Boston &
Maine. 325 tons, is reported placed with

the American Bridge Company.

The Russian Government has ordered

4,000 steel gondola cars of 40-ton capacity

from the Bcttendorf Company, and is in-

nuiring for additional rolling stock.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe pro-

poses to start construction eariy in 1917

on new freight terminals and yards at

Hutchinson, Kan., to cost $1,000,000.

The Boston & Maine has ordered 2 ad-

ditional 130-ton Baldwin-Westinghousc

electric locomotives for the Hoosac tun-

nel, similar to the five now operating.

The Denver & Rio Grande has ordered

three steel turntables to weigh 202 tons

from the American Bridge Company.

They will be installed at Denver, Colo.,

and at Pueblo.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford

will construct 11 new street girder high-

way bridges of single 7S-foot spans, to

cost altogether about $829,000. Bids for

work have not yet been asked.

The Boston & Maine has ordered 325

tons of steel from the American Bridge

Company for shops at East Deerfield,

Mass. It has also ordered 150 tons of

bridge work from the Phoenix Bridge

Works.

The New York, New Haven & Hart-

ford has authorized the Osgood-Bradley

Car Company to proceed with the con-

struction of 60 coaches. These are part

of a large contract placed with this manu-
facturer some time ago.

The New York Central has ordered

1,000 box cars from the .'\merican Car &
Foundry Company. These are in addition

to l.fXK) box cars recently ordered from

the same builder, 1.000 box cars from

Haskell & Barker Car Co. and 1.000

gondola cars from Standard Steel Car

Company.

The Piedmont & Northern will con-

struct an eight-span, deck-plate girder

bridge, 700 feet long and 55 feet above

normal water, across the Catawba river at

Mt. Holly, N. C, to cost about $125,000;

replacing structure destroyed by flood.

Virginia Bridge & Iron Company has the

contract for steel work and Thos. Shea-

han, of Hagerstown, Md., for masonry.

The Chicago Great Western has placed

orders for 79 crossing bells of the loco-

motive type for installation on the entire

system as follows : Eastern division, 25

bells ; Northern division, 25 bells ; South-

ern division, 19 bells, and Western divi-

sion, 10 bells. The installation of new
automatic block signals on the Southern

division between Marshalltown and East

Des Moines, Iowa, is proceeding rapidly.

Practically all material for this work has

been delivered and signals will be ready

to place in service within another month.
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Increasing Use of Pipe.

The history of the widely ramifying

uses of pipe is remarkable, and coincident

with the extended use of tubular products

has been the change in material. Fifty

years ago all of the screw joint pipe wis

made from wrought iron, but the inven-

tion of the Bessemer and the open-hearth

processes of making steel have caused a

decided change in the material, and re-

cently a statistical bulletin was issued by

the American Iron and Steel Institute

showing that the use of wrought-iron has

decreased from 452,797 tons in 1905 to

262,198 in 1915, and at the same time the

percentage of total has decreased from

31.5 in 1905 to 11.4 in 1915 and the per-

centage of the use of steel has corre-

spondingly increased. In ten years the

production of steel skelp has increased

from 1,435,995 tons to 2,299,464, being an

increase of 88.6 per cent. The National

Tube Company has recently announced

plans for building a new plant at Gary,

Indiana, having a capacity of 500,000 tons

per year, and it may be confidently as-

sumed that the uses of pipe have by no

means reached their limit.

Tunnel Under the English Channel.

For many years a tunnel under the Eng-

lish Channel, connecting Great Britain

and France, has been talked of. Since the

war began this much-discussed project has

been revived in a serious form and it is

generally accepted, in England at least,

as almost certain that the often-contem-

plated work will be undertaken. When it

is, it .will probably have the backing of

both the British and French governments.

The advances in modern engineering

have been such during the past few years

as to render it possible to overcome the

obstacles which have helped deter actual

operations in this regard, and further-

more, the alliance of the two nations has

been so cemented as to remove any oppo-

sition that formerly arose on the score of

military precaution.

The distance across, from Dover to

Calais, is appro.ximately 21 miles. If con-

structed, it will be tlie longest subaqueous

tunnel in the world and will call for the

highest type of engineering ability in its

design and construction.

The actual carrying out of such an en-

terprise may be delayed, but the feeling is

growing stronger every day that it ought

to be gone on with, and doubtless before

many years have passed we shall see the

work commenced. It is presumptuous for

anyone to say what can or cannot be done.

There seem to be no obstacles from an
engfineering point of view and in any
event it is doubtful whether it is ever

wise to place any limit on the ingenuity

and ability of the engineer.

The cost will be enormous, but if the

British empire and the French republic

agree, the work will be accomplished.

Continuation of Car Shortage.

The shortage of cars has become so

serious that determined efforts are being

made not only by the railroad companies,

but by the Interstate Commerce Com-

mission, urging the absolute necessity of

a more rapid unloading of freight. Of

course, it is generally understood that

much of the trouble has arisen from the

fact that many loaded cars are tied up

at the seaboard on account of the insuffi-

cient supply of shipping. The movement

of crops and coal is consequently delayed

and the situation is baffling the minds of

the shrewdest railway men, who all ad-

mit the situation is without a parallel.

Electrical Exposition.

The New York Electrical Exposition

will be held in Grand Central Palace,

New York City, from October 11 to

21. The importance of this exhibit, from

an educational standpoint, cannot be over-

estimated, for the general public is sur-

prisingly uninformed on many of the

features that will be on exhibition. ./Vmong

others, the electric welding of iron and

steel will be one of the feature exhibits,

and the public will have an opportunity

of seeing all grades of welding accom-

plished in iron and steel, including

structural pieces, plates and castings. The

United States Government is co-operating

in the Electrical Exposition through the

War, Navy and Commerce Departments,

all of which will have comprehensive

exhibits.

Demand for Welders.

Xo better proof of the rapid application

of autogenous welding, wherever prac-

ticable, could be found than in the grow-

ing demand for experienced welders.

There is every likelihood of this demand

increasing, and as might be expected

schools for teaching welding are spring-

ing up all over the country, and it would

be proper and becoming that some Fed-

eral or State regulations should be

adopted in regard to these institutions.

Welding, by whatever process, cannot be

learned in a day, and the publishers of

misleading advertisements should be

guarded against.

Railways in Indisu

Large additions have been made to the

rolling stock in use upon the Indian sys-

tems, the number of locomotives being

especially augmented. The reports in re-

gard to the application of the superheater

appliance has been such that several In-

dian railways have decided to fit all their

main line engines with superheaters.

Trials have also been made with oil as

fuel, but the results are not yet published.

GOLD
Car

Heating

Lighting

Company

Manufacturers of

ELECTRIC,
STEAM AND
HOT WATER
HEATING
APPARATUS
FOR RAILWAY CARS

VENTILATORS
FOR PASSENGER
AND REFRIGER-
ATOR CARS
ACETYLENE SYSTEM
OF CAR LIGHTING

Send for circular of our combina-
tion PRESSURE AND VAPOR
SYSTEM OF CAR HEATING,
which system automatically main-
tains about the same temperature in

the car regardless of the outside
weather conditions.

Main Office, Whitehall Building

17 BATTERY PLACE

NEW YORK
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Hydraulic
Riveters nxed and portable

Punches, Shears,
Presses, Lifts, Cranes

and Accumulators.

Matthews' Fire Hydrants,

Eddy Valves

Valve Indicator Posts.

The Camden High-Pressure Valves.

Books, Bulletins, Catalogues, Etc.

Cast Iron Pipe

R. D. Wood & Companv
Engineers, Iron

rounders, liachinists.

100 Chtstnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Nichols Transfer Tables

Turntable Tractors

GEO. P. NICHOLS & BRO.

1090 Old Colony Bld^. CHICAGO

For Testing and Washing
Locomotive Boilers

USE THE

Rue Boiler Washer
and Tester

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Rue Manufacturing Co.
228 Cherry Street Philadelphia, Pa.

Maniif.Tcturers of Injectors. Ejectors,

Boiler Washers nnd T.sters. Boiler Checks.
Check Valves.

ASHTOI>J
POPVALVES AND GAGES
The Quality Goodi Tli&t Last

The Ashton Valve Co.

271 Franklin Street. Botton. Mu>.
No. 174 Market St., Chicago, Ul.

Loco.vioTivE MANAr;K.\itNr. liy IJonald

R. MacBain. I'ublislicd by the

Author, Cleveland, Ohio. Price, $1.

In 1900 the author of the above named
book published one bearing the same title

which proved very popular among engine-

incn, but owring to the changes in locomo-

livcs went out of date. To remedy that

the author h;is rc-written the book, bring-

ing it up to (late, and tlic new edition is

now before us.

The new edition begins with Prelimi-

nary Lessons for Beginners which con-

tains a mass of useful information relating

principally to scientttic facts relating to

locomotive engineering. This part em-

Ijraces 33 questions and answers besides 32

answers to leading questions.

Then comes a section of E.xamination

for Promotion which contains 131 ques-

tions and answers forming an exhaustive

treatise in itself that will enable any fire-

man to display thorough knowledge of tlic

working of the engine. Compound Loco-

motives comes next with .?() questions and

answers, all of them worth committing to

memory.

Information relating to brakes covers

twenty pages of the 1)ook and leaves out

notliing that an efficient engineer ought to

know. Valve gear occupies a prominent

part of the book and is well illustrated by

excellent wood cuts. The portion on valve

gear would be worth more than the book

costs were no other good things in it. Be-

sides the subj'ect tliere are a variety of

miscellaneous articles that contain highly

valuable information. To any man ambi-

tious to learn all al)out the locomotive and

how to manage it, we say study every page

di llie book, not only read but study every

line, and the time will be better spent than

it can be spent in any other way.

track laborers. The various nationalities

engaged in such work arc all treated of

in an intensely human way and shows

the author to be a close student of his

fellow man. To all who are in any way

engaged in track maintenance this work
will be found to be of real value, and

among these it is sure of a popular re-

ception particularly, as well as among the

best class of railway men generally.

1'kactic.\l Track Mainte.vance. By
Kenneth L. Van Auken. Published

by the Railway Educational Press,

Chicago, III. 310 pages ; 37 illustra-

tions; ornamental cloth. Price $1.60.

The author of this book has had many
years' experience in railroad track work,

and not only knows the subject that he

treats of thoroughly, but has acquired

a clear and direct mastery of English.

Aluch of his work has appeared in the

railway engineering press preliminary to

being revised and prepared for the more

enduring form which a book implies. The

work is divided into fifteen chapters,

each dealing with some separate subject

and each complete in itself. Several of

the chapters are devoted to varying sea-

son of the year, the kind of work to be

done, and the most approved method of

doing it, with complete details in regard

to the use and care of tools. Of real

value also is the chapter on how to handle

Air Brake Association Proceedings.

The published proctedingi of the twen-

ty-third .Air Brake Association convention

is just off the press. The meeting was held

at -Atlanta, Ga., early in May. After the

usual pleasant formalities of opening the

convention, with its hearty welcome from

the mayor, the association got down to

business. The reports of the secretary

and the treasurer showed a very satisfac-

tory membership and a good working bal-

ance in the bank.

The first paper presented was on "slack

action in long passenger trains : its rela-

tion to triple valves of different types and

consequent results in handling passenger

trains." Messrs. J. H. Burke and J. Holtz-

field are the gentlemen who signed this

paper, which is very comprehensive in

its scope. It deals with the weight of the

vtliicle, the length of trains, foundation

Iirake gear and the air brake mechanism
itself. There was an interesting and ani-

mated discussion, in which a great many
speakers took part and the subject was
pretty well thrashed out. The second paper,

by Mr. C. D. Drennan, was on the sub-

ject of the "best methods of educating ap-

prentices to give the railroads efficient air

brake mechanics." This important subject

was very carefully handled and was
backed by a considerable array of statis-

tics as to the number of men employed

and their various duties, which are com-
prised under the three headings, "keep

down failures ; keep engines and cars

moving; and add much to the life of air

brake equipment." .A very interesting dis-

cussion followed this paper. The third

paper, prepared by Mr. C. VV. Joy. was on

"the care of modern pasenger brake

equipment. The factors contributed to the

minimum cost of maintenance with maxi-

mum efficiency." Mr. Joy began by tak-

ing up the subject of inspection, followed

by that of yard testing, maintenance, val-

vular mechanism, piping, brake cylinders

and mechanical transmission. The report

was illustrated with drawings showing

the clasp brake and the method of measur-

ing wheel wear. A very full discussion

took place on this paper. The paper by

Mr. Fred Von Bergen on "the proper pip-

ing of locomotives and cars, specifications

and requirements for pipe and air brake

work." The paper, although a short one,

elicited a discussion which was carried
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over to the following day. Mr. M. S. Belk

read a paper on "excess pressure," which

also was short, but which was very fully

discussed by the association. "Hand

brakes for heavy pasesnger cars" was the

subject chosen by Mr. John P. Kelley and

was listened to with much niterest. Mr.

Mark Purcell took up the subject of "the

need of efficient cleaning and repairing of

freight brakes." He presented a table

showing the number of triple valves re-

moved for all causes, and the numbers of

valves removed for specific failures. The

paper brought forth a very full and ani-

mated discussion. "Recommended Prac-

tice," by Mr. S. G. Down, naturally pro-

duced an extended discussion as each of

tlie various points brought out were taken

up by the association. "The accumulation

of moisture and its elimination from

trains on yard testing plants," by Mr.

Mark Purcell, was an instructive paper

which led to an animated discussion on

the subject. The routine committees pre-

sented their reports and the meeting was

brought to a close on Friday the fifth of

May. The officers for 1916 and 1917 are

:

President, T. W. Dow, Erie Railroad;

first vice-president. C. 11. Weaver, L. S.

& M. S. ; second vice-president, C. W.
Martin, Pennsylvania R. R. ; third vice-

president, F. J. Barry, N. Y., O. & W.

;

secretary, F. M. Nellis, Westinghouse

Air Brake Company; treasurer. Otto

Best, Nathan Mfg. Co.

Mikado Type Locomotives.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works has

issued Record No. 83, describing and il-

lustrating 27 Mikado type locomotives,

ranging in weight, including tender, from

the type used by the McCloud River

Railroad Company, of 260.000 lbs., to the

heavier class used on the Atchison, To-

peka & Santa Fc. of Stti.iXX) lbs. As is

well known, large numbers of these loco-

motives have been built in recent years,

especially for heavy freight, and also for

special passenger service in mountainous

districts. The chief merit of this type

of locomotive is on account of its great

boiler power. With a long barrel and a

deep, wide firebo.x. its steaming qualities

are of the best. Those recently con-

structed are nearly all equipped with su-

perheaters. The brick arch also improves

its efficiency, especially in locomotives

using high volatile coal. Labor-savmg de-

vices are also shown in the record to be

coming rapidly into popular favor. The
use of the mechanical stoker gives prom-

ise to become general in the Mikado type

of locomotive, and by its use the largest

kind of locomotives can be worked at

full capacity, under conditions where it

would be impossible to maintain steam

pressure with hand firing.

All interested should have a copy of

this fine illustrated Bulletin, which may
be had on application to the Baldwin Lo-

comotive Works.

Graphite.

The current issue of Grafhitc, published

by the Joseph Dixon Crucible Company,

Jersey City, contains among other inter-

esting items an illustrated article descrip-

tive 01 the bridge over the Ohio river

between East Liverpool, Ohio, and New-
ell, W. Va. Over ten years ago this

this bridge was painted with Dixon's

Silica-Graphite paint. This is only one

of many records proving the long service

ot this protective paint. With such rec-

ords it is not surprising that the demand
for this particular kind of paint continues

to grow. Like .\jax defying the thunder,

it defies the elements. Summer's heat

and winter's snow are alike to it. It is

the favorite with railroads, factories,

government anil other e.^perts who must

have the best economy paint. Fifty years'

experience has given the company many
advantages in the tests that come with

time. Copies of the company's publica-

tion may be had on application to the

main office at Jersey City, N. J.

Making Davis Wheels.

.V profusely illustrated pamphlet issued

h\ the American Steel Foundries, McCor-
mick Building. Chicago, furnishes the

complete details of the manufacture of

the Davis steel wheel in a brief pictorial

way from the preparation of the mold to

the final test for hardness. It is convinc-

ingly shown that every possible precau-

tion is taken to produce a safe, serviceable

wheel. Completed, the wheel has a hard,

tough manganese steel tread and flange,

combined with a ductile .steel plate and

hub. It resists shock and abrasion and

renders full mileage without the trouble

and expense of turning. Broken flanges

and other common wheel troubles aie

practically eliminated. There is also a

considerable lessening in weight with a

corresponding saving in cost. Copies of

the interesting pamphlet may be had on

application to the company's office at Chi-

cago.

Preparation of- Coal.

The Engineering Experiment Station

of the University of Illinois lias made an

extensive study of the methods employed

in the preparation of bituminous coal at

Illinois mines, and the data and infor-

mation which have required several years

to compile have been tabulated and an-

alyzed by Prof. E. A. Holbrook, and are

now published as Bulletin No. 88 of the

experiment station. Present preparation

practice, standard types of plants, im-

purities, and sizing of coal are all fully

treated, and a record is presented of the

year's production of the different sizes

of coal in Illinois over a period of thirty-

five years. Copies of the Bulletin may be

had on application to W. F. M. Goss,

Director, Urbana, 111.
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Locomotive Cranes for Railway Use
Various Kinds of Work Performed—Crane Can Move Itself and Spot Cars

—

Larger and More Powerful Machines Now Being Used

The use of locomotive cranes for rail-

way operating as well as construction

work has been and is a phase of the trans-

portation industry which has made very

remarkable progress in recent years. In

former days the "steam ditcher" was
thought to be a necessity for construction

be said of a certainty where heavy and

otherwise slow contiinious work has to

be done.

One of the most interesting features

about locomotive crane work is the intro-

duction of electricity into the problem.

These cranes can be equipped with a small

confined to the radius of the crane arm.

The whole machine is capable of not only

propelling itself along the track, but is

able to haul several cars up a grade. On
level 18 to 20 loaded SO-ton cars is not an
excessive performance. Thus a series of

rail cars can be unloaded by the magnet

LOCOMOTIVE BEING SUPPLIED WITH CO.VL BV CR.AXE, USIXG PICKUP OR GR.\B BUCKET.

work, but today railways handle coal,

ore, stone, cinders, gravel, sand, etc. To
do this work the modern locomotive crane

is equipped with a grab bucket. The
orange-peel bucket takes care of heavy
excavating work. .\ drag-line bucket

does drag-line work with great facility.

In fact, many forms of hand labor are

now replaced by the crane and this may

dynamo run by the steam generated by
the crane boiler, and when this is done
the contact between the load and the

lifting chain is made by a powerful elec-

tro-magnet. The big steel rails, scrap,

bars, sheets and castings can be lifted

from a car and swung round by the crane

so as to be placed where desired. The
area of distribution of such loads is not

attachment, but when the space on each

side of the track is tilled the crane and
the cars containing the rails can be

moved ahead and distribution again re-

sumed.

The modern locomotive crane can be

fitted with a set of blocks and a lumber
grab which handle ties, logs, large cast-

ings, structural material, bars, tubs and
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buckets, and many other similar opera-

tions are easily and expeditiously per-

formed. A locomotive in tlie ordi-

nary sense of the word is a spe-

cial machine for hauling cars ; the

locomotive crane has specialized in a dif-

ferent direction and, when compared,

locomotive and crane are somewhat like

a heavy Clydesdale horse and an elephant.

The elephant of the railroad does not

haul as many cars as the iron horse, nor

does it travel as fast, though on occa-

sion it can switch and spot cars. Its

crane and attachments are like the ele-

phant's trunk by which, when these ani-

mals are trained, as they are in India,

the trunk performs all the functions of a

pair of strong and intelligently directed

hands.

When cranes were first introduced on

The Lehigh Valley Railroad has used

locomotive cranes extensively for track

renewals and in clearing away the wreck-

age on Black Tom Island after the ex-

plosion of stored shells and ammunition

these cranes did good work in disentang-

hng the twisted iron and steel w-ork and

lifting the shattered and useless debris

to cars so that it could be moved out of

the way.

A steam or drop hammer can be

worked on the crane for driving the dif-

ferent kinds of piling. Steam for the

steam hammer is supplied from the boiler

(in the crane. Steel leads are furnished

which guide the hammer and make, it

possible to drive batter piles. .A double

drum is used with this work. Ry the

use of outriggers, the crane's capacities

c-an lie increased 10 to 40 per cent. The

LOCOMOTIVE CRANE WITH MAGNETIC LIFTER, HANDLING STEEL RAILS.

Sanitation Rules" containing precaution-

ary practice that has been found neces-

sary to enforce in conducting the opera-

tion of its trains, tracks and shops. In

two years the reduction in fatal accidents

(in the road has been reduced 56 per cent.

1 he dissemination of the booklet among
all classes of employees is expected to

decrease accidents to the minimum. Pre-

facing the booklet is a letter to employees

from Mr. J. M. Davis, operating vice-

president, insisting that "Safety must be

the first consideration of every depart-

ment of the service and that compliance

with the rules and the co-operation of

each employee is imperative." Other

railroads should follow the good example.

railways the lighter forms liad the pref-

erence, while at the present time the

heavier cranes are considered to be more

advantageous for their many uses and

practically more economical in the long

run. Tlius 30 to 60-ton cranes are re-

placing the 15 and 2S-ton cranes of a few

years ago.

The danger of tipping over during a

heavy lift has been provided for by the

construction of a heavy, short and com-

pact "car" frame upon which crane, boiler,

cab and mechanism pivots. The "car" is

made short so that the spread of the

trucks is reduced to a minimum, and

provision is made to anchor the "car"

to the rails in a very substantial manner.

The cranes can stand a 20 to 50 per cent,

overload before there is any signs of tip-

ping.

outriggers consist of a heavy I-beam on

each side of the crane, which can be

pulled out and 'blocked under the end.

When not in use the beams are pushed

under the car body.

There are several cranes of the locomo-

tive type manufactured in this country

and the satisfaction and economies which

may be had from the use of them by rail-

way companies puts them in the class of

most desirable, not to say necessary, form

of transportation equipment.

Safety Rules on the Baltimore and

Ohio.

The Baltimore and Ohio keeps up the

good work in the matter of "Safety

First." the most recent item being the dis-

tribution of a booklet on "Safety and

Speed Checks at Grade Crossings.

Experiments are being conducted on a

California highway with grade checks or

liumps constructed in the pavement to re-

duce the speed of vehicles at grade cross-

ings. These are placed for a short dis-

tance on each side of the tracks, so ar-

ranged as to demand careful driving and

reduce speeding. These bumpers are in

I he form of rounded ridges, nine to twelve

inches high and are from four to six feet

wide at the base, and two feet at the

crown. Where there is a double road-

way only the right hand roadway is thus

marked. Accidents have been materially

reduced since the installation of the

liunipers.

Railroad Building at Night.

Railroad construction in Africa at

night is made possible by the use of a

freight car as a lighting plant. Project-

ing from a tower at one end is a light

arm that extends out over the track. At

the extreme end of this arm two search-

lights are placed, while other lamps are

located at intervals along the arm. By
means of this arrangement plenty of light

can be shed upon the portion of the track

ll at the arm overhangs, while beams of

the searchlight can be cast ahead where

tlie work of preparing the roadbed is un-

der way. The lighting plant permits of

work in the cool hours while the torrid

sun is below the horizon.

Idle Cars Aggravate the Shortage.

Careful enquiries show that much of

the cause of car shortage is owing to the

delays in unloading. The charges for

demurrage are so light that it is very

often cheaper to allow the car to stand

for several days rather than hire a few

extra men to unload the freight promptly.

Measures are suggested to meet this flag-

rant abuse as appeals seem to have little

elTect on those using the cars. Loading

to full visible capacity is also being urged,

and a more general interchange of cars.

.\ solution of the difficulty is much
r/.c;!cd.
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Jacking the Quebec Bridge
The Lifting Jacks—Their Number and Position—Failure of Bridge Not Due to

Jackinji Mechanism—Dimensions of Jacks, Pumps Etc.

The process of raising the centre or

connecting span of the Quebec liridgc,

which terminated so unfortunately in the

entire loss of the centre span, was an en-

gineering enterprise of no small magni-

tude. The hydraulic jacks used at the

bridge were eight in nuinl)er, liaving lieen

supplied by the Watson-Stillman Com-
pany of New York. This firm is well

known as the makers of all sorts of rail-

road jacks, hydraulic presses and other

similar appliances used in railway repair

work, and the Canadian authorities were

dealing with a competent and reliable

firm when they selected the Watson-
Stillman equipment for the construction

of the eight 1,000 tons capacity jacks

which were to have made the connecting

span part of the level floor of the bridge.

The loss of tlie centre span is lielicvcd

pincli. The rams were 22 ins. in diameter

and the jacks had been tested to 1,250

tons. The fact that eight jacks were

used to raise 5,000 tons gave a margin

of safety, as only 650 tons was carried

on any one jack, and each jack had 1)ecn

tested to double that weight.

Two jacks were placed to each jacking

girder, and one jacking girder was at

each corner of the centre span. The nor-

mal jacking pressure was 4,000 lbs. to

tb.e square inch. The jacks themselves

were made of nickel steel. The jack

operating valves were double balanced

spindle stop and release valves, one valve

for each jack. Each pair of jacks, com-
posing one jacking unit, was fitted with

tell-tales to show the relative motion of

each jack ram. Each jacking unit on one

end of the bridge was operated by a bal-

W.\TSOX-STILLM.\\ LIFTING JACKS IX POSITIOX OX QUEBEC BRIDGE.

to liave been caused by the failure of a

steel casting attached to the span itself

and by which the weight was carried on

the lifting "chains" or girders which came
down from the jacks above. Regrettable

as was the accident, the Watson-Stillman

Company are in no way responsible and
will come out after the official inquiry

with reputation untarnished.

The centre span had an estimated

weight of about 5,000 tons and the eight

jacks arranged in pairs, formed four

units which moved the bridge span up-

wards 24 ins. at each jacking, by which

we mean that the stroke of each jack was
nominally 24 in. or possibly 27 ins. at a

anced spindle stop valve, at center of the

cantilever. .\ tell-tale showing the rela-

tive motion of each jacking unit was
fitted in front of the central control valve.

.\1I the tell-tales multiplied the motion by

two, so that % in. variation of a jack, or

jacking unit, showed '/i in. variation on

he tell-tale. Screw jacks of 12 ins.

diameter were provided to follow up the

motion of the hydraulic jack rams, and

these screw jacks were counter-weighted

so that one man could easily follow up

each jack .\ll these details were care-

attaching casting was satisfactory in every

way.

The details of the pumps used with

these jacks are interesting as a special

appliance for producing a specific result.

Some of the facts are as follows : Total

of four direct acting steam pumps, 18

ins. cylinder, 2-in, plungers, 16 ins. stroke,

making approximately 70 single strokes a

minute under load. The pumps were
operated by compressed air at 110 lbs. per

sq. in., instead of by steam, as air was
i.vailable from the compressor plant used

in erecting the bridge.

Flexibility between the jacking girders

and the platforms on the cantilevers was
secured by the use of copper piping con-

necting the jacks to the steel piping.

This accommodated any swinging of the

jacking girders, due to mis-alignment,

wind pressure, etc., in hoisting the centre

span from the barges. The approximate
time required to make one complete 24-in.

lift, and return, preparatory for another
lift, was about 15 minutes.

Dimensions of the chains used in lifting

the centre 'span were. 30 ins. wide, plates,

2 bars per chain, each bar composed of

two 1^-in. thick, plates. .Number of

chains per jacking unit were two, total

number of chains were eight, the holes in

the chains were large enough to accomo-
date 12-in. diameter pins. The spacing

of the holes in the chains were 6-ft. cen-

tres, the spacing of holes in the jacking

girders were 2-ft. centres.

The chains were fitted at the lower ends
with elongated slotted holes, approximately

4 ft. long, to permit attachment to centre

span at a level up to 2 ft. above or below

nominal tide conditions which were antici-

pated at the time of this connection.

The greatest possible flexibility was pro-

vided for in operating the jacks from

either one or both pumps on each canti-

lever. One jacking unit could be ope-

rated by one pump entirely independent

of the other jacking unit, which might be

operated by another pump. Different

pressures could be maintained in each

•acking unit should occasion require, or

either pump could operate all jacks on
the same end of the bridge, or both pumps
could operate all jacks. This flexibility

of arrangement, or rather of function,

was accomplished by cross connection

valves.

The whole scheme was well thought

out and the parts were put together with

great care. This same system will be

used again when the new connecting span
fully worked out. and nothing was left to is ready for raising to place in the bridge,

chance. The work done by the jacks up and probably the fall of 1917 will see the

to the moment of the failure of the lower work well on to completion.
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The Young Locomotive Valve Gear
Details of Improvements—Lighter than the Walschaerts Gear—Packing Rings Recessed

in the Valve Chamber—Wider Parts and Exhaust Openings.

Since the introduction of the Young

locomotive valve gear a year or two ago,

several important improvements have

been made in its construction tending to

simplify the details of the mechanism and

also add to its effectiveness in steam dis-

tribution and the lightening of the parts.

In its perfected form it has been apphcd

to a number of locomotives with the

most gratifying results, and as we took

the opportunity of calling the attention

more readily reached in case of repair or

readjustment. There are other advantages

also in the modern valve gears that need

not now be dwelt upon. Suffice it to say

that in the mere matter of weight of parts

the Young valve gear can be very sub-

stantially constructed at least one-fourth

lighter than that of the Walschaerts gear.

This, of itself, is of importance as the

locomotive continues to be constructed in

heavier forms, and the lightening of any

FIG. I. MODEL OF A.SSEMBLED C.E.\R MOTOR DRIVEN.

of the readers of R.\il\v.\v and Locomo-

tive Engineering to the gearing when

first introduced to the railroad world by

the inventor, we have had numerous en-

quiries for particular information as to

the progress that has been made, and the

exact form in which it now appears

It should be observed at the outset that

it does not follow that because some

radical change has been made in some

FIG. V.\LVE CH.^MBER.

mechanical detail that all preceding ap-

pliances for the same purpose should be

looked upon as ineffective. The Ste-

phenson valve gear did excellent service

as long as the locomotives were what are

now called small in size, and the eccen-

trics and their attachments could be

conveniently reached. In the larger types

of locomotives the Walschaerts and other

valve gears are more serviceable because

of being more easily applied and much

part allows the power consumed in mov-

ing heavier parts to be applied to the

purpose of moving the train.

This, however, is only one of the

lesser advantages claimed for the Young
\alve gear. In the completed equipment

consisting of valve, a valve gear, and a

screw reverse gear there are distinct ad-

vantageous features that challenge atten-

tion, and from which it may be stated

briefly that engines equipped with this

\alve gear are unusually reliable in start-

ing, and it has been found that it is

rarely necessary to slack even the

heaviest trains in making the initial start.

It is also claimed that the engines ac-

celerate rapidly, attain and maintain very

high speed and handle heavier trains

particularly at higher speeds. Coal and

water consumption is somewhat de-

creased. The principal reason for these

results is on account of the wider port

openings, both for inlet and outlet, which

obtains a higher mean effective pressure

under all conditions, and considerable re-

duction in negative pressures. Owing to

the unusually free pre-release caused by

the wider exhaust openings, together with

the open valve construction, it is possible

to reduce exhaust clearance, and in some

cases valves are running in high speed

passenger work with line and line ex-

haust. This is the logical reason for the

economies claimed in coal and water

consumption.

Coming to the details of construction.

I-ig. 1 shows an assembled gear, motor

<lriven and mounted on a testing trestle.

The motion of the gear applied to the

locomotive is derived entirely from the

reciprocating movement of the pistons.

I'lach piston causes the valve movement

equal to its lap and lead on its own side,

and travel of the valve in the opposite

side. This diversity of movement is

caused by the intervention of two rock-

ing shafts. Valve travel, in addition to

lap and lead, is produced through the

oscillation of the link which causes the

radius bar, when either above or below its

central position, to oscillate the rocker

shafts and is effective on the side of the

locomotive opposite to the link that im-

parts the motion, .^s the front end of

the radius bar acts on the lap and lead

lever between its two extreme connec-

tions, unusually long travel is imparted

to the valve without excessive angularity

to the swing of the link.

It will be readily observed, therefore,

that this feature alone accounts not only

for a more rapid opening of the valve at

the desired moment when the piston is

about to reverse its movement, but also

gives a much wider opening, and, re-

latively, a more rapid closing of the valve,

with a more rapid and wider opening of

the exhaust than is possible in tlie case of

the Walschaerts valve gear. This rapidity

and fullness of the desired openings ap-

proaches in its action more nearly that

of the Corliss valve, which is only adapt-

able to stationary engines, than that of

any Other valve "gear as now constructed.

In the Walschaerts valve gearing seven

inches of valve -travel is the limit of

FIG. 3. V.\LVE.

capacity. The link swing is then 50

degrees, the link block lift 18 inches, the

eccentric crank circle 20 to 22 inches, and
unless the main rod is exceptionally long,

the eccentric rod and radius bar angles

are objectionable on account of the dis-

tortion of the symmetrical movement of

the valve.

The Young valve gear produces an

equitable valve movement under all con-

ditions. The events are uniform and
positive. With 42 degrees link swing, the

maximum valve travel is eight and one-

half inches. The sum of lap and lead is
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one and five-eighths inches. The ratio

between lap and lead may be proportioned

to suit service conditions. Thus a gain of

over 40 per cent, in width of steam port

openings in early cut-oflfs is possible, and

has been clearly shown by repeated indi-

cator diagrams in authenticated trial

tests. In early cut-offs the Young valve

between the valve and valve stem is for

the purpose of assuring perfect alignment.

It will thus be seen that the packing rings,

instead of expanding to the irregular

walls, are compression rings, and the valve

is thereby converted into a movable plug,

and its practicability is insured by the

yielding contact Ijetween it and its en-

^rr^' n^f/ ret ffyr ifin/f anfificm ttitf^rnf a JtA\ofn/ frrtme.

Cat ttttitcttter u^iufffrctfi-l ti/ fcittr SMfitm^kctt.
Ort.iiifitffcr f. r^c-irU nitrt ttntuftrtt r^ertcnsrtrtcti-ur/tai etit'Clfi

FIG. 4. SECTION VIEW OF THE REVERSE GE.\R.

gear, with 11-inch valves, will supply as

great a volume of steam to the cylinders

as 16-inch valves are capable of doing

with the Walschaerts gear.

Figs. 2 and 3 show views of the valve

chamber and valve. It will be noted that

in the Young valve the packing arrange-

ment is reversed by recessing the rings

into the walls of the valve chamber in

sliding contact with the valve, thus re-

lieving the moving member of SO per cent,

of its weight, the removal of the rings

circling rings; and, as a consequence,

friction is nearly eliminated, and a pro-

longed service is secured, and consider-

able more of the power of the locomotive

is available for draw bar pull.

Fig. 4 shows a section view of the re-

versing gear. The reverse shaft and

reverse screw supports are integral with

the gear frame and, as a consequence,

positive control is maintained. The screw,

which controls the reverse shaft, is im-

mersed in oil in a dust-proof tube, in-

hand wheel are concentric instead of hav-

ing separate axles connected by gear

wheels, as is the practice on screw re-

versing gears generally. A cab indicator,

properly graduated, shows correctly

whether the gear is adjusted for for-

ward or backward motion, and also what

per cent, of cut-off is provided. This

appliance is not affected by boiler ex-

pansion. It may be noted in this connec-

tion that as the rocking shafts and their

attachments balance each other exactly,

the movement of the reversing screw is

\cry easy, changes in the cut-off requir-

ing little or no physical effort even when

the engine is acting under the highest

steam pressure. This will be the more

readily understood when it is observed

that the radius bars with the reverse shaft

on opposite sides of its axial line are

caused to work adjacent to opposite ends

of the links on opposite sides of the

locomotive, so that when the right hand

radius bar is at or near the top of the

slot on the right hand link, the connec-

tion of the left hand radius bar is cor-

respondingly at or near the bottom of

the left hand link. One motion, therefore,

as we have already stated, balances the

other without the use of any counter-

balance spring.

Fig. 5 shows elevation and plan views

of the valve gear as assembled on the

locomotive, and it need not be pointed

out that the connections are all easily

reached and capable of massive construc-

tion, insuring durability, and may be

FIG. 5. ELEV.\TION .\N"D PL.\N VIEWS OF THE YOUNG LOG OMOTIVE V.^LVE GEAR.

from the valve precluding the necessity

for bull rings and followers, the valve

being simply a light cylinder cast in one

piece of uniform thickness throughout,

provided with suitable ports for admission

and e.xhaust with its periphery ground to

accurate finish. The knuckle attachment

suring easy and long service and perfect

action, the ball thrust bearings securing

perfect alignment and aiding in the easy

manipulation. The operating rod is a

pipe universally jointed to the screw and

thence to the operating rod, and controlled

bv a hand wheel in the cab. The rod and

readily rebushed and replaced in the

course of inevitable wear. In adjusting the

gear, with crossheads connected to pistons

and main rods disconnected, mark the

guides to indicate the piston striking

points. Show a mark on the guides cen-

tral between striking points. Place the
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mo
is

centers of the crossheads back of this

mark a distance equal to dimension "L."

If the radius bar can then be moved from

its lowest to its highest positions without

vement to the rocker dimension, "R'

correct; if not, lengthen or shorten the

union link to suit. With one crosshead in

the above position, move the opposite

crosshead to each end of its stroke and

equalize the lead by means of the valve

stem adjustment. Repeat the process for

the opposite side. Then adjust the main

rod lengths to cause equal piston clear-

ance at both ends of the cylinders. Rollers

under the drivers may then be used to

check and record the cut-oflfs. If not

alike on both sides of the locomotive,

lengthen or shorten either the upper or

lower reverse shaft link. The gearing

will be found, when properly adjusted, to

retain a correct movement of the valves

The Carbide Flare Light

Specially Adapted for Night Work on Railways Cannot

Be Blown Out

This light is intended for wrecking,

bridge repairs at night, work in tun-

nels where there is perpetual gloom, and

repairs to signal systems which have to

be carried on night and day, the carbic

light "shines."

The principle of the light is as ingenious

as it is useful. The "light" is made in

five sizes and each light consists of but

three parts. It operates on the principle

of a diving bell, open at the bottom and

closed at the top. In this "diving" bell,

a cake holder, made of stout wire, is in-

serted which contains a "Carbic Cake."

The opening of the valve leading to the

FIG. 6. VIEW OF VALVE GEAR APPLIED TO
EXPOSKD.

A LOCOMOTIVE WITH VALVE

ble in water and the other has pro-

nounced protecting qualities. When water

touches the bottom of the cake, the solu-

ble substance gives w^ay to the action

of the water, and permits a restricted

entrance of that element, with the forma-

tion of a little gas. The slight amount

of heat generated in forming this small

quantity of gas bursts the protective

covering of the carbic cake and leaves

the pure carbide of calcium open to the

:.ction of the water and the formation of

gas takes place, subject to the auto-

matic generating feature already referred

to. The coating of the particles of car-

liide is for the purpose of removing any

danger of explosion, as the cake covering

is non-absorbent and requires a slight or

partial submergence, in order that gas

will be given off. This also is a safety

feature.

A knowledge of these chemical aspects

on which the efficacy of the whole light

depends, is not necessary to the operator,

or rather to the men using the light.

The user may not know the molecular

peculiarities of carbide nor the effect of

the coating of each particle, but what
stands out clearly in his imagination is

the service he gets, and the light is a

piece of tangible evidence that he cannot

L;ainsay. The light cannot be blown out,

it does not fail, the tanks are made in

convenient sizes, and are portable, the

light is clear and strong and just what
is needed for the many hard conditions

found on railways. It is useful, and the

vfhole matter is well worth looking into.

with a degree of continued certainty not

surpassed by any other kind of valve

gear applied to the modern locomotive.

Fig. 6 is a view of the valve gear as

applied to a locomotive. The valve cliam-

ber and valve are partly exposed. It will

be observed that the valve chaml)er is

slightly larger than the cylinder to afford

room for the longer valve travel and wide

exhaust cavities. It will also be observed

that the parts, as already stated, are read-

ily reached both in assembling and repair,

and it may be added that in the most

strenuous kind of service so far the valve

gearing has been remarkably free from

fracture.

American Federation of Labor.

Per capita tax reports show that in the

affiliated unions there are 2,007,650 mem-

bers, which makes it by far the greatest

federation of labor organizations in the

world. Since this report there has been a

large increase of membership in the fed-

eration.

burner reduces the pressure of gas gen-

erated in the "bell" and permits the water

to reach the lower surface of the cake

in the cake holder. Gas is immediately

formed and flows to the burner. If the

gas is generated faster than it is burned,

the pressure forces the water down

in the "diving," or more properly the

gas bell, and drives it away from the

cake, thus stopping the process of genera-

tion and the gas already made is burned

before the water can rise and begin to

generate gas again. In this way no gas

is stored and there is never any gas "in

slock" or "on hand." This is the auto-

matic, self-regulating feature which car-

ries its own recommendation with it, and

it is a safety measure of the highest

value.

The composition of the carbic cake is

worth a thought. It is, of course, com-

posed of carbide of calcium, but in its

preparation it is treated something like

a sugar-coated pill is treated. A sub-

stance which makes a protective cover,

is made up of two ingredients, one is solu-

Prevent Joints from Corroding.

To do this, put up all pipe joints with

Kraphite. use it on bolts and nuts, cover

.sjaskets with it on hand hole plates and

use it on all joints and bolts in and around

the front ends, and when you want to take

the parts down they will come without the

use of cold chisel and sledge. In making
pipe joints, if some of the graphite gets in-

side the pipe it flows through as easily

as oil, and does not harden into shot to

destroy the efficiency of injectors, lubri-

cators and what not. It is the only lubri-

cant that does not burn away, and is es-

pecially valuable for wash-out plugs or

other boiler joints. Another good point

about graphite is that it can nearly always

lie found readv for use.

Effect of Soot in Boilers.

A scoop of slack coal will convert 120

lbs. of water into steam in any well-kept

boiler. If the flues and flue sheets are

covered with % in. of soot it will only

evaporate 66 lbs. of water.
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The Psychology of the Stop Signal

Man and Machine Contrasted—Imperfect Perception—The Power of Suggestion—

A

Tried Automatic Stop—Collateral Advantages—Mechanically

Produced "Safety First"

This is the age of machines. Grathially

there had grown up an undefined tjelief

that all that was needed was a good, care-

fully designed machine and a man to op-

erate it and all would be well. As time

went on, this belief has received some

rude shocks, and today there is perhaps

a reversal of this opinion. As far as a

good man and a good machine can be

compared, it is probable that it is safe to

say that in the performance of each, the

man will fail first. This does not imply

that the man becomes tired or that he

grows careless. Neither of these things

may affect him at the time that he most

grieviously fails.

We often speak of a machine being

"fool-proof," by which we mean that the

device can only be put together or oper-

ated in one way. By making a machine

fool-proof we eliminate free will from the

operator. He cannot choose, and to make

use of the machine at all, he must do but

one thing, and that is to treat the device

as it was intended to be treated. Making

a machine in this way is regarded as a

safety, or precautionary measure, intended

to prevent mistakes, and it in no way re-

flects adversely on a man's mental make

up, or his desire to do the correct thing,

though it frankly takes cognizance of the

fact that he is in a sense not always his

own master, and that under the stress of

circumstances the task of operating the

device correctly may become for the time

a task beyond his powers. The fool-

proof machine is usually the safe ma-

chine.

On any railway equipped with automatic

block and interlocking signals, a consid-

erable outlay must have been made. It is

on the unexpressed theory that all men
are alike and will act alike. The man's

mental makeup is tacitly ignored, and
though the signals are excellent and

properly operated, there is nothing be-

tween the indication given by the signal

and the act of obedience, except the man
himself and his realization of his sur-

roundings and his unerring performance
of duty.

Sight is the sense most generally em-
ployed to reach such a man. The late

Prof. William James says : "The sense

of sight is pregnant with illusion * *

No sense gives such fluctuating impres-

sions of the same object as sight does."

He then gives a bit of his own experience

on the subject. He says: "I remember
one night in Boston, whilst waiting for a

Mount Auburn car to bring me to Cam-
bridge, reading most distinctly that name
upon the signboard of a car on which (as

1 afterwards learned) North .tvcnuc was

painted. The illusion was so vivid .that

1 could hardly believe my eyes had de-

ceived me."

This incident throws a flood of light on

the phenomenon, often wrongly deemed

remarkable, that a man usually sees what

he expects to see. Prof. James did it un-

wittingly, as detailed in the incident be-

fore us. Some years ago a locomotive

engineer, on one of our leading railways,

had for years run a passenger train, and

on line occasion disregarded a red signal,

with disastrous results. He stoutly main-

tained that the signal showed "clear." The
investigation brought out the fact that he

had not had a signal set against him for

over a year. His was an important flyer,

and the road was habitually kept clear for

him.

Prof. James, speaking of similar hap-

penings, says : "We find most natural to

believe that the brain reacts by paths

which the previous experiences have worn,

and which make' us perceive the probable

thing, i. e., the thing by which on the

previous occasions the reaction was most

frequently aroused." The engineman has

seen signals for years always clear, and

when the solitary red light appeared he

saw it; but the mind, overwhelmed by pre-

vious experiences, reacted to the probable

thing, to him—the "clear" signal, which

was the condition by which the reaction

had previously been most frequently

aroused. The professor is emphatic

when he says : "Part of what we per-

ceive comes through our senses from
the object before us, another part (and

it may be the larger part) always comes
out of our own mind."

-Ml this deals with perception, pure

and simple, but what potent and su-

premely-overmastering results flow from

the almost limitless power of suggestion.

.An actual railway incident may here be

related by which a trivial suggestion by

the fireman destroyed the ability of both

occupants of the cab to obey a plain,

clear and unequivocal train order. Wil-

liams and ^^'alker. engineer and fireman,

were proceeding west, light, to take the

second section of train 374 eastward

from a terminal station. They hoped for

the train dispatcher's "help" to prevent

their being delayed by the first section of

train 374. The fireman, Walker, said to

Williams, the enginer : "When we get

to Brockton. Billy Dean will be at the

key, and he will take care of us." Both

men thought so. and as time went on the

suggestion deepened to firm belief and

became a certainty- when thev received

orders to meet ".Seconil 374 at Brocktun."

That was the train they were to take

out of Brockton, the terminal. The or-

der did not contain a word nor a hint

of "First 374." They read the order, but

they had previously mentally connected

Dean's action only with First 374, and the

wrong suggestion of the fireman, trivial

as it waS, completely obliterated to them

the possibility of anything else. Look-

ing for First 374 to be at Brockton, they

collided with it 10 miles east of the

terminal, and not until the violent shock

of disaster had delivered them from the

enthrallment of the wrong suggestion were

they able to see clearly the import of the

order they both admitted to have read

and misinterpreted on the engine.

Speaking of suggestion, a very emi-

nent living psychologist says: "A sug-

gestion is. after all. any idea which takes

hold of our consciousness in such a way
that it inhibits and excludes the opposite

idea." By exclusion as meant here, it is

the reception of one idea and the driv-

ing out of the opposite. One must believe

he is speaking or that he is silent. He
cannot imagine himself as doing both at

the same time. Speaking excludes the

idea of silence, and silence destroys the

thought of speech. The power to resist

suggestion varies in strength in different

individuals, but in any case it generally

requires a strong, often a persistent and
frequently an extremely hard, mental

operation, and man shrinks from mental

effort. Our minds, logical and well bal-

anced as we think them to be. are most

vulnerable to the entrance of a sugges-

tion from without, and this is frequently

enhanced by individual faulty percep-

tion, and the total result, in the form of

action, may spell misshap. accident or dis-

aster, yet w^ithout in the least imphnng
mystery, disease, or even abnormality.

The uncanny power of suggestion lies in

the fact that it infects all the neighbor-

ing ideas and emotions, and compels or

forces the whole mental life of the person

under its influence. The catch words of

a striking advertisement seek the joints

in the armour of mental serenity, and ef-

fect an entrance, the power of which is

quickly and surely seen in the subsequent

actions of the normal but now strongly

biased subject.

The failure of the men on the engine

due to a trivial suggestion of the fire-

man may not at first appear to have any

immediate connection with the modern
stop signal. We must remember, how-
ever, that without such an automatic stop,

the appeal is made to the man, free to
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act or not, and all the time with mind is

open to the effects of a suggestion from

without, which may not only pervert his

mental view, vitiate his continuity of

purpose, but completely e.xtinguish his

cognizance of objective values, and leave

him, at the moment where prompt and

correct decision is necessary, without the

power to act rationally or to clearly ap-

praise his surroundings, lie is at sea in

a surging, but unreal, environment,

which he mistakes for immovable and

rock-ribbed truth.

All this contrasted with the machine

and its total want of mentality, acting

under the "godhead of blind law," as irre-

sponsible for results as it is for its ac-

tions, it is any wonder that man cast in

varying individual moulds, the victim of

faulty perception, readily open to unwise,

often unreal, suggestion, should fail be-

fore the machine wears out or becomes

dislocated. Mentality, man's highest

faculty, may work his most complete ruin

without his knowing why. Life as we
live it makes many calls upon the mental

makeup of man that did not require rec-

ognition in the earlier days of the race.

Our whole life is in a sense artificial.

Our difficulties in this respect may one

day disappear as habit and adaptability

play their never ceasing part in the on-

ward march of evolution. Now, how-
ever, if this be the transition period, the

danger in mental processes still exists,

and it is but the part of wisdom to ac-

knowledge it, and provide what remedies

we may.

When it comes to the automatic stop

signal as a remedy, so far as it has been

perfected for railway use, one may point

to the Chicago & liastern Illinois Rail

road, which has equipped the 107 miles

of double track road between Danville

and Chicago, 111., with a train control ap-

paratus, and the railway has operated this

automatic stop device for about three

years, so that it is fair to say that the

whole has passed beyond the experi-

mental stage. The road is equipped with

block signals supplied by one of the lead-

ing signal companies, and these signals

can be used with advantage with this stop

control. The locomotive equipment is in-

teresting, and forms one more of the

pneumatically actuated appliances carried

on the locomotive. The great problem to

be solved in connection with automatic

train stops was in this case found to be

the difficulty in getting proper electrical

contact between the engine-shoe and the

ramp. Any failure to get proper elec-

trical contact caused the control mechan-

ism to stop the train. This difficulty has

now been practically overcome. In any

case a failure causes delay but avoids

disaster.

In designing the locomotive cab equip-

ment it was believed that the best results

could be obtained by applying the control

mechanism in such a manner that it would

automatically handle the engineer's brake

valve. The cab mechanism does not in-

terfere with tlie engineman's duties in

running the train. The control operates

automatically, governs the brake valve

and moves it to a predetermined position.

The same movement closes the throttle.

The engineman has to release the brakes

in the usual manner, after a stop has been

made, and he also releases the throttle-

holding device at the same time. When
the brakes are applied and the throttle

closes they remain in this position until

released by the engineer. The engineman

is compelled to release his brakes in the

same manner as if the control was not on

the engine. The release is therefore the

result of a definite, purposive act on his

part.

Trains as they travel, pass over ramps

placed at the side of the track, and the

shoe and primary valve, as it is called, are

operated by the ramp. The contact shoe

is raised vertically, and this opens the

along the ramp. This upward move-
ment of the shoe unseats the pri-

mary valve, and the raising of this valve

allows air to escape from a pipe which

communicates with the control mechan-

ism. The ramp is a tee-iron about 180

ft. long, and the sharp side of the tee is

uppermost. There is a gradual rise of

about 3 ins. in 90 ft., and also a cor-

responding decline. The center of the

ramp is about 6 ins;, above the top of

the track rail, and the shoe on the engine

is so arranged that it gives the shoe about

3 ins. maximum lift.

When engaging with the ramp, the shoe

is raised vertically, and this opens the

valve, already referred to, which allows

the air behind it in the pipe and connec-

tions to escape to the atmosphere.

The air pressure which is on top of the

brake valve control piston forces it down-

ward, and this urings the brake valve

handle to the service position. When the

main piston has traveled to its lowest po-

sition a small air valve on the top of

the control is opened, which admits air

to the throttle cylinder, thereby closing

the throttle.

As soon as the shoe leaves the ramp

the primary valve, mentioned above,

closes ; air pressure quickly builds up

through the small feed port in the control

valve chamber, and when the pressure has

equalized the brake valve mechanism and

the throttle-closer device, automatically

return to their normal positions, but leave

the throttle closed, and the brake valve in

the service position. The engineman

must then, and with intention, release the

brake and open the throttle for a fresh

start.

When the track ahead is clear the ramp

is electrically energized, and when the

shoe engages the ramp a current of elec-

tricity travels from the shoe along an in-

sulated wire to the control magnet, or

solenoid. The action of the electric cur-

rent forces the control valve against its

top seat, thereby preventing a reduction of

air below the brake valve control piston,

so that there is no action of the brake

valve, and the throttle closing mechanism

is not called into play. The opening of

the primary valve, which always takes

place when the contact shoe is pushed up,

going over a ramp, causes a whistle with

deep note to sound, and this calls the

attention of the engineman to the fact that

the ordinary block signal connected to the

ramp shows "clear," and that the control

mechanism is working properly.

The use of such mechanism removes

from the engineman the danger of men-

tal failure. It does not prevent him from

seeing and obeying the signals, but it em-

phatically prevents him from making a

wrong interpretation of what he sees, and

it delivers him from the effects of tardy,

confused or impulsive action. He may stop

the train when emergency demands, if he

acts properly, but he must so act, or the

unintelligent mechanism gliding over the

ramp will do it for him.

Mechanical appliances of any kind,

even if deranged, can be made to fail al-

ways on the side of safety. A man's

failure is not habitually in one direction,

and his action cannot be foretold, and for

this reason the superiority of the machine

is of the greatest value. It is the mechan-

ical expression of the "safety first" idea,

with all the benefits which that involves.

Several curious, and, one might almost

say, collateral improvements have made
their appearance where such a system is in

vogue. The necessity of keeping the track

clear of obstructions by the side of the

rail in order that the contact shoe may
not be lifted at the wrong place, has a

tendency to focus attention on the road

all round, and closer inspection follows,

and a defective tie may be removed or a

loose bolt tightened or a low joint raised.

Better maintenance of the air brake takes

place at terminals, almost without specific

direction, so that leaks in the train line

added to the loss of air in the service ap-

plication shall not give a violent or an

emergency stop when a halt is necessary.

The system causes the interlocking plant

operator to be prompt, because report of a

detention is not left to the discretion of

the train crew, but is obligatory, so that

no "standing in" on the part of a dilatory

operator can cover up his want of alertness

or hide the loss of time to the train. The
movement of traffic is facilitated in foggy

or thick weather by reason of the ramp

being so placed as to be encountered sev-

eral hundred feet before the signal is

reached and the low-toned "all clear"

whistle gives the engineman timely warn-

ing as to the condition of the signal he

is approaching. In fact, the whole safety

lirst idea is "in the air," and reacts as a

highly beneficial mental suggestion to all

concerned.

The good office performed by the auto-
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tnatic stop signal is easily apparent, yet it

implies not even a hint of incapacity, care-

lessness or neglect in the intention and the

faithful regard for duty which the over-

whelming majority of engineers un-

donbtedly have. Its function is a vahiabic

aid, and its work consists not of rolibing

the engineman of justly and ably carried

responsibility, but where, by reason of

momentary distraction, or the insidious

entrance of a wrong suggestion or the

imperfect perception of an object seen for

a moment from a flying train, he may

fail, even with the very best intentions.

Here it is that the automatic stop adds

its potent help, and promptly puts a steady

1,000-lb. pull on the brake rods at tlie op-

portune, vital moment, wards off the

impending danger and brings back men-

tal action to its normal state by the sim-

ple process of unknowingly but mechan-

ically producing the imperatively de-

manded condition of safety to train, to

crew and to the passengers who have

trusted their lives and themselves to the

careful work of transportation by the rail-

way company. The certainty of delivery

from the menace of disaster and death is

above price.

Selecting Feed Water for Locomotives
By Angus Sinclair

Preparing for the Winter.

Some railroads have already taken the

precaution to prepare for winter while

yet the sun shines bright in the autumnal

days. Others may have been forced to

forego this necessary work owing to

pressure of important and paying traffic

July is a good month to repair snow

ploughs, but even now it is not too late

to ascertain if all the snow-fighting para-

phernalia is ready for use and in service-

able condition.

The modern railroad has all sorts of

buildings to heat, roundhouses, car re-

pairing shops, oil tanks, stores and a host

of others ; its cars have to be efficiently

cared for so as to be ready for the un-

certain advance of cold weather. Some

have been predicting a hard winter, and

though the pessimist is not a pleasant

person as a rule, it may just happen that

he is right. Drainage of pipes and reser-

voirs and receptacles becomes now a mat-

ter of serious concern. Unused passen-

ger coaches may have had their drain

cocks open as they stood unused all

summer and yet freeze and develop some

awkwardly placed broken pipes. All this,

we say. may happen to cars which are

said to have been drained out, and yet

were not, because they stood on badly

made and unevei) sidings, capable of

carrying them but not able to maintain

them "on an even keel."

We uttter this word of warning having

in the past known of some close shaves

in the way of winter preparedness, not

because work was neglected, but because

all that might happen had not been taken

in at a glance.

I happened to go through my first

experience of locomotive operation in

a portion of Scotland noted for scale

forming feed water, and so early in my
career was made familiar with processes

carried on for the purpose of softening

the water introduced for boiler locomo-

tive use.

The first position of engine running

which I obtained in this country was

on the Chicago, Clinton & Western

Railroad, a road nine miles long, orig-

inating in Iowa City. 1 had one engine

and made three round trips a day. That

is a Devonian limestone district, and

produces intensely hard water. I drew

water from a sunk well at first, but

finally observed that the hard water

caused leakage to my firebox. To rem-

edy this, 1 made a steam syphon and

took water from a running brook with

good results.

In those days I was ambitious to ob-

tain a scientific education, and suc-

ceeded in attending the chemistry

classes of Iowa State University, which

is located at Iowa City. While pur-

suing this line of study, I did my best

to give it practical application, and,

among other practices, analyzed all the

water in the neighborhood.

When I had been attending the uni-

versity classes about two years, the

Burlington. Cedar Rapids & Northern

Railroad, now part of the Rock Island

system, bought our small road. My
operations were put under supervision

of the Burlington, Cedar Rapids &
Northern officials. A few weeks after

these officials took charge, the inspec-

tor of water stations visited me and

said that he had come to arrange for

sinking a well to supply my engine with

feed water. I advised him against put-

ting a well down, as the water to be so

obtained was too hard for boiler use,

and showed him some superficial tests

to indicate the difference between soft

and hard water. A curious thing about

this was that the man who was super-

visor of water stations was not aware

that there was any difference in the

water supplied for boiler purposes.

He went back to headquarters and

reported to the president of the rail-

way, and that official remarked: "If that

man Sinclair knows as much about wa-

ter as you say he does we want him

here, for hard water is ruining our

locomotive boilers."

He sent an engineer to relieve me
next day. so I went and had an inter-

view with President Ives. The result

of the interview was that I was ap-

pointed chemist of the company, with

orders to make the examination of wa-

ter stations my first duty.

When I got my laboratory in work-

ing order, I sent to all the water sta-

tions for a specimen of the water used.

I made a superficial test of all these

and found some of the water to be re-

markably hard. The worst specimen

came from Burlington, Iowa, so I went

to the place to see if any change could

be made. I found that they were draw-

ing the water from a well two hundred

feet deep on the bank of the Mis-

sissippi River. The water held over

one hundred grains of sulphate of lime

to the gallon, the worst kind of scale

forming element. I made them take

the pipe out of the well and push it

into the river, which had about nine

grains of solids to the gallon.

When the hard water was in use, a

boiler maker was kept at Burlington

to maintain the boilers of three switch-

ing engines in working order. A month
after the river water was brought into

use, the services of the boiler maker

were dispensed with.

I proceeded systematically to reject

the stations where the water was par-

ticularly hard, many of the changes hav-

ing been made by taking water from

running streams instead of from driven

wells. The people who originally lo-

cated the water stations paid no atten-

tion whatever to the character of the

water, a degree of ignorance that

proved very expensive to the company.

When the system which I supervised

was in operation about a year, Presi-

dent Ives made public a statement that

the selection of feed water had resulted

in saving about 20 per cent, of the fuel

formerly used by the engines.

American Locomotives in Russia.

A Kharkof newspaper writes, under

date of August 30, 1916. that Prof.

Lomonosof, a member of the engineer-

ing board of the Russian Ministry of

Ways of Communication, has established

a new European record for the most

heavily loaded train. With the American

locomotive of the decapod type he brought

over the Nikolaief division of the South-

ern Railway a train with a load of 4,424

tons. The length of the train was 2,800

feet. The signaling was done with flags,

as is the custom in the United States.

The trip was experimental. A Russian

engine was tried out against the Amer-
ican engine, and the superiority of the lat-

ter was clearlv established.

Peruvian Railway Enterprise.

By a decree dated September 9, 1916,

Jose Balta was given authorit>- to under-

take the preliminary investigations for

the construction, in the Department of La
Libertad. of a railway which, when com-
pleted, will connect the rich mineral field

of Sayapullo with other railways.
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Empty and Load Brake in Grade Service
By W. V. TURNE

In last month's issue, the advantages of

the empty and load freight car brake was

dwelt upon at considerable length, and

in grade service the improvements of this

brake are even more apparent. In de-

scending a grade a certain portion of the

car weight is acting to accelerate it.

This portion is equivalent to the per

cent, of the grade, that is, on a two per

cent, grade, two per cent, of the weight

of this car on this grade is tending to

accelerate it. Thus if the car weighs

100.000 lbs., 2,000 lbs. is acting to ac-

celerate it down the grade, and if this

acceleration is not to take place, an

equal opposing force must be brought

into play to counteract the accelerating

force.

The -internal friction or resistance of

the car provides a part of this opposing

force.

If this resistance is taken at 8 lbs.

per ton, a grade of 8/2,000 or 0.47^ is

required for the accelerating force to just

equal the internal resistance. The 2%
grade will cause a net accelerating force

of 2.0 — 0.4 or 1.6% of the weight of the

car. It is as though the car was without

any internal resistance whatever and

stood upon a 1.6% grade. In figuring

train control on grades, it is necessary,

therefore, to consider the internal resist-

ance of cars, but this is neglected in

figuring stops for the reason that many

tests have demonstrated that in bring-

ing a car to a stop the internal resist-

ance is just about equal to the force re-

quired to overcome the rotative energy

of the wheels. In the subsequent for-

mula given for stop distances, it will be

observed that no allowance is made for

either the rotative energ)' of the wheels

or the internal resistance.

In controlling a car on a grade, the

rotative energy of the wheels does not

change, practically speaking, and there-

fore the internal resistance operates in

the direction of overcoming the accelera-

tive force due to grade.

The retarding force set up by the

brakes on a car, is in terms of the car

weight equal to the braking ratio multi-

plied by the brake rigging eflficiency and

by the coefficient of brake shoe friction.

Thus, if a loaded car equipped with a

single capacity brake has a braking ratio

of 15%, a rigging efficiency of 85% and

a brake shoe friction of 15%, the re-

tarding force will be .15 times .85 times

.15 equalling .01915 or 19% of the car

weight. That is, the retarding force will

just equal a net accelerating force of

1.9%, or one due to a grade nf 1.9 plus

0.4 equalling 2.3%, making the above

mllowance for internal resistance. But
this would provide no reserve, no margin

R, Assistant Managier, Westinghouse Air Hrake Company

for safety or flexibility, because it would 'lliis reserve may bo utilized by handling

necessitate a constant cylinder pressure a train with the empty and load brake

of 50 lbs. (the basis for the braking twice as long, other things being equal,

ratio mentioned) all the way down the as the empty car brake train and with

grade. Leakage, recharging and ability the same factor of safety,

to come to a stop when desired would be The loaded train equipped with the

quite uncared for. Considering time for empty and load brake will stop in 15/40

recharging, length of train, reserve power or 37.5% of the distance required by the

for making a stop, leakage, etc., the train with the single capacity brake,

cylinder pressure will average only 30 .-Ml of the foregoing computations may
lbs. for the entire descent of the grade.

This means that the retarding force will

be only 30/50 of 1.915 or 1.157o and the

ma.\imum grade corresponding, l.lS-|-0.4

or 1.45%. Making the same allowance

for the empty and load brake, we find

tliC ma.ximum grade to be,

G

he briefly summarized in mathematical

form.

For limiting gradient

:

p P W E e f -f r T C
(1) G =

W C
For average brake cylinder pressure

,40 X -85 X .15 X 30/50 + 0.4 = 3.46% required to control car down gradient G :

CONTROL OF LO.^DED FREIGHT CARS ON A 2.37<. GR.\DE.
Total Weight of Loaded Car 208,000 Lbs. Nominal Braking Power Empty Car Std. tO'/c

Brake Rigging Efficiency 85% " " " Loaded Car Std. 15.3%
Average Coefhcient Friction 15'/(

" *' " Emptv Car E ^ L hCi '^

Loaded Car E & L 40%
FORMULAE: EXAMPLES:

Retarding Force = weight X Braking
Force X Rigging Efficiencv X Co-
efficient Friction 208,000 X (54 X .156) X .85 X .15 = 3,103 lbs.

Accelerating Force =: Weight X Per
Cent Grade 208,000 X .023 = 4,784 lbs.

Effective Accelerating Force =: Ac-
celerating Force — Retarding Force 4,784 — 3,103 ^ 1,681 lbs.

.Acceleration := Effective .-Vccelerat-
ing Force -H Mass 1,681 -H (208,000 -h 32.2)= .26 Ft. Per Sec.

Velocity = Initial Velocity + (Ac-
celeration X Time) 29.40 (=20 M. P.H.)-|-(10X .26) =32.00 (=21.76 -M. P.H.)

Distance = Average Velocity X Time (29.40 + 32,00) H- 2) X 10 = 307 Ft.
Initial Velocity^ (Ft. Per Sec)

Length Stop =
2 X 32.2 X Rigging Efficiency X Coefficient Friction X (Braking Force —

29.402

Per Cent Grade \

- 1 — 2 X 32,2 X .85 X 15 X (.40 — .023

900 1 1 00 IJOO
DISTANCE. FEET

DIAGRAM OF EMPTY AND LOAD BRAKE.

You will notice that these limiting

grades stand in approximately the same

relation as to the braking ratios for the

two types of brakes. In each case ap-

proximately the same factor of safety

holds good. That is to say, the empty

and load brake is as safe on the 3.46%

grade as the single capacity brake is on

the 1.45% grade, the only difference be-

ing, as will later be shown, an increase in

air consumption of 17% for the empty

and load brake.

The empty and load brake will control

a train of loaded cars on a certain grade

v.ith only one-half the air consumption

required by the single capacity brake

with the same train on the same grade.

This, in itself, shows how marvelously

more flexible, more safe and more eco-

nomical the empty and load brake is.

(G W - r T) C
(2) P

P W E e f

For stop distance

:

W
(3) S=1.467VtH

30(p/CPWEef-GW)
where

:

S =: stop distance, in feet.

V =^ initial velocity of car, miles per

hour.

G = gradient
; + downhill.

— uphill.

P ^ braking ratio, based on

C := basic cylinder pressure for P, lbs.

per sq. in.

p = average cylinder pressure (for

grade coinputation) or

= actual cylinder pressure ( for stop

computation).
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We = empty weight of car, basic for P

and C, lbs.

W = actual weight of car, lbs.

T = Weight of car in tons,

r = internal resistance of car, lbs, per

ton.

e = efficiency of brake gear, averag-

ing about 85%.

f = coefficient of brake shoe friction,

ranging from 10 to 20%.

t = average time train may be con-

sidered running free before the

brakes get into action. This may

be neglected for freight train

computation.

Pl Wl may be substituted for PWg
where an empty and load brake is in use.

In this

Pl = loaded car braking ratio

Wl = loaded car weight.

If p = C and W = We formula (3)

becomes greatly simplified

:

\"

(4) S = 1.467 Vt H

30 (Pef — G)

If t be neglected and G s., i. e., the stop

be made on a level track
\'

(5) S = -—
30 Pef

It will be noted that speed does not

appear in the gradient formula. This is

because no more retarding force is needed

to hold a train down a grade at a speed

of 40 miles per hour than at 10 miles per

hour, but it is harder to get this retard-

ing force at 40 miles per hour than it is

at 10 miles per hour because brake shoe

friction is much less at the higher speed

(iue to the higher velocity of the wheel

.surfaces and the greater Ijrake shoe heat-

ing. Therefore the allowance for speed

must appear in the value of the co-

cfticicnt of brake shoe friction used.

The average brake cylinder pressure

needed to provide the necessary retarding

force is the average between all minimum

pressures occurring while the brakes are

released (retainer pressures if retainers

are used) and all maximum pressures

occurring while the brakes are applied.

The attached diagram sums up in a

graphic way the advantage the empty

and load brake ofifers in grade service.

The train equipped with the single

capacity brake, averaging 75% of the full

service braking power (average cylinder

pressure of 37.5 lbs., an assumption really

too high) is running away on the 2.3%

grade. In less than a minute's time its

speed has increased from 20 to 30 miles

per hour. The train equipped with the

empty and load brake holds to the con-

stant speed of 20 miles per hour with but

45% of the full service braking power

(average cylinder pressure of 22.5 lbs.

—

a very conservative assumption), and its

reserve braking force enables it to stop

from this speed in less than 500 feet

which is satisfactory.

bracket sujiports, and the necessary plac-

ing of copper pipe connections and leads

from the brake valve it is often almost

an impossiliility to reach the nuts or body

bolts with any kind of a monkey wrench

or small open end S wrench. The crow-

Handle for Lifting Top Heads of Air Pumps
and Wrench for Brake Valve Body Bolt

By F. W. BENTLEY, Jr., Missouri Valley, Iowa

A great saving is effected by the use of

handy tools, especially in the unloosening

ol the more delicate parts of the smaller

appliances used on the modern locomo-

FIG. 1. JIG FOR TOP HEADS OF AIR

FIG. 2. JIG FOR HANDLING AIR PUMP-
HEADS IN TRANSIT.

tive. Fig. 1 shows a very cheaply con-

structed jig for handling the top heads of

a 9^-2-in. air pump. In hurried round-

liouse work, where top heads are taken

from hot engines, it will be found very

convenient in handling the heads under

conditions when they cannot be comfort-

ably or safely removed even with heavily

gloved hands. It combines a factor of

safety, also, as lifting the heads from

the floor to running board is frequently a

difficult and dangerous hoist with a lone

head. A considerable number of acci-

dents has resulted on account of no

proper facilities being at hand to lift the

heads under the conditions generally

surrounding roundhouse work. As shown
in the drawing the handle is constructed

of ^-in. round iron.

Fig. 2 shows a reproduction of a photo-

graph of a similar jig which may be used

when air pump heads are shipped from
central to outside points. It will be ap-

preciated by all who must move the

appliance in transit. It is, of course, ap-

plied to the B O head and returns with
it to the main shop.

Fig. 3 shows the details of a very con-

venient brake valve wrench in running
repair work. Owing to the location of

foot wrench for nuts located in places

difficult to reach is generally an old and

commonly used tool, but the writer made

the wrench a little more convenient, for

this purpose in particular, by attaching a

handle to it so that the handle is a non-

detachable part of the tool itself. It will

be observed that about 1^ in. from each

end of the wrench the square of the shank

is turned. This makes it possible for the

handle to be moved up on the square,

turned and again slipped down when an-

other draw is taken on the crowfoot

wrench. This may be readily accom-

plished while making the wrench by

cutting it in the center, dropping on the

handle over one of the halves before

welding the two together. This completes

and affords a continuously inseparable

handle. The turned portions may be

;1

Square

T^r

m
<§!

~M

FIG DETAILS OF BR.\KE
WTIENCH.

VALVE

easily cut on any small lathe, or may
be filed out without a great deal of

trouble, if necessary. The two ends or

openings are adapted for either size of

the J^-in. nut, as owing to breakage or

stripping a large number of standard nuts

are found to be applied to valve bodies,

and, of course, are as good for all prac-

tical purposes as the W A B parts. The
convenience of the tool will quickly be

appreciated on hurried cleaning or repair

work to G-6, H-6, or S-6 W A B brake
valves.
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Device for Reseating Rams of Ohio and

Simplex Injectors

By E. L. BOWEN. Air Brake Foreman, Illinois Central Railroad

The time lost in what may properly be

called the running repairs of the ordinary

mountings of the locomotive boiler is not

owing to the lack of skill of the expe-

rienced mechanic, but is owing in a great

measure to the lack of special tools

adapted to meet the requirements of the

case. If the circumstances attending the

job were unusual and particular, there

might be a reasonable excuse for the lack

of special tools, but as the same need of

The accompanying drawing shows the

details of a device for reseating the

steam rams of Nos. 8, 9, 10 and 11, Ohio

and Simplex injectors. Referring to the

drawing, cutter A, with pieces F and D,

are used with frame C—which is held in

vise—to reseat Ohio injector rams, and

also cutter B, piece G, E and clamps H,

are used to reseat Simplex injector rams.

This device does the work much quicker

and even better than is usually done in a

DETAILS OF DEVICE FOR RESEATING RAMS OF OHIO AND SIMPLEX INJECTORS.

repairs of the same parts are constantly

occuring, there is no good excuse for the

lack of tools to meet the situation. On

many railroads there is no time to give

attention to the construction of special

tools, and slow and imperfect methods

of repair are the result in many cases.

On our road the encouragement to devise

special tools for special purposes is of

the best, and the fine equipment of shop

tools is constantly being added to.

lathe, and is especially useful in a round-

house, and entirely precludes the frequent

necessity of losing time waiting for a ma-

chine that may be occupied in some other

work, and cannot always be stopped for

use on work that may be, in the very

nature of things, casual and incidental.

The parts are not difficult of construc-

tion, and when made and properly tem-

pered, will last through many years of

service.

Modern Apprentice Schools

By H. L. BURRHUS, Apprentice Instructor, Erie Railroad

The modern and up-to-date apprentice

school has found that its success does

not depend entirely on the teaching of

skill and proficiency in handling the reg-

ular shop tools and machines, but that

the perfect mechanical education consists

of a complete harmonious development

of the whole man in his threefold nature

—physical, intellectual and moral: hand,

head and heart. Any system that fails

to take into account any one of these

three is worse than useless; it is hurtful,

for it distorts the man. The success of

this training is retarded to some extent,

for the apprentice is not big enough to

thoroughly understand why any company

should be interested in his daily habits

after he has left the shop at the comple-

tion of his day's work, or the parent

does not appreciate what the company is

trying to do for their son, so it becomes

necessary for the apprentice school to

train the young man in such a manner

that he will unconsciously take to the

teaching and get so interested in his

work and study that he will voluntarily

give up his old habits trying to better

his condition.

When the apprentice schools were first

installed throughout the country it was

thought that a regular course of training

would fit the average boy to become the

ideal mechanic, but it was found that

while a boy would be interested and at-

tentive in his school work, after he had

graduated he would soon lose his inter-

est and there would not be much benefit

of his training, so it became necessary

to put forth some new idea to not only

hold his attention as an apprentice, but

to retain that same interest in his work

when a mechanic.

The very first day an apprentice starts

to work at his trade he should be given

to understand he is now one of the

"men" of the plant and must produce his

share of the work in order to earn his

wages and maintain the reputation of the

place. The first impressions formed will

be far more lasting than usually expected,

and if a young man is allowed to go about

the shop at his own discretion the first

six months he is employed as an appren-

tice, he will form habits that will follow

him throughout his employment. Every

job, no matter how small or insignificant,

has responsibility, and if the boy is early

taught the responsibility of small things,

he will naturally know that larger jobs

are more important. Is it not a fact that

men are chosen for positions as foremen

because they are steady and reliable, and

if we expect these things from a fore-

man, why should they not be so trained

from the beginning, as apprentices?

Another very valuable point to be con-

sidered in the selection of apprentices is

to get the "right" boy and by putting the

boy "up against it" the very first day he

is employed, he will see that learning a

trade is not all play and if not made of

the right material will look for a job

elsewhere so that after a few months of

"trying out" it won't be necessary for the

shop force to recommend his discharge

because he has gone "stale" on the job

or else is lazy and won't work. Many

boys start in to learn a trade with a

rush and after the novelty has worn off,

they become indifferent and unreliable.

If the weather is a little cold, they will

stay in bed and won't get around to work

till an hour after the regular shop hours

begin but on the other hand if they are

given to understand their services are re-

quired to get out some certain job on

schedule time, the chances are that when

the shop opens in the morning, they will

be right on the job.

The observing powers of the boy should

be developed all that is possible for of-
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ten we hear that cilil excuse "I did not

notice." It is impossiljlc for any aiiprcn-

tice to "learn it all" during his appren-

ticeship and it can be truly said that all

he does learn, in reality, is to keep his

eyes open. Some of the oldest mechan-

ics will tell you that they are learning

every day of their life, therefore too

^uch stress cannot be laid on the value

of teaching "observation." Dr. Angus
Sinclair, one of the most famous mechan-

ical men living today, delights in telling

the story aljuut himself when he first

started to learn the trade over in the old

country, of how he was working in a

boiler with an old time mechanic and af-

ter they had completed their job and had

climbed out of the boiler, the mechanic

asked him how many boiler tubes there

was in the boiler. Of course, being

young and inexperienced at the business,

he did not know, so the mechanic made
him go to the trouble to climb back in

the boiler just to count the number of

tubes. This taught him the lesson to al-

ways keep his eyes open, a lesson which

he always remembered.

The Erie Railroad, one of the foremost

railroads in industrial training for their

future mechanics, has proven tliat to de-

velop the "ideal" mechanic, he should be

given actual and practical shop instruc-

tion along with technical instruction. It

is a fact that every apprentice will not

become a draughtsman or mathematician

Tint he is to become a loyal and faithful

workman and he should be developed

along these lines. Recently, this company

assigned an engine that was to be re-

built from a compound type to a simple

type and overhauled for passenger train

service, to one of their large apprentice

schools ; the understanding Ijeing that all

the work was to be handled by appren-

tices alone. The result of this test was

most gratifying not only from the actual

experience it gave the "boys" but from

the fact that the work was handled in

such an efficient and economical man-

ner that it would have been a credit to

any of the regular erecting shop gangs.

The "boys" proved that their training on

"self-reliance" and "responsibility" did

not desert them when placed on their

own resources and that their enthusiasm

as apprentices was just as apparent when
handling regular assigned mechanics'

work. Continuing their valuable training

for their future meclianics, this same
road has arranged to have each of their

three largest apprentice schools build a

complete new switch engine, every job to

be done by an apprentice boy and under

the supervision of an apprentice boy. Is

there any better way to find out "what

is in a boy"?

Look ahead at what you want 5 or 10

years hence and not "drift" along day

by day. Remember the world moves
fast and it will get away from you, if

you don't watch out. The man who
plans on the future, by doing the most

with the present, will not suffer failure

because he will have confidence and en-

thusiasm trained into him when he was
an apprentice.

An Electrification in England
By ROBERT W. A. SALTER, London, England

October 1 marked the first stage of

another great electrification undertaking

in the vicinity of London, when the Lon-

don & Northwestern Railroad Company
inaugurated for electrical operation IS'/z

miles of line between Broad Street Sta-

tion. London, and Richmond (a suburban

The leading particulars of the new equip-

ment installed is as follows;

Standard rolling-stock employed com-
prises 3-coach and 6-coach trains; each

3-coach train consisting of a motor-coach,

a trailer, and a driving trailer, with con-

trol on the multiple unit system. The

ELECTRIC TRAIN ON THE LONDON & NORTHWESTERN R.\ILRO.\D.

town), as well as a branch to Kew Bridge.

Similar undertakings had recently been

put into operation by other railroads on

their lines in and around London and the

Northwestern Company felt the effects of

competition. The photograph reproduced

shows one of the latest electric trains.

generating station at Stonebridge Park
provides an initial capacity of 25,000

K\V. ; and adjoining it are repair-shops

for electrical rolling-stock. There are 11

sub-stations at various points along the

lines; these, however, are not all required

yet. Electrical equipment of the tracks

conforms with that of the connecting lines

over which trackage rights are maintained.

Outside positive conductor rails, at about

600 volts pressure, arc used to supply col-

lecting shoes on trains. A negative rail is

provided between the running rails, which

latter may be used for track circuitinK.

Questions to Be Answered by
Readers.

Editor, .Railway and Locomotive

Encinkerinc:

Will you kindly publish answers to the

enclosed questions, if you consider them
worthy of space, in the columns of your
magazine? And will you publish this

letter so that those who can reply may
have an opportunity to do so?

(1) Let those who know tell of the

result of any observations or investiga-

tions that may have come to their notice

concerning the merits of a tube expander,

known in Canada as the "Prosser,"

named, I presume, after the inventor.

Much difTerence of opinion exists here

as to the results obtained from its use as

compared with the results obtained from
the use of the ordinary roller expander,

and I should like to have the views of one
or more disinterested persons who have
had experience with both.

(2) Information regarding the con-
struction and operation of the Young
locomotive valve gear. I understand that

the Grand Trunk Railway Company, with

whom I am employed, have two or more
Pacific type superheaters equipped with
it and I hear that they are giving far

better results than others of the same
type equipped with either Stephenson,
Walschaerts or the Baker-Pilliod gear.

I would like those who have some in-

formation of these valve gears.

As a locomotive engineer, handling
superheater engines in passenger service,

I am greatly interested in all matters
pertaining to their construction as well as

to the best method of operating them. I

have found out from my experience, which
is quite limited with the superheater, that

the matter of lubricating the steam chests

and cylinders is one of the greatest im-
portance, and to successfully accomplish
this, a properly designed drifting device
is absolutely essential.

I have yet failed to see or read of one
that, to my mind, will operate satisfac-

torily in our Canadian winter. The
Wyman device, which was described in

your August number, looks to me as if

the source of supply is all right but the
method of conveying the steam to the
steam chests is all wrong.

I should imagine that while working
steam that the auxiliary pipe would fill

with water from condensation, then
with throttle closed this volume of water
would be injected into the steam chests

and cylinders washing away whatever
lubricant had been therein deposited.
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Again, what would prevent the au.xiliary

pipe from becoming frozen during severe

weather? I quite agree that it is abso-

hitely necessary to have a sufficient volume

of steam in the cylinders to prevent

the formation of a vacuum so that the in-

troduction of gases and cinders may be

caused and the carbonization of oil may

not take place, and that it is hard to main-

tain the required flow with the throttle

and, at the same time, make the nice

smooth stop that is so much desired.

However, I do the best I can to keep

sufficient steam flowing into the steam-

chests to prevent the relief valves open-

ing, and close the throttle only when

stopped. I have also discontinued the

use of the cylinder feeds on the lubricator,

feeding from five to six drops of super-

heater oil through the steam chest feeds

per minute, which I feel is quite ample

under these conditions, our speed aver-

aging forty miles an hour. I might add

that the cylinder heads were removed

some time ago for the purpose of exam-

ination, and just a slight film of carbon

was found, whereas it was formerly found

necessary to scale it off. I hope your

readers will give me the benefit of their

experience.

Byron B.\ker.

Sec'y Dom. Legislative Board B. of L. E.

High-Speed Tool Steel.

In a railroad repair shop using high

speed steel, the performance was e.xcel-

lent. The tool literally "hogged" the

metal off, the cut being, on the average

]4 in. deep, and the feed '4 'i-. and the

speed 13 ft. a minute.

The search for a cause brings us to the

factory of William Jessop & Sons, Shef-

field, Eng. This firm buys the entire

output of one mine on the continent,

from which the highest grade of Swedish

iron comes. This kind of material is re-

garded as the purest form of iron in the

world. From this high grade Swedish

iron the Jessop firm makes blister steel.

Having made it, they sort the blister

steel into grades, in which what they call

"through" steel is at the top. This name
refers to the fact that the carbon in the

blister steel is distributed all through the

bar and is, as nearly as may be, fully

chemically combined with the iron. The
lower grades show the penetration and

combination to be less deep, always leav-

ing a more or less extensive pure soft

iron center. The tool steel, however,

comes from impregnated blister steel.

The ne.xt process is sorting. The blis-

ter bars are cut into short pieces, and all

the pieces which show the homogeneous

structure of "through" steel are thrown

into a number of crucibles ready to re-

ceive them. The bars which show less

penetration of the carbon are put aside

for other uses. The process of sorting is

carefully carried out; so that the cru-

cibles are filled with a high grade ma-

terial, treated so as to have the highest

grade of carbon impregnation, and some

responsible man sees to it that what is

desired is actually there.

The "through" blister steel is melted

in the crucililes, and a busy squad of men
skim each crucible and pour the contents,

practically all together, into a large ladle.

The ladle is skimmed and the contents

poured into an ingot mould. The ingot

moulds are made in halves and the joints

are separated by strips of metal. The

strips are held temporarily in place with

the half moulds by clamps. While the

metal is hot and viscous, that is while it

is pasty, the metal strips are drawn out

and the half moulds are forced together

by hydraulic pressure, using what is

called the Robinson-Rodgers method as

applied in the Jessop shop.

The efifect of the lOO-ton hydraulic

pressure on the ingot is to prevent the

formation of "pipes" in the ingot, and to

push any impurities out at the end, and

thereby insure the formation of a very

close-grained, homogeneous, dense struc-

ture, cf the very high quality from which

the tool steel made by the firm is noted.

Bars of various sizes of tool steel are

made from the ingots, but, large or small,

the quality is the same.

The use of high grade tool steel in the

railway shop insures that more than half

the battle is already won if the steel

stands the strain and does the work. In

a performance where this tool steel turned

one-hundred, 33-in. steel tires, with a

^-^-in. cut, a J^-in. feed at a 13-ft. speed,

it only lost three ounces by regrinding.

This is evidence that the pressure on the

cutting edge of the tool must have been

exceedingly heavy. Not only has the cut-

ting edge to stand the strain and maintain

its shape, but from the very nature of the

case any lathe tool has to be held in a

position which would not usually be jus-

tified as good engineering in sustaining a

weight, if it were not for the fact that

there is practically no other way to do it.

The strain in the body of the tool tends to

carry down the point and tilt the other

end up.

.\s a rule, one may say that if the point

of' the tool is hard enough to maintain its

efficient cutting qualities for heavy work,

extreme hardness does not help the body

of the tool to carry the load or stand the

enormous pressure of the down-thrust at

the point. The importance of the prepa-

ration of the tool point to stand this

downward pressure would indicate that

attention should be paid to the front and

side rake of the point for heavy work.

The w-hole matter requires careful ad-

justment, so that while the tool is suitable

from one point of view, it may not fail

owing to lack of care at another. The
make-up of this grade of high speed tool

steel is such that practically each of these

divergent characteristics are provided,

and the tool cuts well, and stands well,

and is altogether highly efficient.

To Put a Headlight in Proper Order.

.\ valued correspondent having asked

some questions concerning the care of

headlights and how to put in proper order

a headlight in bad shape, wick burned

.•^hort. air passages around the burner and

wick tube full of dirt, altogether a head-

linht in a poor condition.

In the first place, empty the oil tank,

rinse it out with clean oil, see that the

nil pipe between the wick tube and oil

tank is open and clear of sediment. If

it leaks around the shaft of the little cog

wheel that turns the wick up. put some

candle wick packing in the nut and don't

screw it too tight. If the oil tank leaks,

now is the time to have it soldered. The
pipe to let air in the top of the oil tank

should be high enough so that oil will not

spread out. An air hole large enough to

pass through a small needle is large

enough if ripped open. A large oil hole

lets the oil slop up around the loose wick.

.A. knit or felt wick is the handiest to

put in, as they are made of the proper size.

Put the wick in smooth and even, tie it

at the bottom around the wick holder

with fine linen thread with a small knot

so that it will not crowd the wick against

tlic other side wick holder. After get-

ting the wick so that it can be raised or

lowered easily run it clear down and

burn ofif the top even with the top of the

wick tube with a small piece of red-hot

irnn. then fill the tank with oil. See that

all the holes and air spaces about the

burner and the air hole up inside the wick

are wide open and perfectly clean. The
supply of air inside and outside the flame

must be adjusted or it will smoke. If the

tlame strikes the chimney, too much air

comes up inside the flame around the

button. If it runs up straight and close

to the button there is not enough inside.

.\ new headlight has a slide at the bottom

of the inside tube to shut off the air sup-

ply when necessary. If this slide is gone,

get a cork large enough to fill the hole

and cut big notches in its edge to permit

a sufficient supply of air past it.

See that the springs on -top of reflector

are bent so as to hold the chimney square

with the burner, and keep it from striking

the edge of the hole in the reflector when

running. Then use oil and fresh lamp

black to clean the reflector. Do not use

tripoli, whiting or patent polish on the

reflector. The silver coating is thin enough

without scouring it ofT. When the re-

flector is done, clean case thoroughly.

Railroad Inquiry.

Government ownership of railroads will

come up for consideration before the in-

vestigation of the joint Congressional

committee into tlie transportation prob-

lems of the United States, which will open

on November 20. Senator Newlands, of

Navada, whose resolution provided for

the inquiry, is the chairman of . the

committee.
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Excellent Record of Steel Freight Cars Built by the

Pressed Steel Car Company
V\'e arc able to show our readers this

month the reproduction of a car which is

r.ot new, but which has a valuable record

of good service behind it—one which has

successfully met the service test. The
Woodward Iron Company Railroad uses

these lOO-ton cars mounted on two six-

wheel trucks, and officials of tliat road

express tlie utmost satisfaction with their

clear of the center sills and there is

ample space between its flanges and the

wheels. In fact, the truck has none of

the appearance of crowded parts evident

in many truck designs. The spread of the

wheels is four feet four inches, and the

wheel base of the truck is, therefore,

cigln feet eight inches. Single shoe

brakes are used, but the truck permits of

is of the ordinary type of such cars. The
equipment of the car is similar to that of

the previously mentioned lOO-ton car. Its

light weight is 45,900 lbs. and its capacity

is 140,000 lbs. This brings the ratio of

tare to load 32.78 per cent. A line painted

horizontally on the side of the car shows
where a full load of ore would stand, if

the ore ran pretty regularly at 110 lbs. to

the cubic foot. On both cars the United
States safety appliances are standard.-

TYPE OF 100-TON STEEL C.-\R FOR THE \VOODW.\RD IRO.V tOMP.\XY.

performance. The Pressed Steel Car Co.

of Pittsburgh built them.

The car shown in the first of our

illustrations is No. 1914, and Mr. A. H.

Woodward, chairman of the company,

writing to Railway and Locomotive

Engineering, on the subject says: "The

lOO-ton car. No. 1914, is a sample car and

has given excellent service. During the

first year it was on our railroad, it

handled 11,800 tons of coal with no re-

pairs except air brake hose. These cars

are handled in trains of approximately

3,000 tons and at speeds ranging from 20

to 40 miles an hour. We have had them
more than four years and they show little

sign of wear."

This is certainly a good record, and a

glance at the views we give shows them
to be strongly built and of a neat and
finished appearance. The six-wheel trucks,

which carry the car, have been carefully

designed. The boxes show a good deal

of flexibility. That is, their up and down
and rocking motion has been adequately

provided for. Each box has a wide top

but the weight of the car reaches it

through a casting, and between this cast-

ing and the top of the box there is inter-

posed a single roller lying parallel to the

brass. The casting, on top of this roller,

supports two double coil springs upon
which the frame rests. Thus the weight
on each box is concentrated on a roller

pin and this again distributes the weight
€venly to the box. The box and jaws
are well ribbed to add strength and en-
durance to the design.

The bolster of the truck is a heavy deep
casting, with sunken center so as to be

the use of the clasp brake if so desired.

The truck is composed principally of

pressed steel shapes and is compact and
low, so that the car body is kept down to

as low a level as can be.

The capacity of the car is 200,000 lbs.,

but the load limit is permissibly ten tons

Iiigher than this. In volume, the cubic

capacity of the car is 3,614 cu. ft., and the

Pressed Steel Car Company's weight,

when new, was 75,300 lbs. This brings
the ratio of tare to paying load to about
one-twenty-sixth, or about 37 per cent.

Improvements on the Canadian Pacific.

I he Canadian Pacific Railway's pro-

gramme of improvements at St. John,
Xew Brunswick, which has already been
entered upon, calls for an additional track-

age space sufficient for 350 cars in the

west side freight yard. This will bring
the total yard accommodation up to 1,850

cars. All light rails now in the yard will

be replaced by heavier metals, a new coal-

ing plant will be erected, a 20.000.000 gal-

lon fresh water tank installed, and the

capacities of the sidings between St. John
and Montreal increased.

The Reason for Railroads.

Mr. Gordon Campbeil, who was a dele-

gate to the recent convention of the

American Electric Railway .-Association,

speaking on the reason for railroads, said

that the railroads were brought into ex-
istence on account of the lack of a sur-
face suitable for a vehicle to carry suf-

ficient people fast enough.

Following them, less than thirty years
ago. the electric railway came into

TYPE OF 70-TOX STl-l-.l. i.Li.NUoL.V FOR THE WOODWARD IRON COMP.WY.

This is all the dead weight the engine
is compelled to haul, while 63 per cent, is

revenue-yielding load. The car is

stencilled to show its equipment; Ses-
sions draw gear, Farlow attachments,
metal brake beams and Westinghouse
K-2 triple, values.

The 70-ton steel high-side hopper
gondola, also built by the Pressed Steel

Car Company, and used by this railroad.

existence, and has also performed its

functions, and developed its wonder-
ful system of railways in all cen-
ters of population, and inter-connect-

ing these centers and ramifying out from
these cities through the adjoining coun-
try. Hence the wonderful expansion
which they have enabled the cities to en-
joy and the tremendous increase in the
value of properties.
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The Psychology of the Stop Signal.

How many of us are cognizant of what

we call "lapses" in our own thought and

behavior? The lapses do not occur all

the time and they are not habitual, but

when they do happen we notice them. A
great many of our acts are what scientific

men call "semi-reflex." We would call

them more or less automatic.

.A, man who habitually smokes a pipe,

if given a cigar will put up his hand to

remove the cigar from his mouth with

the grasp of a man expecting a pipe. We
forget to mail a letter given by our wife,

not because we do not pay attention to

her expressed desire for prompt atten-

tion, but because, being so sure we will

not forget, we permit the idea to be read-

ily crowded out of the realm of con-

sciousness.

The "run" on a stable and solvent bank,

originating in a vague rumor, is an exam-

ple of what the scientific man would speak

of as "mob psychology." It is practically

the stampede of a herd of animals, and

cannot be dijrnified by any phrase imply-

ing the exercise of judgment or thought.

There is no rational basis for the illogi-

cal action. The sugfgestion of one

frightened or even timorous man, is com-
municated to others and results in the

heedless action of the many. No theater

ever burned down so fast that those in-

side might not have made a safe and
speedy exit. It was the rush, by which
each struggled to be first out, that

brought disaster.

There is a clearly defined reason for

this precipitate action and for the semi-

refle.x or almost automatic behavior of

men, in certain circumstances. The vaga-

ries of sight and the strange interpreta-

tions of facts presented to the mind

through the senses, have been obvious to

railroad men and others for a long time.

The many automobile accidents at rail-

way crossings, are but cases in point.

Examples are not wanting where a mo-

tor car has not been ploughed off the

track by an onrushing locomotive, but

has collided with the centre and even the

rear of the moving train.

It is not possible to ignore such facts,

if one seriously desires an adequate rea-

son for the phenomenon. In another col-

umn we have endeavored to give our

readers such facts concerning railroad op-

eration as we have been able to gather

from this standpoint and to show what

part, in solving the problem, the stop sig-

nal plays in connection with the ordinary

automatic signals which have been brought

to a high state of efficiency by the reg-

ular signal companies in their responsible

work of equipping our railways with

safety appliances which should be the

means of guaranteeing safety to all who
travel. It is when the reaction of the

signal on the responsible man comes in

for analysis that the fault is generally

found to be in the man himself rather

than in the mechanism.

Worn Railroad Material.

There is, perliaps, no material that has

already served its purpose as valuable as

railroad material. It has been misnamed
scrap. In the hurry and bustle of rail-

road service it has been much overlooked.

It is gradually attracting attention. It

may not be generally known that rail-

ways in America make about forty dol-

lars worth of miscellaneous worn mate-

rial each year for each mile of road op-

erated. This estimate does not include

car wheels, old locomotives, worn rails,

structural steel and brass, which, as a

rule, have been made the most of under

any condition. It would be interesting

indeed, were it possible, to set before the

mind's eye the large losses that have been

needlessly sustained by many railroad

companies that could ill afford any loss

by the unthinking neglect of the worn
material. It seemed in many instances

to be left to take care of itself. Some-
times it was everybody's business, and, of

course, became nobody's business. A class

of middlemen grew up and grew fat on
this wastage.

Eventually the Railway Storekeeper's

Association took up the matter energet-

ically with the result that a complete

classification of the worn material on rail-

roads was made. Ninety-eight separate

headings were made, and a few of the

leading railroads made a fair trial of the

plans suggested, and the first discovery

made was that the discarded material con-

tained 40 per cent of serviceable articles

that were returned to the storekeeper's

department, almost as good as new. When
this became fully known the percentage

rapidly dropped to about 6 per cent.

This was not all. The sorting and class-

ifying of the worn material raised its

value from two to four dollars per ton..

In every instance where an attempt has

been made a good saving or prolit has

been made, and the inevitable tendency

has been to transfer the entire matter

into the storekeeper's department. It

would seem at first glance that the me-

chanical department would be the best

suited for the work, but it has been found

by experience that the work requires spe-

cial training and continued service, and

the intermittent work of mechanical con-

structing and repair men has been found

to have a disturbing influence on their

own special field of industrial activity,

and the results are decidedly more profit-

able when the work of reclamation and

classification is persistently pursued by

special men thoroughly trained to a spe-

cial calling that is growing in importance

as it is being better understood.

Preventing Hot Boxes.

Reports from the New York, New
Haven and Hartford Railroad Company
show very gratifying results in regard to

the strict inspection of cars, journals and

journal bearings. During one week last

month 18 hot boxes on passenger cars

were reported on the entire road, whereas

on the corresponding week last year tliere

were 50 reported. Exceptional efforts

have been made to reduce the total num-

ber to a minimum. Special care is taken

in preparing the packing. The waste is

soaked for 48 hours in specially prepared

oil, and allowed to drain for 48 hours to

remove all excess oil, and packed in the

journal box in three distinct parts, the

first being a roll packed at the back of the

bo.x to prevent dust from entering the box

from the rear, and to keep the second or

center packing in position. The second

packing supplies the oil, and is placed in

the box fairly loose. The third packing

is a roll that is placed in the front of the

box to keep the second packing in place

and to prevent dust from reaching the

journal.

It is incumbent on the train crew to

utilize every opportunity to see that no

smoke is coming from any of the boxes.

Every box is inspected at destination and

those unduly warm are marked with

chalk indicating that the journal requires

attention. The labor entailed is a consid-

erable added item on the New Haven
road, but with 2,500 passenger cars run-

ning an average of 96 miles per day with

an average as low as 3 or 4 hot boxes

each 24 hours, the wisdom of the New
Haven's policy is made evident.
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Congress and the Railways.

An interesting pamplilct has been issued

by the Railway Business Association sub-

mitting concrete proposals to the joint

committee of Congress for the correction

of defects in railway regulation. The
hearings of the committee have been set

to begin on November 20. Business men
are urged to impress upon senators and

representatives that national prosperity

demands energetic and prompt measures

affecting railways. The increase in oper-

ating expenses compelled by the eight-

hour law accentuates the necessity for leg-

islation to bring regulation into proper re-

lation with the facts of the business as

they exist. It is a well known fact that

improvement of existing railways and con-

struction of new lines lias been retarded,

and the time has come when supervision

over rates should be made federal by

statute, and what is permitted in one State

and forbidden in another should no longer

continue, as test cases that have been

carried to the highest court have estab-

lished the supremacy of the national Gov-
ernment over whatever factors may influ-

ence interstate commerce. The belief of

investors that governmental influences will

keep railway earnings too low has, in many
instances, diverted capital into other chan-

nels. It is only natural that there should

be an assurance that railway earnings will

not be held down below the danger line,

and to this end the Interstate Commerce
Commission should have power to fix

minimum as well as maximum rates and
establish such rate systems as will yield

the roads sufficient income to perform not

only adequate service but to attract invest-

ments for improvements and extensions.

In hampering the expansion of the rail-

ways the Government has hindered the

natural development of the resources of

the country.

Fatalities at Railroad Crossings.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has insti-

tuted a special enquiry as to why auto-

mobile drivers, with motor cars equipped

with efficient and powerful brakes, should

collide with moving trains at level cross-

ings. The railroad states that in the

first eight months of the present year, 13

persons lost their lives and 104 were in-

jured at grade crossings on the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad, under circumstances, the

very nature of which, proved the total

disregard of caution, and in many cases

the willful running of risks.

A large proportion of the total accidents

occurred to automobilists. The drivers of

23 motor cars smashed their machines
into the sides of trains when the trains

were actually part way over the cross-

ing. Four lives were lost in this way and
51 persons were injured. Six motorcycles,

two bicycles, and four horse-drawn
vehicles were similarly driven into the

sides of trains, causing the deaths of two
persons and injury of 14. One trolley

car was run against a train at a cross-

ing, but only a single person was hurt.

This gives the thoughtful man pause.

The vehicles were not first on the track

and ploughed off by the oncoming loco-

motive. The possession of the road, oc-

cupied by a train, was disputed by the

vehicle driven ahead with no fragment

of hope of getting across. To say that

the automobile ran away or could not be

stopped in time, is to add to the de-

linquency of the driver, and does not ad-

vance the search for adequate means of

safeguarding the occupants of the ma-
chine. These men cannot be reasoned

with, they do not heed a warning, and they

court death it would seem, with eager

pertinacity, worthy of a better cause.

They have to be protected against them-

selves. The subway crossing is so far

the only means known.

In connection willi any inquiry a rail-

way might undertake, the psychological

conditions involved should be carefully

examined. There is some reason, not yet

fully known to us why men, apparently

in possession of their faculties, act as if

under a spell and cast reason and re-

flection to the winds. The real reason

for the disregard of any signal, caution

or stop, is psychological, whether it be
an cngineman passing a railway signal, or

a chauff'eur dashing past a warning light.

There is no escape from this conclusion,

and the scope and object of any enquiry

on these lines should be to ascertain the

mental condition which produces such de-

plorable results. A man acting under im-

pulse or the results of suggestion is not

a free agent, and though the compelling

force which he blindly seeks to obey is

not visible to us, it is there neverthe-

less, and its presence must be reckoned
with. We have, in dealing with man as

a machine, assumed that he is guided by
reason, when the evidence placed daily

before us refutes the assumption and
shows us that it does not stand on fact.

Our analysis of the machine, man, has
left out of view the subtle chemistry of

the mind, and though we are sure that

transformations and reactions take place

there as surely as acid acts on zinc, we
have hitherto made no adequate effort to

face the fact, and ascertain the cause. It

is our duty to look for it.

anything approaching economy or even
satisfaction. The modern and more
scientific view takes cognizance of the
fact that yard engines can be operated
and not simply "worked," as formerly,
and there is a great difference between
these ideas.

The whole later-day conception of
the matter lifts this service to the high
plane on which freight and passenger
work has been placed by tests, trials

and the scientific analysis of results.

Quick yard work has become important
as tonnage and speeds have increased.

The more economical and rational
working of yard engines has actually
tended to reduce the number required
at any one point.

In an article appearing in another
column of this issue three types of yard
engine are referred to. There is the
terminal yard engine, usually a six-

wheeler; the transfer yard engine, often
an eight-wheeler, and the hump yard
engine, of heavy type, approaching and
possibly reaching Mallet engine dimen-
sions.

The proportions as far as tractive

effort is concerned and the utility of
these types have been deduced from
some carefully conducted tests made
on, at least, two of our leading rail-

roads. It is not hearsay nor theory,

but the scientific records of actual per-
formance which forms the basis of the
modern view of switching service. It

is a live subject all round, and we com-
mend it to the consideration of railway
men who are concerned in this and
similar problems.

Switching Locomotives Adapted to

Their Work.

The yard engine question is now be-

coming a live issue on more than one
of our large railway systems. In for-

mer days an engine which became un-

suitable for road service was put into

the yard with little or no thought of

its fitness for doing the work there in

Valve Setting.

The older class of railroad engineers and

machinists nearly all believe that there was

great merit in having locomotive valves

set with considerable lead. This was
said to be necessary to make the engine

run smoothly. When this practice was

in vogue valve setters frequently fell into

the error of giving the valves so much
lead that the engines worked against pis-

ton pressure to a most injurious extent.

At one time it was standard practice to

set locomotive valves with ^-in. lead in

full gear. On some roads 3-16 in. became

common, but the fact slowly worked into

the minds of locomotive mechanics that

large lead did not promote smooth engine

operation. A movement to reduce valve

lead then began, and it went on till line

and line became popular and continues to

be the practice today. The common prac-

tice of throttling the steam had much to

do with the necessity for valve lead, but

that practice is now falline out of fashion.

The advent of newer forms of locomotive

valve gear has also played an important

part in valve setting.
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Pacific Type of Locomotive for the Central of

Georgia Railroad

Kind of Service Demanded— Engine Designed to Suit Conditions—The Gaines Fur-

nace—Ragonnet Reverse Gear—Result of Test of Three Engines

Recently the Lima Locomotive Cor-

poration of Lima, O., have been called

upon to supply some locomotives of the

Pacific, or 4-6-2 type, to the Central of

Georgia Railroad. Care has been taken

by Mr. F. F. Gaines, the Superintendent

of Motive Power of this road, in the de-

sign and construction of these engines,

so that not only the requirements for

serviceable engines may be secured, but

the local conditions of the division where

each operates has received particular at-

tention. The local conditions on any

railroad and frequently different divi-

sions of the same railroad require special

designs of power to obtain the maximum
service and economy.

The Central of Georgia has a service

peculiar to itself, in that the divisions are

long, and on account of distances be-

tween cities and towns the traffic does

mately fifty miles an hour when in

operation between stops. Before the ad-

vent of the steel cars, and before in-

creased traffic had developed, a 2-6-0

type of engine was used, with tractive

power of 28,008 lbs. As business in-

creased and cars became heavier, a 2-6-2

engine was used, with a tractive effort

of 30,870 lbs. The increased boiler ca-

pacity relieved the situation temporarily,

I ut again the cars became heavier and

more of them had to be hauled and

the light 2-6-2 could barely make the

schedule.

Meanwhile a study was made to deter-

mine the most suitable boiler design to

give maximum power with minimum
weight. It was known that some years

ago experiments were made in France

which showed conclusively that the best

length of flue for a given diameter, for

U.S compared with a straight flue sheet.

With this data, it seemed desirable to

have a combustion chamber to keep the

Hue lengths down to proper proportions,

a long fiameway for gases, as much fire-

box and combustion chamber heating

surface as possible, and the introduction

of superheated air to mix with and con-

sume unburned gases before they en-

tered the flues where, of course, all com-

Inistion ceases.

Due to low water, a 2-8-0 type of

engine had blown down the crown sheet

and distorted the whole back head. It

was decided that, as the type of engine

was notoriously lacking in steaming ca-

jiacity, and was very extravagant with

fuel, to rebuild the back head and in-

clude a combustion chamber, hot air

ducts and liberal grate area. The engine

nhich failed in this wav was built in

PACIFIC OR 4-6-2 TYPE ENGINE FOR THE CENTRAL OF GEORGIA RAILROAD.
F. F. Gaines, Supt. Motive Power.

not warrant a local service in addition to

a through service; so that, on a majority

of divisions, the service is combined. As
an illustration. Savannah to Macon is

190.8 miles. There are eighteen regular

stops, five of these being of at least five

minutes' duration, on account of junction

points and the transferring of passengers,

mail and e-xpress. There is one coal

chute stop, three crossing stops and

twenty-two flag stops, making a possible

total of forty-four. As a rule, few of

the flag stops are omitted. The time

card for this distance allows six hours

and fifteen minutes, a schedule of ap-

proximately 30.3 miles an hour. The
trains are of steel construction, except

the local sleepers, and a maximum train

of fourteen cars is quite frequent.

These conditions require an engine

capable of quick acceleration and good
steaming capacity, to allow of approxi-

r.iaximum results, was a length about 110

times the internal diameter of the flue.

Familiarity with the Wootten combus-

tion chamber also convinced the mechan-

ical department of the Central of Georgia

Railroad that a long flame way, before

hot gases entered flues and firebox heat-

ing surface, were very important factors.

There were objections to the Wootten

type of combustion chamber, in that it

was necessary on occasion to kill the fire,

allow engine to cool and have a man get

into the chamber to remove accumulated

sparks. Where muddy or scaling water

v/as used, a large water space around the

chamber was necessary. On account of

joining the roof sheet, inside the throat

sheet, and barrel of chamber, three thick-

nesses of metal were exposed to hot

gases, and this caused more or less

trouble due to leaking. The water space

cut out a large number of possible flues.

Lima Loco. Corporation, Builders.

1901, and was a 21 .x 32-in. engine, with

a tractive power of 43,619 lbs. The grate

area was 33.73 sq. ft., and the total heat-

ing surface was 3,022.29 sq. ft. This

engine was rebuilt with several important

modifications.

The rebuilt engine more than justified

the foregoing theories. It developed the

same tractive power as formerly, but the

grate area was increased to 56.36 sq. ft.,

while the total heating surface was prac-

tically as it was before, being actually

2,953.36 sq. ft., or 68.93 sq. ft. smaller,

with a much larger grate area. A
test was made on the Southwestern divi-

sion, using steel coal cars loaded with

company coal for the train throughout

the tests. A similar engine as originally

built, the rebuilt engine (1014) and a

wide firebox consolidation of greater

heating surface and grate area were in-

cluded in the tests. These tests estab-
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lished definitely the value of the combus-

tion chamber with hot air inlets, and a

spark hopper to clean it out when neces-

sary.

Shortly after these tests it was evident

that the advent of the steel car and in-

creased service demanded a more power-

ful engine. A 2-6-2 with combustion

chamber was designed and five were pur-

chased. Their superiority was at once

evident, and for the character of service

outlined have proved most satisfactory.

Another lot of four was acquired in

1913, and four more in 1916.

On the Macon division the traffic was

unbalanced, an engine being required to

handle a light train in one direction and

a heavy through train coming back. The

question as to using the heavy combus-

tion chamber locomotive on the light

train arose in connection with the matter

of fuel economy.

A series of tests were run to definitely

establish this question of fuel economy,

the results being shown in the table given

near the end of this article. This estab-

lished a fuel economy for the heavy

2-6-2 engine over the light 2-6-2 of about

30 per cent. It will be seen that this was

for the average of both trains. If train

No. 3 only were considered a much bet-

ter showing would have been made.

Various railroads are adopting this

type of firebox, and there are, excluding

the Central of Georgia, over two hun-

dred in use. It has, in addition to the

advantages described, that of allowing

part or the whole of the firebox to be

placed over drivers. This is permissible,

as the firebox may be made shallow, with

a long combustion chamber. The bridge

wall with air ducts protects the flues

from becoming stopped up, as would be

the case with a shallow bo.x without the

wall, and too shallow for a regular arch.

It may here be admissible to say a

word about the Gaines Locomotive Fur-

nace. It consists essentially of a fire

brick bridge wall extending across the

firebox, thus forming a combustion chatn-

ber between the wall and flue sheet, the

tubes being shortened and the firebox

lengthened sufficiently to admit of this

application, while the grate remains prac-

tically normal. The bridge wall is car-

ried by a casting extending across the

firebox and secured to the mud ring at

each side by studs. This casting also

supports the grate frames and the buck

stays in the rear, which prevent the wall

from toppling. The floor of the com-
bustion chamber is made of cast or

wTought iron plates, protected with fire

brick to prevent their burning out. and
in order to hold the cinder accumulation
in the combustion chamber, a spark hop-
per is provided in the center, the floor

being given sufficient pitch to cause the

cinders to drop out when the hopper is

opened.

The bridge wall is built up of special

fire brick of such size as can be easily

handled, and in the bricks are cored for

air passages matching the openings in the

carrier casting.

When the locomotive is operating the

wall becomes white hot, with the result

that the outside air, being brought

through the air ducts, is heated up be-

fore being discharged into the firebox.

Among the other devices used on these

engines with satisfaction is the Ragonnet

power reverse gear. The gear is operated

by air, and its movement is controlled by

a D-slide valve arranged for outside ad-

mission. The piston-rod of the reverse

mechanism is connected to a cross-head,

which is coupled to the reverse shaft by

a reach-rod. The cross-head arm is con-

nected by a suitable link with the lower

end of a floating lever. The upper end

of this floating lever is pivotally connected

to, and supported by the valve stem,

which in turn is carried by a cyhndrical

guide. Through the agency of a rocker,

the upper end of which is connected by

a light rod with a small reverse lever,

and the lower end through a link with

the floating lever, a short distance below

the valve stem, the movement of the valve

OUTLIXE DR.WVIXG OF THE R.\GOXXET REVERSIXG GE.AR.

.\s it issues from the ducts near the top

of the bridge wall the heated air comes

in contact with and mixes in the com-

bustible gases that pass over the top of

the wall. Combustion begins the instant

the air comes in contact with the gases,

and the reaction continues until the gases

are all burned or the flames are extin-

guished on entering the tubes.

.•\side from its aid to combustion, the

wall also offers protection to the flues.

The combustion chamber is made thor-

oughly air tight, so that it is impossible

for cold air to reach the flues through a

hole in the fire or through an open fire

door, .^ir entering through either of

these places is forced to pass over the

wall and come in contact with the flames,

hot gases and incandescent brick, thereby

being heated before reaching the flues.

The fact that arches of the "Security"

•ype were giving good service and pos-

sessed many advantages was not to be

lost sight of. and after some trials the

Gaines Combustion Chamber and Se-

curity Arch were combined as the Gaines

Locomotive Furnace.

is controlled by the engineer in the cab.

The small reverse lever is locked in

any desired position by an ordinary

toothed quadrant. Assuming the lever

to be in mid position and the valve nor-

mally covering both ports : when the

lever is moved into forward gear the

floating lever swings about its lower end

as a fulcrum, and the slide valve is

moved to the right, admitting air to the

left-hand end of the cylinder. The piston

now moves to the right, and the floating

lever, pivoting about its intermediate, or

reverse-lever connection, returns the

valve to its central position unless the

progressive movement of the reverse

lever is continued. When the lever is

moved to a desired position the piston

moves in the proper direction until the

valve gear reaches a corresponding point,

then the valve is automatically returned

to its central, or lapped position.

The exhaust, or inside lap of the valve

is materially greater than the outside lap,

so that the air is held on both sides of

the piston at the same time. The mech-
anism cannot creep in the cylinder. The
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loss of air, when holding the valve gear

in a fixed position, is practically nothing.

The man on tlie engine is relieved from

much physical e-xertion.

In concluding this article, we give a

table kindly supplied by Mr. Gaines,

which shows the results of some inter-

esting and instructive tests, and the mat-

ter here presented can be relied on as

accurate when we remember the source

from which it emanates. In the sum-

mary, engine No. 1014, having the small-

est heating surface of the three engines,

when supplied with a new firebox, com-

bustion chamber with hollow brick, ran

15.38 miles to a ton of coal. Engine No.

1012, of same class as the one above, but

with original boiler unchanged, but pro-

vided with a brick arch and larger heat-

ing surface, yet ran on the average 9.54

miles to the ton of coal. Engine No.

1716, with brick arch and the largest total

heating surface of the three, yet fell be-

low the first mentioned engine and cov-

ered 13.14 miles for one ton of coal.

The dimensions of No. 1663 are as fol-

lows:

Length of driving wheel base, 12 ft.

ins. : total wheel base of engine, 31 ft.

6 ins.; total wheel base of engine

and tender, 64 ft. 5 ins.; diameter of

drivers, centers, 62 ins.; size of driving

journals, 10 ins. x 12 ins. ; diameter of front

engine truck wheels, 33^2 ins. ; size of

front engine truck journals, 6 ins. x 12 ins.

;

diameter of trailing wheels, centers, 41

ins.; size of trailing wheel journals, 8 x 14

ins. ; diameter of tender wheels, 33 ins. ;
size

of tender journals, 5^ ins. x 10 ins. ; size

of cylinders, 23 ins. x 28 ins. ; type of valve.

single ported, balanced piston ; with travel

of 654 ins.; steam lap, 1% ins.; valve

gear, Walschaerts ; Gaines' Combustion

Chamber ; Schmidt Type "A" Superheater ;

outside diameter of boiler at smallest ring,

70 ins.; number of flues, 194 two-inch,

and 28 five and three-eighths; outside

diameter; length of flues over flue-

sheet, 18 ft. ; length of fire-box be-

tween sheets, 11 ft.; width of fire-box

between sheets, 7 ft.; grate (active),

7 ft.-2j4 ins. X 7 ft.
;
grate area (active),

50.75 sq. ft.; heating surface of fire-box,

163 sq. ft.; external heating surface of

flues, 2588 sq. ft. ; super-heat heating sur-

face, 60S sq. ft.; total equivalent heating

surface, 3658 sq. ft.; steam pressure

190 lbs.; water capacity of tender.

7,500 gals.; coal capacity of tender, 13

tons ; weight on front truck in work-

ing order, about 44,800 lbs. ; weight on

drivers, in working order, about 132,200

lbs.; weight on trailer, "in working order,

about 45,800 lbs.; weight of engine, in

working order, about 222,880 lbs. ; weight

of tender, loaded, about 156,300 lbs.;

weight of engine and tender, loaded, about

379,100 lbs.

SECTIONAL VIEW OF THE GAINS LOCOMOTIVE FURNACE.

CENTRAL OF GEORGIA RAILWAY COMPANY.
Accounting Department.

ENGINE TEST—SOUTHWESTERN DIVISION-FREIGHT SERVICE—MACON AND COLUMBUS, 100 MILES,

same eighteen carloads of coal handled in each test. Same ^engine« and ^fireman^ each ^test. Weight of train 1,286.25 tons—128.625 tons one mile

Engine Train
Number Number

Extra
2/36

1014 3/37
1/36

•1014

11012

1012

J17I6

1716

Extra
1/36

Extra
2/36

Extra
1/36

Extra
1/36

Date

1/13/11
1/14/11

1/16/11
1/17/U

1/18/11
1/19/11

1/20/11
1/21/11

1/23/11
1/24/11

1/25/11
1/26/n

Actual
Time

Consumed
6 hr. 34 ni.

6 hr. 42 m.

6 hr. 12 m.
6 hr. 39 m.

26 hr. 7 m.

7 hr. 13 m.
8 hr. 4 ra.

6 hr. 43 m.
7 hr. 20 m.

29 hr. 17 m.

8hr.
7 hr. 24 m.

6 hr. 50 m.
7 hr. 28 m.

29 hr. 42 m.

No.

6
8

7

7

9
10

9
12

Stops

Time
Consumed
1 hr. 4 m.
1 hr. 33 m.

49 m.
1 hr. 12 ra.

4 hr. 38 m.

57 m.
I hr. 16 m.

45 m.
1 hr. 43 m.

4 hr. 41 m.

2 hr. 33 m.
I hr. 41 m.

1 hr. 20 m.
1 hr. 42 m.

7hr. 16 ra.

Pounds Coal Consumed

Total

11,950
13,350

12,450
14,250

52,000

20,400
21,900

19,087
22,500

83,887

15,000
16,500

13,800
15,600

60,900

Per 1,000
Ton Miles

93
104

97
111

101

159
170

148
175

163

117
128

107
121

Per
Hour
1,820
1,991

2,008
2,143

1,991

2,833
2,715

2,841
3,068

2,865

1,875
2,230

2,080
2.089

2,050

Pounds Water
Evaporated

Total

96,800
109.000

105,750
109,800

421.350

121.458
124,887

113,095
121.883

481.323

1 10.400
120,000

102,801
117,166

450.367

Miles
Run to

Per Pound OneTon
of Coal

8.10
8.16

8.49
7.71

8.10

5.95
5.70

5.93
5.42

5.74

7.36
7.27

7.45
7.51

of Coal

16.74
14.98

16.08
14.04

15.38

9.80
9.13

10.48
8.89

9.54

13.33
11.43

14.49
12.82

Tons Coal
used in
excess,
based on

Engine 1014
as unit of
comparison

15.94

Relative
efficiency

based on
coal con-
sumption
per mile

lOO.OO

61.96

7.39 13.14 4.45 85.58

Engine 1014—21" x 32" Cooke Consolidation—with new firebox and

combustion chamber, with hollow brick wall and provision for mixing hot

air with burning gases. Total heating surface 2,987.33 sq. tt.

tEngine 1012—Same class enifine as 1014, but with original boiler un-

changed and brick arch. Total heating surface 3,022.29 sq. ft.

JEngine 1716—22" x 30" Baldwin Consolidation—brick arch. Total heat-

ing surface 3,230 sq. ft.

ANALYSIS OF FUEL.
Per cent. Moisture t.39

Per cent. Volatile Combustible Matter 30.56

Per cent. Fixed Carbon 55.11

Per cent. Ash 12.94

Total 100.00

Per cent. Sulphur 1.55

B. T. U. per 1 Ih. dry coal (Mahler .\twater calorimeter).. 13, 179

B. T. U. per 1 lb. actual coal 12,996
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Tlie April and May issues of this maga-

zine contained articles dealing with the

cleaning, repairing and lubricating of

triple valves and other car brake operat-

ing valves, in which the writer attempted

to emphasize the importance of accurate

repair work and a sensible method of

lubrication for car brake operating

valves. A limit is being placed upon the

amount of lubrication that is permitted

in a brake cylinder, and repairmen are

beginning to understand that brake

cylinder leakage is being observed in

pounds per minute from an air gage, and

there is no question but that a marked

improvement is being made in all of

the branches of air brake repair work

and inspection, but there is still room

for further advancement, and the most

immediate demand is for an improvement

in triple valve cleaning, repair work and

lubrication.

Regardless as to what has been done in

the past or what we tell the members of

air brake associations or air brake clubs,

what we have done in the way of im-

proving air brake conditions, the unde-

sired quick action, the stuck brake and

the slid flat wheel are still with us, and

these three formidable obstacles in the

way of the attainment of 100% efficiency

in train brake operation may always be

with us, as there is always a possibility

of a stuck brake or the slid fiat wheel

originating from low steam pressure on

the locomotive boiler or to a loss of the

excess pressure in the main reservoir.

If there is any material reduction in

the number of stuck brakes and cases of

undesired quick action there is sure to be

a corresponding decrease in the number
of slid flat wheels, and as this is a very

broad subject, it is desired to touch upon

it from but a single phase, a considera-

tion of these disorders from a viewpoint

of triple valve or car brake operating

valve condition.

In passenger service we instruct an

engineer to make no light brake applica-

tions, and if a 5 lb. brake pipe reduction

stops the train at the desired point, 6

or 8 lbs. more reduction in brake pipe

pressure is to be made after the train

stops and before an attempt to release

is to be made. This, so far as possible,

to insure a satisfactory release of

brakes or at least to facilitate a release

of brakes, in fact one large railroad sys-

tem in particular insists upon no less

than a total of IS lbs. brake pipe reduc-

tion before an attempt is to be made to

release brakes.

From this we sometimes lead an en-

gineer to believe that it is the light brake

l)ipe reduction that sticks the brake. Oc-

casionally we are able to make our-

selves imagine that such is the case and

can take an air brake recording gauge

chart and prove to the engineer that the

cause of the seventh or eighth brake in

a 12 or 14-car train sticking was due to

too light total brake pipe reductions, but

it will be necessary to ignore the fact

that the brake valve manipulation was

obviously good enough to release all of

the other brakes in the train.

The fact of the matter is that this is

largely a case of triple valve mainte-

nance as triple valves can be found in

almost any train of cars that require from

five to eight pounds or more differential

in pressure before a release of brakes can

be eflfected, therefore the instructions are

sound but the real cause of the sticking

is ignored.

In the articles proviously mentioned an

effort was made to point out just why a

moist substance as a lubricant for triple

valves or any other car brake operatmg

valves must be dispensed and why the

dirt collector would be the logical place

for the use of oil or grease and if valves

are to be maintained in a condition to

remain in service for a specified length

of time and have no part in the responsi-

bility for the stuck brake, the slid flat

wheel and the undesired quick action,

there are certain absolute requirements

that must be met in the repair work,

cleaning and lubrication.

The triple valve must be cleaned with

some substance that will remove all of

the dirt and oily matter from all of the

parts.

Thereafter the piston and piston bush-

ing should be given a bath in some sub-

stance that will evaporate and leave all

of the parts dry.

Kerosene will do for the former and

gasoline for the latter.

The repair work must be accurate

enough for the triple valve to pass all of

the specified tests dry or without any

lubricant whatever.

The triple valve piston should fit the

bushing.

A piston that is from 1/64" to 1/32"

smaller than the bore or inside diameter

of the bushing cannot be considered a fit.

If the triple valve is lubricated at all

it should be with a dry substance.

No attempt should be made to fit pack-

ing rings in triple valves in the average

repair room. It is absurd to suppose that

a ring can be worn out without wearing

the bushing or that a packing ring can

be fitted to a worn piston bushing.

Because a triple valve can be made to

pass all of the tests specified on the test

racks, it docs not prove that the triple

valve is fit for service, and for these

reasons the repair work should be done

largely by the manufacturers or in shops

where the facilities for doing the work
approximate those of the manufacturers.

A triple valve that will not give two or

three years' service after being repaired

is no good. There is something radically

wrong with the repair work done on the

valve. By this it is meant average con-

ditions in railroad service. In fact, if

all of the rest of the car brake apparatus

is correctly maintained, there should be

no necessity of again taking the triple

valve apart within two or three years

from the time it is repaired and applied

to the car.

It is, however, the character of the

lubricant used that frequently creates the

impression that valves are not being

properly cared for in the repair room and
it is sometimes difficult to convince any-

one that foreign matter enters the valves

after they are placed in service, and those

most difficult to convince usually take the

stand that triple valves should be cleaned

and lubricated at least once every 30 or

60 days, and the whole thing leads to

such ridiculous suggestions as boiling

triple valves in lye, cleaning in paraffine

and bathing in salt water and other

preparations, and this evidently for the

sole purpose of removing the oil and
grease, and in turn the same recommenda-
tions will permit of the oil and grease

being replaced when the movable parts

are assembled.

We do not wish to hold any recom-

mendations up to ridicule, but to merely

point out some of the inconsistencies and

wish to repeat that if foreign matter

could be entirely excluded from the triple

valves and from the brake system it

would never be absolutely necessary to

clean a triple valve, but until such time

as the entrance of foreign matter can be

prevented, we can at least prevent the

collection of the foreign matter in those

parts of the triple valve where they are

most harmful.

The moist lubricant placed in the triple

valve piston groove, merely picks up

enough dirt to stick the ring in the

groove, and if it does not, the chances

are that the ring was too loose a fit in

the groove in the first place. If a valve,

properly lubricated, becomes dry or if the

lubrication disappears in three months
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time as has been proven, and the valve

then remains in service for a year giving

good results, there is no logical reason

why it cannot be run dry for the entire

twelve months instead of nine out of

twelve. The writer has never found a

dry valve working in undesired quick ac-

tion unless it was partly obstructed with

foreign matter or the dryness was ac-

companied by some obvious mechanical

defect.

We mention this because we believe that

the most important inprovement that can

be made in train brake operation at the

present time or with present equipment,

is in more accurate triple valve repair

work, and in the elimination of moist sub-

stances from all parts of the triple valves.

By accurate triple valve repair work it is

not necessarily meant that it must be

done in a railroad shop for the reason

that attempts are always made to do this

work on an economical basis, saving a

few dollars on the cost of repair parts

or on what is termed the "shop order,"

whereas the fact of the matter is that

anythinpT that can be saved on the repair-

ing of triple valves is spent on car wheels

and damage to other parts of the equip-

ment and frequently a great deal more.

The writer does not believe in doing

any triple valve repair work in a railroad

shop; does not even believe in cleaning a

triple valve in a repair room, or in clean-

ing them at all if they are properly

lubricated when accurately repaired and

placed in service. In many instances it

would be the most economical policy to

remove a triple valve from a car and

return it to the manufacturers without

ever looking at the inside of it, because

as previously stated if the valve will not

give two or three years' service without

any attention something else besides the

triple valve requires attention.

Cost of Operating Air Compressors.

We have recently received inquiries

concerning the comparative cost of operat-

ing the 9J4 and 11 and Syi ins. Cross

Compound air compressors, and these

questions were relative to the comparative

coal consumption under what was stated

as average conditions, and the average

condition would be something exceedingly

difficult to determine. There is a wide

variation among the different railroads

as to steam and air pressures employed
as well as the length of trains, amount
of leakage from the brake system, and
grade conditions or frequency of applica-

tions of the brakes.

Another thing that must be remembered
is that the conditions under which an

air compressor operates are somewhat
peculiar in that there are no brake ap-

plications at the time the engine is being

worked to its maximum capacity and that

when the brake applications are made the

engine throttle is shut ofiF and some of

the steam consumed by the air com-

pressors would otherwise be wasted

through the safety valves, that is, there is

a possibility of such being the case.

Another phase of the situation is that

it is impossible to work up any accurate

statements for average conditions, since

the amount of water that will be evap-

orated per pound of coal varies widely

according to the type of coal used, some

coal will evaporate approximately 5 lbs.

of water per pound of coal while other

grades of coal will evaporate from 10

to 11 lbs. of water per pound of coal.

As a comparison of the amount of

steam consumed by the three different

types of compressors for doing an

equivalent amount of work or delivering

an equal number of cubic feet of free

air for a specified length of time, when

operating against 100 lbs. air pressure

with 200 lbs. steam pressure, the Pj/^-in.

compressor consumes approximately 68

lbs. of steam per 100 cubic feet of free

viewpoint of cost of brake pipe leakage^

and it certainly emphasizes the import-

ance of the elimination, so far as possi-

ble, of brake pipe leakage from a stand-

point of economy in coal consumption,

saying nothing whatever of the possibili-

ties from improved brake operation.

On a 100-car train, an 8 lb. per minute

leakage from the brake pipe is assumed,

and with such a train 3,621 lbs. of coal

will be consumed during a trip of 12

hours duration through brake pipe leak-

age alone. From tests made with trains

averaging 68 cars, two 11-in. compressors

in average condition, it was found that

the coal consumed by the compressors

was 7,500 lbs. per trip of 115 miles made

in 13 hours.

From another point of view, the cost of

train pipe leakage in fuel with compound

pumps, it was found that this would'

fluctuate around .00015 cents per car mile,

or IS cents per thousand car miles. On.

one particular road, the total car mileage^

I00<

z.o
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sumption that is made possible by the use

of the cross compound compressor which

uses the steam from the high pressure

cylinder into the low pressure cylinder for

•work before it is exhausted to the atmos-

phere or rather uses the steam twice as

is meant by the expression compound-

ing. With the cross compound air com-

pressor, however, compressed air is also

utilized to assist to a certain extent in

the operation of the compressor, that is,

in the final stage of compression, air com-

pressed from the low pressure air cylinder

assists in the operation of the low press-

ure steam a high pressure air piston.

The Portable Brake Test Truck.

What we are disposed to term an air

brake test, either a road test or a terminal

brake test, is a misnomer, or merely an

expression and a more discriminating

term would be a brake trial, as there is

nothing in the nature of a brake test in-

volved in applying and releasing the

brakes on a train of cars from a brake

valve on the locomotive or from a cut out

cock and fittings between the brake pipe

of a train of cars and the yard test plant.

What constitutes a brake test that will

locate a defective triple valve, that is, a

triple valve that will fail in a release

test or work in undesired quick action

out on the road, is a brake application

made at a slower rate of brake pipe re-

duction than that made by the locomotive

brake valves, and a release made with a

slow predetermined rate of rise in brake

pipe pressure.

The application and release made from

the locomotive brake valve is made under

the most favorable conditions, w^ith the

most rapid permissible rate of brake

pipe reduction for the application and

"with the maximum main reservoir press-

lire for the release, and both made with

the. train at rest so that the brake action

is not influenced by conditions that are

present when the train is in motion, con-

sequently such an application and release

is merely an indication of service opera-

tion and cannot possibly be construed to

indicate any actual condition of the car

brake operating .valves in the train.

The use of the portable brake test

truck makes possible the release test with

a previously determined, uniform rate of

rise in brake pipe pressure that will

locate a triple valve that will fail to

release under a somewhat more severe

condition than that imposed by the ap-

plication and release from the locomotive

and will locate a car brake operating

valve that has a tendency to work in un-

desired quick action.

It must be admitted that there are

other causes for undesired quick action,

stuck brakes and slid flat wheels than

those emanating from car brake operat-

ing valves or the condition of these

valves, but it is safe to say that there

will never be an entire freedom from

those troubles and very little advance-

ment in that direction until such a time

as brakes on trains are being tested in-

stead of "tried."

If it were possible to succeed in break-

ing up certain obsolete practices which

were established solely through someone

conceiving the idea that they were neces-

sary, or because they were necessary or

the best known methods five or ten years

ago, it would be possible to have a much
more efficient brake and considerably less

trouble and fewer delays with a smaller

force of men than is at present employed

on air brake repair work. As an ex-

ample, the air brake repairman is called

upon to remove triple valves from cars

for cleaning at periods ranging from two,

and three to six months from the time

that they are placed in service, and at

the same time the only test that is

specified is the one after the valve has

been cleaned or repaired. Evidently the

object of all of this work is to locate,

or an eflFort to locate, valves that might

develop some disorder.

Would it be logical to test the valves

for symptoms of disorders every day, or

every time the car is made up in a train

and clean the valves whenever neces-

sary? The writer does not believe that

all of our present-day practices are ut-

terly absurd, or that we are not con-

tinually improving upon them, but many

of those in vogue at the present time will

appear ridiculous to the air brake man
of the next generation.

How frequently a brake cylinder or

triple valve should be cleaned is a mat-

ter of secondary consideration, probably

best answered by the expression "as

often as condition of service may re-

quire," and this will depend very largely

upon the character of the cleaning, re-

pairing and lubrication, but the brake

should be thoroughly tested at least once

each week, or preferably a brake test

should be made with the brake test truck,

every time a train is made up with suffi-

cient time between the test and leaving

time of the train, for the necessary re-

pairs to be made.

Thermostatic Control.

This is a system of automatically main-

taining a constant temperature in a pas-

senger car by so arranging the thermos-

tat that it will constantly shut down and

open up the valve for supplying steam to

the coils, which heat the car. The mech-

anism of a thermostat is briefly a

double diaphragm partly filled with a very

volatile liquid. One of these diaphragms

is rigidly fixed so that the movement
caused by expansion or boiling of the

liquid inside the apparatus shall produce

the maximum effect on the outer

diaphragm. The slight movement thus

produced is multiplied by a tongue and

lever, and this multiplied movement is

made to effect the opening and closing of

the steam valve.

The thermostat can be applied to an

electric switch so that the current may

be turned on or oflf automatically by the

movement of the diaphragm. The theory

of the whole thing is that if an accurate

maintenance of temperature had to be

effected by individual attention it would

necessitate a man sitting with his hand on

the throttle and his eye on a thermometer

all the time, just as the engineer of a

steamship has to "stand by" in rough

weather in order to prevent the engine

from racing. The extra man with his

constant watchfulness is here replaced by

a thermostat which responds quickly and

accurately to the minutest fluctuation of

temperature.

In this way the thermostat does away
with hand control. It gives an even and

comfortable temperature all the time.

Where coils are used it reduces steam

consumption by permitting only the re-

quired amount used tcj be admitted to the

coils. It tends to keep the pipe pressure

down to a minimum. It prevents damage

to woodwork, varnish and internal fit-

tings which might be caused by overheat-

ing. It keeps the rear cars of a train at

the same temperature as those at the

front.

When a car, not subject to automatic

control, is standing in a yard it is usually

overheated because the yardman, not be-

ing constantly present, turns on more
steam than is actually necessary in order

that if the weather grows colder the con-

ditions may be successfully met. The
thermostat, on account of its automatic

action, maintains the temperature of a

car standing in a yard as carefully as it

would if the car was on the road and full

of passengers.

When a thermostat is applied to an

electrically heated car it has the effect of

turning on and shutting off the heating

current rapidly and frequently, as circum-

stances may require. It does not require

more than one circuit in a car, and also

the throttling action which takes place

with steam is absent. Electric current is

turned full on or full off a great many
times owing to changes in temperature

conditions, and it thus produces an

equable temperature all the time. The
standard temperture required by any com-

pany may be had by permanently setting

the thermostat so that if 70 deg. F. be

decided upon by the company, all the

cars are heated to that temperature with-

out requiring the judgment of, or indi-

vidual manipulation by a brakeraan.

There is thus no "human" variations or

opinion as to the reading of the ther-

mometer. The thermostat set at 70 degs.

F. will give 70 degs. F., neither more
onr less, and this thermostatic control is

applicable to a straight steam system or

to a vapor system.
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Yard Engine Adaptation to Service
Worn Out Road Engines Not Suitable for Yard Work—Conditions Considered

—

Types of Engines Suitable—Results of Tests; Sizes and Dimensions

The subject of the adaptation of yard

engines to the service required has not

in the past received the attention that it

should have received, and the consequence

is that the yard engine as an instrument

for the economical performance of the

work of switching cars, has not, in a gen-

eral way kept pace with other improve-

ments in railroad service. The former

practice—not perhaps wholely abandoned

yet—consisted in taking a Mogul or a Con-

solidation engine which had become unfit

for road work and relegating it to the

yard, with the dim idea that the engine,

not having been scrapped, was still a

useful and efficient machine for the less

arduous work of switching. How far

from accurate this judgment was, and is,

now daily becomes more and more appar-

ent.

In a general way, goud modern practice

of the road engine draw bar pull. The
Pittsburgh & Lake Erie Railroad with a

road engine capacity' of 44,100 lbs. draw
liar pull, uses yard engines of 35,360 lbs.,

or 80 per cent of the road engine power.

The average of these railroads is 67.6 per

cent, and w'hile each road has found its

own proportion advantageous for its own
governing circumstances, it is fair to sup-

pose from 65 to 75 per cent is a fair pro-

portion of road to level-yard power. In

the case of the P. & L. E. this type of

yard engine with 80 per cent of road en-

gine power does the terminal yard switch-

ing and the transfer work as well.

On the first mentioned road the trans-

fer yard engines, which operate over some
grades and encounter sharp curves are

eight-wheel engines of the following di-

mensions. Fig. 3. They are equipped

with the Gaines locomotive fire brick wall.

doing the terminal switching and the

transfer work.

The hump yard engines, used on the

first road are of the heavy 0-10-0

type, and have a draw bar pull of 62,500

lbs. This is in excess of the road engine's

power, which is only 92.1 per cent, of the

hump yard engine capacity. These engines

are largely used for transfer work, as well

as for pushing trains up grade over the

hump into the classification yard. The
engines used on this first mentioned road

for hump yard service are 108.5 per cent,

of the road engine power, or, to put it as

above, the road engine is 92.1 per cent, of

the hump yard switcher. This engine is

shown in Fig. 4 and the road engine is

represented in Fig. 5.

The P. & L. E. uses only two types of

yard engines, the level yard switcher,

which is about 44,100 lbs. draw bar pull,

WATE6-5IOO&AL.J '-*
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FIG. 1. SIX-WHEEL YARD ENGINE.
-57-lii

FIG. 2. SIX-WHEEL SWITCHER, STRAIGHT TENDER.
Kind of main valve. .. .Piston 1 1 in.

Valve travel 5 54 in.

Kind of valve gear Stephenson
Firebox length inside 65J^ in.

Firebox width inside 62^ in.

Grate area 28.2 sq. ft.

tubes number 279
Tubes length over sheets,

15 ft. 0^ in.

Tubes diameter outside 2 in.

Heating surface tubes. . .2,184 sq. ft.

Heating surface firebox, incl.

arch flues 1 42 sq. ft.

Heating surface total 2,326 sq. ft.

Weight on drivers working
order 143,000 lbs.

Weight total of engine. . 143,000 lbs.

Weight of tender loaded. .89,000 lbs.

Weight of tender empty . .36,500 lbs.

Steam pressure 1 80 lbs.
Eating 31.8 per cent.

Kind of main valve Piston 12 in.

Valve travel 5^ in.

Kind of valve gear Stephenson
Firebox length inside 72^ in.

Firebox width inside 65J4 in.

Grate area 32.7 sq. ft.

Tubes number 308
Tubes length over sheets 16 ft.

Tubes diameter outside 2 in.

Heating surface tubes. .2,566.8 sq. ft.

Heating surface firebox, inclu.
arch flues 136.9 sq. ft.

Heating surface total. .2,703.7 sq. ft.

Weight on drivers working
order 158.000 lbs.

Weight total of engine. . 158.000 lbs.

Weight of tender loaded.. 103,500 lbs.

Weight of tender empty . .46,000 lbs.

Steam pressure 180 lbs.

Rating 33.7 per cent.

recognizes three classes of yard engines

each with a definite function to perform.

First, there is the ordinary switcher for

handling cars in a more or less level, ter-

minal yard. Next, the transfer engine is

used for delivering cars to other lines in

yards separated by comparatively short

distances, and lastly the hump yard en-

gine which sorts the cars in a hump yard.

The regular yard engine is usually a six-

wheel machine, formerly with a slope back

tender. On one of our leading railways

this class of yard engine has the follow-

ing dimensions, and two examples are

here given to illustrate the class. They
are shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

These engines have a draw bar pull of

about 31,800 lbs. and are used for pas-

senger train switching, industrial work,

light freight switching and light transfer

work. The road engines which bring in

the trains handled by these yard engines,

have a draw bar pull of 57,600 lbs. The
yard engine therefore has 55.2 per cent

which provides the firebo.x with a com-

bustion chamber. They have a draw bar

pull of 51,200 lbs. This brings the ratio

of yard engine to road engine power up to

87.2 per cent, while the P. & L. E. remains

as it was, at 80 per cent.

The first mentioned road uses a road

engine of the Mikado or 2-8-2 type of the

dimensions given below, and having a

draw bar pull of 57,600 lbs. as mentioned

above. The P. & L. E. with road engine

of 44,100 lbs. tractive power, hauls trains

ranging from 4,000 to 4,700 tons. This

tonnage is handled by the switchers with-

out difficulty as in the yard, grades are

encountered as on the road and a heavy

long-sustained drag is seldom required.

The P. & L. E. has, however, come to use

but two standard types of yard engine.

One in the terminal yard, about equal in

tractive effort to the road engine, and the

other, with an increased draw bar pull of

about 25 to 30 per cent is used for the

Iiump yard, the lesser powered engine

equal to the roadster, as mentioned above

and the hump yard engine, which is more

powerful.

Here is the result, stated briefly and in

its larger outlines of the practice of at least

two railroads which have given the yard

engine problem careful and serious thought

with the idea of adapting means to an end.

They have not been content to use old en-

gines nor engines which were not satis-

factory on the road simply because train

orders and schedules had no longer to be

followed, while the engines may have been

coal eaters or slow starters, and the econ-

omy represented by their service was

illusory.

These railways, alive to the fact that

adaptation to function is practically a uni-

versal law of nature had experimented,

kept records and devised a system which

is not only a credit to the officials who
had taken the comprehensive view of this

service, hut who have been able to give to

their company a scientifically designed
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method of doing the work of switching,

transferring and classifying cars.

On the El Paso & Soulhwestcrn the

standard switch engines develop about

33.000 lbs. tractive power, while the road

engines develop from 40 to 60,000 lbs.

tractive effort. The ruling grade un that

system is 1 per cent., and there are many

of these grades. The switching yards are

but it opens the door and indicates to

those who have not yet taken the matter

up seriously, the path to the scientific re-

duction of operating costs, the elimination

of leaks in the service, and the more

hearty and comfortable co-operation of

the men who do the work.

Later on, the interesting and important

question of how this adaptation of means

The officers elected at the Fifteenth An-

nual Convention of the National Machine

Tool Builders' Association last month

were:

President, Mr. J. B. Doan, American

Tool Works Company, Cincinnati, Ohio;

first vice-president, Mr. IJ. M. Wright,

Henry & Wright Mfg. Company, Hart-

ford, Conn. ; second vice-president, A. H.

1
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FIG. 3. TRANSFER YARD ENGINE.

-70-3-

FIG. 4. HUMP YARD ENGINE.

Kind of main valve. .. .Piston 14 in.

Valve travel 6'A in.

Kind of valve Kear. . Improved Baker
Firebox length inside 120^ in.

Firebox width inside 75J4 in-

Grate area 46.6 sq. ft.

Tubes, large 30-5^ in.

Tubes, small 214-2 in.

Tubes, lenpth over sheets. .15 ft. in.

Heating surface tubes. .2.314.2 sq. ft.

Heating surface firebox, inclu.
arch flues 230.8 sq. ft.

Heating surface total 2,545 sq. ft.

Heating surface superheater,
783 sq. ft.

Heating surface grand total,

3,328 sq. ft.

Weight on drivers working
order 239,500 lbs.

Weight total of engine: .239,500 lbs.

Weight of tender loaded.. 148,300 lbs.

Weight of tender empty. .57,800 lbs.

Steam pressure 180 lbs.

K.iting 51.2 per cent.
These engines are equipped with

Gaines fire brick arch.

Kind of main valve. .. .Piston 12 in.

Valve travel 5J4 in.

Kind of valve gear Walschacrts
Firebox length inside 1085^ in.

Firebox width inside 7354 in.

Grate area 55.4 sq. ft.

Tubes number 447
Tubes length over sheets. . 19 ft. in.

Tubes diameter outside 2 in.

Heating surface tubes. .4,422.6 sq. ft.

Heating surface firebox, inclu.
arch flues 197.0 sq.ft.

Heating surface total . .4,619.6 sq. ft.

Weight on drivers working
order 270,000 lb».

Weight total of engine. .270,000 lbs.

Weight of tender loaded. .149,600 lbs.

Weight of tender empty . .58,960 lbs.

.Steam pressure 210 lbs.

Rating 62.5 per cent.

as a rule level and yard engines, with the

proportion something under the power

of the road engines is found to handle

the traffic where grades are not encoun-

tered, as in the yards, and where a time

schedule for getting over the line does not

e.xist. Speed recorders are used quite

extensively on the El Paso & Southwest-

ern, and tlie working and standing time

-K>ll-
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to ends work out in practice and of how

yard engines are susceptible of improve-

ment and are given increased efficiency by

the use of appliances which were former-

ly only employed on road engines, may be

taken up in our columns with a view of

showing that yard service may be ma-

terially cheapened without in any way re-

ducing its efficiency, and that in fact an

66j—t-B6f-fe<irr-67j^

21 -37: -70
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FIG. 5. OUTLINE OF MIKAOO OR 2-8-2 ROAD ENGINE.

Tuechter, Cincinnati, Ohio, care Cincin-

nati Bickford Tool Coinpany ; secretary,

Charles L. Taylor, care Taylor & Fenn

Mfg. Company, Hartford, Conn. ; treas-

urer, .\. E. Newton, care Reed-Prentice

Company, Worcester, Mass.
;

general

manager, Charles E. Hildreth, care Whit-

comb-Blaisdell Machine Tool Company,

Worcester, Mass.

The programe for the convention was

of a two days' extent, October 24 and 25.

On the first day after the general busi-

ness, Mr. Frank F. Dresser gave an ad-

dress on "Health Compensation." On
Wednesday afternoon an address was

given by Mr. James A. Emery- of Wash-
ington on "The American Business Man's

Duty to His Country." This, with the

general business of the association,

wound up the afternoon session and com-

pleted the program.

Kind of main valve. .. .Piston 16 in.

Valve travel 7 in.

Kind of valve gear Walschaerts
Firebox length inside 114^ in.

Firebox width inside 75^ in.

Grate area 60.03 sq. ft.

Tubes, large 43-SJiin.
Tubes, small 295-2 in.

Tubes, length over sheets. .21 ft. in.

Heating surface tubes. . .4,494 sq. ft.

Heating surface firebox, inclu.

arch flues 246 sq. ft.

Heating surface total.. . .4,740 sq. ft.

of yard engines have been subjected to

scientific analysis with beneficial results.

The net result of the method of adapt-

ing means to ends, such as the design of

locomotives not only for switching serv-

ice in general, but for what one might

call the specialties of that service, sup-

plemented by a careful analysis of the

time in which each particular part of

service occupied, has had a powerful in-

fluence in the securing of real economy.

Heating surface superheater,
1,626 sq. ft.

Heating surface grand total,

6,366 sq. ft.

Weight on drivers working
order 245,000 lbs.

Weight on front truck 27,500 lbs.

Weight on back truck 49,500 lbs.

Weisht total of engine.. .322,000 lbs.

Weight of tender loaded.. 162,300 lbs.

Weight of tender empty.. .65,000 lbs.

Steam pressure 190 lbs.

Rating 57.6 per cent.

economy of power may be attained which

in some cases has actually proved that an

engine miglit in certain circumstances be

dispensed with, and so produce a definite

form of economy in the service, which

none can successfully gainsay. Yard en-

gines can with advantage use superheat-

ers, brick arches, power reverse gears,

efficient valve gear and other well-known

appliances which make for prompt service

at reduced cost.

George W. Wildin Goes Motoring.

Many railway men use automobiles for

pleasure trips around their homes, but

when they undertake a journey of hun-

dreds of miles we nearly always find them

reclining in a soft section of a Pullman

car.

Mr. George W. Wildin, mechanical

superintendent of the New York, New
Haven & Hartford Railroad, has proved

himself a little more enterprising as a

traveler. He came originally from Kan-

sas, and his mother still lives in Topeka.

A short time ago Mr. Wildin was moved
to visit his mother and instead of railroad

travel he packed his family in an auto-

mobile and traveled the whole distance by

that means. The distance is about 1,600

miles and he enjoyed it.
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Electrical Department
Advantages of the Electro-Magnet System

—

Catechism of the Electric Locomotive Continued

In the September and October issues

we have described the construction ot the

electro-pneumatic control and the electro-

magnetic control.

There are certain advantages obtained

by the use of the electro-magnetic system.

First, the switches are operated by air,

and a constant pressure is thus obtained

between the contacts carrying the current,

independent ot what the voltage may be

on the third rail. In the case of the elec-

tro-magnetic switch the switch is closed

by a solenoid, so that if the voltage to

this solenoid becomes too low the pull of

the solenoid will be decreased, and the

pressure will be less between the main

contacts. On heavy traction systems, this

is not much of a factor, as the third-rail

voltage, for instance, is usually nearly

constant, and does not drop appreciably

with heavy loads. On smaller systems,

where the feeder supply is not on the

same basis as the larger system, the volt-

age may reduce considerably when the lo-

comotive is starting up and hauling a

heavy load, so that there will be an appre-

ciable difference in the pressure on the

contacts. This pressure occurs at the

time that ma.vimum current is flowing

through the contacts, so that there is

more liability, in the case of the electro-

magnetic system, of the contacts becoming

"frozen." or. in other words, "welded"

together, than in the electro-pneumatic

system.

Second. The control circuit for oper-

ation of the electro-pneumatic system is

taken from a storage battery of low volt-

age, usually about 32 volts. This is of an

advantage since all of the control circuits

are at this voltage, and since these control

circuits connect with the master con-

trollers, there is no high voltage near the

operator. With the electro-magnetic sys-

tem, at least 600 volts is usually used for

the operation of the solenoids, and it is

necessary to lead in to the master con-

troller a 600-volt supply. These control

wires are protected by fuses, and with the

modern construction this high voltage is

amply protected.

In addition to the main control appa-

ratus, there is usually on all locomotives

apparatus which contributes to the cor-

rect operation of the locomotive, but

which, in reality, are minor to the main
control apparatus.

C.\TF.CHISM OF ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE.

Q.—On AC-DC locomotives, such as

those in use on the New Haven locomo-

tives, it is very essential that the operation

-of the trolleys and third rail shoes are un-

der control of the engineer. How is this

accomplished?

A.—Air pressure is used to operate the

.shoes and pantagraph trolleys, and the air

pressure to the operating cylinders on the

third rail shoe mechanism and on the pan-

tagraph is controlled by magnet valves,

these magnet valves being energized irom

push buttons located usually on the mas-

ter controller. The battery current passes

circuit Breaker

><f- Pantograph

FIG. 21. SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM MAIN
CIRCUITS A. C. LOCOMOTIVE.

through the contacts of the push button

and energizes a valve similar to the valves

used in the electro-pneumatic system.

With this remote control, it is possible for

the engineer to drop his third rail shoes

previous to entering on the DC zone, and

when leaving the DC zone to raise the

Step
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cuit breaker to trip, thus opening the cir-

cuit and protecting the apparatus.

Q.—Are the sequence of switches the

same for D.C. and A.C. locomotives?

A.—No ; they are entirely different,

since in one case alternating current is

used as the source of power, requiring a

Shoe

\fuse
hnifeV /

Cy/rr

BKR

Switch

Q.—What is the olijcct of tlic prevent-

ive coils?

\.—As mentioned above, we have leads

I and III connected across a preventive

luil. These taps from the transformer

are of different voltages, 1 l)eing lowest

and X higliest, the voltage of I lieing ap-

\^FU3E

KNIFEV A ^

SWITCH^]^^
BKR.

'/?7 ' S3

BO.for3A.S.6,G

FIG. 23. M.MN MOTOR CIUCIMTS KOK D. C.

S 6

LOCOMOTIVI-:.

transformer, and in the other case direct

current is used, which is applied directly

to the motors.

Q.—Taking the case of an alternating

current locomotive, what is the arrange-

ment of motors, switches, etc., and Iiow

is the power gradually applied to the loco-

motive, so as to give smooth acceleration?

.\.—A schematic diagram of connections

for an A.C. locomotive is shown by Fig.

21. This schematic diagram shows the

pantagraph trolley which collects the

power from the overhead wire, the circuit

breaker through which the high-tension

current passes, and the transformer,

which is of the double-coil type—the other

end of the primary of the transformer be-

ing connected to ground. The secondary

of the transformer has, in this case, ten

taps which are connected to switches

marked from I to X. These taps, after

passing through the switches, connect to

four leads running to the preventive

coils, every fourth tap connecting to the

same lead. From the preventive coils one

lead is taken as the source of supply, and

divides into two circuits, feeding two mo-

tors in series in each circuit.

Q.—What takes place when the engi-

neer notches up on the master controller?

,\.— Referring to the sequence of

switches for Fig. 22. note that first

switch I closes, then II, then III. and then

IV. This is the first running position.

Tracing through these four switches, it is

found that switches I and 111 connect

across preventive coil Xo. 1 : II and IV
connect across preventive coil X'o. 2. Re-

ferring to the diagram, these two prevent-

ive coils are then connected together by

the large preventive coil, from which is

taken one tap. When the master con-

troller is put in the second position, V
switch comes in and I switch drops out.

the V taking the place of I, and so on,

step by step.

proximately 200 volts and X approxi-

mately 500 volts. It would be impossible

to connect leads I and III directly to-

gether, as there would be a difference of

probably 50 to 60 volts, which would

cause a severe short circuit. The prevent-

ive coil No. 1 serves as a preventive of

this short circuit. The same condition

appbes with preventive coil No. 2. By
connecting on the large preventive coil

O.—What benefit is gained by using the

large number of transformer taps and

operating with four in running position?

.•\.—With this arrangement very smooth

acceleration is obtained. It is necessary,

on locomotive work, as well as car work.

In give a continuous flow of current to

the motor and not open circuit between

points. It is, therefore, necessary, to be

able to pass from one tap on the trans-

former to the other tap without open cir-

cuiting, which means that both taps must

be in the same time. Some prevent-

ive must be used to prevent a short cir-

cuit between these different voltages, and

the preventive coil works out very nicely.

It would ]je possible, and is done, in many
cases, to have a fewer number of trans-

tornur switches in at one time. The ad-

vantage in having four is that these four

switches are carrying the total current to

the motor, so that each switch is only car-

rying one-fourth of what one switch

would carry, and can be made one-fourth

as large, which is an advantage. These

preventive coils are wound so that a short

circuit is prevented between the taps con-

nected with same, although at a different

voltage, but they offer very little im-

pedance and resistance to the flow of the

current passing to the motor.

Q.—How are these preventive coils

constructed ?

A.—They are made of a few turns of

copper strap, surrounded by iron, and re-

scmlilc a small transformer. These two

FIG. SEQUENCE OF SWITlIIES FOR M.\IN
LOCOMOTIVE.

CIRCUIT DIAGR.\M FOR D. C.

the four different voltages of leads I. II.

Ill auii \X are. combined into two volt-

ages, and the large preventive coil pre-

vents a short circuit between these two.

Taking off the one lead from the large

preventive coil, we have a voltage which

is the mean of the sum of the voltages

I, II, III and IV.

halves of the coils are wound so that in

the case of a short circuit the coils are

added together and offer a large im-

pedance and resistance to a short circuit,

but when drawing the main motor cur-

rent, the current (lowing in the two leads,

say from switch I and III, passing

through the windings of the preventive
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coil neutralize each other so that very lit-

tle resistance is offered, and the tlexibility

of control is obtained at high efficiency.

Q.—What is the arrangement of the

D.C. circuit?

A.—Arrangement of the D.C. circuit is

shown by Fig. 23, which shows the sche-

matic diagram of the main motor circuit

lor a large D.C. locomotive consisting of

two halves. The sequence of switches is

shown by Fig. 24.

Q.—How is smooth acceleration ob-

tained?

A,—By means of inserting resistance in

the circuit when starting up and cutting

out this resistance, step by step, as the

speed in the train is increased. Power

enters the circuit breaker No. 1 switch of

No. 1 half, passes through the resistance,

thence through motor No. 1, through ad-

ditional resistance, through lead and

switcli "J" of the No. 2 half, through

more resistance, thence through No. 2

motor and then to ground. Referring to

the sequence, note that the resistance is

cut out, step by step, until all of it has

been removed, and when the switch "J"

closes of the No. 1 half, the No. 2 motors

ure in full series position.

Q.—Are the motors operated always in

this position?

A.—No ; in order to get greater speed,

the motors are connected in parallel, and

the arrangement of circuits is easily fol-

lowed from the sequence of switches.

This particular locomotive is suitable, or,

rather, is adapted for field control.

Q.—What is the advantage to he gained

from field control?

A.—There are a larger number of run-

ning positions and the operation is more

economical, due to the possibility of ob-

taining a high starting torque with small

current, and then the possibility of cutting

out some of the field and obtaining higher

speed by running on a held notch. In this

particular case, the running points are

noted as full field, and normal field posi-

tions on the "Sequence of Switches"

diagram. Fig. 24.

Improved Landis Threading Machine

for Hollow Safety Screws

The Landis Machine Company, Waynes-

boro, Penna., have recently placed upon

the market threading machines equipped

with special carriages for threading hollow

safety set screws, as shown by the accom-

panying illustration. While these ma-

chines were primarily designed to thread

hollow safety set screws, they may be em-

ployed in threading stock where there is

a continuous thread and a similar method

of holding. The carriages proper are

stationary and support two spindles,

which have a free horizontal movement.

These spindles are brought to the thread-

ing die heads by means of weights which

are attached by chains to the levers oper-

ating the spindles. Tliese weights exer-

this purpose, at the rear of the machine.

These machines may also be used for

threading standard bolts by attaching au-

tomatic opening and closing attachments

for the die heads. When standard bolts

arc threaded, the heads of the spindles on

the carriages are fitted with bolt sockets

for the various diameters within the

range of the machine. These machines

are equipped with Landis AU-Steel Die

Heads, which employ long-life chasers.

American Locomotives in South Africa.

In South .Africa, previous to the out-

break of war in Europe, railway mate-

vial for government use was admitted free

Northern Railway of France in War
Time.

It is noteworthy that in September. 1914,

of the 2 381 miles of the Northern Rail-

way of France, there remained only 428 in

operation, the remainder being in tlie

bands of the German invaders. Yet it was

this section which carried out some of the

transportation wonders of the war. In

December. 1915, the mileage available had

increased to 1.225. Of 768 stations, 346

were then in the hands of the Germans or

closed for traffic.

Boiler Tubes and Scale.

Eminent authorities agree that a layer

of scale one-tenth of an inch thick, and

a steel boiler plate ten inches thick, offer

exactly the same resistance to the passage

of heat.

L.\XDIS MACIIIXE FOR THREADING HOLLOW SAFETY SCREWS.

cise a continuous force upon the spindles

in the direction of the die heads, making

it unnecessary for the operator to advance

the stock for the threading operation.

The heads of the spindles are bored

and fitted with mandrels for holding the

set screws. .\ collar is placed on the rear

of each spindle, making it adjustable for

cutting any desired length of thread. For

the threading operation tlie set screw is

placed upon the mandrel and the spindle

automatically forces it into the die head.

When the screw- is threaded it remains in

a tube which extends through the spin-

dle from the face of the threading die

head to the rear of the machine. The
subsequent threading of screws forces the

finished pieces through the tube, where

they drop into a receptacle placed, for

of duty. By an act of Parliament, all

tenders were considered on a basis of 25

per cent preference for goods of British

manufacture. This new act practically

excluded all but British-made supplies.

Railway officials soon found themselves

unable to handle the growing traffic, or to

obtain the required new rolling stock.

The preference was promptly abolished,

and a number of contracts was placed in

America. Twelve narrow gauge locomo-

tives were delivered in June, two months

before the contracted delivery. The new
locomotives are of the 2-6-0 type, and are

the heaviest and most powerful of their

gauge in South Africa. This order has

proved very successful. And no doubt

future orders will continue to come to

.\nierica.
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The Process of Electric Arc Welding
It^i Particular Adaplaltility to Railroad Work—The Carbon Electrode and the Metal

Electrode Process— Important Reduction in Voltage

i he rapid gmvvtli nf cloctiic .ire ueld-

iiij; i.s (iiic of tlic marked nieeliuiiieal

feature.s dl ihe pre.seiit decade, I'erhaps

its most servicealile field is in its use in

railroad repair shops. In llie welding of

Hues, in lire-bnx and frame repairs, in

the repairing of engine and truck frames,

corroded mud rings, in the upbuilding of

liat spots in ilriving wheels, and the weld-

ing of driving wheel spokes as well as tlie

welding of cracks in lire-box sheets and

bridges in Hue sheets, it is daily coming

into more general and extended iise, and

the recent improvements made in the

means and methods of its appliance are

such that it has now reached a degree of

adaptability that it has become an indis-

pensable adjunct in general railroad re-

pair work. Already nearly all of the

larger locomotive repair shops, and many
car shops are fully equipped with arc

welding appliances, and in nearly every

instance the jirocess is meeting with warm
approval.

Doubtless the general depression oc-

curring in railroad work in recent years

has to a considerable extent hindered the

progress of its adoption, but now that

vastly improved conditions are upon us

the growth of this industry is becoming
more rapid. .-Vnother cause of the appar-

ent degree of slowness has been the fact

that in many instances the workmen were
not sufficiently instructed in the details of

the work. This drawback, however, bids

fair to be remedied, and already special

instructors are coming to be more read-

ily looked upon as essential to the intro-

duction of the appliance. Even schools

are being established which, with some
necessary federal or state regulation, are

sure to be productive of furnishing a

higher degree of skill among those seek-

ing to obtain full knowledge in this new
sphere of industrial activity.

Electric or incandescent welding, or, as

it is generally called, butt and spot weld-

ing, consists of two parts of metal being

joined in a solid mass when placed to-

gether and by means of the necessary

equipment a heavy current of electricity

is caused to pass from one piece of the

metal to the other, thereby heating both

ends of the metal to the fusing point when
the two parts are pressed together and
the weld is made. Welding without pres-

sure is also accomplished by the fusing

of the two metals by simply causing them
to meet and unite in cooling. Generally

speaking, there are two classes of elec-

tric arc welding—the carbon electrode

process in which the electric arc is drawn
between the metals that are to be welded
and a carbon electrode, and the metal

electrode process. In the latter process

the electric arc is drawn between the

mclal lu be weldeil and a metal electrode,

Tbi' reijuirements are an adaptable

source of electric direct current supjily

with a readily adjustable control furnished

with means for holding the electrode so

that it can be completely controlled by

the operator. A protective covering is

also necessary for the operator, also suit-

able Idling material, which in the early

days of electric welding, was usually of

the same metal as that of the metal being

operated upon, but recent extensive ex-

periments have developed alloys that are

not adversely affected by the intense heat

of the arc, Tliis specially alloyed steel

is in the form of an electrode and is com-
posed of a homogenous alloy combined
with such excess of manganese as will be

transferred across the welding arc and be

left in the welded joint to add substan-

tially to its toughness.

There has also recently come into use

a manganese copper alloy w-elding metal

as an electrode forming an arc, which is

composed of iron homogenously com-
bined with such an excess of manganese
and copper over the amount burned out

in the arc as will retain in the welded
joint a substantially additional degree of

toughness and ductility due to said ex-

cess. In general practice these filling

pieces of metal are fed into the welder
and melted into place mixing with the

pieces to be welded similar to the fusion

of solder by the application of a blow-

torch.

The most satisfactory electric arc

welding is done by direct current only. In

the use of the alternating current for arc

welding the arc is very unsteady, and also

noisy and difficult to handle. Not only

so, but the arc has a tendency to become
extinguished as the current passes through
the zero point. The electric power neces-

sary is what is known as a low voltage

application, and although direct currents

of 110. 220 or even 550 volts may be used
in welding, this practice is very wasteful

of energy, and while it may be used in

emergencies, or when power can be se-

cured cheaply, better results are obtained

with 75 volt circuits, and recent improve-
ments have demonstrated the fact that

volts below 50 and even as low as 35 are

already successfully in operation. Ap-
pliances furnished with perfectly control-

ling devices with as low voltage as the

latter figures referred to are already in

service, and bid fair to come rapidly into

popular favor.

The most convenient and economical
method of welding is to use a motor gen-
erator set, the motor being constructed
suitable for operation in the existing cir-

cuit, and applied to drive a low voltage

generator. Either shunt or compound
wound may be used. The former is

adapted for one arc only, the latter is

preferable if several arcs are intended to

be supplied from the same unit. The
power of the motor-generator set should

be adapted to the class of welding to be

done and the number of arcs to be ex-

pected working coincidentally. The tem-
perature rating is not the only considera-

tion, as the service is generally of an in-

termittent kind, although when the arc

is used in cutting, the service may be

nearly continuous when due allowance
must l)c made for the necessities of the

conditions.

When compound wound, commutating
poles should be provided on account of

the heavy overloads expected in the con-
tinued and heavier welding work. What
is known as flat compounding may be
sufficient, while again it may be necessary
to over-compound 3 or 4 per cent of full

load. This is especially the case when an
induction motor is used, on account of the
lessened speed when the heavier load
comes on the motor. Recent improve-
ments in the generating equipment are
such that when commutating poles are
used, a simple and perfect control system
has been devised that meets every emer-
gency.

In closing this brief article it may be
stated that in next month's issue fuller

details of the most approved methods of
electric arc welding will be presented with
illustrations of the appliances that are
now becoming standard on the Erie rail-

road, the Santa Fe and other leading rail-

roads, together with reproductions of
photographs of welds that have been made,
and the relative costs of such work, all

showing a great saving as compared with
the old methods.

Inspection Trip.

Fifty members of the Traffic Club, of
Brooklyn, visited the Bush Terminal re-

cently and inspected the loft buildings,

warehouses, cold storage plant and piers.

The Traffic Club, which is making a study
of the railroad and shipping conditions in

the greater city, will hereafter make
weekly visits to all the industrial centers
and large factories in order to more thor-
oughly familiarize itself in helping to

work out the problems of local industrial

expansion. P. L. Gerhardt. traffic man-
ager of the Bush Terminal Company, was
in charge of the tour, which was followed
by a dinner at the terminal.

Many subjects aflfecting traffic men
were discussed.
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Difference in Braking Power in Cars
Variation in Piston Travel and Cylinder Pressure Cause of Shocks

By W. E. THOMSON, Fort Worth, Tex.

I herewith hand you a chart showing a

si.\tccn-car train. It shows the piston

travel and the cylinder pressures devel-

oped in each cylinder. 1 am enclosing a

cylinder pressure table that shows the

pressure for each inch of piston travel

and the difference in braking power be-

tween cars that have different cylinder

volumes. A glance at this sheet sliould

satisfy anybody where the trouble is that

causes shocks in handling trains. In the

pressure table I have left off the half-

pounds and added a half-pound once or

twice in order to cut out the fractions.

two cars would receive eleven and seven

pounds, if they had the same kind of

triple valves, if they were equipped with

triples that had the quick service feature

the pressure would be much higher, pos-

sibly five or ten pounds more in these two

cylinders. .At any rate, we would have

at least 1500% difference in braking

[lower between the second and third car.

If the train is moving at a slow speed

the shock will be terrific. If the speed is

high the shock will be very light and still

less if a heavy brake pipe reduction is

made. High speed is the only shock-

This train consists of 16 passenger cars, the train line volume is a little more than 18
thirty-four foot cars, but the cylinder volumes are equal to 95 eight inch freight cylinders (11
cylinders 18 ins. diameter, 10 cylinders 16 ins. diameter), requiring same amount of air to
handle it from the brake cylinder point of view. Assuming that the double equipment has the
same pressure in both cylinders.

Those who can't understand unequal

cylinder pressures and its bad effect in

handling trains have studied too much
?bout the brake valve, ports, passages,

valves, and have not studied the brake

cylinder and the different pressures it

develops for the same brake pipe re-

duction.

Can anyone with any air brake knowl-

edge figure out that the engineer can by

some mysterious manipulation of the

brake valve equalize the pressures in the

brake cylinders, and this is what he must

do in order to prevent shocks and jerks.

For example, the engine has the "ET"
equipment, back of the tank the first two

cars have 9-in. and 10-in. piston travel,

the third and fourth cars have 6-in. and

7-in. piston travel, consulting pressure

table, we find for a five-pound brake pipe

reduction the engine and tank brakes,

which are normal, receive four pounds

cylinder pressure. The first two cars

back of tank have the old style, quick

action triple, they would receive two and

one pounds in the order named ; the next

absorber the engineer can take advantage

of.

After consulting Mr. Turner's charts

and papers, we are beginning to get a

little insight into the air lirake apparatus.

We find things to be quite different from

what we were led to believe. That the

brakes need something more than brake-

valve manipulation, that the cylinders

need very serious attention and the pres-

sures must be kept equal if we expect to

have smooth-handled trains.

I am led to believe from the remarks

on slack action, as noted in your June

issue, that the committee desires the

engineer to draw off the brake pipe pres-

sure in sections or "steps," they fail to

give the size of steps that would be best

suited to perform the desired operation

on the brake cylinder ; they also fail to

explain what sizes of cylinder volumes

we are to operate on. Perhaps they are

like the enclosed sketch, varying from

4-in. to 10-in. Personally, I think that an

equalizing pipe with restricted application

ports which would automatically apply

tliemselves to the cylinders having small

volumes would serve the committee's pur-

pose. The pipe should be connected to all

cylinders throughout the train, same as

the driver brake cylinders are connected.

Then the engineer who has made a S, 7,

or a 10-pound brake pipe reduction on

a train of ten or twelve cars with seven-

teen varieties of cylinder volumes could

feel easy, contented and happy with the

thought that the cylinder pressures would

equalize in due time w'ithout any effort on

his part. Another good feature of this

arrangement is the effects of cylinder

leakage, which would be effective in all

cylinders.

I would thank you if you would have

your air brake expert state just how this

train (the one described on chart) could

be handled without shocks. Please ex-

plain fully about "steps" and "loosing

time, if necessary," in order to make
smooth stops. If it is possible, I would

like to learn how to apply the air to a

4-in. cylinder ; also to one that has 10-in.

piston travel. I know there must be quite

an art in performing the operation. Mr.

Turner states the 4-in. cylinder receives

the pressure in half the time the 10-in.

cylinder does. That is what bothers me,

how can I put 21 pounds in one cylinder

and only one pound in the other and

handle the train smoothly.

Cylinder's pressures, resulting from

a Sl-lb., 7-lb. and 10-lb. brake pipe re-

ductions. No leaks of any kind con-

sidered. And the difference in braking

power between cars, caused by unequal

piston travel.
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Items of Personal Interest
Mr. F. 1$. Koscncrans has been ap-

poiated signal inspector of the Great

Northern with office at St. Paul, Minn.

Mr. F. M. Fryburg has been appointed

master mechanic of the Great Northern,

with nITice at Great Falls, Mont.

Mr. J. C. Benson has been appointed

master mechanic of the Montana division

of the Great Northern, with office at

Havre, Mont.

Mr. A. II. Kendall lias licen appointed

master mechanic of the (.'anadian Pacilic,

\>'ith office at Toronto, Ont., succeeding

Mr. W. J. Pickrell, transferred.

Mr. W. R. Elmore, formerly acting

master mechanic of the Nevada Northern,

has been appointed master meclianic on

the same road with ofiice at East Ely,

Nev.

Mr. J. M. Conners has been appointed

car foreman of the Baltimore & Ohio,

with office at Pittsburgh, Pa., succeeding

Mr. E. W. Miller assigned to other

duties.

Mr. H. A. Macbeth, superintendent of

motive power of the New York, Chicago

& St. Louis at Cleveland, Ohio, has been

appointed assistant to superintendent of

motive power.

Mr. B. W. Blue, formerly mechanical

foreman of the Louisville & Nashville at

West Lexington, Ky., has been appointed

acting master mechanic succeeding Mr.

McCuen, resigned.

Mr. B. J. Farr has been been appointed

master mechanic of the Western lines of

the Grand Trunk, with office at Battle

Creek, Mich., succeeding Mr. W. H.

Sample, transferred.

Mr. W. T. Wischert has been appointed

road foreman of engines of the Montana

division of the Northern Pacific, with of-

fice at Butte. Mont., succeeding Mr. Will-

iam Dean, resigned.

Mr. B. H. Davis, formerly road fore-

man of engines of the Delaware, Lacka-

wanna & Western has been appointed

assistant master mechanic on the same

road with office at Scranton, Pa.

Mr. M. J. Flannery, formerly master

mechanic of the Minot division of the

Great Northern at Minot, S. D., has been

appointed general master mechanic on the

same road with office at Great Falls,

Mont.

Mr. William Kelly, formerly general

master mechanic of tlie Great Northern

at Spokane, Wash., has been appointed

assistant superintendent of motive pow-er

on the same road with offices at Spokane,

Wash.

Mr. G. W. Taylor has been appointed

roundhouse foreman of the Rock Island,

with office at Dalhart, Tex., and Mr. W.
B. Crow has been appointed to a similar

position on the same road with office at

Herington, Kans.

Mr. J. E. Baker, foriTK'rly general sales

manager of the Chicago Car Heating

Company, Chicago, 111., has been elected

vice-president. He was for a numlier of

years assistant superintendent of machin-

ery of tile llhuois Central.

Mr. George Durham, formerly master

mechanic of the Delaware, Lackawanna
& Western at Scranton, Pa., has been ap-

pointed superintendent of motive power

and cars of the Wheeling & Lake Erie,

with office at Brewster, Ohio.

Mr. Harry A. Pike has been appointed

assistant to the president of the Call

Switcli Company, New York. The com-
pany which has been located for several

years at Denver, Colo., has removed to

the Singer building. New York.

Mr. F. H. Regan, formerly superin-

tendent of shops of the Delaware, Lacka-

wanna & Western at Scranton, Pa., has

been appointed master mechanic on the

same road, with office at Scranton, Pa.,

succeeding Mr. George Durham.

Mr. Charles Lounsbury has been elected

president and general manager of the

.American Railway Supply Company with

office at 136 Charles Street, New York,

succeeding the late Mr. Walter Chur
who died recently at East Orange, N. J.

Mr. Edward Wray, formerly business

manager of the Railway Electrical En-

gineer, has resigned to accept the posi-

tion of assistant to Mr. R. C. Lamphier,

general manager of the Sangamo Elec-

tric Company, with offices at Springfield,

111.

Mr. N. C. Bettenberg has been ap-

pointed master mechanic of the Minot

division of the Great Northern with of-

fice at Minot, N. D., and Mr. J. J. Dow-
ling has been appointed to a similar posi-

tion on the same road with office at Del-

ta, Wash.

Mr. George W. Daves has been ap-

pointed a representative of the signal de-

partment of the Railroad Supply Com-

pany, with offices at 30 Church Street.

New York. Mr. Daves was engaged for

several years as signal engineer on the

Chicago & Alton.

Mr. Oliver J. Smith has been appointed

manager of the Lima Locomotive Works.

Inc. Mr. Smith has had a wide ex-

perience on the railroad in construction

work, and was for a number of years

piece work supervisor with the American

Locomotive Company in New York.

Mr. C. R. McKinsey has been appointed

master mechanic of the Washington Ter-

minal Company, with office at Washing-

ton, D. C, succeeding Mr. C. B. Cramer,

acting mailer mechanic, and Mr. C. A.

Rossitcr has been appointed general car

foreman on the same road, succeeding

Mr. A. F. Swanick, acting general car

foreman.

Mr. H. E. Stevens, formerly engineer

of bridges on the Northern Pacific, has

been appointed chief engineer on the

same road with office at St. Paul, Minn.

Mr. Stevens began railway service with

the Northern Pacific in the bridge depart-

ment in 1904, and in 1907 he was ap-

pointed engineer of bridges until pro-

moted as above.

Mr. E. C. Fischer, formerly assistant

manager of the Cooke and Rogers works

of the American Locomotive Company,

has been appointed manager of the Cooke

works of that company with office at

Paterson, N. J. Mr. Fisher was foreman

in the Richmond Locomotive Works at

Richmond, Va., from 1899 to 1910, and

latterly transferred to the Cooke and

Rogers Works at Paterson as above.

Mr. A. R. Ayers, formerly principal as-

sistant engineer, equipment department

of the New York Central lines east of

Buffalo, with office at New York, has

been appointed superintendent of motive

power of the New York, Chicago & St.

Louis, with offices at Cleveland, Ohio.

Mr. Ayers graduated from Cornell

University in 1900, and served a special

apprenticeship on the Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern. From 1903 to 1905

he was special inspector; 1905 to 1906,

night engine house foreman ; 1906 to

1907. assistant general foreman at the

CoUinwood shops ; 1907 to 1908, super-

intendent of shops at Elkhart, Ind.

;

1908 to 1909. assistant superintendent

Colh'nwood locomotive shops ; 1909 to

1910, assistant master mechanic at Elk-

hart; 1910 to 1911. mechanical engineer

on the same road. 1911 to 1912, general

mechanical engineer. New York Central

lines west of Buffalo, and latterly as-

sistant engineer of equipment as above.

I

OBITUARY

CoL Robert C. McKinney.

The death is announced of Col. Robert

C. McKinney. chairman of the board of

directors of the Niles-Bement Tool Com-
pany, Plainfield N. J. He was born in

Troy, New York, in 1861, and learned

mechanical engineering in Cornell Uni-

versity. He became associated with the

Xiles Tool Works in 1877, and in a short

time became general manager. The pres-

ent Niles-Bement-Pond Company was or-

ganized by him in 1898.
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John D. Campbell.

After a prolonged illness the death is

announced of John D. Campbell, at his

residence in the Bron.\ Borough, New
York. Mr. Campbell was a prominent tig-

ure in railroad circles for many years, and

held high positions in some of the leading

railroads and construction works, among

which were superintendent of the Man-

hattan Elevated Railroad, assistant super-

mtendent of motive power of the New
York Central & Hudson River Railroad,

superintendent of the Dickson Locomotive

Works, Scranton, Pa. Mr. Campbell

traveled extensively both in America and

luirope and Asia, and was an authority

both in the mechanical and operating de-

partments of railways. He was born in

Port Jervis, N. Y'., in 1846, and received

his early training in the Erie shops there.

Convention of Railway Electrical

Engineers.

The .\ssociation of Railway Electrical

Engineers held their ninth annual

convention at the LaSalle Hotel on Tues-

day, October 31, continuing four days.

Jos. A. .A.ndreucetti, Secretary, Room
411, C. & N. W. Station, Chicago, 111. A
report will appear in the December issue.

Railroad Equipment Notes
The Great Northern will erect a 20-star

round linusc at Great Falls. Mont.

Tlic Western Maryland is in the mar-

ket for _'l) Mallet type locomotives.

The Utah Copper Company has ordered

l.SO ore cars from the Pressed Steel Car

Company.

Mechanical Engineers Railroad

Meeting.

The American Society of Mechanical

Engineers will hold a meeting of the

railroad section on Friday forenoon, De-

cember 8. A paper will be presented by

A. F. Batchelder of the railway depart-

ment of the General Electric Company,

on the Mechanical Design of Electric

Locomotives. Clasp Brakes will be

treated by T. L. Burton of the Ameri-

can Brake Company, St. Louis, and J. E.

Muhlfeld, president of the Locomotive

Pulverized Fuel Company, will present a

paper on Pulverized Fuel for Locomo-

tives. The meeting is expected to be

more than usually interesting and will no

doubt be largely attended.

shops and round house at Squamish,

B. C, and a round house at Lillooet, B. C.

The Pennsylvania is in the market for

4,0lX) to 6,000 trucks. Pennsylvania Linc^

west of Pittsburgh have ordered 4.1XX)

trucks from the Cambria Steel Company.

'I'lie I'ere Marquette has ordered 100

steel underframes from the Pressed Steel

Car Company.

The IJritisli war office has ordered 100

locomotives from the .\merican Locomo-

tive Company.

The Missouri Pacific has ordered 1,500

general service cars from the American

Car & Foundry Company.

The New York, Chicago & St. Louis

has ordered 5,0(X) tons of rails from the

Lackawanna Steel Company.

Tlie Finland State Railways have placed

an order with the .American Locomotive

("ompany for 20 locomotives.

The Orleans Railway (France) has or-

dered SO Mikado locomotives from the

.\merican Locomotive Company.

John Marsch, Chicago. 111., has ordered

6 si.x-wheel switching locomotives from

ihe Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Compagnia Espana Colonisation

has given the American Locomotive Com-
pany an order for 6 locomotives.

The Worth Brothers Company, Coates-

ville, Pa., has ordered 2 four-wheel lo-

motives from the Baldwin Locomotive

Works.

A contract is reported to have been let

to the American Bridge Company for

.'^,000 tons of steel to replace the collapsed

.^pan of the Quebec bridge.

Election of Officers of The Lima

Locomotive Works

Lima Locomotive Works, Inc., held a

directors meeting in New Y'ork on Oct.

20, 1916. This company is successor to

the Lima Locomotive Corporation and

has taken over all property and assets

of the latter corporation. All the offi-

cials of the old corporation were re-

elected as follows : J. S. Coffin, chair-

man of the board ; A. W. Wheatley, presi-

dent; J. E. Dixon, vice-president; W. D.

Cloos, secretary and treasurer. The board

of directors is as follows : J. S. Cofiin.

chairman; S. G. .Allen, A. W. Wheatley.

Franklin Q. Brown. Le Grand Parish,

H. F. Ball and John F. Muhlfeld.

Tile Louisville & Nashville has ordered

6 coaches, 4 horse-baggage cars and 4

baggage and mail cars from the American

Car & Foundry Company.

The Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic

has ordered 200 40-ton flat cars, 200 40-

ton box cars, 100 SO-ton hopper and 10

40-ton refrigerator cars from the Haskell

& Barker Car Company.

1 he Kansas City Refining Company has

ordered 26 40-ton 8.000-gallon and 24 SO-

ton 10.000-gallon tank cars from the

American Car & Foundry Company.

The Harrison Railway Specialties Com-
pany has recently closed an order for 2,000

rotary ring steel dust guards for the

Western Maryland, and an order for SOO

wooden dust guards from the New Y'ork.

Chicago & St. Louis.

The Long Island has ordered 6 ten-

wheel (4-6-0) type locomotives from the

.American Locomotive Company. Cylin-

ders will be 21 by 26 inches, driving wheels

60^ inches ; total weight in working or-

der, 178,000 pounds.

The Wheeling & Lake Erie has ordered

10 Mallet (2-6-6-2) type locomotives from

the .American Locomotive Company. Cyl-

inders will be 2S^ and 39 by 32 inches,

driving wheels 63 inches, total weight in

working order 43S,000 pounds.

Tbe Chesapeake & Ohio has ordered 25

.Mallet (2-6-6-2) type locomotives from

the American Locomotive Company.
Cylinders will be 22 and 35 by 22 inches,

driving wheels 56 inches, total weight in

working order 435.(X)0 pounds.

The Illinois Central is receiving bids

on 400 combination ballast and general

service and 600 steel gondola cars. .Alter-

nate bids have been asked on 600 com-
posite wood and steel gondolas and on

600 all steel gondolas with new specifica-

tions.

The Union Tank Line has arranged for

the construction of 2,250 cars, some of

which will be built in company shops and

some by merchant builders.

The Louisville & Nashville has ordered

1,(X)0 55-ton drop bottom steel gondola

cars and 500 55-ton steel hopper cars from
the Pressed Steel Car Company and is in

the market for 750 steel underframes for

gondola cars and 750 steel underframes
for ventilated box cars.

The Paulista Railway of Brazil has or-

dered 4 Pacific type locomotives from the

.American Locomotive Company. They
will have 23 by 26-in. r-linders, 66-in.

driving wheels, and a total weight in

working order of 220.000 pounds. They
will also be equipped with superheaters.

The Pacific Great Eastern contem-
plates an expenditure of $1,50,000 for

The Chicago & North Western has or-

dered 500 steel ore cars from the Pullman
Company, and has issued inquiries for 500
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PIXON'S
.?»'«'*), PAINT

'*"'»
DIXON tROl IB"- "

A Clear Track
ahead, Railway men, when
you protect your metal

work with

DIXON'S
Silica Graphite

PAINT
It has a world-wide repu-

tation of over fifty years.

Made in FIRST QUAL-
ITY only. Made for

those who want QUAL-
ITY, LONGER SERV-
ICE and LOWEST
COST per year of service.

Because of the peculiar

oilv nature and flake for-

mation of the pigment,

Di.xon's Paint has no equal

ill keeping moisture and
gases away from the metal.

Therefore metal properly

painted with it resists cor-

rosion longer than that

painted with any other

paint. That is the reason

why leading railroads
throughout the entire
world use it as standard.

Write for booklet 69-B
and long service records.

Made in JERSEY CITY, N. J., by the

Joseph Dixon Crucible

dx3Xn Company dXx><n
ESTABLISHED 1827

30-ton steel frame stock cars and 500 ad-

ditional 1)0X cars. Prices are being se-

cured now on 1,5(X) 30-ton wooden box,

1,700 50-ton composite general service and

.^00 stock cars. The company may enter

llie market also for 20 to 50 tank cars and

M)0 t<. .iOO ballast cars.

'\\k Liliinb Vallry Railroad announced

tliat it bad just placed an order for

twenty-live new all-steel baggage and ex-

press cars. 1 he cars, which will be con-

structed along the lines of a special de-

sign prepared by the railroad, will be sixty

feet in length, have six-wheel trucks and

all llic latest improvements for this class

of equipment. The cars will be con-

structed by the Pullman Company.

The New Orleans & North Eastern has

authorized the installation of 23 miles of

automatic block signals on its Alabama

and Vicksburg lines. The equipment con-

sists of 28 style '"S" double case, upper

quadrant, three-position, 10-volt, direct-

current signals; 28 model 12 polarized and

i7 model 13 neutral relays and necessary

Keystone insulated rail joints. The ap-

paratus is to be furnished by the Union

Switch & Signal Company and installed

bv the railroad's forces.

Eight Hour Law in Oklahoma.

l-'ollowing the enactment of the eight-

hour law the Oklahoma corporation com-

mission has decided at once to advance

freight and passenger rates as soon as

the law goes into effect. This increase is

to be a flat two per cent., this figure being

arrived at by taking the bulk advance in

cost of operation claimed by the railroads

and applying thereto tlie known data of

Oklalioma which is complete as the re-

sult of a rate case just closed in the

Federal Court. It means that passengers

will pay an additional one cent for every

25 miles traveled, or a rate of 2.04 cents

a mile. If a rate under the present tariff

is $5 an additional 10 cents will be made.

B-U2

Machines for Pulverizing Coal.

The machines used for pulverizing coal

are divided into two classes, the air-sep-

aration machines and screen machines.

In the former class there is an upward

current of air produced by a fan which

has a carrying capacity sufficient to take

with it the finest particles, but which

will not lift the coarser ones. .\s soon,

therefore, as the coal is reduced to the

required degree of fineness this air cur-

rent will lift the particles and take them

away and will then deposit them in a re-

ceiving tank by means of a cyclone sep-

arator, which is usually vented in some

manner to prevent the loss of dust. In

the screen mill the coal is continually

thrown against a screen which permits

the fine particles to pass through, but

causes the coarser particles to fall back

under the rolls. Pulverization can be ef-

fected in a lube mill or ball mill with

an expenditure of power and cost not

greatly <liffercnt from that of the other

ly|)es.

Railway Fire Protection in Canada.

The prevention of fires in Canada has

been under the control of the board of

railway commissioners for the past four

seasons with good results. It appears

that there were 686 forest fires which

origitiated within 300 feet of the railway

lines under the board's control. The area

burned was 37,263 acres, 33 per cent, being

chargeable to the railways, 21 per cent, to

other known causes, and the remainder

unknown. The estimated damage was

$74,256, of which only 11 per cent, is

chargeable to the railwys. The causes

assigned are, locomotives, 33.9 per cent.

;

railway employees, 9.5 per cent. ; settlers,

12.5 per cent.; tramps, etc., 11.4 per cent.

Testing Railroad Scales.

The two test cars of the United Bu-
reau of Standards have been working to

their utmost capacity to keep up with the

increasing demand for tests on railroad-

track scales. In Chicago 27 tests were

made. In Indiana and Ohio 48 tests were

made. The tests are being made with

the cooperation of the weights and mea-
sures departments, and also with the

boards of trade, state officials, and the

railroads concerned.

Niagara Falls Illuminated

l'i\e liattcries of 100 lamps each im-

bedded in reflecting hoods of ingenious

construction, and distributed over a wide

area through the water, spray and mists

of the Falls of Niagara accomplish a

nightly wonder that will be maintained

regularly through the month of Novem-
ber, and resumed again on May I, 1917.

The light is of 50.000,000 candle power.

The spectacle is beautiful and defies ade-

quate description.

Hardening Lathe Tools.

Heat a good quality of tool steel, not

the high-speed variety, to a cherry red

;

plunge it into salt water until cold : pull

out and hold over the fire until a drop

of water will evaporate when placed upon

it. Then plunge into cold water. This

takes the hardening strain off the tool

and prevents the edges from breaking

out. In practice, a tool of this kind will

work well on chilled spots and keep a

sharp edge.

To Put Copper Coating on Steel.

Dissolve bluestone in water and apply

to the steel, or take a piece of bluestone.

wet it in water, and rub it over tlie

steel. Bluestone should be readily se-

cured in any drug store.
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Books, Bulletins, Catalogues, Etc.

R.'MLWAY Organization and Manage-

ment, by James Peabody. Published

by the La Salle Extension University,

Chicago. 263 pages. Cloth.

This notable book, without question,

fills a much felt vacuum. Mr. Peabody's

long service as chief statistician of the

Santa Fe system furnished him with ex-

cellent opportunities for collecting mate-

rial for such a work, and he had the good

sense in preparing the book for publica-

tion to extend his enquiries into the

methods in vogue on other roads, with

the result that all of the various depart-

ments of railroads are analyzed and pre-

sented separately. These embrace ad-

ministration, operation, traffic, engineer-

ing, accounting as well as the numerous

miscellaneous departments. Examples of

typical organizations are also given. As

is well known the uninitiated think that

railroad organization is bound with too

much red tape. They little know the es-

sential requirements of the involved sub-

ject, and the multiplex duties necessarily

falling upon the numerous departments.

Properly to manage such vast undertak-

ings requires the employment of many

men of varied equipment. So vast is the

range of subjects and so incisive the han-

dling of them that the book before us

may properly be called the most attrac-

tive general introduction to the business

of railroading that has ever been pub-

lished. It is indeed a text book in the

science of transportation, and forms part

of the material of the course of the uni-

versity referred to in interstate commerce.

work on short roads and branch lines.

The largest of them can be safely used on

rails weighing 70 lbs. per yard. A dis-

tinctive feature of these engines is the low

sized driving wheels averaging 54 ins.,

to which their high tractive power at

moderate speeds may be attributed. Some

of them negotiate curves as sharp as 27

degrees, and grades as high as SYz per cent

per 1,000 feet. Copies of this interesting

bulletin may be had on application to the

Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadel-

phia, Pa.

Locomotives for Light Road Service.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works has

just issued Bulletin No. 84, describing and

illustrating locomotives for light road ser-

vice on lines where comparatively light

wheel loads must be carried. There are

four types of these locomotives—the

American (4-4-0), the Mogul (2-6-0), the

Ten-wheel (4-6-0), and the Consolidation

(2-8-0). The first is suitable for passen-

ger service, the second for freight service,

the third is adapted to either passenger

or freight service, and the last having a

heavier weight on driving wheels, is suit-

able for heavy freight service. In all 29

varieties are shown, ranging from the

lighter type of Mogul with a total weight

of engine and tender of 162,000 lbs., and

a tractive force of 19,580 lbs., to the heav-

ier type of Consolidation with a weight of

engine and tender amounting to 310,000

lbs., with a tractive force of 43.000 lbs.

A number of the engines are designed to

use superheated steam. The brick arch is

used where high volatile coal is employed

as fuel. The application of these devices

are determined after a careful study of

the requirements of the service is made.

All of them are admirably adapted for

Simplex Jacks.

Templeton, Kenly & Co., Chicago, 111.,

have published Bulletin catalogue 216,

showing the details of their improved

jacks for steam and electric railroad, con-

tracting industries and other purposes. As

is well known the Simplex jacks possess

advantages peculiarly their own. No other

jack uses a chain to such a decided ad-

vantage in many emergencies. In quick

service in cases of derailment it elimin-

ates the necessity of calling for and wait-

ing on the wrecking crew. The base

generally being massive it is invaluable

for field work as it may be readily an-

chored in any position. In brief it is a

powerful jack that can be effectually used

in the most trying conditions. It appears

in many forms, and the mechanism of all

is such that a load can never be dropped.

.MI the internal parts are well secured

from external dirt and dust. For com-

plete particulars in regard to construction

and uses send for a copy of the catalogue

to the main office at Chicago, 111.

Prevention of Boiler Corrosion.

There are 32 pages of valuable matter

and as many illustrations in a booklet is-

sued by the Dearborn Chemical Com-

pany, Chicago, 111., in regard to the in-

crustation, corrosion, foaming and other

effects of water used in steam making and

methods of preventing the same. The en-

terprising company has earned an enviable

reputation for the success which they have

achieved in the important department of

water purification. The company does not

deal in "cure-all" compounds. Their suc-

cess has been achieved by water analysis

and treatment. Each case is treated sep-

arately after a correct analysis of the con-

ditions. The entire subject is a com-

plex one even in its simplest forms. It

does not follow that the services are higli

priced. Experience has perfected the

methods and the analysis is invariably

correct and the remedy gathered from the

experience of 28 years is applied with

gratifying results. The proper reagents

change the character of the water and the

remedy, as far as scientific research has

been able to go, is accomplished. Send

GOLD
Car

Heating

Lighting

Company

Manufacturers of

ELECTRIC,
STEAM AND
HOT WATER
HEATING
APPARATUS
FOR RAILWAY CARS

VENTILATORS
FOR PASSENGER
AND REFRIGER-
ATOR CARS
ACETYLENE SYSTEM
OF CAR LIGHTING

Send for circular of our combina-
tion PRESSURE AND VAPOR
SYSTEM OF CAR HEATING,
which system automatically main-

tains about the same temperature in

the car regardless of the outside

weather conditions.

Main Office. Whitehall Building

17 BATTERY PLACE

NEW YORK
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Hydraulic
Riveters Clxcd and Portable

Punches, Shears,
Presses, Lifts, Crones

•nd Accumulators.

Matthews' Fire Hydrants,

Eddy Valves

Valve Indicator Posts.

The Camden High-Pressure Valves.

for a copy of the booklet to the main

office and be in.structcd.

Cast Iron Pipe

R. D. Wood & Company
Cnfincers, Iron

rouNders, Machinists.

100 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Nicbols Transfer Tables

Turntable Tractors

GEO. P. NICHOLS & BRO.

1090 Old Colony Bld^ CHICAGO

For Testing and Washing
Locomotive Boilers

USE THE

Rue Boiler Washer
and Tester

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Rue Manufacturing Co.
228 Cherry Street Philadelphia, Pa.

Mnniifacturers of Injectors. Ejectors.

Roller Washers and Testers. Boiler Checks.

Check Valves.

The Carburization of Coal.

The I'owceeco Bulletin No. 2, contains

a paper read recently at the eleventh an-

nual convention of the Smoke Prevention

Association at St. Louis, Mo., by Alonzo

Kinyon, chief consultant of the board of

engineering research fur steam power pro-

duction in locomotive operation of the

Powdered Coal Engineering and Equip-

ment Company, Chicago, 111., in which the

suliject is di.scussed with a profusion of

information in regard to combustion that

is at once instructive and edifying. After

a complete analysis of the subject Mr.

Kinyon points out very clearly that the

apparatus as now designed and controlled

by the company provides for the minghng
of the pulverized coal with the proper

amount of air. This is commenced at the

inception of the movement of the coal

from the storage bin and continued and

intensified up to the very instant of de-

Hvery to the furnace. When to this

mingling of coal and air in transit is added

the intensified mingling action in the car-

burizer, a condition is obtained at the mo-
ment of delivery which is ideal. Com-
bustion is so complete and instantaneous

ihat it amounts to a continuity of minute

explosions that completely burn the coal

and render every particle of heat avail-

able. The paper will well repay perusal,

and copies may be had on application to

the company's office at 1903 McCormick
Building, Chicago.

contains more labor saving devices for

railroads than we have space to enumer-

ate. Among others there are portable oil

burners, carbide lights, locomotive fire

kindlers, sand blast outfits, flue welding

machines, oil rivet forges, oxy-acetylene

apparatus, portable weighing apparatus,

oil and coal dust furnaces, weed burners

and switch throwers. All have stood the

test of time, and their growing popularity

is the best proof of their applicability to

the ends in view. All arc fully described

and illustrated. /\s an example the loco-

motive fire kindler may be referred to.

It consists of a tank mounted on wheels

and carries about twelve feet of oil and

twelve feet of air hose. A burner is at-

tached to the hose, and only three gal-

lons of crude oil are used for each en-

gine. The flame is applied below the

grates, no wood being required, and the

saving in time is about one-half. The ap-

pliance can be used for other purposes

such as heating bent frames, locomotive

tires, thermal welds, and for shrinking

and expanding purposes. It is a money
and time saver. The tire heaters are also

marvels in their way, but the catalogues

should be perused for details. Copies may
be had from the company's office at 213

Pearl street, Cincinnati. Ohio.

Automatic and Manual Systems.

A recent report issued by the Interstate

Commerce Commission shows that of the

250,000 miles of railroad in the United

States, there were about 85.000 miles op-

crated under the block system. Of this

total there nearly 25,000 miles automatic,

and 60,000 manual. There is an annual

increase of the automatic operation over

the report of the preceding year of 7.500

miles.

ASHTOIM
POP VALVES AND GAGES
The Quality Good* That Last

The Aihton Valra Co.

271 FranUlta Street, Bo«»en. Mm«.
No. 174 Market St.. Chicago. III.

Anthracite Coal.

The report of the United States Geo-
logical Survey shows that during 1915 ap-

proximately 79,500,000 gross tons of an-

thracite coal were produced as against 81,-

000,000 in 1914. The average value at the

mines was $2.32, being practically the same
for both years. There is an increased

tendency for the smaller sizes to be used

in domestic trade, thus cutting down the

amount available for steam supply. The
indications point to the gradual dimin-

ution of anthracite as a power plant fuel,

and better provision made to burn satis-

factorily a bituminous fuel.

Labor Savers for Railroads.

Buckeye Catalogues E and D issued by
the MacLeod Company. Cincinnati. Ohio.

Railway Motor Gears and Pinions.

Several types of railway motor gears

and pinions are manufactured by the Gen-
eral Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y.

These are fully described and illustrated

in Bulletin No. 44,419. These embrace
high quality cast steel untreated, and cast

steel untreated both in split or solid types,

as well as various forged steel types. Each
has its particular field of usefulness, and
selection must be governed to a great ex-

tent by local existing conditions. Exten-

sive service tests have proved that all have
shown the highest efficiency in point of

durability, and the most economical com-
binations are those as recommended under
each particular grade. Details are fur-

nished how to order gears and pinions.

-•Ml gears are bored to a finish. Improved
methods of locking nuts and new devices

in spring gears designed for heavy trac-

tion duty have been in service for the last

two years, and the cushioning effect has

been so beneficial that they are rapidly

coming into general service. Among the

new devices is a pinion puller consisting

of a ring or puller designed in the form

of an internal gear, and connected to a

yoke containing the jack screw by two ad-

justable studs entirely preventing injury

to the gear teeth. Comparative sizes of

gear and pinion teeth are shown in de-

tail and furnishes at once a complete

epitome of a somewhat complex subject.

The bulletin should be in the hands
of all interested and copies may be had on
application to the company's office at

Schenectadv. N. Y.
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Economy Devices.

A couple of interesting and instructive

bulletins have just been received at this

office. They are Nos. Ill and 112, Econ-

omy Devices Corporation, 30 Church

street, New York. The first of these

deals with the Straightway Piston Valve

arrangement.

As designed for the ordinary piston

valve cylinders, application of the well

known principles governing the flow of

gases has been put in practice. These

principles are recognized as fundamental

in the design of steam turbines, but are

often ignored in the design of reciprocat-

ing engines. By properly directing the

flow of steam to and from the valve,

every square inch of the bushing port

becomes effective. This permits the use

of a valve only half the size commonly

used, and, at the same time, facilitates the

flow of steam to and from the cylinder

to such an extent that the engine is no-

ticeably smarter and faster.

It is not hard to convince any motive

power man of the desirability of using

the lightest possible valve. Large valves

weighing from 225 to 300 lbs. produce

stresses in valve stems exceeding 7,000

lbs., at high speeds, and this is greater

in certain parts of the valve gear. At

the same time, the matter of steam dis-

tribution has to be given careful atten-

tion. Steam pressure sufticient to produce

an indicator card if it enter a port open-

ing only 5/16 in. to }i in. wide, is not

properly effective, such an opening being

no longer than the "snap shot" of an or-

dinary camera. Obstructions, cramped

passages, sharp turns when they exist are

there at the expense of the admission

line. During the exhaust stroke, the ex-

panded steam is forced out through the

same passage, the port opening being only

little wider and the period of time just

a little longer. Properly designed ports

relieve back pressure, which means many

pounds added to tractive effort of the en-

gine.

The second bulletin. No. 112, shows the

Universal Valve Chest as applied to exist-

ing slide valve cylinders, so that super-

heated steam can be used without the

need of applying new cylinders. The

Economy Devices people say that "this

is not an experiment, but is as fully per-

fected and standardized as the air brake.

It has been adapted to every design of

slide valve cylinder in service in the

United States and Canada, and that the

use of the Universal Valve Chest renders

possible superheating slide valve engines

almost as cheaply as those with piston

valve cylinders, and renders these engines

just as efficient, and as powerful, as the

superheater engines."

The use of the smaller valves results

in a minimum of frictional resistance and

lowers the possible stresses of the recip-

rocating weights.

The valve chamber is designed to re-

place existing slide valves, and supply

piston valves without change in cylinders.

They are arranged for inside or outside

steam pipes and may be used with exist-

ing valve gear or adapted to new out-

side gear. They are adaptable for use

with self-centering valve stem guide.

Either or both of these bulletins may be

had by applying to the company at 30

Church street. New York, N. Y.

Steam Grate Shaker.

An improved locomotive appliance is

dealt with in bulletin No. 700, Series F,

issued by the Franklin Railway Supply

Co. of 30 Church street. New York, N. Y.

The grate shaker consists of two cylin-

ders, a control valve and connections be-

tween the cylinders and the grates. The

cylinder in each case takes steam at one

end which moves the piston. The piston

and cylinder are open to the air in the

centre and the two points of a double

cone in the cylinder act upon a lever which

gives motion to the grates. When steam

is admitted to one end of a cylinder, the

exhaust at the other end is open. The
piston tight at each end is something, in

principle, like the shuttle of a sewing-

machine, but on the locomotive the op-

erating lever for the grates takes the

place of the shuttle-thread. The mechan-

ism is readily applied to any locomotive,

and it is intended to reduce time at ter-

minals, increase time of service and so

add to the earning power of the engine.

By the use of this ingenious mechan-

ism fires may be kept clean on the road

as there is a method of limiting the move-

ment of the grates. This permits the

"touching up," as one might say, of the

grates so as to give the fire a gentle

shake, without the fear of dumping it

into the ash pan. A dull fire may thus

get a new lease of life by loosening it

up so that the air required for complete

combustion may readily get at the glow-

ing mass. Any section of grate, or a com-

bination of sections or the entire grate

may be shaken or "touched up" or com-
pletely dumped out as desired.

A glance at the bulletin which is illus-

trated puts the whole thing before a rail-

road man, and opens up the thought that

a simple mechanical appliance designed to

do a very necessary bit of work, has a

tendency to make those who are bene-

fited by it, extol it and thus insure its

producing substantial results, and after

all is said and done that is one of the

many ways in which skilled workers are

enabled to spell economy for the com-
pany they serve. The device entirely

takes away from the fireman any neces-

sity for great physical exertion, and as it

works mechanically it does its work bet-

ter than a man could possibly do it.

Write the makers of the device for the

circular and see how you view the design

and its purpose.
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You Want Tool Holders

That Have Made Good

ARMSTRONG TOOL HOLDERS
WERE AWARDED THE

GRAND PRIZE
The Highest Possible Award at the Pan-

ama-Paci6c International Exposition

THEY ALWAYS MAKE GOOD

ARMSTRONG BROS. TOOL CO.
"The Tool Holder People"

312 N. Franciico Ave., Chicago, U. S. A.

The Norwalk Iron Works Co.
SOUTH NORWALK, CONN.

I^ikers of Air and Gas Compressors
For All Parpoess

SmnJ for Cataltg
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A New Design of Car Wheel Lathe
Pneumatic Elevating Device—-' Sure Grip" Holder—Pneumatic Tool Clamps

—

Increased Weight of Machine—Greater Efficiency.

An improved car-wheel lathe of extra much stiffer throughout, and this makes the 8-in. journals which arc now being

heavy design has recently heen brought possible a far greater output. The weight used. The machine here described is the

out by the Niles-Bement-Pond Company, of the machine has been so placed as only one on the market that will take

of 111 Broadway, New York. This ma- to reduce vibration under the heavy cuts axles of this size. The largest diameter
chine is of the open-center or end-driven to a minimum, and the high speed steel of wheels that the lathe will take is 44
type. In developing this m;n-biiu> the to. .Is used are capable of very heavy cuts. ins. on the tread.

VIEW OF MLESBEMENT-POND, NEW C.\R WHEEL LATHE SHOWING PNEU.M.VTIC ELEV.\T1NG DEVICE. PXELM.VTIC
TOOL CLAMPS, FACE PLATES AND "SURE GRIP" DRIVERS.

builders have kept in mind the latest re- Of great importance to locomotive One of the most important new fea-

quirements of car and locomotive shops, shops and certain car shops is the fact tures of this new lathe is a quick-operat-

In the first place this new machine is that this lathe will accommodate axle ing, powerful device, which enables the

considerably heavier than any of this journals as large as 8 ins. in diameter, operator to instantly clamp the right-

type previously built. The result of this The machine can therefore be used for hand headstock by simply turning an air

is the production of a machine which is turning locomotive trailer wheels with valve. The device is operated by a large
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air cylinder, and it clamps the head to

the bed simultaneously both at tlie front

and back.

The right-hand headstock is equipped

with power traverse of a new and ef-

ficient construction. The traverse is oper-

ated by an 8-h.p., separate motor placed

at the end of the bed. The motor en-

gages a large friction clutch, operated by

a lever conveniently located so that the

the tools under the heaviest cuts. The
wedge action forms a positive lock in-

dependent of the air pressure. Another
feature that has proved of great ad-
vantage to operators is the magnetic push
button control, which is furnished when
the drive is by direct current. Two push
button switches are situated near the car-

riages; one for starting and stopping the

motor, and the other for slowing down

including the estimated number of jour-

neys by season ticket holders, it was

1,591,000,000. Tlie freight carried that

year totaled 372,000,000 tons.

Equipment of the New York Central.

The New York Central has filed an ap-

plication with the Public Service Com-
mission in regard to the New York
Central Trust of 1917. It proposes pur-

chasing 4,000 steel box freight cars ; 3,000

all-steel coal cars ; 100 steel passenger

coaches ; 100 steel baggage cars ; 30 mul-

tiple unit cars, and 10 electric locomo-

tives. The estitnated cost will be $15,-

(100,000.

Time Fuses of Great Britain.

The American Locomotive Company
has received an order for 1,000,000 time

fuses for the British Government, the

contract providing for renewals at the

option of the purchaser on another

2.000.000 fuses at the contract price. The
order will be divided with the Westing-

liouse Air Brake Company, which com-
pany also shared the 2,200,000 fuse order

placed with the locomotive company last

^ummer and now nearly completed.

FRO.VT VIEW or C.\R L.ATIIE WITH POWER TRAVERSE OF HE.\DSTOCK.

operator can traverse the headstock with-

out leaving his position near the wheels.

The friction clutch is so adjusted as to

slip when excessive power is applied; this

eliminates any possibility of damage to

the mechanism in case the face-plate is

brought up too forcibly against the

wheels. There is no exposed gearing.

The left-hand headstock is of the en-

closed type, and contains the speed change

gearing. The machine, which we have il-

lustrated is equipped with alternating cur-

rent drive. There are six speeds pro-

vided, which are changed by means of

the handwheel and lever, which appear

on our illustration, on the front of the

headstock.

The face-plates are driven by, internal

gearing, which materially reduces the tor-

sional strains on the main driving shaft,

and provides a smoother drive, thus prac-

tically eliminating any chatter. This lathe

is equipped aith a simple and most useful

calipering device by which the operator

can readily mark both wheels to the same

diameter. It consists of an adjustable

pointer on a bar, which is rigidly sup-

ported on the headstocks, and has a slid-

ing bearing in the right-hand bracket.

The tool rests, as on previous models,

are equipped with patent pneumatic tool

clamps. These have proved to be a most

important factor in the great reduction in

the time and labor of wheel turning that

has been made on the Niles-Bement-Pond

wheel lathes. The clamps enable the

operator to make a change, and clamp the

tools, all in a few seconds and without

the use of a wrench. There is absolutely

no chance of slipping or of vibration of

the speed when hard spots are en-

countered.

There is provided with the lathe an

elevating attachment for lifting the

wheels after they have been rolled into

the machine. This consists of an over-

head runway self-contained with the ma-
chine, and equipped with a pneumatic hoist.

New Passenger Station at Newark, N. J.

A contract has been given by the Cen-
tral of New Jersey to F, D. Hyde, New
^'ork, to build a new passenger station at

Broad street, Newark. The building is

to be 45 ft. high, 60 ft, wide in front and
266 ft, in the rear. The length will vary

from 86 ft, to 400 ft. The structure will

have concrete foundations, steel frame.

.NEW ( \R WHEF.E I,.\THE SEEN FROM DRIVING HEADSTOCK (FRONT VIEW).

Bureau of Standards.

The Bureau of Standards of the Lhiited

States Department of Commerce recently

issued a bulletin on ''Some Foreign

Specifications for Railway Materials," in

which it was said that British railways

carried 3,000,000,000 passengers a year,

and 520,000,000 tons of freight. The num-
ber of passengers we carry is about one-

ihird nf that given above— in 1913, by

brick and terra-cotta walls, wood and

concrete roof, with built-up roof. The
cost will be about $550,000.

Reports on Block Signals.

It has been officially announced that on

or before January 15, 1917, the railroads

must file with the Interstate Comiuerce

Commission reports of new block signal

equipment.
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Twenty Locomotives lor the Bessemer & Lake Erie
Heavy Type of Freight Power With Most Approved Forms of Devices

for Promoting Economy in 0|»eration.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works has re-

cently built, for the Bessemer & Lake Erie

Railroad, twenty heavy locomotives of the

2-10-2 type, which constitute a notable

group of engines for road work. Witli

332,700 lbs. on driving wheels and a trac-

tive force of 81.()00 lbs., the ratio of ad-

hesion is 4.07. .\ ratio of appro.ximatcly

4 has been found generally satisfactory

Tliis boiler is c(iui|ipcd with a Street

mechanical stoker, Franklin fire-door and
grate shaker. This door is controlled by

a pedal so located as to be conveniently

operated by the fireman when he is firing

the locomotive. Should the lire-door be

open in case of a burst flue or dropped

crown sheet the instant the fireman re-

leases the |)edal the docjr will close aulu-

livtr which gives motion to the grates.

When steam is admitted to one end of a

cylinder, the c.\haust at the other end is

open. The piston tight at each end is

srimethiiig in principle like the shuttle of

a sewing machine, but on the locomotive

the operating lever for the grates takes

the place of the shuttle-thread. The
mechanism is readily applied to any loco-
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device entirely takes away from the fire-

man any necessity for physical e.xertion,

and as it works mechanically it does its

work better than a man could possibly do

it.

vanadium cast iron. The pedestal shoes

are of Hunt-Spiller metal.

The Franklin Railway Supply Co.'s

automatic adjustable driving box wedge
consists of an adjusting and a floating

FRANKLIN FIRE DOOR AND GRATE SHAKER.

The steam distribution of the engine is

IS in. piston valves, which are set with a

travel of 6J/2 ins. and a lead of K in- The
valve followers and rings, steam chest

and cylinder bushings, and piston bull

rin^s and packing rings are made of

Hunt-Spiller metal. The pistons have

dished centres of rolled steel, with bull

rings bolted on. The valve motion is .of

the Baker type, and the gears are con-

trolled by the Ragonnet power reverse

mechanism. This reverse mechanism is

made by the Economy Devices Corpora-

tion. It was described in our November,

1916, issue, page 379. The reversing of a

heavy locomotive, even under steam, is

rendered as easy as the manipulation of

the brake valve handle.

The main frames are vanadium steel

castings, 6 ins. wide, placed with their

centres 42 ins. apart transversely. The
Commonwealth rear frame cradle is ap-

plied. With this construction the rear

frames, foot-plate, equalizing beam ful-

crums and other attachments, are com-
bined in a single casting. Running gear

details include the Economy front truck.

Cole rear truck, Cole long main driving

box, and Franklin adjustable wedges of

wedge. The adjusting wedge is tapered

on one side to suit the taper of the jaw.

bolt, which passes down through the

binder and the spring bracket attached to

the binder. An adjustable collar is

mounted on the wedge bolt with a spring

between the collar and the bracket, so

that the tension of the spring holds the

adjusting wedge in position and auto-

matically takes up the slack. The floating

or wear wedge fits between the adjusting

wedge and the driving box and is almost

as long as the distance between the binder

and top of the jaw. When the box moves

up or down the play allowed the auxiliary

wedge will slightly relieve the wedge so

that there is no danger of it becoming

seized or "stuck." No attention is re-

quired other than the usual shoe and

wedge oiling and the setting up of the

spring nut when sufficient wear has ac-

cumulated to allow the main wedge to

travel up 54 '"

The engines are also equipped with the

Schmidt superheater, having 48 elements.

The superheating surface is approximate-

ly 24 per cent, of the total water evapor-

ating surface, the amounts being 1237 and

5191 sq. ft. respectively.

The main wheels have plain tires, and

the equalization system divides between

the second and third pairs of driving

wheels, but the frames and spring rigging

are so arranged that it can be readily

changed, if desired, to divide between the

third and fourth pairs. The equalizers

and spring hangers are of open hearth

hammered steel ; the pins are fitted into

liardened steel bushings, and are doweled

in the hangers to prevent their turning.

The sand boxes are four in number,

two for running ahead and two for back-

ing up. To keep within the clearance

limits, they are placed on the round of

the boiler. For the same reason the

iTSS}

FRANKLIN AUTOMATIC ADJUSTABLE DRIVING BOX WEDGE.

and on the opposite side to accommodate

the lesser taper of the floating wedge. To
the adjusting wedge is attached a wedge-

bracket supporting the bell is mounted on

the smoke-box front, and is where a

head-lamp is usually placed.
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The driving brake system is divided,

there being separate pairs of cylinders for

operating the brake shoes on the first

three and the two rear pairs of wheels

respectively. The equipment of the loco-

motive includes flange oilers on the lead-

ing drivers, and also a speedometer.

The tender is of the Vandcrbilt type,

with a tank 105 ins. in diameter. It has

capacity for 10,(XK) gallons of water and

16 tons of coal.

The following tabic contains further

particulars of these locomotives:

Gauge, 4 ft. SYi ins ; cylinders, 30 x 32

ins; valves, piston, 15 ins. diam.

Boiler: Type, straight; diameter, 92 ins.;

thickness of sheets, 7ji in., 15/16 in., 1 in.;

working pressure, 20O lbs.; fuel, soft coal;

staying, radial. Fire Box : Material, steel

;

length, 132 ins.; width, 96 ins.; depth,

front, 93% ins.; depth, back, 76^ ins.;

21,950 lbs.; on truck, back, 49,600 lbs.;

total engine, 404,250 lbs.; total engine and

tender, 585,000 lbs. Tender: Wheels,

number, 8; wheels, diameter, 33 ins.; jour-

nals, 6 X 11 ins.; tank capacity, 10,000

gals.; fuel capacity, 16 tons; service,

freight.

BALDWIN SLING STAY USED ON THE
B. & L. E. ENGINE.

thickness of 'sheets : sides }i in., back )i

in., crown % in., tube % in. Water Space

:

Front, 6 ins. ; sides. 6 ins. : back, 6 ins.

Tubes: Diameter, 5^ and 2}i ins.; ma-

terial, steel; thickness, Syi ins., No. 9 W.
G., 2% ins.. No. 10 W. G. ; number, SJ4 ins.,

48 ; 2^ ins., 269 ; length, 21 ft. in. Heat-

ing Surface: Fire box, 259 sq. ft.; com-

bustion chamber, 129 sq. ft.; tubes, 4760

sq. ft.; firebrick tubes, 43 sq. ft.; total,

5191 sq. ft.; superheater, 1237 sq. ft.;

grate area, 88 sq. ft. Driving Wheels:

diameter, outside, 60 ins. ; diameter, cen-

ter, 53 ins.; journals, main, 13 x 22 ins.;

journals, others, 11 x 13 ins. Engine

Truck Wheels: diameter, front, 30 ins.;

journals, 6x12 ins. ; diameter, back, 42

Ins.; journals. 9 x 14 ins. Wheel Base:

Driving, 21 ft. 4 ins.; rigid, 21 ft. 4 in.;

total engine, 40 ft. 7 ins. : total engine and

tender, 77 ft. 8'4 '"s. Weight: On driv-

ing wheels. 332.700 lbs.; on truck, front.

Chancetaker Necessitates the Wrecking
Train.

The night was raw and damp and the

"stove" committee on the Interstate Rail-

road were hugging the steam pipes in the

round house and were discussing general

topics ; in fact, mostly everything from the

eight-hour law to the way General Fore-

man combs his hair. When in comes Bill

Chance with an expression on his face

as though he had lost his last pack of

cigarettes.

Of course we all wanted to know what

was wrong and why he had not gone

out on the 1753 tonight. Finally, when

Bill got a chance to speak, he told us

why he had not gone out on his run and

did not expect to go for several nights

to come. In fact, he said he was a stay-

at-home until every man at the Inter-

state round house had read and signed a

paper which he pulled from his pocket.

He said: "Last night, after getting en-

gine 17.^3 ready to leave, I backed out of

the round house. I thought the turn-

table was set for me. I kept on backing

up 'till the first thing I knew the tender

was in the turn-table pit and had demol-

ished the shanty on the end of the turn-

table, injuring the turn-table motorman

and also my fireman, who was fixing his

fire at the time. As a matter of fact, the

table was not set for me at all, but for

the "65" on the track next to me.- Of course

I didn't think it was my fault. It was

dark, steam was flying all around, and

I could just about see the lights on the

turn-table, and I thought it was set for

me. Well, I had to report to the master

mechanic on my arrival today and he.

after hearing my statement, gave me a

lecture that I will never forget. The

master mechanic said : 'Young man, can

you show me any good reason why you

should not be dismissed? You thought

the turn-table was set for you and with-

out making sure you were right, you de-

liberately backed into the pit, doing sev-

eral hundred dollars worth of damage

to the engine and turn-table, calling out

the wrecker and blocking in a number of

engines which had their trains waiting

for them. And what is far worse, there

were two men injured and it was cer-

tainly no fault of yours that the motor-

man was not killed and you arrested and

held for manslaughter, and all through

taking a chance and not being sure you

were right before starting. Just stop and

think about the serious offence you have

committed. Your record here so far has

been good, and I have decided that you

are to take this paper, which has a full

account of this accident, and on it ob-

tain the signatures of every man in the

engine service at this terminal. I hope

you will profit by this lesson which you

have learned at such a dear price. And
that it will be an object lesson to every

man who reads this paper." " "This," said

Bill, "is only part of what the old man

said to me and he sure had me thinking

in a way I never did before. And I hope

you fellows will all profit by this object

lesson at my expense."

fCveryone was ready to sign the paper,

for in addition to the "story" of the mis-

hap the master mechanic had put in some

sort of acknowledgment on Bill's part

that he was not only wrong, but need-

lessly wrong; that he knew it and ack-

nowledged being a poor hand at the job.

The "stove" committee read this part with

joy and more than agreed with the stric-

tures on his conduct, which Bill had been

forced to acknowledge were fully called

for. Bill was called a "poor fish" and

similar names not redounding to his credit

and hontir were suggested by the men.

However, the smile of joy on the

"stove" committee's faces deepened to a

serious expression as each found that in

signing he was made to acknowledge that

he was not perfect and to renew his

promises for eternal vigilance in the dis-

charge of his own duties.

Thus was Bill's discomfiture made the

subject of heart searching among his

"friends," much to the profit of all con-

cerned, and thus did "pitiless publicitj"

work for good among the men.

Engineering Works in China.

The Yangtze Engineering Works were

established in Hankow in 1908. It is

purely Chinese and under Chinese man-

agement. During 1915 it erected many

railroad bridges for the Hankow-Schang

railway. There is said to be an excellent

opportunity for an American firm to

handle railway equipment and engineers'

supplies generally. The business of the

firm is expanding rapidly.

Adams-Bagnall Extensions.

The Adams-Bagnall Electric Company
of Cleveland, O., is now completing an

addition to its factory with the instal-

lation of a complete vitreous or porcelain

enameling plant. It is understood that

this company will be the only manufac-

turer of electrical apparatus manufactur-

ing porcelain-enameled, steel reflectors

complete in its own factory.

New Repair Shop on the C, B. & Q.

-A new locomotive repair and machine

shop with necessary power house is being

built by the Chicago. Burlington & Quincy

at West Burlington at a cost of $1,500,-

000. It is expected that the work will be

ready for use by June, 1917.
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Cleaning and Lubrication of Triple Valves
By W. V. TURN

To questions arising concerning the

cleaning and lubricating of triple valves,

I wish to say that the remarks made

by me at the Air Brake Convention at

Atlanta, Ga., define my attitude in the

matter, both as to the time of cleaning

triple valves or other car brake operat-

ing valves and the elimination of oil and

grease from any part or all parts of the

valves. I might add that I have received

a number of letters from officials of the

operating departments of several rail-

roads calling my attention to these same

remarks, and stating that if car brake

equipments could be successfully handled

in the manner outlined, they were wast-

ing enormous sums of money in the proc-

ess of cleaning and lubricating triple

valves.

In order that there may be no mis-

understanding, I wish to state that a

triple valve, control valve or universal

valve should be cleaned as often as it

becomes necessary, and it cannot become

necessary so long as the valve is in a

condition to pass the prescribed code of

tests outlined for use with the standard

test racks. For this reason my reply has

been to allow the valves to run two, three

or five years between periods of clean-

ing, if they will do so, and still be in a

condition to pass a satisfactory test when-

ever it may be required.

The length of time the valves will run

before it becomes necessary to remove

them for cleaning will depend largely

upon the character of the repair work

that is done on them and the kind of

lubricant that is used. It will also de-

pend upon the amount of lubricant that

is used in the brake cylinder and upon

the amount of moisture that enters the

valves through overheated locomotive air

compressors or incorrect locomotive or

yard test plant installations, but the dirt

collectors will materially assist in pre-

venting foreign matter in the brake pipe

from passing into the triple valves.

Usually defective operation of triple

valves occurs shortly after they Have been

cleaned, if oil or grease is used as a lubri-

cant after they have been cleaned. After

they are in service over six months there

is less chance of trouble occurring and

still less after tliey have been in service

a year. The reason for this is, if you

wish to catch a considerable amount of

dust it is only necessary to spread some
liquid around, and if there is any in the

vicinity it will be collected by the liquid,

and if you examine a triple valve that

has been oiled and greased you will find

a collection of dust. I do not say dirt;

dirt is not shoveled into a triple valve.

The substance found is merely a collec-

tion of dust, and if the liquid had not

been present a considerable amount, if

ER, Assistant Manager, W estinghouse

not all of tlie dust, would have passed

througli the triple valve instead of hav-

ing been collected. We clean the valve

and again oil or grease it for the purpose

of catching some more dust.

As to the time for removing the valve

from the car for a test, this may be done

every three, six or twelve months, and it

the valve passes all of the prescribed tests

it may be returned to service or be placed

in stock in the storeroom, but obviously

there will be no necessity for cleaning the

valve or lubricating it if it passes the

tests.

As to the tests, there are three com-

monly used : First, the manufacturers'

test or repaired test, which determines

whether or not the valve is in first class

condition, a second one, having about 50

per cent, of the severity of the first, and

a third, which if the valve fails to pass,

it is condemned or proclaimed as

requiring repairs. When and at what

times these tests are to be made is a

matter that best may be decided by each

individual condition of service, but if

there is nothing apparently wrong with

a triple valve or car brake operating

valve, and if it can he applied with a

4 or 5 lb. brake pipe reduction and

released with a slow rise of from 2 to

3 lbs. in brake pipe pressure, as pro-

vided for with portable brake test trucks,

why should the triple valve be removed

for cleaning? Generally such valves are

in a great deal better condition than they

will be after they have passed through

the cleaner's hands, not only because the

inter-relation of parts will be disturbed,

but often repairs are made that leave the

valves in a much worse condition than

they were before removal from the car.

It will not be necessary to dwell upon

the general effects of frequent cleaning

and lubricating of triple valves for the

reason that so many serious disorders in

brake operation have been cured by mere-

ly refraining from the cleaning of tlie

valves, and I have recommended this

to many different roads. On one electric

road in particular where the brakes are

being operated about 100 times as often

as in ordinary steam road passenger serv-

ice, the valves are never cleaned except

when the car is in the shop, about once in

a year, and I am pretty sure that at the

present time the valve is not then cleaned

if it passes the required tests.

I unqualifiedly endorse the lengthening

of the time for cleaning triple valves; in

fact, were it in my power, I would create

a Master Car Builders' ruling that a triple

valve must never be cleaned until such

time as it fails to pass the M. C. B. tests,

which would result in an improvement in

valvular operation and save an enormous

sum of money for the railroads. Think

.Mr Brake Compan>

how ridiculous it is to place a valve in

i^ervice for three or six months, then re-

move and test it in strict accordance with

the manufacturers' test, and if the valve

fails to pass this 100 per cent, test, which

it might do one week after construction

or repairs, and then condemn the valve

when it has undoubtedly from one to

three years' perfect service left in it. The
whole proposition reminds me of a house-

wife who dug up her rosebush every

morning to see if it was taking root.

Obviously, I am writing this from the

viewpoint of an air brake man rather than

that of a manufacturer of air brake ap-

paratus, or in either event I have only in

mind the improvement in air brake oper-

ation, and when I first advocated the

elimination of oil and grease from triple

valve slide valves it was met with such

a storm of protests that it was some years

before the practice could be introduced,

notwithstanding the fact that it could be

proven at any time that it required just

about twice as much force to move the

triple valve slide valve when oiled or

greased than it did when it was perfectly

dry. I also advocated the same thing for

the piston and packing ring. Can you

imagine anything better than a little oil

and dust for sticking a triple valve piston

packing in the groove? I recommend

testing the packing ring when dry or free

from any kind of lubricant and allowing

them to run dry afterward, but both

recommendations coming at the same

time was entirely too large a dose so that

I was compelled to compromise or

acquiesce to the use of oil in the triple

valve piston bushing merely to satisfy a

popular desire for a piece of foolishness.

Anyone who has been interested enough

to read this far will understand that al-

most any kind of a packing ring can be

doctored with oil or grease so that it

will deceive a test rack operator, but it

is not for this reason only that the oil or

grease should be eliminated ; it is, as

previously stated, for the purpose of pre-

venting the collection of dirt in the pis-

ton bushing, and from causing the ring

to become stuck in the groove.

It has been pointed out in your Air

Brake Department that maintaining a

triple valve slide dry involves the pre-

vention of warm air or moisture from

entering the brake pipe as well as a lim-

iting of the amount of lubricant that is

to be used in the brake cylinder. How-
ever, this will convey my ideas on clean-

ing and lubricating triple valves which

are no longer considered radical, or even

if so, a study of the Proceedings of .Mr

Brake Association conventions will show

that very frequently the radical sugges-

tion of one year will become a recom-

mended practice of the next year, and
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likewise, the time is not far distant when
the unnecessary cleaning of triple valves

will be forbidden and the use of triple

valve lubricant will be met witli a well-

deserved censure.

Combined Hydraulic and Drill Press.

Hv I''.. 1.. Uijwen,

Air Ukaki-: 1''(ire.m.\n, Illinoi.s Centrai.

Railroad.

The accompanying illustration is a re-

production of a photograph of a com-

bined hydraulic and (hill press for press-

ing and drilling connecting rod bushings.

With a press of tliis type the brass bush-

ings can be readily pressed into place

and the grease and set-screw holes drilled

expeditiously with a minimum of han-

dling. The size of the hydraulic ram is

8 ins., and a standard air brake leather

may be applied, and the pump itself is an

old New York No. 2, with the piston cut

off, and operates in cylinders of steel

VIEW OF COMHIX'ED HYDR.\ULIC AND
DRILL PRESS.

tubing. The reservoir, shown at the back

of the illustration, is connected to the

water supply and has an air outlet pipe

tapped into the top of the cylinder and

attached to a three-way cock which, when
the pressure is admitted, forces the ram

down quickly upon the work pressing the

bushing into place. The drill is driven

by a 314 ins. by 3^ ins. double oscillating

air motor, and, as shown, has a lever

movement. The introduction of this

double-acting device has been a success

in our shops, and saved much time and

labor. Its construction is both simple

and economical.

Expander Plug for Stuffing Boxes of

9J4 in. Air Pump.

By F. W. Bentley, Missouri Valley,

Iowa.

It is a well known fact that the stuffing

boxes of the 9^4-in. air pumps after a

EXP.\NDER PLUG, RE.\DY TO BE
DRIVEN INTO PLACE.

period of service become somewhat

worn and consequently smaller at the

ends, owing, of course, to the repeated

draw of the nut and frictional strain upon

ilie threads. This, in time, considerably

affects the security with which the nut

can lie drawn up against its gland, par-

ticularly in tlie case of metallic packing,

.ind increases the growing liability of

stripiiing. A considerable degree of

troulile also commonly results from the

causes referred to in procuring new or

standard gland securely into place when

the necessity for a change occurs of the

inner bore or size of turned piston rods.

The reproduced photograph and sketch

show the application of a very handy ex-

pander plug which drops into the box,

and may be driven by a moderately heavy

bar held through the rod opening in the

other box. The plug is made with a

slight taper and expands the box as much
as is necessary at the top where it is

worn or closed. This admits of the in-

sertioti of a new gland as well as en-

larging the end of the box, admitting a

^32

perfectly substantial draw of the box

nut, and a tight fit of the entire length

of the thread.

The idea of the device originated with

.Mr. F. W. Beck, air pump repair man
liere, and a great many boxes, which

otherwise might have occasioned trouble

at a later date, have been placed in per-

fect condition by the means of this easily

(onstructcd piece.

Valve Testing Device.

By J. A. Jesson,

Louisville & Nashville Railroad.

As showing a quick and reliable

method of testing valves the appended

drawings show the details of a simple

method which has been successfully put

into operation here. Fig. 1 gives the di-

mensions of blocks A, used against the

jaws of a vise between which a valve or

other appliance to be tested is placed.

An opening in the block suited to admit

the ends of pipes admitting compressed

through coupled pipe at C. Fig. 2 shows

the completed appliance, and it will be

noted that gaskets B are used to prevent

DETAILS OF TESTING DEVICE.

the escape of air between the blocks and

the article to be tested. The vise clamps

at D may be so constructed as to have

protuberances adapted to suit notclies in

the blocks to keep them from slipping.

The device precludes the necessity of

numerous pipe connections, as by the use

of quick-acting hose couplings the ad-

vantages of this method of testing

valves will be at once appreciated. As
a labor saver it is a success.

-Zh

DET-AILS of plug, 3/64 TAPER IN 2 INS.

The Wyman Drifting Device.

By G. W. Wyman, Delmar, Del.

Referring to questions asked by Mr.

Byron Baker, Secretary Dominion Legis-

lative Board, B. of L. E. concerning the

Wyman Drifting Device I beg to give

below the information he requested

:

It is true that the matter of lubricating

the steam chests and cylinder is one of

the greatest importance and to success-

fully accomplish this, a properly designed
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drifting device is absolutely essential.

The consensus of opinion so far as we
can ascertain is that the Wyman device

meets all requirements.

Mr. Baker admits that the source of

supply is correct and as to the method

of conveying the steam to the steam

chests would say that we have experienced

no difficulty from condensation on the

Eastern Railroads where wc have this

device in operation to a considerable ex-

tent, although the weather has at times

been down to zero. However in install-

ing this device in Canada where it is

extremely cold throughout the entire

winter would recommend that the pipes

be covered with boiler preparation and

drain cocks be installed to prevent freez-

ing. If preferable tlie auxiliary pipe

could be connected to the superheater

unit side of header, and this would allow

all steam to pass through units before

reaching cylinders and would take care

of all condensation that had accumulated

in auxiliary pipe. While this is within

the patent rights, we would not recom-

mend the adoption of this as saturated

steam is preferable while drifting in order

to cool the cylinder and valve chamber.

As proof that this condensation does

not interfere with lubricant and as Mr.

Baker admits he gives from 5 to 6 drops

for a •40-mile speed limit, we might say

that we have experienced no trouble what-

ever in operating trains of 8 and 9 steel

cars at 70 miles per hour on 3 and 4

drops per minute. This is evidence in

itself that engine is thoroughly lubricated

at all times.

of the wealthy. Then it may be thought

by some that it is a long way from Picca-

dilly to Tipperary, but there is no doubt

that it is a much longer way from the

over-populated East to Cordova.

Conditions in Alaska.

Bv A Raiu«oad Brakeman.

In a recent issue of Railway and Loco-

motive Engineering an enterprising,

young railroad man writing from Cor-

dova, Alaska, stated that he was earning

$150 per month without overtime. Fear-

ing that some of your readers might leave

their homes for the far North, undef

light ballast in order to secure a full

cargo of the legal tender, permit me to

state the plain, naked truth that there are

only two crews on the system of 196

miles that have anything approaching

steady work all the year through, and

they are guaranteed 26 days, or 2,600

miles per month. The brakemen receive

40 cts. per hour; that is $4 per day of

10 hours or less, or 100 miles or less,

which constitutes a day's work.

How your correspondent could earn

$150 per month without overtime would

make interesting reading. We who are

employed here would like to know. The

pay for full time as stated is $104, and

with coflfee at 25 cts., ham and cabbage at

50 cts., steak at 75 cts., and room rent at

$20 per month, and upwards. Other

necessities are in proportion, especially

laundrying. which is among the luxuries

livery side of the feed nozzle. There

will also be provision made to refill the

glasses with water, all connections to the

glasses will be separate and there will be

no danger of forcing oil into the boiler.

I also wish to mention there are no

equalizing tubes.

Force Feed Oiler.

BY H. KREISS, ELIZABETH, N. J.

In order to explain the merits of this

oiler it will be necessary to explain some

of the features of a hydrostatic lubricator

so as to make it clear to the readers.

The principle of the hydrostatic lubricator

is the equalizing of pressures, plus a

column of water under pressure of steam.

In the body of the lubricator there is a

water tube that is connected at the top of

said body and also to the condenser.

There is also an oil pipe that is connected

to the oil passage at the bottom of said

body vvhich also connects the feeds. Oil

being lighter than water floats to the top.

So for every drop of water that enters

Fuel Tests on a Locomotive.

One of the largest of the Mikado type

of locomotives has been mounted on thf

locomotive testing laboratory of the Engi-

neering Experiment Station, University of

Illinois, for an extended series of tests

A co-operation arrangement has been

made with the International Fuel Asso-

ciation and the United States Bureau of

Mines to conduct tests with various size.'

of coal used for fuel, and also with coal

ground to very fine particles. Both hand

and stoker firing will be used in the ex-

periments. The testing laboratory is de-

signed to, permit the locomotive to be op-

erated at any desired speed and at an\

SECTION VIEW OF KREISS FORCE FEED OILER.

the body a drop of oil is displaced and

forced through the feed nozzles and to

the top of the water in the sight glass,

then to circulate with the steam in the

tallow pipe that connects the lubricator

and the steam chest.

My reason for taking up the hydrostatic

first is to show the readers that the

only force that works lubricator is a

column of water under pressure of steam

providing the choke plugs and feed

nozzles and also the tallow pipe are in

good condition. My idea is to take and

attach a small steam pump to a body of

the same design, remove the water pipe

and oil pipe and chokes and force the

oil from the body through the glasses

to the tallow pipe. Of course, the tallow

pipe will have to be pumped full of oil

before it will begin to force oil into the

chest or cylinder. But you can readily

see that my oiler will force the oil drop

by drop into the chest or cylinder re-

gardless of the pressure in same. There

will be no pressure in the body, and will

force the oil whether hot or cold. The
advantage this oiler has is that you al-

ways have an excess pressure on the de-

power output under the same conditions

as prevail in practice, while its perfor-

mance is recorded by means of automatic

equipment for measuring tractive effort,

water consumption, fuel consumption,

smoke production and other factors that

will enter into the investigation. The
locomotive is of the largest type used on

the Baltimore & Ohio and has been loaned

for the purpose.

U. S. Steel Corporation Increases Wage
A wage increase of 10 per cent,

amounting to nearly $20,000,000 per year,

has been awarded by the United States

Steel Corporation to the 191,126 em-

ployes, because of the increased cost of

living. The announcement of the in-

crease, which becomes effective this

month, was made by Elbert H. Gary,

chairman of the Board of the Corpora-

tion. This concern has the reputation of

treating its men with due consideration,

and acts on the theory expressed by the

late Sir William Van Home of the C. P.

R. that contented employees are efficient

employees.
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The Robinson Hose Connector

Air Brake, Steam and Signal Whistle Hose, Automatically Coupled

The idea in designing the vertical plane

coupler was to remove the necessity for

men going between cars during the act

of couphng. The object of the Robinson

connector is much the same. When cars

are coupled, the uniting of air brake,

of a moment.

Its "hands," to still use this simile, are

a pair of curved blades convex on the

"business" side, their contours being

formed to engage with each other,

whether high or low or to one side or

OUTLINE DR.\WIN(; OF TIIF. ROBINSON' CONNECTOR.

steam, and signal whistle hose, does not

entail danger to life and limb, but it oc-

cupies time. The connector gathers these

three kinds of hose up, as one might say,

in its hands and unites them securely and

permanently and does it without the loss

the other and slide "home" with case and

certainty. This device on the connector

may not inappropriately be called the

"gatherer," and when one of these meets

another, the three sets of hose are guided

to place and put strictly in line so that

cars below the couplers, and is supported by

a bracket attached to a lug on each coup-

ler. The connector rests against a rock-

ing pin, placed parallel to the tics, and il

can "give," in any direction when adjust-

ing itself so that the hose may all come
in line. The joints are kept tight by

strong pressure behind them and this

pressure is secured by the compression of

a spring in rear of the rocking pin, for in

the act of coupling, the whole device is

carried backward, the rocking pin mov-

ing along a slotted hole in the con-

nector, as the connector slides back

This gives about 9(X) to 1,500 lbs. pres-

sure on the gaskets, which the connector

has by that time brought into perfect

alignment. This pressure is sufficient to

hold the joints without even a whimper
from internal pressure or by the jolt and

jar of the moving train.

All one has to do is to couple the cars

and by the same act, and by "the same

token," the three hose sets are coupled

up for keeps. No need for men to go

between the cars and take time to con-

nect the hose and see that the joints

are tight. The thing is done and done

properly, without loss of time or energy.

There have been cases wh^re a man has

ROBINSON CONNECTOR READY FOR USE.

ROBINSON CONNECTOR WITH INTERCHANGE FITTING.

there is a full port

opening, each to

each, as they
should be and as

they are. Where
freight cars are

concerned the

steam hose is ab-

sent.

The connector

hangs between the

coupled an air brake hose to a signal

hose. It ought not to be done, and in

many cases it cannot be done, yet like the

exception that proves the rule, it has hap-

pened before now, but not where the Rob-
inson connector has been permitted to do
the business. Automatic action occa-

sionally triumphs over the intelligent

machine called man.

If a car equipped with the Robinson
connector meets one not so equipped.
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all that is necessary is to disconnect

the hose near the "gatherer," and ap-

ply a short length and regular couphng so

as to "get round" the connector. The short

hose is attached by what is called a bay-

onet joint. This has parallel lugs and

spaces, and derives its name from the way

a bayonet was in former days secured to

the muzzle of a ritlc. It, in a way. now re-

sembles the interrupted thread in the

breech block of a large ticld gun. The gas-

ket, which the bayonet joint holds tight, is

a rubber rig with convex surface outside

and a half-moon groove cut out of the

inside.

Coini)ressed air inside the hose and

joints fills the half-moon groove and

forces the edges outward so that it (its

air tight on the joint and all is well. A
bayonet joint can be made in "less than

no time" by anyone, skilled or unskilled.

Men with mits on, in cold weather, can

do it, and when made is "all to the good."

The whole apparatus weighs about .3.S

lbs. and this matter of automatically do-

ing a man's job, insures safety, reduces

time, and avoids possible mistakes, as it

does, and is very well worth looking into

at least. The Robinson Connector Com-
pany, of Branford, Conn., has placed the

device on the market and it has met with

a good deal of very gratifying success.

Coupling two cars together insures the

simultaneous coupling of the attachments.

This device is the logical outcome of the

vertical plane coupler idea and it works

with it as far as surety and time are con-

cerned, and it holds very tightly while

the cars remain coupled, and it discon-

nects easily and without a hitch when the

cars are parted.

The connector has been used very ex-

tensively in Canada and its use is being ex-

tended on two of the principal railways

of the Dominion. The trials upon which

lately placed orders h-ve been based, have

been very severe and the good opinion

it has produced among practical railroad

men is founded solely on performance.

The rigors of the Canadian winters where

snow and ice cover and clog all equip-

ment and intense cold searches out weak
spots, if there arc any, have not put thL>

Robinson Connector out of service nor

disqualified it in any way. The Canadian
Xorthern and the C. P. R. are both using

the connector with satisfaction and the

Virginian railway, probably with opposite

climatic conditions, find the device most
serviceable for their needs. Thus the con-

nector has demonstrated its usefulness in

mild and balmy weather, and in the hard,

cold, persistent snows of the Northland.

Steel Underfrarae Baggage Cars for the

Intercolonial Railway

Air Brake Association.

Mr. F. M. Nellis, Secretary of the Air-

lirake .Association announces that Mem-
phis, Tenn., has been selected by the Exe-
cutive Committee of the 24th .Annual

Convention of the Association to be held

Mav 1-4, 1917.

Cars with Doore Closer than

Equipment for the

The Intercolonial Railway of Canada

has recently built four steel underframe

baggage cars at their Moncton, N. B.,

shops, where the superintendent of motive

power, our old and valued friend Mr.

Geo. R. Joughins, lives. These cars will

be used on one of the best passenger

trains on the road, the Ocean Limited.

Two mail cars of the same type are be-

1. C. K. SOLID STEEL TRUCKS.

ing built at the shops, which when com-

pleted w^ill be used on the same trains.

The baggage cars have solid steel

trucks, and are practically the same as

were designed by Mr. R. W. Burnett at

the time that he was master car builder

on the Canadian Pacific Railway. The
wheel base of the trucks is 8 ft. The

Usual—Steel Trunks Used—
"Ocean Limited"

these cars so that they can be stopped in

shortest possible distance without skid-

ding the wheels.

Another feature which may be men-

tioned is that the side doors are placed

closer together than usual to permit ot

the through baggage or express to be

loaded in either end of the car, and the

floors are covered by hard pine or other

hard wood strips, which dispenses with

the fish rack, thus allowing the floor of

the car to be kept clean and sanitary,

especially when the cars are used for fish

shipments.

,-\n order to build a larger number ot

this type of cars is expected at Moncton.

The cars are 64 ft. 85^ ins. over the

buffers. Each door is 5 ft. wide, sep-

arated by a space of 10 ft. 8 ins. and

along this wall on each side the "vitals"

of the car are grouped. A drop desk for

the baggageman is near one door. Be-

side the desk is a fire extinguisher and

hose rack, a loading plank, and a flat wall-

box Idled with emergency tools. The
space between doors on the other side of

the car carries a gas mantle box, the air

signal valve and the conductor's valve.

The car itself is 8 ft. 10^ ins. inside

width, and the end doors have an opening

2 ft. 2 ins. wide. The car is a good piece

of work and has been turned out by men

I;A(,c,.\c,I-. ( .\k 1(IR nil', I .N i l-.Rl llLc ).\L\L R.\ILW.\\ ill- t.\\.\il\.

truck transoms are steel and are rein-

forced by wide gusset plates which unite

transoms and truck sides in a very sub-

stantia! way.

The draft gear is the latest form of

Miner friction gear designed to absorb

the shock in starting and stopping of

train, and is of sufficient strength to with-

stand the strains caused when the heaviest

type of engine is used. The latest type

of Westinghouse brake equipment is on

not specially trained to the building of

large passenger train equipment.

Use of Leather Belts.

It is good practice to have the hair

side of the belt next the pulley. It is

harder and more liable to crack than the

flesh side, and being harder and smoother

it will run smooth with less slip than

the flesh side. The tendency to cramp

or compress will be less in running over

the pulley when run in this way.
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Convention of Traveling Engineers Association
Summary of Work Done at Twenty-fourth Convention—Reports

and Discussions Thereof

During the years 1891 and 1892 traveling

engineers and other railroad men fell into

the habit of visiting the office of Loco-

MOTivK Kngineering for the purpose of

dicussing current locomotive news and

problems that were becoming prominent

through the pages of Locomotive En-
gineering.

On November 13, 1892, a preliminary

meeting of traveling engineers was held

at Chicago for the purpose of considering

the question of organizing a Traveling

Engineers' Association, having for its ob-

jects and aims the improvement of the

locomotive engine service of American
railways through the advancement of

knowledge concerning the duties of trav-

eling engineers by discussions in common
and the exchange of information on sub-

jects interesting to the members. There

were fourteen traveling engineers at this

meeting. They finished by calling a meet-

ing of traveling engineers in the office of

Locomotive Engineering, New York.

Messrs. Clinton B. Conger, W. O. Thomp-
son and Donald R. McBain were the

leading spirits at the meeting. Mr. Conger

was elected president, and Mr. Thomp-
son secretary.

What may be considered the first con-

vention of the Traveling Engineers' As-

sociation met in the office of Locomotive

Engineering on January 9, 1893. Mr.

Conger was elected president and Mr.

Thompson secretary. The principal part

of this convention was devoted to organ-

ization and the arranging of subjects of

investigation for future meetings. An
important function was a dinner at the

Engineers' Club provided by the pro-

prietors of Locomotive Engineering. The
number of members enrolled up to this

time was 48 active and 5 associate mem-
bers. At the second convention 96 active

and 20 associate members were reported

to be on the roll. The organization has

steadily increased in numbers, till now,

when at the opening of the 24th conven-

tion held in Chicago last month the secre-

tary reported that the association has a

total membership of 1,056.

TWENTY-FOURTH CONVENTION.

The 24th annual convention of the

TraveHng Engineers' Association opened

in the Hotel Sherman and lasted four

days. President J. K. Scott, assistant

superintendent of locomotive performance

of the St. Louis & San Francisco, pre-

sided. There was a very large attend-

ance, the reports presented were excel-

lent and the discussion thereon the finest

we have ever listened to. After some pre-

liminary business came the address.

presidents address.

Me said that the principal aim of the

association is educational. Those men
most capable of training the enginemen

of the country are selected for traveling

engineers, and they arc celebrated for the

efficiency of their work, lie dwelt some

time on the educational advantages de-

rived from studying the exhibits displayed

in convention, and urged the members

present to make good use of the oppor-

tunity open to them.

Railroad supplies have risen in price

owing to the war in Europe, and wages

have also risen, putting a heavy burden

upon railroads. In order that we may
do our part to assist in relieving this un-

usual strain, we as traveling engineers

should zealously guard the machinery, fuel

and supplies under our charge, that the

best possible use may be secured from

them. More skillful operation of the lo-

comotive on the road, and increased ef-

ficiency in the handling of trains are mat-

ters that will tend to reduce cost of oper-

ation. Therefore, we should give our at-

tention and special effort to bring locomo-

tive operation to the highest possible

standard of economy and good service.

He referred to the threatened strike of

trainmen as an averted calamity beyond

words to express. He called for greater

preparedness against strikes by passing

national laws to protect the 100,000,000 of

people, who would suffer through inter-

ference with their transportation facilities,

their properties and industries.

High commendation was given to Sec-

retary \V. O. Thompson for the highly

efficient services he performs for the as-

sociation.

MECHANICAL STOKERS.

A committee's report on the above sub-

ject was presented under the title: "What

effect does the mechanical placing of fuel

in fireboxes and lubrication of locomotives

have on cost of operation?"

The first portion of this report was

made by a committee of which W. L.

Robinson, of the Baltimore & Ohio, was

chairman. He said this report will be

merely an endeavor to record some fact

which may be classed as affecting the con-

ducting of transportation expenses of rail-

ways. Of this, fuel expense representing

approximately 25 per cent., the manage-

ments depend largely upon us to super-

vise, and see that locomotives are in such

condition, so equipped and handled that

as near as possible the maximum rated

capacity will be maintained.

The feeding of fuel into locomotive

fireboxes by mechanical means has passed

the experimental stage, and locomotives
are operating at a mechanical efficiency of
from 85 to 100 per cent., hauling trains

and effecting operating economies that

would not be possible under ordinary

hand-firing conditions.

The application of appliances for firing

solid fuels mechanically had made little

headway until during the year 1912, when
about 200 installations of various designs

had been applied, since which the number
has been increased on the railways within

the United States to about 1,900 at the

present time, and the field developing and

extending.

.'\pparcntly the principal reasons for

the small progress in equipping locomo-

tives with means for firing fuel mechan-
ically made prior to four years ago may
he summarized about as follows

:

1. Size of locomotives, particularly re-

garding grate area and tonnage hauled

per train, which did not make it essential.

2. Lack of any assurance that it would

be possible to fire a locomotive with any

degree of economy as compared with

hand firing.

3. Failure to give proper consideration

to fact that large locomotives so equipped

could be operated nearer their maximum
capacity.

4. No indication that less expensive fuel

could be used than with hand firing.

5. .Appliances with which experiments

had been made not suitable in one or

more particulars to meet the variable

factors of fuel, locomotives and operating

conditions.

6. Impossibility of dispensing with the

regular locomotive fireman and substitut-

ing less expensive labor.

The average tractive power of all loco-

motives in the United States has in-

creased in past 10 years 38.6 per cent..

the heavy locomotive of years ago rang-

ing from 36,000 to 42,000 pounds having

given place to those ranging from 54.000

to 160,000 pounds, and the figures increas-

ing yearly. The average tons handled per

freight train has increased 54.1 per cent.

in 10 years.

With the introduction of larger power

units and resultant increased train load,

various means were introduced to secure

the rated maximum capacity of the loco-

motives, such as brick arches, superheat-

ers, etc., but the amount of coal consumed

by a locomotive for a trip remained sta-

tionary or increased, resulting in some

roads using such heavy power experienc-

ing serious difficulty during the summer

months in retaining experienced firemen

in service, and securing new men of the
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caliber that it could be expected would

later develop into proper material for

promotion to engineers. Therefore, if

the heavy tonnage trains on the roads in

question were to be success, and the

cost of operation held to a minimum, the

necessity for the "iron fireman" was ap-

parent.

The following figures covering the four

railways using the largest number of lo-

comotives with appliances for feeding

fuel mechanically, and by which a large

proportion of their freight traffic is han-

dled, show interesting comparisons of

average train loads. (Figures taken from

reports made to the Interstate Commerce

Commission) :

FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1915, COM-

PARED WITH FISCAL YEAR ENDING

JUNE 30, 1904.

Inc. Avg.

Inc. Avg. No. Tons

Tractive Frt. Per

Power. Train load.

Road A 43% 78%
Road B 40 72

Road C 30.7 72

Road D 29 54

(The locomotive fuel cost per ton mile

on each road shows a decrease for 191S

as compared with 1904.)

The advantages of using mechanical

stokers over hand firing are reported to

be: 1, Increased tonnage; 2, increased

speed; 3, saving of labor of fireman; 4,

elimination of necessity for second fire-

man ; 5. elimination of necessity for

shoveling coal ahead by laborers at in-

termediate points ; 6, reduced necessity

for shaking grates; 7, firemen follow en-

gines more regularly; 8, reduced number

of engine failures ; 9, ability to run freight

trains long distances; 10, smoke preven-

tion: 11. use of inferior grades of coal;

12. improved consumption of fuel ; 13,

maximum pressure of steam more easily

maintained.

Concerning the use of powdered fuel

the committee said the results were

:

1. Smokeless, sparkless and cinderless

operation.

2. Maintenance of maximum boiler

pressure with a uniform average varia-

tion of 3 pounds without popping.

3. An increase of from lYz to IS per

cent, in boiler efficiency as compared with

burning lump coal on grates.

4. Saving of from 14 to 30 per cent, in

fuel of equivalent heat value fired.

5. Enlarged exhaust nozzle area, re-

sulting in greater draw-bar pull and

smoother working of locomotive.

6. Elimination of ash pit delays facil-

ities and expense, and reduction in time

required for and ease in firing up.

7. Maintenance of a relatively high de-

gree of superheated steam.

8. No accumulation of cinders, soot or

ashes in superheater or boiler flues,

smokebox or on superheater elements.

9. No punishment of or overheating of

firebox, new or old sheets, seams, rivets,

patchbolts,- stays or flue beads.

10. Elimination of arduous manual

labor for building, cleaning and dumping

lires, and for firing.

11. Avoids expense and annoyance for

providing various sizes and kinds of fuels.

12. Eliminates the necessity of front

end and ash-pan inspection, and for spe-

cial fuels, firing tools and appliances for

I)uilding fires, and for stoking and clean-

ing tires.

13. Equal provision with engineer for

fireman to observe signals and track,

thus reducing liability of accident.

"Your committee is of the opinion that

the effectiveness and utility of fuel in

pulverized form has been demonstrated

from the past years' development, and

that the progress in the use of this method

of stoking and burning bituminous and

anthracite coals and lignites for generat-

ing power, heat and light on railways, will

be quite marked from now on."

GENERAL SUMMARY.

The capacity of the power unit is

largely dependent upon that of the boiler.

With the increase in size of the locomo-

tive, in the case of many new types the

boiler has had to be enlarged to the ex-

tent of over-reaching the limitations of

hand firing, clearly indicating the neces-

sity of introducing the fuel into the fire-

box by mechanical means. In fact, loco-

motives have within late years been con-

structed, the building of which would

probably not have been attempted had

not the practicability of this means of

handling the fuel been established. There

is little doubt that many locomotive^ are

in service, the maximum capacity of

which is not being obtained, due to the

limitations in connection with the ordi-

nary methods of manual firing on grates.

In order to obtain the resulting oper-

ating savings, the managements of most

roads are constantly endeavoring to in-

crease the train load. Therefore, if large

locomotives are required, it would cer-

tainly not be economical to attempt to fire

them by hand, providing that by so doing

their capacity could not be utilized to the

fullest extent.

The committee on this subject was

W. L. Robinson, B. & O.; E. Hartensten,

C. & A.; J. H. De Salis, N. Y. C; M. J.

McAndrew, M. C; E. A. Averill, Loco-

motive Feed Water Heater Company.

DISCUSSION.

J. H. De Salis said that on the Penn-

sylvania division of the New York Cen-

tral there are IS Mallet and one Consol-

idation engines equipped with mechanical

stokers and superheaters. The engine

crews are assigned to the engines, and

they follow the engines better and take

more interest in their work than those

on hand-fired engines. Many of the fire-

men prefer stoker-fired engines than pas-

senger engines. The train tonnage has

been increased from 3,600 to 3,9(X) with

the stoker-fired engines.

F. P. Roesch : On the El Paso & South-

western there is a long pull of 117 miles

with one per cent, grade, and another one

per cent, grade of 38 miles. In hot

weather it has been found necessary to

reduce the tonnage on hand-fired engines,

but the stoker engines are loaded to full

capacity. While more coal is used by the

stoker engines, it costs only $2.10 per ton.

as compared with $4.65 for the coal used

by hand-fired engines. It is now pro-

posed to put stokers on some passenger

engines, which are required to haul 14

steel cars over the long one per cent

grade.

A. W. Willsie said that the stoker en-

gines on the Burlington use screenings

that pass through two-inch round hole

screens. It has been found that coal pre-

pared on a round hole screen will be

distributed better by the stoker then when

it is prepared through shaker bars.

SMOKE ELIMINATION.

More real progress in smoke abatement

has been made in this country the last

five years than had been made in SO years

previous to this period. This great and

permanent advancement was obtained

through the executive heads of the rail-

roads taking hold of the question. To

some extent this was forced on them by

legislative action, which in many cases

was unreasonable. The smoke problem

is a question of perfect combustion. The

nearer we come to it the nearer we are

to smokeless operation, but when the

varying conditions under which a locomo-

tive is operated are considered it is not

an easy matter. At times it is necessary

to burn as high as 150 pounds of coal per

square foot of grate surface per hour, a

condition that few combustion engineers

ever consider in advocating smokeless

operation. There are cases where the en-

gine crews are not responsible for smoke

violations. One of these is where the

power is in poor condition, but the great

majority of these cases were caused by

carelessness of the engine crews.

There is no question but that seniority

as conducted today, encourage this class

of men, and is an injustice to the man

who takes a pride in educating himself

and doing things the best he knows how

On the other hand, those of us who are

old enough to have worked under condi-

tions existing before seniority became

general, still believe it to be a lesser evil

than favoritism. One thing that could

be done without affecting senior rights

would be to make a record of the men

at stated periods. This would be along

the lines followed some years ago on

many roads when each engineer received

an individual performance sheet monthly,

showing the number of miles made by
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his engine, the cost for fuel, oil and re-

pairs, the engineers' and firemen's wages,

wipers' wages, average cost per hundred

tons per mile, and all details pertaining

to the operation and maintenance of their

engine. It would in our opinion result in

saving the present cost of supervision

needed to keep smoke elimination within

the limits required.

Perhaps the nearest approach to smoke

elimination in the operation of locomo-

tives will come with the use of pow-

dered coal, now being experimented with

on several railroads. The use of pow-

dered coal will afford a more perfect

combustion of the fuel than is otherwise

W. H. Corbett said that on the Michi-

gan Central, in cases of a second viola-

tion, the offender is given a suspended

sentence of five days, which is held over

him for one year. The brick arch and

steam jet smoke consumer give excellent

results.

C. VV. Corning: We fmd on the Chi-

cago & North Western that when firing

up a cold engine, by placing the coal on

the grate and covering it with kindling,

such as edgings from the mill, and igniting

it with waste saturated by coal oil, a fire

can be started with little smoke. The en-

gines must be maintained in good condi-

tion for smokeless operation.

comments upon the pyrometer, drifting

valve, brick arch, mechanical stoker,

grates, coal passer as applied to tender,

automatic fire door, power reverse gear

and flange oiler.

The principal portion of a very volumi-

ous report was devoted to superheaters

The fire-tube superheater, they said, has

come to be almost universally considered

as an essential part of the locomotive.

The economy it affords is recognized, and

it is, without doubt, one of the most im-

portant factors in the development of the

locomotive, in that it has been largely re-

sponsible for the larger locomotives of to-

day.

secTioN e-fl

IMPROVED DESIGN OF SUPERHEATER HEADER.

possible, which will, of course, be a great

advantage, but in spite of that fact there

will ever be a need of the faithful and in-

telligent co-operation of the engine crews.

This latter factor really represents the

most difficult feature of the whole

problem.

This report was read by Martin Whelan,

chairman of the committee, who has long

been known as an expert on the preven-

tion of smoke.

DISCUSSION.

W. L. Robinson did not think it was

necessary to discipline enginemen for bad

smoke performance. Records should be

kept of the offence and explanation called

for. Close supervision is necessary. The

placing of a smoke consumer on an en-

gine is an admission that smokeless firing

is impossible.

ADDRESS BY MR. m'MANAMY.

Frank McManamy, chief inspector of

locomotive boilers for the Interstate Com-

merce Commission, delivered an interest-

ing address, his principal theme being the

systematic inspection of locomotives and

their attachments required under existing

laws. The purpose of the law is to en-

force the motto of this association, which

states : "To improve the locomotive serv-

ice on American railroads." A summary

of his remarks was "The safe operation

of railways depends upon two things

—

good locomotives and competent men to

operate them."

SUPERHEATER.

The committee reporting upon this sub-

ject, consisting of J. E. Ingling, chair-

man, and P. Q. Miller, H. F. Henson, W.
A. Buckbee and A. G. Kenyon, included

The superheater equipment has been

standardized, and is almost identical on

the 12,000 to 13,000 locomotives now op-

erating in the United States and Canada.

Its success is largely due to the broad

engineering policy of those who have been

interested in the introduction of super-

heaters to locomotive practice, as well as

the campaign of education by men thor-

oughly familiar with superheater locomo-

tive operation that has followed the intro-

duction of the superheater among the va-

rious railroads that are now operating

superheater locomotives successfully and

deriving the full benefits from them.

The report then proceeds to give de-

tails of the construction of locomotive

superheaters with the excellent results ob-

tained from their use. A most compre-

hensive discussion followed, which dis-
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playeU in a striking maimer the intimate

knowledge of profound engineering prob-

lems possessed by many of the members.

To publish the report and the discussion

thereon is away beyond our available

space; but we earnestly urge that all read-

ers interested in steam engineering secure

copies of the annual report from Secre-

tary Thompson and study the details for

themselves.

DISCUSSION.

In the discussion of this report, \V. A.

Buckbee, of the Locomotive Superheater

Company, took the lead. He said that in

some cases where superheaters liad been

applied, and no other change made on the

engine, the tractive power was increased

about 10 per cent. This is due to the su-

perior boiler efficiency, due to the super-

heater. The efficiency of the superheater

increases the harder the engine is worked.

It has been found that with the cylinder

hot that the superheater engine will

start a train that an engine using satu-

rated steam will not move. In the satu-

rated steam locomotive a considerable por-

tion of the steam gets condensed when it

enters the cold cylinders, thereby losing

its power producing energy. The con-

densed water also flashes into steam at

the end of the stroke-producing piston

resistance, a condition not present with

superheated engines.

F. P. Roesch said that in order to ob-

tain the full benefit of superheated steam

in locomotives, the engines must be so

maintained that the full energy of the

superheat will be obtained. He insisted

that to ascertain when a superheater

was doing its duty properly the use

of a pyrometer is absolutely necessary.

The difference between the proper tem-

perature and an inefficient temperature is

so hard to determine in the operation of

a locomotive, especially when the power

is used in pool service, that no engineer

can be expected to tell whether or not he

is obtaining the proper degree of super-

heat without a pyrometer. Steam should

be admitted to the cylinders when the en-

gine is drifting to provide the necessary

lubrication, and there is decided benefit

from the use of a brick arch. We have

found that forty degrees more superheat

is obtained when the arch is used, and in

starting there is about lOO degrees more

superheat.

In the long discussion that ensued sev-

eral of the members commended the use

of a pyrometer with superheated engines,

and the point was made that without a

pyrometer the steam gauge is the only

means the fireman has as how to manipu-

late the fire. Under such conditions it is

possible to have a full head of steam and

yet have the temperature of steam so re-

duced that the benefit of the superheater

is neutralized. The critical temperature

of steam was stated to be about 570 de-

grees. The maintaining of this efficient

temperature is e.\tremely difficult without

the aid of a pyron;eter. At way stations,

when the stops do not exceed five min-

utes, the superheated engine has a de-

cided advantage in starting trains, and it

is now a common practice for enginemen

to start the blower and open the throttle

slightly to warm the cylinders before

starting.

On one road 20 engines had been con-

verted from the use of saturated steam

to superheaters without any other change.

Where 3,600 tons had been handled with

the saturated steam engines on- 200 pound

boiler pressure, from 3,900 to 4,000 tons

were handled by the superheater engine

with a boiler pressure of 185 pounds. The

consensus of opinion expressed was that

a locomotive supplied with superheated

steam could haul more tonnage with less

fuel consumption than was possible when

saturated steam produced the power.

H.\NDLING FREIGHT TR.MNS.

This report was prepared by L. R. Pyle,

chairman of the committee, aided by II.

F. Boyle, W. G. Walton, Wm. Owens and

C. W. Irving.

Most of the report was devoted to the

methods and facilities for handling freight

trains. Reference was made to the dam-

age done to draft gear in switching in

yards. It was said that in coupling cars

in yards at 5 miles an hour a buffing

shock of 255,000 pounds had been re-

corded. The committee recommended

that uniform instructions be given to

cover local conditions, and that hand

brakes be kept in good condition to en-

able yard men to stop the cars when neces-

sary.

One of the most fruitful causes of dam-

age to draft gear is the difference in

braking power between empty and loaded

cars. The nearest approach to a remedy

for this is mixing the loads and empties

so that the unequal strain will be spread

over the train.

Braking power on cars varies in differ-

ent parts of the country from 60 to 80 per

cent, of the light weight of the car, and

drops from 17 to 30 per cent, when the

car is loaded. What is urgently needed

is a uniform braking power with both

empty and loaded cars which would enable

railroads to handle long, heavy freight

trains faster and with less damage to

draft gear.

In a new brake which has been intro-

duced by several roads there is a standard

braking power of 50 per cent, of the light

weight of the car and when loaded there is

40 per cent, of the weight of the car. The

greater safety, control capacity and econ-

omy possible by the use of this improved

brake have been thoroughly demonstrated

by various reliable tests.

DISCUSSION.

Walter \'. Turner. Where the brake

equipment is not properly maintained, it

is very difficult to give the engineer any

definite instructions as to how the train

should be handled. It must be remem-
bered that the shocks are caused by the

difference in velocity between the cars.

This difference in velocity is caused to a

large extent by the unequal braking power
on the diflferent cars. A difference of one

mile per hour in the velocity of two cars,

produces a shock between those cars

equal to the weight of one of those

vehicles, provided they are of the same
weight. So it is very important that this

braking power be maintained as nearly

constant as possible, which means that the

piston travel should be standard through-

out the train. The best brake is one that

produces the least velocity between the

cars and which will apply them simul-

taneously.

T. F. Lyons. It pays to make haste

slowly in braking the long, heavy trains

of today. Terminal tests are very impor-

tant. In making coal and water stops in

cities, where there are many crossings, it

is better to stop the train and draw it up

to the water plug slowly, ratlier than to

cut off from the train. By doing this the

train will be ready to start after the en-

gine has received coal and water.

F, P. Roesch said that the trouble of

breaking in two is due very often to

defects in the draft gear caused by rough

handling in the yai^s. It is estimated

that fully 60 per cent, of the damage to

freight cars originates in the yards, and

defective equipment gets out unnoticed.

One break-in-two out on the road caused

by this defective equipment will attract

more attention and the engineer is often

held to blame when it really is the fault

of the men in the yards and the inspectors

who permit defective equipment to get

onto the road.

G. H. Wood, W. G. Wallace and L. K.

Pyle blamed destructive action in yards

for many of the breaks-in-two of trains

that happen on the road.

ASSIGNMENT OF POWER.

P. O. Wood was chairman of a com-

mittee which prepared a report upon the

above subject. His associates were J. D.

Heyburn, D. Meadows, F. R. Melcher,

and W. H. Corbett. The committee held

that the assignment of power should be

in the hands of an officer with absolute

authority and report direct to the gen-

eral manager or other high official.

The assigning of engines with regular

crews versus the pooling is a very import-

ant question, which to a great extent is

governed by local conditions. It is pos-

sible to run engines successfully and econ-

omically over more than one division in

continued service. This will save term-

inal consumption of fuel and reduction of

mechanical forces at intermediate points.

At the end of the engine's run it should

he thoroughly inspected and all necessary
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work done. With modern passenger en-

gines equipped with brick arches and sup-

erheaters, it is possible to run them over

two or three divisions. A number of

mads have proved that engines can be

pooled successfully and economically pro-

vided there is a proper organization to

inspect and repair them.

DISCUSSION.

W. L. Robinson: In 1904 a great many

railroads followed the practice of assign-

ing regular engines to the crews, while in

1914 most of the railroads were using the

pooling system. During that time the

average traction power for locomotives

increased 38.6 per cent., while he ton

miles per locomotive increased only 11.3

per cent. This may be due to the fact

that the engines do not give the service

under the pooled system that they give

when they are assigned.

C. W. Irvine, E. F. Boyle, B. J. Feeney

and others spoke on this subject, most of

them favoring the system of assigning en-

gines.

During tlie closing exercises W. O.

Thompson, secretary of the association

since it was formed was presented with a

past president's badge, being voted an

lionorary past president. The honor was

thoroughly deserved for the magnificent

success of the association has been largely

due to the work of Secretary Thompson.

ELECTION OF OFFICERS.

The following officers were chosen for

the ensuing year : President, B. J. Feeney,

Illinois Central, Memphis, Tenn. : vice-

presidents, H. F. Henson, Norfolk &

Western ; W. L. Robinson. B. & O. Ry.

:

G. A. Kell, Grand Trunk; L. R. PyK,

Soo Line; treasurer, David Meadows;

secretary, W. O. Thompson.

Hydraulic Horizontal

Massive 13ii|

Two powerful hydraulic pressure

pumps have just been constructed for the

Fuget Sound Navy Yard, Washington.

They were designed by the eminent en-

gineer, Wm. H. Wood, Media, Pa., for

the United States government. The

pumps are double acting, having plungers

2]4 ins. in diameter with 12-in. strokes.

They are driven by means of 100 horse

power electric motors made by the Gen-

eral Electric Company. On the end of

the motor shaft, for driving the pumps,

there is a rawhide pinion working

through compound gearing so as to give

the pumps a capacity to deliver 75 gallons

of water per minute against 1,8U0

pounds pressure or 60 gallons per minute

against 2,000 lbs. pressure. The valve

chambers are made of cast steel and are

prepared with rectangular covers. The

valves and tlic scats are of bronze,

each xalvc scat being interchangealile.

Pressure Pum ps—
)lex System
Stephenson's locomotive "Samson" ran

into a market cart containing 50 poun<ls

of butter and 80 dozen eggs. A meeting

of the directors was called, and Stephen-

son's suggestion of a whistle blown by

steam was adopted, lie went at once to

a musical instrument maker in Leicester,

who constructed a steam trumpet, which

ten days later was tried in the presence

of the board of directors. In appearance

it was like a huntsman's horn, 18 ins. long

and 6 ins. across at the top.

Japanese to Widen Railway Gauge.

Japan will probably decide to change

her main railroad system from a narrow

to a broad gauge. The present gauge of

3 ft. 6 ins. was adopted when the first

line was built in Japan. The broader

gauge can be more useful as a means of

cmmunication in connection with na-

Railway Line Material for Direct

Suspension.

The General Electric Company, Sche-

nectady, N. Y., has issued Bulletin No.

44,004-A, superseding Bulletin 44,004, and

showing many marked improvements in

flexible pole brackets as well as changes

in rigid pole brackets with a greater de-

gree of simplicity in clamps and bands for

holding horizontal arms to pole. Details

in regard to forms of suspensions, strain

insulators, double curve suspensions and

wood strain insulators are also given. A
large variety of ears for round and

grooved wire, screw clamp ears and strain

plates are also described and illustrated.

Mechanical splicing sleeves, turnbuckles,

trolley frogs, section switches, feeder m-
sulators. feeder cable splicers and insula-

tors, anchor rods and anchors, and a mass

of miscellaneous data are all presented

with a degree of fulness that meets every

requirement in the need of material for

direct suspension. Copies of this bulletin

may be had on application to the com-

pany's main office at Schenectady, N. Y.

TV1H-; UK IIVDRAII.IC PL'.MPS FuR THE PUGET SOUND N.W

and the crank .shaft is made of forged

steel. The bearings are bronze bushed

and tlie balance of the bearings are bab-

bitted. The bed plates are arranged con-

veniently for motor drive. There are two

sets of these powerful pumps furnished

which are adapted to work with one of

Mr. Wood's hydraulic accumulators with

a 16-in. plunger and IS-in. stroke, being

fitted up with guides for keeping the

course of platform and the shells of the

accumulator. It is also fitted up with

patented bronze automatic safety valves.

tional defence in time of war. Especially

is the change desired in the interest of a

greater development of commerce and in-

dustry. It is planned to inaugurate the

tremendous task involved by widening the

gauge on the main trunk line, which con-

nects Tokio with Shimonoseki. which are

800 miles apart. This is the line which

connects with Corea and the Siberian

Raihvav.

Origin of the Locomotive Whistle.

On May 4. 1833, there occurred an ac-

cident that gave us the locomotive whis-

tle. It was on a level crossing between

Bagworth and Thornton in England.

American Federation of Labor.

Per capita tax reports show that in the

afl^liated unions there are 2.007.650 mem-

bers, which makes it by far the largest

federation of labor organizations in the

world. In the matter of trade unionism,

it seems to be generally admitted that the

United States leads the world.
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Traveling Engineers' Convention.

All the organizations of railway officials

have been formed for the purpose of

promotmg the interests of railways and

most of them perform that object ad-

mirably, but some of them are much

more efficient than others. In reading

the reports of the various railway men's

conventions, we cannot help feeling that

the Traveling Engineers' Association does

more to promote railway interests than

any of the others. The reports of inves-

tigating committees are of a very high

order, and the discussions thereon are

admirable. This applies with singular

force to the proceedings of the twenty-

fourth convention held in Chicago in

Ocotber last.

When the Traveling Engineers' Associa-

tion was formed its promoters chose for a

motto, "To Improve the Locomotive En-

gine Service of American Railroads," and

all through its history of twenty-four years

the members have adhered to the high

principle on which the organization was

established. In maintaining this prin-

ciple, the education of enginemen has

been closely pursued, nearly all the re-

ports having contained matter that is

decidedly instructive to the men operat-

ing locomotives. Although of a technical

character, nearly all the reports are noted

for their simplicity of expression, so much

so, that every fireman can understand

them without difficulty. The reports are

primarily intended for the instruction of

the traveling engineers who attend the

conventions, but they exercise even a

higher function in the education of the

rank and tile of enginemen.

A peculiarity of the Traveling En-

gineers' convention is that the reports

submitted by the various committees near-

ly all relate to current practice, to the

.subjects that are occupying the minds of

the enginemen at the time the reports

are prepared. The first subject thorough-

ly ventilated at last convention was me-

chanical stokers, which was the subject

of a good report and excited an exhaus-

tive discussion. The mechanical stoker

is making rapid strides into favor with

nearly all enginemen, although in the be-

ginning of its career it met with much

obstinate opposition. This was caused

by some advocates of mechanical stokers

asserting that the stokers would be the

means of dispensing with the services of

skilled firemen. Now-a-days the "iron

fireman" is a highly popular personage.

The subject that occupied the greatest

attention of the twenty-fourth convention

was Superheaters. The report thereon

was thorough and exhaustive, and the

discussion that followed the reading of

tlie report was the best discussion of

an engineering subject that we have ever

listened to. The report itself covers 19

pages of the usual size and discusses a

variety of subjects influenced by the

superheater such as fuel, water, boiler

capacity, economy expected, pyrometer,

brick arches, etc. The discussion that

followed was very thorough and mani-

fested wonderful familiarity with many

phases of steam engineering. The fire-

tube superheater has been standardized

and is almost identical on from 12,000

to 13,000 locomotives, representing the

most important improvement on the lo-

comotive since steam cut-off appliances

were introduced.

There was a long report on "Recom-

mended Practice in the Make-up and

Handling of Modern Freight Trains, on

Both Level and Steep Grades, to Prevent

Damage to Draft Gear." This report

made useful recommendations concerning

the handling of trains under nearly all

conditions of train operation. It also

devoted considerable space to the hand-

ling of brakes and on means for prevent-

ing breaks-in-two of trains. This is the

kind of report that would pay railroad

companies to put in pamphlet form for

the guidance of trainmen and yardmen.

In the discussion on brakes which is in

this paper, Walter V. Turner delivered

a most instructive address which we shall

publish in full in a future number.

Among other subjects that occupied

the attention of this convention were

Smoke Elimination, Flange Oilers, Power

Reverse Gear, Power Assignment and a

variety of minor topics, all of them bring-

ing out useful information for the men

engaged in the handling of locomotives.

Making the Locomotive Efficient.

It has been truly said that it was not

the astronomer who devised the telescope,

nor was it the soldier who invented gun-

powder. It might almost be said that it

was not the railroad man who made the

locomotive. The locomotive is the evolu-

tionary cause of the railroad man, and

the railroad man as such did not do every-

tliing to perfect the locomotive and bring

it to the degree of efficiency it has at-

tained to-day.

The people more than any others who
are responsible for the many improve-

ments which may be had to-day are the

locomotive supply people—those firms who
make and sell the accessories now so

necessary to efficient locomotive operation.

A well known example of this is the West-

inghouse Air Brake Company. They are

not locomotive builders, but they supply

an accessory which has now become an

indispensable requisite. There are other

firms, not buiders of locomotives, and they

make and supply the superheater, the fire-

brick arch, the pulverized fuel arrange-

ment, the feed water heater, the steam

gauge, the injector, the bell ringer, the

air sander, the automatic coupler, the

valve gear, the reversing mechanism,

the headlight, the gauge glass, the flexible

staybolt, the automatic stoker, and many
other devices. Not one of these but must

lie bought from agents or manufacturers,

outside the railroad personnel.

The men who deal in these things are

experts in their various lines, and they

have devoted time and thought and have

spent money in developing each his own
specialty. This is not to say that there

are no able superintendents of motive

power, surrounded by capable and intelli-

gent men, but the fact is that the main-

tenance of locomotives and cars and the

operation of the same is a work by itself

so arduous that the assiduous perform-

ance of these duties leaves little time for

studied experimentation or inventive

thought.

The supply man has a straightforward

incentive to do this work. He studies the

locomotive problem and a leak or a par-

ticular want of efficiency strikes him, and

he sets to work to better the performance

of the locomotive as he believes it may be

improved. He studies, devises and pro-

duces an appliance. Here the necessary

co-operation of the superintendent of mo-

tive power comes to his aid, with permis-

sion to try his invention, and aid may be

given in the way of practical sugges-

tions. The work, however, comes from

outside, and the mutual endeavor of rail-

road man and supply firm results in the

evolution of a new device designed to

bring about greater efficiency, and the

measure of this success redounds to the

pecuniary advantage of the inventor.

This important work; this tireless hunt

for better operating appliances and greater

efficiency exerts a powerful influence on
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the locomotive, considered solely as a

mechanical power producer. It Incomes

a better machine. Its greater elticiency

spells economy on the railway company's

ledger. The appliance maker has created

a new mechanical industry in which thou-

sands of men are employed, which were

not hitherto mobilized for any industrial

campaign, and it lightens the labors of

those engaged in locomotive operation

and enables them to turn out more work

and better work than has heretofore been

possible.

With all due credit, generously and

fairly given to the intelligence and judg-

ment of railroad men who pick out with

discrimination the better from the poorer

among the appliances ofifered from the

outside, there nevertheless stands the

important fact that the supply man has

been the chief factor in the sum total of

improvement, which undoubtedly exists

to-day. The supply man has directed his

energy to the practical work of definite

improvement. Each firm devotes itself,

almost automatically, to a certain line, so

that the efficiency which resides in the

division of labor is theirs. They are

working for profit, and manufacturing

costs are scrutinized. They are making

the American locomotive a better ma-

chine, incidentally able to compete on

equal or superior terms with similar work

lone in other lands. They have created a

vast industry at home, and have held

scientific and trustworthy advance to be

the legitimate end sought. Progress there

has been, in which, though there may be

the brief ebb and flow of the advancing

tide, yet the full flood is in the one direc-

tion. An advance is being made in which

there is no ultimate step backward.

There is too much tendency among rail-

road officials to regard coal merely as

fuel without troubling themselves to find

out if any difference in quality exists.

Yet there arc very simple forms for test-

ing coal that ought to be familiar to pur-

chasers and users. ' One simple test is

based upon the quantity of pure lead that

will be released from its oxide by a given

weight of carbon. Litharge is oxide of

lead, and contains 34.5 units of lead to

one of oxygen. When finely powdered

coal, mixed with oxide of lead, is heated

to the combining temperature, the oxygen

of the compound unites with the carbon

and leaves the metallic lead. The quan-

tity of lead precipitated gives the means

of determining how much carbon there

was in the coal. Any intelligent man

ought to he able to work out that experi-

ment.

Test of Coal.

The fuel question is very active among

our railroads at present, and ardent hopes

are entertained that the methods of

utilizing coal dust for locomotive fuel is

destined to greatly reduce the cost of

locomotive fuel in the near future. We
believe this to be true and think that no

line of improvement is destined to reduce

the expense of railroad operating so

effectively as the combustion of coal

refuse.

While this is no doubt true, we believe

that more attention directed to the qual-

ity of coal bought by most of the rail-

roads would lead to better results in

-team generation. There is great di-

versity in the quality of coal bought for

use in the locomotives all over the coun-

try. It is no uncommon thing for the

coal from one set of mines to have from

10 to 20 per cent, more carbon than the

coal from another source of supply. As

the carbon is the vital element in the

coal, care ought to be taken to choose the

best quality of the coal, as the price is

generally about the same.

Ventilation of Railroad Cars.

In the matter of ventilation of railroad

cars one important point stands out very

clearly and that is, that much that we

have learned about ventilating buildings

is inapplicable to the ventilation of mov-

ing railroad cars, yet the proper ventila-

tion of these vehicles is just as important

as schools, large offices or public assembly

halls.

In tlie matter of schools, as many cubic

feet of fresh air are allowed to ten pupils

as is contained in the entire body of a

40-foot car, and this air must be con-

stantly removed and an equal amount of

fresh air brought in. This could be very

well done by opening the doors at each

end of the car and letting the air flow

through, but there are practical difficulties

in the v\-ay of applying this crude method

of ventilation.

In the first place draughts must not be

produced. The changing of the air must

not sensibly reduce the temperature of the

car. The ventilator openings must keep

out rain and snow, and the whole must

operate automatically, or as nearly so as

possible, and this means that the ventilat-

ing system shall not take up the time of

a trainman to an undue extent. It is

clear that the whole problem is beset

with difficulties of a very real kind, and

that a haphazard system blindly applied,

is bound to fail.

To add to the complications in the

work of ventilation, railroad cars run at

varying speeds, they change their direc-

tion and from time to time, they halt.

.Any body of persons' collected from

"hither and yon," are never unanimous

in their opinion as to whether a car is

too hot or too cold, yet at the very first

breath of Spring the windows are opened

and all seek for the draught, to which

they objected so strenuously in the

winter.

A car may be very satisfactorily ven-

tilated, and yet not have the "clean"

smell which so many people think is the

test of efficient ventilation. -An "unde-

sirable citizen" may vitate the surround-

ing air, to the great discomfort of his

fellow passengers, and yet the flow of

pure air into the car may be free and

wholesome. Like the foot-print of a

horse in a clear stream flowing over a

muddy bed, the stirred up ooze and slime

may foul the whole flow below it. A
similar condition with air cannot legiti-

mately be charged against the ventilating

system.

Car ventilators are not air purifiers and

the odor from the occupants of the car

or the dust and grit admitted through the

openings, do not alte» the efficiency of

the ventilators, whose object is to per-

mit the inflow and exit of air. at a certain

rate, in a given time. Neither does the

ventilator cool the air as it comes in,

and any cooling effect that may be ex-

perienced, results from the evaporation

of whatever moisture there may be pres-

ent in the car or on the bodies of the

passengers.

The monitor roof, or clearstory, was

originally designed for ventilation pur-

poses, but the series of openings usually

provided along the raised roof are not

by any means suited to provide for the

proper or regular and even change of

air, nor are they entirely satisfactory at

all times, when wind, rain or snow beat

steadily at them or when a "cold wave"

envelops the moving train.

We have here not proposed any definite

system of ventilation, we have rather

tried to set forth briefly some of the

difficulties which beset those who have

this work in hand ; and we commend
these points to the thoughtful attention of

those to whom the providing and main-

taining a satisfactory and efficient system

is one of the duties of their ofiice. and

we bespeak intelligent judgment from the

traveling public.

Announcement.

We desire to state briefly that the pres-

sure upon our columns has been such that

we have been compelled to shorten some

of the departments of R.^ilway and Lo-

coM0Tr\T. Engineering, and it will be ob-

served that the space devoted to what are

usually known as editorials has been di-

minished. Our Question and Answer

department has been eliminated, and all

questions in the future will be promptly

answered by mail. Many of them were

almost repetitions, and the space can be

readily filled with new matter. N'ext

month we will begin a series of articles

embracing the illustration and description

of a complete set of tools used in air

brake repairs, and other new features will

be incorporated at the same time so as to

bring our reading pages up Ceven more

than they are now. wherever possiblet to

the high standard of excellence which we
have set before us.
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Electric Arc Welding
II. Details and Illustrations of Operations

In the fully equipped railroad repair

shops the electric, oxy-acetylene and ther-

mit welding appliances are to be found in

operation. Each has its special advantage,

the electric arc process being specially

suitable for what may be classed as plate

work, the oxy-acetylene for cutting and

general work, and the thermit process for

heavy kinds of work such as frame weld-

ing, wheel repairs and other work of a

heavy kind. The success of the various

kinds of welding depends largely on the

skill of the welder, and as we have al-

ready stated the operations necessary are

not to be learned in a day.

Conlining ourselves in the meantime to

the subject of electric arc welding and

taking up briefly the question of equip-

ment, it may be stated that if direct cur-

rent is available from a shop or com-

mercial circuit, welding can be done from

this source of electric supply, but it is not

economical ; in fact, it is a waste of power

and should not be thought of except, per-

haps, where welding may be done at only

rare intervals. In such a case unless par-

ticular arrangements are made in regard

to insulating the work, there is a certain

amount of danger not only to the welding

operators but to other employees. Where

there is a reasonable amount of welding

to be done it is always preferable to use a

motor generator set, the motor being con-

structed with attachments suitable for

operation in the shop, and used to drive a

low voltage generator. The generator

may, if necessary, be driven by belts from

a steam or gas engine, or from a suitable

line shaft in cases where electric power is

not available.

\'arious sizes of welds require different

strengths of current, and means of regu-

lating the current is necessary. This is

readily effected by inserting resistance in

the welding circuit, connecting it in series

in the arc. This resistance is necessary,

otherwise a short circuit would occur

where the electrode was applied to the

work when striking the arc. This would

occur even after the arc is drawn and

operation begun. The series resistance

has the effect of steadying the arc. An
electrode holder must be supplied, and if

there are a number of forms, nearly all of

which are so constructed tliat a spring or

clamp which securely holds the electrode,

may also readily remove it. The holder

adapted for a metal electrode differs

from that for the carbon electrode, being

lighter and more compact. The carbon

electrode holder also has a shield on the

handle to protect the hand of the operator

from the heat of the arc. This is not

necessary in the case of the metal elec-

trode, as the gloves of the operator are

sufficient protection. A hood or shield is

also necessary tor protecting the eyes

from the dazzling brilliancy of the electric

light. Experience has shown that the win-

dow of the hood or shield is best adapted

for operation when several layers of glass,

one or more of red and others of blue or

green, the combination being of a more

subdued and softer effect un the eyes than

any one of these colors used alone. A

Fi^. I.

protection around the work is sometimes

necessary as the strong light is confusing

to other workmen who may be engaged in

the vicinity.

Coming to the actual operation of weld-

ing, and assuming that two steel plates are

ready for welding bevelled as shown in

rig. 1. If the plates are more than yi in.

in thickness it is good practice to bevel

Fig. 2

from both sides, if it is practicable to

apply the' electrode on both sides. The
work, if small, may be laid in a metal

table forming the positive terminal. With

the resistance of the circuit properly ad-

justed for the work in hand, the circuit

breaker and main switch being closed, the

operator takes the electrode holder in one

of bis gloved hands, and with filling ma-

FIG. 3.

terial, if necessary, within easy distance,

and closing the window of his hood, and

touching the electrode to the metal to be

welded and instantly withdrawing it to a

distance of at least two inches, thus ignit-

ing the arc. It should be borne in mind

that with a long arc there is a lesser de-

gree of opportunity for particles of carbon

to enter the molten metal and thereby pro-

iKice a hard weld. The heating effect of

a long arc is also more regular with a

more even distribution. .\.n arc three or

lour inches in length is the most service-

able. If the arc is too strong, or too weak
from insufficient current, the resistance

in the circuit may be increased or de-

creased until the desirable arc is obtained.

A rotary motion of the hand is neces-

>ary in order that the flame may strike

upon a comparatively large area of the

surface about the weld desired, will take

place, and the resultant cooling will fol-

low with a lessened danger of cracking

or the making of a hard weld, the arc

being continued to play upon the surface

of the metal until the metal is in a state

of fusion, and the filling material, if

used, combines and the whole is thorough-

ly melted. It is advisable, if at all possible,

to persist in one continuous application

of the arc until the opening is entirely

filled, as shown in Fig. 2. If a second

application should be necessary care

should be taken to remove all scale. A
wire brush will readily clean the surface

sufliciently, althougli sometimes chipping

may be resorted to with advantage.

It may be stated here that with proper

welding material, correct temperature and

accurate heat control a perfect metal is

formed, but the perfection in welding fre-

quently eludes even the most painstaking

operator. It is essential that the arc must

actually touch and play over every part

of the surface of the joint, otherwise the

complete fusing of every part is impos-

sible. There is no particular difficulty in

the operation. It is a mere matter of

taking care rather than of profound skill.

The trouble, if it does come, is that the

defects are completely hidden. No kind

of inspection reveals the flaws until the

actual tests are made. It need hardly be

said that it is necessary to begin the weld-

ing process at the bottom of the weld.

Fusing will naturally begin there first as

the metal is thinner and the weld can be

built up in a solid mass if tlie proper care

is taken in the manipulation of the arc.

It should be borne in mind that al-

though carbon electrodes have been re-

ferred to, the metal electrode process is a

later development and has a distinct field

of application differing in many cases

from the older process. It has an im-

portant advantage in work where it is

necessary to localize the heat to the great-

est extent possible, thereby lessening the

strains on account of expansion and con-

traction. There is perhaps no better il-

lustration of this than in the case of weld-

ing a cracked bridge in a flue sheet. With
the metal electrode process also it is pos-

sible that welding can be done in a ver-

tical plane, and in many cases from be-
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neath the piece where the repair is neces-

sary. It may he stated here that the metal

electrode differs from the carhiiii elec-

trode in the length of the arc, the metal

electrode heing comparatively short, and

also has the quality of furnishing the fill-

ing material itself as it fuses and flows

into the work to be welded. Not only so,

but as we stated in our article on the sub-

ject last month, a specially alloyed steel

containing an extra (piantity of manga-

nese and copper has been found to add to

the stability of the weld on account of the

amount of these alloys that is burned out

in the formation of the weld.

Again, as we Iiave already stated, per-

haps the most useful field for arc welding

with the improved metallic electrode is in

its varied use in railroad repair shops.

The ingenuity displayed by skilled weld-

ers seems limitless. As an illustration, it

is well known that small cracks arc very

apt to occur over the upper flues in the

firebox side of the flue sheet. Before the

introduction of autogenous welding this

defect was difficult of repair. Small holes

were drilled in the cracks, the holes were

tapped and threaded pieces were screwed

in and carefully riveted over, but in a

short time the leaks showed again with

all their attendant annoyance. Fig. 3

shows a method in vogue in the Long
Island Railroad shops of eflfectually over-

coming the difficulty. A piece of steel

plate 3-16 in. thick is shaped sufficiently

long to cover the refractory flues, with

their attendant cracks, extending a short

distance under the flue holes and lapping

over the curve of the sheet on the top.

This plate is securely welded on the water

side of the flue sheet, and the flue holes

subsequently filled up by the welding pro-

cess on the firebox side. If it is deemed
necessary to drill new holes for the flues

tliis may be done and by leaving a slightly

longer bridge between the new holes and
the adjacent holes, a degree of security

being thereby reached that has not failed

in a single instance.

This may properly he looked upon as

one of the smaller operations in repairing

firebox or flue sheets. Tt is quite common
to cut out pieces in the sides of firebox

sheets extending to 10 ft. in length and
embracing an area occupied by seven

rows of flexible staybolts, and fitting a

new piece with a V shaped joint as shown
in Fig. 4 the piece may be welded m
place by a skilled workman in five hours.

and the bolts returned to their places, that

portion of the sheet extending over the

mud ring rarely requiring to be disturbed.

Pieces of pitted crown sheets may be

speedily removed in the same way and a

new piece welded on the water side. Fur-

nace doors also have been cut out on ac-

count of crack development, and a com-
pleted piece embracin.g outside and inside

sheets fitted in and welded by the same
process with a saving of 36 tap bolts. By
the old process of repairing, the operation

wcjuld occupy two men at least three days

time, whereas one skilled welder would

complete the job in nine hours, and after

long continued service no further crack-

ing of seams in the region of the fire

doors has been developed. The extent ol

the repair is shown in Fig. 5. Indeed, it

is safe to state that the repairing of fire-

box sheets is one of the most common
jobs performed by the electric arc process

m railroad work, in many instances the
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welded sheets being partially renewed a

.--ecijnd or third time.

The building up of worn parts of frames

that may be cut by spring hangers and

other appliances is also coming rapidly

into use, as well as the stirrups of driving

boxes and other parts subject to excessive

liressure and consequent deterioration,

may in a short time be made as good as

r.ew. Generally speaking, in the complete

overhauling of a locomotive, which occurs

at intervals of about a vear and a half of

FIG. 5.

regular service involving a running of

50.000 r 60.000 miles, a great economy is

effected by the use of the electric arc weld-

ing process. A new back flue sheet is be-

coming more and more necessary in re-

cent service, and this important piece of

work is greatly facilitated by the use of

the electric arc, and in the application of

patches, when necessary, almost a double

period of service can be got out of the

modern locomotive boiler, when it has

been so equipped. The advantages se-

cured by this form of welding are only

now in the earlier stages and as the field

to be covered is wide, one may expect to

see numerous improvements as time

goes on.

Powdered Paper Refuse Used Instead

of CoaL

A substitute for coal, manufactured

from the waste material of paper fac-

tories, is described in a report from the

American Consul General at Christiania,

Norway.

The inventor of the process is Mr. R.

V. Strelenert, a Gothenburg engineer.

] he invention consists of producing "coal"

powder from sulphite lye obtained from

the sulphite factories. A plant is to be

built and equipped at Greaker for this

purpose. It is stated that the result of

the process produces a "coal" powder il-

most equal in calorific value to first class

coal—that is about 6,900 calories against

7,000 in the case of the best English coal.

The process having been tested and

proved to the satisfaction of Norwegian

interests, a company under the title of

Sulphite Coal, Limited, has been formed

with a minimum capital of about $428,000.

It has been estimated that if coal powder

is made of all the sulphite lye refuse in

Norway, 30 per cent, of the import of coal

would be replaced. The works will be

erected in the vicinity of the sulphite mill

at Greaker, Norway, so that the lye may
be transferred to the "coal factory," as

it is here spoken of, direct from the sul-

phite kilns.

.According to the Strelenert method, the

lye will be mixed with some foreign ma-
terial after the boiling of the sulphite and
then it will be transferred to a large kiln

where it is boiled under high pressure.

During this process the lye is changed
and the substance which is converted into

"coal," sinks to the bottom and is then

taken out in the form of a thick black

paste. The water which remains in the

paste is then removed by placing it in a

centrifugal machine, and the residue is

the "coal" in a powdered form. The pow-
der will then in all probability be made
into briquettes and used in the same way
that coal is used.

It may seem strange that "coal" can be

produced from lye, but under the sulphite

process only 45 per cent, of the weight of

the timber is utilized in making paper

and the remainder falls into the lye as

refuse, and it is this matter which is over

one-half of the timber, which Mr. Strele-

nert's process transforms into fuel. The
wood thrown into the lye when making
wood pulp, from which paper is ultimately

derived, is at the present time completely

lost, and the loss is considerable. This

waste material, when made available,

forms a most valuable by-product. The
sale of the by-product, in this case as in

others, has an economic value by reason

of the fact that it tends to cheapen the

cost of production, so that what wood
pulp there is made, becames cheaper, and

the cost of paper has a tendency to be-

come lower in price. Those who can ad-

vantageously use powdered fuel find this

form now available at a reasonable price.
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Air Brake Department
The Universal Control Equipment—Improvements

Some months ago we stated that a

complete description of the construction

and operation of the U. C. (Universal

Control) passenger car brake equipment

would be printed in tliese columns as

soon as the necessary cuts of the ap-

paratus could be secured, but up to the

in Brakes for Passenger Cars

feel inclined, for various reasons, to give

this brake system any publicity until after

it had been thoroughly tested out under

actual conditions of service. It has now
been in operation for several years and

appears to be practically perfect in every

detail and the company has no further

objection to descriptions of the apparatus

it is not desired to touch upon the elec-

tric operation until after the present

pneumatic operation is thoroughly ex-

plained and the reason this cut was used

is that it is of a suitable size for these

pages. The photographic views show the

universal valve from two different angles

and the blanking flange is shown on the

GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF THE UE UNIVERSAL EQUIPMENT FOR PASSENGER CARS.

present time they were not available,

first, for the reason that the equipment

was largely in an experimental stage and

a number of changes were made in the

universal valve for the purpose of elimi-

nating undesired features which devel-

oped after the valve had been in service

for a considerable period of time ; and

ftirther, the Air Brake Company did not

The writer considers himself fortunate

in having been able to keep in close con-

tact with the operation of this brake from

the time it was first placed in service, and

at the present time considers it to be the

only perfect passenger car brake in steam

road service.

The illustration of the general arrange-

ment shows the electric attachments, but

face for the electric portion as the valve

appears in service at the present time,

operating in harmony with all previous

types of brake equipments.

When this brake was designed for the

Pennsylvania Railroad, the emergency

stopping distance of the train was not

the only consideration, as the railroad

company demanded a brake that would
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also manifest certain improvements over

triple valve operation, and in order for

anyone to obtain a thorough knowledge

of the operation of the brake it will be

necessary to first understand the objects

sought in the design of the universal

valve, and thereafter the reasons for

using the various portions and the man-
ner in which the parts operate and why
they assume the various positions will be

readily comprehended.

The idea was first to design a valve for

the operation of a brake cylinder, or two
cylinders per car, that would operate in

harmony with all previous types of triple

valves and control valves and be so ar-

ranged that when desired it could also be

electrically operated without any change

in the pneumatic portions. It was also

desired to retain all of the automatic fea-

tures of the triple valve and eliminate

the undesirable ones, such as undesired

quick action of brakes, stuck brakes or

brakes failing to release when desired and

the application of brakes when not de-

sired, the latter usually being termed as

"brakes creeping on."

In order to accomplish the elimination

of undesired quick action, it was neces-

sary to entirely separate the service and

emergency functions, the service portion

being on one side of the bracket and the

emergency portion on the other, and the

operation of the service portion is en-

tirely independent of the operation of the

quick action or emergency portion.

In order to prevent the undesired op-

eration of brakes, that is, the creeping on

of brakes when the train is running along

the road with the brake valve handle in

running position, it was necessary to de-

sign a valve that requires a definite brake

pipe reduction of 5 or 6 lbs. to produce

an application of the brake. This becomes
apparent when it is understood that the

reason that brakes apply under this con-

dition is that the application is due to

brake pipe leakage and a defective con-

dition of the brake pipe feed valve, or,

in other words, that a triple valve in

the train is more sensitive to respond to

the brake pipe reduction through leakage

than the feed valve is sensitive to open

and supply the leakage. Anyone who has

not experienced these troubles in brake

operation is indeed fortunate, but where

it is a practice to mount worn air hose

clutches or couplings on new hose and to

locate feed valves on top of the locomo-

tive boiler or where they are subject to

very high temperatures, these troubles

will be experienced when the train rounds

a sharp curve or passes over a short

cross-over.

In order to positively insure the re-

lease of brakes when desired under the

various different conditions encountered,

it was necessar>' to so design the uni-

versal valve that an increase of from 1

to I'A lbs. in pressure in the brake pipe

would cause a movement that would

bleed the brake off in the same manner
that a triple valve releases when the

bleeder cock in the auxiliary reservoir

is opened, and at the same time it was
necessary to accomplish the release with-

out using air pressure from the brake pipe

for a recharge of the system until after

all of the brakes have had ample time

to release.

In order to maintain uniformity of op-

eration with other types of brakes it was
necessary to obtain full service braking

ratio, or 60 lbs. brake-cylinder pressure

with a 24-lb. drop in the stored volume
for the operation of the brake cylinder

in service, or in other words, the 60 lbs.

brake-cylinder pressure is to be obtained

with a 24-Ib. brake pipe reduction, and
as this pressure is not to be exceeded
during ordinary service operation a safety

valve was necessary.

Obviously, it would be economical and
convenient if but one size of operating

valve could be provided for all different

ryPE C PIPE BHACKET CONTAINING
QUICK ACTION AND QUICK ACTIONCLOSING CHAMBERS

QUICK ACTION CHARGING
CHECK VALVE

QUICK ACTION PORTION

HIGH PRESSURE CAP

PROTECTION VALVE

SAFETY VALVE

SAFETY VALVE
CUT-OFF VALVE

QUICK ACTION PORTION
WITH HIGH PRESSURE CAP

the quick action throughout the train by
opening the brake pipe to the atmosphere
at each universal valve in the train.

The emergency brake cylinder pressure

or emergency braking ratio may be any
figure desired, regulated by the sizes of

the reservoirs employed, and if a braking

ratio higher than 150 per cent, is desired,

two brake cylinders per car may be used
Safety and protective features are added

whereby a depletion of the brake pipe

pressure results in an emergency appli-

cation of the brake, that is, when the

pressure in the brake pipe is reduced tc

a • predetermined figure from any cause

whatever the brake will work in quick

action with full emergency braking ration

By the employment of large reservoir

volumes there is also ample protection

against a loss of train control through
a depletion of air pressure.

Positive release after an emergency
application is also provided through ar

arrangement whereby the brake pipe

EQUALIZING
PORTION

QUICK ACTION VALVE BLANKING FLANGE

VIEW OF UXIVERSAL VALVE FROM EMERGENXV PORTION SIDE.

sizes of brake cylinders, and this, also,

has been accomplished by controlling the

flow of air to and from the brake cyl-

inders in service operations through dif-

ferent sized choke plugs in the main
bracket, which is a fixture on the car.

A graduated release of the pressure

from the brake cylinders is provided dur-

ing pneumatic operation, which may be

used or be cut out entirely. Quick serv-

ice features are obtained when the valve

is electrically operated. With this im-

provement in the service operation, the

emergency or quick action operation was
also improved upon in that the high

emergency brake cylinder pressure is ob-

tainable at any time after or during a

full service application of the brakes and
the high pressure is retained to the point

of stop.

Coincident with the high emergency

brake-cylinder pressure, provision is made
for positively continuing or propagating

pressure need only be increased above the

point of equalization of brake cylinder

and service volumes, regardless of the

pressure developed thereafter, which may
be as high as 105 lbs. from a 1 10-lb. brake

pipe pressure.

These features are now considered to

be essential in a satisfactorj- brake for

modern passenger train service, and when
this is taken into consideration it will

be realized that the features are obtained

with very few additional parts as com-
pared with the results attained.

In order to obtain the desired actions

it was necessary to divide the stored vol-

ume for service operation, one of these

reser\-oirs being the auxiliary reservoir,

the other the service reservoir, and an
emergency reservoir is also necessary,

which may. or may not. be divided into

two separate volumes, depending upon
the emergency braking ratio desired.

In the Pennsylvania Railroad equip-
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meiit, which will be described, the emer- reservoir, 20Hx48, and the small emer-

gency reservoir volume is divided, the gency reservoir depending upon the

large volume being used for a quick re- emergency braking ratio desired. To

charge of the service reservoir after a

service brake application, the graduated re-

lease feature being cut out, and the small

emergency reservoir being used to pro-

vide a higher brake-cylinder pressure for

emergencies.

V*'PIPt TAP • AUXILIARY RESERVOIR

* PIPE TAP LARGE EMERGENCr RESERVOIR

maintain uniformity with triple valve

equipments the P. R. R. size is 10.\33 ins.

For the 18-in. cylinder tlie 10x33 au.xil-

iary, the 16x33 service and the 205^x54

large emergency reservoir are used, and

for the 14-in. brake cylinder the same

rPIPE TAP SMALL EMEHGENCV RESERVOIR

1' PIPE TAP- SERVICE
RESERVOIR

EMERC.tNC^
CHETK
VALVE

fRELEASE PISTON
COVER

EQUALIZING PORTION

VIEW OF UMVKRSAL VAT-VK FROM EorAI.IZIX(

BRAKE CYLINDER

PIPE TAP BRAKE PIPE

1/2 PIPE TAP - BRAKE CYLINDER EXHAUS''

PORTION SIDE.

All pipe connections from tlie brake pipe auxiliary, the 12x33 service reservoir and

and reservoirs are made to the mam
bracket, which is a fixture on the car,

so that any of the movable or operation

portions of the valve may be removed

without disconnecting any pipes.

The large emergency reservoir is some-

times termed the quick recharge reservoir

and the smaller reservoir is called the

small emergency reservoir, and each res-

ervoir has a separate connection with the

universal valve bracket as well as the

brake pipe and brake cylinder. The brake

pipe branch contains the usual cut out

cock and centrifugal dirt collector. The

automatic brake slack adjuster is used on

the brake cylinder and the brake cylinder

pipe contains a cut out cock whereby the

brake may be cut out for repairs or on

account of defective brake rigging with-

out bleeding the compressed air out of

the reservoir or for maintaining pressure

for the water raising or other systems

that may be operated with compressed

air.

The auxiliary reservoir remains a

standard size, 10x33 ins. for all sizes of

brake cylinders, but the service reservoir

volume varies with the size of the brake

cylinder so that the combined volumes

equal that of the standard size of auxil-

iary reservoir used with the brake cylin-

ders on triple valve equipments.

With the 16-in. brake cylinder, the

auxiliary reservoir will be 10x33. the serv-

ice reservoir, 14x33; the large emergency

the 20V2x36-in. large emergency reservoir.

In next month's issue the operation of

the universal valve will be touched upon.

Improvements in Brakes for Passenger

Cars.

The readers of these columns are well

aware that there has been a remarkable

will not always give the desired results

in modern passenger service for the rea-

son that the pressure may be withdrawn

from the brake pipe at a more rapid rate

than at which it can be restored; there-

fore, the ordinary types of triple valves

may apply the brakes or be moved to their

application position at a time when it is

not desired, and conversely they may re-

main applied at a time when it is desired

to move them to release position. This

defective release action is also aggravated

by the fact that all of the compressed air

required for recharging the auxiliary res-

ervoirs after a brake application must

be obtained from the brake pipe, and this

drain on the brake pipe commences be-

fore the triple valves at the rear end of

a long train have been moved to their

release position, consequently this drain

on the pressure in the brake pipe may not

only retard, but actually prevent the re-

lease of brakes on the rear end of a train.

Air brake engineers have agreed that

the service braking ratio for a passenger

car should be 90 per cent., based on a 24-

Ih. drop in pressure in the auxiliary res-

ervoir, to be obtained in not less than

seven seconds' time, and that the emer-

gency braking ratio should not be less

than 150 per cent, and should be retained

to the point of stop, if the shortest pos-

sible stop is desired in cases of emergency.

The high speed brake will not develop

more than 125 or 130 per cent, emergency

braking ratio at the maximum brake-cyl-

inder pressure, and this will be reduced

to about 90 per cent, by the time the train

comes to a stop unless the application is

made at a low rate of speed.

In contemplating a new type of pas-

senger car brake, the average railroad

man sees only a new idea or a manifesta-

tion of inventive faculty, while the fact

of the matter is that each one of the

UE-12 UNIVERSAL VALVE PIPE BRACKET.

improvement made in the operation of

passenger car brakes : in fact, the ordinary

high speed brake or the type P triple

valve equipments are generally consid-

ered as being an obsolete type of pas-

senger car brake. It is generally recog-

nized that a car brake operating valve

equipments was designed to meet a cer-

tain requirement and each one has in turn

fulfilled the expectations. When the

weights of cars and locomotives had in-

creased to such an extent that the high

speed brake was no longer able to stop a

train of cars from a 60-mile per hour

that applies on the same diflferential in speed on a level track in less than from

pressure that is required to release it 1,800 to 2,200 ft. distance, a more effi-

i
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cient air brake was demanded and the

brake manufacturers responded witli brake

equipments that would meet the various

conditions.

The L. N. equipment was designed on

what may be termed the spur of the

moment. During a competitive brake

trial the high speed brake failed to stop

the train in the required distance, by about

300 or 400 ft., and Mr. Turner told his

engineers at the Air Brake Company's
shops over the telephone just what kind

of a valve he desired for the purpose of

stopping the train in question in the re-

quired distance, and this valve was made
and applied to the cars within four days

of the time Mr. Turner requested it.

With the addition of another air reservoir

on the car it did the work and was after-

ward developed into what is now the L.

N. equipment. Obviously, the chief re-

quirement at this particular time was the

emergency slopping distance, but other

features such as quick service aiul gradu-

ated release were added.

A study of the summary of the air

brake tests at Toledo, O., in 1909, will

show that the L. N. brake failed to meet

the requirements, and that something

more than the high brake cylinder pres-

sure developed by this equipment was
necessary if the weight of cars then used

were to be stopped in a distance of 1,200

ft. from a 60-mile per hour speed, which

was decided upon by the Master Car
Builders' Committee to be a distance in

which a train of cars should be stopped

by an efficient air brake. At this time it

was also discovered that something more
than a high brake-cylinder pressure was
required to produce the desired stop dis-

tance, and during the tests Mr. Turner
designed a brake with two brake cylinders

per car, one for service and both for

emergency stops, or 180 per cent, emer-

gency braking ratio was obtained through

the use of the two cylinders, and this

was afterwards known as the P. C. or

passenger control equipment. This brake,

with the consequent building up of the

foundation brake gear, provides an ade-

quate brake for modern heavj' passenger

cars.

The most serious air brake problem of

today is not, however, in the air actuated

mechanism, but in the foundation brake

gear, for obviously, the high brake cyl-

inder pressures are of very little advantage

if a large per cent, of the gain in pres-

sure is lost through inefficient brake rig-

ging.

The foundation brake gear problem has

been solved by the clasp type of founda-

tion brake gear, or the two brake shoe per

wheel system, and the advantages of this

particular type of brake rigging is so evi-

dent that it is almost a crime to equip a

car with the old standard rigging. Its

advantages can be summed up in almost

one word when it is understood that with

a well designed clasp brake the difference

lietween standing and running travel oi

the brake cylinder piston is about % of

an in. During the Toledo tests the dif-

ference with the standard rigging as a re-

sult of an emergency application was as

much as 5 and 6 ins., due to distorting

the rigging and trucks and pulling the

trucks closer together.

The Pennsylvania Railroad, however,

demanded an improved brake that would

not only shorten the emergency stopping

distance, but would manifest an improve-

ment in service oi)eration, and the U. C.

or universal control equipment was built

for this railroad. Their demands at this

time were so exacting that the use of

electric current was necessary to obtain

the desired results, but its operation was

so successful that this brake has been

adopted liy them as their standard, there

lieing hundreds of the valves in use, pneu-

matically operated, and by the end of the

year 1919 the brakes on all of their fast

passenger trains, if not on all passenger

equipment, will be electrically operated.

An Automatic Stop.

A simple automatic stop applied to a

locomotive has recently been brought out

by Mr. !\L B. Bulla, a conductor on the

El Paso & Southwestern. It consists of

a control mechanism, placed in a box on

the locomotive. In connection with this is

a storage battery of about 6 volts, and a

contact shoe situated on the tender.

There is also a steel brush attached to

the end of a tie adjacent to a signal. The
brush is used instead of the ramp which

is a part of other systems, and the brush

BULL.^ STOP Sin\.\r. MECH.\MSir.

is placed the desired distance ahead of

each automatic signal.

Bond wires are used to bridge the in-

sulated joint so that any dragging mate-

rial which tore out the brush would break

the track circuit and put the signal at

"stop." The brush is connected to the

rail through a relay which is actuated by

the signal battery and controlled by a

circuit controller on the signal mechan-

ism.

When the signal is at "stop," connection

lietween brush and rail is completed.

The circuit may be broken through the

track relay. This is so arranged to pre-

vent the signal sticking at clear. This

apparatus has been given a trial on the

El Paso & Southwestern, and also on the

Galveston, Harrison & San Antonio, and
has worked satisfactorily. The type of

apparatus used, is that referred to in this

article.

The form of the mechanism need not

be minutely described here. It works all

right, and the brush is designed to be

available when the ground is covered
with snow and ice. The fundamental
idea in this as in other "stop" signals, is

to prevent a man from making a failure.

Many people, while believing in the in-

tegrity of purpose of a locomotive engi-

neer, yet are convinced that there are

brief times, when, strictly speaking, he is

not his own master. It has been noticed

that a man who for some reason makes a

failure is liable to do it again in a short

time, and to do it again until as some
say "his luck changes." This is not the

explanation, but the phenomenon exists,

and Mr. Bulla's stop signal is a legiti-

mate attempt to deal with the many
vagaries of the normal human mind, and
it is an endeavor to prevent the momen-
tary lapses which are all too liable to

bring disaster in their wake.

It acts if the engineer becomes in-

capacitated for duty on the engine from
any cause, and it is useful and efficient in

foggy weather.

The mechanism is compact and easily

applied and the whole subject of man fail-

ure and the methods of correcting it. are
well worth looking into.

Standard Railwray Equipments.
Special Publication No, 1.577, issued by

the Westinghouse Electric and Manufac-
turing Company. East Pittsburgh. Pa., is

devoted to standard railway equipments,

and shows a strong trend toward the

standardization of types of electric cars

and a gradual submerging of the ideas

of railway managers and others to the

garnered experience of engineers of prac-

tical experience with the result that large

economies in first cost are being made
possible in spite of the higher prices for

labor and material. The company is

working in the right direction.

Daylight Saving Convention.

Preparations are progressing for the

"daylight saving" convention to be held

in New York City January 30 and 31. to

which organizations in all parts of the

Lfnited States have been invited to send

representatives. The executive committee

here is headed by Mr. Otto T. Bannard
and Mr. Waldo H. Marshall.

Lighting.

One bad accident costs more than a

good light system, and no bad reflections

afterwards.
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Adjustable Crosshead Shoes

Important Improvement in Their Construction and Easy Method of Keeping Them in

a Continuous Perfect Fit

A marked improvement on the method

of adjusting crosshead shoes has just

been perfected and a patent has been is-

sued to Mr. Charles Markel, locomotive

inspector on the Chicago & North Western

Railway on the same, and the device bids

fair to come rapidly into popular use. It

has already become the standard method

aiother. There is also a saving in the

number of the bolts, as only two are used

in each shoe while in the old style from

four to six were required. Another ad-

vantage consists in having a duplicate

shoe, which is impossible with titted

bolts, and as the new bolts are not fitted

to the holes it can be readily seen how

ACCOUNT OF BtvEL N" 3, OM END Or SI..POER5. w«iCm
CNGAbt BLVEL t'>4 ON CROSSHEAD. TENS'ON Qn
t»"BOl.TS rJO|,a2 PULLS SLIPPERS DOWN anO
ASAiNST SMOULDERS 3&4 ON CROSSHEAD

ALSO DOWN ON CROSSHEAD 6EAR1NT1 34 & GIVING
.T 40 SQUARE INCHES Of »iTtiN& & 6EARiN& SURFACE

SPillES ouH IRON

ACCOUNT OP BEVEL N«9a.N"IO,0M
SIDCS OF CROSSHEAD. WHEN TENSION
IS APPLIED TO l\ BOLTS N*7& fl

PULLS SIDES or CROSSHEAD IN AOAinST
BEVEL ON SLIPPER AMD oOwn on TOP
BEARING N« 5 I* 6 OF CRDSSMEAD
GiviNO IT 90 SQUARE inchcSOF BEARihc
SURFACE.

NOTe i

THIS CONSTRUCTION OF HOLD1N& CROSSHEAD SLIPPERS HAS NO REAMED MOLES
ORFiT BOLTS, BCLT5N»1 e. 7 -fi, ARE .^t LOOSE iN HOLES AND ROuGM BOLTS
CAN BE USED VERY Lt T TLE tension on BOlT S DRAWS THE SLIPPER DOWN
AND AGAINST ALL BEARING SURFACE ACCOUNT OF BEVELS. VVMICM ARC
VERr EFFtCTIVt & WILL ILEEP SLIPPERS TIGHT TO CflOSjHEAD, IF HOT
ALLOWED TO LOOSEV^

EXPLANATION Of CROSSHEAD
n.AR»*.£:l DfSl&N

PAT, /kfpi.ito eoi> C & N W RY CLINTON, lA 4-i-i9lV

on the railroad referred to, and is in use

on 100 of their modern passenger and

freight engines. They are also convert-

ing their old crossheads to the new

method as they pass through the shops.

The usual method of holding shoes to

crosshead is by reamed holes and fitted

bolts, and after from four to eight

months of service the crosshead has to

be removed from engine and holes

reamed and new bolts applied at consid-

erable expense and loss of from eight to

ten hours' time of engine. After about

six reamings of bolt holes the holes are

so large that they have to be welded up

and re-drilled to the standard size.

As shown in the first accompanying

drawing, the new design of crosshead

shoe fastening is by tightening the nuts

on two bolts which absolutely grip and

pull the shoe to all bearing surfaces.

This is caused by the action of bevel fits

in place of straight fits, as has always

been used, and no amount of tension on

nuts will tighten the shoes when the

shoe gets slightly loose on the body of

fitted bolts. The reaming and fitting of

bolts is superseded by using only two

bolts, and both being rough or 1/16 in.

loose in the holes, consequently the holes

will never require enlarging and the

crosshead will last as long as the engine

and never require a dismantling of piston

fit and front end main rod for bolt or

shoe work from one period of repair to

easily it is accomplished and how great

a saving it is in engine house and shop

repairs.

The new style of crosshead and shoe

is template planed and jig drilled and is

cheaper in construction and more quickly

assembled than any other kind of cross-

head. The first illustration shows shoe

shown in the drawing is not applied.

in order to obtain the same results to

tight crosshead shoes, loose fitting bolts,

and, as shown in the second illustration,

tlie end bevel and front bolt is not re-

quired, as there is as much spring to the

front end of the crosshead as there is at

the back, so that by simply planing the

old style of crosshead to a 10-in. bevel

for shoe fits and re-drilling old bolt holes

1 5/16 ins., using V/^-\x\. straight turned

or rough bolts, the side fits are pulled

into perfect fits, and at the sanie time the

shoe is pulled down on account of the

bevel to a perfect fit on the top bearing

of the crosshead and shoe. Old cross-

heads can be converted to the new style

of fastening without any change in the

pattern being required. All that is neces-

sary, as already stated, is to have the

crosshead planed to a 10-in. bevel for the

new kind of shoe fits, and applying the

new shoes to a slip fit to the replaned

crosshead.

As all railways are at considerable ex-

pense and delay to engines on account of

repairs to crosshead shoes, this marked
improvement cannot fail to attract wide

attention, and a fair trial under the most

strenuous conditions will, it is confidently

claimed, lead to a rapid adoption of this

important improvement. As is well'

known, Mr. Markel, the inventor, has

already produced many improvements in

the mechanical appliances used on rail-

ways, including many valuable devices ini

fastening as applied to crosshead when

piston is held in its fitted place by the

nut and union link connection required

to extend below the guides. If the union

link connection is so constructed as to

lie applied at the wrist pin the arm as

construction and repair work, a large

number of which have originally ap-

peared in our pages, and met with warm

approval. The new crosshead shoe

device being patented, it is expected that

it will shortly be placed upon the market.
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Electrical Department
Catechism ol the Eleclric Locomotive Continupd

Last month wc described and illustrat-

ed the schematic main circuit diagram

for both a typical A. C. and D. C. loco-

motive showing with these diagrams the

sequence of switches by means of which

the passage of the current can be easily

traced through the transformers and pre-

ventive coils to the motors, in the case

of the A. C. locomotive, and through the

resistance in the case of the D. C. loco-

motive.

The catechism to date has covered all

of the principal pieces of apparatus with

the exception of the main motors. Elec-

tric motors in connection with the A. C.

and D. C, systems are in general similar

so that the following questions pc.-tain-

ing to the motor are applicable to either

system.

There are a few minor pieces of ap-

paratus which are used as "Safety First"

appliances which we will discuss.

Safety First.

Q.—In the case of DC locomotives, we

FIG. 25. FR.^ME OF .MOTOR SHOWING
HOUSINGS AND ARM.-\TURE

REMOVED.

have brought out, in a previous question,

that the third rail shoe fuses were sup-

plied to open up any abnormal arc or

short circuit which may occur in the lo-

comotive. Will these fuses open under

all conditions?

A.—Probably not. It may be possible

that an arc being established in the loco-

motive will not draw sufficient current

from the third rail to blow the third rail

fuses, but will cause great damage if not

interrupted. This arc may occur on the

line side of the circuit breaker, so that no

current is passing through the overload

trip, and thus the arc can not be inter-

rupted by means of the circuit breaker

switches.

Q.—What piece of apparatus is some-

times provided to take care of an emer-

gency condition of this kind?

A.—A piece of apparatus is usually sup-

plied, known as a short-circuiting switch.

Q.—What is the construction of tWs
^hort-circuiting switch?

A.—The sliort-circuiling switch is noth-

ing more or less than two contacts which

arc open normally, or, a knife switch

which is open in normal operation. In

the case of the contacts, these can be

operated from the battery circuit, and the

closing of them can be controlled by a

small emergency switch. In the case of

the knife switch, usually this is manually

operated, and is located underneath the

cab floor, to which is connected a handle

and operating rod, so that this switch can

be pulled in and closed manually.

Q.—How is this switch connected in the

circuit?

A.—The switch is placed between the

bus line and ground. One of the contacts

is connected to the iron framework of the

locomotive which is ground, and the other

contact is connected directly to the D.C.

bus on the locomotive side of the third

rail fuses. When the switch is closed,

there is a direct connection between the

bus and the ground, so that a large

amount of current will flow and the third

rail fuses will blow, disrupting the circuit

and disconnecting the locomotive entirely

from the third rail shoes, thus preventing

severe short circuits in the locomotive.

This switch is only used in an emergency

condition.

Q.—In the case of AC locomotives,

what precaution is taken to protect per-

sons getting on to the roof of the locomo-

tive for one reason or another?

A.—Ground hooks are provided, one lo-

cated at each end of the locomotive.

Q.—How are these ground hooks used?

A.—As the person climbs up the ladder

at the end of the locomotive, the • first

thing encountered is the grounding

switch, which either consists of a hook
on a chain, the hook to be placed over

the pantagraph trolley, or else consists of

a device operated by a lever, so that when
the lever is thrown, a permanent ground
is established to the trolley.

Q.—What is the object of this ground
hook?

A.—To permanently ground one of the

trolleys, so that in case the other trolley

(there are usually two on each locomo-

tive) becomes disengaged from its latch

and should raise, touching the trolley, the

person on the roof will be protected, since

the overhead wire would then become im-

mediately grounded.

O. What is the frame?

.\. The frame, as the word signifies, is

the steel casting upon which are built

and assembled the electrical and me-

chanical parts.

O. How are these frames usually con-

structed?

A. The frames almost invariably are of

the "solid" or "box" type but in some

locomotives the frames are split. The
box frame is of course, mechanically

stronger than a split frame due to the fact

that it is of one piece. In the split type,

holts are needed to hold the two parts

together which is the weak part of this

construction and special care must be

used to keep these two parts in perfect

alignment.

It is not always possible to use the

solid frame. Take for instance, the

motors on the high speed passenger
locomotives operated on the N. Y. N. H.

Q. What are the essential parts of a

railway motor?

A. They are the frame, the housings,

the bearings, the field coils, the armature
and the brush-holders.

FIG. 26. HOUSINGS WITH SECTIONAL
ARMATURE BEARING AND OIL

WELL.

& H. R. R.,—it is necessary to use a

split frame, since the armature or rotating

part of the motor is mounted on quills

and surrounds the driving axle. It would

be impossible to use a solid frame so

that the frames of these motors are split

in two halves so that they can be as-

sembled around the armature. In the

case of some of the later types of loco-

motives on the N. Y., N. H. & H. the'mo-

tors are made with solid frames but in this

case they are mounted above and not

around the axle, so that this type of con-

struction is possible.

A box frame is shown by Fig. 25. As
noted, this is a one piece steel casting

with large openings bored out at each end

for the bearing housings. These open-

ings being of sufficient diameter so that

the armature can be removed endwise. It
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should be noted that these openings are

carefully machined and that in this par-

ticular case, means are provided for bolt-

ing the housing in place by five large

bolts. Inside of the motor is shown the

field poles "P," around which are mount-

ed the field coils "C."

HOUSINGS .\ND BEARINGS.

Q. How is the housing constructed ?

.A.. A housing with the oil and waste

FIG. 27. FIELD COILS AND POLES
ASSEMBLED.

compartment sectionalized, is shown by

Fig. 26. The lubrication of the armature

bearing is of important consideration.

Should the armature bearing become

over-heated, on account of lack of oil,

the bearing, itself, would be damaged in

a very short time to such an extent that

the space between the armature and the

face of the poles, known as the air gap,

would be decreased and the armature

would rub on the pole faces located in

the bottom part of the frame, as the air

gap, under normal conditions, is a very

small fraction of an inch.

The housing is provided with a separate

oil pocket into which the oil is poured

and maintained as near as possible and

to normal oil level. The oil is carried

up by the waste and enters the bearing

through the "window" or oil opening as

shown. After passing through the bear-

ing it overflows into the overflow pocket.

This same system of lubrication is used

on the axle bearings or quill bearings as

the case may be.

FIELD COILS.

Q. What' is the general construction of

the field coils and how are they assembled

in the frame?

A. The general construction of field

coils is shown by Fig. 27. The main pole

piece "P" is so shaped that when the

main field coil "C" is assembled, as

shown in the illustration, it is held firmly

in place when the stud bolts "S" arc in-

serted in holes drilled to template in the

frame and tightened down by nuts and

lock-washers. The inter-pole field "F" is

constructed and held in the same manner.

Q. What is the purpose of the flat steel

springs "T"?
A. These flat springs are located be-

tween the field coil and the frame and

are used to prevent all vibrations of the

field coils and to take up for any shrink-

age of the insulation.

Q. How does the electric current enter

the coils ?

A. Through the terminals "R." These

terminals connect to the copper strap

which is wound in coil form and which

makes up the field coil. Each of the

turns of copper strap are insulated from

each other and the whole is covered by

layers of tape, each layer over-lapping as

shown.

THE ARMATURE.

Q. What are the essential parts of the

armature?

A. The armature is composed of the

spider, the core, commutator and the

armature winding— all of which are as-

sembled on the armature shaft.

Q. How are these various parts, mak-

ing up the armature, constructed and as-

sembled.

A. We will consider each part in the

order mentioned and show how each go

to make up the complete armature.

It is the present practice to use motors

which are ventilated so that the maximum
possible work can be gotten out of the

coils are made up of turns of copper

wire—these wires being placed in the

commutator neck slots "T." The coils

are held firmly in place by bauds of steel

wire shown by "W" Fig. 30,—these bands

being soldered to retain them in place.

The commutator is one of the most

important parts of the armature. It

serves as a means of connection between

the winding or armature coils and the

source of the power. All of the current

taken by the motor passes into the com-

mutator and hence into the armature

coils. The current entering the commu-
tator through the brushholders and the

carbon brushes which we will discuss

later.

The commutator is made up of a num-
ber of bars corresponding to the number

of slots and the number of wires per

slot. Each bar is of the same shape

—

fronl Wiper h

Rear Wiper Rifi;

^
wilh Double fan

fllllJ^Jl

+

Commuifi!ur

FIG. 28. CROSS SECTION SHOWING ARMATURE PARTS MOUNTED ON SHAFT.

locomotive. The passage of electric cur-

rent through the windings of the armature

results in heat. The amount of heat dis-

sipated, depends on the ventilation of the

motor, so that the more air passed

through, the harder the motor can be

worked for the same temperatures. A
great many of the locomotives have the

motors cooled by air furnished from an

independent blower and in order to aid

the passage of air through the motor,

same is constructed with a fan on the

rear end and ventilating ducts through the

core and commutator. This same con-
struction is used without external ven-

tilation and a large increase in power is

obtained due to a larger amount of air

which can be drawn through the motor

thus getting rid of the heat.

Fig. 28 shows a cross section of one

of these armatures and Fig. 29, a

photograph before the armature is wound.

On the shaft "S" is mounted the rear coi!

support made up of the rear wiper ring

and the double fan "F." Through the

armature core "C," are the ventilating

ducts. These ventilating ducts passing

all the way through the front coil support

and the commutator "K."

In the slots of the armature core. Fig.

29, are placed the armature coils. These

cross section of which is shown in Fig.

28. As noted, one part is dove-tailed so

that when the ring nut is tightened up.

J
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important parts of the railway motor and

the general construction is shown by Fig.

31. As the name implies, this part of

the motor is to carry the brush "T" which

is in contact with the commutator and

througli which current flows into and out

of the armature coils. Brushes are

blocks of carljon or graphite which fit

the holder "A" snugly l)ut not tightly.

The brushes can move up and down ver

tically but should not be loose in the

holder.

Q. Docs the brush play an important

part in the operation of the motor?

A. Yes. The brush can cause mutl

trouble and damage if it is of an iniprop< i

kind. Excessive wear of the commu

tntor, sparking, liasliing, etc., may In

caused by the u.se of an improper brusli

Brushes are made in all grades, hard, soft

and with different processes of manufac-

ture. Different motors operating under

different conditions will require different

grades of brushes for the best operation.

Q. Is it essential that the brusli-holders

lie located exactly in the motor?

A. Yes. These brush-holders must be

exactly located so as to bring the brushes

to exactly the neutral points. To secure

this, the clamps which hold the brush-

holders are located by template. At the

same time these holders must be insulated

from the clamps and this is done as fol-

lows :—Referring to Fig. 31 the main

casting (A) is fitted with two rods about

^i in. to yi in. diameter, aver which are

placed mica tubes. To protect this in-

sulation a thin brass tube (D) is placed

over the mica. Just previous to assem-

bling the brass tubes the corrugated

porcelain insulators (E) are put in place

and the whole sealed by an insulating

compound. The corrugated insulators

are to increase tlie creepage distance from

the holder, which has the full voltage, to

the brass sleeves which is ground. Witli

this method of clamping the whole holder

can be moved up and down and proper

clearance obtained between the commu-

tator and the face (F).

Q. How is proper contact obtained be-

tween the brush and the commutator?

A. To get proper contact between the

brushes and the commutator it is neces-

sary to maintain a pressure on the

brushes. This is accomplished by the

spiral clock spring (G) made of phosphor

bronze or of spring steel, which transmits

its pressure to the brush through the

hammer (]). Different pressures are re-

tjuired for different conditions and the

spring tension can be adjusted by the

ratchet (K) and pawl (L). To prevent

heating of the spring, and thus loss of

tension, a copper braid, called a shunt

(M) is provided which conducts the cur-

rent around the spring or shunts it. One

end of this shunt is fastened to the ham-

mer by the rivets (R) and the other to

the main holder by rivets (S). The wire

which carries the current to the holder

is Ik hi in llie liolc (O) by the screws (P).

INSPECTION.

An electric locomotive should receive

the same care and inspection as the steam

locomotive. It is as essential for the en-

gineer to thorouglily inspect the working

parts as on the steam locomotive. Before

taking the electric locomotive out on a

run, the engineer should be satislied that

it is in running condition and in perfect

operation, as far as tlie electrical circuits

are concerned.

raising and lowering of the trolleys, try

the other push buttons on the master con-

troller, which raise and lower the third

rail shoes, reset the circuit breaker, oper-

ate the Sanders, etc. ; Tenth, test the se-

(juence of switches. This is a very impor-

tant matter, as the switches must follow

a definite sequence in order to obtain cor-

rect operation of the locomotive, and the

engineer should become familiar with the

order of the switches; Eleventh, exam-

ine third rail .shoes, shoe beams, etc.

I'lC;. 30. COMPLETE ARMATLKI-

Q.—What procedure is to be followed

ill getting a "dead" locomotive ready for

service?

(The following answers are applicable

to an A.C.-D.C. locomotive.) In case of

either a straight A.C. or a straight D.C.

locomotive, the points not applying to

that type can be omitted.)

A. First, see that the ground hunks arc

removed from each trolley : Seco.ni>, cut in

tlic auxiliary switches. This should cover

the battery switches, the switch for start-

ing the motor generator, the compressor

and blower switches, and allow the com-

pressor to pump up the reservoir to the

FIG. 31. BRUSH HOLDER.

operating pressure, usually 130 lbs. for

high speed or freight service, and note

that governor cut outs at right pressure

;

Fourth, see that all hose angle cocks,

conductors, emergency valves, the main

reservoir bleed cocks and supplementary

and control reservoir bleed cocks are

closed. Fifth, test each trolley, raising

and lowering; Sixth, test headlights, cab

light; Seventh, test the motor generator

set. and be sure it is operating from the

power supply and not feeding back from

the battery. This is accomplished by dis-

connecting the motor generator set from

the battery; Eighth, test the battery. A
small light is usually provided for testing

and should burn brightly if battery is

fully charged ; Ninth, in addition to

Official Changes in the Westinghouse

Air Brake Company.

.\t the annual meeting of the stock-

holders of the Westinghouse Air Brake

Company, the position of chairman of the

board was created and filled by the elec-

tion of Mr. H. H. Westinghouse. Mr.

John F. Miller, formerly first vice-presi-

dent, was elected to the office of president.

Mr. Miller is a native of Pittsburgh,

and received his early education in the

public schools of that vicinity. Upon his

graduation from Wooster Academy, he

became connected with the Westinghouse
interests, and did his first Westinghouse
work for the Philadelphia Company of

Pittsburgh. He later took charge of the

real estate development of East Pitts-

burgh and Wilmerding as conducted by
the Westinghouse companies, and subse-

quently was identified with important

lianking and pubic utility interests. In

1?99 he was made assistant secretary of

the Westinghouse Air Brake Company.
His fitness for large responsibility re-

sulted in his being made vice-president in

1905, including, among his other duties,

special attention to the organization and
development of the company's interests

abroad. Mr. Miller's broad experience,

sound judgment and conservative tem-
perament as a banker, financier and ac-

countant qualify him particularly for his

new position.

Mr. A. L. Humphrey, formerly second

\ ice-president and general manager, was
iiiade first vice-president and general man-
ager of the company. Mr. Humphrey's
career and achievements as a railroad of-

ficial and general manager of the West-
inghouse Air Brake Company are sn well

known to railway officers and manufac-
turers as to need no detailed mention.

Mr. Charles A. Rowan, heretofore audi-

tor, was promoted to the position of con-

troller, and Mr. John H. Eicher, formerly

assistant auditor, was made auditor of the

company.

The Chicago Burlington & Quincy re-

ported as ordering 25.000 tons of rails

for delivery in 191R. has ordered 40.000

tons. Contract has also been awarded to

the .American Bridge Company for 3000

tons of structural steel for the new
freight house at Chicago.
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Eminent Living Railway Men
Frederick Douglas Underwood, President of the Erie Railroad

The New York Sun recently published

a biographical sketch of Frederick Doug-

lass Underwood, president of the Erie

Railroad, part of which reads

;

Mr. Underwood was born in Wauwa-

tosa, Wis. His father was a Baptist

minister, a learned man who knew many

things and failed to do enough in this

life to make a living. The son, however,

learned many a lesson both by precept

and contrast in the straggling parson-

ages which his parents had in the Badger

State, and applied the lessons to his con-

duct. When he got through his studies in

his teens he found a job as driver for an

ore cart in a Wisconsin copper mine at

Fort Howard for several months. Then

his horse bolted and smashed up the cart,

for this was the first and proba1)ly the

last time that Frederick D. Underwood

failed to hold anything. After tliat he

went to work as a miner and was doinj;

very well, for a well built, broad-

shouldered youth as he was could not

help but make good in any heading.

So far he had not applied his educa-

tion, only his general high intelligence,

but his cliance soon came. There was

another cart driver by the name of John-

son, to whom was offered the foreman-

ship of a grain elevator by the old Chi-

cago and North Western Railroad. He de-

clined it because he could not write any-

thing but his own name and recommended

young Underwood for the place.

Ilis theory of life was that every man

should know all that there was to be

known about one thing—his work. .\11

else in the way of useful information

which might be picked up he considered

of value but subordinate to the main

chance. While he was mastering the ways

of the railroad he was also studying men

and learning how to get out of them not

only work but the best there was in

them.

He went into the service of the Chi-

vago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railroad,

which took him to Milwaukee to live.

This brought him in touch with the life

of a growing urban community. He
took a larger view and studied the science

of railroading and the development of

natural resources. His remarkable grasp

of essential facts won quick promotions.

On the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul,

where he worked for eighteen years, he

eventually became division superintendent.

We find him in 1886 the manager of

the Minneapolis and Pacific Railway,

from which he went to become the gen-

eral manager of the Minneapolis, St. Paul

and Sault Ste. Marie Railway, the old

Washburn .system, better and more popu-

larly known to many as the Soo Line.

In that new field he came in contact

v.ith a mighty man, a Titan, of the West,

the late James J. Hill, of the St. Paul,

Minneapolis and Manitoba. When two
strong men meet for the first time there

is likely to be a fight.

The forces of rival roads, pushing

ahead on the prairies of Dakota, each

claiming in one section practically the

same right of way, came into armed col-

lision. Mr. Underwood supported his

cause with rifles in the hands of his hardy

crews. He would not yield, and it goes

without saying that neither would Hill.

It was a war of the long lines car-

FKliUERKK 1). U.NDERWOOU.

riiil on tor weeks, and finally when a

truce was signed it came to pass that

Frederick D. Underwood had not made
an enemy but a friend who was to e.xert

a powerful influence on his destiny. James

J. Hill, the builder of the Empire of the

West, knew a real man when he saw him,

for he was one who had reared a mighty

fabric on that gift.

Fifteen years ago the late J. Pierpont

Morgan and James J. Hill had a confer;

cnce in an office not far from Broad and

Wall streets with regard to the aff'airs

of the Eric Railroad. The Titan of the

West told the financier what he thought

about Underwood.

"We will send for him," said Mr.

Morgan.

The general manager of the Baltimore

and Ohio made a two weeks' inspection

of the property of the much abused Erie

and then told what ought to be done, how
many millions ouglit to be spent in doing

it, and when pressed for further details

said that he was willing to begin the work
of his life—for $50,000 a year. His terms

were accepted by the men in control and

the regeneration of the ancient railroad

began.

lie recognized that although as a pas-

senger road the Erie had been somewhat
remiss, it had wonderful possibilities as a

freight line, for it tapped some of the

best and richest territory of the East. He
knocked the directors of those days off

their feet, bowled them over gasping,

when he announced at one of the first

meetings that he was actually going to

see to it tliat real money was going to

be spent on the Erie.

There are various accounts in Wall
Street circles of that conclave. Such de-

tails as painting tool sheds if it could

unt be avoided and making repairs long

iverdue were being drowsily discussed.

.Mr. Underwood picked up a pen and

\> rote rapidly on a sheet of paper. When
he was asked for his opinion he rose

luickly to his feet.

"1 am surprised, gentlemen," he is re-

ported to have said, "that you are wasting

\our time on details which any man un-

der me for $2 a day could pass upon. If

he could not. he would not be wortli the

!f2, and I would fire him.

"^'ou have paid large sums to engineers

who have reported to you that certain

tilings must be done for the future of

(his railroad. I have their recommenda-

tions and reports here before me. I

I^ave e.xamined the property thoroughly,

and I approve every one of these recom-

mendations.

"You have engaged me at a large

salary to do what I can to build up this

railroad. As far as I am concerned this

matter will soon be settled. This letter

which 1 hold is my resignation. I shall

leave these papers with you and retire.

It is up to you either to adopt the recom-

mendations of the engineers or to accept

my resignation."

Three minutes after Mr. Underwood
left he was called back and informed by

the board that it had unanimously de-

cided to accept the report of the engineers

and would not Iiear of his resignation.

This brings us to the new era of the

Erie. The Pegasus of the critics grew

limp and weary. Things began to hap-

pen. Mr. Underwood got $10,000,000 for

improvements at the start, and the total

sum which eventually will be spent in the

recrudescence is about $35,000,000.

The hauling of the great trains of
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freight was put on an econimiir basis

liy reducing grades and putting in i ul

o(Ts. Tracks level, straight and easy to

travel, diil wonders for the uld palh of

iniijuily. It was no longer a hard mail

to travel, luiergetic young men were out

in every direction getting new business,

and they hnnight it in hy the bale.

One of the secrets of the continued

success of Frederick D. Underwood is in

the fact that he has never got out of

touch with the mechanical side of the

business, lie has had his troubles about

wages and has been the storm center of

heated discussions, but lie has never lost

his perspective nor his head.

His passing over the various lines

on his tours of inspection to-day is

looked forward to by the employees not

as an ordeal but as a pleasure for all con-

cerned. Here is the chance to talk things

over with the "boss," to make suggestions

and to get information on liis views.

In that brief sentence there is a great

deal of the philosopliy on which I'"rederick

Underwood has built his life. He
looks on the honest toil as useful and
honorable. He is the champion of useful

manual labor. It is his belief that there

are too many men in the so-called learned

professions earning small salaries and
looking with a lingering contempt on the

workers who achieve with their hands.

Although he himself completed little

more than a preparatory course, he is a

great believer in college training and is

frankly of the opinion that in railroading

and in all great industrial enterprises the

man with the diploma will have a larger

part. He especially has decried the idea

that men of force succeed because they

liave had no academic degree. Since he

gave expression to such views as these,

many of the larger universities have act-

ually adopted courses to train young men
for business and industrial administra-

tion.

He promoted the establishment of

mechanical schools for the apprentices

connected with all the repairs shops of

the company, and there are six of them

now in operation.

Mr. Underwood is interested in many
other things besides railroading. His

favorite amusement is yachting and he

belongs to several clubs devoted to that

sport. He is also fond of recreation at

the seashore, and it has been solemnly

averred that one season at Palm Beach

he was voted the best dressed man at

that resort, special praise being bestowed

upon his silken shirts and his pongee suit

and up-to-date Panama hat.

His home is at 277 West End avenue.

New York City, not far from the res-

idence of Charles M. Schwab. He works

long and hard, but he does not lose sight

of the lighter side of life, and through

all that he docs he shows his genius for

friendship and his genial interest in all

mankind.

Welding Tool Steel Tips to Machine Steel

Shanks
The constaTitly increasing price of

bigli-speed tool steel now makes it almost

prohibitive for the average shop to use

cutting tools composed wholly of such

material. Furthermore, with high-speed

steel at present prices, it is very costly

for a shop to have to scrap worn out

tools. Such prolilenis, however, can be

solved and noticeable economies effected

by welding high-speed steel tips to or-

dinary iTiachine-stcel shanks. Thus old

worn out high-speed steel tools can be

cut to proper size and utilized for tips

and this brings with it a great saving.

Briefly, the process for welding tips to

shanks for tool steel is as follows: The
high-speed steel tip is lirst "tacked" to

the machine-steel shank, and the whole

is heated. After fluxing with borax,

welding is begun. .After welding, the tool

is immediately laid in mica dust to grad-

ually cool. It is then given a first grind-

ing and is tempered, after which the

finish grinding is accomplished, when the

tool is ready for use. Thus the process

is a simple one. The illustration shows

the various steps in the process—No. 1,

"tacked" to shank ; No. 2, tool after weld-

ing; No. 3, as it appears after first grind-

ing, and No. 4, the tool ready for use,

after tempering and finish grinding. Tool

designated No. 5 was tested for strength

of weld by hammering, and it broke above

the weld. The reinforcing metal which is

built out and around the tip, serves both

sleel shanks for many of its planers and

lathes, has found the electric arc process

of weliling very satisfactory, and much
cheaper than any other process. This

conclusion has been reached after tests

employing other methods. The ordinary

electric arc welding cf|uipmcnt made by

that company may be used, and is the

same as that required for the welding or

repair of castings, h'or the best rcsniti

the current for this work should be ap-

FIG. 2.

SHlKr.ri FOR Ol'KRATOR AND CARBON
IIor.DER

proximately 100 amperes, and the voltage

of the welding circuit 6(1-70 volts. A 5-32

in Norway iron electrode should be used.

The work should not be hurried, but a

good operator can make between 25 and

30 welds for tools of 1 1-2 in. cross sec-

tion in a day of 9 1-2 hours.

Harrison Dust Guards.

Harrison dust guards, manufactured

and sold by the Harrison Specialties Com-

pany of Chicago, 111., have been specified

on the 5.000 New York Central cars re-

cently ordered. Dust guards to equip

16,750 cars have been sold by this enter-

prising company in the past two and one-

half months.

FIG. 1.

HIGH SPEED TOOL STEEL WELDED
TO SHAX|[<S.

to give larger radiating surface and to

alTord a larger conducting path back to

the butt of the tool, thus keeping down
the temperature at the cutting edge when
in use. The machine-steel shank may be

of any length desired, and of cold, hot

rolled, or carbon steel, while the high-

speed steel tip should be short.

The Westinghouse Electric & Mfg
Company of East Pittsburgh, Pa., which

is at the present time using cutting tools

with high-speed steel tips and machine-

New York Subway Extension.

The New York Public Service Commis-

sion, first district, will close bids on De-

cember 4, for the construction of station

finish for nine stations on the Seventh

avenue section of the Seventh avenue-

Lexington avenue line in the borough of

Manhattan. These stations are between

Fourteenth street and the Battery.

New Station at San Antonio, Tex.

The Missouri, Kansas & Texas will

erect a new passenger station at San An-

tonio. The building will be one story

high, 245 ft. long and 77 ft. wide. The
structure will be fireproof throughout

with stucco or brick, built mission style

and have mission towers. The platform

along the passenger tracks will be 850 ft.

in length, and covered with umbrella

sheds. The cost will be about $125,000.
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Items of Personal Interest
Mr. J. J. Dowliiig has been appointed

master mechanic of the Great Northern,

with oflice at Delta. Wash.

Mr. C. R. Burns has been appointed

road foreman of engines on the Baltimore

& Ohio, with ofike at Mars, Pa.

Mr. H. F. Curry has been appointed

road fireman of engines on the Baltimore

& Oliio, with office at loxbury, Pa.

Mr. M. F. Clements has been appointed

bridge engineer on the Northern Pacific,

with headquarters at .St. Paul, Minn.

Mr. F. H. Zcrcher has been appointed

master car builder on the Grand Trunk,

succeeding Mr. A. Capony, resigned.

Mr. A. Macdonald has been appointed

master mechanic of the Stratford shops

of the Grand Trunk, with office at Strat-

ford, Ont.

Mr. Edwin G. Foster, formerly assist-

ant engineer of the Buffao, Rochester &:

Pittsburgh, has been appointed valuation

engineer, with headquarters at Rochester.

N. Y.

Mr. William J. Tracy has been ap-

pointed superintendent of the system

shops of the Lehigh Valley with oftice at

Sayre, Pa., succeedinsj Mr. J. C. Seeger,

resigned.

Mr. W. M. Neal has been appointed act-

ing superintendent of car service of the

Canadian Pacific with office at Montreal,

Que., succeeding Mr. H. J. Humphrey,

transferred.

Mr. J. R. Alexander, formerly general

road foreman of engines of the Eastern

division of the Pennsylvania Railroad, has

been promoted to a similar position with

office at Pittsburgh, Pa.

Mr. John D. Rogers, formerly round

house foreman of the Oregon Short Line

at Pocatello, Idaho, has been appointed

shop superintendent of the Virginia with

office at Princeton, W. Va.

Mr. R. J. McDonald, formerly traveling

engineer on the Southern district of the

Chicago & Alton, has been appointed

train master on the same road with head-

quarters at Roadhouse, 111.

Mr. Frank L. Pierce, formerly locomo-

tive, engineer on the Chicago & Alton
' has been appointed traveling engineer on

the Southern district of the same road

with headquarters at Bloomington, 111.

Mr. C. E. Denney, formerly assistant

to the president of the Union Switch &
Signal Company, has been appointed spe-

cial engineer of the New York, Chicago

& St. Louis with headquarters at Cleve-

land, Ohio.

Mr. A. B. Ford lias been appointed

master mechanic of the Butte division oi

the Great Northern, with office at Great

Falls, Mont., succeeding Mr. F. M. Fry-

berg, recently appointed, but now on leave

of absence.

Mr. Charles A. Lemmin, formerly chief

engineer of the Butte Anaconda & i'a-

cilic hus been appointed assistant to the

general manager of the Anaconda Cop-

per Mining Company, with office at Ana-

conda, Mont.

Mr. J. P. Landreth, formerly Chicago

manager of the Garlock Packing Com-

pany, Palmyra, N. Y., has been appointed

western sales manager of the Anchor

Packing Company, Philadelphia, Pa., with

headquarters at Chicago.

Mr. Hugh E. Greer, formerly sales agent

for the Union Railway Equipment Com-

pany, Chicago, III., has been appointed

general sales representative of the Camel

Company, manufacturer of railway spe-

cialties, with headquarters in Chicago.

Mr. F. A. Hussey, formerly road fore-

man of engines on the Boston & Albany

at Allston, Mass., has been appointed mas-

ter mechanic of the Boston division of

the same road, with office at Beacon Park,

Allston, succeeding Mr. F. A. Butler.

Mr. Sydney Dillon has been appointed

chief mechanical engineer of the Carnegie

Steel Company, succeeding Mr. John

Hulst, who has been appointed assistant

to the vice-president and chief engineer

cf the United States Steel Corporation.

Mr. T. J. Raycroft, formerly assistant

master mechanic of the Cumberland divi-

sion of the Baltimore & Ohio, has been

appointed master mechanic of the Wheel-

ing division of the same road, with office

at Wheeling, W. Va., succeeding Mr. J.

Blessing, resigned.

Mr. F. A. Butler, formerly master me-

chanic of the Boston division of the Bos-

ton & Albany, at Beacon Park, Allston,

Mass., has been appointed master me-

chanic of the Albany division of the same

road, with office at West Springfield,

Mass., succeeding Mr. A. B. Canfield, as-

signed to other duties.

Mr. C. E. Bess, formerly assistant fore-

man of the South Pacific at Rosedale,

Cal., has been appointed assistant master

mechanic on the same road, with office at

Sparks, Nev., succeeding Mr. Paul Jones,

who has been appointed a member of the

efficiency committee of the company, with

headquarters at San Francisco, Cal.

Mr. W. P. Barba, formerly vice-presi-

dent of the Midvale Steel Company,

Worth Brothers Company and the Wil-

mington Steel Company, has resigned,

and is succeeded by Mr. E, E. Slick, vice-

president of the Cambria Steel Company.

Mr. Barba has been in the employ of the

Midvale Steel Company for 36 years.

Mr. William A. Duff, formerly engineer

of bridges of the Canadian Government

Railways at Moncton, N. B., has been ap-

pointed assistant chief engineer, and in ad-

dition to his duties as engineer of bridges

will have charge of the Halifax Ocean

Terminals and will perform such other

work as may be assigned by the chief

engineer.

Mr. R. H. Wood, formerly with the

Buffalo office of the Warner & Swasey

Company, Cleveland, Ohio, has been ap-

pointed manager of the Chicago district

office of the Modern Tool Company, Erie,

Pa. Mr. Leo C. Steinle has been ap-

pointed direct representative in France of

the Modern Tool Company, with offices

at Paris and Lyons. Mr. Steinle is ac-

tively connected with the Steinle Turret

Machine Company, Madison, Wis., whose

interests he is also looking after abroad.

Mr. Norman L. Warford, formerly in

charge of the Powdered Coal Department

of the Anaconda Copper Mining Com-

pany, Anaconda, Mont., has become iden-

tified with Powdered Coal Engineering

and Equipment Company of Chicago, 111.,

in the capacity of engineer in charge of

con.struction. Mr. Warford is credited

with having installed the largest powdered

coal plant in the United States for the

.Anaconda Mining Company at its several

works, where they burn approximately

1,000 tons of pulverized coal daily.

Mr. C. J. Burkholder, formerly general

road foreman of engines of the Kansas

City Southern, has accepted a position

with the Economy Devices Corporation,

as mechanical representative in the West-

ern territory, with headquarters at Kansas

City. Mr. Burkholder was born May 8,

1875. His entire business life, up to his

recent appointment, has been spent in

railroad work. Starting in the round-

house of the Pennsylvania Railroad at

Tyrone, his next step was locomotive fire-

man on the same road. Leaving the Penn-

sylvania he went as locomotive fireman

for the Union Pacific, and was later pro-

moted to locomotive engineer. He re-

signed from the Union Pacific and went

as locomotive engineer to the Kansas City

Southern, Northern Division. He was in

turn promoted to traveling engineer, train

master and general road foreman of en-

gines, which position he held at the time

of his recent appointment.
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Theodore Newell Ely.

Till- dealh of Mr. Tlicodorc Newell Ely

niiiove.s one who was lung u prominent

ligure in railroad work, lie was a gradu-

ate of Ihe Kensselcar Polytechnic Insti-

tute, 'Iroy, N. Y., as civil engineer, lie

entered railway service in 18()« in the

engineering departmen' of the Fort

Wayne & Chicago Railway at Pittsburgh,

Pa., and shortly afterwards was appointed

assistant engineer on the Philadelphia &

Erie division of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road. In 1W)9 he was appointed superin-

tendent of the middle division of the same

road, and assistant general superintendent

in 1870, and in 1873 superintendent of

motive power on the same division.

From 1874 to 1882 superintendent of

motive power of the Pennsylvania di-

vision, and from 1882 to 1893 general

superintendent of motive power, Pennsyl-

vania lines I'.ast of Pittsljurgh, and from

1893 to 1911 chief of motive power of

the entire Pennsylvania System, lie was

born at Watert.nvn. N. Y.. in 1846.

ger and director of the Goldschmidt Ther-

mit Company, of 120 Broadway, New
York, at the comparatively early age of 45

years. A year ago he was operated upon

for appendicitis, and never completely re-

covered his health. He was a graduate of

the Stevens Institute, taking the degree of

mechanical engineer in 1892, and became

connected with the Pennsylvania Steel

Company as resident engineer in .Boston,

Mass., and afterwards in London, Eng-

land. Among the more notable operations

with .which he was connected were the

erection of the North and South stations

in Boston, and the North German Lloyd

piers in Hoboken, New Jersey. His ser-

vices were also much appreciated as as-

sistant general sales manager in Phila-

del|)hia, and as district sales manager at

Steelton, Pa. In 1898, at the outbreak of

the Spanish-American War, he volun-

teered for service in the artillery. In

I'JIO he was appointed a delegate to the

International Railway Congress at Berne,

Amos Willetts Wright.

.Vmong tile notable newspaper men

who have lately passed away was Amos

Willetts Wright who died at his home

in Eighty-first street, New York, on No-

vember 6, in the 70th year of his age.

He was a brother of Dr. Jonathan

Wright of Pleasantville, N. Y.

Amos W. Wright was a graduate of

Dartmouth College which he passed

through with high honors, having made a

specialty of history, literature, and po-

litical economy. On graduating he de-

termined to enter the newspaper field,

became proprietor and editor of the Fort

Wayne Gazette, which he controlled for

several years. He married Dorothy

Head, of Kenosha, Wis., daughter of

Orson Sherman Head, a celebrated

lawyer.

Finding that the Fort Wayne Gazette

oflfered a scope too limited to suit his am-

bition Mr. Wright went upon the edi-

torial staff of the Inter Ocean of Chicago,

which was changed successively for the

Globe-Democrat of St. Louis, the Milwau-

kee Sentinel and the New York World,

when the latter journal was managed by

Mr. Joseph Pulitzer. As a leader and

editorial writer Mr. Wright was distin-

guished for sound policy, unflinching hon-

esty and charm of style. As a man he

possessed the rare qualities of keen

humor, gentleness and stability in his con-

tact with the world. As a friend his qual-

ities may be summed up in the simple

words of one who had known him for

fifty years—he never had an enemy and

he never lost a friend.

William Cooper Cuntz.

Much regret has been expressed at the

death of William C. Cuntz, general mana-

WILI.I.\M COOPER CUXTZ.

Switzerland. In the same year he sev-

ered his connection with the Pennsylvania

Steel Company to become a director and

general manager of the Goldschmidt

Thermit Company in New York. Under

his able management the increase in the

company's business was rapid, and marked

progress was also made in the develop-

ment of the Thermit process, and it is

universally acknowledged that it is largely

due to his skill and perseverance that the

manufacture of carbon-free metals and

alloys are coming into general use. He
was an active member of over twenty of

the leading engineering and other so-

cieties, and among his many duties he

found time to take a leading part in the

civic welfare of the community where he

lived. Mr. Cuntz was of revolutionary

stock, and his character was marked by

many of the fine features that distin-

guished the race from which he sprung.

Harry Monkhouse.

Harry Monkhouse, one of the pioneer

railroad motive power men of this coun-

try, died at St. Paul, Minn., last month.

Mr. Monkhouse was born scveiily-lwo

years ago in the State of Ohio. As a

young man he learned the machinist's

trade on the Cetitral Ohio. In 1869 he

became foreman of the shops at Newark,

Ohio, when this road was taken over by

the Baltimrjre & Ohio. He later went to

the Manitoba Railroad, with headquarters

at St. Paul and was master mechanic for a

number of roads. For a time he went

into business for himself and later was en-

gaged with railway supplies. He returned

to railroad service and became general

foreman of the Rock Island, with head-

(piarters at Harrington, Kas., in 1888,

from which position he was promoted in

1889 to assistant superintendent motive

jiower in charge of Lines West of the

Missouri River. In 1898 he became super-

intendent motive power of the Chicago &
.Mton, which position he resigned in 1900

to become superintendent motive power

of the Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville,

with headquarters at Lafayette, Ind. In

.September, 1901, he became general man-

ager of the Rome Locomotive & Machine

Works at Rome, N. Y., and in February,

1902, was elected president of that com-

pany, which position he resigned in .\\\-

yust, 1915. on account of ill health.

List of Committees and Subjects for

the American Railway Master

Mechanics' Association for the

Convention of June, 1917.

The following is the list of standing

and special committees and the subjects

submitted to them for the next conven-

tion of the Master Mechanics' Associa-

tion. Special instructions have been

issued by Mr. Joseph W. Taylor, secre-

tary, that advance copies of the various

reports and individual papers must be in

the hands of the members a month be-

fore the convention, therefore, all papers

and reports should be in the secretary's

hands before April 15, 1917.

Standing Committees.

1. Standards and Recommended Prac-

tice: W. E. Dunham (Chairman), Supr.

M. P. & M., C. & N. W. Ry. Winona.

Minn. ; M. H. Haig, M. E., A. T. & S. F.

Ry., Topeka, Kan. ; A. G. Trumbull, Asst.

to G. M. S., Erie R. R.. New York City

;

C D. Young, Engr, Tests, Penna. R. R..

Altoona, Pa. ; G. S. Goodwin, M. E., C.

R. I. & P. Ry., Chicago, 111.; R. L. Et-

tenger, C. M. E., Southern Ry., Wash-

ington, D. C; B. B. Milner, Engr. M. P..

N. Y. C. R. R.. New York City

2. Mechanical Stokers: A. Kearney

(Chairman), A. S. M. P., N. & W. Ry.,

Roanoke, Va. ; M. A. Kinney, S. M. P.,

Hocking Valley R. R.. Columbus, Ohio

;

J. R. Gould, S. M. P., C. & O. Ry., Rich-
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mond, Va.
; J. T. Carroll, A. G. S. M. P.,

Balto. & Ohio K. R., Baltimore, Md. ; j.

W. Cyr, S. M. P., C. B. & Q. Ry., Chi-

cago, 111.; A. J. Fries, A. S. M. P., N. Y.

Central Lines, Depew, N. Y. ; L. B. Jones.

A E. M. P., Penna. R. R., Williamsport,

Pa.

3. Fuel Economy and Smoke Preven-

tion. Wm. Schlafge (Chairman), G. M.
S., Erie R. R., New York City; W. H.

Flynn, S. M. P., Mich. Central R. R., De-

troit, Mich.; D. M. Perine, S. M. P.,

Penna. R. R., New York City; Robert

Quayle, G. S. M. P. & C, C. & N. W.
Ry., Chicago, 111.; D. J. Redding, A. S.

M. P., P. & L. E. R. R.. McKee's Rocks,

Pa.; W. J. Tollerton, G. M. S., C. R. I.

& P. Ry., Chicago, III.; F. H. Clark, G.

S. M. P., B. & O. R. R., Baltimore, Md.

4. Powdered Fuel : C. H. Hogan
(Chairman), A. S. M. P., N. Y. C. R. R.,

Albany, N. Y. ; E. W. Pratt, A. S. M. P.,

C. & N. W. Ry., Chicago, 111.; Thos.

Roope, S. M. P., C. B. & Q. R. R.,

Lincoln, Neb.
; J. H. Manning, S. M. P.,

D. & H. Co., Watervliet, N. Y.; Charles

James, M. S., Erie R. R., Youngstown,

Ohio ; G. L. Fowler, 83 Fulton street,

New York City; W. L. Kellogg, S. M.
P., M. K. & T. Ry. Denison, Tex. ; O. S.

Beyer, University of Illinois, Urbana, III.

5. Specifications and Tests for Ma-
terials: C. D. Young (Chairman), Engr.

Tests, Penna. R. R., Altoona, Pa.; J. R.

Onderdonk, Engr. Tests, B. & O. R. R..

Baltimore, Md. ; A. H. Fetters, M. E.,

Union Pac. Ry., Omaha, Neb. ; Frank
Zeleny, Engr. Tests, C. B. & Q. R. R.,

Chicago, 111. ; H. E. Smith, Engr. Test.s,

N. Y. C. R. R., Collinwood, Ohio; H. B.

MacFarland. Engr. Tests, A. T. & S. F.

Ry., Chicago, 111.; Prof. L. S. Randolph,

Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Blacks-

burg, Va.

Special Committees.

6. Design and Maintenance of Loco-

motive Boilers: C. E. Fuller (Chairman),

S. M. P., Union Pacific R. R., Omaha,
Neb.; A. W. Gibbs, C. M. E., Penna, R.

R., Philadelphia, Pa.; D. R. MacBain,
5 M. P., New York Central R. R., Cleve-

land, Ohio; M. K. Barnum, S. M. P.,

Balto. & Ohio R. R., Baltimore, Md. ; R.

E. Smith, G. S. M. P., Atlantic Coast

Line R. R., Wilmington, N. C. ; C. B.

Young, M. E., Chgo., Bur. & Quincy R.

R., Chicago, III.
; J. Snowden Bell, New

York City.

7. Locomotive Headlights : D. F.

Crawford (Chairman), G. S. M. P.,

Penna. Lines, Pittsburgh, Pa.; C. H. Rae,

G. M. M., L. & N. R. R., Louisville, Ky.

;

F A. Torrey, G. S. M. P., C. B. & Q. R.

R., Chicago, 111.; H. T. Bentley, S. M. P.

6 M., C. & N. W. Ry., Chicago, III. ; M.
K. Barnum, S. M. P., Balto. & Ohio R.

R., Baltimore, Md. ; Henry Bartlett, G.

M. S., B. & M. R. R., Boston, Mass.;

W. H. Flynn, S. M. P., Mich. Central

R. R., Detroit, Mich.; W. O. Moody, M.

E., Illinois Central R. R., Chicago, 111.;

A. R. Ayers, Engr. R. S., N. Y. C. R. R.,

New Vork City.

8. Superheater Locomotives: W. J.

Tollerton (Chairman^, G. M. S., C. R. I.

& P. Ry., Chicago, 111.; H. W. Coddmg-
ton, Engr. Tests, N. & VV. Ry., Roanoke,

Va. ; C. H. Hogan, A. S. M. P., N. Y. C
& H. R. R. R., Albany, N. Y. ; R, W. Bell,

G. S. M. P., 111. Cent. R. R., Chicago, 111.

;

T. Roope, S. M. P., C. B. & Q. R. R.,

Lincoln, Neb. ; W. C. A. Henry, S. M. P.,

Penna Lines, Columbus, Ohio ; E. W.
Pratt, A. S. M. P., C. & N. W. Ry., Chi-

cago, 111.; G. M. Basford, 30 Church

street. New York City.

9. Design, Maintenance and Operation

of Electric Rolling Stock: C. H. Quereau

(Chairman), New York Central R. R.,

New Vork City; G. C. Bishop, S. M. P.,

Long Island R. R., Richmond Hill, L. L,

New York City; G. W. Wildin, M. S.,

N. Y. N. H. & H. R. R., New Haven,

Conn.; J. H. Davis, E. E., B. & O. R. R.,

Baltimore, Md.; R. D. Hawkins, S. M. P.,

Great Northern Ry., St. Paul, Minn.; A.

E. Manchester, S. M. P., C. M. & St. Ry.,

W. Milwaukee, Wis. ; T. W. Heintzelman,

G. S. M. P., Southern Pacific Co., San

Francisco, Cal.
; J. T. Wallis, G. S. M. P.,

Penna. R. R., Altoona, Pa.; J. E. Pilcher,

M. E., N. & W. Ry., Roanoke, Va.

10. Co-operation with Other Railway

Mechanical Organizations : D. R. Mac-

Bain (Chairman), S. M. P., New York

Central R. R., Cleveland, Ohio; E. W.
Pratt, A. S. M. P., C. & N. W. Ry., Chi-

cago, 111.; C. A. Shaff'er, G. T. I., Illinois

Central R. R., Chicago, 111.; F. J. Barry,

M. M., N. Y. O. & W. Ry., Childs, Pa.;

E. S. Fitzsimraons, M. S., Erie R. R.,

New York City, N. Y.; F. C. Pickard,

M. M., D. L. & W. R. R., Buffalo, N. Y.

11. Train Resistance and Tonnage
Rating: O. C. Wright (Chairman), A.

E. M. P., Penna. Lines,, Ft. Wayne, Ind.

;

H. C. Manchester, S. M. P., D. L. & W.
R. R., Scranton, Pa. ; C. E. Chambers,

S. M. P., C. R. R. of N. J., Jersey City,

N. J. ; J. H. Manning, S. M. P., D. & H.

Co., Watervliet, N. Y. ; Frank Zeleny,

Engr. Tests, C. B. & Q. R. R., Aurora,

111. ; Prof. E. C. Schmidt, University of

Illinois, Urbana, 111.; Jos. Chidley, A. S.

M. P., N. Y. C. R. R., Cleveland, Ohio;

J. T. Carroll, A. G. S. M. P., B & O. R. R.,

Baltimore, Md.
12. Springs—Shop Manufacture and

Repair, Including Design, Appliances and

Repair; M. F. Cox (Chairman), A. S.

M., L. & N. R. R., Louisville, Ky. ; Eliot

Sumner, S. M. P., Penna R. R., WilUams-
port. Pa. ; A. G. Trumbull, Asst. to G. M.
S., Erie R. R., New York City; E. W.
Pratt, A. S. M. P., C. & N. W. Ry.,

Chicago, 111.; T. A. Foque, G. M. S.,

M. St. P. & S. S. M. Ry., Minneapolis,

Minn. ; C. A. Gill, G. M. M., B. & O. R. R.,

Raltimore, Md. ; G. W. Rink, M- E., C.

R. R. of N. J., Jersey City, N. J.

13. Subjects: M. K. Barnum (Chair-

man), S. M. P., B. & O. R. R., Balti-

more, Md. ; D. R. MacBain, S. M. P.,

New York Central R. R., Cleveland, Ohio

;

C. E. Fuller, S. M. P., Union Pacific R. R.,

Umalia, Neb.

14. Arrangements: Wm. Schlafge, G.

M. S., Erie R. R., New York City; C. E.

Chambers, S. M. P., C. R. R. of N. J.,

Jersey City, N. J.; E. H. Walker, Stand-

ard Coupler Co., New York City.

Individual Papers: Feed Water Heat-

ers, J. Snowden Bell. Welding Loco-

motive Tubes, Fire Box and Boiler

Sheets, D. R. MacBain.

American Railway Association.

The American Railway .Association

held several sessions in New York last

month, instead of Denver as originally ar-

ranged. The chief discussions were in

tlie ways and means to relieve the freight

congestion. Reports of the names and

numbers of cars detained and the rea-

sons were reported.

Boiler Code Hearing.

A public hearing on the Boiler Code

will be held in the Engineering Societies

Building, beginning December 2, at 2

P. M., and continue into the following

week, if necessary. This meeting is in

accordance with tlie work of the per-

manent committee authorized to make
such revisions as may be found desirable,

and to modify the same as the cost ad-

vances. The meeting follows the annual

meeting of the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers.

Memorial Tablet to William O'Herin.

On October 7 a memorial tablet to the

late William O'Herin was erected near

the general offices of the Missouri, Kan-

sas & Texas Railway, before a gathering

of more than 10,000 employees of the

railway. Mr. O'Herin was born in the

County of Limerick, Ireland, on January

6, 1846. With his parents he emigrated

to New York in 1848. His first position

was with the New York Central as a'

machinist. Afterwards he became a fire-

man and a locomotive engineer with the

same railway. He went West in 1873, at

the time the Missouri, Kansas & Texas

Railway was built. He entered the em-

ploy of this corporation as an engineer

and was promoted shortly afterwards to

the position of foreman of a roundhouse.

In 1884 he was made master mechanic of

the System. Later he was superintendent

of machinery and equipment, which posi-

tion he occupied for many years and

finally was promoted to the office of as-

sistant to general manager of the entire

system.

The death of Mr. O'Herin resulted from

an accident sustained while engaged

directing the removal of tlie debris of a

train wreck.
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A Clear Track
ahead, Railway men, when
you protect your metal

work with

DIXON'S
Silica Graphite

PAINT
It has a world-wide repu-

tation of over fifty years.

Made in FIRST QUAL-
ITY only. Made for

those who want QUAL-
ITY, LONGER SERV-
ICE and LOWEST
COST per year of service.

Because of the peculiar

oily nature and flake for-

mation of the pigment,

Dixon's Paint has no equal

in- keeping moisture and
gases away from the metal.

Therefore metal properly

painted with it resists cor-

rosion longer than that

painted with any other

paint. That is the reason

why leading railroads
throughout the entire
world use it as standard.

Write for booklet 69-B
and long service records.

Made In JERSEY CITY, N. J., by the

Joseph Dixon Crucible

^^ Company ^><g><^
ESTABLISHED 1K7

Railroad Equipment Notes.

The Cambria & Indiana lias ordered

I,(XX) hopper cars from the Cambria Steel

Company.

The Union Pacific has ordered 1,500 box

cars from the American Car & Foundry

Company.

The Los Angeles & Salt Lake has or-

dered 2()0 automobile cars from the Pull-

man Company.

The Missouri, Kansas & Texas is in

tlie market for 25 Mikado (2-8-2) and 10

I'acific (4-6-2) type locomotives.

Tlie Chicago, Burlington & Quincy is in

tlic market for 20 Mikado (2-8-2) type

and 10 Santa Fe (2-10-2) type locomo-

tives.

The Central Railroad of \cw Jersey

has ordered 5 eight-wheel (0-8-0) loco-

motives from the American Locomotive

Company.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western

h,is ordered a Pacific (4-6-2 ) type loco-

motive from the .-Kinerican Locomotive

Company.

B 1J2

The Diamond Gasoline Corporation has

ordered 10 SO-ton. 8.000 gal. capacity tank

cars frotn the American Car & l-"oundry

Company.

The Chesapeake & Ohio has pivcn an

order to the Western Steel Car & Foun-

dry Company for the repair of 1,000 to

1,500 cars.

The Delaware & Hudson is reported in

the market for 118 steel nnderframes for

hopper cars, 25 for stock cars and 25 for

refrigerator cars.

The Louisville & Nashville will begin

construction soon of 8 Mikado (2-8-2")

locomotives, following a previous lot of 8

now nearing completion.

The British Government has ordered

100 more light tank locomotives from the

Baldwin Locomotive Works in addition

to the 395 previously reported.

The Union Pacific is inquiring for 15

Santa Fe (2-10-2) tj-pe locomotives. It

was reported previously in the market for

10 locomotives of the same type.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe has

ordered 1.000 dumping stock cars from

Haskell & Barker Car Company and 500

tank cars from' the Pressed Steel Car

Company.

The New York Central Lines have or-

dered 25 coaches from the Barney &
Smith Car Company. These arc in addi-

tion to orders placed with other builders

for 17S cars.

The Philadelphia & Reading has or-

dered 1,0(K) hopper cars from the Cambria

.Steel Company, 500 from the Pressed

Steel Car Company and SCO from the

Stanflard Steel Car Company.

The El Paso & Southwestern has or-

dered 10 Pacific (4-6-2) type locomotives

from the American Locomotive Company.

Cylinders will be 27 by 28 ins., driving

wheels 73 ins., and total weight in work-

ing order 315,000 lbs.

The Selby Safety Mag Company, St.

Louis, Mo., is in receipt of orders from

the Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic for

improved flagmen's signal outfits for all

crews. This is the ninth system to adopt

this appliance as standard.

The Western Pacific has ordered S

Mallet (2-6-6-2) type locomotives from

the American Locomotive Company.
Cylinders will be 23J4 and 37 by 32 ins.,

driving wheels 57 ins. and total weight

in working order 429,000 lbs.

.\ new wireless station has recently been

erected at Viacha near La Paz. The West
Coast Leader says that commercial serv-

ice was established October 20 between

the Bolivian station and the Lima wire-

less station at San Cristobal.

The Illinois Central has ordered I,(XX)

composite flat bottom gondola cars from

tlie Pullman Company and 1,000 cars of

the same type from the Haskell & Barker

Car Company. The company contem-

plates buying 500 furniture cars.

The Louisville & Nashville has ordered

1000 50-ton gondola cars from the Mt.

X'ernon Car Manufacturing Company
and will build 1000 additional cars in its

own shops. These, with previously re-

ported orders, make a total of 5000 cars.

Coates & Tweed have ordered four six-

wheel switching locomotives from the

American Locomotive Company. These

locomotives will have 19 by 26-ins. cylin-

ders. 50-in. driving wheels and a total

weight in working order of 111,000 lbs.

The Baltimore & Ohio has ordered 480

box car bodies from the .\merican Car

& Foundry Company and is still in the

market for 350 box car bodies. Contract

for the repair of 500 cars has been

awarded the Mt. Vernon Car Manufac-

turing Company.
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First Telegram.

iMr. Morse, inventor of the electric tele-

graph, experienced great difficulty in con-

vincing the business men of the United

States that his invention was practically

hidden away in the archives of the Ten-

nessee Historical Society at Nashville,

Tenn., is the account of the first actual

message ever sent over a telegraph line,

says tlie Youths Companion.

According to the account preserved at

Nashville, Hon. Kobert L. Caruthers of

Lebanon, Tenn., was a member of Con-

gress in 1843, and a member of the com-

mittee to which was referred Mr. Morse's

application for an appropriation to build

a telegraph line from Washington to

Raltimore. Most of the members of the

committee looked upon Morse as a vision-

ary, and his proposal as impracticable.

On the last day of the session Morse

went to the committee room and told them

that he had stretched a wire to the top

of the capitol building and bad a young

man up there. If they would write a

message he would send it up. and the

young man would bring them a copy of

it. None of them believed it could be

done. Judge Caruthers, however, pulled

the envelope of a letter out of his pocket

and wrote a message. Mr. Morse, who

had his instrument with him. sat down

and sent the message. In a few minutes

the young man walked into the room with

an exact copy of the message. The com-

mittee reported favorably, and recom-

mended the appropriation.

The bill passed just before the adjourn-

ment. Some one went to Mr. Morse's

boarding house to inform him that the

appropriation was made. The dau.ghter

of the landlady went to Mr. Morse's

room, waked him and gave him the wel-

come news. He said to her, "My daugh-

ter, you shall send the first message that

goes from Washington to Baltimore."

That promise was fulfilled when she sent

the famous message : "Whom hath God
wrought !"

Judge Caruthers was an ardent Whig.

and in 1843 the Whigs were very angry

with President Tyler, whom they accused

of betraying the party. The message that

Judge Caruthers sent from the commit-

tee room to the young man at the top nf

the Capitol was. "Tyler deserves to be

hanged."

End of Steam Hose Coupler Litigation.

The Chicago Car Heating Company,
Chicago, issued the following: "The long

continued steam hose coupler patent liti-

gation between the Chicago Car Heating
Company and Gold Car Heating & Light-

ing Company has been ended by a decision

by the United States Circuit Court of Ap-
peals at Chicago in favor of the Chicago
Car Heating Company. As there is no
appeal, this decision ends the controversy."

An Erie Railroad Banquet.

There was celebrated in the Hotel

Martinique, New York, on November 22,

the First Annual Banquet of the Under-
wood Social and Athletic Association

Band. Except that band-garbed persons

were strongly in evidence we should have

considered it Erie Railroad men's dinner,

Mr. F. D. Uunderwood, president of the

Erie Railroad, being in the chair.

About 150 persons were present, a fair

percentage of them being ladies. The
banquet was odd in some respects. No
intoxicating drink was provided, and
there were no speeches or songs, the yi'll-

ing band doing all the musical honors.

In some respects the banquet reminded
us of a feast given to her agricultural

tenants by Lady Kintdre, a noble Scotish

woman, on the occasion of her heir com-
ing of age. Her ladyship was a strong

teetotaller for people outside of her own
class, and she debarred whiskey from her

son's birthday feast, but provided cham-
pagne. Towards the end of the feast two
hilarious farmers, each with three ciniil.v

champagne bottles in front of him, w^ere

heard conversing about the liquid refresh-

ments. One says to the other: "Man
Blackiemuir, do you think we'er nao
gaen to hae ony thing to drink tlie

nicht?" "It's certainly time," said tin-

other, "that French lemonade they've

given us is verra cauld on the stomach."

Cold Saws.
Catalogue No. 51, issued by the Newton

-Machine Tool Works, Twenty-third and
Vine streets, Philadelphia, Pa., contains

5! pages of descriptive matter and illus-

trations in regard to cold metal sawing
machines, with full particulars in regard
to new developments, which mean for the

user less operation, replacement and labor

cost, greater output and economy in floor

space, and, what is of considerable value,

the introduction of air controlled clamps
dispensing with even the necessity of mus-
cular strength in the operator. There is

also a portion of the catalogue devoted to

prominent designs of other machines, em-
bracing vertical and duplex milling ma-
chines, slotting and planing machines,
key seat milling, portable drilling, cylinder

boring and rod boring machines, all finely

illustrated. Copies of the catalogue and
estimates may be had on applying to the

company's office at Philadelphia, Pa.

The Western Pacific has ordered five

superheater Mallet type locomotives
from the American Locomotive Company.
These locomotives will have 23;/ and 37
by 32-ins. cylinders, 57-in. driving wheels
and a total weight in working order of
429,000 lbs. The equipment of this road is

being rapidly improved, and the indica-

tions are that it will soon take its place

among the thoroughly equipped roads in

the West.

GOLD
Car

Heating

Lighting

Company

Manufacturers of

ELECTRIC,
STEAM AND
HOT WATER
HEATING
APPARATUS
FOR RAILWAY CARS

VENTILATORS
FOR PASSENGER
AND REFRIGER-
ATOR CARS
ACETYLENE SYSTEM
OF CAR LIGHTING

Send for circular of our combina-
tion PRESSURE AND VAPOR
SYSTEM OF CAR HEATING,
which system automatically main-
tains about the same temperature in

the car regardless of the outside
weather conditions.

Main Office, Wliitehail Buik^

17 BATTERY PLACE

NEW YORK
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Hydraulic
Riveters rixed and Portable

Punches, Shears,
Presses, Lifts, Cranes

nd Accumulators.

Matthews' Fire Hydrants,

Eddy Valves

Valve Indicator Posts.

The Camden Hloh-Pressure Valves.

Books, Bullclins, Catalogues, Etc.

Cast Iron Pipe

R. D. Wood & Company
Engineers, Iron

rounders. Machinists.

100 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Nichols Transfer Tables

Turntable Tractors

GEO. P. NICHOLS & BRO.

1090 Old Colony Bldg. CHICAGO

For Testing and Washing
Locomotive Boilers

USE THE

Rue Boiler Washer
and Tester

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Rue Manufacturing Co.
228 Cherry Street Philadelphia, Pa.

ManufacturerB of Injectors, Ejectors,

Boiler Washers and Ti'sters. Boi\er Checks,
Check Valves.

ASHTOIM
POPVALVES AND GAGES
The Quality Goods That Last

The Ashton Valve Co.

271 Franldk Street, Boaton, Mus.
No. 174 Mmrket St.. Chicago, III.

Passenger 'I'er.minai.s and Trains. By

Jolin A. DrocKC Published liy Mc-

Graw-Hill Hook Company, New York.

410 pages, cloth. Price, $5.00 net.

.Mr. Droege, the general superintendent

of tlie New York, New Haven & Hart-

ford railroad, is already known as an

able writer on railroad subjects. His

previous work, "Freight Terminals and

Trains," stamped the author at once as

an authority on the subjects which his

wide experience enabled him to master.

The present work amply sustains his

reputation. The book is divided into

twenty-two chapters, and covers the en-

tire I'leld from the construction and main-

tenance details including interlocking and

approaches with full descriptions of all

kinds of stations with views and plans

embodying typical and unique features,

possessing educational value. The work

is further illumined with descriptions of

[lassen.ger trains and terminals of foreign

countries. Systems of clectril'ication are

also presented, while the important sub-

u'Cts of baggage handling, ticket office,

furniture, and the methods of success-

fully dealing with the public is particular-

ly interesting and should be carefully

studied by all who are engaged in hand-

ling that most complex of all machines,

tlie average human being. The book is

profusely illustrated, finely printed, sub-

stantially bound, carefully indexed, and

altogether an excellent volume.

l.TBRICATING ENGINEER'S H.\NDROOK. By

John Rome Battle. Published by

J. B. Lippincott Company, Philadel-

phia. 333 pages, fully illustrated,

clotli. Price, $4.00, net.

The author of this book has had ex-

ceptional opportunities as a mechanical

engineer in one of the largest manufac-

turies of lubricants in the world to col-

lect data on this important subject, and

he has taken pains to present the sub-

ject in a manner that not only engages

the attention of the most casual reader,

but satisfies the seeker after the most

minute details. Every man interested in

lubrication will obtain a vast amount of

information in this book which extends

to thirty-seven chapters, each taking up

some new phase of the subject, and all in

a high degree illuminating on a sub-

ject that is not known in any sense as it

should be. Of particular interest to rail-

v.ay men is the chapter on the lubrica-

tion of railway locomotives and cars. The

steam engine generally receives much at-

tention from this eminent authority, and

the chapter on Diesel engines shows that

be has the matter in hand up to the pres-

ent hour. The book is finely printed on

toned paper. The illustrations are in the

best style of the engraver's art. and the

work as a whole may be considered the

standard on the subject of which it treats.

Proceedings of the Twenty-third Con-

\XNTION OP THE AlR BrAKE CONVEN-

TION. 248 pages, flexible cloth. Price,

$2.00.

Year by year the proceedings of the

,'\ir Brake Association grow in interest,

as the air brake itself has grown in the

number and variety of its details, and

the volume before us is the best proof

of the fact that the members are keeping

abreast of the work in which they are

largely engaged. The last convention

held at .Atlanta, Ga., on May 2-5, was

largely attended and the proceedings

were unusually interesting, not only by

reason of the able papers presented, but

particularly by the discussions which the

papers called forth. In common with

similar associations, it seems as if the

art of e.xprcssion grew with the growth

of the association, and the force and

clearance with which the members taking

part in the proceedings expressed them-

selves was remarkable, and is undoubted-

ly a fine reflex of the most advanced

thoughts in relation to the air brake

that could be presented in regard to the

subjects under consideration. These em-

braced "Slack action in long passengers

trains. Its relation to triple valves of

different types and consequent results in

the handling of passenger trains."
—"Care

of modern passenger brake equipment

contributing to the minimum cost of

maintenance and ma.ximum efficiency."

—

"Proper piping of locomotives and cars,

specillcations and requirements for pipe

in air brake work."
—"Excess pressure."

—"Hand brakes for heavy passenger

cars."
—"Need of efficient cleaning and

repairing of freight brakes."
—"Recom-

mended Practice."
—"Accumulation of

moisture and its elimination from trains

and yard testing plants." A. prominent

feature was a lecture on Thursday. May
4th, by Mr. Walter V. Turner on "The

Universal Valve." This was cleverly

illustrated by the use of moving pictures.

It will thus be seen to what a large ex-

tent the air brake field was covered by

the association, and although we pre-

sented a very full report of the proceed-

ings in our June issue, the published

volume presents a mass of interesting de-

tails beyond our space. We heartily

commend the book to the attention of

all interested in the details of the modern

air brake.

New Car Chart.

Mr. George L. Fowler, the eminent en-

gineer, has produced an excellent draw-

ing of the anatomy of a steel hopper bot-

tom coal car, and the work has been

reproduced and published by the Xorman
W. Henley Publishing Company, 132 Nas-

sau street. New York. The drawing is
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excellent, the complete details being clear-

ly shown, with every part named and
numbered, and in addition to the car, the

truck, axle, hopper and journal box are

shown in detail separately. The draw-
ings are printed on strong, durable paper,

and the work may be relied upon as ab-

solutely correct. The chart measures
24x18 inches. Price, 25 cents.

Electric Railway Problems.

The University of Illinois Experiment

Station, L'rbana, 111., has published Bulle-

tin No. 20 presenting in a pamplilet of

36 pages some graphical solutions of

electric railway problems. As is well

known, the relation between speed and
tractive effort is so involved that any at-

tempt to obtain an exact formula has led

tc assumptions which cannot be made
without seriously affecting the accuracy

of the final result. The graphical methods,

as compared with the analytical, form at

once an accurate and easy means appli-

cable to any condition in practice, and

Professor A. M. Buck has clearly demon-
strated the usefulness of the solutions

presented in the bulletin. Copies may be

had from the university. Price, 20 cents.

and fittings embracing "National" oil well

casing, tubing drill pipe, drive pipe, rotary

drill pipe and tubing with upset ends, line

pipe, lead joint pipe, steel poles, standard

pipe, black and galvanized, spellcrizcd, 4

ins., and under; to minimize corrosion.

"National" spellerized boiler tubes, "Na-
tional" protective crating, "Kewanee"
unions, valves and fittings. "Shelby"

seamless steel tubing, special alley tubing,

boiler tubes, cylinders, flasks, steam pipe,

drill pipe, mechanical tubing and trolley

poles. Tlie supremacy in this list of man-
ufactures lias not come in a day. It is the

result of engineering science coupled to a

patience that never wearies, a rigid sys-

tem of tests, endless experiments and a

determination to reach the ideal. Tho
National Tube Company has secured suc-

cess because it is deserved. The latest

bulletin published by the company records

the triumpli. Send for a copy to the com-

pany's office at Pittsburgh, Pa.

STEEL STAMPS
INSPECTORS HAMMERS

Hand Cut STEEL LETTERS 4 FIGURES
LATHE TOOLS, TIME CHECKS,
Noble & Westbrook Mfg. Co.

9 ASYLUM ST. HARTFORD, CONN.

Hydraulic Valves and Fittings.

Catalogue No. 94, issued by the Wat-
son-Stillman Company, New York, is

among the best and most complete ever

published by the enterprising company.
It contains 96 pages substantially bound,

and several hundreds of fine illustrations.

As is well known the firm has been en-

gaged in the manufacture of hydraulic

machinery for nearly seventy years. Per-
fection in detail has come to their en-

gineers through experience, and the merits

of their operating valves, packings, regu-

lating, release and safety valves, with all

kinds of special valves and valve tools,

are in design and quality of material as

near the ideal as can be approached. The
possibility of leakage in the valves has

been eliminated long ago. Special com-
binations is a fine feature in their work,
particularly in valves for controlling press,

accumulators, and other high pressure
mechanism. Any of the company's cata-

logues may be had on application to the

company's New York oflice at 50 Church
Street.

Staybolts.

Requests continuing to come to the

Flannery Bolt Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.,

for copies of the Exposition number of

the company's catalogue, it was concluded

to revise and embody the same in the last

month's digest embodying a complete num-

ber of illustrations of the several parts

of the Tate flexible staybolt, tools, etc., suf-

ficient to make a handy book of reference

and a condensed catalogue. All explana-

tory matter of a technical kind has been

omitted, simply giving information as to

dimensions and styles of the several parts.

Of special merit is a refacing tool for

scraping oft' sleeve seat for cap bearing, also

tap for cleaning out the cap threads of the

sleeves. Copies of the catalogue and in-

formation will be sent on request to the

company's main office, \'anadium Build-

ing, Pittsburgh, Pa.

"National" Pipe.

The overshadowing supremacy of "Na-
tional" Pipe was unquestionably estab-

lished by the acid test of experience but
the decision of the superior jury of

awards at the Panama-Pacific Exposition
at San Francisco placed it beyond ques-

tion. Only one grand prize was awarded
in each class and the National Tube Com-
pany, Frick Building, Pittsburgh, Pa., was
awarded the grand prize on the superior

merits of the company's tubular products

Keeping Cars in Service.

The American Steel Foundries, AlcCor-

mick Building. Chicago, 111., have issued

an illustrated pamphlet on keeping cars

in service, the chief feature of which is

the economical and efficient method of

strengthening wooden underframe cars

so that they are fit for service in heavy

trains by the application of Economy cast

steel draft arms which replace the wooden
draft timbers and strengthen the center

sills against buffing and pulling shocks.

They extend from the end of the car to

a point thirty inches or more back of the

body bolster. They are easily applied.

Repeated experiments have shown that

the wooden cars thus reinforced with-

stand service shocks fully as well as the

all-steel underframe construction and the

expense is much lower. All that is neces-

sary is to submit data in regard to the

old cars, and designs and estimates will

be furnislied, and the change completed
in a fraction of the time that it takes to

furnish new cars.

Locomotive Engine Running

and Management

By ANGUS SINCLAIR

This popular book has been a RE-
LIABLE REFERENCE and comfort-
able unfailing POCKET EDITION.

PRICE, $2.00

ANGUS SINCLAIR CO.
114 Liberty St., New York

Locomotive Electric Headlights

of all descriptions

THE

YLE —
ATIONAL
COMPANY

900 SOUTH MCHIGAN AVENUE

TURBO

GENERATOR

SETS

CHICAGO, ILL

The Armstrong

Automatic Drift Drill

DRIFI AND HAMMER COMBINED.

The handle or driver js always
ready to strike a blow as the
spring automatically throws it
back into position.

LEAVES ONE HAND FREE TO
SAVE THE TOOL.

Special Circular Mailed on Request.
ARMSTRONG BROS. TOOL COMPANY
312 N. Francisco Ave.. CHICAGO, U. S. A.

DUNER
CAR CLOSETS

DUNER CO.
lis S. CLIMTON ST., CHICAGO

Ttie Norwaik Iron Works Co.
SOUTH NORWALK, CONN.

Makers of Air and Gas Compressors
For All Parpoa«s

Send for Catair g














